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Isabelle Mondou 
Deputy Minister of Canadian Heritage 
Department of Canadian Heritage 

September 25, 2021 

RE: Submission of TECHNA TlON to Canadian Heritage Regarding Online Harms Legislation 

Deputy Minister Mondou, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into this consultation. Across the Canadian technology sector 
and our membership, there is agreement on the need to address digital safety. OUf industry is already 
demonstrating leadership in the space and wants to support the Canadian government in achieving its policy 
objectives, based on robust experience creating and deploying content moderation systems globally. The 
regulation of the internet is an incredibly complex challenge, and the government should work with the tech 
sector to ensure new policies maintain freedom of expressions, protect marginalized communities and 
preserve due process while ensuring an operationally feasible regulatory regime. This regime must also keep 
Canada 's longstanding commitment to net neutrality at its core, thereby maintaining and preserving a free 
and open internet 

We strongly believe that tackling ittegal content online is a serious issue that will have long-lasting impacts on 
the way Canadians use the internet. We are supportive of the government's efforts to find ways to protect 
Canadians online, however, we are concerned that some aspects of the current proposal may have 
unintended negative impacts on access to va luable information and services, privacy and freedom of 
expression, and the innovation economy. 

While traditionally TECH NATION would welcome the opportunity to provide these comments to the 
Department of Heritage, we raised concerns with both your officials and those at the Privy Council of the 
timing of these consultations, which took place during the federal general etection. Given the subject of the 
consultations and alignment with political parties' election platforms, we also disagree that this consultation 
should have continued with a "Caretaker" government. Once a new Cabinet Minister is sworn in, we will be 
happy to provide further input. 

As well , we do have other concerns on the process of these conSUltations. We believe that the consultation 
documents tack sufficient technical and policy details for industry members to understand the impacts of the 
proposed changes, risks, benefits and provide meaningful , detailed comments. The 8 week consultation 
period, done over the summer and as mentioned above, during an election, does not allow thIs important 
issue to generate the attention it deserves. 

Commitment by our Members 
As our members continue to iterate and strengthen approaches to meet evolving challenges surrounding 
online behaviours, our sector is moving with urgency, purpose and commitment to develop and enforce a 
range of policy, procedura l, and product changes to help people feel safe, welcome, and to control their 
experience online. We support smart regulation with a focus on working with governments to ensure that 
regulation of the digital industry is practical , effective, feasible to implement, inclusive, and keeps certain core 
democratic values intact whi le promoting tech innovation. 
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Delivering the highest safety standards requires investment, something that our members are committed to 
and have a track record of undertaking. TECHNAT10N's members have demonstrated this long-standing 
commitment to digita l safety, as well as a history of working closely with governments, industry and civil 
society to identify and remove illegal and harmful online content. Many of our members have supported the 
Voluntary Principles to Combat Online Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse, and are members of the 
Technology Coalition and WeProtect Global Alliance. In addition, TECH NATION members Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft and Twitter are founding members of the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terron'sm 
(GIFCT) which works to counter terrorism and violent extremism online. 

Principles-based Approach 
We encourage the Canadian government to take a principles-based approach to digital safety in order to 
achieve a safe, inclusive and open online environment. Principles that should be considered include: 

• Platforms are good faith actors who operate responsibly and in accordance with local laws. 
• Respect the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (expression and due process) 
• Respect net neutrality and maintain an open internet. 
• Draw a clear line between illegal and harmful content. 
• Consideration of global privacy regimes and obligations, including Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties 

(MLATs). 
• Ensure clarity and transparency while respecting user privacy. 
• Strive for global interoperability and policy harmonization. 
• Policies should prioritize accuracy over speed in flagging and removing content. 
• Recognize each platform and services are different and not conducive to a one-size fits all approach. 

Our Concerns 
While TECHNATION supports the intent of the government to enhance digital safety onllne, we are 
concerned with the current proposal and the potential impact it could have on freedom of expression and 
other fundamental human rights. Specifica lly, we recommend greater clarification and adjustment to address 
these main areas of concern: 

• The scope of services to be covered: The Online Harms Proposal shoUld focus only on the services 
that pose the greatest risk~ 

• The scope of content to be covered: The regulation of particu lar content, including the issuance of 
mandatory removal orders, should be limited to clearly defined categories of content that are illegal in 
Canada. Legal but potentially harmful content should remain subject to the content moderation 
procedures adopted by service providers, in accordance with their own terms of service and 
guidelines. 

• The obligations on service providers : Service providers should not be required to proactively monitor 
user content, or report user data or content to law enforcement without proper judicia l authorization or 
MLAT. 
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• The availability of safe harbour protections; Service providers should have intermediary liability 
immunity to allow them to carry out good-faith content moderation and other actions to enhance digital 
safety. Safe harbour protections should apply equally to actions taken to comply with law, as well as 
"good Samaritan" voluntary measures. 

• The powers delegated to the Digital Safety Commissioner: Powers delegated to the Digital Safety 
Commissioner (the "Commissioner") should be scaled back to better recognize the potential hUman 
rights impacts of decisions taken under digital safety legislation, to place limits on inspection and 
order-making powers, and provide greater transparency and oversight by Parliament. The powers 
should also be reflective of global trade norms and agreements, such as the CUSMA, as it relates to 
algorithms and source code provisions. 

In addition to the broad concerns noted above the consultation lacks specific technical and policy elements 
required to fully respond to the impact of the proposal in order to respond accordingly. There are 
considerable technical challenges to take into account and industry engagement needed prior to the 
introduction of any new rules or regulations to combat online harms. We are pleased to see that the 
Government of Canada has begun this process, but note the importance of a whole of government approach 
to th is issue and that all-sectors of industry are engaged in a meaningful way. 

TECHNATION can organize a series of roundtables to discuss the technical elements and policy options. We 
would we lcome the opportunity to collaborate with the Government of Canada on these. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this commenlary. 

Nevin French 
V;ce·President, Policy 

About TECHNA TlON 
TECH NATION is the authoritative natjonal voice for Canada's $230 billion information and communications technology 
(ICT) industry. Canada's 44,000 ICT firms directly and indirectly generate over 1.2 million jobs in Canada. The ICT 
industry in Canada also creates and supplies goods and services that contribute to a more productive, competitive, and 
innovative economy and society. Our membership ranges from large multinational platforms. to leading Canadian 
internet-service providers (ISP) to cutting edge domestic tech companies. 

For over 60 years TECH NATION, formerly the Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC) , has been the 
industry-government nexus for technology prosperity in Canada. As a member-driven. not-far-profit, vendor-neutral 
TECH NATION unites Canada's technology sector, governments, and communities to enable technology prosperity from 
coast to coast. Our top ten largest companies collectively employ over 92.000 Canadians in every region of the country. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Denis Balazuc 

ICN ( DCI (PCHl 
Canada's internet Censorship Plan 

September 25, 2021 8:34:1'1 AM 

I am writing about thc consultation for censori ng (lei's call it what it really is) tne Internet with unsound laws that 
haven'l been Ihought of properly, arc obviously misinfomlcd and lack awareness in how the Internet works. 

I urge anyone involved with those decisioll$ to rcvicw their homework and Slop trying 10 transform Canada into a 
survei llauee country - we have enough examp les around the world about where this lends in the long term. I did nOI 
immigrale to Canad'llo be have my specch gouged or my means of working limited by some arbitrary dceision 
about what is "right" or "wrong" to say or write. 

I actu31ly do not undcrstand how malure individuals in thc 21th ccntury clln in good conscience try to reproduce a 
sehcme thai has already failed in many countrics (the UK is an example) 3nd is simpl y nol possible 10 implement 
tcchnically without leading to end less litigations and court challenges. Canada is already suffering of the monopoly 
of big TELCO compani es thai arc lilcrally ruining us with exorbitant prices and ~eanda l ous. practiccs. pleaSe do not 
add censorship to this pathclie situation. 

While I can no longer put my trust in our politicians for managing ollr digita l cnvironment. I sti ll hoJX' you will 
make the right choice lind repcilhis horrcndous plan. Please kccp Cannda frcc. 

Tres Cord illlcrncni 
Denis Balazuc 
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Commentaires sur I'approche proposee 
par Ie gouvernement federal 

31 aoOt 2021 

pour s'aUaquer au contenu prejudiciable en ligne 
par Marie-Claude Girard , au nom du Rassemblement pour la laicite 

Le Rassemblement pour la la"icite est un regroupement d'individus et d'organismes 
ayant en commun la promotion de la la"leite com me philosophie humaniste de pensee 
et comme regime juridique regissant les relations entre les citoyens du Quebec et 
leurs institutions publiques. 

Fonde en 2010, il s'est donne des Ie depart I'objectif de favoriser la concertation entre 
les divers intervenants, groupes , organismes et associations partageant cet objectif 
de promotion de la la"leite. 

CONTEXTE 

La presente repond a I'invitation du gouvernement de commenter I'approche proposee 
pour s'attaquer au contenu pn§judiciable en ligne. Cette approche comprend un nouveau 
cadre legislatif et reglementaire, avec des regles sur la maniere dont les plateformes de 
medias sociaux et autres services en ligne doivent traiter les contenus prejudiciables. Le 
cadre defini : 

• les entites qui devraient etre vi sees par les nouvelles regJes , 
• les types de contenu prejudiciable qui devraient etre regis, 
• les nouvelles regles et obligations pour les entites reglementees ; et 
• deux nouveaux organismes de reglementation et un conseil consultatif pour 

administrer et superviser Ie nouveau cadre et faire respecter ses regles et 
obligations. 

Cette approche se veut complementaire au projet de loi C-36, depose Ie 23 juin 2021 , 
pour : 
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permettre a la Commission canadienne des droits de la personne d'examiner les 
plaintes de propagande haineuse el conferer au Tribunal des draits de la 
personne Ie pouvoir de trancher ces plaintes; 
modifier Ie Code cdminel afin d'ajouter une definition du mot « haine » pour les 
infractions de propagande haineuse prevues a I'article 319 et creer un engagement 
de ne pas troubler I'ordre public pour la propagande haineuse et les crimes haineux. 

Ce projet de loi a cependant ete abroge par Ie declenchement des elections federales Ie 16 
aoOt 2021 . L'invitation a commenter I'approche proposee semble toutefois se poursuivre 
puisqu'elle apparait toujours sur Ie site du ministere du Patrimoine canadien. Void donc 
quelques commentaires et recommandations sur la partie de cette consultation concernant 
les contenus prejudiciables lies a la haine et a I'extremisme en ligne. 

ENJEUX 

Deux enjeux majeurs preoccupent particulierement Ie Rassemblement pour la lai'cite dans 
Ie cadre de cette consultation a savoir la necessite de proteger la liberte d'expression a 
I'egard des religions et I'exception religieuse sur la propagande haineuse contenue dans Ie 
Code criminel. 

1, Critique des religions 

Les debats entourant I'adoption de la motion M-103 en 2017 ont clairement demontres qu'il 
y avail souvent confusion entre la critique des religions et I'expression de propos haineux 
envers un groupe designe. 1 

Texte de la motion2 

Que, de I'avis de la Chambre, Ie gouvernement devrait : 
a) reconnaitre qu'il faille endiguer Ie climat de haine et de peur qui s'installe dans la 
population; 
b) condamner I'islamophobie et toutes les formes de racisme et de discrimination 
religieuse systemiques et prendre acte de la petition e-411 ala Chambre des 
communes, ainsi que des problemes qu'elle a souleves; 
c) demander que Ie Comite permanent du patrimoine canadien entreprenne une etude 
sur la fa90n dont Ie gouvernement pourrait 

(i) etablir une approche pangouvernementale pour la reduction ou I'elimination 
du racisme et de la discrimination religieuse systemiques, dont I'islamophobie, 
au Canada, tout en assurant I'adoption de politiques fondees sur les faits , qui 
soient d'application globale et axees sur la communaute, 
(ii) recueillir des donnees pour contextualiser les rapports sur les crimes 
haineux el pour evaluer les besoins des communautes touchees; Ie Comite 

, h\tps:f/ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvellef1 024073fmotion-rn-l 03-adoptee-les-comrnunes:;condamnent-lislamophobie 
2 https:/twww.floscornrnUnes.cafmembers/trJ88849!motions/8661986 
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devrait presenter ses conclusions et ses recommandations a la Chambre dans 
les 240 jours civils suivant I'adoption de la p"osente motion, pourvu que, dans 
son rapport, Ie Comite devrait formuler des recommandations que pourra 
appliquer Ie gouvernement afin de mettre davantage en valeur les droits et 
libert',. garantis dans les lois constitution nelles, y compris la Charte 
canadienne des droits et libertes. 

En I'absence de definition concrete de « I'islamophobie », les opposants a la motion M-103 
craignaient qu'elle constitue une limite excessive a la liberte d'expression en ce qui a trait a 
la critique legitime de I'islam, en plus d'associer ceUe critique a du racisme et a de la 
discrimination systemique. O'autres ont souleve que la motion ne ciblait qu'une seule 
religion , donnant ainsi des privileges a une religion ou a une communaute aux depens des 
autres. Cet episode tumultueux de I'histoire recente du parlement canadien demontre, hors 
de tout doute, I'importance de distinguer critique des religions et propos haineux envers un 
groupe designe, afin de ne pas limiter indQment la liberte d'expression au Canada. 

N'oublions pas que, com me Ie disait Sam Haroun en 2018, la liberte de religion passe par 
la liberte de critiquer la religion: 

« Croire ou ne pas croire est I'acte libre d'un esprit libre. Cela veut dire deux choses : 
d'abord , tout individu est libre d'etre athee, chretien , juif, musulman ou hindouiste, et 
doit reconnaitre a autrui Ie meme droit ; ensuite, la foi religieuse et I'incroyance ne sont 
pas des absolus scelles dans I'infaillibilite, impermeables a toute critique. Au contraire, 
c'est I'honneur d'une religion de se soumettre au libre arbitre, au doute et au jugement 
de ses adeptes et des adeptes d'autres convictions. » 3. 

En faits, tous les systemes de penser, que ce soit Ie capitalisme, Ie communisme, Ie 
fascisme, I'atheisme, Ie catholicisme, I'islam ou autre, doivent pouvoir etre critiques . C'est 
Ie choc des idees et des connaissances qui fait avancer une societe. Par c~ntre , 

I'encouragement au genocide et I'incitation publique a la haine contre un groupe 
identifiable, tel que defini par Ie Code criminel4 , doivent bien sur etre proscrits. 

2. Exception religieuse du Code criminel 

Le Code criminel canadien sur la propagande haineuse com porte Une « exception 
religieuse », soit I'alinea 319(3)b). 

r ncitation publique a 10 haines 

"3 hltps:/Iwww. ledevoir.comlopinionlideesI52Q885/Ia-liberte-de-religion..passe-par-Ia.liberte-de-critigyer -la-rel igion 
• 318(4) Au present article, groupe identifiable s 'enlend de toute section du public Qui se difflhencie des aulres par la couleur, la race, 
la religion , I"origme nationale OU ethnlque, l'age, le sexe, I'orientation sexuelle . l'ident~e ou I'expression de genre ou la defiCience 
menlale ou physique. 
) https:lllaws-lojs.iusUoe.gc.ca/fralioisIC-46Isection=319.htm!7wbd!sable:true 
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319 (1) Quiconque, par la communication de declarations en un endroit public, incite a 
la haine contre un groupe identifiable, lorsqu'une telle incitation est susceptible 
d'entrainer une violation de la paix, est coupable : 

a) soit d'un acte criminel et passible d'un emprisonnement maximal de deux 
ans; 
b) soit d'une infraction punissable sur declaration de culpabilite par procedure 
sommalre. 

Fomenter volontairement la haine 

(2) Quiconque, par la communication de declarations autrement que dans une 
conversation privee, fomente volontairement la haine contre un groupe identifiable est 
coupable : 

a) soit d'un acte criminel et passible d'u" emprisonnement maximal de deux 
ans; 
b) soit d'une infraction punissable sur declaration de culpabHite par procedure 
sommaire. 

Defenses 

(3) Nul ne peut etre declare coupable d'une infraction prevue au paragraphe (2) dans 
les cas suivants : 

a) il elablit que les declarations communiquees etaient vraies; 
b) il a, de bonne foi , exprime une opinion sur un sujet religieux ou une opinion 
fondee sur un texte religieux auquel il croit, ou a tente d'en etablir Ie bien-fonde 
par argument; U _________________ _ 

Cette disposition relative a la propagande haineuse offre une protection au discours 
religieux portant prejudice a un groupe identifiable , s'il est prononce de bonne foi et fonde 
sur un texte religieux. Rappelons que les textes de plusieurs des grandes religions 
comportent des propos qui denigrent ou pronentla haine contre les apostats, les 
incroyants, les femmes, les homosexuels voire certains groupes ethniques ou raciaux. 
Certes , la majorite des croyants font assurement la part des chases et interpretent les 
textes religieux dans un contexte plus contemporain et respectueux de toutes et de tous. 
Mais d'autres en font une lecture rigoriste qui peut se traduire en un discours degradant 
pour plusieurs citoyens. 

Les discours haineux contenus dans des preches, des conferences, des videos, des 
tweets au autres, bases sur un texte religieux au son interpretation , meme lorsque 
prononces de bonne foi , ne doivent plus etre toleres au Canada. Malheureusement, ces 
derniers existent. A titre d'exemple, pour n'en nommer que deux, Ie discours homophobe 
d'un pasteur de la Congregation Regina Victory Church' en mars dernier ou encore les 
videos de deux imams mantrealais denonces par Ie Centre consultatif des relations juives 

8 https:lllci.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1776230I]1omophoble-religion-pasteur-Ierry-murphy-sermon 
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et israeliennes (CIJA)7 en 2017 . Ces discours constituent, sans aucun doute, un frein au 
mieux vivre ensemble en societe. 

Une petition a ete deposee a la Chambre des communes en 2018' demandant I'abrogation 
de cet article, mais sans succes. Cette petition faisait valoir, entre autres, que les textes de 
plusieurs des principales religions comportent des propos qui denigrent et pronent la haine 
contre les incroyants, les femmes, les homosexuels au certains groupes ethniques au 
raciaux. La reponse donnee par I'honorable Jody Wilson-Raybould, ministre de la Justice 
et procureur general du Canada9 pour justifier ce retus se basait sur une decision de la 
Caur Supreme10 datant de 1990, soit precedant I'introduction de I'exception religieuse en 
2004. II est temps de rectifier la situation pour eliminer une exception qui n'a pas sa raison 
d'etre si on veut serieusement d'attaquer aux discours haineux en ligne. 

Done, cui au respect des religions, sauf lorsque cela s'inscrit en porte-a-faux avec Ie droit 
qu'ont les citoyens au respect et a la dignite humaine. L'exception religieuse relative a la 
Propagande haineuse doit etre abrogee pour contrer Ie discours haineux au Canada. II 
n'est pas suffisant de mieux definir Ie discours haineux et de proposer un nouveau cadre 
legislatif et reglementaire pour les medias sociaux. II faut agir sur ses causes. 

RECOMMANOA TlONS 

Module 1 : Un nouveau cadre higislalif al reglamentaire pour les modias sociaux 

La legislation modifierait les definitions du droit existant pour les adapter a un contexte 
reglementaire plutot que penal et etablirait une obligation legale pour les entites 
reglementees de prendre toutes les mesures raisonnables pour rendre les contenus 
prejudiciables inaccessibles au Canada. Le cadre reglementaire exigerait que les entites 
reglementees declarent certains types de contenu aux forces de I'ordre et au Service 
canadien du renseignement de securife afin de permettre la mise en place d'enquetes et 
de mesures de preventions appropriees. La loi proposee creerait egalement une nouvelle 
Commission canadienne de securite numerique afin de soutenir trois organismes qui 
mettraient en reuvre, superviseraient et appliqueraient Ie nouveau regime: Ie Commissaire 
a la securite numerique du Canada, Ie Conseil de recours en matiere numerique du 
Canada et un Comite consu/tatif d'experts, 

Recommandalion 1 : 

Clairement indiquer, dans les mandats de la nouvelle Commission canadienne de 
securite numerique et des trois organismes sous sa supervision , que la critique 
legitime des religions ne fait pas partie des propos diffamatoires a traiter. 

, , i 

" i i 
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Module 2 : Modifier Ie cadre juridique canadien 

Ce module vise a completer Ie projet de loi C-36 en proposant d'ameliorer I'efficacite de la 
Loi concernant la declaration obligatoire de la pornographie juvenile sur Internet par les 
personnes qui fournissent un service Internet et de rationaliser Ie processus d'obtention de 
I'autorisation judiciaire d'acquerir les informations de base sur I'abonnee d'un acteur de 
menaces en ligne de la Loi sur Ie Service canadien du renseignement de securite. 

Recommandation 2 : 

Amender les modifications proposees dans Ie projet de loi C-36, visant a conlier Ie 
mandat a la Commission canadienne des droits de la personne de traiter les 
plaintes de propagande haineuse, pour explicitement exclure la critique legitime des 
religions. 

Recommandation 3 : 

Abroger I'exception religieuse (alinea 319(3)b)) du Code criminel canadien relatil a 
la Propagande haineuse. 
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Submission ofth e Citizen Lab to the Federal Gove rnment's Proposed 
Approach to Address Harmful Content Online ("Online Harms Consultation") 

Cynthia Khoo, Lex Gill, and Christopher Parsons (Citizen Lab, Munk School of 
Global Affairs & Public Policy, University ofToronto) 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy 5t 
Gatineau QC KlA 055 

[delivered electronically] 

25 September 2021 

About the Citizen Lab and the Authors 

1. The Citizen Lab at the Munk School of Global Affairs & Public Policy, University of Toronto ("Citizen 

Lab"), is an interdisciplinary laboratory which focuses on research, development, and high·level 

strategic policy and legal engagement at the intersection of information and communication 

technologies, human rights, and global security. 

2. For over a decade, the Citizen Lab has used a mixed methods approach that combines techniques from 

network measurement, information security, law, and the social sciences to research and document 

information controls- induding Internet censorship and surveillance- that impact the openness and 

security of digital communications and pose threats to human rights. Our work has investigated digital 

espionage aga inst civil society; documented Internet filtering and other technologies and practices that 

impact freedom of expression online; analyzed privacy, security, and information controls of popular 

applications; and examined corporate and state accountability, transparency, oversight, and control in 

relation to information technologies, including the impact of those technologies on historically 

marginalized groups. 
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3. The Citizen Lab's groundbreaking research has resulted in over 120 publica~ions and reports,! 

generated more than 25 front page exclusives in The New York Times , Washingron Post, and other 

leading outlets, and received numerous international awards and recognitions. This scholarship has 

been cited by policymakers, academics, and civil society as foundational to the understanding of digital 

technologies, human rights, and global security. 

4. The authors of this submission have diverse expertise in the freedom of expression, privacy, and/or 

equality rights implications of emerging technologies, induding the specific kinds of technologies 

discussed in the "Technical Paper" associated with this consultation. We also have expertise in related 

areas of technology law and policy raised by this consultation, including adjacent questions of 

c.onstitutionallaw, intermediary liability. privacy, national security, jurisdictional issues, and criminal 

evidence. We, alongside our colleagues at the Citizen Lab, have produced research on technologies 

closely related to this consultat ion, including consumer spyware apps ("stalkerware") and nation -state 

spyware, content filtering tools, anonymity tools, social media apps and platforms, and predictive 

policing and aigorithmic surveillance technologies, among others. We have also published on issues 

related to corporate data col lection, management, and disclosure and the relevant law and policy 

questions engaged by these issues. Each of us has routinely provided recommendations for 

technology, policy, and legal reform related to our respective findings in Canada and in various 

in ternational fora. 

5. We have reviewed the consultation materials, including the "Technical Paper" and the "Discussion 

Guide", associated with the government's proposal to address what it has referred to as "online 

harms".l We provide the following comments in response to that consultation process, divided into th e 

following sections: 

A. This Consultation Is Inadequate; 

B. The Proposed Regime Will Not Achieve Its Intended Goals; 

C. The Scope of the Proposal Is Overbroad and Incoherent; 

D. Automated Enforcement Exacerbates Pre-Existing Problems; 

E. Unidirectional Takedown Incentive Wi!llikely Be Inequitable and Unconsti tutiona l; 

F. Surveillance and Mandatory Reporting Requirements Are Dangerous and Chilling; 

G. New CSIS Powers Are Unjustified and Inappropriately Included in this Consultation; and 

H. Conclusion: Rewrite the Proposal from th e Ground Up. 

A complete list of the Citizen Lab 's publications, including research reports, articles, book chapters, resources and 
external submissions to government and international bodies is available online: <https:l/citizenlab.(a/ publications/>. 
"H ave your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online", Government of Canada 
(online): <https:J/www.canada .ca/en/canadian-heritageJcampaigns/harmful·online,co.ntent.html>. 
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, 

A. This Consultation Is Inadequate 

6. As a preliminary comment, the consultation process undertaken by the government on these proposals 

has been grossly inadequate. 

7. The public materials, including the "Techn ical Paper", are vague, ambiguous, and in some cases 

contradictory. They fail to address some of the most obvious technical, legal, and constitutional 

problems they create- including problems that would negatively impact the purported ~beneficiaries" 

of the proposed law. Some elements of the proposed measures are highly derivative of foreign legal 

regimes (including Germany's NetzOG regime and the United Kingdom's controversial Online Safety 

Bill), but lack the coherence or corresponding safeguards present in those schemes, and fail to respond 

to the criticism those regimes have faced on human rights grounds. Even the basic scope of what 

entities will be subject to the proposed measures is fundamentally uncertain because the definition of 

an "Online Communication Service Provider (OCSP) " is not sufficiently precise as presented, l and is 

subject to further change and indeterminacy through future regulations. 

8. The materials also fail to offer any rational justification or evidence to demonstrate that the sweeping 

legal reforms proposed are likely to substantially mitigate the problems they purport to address. As a 

result, the materials lack a sufficient basis for comment and analysis, undermining the very function of 

a public consultation. 

9. Though this consultation was preceded by a series of private, invite·only meetings between civil society 

groups and representatives from Heri tage Canada and the Department of Justice, there is little to no 

evidence that the concerns raised by stakeholders at these meetings were accounted for in the 

government's proposal.~ The government has been on notice that many of its proposals raise serious 

ethical, practical, and constitutional doubts since at least 2020, but these issues remain fundamentally 

unaddressed in the public material:;. This failure to adjust course has undermined confidence among 

many experts and advocates that the function of the present consu Itation is, in fact, to consu lt, rather 

than to retroactively legitimize a series of foregone conclusions. 

10. Finally, the period for written comments - particularly when limited to the end of summer during a 

federal election and global pandemic-has been insufficient to do justice to the sweeping proposals set 

out in the consultation materials. We 'Would note that two of us are signatories to a public letter that 

For example, the "Discussion Paper" specifies that th e category of OCSP is meant to "exclude travel review websites", 
yet such websites would seem to fit within the proposed definition of providing an OCS, a service that "t'nable(s] users 
of the service to communicate with other users of the service, over the internet", and the ~Technica l Paper" does not 
provide an explicit basis for exceptions from this definition. 

We would note that in December 2020, for example, two authors of this submission and a staff lawyer from another 
civil society organization met with ArifVirani (Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Justice and Attorney General 
of Canada) and Caroline Bourbonniere (Senior Advisor on Digital Policy to the Minister of Canadian Heritage) regarding 
this proposal. Many of the issues in this submission were flagged to the government's representatives at this time. One 
of the authors of this submission raised the same issues in speaking at a closed roundtable which also occurred In 
December 2020, where the Minister of Canadian Heritage Stephen Guilbeault was present, in addition to 
representatives of the same departments above. 
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protested the continuation of this consultation on the basis that it should not have proceeded after the 

government dissolved Parliament and called a federal election. sin our view, it was deeply 

inappropriate forthis consultation to have continued during the caretaker period and we are 

disappointed that the government has failed to respond to these concerns. 

B, T~e Proposed Regime Will Not Achieve Its Intended Goals 

11. Technology~facilitated violence, abuse, and harassment is a real problem. Whether the violence, abuse, 

and harassment is based on gender (collectively, "TFGBV"), race, se)(uai orientation, other 

characteristics protected in Canadian equality law, or-more often than not~an intersecting 

combination of multiple characteristics, it plagues members of historically marginalized groups, who 

are routinely silenced and driven off the Internet as a result. This issue is serious and pressing, and it 

deserves and requires urgent and sustained attention from governments, technology companies, 

scholars, and civil society at every level. 

12. In the same vein, thou ghtless legislative measures to address these same issues for reasons of political 

expediency, or with insufficient care, thoughtfulness, intersectional and equitable considerations, and 

wh ile lacking understanding of the practical and sociotechnical implications of such measures when 

implemented, do a profound disservice to the i ssue~as well as to targets, victims, and sUN ivors, and to 

those historically marginalized groups whom online abuse, induding NCDII and hate speech , most 

devastates. 

13. In this respect, the proposals advanced by the government fai l to account forthe scholarship, 

concerns, and experiences of underrepresented, historically marginalized, and vulnerable individuals 

and communities. These are, of cou rse, the very people who face the vast majority of technology

facilitated abuse, harassment, and violence-including women; Black, Indigenous, or otherwise 

racialized individuals; lGBTIQ+ individuals; individuals with disabilities; members of religious, linguistic 

and ethnic minority communities; immigrants and refugees; survivors of sexual violence, racist 

violence, and hate crimes; and sex workers-as well as individuals whose identities overlap multiple 

intersections among those groups.' 

14. Research-including research produced by the Citizen Lab- has consistently demonstrated that 

Internet filtering and content monitoring technologies often result in the disproportionate censorship 

and surveillance of historically marginalized individuals and communities.7 The technical interventions 

See Open Media et a!, ~open letter: Defer consultations on the Internet until after the election ~ (2021), online: 
<https://openmedia.orglarticle/item/open·letter·requesting·rescheduling-of-open·internet·consultations>. 
See report and aU sources cited within: Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatlorming Misogyny: Report on Platform liability for 
Technology·Facilitated Gender·Based Violenceu (2021), at 23·28, online (pdf): Women's Legal Educotion and Action 
Fund (LEAF) <https://www.leaf.ca/wp-<ontentjuploads/ 2021/04/F ull·Report ·Deplatforming.M isogyny. pdf>. 
See e.g., Jakub Datek, Nica Dumlao, Miles Kenyon, Irene Poetranto,Adam Senft, Caroline Wesley, Arturo Filasto, Maria 
Xynou, and Amle Bishop. ~No Access: LGBTIQ Website Censorship In Stx Countries" (August 2021), Citizen Lab Research 
Report No. 142, Un iversity of Toronto, on line: <hUps:llcitizenlab.ca/2021! OB/no-access·lgbtiq ·website·censorshi p·i n· 
six-countries/>; Jakub Dalek, Lex Gill, Bill Marczak, Sarah McKune, Naser Noor, Joshua Oliver, Jon Penney, Adam Senft, 
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proposed by the Canadian government in the context of this consultation are emblematic of such an 

approach. The consultation materials advance an aggressive, algorithmic , and punitive regime for 

content removal it proposes, without any substantive equality considerations or clear safegua rds 

against abuse of process. They also demonstrate the government's willingness to en list and empower 

law enforcement and intelligence agencies to intervene on these issues- whether or not the victim or 

survivor has consented to such intervention. 

15. In our view, any proposal that advances a superficial conception of safety for disadvantaged groups at 

the expense of their freedom to speak, create, relate, and organize, represents a false and potentially 

exploitative (and unconstitutional) promise. Furthermore, these measures encroach on individuals' 

fight to privacy in serious ways, without subst antially increasing "safety" in any case. This approach is 

predicated on a deeply paternalistic view that reduces vulnerable individuals to their right to security

again, a right that will not even necessarily be enjoyed under the proposed measures-rather than 

respecting the full constellatio n of their human rights and political entitlements, including the right to 

full and equal partiCipation in democratic life, 

16. The proposals similarly fail to account for the importance of protecting the kinds of expression that are 

most central to a free and democratic society - including journalism, academic schola rship and public 

interest research, debate, artistic creation, criticism, and political dissent, particularly when engaged in 

by members of historically ma rginalized groups. While the consultation purports to narrowly target fi ve 

categories of already-illegal content,8 there is a lmost no doubt that the proposed measures will have 

cotlateral consequences on lawful, democratic, and equality· advancing expression, including initiatives 

to document human rights violations," creative forms of advocacy and protest, content that normalizes 

and celebrates the fu II diversity of sexual expression, \0 and efforts to de-escalat e and counter violently 

e)(treme and harmful expression . 

and Ron Deibert. ~Planet Netsweeper~ (April 2018), Citizen Lab Research Report No. 108, University of Toronto, onUne 
(pdf): <https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/ laO 1/95393/ l /Report%231 08-"Pla net%20Netsweeper .pdf>; 
Ronald Deibert, Lex Gilt, Tamir Israel, Chelsey Legge, Irene Poetranto, AmitpalSingh , ~Submission to the UN Special 
Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, its Causes, and Consequences~ (November 2017), online (pdf); Cit.ilen Lab 

<https:/lcitizenlab.ca/wp-content/upload s/2017/11/ Final· U N SRVAG·Citizen Lab.pdf> . 
Though even this is not, strictly speaking, accurate, as the definitions proposed would likely encompass certain forms 
of content which is currently unambiguously lawfUl, and the definitions of key terms are subject to change through 
regulation. 
See e.g., Hadi AI Khatib &. Dia Kayyali , "YouTube Is Erasing History", New Yark Times (23 October2019), online: 
<https://www.nytimes.com/20 19/ 10/23/ opi nionjsyria-youtu be-content -moderation.html>; and Belkis Wille, "'Video 
Unavailable' : Social Media Platforms Remove Evidence of War Crimes" (September 2020), online; Human Rights Watch 

<https:l/www,hrw,or g!reporI/2020/09j l0jvideo-unavailable/social-media·platforms-remove·evidence-war-crimes>. 
See e.g., Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatforming Misogyny: Report on Platform liability for Technology ·Facilitated Gender· 
Based Violence" (2021) , at 138-39, onli ne (pdf): Women's Lego/ Education and Action Fund (LEAF) 
<https:/lwww.leaf.cajwp-contenl/uploads/2021j04 jFu II-Report -Deplatforming-M isogyny. pdf>. 
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C. The Scope of the Proposal Is Overbroad and Incoherent 

17. The five categories of content identified by the government include "terrorist" content; content that 

incites violence; hate speech; non-consensual distribution of intimate images (NeOtl); and child sexual 

exploitation content. These categories have little in common, beyond the fact they are illega l, and even 

then, the relevant legal analysis and basis for illegality is c:ompletely unique to each. In truth, the 

categories are united by almost nothing-constitutionally, factually, practically, or ethically-other 

than the proposed remedy of content removal. 

18. In our view, any legislative scheme that purports to unite all of these disparate kinds of content under a 

single framework is incoherent, counterproductive, and constitutionally untenable. Each of these types 

of content implicates different Charter r ights, operational considerations, risks of collateral harm from 

overbroad removal (as well as different risks of harm from under-removal), and different public policy 

concerns militating in favour of and against government intervention. The Charter and Canada's 

international human rights obligations require the government to engage in a proportionality analysis 

when restricting expression-weighing it against the nature and gravity of the harm that results, 

including the impact on other Charter rights such as the right to equality, as well as the government's 

legitimate interest in mitigating that harm. This analysis is, by design, extremely contelltual. 

19. Certain kinds of content addressed by the consuitation present a strong consti tutional foundation for 

expeditious removal powers, assuming appropriate safeguards are in place. NCDtI is perhaps the 

clearest example, because the expressive value in such content is marginal and its categorization relies 

on an essentially straightforward analysis of whether or not the imagery was distributed with consent. 

But other forms of content require a much more nuanced evaluation . In particular, speech which 

appears to approach the statutory definitions of "terrorist" speech, incitement to violence, or hate 

propaganda is much more likely to intersect with legitimate acts of artistic expression, satire, iro ny, 

critique, parody, orin-group reappropriation of discriminatory wo rds and imagery-all of wh ich are 

entitled to constitutional protection. 

20. Furthermore, it is essential to note that Canada 's criminal law provisions regarding "terrorist speech" 

are constitutionally weak and largely untested. II For years, civil society organizations have raised the 

concern that these provisions-creatures of former Bill C-51, and later Bill C-59- have or could be used 

in a manner that exacerbates t he wrongful criminalization and surveillance of Muslim and Arab 

individuals in particularY 

21. In our view, any future legislative scheme must be designed and justified in relation to specific harms 

and on the basis of specific government objectives ratherthan in relat ion to a generalized remedy. The 

For a more thorough discussion regarding the complexi ties of regulating "terrorist~ content online and the 
constitutional vulnerabilities of the legislation currently in place, see Kent Roach, "Terrorist Speech under Bilis C-51 
and ( -59 and the Othman Hamdan Case: The Continued (ncoherence of Canada's Approach" (2019) 57:1 Alberta law 
Review 203. 
See Part F ( ~ Surveillance and Mandatory Reporti llg Requirements Are Dangerous and Chilling") below for elaboration 
on this point. 
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remedial powers associated wi t h these schemes shou ld then be vested within administrative tribunals 

and courts t hat have the capacity-or that are given the fund ing and resources to build capacity-and 

su bject-matter expertise to properly weigh the issues at stake. Newly created "one-size-fits all" 

administrative bodies are an inappropriate forum to account for the complex and disparate concerns 

raised herein,Jl 

D. Automated Enforcement Exacerbates Pre-Existing Problems 

22. The consultation materials seem to encourage, if not all but mandate, the use of machine learning and 

sim ilar automated technologies to enforce any legislated content regulations across OCSPS, I. This 

drive towards automated enforcement may be rooted in the same rationale behind the government's 

decision to focus on the five types of content in question: a view that t hese categories are already 

relatively stable and narrowly circumscribed in Canadian law. To the extent that this is true in the law, 

the same cannot be said for these terms as they are likely to be interpreted orenforced by technology 

companies under the government's proposed approach-let alone through automated content 

moderation tools. 

23. Before discussing the shortcomings of automated content moderation , it is worth establishing why 

human content moderation also poses difficu lties. While courts, and to some degree expert 

administrative decision-makers, have generally proven capable of weighing context-sensitive and legal 

considerations on a case-by-case basis, the scale of the enforcement and removal envisioned by the 

consul tation documents likely cannot, and will not, be achieved by human moderators. 

24. Human reviewers of flagged conten t on social media are notoriously prone to error, due to factorssuch 

as problematic or miSinterpreted company policies,15 insufficient t raining, lack of time to properly 

assess content (as little as a matter of seconds), high -pressure environments that impose unimaginable 

stress, and lack of understandi ng of the content's cultural, social, or political cont ext. 1& The reliance on 

human moderators across the digital platform industry is itself fraught; riddled with poor and 

That being said, one of the authors of this submission has advocated in other work the creation of a speciolized expert 
administrative body that would focus solely on technology-facilitated violence, abuse, and harassment against 
members of historically marginalized groups, for similar reasons of these issues requiring sensitive and nuanced 
treatment given theircomplexity and the vulnerability of impacted individuals. We emphasize that this 
recommendation likewise explicitly rejects the "one-size·fits·all" approach proposed in the consultation materials. See 
Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatforming Misogyny: Report on Platform Liability for Technology-Facilitated Gender-Based 
Violence" (2021), at 225-27, online (pdf): Women 's Ll!9a·' Education and Action Fund (LEAF) <https://www.leaf.ca/wp
content/uploads/202 l /04/Full-Report-Deplatforming-Misogyny.pdf>. 
"Technical Paper", at para 10. 
5ee e.g., Julia Angwin & Hannes Grassegger, "Facebook's Secret Censorship Rules Protect White Men From Hate 
Speech But Not Black Children", ProPublica (28 June 2017), online: <https: /lwww.propublica.orglartide/facebook
hate-speech·censorship-internal-documents-algorithms>; and Samuel Gibbs, "Facebook bans women for posting 
'men are scum' after harassment scandals", Guardian (S December 2017), online: 
<https:/ l www.theguardian.com/technology/20l7/dec/OS/facebook-bans-women-posting-men-are-scum-harassment
scanda ls-comedian-marcia-belsky-abuse>. 
See e.g., Kate Klon.ick, "Facebook Under Pressure", Slate (12 September 2016), online: <Ilttps://slate_com/technology 
/20l6/09/facebook-erred-by-taking·down-the-napalm·girl-photo·what-happens-next.html>. 
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degrading working conditions; and characterized by low pay, professional insecurity, and psychological 

trauma. IT Human content moderation on the scale required by the largest digital platforms raises 

serious issues of labour exploitation both in the home jurisdictions of major technology companies and 

internationally where such work is outsourced to third-party contractors in other countries. 1a 

25. At the same time, automated content moderation such as through the deployment of machine learning 

algorithms fa re little better. Examples abound of algorithmic errors in the content moderation field. 

They range from the superiicia lly amusing, such as mistaking a photo of onions or of desert sand dunes 

for nudity,t~ to the politically disenfranchising-such as the algorithmic censo rship of content by racia l 

justice activists, adult content creators, sex education providers, documentors of wa r crimes and 

human rights violations, and political dissidents in authoritarian regimes. lO 

26. Further, algorithmic content moderation faces the same problems that inhere to nearly all forms of 

algorithmic decision-making, particularly in complex, contextua l, socio -poli tical environments. This 

includ es the well· known issue of algorithmic bias-in particular, algorithmic bias against Black, 

Indigenous, and other racialized individuals and groups/! an d gendered bias against women {both cis-

See e.g., Sarah Emerson . '''A Permanent Nightmare': Pinterest Moderators Fight to Keep Horrifying Content Off the 
Platform", OneZero (28 July 2020), online: <https://onezero.medium.com/a·permanent-n ightmare·pinterest· 
moderators·fight·to-keep·horrifying·content·off-the·platform -4d8e7ec822fe> . 

See generally Sarah T Roberts, Behind the Screen: Content Moderotion ill the Shadows ofSociol Media (New Haven and 
London: Vale University Press, 2019); and Elizabeth Owoskin, Jeanne Whalen & Regine Cabato, "Co ntent moderators at 
YouTube, Facebook and Twitter see tile worst of the web-and suffer silently", Washington Post (25 July 2019), online: 
<https://www.washingtonposLcom/ technologyj2019j07/25/social-media-companies·are-outsourcing-their·dirty
work-phillppines·generation·workers-is·paying·price/>. 

Coby Zucker, "Nudity algorithm wrongly blocked company's onion images, Facebook admits, says adverts will be 
restored", National Post (7 October 2020), online: <https: //nationalpost.com!news/overtly·sewalized·st·johns· 
companys.on ions.yes.onions-flagged-by.facebooks.nud ity-algorithm>; and Melan ie Eh ren kranz, "British Cops Want 
to Use AI to Spot Porn-But It Keeps Mistaking Desert Pics for Nudes", Gizmodo (18 December 2017), online; 
<https://gizmodo.com/british·cops-want ·to·use·ai-to-spot-porn·but·it-keeps-m-1821384511>. 

See e.g., DanieUe Blunt, Emily Coombes, ShaneUe Mullin &Ariel Wolf, "Posting Into the Void" (2020), online: 
Hacking//Hustling <https://hack inghustling.orF/wp·content/u ploads/2020j09/Posti ng ·lnto·the·Void. pdp; 5h irin 
Ghaffary, "How TikT ok's hate speech detection tool set off a debate about racial bias on the app", Vox (7 July 2021), 
on line: <https:/ Iwww.vox.com/recode j2021/7 /7 /225660 17/tiktok -black-creators-ziggi -tyler -debate·a bout -black-~ves· 
matter-racial·bias·social·media>; and Adam Smith, " Instagram Boss 5ays!t Will Change Algorithm to Stop 
Mistreatment of Black Users, Alongside Other Updates", Independent (16 June 2020), online: 
<https://www.independent.co.uk/llfe·style/gadgets·and·tech/news/ instagram·black·lives·matter-racism·harassment· 
bias·a lgorithm·a9567946.html>; Had; Al Khatib& Oia Kayyali, "You Tube Is ErasingHistory", New York Times (23 October 
2019), onli ne: <h ttps: / /www.nytimes.comj2019/10/23/opinion/syria-youtube-content-moderation.html>; Belkis Wille, 
'''Video Unavailable': Social Media Platforms Remove Evidence of War Crimes" (September 2020), online: Human Rights 

Watch <https://www.hrw .orF/reportj2020/09! 10/video ·unavailable/social·medi a·platformHemove·evi dence·wa r· 
crimes>; and Cynthia Khoo, "Oeplatforming Misogyny: Report on Platform Liability for Technology-Facilitated Gender· 
Based Violence" (2021), at 138·39, onli ne (pdf): Women 's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) 

<https:/ /www.leaf.ca/wp-content/u pload s/2021/04jFu{[ ·Report ·Deplatforming·M isogyny. pdf>. 

The Citizen lab has closely examined algorithmic bias in the context of algorithmic decision -making tools used to 

assess immigration and refugee applications, and to inform policing decisions and other parts of the criminal justice 
system. See Petra Molnar & Lex Gill, "Bots at the Gate: A Human Rights Analysis of Automated Decision-Making in 
Canada's Immigration and Refugee System~ (2018), online: International Human Rights Program and the Citizen Lob 

<https://citizenlab.ca/wp-content/uploads/20 18/09/IH RP'Au tomated-Systems-Report-Web-V2 .pdf>; and Kate 
Robertson , Cynthia Khoo & Yolanda Song, "To Surveil and Predict: A Human Rights AnalySiS of Algorithmic Policing in 
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and trans-), non-binary individuals, and members of the lGBTIQ+ community.12 Studies have shown 

that "hate speech detection" algorithms often demonstrate anti-Black racial bias,13 and You Tube has 

gained a reputation for systematically hiding, demonetizing, or otherwise underm ining l GBTIQ+ 

content on its platform .~4 

27. These difficulties are only exacerbated by the fact that people in Canada speak and access content in 

hundreds of different languages and distinct dialects, not all of which receive the same degree of 

resources or attention from technology platforms, but aU of which would be subject to the 

government's proposed content removal regime. 

E. Unidirectional Takedown Incentive Will Likely Be Inequitable and Unconstitutional 

28. The incentive structure proposed by the government relies on large fines and other sanctions against 

technology companies to function . Combined with the 24-hour removal deadline, it is critical to note 

that the obligation and liability set out in the consultation materials appears largely unidirectional. The 

framework thereby rewards over-enforcement, with no countervailing forces to incentivize retention of 

content perceived as risque or deviant by normative standards, but which remain legal, democratic, 

and often equal ity-advancing. This approach favours aggressive removal, the identification of false 

positives, and a risk-averse approach to sensitive or controversial content, as demonstrated by the 

empiricalliterature.2S As emphasized above, it is the purported beneficiary groups of the proposed 

legislation-members of historically marginalized communities who are already silenced by both other 

users and the platforms themselves-who would disproportionately bear the brunt of wrongful 

takedowns. In our view, it is difficultto see how such an approach could be either equitable or 

constitutionally justifiable in Canada. 

29. Moreover, 24 hours may be both too long and too short a window in which to require a platform 

company to act, depending on the type of content in question. The proposed legislation thus combines 

Canada" (2020), online: Citizen Lob and International Human Rights Program <https:/lcitizenlab.ca/wp
content/ uploads/2020/09/To-Surveil-and-Predict.pdf>. 
Ari Ezra Waldman, ~ Disorderly Content" (17 August 2021) available at: <https:/lpapers.ssrn.com/soI3/papers. 
dm?abstracUd=3906001>; and Daninel Leufer, "Computers are binary, people are not: how AI systems undermine 
LGBTQ identity" (6 April 2021), online: Access Now <https://www.accessnow.org/how-ai -systems-undermine·lgbtq
identity>. 
Maarten Sap et ai , "The Risk of Racial Bias in Hate Speech Detection" in Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meetingofthe 
Association for Computational Linguistics (Florence: Association for Computational Linguistics, 2019) 1668 at 1668. See 
also Charlotte Jee, "Google's algorithm for detecting hate speech is racially biased" (13 August 2019), online: MIT 
Technology Review <https:/lwww.technologyreview.com/ 2019/0B/13/ 13375 7/googles-algorithm-for -detecting-hate
speech-looksraciaUy-biased>. 
See e.g., Aja Romano, "A group of You Tubers is trying to prove the site systematically demonetizes queer content", Vox 
(10 October 2019) , onH ne: <https:/lwww.vox.com/cu Iture/20 19/10/10!20B9325S/you tube·lgbtq -censorship
demonetization·l1erd-city-algorithm-report>. 
See Daphne Keller, "Empirical Evidence of Over-Removal by Internet Companies Under Intermediary liability Laws: An 
Updated List~ (8 February 2021), online: Center for Internet ond Society (Stanford Low) 
<https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2021/02/empirical-evidence-over-removal-internet-companies·under
intermediary-liability-laws>. 
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toe worst of all worlds-potentially providing too little, too late in the case of NCDlI, while courting 

unconstitutional overreach in the case of potential "hate speech" and "terrorist content". TFGBV 

experts consistently emphasize that speed is of the essence in the case of NCDU, given the danger in, 

devastating consequences of, and ease of downloading, reproducing, and further distributing the 

image or video, leading to further and repeated revictimization of the person depicted .26 As mentioned 

above, identifying when something is NCDII (or child sexu al exploitation) also poses fewer challenges 

compared to, in contrast, the likely more careful and nuanced analysis required for some situations of 

potential hate speech or "terro rist" content, for example. 

30. Indeed, even Germany's NetzDG system, which has been deemed one of the more demanding platform 

regulation regimes. allows for up to seven days to assess and remove content that is not "manifestly 

unlawful ".l1 Even to the extent that "hate speech" and "terrorist content" are unlawful, which has been 

the government's justification fortheir selection, it is far from the case that any given piece of content 

will manifestly fall within or outside of the relevant legal definitions. This is yet another instance 

demonstrating the incoherence, impracticality, constitutional fragility, and danger of addressing five 

legally, substantively, and sociopolitically different categories of content within the single blun t legal 

regime proposed. Addressing any of these issues in good faith requires separate, targeted legal regimes 

tailored to each category of content. 

F. Surveillance and Mandatory Reporting Requirements Are Dangerous and Chilling 

31 . It is essential to understand that at a technical level, any requi rement to proactively filter or proactively 

remove harmful content (Le., in the absence of complaints) necessari ly imposes obligations on 

platforms or internet service providers to engage in proactive monitoring of their users' content. In 

other words, platform liability regimes such as those proposed in the consultation materials may not 

only lead to corporate and proxy censorship, but may also amount to implementing platform-wide (or 

internet-wide) surveillance systems of user expression. The rights to privacy, equality, and freedom of 

expression are intertwined and thus interdependently threatened by the proposed regime in this 

respect. 

32. In that light, the fact that the government's proposals would explicitly deputize technology companies 

in the surveillance and policing of their users on behalf of Canadian law enforcement and intelligence 

agencies is all the more disturbing. The proposed requirement on service providers to "take all 

reaso nable measures, which can include the use of automated systems, to identify harmful content 

that is communicated on Its DCS and that is accessible to persons in Canada, and to make that harmful 

content inaccessible to persons in Canada" appears to be nothing short of a positive legal obligation to 

See e.g., Nicola Henry&Asher Flynn, "Image· Based Sexual Abuse: Online Di stribution Channels and Illicit Communities 
of Support" (2019) 25:16 Violence Against Women 1932 at 1933; and Emily Laidlaw & HilaryYoung, "Creating a Revenge 
Porn Tort for Canada" (2020) 96 Supreme Court Law Review 147 at 165. 
Heidi Tworek and Paddy Leerssen, "An Analysis of Germany's NeUDG law" (15 April 2019) at 2, online (pdf): 
Transatlantic High Level Working Group on Content Moderation Online and Freedom of Expression 

<httPs:l/cdn .annenber~publicpolicycenter.org/wp·content/uploads/2020/06/NetzDG_TWG_Tworek_ApriL2019.pdf>. 
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monitor users and moderate their content. This approach will inevitably result in disproportionate 

levels of user censorship, including foreign users abroad with no relationship to Canada.18 

33. further, we are deeply concerned with the mandatory reporting requirements proposed in the 

consultation materials. The "Technical Paper" proposes to require that technology companies retain 

detailed records about their users, as well as report specific kinds of user activity directly to the RCMP 

and/or other law enforcement agencies. It also contemplates mandatory reporting of certain kinds of 

content to the Canadian Security Intelligence Service ((SIS). Specifically, th e government proposes 

that "an OCSP shall report information respecting terrorist content and content that incites violence 

that will be made inaccessible in accordance with this legislation".:/9 Though this section of the 

consultation materials has been drafted in opaque language and provides broad , discretionary powers 

to Cabinet, it is clear that an automated mass informant scherne is what has ultimately been 

contemplated. These corporate informants, however, are essentially inescapable, given that they now 

play an almost infrastructural role in the social, relational, and political lives of people throughout 

Canada and around the world. 

34. To this end, this proposal risks-exacerbating the unconstitutional and discriminatory treatment of 

individuals whose information has been reported to law enforcement and/or CSIS. The reality is that 

these individuals are likely to belong to communities that are already disproportionately subjected to 

discriminatory over-criminalization by the police1o and may be unjustly targeted for reporting to law 

enforcement. Such targeting and discriminatory treatment may be due to problematic or poorly 

applied platform policies, biased content moderation algorithms, or e)(ploitation of the system by 

abusive users purposely targeting historically marginalized groups to drive them off a platform ?1 

35. We find it additionally troubling that how the government defines "terrorist content" varies throughout 

the consultation document, including the vague and recursive definition, "content that actively 

enourages terrorism and which is likely to result in terrorism ".ll (Indeed, definitional issues are a 

recurring problem throughout the "Technical Paper" as a whole.) A loose or unclear definition of 

"terrorist content" raises particular issues regarding potential consequences on the rights· of 

Indigenous peoples to express their views online and to organize protests or demonstrations, in the 

conte)(t of Indigneous land and water rights, Indigenous self-determination, the fraught issue of 

Canadian sovereignty, and the appropriation of Indigenous lands for resource extraction projects, 

The jurisdictional issues raised by this consultation are beyond the scope of our comments here, but We wish to 
acknowledge that they are both extensive and complex. 
"Technical Paper", at para 22. 

See e.g., Kate Robertson, Cynthia Khoo &Yolanda Song, "To Surveil and Predict: A Human Rights Analysis of 
Algorithmic PoHcing in Canada" (2020), at 15-1B, online: Citizen Lab and International Human Rights Program 

<https:/lcitizenlab.ca!wp-content/uploads!2020/09/To-Surveil·and-Predict.pdf>. 
See e.g., Suzie Dunn, "Technology-Facilitated Gender-Based Violence: An Overview" (2020), atB, online (pdf): Centre for 

International Governance Innovation 
<https:/lwww.cigionline.org/static/documentsjdocuments/ SaferlnterneLPaper%20no%201_0.pdf>. 
"Technical Paper", at para B. 
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given similar concerns that many raised in response to earlier iterations of proposed national security 

legislat ion, Bill C-Sl and Bill (_59. )} 

36. perhaps most saliently, given the purported objectives of the proposed legislation, mandatory 

reporting requirements and automated involvement of law enforcement and intelligence agencies will, 

again, disproportionately harm and abrogate the fundamental rights and freedoms of historically 

marginalized groups. The proposed measures wi ll result in widely chilling effects on such individuals' 

online activities and dissuade victims orsurvivors from seeking assistance if they believe that law 

enforcement may become involved- particularly when engaged without consent and outside of the 

impacted person 's controL 

37. At the heart of these concerns is the fact that the very groups who are systematically targeted for online 

abuse, and who are frequently the subjects of both actual and perceived hate speech, are the exact 

same groups who have been historically victimized or re"victimized and discriminated against by 

Canadian law enforcement and intelligence agencies. 

38. For example, systemic discrimination and state violence against Black, Indigenous, and otherwise 

racialized people, by law enforcement and at all leve ls of the criminal justice system, has been 

thoroughly documented by impacted individuals, racial justice experts and advocates, human rights 

lawyers and researchers, t he government it self at aillevets, and multiple comm isSions, inquiries, and 

investigations overthe course of decades.J.4 On another front, national security and intelligence 

activities have been closely tied to Is[amophobia and racial profiling against Arab and Muslim 

individuals, or those who are perceived to be Arab or Muslim, resulting in incursions on their ability to 

exercise constitutional rights and freedoms, including onli ne.1 5 

See e.g., Doug Cu thand, "Bill C-51 has-potential to StoOp up aboriginal rights actIvists", CBe (6 May 2015), online; 
<https:/ /www.cbc.ca/news/ind igenou s/bHl-c -Sl-has-potential-to-scoop· up-aboriginal-ri ghts-activists-1.3009664>; 
Hilary Beaumont, "The activists sabotaging railways in solidarity with Indigenous people", Guardian (29 July 2021), 
online: <https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/29/activists-sabotaging-railways-indigenous-people>; 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association, "Submission to the Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security 
regarding Bill C-59, An Act respecting national security matters" (January 18) at 14, online (pdf): Canadian Civil Liberties 

Association <https:/ /ccla.org!wp·content/uploads/2021/06/2018·0 1·17 -Written ·su bm issions-to-SECU ·re·C ·59.pdf>; 
and International Gvil libertles Monitoring Group, wBrief on Bill C·59, the Naliono/ Security Act, 201 r (May 2019) at 38, 
onlin.e (pdf) : International Civil Uberties Monitoring Group <https://iclmg.ca/wp·content}uploads/2019/05/C-59·brief· 
May· 20 19·upd ate .pdf>. 

See e.g., Kate Robertson, Cynthia Khoo & Yolanda Song, "To Surveil and Predict: A Human Rights Analysis of 
Algorithmic Policing in Canada" (2020), at 15-28, online: Citizen Lob ond Interna/ianol Human F?igh/s Progrom 

<https://citizenlab.ca/wp-content;up(oads/2020/09jT o·Su IVeil·and ·Pred ict.pdf>. 

See e.g., International Civil Uberties Monitoring Group, Islamic Social Services Association, and Noor Cultural CentrE:, 
"Islamophobia in Canada: Submission to the UN Special Rapporteuron Freedom of Religion or Belief" (November 
2020), onli ne: OHCHR <https://www.ohchr.org! Documents/Issues/Religion/I slamophobi a
AntiMusHm/Civil%20Society%200r%20Individuals/Noor-ICLMG·ISS,A..pdf>; Reem Bahdi, "No biit: Racial Profiling and 
Canada's War against Terrorism" (2003) 41:2-3 Osgoode Hall Law Jounrnal293; Ashley Burke & Kristen Everson, "A 
Muslim former intelligence officer says systemic racism at CSIS is a threat to national security Social Sharing" , CBC (29 
June 2021), onli ne: <https:/ /www.cbc.ca/news/poli tks/racism-descrim i nation-clai ms·canadian -secu rity-i nteUigence
.service-L6083353>; Tabasum Aks€er, "Understanding the Impact of Surveillance and Security Measures on Muslim 
Men in Canada" (2018), at 45-85, online (pdf): Centre for International and Defence Policy (Queen's University) 
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39. The situation issuch that victims/survivors of abuse, especially jf they orthe perpetrator are Black. 

Indigenous, or otherwise raeialized or are vulnera ble across multiple categories of oppression, will 
often avoid seeking aid from government institutions or calling th e police because they do not want to 

be, or do not want the perpetrator to be, criminalized or subjected to police Viole nce, '1/; Tying 

automated police and national secu rity agency intervention to their online spaces may only serve to 

isolate victims/survivors further, reducing t hei r ability to seek help from their respective communities 

or through informal channels. 

40. With respect to women (cis- and trans-), non-binary individuals, and other gender-diverse people, the 

disgracefu l track record of law enforcement responses to both TFGBV and non-technology-facilitated 

sexual harassment and assault provides ample evidence t o support fears of automated police and 

intelligence agency involvement in content moderation.l' This is even more so considering that much 

online abuse and actual or perceived hate speech targeting women, gender- diverse people, and 

LGBTIQ+ individuals is sexualiz.ed, involves sexua l harassment, or attempts to weaponize the targeted 

individual's sexuality against them.J8 Adding on a layer of technologica l and sociotechnical illiteracy 

among law enforcement,39 in the context of on line abuse and vu lnerable marginalized indiViduals, 

portends nothing short of a recipe for disaster. 

G. New CSIS Powers Are Unjustified and Inappropriately Included in this Consultation 

41 . For reasons that remaIn unclear, the government has seen fit to bury new powers for (SIS at the end of 

a paper ostensibly about platform regulation in relation to certa in categories of harmful cont ent, 

<https:/ /www.queensu.ca/ddp/sites/webpublish.queensu.ca.ddpwww/ files/files/publication s/Martelios/ Martello42E 
N.pdf:>; and Petra Molnar & Lex Gill, "Bots at the Gate: A Human Rights AnalysiS of Automated Decision·Making in 
Canada's Immigration and Refugee System" (2018), at 19, online (pdf): Internatianal Human Rights Pragram and the 
Citizen Lob <https://dtilenlab.ca/wp~con tent; u ploads/ 20 18/09/ 1 HRP-Autom ated -Systems-Report -web-V2.pdf>. 

See e.g., Amanda Couture-C3rron,Arshia U Zaidi & Nawal HAmmar, "Battered Immigrant Women and the Pollce: A 

Canadian Perspective~ (2021) International Journal of Offender Therapy and Compa rative Criminology 1; and Alexa 
Dodge, "Deleting Ofgital Harm; A Review of Nova Scotia 's CyberScan Unit" (August 2021), at 22-23, online (pdf): VAW 
Learning Network <https:/lwww.vawlearningnetwork.caj docs/C yberScan -Report.pdf>. 

See e.g., Robyn Doolittle, "Unfounded: Why PoliceOismiss 1 in 5 Sexual Assault Claims as Baseless", Globe and Moil (3 
February 2017), online: <h ttps:l/www.theglobeand rna iLcom/news/ investigations/unfounded -sexua[·assa u It-can ada
main/article33891309>; Robyn Doolittle, "Unfounded: What It's Like to Report a Sexual Assault'" Globe ond Moil (17 
March 2017), onli ne: <https:l /www .theglobeand maitcom/newsfinvestigat ionsfwhat -its·like·to-report -a -sexua 1-
assault·36-people·share-their-stories/ article34338353>; and Cynthia Khoo, ~Oeplatforming Misogyny: Report on 
Platform Liability for Technology-Faci litated Gender-Based Vjolence~ (2021), at 207, online (pdf); Women 's Legal 
Education and Action Fund (LEAF) <https:/lwww.!eaLca/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/FuU· Report -Deplatform ing
Misogyny.pdf>. 

See e.g .• Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatforming Misogyny; Report on Platform Liability for Technology·Facilitated Gender
Based Violence" (2021). at 16, online (pdf): Women 's Legal EducarianandActian Fund (LEAF) <https:/lwww.leaLcajwp
contentjuploads/2021! 04/ Full-Report-Deplatforming-Misogyny.pdf>. 

See e.g., Cynthia Khoo, Kate Robertson & Ronald Deibert" "Install ing Fear: A Canadian Legal and Police Analysis of 
Using, Developing, and Selling Smartphone Spyware and Stalkerware Applications" (June 2019), at 165-67, online 
(pdf): Citizen Lab <httPs:!/citizenlab.ca/docs/stalkerware-legaLpdf>. 
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despite a tenuous relationship between these powers and the purported objectives of the consultation. 

There are several problems related to this portion of the proposal, which we discuss below. 

42. First, in addition to the previously presented concern of violative and discriminatory intrusions into 

people's lives resulting from mandatory reporting, a related concern is the inability of impacted 

individuals to seek legal recourse where they are inappropriately ta rgeted by (SIS through OCSPs. In 

the case of (SIS 's security intelligence investigations (section 12 of the CSISAct) or foreign intelligence 

Investigations (section 16 of the (SIS Act) , individuals who have their information disclosed to (SIS may 

never be able to contest such disclosures, or contest how that information is ultimately used by (SIS. 

This is in contrast to the context where law enforcement has brought criminal charges against an 

individual, and there is a greater possibility (comparatively speaking) of contesting the use of 

information which was disclosed to law enforcement based on information from an O(SP. Thus, the 

mandatory information sharing scheme proposed combines what will be almost certain inappropriate 

targeting of indiVI duals by (SIS, with a negligible ability (as compared to in the law enforcement 

context) to seek legal recourse when unfairly impacted by such investigations. This concern might be 

mitigated if the government were to requi re O(SPs to transmit material exclusively to deSignated law 

enforcement agencies, instead of CSIS; however, we emphasize that there should be no mandatory 

reporting as described in the consultation materials in the first place, and that this was an entirely 

inappropriate context in which to seek expanded powers forCSIS. 

43 . Second, Canadian academics have robustly demonstrated that Canada suffers from a severe 

"intelligence to evidence" problem that is often linked to CSIS being unable or unwilling to 

communicate information to law enforcement bodies due to concerns that doing so will compromise 

sources or methods.~o This results in either defendants in criminal cases being robbed of their due 

process rights, orthe inhibition of criminal prosecutions where there is otherwise reason for them to 

proceed. Again, this issue might be addressed by limiting OCSP information -sharing to law 

enforcement agencies, but we stress that any legislation purporting to set up new information -sharing 

channels among or between law enforcement, int elligence agencies, and digital platforms orother 

technology companies must be the subject of its own dedicated public consultation process_ 

44 . Third, we oppose the proposal to grant CSIS a new warranting power on the basis of the consultation 

materials provided. If the CSI5 Act were modified , as proposed, the Service would broaden its foreign 

intelligence operations coUection capacity by being able to collect basic subscriber information 

without having to satisfy sectlon 21 warranting reqUirements, compared to if section 21 were reformed 

For some of this discussion, see: Kent Roach , "The Unique Challenges of Terrorism Prosecutions: Towards a Workable 
Relation between Intelligence and Evidence" in Commission of Inquiry into the Inves tigation of the Bombing of Air India 
Flight 182 (2010), available at: <https:/ / papers.ssm.com/soIJ/papers.cfm?abstracUd=1629227>; Kent Roach, "The 
eroding distinction between intelligence and evidence in terrorism investigations" in Counter-Terrorism ond Beyond, 
eds Nicola McGarrity, Andrew Lynch & George Williams (Abington: Routlege, 2010); leah West, "The Problem of 
'Relevance': Intelligence to Evidence Lessons from UK Terrorism Prosecutions" (2018) 41:4 Manitoba Law JournalS7; 
Craig Forcese & leah West, "Threading the Needle: Structural Reform & Canada's InteWgence-to-Evidence Dilemma" 
(2019) 42:4 Manitoba law Journall31; and Dave Murray & Derek Huzulak, "Improving Intelligence to Evidence (l2E) 
Model in Canada " (2021) 44:1 Manitoba law Joumall.Bl. 
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to include a data production power. This is extremely problematic, firstly, on the grounds that the 

online harms consultation should not seek to reform how foreign intelligence operations are 

undertaken and, secondly, on grounds that the government has not demonstrated a dear reason for 

why data production powers cannot be added to existing section 21 restrictions, as opposed to being 

provided with a reduction in the court's oversight concerning such new proposed powers. We also note 

that expanded powers Were already granted to (SIS not even five years ago, in the passage of Bill ( -

59,' l 

45. It is not evident from the "Technical Paper" why basic subscriber data production powers could not be 

added to the existing section 21 regime, as opposed to under a separate unique regime. While the 

government ind icates an issue with timeliness in conducting investigations and a desire for flexibility in 

operations, it has not demonstrated that section 21 is actually impeding investigations. Again, shou ld 

this be the case, then the government should hold formal public consultations on national security as 

opposed to integrating these debates within a broader consultation that primarily concerns completely 

separate areas of law, scholarship, and expertise. The totality of online expression collectively captured 

by the consultation materials' proposed five categories far exceeds the national security context orthe 

scope of (SIS's mandate. 

46_ There may be a debate worth having about (SIS's ability to obtain basic subscriber information 

pertaining to foreign actors that are allegedly engaged in terrorism -related activities associated with 

Inciting terrorist attacks. However, this consultation-whicn is, at its heart, focused on the role and 

responsibilities of digital platforms in the context of intermediary liability law, content moderation, 

on line abuse, and technology-facilitated gender-based violence, abuse, and harassment- does not 

provide the appropriate forum to do so. 

47 . Fourth, we oppose the proposed CSIS Act modification on grounds that the proposed reforms would 

weaken Federal Court oversight of CSIS operations at a time where the Service has exhibited a chronic 

failure to meet its existent obligations to behave with candour towards the courts. 42 There is ample 

public evidence demonstrating that (SIS and its counsel have actively misled the Federal Court in 

relation to (SIS's activities and operations. This misconduct shou ld not be rewarded with weakened 

judicial oversight to obtain new classes of information by way of evading the requirements present 

under the existing section 21 regim e. At the very least, any data production powers that are meant to 

facilitate section 16 activities should fall under section 21 of the CSISAct instead of operating under a 

separate regime- but again, no national security legislative reform should occur as a result of this 

consultation. 

Catharine Tunney, "Canada's national security landscape will get a major overhaul this summer", CBC (23 June 2019), 
online: <https:/lwww.cbc.ca!news/politics/bHl-c59·national-security-passed-1.5182948>. 
See e.g., Jim Bronskill, "Court admonishes CSIS once again over duty of candour", Globe ond Mail (31 August 2021), 
online: <https:!lwww.theglobealldmail.com/canada/articie-court-admoniShes·csis·once·again-over-duty·of
candour>. 
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H. Conclusion: Rewrite the Proposal from the Ground Up 

48. For all of the reasons detailed above, we strongly recommend that the federal government revise, in 

earnest, this particular piece of proposed legislation , from the ground up. It is not too late to change 

course, and t o incorporate recommendations that reflect what civil society groups and technology and 

human rights experts have been communicating directly to the responsible ministries and departments 

over the course of the past several years-alongside representatives of the purported beneficiaries of 

the proposed legislation. such as historically marginalized groups targeted by TFGBV. 

49. At the very least, the proposed measures should be broken up into two or more separate pieces of 

legislation-if not a separate legal regime tailored to each of the five designated categories, then 

perhaps one specific to NCDII and/or child sexual exploitation materials, and a separate scheme (or 

schemes) addressing hate speech , terrorist content, and/or incitement to violence. That separation 

would result in more internally coherent proposals, fewer constitutional complications, and more 

honest and precise debates regarding each of the five content categories on their own merits, rather 

than being dangerously and counterproduct ively conflated with each other. The government would be 

more likely to achieve its purported objectives in that case, whereas the currently proposed measures 

will only set up all involved for failure, at the expense of those already being harmed the most. 
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MIcrosoft 

Response to the Government of Canada's 
Proposed Framework for Regulating Harmful Content Online 

September 2021 

Execu tive Summary 
Microsoft welcomes the opportunity to provide its comments In response the Government of Canada's 

proposal for regulating harmful online content set out in the government's Discussion Guide and Technical 

Paper (the ~Online Harms Proposal" or "Proposal"). We recognize that government regulation has an 

important role to play in addressing digital safety, and we support the development of a principled and 

carefully calibrated regulatory framework. We also commend the Government of Canada for making a 

commitment to "confronting online harms while respecting freedom of expression, privacy protections, and 

the open exchange of ideas and debate online". Any regulation meant to promote digital safety must. also 

protect human rights and preserve the free and open internet. 

There is an opportunity for the Government of Canada to develop world- leading digital safety legislation 

through the developmeflt of targeted, proportionate measures to address illegal content online while 

protecting human rights. To help achieve this balance, we suggest recalibrating some elements of the Online 

Harms Proposal, including the following: 

• The scope of services to be covered: The Online Harms Proposal (at least initially) should focus only on 

the services that pose the greatest risk (certain social media networks and video-sharing platforms). 

Addi tional service types could potentially' be added over time, in accordance with clearly defined criteria. 

• The scope of content to be covered: The regulation of particular content, including the issuance of 

mandatory removal orders, should be limited to content that is illegal in Canada. Legal but potentially 

harmful content should remain subject to the content moderation procedures adopted by service 

providers, in accordance with their own terms of service and other policies. 

• The obligations on service providers: Service providers should not be required to proactively monitor 

user content, nor decide whether particular content is unlawful. Elected officials and independent 

courts - not private companies - should be the decision-makers on which content is illegal. 

• The availability of safe harbour protections: Service providers should have intermediary liability immunity 

to allow them to carry out good- fa i th content moderation and other actions to enhance digital safety. 

Safe harbour protections should apply equally to act ions taken to comply with law, as well as "good 

SamaritanH voluntary measures. 

• The powers delegated to the Digital Safety Commissioner: Powers delegated to the Digital Safety 

Commissioner (the "Commissioner") should be scaled back to better recognize the potential human 

rights' impacts of decisions taken under digital safety legislat ion, to place limits on inspection and 

order-making powers, and to provide greater transparency and overSight by Parliament. 
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Recalibrating the Online Harms Proposal in these ways will not undermine the Government of Canada's 

efforts to enhance digital safety. To the contrary, these changes can help the government achieve its vision 

of confronting online harms while respecting freedom of expression, privacy protections, and the open 

exchange of ideas. Equally, adopting these recommendations can help ensure Canada 's digital safety 

regulation is pragmatic, proportionate, and effective. 

Introduction 
The importance of digital safety at Microsoft 
Microsoft recognizes that technology companies have a special role to play in helping make the internet 

safer for individuals. We also acknowledge that service providers should seek to design and operate their 

services in responsible ways, while anticipating and reducing digital safety risks unique to their services. 

Microsoft has a long-standing commitment to digital safety, as well as a history of working closely with 

governments, industry, civil society organizations, and academics to reduce the presence of illegal and 

harmful online content. Microsoft's PhotoDNA tool is used by many leading technology companies and law 

enforcement to scan for and remove, child sexual exploitation and abuse imagery from online platforms 

and services. Microsoft has supported the Voluntary Principles to Combat Online Child Sexual Exploitation 

and Abuse and is a member of both the Technology Coalition and the WeProtect Global Alliance. Microsoft 

is also a founding member of the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism and has committed to the 

"Christchurch Call To Action To Eliminate Terrorist and Violent Extremist Content Online". In 2018, Microsoft 

launched the Defending Democracy Program, an innovative effort to protect our democratic institutions 

and processes from hacking, increase political advertising transparency online, explore technological 

solutions to preserve and protect ele<:toral processes, and defend against disinformation campaigns. 

Microsoft is also a member of the Digital Trust and Safety Partnership, an industry initiative committed to 

developing best practices to ensure consumer trust and safety when using digital services. 

The role and nature of government regulation 
Digital sa fety is a whole -ot-society problem that needs a whole-of-society solution. All stakeholder groups 

need to do more to address the issues of illegal and harmful content online. While we are proud of our 

digital safety work;, we recognize that voluntary industry efforts are not always sufficient to address the full 

range of harms online. Government regulation has an important role to play, and we support the 

development of principled and carefully calibrated regulatory efforts to enhance digita l safety. 

Regulatory frameworks should balance the legitimate interests of individuals, businesses, and society as a 

whole. While it is critical to enhance digital safety, a delicate balance must be struck to ensure that 

government regulation does not undermine freedom of expression, privacy protections, and the open 

exchange of ideas. Efforts to enhance digital safety should also be effective and proportionate, while not 

undermining other important public policy objectives, including growth of the digital economy, the scaling 

up of start-up businesses, and access by consumers to digital products or services. 

To be effective and proportionate, digital safety regulations need to take into account what service 

providers and other stakeholders can feasibly implement and maintain from an operational and technical 

perspective, as well as how regulatory compliance can be achieved through globa!ly applied solutions that 

are tailored to national laws. 

Microsoft September 2021 
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Principles-based approach to online safety regulalion 
As a global company, Microsoft has developed a set of harmonized safety principles that inform our thinking 

on regulatory developments across jurisdictions. We encourage the Government of Canada to consider 

these principles as it considers how to achieve its visiOn for a safe, inclusive and open onlIne environment. 

1. Operate responsibly. Providers of digital services play an essential role in promoting digital safety. 

That means they have an obligation to design and operate their services in responsible ways that 
anticipate and reduce digital safety risks unique to their services'. 

2. Respect the fundamental rights of all peoDle. The internet is a key enabler of human fights, among 

them the fundamental right of freedom of expression, It also allows users to access information 

from a range of sources. Any regulation meant to promote digital safety must also protect these 

important human rights by preserving the free and open internet. 

3. Maintain an open internet. Obligations to address digital safety risks should not force digital services 

to become content gatekeepers. The ability of users to create and share content directly and 

immediately is what makes the internet so dynamic and enables access to the broadest possible 

range of information. Although digital services have a responsibility to operate their services safely, 

making them responsible for what their users say, post, search for, or link to would, for practical 

purposes, undermine how many services on the internet work and destroy the internet's essence 

and value. 

4. Draw the line between illegal and harmful content. Regulation of particular content, Includ ing 

mandatory blocking orders, should be limited to that which government defines as illegal. Elected 

officials and independent courts-not private companies-should be the decision -makers. They' 

should also be the guarantors of due process where a balancing of rights is required, applying 

internationally agreed norms and longstanding human rights principles. Regula60n to address 

other digital safety risks associated with harmful, but not illegal, content should focus on systems 

and processes, including digital services' compliance with their own digital safety commitments to 

users. 

S. Embrace claritv and transparency. Any government regulation of content online snould dearly 

define what is regulated and on what services. Ambiguity will chill speech and also force digital 

services to make SUbjective deci ~ions on what content to block, what conduct to puniSh, and under 

what circumstances. Just as any government regulation should reduce ambiguity, digital services 

should provide clarity and transparency about their digital safety commitments to users, dedsion ~ 

making processes and enforcement actions. 

6. Harmonize lows wherever possible. Regulation of online content should be harmonized across 

jurisdictions wherever possible. The global internet benefits everyone. Because of the borderless 

nature of many digital services, regulatory fragmentation will splinter the internet, deprive users of 

access to information, and leave digital services less able to protect their users from harm. 

Regulations that force the creation of country~specific infrastructure to be built and maintained 

both make it more likely for geo~filtering to be used by foreign service providers to prevent access 

to their services from within specific jurisdictions and undermine efforts of domestically -delivered 

Microsoft 3 September 2021 
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services to compete globally. These risks may be disproportionately impactful for Canada - both 

because of its small population and ambition to become a leading jurisdiction for digital and online 

businesses selling into the global marketplace, 

7. Recognize that there's no silver bullet . .. Digital services should adopt and follow safety~enhancing 

systems and processes that will be most effective for their services. The law should not, however, 

require adoption of a specific technology solution nor assume technology exists to solve every 

problem. There is no technology solution that wit! keep users absolutely safe. 

8. . .. and there's no one-size-fits-all solution. Providers' obligations should be tailored to the nature 

of their services, taking into account the function of the service, relationship between provider and 

end users, expectations of users, and risk profile of the service itself. In other words, productivity 

tools should not be treated the same as general purpose social media services. 

9. Incentivize positive action. Regulation should incentivize digital services to take voluntary steps to 

protect users from exposure to Illegal or harmful content. Furthermore. where digital services act 

reasonably and in good faith to do more than the law requires, they should not be assumed to 

acquire "knowledge" of content that then subjects them to Ii"abllity. 

10. Engage the whole of society. The fact that criminals and other bad actors weaponize the internet 

isn't a "technology~ problem, or one that the tech sector alone shou ld address. Digital safety 

requires a whole-at-society approach based on shared responsibilities among services, users, and 

public authorities. 

Specific recommendations on the Onl ine Harms Proposal 
While we support the government taking an active role to enhance digital safety, we have concerns that the 

current Online Harms Proposal could have disproportionate impacts on freedom of expression and other 

fundamental human r"ights. Related impacts of the Online Harms Proposal wiJ) be felt both inside Canada 

and internationally, particularly if countries without strong democratic institutions point to Canada's 

approach in defense of regulatory frameworks within their borders that are used to crack down on internet 

speech or other human rights. We recommend that policymakers consider the potential precedent setting 

impact of this legislation and how it aligns with Canada's wider policy positions on a free, open and secure 

internet. 

We are also concerned that the Online Harms Proposal may not be effective. The current Proposal risks 

going too far in regulating online services and content, which may have disproportionate and unintended 

consequences for Canadian citizens and businesses. 

To effectively address online harms while protecting human rights and Canada's economic and other policy 

interests, we recommend recaiibrating the Online Harms Proposal in at least the f ive respects set out below. 

Recommendation 1. 
The Online Harms Praposal (at least initially) should facus only on the services that pose the greatest risk 

(general purpose social media networks and video-shoring platforms). Additional service types could 
potentially be added over time, in accordance with clearly defined criteria. 
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The Technical Paper defines regulated "Online Communication Services" by reference to whether the 
~primary" purpose of the service is to enable users to communicate 'with other users of the service over the 

internet. The paper specifically excludes: (a) services that enable persons to engage only in private 
communications; (b) businesses that provide only a telecommunications service; and (c) -search· engines. 1 

The Discussion Guide also indicates, by way of example. that online communications services will not include 

fitness applications or travel review websites, presumably on the bases that user communications within 

those services are not the primary purpose of the service. 

EVen with these exclusions, the definition of Online Communications Services casts a wide net, as it would 

capture a broad range of online services. including services with a small number of users, that involve 
communications of little (if any) illegal or harmful content. For example, the definition could argliably 

capture communicat ion services created to allow regulated professionals, such as doctors or lawyers, to 
share information or insights. By broadly defining Online Communication Services and not focusing on 

services with higher risk profiles or features, the Online Harms Proposal adopts a disproportionate approach 

that is not tailored to reducing the online harms that it is intended to address. Th is approach increases the 

likelihood that a broad range of service providers will implement conservative content moderation 

measures that may remove lawful and contextually relevant content. It also creates significant roadblocks 

for emerging service providers (who will often lack the financial and operational resources needed to 

effectively ensure compliance while also balancing the risks to freedom of expression, privacy and human 

rights), thereby entrenching the position of established players. 

To address these concerns, we recommend revising the definition of Online Communication Services to 

make clear that the obligations In the legislation will apply, at least initially, to the services most likely to be 

used to share or spread illegal or harmful content general purpose social media and video-sharing services 

with the following characteristics: 

• Facilitate socialization or social networking of all types; 

• Offer the option for users to interact with or discover unknown people, or groups with shared 
interests; 

• Leverage recommender systems (Le., fully or partially automated systems used to suggest content 
or information to users of the service) to promote certain content, with the business' objective that 

the content could be spread virally; and 

• Have achieved high participation rate (i,e., monthly active users over a specified amount; e.g., 10% 
of the Canadian population). 

Modifying the definition in this way will help ensure that Canada 's regulatory framework is aligned with the 

principles of necessity and proportionality, while helping to reduce unintended consequences. These 
consequences may include, for example, reduced access to products or services by consumers in Canada _. 

due to geo-filtering by service providers who lack the financial resources or business case to create new 
digital in terfaces and procedures for a small market, and reduced competit iveness of Canada's technology 

sector - due to the need to build and maintain digital tools and operational procedures that are unique to 

1 Defined in Section 4 of the Technical Paper as: ~o person who Indicates tl)e existence or location of content or 
hosts or caches the content or information about the location of the contenr, by (eason only that another person 
uses their services to prollide an Online Communication Service". 
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Canada. We befieve that regulation should preserve the space for competition in the market by ensuring it 

does not create such high barriers to entry that none but the largest providers can compete. 

Recalibrating the scope of services subject to regulation in this way would not diminish the effectIveness of 

Canada's regulatory framework. Rather, it would ensure that regu latory obligations are directed at the 

online communications services that are the focus of the Discussion Paper - namely, genera) purpose social 

media and \tideo-sharing networks. It will also enable the Government of Canada to more effectively tailor 

the regulation to the services that are in scope, which reduces the risk of measures applying to low-risk 

services with fundamentally different purposes, features, or audiences. 

Additionally, it would not prevent the government from regulating other categories of online 

communication services in the future if required to advance the goals of the legislation and to keep up with 

changing technology. To provide the government with flexibility going forward, the Governor in Council 

could have (as described in Section 3 of the Technical Paper) the authority to "make regulations { .. J 
specifying a category of services that is to be included within the regulatory framework, notwithstanding that 
it does not meet the definition of OCS, if the Governor in Council is sati5fjed that there is a significant risk that 
unlawful or harmful content is being communicated on the category of services or that specifying the category 
of services would further the objectives of the Act". It may also be appropriate to add other criteria so as to 

provide certainty to providers - especially those developing new services. 

Recommendation 2: 
The regulation of particular content, including the issuance of mandatory removal orders, .should be limited 
to content that IS illegal in Canada. Legal but potentiafly harmful content should remain subject to the content 
moderation procedures adopted by service providers, in accordance with their own terms of service and other 
policies. 

The Online Harms Proposal adopts an expansive approach to the scope of content to be regulated. It 

contemplates legislation that includes definitions for the following five categories of harmful content: 

• Terrorist content; 

• Content that incites violence; 

• Hate speech; 
• Non-consensual sharing of intimate images; and 

• Child exploitation content. 

The Proposal indicates that these categories of content are to be defined in a way that borrows from the 
Criminal Code, but are adapted to the regulatory context. [t is not evident what this will mean in the future 

legislation, but the Proposal does make clear that these definitions may include content that is not 

criminaiized under Canadian law but may still be harmful to at least one Canadian. The Proposal both 

extends the reach of Canadial1 law and reduces clarity about what is in scope. In general, we recommend 

that policymakers draw bright fines between content that is unlawful, versus content that is lawful but 

potentially harmful - the current proposal would blur these lines. 

The expansive approach being proposed by the Government of Canada contrasts with the more measured 

approach found in the European Union's proposed Digital Services Act (the "DSA~). The DSA requires 

regulated service providers to give effect to orders from national judicial or administrative authorities to 
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remove illegal content.2 Additionally, regulated service providers are required to put in place a mechanism 

allowing users to report content that is illegal, which a service provider may decide to take down - either 

on the grounds that the content is illegal or that it is contrary to the provider's terms of service,3 

By restricting the Online Harms Proposal to illegal content (as defined under Canadian law), users and 

service providers would have greater clarity about what is in scope. It would also help ensure that limitations 

on online speech and other fundamental rtghts are necessary, proportionate, and enforceable (see also 

Recommendation 3 below). 

To the extent that the Online_ Harms Proposal seeks to deal with content that is lawful but potentially 

harmful. we recommend that it take a systematic and process~based approach, rather than regulating for 

specific outcomes for specific content. This means encouraging providers to have procedural and 

substantive mechanisms for due process in content moderation and enforcement and to provide 

meaningful and actionable transparency. For instance, Microsoft requires users to adhere to our terms of 

serVice and code of conduct, which prohibit certain types of content and conduct. Where these are violated, 

we take enforcement action. 

Should lawful but potentially harmful content remain in scope, we strongly recommend considering 

measures that Instead focus on holding service providers accountable for upholding their own polides and 

commitments to their users. Creating space for appropriate self~regulatory measures may be one approach. 

Recommendation 3: 
Service providers should not be required to proactively monitor user content, nor decide whether particular 
cOntent is unlawful. Elected officials and independent courts - not private companies - should be the decision~ 

makers on which content is illegal. 

The Online Harms Proposal requires regulated service providers to "take all reasonable measures, which can 
include the use of automated systems, to identify harmful content that is communicated on its service and to 
make that content inaccessible to persons in Canada. M4 In addition, regulated service providerS' would be 

required to independently adjudicate complaints and remove illegal or harmful content within 24 hours 

from the content being flagged ,S A failu re to comply with these requiremel1ts- would trigger significant 

administrative monetary damages. 

Both of these obligations impinge on fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Canadiaf/ Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms and international human rights law, to the extent that this approach may risk being perceived 

as a government censorship regime that is outsourced to private companies. Requiring service providers to 

proactively monitor all user content and to assess the legality or harmfulness of lIser content is problematic. 

First, this requirement may have a disproportionate effect On user privacy, and may undermine necessary 

cybersecurity efforts by effectively eliminating the ability to leverage encryption for certain communications. 

The extraordinary policy implications merit greater public debate. Second, proactive scanning is not a silver 

bullet. There are no failsafe technical scanning solutions, particularly as machines are not able to understand 

l DSA, Article 8. 
1 DSA, Article 14. 
~ Technical Paper, Section 10. 
S Technical Paper, Section 11. 
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context. Moreover, different types of content may require the use of different scanning technologies. Usage 

of scanning technologies today risks overcensorship unless there is substantial human oversight and review 

of flagged content, conducted by large armies of human content moderators. Given the volume of content 

that is generated on a daily basis, implementing useful proactive scanning technologies is largely impractical 

and may serve to undermine the dynamism of the internet and the benefits of interconnected online spaces. 

Third, removing the proactive monitoring obligation would not mean that illegal or harmful content would 

go unaddressed. Digital safety regulation should take a process-based approach that focuses on ensuring 

that service providers implement procedures that allow their users to report illegal content in a manner that 

is effectiVe, accessible and easy to use. By way of example, Canada's digital safety legislation could include 

·a requirement similar to the EU where regulated service providers must put in place a mechanism allowing 

users to report content that is illegal.6 

Requiring service providers to adjudicate the legality or harmfulness of content also fails to take into 

account that service providers are not equipped to make content decisions that require applying legal 

standards or assessing intent, context and cultural sUbjectivities. Making judgments on online speech is 

often a complex process, requiring subject matter expertise and a careful balancing of rights. It is not 

appropriate for service providers to make these decisions - and the challenges are exacerbated where 

legislation requires removal within a short, fixed time period. Legally mandated adjudication and takedown 

rules incentivize service providers to adopt a conservative approach to content removal, which could lead 

to the disproportionate removal of legitimate content. This, in turn, could have unintended, negative 

consequences for freedom of expression and risks creating a chilling effect on online speech, free and open 

public discourse, and civil society participation. 

The challenges of making complex and contextual content decisions are further exacerbated if the Proposal 

retains the obligation for service providers to notify law enforcement if the service provider "has reasonable 

grounds to suspect that content falling within the five (5) categories of regulated harmful content reflects 

an imminent risk of serious harm to any person or to property"? Although this obligation includes some 

helpful qualifiers, such as Hi mminent risk of serious harm", it may be difficult for service providers determine 

what constitutes a "serious harm", particulariy if the government chooses to regulate harmful, and not just 

illegal, content. We recommend clarifying this obligation so that it only applies to harmful content involving 

a manifestly clear threat to life or serious bodily harm, and where the provider becomes aware of speCific, 

actionable information, such as time and location of a threatened act. 

For these reasons, elected officials and independent courts, not private companies, should be \he decision· 

makers on the legality of content. Independent courts are the guarantors of due process where a balancing 

of rights IS required and where internationally agreed norms and human rights principles are applied. 

Significantly, both of these points have informed the approach to content moderation in the EU. The draft 

DSA expressly states that it should not be construed as imposing "a general monitoring obligation or active 
fact-finding obligation, or { .. .] a general obligation for providers to take proactive measures to relation to 

illegal content. ~8 In addition, the obligations on service providers in the DSA to remove content are limited 

6 DSA, Article 14. 

7 Technical Paper, Section 20. 
8 DSA, Article 28. 
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to complying with takedown orders made by judicial or administrative authorities, not private companies.'J 

Microsoft recommends following this pra ctical and balanced approach. 

Recommendation 4: 
Service providers should have intermedlory liabitiry lmmunity to allow them fa carry our good-faith content 
moderation and other actions to enhance dig Ital safety. Safe harbour protections should apply equally to 
actions taken to comply with law, as welJ as ~good Samaritan" voluntary measures, 

To advance the government's policy objectives, it is critical that regulated service providers and other 

intermediaries (I.e., including intermediaries who are not subject to the regulatory framework) do not face 

liability or any other adverse legal consequences for their good faith efforts to combat and overcome online 

harms, Safe harbour and immunity provisions should apply to actions taken to comply with regulatory 

obligations, as well as self-initiated "good Samaritan~ voluntary measures that go beyond providers' 

obligations in the legislative framework. 

To be effective, immunity needs to cover the following activities: 

• Content moderation and other actions required to comply with law or undertaken voluntarily, such 

as: (a) monitoring content (where appropriate); (b) assessing compliance with a provider's terms of 

service; (cl taking reasonable measures to make violating content inaccessible or other enforcement 

measures, and (d) providing impacted individuals or groups with the opportunity to request that 

content moderation decisions be reconsidered; 

• Notifying law enforcement of content or providing related data that may constitute a crime under 

Canadian law; and 

• Preserving content and related data. 

The Technical Paper addresses only one of these activities and provides immunity only to regulated service 

providers. Specifically, the paper provides that HThe Act should provide that OCSPs making (a) notifications 
to the RCMP or (b) reports ta law enforcement and CSfS in good faith pursuant to the Act should have immunity 
from civil and criminal proceedings. "10 

The limited immunity proposed in the Technical Paper is inadequate, as it leaves regulated service providers 

and other intermediaries potentially exposed to both civil and criminal proceedings as a result of good faith 

efforts to comply with their legal obligations or to voluntarily enhance digital safety beyond the strict 

requirements of the applicable legislation. This limited immunity is problematic generally, but is most 

concerning to the extent that a legislative framework is enacted that regulates more than just illegal content 

and requires services providers to make a contextual and legal assessment as to whether specific content 

needs to be made inaccessible or reported to law enforcement. 

By way of comparison, the safe harbour provisions in the EU 's DSA are broader. While Canada's safe harbour 

provision is limited to notifying and reporting to law enforcement, the DSA provides for liability exemptions 

for intermediaries (including caching and hosting services) when prescribed conditions are met (e.g., in the 

case of hosting services, lack of knowledge of illegal activity and, upon obtaining such knowledge, acting 

9 DSA, Articles 8. 
10 Technical Paper, Section 26. 
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expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the illegal).11 The DSA also makes dear that these 

exemptions apply even in circumstances where an intermediary undertakes voluntary activities or measures 

to tackle illegal content,12 In doing so, the DSA provides important incentives for service providers to engage 

in responsible, good faith efforts to address content moderation and online harms. Similar incentives 

should be induded in any Canadian legislation. 

Recommendation 5: 
Powers delegated to the Commissioner should be scaled back to better recognize the potential hUman rights' 
impacts of decisions taken under digital safety legislation, to place limits on inspection and order-making 
powers and to provide greater transparency and oversight by Parliament. 

The Technical Paper proposes the creation of a Digital Safety Commissioner with exceptionally broad 

authority to make orders requiring a regulated service provider to do any act or thing, or refrain from doing 

any act or thing necessary to ensure compliance with the service provider's regulatory obligations.H The 

CommIssioner would also have responsibility for recommending that administrative monetary penalties be 

imposed by the Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal. 14 These powers are enabled through 

the authority to conduct inspections of regulated service providers at any time, on either a routine or ad 

hoc basis, at the Commissioner's own discretion {and even if there is no reasonable basis to believe that the 

servke provider is in violation of the law)."S These inspection powers are wide-reaching, allowing an 

inspector to enter any place in which they believe there is any document. information or any other thing, 

including computer algorithms and software, relevant to verifying compliance or preventing non

compliance, 16 Any of these things can be removed for examination or reproduction! presumably without 

regard to other legal obligations or privileges associated with users or with providers. 

The Technical Paper also proposes that the Commissioner have broad regulation -making powers, allowing 

the Commissioner to prescribe: 

• What measures must be taken to identify harmful content or make it inaccessible; 

• What mechanisms need to be in place to flag harmful content or dispute a flag; 

• What content-moderation guidelines need to be published: 

• What amount and kind of data and information needs to be preserved; 

• What regulated service prov'iders must do to comply with the regulatory framework; and 

• What regulatory charges one or more classes of regulated service providers must pay. 

Both individually and taken together, the proposed powers of the Digital Safety Commissioner lack 

reasonableness and proportionality. The Proposal risks vesting excessive power in an unelected official, 

without appropriate due process protections or other guardrails. They also risk the creation of prescriptive, 

one-size-fits-all measures. To address these concerns, powers delegated to the Commissioner should be 

scaled back to better recognize the potential human righ ts' impacts of decisions taken under digital safety 

II DSA, Article S. 
12 DSA, Article 6. 
H Technical Paper, Section BO. 
14 Technical Paper, Section 104. 
\S Technical Paper, Section BB. 
16 Technical Paper, Section 89. 
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legislation, to place limits on inspection and order-making powers and to provide greater transparency and 

oversight by elected officials. In particular, we offer the following recommendations: 

• Regulation-making powers. Elected officials (represented through the Governor-in-Council), rather 

than the Commissioner, should be vested with authority to promulgate regulationS" under the 

legislation. Government curtailment of ci t izens' freedom of expression merits accountability directly 

to those citizens. 

• Impact and feasibility assessments. The Commissioner should be required to complete and publish 

an assessment of human rights' impacts and feasibility (including technical constraints) in respect 

of any compliance guidelines, measures or decisions issued by the Commissfoner. This assessment 

should, when appropriate, be based on a consultative, multi-stakeholder process. 

• Inspection powers. Limits and clarity should be introduced on the categories of information that 

the Commissioner may gather. The circumstances in which inspection powers may be exercised 

should be restricted to align with the audit powers in the Personal Information Protection and 

Electronic Documents Act (i.e., situations in which the Commissioner has reasonable grounds to 

believe that the organization has contravened a material regulatory obligation). The 

Commissioner's use of the information or documents obtained through an inspection should be 

limited to completing the investigation. Similarly, the Commissioner should be required to maintain 

the confidentiality of this information, subject to reasonable exceptions for disclosures that are 

required in connection with the investigation, and the Commissioner should be expressly required 

to respect legal privilege. Like under the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents 

Act, the Commissioner should also return any information or documents that were obtained 

through an inspection within a prescribed time period upon request from the service provider.17 In 

no circumstances should a service provider be required to provide information if doing so would 

cause it to violate another law applicable to its operations, including a law in another jurisdiction. 

To avoid an apprehension of bias, and similar to a requirement that applies to the Canadian Radio 

television and Telecommunications CommIssion, the Commissioner should be reqUired to establish 

two independent arms - one arm that is vested with Inspection and Investigative responsibilities 

and a second arm that is responsible for exercising other powers of the Commissioner. 

• Order-making powers. The authority of the Commissioner to issue orders should be limited to the 

same circumstances where a court would issue an interlocutory injunction (I.e., where irreparable 

harm may occur if an order is not made and the balance of convenience favours the making of the 

order). To ensure due process, all other orders should be made by the Personal Information and 

Data Protection Tribunal. There should be a right of appeal to a court of any order or decision of 

the Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal (similar to appeal rights under the 

Competition Act and the Broadcasting Act). 

• Transparency. In addition to the· Commissioner's annual report contemplated in Section 77 of the 

Technical Paper, the Commissioner should be required to issue transparency reports to Parliament 

that might include, for example, details on the number and type of notices that have been issued, 

formal warnings issued, information sought by the Commissioner from regulated service providers, 

and the processes followed to exercise the Commissioner's powers. Transparency reports should 

11 Section 18(3) of the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act states: "The Commissioner or 
the delegote sholl rerum to 0 person or on organizotion any record or thing they produced under this section within 
ten days ofter they moke a request to the Commissioner or the delegate, but nothing precludes the Commissioner 
or the delegote from again requiring that the record or thing be produced." 
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include an assessment of how fundamental rights and freedoms have been balanced with decisions 

and enforcement actions of the Commissioner. 

Conclusion 
It is clear that legislators and policymakers In Canada and elsewhere face significant challenges when 

developing legislation designed to enhance digital safety without undermining the fundamental rights and 

freedoms of individuals, and that support other important policy and societal objectives. There is mlJch at 

stake - for individuals, for businesses, and for governments. The impacts of digital sa fety legislation are not 

limited to a single country, as a legislative framework that fails to protect human rights may embolden 

countries with poor human rights records to use "safety" legislation to limit freedom of expression, privacy 

rights and the open exchange of ideas. 

We believe strongly that implementing the recommendations in this submission will not undermine the 

Government of Canada's efforts to enhance digital safety. To the contrary, implementing them will be critical 

if the government is to achieve its vision of effectively confronting online harms while respecting 

fundamental dghts and freedoms. 

Microsoft thanks the Government of Canada for the opportunity to make this submission. We look forward 
to continuing to engage in the government's consultative process and would welcome the opportunity to 

share with you our perspective on important policy issues related to the Proposal that are not addressed in 

our submission, including website blocking orders and algorithmic transparency. 
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content online 

On July 29, 2021 , the Federal Government announced its proposal to set "new rules" 

obliging "Online Communication Service Providers" (OCSPs) to address five categories 

of harmful content on their platforms: hate speech ; child sexual exploitation content; 
non-consensual sharing of intimate images; incitement to violence content and terrorist 

content. The legislation requires OCSPs "take all reasonable measures" (including 
automated filtering and ISP website blocking as a last resort) to identify and block these 
five categories within 24 hours of being flagged , while also providing procedural 
transparency to users and survivors . 

While we share significant concerns about the wide scope; 24-hour takedown 
requirement; proactive monitoring of all harmful content; and website blocking with 
Canadian and international experts alike, we raise additional concerns about the lack of 
consideration of children's rights in the upcoming online harms legislation . We highlight 

Canada's duty of care to protect children from harmful content online , to impose age

specific requirements , and to mandate provisions for special categories of harmful 

content, including altered sponsored and paid content. 

A growing number of civil society groups, lawmakers and governments around the world 
have established that all online governance should consider children's rights . This note 

offers a few key areas of concern pertaining to chi ldren's safety and well-being online 
that Canada should consider in its "approach to addressing harmful content online." 

1. Recognize duty of care toward 'best interest of the childl in all online 
regulation and mandate 'best interest of the child' as the primary 
consideration when in conflict with commercial interests 
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While Canada is a signatory of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC) it has yet to formally acknowledge and uphold its duty to afford special 
protections to children established in such international human rights law frameworks in 
its upcoming plans to "address harmfu l content online." Such special protections should 
include i) the 'best interest of the chi ld' as set out by general comment No.25 of the 
UNCRC and ii) protecting children from encountering harmful content. 

i) Defined in Article 3 of the UNCRC, the 'best interest of the chi ld ' should "be a primary 
consideration in all decisions to regulate online activity" by incorporating provisions that 
protect children's safety, health , wellbeing, psychological and emotional development. 
identity, freedom of expression and agency to form individual views, among others. 
Countless civil society organizations around the world have advocated for the 'best 
interest of the child ' and the United Kingdom recently demonstrated its commi tment to 
take them seriously -- especially when children's interests stand in contrast to 
commercial interest. The new Age Appropriate Design Code mandates websites and 
apps take the "best interests" of their child users into account when designing and 
developing online services likely to be accessed by a child , or face fines of up to 4% of 
annual global revenue. These services span a wide range of social media platforms, 
video and music streaming sites, as well as gaming apps and sites. 

In April 2021 , the Alliance for Protecting Chi ldren's Rigills and Safety Online addressed 
specific recommendations to proactively protect children from harm to Prime Minister, 
Justin Trudeau. The Alliance recommends that the 'best interest of the child' be a 
primary consideration by incorporating specific provisions for "all products and services 
likely to impact children - not only for those directed at them." 

So far, the published federal guides include instructions for children only in provisions 
around child sexual exploitation, in alignment with Canada's Criminal Code. While of 
utmost importance, the proposal leaves a wide array of other online harms to children's 
safety , well-being , health and psychological and emotional development unattended. ' 
These harms include content and communication which promotes medical 
misinformation , incitements to violence and radicalization , and harmful activities such as 
suicide, self-harm and disordered eating , to name only a few. 

As such , specific categories for the scope and definition of online harms as they pertain 
to children should be built into Canada's upcoming proposal , including age-specific 
obligations. 

1 This note is primarily concemed with harmful content which is outside the scope of child sexual 
exploitation as defined by Canada's Criminal Code. 
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2. Break down online harms proposal into specific legislation for children's 
rights and protection from harmful content online 

Mandating specific requirements and duties of care for age-appropriate design 
standards for children online would support broader recommendations to break down 
Canada's proposal into subject-matter specific legislation as legal experts Cynthia Khoo 
and Emily Laidlaw advocate. Narrowing the scope of online harms would also address a 
key point of public contention about the overly broad sweep of Canada's current 
proposal. Carving out special categories of harm to children beyond criminal offences 
would also align Canada's upcoming proposal with leading global regulation in this 
space. 

For instance, the recent United Kingdom's Online Safety Bill includes "services likely to 
be accessed by children" as one of three separate categories of harm. The duties for 
this children-specific category include taking proportionate measures to mitigate and 
manage the risk and impact of harms to children in different age groups as well as 
preventing children of any age from encountering certain material alongside preventing 
specific age groups who might be at risk of harm from encountering harmful content. 

The UK Online Safety Bill includes requirements for companies to carry out risk 
assessments and adhere to "safety duties" for each category of harm. By carving out 
more specific categories of harm , Canada could impose child safety and wellbeing risk 
assessments which would account for both harmful content as well as the systems 
which promote and amplify the spread of harmful content, including algorithms and 
other functionalities for circulating content. While not without limitation, risk 
assessments are crucial accountability mechanisms for preventing harm before they 
occur. 

3, Canada's upcoming legislation should include strict requirements to I) 
minimize children encountering manipulated images of facial and body 
features in paid and sponsored content and should ii) mandate strict 
disclosure of manipulations to facial and body features in paid and 
sponsored content. 

Given the growing number of self-harms, harms to mental health and body image , and 
disordered eating resulting from the consumption of visually modified content online, 
Canada should account for images with manipulated facial and body features as 
specific categories of risk and mandate reasonable provisions to minimize their harm, 
including clear disclosure and content labels, This reflects a growing global commitment 
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to address the promotion of unrealistic body image standards to children and young 
people. 

In Norway, for instance, anorexia is the third most common cause ot death among 
young girls. The country has recently enforced legal disclosure for advertisements that 

have been photoshopped or otherwise manipulated , including "enlarged lips, narrowed 

waists, and exaggerated muscles," In Canada, where suicide rates are the leading 
cause of death for children aged 10 - 14, preventing undue risk from encountering 

unrealistic body images should be of top priority for the federal government. The 
government should at minimum extend further consultations with children 's health and 
safety experts and advocacy groups before enacting harmful content legislation . 

4. Children-specific legislation must be proactive and address design 
features over harm. 

While prevention of harm is of utmost importance generally, the stakes of neglecting to 
mitigate risk before they materialize into harm is especially high for children given "both 
their developmental vulnerabilities and their status as 'early adopters' of emerging 

technologies." Without special consideration for children , Canada's current plans to 
address harmful content online flatten impact from known harms across groups that are 

differentially and disproportionately affected by the digital environment 

Recent evidence shows social media companies such as Facebook are already aware 

of how their services harm children and young people, especially to their mental-health 
and psychological wellbeing . The same companies are well resourced and adept at 
implementing proactive measures to safeguard specific threats, such as those to 
nalional security. Yet Canada's proposal to address harmful content includes minimal 
accountability mechanisms for mitigating risks to children before they become harms. 
As many have noted, the amplification of online content means that even the most 
violent and dangerous material can reach millions of children before it is flagged and 

removed . 

One way to ensure proactive mitigation of harm outside controversial provisions to 

monitor all harmful content through automated filtering currently included in Canada's 
proposal is by incorporating clear instructions for the design and testing of services 

before they are deployed (or modified). Such systematic approaches, incorporated in 
the European Union's recently unveiled Digital Services Act and the aforementioned 
Age-Appropriate Design Code in the United Kingdom, are already showing promise in 
affecting change. In the weeks leading up to the passage of the latter specifically, a 
number of major platform companies including Instagram, YouTube, TikTok and Google 
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introduced changes to how they treat chi ld users on their platforms. Instagram for 
instance, will no longer allow unknown adults to send direct messages to children under 
18, whi le Google will stop targeted advertising to children under 18. 

Lastly, incorporating age-appropriate design standards and proactive measures moves 

legislation beyond a narrow focus on harm and allows policymakers to support children 

and youth's autonomy and growth in online environments by maximizing their benefits 
and embedding children's rights by default and into design. As leading children's rights 
organization 5Rights argues, "The enormous potential of digital technology will only be 
realised when it is proactively directed towards the promotion of chi ldren and young 
people's rights, rather than retroactively adapted or deployed merely to protect their 
safety. 

We echo the need for Canada to introduce legislation to address online harms. As many 
have highlighted however, significant nuance and consultation is needed to ensure 

Canada gets it right. If the federal government takes this time now to consider special 
categories for the scope and definition of harmful content likely to be encountered by 
children, and protect both individual and collective children's rights with proactive 

measures (beyond automated filtering) , it can very well lead the way in international 
norm setting . 
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September 27, 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy 5t 

Gatineau QC 

K1A 055 

Submitted via email: pch.icn-dcLpch@canada.ca 

Dear Representatives of the Digital Citizen Initiative, 

The Alliance for Safe Online Pharmacies Canada (ASap Canada) is pleased to participate in the 

Government of Canada's consultation on harmful content online. As more Canadians rely on the internet 

for social, business, and information sharing, especially during and post~pandemic, we believe that there 

is a need for the public health and public safety of Canadians to be protected through a regulatory 

framework and appropriate resources that address the current usage and abuse/harmful content found 

online to create a safe environment for Canadians. 

Asap Canada is a project of Asap Global, a global non-profit organization dedicated to keeping the public 

safe from illegal online sellers of prescription medicines and protecting the integrity of our legitimate 

pharmaceutical supply chain. We have a diverse membership that includes pharmacists, pharmacies, 

distributors, and our observers include the National Association of Pharmacy Regulatory Authorities 

(NAPRA), Healthcare Excellence Canada, GSl Canada, among others. ASOP Canada works with local and 

international law enforcement, government, academics, and victim organizations to identify the threats 

of illegal online content and the appropriate tools to tackle illegal online content. 

Asap Canada is encouraged by the Government of Canada's progress to tackle online harm through 

proposed legislation and regulation; however, there is an opportunity being missed by the Government 

with the exclusion of illegal online sales of drugs, including opioids, in the proposed legislation and 

regulatory framework. The growing accessibility of illicit opioid sales online amidst Canada's opioid crisis 

requires the inclusion of opioid sales in the proposed approach to tackling online harm to reflect the 

current challenges faced online, especially the challenges directly related to youth safety in Canada. 

Online Sale of Illegal Drugs 

The illegal online sale of counterfeit medicine is not new. Criminal actors have long used social media and 
the online market to sell controlled substances, including opioids, other prescription medications and 
medicinal cannabis, through unlicensed sites, causing harm through inappropriate use or selling 
counterfeit drugs. These same criminal networks have now moved into the space of CaVID-19, preying 
upon the uncertainty and fear of the public to sell one of the most globally sought~after products, COVID-
19 vaccines. Pharmaceutical crimes are an increasing global issue; a record number of fake online 
pharmacies were taken down during Operation Pangea XIV, targeting the sale of counterfeit and illicit 
medicines and medical products. This year's operation resulted in 113,020 web links, including websites 
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and online marketplaces being shut down or removed, the highest number since the first Operation 
Pangea in 2008.1 This increase demonstrates the ability for criminal networks to respond and adapt to 
changing environments and the need for enforcement agencies to adjust and work with partners to 
disrupt their activities. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has also contributed to the worsening overdose crisis, with some communities 

reporting record-high numbers of overdose deaths, hospitalizations, and emergency medical service 
calls.2 Without appropriate measures to stop these criminal networks, they will apply thei r successes in 

preying on Canadians for a profit and apply these techniques to the next opportunity. The online sale of 

opioids evolved along with the expansion of the internet, with sales moving from website forums to search 

engine results, and now social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and linkedln? This 

expansion demonstrates the criminal network's ability to infiltrate the internet, requiring a regulato ry and 

enforcement framework to identify and address threats in this evolving envi ronment. 

The United States has taken a leadership role in tackling the online sale of opioids through the Food and 
Drug Administration's annual Online Qpioid Summit, where stakeholders from prom inent search engines, 

social media platforms, domain name registries and registrars, online marketplaces; advocacy groups, 

other government agencies, and academic researchers with expertise in this topic discuss "ways to 

collaboratively take stronger action in combatting the opioid crisis by reducing the availability of illicit 

opioids online."4 

Additionally, the United States Department of Health and Human Services is finding new ways to take 
down the criminal networks involved in the il legal online sale of opioids by investing in an artificial 

intelligence-based tool to track how online opioid selle rs and illegal internet pharmacies market and sell 

opioids. The tool will address law enforcement's issue whereby only a small percentage of social media 

posts that mention opioids are related to illegal selling or marketing. In one study of more than 600,000 

tweets containing t he names of several prescription opioids, it was found that fewer than 2,000 

tweets were identified as actually marketing those substances.s Another issue is that drug dealers use 

evolving strategies and keywords to post illegal medications - making it difficult to track and take down 

posts with a simple keyword search. To address these issues, the tool will use AI focused on recognizing 

patterns in data so the system can recognize what drug-selling content looks like and find new posts across 

broader internet and social media platforms. While the leadership of the United States in the area of 
combatting online opioids takes more opioids off the internet, without the appropriate regulatory 

framework and resources, it also makes Canada a safe haven for criminals to operate. 

1 INTERPOL. Press Release: Thousands af fake online pharmacies shut down in INTERPOL operation (June 8, 2021}. 
https;l!www.mterpaJ.;rltlen[N!?WrOlnd·El.ientVNewsL2021!Tnousands·Qf.!ake-ol.lline-phJrmaCles-.shut-down.jo·INTlRPOl
operation 
1 Health Canacla. Opioid· and Stimulant·relared Harms in Canada Published:(June 2021}. https:Uhealth· 
infobas€,,canada.t<!/substante-related-harms/opioids·stimulant 
l Mackev, Tim . Opioids and the Internet: Convergence of Technology and Policy to Address the Illicit Online Sales ofOpioids .. 
Health Services Insights v.n (2018). 
http~:Uwww.re5eafchgate.net/publkatlon/3276a7S93 Opioids <lncl the Inlernet Ccnvergen<:e of Technology <Ind Policy t 
o Address the Illicit Online Sales of Opioids 
• United States Food and Drug Administration. News Release: Online Opiaid Summits. https:l!wwwJda.goll/drugs(news-events
humJn-drug$lonline-opioid-summits 
5 Mackey TK, Kalyanam J, Katsuki L lanckriet G. Twitter·Based Detection of Illegal Online Sole of Prescription Opioid. Am J public 
Health . 2017 Oec; 1 0 7( 12): 1910·1915. hll ps:l!pubmed.l\cbl.nlm .r.ih.govI290489601 
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Multilateral Cooperation 

In a recent issue briefing by the United States Congress United States-China Economic and Security 
Review Commission, there was a call for multilateral cooperation, particularly when addressing the 
presence and supply chain of illicit fentanyl in North America. As the United States Drug Enforcement 
Administration outlined in its 1020 National Drug Threat Assessment report, China was identified as a 
primary source of " the primary source of fentanyl and fentanyl-related substances trafficked through 
international mail and express consignment operations, as well as the main source for all fentanyl
related substances trafficked into the United States."6 This comes after China's government banned the 
production and sale of fentanyl and several of its variants in May 2019. However, according to a 
National Public Radio (NPR) investigation and research from the Center for Advanced Defense Studies, 
Chinese vendors have moved to online platforms to market and ship fentanyl and precursor chemicals 
used to make fentanyl directly to customers using postal delivery in the United States, Canada, and 
Europe. The Commission's report stated that the fentanyl being found in the United States can-also be 
found in Canada as "China remains a primary source of illicit fentanyl in Canada, where opioid usage has 
increased since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic."7 

During the May 26!h, 2021, Steering Committee meeting of the Canada-United States JoInt Action Plan 
on Oploids 2021, participants identified the following activities to improve North American capacities 
and collaboration and help Canada and the United States tackle the opioid epidemic In North America. 

• Law Enforcement: expand measures to share intelligence to better understand cross-border 
drug trafficking, make investigations more effective, and disrupt domestic manufacturing of 
illegal synthetic opioids in Canada and the United States. 

• Border Security: pursue opportunities to share resources and strengthen the capacity of border 
services personnel to detect and interdict fentanyl, its related substances, and other synthetic 
opioids illegally crossing our borders. 

• Postal Security: formalize Canada-United States coordination to target opioids and other illegal 
drugs shipped through the mail; hold joint training sessions and regular meetings to share 
information, best practices, and improve our capacities to address this challenge. 

• Health: share best practices and approaches to surveillance and applied research evaluating the 
impacts of COVID-19 measures on the opioid overdose crisis.s 

An issue that arises in Canada's ability to appropriately participate in the multilateral cooperation to 

address the illegal supply of opioids is the gap in the data of the scope of the online opioid market. As 

there are definite trends in the presence of social media, web marketing, and purchasing of illegal opioids 

through seizures by law enforcement and border and postal services, there is no central tracking and 

tracing of the sources of these transactions (i.e. direct to consumer / criminal networks, online/social 

6 U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, 2020 National Drug Threat Assessment, March 2021 . 

hup!,.:lIwww.dea.gov/siresldef"ult/files/2021-02/DIR· 
00821%202020%20NatJonal%20Druft%20Threa 1W,20Assessment WEB. pdf. 

1 United States Congress: U.S.·China Economic and Security Review Commission . Illicit Fentanyl from Chino; An Evolving Global 

Operation, August 24, 2021. hUQs:l/www.us«: .gov/sitlc's/default/flies/2021"(}8/UIICit Fentanyl from (hina-
An Evol"lng Global Orwration.pdf 
8 Public Safety Car)ada . Steering Committee meeting of the Canada-U.S. Joit)t Action plan at) OpioirJs 2021 , 
hups:llwww.publi(safelV.gc.ca/cnt/ .5rc.~!pblctns/2021·jnr-ctn-pds!lndex-en.asp~ 
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medial street purchases) which impedes on the ability for the government, law enforcement, and 

multilateral groups to identify the appropriate solutions to address the opioid epidemic. 

Online Harm Discussion Paper 

The discussion and technical paper released by Heritage Canada addresses the known dangers that have 
come with the widespread use and growing number of online platforms. While social media platforms 
and online services enable families and friends to connect and share content, these platforms have also 
become breeding grounds for individuals to spread hate, enable dangerous groups and networks to incite 
violence and perpetuate harmful content to child ren. 

The proposed framework appreciates the evolution of technology and evercha nging social habits of 
Canadians; however, the application overlooks fundamental areas of concern that must be addressed. 
The content targeted by the new legislation is based on actions that are al ready considered illegal; 
however, the five categories must be more comprehensive to promote a safe and non-violent online 
space, especially for children. 

The discussion guide released by Heritage Canada recognizes that social media companies are reactive in 
nature and are not required to preserve evidence of criminal content or notify law enforcement about 
criminal content (except for child pornography, where they are required to report) . However, with this in 
mind, the harmful content addressed by the legislation can be broader and should reflect the current, 
ongoing challenges faced online, especially the challenges directly related to youth safety in Canada. 

Recommendation: 

Illicit online opioid sales should be included as a targeted category of harmful content under Canada's 

proposed online harm legislation. The growing accessibility of illicit opioid sales onl ine, coupled with 

Canada's pressing opioid crisis, justifies the inclusion of opioid sales with'n the harmful content definition. 

Furthermore, opioid sales have been included within international definitions for content abuse. 

As indicated below, the illegal distribution of opioids online is included in the definition of content abuse, 

in addition to human trafficking, child sexual abuse, and incitements to violence as grounds to take action 

to remove or block the content . We recommend that both Canada's regulatory framework and 

intermediaries adopt the following definition for online harm, 

When Should a Registrar or Reqritry Act on Website Content Abuse? Despite the fact that 
registrars and registries have only one blunt and disproportionate tool to address Website Content 
Abuse, we believe there are certain forms of Website Content Abuse that are so egregious that a 
registry or registror should act when provided with specific and credible notice. Specifically, even 

without a court order, we believe a registry or registror should act to disrupt the following forms 
of Website Content Abuse: (1) child sexual abuse materials ("CSAM"); (2) illegal distribution 0/ 
opioids online; (3) human trafficking;lO and (4) specific and credible incitements to violence. 
Underlying these Website Content Abuses is the physical and often irreversible threat to human 
life. Additionally, each registror and registry has its own acceptable use policies or terms of use 
that set forth provisions that may cover these and additional forms of Website Content Abuses. 9 

9 The Government of Canada has an opportunity to align with international industry standards of the DNS Framework. The ONS 

Framework is an agreed upon code of conduct Signed by 48 leading domain name registrars that outlines the roles and 
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By including a broader definition of online harm, Canada will be aligning with agreed-upon industry 

standards and reflecting the current landscape of online harm that Canadians are subject to. 

Telecommunications Service Providers Exemption 

Online harms are often present in private messaging; however, the legislation would not cover private 
communications or telecommunications service providers (such as WhatsAppJ. The language provided at 
Module 1(0) at paragraph 120 would apply to telecommunication services providers in exceptional 
circumstances. The Telecommunications Act at s. Thirty-six states that ... "except where the Commission 
approved otherwise, a Canad ian carrier shall not control the content or influence the meaning or purpose 
of telecommunications carried by it for the public"; therefore, it would be challenging to enforce content 
that is shared in any capacity through a private telecommunication service. As technology evolves, many 
telecommunication service providers *also* include social media capabilities, and this area must be 
explored as technology evolves. 

Consultation on Modules 

Module l{A), paragraphs 6-8 of the Technical Paper provides: the Act, including any statu tory and 
regulatory obligation imposed on OCSPs, should apply with respect to the five (5) types of harmful content 
described below: 

The concept of child sexual exploitation content should capture 1} criminal/ow offences in this 
area set out in the Criminal Code, in a manner adopted to a regulatory context, including child 
pornography and other sexual offences rel'(Jting to children; and 2) material relating to child sexual 
exploitation activities that may not constitu te a criminal offence, but when posted on an Des is 

still harmful to children and victims (e.g., screenshots of videos that do not include the criminal 
activity but refer to it obliquely; up-to-date photos of adults who were exploited/ abused as 
children being posted in the context of their exploitation and abuse as children). 

Recommendation: 
The Act must be more inclusive in termS of content and materials directly correlated to children and child 
explo itation. Online child sexual exploitation is one of the most disturbing public safety issues facing 

society todayl . The proposed legislation must be more inclusive in detailing the content that would fal! 
under this concept. 

Canada has seen a rise in child exploitation cases that also involve drugs. The cases below demonstrate 

the recent increase in online child exploitation/luring investigations that led to further charges related to 
the possession and/or distribution of drugs: 

• Info rrom German police leads to child porn, drug charges in london. Dnt. (Mav 2021) 

• Police lay charges in child pornography and drug traff icking investigations (June 2021) 

• Chiltlluring investigation leads to drug and child porn charges in Chatham-Kent (March 2021) 

Note: The National Child Exploitation Crime Centre (NCECC) and the provincial Internet Child Exploitation Units are 
excellent resources with respect to investigations related to the sexual exploitation of children on the internet in 

responsibili ties of domain name regis trars to ad dress online company creates, operates and can enforce requirements for 
domJin eKtensions such as .ca, .com, .edu, ,org, and .tech. hamples of registries include Canadian Internet Registry Authority 
((IRA). Verisi!!n, RJdi X, NeustJr, elC A domJil) nJme registrar is all accredited company that sells domain narnes to the public, 
hamples of registrars include Rebel and Tucows (Canada·basedl, and GoDaddy.harm , A domain name registry (DNR) 
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Canada. In the proposed amendments to the Mandatory Reporting Act, the government would centralize mandatory 
reporting of online child pornography offences through the NCECe. 

The examples above demonstrate the link between the sexual exploitation of children, child pornography 

and drug offences. 

The concept of content that involves promoting and distributing drugs is non-existent in the current 

proposed legislation. Suppose the goal is to make Online Communication Services and Online 

Communication Service Providers more accountable and transparent in combatting harmful online 

content. In that case, we cannot exclude a category that has an enormous impact on the safety of 

Canadians, especially youth. By way of example, the opioid overdose crisis in Canada is alarming, that is a 

well-known, challenging fact. Additionally, this legislation is being discussed and implemented amid a 

global pandemic. The effects of COVID-19 on youth and the risks associated with mental health issues and 

growing substance abuse are significant at the moment. 1 Canadians have never spent thIs much time 

online, and bad actors will capitalize on the current climate and target vulnerable groups to further their 

motives. 

Module l (B), paragraph 30 reads: The Act should provide that nothing in the Act requires or authorizes 
on OCSP to proactively seek out illegal content outside o f the five (51 categories of regulated harmful 
content. 

Recommendation: 

When considering the platforms that this new legislation would impact, many already have community 

guidelines and policies in place which prohibit attempts by individuals, manufacturers, and retailers to 

purchase, sell or trade non-medical drugs, pharmaceutical drugs. Though many platforms already use 

technology and algorithms to detect (and enforce) prohibited and Illegal content, more thought and 

consideration of the categories included in t he legislation must occur. We should be complimenting the 
protocols already in place for specific information and content - not limiting it to a box of definite 

categories. 

Moreove~ child exploitation is not just sexual exploitation; different types of exp loitation include, and are 

not limited to, labour exploitation and domestic servitude. There must be an avenUe for OCSs and OSCPs 

to seek out this type of content and activity online, especially as it applies to youth, and be able to apply 

all necessary policies and procedures in their efforts to remove and punish Individuals responsible . 
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We recognize the complexity and comprehensive nature of combatting online harm. We encourage the 

Government of Canada to continue discussions with law enforcement, academics, and industry to ensure 

that Canada's regulatory framework addresses the public health and public safety threat of the online sale 

of illegal and illicit drugs, including opioids. 

We welcome any questions or requests for further briefings on the issues and recommendations 

outlined above. 

S1ncerely, 

Danl Peters, Advisor 

ASOP Canada 

da n i. peters@buysafen:.phannacy 
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Digital Citizen tnltlati\'e 
Department of Canadian 1·leritage 
September 25th

, 2021 

Proposed Le2islative chanees .md Re2ulatory Bodies 

For the purpose of th is submiss ion, I represent the Be Coa lition of Experiential Communities; 

The BC Coalition of Experiential Commun ities {Irc a consortium of sex: workers who are activists 
mandated as a mechanism/ or the voices oj'experielltial people to support the developmelll q{ 

legislation alld policies: peer driven programs and services: alld work toward tile elimination of 
oppressive systems and Jorces that create harm within the sex illduslly 

J am writing today to express the reasons why adult enterta inersl sex workers must be included in any 
act ions, proposed legislative changes and "advisory bodies" which wi lt govem the proposed regulation 
of on-line content. 

Sex workers are the experts on our li ves and safety. Any legislation which could impact the li ves and 
safety of sex workers in Canada must include our voices and perspecti ve. 

Canadian Human Rights Act 

The Gelleral Assembly, 
Proclaims this Universal Declaratioll ofHunum Rights as a common standard oIachievcmenfjor all 

peoples alld allllations, to the end that eJ1el)1 illdivitlllill ",rd el-'e(v org(1It of society, keeping this 
Declaration cOllstantly in mind, shall slrive by teaching and educatiol/ Iv promote respect fo r these 

righ ts and freedvms alld by progressive measures, nationol alld illternatiollal, to sec/II"e their IIll iver,sal 
and e.Oective recognition alld obsen l([nce. both among the peoples of Member States themselves alld 

among th e peoples oj territories under theirjllrisdiclioll. 

Sex Workers note that the UN Charter of Human Rights addresses a broader cross section of society 
and works to include all people who experience di scrimination. The Canadian Charter does not go as 
far and excludes key phrases and wording which prevent sex workers from holding to account those 
people who violate our human rights with complacency in an on-going way. 

Article 2 
£Vel)IOne is entitled to all the rights and freedoms setforlh ill th is Declaration, without distinclion oj' 
allY kind. sllch as race, colaw: se..:r, language, religioll , political or other opillion. lIational or social 
origin. property. birth or other stams. Furtherm ore. 110 distinction shaJl be made on the basis of the 
political, jurisdictional or internatiollal staWs of the COIlI1UY or lerrilO1JI 10 which a person belollgs, 

whether it be independent. t/"/lst, /lOl1-se!fgovemillg or IInder allY other limitation cd'sovereignty. 

ff the government is revising the Canadian Human Rights Act, Sex workers and our community 
respectfull y request that thi s detail - "other .'Italll.'l" - is added to Canadian legislation to better refl ect 
tbe original spirit of the UN Charter. 

Sex workers regularly experi ence hate crimes and discriminatiol1. 

Bushby. tlien 18, was a passenger in tire vehicle driving along McKellzie Street on rile city's south s ide 
during Ihe ear(.v morning of Jan. 29. 2017. Bushby, who was drinking heavily. fwd sait! he w(lItled to 

drhle ul'tlllnd (/ltd yell tlt sex-trade worker.\'. 
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h tips :!Iwww.cbc.ca/news/eanada/thunder-bay/braydell-bush by-barbara -k ell tiler-sell tene 111 g- I .60560 I 0 

While thi s prosecutor declared thi s was a hate crime against women. it was actually a more specific 
targeting of an easily identifiable and discriminated against group, sex workers. 

He knew he could get away with driving around harassing and being vio lent towards sex workers . He 
knew tJlat no one cared about a sector of society cast by the government and Canadians as " less than", 
' "dirty" or ·'disposable". 

Even the sentence he received reflects the hatred of sex workers in society more broadly. Ifhe had 
killed anyone else .• he would have received life in prison. 

Any discuss ions about sex work in the public sphere are rife with falsehoods, ideology and morally 
based arguments which have no place in discussions about the lives and safety of Canadian citizens, 
PEOPLE. 

The rhetoric which is always loudest and front and center in any conversations about sex work have 
created th is percept ion of sex workers as damaged. reasonable casualties in the war on "trafficking" 
and as an evi l needing to be " removed" from society. 

When we discuss adu lt film/ pornography it is NOT some megalithic "thing" to be hated and destroyed. 
It is people. working to feed and house themselves and their families. 

Violent and targeted terrorist attacks on sex workers in their work places in At lanta and Toronto 
demonstrate this hatred of sex workers and the ways in which this hatred , promoted by those wishing to 
abolish our commun ity and by the Canadian Government, plays out in real world acts of vio lence. This 
violence is' 110t theoretical , it is real and predictable. 

h ups:/ Iwww.cbc.ca/llews/canadaltoron tol i nee 1-ten'ori sm -massa ge-parlour - I .55 75689 

h ttps :/lwww.cltll.com/2021 (OJ!16/us/metro-atlallfa-spa-shootings-what-we-know/index.htm I 

Since the Canadian Human Rights Act is already being rev ised to accommodate the new approaches 
be ing proposed here, Sex workers request; 

• The addition of "occupation" or "other status" to Section 2 of the Act - Purpose. 

• The addition of "occupation" or "other status" to all provisions of the Act to ensure people 
working in sex work or adu lt entertainment more broadly do not face di scrimination in any of 
the ways detailed in the Act. 

• That all relevant systems of complaint are given guidance on how the Act protects sex workers 
and adult enterta iners frolll discrimination alld how to apply that new protection under the 
charter as a separate and distinct group often targeted for violence, terrorism and hatred as a 
result of their occupat ional status. 

Our communi ty deserve the same protections as other easi ly identifiable groups. We deserve to be 
protected from violence, terrorism, discrimination and hatred in all the ways outlined in the Act. 

The government have already opened the act for revis ion, now is the time for that recognition and 
inclusion as targets of violence. terrorism, hatred and discrimination who qualify as distinct and eas il y 
identifiable group. 
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Establishment of new Regulators 

Canadians agree that the current "wild west" statliS ofihe intel11et causes problems on many levels and 
that some form of regulation is required in order to protect people from a ll of the hamls outlined in the 
proposed processes. 

However, nowhere in the proposed mechan isms are sex workers or adult entertainers mentioned. 

Given that a minimulll of 100,000 (up to approx. 250,000) Canadians rely on adult entelu inment as 
their sa le source of income to feed and _house themselves and their families, consideration must be 
given to the perspectives and experiences of these workers and legal industry. 

The adult enterta inment community of workers and entrepreneurs are asking for the following 
additions and changes to the framework as outlined in both the Discussion document and Technica l 
document; 

• 

• 

• 

Module I(a) -New Legislative and Regulatory Framework 

Q Recognize that oes is used by more than 100,000 Canadians as thei r sole means of income 
in the legal adult entertainment sector. 

o Addition to (c) - COl/sideI' that the hatred spread ol1lil1e C!(tefl has (f disproportionate impact 
On WOmen, Indigellous Peoples. members oIraciafized alld re.ligious millorily commullities 
al/d on LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse COlI/l1IlIIlilies. persons with disabilities and people 
working in the lIdult elltertailtlllfml sector; 

Application 

Q The Act should include dejil1itiol1s olcolllent which is NO T Iwm!!lIlto ensure that legal 
work ill the adult entertainment sector is not impacted by ideological opinions and efforts 10 

COlillter exploitation or "end the sex illdustIY ". 

o Specific definitions 10 enSLIre that tltis saJe. legal employment sector is nol Llndermined by 
hate/it! expressions qj'myths aboul sex workers lives. That 1m/II obOllf sex work and adult 
elltertainment, ethical research which meets the test oj the Tr-Collllcil Policy Statement (2) 
are on~)l lIsed (0 i/~/orm allY actiolls taken 10 COIIll/er exploitation ill the adult sec!OI: 

o The Act should speciflcaJJy state that impartiality is a criticaljeatllre olany regulation ol 
the adlilt sector and that sweeping statements. based ill hatred. are flO t entertained or 
allowed to influence any regulation oj or enJorcemen/ agaillst this legal employmenl sectOl: 

Module 1(8): New Rules and Obligations 

o General Obligations - 10(a) -The Ac l should provide that an OCSP mllst take measlires to 
ensure that the implementation and operat ion of the procedures. pra('.ticC's. rul es and 
systems, including any automated decis ion making, put in place for the purpose of 
moderat ing harmful content that is communicated on its oes and that is access ible to 
persons in Canada, do not result in differential treatment of any group, including 1Illuit 
emertu;nel's lUlil sex lIIorkers, bast:d on a prohibi ted ground o f discrimination with in the 
meaning of tile Canad ian Human Rights Act and in accord<lnce with regulations. (this 
lIddiliull needs to be specifically added so as to prel'ell1l11islise of rules by ami sex wUl'k 
zealots) 

o 14. TIle Act should provide that an oCSP must generate and provide reports on a scheduled 
basis to the Digital Safe ty Commissioner on Canada-specitic data about: 
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• (t) - How they monetize harmful content - should read "how they monetize content " 
• Iwrnifitl cOlltent assumes the DCS? is purposely II/onetizing harmJlI1 con lent and 
reflects all inherent biasJrom the ollSet a/this proposed regulatDlY body. 

• Incident response protocol 

18. [OJ The ACl should provide the Digital Safety Commiss ioner with the authority, with 
the upprova l of the Governor in Council, to est<lblish <In Incident Response Protocol fo r 
the pLIIlJose of implementing the Christchurch Call to Eliminate Terrorist [mel Violent 
Extremist Content Onl ine and reducing the online communication of conten t relating to 
terrorist activiti es. The Lncident Response Protocol would respond to an act or omission 
as descr ibed in the defin ition of "terrorist content" tied to an emergent, ongOing, or 
recently concluded re<ll·world attack in Canada. or outside of Canada when content is 
shared 011 one or more Canadian-based OCSs. 

Sex workers and adlll! entertainers would like to poillf ()flf Ihal the at[{{cks in Torol/to and 
Atlanta against II/assageparlor workers would qllalifY under this provision. nlis would require 
the removal oflwleJid! untrlle! maliciolls conrent by {mti sex work organizatiuns (lnd which has 
lead direct(v real world acts aJviolence and lerror agoinsl/Iie Canadian sex lI'orking 
cOlllmllllity. 

Contellt created by those groups acrively promoting hatred o/sex H'ofkel~\' alld the abolitioll of 
our commullizv is lI'ide~v aVlIilable in Canada. Ajler al1l1ltllck like the TOIV1710 1Iltack. we lvould 
hope to see ,hose DCS? who hosl this kind (~rha(ejid cVlIlen! held to account and thar content 
removed. 

We would also hope 10 see anyfillldillg o/these illdividuals and orgallizaliol1s via pllblic money 
s topped il1 respect of the inherent threat they pose to the sex working commul/iry ill Canada. 

• Module I (C): Establishment of the new regulators 

o Digital Safety Commissioner 

Establishment and Function 

35. The Act should provide for the establi shment of the Digital Safety Commiss ioner, whose 
functions are to : 

(a) Oversee and improve online content moderation. by: 

I. Administering and enforcing obl igations; 

Ensuring balanced and unbiased cOllsideration of complain's about the legal adult 
ellferlainm ellt sec/or alld w/tich rqflecls WI ullderstanding o/the negative impacts 
actiolls taken lIIay have 01/ Ihe lives and sq/ely o/Canadians working ill adufr 
ellierlai/wlelli fliid lheirfilillilies. 

2. Engaging with and considering the particular needs of and barriers faced by groups 
disproportionately affected by harmful online content such <'IS women and girls, 
Indigenous Peoples, members of rae iali zed communities and relig ious minorities ,-lnd of 
LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communities, persons with disabil ities and people 
working in sex work or the adult cntertninmfnt sector; and 

2.Supporting platforms in reduc ing hamlful content a llectjng peoples in Canada. 
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• Composition 

• 

• 

o 38. The Act should provide that a person appointed as Commissioner or Deputy 
Commiss ioner must declare any conflict of interest~ ill panicular (my "islmy 0/ a pril'ofe 
;merest ill tlte t1boUtioll oftlte sex industry, and must not be a shareholder of all oes or 
OCSP. 

Digital Recourse Council of Canada 

Composition 

46. The Act shou ld provide that the Digita l Recourse Council of Canada wil l be 
composed of 110 fewer than three (3) and no more Ihan five (5) members, appointed by 
the Governor ill Council. The Governor in Council will designa te one (\) member as the 
Chairperson and may designate one (I) member as the Vice-Chairperson. The Act shou ld 
provide that in appointi ng membt::'fs, the Governor in Counci l shall take into 
consideration the importance of diverse subject-matter experts reflect ive of the Canadian 
population, particularly inclusive of women, Indigenous Peoples. members of racia lized 
commun ities and religious minorities. o f LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse commun ities, 
persons with disabilities and sex workers. 

Sex workers 1I0te 11/(/( the proposed limit o/commissiofl members is 5 but the 
stakeholder groups IIl1mber 8. This is afulldamelllalpaw wi,h the proposed Commission 
and the nllmber of members should 1"l;llec/ the number (4 groups ielen/ffied by the 
governmenl and se.\" industry repre:JeIllCllives. 

48. The Act should provide that the Digita l Recourse Council of Canada '$ members mllst 
declare any confli ct of interest, including a private interest ill the abolition o/the sex 
industry, and must not be a shareholder of an oes or OCSP. 

Sex lvurkers know thaI those people who promote hatred oIolir commullity are filling lip 
{(J be appoil/led to this comlllit/eel cOllneil which wil/have pvwer over our lives alld 
saiety. Ally person who holds a private imerest ill the abolilion vIrhe sex industry Jllllst 
NOT be granted a position on lhe Coullcil. It is a conflict a/interest and has inherent 
tangible value to those who base ,hei,. income and power 011 the oppression qf the sex 
indlls/IY cVflll/fIIl/iLy via promotion of hatred, bias as.~·el'l iOlls (JIu/ Ihe ideology of all sex 
work being violence 

Adult Entertaillment and adult/ilm work are legal in/his countl)1 and represent a large 
percenUlge olpeuplr? employed via lise a/OeSP AllY actiolls proposed which i.·ould 
undermine our lives, S(~reIJ; ability to/eed and hOl/se ourselves and ourfamities must 
consider those impacts and seek Jeedbackl inpllt Fom oIlr cOll/lI/unity be/ore being 
adopled. 

The legal adull entertainment seclor mllsl have (I place on this COlil/cil and be 
recoglli=ed as critical/() the success ofit's staled goals. 

Q Advisory board 

7 1. The Ac t shou ld provide ror the establish ment of an Advisory Board composed of no 
more than seven (7) members who are appointed by the Minister at pleasure. The Act 
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Conclusion 

should provide thal the Minister consider the unp0l1ance of inclusive membership of the 
Advisory Board reflective of the Canadian population. particular ly inclusive of women, 
Ind igenous Peoples, members of rae iali zed communit ies and relig ious minorities. of 
LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communit ies. persons with disabilities and sex workers. 

72. The Act should provide that in appointing members, the Minister toke jnto 
consideration the importance of having members thut ure knowledgeable about or have 
experience re lated to law, technology, equ ity and social science, and are drawn from 
advocacy groups. including civ il liberties. equity or victim advocacy organizations, the 
online communication industry, "dull entertaillment workers and academia. 

Canadian Adult entertainers have been di sproportionately impacted by the pandemic and many have 
turned to OCPS to feed and house themselves and their famili es via legal income. From the beginning 
the adult industry has had a large presence on the internet and has provided safer work options for sex 
working people in Canada. 

Any regulation or regulator being created must include representati ves from thi s legal industry and 
ensure that ideological opinions and goals of a few anti sex industry zealots do not undermine the 
human rights of Canadians who work or are entrepreneurs in thi s sector. 

Those people who hold a private interest in the abolition of the sex industry must NOT be given power 
over our li ves and safety. They have proven time and time aga in to know no depths when it comes to 
achiev ing those personal private interests and have no ethics in how they reach those goals. 

This Submiss ion outlining some of the issues with the proposed regulatory framework only begins to 
highlight the glaring omiss ions of these provisions and proposed mechanisms. 

The potential for biased and dangerous actions against the sex industry community are predictable and 
ovel1. 

The only solution is sex industry representation and inclusion in both the Canadian Human Rights Act 
and the development of the regulatory processes being outlined here. 

I will remind the reader that as public servants, you have sworn an oath of office. That oath binds yo u 
to imparti al ity and preventing the appearance ofa conflict of interest. I have seen 4 different Codes of 
Conduct which govern work in the Public Sector and require the sex industry is represented! included 
and that hate crimes! hate speec-h against our community is addressed. The rules governing Contlict of 
Interest also demand that those groups and individuals who hold a private interest in the abolition ofihe 
sex industry must not be given power over our li ves and safety. 

1 am ava ilable at any time to discuss these issues and how Canada can respect the ri ghts and safety of 
all citizens in thi s work to address harmfu l content on the intemet in particular as it re lates to telTorism 
aga inst and promotion of hatred of my community, sex workers. 

Susan Davis 
Director 
Be Coalition of Experi ential Communities 
604-671-2345 
www.bccec.wordpress.com 
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A. Introduction 

I) Aboul OpenMedla 

OpenMedia is a community-driven organization of over 350,000 members that work together to 
keep the Internet open, affordable, and surveillance-free. We operate as a civic engagement 
platform to educate, engage, and empower Internet users to advance digital rights around the 
world. 

Our organization and community members have been active participants at the Canadian 
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), and have partlclpated in 
numerous parliamentary review processes and consultations on issues impacting Canada's 
digital policy. We work to connect those most impacted by policy decisions directly with those 
making those policies, expanding our democratic processes to maximize public engagement. 

For this particular consultation, members of the OpenMedia community have already delivered 
more than 8,600 unique emai ls providing individual feedback to the Government of Canada's 
public consultation on harmful content online. 

This formal response on behalf of the organization accompanies and reinforces our community 
members' individual messages, expanding on the concerns they've raised with the government 
about the plan for our Internet described in the consultation's discussion guide and technical 
paper.12 

iI) COnlext of Ihe consultation 

Open Media recognizes this proposal appears to form part of a wider plan from the Canadian 
government to affect changes to Canada 's Internet, covering both illegal content, and other 
behaviour and content that may be seen as harmful. Heritage Minister Steven Guilbeault has 
repeatedly spoken of rude speech against public officials as an online harm that is undermining 
democracy, and the Capitol insurrection in the U.S. as a product of uncontrolled online speech.3 

4 The technical paper that accompanies this consu ltation itself frequently uses 'harmful content; 
as a stand-in for the five forms of illegal content it seeks to place new obligations on platforms to 
address, further muddying the issue. 

We believe there are real problems with both illegal content on the Internet, and legal but in 
some ways harmful content. But as an organization whose mandate is to fiercely defend the 

1 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Discussion Guide 
bttQSiflwww.caoada.ca(eolcanadi<lo-he(itaee/campai~ns/harm fll! · QI.!!ng-(Qot(!ntfdis(ussioo·euldC. html 

2 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Technical Paper 
bUDS' f/ww w canada ca!eo/Ciloadlan-hentage/campalgos/harmhll-Qol!oe cooteotlt!;chulcal-paper bl ml 
3 Elizabeth Thompson (2021). "Canada not exempt from social media forces that created U.S. Capitol riot. 
heritage minister says: cac January 29 2021. 
hnps 'Uwww cbc cafoews/politicslfacebook-twjtler=eanada·regulatjoo.1 5894301 
~ Canada 2020 (2021). Democracy in the Digital Age: Addressing Online Harms 
hl1ps:flcaoada2020 caldemQcracy-in~the·digita l-age.addressing.Qnline:harmsl 
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legai expressive and privacy rights of people In Canada, the government's casual disregard for 
both of these rights is deeply concerning to us. 

Minister Guilbeault has claimed that the government only seeks to "reproduce the same 
framework that exists in the physical world in the virtual world." 5 Yet the proposals within this 
consultation show a shocking lack of concern for maintaining this balance, or for understanding 
the real world impact they will have, 

If adopted as written, the proposals in this consultation would lead directly and predictably to an 
unprecedented increase in the removal of considerable legitimate and lawful forms of speech 
online. It wou ld also lead to the automatic reporting of an enormous volume of lawful content 
directly to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS), deputizing online platforms as surveillance agents of the state in a system not 
seen anywhere else in the democratic world. And it wou ld singularly fait to protect marginalized 
communities on the Internet, instead empowering their current victimizers in troll communities 
and law enforcement to more effectively target and harass them. 

Policy-makers are responsible for the foreseeable consequences of their policies, not just their 
intended or desired outcomes. You are accountable for each of these disastrous consequences. 

We're aware that other commentators are providing strong input to the consultation focused on 
the domestic legal and constitutional implications of the proposal, its compatibility with Canada's 
obligations under international law, and its potential incompatibility with the USMCA. We share 
their concerns, and note that a bill bearing striking similarities to the proposals in this 
consultation was recently struck down on constitutional grounds in France due to the precise 
issue of over-removal of lawful speech that we discuss below,6 

Our submission will however focus on where we are best positioned to comment: an analysis of 
the predictable and damaging consequences of the proposal as described, (Section B), and a 
nudge towards more potentially more productive directions for futUre government intervention 
on these issues that should be explored instead (Section C). 

lit) 1111s onsultatlon Is nol adequale or legitimele 

The consultation presented to us does not have the features of a true public consultation, as 
has been painted out by those both supportive aod skeptical of new government regulation of 

5 Elizabeth Thompson (2021). "Canada not exempt from social rlledia forces that created U.S. Capitol riot, 
heritage minister says." cac January 29 2021 . 
htlps·flwww chc ca/newsl pgliticslfacebQok-twitler=canada-regulatigo-l 5894301 
6 Conseil Constilulionnel (2020) . Decision n° 2020-801 DC du 18 juin 2020 
ht1ps:llwww consejl:cooslitutjonnel frldecjsjgo/202D12020B01 pC htro 
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Internet platforms.7 
8 This is nothing more than a formal presentation of a predetermined plan. 

with an unreasonably short time frame for public comment. 

This consultation provides absolutely no opportunity to help shape the framework of either the 
problem at hand, nor any of the proposed solutions. Rather than a solicitation of public and 
expert input on what the government should do, the technical paper appears to be a list of what 
the government will do, regard less of what it hears during the consultation period. 
It asks no open-ended questions. It does not solicit any evidence about problems on online 

platforms, nor does it present any evidence that justifies or explains the systems it proposes. It 
does not entertain or even reference alternative or complementary approaches to its proposed 
measures. 

This is unacceptable policy-making in a democratic society. But it is particularly egregious as the 
government considers infringing on our Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and limiting citizens' 
ability to participate in the primary public spaces of our era, online platforms. 

The timing of this consultation is also deeply inappropriate. The deadline for public comment 
was never published on the consultation page, and the consultation period given in the 
announcement was too short for substantive public input. But once a federal election was 
called, this entire consultation should have immediately been rescheduled. This would have 
comported with Privy Council Office guidance for election periods, as the matters under 
consideration are very clearly neither routine nor non-controversial.9 

The overlap with the federal election made public engagement with the consultation significantly 
more difficult, in part due to regulations placed on third parties in an election, in 2019's Bill C-7S. 
It was further challenged by the limited capacity of experts, academics, public interest groups, 
and concerned citizens to speak out and mobilize the general public during an election period, 
and a time-bound requirement for election participation that distracted from the potential to 
simultaneously participate in this consultation. Open Media strongly suspects that the timing of 
this consultation has significantly reduced the amount of participation from subject matter 
experts, whose voices are critical in ensuring a fu lsome discussion of such issues and 
proposals. 

The consultation's irregularities and deficiencies are major reasons it has drawn widespread 
criticism from a broad swath of both the academic content moderation-focused community, and 

1 Haggart, Blayne and Tusikov, Natasha (2021). Not much of a consultation, not much of a plan: Our 
submission regarding the federal government's proposed approach to addressing harmful content online 
hups;//blavnebaagarl,comf2021109/24/oot¥much-of-a:CQosullatiQn-oQ)-m!lch-of-a~p lan~ou[·submissiQo-reg 

arding~the~federal=Qovernment§~proposed-approach-to-addressinq-hannfu)-content-onlinel 

B Internet Society Canada Chapter (2021). Submission to the Department of Canadian Heritage: 
Consultation on Online Harms 
hUps· Uiotemelsgcjety catwp-cooteotluplgeds/202110911 sec: Response-On line-He [DlS-Fina 1-21-9-21-1 .pdf 
II Open Media (2021 ). Open letter: Defer consultations on the Internet until after the election 
hl1ps;//openmedja.orglarticiefitemlopeo¥letter-reguestjng-rescheduling-of-opeo-internet-consultatloos 
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the civil rights community, in Canada and abroad.10 
11 12 13 14 It compares very poorly to the more 

serious multi-year consultations that have been held in jurisdictions that have adopted broadly 
comparable legislation.15 

Our participation in this consultation should not be read as acceptance or endorsement of this 
process. We strongly believe this consultation is utterly inappropriate. However, given the 
government's steadfast insistence on proceeding regardless, we feel we have no choice but to 
submit an insufficient submission, to ensure that at least some of our comments and concerns 
can be placed on the public record. If, as we recommend, the consultation is abandoned, it 
should be replaced by a much more fulsome public discussion about how best to encourage 
sound content moderation practices on Internet platforms. 

Recommendation: The government should abandon this inadequate consultation, and 
the proposals contained within. Instead, it should pursue a genuinely open discussion on 
these issues, one that solicits evidence from all interested parties on the nature of 
problems with online content moderation and appropriate solutions that could be 
entertained to them. 

B. Concerns on the proposed legislative remedies 

i) Go fast ana Oreal( things. 24-hr takedowns guarantee over-policing of content 

One of the key recommendations made by the consultation 's technical paper is to implement a 
24-hour timeline requirement for platforms to remove all potentially illegal content under the five 
categories identified : terrorist content, incitement to violence against people or property, hate 

10 Darryl Carmichael and Emily Laid law (2021). The Federal Government's proposal to Address Online 
Harms: Explanation and Critique 
https;l!ablawg.ca/2021/09/13/the-federal-goyernmeots-proposal-to-address-onljoe-harms-explaoatjoo-and 
-critiQue! 
11 Daphne Keller (2021). Twitter thread; 
bttps;Htwitter comldaphnehklstatus/1421118036895961 094 
12 Lawbytes Podcast (2021) . ~Episode 99; Cynthia Khoo 00 the Canadian Government's Online Harms 
Consultation" 
https;l!www.michaelgeist.ca/2021 /08I1aw-bytes-podcast -episode-991 
13 Electronic Freedom Frontier (2021). a (No!) Canada: Fast-Moving Proposal Creates Filtering, Blocking 
and Reporting Rules- and Speech Police to Enforce Them 
hl!DS:/lwww.eff,owtdeepljoks/2021lO8lo-oo-canada-fas!-movjng-praposal-creates-filteriog-blockjog-aod-ce 
PQrting-rules-l 
14 Michael Geist (2021). Picking Up Where Bill C-10 Left Off: The Canadian Government's 
Non-ConSUltation on Online Harms Legislation 
hnps·Uwww,michaelgejstca/2021/07/oo lioehannsooocoosylll 
15 Haggart, Blayne and Tusikov, Natasha (2021). Not much of a consultation, not much of a plan: Our 
submission regarding the federal government's proposed approach to addressing harmful content online 
hnps:llblaynehagoartcom/2021/09/24/nol-much-of-a-consuItalioo-nol-much-of-a-plan-our-submission-reg 
ardjog-Ihe-federal--goyernments-proposed-approach-!o-addressjog-harmful-content-ooline! 
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speech, non-consensual sharing of intimate images, and chi ld sexual exploitation content. A 
harsh penalty of 3% of global revenue or $10 million dollars would be applied to any platform 
that fails to meet the standard .16 This requirement will be in effect from the time a platform 
becomes aware of the content - wh ich could mean from when it is posted, or any time content 
is flagged or reported by any user. 

The government has presented this as a way of getting 'tough' on platforms who are not doing 
enough to remove Illegal content. But this view ignores the predictable consequences these 
requirements will have on platform behaviour, and the subsequent impact on Internet users. In 
practice, this obligation will lead directly and overwhelmingly to the removal of large amounts of 
user speech which would not be found illegal by a court of law. This problem is especially acute 
as much of the content being flagged will be identified by individual platform users who object to 
the content, but are not legal experts, and not necessarily able to identify the difference between 
what [s illegal, objectionable, or just something they dislike. 

Handling the volume of content moderation decisions required daily on a major online platform 
with any degree of fairness to users is extremely challenging. 17 Any content moderation system 
inevitably produces errors, whether using either human or algorithmic judgment. At present, 
platforms continually readjust their standards and systems to account for widely criticized 
mistakes in both failing to remove content. and inappropriately removing content. 

The one-sided obligations imposed in this proposal will put a heavy thumb on the scale in favour 
of systematically over-removing lawful content. The platform incentives are clear: there will be a 
heavy legal and financial risk attached to leaving up content that could conceivably be found 
illegal under any of the five harms of this proposal, but no counter-balancing incentive to 
encourage thoughtful or fair consideration of the expressive rights of the posting user. 

Put plainly, the inevitable outcome of this obligation will be the removal of all but the most 
obviously innocuous content flagged under these harms within the 24-hr window, regardless of 
its legitimacy. 

This outcome thoroughly undermines the government's stated objective of merely translating 
our offl ine speech standards to the Internet. And it cannot and will not be remedied by appealing 
to the government's proposed Digital Recourse Council to reinstate content. Platforms have no 
obligation or clear incentive to ever reinstate content; and returning speech to a platform months 
or years after it was posted is not meaningfully equivalent to allowing it in the first place. Further, 
studies have shown that having any content removed has a demonstrated chilling effect on 

16 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Tectmica/ Paper Para. l1(A), lOB[J]. 
https: {{www.canada,ta /en/Cllnadlan-hentaee/campaigns/harmflJI-onl ine-contentltechnlcal -paper.h tntl 
17 Michael Masnick (2021). Masnick's Impossibility Theorem: Content Moderation At Scale Is Impossible 
To Do Well. 
ht1ps:1 fwww.lechdkt.com/erticles/2019 1 111/2303274 3367/masnicks-impossibility-lheorem-conte nl-madera 
tjoo-scale-js-impossihle-to-do-well shIm! 
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further speech, both of the affected user and those who see thei r content removed, directly 
discouraging participation in public conversation. i8 19 

A very wide range of lawful user speech could potentially fall afoul of the necessarily broad 
interpretation platforms will make of what could constitute illegal content, including but most 
certainly not limited to: 

• Satire and humour; 
• Support for or participation in protest movements; 
• Documentation of human rights abuses; 

• Artistic expression ; 
• Research and journalism on sensitive or violent topics: 
• Voluntary adult sexual expression; 
• Conversation by or within marginalized communities about their lived experience. 

This potential mistargeting of lawful and important user speech is not hypothetical. Currently, 
platforms' content moderation that is intended to protect against hate speech frequently leads to 
unintended censorship of targeted groups.20 21 Simi larly, attempts to remove content that 
glorifies violence frequently misfire and censor critical reporting and documentation of real world 
atrocities. 2223 Pressure from states has even platforms to directly interfere in critica l, lawful 
socia l discourse about the justice and legal ity of government actions.24 

A more thoughtful assessment of cu rrent online platform takedowns of illegal content should 
examine the average time verified illegal content remains online, and the reasons why, which 

18 Jonathan Penny (2017). ~ Internet surveillance, regulation, and chilling effects online: a comparative 
study", Internet Policy Review Volume 6:2. 
https:llpolicvreyjew.iofoJarticieslanalysis/internet-survelllance-feaylatioo-aod-chilling·effects-Qnline=compa 
ralive-case 
19 J. Nathan Matias, Jonathan Penney, Merry Ember Mou and Max Klein (2020). ~Do Law Enforcement 
Bats Reduce Freedom of Online? Study Results". EAT Lab. 

92021 . 

2 1 ACLU (2021). Time and Again, Social Media Giants Get Content Moderation Wrong: Silencing Speech 
about AI-Aqsa Mosque is Just the Latest Example. 
https:llwww.aclu.Qrq/news/free-speechflime~and-again-social~media:Qiants-get-CQnlenl-moderaliQn-wrong 
-sjlencjog=speech-aboIJt-aJ-8gsa-Olosgue-js-jusl-the-latest-examplef 
n Malachy Browne (2017). "Youtube removes Videos showing Atrocities in Syria." The New York Times 
August 22 2017. 
https:{fwww.nvtimes.cQmI2017108f22/world/middleeastlsyna-youtube-videos- jsis.html 
23 Belsy Swan (2017) ~Exclusive : Facebook Si lences Rohingya Reports of Ethnic Cleansing" Daily Beast 
September 18 2017. 
hnps·l/www.lhedajlybeast.comlexclusiye-rohjngya-actiyjsts-say-facebook-sileoces-them 
24 Cat Zakrzewski (2020). "The Technology 202: Instagram faces backlash for removing posts supporting 
Soleimani." The Washington Post January 13 2020. 
hnps:llwww.wash inglonpost.com/newslpowerpostlpalomalthe-technology-202l2020/01/13fthe-Iechnology 
-202-jostagram-faces-backlash:for-remoyjng-posls-prajsjng-so!ejrnanj/5e1 b7f1Z8SeOfa2262dcbc72! 
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cou ld lead to further suggestions on how to shorten the window without snaring overwhelmingly 
lawfu l speech in the process. 

Recommendation: No mandatory time window should be put on content takedown 
decisions by platforms on individual pieces of content. 

ii) Content moderation will never be completely unulased 

Content moderation decision-making will always be subjective, and cannot always be distilled 
down to a clear yes or no answer. Yet the consultation 's proposal would require that automated 
decision making it mandates platforms adopt wou ld not result in "any differentia l treatment of 
any group based on a prohibited ground of discrimination ;~ a requirement that is simply not 
possible - for online platforms, or for anyone. 25 

Both automated and human moderation have been shown to be rife with errors that are biased 
against members of protected groups.20 Moderators, and moderation systems are well-known 
for making frequent mistakes. Combining algorithmic and human judgement does not undo 
these errors: it is more likely to conceal and reinforce them.27 

Whi le there's no 'right' , unbiased way to do content moderation! there are many bad ways to do 
it. The inflexibi lity and punitive one-sided consequences of the government's proposal 
guarantees that online platforms will make their existing content moderation systems even 
worse. 

At present, major corrections in content moderation processes on major platforms most often 
occur following independent journalism or internal leaks.28 The independent, non-governmental 
source of these revelations and improvements is welcome and appropriate for monitoring 
globally relevant online platforms; their piecemeal nature is not. 

Recommendation: Mandate independent, non-governmental and public auditing and 
transparency around content moderation tools and algorithms. 

iii) Proactive surveillance obligations are untll for democratic use 

25 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Technical Paper Para. l Oa. 
https: l/www.canada.ca len/canadlan .hentage/campaigns/harmfLlI-online-contentltechnical.paper.html 
26 Maarten Sap, Dallas Card, Saadia Gabriel , Yejin Choi, and Noah A Smith (2019). ~The Risk of Racial 
Bias in Hate Speech Delect ion~ Association for Computational Linguistics (2019:1668-1678 ). 
hnps:llaclanthology.org/P 19-1163.pdf 
27 Ben Green (2021). "The Flaws of Policies Requiring Human Oversight of Government Algorithms". 
SSRN 
hnps·Uoapers ssm comfsol3/papers cfm?abslract jd=3921216 
28 Jeff Horwitz (2021). ~Facebook Says its Rules Apply to All. Company Documents Reveal a Secret Elite 
That's Exempt.~ Wall Street Journal September 13, 2021. 
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Paragraph 10 of the consu ltation paper requires platforms to proactively surveil user posts for 
the five forms of illegal content treated by this proposal, using au tomated tools. This is an 
astonishingly overreaching and disproportionate measure that has been roundly cri ticized and 
rejected in other jurisdictions, even in much more narrowly scoped form. 

Algorithmic detection is the only way to fulfill a proactive detection obligation at any meaningful 
scale. Yet algorithmic detection is extraordinarily prone to errors in detecting illegal material , 
particularly for heavily context-dependent speech such as hate speech, incitement to violence 
and terrorism. Major platforms currently use it judiciously for only the most easily detectable 
material, such as child sexual exploitation material, precisely because it is so error-prone for 
more general purposes. 

Forcing more generalized adoption of automatic detection of illegal content will sharply 'increase 
the misidentification and removal of lawful content, particularly of socially sensitive and political 
speech. For th is reason, multiple UN Special Rapporteurs, the Council of Europe, and the global 
Manila Principles have all warned against states adopting a proactive content detection or 
filtering obJigation.29 30 31 

Recommendation: Do not mandate proactive surveillance by platforms, especially of 
more context-dependent harms. 

Iv) Direct reporbng to law enforcement Ireat5 atl Intemet users as cnminals 

The consultation's technical paper proposes that user posts and account information should be 
automatically and secretly turned over to law enforcement when platforms remove a post as 
potentia lly constituting one of the targeted five forms of illegal content. This is one of the most 
egregious aspects of the proposal, and is an astonishing data and power grab for law 
enforcement. This process directly circumvents the critical checks and balances we have in 
place to prevent abuse of power, over policing and survei llance of millions of innocent people in 
Canada. 

In effect, it wou ld create a mass surveillance system of much lawfu l speech by Canadians and 
non-citizens alike who have committed no crime~ It must absolutely not be in any proposed 
legislation. 

'29 Josepn Cannataci, UN' Special Rapporteur on the right 10 privacy; David Kaye, UN Special Rapporteur 
on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression ; Fionnuala Nf Ao lain , UN 

Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fund amental freddoms while 
countering terrorism. Open letter from Dec 2018: 
https:/lspcommreports,ohchr.org/TMResultsBase/DownL03dPublicCommul1icationFHe?gld-24234 
30 Council of Europe (201 8). Recommendation CMIRec(2018)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member 
states on the roles and responsibilities of Internet intermediaries. 
https:llrm .cae. inV168Q790e14intermediaries 
3 1 Monila Principles on Intermediary Liability (2015), https~/Iwww.manUapnnc1p les.or&1 
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The unbalanced platform incentives described earlier in this response will mean that the 
majority of removed content under the consultation 's system will not actually constitute illegal 
content. It will consist of normal user activity that platforms remove because they can, and 
because any legal risk to them, even at a relatively low probability, is more important than 
silencing their user base. 

By virtue of all flagged content being directly reported to law enforcement, countless Internet 
users will exist in databases alongside criminal content , in many cases simply because 
someone else on the platform flagged their content - often simply because they dislike it. Worse 
yet, the proposal fails to contain a single adequate indication that there would be any 
accountability for how law enforcement manages, retains, or deletes the data (if it ever does). 

This type of law enforcement lawful access to user data has already been proposed, and 
rejected, numerous times in the past - perhaps most infamously in the debate surrounding 
2011 's Bill C-30, The Protecting Children from Internet Predators Act. 32 33 The government must 
not support or create a surveillance state, proactively monitoring innocent internet users. 

It is worth noting that Law enforcement in Canada is already flooded with many times more 
reports of hate crimes than they have the resources or willingness to act on.34 Even complaints 
med directly by those who feel a crime has been committed against them, are often ignored . 
Automatic reporting of online takedowns will make this situation many times worse, with 
agencies deluged with an ocean of online reports from platforms, the great majority of no real 
use. 

OpenMedia is concerned this ocean of mostly lawful speech would serve only one meaningful 
purpose: the extra-judicial creation of an immense trawllng net for law enforcement to target and 
gather intelligence about individuals who have committed no crime, but nonetheless attract 
attention from police and the powerful , including Indigenous activists, environmental 
movements, and members of otherwise marginalized ethnic and religious communities. 

It is also worth emphasizing that platforms hold an almost unimaginably rich volume of 
information about their users, including their website traffic, likes and dislikes, commuting routes 
and geographic locations, detailed social networks, inferred current emotional states, and more. 
This is not only dangerous in the hands of a single company - an issue the government seems 
unwilling to address in its abandonment of its own privacy legislation in the last session of 

12 Government of Canada (2012), ~An Act to enact the Investigating and Prventing Criminal Electronic 
Communications Act and to amend the Criminal Code and other Acts" 
hnps:/iwww.parl.ca/LEGIS lnfo/BiliDeta jl s aspx?Lao~uage=E &bjll Id =537561 0 
13 OpenMedia (2012). A look back at our Stop Spying campaign against Canada 's Bill C-30 
hnps·UQQenmedja,Qrg/IQQk.back~QLJr-slQP-spY'ing-campaign-against-can adas-bill-c-30 

14 Mike Hager, "Alleged hale crimes rarely investigated by police , report claims ," Globe and Mail, August 
302021 . 
hnps:llwww,lheglobeandmaiLcom/canadalbrilish·columbie{article-alleged-hate-crimes-rarely-investigated
bY-Qoljce-report-ciaims{ 
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parliament - but is wildly inappropriate information for law enforcement to have about innocent 
internet users, without needing to demonstrate a dear need and threat, and obtain a warrant. 

Until our government restricts the vast data platforms collect on us, a requirement for platforms 
to turn over user data in any circumstances outside clear and imminent threat to life or a 
confirmed serious crime presents an enormous threat to the right to privacy of people in 
Canada. 

Canada is a democratic country, which cannot and must not treat all of its citizens as criminals. 
This proposal directly undermines the criminal justice system, our legal checks and balances on 
abuse of power, and puts Canada on par with some of the world's most oppressive 
governments. 

Recommendation: Do not require reporting of user posts or information by platforms to 
law enforcement for anything less than clear and immediate threat to life, or once content 
has been deemed explicitly illegal. Do not mandate ANY automatic reporting to law 
enforcement. 

v) WebSite blocking is dlsproporllonate. ineffective. and unwelcome In Canada 

The consultation paper proposes exceptional recourse that would require ISPs to block access 
to platforms if the platform repeatedly fails to remove child sexual exploitation material or 
terrorist content, and other enforcement mechanisms have been exhausted .35 

It is assumed that this proposal is not targeted at mainstream online platforms, who generally 
already make adequate efforts to remove both these types of content. Even for smaller 
platforms, however, website blocking is deeply ineffective at its stated purpose, being easy to 
circumvent , and therefore very unlikely to deter highly motivated individuals seeking the 
abhorrent content described. Technologies such as VPNs, proxies servers, and Tor browser are 
widely available, and must remain so to allow millions of Internet citizens who live under 
oppressive regimes to communicate and access information, as their Internet is otherwise highly 
controlled and censored.36 

The chief consequence of a website blocking regime would be removing access to mixed use 
platforms from their users who have no connection to illegal content. and are using the 
platforms legitimately. 

As the Department is well aware, website blocking is not a new or uncontroversial issue in 
Canada. Despite widespread public opposition. the tactic has been proposed for Canada year 

35 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Technical Paper Para. 120. 
https:({wwwx:anada.calenIGlnadlan·hentage/campsigns/harmful-online-contentltechnical-paper.html 
36 Electronic Frontier Foundation (2020) . Understanding and Circumventing Network Censorship 
hI1Qs ;Hssd.eff.Qrg/en/mQdu le/understanding-and~cjrqlmventjng-network-censorshjo 
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after year by media conglomerates who would like to make it harder for Canadians to access 
media from other countries withou t paying them for content that they've licensed . 

It has been also been rejected by the CRTC and Parliament repeatedly as neither a 
proportionate nor effective remedy'37 38. Yet this year the government again proposed the 
remedy, in its Consultation on a Modern Copyright Framework for Online Intermediaries and 
was, again, met with widespread opposition concerned with the inappropriate and ineffective 
government overreach. OpenMedia expressed our concerns with this proposal in more detail 
earlier this year during this consu itation Y9 40 

Recommendation: Effective website blocking for highly motivated individuals is not 
technically feasible. The government should abandon its consideration for these 
purposes, and focus on developing our relationship with other jurisdictions to address 
services that intentionally host child sexual abuse material or terrorist content. 

vi) Legal remedies must use the court system 

Some portions of the government's proposal appear to be efforts to 'simplify' the process of 
assessing the legality of user posts by circumventing our existing legal process. Not only will this 
simpl ification not work, it will directly undermine and overload our existing legal system. 

The Digital Recourse Counci l described in the technical paper consists of an appointed group of 
3-5 people, with sensitivity to representation from Canada's diverse populations, but without an 
expressed requirement for legal or constitutional expertise or counsel. 

It seems improbable that this small group will have the capacity or expertise required to deal 
with the volume of claims they wi ll receive under this system. Countless groups and individuals 
will have a legitimate interest in having their right to express themselves reinstated by the 
Council , or illegality of others' content confirmed. The volume of cases brought before a body 
this small could lead to queues of many years for clear consolidation and response. 

Whether the Counci l can manage the volume of appeal or not, it is unclear what value it is 
adding to the existing system. If its role is strictly to resolve relatively unambiguous applications 

31 Open Media (2021). Thousands of OpenMedia community members just stood up to defend Canada 's 
Internet from website blocking! 
hl!Ds:llopeornedja,org/anjclelitemlthousaods-opeomedja-cornmuojty-members§lood-up::defeod-caoada-i 
nternel-fram-website-blockinq 
38 Open Media (2018). Huge win for Canadians as CRTC rejects BeWs website blocking proposal. 
https:llooenmedia,Qrg/press/ilem/huge·win-canadians-crte:rejects-bells-website-blockioq-orQDQSal-title d 
up!ica1ed 
39lnnovalion, Science, Economic Development Canada (2021) . Consultation on a Modern Copyright 
Framework for Online Intermediaries. 
hlteS :Ilwww Jc.gc.ca/eic/s ile/693. nsf/eng/DO 191. hlml 
40 Open Media (2021 ). OpenMedia Submission to the Copyright Consultation on a Modern Framework for 
Online Intermediaries. 
hl1ps:/iopenmedia,org/Wes/OpenMedja - Submission to Online Inteanediarv Cgnsultatjon pdf 
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of Canadian law, it is not clear why the Council itself is necessary. If it is intended to issue 
interpretative judgements, changing or reducing the current understanding of freedom of 
expression rights on online platforms compared to offline spaces, it would appear to be plainly 
usurping the rightful and necessary role of our court system. 

If that usurpation is recognized and the Council is regu larly overruled by our courts, the system 
will have been a waste of time and money, particularly for the victims and defendants forced to 
use it. If that usurpation is not recognized, we will have an extra-judicial system setting legal 
precedents in our country, which would be even more concerning. 

Recommendation: Extra-judicial bodies cannot be put in the position of setting legal 
precedent. If legal clarification is required of how to apply Canada's laws on platforms. 
that must be a judicial responsibi lity. 

Vii) An aU-powerful regulator Is nollhe anSWer 

A key mistake in this consu ltation is attempting to address too many disparate issues on the 
Internet with the same regulatory agent and power. Direct threats to human life, threats "to 
property, the non-consensual distribution of sexual imagery, sexually exploitative material 
involving children and hate speech are very different issues. They differ in the immediacy and 
severity of potential harm, appropriate rights to information, appeal, and decision-making for 
victims and accused persons, and necessary legal and contextual expertise for a hypothetical 
regulatory body or agent. 

By attempting to handle all of these harms through a single body and piece of legislation, the 
government is creating equally invasive powers, detection standards, and potential penalties in 
each case. This creates a slippery slope in which powers that could be justified for the most 
extreme potential harm are available to the regulator for very different smaller or contested 
cases. It is likely to lead to disproportionate procedures used in many cases not justified by their 
actual harm. This is even more likely given that a single overstretched regulator will lack the 
capacity to wisely and contextually interpret the full range of cases brought before it. 

It also leaves on the table the potentia l for much more nuanced issue-sensitive remedies 
tailored to the type of violation. For example, independently managed hashed image databases 
have proven effective as a non-legislative tool for reducing the spread of chi ld sexual 
exploitation material on online platforms. They may also have value as a solution for removing 
non·consensually distributed adult intimate imagery (NCDII), given that the impacted adults 
could verify their ID to the body and request its removal. Yet hashed databases would not be 
appropriate for removing evidence of promotion of terrorism or hate speech, since this content is 
more ambiguous in status and meaning. and society has many valid purposes for accessing It, 
including journalism, research, and documentation of real-world abuse.41 

41 Danielle Citron and Neil M. Richards (2018). ~Four Principles for Digital Expression (You Won 't Believe 
#3! )", Washington University Law Review (Vol 95:1353-1387:2018). 
htlps:!IwustUawreyiew Qrg!wp~contenU\JploadsIl353-1387 -Citron-Ricbards Final pdf 
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The astonishing breadth of power assigned to the proposed Digital Safety Commissioner, 
including the power to compel online platforms ~to do any act or thing, or refrain from doing 
anything," seems a sign of a real lack of clarity about what the creation of the Commissioner's 
position is actually trying to accomplish.42 This is not an appropriate approach to creating an 
extremely powerful new body in a democratic society, particularly one governing an area as 
sensitive as online speech. 

Recommendation: Do not to address all five forms of illegal content through the same 
system and procedures. Consult with scholars and issue experts about appropriate 
solutions to each. At a future consultation, publicly discuss all the options suggested 
and solicit opinions on them. 

Recommendation: Any powers granted to a new or existing regulator over online 
platforms and online speech must be carefully defined, explained, justified, and clearly 
limited. 

Viii) The proposal will harm those it claims to help 

This proposal is presented as a strategy to combat online hate, and better protect marginalized 
communities online. That makes it worth reviewing the ways it will significantly harm and worsen 
the experience of many marginalized people and victims of online attacks. 

1) Censoring the speech of marginalized communities: It is clear to see how 
marginalized communities are already targeted online with hate, harassment, and 
abusive behaviours. Yet their ability to discuss this victimization, share examples of hate 
speech directed at them, and push back against that speech will be badly damaged by 
the predictable consequences of the consultation's proposals. Due to the clear 
Incentives the proposal gives platforms to aggressively remove speech without much 
sensitivity to context , platforms will insensitively remove far more speech from targeted 
groups around their experience of social marginalization, and descriptions of the attacks 
others make on them. This is not hypothetical platform behaviour; it is already a common 
issue, without these new legal incentives that will strongly reinforce it.4 3 

2) Enabling online hate: Counter-intuitively, forcing rigid content moderation rules on 
platforms will super-charge fraU brigades who already use platform rules to attack 
marginalized individuals. No one knows the exact limits of a given platform's rules for 

42 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021) . Technical Paper Pa ra. 80. 
httQs: llwwwf:_a nada.calenILanadlan-hentaeelcampaj~n!t/harmrul-online-corltentltechnkal-paper.htntl 
43 Jessica Guynn (2019). ~Facebook while black: Users call it getting 'Zucked, ' say talking about racism is 
censored as hate speech . ~ USA Today April 24, 2019. 
https:/fwww,usatoday com/storv/n ews/2 0 19/04/24Jfacebook~wh ile-black -zucked-users-say-they -get-block 
ed-raCism-djscussjon/2859S93QQ21 
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speech like some members of hateful online communities do, and no one is better at 
communicating hateful views while staying within those rules, wh ile studiously observing 
thei r targets for pushback or past posts that might violate them.44 The only way for 
platforms not to fall prey to this kind of rules lawyership is to continue giving platforms 
space to exercise judgment and flexibility in applying their own rules . 

3) Enabling law enforcement surveillance and over-policing of marginalized 
communities: It is difficult to imagine a more powerful engine of over-policing of 
marginalized communities than giving law enforcement who already operate with bias an 
overwhelming volume of content takedown reports, and letting them pick and choose 
which to try to criminally enforce. Law enforcement surveillance of lawful marginalized 
communities is already a problem in Canada; the provisions described in the 
consu ltation will make it a much, much larger one.45 

IX) Sertlng a dangerous precedent wllh global ramlficallons 

Content posted to the Internet does not exist within a single national jurisdiction. Posts are 
available globally, and there is no easy way for platforms to justify that some national laws 
should apply to a given piece of content, but not others. 

It is a deeply unreasonable expectation of this conSUltation's proposals that platforms will 
separately consider the nuance of law around expression within each jurisdiction they function 
in, for each piece of content, and individually mark content to be removed in only some 
jurisdictions. 

As with other legal patchworks, a much more likely longer-term outcome is that platforms will 
take the broadest interpretation of Canada's laws on content takedowns, and combine it with 
broad interpretation of similar law in other jurisdictions, to create a single global standard for 
their moderation that universally protects them from legal threat. 

This amalgamated standard would be systematically biased against freedom of online speech. 
The product would not be a product of the thoughtful weighing of the expressive rights of users 
versus removing illegal content that exists in any given democratic legal system, but rather a 
kind of race to the bottom for restrictions on user speech. Any overly broad law in any 
jurisdiction that poses a credible legal or financial threat to platforms would have the potential to 
become universalized, and limit expression across the global Internet. 

44 Phoenix CS Andrews (2021). "Social Media Futures: What is Brigading?" Tony Blair Institute for Global 
Change . 
https :/li nslitu le.g lobal/poIiCY/socia l~medja-futures-whal-brigading 

~5 Bruce Livesey (2017). "Spies in our midst: RCMP and CSIS snoop on green activists" . National 
Observer May 5 2017. 
hllps :flwww,nationalobseryercomI20 1 71Q5{Q5Jnews/spies-o\Jr~m jdst -rcmD~and~cs [s-snoop=green-actjyists 
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There's one alternative, and it is even worse: Canada doing its part to usher in the so-called 
'Splinternet'.46 In a Splinternet model, large parts of the Internet are fenced off by restrictive 
national legislation controlling what comes in or out. This is not only what Canada is proposing, 
but an incredibly dangerous precedent for Canada to encourage, in terms of what it means for 
regulation by other governments of online content. Currently, major platforms are amongst the 
primary bulwarks against the emergence of splinternets, as their independent content standards 
make restrictive national censorship by governments more difficult. If Canada is successful in 
forcing many platforms to tailor their content systems to a specific government model, but only 
for Canadian users or within Canadian IP addresses, we will not only be building a shallow 
Splinternet of our own. But we'll also be furthering the legitimacy of much more restrictive 
Splinternets elsewhere. 

This is only furthered by the proposals to directly tie these content regulations to law 
enforcement reporting requirements , something that could lead to the direct persecution of 
millions of Internet users globally who currently use online platforms as one of the few areas 
they are able to express themselves. 

C. What a better discussion of online harms might look like 

I) Clearly separale "leg,,1 conlent from onl ine hmms 

The government's continued pattern of confiating discussions of illegal conlent and other 
problems w'ith legal speech online is deeply concerning. Throughout this proposal, the 
distinction is blurred, with the term 'harmful content' used as a stand-in for illegal content. 

Outside of this proposal , Minister Guilbeault has spoken of problems of online civility, 
misinformation, and rude language directed at politicians as types of harmful online content that 
the government is concerned with addressing. 

It is not, and can never be the government's role to police online civility or factualness. That's 
not a power that is safe for any' government to have, or that people 'in Canada wlll tolerate. 

The power to criminalize and remove speech from the Internet, either directly or functionally by 
foreseeable consequences of your legislation. must be handled extraordinarily carefully. Any 
new regulation must be restricted to illegal speech, with careful attention to whether it is 
disproportionately leading to removal of legal speech , as we've argued above. 

Moving forward from this consultation, it is critical that the government be extremely clear about 
when it is speaking about illegal content, plainly falling within the five forms of illegal content 
described in the consultation paper, and when it is speaking of other issues on the Internet. 

46 Jeff John Roberts (2019). "The Splinlernet is Growing" Fortune May 2,9, 2019. 
hllps :/lfortune CQrnJ2Q 19t05/291spiinternet -ooli ne-censorship' 
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We've flagged many concerns with the new proposals put forward In this consultation for 
treating this illegal content, and believe they should be largely rejected due to their enormous 
splash consequences for lawful expression. However, we recognize the government's legitimate 
interest in enforcing the existing laws around illegal content. 

Toxic and harmful behaviour clearly exists on the Internet outside these forms of illegal content. 
But the government's appropriate role in contributing to addressing these issues is not the blunt 
enforcement of mass content removal. without context or accountability. 

Ii) AddreSSing the Knowledge gap around hannlul online content 

Calls for further research can be read as a call to do nothing. But content moderation at the 
scale online platforms deal with has existed for barely 10 years, and is still very poorly 
understood . As content moderation scholar Evelyn Douek writes, it is "striking how much we do 
not know about online speech ... we are only at the very beginning of the process of determining 
what works, outside of the take-down/leave-up paradigm."41 

Further research isn't just necessary: it is the single most important thing we need to do. No 
sound policy can be designed without much more information on how people actually respond 
to different levels and types of content moderation. 

There are two enormous gaps in our understanding of both illegal content, and lawful but 
harmful content and behaviour online - and our government could very productively contribute 
to both. 

The first is a data gap; despite years of pressure, platforms resist requests for them to share 
data they hold on how their platforms are impacting their users. Data is provided to researchers 
looking to understand content moderation grudgingly, often incomplete, and withdrawn at the 
slightest sign of controversy or bad press.49 Platform users are given obscure, misleading or 
incomplete accounts of what data platforms hold on them, and how or why their content has 
been promoted or moderated. As a result, we rely far too much on occasional leaks from 
platform whistleblowers to understand how platforms are affecting us, both collectively and 
individually. 

Documenting the impact of social media spaces and algorithms on us is much too important to 
be restricted to internal platform reports, as platforms have a vested interest in burying or 
minimizing findings that are bad for business. As such, Open Media endorses legislating detailed 
transparency requirements for all major online platforms on how they're moderating content, 

47 Evelyn Douek (2021). ~Governing Online Speech: From "Posts-as-Trumps" to Proportionality and 
Probability" Columbia Law Review Vol 121 No.3 page 819 (April 2021) 

48 Taylor Hatmaker (2021). "Facebook cuts off NYU researcher access, prompting rebuke from 
lawmakersM Techcrunch August 4 2021 . 
hl1ps:lItechcrunch com/2021108104IfaceboQk-ad~Qbseryalo(y-oyu-[esearchersJ 
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including how much and what type of content is removed, appended with fact-checking labels, 
or consciously down ranked. 

We recognize some language supporting increased transparency in the consultation paper, but 
it cannot be provided just to a closed Canadian regulator.49 Detailed transparency reports must 
be made available to all users of a platform, and the opportunity to study data and audit 
algorithms made available to qualified academic researchers , not only government.50 As Douek 
writes, the goal should be "to expose to public scrutiny the decision-making process already 
taking place, so that it can be subject to public argumentation, contestation, and disruption."51 

The data gap has fed a research gap on questions that are essential to making good decisions 
moving forward on how to support user expression onl ine while limiting damaging outcomes. 
There is an overwhelming need for more research on how users are interacting with each other 
in legal but negative ways, including having negative or toxic interactions, spreading 
misinformation, and making use of or being failed by content takedown mechanisms. Innovative 
ideas for approaches that could better balance user expression with mitigating potential harms 
abound, including making it easier for users to block or hide certain types of posts, warn ing 
labels, small nudges to read articles before sharing, or demonetizing certain types of content 
around important and sensational issues.52 53 

We are not recommending any of these approaches; more research is needed to determine 
whether they're effective to their purpose, and what their side consequences cou ld be. We're 
pointing to them as examples of areas where more research could reveal rights-protective 
solu tions to some online problems. 

Support for research on content moderation and partnerships with platforms is referred to in a 
single vague mention in the consultation 's technical paper.54 Yet this is a key area that the 
government could make a meaningful difference to with further attention and support. 

Recommendation: Mandate detailed, open and public transparent reporting on how 
content moderation practices are applied to online platforms. 

49 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Technical Paper Para. 14. 

https:flwww ca oada ca !en/ca n ad la n· henta ee/cQ Q) pa I go 5 Ih artn (ul-Q 0 lioe-content !tec h n I ca I· paper b tml 
50 Nicolas Suzor, Sarah West, and Ji!!ian York. 'What Do We Mean When We Talk About Transparency? 
Toward Meaningful in Commercial Content Moderation" Intemational Joumal of 

Communication 13(152';. "~<~~~. ~5;;~~~~ 
;0 : From "Posts-as-Trumps~ to Proportionality and 
Review page 819-820 (April 2021) 

!>2 Evelyn Douek (2021). ~Governing Online Speech: From ~Posts-as-Trumps" to Proportionality and 
Probability" Columbia Law Review Vol 121 NO.3 page 826 (April 2021) 
53 Ben Kaiser, Jonathan Mayer, J. Nathan Matias (2021) . "Warnings that Work: Combating Misinformation 
Without Deplatforming." Lawfare 810g. 
hl1ps:llwww.lawfarebloQ comfwarnjnQs-work-cQmbatioo-mfsioformatjQo~without·deplatforming 
54 Department of Canadian Heritage (2021). Technical Paper Para. 35b. 
httos: I!WWw.caoada.cafeolcanadian ·heritagetcampaJgos/harmful-oo[ine·contentltechnlcal·paper.btm! 
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Recommendation: Explore legal requirements to mandate online platforms share content 
moderation and user engagement data with independent research teams. Ensure any 
requirements show due consideration for platform user privacy. 

Recommendation: Canada should be a global leader in funding research that seeks to 
better understand the patterns and drivers of both illegal content, and legal but 
potentially harmful user behaviour and content online. 

jit) Empowering internel u5ers: nol Big Teol] 

As Sue Gardner rightly points out, the government's current 'attack' on Big Tech targets 
symptoms of problems with the modern Internet, not the cause.55 Most Internet users feel they 
have very little control over what they see, control, and are able to protect themselves from 
online. 

This is facilitated by a world in which Internet users are data products for online platforms, not 
communi ties they are meaningfully accountable to. Online platforms largely make a living 
buying and selling access to our data, while keeping us on their platform for as long as they can. 
Il legal content is rarely welcomed by mainstream platforms, but emotionally upsetting and 
polarizing content that drives high user interaction can be harder for them to turn down . Many 
Internet users are frustrated by knowing they are being played by algorithms in this way, yet 
recognize they have little meaningful power to change their online experience. 

The government seems to have succumbed to the tempting but deeply misguided approach of 
stepping in and attempting to assume the role of arbiter of what's good and bad on the Internet. 
It won't work for many reasons, including that many world governments are currently grappling 
with the same temptation , and they disagree on what ought to be considered good and bad. But 
as we've documented in this response, a failed attempt to exercise that enormous governing 
power could do a great deal of damage to people's speech and experience online before playing 
itself out. 

Smart government regulation should focus on empowering Internet users to retake control of 
their own respective online experiences, and effectively pressure Big Tech platforms. 

First, it needs to be made much easier for Internet users to leave a platform, taking all their 
personal data with them, without severing their ties with friends and family left on the platform. 
This means bringing back a version of the last parl iament's Bill C-11, An Act to enact the 
Consumer Privacy Protection Act and the Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal Act 

55 Sue Gardner (2021). "The crackdown on 'Big Tech ' targets symptoms rather than the disease itself' 
Globe and Mail May 21, 2021. 
hnps:flwww,lheglobeandmait .comfopinionfer1icle-the-crackdown-on-biQ~tech~targets-symptoms-rather-tha 

n-the-diseasel 
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and to make related and consequential amendments to other Acts, and patching its many holes 
to make it strong and effective legislation, such that users have a strong and easi ly actionable 
right to access, modify, delete, and transfer their data held by any company. 

It is striking that despite Bill C-11 's introduction in November 2020, promising major reform of 
our privacy rights in the private sector, the government made no effort to actually pass the Bill, 
let alone fix the many loopholes and areas that needed tightening identified by privacy experts. 
We hope to see that change in our next Parliament. 

If effective user control of our data was combined with strong transparency and research 
requirements, platforms would find themselves with a user base that can easily leave a platform 
they're dissatisfied with. This would allow users themselves to effectively pressure platforms to 
reform themselves if their content moderation or privacy standards are not adequate. 

Second, a hard, data- and research-driven look needs to be taken at whether an advertising and 
'time spent on platform' business model is compatible with the needs of healthy democratic 
discourse. This business model demands engagement above all else, and that includes a lot of 
deeply negative engagement. Without addressing the underlying business models and 
incentives, the problems the government aims to tackle here will remain fundamentally 
unsolved. 

Throughout, the government must consider whether their approach is encouraging a reduction 
of major platform power, or reinforces and depending on it. A recurring theme in scholarly 
discussion of the power of Big Tech is the need to avoid regulatory 'lock-in ' of the ir power and 
prominence.5657 

Expensive and complex regulatory obligations make it difficult for new online platforms to 
compete with the handful of platforms that dominate our Internet today. That's why they can be 
surprisingly popular with some of the largest entrenched platforms.58 

But carefu l government legislation could erode that dominance. Some online platform 
dominance comes from making good products, but much of it comes from translating early leads 
in the market into runaway network effects. The more people use a given platform, the more 
valuable being on that platform becomes. Over time, online platforms have converted their 

platforms into so-called 'walled gardens' - trapping many users who do not necessarily approve 
of their practices or want to be on their service. 

56 Cory Doctorow (2021), "Competitive Compatibility: Let's Fix the Internet, Not the Tech Giants" 
Communications of the ACM, Vol 64, No, 10 (October 2021). 
https:llcacm aem .orgfmagazinesl2021/1 0/25571 O-competjtjve-compatibitityffurNext 
57 Evelyn Douek (2021). "Governing Online Speech: From "Posts-as-Trumps" to Proportionality and 
Probability" Columbia Law Review Vol 121 No.3 page 829-830 (April 2021) 
58 Amanda Macias (2020). uFacebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg calls for more regulation of online content" 
CNBC Feb 152020. 
ht1ps:/lwww.cnbe. com/2020/02/15/faeebook~ceo·zuckerberg-celIs-for~more=CIovernment-regulalion~online

coolen) html 
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There are many innovative ideas currently being explored about how content moderation could 
be done better on a less Big Tech centered web. Recent proposals have included separating 
content moderation from platform responsibility as an independent form of , middle ware'; 
developing competitive content moderation protocols that individual users can adopt to provide 
the type of protection they want on the web; encouraging 'trusted flaggers' systems, in which 
users whose reports of illegal content are consisten tly valid have expedited processing time; 
and instituting a duty of care on platforms for their users, less focused on case by case 
outcomes and more systematically evaluative of how they approach thei r overall responsibility 
to user safety and wellbeing.~ 60 61 62 

We are not endorsing any of these approaches; more research is needed to evaluate their 
potential effects. But they should at least be considered in a more appropriately open and 
thoughtful future consu ltation from the government. 

Recommendation: Empower Internet users against Big Tech. Give them the rights they 
need to leave platforms they don't like, and they can hold platforms accountable 
themselves to moderate content responsibly. 

Recommendation: Many lawful but harmful online behaviour and user experiences are 
driven by an ad-centric business model that works to keep users on a platform at any 
cost. Solicit ideas for regulatory remedies that would discourage the proliferation of this 
model. 

Recommendation: Ensure that any new regulation discourages the centralization and 
concentration of online platforms. 

D. Conclusion 
This response is not wholly comprehensive of Open Media's concerns with the government's 
apparent intended direction for our Internet; it is only the beginning of that conversation. 

We are a community that is immensely passionate about the tremendous liberating power of the 
open Internet. That does not make us enemies of all ideas for regulating it, as we trust we've 
made clear. 

59 Francis Fukuyama (2021). "Making the Internet Safe for Democracy," Journal of Democracy Vol 
32(2):37-44. 
httos:llwww ioumalofdemocracy.orq(articlesimakinq-lhe-inte mel-safe~fQr-democracYl 

60 Mike Masnick (2019). "Protocols, not Platforms: A Technological Approach to Free Speech." Knight 
First Amendment Institute at Columbia University. 
hnps:llkojghtcolumbia,ora/cooteot/prolocols-oot-platfo[Q)s·a-techoalogjcal-approach-!o-free:speech 
61 Darryl Carmichael and Emily l aidlaw (2021). The Federal Govemment's proposal to Address Online 
Harms: Explanation and Critique 
hOps :lIablawQ. ca/2021109/1 3fthe-federal~Qovernmen!s-Qroposa !-to-address-on!inehharms-explanation-and 

-critiQuel 
62 Daphne Keller (2020). "Systemic Duties of Care and Intermediary liability. " Blog entry: 
hllp"llcybedaw stanford edu/bloQI2Q2Q/05Isyslemie:dulies-care-and-jolermediary-ljabilily 
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We whole-heartedly reject the very nature of this consultation and manner in which it has been 
held, in addition to the specific proposals currently being proposed. As we've laid out. this 
proposal will overwhelmingly censor lawful speech more than illegal content, produce an 
unprecedented surveillance funnel of lawful speech to law enforcement, and hurt marginalized 
communities far more than it will help them. 

But we've also highlighted many measures our government could take noW that would 
genuinely take on and roll back the power of major online platforms, while contributing to a 
healthier and less hateful Internet. These include strong data ownership, research and 
transparency reporting changes that wou ld make platforms far more accountable to their users, 
and highlighting some interesting ideas for more innovative content moderation models that 
would make a more genuine future public consultation on these issues far more fruitful. 

We'll close with a fundamental question: what do Canadian Internet users actually want for our 
Internet? How would they like to see their rights defended, and their content moderated? 

It is unclear that our government wants to find out, preferring to use single answers to generic 
poll questions to justify their current intentions. That needs to change. 

Due to the nature of this consultation, and the short timeline, this submission only represents a 
fraction of our community's concerns and perspectives. But we hope they have helped to 
highlight just how damaging this current proposal is to not only the internet in Canada, but 
globally. 

We represent some of the most concerned and engaged people in Canada on these issues, and 
will continue to make ourselves heard by our elected officials and representatives , whether the 
government provides appropriate formal opportunities to do so, or not. 
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September 25. 202 J 

Comments on the Government's proposed approacb to address harmful CO lUent online 

Thank you for the. opportunity to provide feedback on this proposal. As a doctoral candidate al 
the University of Toronto Faculty of Law studying internet regulation, I am happy that the 
current government takes the issue seriously and has begun considering regulatory approaches to 
address hannful content 011 the internet. Regulating online harms is an impOitant goal and one 
thut can benefit from a uniquely Canadian approacb, not unlike our innovative approach to 
copyright online. 

Unforttmately, a uniquely Canadian approach is not what has been presently proposed by the 
Government of Canada. Instead, the current proposal appears to cobble together various 
proposals or regimes seen in other jurisdictions without meaningfully considering either their 
likelihood of success or their impact upon freedom of express ion and privacy in the Canadian 
context. The result is that the proposed legislation would negati vely impact the human rights of 
Canadians while fa iling to achieve the core aims of the proposals. 

In my view. there is lillie in the current proposal to cOllunend. and I would reconunend that the 
Government revisit the issue through robust consultations with academics, civil society and 
stakeholders to craft a viable regulatory regime with a real capacity to limit on line harms and 
ensure democratic contro l of OUf online information ecosystem. 

Others, such as Darryl Carmichael and Emily Laidlaw have laid out the con: problems with the 
CLUTent proposaL and I agree wi th many of their critiques and recommendations. My comments 
here focus on explaining how the current proposals are likely to interact with platfomls and users 
to demonstrate how the proposals will fail to achieve their desired ends whi le raising a number of 
importam concerns. 

My comments focus on fOllr issues: to whom the .proposed legislation applies. general 
monitoring obligat ions. twenty-four-hour timelines to address flagged content. and mandatory 
reporting to law enforcement. J conc lude with some overarching observations and 
reconunendations. 

Scope of the Regulation 

The proposed legislation risks being over-inclusive or under-inclusive 

The Technical Paper does not make it clear what the definition of an Online Communication 
Service Provider (OCSP) would be. The Discussion Guide indicates that it would capture "major 
platfonns" such as Facebook, TikTok, Twitter etc .• while not applying to, for example. trave l 
review sites (preswnably such as Tripadvisor), It's not currently clear 0 11 what basis thi s 
di stinction is to be made. 
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Regardless of the criteria for inclusion in the definition of an oesp. the approach currently taken 
appears to be one in which the legislation e ither applies to an intemet intennediary or it does not. 
Wh ile I note that paragraph 17 of the di sc lission paper contemplates the Digital Safety 
Commi ss ioner making regl11ations that tailor requirements to different categories ofOCSPs 
based on the "di stinct business models, sizes. and resources of various oesps," it' s hard to see 
what obligations wou ld be so tailored, or how. Regardless, the definition ofOCSP will 
apparently exclude a signiticant set ofintemet intermediaries. and those that are included would 
face signjficant requirements, including responding to flagged content within twenty-four hours, 
taking reasonable. measures to monitor content. and reporting to law enforcement. This is in 
contrast to the European Union 's proposed Digital Services Act (DSA), which captures many 
intennediaries. but expressly provides for a tiered structure in which internet intermediaries are 
subject to increasing obligations in accordance with the kind of service they provide and their 
user base. 

The approach contemplated in Canada 's proposal ri sks e ither being over-inclusive or under
inclusive, or both. If the definition is too wide, it wil l capture services that have no capacity to 
comply with the requirements and may destroy new market entrants before they can grow. This 
would only benefit the powerful incumbent services li ke Facebook that can more easil y comply. 
If the definition is too narrow, however. it wi ll do little to limit harmful content on the intel11eL 
as it wi ll apply to only a handful of companies. While there is merit to limiting harmful content 
0 11 the largest platforms, an under-inclusive definition will permit bad actors to easily continue 10 

di sseminate harmful content on other significant platforms. A better solution is to capture 
iutel11et inte rmediaries broadly with carefully tailored and scaled requirements, such as in the 
EU's proposed DSA. 

The legislation risks undermining innovati ve content moderation strategies 

Not a ll major platforms rely on large numbers of paid content moderators to remove harmful 
content. Some, instead , rely on volunteer moderators and community leaders. 1l is notable that 
the Discussion Paper li st Facebook. Twitter, YouTube. lnstagram. and TikTok, and Pornhub as 
entities that would fall within the defin.ition of an OCSP. but does nOi mention Reddit. which has 
a user base rough ly equi va lent to that of Twitter, or other similar sites . All of the sites li sted in 
the Discussion Paper fall within what Robvn Caplan has identified as employing " industrial" 
content moderation, in which content is moderated primari ly in a top-down manner by agents of 
the platform. 

By contrast, Reddit uses "communi ty-reliant" moderation, in which members of the user base 
itse lf engages in content moderation with in Reddifs indi vidual communities. While agents of 
Redd.it do engage in some content moderation, the si£!nificam majoritv of content moderation 
actions are undertaken by Reddit users, including under Reddit' s site-wide content policy. 
Should the definition of an oesp capture Reddit, or other si tes that use community contenl 
moderation strategies like Wikipedia, it's unclear whether the site would currently be able to 
comply wi th the requirements, given the need for centrali zed moderation to address flagged 
content within twenty-four hours. The legislat ion could thus have the effect of mandating certain 
content moderation strategies that demand hiring additional content reviewers. If platforms are 
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req uired to hire teams of dedicated content reviewers. thi s will undennine the impetus to develop 
innovati ve approaches to content moderat ion that could prove more effecti ve than the kinds of 
industrial moderation contemplated by the proposal. 

General Monitoring Ohligations 

The Technical Paper states that the act' will provide that an "OCSP must take all reasonable 
measures, which can include. the use of automated systems. to identify harmful content that is 
communicated on its oes and that is accessible to persons in Canada. and to make that harmful 
conte nt inaccessible to persons in Canada." The implication is that the legislation would require 
acti ve screening. including through the use of automated systems, to detect designated content 
and render it inaccessible to Canad ians. This is deep ly problematic, as such detection systems are 
li kely to negati vely impact legitimate speech, especiall y that of vulnerable communities. 

Harmful content, especially hate content and incitements to violence, is notoriously difficult to 
detect automatically and often requires an assessment of the context in which the content was 
comm unicated. It is difficult, fo r example , fo r an automated system to tell whether a photograph 
of a Nazi swast ika is being posted in support of Nazism or whether it is being used to c.ritic ise or 
sat iri ze government policies or oppose fasc ism. In other cases, legitimate educational posts may 
recreate historical content that clearly incites violence or promotes hatred; understanding the 
surrounding educat ional context will be difficu lt for many automated systems. 

Most major platforms already use various automated moni toring systems to address terrorist 
content and child sexual abuse material using existing hash databases. such as Photo DNA or via 
the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrori sm (GIFCT). And many already use algoritlmlic 
processes to address various addi tional kinds of harmful content, such as hate speech, where 
possible. However, while such systems may be employed by social media networks of their own 
accord, imposing significant potential sanctions for fai lures to use such systems risks chilling a 
great deal of legi timate expression by incentivizing aggressive over-blocking. As the Il")nner C. ' 
Spt:cial Rapporteur on. the promotion ,md pmtccllon of the right 10 freedllJ11 of opinloll and 
C!xpressiu!1 \\ r<ll\.' about e.eneral Olonilnring r~quir\.'ll1cl1ls : 

sllch rules invo lve ri sks to freedom of expression, putting sign ificant pressure on 
companies such that they may remove lawful content in a broad effort to avoid 
li abi lity. They also in vo lve the delegation of regulatory functions to private actors 
that lack basic tools of accountability. Demands for quick. automatic removals 
ri sk new forms of prior restraint that already threaten creati ve endeavours in the 
context of copyright. Complex questions of [act and law should genera ll y be 
adjudicated by public institutions, not private actors whose current processes may 
be inconsistent with due process standards and whose motives are principally 
economic. 

In other words, governments should not mandate that social media companies make rapid 
decisions about whether or not content meets legal definitions and take action on it, especiall y 
through automated systems and pre-publication blocking. 
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Indeed, given that most major social media platfomlS already engage in some degree of ongoing 
monitoring of many kinds of harmful content, it!s hard to see the benefit of thi s requirement for 
the kinds of entities fall ing within the definition of an OCSP. Either their current practices will 
remain unchanged. or their practices will become more aggressive. anempting to tackle the mode 
context-demanding cases which will certainly come at the expense of expression and legitimate 
speech. Existing content moderation practices already di::;ad\-anla.£'1! \ 'ulnerahle- commuilitit:"s. and 
increasing the aggressiveness of content policing. like all aggressive policing, will prove 
disproportionately harmful to such communities. Anemic statements that the proposed Act will 
require OCSPs to ensure that such di sparate treatment does not arise are of linle value given it is 
unclear how such requirements could be meaningfully implemented or enforced. 

For these reasons. any requirement mandating proactive general monitoring should not be 
considered. 

Addressing Flagged Content in Twenty-Four Hours 

A central obligation that would be created by the new legislation is that content that fall s within 
the fi ve categories ofhamlful content would have to be made inaccessible to Canadians within 
twenty-four hours of being flagged. This twenty-four-timeline is, in different senses, both too 
fast and too slow. It is 100 fast for platfolllls 10 make good decisions about whether or not the 
content in question meets the definitions of the fi ve types of prohibited content, especially hate 
speech or incitements to violence. But it is also too slow to be of much help to those that are 
ta rgeted by a sea of hateful content. While it may have a limited impact on harmful content as 
part ofa mUlti-pronged strategy to reduce such content, the-costs significantly outweigh the 
relatively small benefit. 

This requirement will not si~mifi cantly reduce designated content 

The proposed requirement that platfo rms make flagged content that meets o ne of the five 
definitions of harmful content appears to be based on Germany's NetzDG 
(Nelzwerkdurchselzlmgsgeselz), with its similar twenty-four-hour timeline for addressing illegal 
content on social media piatfOims. However, that law bas nl'll ~ell ahle to ljllell the lidt;; oj 

hateful ~:()Iltcn\' This is not surpri sing. On large platforms like Facebook, the amount of content 
that must be dealt with is astronomical. Facebook' s Transparency Report. for example, says that 
Facebook took 31.5 million content actions on hate speech alone in the second quarter of 202 1. 
Addressing content quick ly is difficult. but even if it is addressed within twenty-four hours, the re 
is still a large window of time for people to come inio contact with hannful content. This is 
especia lly true where ded icated mal icious actors seek to flood a platfonn with such content. For 
them, a twenty-four-hour window is bare ly an imposition. As demonstrated by the recent "hate 
raids" on Twitch. it is often trivial for a small group ofpeopJe to carry out rapid coordinated hate 
campaIgns. 

Platfomls can and have developed tools to deal with such actors, including large-scale account
level actions. proactive monitoring for reposted content, and bot detection. But a requirement to 
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remove flagged content within twenty-four hours will do little for a significant amount of 
designated content. 

Moreover. since the requirement to address designated content within twenty-four hours only 
applies to content that has been flagged under the proposed legislation. thi s will significantly 
li mit the amOtmt of hate speech that is subject to blocking. The problem with hate speech isn' t 
merely its immediate and significant impacts upon those targeted by it , but its abili ty to 
radicali ze those tbat may be susceptible to it. Within certain communities and friend groups, hate 
content is unlikely to be flagged. Here. too , the obligations wi ll be oflimited impact, and hate 
speech will continue to proliferate in communities where it currently does. 

This requirement will sti fle legitimate speech 

Given the forego i.ng, one might then suggest that the proposed legislation simply does 11 0t go far 
enough in requ iring platfomls to take action on designated content. While it is certainly true that 
once could imagine more draconian regulation that would effectively mandate addressing all 
harmful content , it would do so at the expense of an enormous amount of legitimate express ion. 
Indeed, the problem with the requirement to address content in twenty-four hours isn' t that it will 
do nolhing. butlhat it will not do enough to outweigh its costs to legitimate expression. 

The core problem is that the combination of fast timelines for addressing content and significant 
potential penalties for non-compliance incentivizes over-blocking. The twenty-four-timeline 
does not provide suffic ient time to make nuanced context-rich decisions about whether content 
meets the detinitions contained in the proposed Act. For thi s reason, when faced with content 
that is fl agged, reviewers will err on the side of caution , blocking content that might otherwise be 
found acceptable. Even the controversial Gem18n NetzDG contains provisions allowing for a 
longer review timeline in cases where the illegality of the content is not obvious. 

Further, the combination of a flagging system that is liable to be abused by trolls and malicious 
actors and rapid content review requirements are li kely to lead to over-b locking of content from 
vulnerable groups. We have al ready wi tnessed the abuse of the copyright take-down notices 
under the United States ' Digital MillennimTI Copyright Act, and that 1e.gislation includes 
penalties for abusing the system. There is no reason to believe thal the proposed flagging system 
will not be similar ly abused. especially to target minorities and vulnerab le groups. As with 
Twitch's hate raids, it is trivial for motivated actors to take a large number of malicious actions. 
which could include massive flagging campaigns. which would predictably lead to reviewers 
removing at least some of that content. While the Technical Paper attempts to limit this by 
requiring OCSPs to take measures to prevent discrimination. as mentioned, thi s is difficuh in 
practice. Putting content reviewers under increasi.ngly tight timel.ines for making decisions on 
content is only likely to exacerbate this problem, especiall y when combined with a flagging 
system tha t can be abused by bad actors and that inccntivizes over-blocking. 

Finally, laws that require expeditious actions on certain content also have the potential to 
embolden other illiberal countries around the world to impose censorship on internet 
intermediaries. We are already witnessing the rise of laws that require the rapid removal of 
flagged pol itical criticism or the di scussion of controversial topics online under the auspices of 
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preventing abuse or misinformation. such as in Imlia and TillillamJ. Canada should not put itself 
in the position of becoming an inspiration or justification for the creat ion of such laws 
internationally. 

For these reasons, the obligation to address flagged content within twenty-four hours should be 
rej ected. 

Mandatory Reporting to Law Enforce ment 

Perhaps the most concerning aspect of the entire proposal is the prospect that the legislation will 
mandate that major platforms used by Canadians become functiona l anns ofa surve illance state. 
The combination of generalillonitoring obligations and mandatory reporting to law enforcement 
or other agencies of information re lated to certain crimina l offences rai ses enomlOUS privacy 
concems for Canadial1s. 

Ne ither of the options contemplated in paragraph 20 of the Techn ical Paper should be combined 
in any way with mandatory general monitoring obligations. Of the two options, only the first 
option, which contemplates reporting only in cases where there are rea~onable grounds to suspect 
that the harmfu l content reflects an imminent ri sk of serious harm, is defens ible, and only where 
sllch content has been expressly flagged to the platform. The other option would effecti vely force 
plHtforms to repOit to police whenever their own rapid and imperfect assessments identified 
content as potentially related to a prescribed offence. This would lead to significant amounts of 
over-reporting in what would amount to an effective pol ice dragnet. The potential for adverse 

privacy and data protection breaches is enormous. 

In any case. no obligations concerning reporting to law enforcement should be imposed without 
significant additional consultation wi th stakeholders, privacy experts. and regulators, inc luding 
the Privacy Commissioner of Canada. 

Conclusion 

I have not addressed a number of issues conta ined in the proposal, including the creation of the 
Digital Safety Commiss ion of Canada, the Digital Recourse Counci l. the Digital Safety 
Commi ssioner of Canada, and the Advisory Board. In my view, there is no reason to address 
these given tilat the overarching regulatory scheme in which they would operate, and the 
platform obligations they would enforc·e and oversee, are fundamentally flawed. The existence of 
such bodies should only be contemplated with in a new. more carefully considered legislative 
package. 

Such a package should also address aspects of the online ecosystem that are not currently 
considered and aim to increase the degree of democratic accountabi lity of platfonns. The vast 
majority of content moderation dec isions made by platforms wi ll be unaffected by the proposed 
regulations. This includes decisions related to conte-nt that falls outside of the designated 
categories, as well as decisions to remove content, especiall y content created or posted by 
vulnerable groups. It also leaves out all algorithmic ranking and recommendation systems, and 
does not address other modes of taking action on content, from account- level actions to content 
labelling. Indeed. under the proposed regulations. even where the Digita l Recourse Council 
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Matthew Marinett 
Commen ts on the Government 's proposed approach to address harmful content onl ine 

determines a piece of content to not be violat ing the proposed regulations. the platfonn is st i lJ 
able to deal wi th the content as it see-s fit under it s own policies. And this is to say nothing abo ut 
how platforms des ign and implement their po licies and systems. In other words. in focusing only 
on ensuring that a few limited categories of harmful content are rendered inaccessible to 
Canadians, the governance structure of plat1urms and their role. in moderating tlle information 
ecosystem are not affected. 

This is not to say that there is no scope for regulation a imed at reducing harm on social med ia 
platfonns. But regulation needs to understand that simple mandates that demand thaI platfonns 
take specific c·ontenl moderation actions or face consequences are unlikely to slLcceed. 

Instead. regulation should focus on ensuring that content moderation processes are transparent , 
effective, and fa ir and that companies engage in ri sk assessments and regu lar internal audits to 
ensure that their policies and enforcement respect human rights and human dign ity. Regulators 
should work wi th platforms to set platfoml-wide harm-reduction goals based on clear criteria 
backed by regular audits and mandatory transparency, rather than taking an approach based on 
unworkable general monitoring ob ligations or based on the rapid review of whatever content 
happens to be flagged . In this way, some of the transparency requirements contemplated in 
paragraph L4 oCthe technica l paper are laudable, but transparency should be aimed at overall 
hann reduction over time rather than being tied to spec ific content Illoderation approaches. 
Government officials do not know how to do content moderation. The role of government should 
be to set targets. not to te ll platfonns precisely how to meet them. 

It remai ns my hope that the Government of Canada can become a leader in social media and 
internet intermedial), regulation by carefull y developing a true made-in-Canada approach. 
Unfortunately, thi s proposal faj ls to li ve up to that hope. There is little in the current proposal to 

be commended. and. in my view. the approach taken in the proposed legislation should be 
fundamenta ll y reconsidered. I recommend that the Government start over through a robust 
consultation process drawing in experts, civil society, and other stakeholders in order to deve lop 
a regulatOlY regime that properl y balances the interests of a ll and can actuall y result in real harm 
reduction whi le also improving democratic control of our in fo rmation envirollment. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Marinet! 
Doctoral Candidate 
University of Toronto, Faculty of Law 
matthew.marinett@utoronto.ca 
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September 2021 

Pinterest welcomes the opportunity to share our views with the Department of Canadian 

Heritage (DCH) on its proposed framework for an Act of Parliament, and to explain our 

perspective as a mid-sized platform committed to effective content moderation and the safety 

of our users. We support efforts in Canada, and around the world, to adopt sound regulations 

for Internet platforms and technologies. 

In short. we share many of the concerns raised by experts across civil society, industry and 

academia about the current draft of this proposal. We appreciate that this proposal was 

motivated by a genuine interest in making the Internet safer, something we have a strong 

self-interest in doing as well. Our concern is that this proposal will have the unintended 

consequence of making that ultimate goal more difficult to achieve. 

Introduction to Piaterest 

People come to Pinterest to find inspiration for their lives, including recipes, home and style 

ideas, travel destinations and more. People save these ideas - which we call Pins - into 

collections, which we call boards. Many Pins come directly from bUsinesses and publishers, 

which upload their own content for people who visit Pinterest (Pinners) to discover and save. 

The vast majority of those ideas are positive and inspiring, and our goal Is for people to view 

Pinterest as a place where they can focus on themselves, their interests and their aspirations. 

What we hear from Pinners reinforces that: 91 % of Pinners say that Pinterest is filled with 

positivity, and 89% say that they leave Pinterest feeling empoweredl1J. In this way, Pinteresl is 

personal media - not social media - that people use to curate ideas for themselves and their 

own lives. 

Our aooroach to content mOderatioQ 

While Pinners do not generally turn 10 Pillterest as a place to share dangerous or offensive 

material, or even to share political commentary and other typical varieties of "viral" content, we 

recognize that it's hard to feel inspired if you don't feel safe. 

Being a platform for personal inspiration means being deliberate about the type of inspiration 

we want people to find. It also means being thoughtful about what we do not want people to 

find . For example, Pinterest was one of the first companies to disallow political campaign ads, 

We were also one of the first to disallow harmful misinformation, like the promotion of false 

cures and anti-vaccination content . More relevant to this proposal in Canada, our guidelines 

prohibit content in the five categories listed in DCH's proposal, including policies against 
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hateful activities, sexually exploitative content, violent extremist content, and much more. Our 

rules often sweep more broadly than the law, prohibiting material that may be legal but that 

undermines our mission and the health of the Pinterest community, 

We also recognize that rules are a first step. We employ a dedicated team to enforce these 

rules, and actively work to develop technical tools to help them identify and act against content 

that violates our policies. One way we identify content is with the help of user reports , although 

our hope is that people won 't encounter this type of content in the first place. Thankfully, as we 

shared in our latest Transparency Reoort , in 04 2020 less than 0.02% of monthly active users 

reported Pins which were confirmed to violate our content policy. In the same period, 85% of 

medical misinformation content was removed before any users saw it. For adult content in that 

period, we estimate that 98% of content that was removed on Pinterest was seen by fewer 

than 100 people. 

Pinterest 's content policies, moderation practices. and tools have evolved in response to 
technical and societal developments, as well as the needs of our users. For example, in 2017, 

we developed our policy against health misinformation on Pinterest, induding anti-vax content. 

Building on an earlier effort in 2019. last year we customised the results users see when they 

search for information related to the ongoing COVID-19 public health crisis. In order to prevent 

people from encountering harmful health misinformation, results for queries related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic now show only content from leading public health institutions like the 
World Health Organisation and National Health Service. 

Although we are relatively small in size - employing some 2,700 people, by contrast to the tens 

of thousands employed by our larger peer companies - we take pride in the high standards we 

set for both content policy development and enforcement. 

Our views on the proposed framework 

We support regulation to address online harms, Including regulation that shapes platforms' 

content moderation practices. We have concerns about this proposed framework, however, 

which we have outlined below. 

User Rights 

Pinterest is not a place for polftics and we are not focused on fostering free expression. 

However, several provisions of the proposed law may have implications for the rights and 

interests of law-abiding Internet users which we think deserves more discussion. The 

requirement to take down unlawful content on 24-hours notice, for example, will provide many 

small or medium-sized platforms with little time to assess pdtentially complex legal claims. The 

strong incentive will be to simply take down any content that is alleged to violate the law, in 

order to avoid legal risk . Platform companies of all sizes regularly receive abusive or mistaken 
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demands to remove lawful and even societally Important content. At Pinterest, we do our best 

to identify and resist such improper requests. But the largest companies will be uniquely 

positioned to carry out the kind of rapid-yet-accurate legal analysis that the proposed law 

suggests. 

Similarly, the requirement that platforms "take all reasonable measures, which can include the 

use of automated systems, to identify harmful content" may, in practice, incentivize smal1er 

platforms to rely on imprecise filtering tools. Legal mandates to adopt poorly-defined or 

understood automated systems create serious risk of harm to users. 

Finally. while we have a lower volume of law enforcement requests than many of oLir larger 

peers, we share the concerns expressed by industry, civil society and academic experts about 

the proposal's broad mandate to report users to law enforcement. At Pinterest, we do report 

dangerously unlawful activity in accordance with our law enforcement guidelines. At the same 

time, we also recognize that people will only use our service if we continue to earn their trust. A 

law compelling Internet platforms to adopt a novel and broadly defined reporting role may 

undermine that trust . 

Improving clarity and scope 

Some of the challenges with this proposal stem from reasonable ideas - such as offering users 

a chance to appeal takedown decisions - that are poorly defined. The proposal allows 
government actors to disregard allegations that are "frivolous, trivial , vexatious, [or] made in 

bad faith," for example, but grants no such leeway to companies themselves. Similarly, it 

seems to require platforms to terminate a user's control over her own content and data from 

the moment that her "content is identified or flagged as prescribed" - with no regard to the 

legitimacy of the accusation. It also proposes transparency measures that , as currently worded, 

may be difficult to achieve - such as identifying the overall "volume and type of harmful 

content" on the entire platform, rather than the volume that has been identified through content 

moderation efforts. These imprecisely designed operational mechanics are coupled with 

sweeping powers for the Digital Safety Commissioner, who may order a platform to do "any act 

or thing" the Commissioner believes may be required to ensure legal compliance. Inspectors 

may also enter "any place" where they reasonably believe they may find "any document, 

information or any other thing, including computer algorithms and software, relevant to the 

purpose of verifying compliance and preventing non-compliance." All platforms, but partIcularly 

startups and scale-ups assessing legal risks and protections, would benefit from more clarity in 

all of these examples, among others. 
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ComprehensIvely addressing harmful content 

Aside from collaboration between more mature platforms on certain types of content , the 

approach, sophistication and technical resources a given company may invest in moderating 

content can vary. Rules designed with the very largest companies in mind may not address a 

particular challenge holistically. instead sending that content to other, smaller platforms that 

may not be in scope or may be less inclined towards taking a responsible approach. It may 

also have the unintended consequence of further entrenching the largest platforms, and turning 

what should be a shared interest into a competitive advantage. To help address this, we would 
recommend integrating proportionality throughout the proposal , assessing systemic risk based 
on the nature of a platform, usage patterns, notices received per year on illegal content, or 
measures taken by the online platform to mitigate those risks. 

Conclusion 

Pinterest opened its Canada office in 2018 and recently announced that Toronto would be our 

first international engineering hub outside the U.S. We are grateful for the estimated 13 million 

people in Canada who visit Pinterest each month to find inspiring ideas and look forward to 

continuing this investment and growth in Canada. 

We appreciate this opportunity to share our views on this proposal and would be happy to 

continue our engagement with the Department of Canadian Heritage on this important issue. 
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Submissions rega rding the Federal Government's 
Proposed Approach to Address Harmful Content Online 

We write regarding Canada's proposed regulatory framework for addressing certain types of 'harmful 
online content' ,1 Our submissions focus on the harms this overly broad new legal regime would cause to 
sex workers, whose livelihoods would be harmed and legal rights infringed. 

About Pivot Legol Society 

Founded in 2001, Pivot Legal Society is a non-profit organization that works in partnership with 

communities affected by poverty and social exclusion to identify priorities and develop solutions to 
complex human rights issues. As an organization based in the Downtown E"astside, we work on the stolen 
lands of the xwma8kwayam (Musqueam), Skw~wu7mesh (Squamish), and SaIUwata?/Selilwitulh (Tsleil
Waututh) peoples. 

Pivot's work is focused in four policy areas: police accountability, drug policy, homeless ness, and sex 
workers' rights. 

Concerns about the Government's Proposed Framework 

Our submissions focus on the sexually- related-content restrictions found in the Proposed Framework. in 

solidarity with sex workers and sex worker-led groups across Canada, we are particularly concerned about 

three aspects of the new laws: 

131 the demand for proactive monitoring, aka filtering, by website service providers; 
b) websites' obligation to quickly remove suspected harmful content; and 
c) the requirement that service providers report content to the police. 

We will address each of these aspects of the new regime in turn. 

oj The demand for proactive monitoring, aka filtering, by website service providers 

Under the Proposed Framework, online communication service providers (Face book, Twitter, etc) would 
be legally required to "take all reasonable measures, which can include the use of automated systems, to 
identify harmful content,,2, imposing an obligation to proactively monitor, or filter, user content, including 
with artificial intelligence (AI). This is an invasive and flawed system that will further surveil and stigmatize 
sex workers. Automated systems would likely capture sexual content that has been generated by adult, 
consenting sex workers. 

1 Harmful content is defined as child sexual exploitation; terrorist content; content that incites violence; hate speech; and the 
non-consensual sharing of intimate images: Government of Canada Technical Paper at Module l(A), para 8. The Technical 
Paper is available at https:Uwww.canada.ca/en!canadtan.he.ritage/c.ampaI€:ns!hilrmful-online-conlent/technigtoaper.html 

1 Technical Paper at Module 1(8), para 10 

'1" f II ~Ir'.i rol ,rv VII"" Jl'yj ItvrwrNYcv '~'1 f.t)l "1/ S. ';"J! Ptvtfttu, '('r'i.,rti('9!f1o /r",TjrI"t! fI( Nit; "VI' "'(01., 
iAMf.MHtfNJ, ~"(~III"Ir$ fEOt""tf' ~I!~ Orw:J~o.;flIIT ~/..WtM.(jrm fWll.(y: 
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AI and moderation systems are systemically biased and given the stigma imposed on sex workers, there 
is every reason to believe these systems would disproportionately target and remove content from sex 
workers, especially those with intersecting identities such as racialized, disabled and queer sex workers. 
Reporting done by Carleton University academics describes how AI and moderation systems are "easily 
disposed to error and can impose bias on a colossal systemic scale"3 and a recent academic article 
describes how "throughout the social media ecosystem, non normative and LGBTQ+ sexual expression is 
disproportionately taken down, restricted, and banned."4 

Though complaint-based systems are also flawed, legally requiring service providers to comb their users' 
data for potentially harmful content is an overbroad regulation that will impact sex workers' legal right to 
advertise and provide their sexual services. Filtering has been opposed by human rights and civil society 
organizations around the world.5 

b) Websites' obligation to quickly remove suspected harmful content 

The Proposed Framework demands that 'harmful content' is removed within 24 hours of being flagged 
(or some other time period - potentially shorter - imposed by regulation) .6 

Fear of liability means that platforms will likely err on the side of caution and remove lawful content. 
Given the very broad categories of content within the draft framework, it is highly likely that content will 
be swept up in service providers' rush to avoid extremely harsh financial penalties under the proposed 
laws (fines of 3% of global revenue or $10 million, whichever is morel). Platforms may also want to avoid 
risk by enacting broad Terms of Service that prohibit types of legal speech and content. Given the current, 
misplaced conflation of sex work with human trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation, sexual 
content would be an obvious target for restrictions and removal . Simply put, stigma against sex work and 
the conflation of sex 'work with trafficking would be baked into any filtering system. 

Due to police interference and harassment, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic, many sex workers use 
online platforms as safer or more accessible places for work and advertising. Incentivizing rapid online 
content removal will hurt their work and expose them to greater danger. 

c) The requirement that service provIders report content to the police 

The Proposed Framework requires some form of mandatory reporting of so-called harmful content by 
service providers to law enforcement. The Framework sets out tWo potential regimes for reporting: 

J Merlyna Lim and Ghadah Alrasheed, ~Beyond a technical bug: Biased algorithms and moderation ilre censoring activists on 
social media" (May 16, 2021), available at https;Unewsrqom.carleton.ca!storvLblased .algol"lthms.moderat[oo·censorrng. 
acrivlst\/ 

• Ari Ezra Waldman, ~Disorderly Conduct", available online at hltps;ilpapers.sun,oom/soI3/papers.cfm1abSlr.lct Id-3.90GOOl 

5 See for example, the Civil Society Letter 10 the European Parliament about Proposed Regulation on Preventing the 
DIssemination of Terrorist Content Online found here: htlps;!lcdt.orglwp--content!\.IploadsI2019!02/0vil-Sotiety-letter-to· 
European-Parliament -on-T erraClsm-Database .pdf 

~ Technical Paper at Module l(B), par.lll (a) and (b) 

7 Technical Paper at Module 1(0), para 108 
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Option 1: service providers report to law enforcement when there are "reasonable grounds to 
suspect that [harmful content] refl ects an imminent risk of serious harm to any person or to 
property,,;8 or 

Option 2: service providers report all harmful content to law enforcement when a legal threshold 
(to be decided by regulation) is met. That threshold could be a "reasonable suspicion" or 
"reasonable grounds to believe" that something is 'ha rmful content'.9 

Sex workers are already overpoliced, surveilled and harassed. The proposed laws requ iring reporting to 
police, especially Option 2, would further entrench and expand police powers and cause very real harm 
to sex workers. A police record, and potential investigation, ca n have many consequences (for example, 
in child protection matters, and in criminal record checks for volunteering and employment positions). 
Under the Proposed Framework, a person may not even know that their content has been reported to 
police . .lO 

We know that sex workers are already harmed by overpolicing and criminalization. We also know that 
policing disproportionately targets and harms BIPOC communities, a fact recognized by the Supreme 
Court of Canada: "[wle do not hesitate to find that... we have arrived at a place where the research now 
shows disproportionate policing of racialized and low·income communities".ll 

The Proposed Framework's massive expansion of police involvement is all the more unreasonable because 
it could well be based on an Alar moderation decision made extremely quickly. As Michael Geist, a legal 
scholar specializing in digital regulation, summarized the problem: there is "the prospect of an AI 
identifying what it thinks is content caught by the law and generating a report to the RCMP."n In other 
words, there is the "possibility of Canadians garnering police records over posts that a machine thought 
was captured by the law.'ilJ 

Conclusion 

The Proposed Framework would infringe sex workers' ability to find and perform work, during a global 
pandemic that has eroded sex worker·s' ability to earn money while they are simultaneousl.,.. excluded 
from many government supports. Imperfect website filters and the conscioLls or unconscious bias of 
platforms' human content moderators, combined with harsh penalties for not removing content, will lead 
to service providers erring on the safe side and remo'ving large swaths of sexual content. This will have a 
negative impact on sex workers, and particularly on those with intersecting marginalized identities. 

S Technical Paper at Module l(B)' para 20(a) 

9 Technical Paper at Module l( B), para 20(b); and Government of Canada Discusston Guide, under "Engaging law enforcement 
and CSIS". The Oiscussion Guide is available at https:llwww.canada.ca/en/c.anadlan.heritilKe/campaigns/harmful--emli"£<
content/discussion·guide. html 

lOTechnkal Paper at Module l(B), paras 26 and 27 

11 R. v. le, 2019 SCC 34 at para. 97 

1~ Michael Geist , "Pkking Up Where Bill C-lO l eft Off: The Canadian Government's Non·Consultation on Online Harms 
Legislation" (JuiV 30, 2021), available at https:Uwww.michat.lgelst.caI202lf07/onlineharmsnoncllnsult/ ["Geist Article"] 

II Geist Article 
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In addition to the issues outlined above, commentators have raised other serious concerns about the 
proposed laws.u These include concerns about the creation of new regulatory bodies with expansive 
powers, including the power to inspect any platform's premises to examine any data in their computer 
systems, and the ability to block access to a website throughout Canada. 

Any laws and regulations arising out of the Proposed Framework must be grounded in the needs of, and 
avoid harm to, sex workers. In its current form, the laws are overly broad and will infringe sex workers' 
constitutional and human rights. 

14 See, for example, Darryl Carmichael and Emily laidlaw, "The Federal 's Government's Proposal to Address Online Harms: 
Explanation ilnd CritiqueH (September 13, 2021), ilvailable ilt: Imps:llablawg.c.an021109/13/the-federal-governments
pfopo~l·to-address-onhne-hafms-e)(pJanation-.and-critlgue/ ; Mat Hatfield, "A first look at canada's harmful content proposal" 
(September 22, 2021), available at: http,>:ljopenmedia.Qrg/artide/item/a·first-look-at --canadas-- ha rmful·content -proposal; and 
Daphne Keller, "Five Big Problems with Canada'.s Proposed Regulatory Framework for 'Harmful Online Content'" (August 31, 
2021), available at: https:lltt>d1policv.press/five-big-probJems-with·canadas·propo~ed-regulalory-framework·for-harmful
onllnl'-content/ 
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A. Overview 

I am a law professor at the University of Ottawa where 1 hold the Canada Research Chair in 
Jntemet and E-commcrce Law and serve as a member of the Centre for Law, Technology and 
Society. ] focus on the intersection between law and technology with an emphasis on digital 
po lic ies. 1 submit these comments in a personal capacity representing on ly my own views. 

My submission ra ises serious concerns with the govemment's proposed approach. I raise many 
specific concerns, but there are eight general comments that need to be rai sed. 

I. The proposed approach does not strike an appropriate balance between address ing onl ine 
harms and safeguarding freedom of expression. Indeed, after a single perfunctory 
statement on the benefi ts of Online Communications Services (OeSs) which says little 
about the benefits of freedom of expression, the document does not include a single 
mention ortlle Charter of Rights and Freedoms or net neutral ity. There is surely a need to 
address online harms, but doing so must be Charter compl iant and consistent with 
Canadian values of freedom of expression. I believe the proposed approach fail s to 
adequately account for the freedom of express ion side of the ledger. 

2. Rather than adopting a "made in Canada" approach consistent' with Canadian values, the 
plan relies heavily on policy developments e lsewhere. Yet the real ity is that those models 
from countries such as France, Germany, and Australia have mel with strong opposition 
and ra ised serious concerns of unintended consequences. Indeed, France' s approach has 
been ruled unconstitutional, Gennany's model has resulted in over-broad removal of 
lawfu l content aud a lack of due process, aud Austra lia's fram ework is entirely unproven. 
An evidence-based approach would better account for these experiences rather than seek 
to mirror them. 

3. The proposed approach mistakenl y treats a series of harms - spreading hateful content, 
propaganda, violence, sexual exploitation of children, and non-consensual distribution of 
intimate images - as equivalent and requiring the same legislative and regulatory 
response. While there is a commonality between these harms as so-called " illegal 
speech", there are also significant differences. For example, it makes no sense to treat 
online hate as the equiva lent of child pornography. By prescribing the same approach for 
all these forms of content, the effi cacy of the policy is caJled into question. 

4. There are lingering concerns about scope-creep with tlli s proposal. Government officials 
have previously referenced the need to address "harmful" or "hurtful" comments, raising 
the prospect of expanding the model far beyond the current five fonus of illegal speech 
cited in the proposa l. Moreover, the government has indicated that these rules apply only 
to oess, identifying Facebook. Youtube, TikTok, Instagram, and Twitter as examples. It 
notes that there wi ll be an excc.ption for private communications and telecommunications 
such as wireless companies, Skype and WhatsApp (a long with products and services such 
as TripAdvisor that are not OCSs). Yet during a briefing with stakeholders, officials were 
asked why the law shouldn ' t be ex tended to private communications on platfomls as 
well , noting that these banns may occur on private messaging. Given that tbe government 
previously provided assurances of the exclusion of user generated content in Bill C- lO 
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on ly to backtrack and make it subject to CRTC regulation, there is a need for renewed 
assurances about the scope of the rules. 

5. The proposed approach envisions a mass ive new bureaucratic super-structure to oversee 
online harms and Internet based services. Due process concerns dictate that there be a 
suitable administrative structure to address thesc issues. However, some of the proposed 
models are ill-conceived that will not scale well nor afford the much-needed due process. 
For example, adjud icating over potentia ll y tens of thousands of content cases is 
unworkable and would require massive resources with real questions about the 
appropri ate overs ight. Similarly, the powers associated wi th investigations are 
enormously problematic witb serious implications for freedom of the press and freedom 
of express ion. 

6. The proposed approach threatens Canada 's important role as a model for the rest of the 
world. Some of the proposals risk being deployed by autocrati c countries to suppress 
freedom of expression with Canada cited as an example for why such measures are 
reasonable . The government should be ask ing a simple question with respect to many of 
its proposa ls: would Canadians be comfortable with the same measures being 
implemented countries such as China, Saudi Arabia, or Iran. If the answer is no (as 1 
argue it should be), the government should think twice before risking its reputation as a 
leader in freedom of expression. 

7. The proposed approach also threatens to hann the very groups it. purports to protect. 
Witbout full due process and with clear incentives to remove content , there are real fears 
that the rules will be used to target BIPOC communities and vuLnerable groups. Those 
groups could be sil enced by a process that is wcaponized by purveyors of hate with their 
voices removed due to poorly conceived rules that do not feature adequate due process. 

8. During the last elect ion campaign, the government promised to move forward within 100 
days of its mandate. Given that commitment - as well as tbe structure of the consultation 
that reads more like a legislative outline rather than a genuine attempt to solicit feedback 
- there are considerable doubts about' thi s consultat ive process. Consultations should not 
be a box-ticking exercise in which the actual responses are not full y factored into policy 
decisions. The challenge of reading. process ing, analyz ing and ultimately incorporating 
consul tation responses within a three month period appears entirely unrealisti c. The 
government should provide assurances that there will be no legislation without taking the 
consultation responses fully into account. 

B. Specific Concerns 

t. 24 Hour Takedowns 

The proposed approach includes a requirement for OCSs to implement measures to identify 
hannful content and to respond to any content flagged by any user within 24 hours. The OCSs 
would be required to e ither identify the content as hannful and remove it or respond by 
concluding that it is not hamlful. The OCSs can seck ass istance from the new Digi ta l Safety 
Commiss ioner on content moderation issues. The proposed legislation would then incorporate a 
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wide range of reporting requirements, some of which would be subject to confidentiality 
restrictions, so the companies would be precluded from notifying affected individuals. 

8 y mandating such rapid takedowns of content, there is a clear ri sk of over-removal of content 
since it is difficult to give the content a proper assessment to understand its context. FurthemlOre, 
since many companies will use automatic systems to meet their legal ob ligations, experience 
elsewhere suggests that there will be significant over-removal of othelWise lawful content. I 

a. Gernlany 

The proposed approach appears large ly modeled on the Gennan NelzDG law. The Gennan 
approach sparked international critic ism stating with fears it would seriously hann free speech 
when it was adopted. It imposes a 24-hour time limit to remove obviously illegal cootent and 
allowed for up to 7 days to make a decision in circumstances where it is not clearly illega l 
where an argument could be made that it was legal. This prov ides more nuance than the 
Canadian mode!..:? 

Since enachnenl, the Gelman experi ence has demonslrably been shown to lead to over-removal 
of content as Internet services respond to high penalties by erring on the side of content 
removaP For example, In 20 18, Facebook took down a picture of a trilffic sign with a bikini top 
on it from both Facebook and Instagram. The picture was created by an anonymous artist whose 
work consists of humorous and politica lly pointed alterations to public signs - they have won 
awards for their work:~ 

That sallle year, Twitter blocked the account o[tlle satiricalmagazille Titanic. after they 
published a tweet parodying the far-right popUlist Alternative for Germany (Am ) party's 
Islamophobia. The tweet pretended to be coming from a leading AID politician complaining 
about Gem1an police using Arabic numerals, which are of course standard throughout the west. 
Again, critics pointed to thi s as showing that NetzDG is over-blocking because something thi s 
clearly satirical was taken down.5 

A large part of the problem with a 24 hour takedown requirement is that it does not allow for a 
ful some ana lysis of edge cases. For example, in July 20 I 8 YouTube and Twitter presented their 
fi rst transparency reports for the first half of2018 with the law. In YouTube' s case, it received 
hundreds of thousands of takedown requests, but found only 27% justified such action. Further, 

, Dal>hne Keller. '·Empirical Evidence of Over-Removal By Internet Companies Under Intermediary Liabil ity 
Laws: An Updated List" (Februnry 8, 2021) online: Stanford Centerfor II/femet (/I/d Sociefy 
<hnp:llcyberlaw.stnnford.edulblog/202 I /02/empi ricnl-evidence-over -removn I-internet +companies+under
intcn1tediary.·1 in bi I ity-I aws> 
2. Darryl Cannichael & Emily Laidlaw, "The Federal Government's Proposal to Address Onl ine Hamts: Explanmion 
and Critique" (September 13,2021) on line: ABfall'g <hllps:llablawg.ca/202 1 /09/ t 3 /Ihe~federal -govemments~ 

proposa I-Io--address-onl i ne-hanns-ex planat ion-and-critiquel> 
j Svea Windwehr & Jillian C York. "Turkey's New I.ntemet Law Is the Worst Version of Germany's NelzDG Yel" 
(July 30, 2020) online: EFF <https:llwww.eff.org/deeplinks!2020/07/turkeys-new-intemel-law-worsl-version
gennanys-nelzdg-yel> 
4 Jefferson Chase, " E'acebook slammed for censoring German street artist" (January 15, 2018) online: DW 
<hltps:llwww.dw.com/enlfacebook -slammed-for -censoring-gennan-slreel-anistla-4 2 I 552 I>, 
5 Ibid. 
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hundreds of cases required more than a week to reach a determination and dozens required 
extemal counsel to provide ass istance.6 Meanwhile, Twitter found that only 11 % of take down 
requests were justified and also reported that hundreds required more than 24 hours to reach a 
detennination.7 The lesson is clear: trading expediency for due process and careful examination 
of takedown claims invariab ly leads to over-removal of lawful content. 

b. France 

France has also endeavoured to establ ish rapid takedowns. In May 2020, it adopted a 
controversial online hate speech bill, known as the Avia Bill that required social media platfonns 
and search engines to remove flagged hateful content with in 24 hours and flagged terrorist 
propaganda and ch ild sexual abuse material within one hour. Failure led to the threat ofhigh 
fin es. ~ 

While the law may have in fl uenced the proposed Canad ian approach, it is important to note that 
it was struck down by the French Constitut ional Court as unconstitutiona l. The court ruled that 
the 24-bour time window was "particularly brief '9 and that this time limit to take down 
"manifestly ilticit" online posts "could only encourage operators of online platforms to remove 
content that's flagged to them, whether or not it' s manifestly illicit". Further, it concluded that 
the law constituted "an infringement of the right to free expression and communication that isn' t 
necessary. appropriate and propOItionate".lo It also struck down the one-hour limit on tak ing 
down content deemed child pornography or terrorist content. Finally, in a statement, the court 
said that "freedom of express ion and comJllun ication is all the more precious since its exercise is 
a condition of democracy and one of the guarantees of respect for other rights and freedoms."!! 

c. United States 

In 201 7, the United States passed the AtfolV Stales and Victims to Fight On fin e Sex Trafficking 

Act (FOSTA) intending to penalize sites that hosted speech related to child sexual abuse and 
trafticking. This is somewhat different than the online hanns legis lation in Gennany and France 
because it has a far narrower scope. However, the law had the similar impact, leadil1g to large 
and small Internet platforms censori ng broad swaths of speech that conta ined adult content. This 

e Thomas Wischmeyer. '''W]lat is illegal omine is also illegal online': the Gennan Network Enforcemenl Act 201 T· 
in Bi lyana Pelkova & Tuomas Ojanell. cds. Fundamental Rights Prolection Online (Cheltenham: EdwilTd Elgar 
Publishing Limited. 2020)28 at 54. 
7 ibid. 
~ Laura Kayali . "France gives final green light to law ctrlcking down on hate speech online" (May 13,2020) online: 
Politico <https:llwww.politico.ew'articleJfrancc-gives-final-green-lighI-Io-law-cracking-down-on-hatc-spcec.h
online!> 
9 Mathieu Rosemnin. "France's lOp court rejects core of law targcl ing onl ine hate speech" (June 18,2020) on line: 
Reuters <https:/lwww.reuters.com/articlelus -france-tcch-regu lationlfI1mces·top-court-rejects-core-or-law-targeting
onli ne-hatc·speech-idUSKBN23 PJ20>. 
10 Sam Schechner, "French Court Strikes Down Core of New Hate-Speech Law" (June 18.2020) online: Waf( Sll"eel 
JOII/"l!lIl <hllps:llwww-proquest-
com. proxy .bib. uotta wa.caldocviewJ24 14465405J AD 0 9 B3 7300 7 B4AOFPQ/2?accountid~ 14 70 I > 
11 Asia News Monitor, "France: French constitutional court blocks large portion of online hate speech law" (June 22. 
2020) online: Asia Nell"S MonilOI· <https:llwww-proquest-
com. proxy .bib.uottawa.caldocviewI2414 77 963 1/65AA I F 60FD404946PQJ3 '!accOllntid= 14 70 I> 
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had devastating consequences for marg inalized communities and those that served them, 
especially organizat ions that provide support and services to victims of trafficking and child 
abuse. sex workers, and groups/indiv idua ls promoting sexual freedom. '2 

I.ndeed, the law had particularly devastati ng consequences on already vulnerable sex workers. 
There had been a broad movement fo r sex workers to move online to better protect themselves 
from both tbe dangers of the job and from police harassment. The online setting prov ided online 
fo rums, cl ient-screening capabili ties, "bad date" li sts, and other intra-communi ty safety tips. 
Countless amounts of these sources were either taken down or had to charge significantly more 
in the wake of FOST A. Ironica ll y. tbe law has made the position of sex workers more precarious 
since it fo rces sex workers back "on the streets" or back to a pimp - and has led to sign ificant 
financial instabili ty for them.13 

The proposed approach risks raising many of the same coneems and problems experi enced 
elsewhere. To be clear, there is a need to establish a system for the removal of illegal content and 
OCSs should be expected to comply with those takedown rules. However, it is cri tical to ensure 
that takedown requirements adequately account for due process and contain essential freedom of 
express ion safeguards. The govenllnent's proposed approach as articulated in the consultation 
does not meet that standard . 

2. Proactive Monitoring 

The proposed approach envisions pro-active monitoring and reporting requirements that could 
have signHicant negati ve implications. For example, it calls for pro-active content monitoring of 
the fi ve hamls, granting the Digital Safety Commiss ioner the power to assess whether artificial 
inte lligence too ls used to identi fy illegal content are suffic ient. Moreover, the o ess would face 
mandatory reporting requirements of users to law enforce ment, leading to the prospect of an A] 
identi fying what it thinks is content caught by the law and generating a report to the pol ice. This 
represents a huge increase in private enforcement and the poss ibili ty of Canad ians gamering 
police records over posts that a machine thought was captu red by the law. Given the risks 
outlined below associated witb AJ and bias, the risk ofmacbine generated po lice reports is 
particularly pronounced for BIPOe communities. 

The issue of proacti ve monitoring has been the subject of opin ions from three UN Special 
Rapporteurs in the context of an Ind ian law focused on online content regulation (Special 
Rapporteurs for the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression; 
on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of assoc iation; and on the right to pri vacy).14 
The Special Rapporteurs expressed concern about the obligations of companies to moni tor and 
rap id ly remove user-generated content, which they feared will likely undenn ine the right to 

11 Corynne McSherry & Katitza Rodriguez. "0 (No!) Canada: Fast·Moving Proposa l Creales Filtering. Blocking 
and Reporting Rules - and Speech Police to Enforce Them'· (August 10,2021) online: EFF 
j] Danielle Blunt & Ariel Wo lf. ·'Erased: The Impact of FOSTA-SESTA" on line (PDF): Hackillg/IHusllillg 
<hltps:llhacki nghllstli ng.orglwp-contentlup loadsl2020/0 I fHackingH ust l ing-Erased. pdf> 
) ~ Katitza Rodriquez & Kurt Opsahl. ·· India·s Draconian Rules for Internet Platfonns Ttu-eaten User Privacy and 
Undermine Encryption" (July 20. 2021) online: £FF <hllps:l/www.efforgldeeplinksl202 1/07/ indias-draconian
rules-intemet-platfonns-threaten-user-privacy-and-undennine> 
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freedom of expression. They noted that intermediaries could over-comply with takedown 
requests to limit their li ab ility and develop digital recognition-based content removal systems or 
automated too ls to restrict content. They added that the programs are unlikely to accurately 
evaluate cultural contexts and identify illegitimate content. Moreover, they worried that the short 
deadlines, coupled with the potential criminal penalties, could lead service providers to remove 
legitimate express ion as a precaution to avo id sanctions. The concems mirror those aris ing from 
the Canadian government's proposed approach. 

As the demand for content moderation has increased. especially through proactive monitoring 
provisions, companies have moved toward automated versions ofmoniloring flagged content 
both to ensure the wellbeing of human moderators and to be able to do it quicker - but this poses 
a major ri sk 10 the freedom of expression online. Automated systems are not capable of 
consistently identifying content correctly. Human communication is complex and context
dependent. Al misses thi s. Reports have shown that automated process take down large amounts 
of legal speech, and if there is no appea ls process then the speech stays dOWIl .15 

Such automa ted process have been shown to disproportionately remove some content over 
others. penalizing Black, Indigenous and LGBTQ+ people.16 Several studies have shown that AI 
models for processing hate speech were more likely to flag content from black Americans than 
whi le Americans. One study from researchers at the University ofWashingtonl7 found that AJ 
was 1.5 times more like ly to flag tweets by black Americans over white Americans, and 2.1 
times more li kely to flag tweets written in African American English.ll1 Another study19 found 
similar evidence of substantial racial bias against black speech in fi ve widely used academic data 
sets for studying hate speech - it totalled around 155,800 t\vitter posts.20 

The risks associated with the proposed proactive monitoring approach cannot be overstated. The 
proposals risks over·removal of content and increased reliance on A I-based monitoring systems 
that raise significant concerns of bias. These policies are most like ly to hann the very people that 
the policy purports to help. 

!, Svea Windwehr & Jit tian C York. "Facebook ' s Most Recent Tmnsparency Report Demonstrates the Pitfall s of 
Automated Conlcnt Modcr'iltion" (October 8. 2020) online: EFF <hups:l/www.eO:orgideeplinksf2020/ 10ffaceboo ks
most-recenl-transparcncy-rep0rl-dclllonstmtes-pit falls-automatcd-contenl> 
11> Digital Rights Watch. " Explainer: The Online SafelY Bill" (February 11.202 1) onli ne: Digital Rights Walch 
<hups:! fdigita I righ Iswatch.org.aul2021/02l1 I lexplainer -the-onl i ne-sa fety 
bill/#:-:text=The%200nline%20Safety%20Bi ll%20was%20introduced%20in%20December.schemc%2C%20to%2 
Orelllove%20Il1alerial%20that%20setiously%20hanns%20adults%2C> 
17 MaaTtcn Sap et III. "The Risk of Racial B ias in Hate Speech Detect ion", (20 19) Proceedillgs q{the 57''' Allllllal 
Meetiflg of the Associarioll for Computalional Lillgllislies. 1668 
<hups:/lhomes.cs. wash ington. edu!~msllp/pdfslsap20 19ris k. pdt> 
I~ Shirin Ghaffary, "The al gorithms that detcct hate speech online ure biased against black people" (August 15, 
20 19) online: Vox <https:llwww.vox.com/recodcnO 19/5/ 15/20806384/social-media-hate-spcech-bias-black-african
american-facebook-twittcr> 
1<) Thomas Davidson, Debasmi ta Bhattacharya & lngmar Weber, " Racial Bias in Hate Speech and Abusive 
Language Detection Datascts" (2019). Proceedings afrhe Third Workshop 011 Abusive Lallguage 25 
<hnps:!larx,iv.org/pdfJ I905.125 16.pdf> 
2() Ghaffaray, supra note 18. 
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3. Website Blocking 

If the DeS does not comply with the order to remove certa in content, the proposed approach 
introduces the possibility of website blocking with orders that all Canadian Internet service 
providers block access to the onJ ine communicat ions service. The implications of these 
provisions are enonnous, rai sing the likelihood of creating a country-wide blocking 
infrastructure within all ISPs with the costs passed on to consumers in the fonn of higher Internet 
and wireless bi lls. 

The government' s approach may be modelled on the Austral ian Online Safety Act, which grants 
the eSafety Comm issioner the power to issue a non-negotiable request that ISPs block domains, 
URLs, or IP addresses hosting 'seriously hamlful content' . Tbe Commissioner does not need to 
observe any requirements of procedura l fairness for these requests. The notices cannot be longer 
than 3 months, but there is no limi t to how many times they can be renewed.1 1 The Australian 
Act passed both bouses of the legislature on June 23, 202 1 and received Royal Assent on Jul y 
23,202 1.22 However, the eSafety Commissioner announced that the bill will not take effect until 
January 23, 2022.23 At thi s stage, the effects and effectiveness of the Austra lian law remains 
unknown. 

However, there are numerous concerns with webs ite blocking. particularly a state-sanctioned 
approach as envisioned by the government' s proposa l. The danger of over-blocking legitimate 
websites ra ises serious freedom of express ion concerns, particularly since experience suggests 
that over-blocking is a like ly outcome of blocking systems. The Counc il of Europe 
Commissioner for Human Rights issued a report in 2014 on the rule of law on the Internet in the 
wider digita l world. noting, 

blockillg is inherently likely to produce unill/en/ional jitlse posilives (b locking sites wilh 110 

prohibited material) alld false lIegatives (when sites with prohibited material slip through rhe 
filte/~. From the point a/view a/freedom if expression, the I/ /Osl problematic is widespread 
over-blocking: rhe blockil/g of access to siles Ihal. are 1101 ill allY way illegal, evel/ by the 
standards supposedry applied. 24 

The costs assoc iated with site blocking can ru n into the millions of dollars with significant 
investments in blocking technologies and services, employee time to implement' blocking orders, 
and assoc iated service issues. Website blocking orders appli eCi broadly to the myriad ISPs in 
Canada would have an uneven impact: larger ISPs may find it easier to integrate blocking 
technologies and processes into existing systems (some already block child sexual abuse 
materi al), whereas hundreds of smaller ISPs would face significant new costs that would affect 
their marketplace competitiveness. tn fact, larger ISPs might ul timate ly benefit from higher fees 
passed along to subscribers and reduced competi tion. By hanning the competitiveness of many 

21 Digital Rights Watch, supra note 16. 
J2 <htlps:/lwww.aph.goY.au/Parl iamentary _ B usi ness/8 i [[s _ LegislationIB i I [s _Search _ Resu lts/Resu Ii?b Id=r6680> 
23 eSafety Conun issioner, "Online Safety Act 202 1: Fact sheer' (Ju [y 202 1) online (PDF): eSa!ety COlllllliS3'ioner 
<hltps:1 Iwww.esafety.goY.au/si tes/defau I t/fi les/202 1-07/0n I inc%20Safety%20Act%20-%20F act%20sheet.pdf> 
J,I Council of Europe, Comm issioner for Human Rights, The mle of law on Ihe Internet and in the wider digital 
world, (20 14) at 13, online: <nn .coe.int/ I 6806daS Jc> 
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smaller providers/ webs ite blocking may jeopardize efforts to ex tend affordable Intemet access 
to all Canadians. 

4. Enforcement 

The proposed approach identifies several measures to ensure enforcement. These include 
providing the public with the ab ili ty to file complaints with the Digita l Safety Commissioner. 
The new commiss ioner would be empowered to hold hearings on any issue, including non
compliance or anyth ing that the Commiss ioner believes is in the public in terest. The Digital 
Safety Commissioner would have broad powers to order the OCSs h to do any act or thing, or 
refra in from doing anything necessary to ensure compliance with any obl igat ions imposed on the 
OCSP by 0 1' under the Act within the time speci fied in the order." Moreover. there would also be 
able to conduct inspect ions of companies at any time: 

"The Act should provide that the DigiTal Safety Commissioner may conduct inspections of 
OCSPs at any time, all either a routine or ad hoc basis, filrlher to complaints, evidence o/non
compliance. or at the Digital SaJety Commissioner 's own discretion. Jor the DeS?'s compliance 
with the Act, regulations, decisions and orders related fo a regulated Des. " 

-In fact, the inspection power extends to anyone, not just OCSs, if there are reasonable grounds 
that there may be informat ion related to software, algorithms, or anything else relevant to an 
investigation. 

Should a company decl ines to take down content, the public can also fil e complaints with the 
new Digital Recourse Council of Canada. This regulatory body would have the power to rule dUll 

content be taken down. Hearings can be conducted in secret under certain circumstances. 
Layt:red on top of these two bodies is a Digital Safety Commiss ion. which provides support to 
the Commjss ioner and the complaints tribunal. 

These proposals raise se-vera l concerns. The broad inspection power is similar to that found in 
Australia, where the Online Safety Act provides the eSafety Commiss ioner with the power to 
obtain infonnation about the identity of an end-user of a ' social media service' , a ' relevant 
electronic service' or 'designated intemet service'. It also provides the Commissioner with 
investigative powers, which includes a requirement that one provides "any documents in 
possession of the person that may conta in relevant infom13rion". 25 

The risk of overbroad or overzealous enforcement is very real. For example~ in Austra lia Digital 
Rights Watch has raised concerns that investigati ve powers could extend to encrypted services 
'relevant electronic service' includes email , instant messaging. SMS, and chat. They note that the 
Commissioner has already spoken out against enoryption because it makes investigations into 
online child sexual abuse more difficult. If extended to this realm, it could place Canadians' 
privacy and securi ty at risk. The breadth of the inspection power suggests that it' could also 
extend to joumalists (ra ising issues involving protecting sources and freedom of the press), 
Intel'l1et service providers (raising privacy concerns and telecol11 regulatory issues), and any other 

15 Digita l Ri ghts Walch, supra note 16. 
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business or person with any link to the investigaiion. A far more circumscribed power with real 
oversight is needed. 

There are also concerns about the potential caseload and the abili ty for the Digital Recourse 
Council of Canada to provide fulsome review with apPl."Opriate due process. I f claims run into the 
thousands, the system will simply not scale in a manner commensurate with demands. While that 
points to the challenges of moderating online content, a different system that better accounts for 
the likely demands is required. 
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FEDERATION OF 
BLACK FEDERATION DES 
CANADIANS CANADIENS 

NOIRS 

Submission for the Government of Canada 's Proposed Approach to Combat Online Harms 

September 20th, 2021 

Dear submission committee, 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Government of Canada's proposed 
online harms legislation. 

The Federation of Biack Canadians (FBC) is a national. non-profit organization , driven by organizations 
across the country that advances the social , economic, political and cultural interests of Canadians of 
African descent. 

FBC acknowledges that we are currently in a hate crime crisis. 1 in 5 Canadians has experienced online 
hale and we want to advocate for members of our community most affected by this 
(https:/twww.antihate.ca/the anti hate election report card ). As one of our five standing pillars is 
addressing anti-Black racism, we prioritize the elimination of atl forms of discrimination against our 
community in order to build a stronger foundation for our youth , families and communities. 

We do recognize that freedom of expression is a fundamental right in Canada but this right cannot be 
used to infringe on the [digital} safety and well-being of others and especially not marginalized groups 
such as our own. Therefore, online hate is of great concern for the FBC and we want to ensure an 
appropriate legislation that can address this grave issue. 

The rise of hate crimes in Canada matched with the level of online hate that goes unaddressed and 
eventually, inconsequential is why we want to submit recommendations in lieu of a call to action. 

FBC welcomes many aspects of the government's proposa l such as the independent regulatory regime, 
annual reports, and other accountability measures that can hopefully be impactful. 

While we welcome the Government's proposal, we respectfully submit the fo llowing recommendations for 
your consideration: 

• We implore the government to collaborate with social media platforms to create stringent rules 
and regulations to proactively remove online hate. Social media platforms must be compelled by 
the government to have a stronger legal duty against online hate. If a monitoring mechanism is 
put in place to verify whether social media platforms are compliant with existing legislation that 
can facilitate accountability and transparency . We recommend that social media platforms be 
leveraged for public awareness campaigns as well that can address online hate. The 
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FEDERATION OF 
BLACK FEDERATI ON DES 
CANADIANS CANADI ENS 

NOIRS 

enforcement of regulations as well as public education can create more sustainable change and 
impact on the issue of online hate. 

• Consistent and robust consultation with marginalized communities and groups (such as our own) 
that are most disproportionately affected by online hate. This can develop to a working group that 
are adequately compensated and tasked with creating strategies to counter online hate. We 
believe that lived experience is a valid form of knowledge that can help inform policy, research, 
and implementation . 

• There needs to be disciplinary measures implemented In order to address online hate, violence 
inciting. and misinformation. There are already existing laws and policies against online hate and 
incitement but there needs to be a stronger enforcement of them. According to StatsCan, out of 
the estimated 223,000 hate crimes that occurred in 2019, only 1% was addressed by the police. If 
law enforcement created specific units to pursue online hate. more resources can be dedicated to 
the disciplinary aspect of this ongoing Issue. 

• We implore the government to gather, clean, and disseminate disaggregated data on all 
marginalized groups affected by online hate. This can be integrated into the already proposed 
annual reports in order to ensure transparency. This data can inform legislation and the 
regulatory framework created by the independent digita l safety commissioner. 

Thank you for your efforts to tackle online hate and terrorism through the online harms consu ltation. We 
are gratefu l for the opportunity to submit comments and constructively contribute to a safer Canada. 

We look forward to working with you on policy proposals that will benefit all Canadians. We are happy to 
answer any question you may have and are available at (email address) 

Kindest regards, 

Christopher Thompson 

Executive Director I Dlrec/eur execu/If 
cthompson@fbcfco.ca 
Pronouns: He! Him I II 
Languages: English I A ng lais 

" FEDERATION OF 
...... ,.,~ BLACK FEDERATION DES 
~ ... _ CANADIANS CANt~DIE~S 
~__ t>.C ~!:. 

Website I Twitter I Facebook I Linkedin 
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Submission to the federal government's consultation on its proposed 
approach to address harmful content online 

International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group 

25 September 202 1 

The Intemationa l Civil Liberties Monitoring Group is a coal ition of 45 civi l society 
organizations from a range of backgrounds and sectors from across Canada, including leading 
faith-based, labour, human rights, refugee and migrant, and environmental groups. Established in 
2002. our mandate is to ensure the protection of civil liberties in Canada in the context of anti
terrorism and national securi ty laws and activities. 

Over the past two decades, we have participated in various government consultat ions and 
parliamentary hearings, intervened in court cases, issued multiple reports and engaged in popular 
education related to anti-terrori sm legislat ion and national security activities. Throughout, we 
have documented bow many of Canada' s anti-terrorism laws have inflicted deep damage on 
fundame ntal freedoms, including freedom of express ion, assembly and movement, privacy 
rights. due process, and equali ty ri ghts (ari sing from racial and political profiling). Much of this 
is related to issues around government surveil1ance and profiling, information sharing between 
agencies (domestic and international), the use of secret hearings and secret evidence) the 
development ofserrer li sts and legal regi mes, lack of rigorous review and transparency, 
complicity in rights abuses such as indefini te detention and torture, and the overal1 expans ion 
and "miss ion creep" of national security and anti-terrorism laws leading to ever-growing powers 
and a heavy reliance 0 11 security as a so lution to soc ial problems. 

Our interest in the consultation regarding the government 's proposal to address onl ine hanns li es 
in several areas. As a coal ition whose mandate is to protect civi llibet1i es, we also recognize the 
need to address real threats of violence and believe it is important and urgent that action is taken 
to address hate-based violence, and SUpp0l1 government efforts to do so. It is clear that in 
supporting various freedoms, includ.ing freedom of expression. it is not enough to simply protect 
aga inst cemsorship. but to also address actions and environments that make in impossible for 
invidividuals and communities to fully exercise their rights. We hope that our submiss ion helps 
to strengthen and support that crucial policy goal. 

However, we see several worri some and even troubling aspects to this current proposal that may 
in fact undermine the stated goa ls. These include: 

• the further expansion of problematic definitions of terrorism and enforcement online, 
which have been shown to more often target many the very communities which the 
government proposes to support with this new regime. 

• a questionable conflation of efforts to address wi ldly different harms which need very 
specific so lutions 
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• a monitoring and removal process that threatens freedom of expression and privacy 
rights, and which will li kely have severe 'and sign ificant impacts on already marginalized 
commun ities 

• new obl igatory reporting rules to law enforcement and intelligence agencies 
• new warrant powers for (SIS 
• t ransparency and accou ntabili ty requirements that require the addit ion of more robust 

po li cies 

]11 analyzing th is proposal. our focus wi ll be primari ly on the interaction with anti-terrorism laws, 
po licies and activities, as well as how they overlap and ra ise concerns for other areas. However, 
we recognize that the concerns we ra ise may oot be applicable to all forms of "online hann" 
although concerns about impacts on civi l liberties and procedural fairness wou ld likely apply in a 
general way to other areas as well. 

A. Concerns about the consultation itself 

The proposal is meant to address five areas ofhannful content: 

• Child sexual exploitation content 
• The non-consensual sharing of intimate images 
• Content which inci tes violence 

• Hatefu l content 
• Terrorism content 

In the discuss ion guide and other public statements, the government has emphasized the 
consultation process leading up to thi s proposal. However. in our di scuss ion with other civil 
society stakeholders, including those who have been consulted on other aspects of the proposal 
as well as ICLMG coa li tion members, none reported being engaged in regards to the " terrorism 
content" aspects of the proposed legislation. 

Further, as has been raised by others, the ti ming of the consultation bas also rendered full 
participation difficult. Wh ile the government announced the consul tat-ion on Ju ly 29th , with a 
deadline of Sept. 25th, the election call resulted in the cance llation of aU in-persoo/vi ltua\ 
stakeholder meetings, making it impossible to ask questions or clarify aspects of the proposal. 
This would have greatly benefited in helping to ensure that submiss ions are as accurate and 
constructive as poss ible. 

The fact the consultation was held during an e lection also meant that resources and capacity to 
partic ipate were limi ted. Th is includes that, given the issue was associated directly with party 
platforms and promises, any substantial pubuc engagement during the election period would 
have triggered the need to register as a thi rd-party to the election and all the regulations it entail s. 

We are also concel11ed by the lack of supporting material explaining the necessity to implement a 
new regime targeting terrorism contcnt online. We support the need to regulate online content 
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which incites violence. including content linked to terrorism. However, there are already 
multiple international efforts to do so that focus on the obligations ofplatfo nll s overall. It is 
unclear from the consu ltat ion docurnenis what the scope of the problem is in Canada, whether or 
not other efforts are succeeding or failing, and what wou ld be judged a successful outcome of the 
new regime. These are issues which may have become clear if the consultation process had not 
been limi ted due to the elections; either way. the online materials would have benefited from 
such materials. 

This is why we have j oined with others in asking that the government extend the consultation 
process and delay tabling this proposa l as a bill in Parliament until after this consultation process 
has concluded. 

B. lnelusion and impact of "'terrorism content" 

Conflation of issues 

We share the cOllcem s raised by others that attempts to regulate multiple forms ofhann under 
one overarching regime ra ises questions of effectiveness and appropriateness. I As we will 
di scuss later, there is a lack of detail in regard to how the regime may be adapted to address the 
various types of hanns. While we recogn ize that there are policy rationales for including various 
harms under one regime. it gives ri se to various concerns. 

First, it pre-supposes that a common approach on unrelated hanus will effectively address each 
harm. As others have also argued, we bel ieve that a more specific approach is necessary in order 
to adequately address each haml . By including these five hanns together in one proposal , it is 
diffi cult to ensure that each area is dealt with appropriately. What is efl'ecti ve for one area may 
be unnecessary. or even detrimental. to another. 

Second, we are concemed by the potential fo r ··policy laundering." that is, using one policy goa l 
in order to substantiate another, unre lated goal. By including new powers to monitor and report 
terrorism-related content in a proposal that also includes address ing ch ild sexual exploitation 
content and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images, for example, renders it more difficult 
to question aspects of the bill because to do so would weaken regu lation in other areas. We have 
seen this be fore in regard to proposals regarding .lawfu l access and encryption, for example. It is 
essential that, when addressing such imporrant and sensitive policy areas, that we are able to 
address them one by one. This proposal renders thi s kind of nuanced di scussion difficult, if not 
impossible, and raises the possibility that tools that would not be acceptab le if the proposal was 
related to terrorism alone are more easily adopted. This issue could perhaps have been reso lved 
with a more in -depth consultation process, but would have been better resolved by crafting a 
proposa l that addressed the nuances of each harm separately. 

I See, hups.ll intemelsocietv.(·a/stlbmission-Io-Ihe-depnrtment-of-..:nnadifm-heritage-consliltalion-olHntemel-hllmlsl: 
hi Ips:Jln hill'" I! .ca'2021 /09113fthe--fcdcral-gowrnmctlls-proposal-!Il-addre.-'.s-on lmc-harms_cx planation-and-C'ri tique1; 
hUps:l/www.lllichaeh .. els l.ca/202 I ·11S/h!.w-hytes·puJcast -episodl:-Q9/ 
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Definition of "terrorist content" 

As mentioned above, we recognize tbe need to regulate content that incites violence, including 
content related to terrorism, in order to avoid real ·world harms. 

However, such eff011s must be targeted, clearl y defined and demonstrate necessity and 
proportional ity. Research, including our own, has demonstrated that terrorism is an incredibly 
difficult term to deflllc. 

The defin ition itself of " terrorism" is subject to controversy. It is almost imposs ible to reach 
consensus on it precise ly because to say that some crimes are terrori st acts and some not is to 
make ajudgmcnt about the motive behind a crime. And that judgment will necessarily depend 
on the social, racial, religious, political or hi storical perspective of the people making the 
judgment. Using motive in this manner, as an essential element in defining and identifying a 
crime, is foreign to criminal law, humanitarian law, and the law regarding crimes against 
humanity. While a hate motive may be an aggravat ing factor at sentencing in tbe traditional 
criminal law, motive neither establ ishes nor excuses a crime.1 

It is, therefore, never possible to create a definition of '''terrorism'' that is not either over
inclusive or under-inclusive. ft can be over-inclusive in that it captures ordinary crimes, civil 
disobedience, or the justified use of force against oppressive government's and occupations. It 
can be under·inclusive in that it excludes serious crimes and attacks against c ivi lians that 
ought logically to be included, but are not, on purely political grounds. 3 

For instance, the definition fails to distinguish between criminal terrorist entities and liberation 
movements or groups opposing tyralmy, whose legitimacy can shift depending on the lime 
period and the dominating political interests at stake. Under this definition, Nobel Prize 
recipients Nelson MandeJa and Rigoberta Menchu would be considered terrorists. Members of 
the French resistance fighting against the Nazi occupation were branded as "terrorists" by the 
Vichy authorities. More recently, panicipants in the 2011 Arab Spring protest movements 
against Egyptian dictator Hosni Mubarak have also been accused of being members ofa 
"terrorist group" and deemed inadmissible due to securi ty concerns, without ev idence that they 
did more than engage in their right to freedom of expression and assembly." 

The definition does capture violent white supremacist groups, but we have seen how it also 
captures Palestinian and Kashmiri groups - as well as charities like lRF AN, proscribed for 
donating medical equipment to the Gaza Strip - cOllilat ing groups originating under or 
responding to long-term military occupation, with white supremacists and neo·Nazis, all under 
the rubric ofa broad and inconsistent concept of "terrorism." 

2Canlldian Association ofUniversi !y Teachers (CAUT), "Submission to the House ofCo\l1\l1on. Subcommittee on 
public safety and national security, regarding the Alllf· Terrorism Acl." Febnlary 28, 2005 , p.31. Compulsion and 
necessity can be:l defenct!, but under rare ci rcumstallces. 
3 fbid. 

<I Nicolas Keung, "Egyptian asylum seeker wilh rights breached faces deportation," The Tommu SllIr, 21 Apru2021. 
On hJle: btlpo;:llwww.lbt:sjaT.cominewsleanada/:!021 {04tl 1lcf!VPl ian-asy I um-secker· wilh-ri I!hls·breachetJ· tact'S· 
deportation.WlIll 
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This is why there is no intemational consensus in multilateral forum s for a workable definition 
ofterrorism.5 

Beyond the application of terrori sm laws by the justi ce sysrem, the targeted use of accusat ions of 
terrorism by bad actors to target politica l opponents and marginalized commun ities is also well
documented. For example, supporters of the non-violent Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions 
movement in support of Palestinian human rights have been accllsed of both supporting terrori sm 
and engaging in anti-Semitism.6 Similarly, Indigenous land defenders have been accused by 
politica l opponents of engaging in or supporting terrorism for simply exercising their territorial 
rights7. Black Lives Matters activists have similarly seen accusations lobbed at them, leading to 

removal of content und suspension of social mediu accounts. K 

Other examples could include: 
• Academic work and reports on Palestinian human rights have been labelled as anti

Semitic and supporting terrorism. and could be made inaccess ible based on automatic 
moderation or complaints. 

• Ca ll s for non-violent civil di sobedience in support of Indigenous rights have been labeled 
by some Canadian politicians and media outlets as "terrori sm." Would such postings be 
made inaccessible based on automatic moderation or complaints? 

• Groups engaged in conflic.t often paint one or the other as "terrori st," particularly when 
one is a non-state actor and the other is a state actor. How will a platfonn decide what 
should be included as "terrori st" content, especially given the global appl ication of tile 
proposed regime? 

The proposed system would allow for vague definition s of terrorism to be weaponized against 
those very groups that proposed legislation aims to support. 

This renders both the proposed content moderation and reporting processes open to political 
arb itrari ness and potentially vulnerable to manipulation for specific political interests. 

Detennining whether or not something consists of "terrori st content"' is therefore already 
incredibly difficult to ascertain, even within the justice system. Adapting the current criminal 
code definition of "terrorism" to a regulatory framework, as proposed, would almost certainly 
mean an expansion of what content would fall under the definition. Social media companies 
would then be asked to deve lop both an automatic moderation system to make terrorism content 
inaccess ible on their platfonns as soon as possib le, as well as to have staff not specifically 
trained in terrori sm law to adjud icate, in a very short time frame, and under threat of financial 

5 Sec, for example, Wesley S. McCann & N icholas Pimley, "Mixed Mandates: Issues Concerning Organizational 
and Statutory Defi nit ions of Terrorism in the United States." Terrorism alld Polilica/ Violence (2020) 32:4 , 807-830, 
001: 10. 1080/09546553.2017.1404457 
6 1111 pl-:/iwww.n tiuzcera.com/opilli{1n!V20 t6JlI2SICt1l1..1d.1-iullip;..-on.thc-:UlI i-txb-bundW:UWIl 
7 hllps:/iwww.cIVJlcws.c:v'politic&leonSCIVtuive-mn-guestions-whelhcr-rail.blockndc!l-constltute-tetTOrii:tU
lAR30:20 
R hltps jjwww.us!1 todllv.comlstorv/newsf20 lW(J412"1 fact:book -whi le-hl<'lck -7.llckell-users-~lIv- t hev-o,o:et-bl oeked
rnc i slll-dj.scos~jo tlI285959JOO~ 
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penalty, what consists of terrorism content and what does not The result will almost certa inly be 
the over-moderation of content, impacting not just freedom of express ion, but also targeting the 
views of those communities that the proposed sets out to protect. 

To injec t an essentially politica l concept like " terrori sm" into a legal framework is to ensure 
that politics, not law. determines culpabil ity. lfwe are truly interested in condemning and 
prosecuting these crimes, it must be the act, not tile motive that is determinative.9 

Content that incites violence, whether terrorist or otherwise. would seem to be clearer and more 
precise. 

C. Moderation & appeal process 

Our concerns around the app lication of "terrorist content" are exacerbated by the proposed 
moderation obligations and assoc iated appea ls process being put fOIWard, particularly in 
combination with the proposed monetary penalties. 

The proposal suggests that moderation would be carried out in two distinct ways in order to 
render hannful content' inaccessible to people in Canada: via automatic moderation and 
complaints-based moderation. Both of these approaches carry with them distinct concems. 

Before address ing the specifics, tbere is an overarching concern about placing the determination 
of hannful content in the hands of private entities. The "privatization" of the decisions regarding 
di scourse and public speech raises very specific concerns. As explained by Cynthia Khoo in 
"Deplatforming Misogyny." these kinds of questions should generally be considered by public 
institutions, and not private entities, particularly given that companies motivated by profit should 
not be relied upon to protect or advance issues of human rights or publfc good. l{) 

To protect against thi s, we would argue that any policy proposal must include clear, restricted 
definitions of the content in question and strict reporting and enforcement rules, wh.ich we do not 
feel thi s proposal adequately contains in relations to terrori sm contcnt (and arguably other fonns 
of content as well) . 

Automatic moderation 

The proposal would oblige included platforms to .. take all reasonable measures, which can 
include the use of automated systems, to identi fy harmful content that is communicated on its 
oes and that is accessible to persons in Canada, and to make that barmful content inaccessible 
to persons in Canada:" It is likely that such automated systems would be powered by algorithms 
developed by platforms or third parties to identify and render inaccessible tbe targeted content. 

<) Canadi an Association of University Teachers, supra note 2. at 32. 
10 https.:, /ww\\,. teaf.c3/wp<onlentll1p k)<lllsl2011 04/ F\11l-Rep\)I1- Oepl!Itt onnillg-M i'5.ogym· .pd f 
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This obl igation goes much further than other comparable hannful content moderation regimes, 
including tbose in Gemlany. France and the UK, which purposefully do not include automated 
moderation of al l coment. Whi le this is partially because of the restriction on doing so in the 
EU's e-Commerce Directive, it is primaril y in recognition that such automated moderation of all 
content violates fundamental aspects of free expression by surveilling and monitoring all content 
for violations. 11 Whi le the proposed system has been defended as being based on systems 
adopted in like-minded, ru le of law countries, the fact that th.i s proposal goes further than what 
has been accepted in those jurisdictions is often excluded frolll the conversation. 

This filtering of content as it is published also raises a pract ical question: it would require that a ll 
content accessible by Canadians - and therefore all content publi shed on, for example. Facebook 
- to undergo moderation. This would mean that content in a variety of languages and political 
and social contexts would need to be eva luated based on the Canadian government's de finiti on 
of terrorism (and other hanns). Theretore, any indiv idua l in the world posting to Facebook could 
be impacted by Canada' s regu latory scheme. This cou ld implicate large amounts of resources, 
and would possibly limit access of people in Canada to important and relevant content that, due 
to cultural or linguistic differences. would be automatically made inaccessib le. As will be 
discussed later, it also raises questions about access and fairness in any appeals process. 

Filtering by algorithm also raises concerns about the effectiveness and bias. As we have seen in 
multi ple other contexts, reli ance on a lgorithms to identify harmful language or content has led to 
disprop0l1ionate impacts on BIPOC. women and gender-diverse people.12 There is 110 reason to 
expect a different result in the context of the proposed framework. 1n fact, we may expect even 
greater difficulty, as problems with a lgorithmic monitoring have been identified in more 
straightforward situations and clear defi ni tions than that of "terrorist content." 

While there are provisions in the proposal that such automatic moderation must ··not result in 
differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of di scrimination within the 
meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act," it is not clear that there would be proactive 
inspection of such algorithms (for example, via an initial review by the proposed Digita l Safety 
Commission). Jt is also unclear to what degree or under what circumstances a member of the 
pub li c could make a complaint if they be lieve that algori thms, overall, are resulting in 
"differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of discrimination," particularly 
in the context of over~moderati on which we imagine will be more difficul t to monitor than, fo r 
example, under-moderation. 

Finally, issues with an algorithm could conceivably be based on a characteristi c other than a 
"prohibited ground for discrimination." For example. there could be unintended consequences of 
media or academic content not created by a member ofa protected group being overly
moderated, as well as content from 

I 1 https:llwww.efT.orgfdeeplinksl202 1/07 luks-draft -on Ii ne-safety-bi ll-raises-serious-concems-around-freedom
expression: httpd/www .counterextremism.l.!omsi l es/defi\ul tlfi le~! ('EP-
CEPS Grmnanv%:!7s%lO"leI7DG 0111 11 9.pdf 
12 See noles 6, 7, 8 & 10 
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Our understand ing is that individuals whose content is made inaccessible by automatic 
moderation will be infonncd of this fact, including what steps can be taken to appeal tbe decision 
to make their content inaccessible. 

Complaint-based moderation 

The proposed framework would allow for a new reporting system for people accessing a 
platform in Canada in order to signa l harmful content, includ ing terrori sm content, to the 
platform in order to render it inaccess ible. The platfonn would be required to act within 24 
hours, informing the complainant whether they are taking action on the piece of content fl agged 
and what action that is. Lf the piece of content is deemed hannful and is rendered inaccessible, 
the individual who posted the content would also be contacted. In both instances, the individual 
wou ld be infonned of the process for appealing the platform's dec ision. 

This system is more widely used among juri sdictions similar to Canada ' s, including the UK and 
Germany. However, it has also met considerable opposition in those countries, and was even 
deemed largely unconstitutional in France. 13 

Concerns also exist around the short time period in which platforms 111USt render a decis ion. It is 
clear that some forms of harmful content are readily identifiable as illega l, and would not be 
impacted by a mandatory 24-bour response time. However, large amounts of content including in 
regard to "terrorist content" will like ly fa ll in a grey area of lawfu lness or harmfulness. requiring 
examination of context or seeking out further infonnation. To expect a dec ision within 24 hours, 
under penalty of non-compliance, would l.ikely force a " render inaccess ible first, ask questions 
later" approach. Whi le the proposal makes exp licit mention of setting different time periods by 
regulation (including sh0l1er time periods), it pos itions 24 bours as the standard by which to 
decide all moderation decisions; it will be necessary to justify going forward why there should be 
longer time frames, rather than needing to justify a short time frame slIch as 24 hours. For 
example. in GenTlany, for grey area c·ontent, platfonTls have up to a week to make a moderation 
decision, and are able to request a further extension if necessary. 14 If this is the ultimare goal for 
the Canadian system, presenting these options clearl y would have ensured a more comprehensive 
consultation and understanding oftne moderation process. 

F inally, while report's in Germany ostensibly point to fears of over-moderation of content hav ing 
110t played out, others have pointed out that a lack of clear and ul1ifonn reporting from platforms 
has made it difficult to ascertain the true impact (either pos itive or negative) of the system.15 

Once aga in, it is also important to bear in mind that this comparison is with a system based only 
on report-driven moderation, not automatic moderation as considered in the Canadian proposa l. 

1 J hu[)S:I iww\\ .p,Jlilico.cui:ut ic\e/Trenl'h' consl itut ion,11-CQul"t·stri kes-down"Jlllht-of· h<1k:· spcech· ]IIWI 
14 hups:fl\vww.ivir.nlipllh[ic:lIieSidownlond/NcI1DG 1\mrek Leerssen Apri[ 10 [9.001" 

15 https..i/polic'"'r<:\ciew.infoipdfip\)!icvrevi..:\ ..... 2U 1 Y.1- 1398.IKtf 
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Appeal process 

The proposal would allow an individua l who disagrees with either the decision to leave a piece 
of content accessible, or to make it inaccess ible, tbey would be able to appeal it to the platform 
(which, under the new fram ework , would be obliged to create an appeal process). Our 
understanding is that thi s is true whether the content is removed based on automatic moderation 
or through a user report; however, tbi s must be further clarified. 

If the individual is not satisfi ed with the platform's decision of their appeal , and has exhausted 
all avenues for appeal with the platfonn, they may appeal it to the newly proposed Digital 
Recourse Counci l of Canada (the Council). In the case ofa complaint about content not being 
made inaccessible, and the Council nIles that the platfonn erred , the Council can order the 
platform to make the content inaccessible. In the case of a complaint about content that was 
made inaccessible (asking that it should be restored), iftbe Council finds the platform erred, it 
can only recommend that the content be restored, but the platform has the fina l say based on its 
own community guidelines. This is c learly problematic, as it reduces the ability of individuals 
whose content has been removed to seek adequate recourse. 

Also miss ing from the appeal process is clarity around timelines and accessibility. For example, 
a film festi va l specializing in Palestinian film is accused, unjustly, of programming content that 
supports terrorism. The festi va l's on line event postings are either made inaccessible because of 
an algorithm or because of bad-faith reporting. The content is made inaccessible because of error 
in the algori thm or the need to adj udicate within 24 hours. the film fest ival appeals, and is 
eventually proven correct. The platform renders the content accessible, but the weeks- long 
process resul ts in the content becom ing no longer relevant, banning the festival and poss ible 
attendees. Arguably, the pursuit of reducing online harms is more important than access to a film 
festival ; however, the impact is felt most strongly on a communi ty that should ostensibly be 
protected by the new system rather than pena li zed. 

Similar scenarios are poss ible when cons idering protests in support of Indigenous rights, given 
that Insragram has already removed content re lated to Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women 
and Girls, or acts in support of Black Lives Matters, which has also seen their content more 
heavily censored on social media platforms. 16 

While the appeal process is one of the more positive portions of thi s proposal, there are several 
outstanding concerns, particularly in relat ion to other aspects of the proposal. For example, the 
reg ime is global in scope, meaning that content posted from anywhere in the world is implicated. 
so long as it is accessible in Canada. It is likely, then. that individuals not in Canada will see their 
content removed and therefore need to engage in the Canadian appea l process. This is 
particularly true for automated moderation, since it c·an be assumed that most people in Canada 
will be engaging with content that is in a language they comprehend. shared in networks of their 
contacts. or referred to them by the plat fonn itself. 

16 See note 12 
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It is unclear whether an ind ividual who is not in Canada will be fam iliar enough with the 
Canad ian appea l process to engage with it, or be ab le to go through the process in one of 
Canada's major languages (platforms may special ize in providing service in a broad range of 
languages, but the Digital Recourse Council may not). They may also simply not care whether 
tbelr content is ava il ab le to people in Canada. The result could be that content that should 
otherwise be access ible to people in Canada would remain inaccess ible. This wou ld be a problem 
for content overall , but is even more important when such infornlation may be necessary for 
research, journali sti c or other purposes. For example, fo reign language posts about a conflict in 
another region of the world are made inaccess ible without cause due to over·breadth of 
automated moderation. Because the primary audience is not Canada, and because they do not 
speak a language commonly used in Canada. they decide 110t to appeal. Canadian audiences on 
social media wou ld remain unaware of what content they do not have access to. This may seem 
fm··fetched, but it could be possible that access to important and relevant infomlation related to 
the Rohingya genocide, or the Arab Spring could have been blocked to Canadians. 

Monetary penalti es 

1f a platform does not comply WitJl their obl igat ions, they face significant monetary penalties, 
ranging from SIO million or 3% of income (whichever is higher), and S25million or5% of 
income in cases of non-compliance with sanctions. While financial penalties on their own are not 
necessarily problematic, in conjunction with short take down windows, they could provide yet 
another incentive for platiomls to remove content in order to remain compliant. While in theory, 
sanctions could also be brought due to over- moderat ion it is li ke ly that th is would be much rarer 
than sanctions for lack of mod era Ii 011. 

D. Information sharing with law enforcement and inteHigence agencies 

The framework proposes two options for sharing information Witil law enforcement and national 
security agencies. The first would " require that a [pla tformJ notify the RCMP in circumstances 
where the [p latform] has reasonab le grounds to suspect thar colltellt fa lling within the five (5) 
categories of regulated hannfu l content refl ects an imminent risk of serious harm to any person 
or to property." 

The other is that a platfonn '''musi report prescribed information in respect of prescribed criminal 
offences fa lling within the five (5) categories of regu lated harmful content to prescribed law 
enforcement officers or agenc ies, as may be prescribed through regulations established by the 
Governor in Council." 

Both proposals would create new obligations to automatically report content to law enforcement 
and intelligence agencies. raising questions about the dangers of proactive reporting 
requ irements, especiall y in light o['''automatic moderation." 

While the first appears more restrictive, requiring platforms to detennine what constitutes 
"reasonab le grounds to suspect" imminent risk of serious hann would likely result in over
notification. An automated system would also see such content shared with the RCMP without 
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review, possibly sharing information that, after further appeal, is not cons idered as presenting 
" imminent risk of serious hann. It is also unclear wby. if the goal is to oblige platforms to notify 
the RCMP in cases of imminent ri sk of serious hann, why that would be restricted only to ri sks 
that fall under the five categories. This is not an argument for expanding reporting obligations, 
but an example of how this approach fail s to address the issue at hand. 

The second proposal is the more troubling of the two. It creates an open-ended system of 
information sharing with many more law enforcement and inteU igence agencies. In fact, the 
second proposal exp licitly contemplates that allY content related to terrori sm or incitement to 
violence be sha red immediately witb CSIS. 

Both scenarios also require the platfonlls to not di sclose either notifications or reports " if the 
disclosure could prejudice a criminal investigation, whether or not a crimi.nal investigation has 
begun" or " if the disclosure could be injurious to national security." This could mean that an 
individual would see their online content reported to law enforcement or national security 
agencies and never be informed, includi,ng if a criminal investigation never begins or on the 
incredibly broad grounds of"injurious to national security: ' 

There is an attempt to mitigate thi s issue by including the tbllowing section : 

Retention period and use: 
32. The Act should provide the Governor in Council with the authority to make 
regulations with respect to the use and subsequent disc losures of informat ion 
provided to (aJ the RCMP or (b) law enforcement and CSIS under part [EJ, 
depending on the privacy interests engaged by that information, [emphasis 
added] 

Here, though, the relevant phrase is "depending on the privacy interests engaged by that 
informat ion." It is likely that conten t posted on social media platibnns would have a low-level 
privacy interest, althougb this is current ly disputed by privacy advocates given that content 
posted on social media platfonns, while accessible, may still retain some expectation of privacy 
from government agencies. Further, since th is system would be applicable to non-Canadians 
outside of Canada, they would not be granted the same privacy interests as Canadians or people 
in Canada. 

While platfonns arc also obliged to ensure that the reporting to law enforcement I security 
agencies does not result in "differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of 
di scrimination within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act and in accordance with 
regulations," we have seen how agencies defend surveillance and profiling of specific 
communi ties on the basis of national security in order to avoid accusations or "differential 
treatment." 

Finally, the framework proposes that platfonns who report to CSlS and the RCMP or other 
agencies in good faith pursuant to the act would be immune to civi l or criminal proceedings. So, 
for example, if a plattbnn 's auto-reporting system accidentall y sends infonnation that results in 
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the violation of an individual's ri ghts, including survei llance or poss ible detention, they cannot 
hold the platform accountable for that act iol1. 

Aga in, all the issues above are exacerbated by the underlying problems in identi fy ing ten'orist 
content highlighted earlier. 

The result is that soc ial media platfo rms would essentia ll y be recrui ted and tumed into 
extensions of the surveillance tools a lready at the disposal of Canada's law enforcement and 
inte lligence agencies. 

E. New CSIS warrant 

The proposal also makes the ex traordinary argument that eS ls be granted a new form of 
warrant'. Arguing that eS ls is currently limited to one kind of warrant that takes several months 
to process, the proposal suggests a new "simplified" process for seeking out a judicial 
authorization for obtaining identifying information (bas ic subscriber infonnation. or 8SI) in 
order to aid with the investigation of online harms. 

While it may be true that the current j udicial authorization process is not adequate for eSls to 
assist in the investigation of online hanns, thi s is a secondary issue. The fi rst is whether eSJS 
should be recrui ted into this fonn of investigation in the first place. While action must be taken 
to address threats of white supremacist and hate-based violence, thi s should not be used to j ust ify 
the further granting of police- li ke powers to an intelligence agency that operates in secret. We 
have already seen eS ls granted threat-d isruption powers that mimic those of the poli ce. This 
new fonn of warrant would fu rther entrench the idea ofCSI S investigating criminal activity ak ill 
to law enforcement, well beyond its role as an intelligence agency. 

Jfthere is a problem with eS ls not being ab le to cany ou t its intelligence work regarding threats 
to national security, it should be addressed in a stand-alone bill and justified on those grounds. 

Finally, any new warrant power would not be limited to investigating online hanns, but could be 
hamcssed in other areas of CStS' work as well. At a time where there are serious questions 
before the court about eSIS ' breach of ilS duty of can dour in warrant applications, it is 
conceming that the govemment would be propos ing to create a new, simpli fied and fl exible 
process for obta ining j udicial author ization to coUect infonnation about individuals. 

F. Transparency and accountability 

As mentioned above, there are certa in requirements placed upon the platfonns to report to the 
Data Commiss ioner annuall y. This is an important and pos itive part of the proposa l, especially in 
terms of integrating concems that have been raised in other jurisdictions about problems with 
reporting. However. it is crucia l that this reporting be strengthened in several ways.: 
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I. Other jurisdictions require platforms to publish publicly availab le transparency reports on 
a regular interval (for example, every six months in Gennany). The Canadian proposal 
should include similar requirements. 

2. While the Digital Safety Commissioner and Recourse Council are required to make 
extensive reports to the Minister, there are no provisions that such reports wiU be tabled 
in Parliament. It' is cmcial that such reports be made public. 

J. Given the role of the RCMP and/or CS[S, they should be required to report separately to 
the Minister of Public Safety, to be tabled in parliament. And these reports should be 
proactively shared with the Privacy Commiss ioner, CCRC and NSlRA. 

Conclusion 

Our coal ition has not taken a positio:n on the need for new regulations related to online harms. 
Indeed, in much of our recent work we have taken the position that more needs to be done to 
protect various communities, including BIPOC, women and gender diverse people, from 
growing violence and threats from white supremacist, far right or misogynist organizations. Tbe 
lack of action in this area by social media platfonns has been well documented by groups 
including LEAF and Amnesty International Canada 17. 

However, over the past two decades, we have seen the impact that expanding nat ional securi ty 
and anti-terrorism laws have bad on the rights of people in Canada, and intemationally. This is 
particularly true for Muslim, Arab. Indigenous and other rncialized communities and their allies 
who have faced profiling, disproportionate policing and other human rights abuses. Moreover, 
growing surveillance predicated on countering terrorism has overarching impacts on privacy, 
freedom of expression, freedom of association and freedom of movement. 

We believe that in order to achieve the stated goals oftbe government's proposal - to counter 
real world hanns faced by protected classes of individuals as defined in the Canadian Human 
Rights Acr - that it must be reviewed with the issues we layout above in mind, particularly in 
regard to the inclusion of "terrorist content" and the involvement of law enforcement and 
national security agencies in any new regime. 

17 hi I ps:/' WI\' w tunnes'" .orl!/cnilttlest/newst20 I K/OJ!un I mt:-violell~e-llgaitlst -wumen-t:haplcr-I 1; 
h tlps:Jlww\v,lcaf.calwp-Ciln1t:ut/up!ilads/202 I /04iF uU -RepOli-Dt::platfonmn!!-Misov.YIl v.pdf 
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Re: TSPs' Submission to the Government's proposed approach to address harmful 
content online 

Introduction 

We are pleased to provide these comments on behalf of Bell Canada, Rogers Communications, 
Shaw Communications, TELUS Communications, Cogeco Communications, and Quebecor 
Media (collecti vely the "Telecommunications Service Providers" or "TSPs" ). We use the terms 
"Telecommunications Service Providers" or "TSPs" to refer to all intermediaries that provide 
residential and commercial subscribers with access to the internet via wireline or wireless network. 
Combined, these TSPs provide internet access and other telecommunications se rvices to the vast 
majority of Canadian households and businesses. The TSPs appreciate thi s opportunity to present 
thei r views on the Govemment's proposed approach to address hannful content online. 

As a prelimin3lY matter. the TSPs want 10 express concern with the process by which these 
comments were sought - specifically, the lack of clarity with respect to the dead line for 
submissions. The deadline was not posted on the consultation pagel nor was it contained in either 
of the linked Discussion Document or Technical Paper. Accordingly, the comments below 
represent preliminary feedback of the TSPs on the proposed approach and the TSPs reserve the 
right to make further submissions in connection with this consuJtatioll. More broadly. the TSPs 
strongly recommend that the consuJtation be extended - not only because of the procedural 
shortcomings with the consultation notices as posted, but also because the consultation period was 
excess ively short given the impol1ance of the subject matter, the complexity of the proposals. and 
the consultat ion ran concurrently with a federal election period during which public attention was 
largely focussed on a wide range of political issues. 

Robust and reliable networks built and maintained by the TSPs are essentia l to Canadians ' social 
311d political engagement. access to entertainment. educational , and cultural offe rings. and ability 
to benefit fTOm economic opportunities. The TSPs have and wi ll continue to invest sign ificantly in 
their infTastructure in order to provide the level of service requi red by Canadians. The speed, 
reliability and capacity of Canada 's communications networks are continuously being improved. 

I https:l/www.canada.calen/can ad ian -heri lage/cam pa ignslhann fu I-on I i ne-cOnlelll. him 
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The fundamental function of the serv ice that TSPs provide is the same as it has always been~ 
providing passive connectivity service to Canadian homes and businesses. TSPs should not face 
any new liab ility for providing an increas ingly essentia l service over complex networks that have 
been bui lt and upgraded for decades . 

The TSPs support the Government's goal of supporting safe. inclusive. and open online 
environments. They recognize that in addition to the immense cultural. social, and economic 
benefits delivered by Canada 's techno l ogically~advanced communications networks, some online 
platforms are used by some users to spread hate speech. terrorist propaganda and other harmful or 
illegal content, including the exploitation of chi ldren. 

Canada's legal framework should address the problem of online hannful content by adopting 
regulatory and enforcement measures that are tech nica lly feas ible, effectively target the source of 
the hannful content, and respect constitutional requirements for due process and judicial oversight. 

Importance of protecting investment in networks 

The TSPs strongly support the Government 's proposed approach that would exp li citly exempt 
from the scope of the legislation telecommunications service providers such as the TSPs, private 
communications and certain technical operators. 

In its consultation guide. the Government recognizes that "social media platfonns and other online 
communications services playa vita l and important role in Canada 's soc iety and economy". TSPs 
provide the telecommunications networks upon which these emerging new communications 
technologies and platforms are built. Access to next generation mobile services and applications. 
inc luding Internet of Things devkes and advancements, would not be possible without robust 
infrastructure built by TSPs. The Inte rnet of Things describes a network of connected devices 
beyond computers, smartphones, and tablets. 2 This network is transfonning supply chains and 
giving consumers access to a wide vari ety of personalized services. Network investments will and 
must cont inue to grow going forward to meet Canadian demand for advanced Internet-based 
products and services. 

5G in particular promises to be one of the most transformati ve communications technologies since 
wireless services were first introduced. Immense improvements in bandwidth, latency, connection 
density and reliability as a result of 5G network transfornlation will be a necessary precursor to 
the proliferation of new use cases for the newest applications and devices which faci litate data
intense Internet usage. If Canadian companies and innovato rs are going to be leaders in developing 
the next generat ion of intelligent applications that will drive innovation in Lndustry 4.0 and produce 
significant economic, employment. environmental , and other benefits for Canadians, world 
leading 5G networks will bean absolute necessity. 

l .4 COimi//atiulI 0 11 a Model'll Copyright Framelt'urk Jor Ar/ificial Intelligence and IhlJ IWernet of Things. 
Innovation. Science and Economic Development of Canada (202 1), quoting "State of the loT 2020: 12 billion 
loT Connections, surpassing non loT for the firs l time". 
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Building the robust 50 networks that wi ll fuel these advances will req uire staggering financial 
investment by Canada 's facilities-based TSPs. The Canadian Wireless Telecommunications 
Assoc iation estimates that Canadian c3niers wi ll need to invest over $26 billion to deploy the 
physica l network infrastructure assoc iated with 5G networks in Canada. In addition, Canadian 
carriers have already started to spend billions more to acquire the right to use key 5G mobile 
spectrum over that same time period. Canada ' s recent auction of 3500 MHz spectrum (an essential 
mid-band spectrum for 50 networks) generated a record $8.9 billion in revenue for the 
Govemment of Canada. and there are Illany other high-band frequencies that will be auctioned off 
in the next two years. 

Given the high stakes associated with the race to developing 5G networks, it is essential that the 
modernized Canadian legal framework for addressing harmful online content does not create 
additional obl igations or liabiIity for carriers, which could impact internet costs and di sincentivize 
Canadian TSPs from maki ng the investments in 5G networks required to harness the next wave of 
i[UlOvation in Canada. 

Measures need to be consistent wi.th Ca nadian law, technicany feasible, rely on judicial 
oversight, and provide for cost recovery 

TSPs do not possess the considerable expert ise or human resources required to proactive ly monitor 
their subscribers' online acti vities for potential harmful content. It would be an affront to the 
fundamental concept of an open internet and basic civil liberlies 10 require TSPs to engage in this 
kind of proactive monitoring of Canadians' online activities and would compromise Canadians' 
confidence in TSPs as neutral and passive network service providers. Such an obl igation may also 
contradict the privacy policies of many TSPs, some of whom make positive assertions to their 
subscribers that they do not monitor the ir online activ ity. Without compelling and well-defined 
exigent circumstances TS Ps should only be required to disable access to onl ine content in response 
to a judicial order. TSPs are already subject to the Mandatory Reporting Act which applies to the 
discovery of exploitative images of children, but inc idents of TSPs encountering thi s type of 
material are exceedingly rare. 

Similarly, the Government should not require ISPs to provide basic subscriber information or 
transm ission data without j udicial authorization. It is not c.lear that eliminat ing the need for judicial 
authori zat ion would be justified when we ighed against the need to protect the pri vacy interests and 
constitutional rights of Canadians. Any concems about undue delays are better addressed by 
implementing expedited processes fo r law enforcement agencies to obtain judicial orders. Such 
processes could include the appointment of specialized judicial officials available around the clock 
to consider applications and issue orders. 

If TSPs are requ ired to prov ide subscriber info rmation and transmission data without judicial 
authorization (a requirement to which. as noted above, TSPs are opposed), it should only be done 
with extreme caution in well-defined exigent circumstances, and TSPs should be provided with 
comprehensive safe harbour protections agajnst any claims arising from their compliance with 
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these obligations. Any requirement to provide subscriber info rmation and transmiss ion data should 
apply only to the extent the TSP is ab le to provide the data. There can be technical issues that 
prevent a TSP fTOm accurately identi fy ing a subscriber, such as the lise of vil1ual private networks 
(VPNs) or IP spoofing. 

Any approach to regulating harmful online content must be consistent with TSPs' technical 
capabilities and limitations. TSPs generally lack the technical ability to di sable access to 
information with in the platfonn of an Online Communication Service Provider (OCSP), such as 
the specific posts or comments made by the users of these piatfonns. This type of precise 
intervention should only be undertaken by the oesp themselves. Whi le TSPs can, and do, di sable 
access to harmful and illegal content in response to Court orders, these orders target spec ific 
domain names or IP addresses. This has the effect of di sabling access to the entire platform or site 
that uses that name or IP add ress and would affect any lawful content hosted on the platform or 
server in addition to the illegal content that is the subject of the intervention. 

Given the ri sks assoc iated with "overblockjng" lawfi.J1 online content, and the potential damage 
that could be caused to legitimate businesses if their e-commerce platforms were taken down as 
collatera.l damage in response to a blocking order. TSPs must be legally illdemnified against civil 
damages and other consequences in the event that complying with any legal requirement, including 
but not limited to a COllrt order, has sllch an effect on legitimate content. It is also important that 
any judicial blocking order apply equally to all inlemet service providers (IS Ps) in order 10 avoid 
any competiti ve imbalance between any two lSI's and ensure that any measures apply equally to 
all internet users in Canada and avoid creating safe havens for illegal and harmful content online. 

TSPs must also be able to recover their reasonable costs of complying with judicial orders to 
di sc lose subscriber information and transmiss ion data, disable access to online conlent or fac ilitate 
other types of lawful interception of telecommunications. The costs of TSPs' compl iance with 
judicial orders or any other legal requirements in connection with addressing harmful online 
content should not be borne by TSPs, as such costs could have negative impacts on TSPs' 
customers as we ll as TSPs' resources available to build, upgrade and maintain network 
infrastructure. 

Conclusion 

The TSPs appreciate thi s opportunity to comment on the Consultation and look forward to 
continuing di scussion on these issues. 
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Yours trul y, 

FASKEN MARTINEA U DuMOULIN LLP 

Jay Kerr-Wilson 
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I. Introduction 

The Canadian Civil Libert ies Association C'CCLA .. ) is an independenr, national, nongovernmental 
organization that was founded in 1964 with a mandate to defend and foster the civil li berties. 
human rights. and democratic freedoms of all people across Canada. Our work encompasses 
advocacy, research, and litigation related to thc-criminal justice system, equality rights, privacy 
rights, and fundamental const itutional freedoms. 

We recognize the public pressure on governments to "do someth ing" about the Wild West of online 
conten t. With this proposal , however, the Heritage Ministry is addressing areas far outside its core 
expertise; it ought not to be stewarding legislation that so impacts Canada 's fore ign affairs. anti
telTorism and criminal laws. Consulting wi th other Ministri es and other jurisdictions and 
stakeholders will not suffice. any more than one would want Foreign AtTairs to regulate the radio 
broadcast industry. This may explain the proposal' s over breadth. 

The CCLA has several concerns about the government's proposed approach to "onl ine han1ls" as 
well as concerns about the way this consultation is being undel1aken. Considering the timing of 
this consultation process (discussed briefly be low). our submissions on the substantive concerns 
about the proposal are set out in brief and are not exhaustive. This should not be mi sinterpreted to 
suggest that CeLA has litt le 10 say about the proposal. To the contrary, we believe a policy issue 
of this level of importance. and a proposal with such novel elements. must be subject to more 
ri goro us sc rutiny. We welcome the chance to be pan of more-meaningful discussions in the future; 
we will stTOngly resist attempts to push through legislation on this issue in the absence of truly 
inclusive and substantive consultations with Canadians. 

The proposal is a radical policy change. in our view. It is excessive in scope, effect and purpose. 
CCLA 's substantive concerns about the proposal include the fo llowing: 

1) The scope of the proposal problematically attempts to deal with a variety of different 
"online hal"ms" and not solely unlawful content. This amounts to significant regulation 
of the ways in which Canadians communicate. The proposal al so fail s to appreciate how 
diffe rent the content categories are and the poss ibility that they may need to be add ressed 
usi_ng diffe rent policy tool s. 

2) T he proposal merges communications policy/regulation with public safety , national 
security and law enforcement concerns in a way that is quite troubling. Mandato!)1 
report ing by online communications service providers (OCSPs). as tentatively defined in 
the proposal, give rise to significant questions abo ut the use of art ificial intelligence and 
over-reporting. as well as state surveillance and the role oflarge platforms in its facilitation. 
The law enforcement proposals would also leave a great deal of detai l to be decided by 
regulation, leading to concerns about political interference and the absence of meaningful 
democratic debate. 

3) The proposal includes 24-hour takcdown rC(luircmcnts for plntforms for a wide 
"ariety of content and fails to consider the significant risk to lawful express ion posed 
by this requirement. There are few meaningfu l due process protections built into this 
scheme. 
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4) The proposal includes a power to seck website blocking orders. Although this is touted 
in this context as a means of making the internet safe r, site blocking presents a real 
threat to an open and safe internet. Clear and meaningful safeguards are required ifsucb 
a power is deemed necessary in extraordinary circ umstances. 

CCLA does welcome the proposaJ ' s inclusion of new transparency obligations fo r online 
communication service providers (OCSPs), although care should be taken to ensure that a push for 
transparency from platforms doesn' t inadvertently impinge on user pri vacy by req uiring platfornls 
to collect more infornlation from users in order to fu lfill their statutoril y-mandated report ing 
requirements. 

With respect to process, we note that the government 's proposal for addressing hannful content 
on li ne was released on July 29, 2021 and the closing date for submissions is September 25, 202 1. 
A fcderal election was called on August 15 and voters cast their ballots on September 20, 202 1. 
Thus, throughout much of the consultation period, it was unclear whether the government that 
undertook it would be elected and foml a government. As noted in an open Idter to ind iv iduals in 
the Privy Council Office and to which CCLA was a signatory, guidance on the acti vities of 
government after Parl iament is di ssolved states that po licy work should be limi ted to routine. non
controversial or urgent areas, or where t11ere is agreement by opposition panies. The onl ine harms 
policy question fa ll s into none-of these categories. It is a complex area that raises fundamental 
questions about communications in Canada, human rights, corporate social responsibili ty, and the 
role of tile state in regulat ing and moni toring Canad ians ' expression. 

This issue deserves careful consideration and meaningful engagement with Canadians. To ask civil 
society to provide feedback to a government proposal when it is unclear if that government will 
return Lo govern is insufficien tly respectful of the time and efforts that civil society organizations 
expend on these kinds of consultations. It is also likely to diminish the breadth and depth of 
submissions the government receives. Further, the government ' s proposal in thi s case is very 
detail ed and in fact asks very few questions of those interested in partic ipating in the consultation 
process, suggesti ng that the government has largely already decided what it intends to do. We 
strongly believe that a much more robust consultation process sbould be undertaken as soon 
as possible. 

II. The Scope of " Online Harms" 

Throughout the consultation documents and in messaging from the government, the focus of the 
proposal has been on tackling "online hanns". This suggests that it targets content that is harmftll 
but not necessarily unlawful. This is inappropriate. The focus of any legislative proposal should 
be on illegal content. Although the government' s technical document notes that the content. 
categories will use defin itions that borrow from the Criminal Code, it also states that these 
categori es will be adapted to the "regulatory contex t" . It is not clear what exactl y thi s language 
means, or how it will apply to the diffe rent types of content. The proposal also notes that there will 
be authori ty fo r the Governor in Council to. by regulation. define certain specific terms used in the 
defini tions of harmful content. 111Us the scope of the law, and the kinds of content it may capture, 
can be expanded without any meaningful democratic oversight. The expressive freedom 
guaranteed by the CharIer dictates that la\vful communications should not be the subject of 
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government restrictions, but the proposal could be used to restrict the so-called " lawful but awful" 
content online. 

The govemment ' s proposal also groups together five quite diffe rent types of "harmful" content: 
chi ld sexual exploi tat ion content , terrorist content, content that incites violence. hate speech and 
the non-consensual sharing of intimate images. Not only are these content categories very 
di fferent, but the types of harms to which they give ri se also vary considerably. For example, while 
hale speech may constitute a crimina l offence in some contexts (e.g. where the communication is 
willful and intended to promote hatred and where the hallmarks of hate identified by the Supreme 
Court are present), the acts that result in visual depictions of child sexual exploitation are 
themselves criminal in almost any circumstance and there are offences not only for creating and 
di stributing this material , but also for accessing it. As a resuit, some of the categories of content 
will require a greater understanding of context to assess legality. while others wi ll be more obvious 
and easier to identifY either using automation or manllal human review. The types of content have 
li ttle in common with one another except that they may be communicated in the same type of 
online space. through OCSPs. Given these differences, it is questionable whether lhese di verse 
types of content should be add ressed using identical policy tools. 

III . Public Safety and State Sun'ei llancc 

The CC.LA has significant concems about the proposal' s plans to leverage OCSPs as agents o f law 
enforcement creating mandatory reporting and preservation obligations that may expand over time 
and significant ly impact the privacy rights of Canadians. The invo lvement ofCSIS is ofpal1icular 
concern. 

Further, whi le we apprec iate that adequately addressing some of the harms identified in the 
proposal will require the ass istance of law enforcement , the feasibility of mandatol)' reporting on 
this scale is far from evident. The sheer vo lume of content that some OCSPs would have to 
proactively review and poten tiall y report suggests that the lise of artificial intell igence is inevitable. 
It is likely that some content will be assessed and reported to Jaw enforcement based exc.Jusively 
on algorithms that wi ll have a rate of false positives. The consequences to an indi vidual of being 
flagged for police invest igation are significant. T he proposal contains no consideration of these 
consequences or the due process protections tJlat miglll mi tigate them. 

The two options proposed in the government's technical document each have serious flaws. The 
first option is focused on reports where the OSCP has reasonable grounds to suspect there is an 
imminent ri sk of serious harm to any person or to property. However, the focus on imminent harm 
suggests that OCSPs are expected to proacti vely review and report content in reaJ-time. something 
that is not feas ible for the reasons outlined above. The second option requires OCSPs to report 
"prescribed information in respect of prescribed criminal offences fa iling within the fi ve (5) 
categories of regulated harmful content to prescribed law enforcement officers or agencies, as may 
be prescribed." It is diffi cult to comment all a proposal that leaves so many details to regulation. 
The quest ion of when online communications should be turned over to law enforcement officials 
is something that should be the subject of debate in Parliament. 

IV. Twenty-Four I-Iour Takcdown 
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The government's proposal creates several new obligations on OCSPs including responding to 
individuals who flag content as falling within one of the prohibited categories within twenty-four 
hours of the flagging taking place. If the OCSP finds that the content does fa ll into one of the 
categories, it is to be made inaccessible to individuals in Canada within that twenty-Fo ur-hour 
period. although the Governor in Council may both extend that period or shorten it in respect of 
certain types of content. 

The diverse types of content that the proposal targets each have their own unique characteri stics 
and while some may be easy to identi fy , others will be much more diffi cult, particularly under 
severe time pressllre and where the volume of content is large. Identify ing illegal hate speech and 
terrorist content, for example. is not an easy task if one takes seriously the obligation to interpret 
these terms narrowly to avoid unreasonably restricting freedom of expression. Even judges who 
are trained in statutory interpretation and constiwtional law may disagree about what fall s on the 
right or wrong side of the line with respect to these types of content, yet the proposal imagines that 
OCSPs will be able to make these determinations for potentially huge vo lumes of content within 
24 hours. There is no requirement in the proposal that these providers rece ive any training or have 
any background understanding of Canadian law. If OCSPs are go ing to be the " front line" when it 
comes to policing Canadians' communications online, it is important that they understand the 
proper scope of the law, and it s constitutional limits. 

Further, experience in other jurisdictions and the sheer scale of content on some OCSPs strongly 
suggests that content wi ll be removed when there is any doubt about its legality, and not solely 
when its illegality is plain and obvious. Rather than erring on the side of caution, platforms have 
incentives to remove content quick ly where judgments are difficult to make. It is worth noting that 
the Canadian Commission on Democratic Expression rejected the idea of 24-hour takedowns for 
content, except for the narrow categOl), of content that presents an imminent threat to a person. 
CCLA believes this standard is more in keeping with Canada's commitments to freedom of 
expression and deals appropriately with the most egregious and potentially dangerous fornls of 
online content. The government should el iminate the 24-hour takedown or to dramatically reduce 
the scope of content to which it appl ies. 

V. Website Blocking 

The proposal seeks to establ ish a scheme to apply to a court for a website blocking order. Although 
the suggestion is that this would be used in exceptional circumstances for repeat otTending conduct 
by OCSPs, it is worth emphasizing that website blocking is a truly extraordinary remedy when 
imposed by a state body. This tool wilt often be both inefficient and ineffecti ve. resulting in a game 
of whack~a-mole as repeat offenders move to new online spaces to engage in the ta rgeted conduct. 
There are also technical concerns abo ut website blocking and how it wi ll impact the online 
ecosystem as a whole. 

VI. Transparency Obligations 

Finally, we welcome many of the proposals to increase the transparency required from OCSPs. 
This information is vitally important fo r any regu latory efforts and can help encourage responsible 
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corporate behaviour. However, many of the reporting requirements call for a signiticant amount 
of deta il from service _providers which may impact the information they, in turn_ have to collect 
from their users. This is not a triv ial concern . We already have significant experience and concerns 
about the way in which some platfomls collect and uti li ze user infonnatioll. When paired with the 
transparency obligations and the mandatory reports to law enforcement user pri vacy is at 
significant risk from this proposal. The transparency obligations should be crafted in a way that 
does not have Wlintende-d consequences for user privacy. 

VU. Conclusion 

As noted above_ the CCLA is concerned about the substance of the government ' s proposal to 
address online harms. and about the maimer in which the government has treated this issue and 
public consultation. Regulating the way in which Canadians communicate online ~ including the 
content that they may access from locations aJi around the globe - is a significant public policy 
project that merits broad participatio n and invo lvement from Canadians. Further, many countries 
look to Canada as a mature li beral democracy and may seek to emulate the tools developed for 
tackling online hamls here. Twenty-four-hour takedown requirements and website blocking orders 
are dangerous tools anywhere. but may be of heightened concern in the hands of regimes that have 
a lesser commitment to democracy. Given the truly global nature of the internet, this is a concern 
that the government should take seriously. 

This submission is brief given the inadequate time provided for consultation: we have highlighted 
some of our core concerns but have others lhat are not addressed herein. The government should 
not introduce legislation in this policy area until a more fulsome consultation process has taken 
place. We look forward to participating in that process. 
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Subject: ,oint submission re: Online harms legislation 25.09.2021 

(La version franraise suit) 

To whom it may concern: 

As organizations and individuals with expertise in anti-racism, we a re profoundly 
concerned by the government's proposed "online harms" legis lation - purporting to 
address "terrorist content," "conte nt that incites vio lence," "hate speech," "non-consensual 
sharing of intimate images," and "child sexual exploitation content."l 

While the proposal is billed as protecting marginalized groups from "hate, harassment. and 
violent rhetoric online," we fear that, as currently fo rmulated, it risks exacerbating the 
existing, we ll -documented pattern of online speech policing and removal targeting 
Indigenous, Black, Palestinian, and other colonized and racialized commu ni ties.2 

Particular aspects of concern regarding the proposed legis lative framework from an 
anti-racism perspective include: 

1) Incentivization of over-remova1 produced by: the short timeline for required 
response after content being fl agged [24 hours); the obligation for online 
communication service provide rs (OCSPs) to take proactive measures to identify 
harmful content, including th rough use of automated systems (repeated ly shown 
susceptible to amplifying existing biases]); vague definitions that will lead platforms 
to be over-inclusive in order to be "safe;" and significant financia l penalties for 
non-compliance. 

2) Conflation of ve ry different types of onHne harms - for example, "hatefu l" or 
"terrorist" content with "child sexual exploitation" or "non-consensual sharing of 
in timate images"4 - under a single regulatory regime. This is particularly 
problematic given the existing deployment of categories of ' 'hate speech" and 
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2 For example: 
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.8...B1; 
h ttps:Jt \\ ..,.,Wo YQ:\S'0wlrc('odcl20 I 9181 I 'i 1208tJ63 84f..,.QCiu I·mcdja-lullc-S,pccch-bia. ..... b Inet ~attiqm -ulJl,rican-fac';book -t 
~ btJps: il7amleh,orV/!(toI1l\!emlc"ri.2QAltAcks"'u20onQ6IJOPa!eS l jlliaQo;,.1QDi~jtalll;j,2QRj~11[5,Qd[. 
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~ Sec e,g. htttwll[!i!vers ssrn,l'Qlllllin)J ID:lpcn:,cfm?abstrnct jd-35S6Q5b and 
htlp~: iAvww Icat:('fltD t!b licalion ldeDIf!tfunlJln~-lDiso~yn\,1 that focus specifically o n non-consensual sharing of 
intimate images and technology-faci litated gender-based violence. 
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"terrorist speech" to censor Black and Palestinian contenton line5
; abetted, in the 

Palestinian case, by efforts to institutionalize the International Holocaust 
Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism, widely critiqued for confl ating 
criticisms of Israeli policy with antisemitism,6 

3) Increased information-sharing with law enforcement and security agencies 
regarding possibly harmful content. As law and technology scholar Michael Geist 
observes, this may "lead to the prospect of [artificia l intell igence] identifying what it 
thinks is content caught by the law and generating a report to the RCMP,,7 - likely 
intensifying the current sta te of over-policing and -surveillance of colonized and 
racia li zed communities.s 

4) Sweeping search powers for "inspectors" to verify compliance with the 
legislation, secret hearings, and new information-gathering powers for (SIS 
allocating further police-like capacities to (SIS. 

5) Absence oradequate transparency, accountability. and redress measures with 
no clear mechanisms for publicly assessing whether Internet companies are 
ful fi ll ing their obligation to prevent discriminatory treatment in content removal 
and reporting to law enforcement and (SIS; the protection of companies from 

criminal and civil liab ili ty for notifications to law enforcement and CSIS made in 
"good faith"; and no requirement to restore content found to be wrongfully removed, 
deferring to Internet compa nies' own com muni ty standards. As three UN Special 
Rapporteurs recen tly noted, "such terms of service or comm unity standards do not 
reference human rights and rela t.ed responsibilities, thereby creating the possibility 
of an 'escape route' from human rights oversight."9 

According to Daphne Keller, Director of the Program on Platform Regulation at Stanford's 
Cyber Policy Center, Canada's proposal is "like a list of the worst ideas around the world 
- the ones human rights groups.,. have been fighting in the EU, India, Australia , 
Singapore, Indonesia, and elsewhere:'ttl 
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Our concerns are compounded by troubling deficiencies in the government's ongoing 
consultation process organized to validate the proposed legislation. Expert perspectives on 
addressing harmful speech online while protecting civil liberties have reported ly been 
disregarded.i ' Planned consultation meetings wi th community representatives have been 
cancelled due to the election, yet the deadline for the consultation period remains as 
previously advertised, September 2S - just fi ve days after the election. 

Given the serious r isks posed by the proposed "online harms" legis lation - including to the 
very communities it is represented as protecting - we ca ll for the government to suspend 
any implementation, until a full, fa ir; open, and responsive consu ltation with anti-racism, 
human rights, and civil liberties experts has taken place, and the problems and pitfalls 
identified have been rectified. 

III 

Madame, Monsieur: 

En tant qu 'organisations et personnes ayant une expertise en matiere d'anti-racisme, nous 
sommes extremement preoccupees par Ie projet de loi du gouvernement qUi se veut une 
solution aux «contenus prejudiciables en ligne», soit les conten us «terroristes» , ceux 
~<i ncitant a la vio lence», ceux concernant Ie «partage non consensuel d'images intimes» et 
«l'exploitation sexuelle des enfants,» [1] 

Bien que !'intention derriere Ie projet de loi est de proteger les groupes marginalises contfe 
la «haine, Ie harce lement et la rhetorique violente en ligne», nous craignons que, telle que 
presentee, la legislation proposee risque plutat d'exacerber la tendance bien documentee 
de cibler etsupprimer Ie contenu en Iigne au sujet d 'enjeux souleves par les communautes 
autochtones, palestinien,nes, noires et autres communautes racisees et colonisees. [2] 

D'un point de vue an tiracis te, Ie cadre h~gi s latif propose souleve les preoccupations 
suivan tes: 

1) L'incita tion it la suppression excessive de contenu, en raison: du delai tres court (24 
heures) pour eliminer un conten u suspect; de I'ob ligation pour les fournisseurs de services 
de communication en Jigne d'etre proactif dans Ie reperage de contenus prejudiciables, y 
compris a travers Ie recours a des systemes automatises (alors qu'U a ete demontre qu'i1s 
amplifien t les prejuges existants [3]); des definitions vagues qui pousseront les plateformes 

,. 
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a cibler plus largement par «prudence»; et des penalites fillallcieres importantes en cas de 
non canformite. 

2) L'amalgame, so us un seul regime reglementaire, de contenus prejudiciables 
disparates - par exemple, Ie contenu «haineux» ou «terroriste» avec Ie «partage non 
consensuel d'images intimes» ou «I'exploitation sexuelle des enfants» [4]. Cela est 
particu lierement problematique compte tenu que les notions de «discours haineux» et 
~(discours terroriste» so nt deja utilisees pour censurer Ie contenu en ligne lie a des enjeux 
souleves par les communautes noire et palestinienne [5]; un probleme exacerbe, dans Ie cas 
des Palestinien.nes, par les efforts d'institutionnaliser la definition de I'antisemitisme de 
IJ\lIiance internationale pour la memoire de I'Holocauste (IHRA), largementcritiquee pour 
son amalgame de la critique des politiques israeliennes avec I'antisemitisme. [6] 

3) Le partage accru d'information avec les agences de renseignement et les forces 
policieres concernant des conten us potentiellement prejudiciables. Comme Ie souligne 
Michael Geist, specialiste en droit et en technologie, ceci pourrait avoir comme 
consequence que «[I'in telligence artificieJle] identifie ce qu'elle croit etre du contenu vise 
par la loi et envoie un rapport a la GRC» [7] - augmentant encore plus la surveillance et Ie 
con trale disproportionnes par la po lice des comm unautes colonisees et racisees. [8] 

4) Les pouvoirs de fouille tres larges accordes a des <dnspecteufS) charges de verifier 
la conformite avec la loi, les audiences secretes, les nouveaux pouvoirs de collecte 
d'information accordes au SCRS - lui octroyant davantage de pouvoirs similaires a ceux 
de la police. 

5) Le manque de transparence, d e reddition de compte, de recours et de mecanis me 
public pour evaluer si les compagnies In ternet respectent leur ob ligation de traitement 
non-discriminatoire lorsqu'e11es retirent du contenu et font rapport aux forces policieres et 
au SCRS; la protection accordee aces compagnies qui sont a J'abri de poursuites civiles et 
criminelles lorsq u'e lles rap portent «de bonne foi» a la police ou au SCRS; Ie manque 
d'obligation qu'ont les compagnies de restaure r Ie contenu supprime a tort et qui sont 
Iib res d'appliquer leurs propres s tandards de comm unaute. Comme J'ont souligne 
recemment trois rapporteur.es de I'ONU, «ces standards ne font pas refe rence aux droits 
humains et aux obligations qui en decoulent, ce qui cree la possibilite d'echapper a la 
reddition de compte en matiere de droits de la personne.» [9] 

Selon Daphne Keller, directrice du Program on Platform Regulation au Stanford's Cyber 
Po licy Center, la proposition du Canada constitue une «liste des pires idees qui ont caurs 
dans Ie monde - ce lles que les organisations de defense des droits humains ont combattu a 
l'Union europeenne, en Inde, en Austra lie, a Singapour, en Indonesie et ailleurs.» [10J 

Les lacunes troublantes dans Ie processus de consul tation visant a valider ce projet de loi 
ne font qu'augmenter nos preoccupations. Les pain ts de vue d'expert.es sur comment 
s'attaq uer aux contenus prej udiciables tout en respectant les libertes civiles ont ete ignores. 
[11] En raison des elections, les re ncontres de consultation avec des representant.es des 
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cOl11l11unautes ont ete annulees sans que la date de la fin des consultations, Ie 25 septembre 
- 5 jOllrs apres les elections - ait ete repoussee. 

Etant donne les risques serieux que pose cette legislation - y compris pour les 
communautes qu'elle est supposee proteger - nous demandons au gouvernement d'en 
suspendre la mise en Cfuvre tant qu'une consultation ouverte, complete et juste avec des 
expert.es en matiere d'anti-racisme. de droits humains e t de Iibertes civiles n'aura pas eu 
lieu, et que les problemes et ecueils identifies ci-haut n'auront pas ete corriges. 

Organizations 

Arab Canadian Lawyers Association 

British Columbia Civil Liberties Association 

Canada Palestine Association 

Canada Pal estine Support Network - CanPalNet 

Canadian 80S Coalition 

Canadian Council of Muslim Women (CCMW) 

Canadian Foreign Policy Institute 

Canadians fo r Justice and Peace in the Middle East (CJPME) 

Canadians for Peace and Justice in Kashmir (CPJK) 

Canadians United Against Hate 

Catholics for Justice and Peace in the Holy Land 

Community Coalition Against Racism (Hamilton) 

Independent Jewish Voices Canada / Voix juives independantes (IJV) 

International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group (ICLMG) 

Islamic Social Services Association 

Jewish Liberation Theology Institute 

Just Peace Advocates/Mouvement Pour Une Paix Juste 

Ligue des droits et libertes 

Mathabah Institute 

Niagara Movement for Justice in Palestine-Israel (NMJPI) , ON Canada 
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PAJU (Palestinian and Jewish Unity) 

Palestinian Canadian Congress 

Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity Network 

Sisters Dialogue 

Socialist Action / Ligue pour I 'Action socia li ste 

South Asian Legal Clinic of Ontario 

Uyghllr Rights Advocacy Project 

Individuals 

Aman Sium, Eritreans for Peace and Justice 

Anna Lippman, PhD candidate 

Anne Dagenais, activist 

Annette Lengyel, Human Rights for Palestinians Activist 

Aroll Rosenberg. PhD Candidate, McGill University 

Dr Arun Kundnani, writer 

Azeezah Kanji, journalist and lega1 academic 

Bill Skidmore, HUman Rights professor, Carleton University (retired) 

Dr Chandni Desai, Assistant Professor, Critical Studies of Equity and Solidarity, University 

of Toronto 

Cheryl Gaster, Human Rights Lawyer (Retired) 

Claudia K. Keller, Clergy 

Corey Balsam, Nationa l Coordinator, Independent Jewish Voices 

Dania Majid, Arab Canadian Lawyers Association 

Dr David Palumbo-Liu, Louise Hewlett Nixon ProFessor, Stanford University., US 

D Nashi, Barrister and Solicitor 

Doug Hewitt-White, Conscience Canada 

Dr, Adnan A. Husain [Department of History and Director, Muslim Societies-Global 

Perspectives Project, Queen's University) 

Dr. James Deutsch, Div. of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, Univ. of Toronto 
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Dr. Sujith Xavier, Associate Professor, Faculty of Law University of Windsor 

Ed Corrigan, lawyer 

Elizabeth Block, member of Independent Jewish Voices and CFSC 

Elizabeth-Anne Malischewski, Independent Jewish Voices 

Erno Yango, The United Church of Canada 

Ernest Dalymple-Alford, retired university professor 

Faisal Bhabha, Associate Professor, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University 

Gail Nestel, Educator 

Gordon Doctorow, Ed.D. 

Greg Starr, College Instructor 

Helga Mankovitz, member, Independent Jewish Voices 

Jeannette Schieck, BA MSc retired OCT 

Dr Jeffrey Monaghan, Associate Professor, Carleton University 

Jenny Stimac, Independent Jewish Voices 

Jeremy Wildeman, PhD 

Jillian Rogin, Assistant Professor, University of Windsor, Faculty of Law 

Karen Rodman (Rev), ordained minister and human rights advocate 

Karin Brothers, writer and activis t 

Khaled Loutfi Mouammar, Former Member of the Immigration and Refugee Board of 

Canada 

Kikelola Roach, Unifor National Chair in Social Justice and Democracy at X University 
(formerly Ryerson) 

Lev Jaeger; United Jewish People's Order member, Independent Jewish Voices member 

Dr Mark Ayyash, Associate Professor of Sociology, Mount Royal University 

Mark Robert Brill, membel~ Independent Jewish Vo ices, Ontario Coalition Against Poverty, 
long time activist 

Mary Girard, human rights and justice activist 

Michael Keefer, Professor Emeritus, University of Guelph 

Dr Nahla Abdo, Professor, Carleton University 

Nicholas Sammond, Director, Centre for the Study of the United States, University of 
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Toronto 

Omar Burgan, Labour researcher 

Dr Paola Bacchetta. Professor; University of California. Berkeley 

Parker Mah. community activist 

Rabbi David Mivasair, emeri tus, Ahavat OIam Synagogue 

Rachel Small , World BEYOND War 

Dr Randa Farah. Associate Professor. WesternU 

Rashmi Luthe r, Lecturer (retired). School of Social Work, Carleton University 

Ria Heynen. activist 

Richard Marcuse, Arts Consultant 

Dr Rina ldo Walcott, Associate Professor, University of Toronto 

Sam Arnold, Independent jewish Voices 

Shawn Nock, human rights activist 

Sid Shniad, solidarity activist, member Independent Jewis h Voices Canada 

Suzanne Weiss. author and activist 

Sydney NesteI, IT consultant, retired 

Tim McSorley, National Coordinator, International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group 

Vicki Obedkoff, United Church of Canada minister 

Wolfe Erlichman, Independent Jewish Voices 

Yom Shamash, Independent Jewish Voices 

Zainab Amadahy, author and community activist 
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September 25. 2021 
s.19(1) 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing with respect to the government's proposed approach to address harmful content 
online. I am a Canadian 

I am wrffing this letter in my individual capacity 

First, I would like to thank you for taking this issue seriously. Even though much of this content is 
already illegal in Canada, further reducing its proliferation online is a worthy goal. As you are no doubt 
aware. governments around the world, and particularly in Europe, have introduced legislation to combat 
these harms. Even in the United States, where First Amendment free speech protections are near
absolute. the distribution of child sexual abuse material is a federal crime and inciting violence can trigger 
serious criminal penalties. I applaud the government in seriously studying these issues and leading the 
way in reducing online harms even further, 

Yet I am concerned with some aspects of the proposed legislation. Some of these ideas have 
been vigorously protested by human rights organizations and struck down as unconstitutional in liberal 
democracies around the world. In this letter, I would like to flag a feW' concerns, hoping to help you 
navigate the delicate balance between free expression rights and other important protections. 

As I am sure you recognize, proactive monitoring of user speech presents privacy issues. Under 
European law, national governments may not impose an obligation on online platforms to monitor user 
content, nor an obligation to actively seek facts or circumstances indicating illegal activity. Without 
restrictions on proactive monitoring, national governments would be able to significantly increase their 
surveillance powers. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects all Canadians from 
unreasonable searches. But under the proposed legislation, a reasonable suspicion of iUegal activity 
would not be necessary for a service provider, acting on the government's behalf, to conduct a search . All 
content posted online would be searched . Potentially harmful content would be stored by the seNice 
provider and transmitted- in secret- to the government for criminai prosecution. 

Importantly, Canadians who have nothing to hide would still have something to feaL Social media 
platforms process billions of pieces of content every day. Proactive monitorin g is only possible with an 
automated system. Yet automated systems are notoriously inaccurate. Facebook, which runs one of the 
most advanced artificial intelligence research labs in the world . employs over ten thousand human 
content reviewers because it cannot build sufficiently accurate algorithms to replace them. And even the 
human content reviewers make mistakes. Some reports indicate Facebook has a manual content 
moderation accuracy target of 95% but achieves accuracy below .90%. Social media companies are not 
like newspapers; accurately reviewing every piece of content is operationally impossible. The outcome Is 
uncomfortable: Many innocent Canadians will be referred for criminal prosecution under the proposed 
legislation. 

But it gets worse. Individual pieces of user-generated content are worth little to online 
communication service providers. Instagram does not make much money from a picture of one's lunch, 
But if an online communication service provider determined that one's content was not harmful within the 
tight twenty-four-hour review period, and later the government decided otherwise. the provider wou ld lose 
up to three percent of their gross global revenue. Accordingly, any rational platform would censor far 
more content than illegal. After all. given the size of the potential penalty, taking even a small risk would 
be a poor business decision. Human rights scholars call this troubling phenomenon "collateral 
censorshjp.~ 
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The twenty-four-hour removal provision for illegal speech is identical to Loi Avia, a French statute 
struck down by France 's Constitutional Council in 2020. France has strict limits on freedom of expression. 
For instance, thousands of people are convicted each year for the vaguely defined offense of "contempt 
of public officia ls ,~ which crirpinalizes i{1sulting politicians. Amnesty International has also ca lled France's 
record on freedom of expression "bleak." But even for France, wh ich has some of the toughest hale 
speech restrictions in the world, the risk of collateral censorship was too high for Lo; A via to pass 
constitutional muster. In Germany, NetzDG gives platforms seven days to carefu lly assess whether 
speech is illegal and even that timeline generated significant concern from human rights scholars. 

Identifying illegal content is difficult, and therefore the risk of collateral censorship is high. 
Consider a seemingly obviously illegal category of content: child sexual abuse material. Is Nirvana's 
famous album cover that includes a naked baby an example of child pornography? What about a 
photograph you took of your topless child at the poot to share with your family? Would Facebook be 
wi lling to risk almost three bill ion dollars by not reporting such content for criminal prosecution? When the 
moderation decision requires even a moment's thought, censorship is guaranteed. 

Hate speech restrictions may best illustrate the problem. The proposal expects platforms to apply 
the Supreme Court of Canada's hate speech jurisprudence. Identifying hate speech is difficult for courts, 
let alone algorithms or low-paid content moderators who must make decisions in mere seconds. Although 
speech that merely offends is not hate speech, platforms are likely to remove anything that has even the 
slightest potential to offend. 

As the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to 
Freedom of Opinion and Expression has explained, "hate speech" is a vague concept that conventional 
international law does not define. The United Nations has expressed concern that many governments use 
"hate speech" to attack political enemies, non-believers, dissenters, and critics. While the risk of this 
occurring in Canada are low. governments who consistently infringe their citizens' human rights would 
love to point to a Canadian law as justification for their own similar legislation. Canadians, unlike many 
others, are protected from government abuse of restrictions on free expression because of our jud icial 
system's strong due process guarantees. Social media platforms, who process billions of pieces of 
content each day, are Unable to provide similar protections. 

Unfortunately, these are other issues. I am concerned that a new Digital Safety Commissioner 
may requ ire any online contenl service provider to do "any act or thingM to ensure compliance. The 
Commissioner may enter into a coercive "compliance agreement" that may require platforms to take 
actions aside from reducing online harms to avoid Significant monetary pena lties . This is a power that 
requires oversight. But the proposed legislation allows for secret hearings. In some cases, the 
government may order an entire website to be taken down even if the vast majori ty of content hosted by it 
is legal. These powers are ripe for abuse. In most liberal democracies, such legis!ation would be blatanlly 
unconstitutional. When the United States tried to pass legislation that would have allowed regulators to 
take down entire websltes for some instances of copyright infringement, the government was heavily 
criticized by the United Nations for threatening innocent users' human right to free expression. The 
Canadian government's proposal goes much further. 

Even though right-wing speakers often claim they are being censored online, it's worth 
highlighting that this not a partisan issue. I have seen many examples of left-leaning content taken down 
that is wholly unproblematic. Th is content is not just legal. but clearly inline with platform policies. This 
censorship infuriates Canadians every day. There is obviously much illegal content that should be 
removed from the Internet. But legislation must be very carefu lly drafted so platforms are not given a 
strong ince[ltive to take down wholly legal content. The current draft does not pass this critica l lest 
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Regu lating online harms is a serious issue that the Canadian government, like all others, must 
tackle to protect its citizens. Child pornography, terrorist content. incitement, hate speech, and revenge 
pornography has no place in Canada. To a large degree such content is already illegal. Still , we need to 
ensure there is less of this content online. And effective poHcy can do that. But this proposa l, as currently 
drafted, brings great risks . No other liberal democracy has been willing to accept these risks. 

I am happy to discuss this further and offer additionalthoughls. I am also happy to introduce you 
to people within the 

Keeplng"L.anamans saTe online IS ar1ISslieT t are mUcn aOOLlt . Ana I tnanKY o"U again 
for devoting time to finding a solution. 

5.19(1 ) 

Thank you, 

lIan lS,oaao 

Toronto, Canada 
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September 25, 2021 

We, the Sex Workers of Winnipeg Action Coalition would like to explicitly state our opposition to the 

approach and content presented in the discussion and technical papers related to moderation of 

Online Communication Services. 

It's difficult to come forward to seemingly argue against horrific acts such as revenge porn, 

exploitation, terrorism, and hate speech. Please trust that we share the feelings of the vast majority of 

humans that these are reprehensible acts, and we stand against them. However, we need you to 

understand that this particular method of attempting to achieve a safer internet is actually one that will 

cause a great deal of harm. 

We have been following part of this discussion- specifically concerned with dissemination of sexually 

explicit materials from the ETHI committee's Protection of Privacy and Reputation on Platforms such 

as the PornHub discussions. We would like to make it abundantly clear that, although the committee's 

final report paid a large amount of lip service to consultation with sex worker groups, that our voices 

were barely let into the conversation, were denied their full character, and even outright ignored. 

As discussed in our brief to the ETHI committee, additional scrutiny on sex workers' ability to exist 

online is directly in opposition to our ability to keep safe and conduct our legal work safely. Because of 

the unreasonably short time period allowed for a website to filter content , the practical result of these 

recommendations wi ll be the filtering out of all content that is deemed to be sexual in nature, 

regardless of whether it was consensual or not. The risks are too high for any company to take 

chances, and they will enact sweeping filters on keywords and content types, as we've already seen in 

the United States with their introduction of SESTAlFQSTA (which is now being challenged in American 

courts). 

5WWflC c/o &'[6 Lug,m five \VJrl"ip"~ MB R3f1 OS. 
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We point to the hard data that shows the related decrease in femicide when sex workers were allowed 

to use online services to set up their work1, and the associated flip back that has begun since SESTN 

FOSTA shut down sites like 8ackpage and Craigslist's adllit services pages2• The groups whose voices 

were most heard at the ETHI committee's hearings insist that lives will be saved with these new 

recommendations, but we have proof that the opposite is true. 

To put it bluntly, when sex workers do not have safe spaces to advertise their own services, form 

community and connections, and have access to peer-led safety services like Bad Date lists (which 

serve to warn sex workers of abusers, people who don't pay, people who are coercive, vehicles that 

are harassing workers, etc), we die. There is no sugar-coating this, and you must confront this as a 

reality. 

Governments have a duty to make law and policy that will not interfere with the rights of any Canadian 

to express themselves, to not be discriminated against, to live their full lives. The scope of the 

recommendations on identification and storage of IP addresses Is far too vast and riddled with 

opportunities for identity theft , stalking, blackmail, and more. 

The duty to make law and policy that will not later be easily misused by any government also applies in 

this case. The sort of access to personal identity around online posting concerns us as it relates to 

policing and surveillance of sex workers, as well as freedom of expression of all those in Canada, This 

will undoubtedly disproportionally affect the most marginalized people (folks of colour, 2SLG8TIa 

individuals, and their intersection). These sorts of sweeping and fundamental changes to privacy online 

can be easily abused by future governments hoping to silence dissenting voices, or track down sex 

workers. for example. This flies in the face of freedom of expression, and is incredibly worrying. 

There is no need for additional carceral language in our lawmaking against violent people. Laws 

already exists against all of the five harms mentioned In the discussion and technical papers. In the 

case of the ETHI committee's witness statements, we know who all of those perpetrators of violence 

were. We have their identities, we know who they are. The proposed changes do nothing to address 

why these people commit these acts of violence, and nothing to ensure that they can be brought to 

justice. And yet we aren't hav'jng the conversation of how to ensure that people's lives, careers, hopes 

1 The Effect of Online Erotic Services Advertising on Prostitution Markets, Pricing, and Murder: 
Cunningham et al. 2017 hUps:llcear.gsu.edu/files/gravity forms! 
45-9a8e 751 f713c 799256f34 7c4aad2a49d/2017/04/0nline-Erotic-Services-Advertising-and-Murder.pdf 

2 Craigslist's Effect on Violence Against Women: https:llwww.documentciotJd.org/documents/ 
4442319-Craigslist-s-Effect-on-Violence-Against-Women.html 
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and dreams aren't dashed if they are a victim of revenge porn or non-consensual sharing of images on 

the internet. We are instead talking about overstepping privacy for every person in Canada. 

The organizations leading the charge for the ETHI committee do not have Canadian values of dlversity, 

inclusion, and care at heart. Many of these organizations state explicitly that marriage is meant to be 

between one man and one woman , sex is determined at birth, and a great number of them explicitly 

state that all online sexually explicit media is necessarily exploitation. Their web pages have links to 

pages where one can learn to pray for the end of all pornography. These opinions go against the very 

values that most Canadians hold and that are protected in the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms. Prohibition is their goal. 

We know from experience - and ever-growing peer-reviewed evidence- that prohibition of sex work 

kills, and specifically kills women and 2SLGBTTQ folks. We said it in our initial brief to the ETHI 

committee and we will say it as loudly and as often as it needs to be said. Prohibition not only does not 

work, but it. kills. Please see also: the war on drugs, prohibition of alcohol, sex work policing in metro 

Vancouver, the Bedford decision, etc. 

Prohibition also leaves society in a place where abusive acts like revenge porn still have power over 

their victims by reinforcing sexuality as unfit for public view. The more shameful we make sexuality, the 

worse things are for victims. The more we allow powerful groups such as employers, education 

systems, and even parents to feel emboldened to shame victims, the more harm is done. 

The sanctions involved in these recommendations will also deter smaller, more ethically-operated 

companies from getting started in the adult realm. It will kill small businesses, deplatform individuals 

working for themselves on the internet. and only ensure the success of the monopoly of PornHub/ 

Mindgeek. 

We would also like to point out that , while the final report of the ETHI committee thanked five revenge 

porn victims that came forward with briefs and witness statements, there were at least six revenge 

porn Victims who relived their abuses for the committee. The one the committee left out was a sex 

worker's story of resilience after abuse. This was not accidental. We want to draw specific attention to 

that intentional omission and how it blatantly contradicts the same report's claims that sex worker 

voices would be considered. It is clear to us that they Were not given the same priority, as the 

committee stripped that witness of her own victim hood. 

We urge you to slow this discussion down, and genuinely engage with sex workers about how this sort 

of knee-jerk, over-reaching policymaking will cost lives. Canadian sex workers are eager to contribute 

our expertise to combat horrific acts such as revenge porn, exploitation, terrorism, and hate speech. 
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This can easily be seen by how, despite the seemingly universal refusal to include our voices, we are 

still writing briefs and contributing in whatever way we can. We have been doing our part and sharing 

our experience, now you need only have the meaningful conversations with us. Please remember that 

sexually explicit material is legal, and people engaging consensually in it online should not be 

criminalized, marginalized, or silenced for their choice to participate in it. 

Prohibition doesn't make difficult issues go away. It only makes them less safe. 
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Comments of Electronic Frontier Foundation re : 
Proposed Framework to Address Harmful Content 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 

via email : pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 

Corynne McSherry 
Lega l Director, EFF 

September 25, 202 1 

The Electronic Frontier foundation (EFF) is the leading nonprofit organization defending c ivil 
liberties in the digital world. EFF champions user privacy. free express ion, and innovation 
through impact litigation, policy ana lysis, grassroots activism, and teclmology deve lopment. 
With over 30,000 dues-paying members - including several hundred Canadian residents- and 
more than 1 million followers on soc ial networks, we focus on promoting policies that benefit 
internet users. 

For nearly 30 years, EFF has represented the interests of technology users bOtJl in court cases and 
in broader policy debates to help ensure that law and technology support our civil liberties. We 
are well aware that online speech is not always pretty-sometimes it 's extremely ugly and causes 
rea l-world hanll. The effects of this kind of speech are often dispropOltionateiy felt by 
communities for whom the internet has also provided invaluable tools to o rganize, educate, and 
connect. Systemic discrimination does not disappear and can even be amplified onlinc. Given the 
paucity and inadequacy of tools for users themselves to push back, it ' s no surpri se that many 
would look to internet intennediaries to do more to limit such speech. 

However, the framework outlined in the discussion guide and teclmical paper would be a 
genuine disaster for online expression and access to information. Particularly dangerous elements 
include: 

• a 24-hour takedoWll requirement that wi ll be far too short for reasonablc consideration of 
context and nuance; 

• (he effective filtering requirement (the proposa l says service providers must take 
reasonable measures which '"may include" filters, but, in practice. compliance wi ll 
require them); 

• pena lties of up to 3 percent of the providers' gross revenues or up to 10 million dollars. 
whichever is higher; 

• mandatory reporting of potentially hannful content (and the users who post it) to law 
enforcement and national security agenc ies; 

• website blocking; 
• onerous data-retention ob ligations 
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The most dangerous aspect of the proposal, however, it that it would create a new internet speech 
czar with broad powers to ensure compliance- including via inspection and seizu re-and 
continuously redefine what compliance means. 

The potential hanns here are vast, and they' ll only grow because so much of the regulation is lett 
open. Ln the United States and elsewhere, we have seen how rules li ke those proposed here hurt 
marginali zed groups, both online and offline. Faced with expansive and vague moderat ion 
obligations, little time for analys is, and major legal consequences if they guess wrong, 
companies inevitably overcensor-and users pay tbe price. For example, a U.S. law intended to 
penalize sites that hosted speech related to child sexual abuse and tra fficking led large and small 
internet platfonns to take down broad swaths of speech with adult content . The consequences of 
have been devastating for marginali zed communities and groups that serve them, especially 
organizations that provide support and services to victims of trafficking and child abuse, sex 
workers, and groups and individuals promoting sexual freedom. Taking away online forums, 
client-screeni ng capabilities, "bad date" li sts, and other intra-communi ty safety tips means 
putting more workers on the street, at higher risk, which leads to increased violence and 
trafficking. The impact was particula rl y harmful fo r trans women of color, who are 
disproportionately affected by this violence. 1.2.3 

Indeed, even "voluntary" content moderation rules are dangerous.4 For example, polic ies aga inst 
hate speech have shut down online conversations about racism and harassment of people of 
color. Ambiguous "communi ty standards" have prevented Black Lives Matter acti vists from 
showing tbe world the rac ist messages they receive.s Rules aga inst depictions of violence have 
removed reports about the Syrian war and accounts of human rights abuses of Myanmar's 
Rohi ngya. 6,7 These vo ices, and the voices of aboriginal women in Australi a, Dakota pipeline 
protestors and many others, arc being erased onl ine, Their sto ries and images of mass arrests, 
military attacks, rac ism, and genocide. are being flagged for takedown. What is worse, 
compliance with the proposal here will likely require the use of automated filters to assess and 
discover "hannfu l" content on their platfonns. Such filters inevitably sweep in lawful content. 8 

The powerless struggle to be heard in the fi rst place: the govemment's proposal will make it 
harder for them to take full advantage of online forums as well. 

Tbat 's one reason human rights defenders, the UN, and a wide range of civil society groups have 
cri ticized similar policies in other countries. For example, the content monitoring ob ligations 
echo proposals in Ind ia and the UK that have been widely criticized by civil society, not to 

1 https://appam.confcx .com/appam/2014/wcbprogramlPapcrII163.html 

2 https:llswopusa.org/blogI2015/ 11 / I 2/Inms-day-or-remembrancc-statement- fact-sheetl 

J hups:llwww.huffposl.com/cntw/opinion-bullcr-fosI3-sex-work n Sad 7S366e4bOe4d071 5c4bfR 

~ https://www.propublica.orWarticlc/facebook-cnforcemcn t-hate-specch-rulcs-mistakcs 

5 htl ps:l/www.theguardian.com/techno logv /20 I 6/scpl 1 21 f accbook -blocks-shaull -kin g -b lack -I i vcs-mattcr 

6 https:llwww. nYlimes.comJ20 I 7/08/2 2/world/m idd I eeast/syria-youlubc-v idcos-isis. h 1m I 

7 httgs:/ /www. thedailybeast.com/cxc I usi ve-roll ingy a -acti v isis-sa v -faccbook -s i lenccs-them 

8 https:l/www.cff.org/tosscdoutilumb lr-ban-adul l-conlcn t 
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mention three UN Rapporteurs.9.10.11 It would import the worst aspects of Gennany's Network 
Enforcement Act, (" NetzDG")~ which deputizes private companies to police the internet, 
following a rushed timeline that precludes any hope of a balanced legal analysis, leading to 
takedowns of innocuous posts and satirical contenr ll.13, J4 The law has been heavily crit icized in 
Gernlany and abroad, and experts say it conflicts with the EU's central internet regulation , the E
Commerce Direct ive. It also bears a striking similarity to France's "hate speech" law. which was 
struck down as unconstitutional.15.16 

Further, the framework is inconsistent with Canada 's trade ob ligations. Article 19.17 of the 
USMCA prohib its treating platforms as the originators of content when determin ing liability for 
information harnls. 17 But this proposal does precisely that- in mult iple ways. a platform's legal 
risk will depend on whether it properly identifi es and removes harmful content it had no part in 
creat ing. 

There is yet another problem: the regu latory scheme would dcpart from settled human rights 
nonns. The UN Specia l Rapporteur on free expression has urged that states should only seek to 
restrict content pursuant to an order by an independent and impartial judicial authority, and in 
accordance with due process and standards of lega lity, necess ity and leg itimacy. The Rapporteu r 
also call ed upon companies to recognize human rights law as the authoritative global standard 
for freedom of express ion on the ir pJatforms. Canada should not force companies to violate 
human rights law instead. IS 

Fina ll y, we note that the proposal would further entrench the power of U.S. tech giants over 
social media, because they are the only ones who can afford to comply with these complex and 
draconian obligations. 

This proposal is dangerous to onl ine express ion and competition. We urge you to reject it 
entirely. 

9 hUDs: /1 www.clT. org/decplinksf?02 I /07/ ind ias· dnlcon i 1111· nlleS- i n IClUel· pIal tonn s-threaten -user -pri vacy
and-undenninc 

I (I hllps:1 / www.ef[org/deepJinks/202 lID 7/uks-dra fl-on I inc-safcl y -bi ll-raises-seriolls-eonecms-around
freedom-expression 

1 1 11 lipS: flspcomm reports. ohe hr. orglTM Reslll ts BasclDown Load Pu b I i eCom mUll icat i on F i le?gl d= 26385 

12 https;!I\IIww. hi ig.de/wp-content/uploads/20 I 8/07!SSRN- id32 16572.pdf 

I) hltps: llwww.tcchdirt.com/artic1esl20 18021 7 f19 141 939260/gcrman ys-spceeh-laws-conlinuc-lo-bc
ragin g-dumpsicr-lire-censorial-stupidi ly.shtml 

14 ]utps:llW\II\II .tccl1dirt.com/articlcs/20 180 I 05/ 15544 738943/it-took-on Iv-thrce-days-gcrman ys-Ilcw-hate
sreec h -la \\1-to-ca use-co llatcml·damage. shIm 1 

15 hnps;//ww\\I .jiritec.cu/issllcsliipitee-8-2-20 t 7/4567 

I /} 11 II ps: 1/\11 \11\11 .ef[ org/prcsslrel eascs/y ictory- french -11 i gh-COlll1 -rules-mos 1-hate-speech obi 11- \110 U Id
undermine-free-expression 

17 hnps:llustr.goy/sitcsldc fault/li IcsJliJcs!agrccmcnts/FT A/USMCAIT extl I9-Digital-Tradc.pdf 

I 8 Itt! p ... :i. I~"'llc'\ .org a · h lllTt::Ul-OC hi" -urw mach.I{l-pbl f()fTn-(;fllll ... ·.l1t ·rCgl l tulJUIlI 
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TikTok's Submission to the Department of 
Canadian Heritage on the Government's Proposed 

Approach to Address Harmful Content Online 

Submitted via email to: 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 

Introduction 

September 25. 2021 

TikTok values the opportunity to respond to the Government of Canada's proposed approach 
to address harmful content online ("the Proposal"). We support and share the Government's 
objective of combatting hate speech and other kinds of harmful content online, and believe 
that government, industry, and civil society all playa crucial role in taking meaningful action to 
further combat harmful content. 

It is our view that user-generated content platforms should operate within a clearly defined 
legal framework estabtrshed by Parliament. Moreover, the intentions behind this Proposal 
reflect TikTok's own prioritization of safety. Ensuring a safe and secure environment for our 
users is a top priority for TikTok, both now and after any new legislation is passed and comes 
into effect. 

Our intention in this submission is to reflect these principles and highlight where further clarity 
is needed at this stage, to discuss where there are potential gaps or conflicts in the Proposal 
that could undermille its intended impact, and to address certain practical challenges that we 
have identified in the implementat ion of the Proposal. The feedback and concerns identified 
in this submission are not exhaustive, and we look forward to the continued opportunity to 
engage wittl you on the development of the Proposal. 

About TikTok C anad a 
TikTok is a global entertainment platform where people create and watch short-form videos. 
Our mission is to inspire creativity and bring joy. For TikTok, creative ideas matter more than 
social connection, and people on the platform are celebrated for being their authentic selves. 
TikTok videos tend to be light-hearted, real. heart-warming, and truly fun. 

TikTok opened its Canadian office in late 2019, and we have since grown to over 50 
employees focused on supporting Canadian creators, artists, small businesses, and brands. 
Our goal is to help these Canadian creators connect authentically with audiences and 
customers across Canada and around the world. Canadians of all backgrounds, young and 
old, and from all provinces and territories use TikTok to express themselves creatively and 
openly, and to share their lives, talents, and humour. We are especially proud of the 
communities that have been formed on OUf platform by Indigenous, LGBTQ2S+, racialized, 
and other equity-deserving groups who in the past have not been represented in traditional 
Canadian media. We are proud to provide a platform where all Canadians can share their 
ideas and culture on a global stage. 

1 
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TikTok's Approach to User Safety 
The safety and security of our users is a top priority for TikTok, and we have invested 
significant resources into keeping our platform safe by effectively identifying and removing 
harmful content uploaded to our platform. Our approach to safety is built upon a ~Three P's" 
approach. which includes our policies, product. and partners: 

Policies 
TikTok's Community Guidelines and Terms of SelVice reflect our values and establish the 
kind of behaviour we expect from our community of users. Our users devote significant 
time and creativity to making content for TikTok, and it's critical to us that our systems for 
moderating content ate accurate and consistent. Our Community Guidelines reflect this 
driving philosophy - providing a platform for creative self-expression while remaining safe. 
diverse, and authentic - and define a common code of conduct on our platform.1 Our team 
of policy, operations, safety, and security experts work together to develop equitable 
policies that can be consistently enforced. Our policies take into account a diverse range of 
feedback we gather from external experts in digital safety and human rights. 

We proactively enforce our Community Guidelines using a mix of technology and human 
moderation. Content uploaded to TikTok initially passes through technology that works to 
identify and flag potential policy violations for further review by a safety team member. We 
also encourage users to report content that they think violates the Community Guidelines, 
which can be reported easily w ithin the app. and is then reviewed by our safety team. In 
some cases where our technology has a high degree of accuracy (such as minor safety, 
adult nudity and sexual activities, and violent and graphic content), violative content will be 
removed automatically upon upload. 

Videos that are found to violate our guidelines are removed and the creator is notified of 
the removal and reason, and given the opportunity to appeal the removal. When we receive 
an appeal, we review the video a second time and will reinstate it if it is found not to violate 
our policies. 

It is our policy to remove any content - including video. audio. Ilvestream, images. 
comments, and text - tllat violates our Community Guidelines. We will suspend or ban 
accounts and/or devices that are involved in severe or repeated violations, and we will 
consider information available on other platforms and offline in these decisions. When 
warranted, we wi ll report the accounts to the appropriate legal authorities. 

Product 
We take an upstream, safety by design approach to protect our users ' safety and well
being, helping to promote safe and positive experiences on our platform. Some examples 
of these features include: 

• Youth Safety: We create age-appropriate environments by implementing strong 
default privacy settings for users under 18, disabling features like direct 
messages, duet/stitch, downloading of videos, and livestreaming for all users 
under 16. We also enable parents to set guardrails on their teens' account by 
using our Family Pairing feature. We actively promote these features to our users 
to ensure they Ilave a genuine impact 

• WeI/being: We prompt users to ask them to consider the impact of their words if 
they post a potentially unkind comment, and allow users to filter, delete, or report 
comments. and block users in bulk, so that only comments they approve appear 
in their Videos. We also redirect searches and hashtags that indicate a person 

1 Community Guidel ines, hUPs://www.tlktok.comlcommunl\v-lluldeltnes 
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may be struggling with self-harm behaviour, thoughts of suicide, or an eating 
disorder to local help lines. 

• Misinformation: We remove misinformation as we identify it, but when fact checks 
are inconclusive or content is not able to be confirmed (especially during 
unfolding events) a video may become ineligible for recommendation into 
anyone's feed (For Your Page). We will prompt users who attempt to share these 
videos to remind them that the video's contents are unverified, and ask them to 
reconsider before sharing. 

Partners 
We constantly seek to build partnerships with local organizations and stakeholders, whose 
input and feedback make our policies, products, and safeguard s stronger and more 
comprehensive for our community. In Canada, we work with leading issue experts and 
safety organizations including MediaSmarts. Kids Help Phone, the National Eating Disorder 
Information Centre, the Native Women's Association of Canada, YWCA Canada, and many 
others to inform our policies, product features, and user resources, and to ensure that local 
dynamics and cultural context are incorporated into our safety efforts. 

We also partner with all levels of government to support the communication of important 
public selVice announcements, such as pubHc health Information related to COVID·,9. During 
the recent federal election, we worked with Elections Canada to counter elec tion 
misinformation by creating a bilingual in-app Election Guide that provided users with verified 
information on when and how they could vote.2 This year, TikTok was proud to sign the 
Canada Dec/oration an Electoral Integrity Online, where we committed to working with the 
federal government to support healthy and sate democratic debate and expression on line.) 

In all our safety endeavours, we strive to be transparent about how we enforce our policies so 
as to continue building trust with our community members. We believe that transparency and 
accountability are essential cornerstones of enabling trust with our users, and that all 
companies should be in a position to explain their recommendation algorithms and 
moderation policies to regulators. 

To put this belief into action, in 2020 we opened a Transparency and Accountability Centre 
where policymakers and experts can observe our moderation policies in real-time and 
examine the actual code that drives our algorithms.4 During the pandemic, we've provided a 
virtual version of this tour, including to Canadian officials , The Transparency and 
Accountability Centre builds on work that we are already doing to increase visibility into how 
our platform operates, including publishing regular Transparency Reports'S and sharing more 
about how we recommend content.6 

There is no finish line when it comes to protecting the TikTok community, We work each day 
to learn, adapt, and strengthen our policies and practices to keep our commun ity safe. 

~~n~"~'~k~' ~~~~~~~~C~'"~'~'~'~·'~"t':",:~"~'~"~Cllon. tlt!p~:Jlrlew&room,I'kt01S com len~~II·1S!oj(·laun'h(:s:.ln ·app:gu'de-, , 
I . https:llwww.carlada.calenldemocf9t ic-lrlstltul.Orlsiserv.ci>s!protrC\oflQ-

.cenrer eJfperlence. httpsJ{]lewsfPom. l;lriok.com1rn·l)sl!ln·.,OOale·or>o-

, 
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Comments on the Proposal 

General Comments: TikTok commends the Proposal's adoption of a systemic regulatory 
framework that looks at systems and processes rather than individual pieces of content. We 
believe this is a proportionate, consistern, and fair approach and it specifically recognizes the 
different nature of platforms and the rapidly evolving technological envi ronment. Crucially, it 
helps to future proof the legislation. and allows for new innovations, platforms, and apps 
currently not on the market 

Section 1: legis lative Premises 
Globa lly in the first quarter of 2021, content that violated our Community Guidelines or Terms 
of Service accounted for less than 1% of all videos' uploaded on TikTok. Of the videos 
removed , we identified and removed 91.3% before a user reported them. 81 .8% before they 
received any views, and 93.1% within 24 hours of being posted. 

Content that violates TikTokls policies comprises a very sma ll percentage of the total videos 
uploaded by users -~ and an even smaller fraction would be considered ~harmful contentH 

With in the scope of this Proposal. Recognizing in the Act's preamble that the vast majorfty of 
content posted by and accessible to Canadians on platforms like TikTok is not harmful would 
reinforce the importance of respecting the fundamental of rights and freedoms of Canadians 
when Interpreting the provisions of the Act. 

Section 8: Definitions of Harmful Content 
We support the Proposal's focus on illegal content, as this is where we as a platform operator 
can find the most certainty. We are able to quickly and accurately remove violative content 
when our moderators have clear, specific, and behavioura l-based guidelines that allow them 
to evaluate content based on the information avai lable to them. The Proposal's references to 
external statutes and case law with in the definitions of certain categories of harmful content 
would cloud the certainty with which our moderators can make these determinations. For 
example. the Proposal's definition of hate speech incorporates decades of Supreme Court of 
Canada jurisprudence, which would require our content moderators - who must make 
decisions based on what information is available to them in a video - to apply a judicial test 
that requires them to be "aware of the relevant context and circumstances"7 in which a 
statement was made. 

We strongly urge the government to work with platforms to collaboratively develop workable 
definitions of harmful content that are clear, enforceable. and scalable, and which will provide 
us with the most certainty when evaluating content under the Act. We also recommend using 
the term "illegal content" instead of "harmful content" throughout the Act to reinforce the 
legislation's limitation in scope to the five defined categories of illegal content. 

Section 11: Timelines for Actioning Content 
We understand the desire for prescribing specific, short timelines for actioning flagged 
content. While we work 2417 to moderate content uploaded to our platform, we believe that it 
is critical that we get our moderation decisions right -- and not rush to make a rapid decision 
wIthout assessing all the available facts. This is particula rly important when we deal with 
complex, contextual cases that require thorough evaluation in order to avoid over moderation 
-- which has potential consequences for users' fundamental rights and freedoms. 

Recognizing this important balance, other jurisdictions around the world have adopted more 
flexible timelines in similar frameworks: The European Commission's proposed Digital 
Services Act would require content to be removed in "a timely, diligent and objective 

, SaskalchewiIIl (Hum8rl Rights Commission) II . Whatcott, 2013 SCC 11, [201311 S.C.R. 467 
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manner;~ while the United Kingdom's draft Online Safety Bill does not adopt any specific 
timetines for actioning content, and rather focuses on ensuring that platforms have 
appropriate systems and processes in place. Even Germany's NetzDG regime provides seven 
days for a platform to respond to content where is it not "obviously illegal." 

Instead of prescribing specific removal tlmelines, we recommend the Proposal adopt a 
flexible standard, such as "no undue delay," which would focus on ensuring that OCSPs have 
appropriate moderation policies, systems. and processes in place. This would reinforce the 
importance of accuracy and not just speed when reviewing potentially illegal content that 
requires further contextual of factual review. 

Section 14: Transparency Reporti ng 
TikTok strongly supports the centrality of transparency reporting in the Proposal, which we 
agree is the appropriate mechanism for monitoring and measuring the success of platforms In 
enforcing the requirements of the Act. We currently release global reports'on the 
enforcement of our Community Guidelines on a quarterly basis, and Information related to law 
enforcement, government, 'and intellectual property removal requests bi-annua lly. 

Producing comprehensive and accurate transparency reports is a highly resou rce intensive 
process. In light of the time and resources requi red to produce these reports, we request that 
reporting under this Proposal be required no more frequently than once every six months. We 
also request that OCSPs be given flexibi lity to choose the dates on which they submit their 
reporti ng, so long as it is provided within the required intervals. This would help ease the 
administrative burdens of preparing reports, as the timing could be coordinated with reporting 
for other regions. 

We encourage the Government to consult with platforms to refine the categories of data 
proposed to be included in the reporting, and to align on meaningful reporting categories that 
will measure both the effectiveness of the platforms in enforcing the Act, and of the regulatory 
framework in reducing harmful content. Based on our platform operations, and how data is 
collected and analyzed, some of the categories in Section 14 would be too ambiguous to 
quantify or even impossible to measure. For example: 

a. the volume of harmful content on their DeS 
The response would always be nil, as TikTok already does, and will continue to. remove 
any harmful content from our platform when it is Identified. 

b. the volume and type of content that was accessible to persons in Canada in violation 
of their community guidelines 

The scope should be focused on the five categories of harmful (illegal) content defined in 
the Proposal - and not a platform's broader community guidelines - to ensure that the 
data reported is relevant to compliance with the Act. The meaning of "was accessible" is 
also unclear as to whether it would include the significant percentage of violative content 
that is proactively removed after being uploaded but before it receives any views by 
users. 

c. the volume and type of content moderated; 
It is unclear how this category differs from (b). 

f. how they monetize harmful content 
The intended meaning of this is ill-defined and confusing . 

e. their con tent moderation procedures, practices, rules, systems and activities, 
including automated decisions and community guidelines. 

5 
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TIkTok is prepared to go to great lengths to provide data access and to publish details 
about our practices and decisions, however, information in the wrong hands may have 
unintended consequences. OUf publicly available Community Guidelines provide a 
comprehensive outline of what is and isn't allowed on our platform. However, training 
materials that explain how we identify violative content and apply our policies, in the 
wrong hands, wou ld provide a blueprint for how to evade our policies and exacerbate 
the amount of v iolative material on our platform. 

h. (/I) information about the kinds of demographics implicated [in reporting to law 
enforcement1 

Consistent with privacy law principles, TikTok only requires that users provide limited 
information to use the service (such as date of birth and country location to confirm 
eligibility to use our app), and we do not require broader identifying information such as 
race, gender, or sexua l orientation. Based on this approach, we would be very limited in 
our ability to provide any "information about the kinds of demographics implicated" in law 
enforcement reporting. 

We also note that the list of reporting categories notably omits requiring data on the length of 
time taken to action harmful content following a user report, which is the central premise of 
the proposed framework. 

Section 20: Law Enforcement Reporting 
TikTok is committed to cooperating with law enforcement while respecting the privacy and 
other rights of our users. We have internal policies and procedures governing how we handle 
and respond to law enforcement requests, and will only disclose user data where a request is 
based on a valid legal process or in emergency circLlmstances. Emergency circumstances 
mean an imminent harm or the risk of death or serious physical injury to a person. 

Additional clarity is needed on the intended jurisdictional scope of the Section 20 proposals. 
particularly when a user's data is stored outside of Canada. like other global platforms, 
TikTok operates a network of data centres in locations around the world where we securelY 
store user data; TikTok's Canadian users' data is stored on servers in Singapore and the 
United States, and the TikTok app is provided to users in Canada by TikTok pte Ltd ., a 
Singapore-based entity. If we receive a request for user data or content from an authority 
located in a different country to the TikTok entity that provides the service to the user whose 
data is requested, we may require that a law enforcement authority submit a request for legal 
assistance to designated government authorities under the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty 
(~MLA T") framework. 

It is unclear how either of the proposed reporting obligations would interface with the MLA T 
processes that Canada has established with other countries. To protect privacy rights of 
Canadian and other users and ensure due process is followed, the Act should specify that 
when requiring the production of user data (including content) under either proposal in 
Section 20. law enforcement must provide valid legal process, including th rough an MLAT 
request when required, unless there is a specific and imminent threat of harm to an individual. 

Section 21: NCMEC Reporting 
We strongly support the proposal's reciprocal recognition of foreign statutory reporting 
requirements as deemed compliance with the Act, which would allow TikTok and other 
platforms to continue to utilize the we ll-established process for reporting child sexual abuse 
material (CSAM) to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) in the US. 
TikTok currently reports CSAM and predatory behavior found on the platform to NCMEC 
through their CyberTipline program. These reports ate then forwarded by NeMEC to the 
RCMP's National Child Exploitation Crime Centre (NCECC). This process allows for rapid and 
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streamlined reporting of CSAM to Canadian law enforcement by platforms located outside of 
Canada. 

In order to ensure that the established NeMEC reporting process for platforms is not 
disrupted, we recommend that the Act's reporting requirements for CSAM be aligned to 
match NeMEC's eight categories of reportable content: suspected online enticement of 
children for sexual acts, child sexua l molestation, child sexual abuse material, chi ld sex 
tourism, child sex trafficking, unsolicited obscene materials sent to a child, misleading domain 
names, and misleading words or digital images on the internet.8 

Sections 23·25: Preservation Requirements 
Similar to the feedback provided above on Section 21, it's critical that the obligations being 
proposed for platforms to preserve user data be considered In a global context, and that the 
Act's preservation requirements be limited to Canadian user data. As written, Section 23 
would require a OCSP to "preserve data and information in their possession pertinent to . .. 
potentially illegal content." with no geographic limit to the scope of this provision. This has the 
potential to create conflicts with the laws of other jurisdictions. For example, if applied to the 
data of an EU user, this requirement could conflict with EU law which imposes strict 
requirements around the disclosure, retention, and erasure of personal data that may differ 
from Canadian privacy law requirements. 

Sections 46·57: Digital Recourse Council of Canada 
TikTok - as well as other major platforms - have invested extensively 1n building 
sophisticated content moderation teams that review millions of pieces of content every day. 
Creating a government-run Digita l Recourse Council of Canada (DRCq, with the capacity to 
review complaints about content on any platform on the internet, would require mammoth 
budget and resources in order to service the likely volume of comp laints, as well as expertise 
that doesn't currently exist within government. Rather than the government expending 
resources to duplicate the capacity and expertise that platforms have already built. we 
strong ly believe that the Act shou ld focus instead on establishing clear definitions of ill egal 
content, and ensuring that platforms have the necessary policies, protocols. and systems in 
place to identify and remove violative content without delay. 

A la rge percentage of complaints made to the DRCC may fall under Section 50(b), wh ich 
deals with ~an oesP's decision to make content on its DeS inaccessible that the complainant 
believes does not meet the definition of harmful content." Because TikTok's Community 
Guidelines go well beyond the Proposal's definitions of harmful content, the adjudication of 
these complaints will often be moot. Indeed, the Proposa l recogn jzes in Section 55 the right 
of an OCSP to "decide whether to make the content accessible or not, subject to their own 
guidelines." Having the DRCC review complaints where no rel ie f can be provided to the 
complainant further raises questions about the utility of the body. 

However, should the Government proceed with establishing the DRCC, we recommend 
providing OSCPs with an opportunity, upon receiving notice of a comp laint under Section 
50(b), to declare that the content was found to be violative of its own guidel ines, separate 
from any analysis under the Act, a nd will not be restored on their platform. This w ill allow both 
the DRCC and OCSPs to avoid the unnecessary expenditure of resou rces on complaints 
where no relief can be provided. To further reduce frivolous and trivial complaints, or abuse of 
the appeal process, we also recommend that affected persons be required to initiate thejr 
own complaints through a portal maintained by the DRCC, rather than requiring the OCSP to 
injtiate or transmit the complaint to the DRCC on the user's behalf. We support the 
requirement of Section 12{d) that once a user has exhausted an OCSP's appeals process, the 
OCSP's responsibility should be limited to providing notice of recourse ava ilable through the 

8 Cyber'TlDlIne. National Center for Missing Mel ElcDloited Children. nl!ps:/lWWW.mIS5Im.klds,orqlgethelonowlcvtleltlpl lne 
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DRCC. Rnally. in addition to the laudable commitments to diversity in the composition of the 
DRCC, we strongly recommend that the Act also take into consideration the importance of 
appointing members with relevant legal expertise, civil liberties experience, and industry 
experience in content moderation. 

Sections 67-68: Regulatory Charges 
'TikTok follows the laws of the countries where it operates, invests millions of doUars into 
platform safety, and has extensive and sophisticated content rnoderation practices in place. 
As already QuUlned, the scale and costs of the new regulatory bodies proposed are likely be 
enormous, with the DRCC alone potentially requiring thousands of content moderators to 
fulfill its mission. 

To recover the costs of operating new regulatory bodies, the Proposal provides the 
government with discretion to assess regu latory charges to "one or more classes" of OCSPs. 
Potentially requiring only larger, established OCSPs such as TikTok to fund the new 
regulators cou ld create significant inequities, With law abiding platforms paying the costs of 
policing nefarious platforms that flaunt Canada's jurisdiction. Those platforms, imageboards, 
and forums that operate outside Canada's laws are often the sources of harmful content, and 
will likely comprise the bulk of substantive complaints dealt with by the regulators. These 
services are unlikely to subject themselves to Canadian law or to pay regulatory charges. The 
Act must clearly define the criteria for classifying different classes of OCSPs, and if OCSPs are 
expected to pay regulatory charges, ensure that the charges are apportioned in a reasonable 
and proportionate way among all OCSPs that are accessible to persons in Canada. 

Conclusion 
We agree with and support the main principles underlying the Proposal: a focus on systems 
and processes, a limited scope to defined categories of illegal content, and the use of 
transparency reporting to measure success. TikTok has invested in building a global, state-of
the-art conte'lt moderation operation, and rather than the Government attempting to 
duplicate this capacity and expertise, it should work wIth platforms to ensure that moderation 
policies prohibit harmful content based on clear, actionable definitions provided in legislation, 
with workable timelines that incentivize accuracy over speed. 

This legislation has the potential to be both effective and future proofed, while escaping the 
pitfalls of encouraging blanket over-moderation. We hope that the feedback we have 
provided is insightful and constructive towards ultimately developing a framework that will 
meaningfu lly reduce harmful content online while respecting the fundamental rights and 
freedoms of Canadians. We look forward to receiving further clarification on the feedback we 
have provided in this submission, and to working collaboratively with the Government 
towards our shared objective of combatting hate speech and other harmful content online. 
We would be pleased to answer any questions or provide additional information based on the 
feedback we have provided. 

Sincerely, 

Steve de Eyre 
Director, Public Policy & Government Affairs 
TikTok Canada 
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INTRODUCTION: A NEW APPROACH IS NEEDED 
Canada has long been a champion of human rights, democratic values, and internet 
freedom.' Canada co-founded the Media Freedom Coalition, which advocates for media 
freedom online and offline,2 and next year Canada will chair the Freedom Online Coalition? 
Canadians pride themselves on supporting internet freedom, protecting free expression, and 
serving as a leader in the protection of the freedom of association and assembly online 
worldwide.4 

In this context, the government's proposed legislation to regulate online harms seriously 
undermines claims that Canada is a leader in human rights. By raising the spectre of content 
filtering and website blocking, the current proposal threatens fundamental freedoms and the 
survival of a free and open internet in Canada and beyond. In an effort to combat hate 
speech and other ills, the proposed law threatens the free expression and privacy rights of 
the very equality-seeking communities that it seeks to protect. 

The online harms proposal combines some of the worst elements of other laws around the 
world. ' This is why CIPPIC believes that the Department of Canadian Heritage needs to 
overhaul its current approach to addressing the problems caused by unlawful online 
content. We are seriously concerned about numerous elements of the proposed law - such 
as the lack of adequate transparency requirements, the loosened requirements for the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to obtain basic subscriber information, the 
various jurisdictional issues raised by the law, and whether an administrative body like the 
Digital Recourse Council should be able to determine what speech is legal under Canadian 
law. 

The feedback we provide is focused on other key areas of concern. First, we focus on the 
need for increased clarity regarding which services or platforms are covered by the law. 
Second, we explain why the proposed 24-hour blocking requirement needs to be scrapped. 
Third, we demonstrate why the proposed proactive monitoring requirements need to be 
reined in. Finally, we advocate against the general requirement to identify and funnel 

, UReports on United Nations human rights treaties" (23 December 2020), Govemment of Canada, online: 

I " 

2 "Media Freedom Coalition ministerial communique" (14 December 2020) , Govemment of Canada , online: , 
3 "Freedom Online Coalition", Freedom Online Coalition, online: I -, . 
4 "Internet freedom " (5 November 2020), Govemment of Canada, online: 

" 
I 

5 uHave your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online" (29 July 2021) , 
Govemment of Canada: Canadian Heritage, online: I 

t " ; Michael Geist , "Picking Up Where Bill C-1 0 Left Off: The 
Canadian Government's Non-Consultation on Online Harms Legislation" (30 July 2021), Michael Geist (blog) , 
online: ' ; Daphne Keller, uFive Big Problems with 
Canada 's Proposed Regulatory Framework for 'Harmful Online Content'" (31 August 2021), Tech Policy Press, 
online: 
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profiling information to law enforcement about people's online activity, in view of the chilling 
effects this will have on people's online behaviour.6 

Canada is well-positioned to maintain its role as a global human rights leader and advocate 
for maintaining an internet that is open and free to all. A first step to preserving our role as a 
leader in this space involves an overhaul of this proposed law so that it is consistent with our 
democratic values. 

THE DEFINITION OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IS 
IMPRECISE 
The proposal's definition of "online communication services" (OCSs) and "online 
communication service providers" (OCSPs) are imprecise and ill-suited to respond to the 
challenges posed by various kinds of unlawful online content . 

Other countries have followed one of two options in defining to whom similar laws apply. 
Some countries' legislation goes broad and defines appl icable services in a technologically 
neutral way, as has been done in Germany,7 the EU ,8 and the US.9 This approach involves 
crafting definitions that are malleable given technical developments. Others limit the scope 
to defined categories of service providers, as has been done in the UK10 and Australia. 11 This 
approach involves setting out a taxonomy of services in light of the purposes they serve. 

The government's proposal follows neither of these two dominant approaches. This is a 
problem as it renders the proposal 's definitions of OCSs and OCSPs impermissibly vague. 
OCSs are defined as services accessible in Canada that have the "primary purpose" of 
allowing users of the service to "communicate with other users of the service, over the 
internet ."" OCSPs are defined as "person[s] who provides an OCS."13 With these definitions 

6 Jon Penney. "Chilling Effects: Online Surveillance and Wiklpedia Use" (2016) 31:1 Berkeley Tech LJ 117, 
online: 

7 Act to Improve Enforcement of the Law in Social Networks, 12 July 2017, § 2, 3 (2017) [NetzOG]. 

6 Directive 2000131/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects 
of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market [Directive on E
Commerce], at art. 1 (2); Directive fEU) 2015/1535 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 
September 20 15 laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical regulations 
and of rules on Information Society services [Digital Services Act], at art. 1 (1 )(b) . 

9 Title 47 U.S. Code §230 - Protection for private blocking and screening of offensive material [Section 230]; 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Public Law 105-304, Oct. 28,1998 [DMCA], at s. 512(k)(1)(A). 

10 Draft Online Safety Bill, (May 2021) , online: 
I [Draft Online Safety Bill ]. at ss. 2 and 3. 

11 Online Safety Act: An Act relating to online safety for Australians, and for other purposes, No. 76, 2021 , 
online: [Online Safety Act], at ss. 13, 14, and 17. 
12 "Technical paper" (29 July 2021), Govemment of Canada: Canadian Heritage , online: 

at para 
2. Excluded from thIs definition are services that "enable persons to engage only in private communications. " 

'3 Ibid at para 4. The term "person" here presumably captures legal persons such as corporations. OCSPs 
exclude telecommunications service providers defined in the Telecommunications Act. OCSPs also exclude a 
person who indicates the "existence or location of content or hosts or caches the content or information about 
the location of the content, by reason only that another person who uses their services to provide an OCS. n 
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a huge swath of the internet could qualify 
as an OCSP - including forum-based 
websites, dating platforms, blogs or news 
outlets with comment sections, and much 
more. 

Canadian Heritage (PC H) officials 
attempted to clarify the meaning of these 
terms at an invite-only presentation 
delivered shortly after the announcement 
of the present consultation process,14 
According to the officials, the definition of 
OCSPs under the proposal would include 
social media platforms such as 
Facebook, Youtube, TikTok, Instagram, 
Twitter, as well as the website PornHub, 
Private communications and 

Module 1: A new legislative and reglilarary 
framework for sociol media 
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telecommunications service providers that would be exempt include Shaw, Telus, Bell , 
WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger. The slide deck also describes how the definition of 
OCSPs would not capture the fitness streaming app Peloton, an app for tracking diet and 
exercise called MyFitnessPal, the rideshare app Uber, and travel review site TripAdvisor. 

The views stated at the briefing may reflect the government's intent, but this is not reflected 
in the definition of the terms OCS and OCSP in the technical paper." Take TripAdvisor as an 
example - a site which features user-generated reviews of hotels and restaurants. 
According to PCH officials, the proposed legislation would not apply to TripAdvisor because 
it is not an OCSP. Yet TripAdvisor's core functionality involves hosting user-generated 
reviews of travel businesses that everyone on the internet can read, and registered users 
can upvote and flag. This core functionality is similar in many ways to YouTube, except 
YouTube hosts videos, while TripAdvisor hosts travel reviews. If YouTube meets the 
definition of a service available in Canada that has the "primary purpose" of allowing users 
of the service to "communicate with other users of the service, over the internet," then so 
too does TripAdvisor. 

Correspondingly, the definitions of OCSs and OCSPs need to be refined to reflect what the 
government means for them to say. 

There is a further problem with the proposed definitions of OCSs and OCSPs, which is that 
they are not up to the task of dealing with the serious problem of non-consensual 
distribution of intimate images (NCOII) over the internet. While the proposed legislation 
would clearly apply to a site like PornHub, the legislation does nothing to address the 
problem of NCOII on the vast array of websites and online services that have been created 

14 "Technical Discussion Paper: Online Harms Legislation", (August 2021) Minister of Canadian Heritage, 
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, and Minister of Justice and the Attorney General, 
15 Indeed, it is inconsistent with rule of law principles for the public to have to rely on a slide deck distributed 
prior to an invite-only presentation to clarify the meaning of these terms, 
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to host such content, yet do not meet the statutory definition of an OCSP. 16 These difficult ies 
point to the limitations of a "one size fits all" approach to addressing different kinds of online 
harms.17 

r )r on 

The statutory language needs to precisely define which service providers this law applies 

to, and which it does not. 

Canada should follow international best practices and scope the legislation either in a 

broad and technologically neutral fashion, or narrowly so that it appl ies to a small range 

of specified services. Exception s such as services that facil itate private communication 

should be equally as clear. " 

THE 24-HOUR BLOCKING REQUIREMENTS 

MUST BE SCRAPPED 
The proposal's requirement that OCSPs block unlawful content within 24 hours of being 
notified that such content is avai lable on their services should be scrapped, in view of the 
serious free expression concerns it raises. The proposed requirement is more heavy-handed 
even than Germany's controversial NetzDG law, given that the latter's 24-hour blocking 
requirement applies only to "manifestly" unlawful content. " NetzDG has served as a 
prototype for online censorship by authoritarian regimes around the globe,20 and Canada 

16 See e.g ., "'Revenge porn ' site owner faces lengthy jail term" (6 April 2015), BBC News, online: 
; Adam May, "Meet the suburban mom who runs a revenge 

porn site" (12 December 2013), Aljazeera America, online: ;r 
r' II 

17 Cynthia KhoQ, "Oeplatforming Misogyny" (2021) Women's Legal Action Fund, online: 
; Michael Geist, "'They Just Seemed Not to Listen to 

Any of Us' - Cynthia Khoo on the Canadian Government's Online Harms Consultation" (23 August 2021), Law 
Bytes Podcast, online: t 

" 
Ie When it comes to private communications specifically, any definition provided must be crafted in a way that 
does not compromise or undermine encryption technology, which is used to ensure the security and privacy of 
communication and serves numerous other purposes in society. See Lex Gill, Tamir Israel , and Christopher 
Parsons, "Shining a Light on the Encryption Debate: A Canadian Field Guide" (14 May 2018) Citizen Lab at the 
Munk School of Global Affairs & Public Policy, online: I I 

" 
19 See e.g., Keller, supra note 5; "Germany: Flawed Social Media law" (14 February 2018), Human Rights 
Watch, online: 1 ' ;" d 

n (23 May 2017), EDRi, online: I 
, . 

20 Jacob Mchangama and Joelle Fiss, "The Digital Berlin Wall: How Germany (Accidentally) Created a 
Proto-type for Global Online Censorship" (16 November 2019), Global Freedom of Expression, Columbia 
University, online: r.. l' ,.1 
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places its long history of leadership in advocating for human rights at ri sk by following such 
an approach. 

The proposal 's draconian requirements are in sharp contrast to the immunity provided to 
service providers in the US for user-generated content,2' and the requirement for 
"expeditious" removal of unlawful content in the UK22 and the EU, 23 They may also be 
inconsistent with Canada's international obligations under Article 19.17 of the Canada-US
Mexico Agreement (CUSMA)." 

Content moderation decisions are extremely difficult. 25 An enormous amount of content is 
uploaded daily to social media platforms, and the volume keeps growing as social media 
use increases. 26 Given the risk of massive fines of up to 5 percent of gross global revenues 
or $25 million, online service providers are likely to remove vast quantities of lawful content 
to avoid the risk of liability under the proposed legislation." 

Simply put, Canada's proposed 24-hour blocking requirement will lead to over-removal and 
censorship of legitimate expression.28 This in turn will have deleterious effects on the rights 
of marginalized communities to speak online - as evidence shows that such content is 
erroneously removed by online platforms much more frequently than content from 
mainstream groupS.29 Automated decision-making systems used to detect hate speech and 
harmful content are also particularly known to be biased against the posts of marginalized 
communities, such as Black and other racialized people.30 

21 "Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act", Electronic Frontier Foundation, online: 

Z2 Draft Online Safety Bill, supra note 10 at. s. 9(3)(d). 
23 Directive on E-Commerce, supra note 8, at arts. 13 and 14; Digital Services Act, supra note 8, at arts. 4 and 
5. 
24 Vivek Krishnamurthy and Jessica Fjeld, "COA 230 Goes North American? Examining the Impacts of the 
USMCA's Intermediary Liability Provisions in Canada and the United States" (July 2020), Samue/son-Glushko 
Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC) and the HaNard Law School's Cyberfaw Clinic, 
online: 
25 Consider the takedown of the photo featuring the 'Napalm girl ' , which indicates that a balance must be 
found in moderation decisions between rights such as privacy and free expression. See Carmichael and Emily 
Laidlaw, W I, "(13 
September 2021), ABfawg.ca. 
26 "Social Media Fact Sheet" (7 April 2021), Pew Research Center, online: 

, ; Sam Andrey et ai , "Private Messages, Public 
Harms Oisinformation and Online Harms on Private Messaging Platforms in Canada" (11 May 2021), 
Cybersecure Policy Exchange, online: 
27 Technical paper, supra note 12 at para 119. 
20 Daphne Keller, supra note 19. 

29 See e.g. , Kendra Albert et ai, "FOSTA in a Legal Context" (2021) 52:3 Columbia Human Rights LR 1084, 
online: ' , ; Angel Diaz and laura Hecht-Felella, WDouble 
Standards in Social Media Content Moderation" (4 August 2021). The Brennan Center, online: 

30 See e.g. , Merlyna Lim and Ghadah Alrasheed, "Beyond a technical bug: Biased algorithms and moderation 
are censoring activists on social media" (16 May 2021), The Conversation, online: 

I , 

; Shirin Ghaffary, "The algorithms that detect hate speech online are biased 
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Whether private corporations should be responsible for striking the delicate balance 
between safety, privacy, and freedom of expression is worth scrutinizing.s1 To the extent that 
a government is privatizing this function by requiring platforms to determine whether content 
on their sites is illegal, the government should provide platforms with incentives to do so in a 
transparent and fair-minded fashion." Unfortunately, the government's proposal fails in 
these regards. 

Safeguards are needed that protect freedom of expression for all content removal decisions, 
including the ability to contest the removal of material . If the government wishes to require 
OCSPs to remove illegal content, a better alternative is to require them to do so 
expeditiously rather than setting a precise 24-hour limit. 

-rl~' r; r-

The 24-hour blocking requirement should be scrapped. 

If service providers are required to assess and block illegal content, a better approach is 

to provide for a general requirement to do so expeditiously. 

PROACTIVE CONTENT MONITORING AND 
FILTERING IS UNDEMOCRATIC 
CIPPIC views the proposed legislation's proactive monitoring and filtering requirements as 
fundamentally flawed. By requiring OCSPs to proactively monitor and fi lter content online, 
the Canadian government risks conscripting the private sector to engage in a form of 
dragnet surveillance that would have a chilling effect on people's communications and 
behaviour online, and pose risks to their privacy. Such a requirement has no place in 
Canadian legislation, especially in tandem with mandatory reporting to law enforcement. 

The proposal requires OCSPs to take all reasonable measures, including through use of 
automated systems, to identify harmful content and make it inaccessible to people in 
Canada. 33 OCSPs could also be ordered by the proposed Digital Safety Commissioner to do 

against black people" (15 August 2019), Vox, online: ., 
31 Jil1ian C. York, Silicon Values: The Future of Free Speech Under Surveillance Capitalism, (Brooklyn, NY: 
Verso Books, 2021); Kirsten Gollatz, Martin J. Riedl , and Jens Pohlmann, "Removals of online hate speech in 
numbers" (9 August 201 B) , Alexander von Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (HI/G), online: 

32 The Canadian government's proposal also falls short of the public reporting requirements set out in the 
NetzDG for platforms that receive more than 100 complaints per year, which was one of the few parts of the 
law that received the most universal support. Heidi Tworek and Paddy Leerssen, "An Analysis of Germany's 
NetzDG Law" (15 April 2019), Transatlantic High Level Working Group on Content Moderation Online and 
Freedom of Expression. online: " 

~3 Technical paper, supra note 12 at para 10. 
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"any act or thing necessary" to ensure compliance under the proposed law, including 
proactive monitoring.34 

Requirements to proactively monitor and filter online content are tantamount to pre
publication censorship. " From a legal standpoint, obligating OCSPs to take all reasonable 
measures to identify content falling within the proposals' harm categories can effectively 
amount to a general monitoring obligation. While the technical paper indicates that nothing 
in the proposal would require or authorize an OCSP to seek out content falling outside the 
Act's five harm categories, in practice proactively discovering any harmful content requires 
monitoring all content." General monitoring obligations are inherently intrusive and deeply 
disproportionate. 

The legal requirement to proactively discover harmful content also violates Canada's trade 
obligations. Article 19.17 of the Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA) 
prohibits Canada from imposing liabi lity on a platform as if it was the originator of illegal 
content.S7 Under the government's proposal, however, platforms will face steep penalties if 
they fail to proactively remove harmful content, in accordance with regulatory orders issued 
to secure compliance with the proposed Act's content identificat ion and proactive removal 
obligations." By making platforms directly responsible for assessing the legality of all user
generated content, the proposal treats platforms identically to content creators in violation of 
CUSMA.39 

34 Ibid at para 80. 
35 Carmichael and Laidlaw, supra note 24 . The duty of care model may indeed be interpreted as enabling a 
proactive monitoring requirement in those countries. 
36 Ibid at para 9. 

37 Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement. 30 November 2018. online: II 

, at art. 
19.17; Krlshnamurthy and Fjeld, supra note 24. 
36 Technical paper, supra note 12 at paras 10, 80 and 94(a). 
39 CUSMA, supra note 24. We note that paragraph 4(c)(i) of Article 19.17 exempts measures taken to enforce 
criminal law. However, the online harm categories adopted in the proposal explicitly extend beyond criminally 
prohibited content (Technical Paper, supra note 12 at para 8). 

For example. in outlining the parameters of child exploitation material, the proposal indicates that: ~The 
concept ... should capture ... material ... that may not constitute a criminal offence ... rt • Similarly, the proposal 
does not rely on the Criminal Code definition of hate speech, but rather the broader regulatory definition which 
the Government intends to introduce in parallel amendments to the Canadian Human Rights Act. This definition 
modelled on the Supreme Court of Canada's guidance regarding the appropriate scope of regulation for hate 
speech in.a regulatory context, which is explicitly broader than the Criminal Code definition (see e.g. , 
Saskatchewan (Human Rights Commission) v Whatcott, 2013 SCC 11 , at para 105. 

Beyond this explicit extension in the hate speech context, none of the content definitions adopted in the 
proposal include a mens rea requirement in their definition. For example, the proposed definition for non
consensually distributed intimate images encompasses content where "it is not possible to assess if a consent 
to the distribution was given by the person depicted in the image or video." While this definition is defensible in 
a regulatory context (see e.g. , Emily Laidlaw et ai , "Nonconsensual Disclosure of Intimate Images (NCDI ') Tort" 
(August 2019), Uniform Law Conference of Canada), online: J_ 

). consent is central to the 
mens rea component of s. 162.1 of the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46. Correspondingly. this cannot fall 
within the exception in paragraph 4(c)(i) of Article 19.17. The proposal would additionally empower the 
government to define specific harmful content 'terms ' through an Order·in·Council (Technical Paper, para 9). 
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The proactive monitoring requirement must also be considered in light of the proposed 
provisions requiring mandatory reporting of unlawful content to law enforcement. These 
monitoring and fi ltering requirements wi ll have discrim inatory impacts on marginalized and 
racialized communities, who already face barriers to engaging in the public sphere online. 40 

The combination of these requirements is draconian and will further exacerbate the over
policing and surveillance of racialized communities online. 

The government's proposal would make Canada an outlier in comparison to its global peers. 
There is no general obligation to monitor online content in Germany, the EU, and the US," 
while Australia and the UK use a duty of care model." Actual knowledge is required for any 
monitoring (and reporting) of child sexual exploitation material in the US" and for 
Intermediary liability to attach in the EU " 

( "r If 

There should be no general requirement to proactively monitor content, including across 

all types of regulated content. 

While the law need not prohibit voluntary proactive monitoring initiatives already in place, 

it must be explicit that it does not impose or authorize any legally binding proactive 

monitoring obligations at all. 

MANDATORY REPORTING TO LAW 

ENFORCEMENT MUST BE NARROWED 
CIPPIC has serious concerns about the government's proposed requirement that OCSPs 
report certain kinds of content to the RCMP and CSIS. Such mandatory reporting 
reqUirements, when combined with the proactive monitori ng requirements detailed above, 
pose an unacceptable risk to the privacy rights of Canadians. Such measures should have 
no place in the laws of a free and democratic society. In any case, there needs to be actual 

There is no obligation that the resulting definitions will respect baseline mens rea knowledge requirements 
inherent in the government's criminal law power. 

Finally, we note that paragraph 4(c)(ii) of Article 19.17 of CUSMA also exempts "specific, lawful order{s) of a 
law enforcement authority" from the scope of its intermed iary liability protections. However. compliance orders 
realizing a platform 's general obligation to discover and remove all content falling within the proposal's harm 
categories are not ;specific' and, moreover, are inconsistent with Article 19.17 more broadly (see footnote 8 to 
that Article) . 
40 Carmichael and Laidlaw, supra note 24; Khoo. supra note 17 at 200. 
4 1 NetzDG, supra note 7; E-Commerce Directive, supra note 8, at art. 15; Section 230, supra note 9. 
42 Online Safety Act, supra note 11; Draft Online Safety Bill , supra note 10. See also Carmichael and Laidlaw, 
supra note 24. who note that the duty of care model may indeed be interpreted as enabling a proactive 
monitoring requirement in those countries. 
43 18 U.S. Code § 2258A - Reporting requi rements of providers. 
"" E~Commerce Directive, supra note 8. at arts. 12-15. 
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knowledge of wrongdoing before service providers are required to notify law enforcement of 
illegal conduct. 

The technical paper proposes significant changes to the current mandatory reporting regime 
for online service providers, which applies only to chi ld sexual abuse material that a service 
provider discovers in the course of its operations. Part E of the government's proposal 
would require OCSPs to do one of the following: 

• Approach A: Notify the RCMP when it has reasonable grounds to suspect that content 
falling within the 5 categories of regulated harmful content reflects an imminent risk of 
serious harm to any person or to property; 45 

• Approach B: Report "prescribed information" in respect of "prescribed criminal 
offences" within the 5 categories of regulated harmful content to "prescribed" law 
enforcement officers or agencies.46 

For Approach B, OCSPs would be required to report information to CSIS about terrorist 
content and content that incites violence - both of which are subject to the proposal's 24-
hour removal requirement." This approach would also require OCSPs to report to CSIS in 
secret if the disclosure "could be injurious to national security. ,,<18 Under both approaches, 
the government will have the option of obligating OCSPs to include identification 
fnformation- including the names and account identifiers of anyone implicated in the 
report, " Module 2 of the proposal would impose a similar customer identification obligation 
on ISPs such as Bell and TELUS with respect to child exploitation material. 

The government's proposals are unprecedented among democratic nations. The only 
approach to mandatory reporting that resembles what is being proposed here are 
amendments to Germany's NetzDG in 2020, which requires service providers to report 
certain types of criminal content to federal law enforcement even before suspicion has been 
established,so The reporting requirements under the German law have been characterized as 
allowing "user data to be passed to law enforcement before it is clear any crime has been 
committed," and their constitutionality is being challenged in the German courts.S1 Yet 
Canada's proposal is even more extreme than the German proposal, in that the government 
will be empowered to force provision of identification information such as customer names 
and addresses. 

45 Technical paper, supra note 12 at para 20 . 
.lG Ibid. 
47 Ibid at para 22. 
48 Ibid at para 27. 

49 Technical paper, supra note 12 at para 32. While the government must take into account "the privacy 
interests engaged" by any information it mandates for disclosure, other elements of the Technical paper 
confirm that the government currently considers subscriber identification information to be fair game (see e.g. , 
Module 2 of the Technical paper at para 8). 
so Phillip GrOll, "German online hate speech reform criticised for allowing 'backdoor' data collection" (19 June 
2020), Euractiv, online: I q. ( 

> I 

51 "Google takes legal action over Germany's expanded hate-speech law" (27 July 2021), Reuters, online: 
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The government's sweeping proposal far exceeds what is being considered in Australia and 
the United Kingdom. Proposals in those countries would obligate online harms regulators to 
report and disclose certain user activity to law enforcement if discovered during the course 
of their regulatory oversight activities. 52 Neither appears to contemplate an open-ended 
obligation to monitor all user content and report any user suspected of violating one of the 
Proposal's harm categories to law enforcement or national security bodies. Similarly, 
reporting obligations currently imposed on service providers in the United States and on 
Canadian ISPs are limited to child exploitation material and, more importantly, do not 
include any open-ended content discoverability mandate.53 An EU proposal is similarly 
limited, in that it would only require service providers to report instances where the platform 
discovers a serious crime that poses a threat to life but imposes no proactive monitoring 
requirement.54 

While each of these proposals poses Its own challenges and problems, the combination of 
proactive discovery and reporting obligations in the proposal effectively transforms 
Canada's service providers into an investigative tool for law enforcement and CSIS. This is 
especially so given that the identification and classification - and even reporting -
processes are likely to be automated given the volume of content at issue. 

Online service providers in Canada must not be turned into "suspicion databases. ,,55 As 
Carmichael and Laidlaw observe, some major service providers already engage in the first of 
the proposal 's approaches on a voluntary basis.56 The second approach laid out in the 
consultation paper is particularly worrying because it may capture a wide range of content 
and activity that is legal. By requiring platforms to feed data on their users to the RCMP and 
CSIS, the epidemic of surveillance and over-policing faced by marginalized and equality
seeking groups in Canada in the offline sphere wi ll be extended online as well. 57 

,. q" 
Reporting obligations should remain limited to chi ld exploitation material. 

Reporting requirements must remain limited to content that service providers discover 

through the general course of providing their services. A reporting obligation cannot be 

combined with a proactive content discovery obligation. 

52 Online Safety Act, supra note 11 at s. 224; "Online Safety Bill Impact Assessment" (26 April 2021), UK 
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, online: 

I' 
., _~. at paras 205-206. 

53 United States, Sexual Exploitation and Other Abuse of Children, 18 USC 2258A; Canada, Mandatory 
Reporting of Internet Child Pomography by Persons who Provide an Internet Service Act, SC 2011 . c 4, at s 2. 

54 Digital Services Act. supra note 8 at rec ital 48. 
S5 Grull , supra note 48. 
56 Carmichael and Laidlaw, supra note 19. 
!i1 Kate Robertson, Cynthia Khoo, and Yolanda Song, "To Surveil and Protect: A Human Rights Analysis of 
Algorithmic Policing in Canada" (1 September 2020) Citizen Lab at the Munk School of Global Affairs & Public 
Policy, online: ". ~ 

at 3. 
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CONCLUSION 
CIPPIC bel ieves that the proposed legislation is fundamentally flawed. As Parliament 
reconvenes after the recent election , we call upon the new government to reconsider 
Canada's approach to online regulation. Rather than focusing just on online harms, the 
government should tackle platform regulation holistically - as is happening in the European 
Union with the introduction of the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act in 
tandem.~ 

Online harms also cannot be legislated in isolation. There is a growing consensus that 
platform amplification of harmful material is a symptom of business models premised on 
surveillance capital ism59 and the concentration of market power by technology companies.60 

Canada needs to reconsider its approach to platform regulation from the ground up. We 
urge the Government of Canada to engage in significant study and consultation with experts 
and stakeholders in Canada and beyond. A comprehensive regulatory strategy is needed 
that aligns with efforts in like-minded countries, and that respects the global nature of the 
internet.61 

A new approach that prioritizes the respect of human rights and internet freedom is needed. 
And the first step of that approach must be to set aside this proposal. Anything less will 
jeopardize Canada's claim to being a leader in advancing free expression, a free and open 
internet, and the human rights upon which our democratic society has been built. 

sa Digital Services act, supra note 8; "The Digital Markets Act: ensuring fai r and open digital markets" (2019), 
European Commission, online: ' 1 

I, 

SQ See e.g., Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Ffght for a Human Future at the New 
Frontier of Power, (New York, NY: PublicAffairs, 2019); Jillian C. York, supra note 29. 
60 Vas Bednar and Robin Shaban, "The State of Competition Policy in Canada: Towards an Agenda for Reform 
in a Digital Era" (21 April 2021), Centre for Media, Technology and Democracy, online: , 

I 

61 See e.g. , Ron Deibert, Reset: Reclaiming the Internet for Civil Society, (Toronto: House of Anansi, 202) at pp. 
15-16. 
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Submission of Internet Archive Canada in Response to the 
Government's Proposed Approach to 

September 24, 2021 

Submitted by: 

Address Harmful Content Online 

Lila Bailey, Policy Counsel, and 
Peter M. Routhier, Policy Fellow. 

internet Archive Canada is a not-for-profit digital library whose mission is to provide 
universal access to all knowledge. Over more than a decade of operations in Canada, 
Internet Archive Canada has digitized more than 650, 000 books and other works, a 
great many of which are focused on specifically Canadian cultural heritage and historical 
government publications.! This work has been done with a dedicated staff of Canadians 
in partnership with more than 300 Canadian libraries and memory institutions (such as 
University of Toronto and Library and Archives Canada/ Bibliotheque et Archives 
Canada). Like a paper library, Internet Archive provides free access to much of these 
materials to researchers, historians, scholars, the print disabled, and the general public. 2 

While this proposal appears centered around large social media platforms, we have deep 
concerns about it, including its potential for broad application to libraries and smal] and 
not-for-profit organizations like ours. We believe that libraries and others like us have a 
role to play in creating and sustaining a better internet, with more digital public spaces 
and more access to good and trustworthy information online.3 Unfortunately, imposing 
newly burdensome and potentially overbroad regulatory regimes~even with the best of 
intentions-is likely to make the costs of participation in certain digital spaces too high 
for all but the largest commercial actors. The result will be further entrenchment of the 
largest foreign corporations in positions of dominance online.4 Should the government 
proceed with this proposal, it should carefully consider the ex1ent to which it will make 
it even more difficult for truly Canadian spaces to survive and thrive online, leaving us 
with a worse information ecosystem overal1. 

1. Digital Public Spaces 

As we understand it, the government's proposal would impose substantial costs, 
financial and otherwise, on any entity which is deemed to fall within the definition of an 
Online Communication Service. The definition could change by regulation at any time. 
This would make it a risky proposition to participate in online life in any way close to the 
definition of an oes; with a change in definition, or even in interpretation, substantial 

1 https:/larchive.org/details/ toronto 
2 Internet Archive Canada works with the Internet Archive (also a not-for-profit organization) to 
make these materials accessible to the general public in Canada and throughout the world. 
3 See, e.g., https://publ icspaces.net/; https:/ lculturalfoundation.eu/ programmes/ digital-
eu ropean -pu b lie-spaces/ ; https:l/www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/os/introducing-pub lic-interest
internet . 
• See https: l/www.politico.eu/artic1ejeurope-data-protection-gdpr- general-data- protection
regulation-facebook-googlel 
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investments oftime, energy, and other resources could evaporate. And for those clearly 
within the concept of an OCS-whatever that is deemed to be-the costs of automated 
systems, the technical and human resources required to implement twenty-four hour 
takedowns, and al l the actual and possible associated requirements, would be 
extraordinarily high. How could these be met by srnalllibraries, not-far-profits, or 
startups? How could any but the largest multinational corporations playa part in 
shaping the online world? Would that situation truly address the problems at hand? 

It is also important to consider the broader global context. If new and different rules are 
to be adopted in jurisdictions around the world, the costs of complying with each of 
them will mUltiply. This is, one must assume, why provisions like Article 19.17 of the 
CUSMA have been proposed and agreed to by Canada and many others. Will others 
ignore treaty obligations and promulgate conflicting rules? Will Canada's adoption of 
unique, costly, and open-ended regulations-with potential application to broad swaths 
of actors and online speech-improve Canada's internet, or make it a hinterland? 

2. Tbe Information Ecosystem 

Libraries have long been a cornerstone of a free and open society; indeed, "One of the 
Canadian Library Association's core beliefs is that the principles of intellectual freedom 
and unfettered universal access to information, through libraries, are key components of 
an open and democratic society."5 We worry deeply about the effect this proposal could 
have on libraries and our information ecosystem overall . 

Libraries must be able to play our traditional role in digital spaces, today and in the 
future, or we risk losing a cornerstone of our free and open society. More narrowly, we 
risk losing a corrective to disinformation and misinformation online. What effect will 
the threat of severe financial penalties, to say nothing of compliance costs, have on the 
development and maintenance of library collections online? What effect will this 
proposal have on our information ecosystem more broadly? This proposal-appearing, 
as far as we can tell, after private government discussions with big tech companies and 
others, but not with libraries like us-does not appear to have considered it. 

3. Conclusion 

Even laws put fonvard with the best of intentions, and directed in concept to the worst 
of the worst, can have dangerous consequences.6 If this proposal is not rejected outright) 
the government should take a step back, and engage in a thorough and truly open 
process of consideration and review, before taking drastic action. 

5 h ttps: /Iblogs. ifla .org/ sch Dol-libraries /20 16/ 02/28/ canada -in tellectual-freedom -a ward -to
teacher-librariansl 
6 h ttps: II www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021 / 08/0-no-canada-fast-movi ng -proposal-creates-fil ted ng
b locki ng -and -reporti ng -rul eS-l 
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25 September 2021 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My comments address the technical paper that will inform the government's approach 

to online harms. The technical paper proposes to: 

1. establish new information sharing bet ween police. security agencies. and OSCs 

as well as create new obligations for TSPs: 

2. mitigate five distinct categories of criminal activity or online harms; and, 

3. propose a new regulatory framework fo r the oversight of commercial content 

moderation online. 

Thesethree objectives. debatable in thei r own rights, invoke distinct policy traditions 

and fields of expertise. I am concerned that the technical paper conflates these t hree 

separate issues into one legis lative agenda. 

My submission focuses on the third objecti ve. the new regulat ory framework. Before 

focusing on the third object ive, I note: 

1. Changes to the adminis tration of the criminal code for OCSs must be treated 

separately from the regulatory framework for content moderation 

At present. the technical paper too often frames online harms as a policing 

problem at a time when the biases and oversight of Canada's policing services 

are evident and calls for reforms clear and needed. The distinction between 

online harms and criminal activities remains ambiguous in the technical paper. 

Conflating harm and crimi nal acts risks deputizing OSCPs with both enforcement 

and police reporting for criminal activities.1 Proposal 20 specifically requires a 

separate consultation phase and it should not be assumed that because 

automat ed content takedowns are happening that automated cont ent 

takedowns are an effective or central instrument to address online harms. 

Furthermore, the technical paper"s overall focus on OSC regulation is diluted 

1 For a distinction. see: Tenove. Chris. Heidi Tworek. and Fenwick McKelvey. "Poisoning Democracy: 
How Canada Can Address Harmful Speech Online: Ottawa: Public Policy Forum, November 8. 2018. 
https:llwww.ppfofum ca/wQ- cQntent/uploads/2018/11/PoisonjneDemocracy-PPF- 1 .pdf. 
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with its discussion of new measures for Internet services and new 

blocking/filtering obligations for Telecommunications Service Providers. These 

powers are out of scope and arguably within the power of the CRTC to 

implement if needed already. 

2. Comparability of these five online harms is debatable and more targeted 

legislation may prove more effective 

The five online harms need further definition. Furthermore. the nuances of each 

online harm. such as the national and international dimensions of terrorist 

activities, for example, may not be well suited for an omnibus framework.2 

Protecting Canada's democracy, ostensibly another online harm, has been 

addressed through reforms to Canada's Elections Act 

3. Online harms require a whole of SOciety approach that is out of scope with 

aspects of this bill focused on OSCs 

More accountability to commercial content moderation has not and will not 

resolve the root causes of online.l Rather. better regulation of already-existing 

content moderation is enough of a regulatory accomplishment without the 
added challenge of suggesting that content moderation as a first response to 

systemic injustice. 

With these primary concerns in mind, I move to the administrative aspects. I 

acknowledge that content moderation is a needed part of inclusive communication 

systems, but certainly not more important than matters of access. affordability. and 

inclusion. As part of these the broader reforms to Canada's communication system. 

the technical paper that: 
1. Defines the regu latory category of OSC in line with the CRTC's suggested reforms 

in CATC 201 7 -35.9 for new domain/industry- specific media regulation categories 

distinct from a TSP: 

2 For a more detailed discussion of focused reforms. see: Khoo. Cynthia. -Deplatformin~ 
Misogyny." Technologt FaCilitated Violence. Toronto: Women's Legal Education and ActIon Fund. 
2021. bttps:llwww lea ca/QublicatiQQ/ deplatfQrmio~-miso fl¥ny" 
] McKelvey. Fenwick. "Toward Contextualizjng Not Just Containing Right~Wing Extremisms on 
Social Media: The Limits of Walled Strategies." SSRC Items (blog). July 13. 2021. 
h tt os :II ! tern 5.$$ rc mer' extre m ism~o n I i nel toward -co n text ua I i zine-no t - i ust co D talD i02- rieht -wine 
-extremisms-on- SOCial media~the- l imits of walled-stratseies/ . 
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2. Establishes a Digital Safety Commission that includes a Digital Resource Council 

of Canada. and an Advisory Board to monitor compliance and admi nister OSCPs 

enforcement of online ha rms; 

3. Sets new obligations for OSCPs to report and filter 5 types of illegal content; and. 

4. Grants the DSC new powers including AMPs for OSCPs as well as inspection 

powers. 

The regulatory f ramework seems a viable opportunity if primarily seen as a mechanism 

to enhance oversight and transparency for commercia l content moderation4 and 

algorithmic filtering.5 The DSC's powers to investigate are welcome additions to 

Canada's media institutions especially since the DSC is subject to the Access to 

Information Act. As access to data is a primary barrier to research into OSCs,~ the OSC 

may enhance publ ic knowledge of largely opaque moderation practices. 

The DSC's mandate must be defined with clear policy objectives. I recommend its policy 

objectives follow Dr. Suzie DUnn who suggests that. "Canada's approach to regulating 

platforms should centre human rights. substantive equality, and intersectionality, and 

employ a trauma- informed approach.~7 

I am expressly supportiVe of DSC's power to investigate how an OSCP monetizes harmful 

content (14f) and encourage more attention to this function in the subsequent act. 

The technical paper, at present, does not provide a timeline for the constitution of the 

DSC. I recommend that: 

1. Reporting and inspection powers be prioritized as a first step before automated 

takedown obligations come into effect; 

2. The DSC establish a Technical Standards Committee with Measurement Canada. 

the CRTC, OSCPs, civil society, and academics to develop information gathering 

and potentially an equivalent of the CRTC Monitoring Report to establish a public 

• Roberts. S. T. (2019). Behind the screen: Content moderation in the shadows of social media. 
Yale University Press. 
5 Hunt. R., & McKelvey, F. (2019). Algorithmic Regulation in Media and Cultural Policy: A Framework to 
Evaluate Barriers to Accountability. Journal of Information Policy. 9. 307- 335. JSTOR. 
https:l/doi.ore/lO.5325/jinfoQQIi.9.2019.0307 
8 Tromble. Rebekah. "Where Have All the Data Gone? A Critical Reflection on Academic Digital 
Research in the Post~ API Age: Social Media .. Society 7. no. 1 (January 1. 2021 ): 2056305121988929. 
https:lldoi.ore/lO.1177120563051219BB929: Tworek, Heidi. "Open Access to Data Is Critical in a 
Democracy: Centre for International Governance Innovation, August 25, 2021. 
htl Os:! Iwww.Cjj;ioolioe.oce/artlcleS/OPen- access-to~d a t8 j s-cnt Ica I- io • a -democ racy/. 
1 Dunn. Suzie, illiam Perrin. and Heidi Tworek. "What Can Canadian Law Makers Draw from the 
New UK Online Safety Bill?" Centre for International Governance Innovation, May 20. 2021. 
h tt QS: Ilwww.cieiooII09,ore/artlcleslwha t ~ can canadian- law· m akers- draw-new-uk- online -safe t 
Y=.OillL. 
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record about the threat of online harms and the state of commercial content 

moderation and automated content recommendation: 

3. All matters of composition (46. 64, and 71) be changed from consfdering inclusive 

membership to requiring inclusive membership and establ ish better democratic 

oversight of candidate selection and vetting as proposed in the BTLR report 

4. Ensure suffic ient budget and effective reporting mechanisms before 

implementing blocking and filtering regimes. 

My timel ine emphasizes focusing the DSC fi rst on enhancing transparency first on 

commercial content moderation then secondly considering its effectiveness to 

combat online harms. Ideally. other measures or more dedicated initiatives could 

develop simultaneously taking a whole-of- society approach to the 5 identified online 

harms. 

The present risk is that the 24-hr takedown requirement along with a lack of penalt ies 

for false positives may encourage OSCPs to further invest in automated content 

moderation. especially artificial intelligence as a form of media governance. 

The consideration of aut omated content regulation is lacking in the current working 

paper and needs substantive consideration. The t echnical paper does not address it s 

responsibilit y nor it s legitimization of artif icial intelligence as used by OSCPs to 

classify. f il t er, and demote harmfu l content. The technical paper proposed a regime 

legitimating automated content regulation at scale without sufficient records of the 

efficacy of the systems in Canada's both official languages and in Canada's 

mult icultural society. The technical paper needs an substantively expanded discussion 

of AI accountability including times when the potential risks require the prohibition of 

automated solutions.a 

The OSC may need powers to designate standards for content moderation work that 

then prohibit AI as high-risk applications and better accountabili ty mechanisms. 

Inversely. outsourcing and ghost labour in commercial content moderation require 

better labour standards and safer working environments. At present. the labour of 

moderation is assumed to be automatable and without long-term harm to the workers. 

The DSC must be seen as a promising beginning that must proceed cautiously to build 

knowledge. expertise. and autonomy before implementing content takedowns (l1a) 

recognizing instead that better accountability to already-existing content moderation. 

B Balayn, Agathe. and Seda Gurses. "Beyond Debiasing: Regulating AI and Its Inequalities.
Brussels: turopean Digital Rights, 2021. 
h nps: lied ri. 0(2/ au r-wo rk/i f ~ a i ~ is- th e-R rob Ie m-is -de bi a sIn\, -the-so I utian I. 
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reporting and oversight is a needed first step before assuming that content takedowns 

will be an adequate form of online harms that require a whole-of- society approach. 

The technical paper and discussion papers mark an early first step that hopefully leads 

to a more fulsome consultation. public record. and clearer legislative agenda. I 

continue to support these efforts in my research and my opinion here. 

Sincerely. 

Fenwick McKelvey 

5 
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5.19(1) 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC K1A OS5 
By email: pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 

24 September 2021 

RE: The Canadian government's proposed approach to address harmful 

content online 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On behalf of Twitter, thank you for the opportunity to respond to the 

Government of Canada's proposed approach to regulating online content, 

Online safety is a shared responsibility. Digital service providers as well as 

governments, private citizens and network service providers play an 

Important role in protecting their communities from harmful content online, 

We create rules to keep people safe on Twitter and promote healthy 

conversations. Our rules are continuously evolving to reflect the realities of 

the conditions in which we operate. 

Under our rules, Twitter currently takes action on all categories of content 

listed in this consultation (terrorist content; content that incites violence; 

hate; non consensual sharing of Intimate images; and child sexual 

exploitation content). The five categories are also currently actionable 

under existing Canadian criminal and civil law. Each of the categories of 

content listed in this consultation is the subject of an offence under the 

Criminal Code of Canada. The Criminal Code prohibits publishing and 

distributing non-consensual sexual images1 and child sexual exploltation~ , 

promoting hate propaganda3
, instructing or counselling a person to 

commit a terrorism offence-1· and communicating statements that incite 

violences. The Mandatory Reporting Act requires reporting of online child 

sexual exploitations. The Canadian common and civil law regimes also 

provide recourse and remedies to those who have suffered harm from 

these kinds of activities. 

Any changes proposed by this consultation should be mirrored by 

amendments to the Criminal Code of Canada and the Mandatory 
Reporting Act. 
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Twitter would like to emphasize that online content regulation requires a 
proportionate approach to balance protections from harm. on one hand, 

against the fundamental right to freedom of expressioll under the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and against the right to 

procedural fairness and privacy, on the other. This is a fine balance. and 
requires a tailored and constantly evolving approach. 

When the right balance is struck, companies and regulators alike have 

clearly delineated responsibilities regarding protections for users' rights, 
and a shared commitment to foster a diverse public conversation 
consistent with communi ty expectations within a free and democratic 
society like Canada. We welcome the opportunity to comment on t10W to 

achieve that balance. 

As we continue to develop and review Twitter's rules in response to 

changing behaviors and challenges with serving the public conversation, 

we understand the importance of considering a global perspective and 
thinking about 110w policies may impact different communities and 

cultures equally. Since 2019, we've prioritized feedback from the public, 
external experts, and our own teams to inform the continued development 

of our policies. 

Further to our comments on the proposal, Twitter is calling for: 

• Consideration of a much wider range of interventions to deliver 
online safety than proposed, such as renewed emphasis on media 

literacy and education; greater user control over and choice 
between algorithms; and the importance of open standards. 

• Recognizing personal choice and affording the ability to do 
(1othing. As the work of the Canadian Media Ecosystem 

Observatory' has illustrated with regard to political content, 
actioning some content can cause it to spread not just on its own 

terms, but through other channels such as traditional media in their 
coverage of the actio ned content. Once this content is amplified 

lIout in the wlld~ It can take on a life of its own, where individuals 
may come to believe it based on their personal beliefs rather than 

whether or not it is true. Sometimes the best course of action is to 
do nothing. 

• A sustained role for the public to engage in the development of this 
proposal, including through social media itself. The timing and 

approach to the public feedback process has discouraged input 
and analysis from a broad range of stakeholders with diverse and 
valuable perspectives. The government has not released any data 

to accompany these proposals. An approach such as that 01 the 
United Kingdom whjch published a White Paper two years before 
[3. draft bill with an extended time period for comment is 

encouraged. 
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• In order to be effective, this proposal needs to address the offline, 

real world components of radicalization, extremism and political 

campaigns. 

• Consideration of cost. It is our sincere hope you release the 

revenue and costing estimates of this proposal publicly so they 

can be reviewed by experts in the field. 

This submission will address key issues outlined in the discussion guide 

and technical paper released by Canadian Heritage. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about these 

recommendations. 

SincerelY, 

Michele Austin 

Manager I Public Policy (US & Canada) 

Twitter Inc . 

• details follow on next page 

! Criminal Code (A.S.C .. 1985. c. G-46). section 162.1 

<1 Code section 163.1 

3 Gode sections 31 8 and 3 1 9 

" Code sections 83.21 and 83.22 

-5 Gode section 319(1) 

6 An Act respecting the mandatory reporting of Internet chJld pomography by persons who 
provide an Intemet service (S.C. 2011. C. 4) 
7 

htlps:llmediaecosystemobservaIOl)'.com/press-release-canadian -elecUon-mlsinformation
project-launch 
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ISSUE: PROACTIVE MONITORING AND " FLAGGING HARMFUL!' 

CONTENT 

Twitter's view is the framework proposed (beginning in module 18 of the 
technical paper) for proactive monitoring of content sacrifices freedom of 
expression to the creation of a government run system of surveillance of 
anyone who uses Twitter. 

Even the most basic procedural fairness requirements you might expect 
from a government-run system such as notice or warning are absent from 
this proposal. The requirement to ~share" information at the request of the 
Crown Is also deeply troubling. 

Twitter is committed to respecting tl18 human rights of our users, in line 
with the expectations articulated In the UN Guiding Pnnciples on Buslnes&
-and Human Rights. We have looked to internationally recognized human 
rights standards to guide our approach to conten t policy and 
enforcement, including those related to the protection of freedom of 
expression. privacy, security, non-discrimination. and to ensuring due 
process. 

These rights are also enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms. 

We value these approaches and standards in guiding how we navigate 
instances where rights may be in tension with one another. Each of our 
Twitter rules is designed to address specific harms on the platform. We try 
to ensure that content moderation actions we take are both necessary 
and proportionate to addressing such harms. We welcome further public 
discussion on how to ensure that regulatory frameworks are designed to 
prevent harm and reinforce broad equality rights as well as other 
fundamental human rights. 

We support the spirit of the Santa Clara Principles on Transparency and 
Accounlabllily in Content Moderation in considering how best to obtain 
meaningful transparency and accountability around government demands 
for increasingly aggressive moderation of user-generated content on 
Twitter. 

At Twitter. we have identified our own responsibilities and limits. By using 
Twitter'S services, you agree to be bound by our Terms of Service. Further. 
a user may not use our service for any unlawful purpose or in furtherance 
of illegal activities 

In our continuing effort to make our services available to people 
everywhere, if we receive a valid and properly scoped request from an 
authorized entity, It may be necessary to withhold access to certain 
content in a particular country from time to time. Such withholdings are 
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limited to the specific jurisdiction that has issued the valid legal demand or 

where the content has been found to violate locallaw(s). 

At Twitter, transparency is embodied in our open APls, our information 
operations archive, and our disclosures in the Twitter Transparency Center. 

Tens of thousands of researchers access Twitter data we have made 
available over the past decade via our APls. Most recently, we have 
offered a dedicated Covid-1 9 endpoint to empower public health 

research, and a new academic platform to encourage cutting edge 

research using Twitter data. Our archive of state-linked information 
operations is a unique resource and offers experts, researchers and the 
public insight into these activities. 

In the long term, we believe a greater openness across the industry would 
be invali,Jable in delivering the transparency and accountability we all Want 

to see. 

Transparency is also vital to protecting freedom of expression. We have a 
notice pdicy for withheld content. Upon receipt of requests to withhold 

content, we promptly notify affected users unless we are prohibited from 
doing so (e.g., if we receive a court order under seal). When content has 

been withheld, we also clearly indicate within the product and publish 
requests to withhold content on Lumen-unless, similar to our practice of 

notifying users, we are prohibited from doing so. 

"Flagging" will be used as a polit ical tactic . As lived during the recent 
Canadian federal election, a general approach to flagging will result in 

censorship. Throughout the election campaign, political parties and their 
officials tried to have content "flagged" as " harmful~ in an effort to have it 

removed from public discourse or score political points. Three of the many 
examples can be found here, here and here. 

Further, individuals who report contenl should always be offered the 

option to remain safely anonymous. In some cases, there is a danger the 
reporter or the victim would be caught up and exposed via any national 

security investigation or In the sharing of informatlon between 
govemments or law enforcement agencies. 

Our position on freedom of expression carries With it a mandale to protect 

our users' right to speak freely. While we may need to release information 

as required by law, we try to notify Twitter users before handing over their 

information whenever we can so they have a fair chance to fight the 
request if they so choose. 
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ISSUE: 24 HOUR TAKE DOWN REQUIREMENTS 

Twitter opposes the recommendation of a time limit on "addressing" any 

content "nagged" by any person in Canada as ';harmful" content. 

• The proposed time limit does not allow for judicious, thoughtful 

analysis in a manner that balances the right to freedom of 
expression in Canada with the right to freedom from discrimination 

and prejudice. 

• According to existing research and analysis, the proposed system 
has a high probability of negatively impacting marginalized, 

racialized and intersectional groups. More information from prof. 

Suzie Dunn at Dalhousie University can be found here. 

• The 24 hour proposal should be abandoned . Content should be 
addressed as quickly and as possible and within the scope of 

existing Canadian jurisprudence, terms of service and rules by the 

online communication service providers. 

• Further, any standard applied In the digital world should also be 
applied in real life. For example, law enforcement should be 

required to both launch an investigation within 24 hours of 

"flagging" as well as remove any hateful content - graffiti on a 

statue for example - that appears within 24 hours across the 

country. 

ISSUE: WEBSITE BLOCKING 

The proposal by the government of Canada to allow the Digital Safety 

Commissioner to block websites is drastic. People around the world have 

been blocked from accessing Twitter and other services in a similar 

manner as the one proposed by Canada by multiple authoritarian 

governments (China, North Korea, and Iran for example) under the false 

guise of 'online safety,' impeding peoples' rights to access information 

online. 

Further, 1here are no checks or balances on the commissioner's authority, 

such as the requirement of judicial authorization or warnings to service 

providers. The government should be extremely mindful of setting such a 

precedent - if Canada wants to be seen as a champion of human rights, a 

leader in innovation and in net neutrality globally, it must also set the 

highest standards of clarity', transparency and due process in its own 
legislation. 

Clear guardrails must be put in place, and full assessments of potential 

unintended consequences should be undertaken before regulatory action 

is pursued. When this analysis takes place it must be released publicly, 
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ISSUE: WORKING WITH AND REPORTING TO LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER AGENCIES 

Twit1er has an excellent working relat ionship with both the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Policy (ReMP) and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
(CSIS), which we value greatly. 

We also work in partnership with the canadian government though the 
Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT). the Christchurch Call 
to Action (CCTA), and the National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children (NCMEC). 

For example, Twitter already complies with domestic investigations of 
terrorist content and content that incites violence. Via Canada and 
Twitter's membership In GIFCT, we JOintly announced in July that GIFCT Is 
expanding its taxonomy database to capture terrorist manifestos. In the 
CeTA's Crisis Response Work Plan, Canada and Twitter both agreed to 
provide investigatory and prosecutory cooperation and trusted information 
exchanges, given that both are conducted In a manner that is consistent 
with the rule of law, has strong protections for human rights, and has 
relevant data protections and privacy regulations in tact. 

The Government of Canada should not be using this proposal to grant 
CSIS or the Crown additional powers outside of those that are clearly 
identified in the CSIS Act. In addition, digital service providers are not an 
extension of Canadiall law enforcement organizations. 

If Twitter is required to preserve child sexual exploitation data beyond the 
NCMEC standard, Twitter will need clarity around what is required from 
the Government of Canada over and above what we currenUy provide. 
The feedback we have received from the RCMP is that our reporting Is 
excellent. Industry practices vary widely and some peer companies do not 
submit the same set of data to NCMEC/the RCMP as Twitter. 

Twitter will also need to consult and build out a new retention policy. We 
do not recommend holding this data indefinitely. Requirements for 
companies to hold on to personal data longer than necessary goes 
against best privacy practices and creates more risk of harm in the event 
of a breach. 
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PUBLIC INTEREST ADVOCACY CENTRE 
LE CENTRE POUR LA DEFENSE DE L'INTERET PUBLIC 

285 Mcleod Street, Suite 200, Ottawa, ON K2P 1A1 

24 September 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy St, Gatineau QC KiA OS5 

BY EMAIL to:pch.icn-dci .pch@canada.ca 

Re: The Governmen~s proposed approach to address harmful content online- Submission of the 

Public Interest Advocacy Centre 

Dear Consultation Secretariat Staff, 

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) is pleased to provide the Government of Canada with our 

submission on the Government's proposed approach to address harmful content onl ine, which is 

attached. 

Sincerely, 

J 0 h n Digitally signed 
by John Lawford 

Lawford Date: 2021.09.24 
19:43:39 -04'00' 

John Lawford 

Executive Director & General Counsel 

613-562-4002 

jlawford@piac.ca 
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Introduction 
The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) is providing the below comments on the 
Govemment of Canada's proposed approach to regulating social media and combatting harmful 
content online ("Proposal "). PIAC is a national non-far-profit organization and registered charity 
that provides legal and research services on behalf of consumer interests, and , in particular, 
vulnerable consumer interests, concerning the provision of important public services" We are 
commenting narrowly on the possible impact that the Proposal 's site-blocking feature may have 
on telecommunications consumers , but reserve the right to comment on any aspect of the 
Proposal at a later stage. 

The Proposal states that the new legislation would apply to "online communication service 
providers" (OCSPs) and would include specific exemptions for telecommunications service 
providers (TSPs). PIAC supports this distinction and recommends that the govemment continue 

to draw an explicit line between OCSPs and TSPs. TSPs should not be able to circumvent their 
telecommunications duties under the Telecommunications Act by arguing that they are 

governed by the new regime under this Proposal. ' The government should ensure TSPs 
continue to fulfill their obligations to telecommunications users as required by the laws and 
regulations overseen by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
(CRTC). 

The Proposal suggests establishing a Digital Safety Commissioner and giving it the authority to 
apply, once all enforcement measures have been exhausted, to the Federal Court for an order 
requiring relevant TSPs to block access - in whole or in part - to an DCSP repeatedly 
demonstrating persistent non-compliance with orders respecting the removal of child sexual 
exploitation content or terrorist content. The Proposal states that s.36 of the 
Telecommunications Act will not apply to Canadian carriers that comply with these blocking 
orders and does not plan to repeal or amend this section. 

With the exception of chi ld sexual exploitation content , which is already de facto censored by 
the Cybertip.ca Cleanfeed project, PIAC does not believe that site-blocking is an appropriate 
mechanism to address the online harms identified in the Proposal. If the Proposal is to create an 
avenue for site-blocking we suggest that the CRTC be the decision-maker, so as to ensure that 
site-blocking does not undermine Canada's telecommunications system nor impair Canadian's 
rights to telecommunications services. If the government decides to make the Federal Court the 
site-blocking adjudicator we suggest that it create explicit requirements that the court consider s. 

36 and s. 27(2) rulings and jurisprudence and issue orders that apply narrowly to the conduct of 

1 As an example of attempted circumvention, in Broadcasting and Telecom DeciSion CRTC 2015·26, Bell 
Mobility and Videotron attempted avoid application of the Telecommunications Act by arguing they were 
broadcasting undertakings when offering mobile TV services rather than TSPs. despite the fact that 
subscribers needed to have a mobile wireless voice plan, data plan, or tablet plan in order to access 
mobile TV services. The CRTC rightfully concluded that the two companies were providing 
telecommunications services and thus subject to the Telecommunications Act. 
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the specific parties before them in order to safeguard Canada 's telecommunications system and 

the CRTC's role in regulating it. 

ISP site-blocking is not an approprla[e mechanism to address onlhe 

harms 

PIAC submits that it is likely not appropriate to create a regime in which ISPs are required by 

court order to block user access to non-compliant OCSPs because mandatory site-blocking: 1) 
is incompatible with Canada's net neutrality framework rooted in ss. 36 and 27(2) of the 
Telecommunications Act as articulated by the CRTC: and 2) could result in excessive 

infringement of Canadians ' rights to freedom of expression on the Internet. 

Incompatibil ity with Canada's net neutrality framework 

Net neutrality is the concept that all data traffic on a network should be treated indiscriminately 
and that internet service providers (ISPs) should be restricted from blocking, slowing down or 

speeding up the delivery of on line content at their discretion. There are many iterations of net 
neutrality around the world and determining the scope of net neutrality requires looking 
specifically at the ways ISPs are regulated within the relevant jurisdiction. In Canada , the CRTC 
has stated that the following documents make up Canada 's net neutra lity framework: Telecom 

Regulatory Policy CRTC 2017 -104 (Differential pricing practices) , Telecom Decision CRTC 

2017-105 (Videotron unlimited music) , Broadcasting and Telecom Decision CRTC 2015-26 (Bel/ 
Mobile TV) , and Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657 (Internet traffic management 
pracUces).2 Underlying this framework are the factors upon which public support for net 
neutrality is built: competition, innovation , consumer choice , access and affordability, and 
privacy.J 

Canada 's net neutrality framework is rooted in ss. 27(2) and 36 of the Telecommunications Act, 
which must be Interpreted and applied to further the telecommunications policy objectives set 
out in section 7 of the Telecommunications Act. 

Section 27(2) prohibits Canadian carriers from unjustly discriminating or giving undue or 

unreasonable preference or disadvantage to any person , including itself and competitors . The 
eRTC has set out four criteria for considering whether preference is undue or unreasonable in 
the context of differential price setting: 

• the degree to which the treatment of data is agnostic (i.e . data is treated equally 

regardless of its source or nature); 

• whether the offering is exclusive to certain customers or certain content providers; 

2 Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2017-104, Framework for assessing the differential pricing practices 
of Internet service providers. 20 April 201 7 [Differential pricing practices}. 
3 Ibid, at para 32. 
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• the impact on Internet openness and innovation; and 

• whether there is financial compensation involved.4 

Using these criteria , the CRTC has previously held that zero-rating data charges associated 
with a category of content resulted in undue preference/disadvantage.5 Since the impact of 
outright blocking is greater than differentia l price setting it follows that blocking would also 
unduly disadvantage website users and operators, who are unable to obtain or provide the 
content they wish to obtain or provide. The user is unduly disadvantaged relative to a user 
accessing other content, and the operator is unduly disadvantaged relative to operators who run 
other sites. Implementing a site -blocking regime may also potentially disadvantage smaller or 
newer ISPs, who may be less able to absorb the cost of updating their networks to enable 
blocking. The extent of these costs wi ll depend on wha t blocking system is ordered and how the 
list of non-compliant OCSPs is maintained and updated. The government should be mindful of 
placing additional burden on ISPs, particularly smaller or newer ones, in order to ensure the 
public has access to adequate levels of choice and competition is sufficient to drive innovation. 
Lastly, while there are not, to our knowledge, vertically integrated ISPs and OCSPs such a 
possibility may present itself in future, at which point there will likely be additional concerns 
regarding impacts on competition and also freedom of expression, as ISPs will have financial 
incentive to suppress content on non-affil iate OCSPs. 

Section 36 of the Telecommunications Act limits the ability of Canadian carriers to control the 
content or influence the meaning or purpose of telecommunications carried over their networks 
without prior CRTC authorization , but does not give the CRTC the power to require TSPs to 
block content. In the 201 8 FairPlay Decision, the CRTC stated: "section [36] gives the 
Commission the explicit power to authorize an ISP to block a webSIte, the proposed regime 
would go further and require such blocking pursuant to a Commission order. Because section 
36 confers an authorizing power and not a mandatory power, the power to mandate blocking 
must be found elsewhere ... "6 

The CRTC then determined it is only able to approve ISP content blocking if doing so will further 
the telecommunications policy objectives in s. 7, under certain circumstances. In the context of 
Internet traffic management practices, the CRTC has stated: 

122. The Commission finds that where an ITMP would lead to blocking the 
delivery of content to an end-user, it cannot be implemented without prior 
Commission approval. Approva l under section 36 would only be granted if it 
would further the telecommunications policy objectives set out in section 7 of the 
Act. Interpreted in light of these policy objectives, ITMPs that result in blocking 

• Ibid. at para. 126. 
5 Telecom Decision CRTC 2017-105, Complaints against Quebecor Media Inc., Videofron Ltd" and 
Videotron G.P. alleging undue and unreasonable preference and disadvantage regarding the Unlimited 
Music program, 20 April 2017. 
6 Telecom Decision CRTC 2018-384, Asian Television Network International Limited, on behalf of the 
FajrPlay Coalition - Application to disable online access to piracy websites, 2 October 2018, at para. 69 
[Fa irPlay Decision]. 
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Internet traffic would only be approved in exceptional circumstances, as they 
involve denying access to telecommunications services. 

Similarly, in Telecom Decision eRTC 2016-479 the CRTC affinned, in the context of 
Quebec's attempt to block access to unauthorized gambling websites, that "blocking 
would only be approved where it would further the telecommunications poli'cy objectives 
set out in section 7 of the Act."7 The CRTC did not find that Quebec's actions would 
further these objectives but, rather , would impede them . 

The Supreme Court of Canada has summarized the purpose of the Telecommunications 
Act in light of its policy objectives as being "to encourage and regu late the development 
of an orderly, reliable , affordable and efficient telecommunications infrastructure for 
Canada."8 PIAC submits that blocking the delivery of almost any content to end-users is 
fundamentally at odds with the policy objectives set out in s. 7. A TSP that blocks content 
requested and transmitted over thei r network effectively is an unreliable service provider 
providing sub-standard service from a user point of view. The very point of an ISP, 
indeed, the reason a con tract exists between the ISP and the user, and what the ISP 
accepts monetary compensation for, is to provide access to the Internet and to carry 
traffic over the ISPs' network to and from the wider Internet. 

Section 7(i) of the Telecommunications Act requires telecommunications policy to "contribute to 
the protection of the privacy of persons". Further, the CRTC has stated that it 

"recognizes that [Virtual Private Networks] VPNs are a legitimate tool to protect sensitive 

information, as recommended by security firms. While the Commission does not find 
differential pricing practices to have a direct negatfve impact on privacy per se, it is 
concerned that their adoption could discourage the use of VPNs and thus compromise 
the privacy andlor security of consumers,s 

The CRTC has consistently held that subs. 7(i) permits the Commission to create higher privacy 
obligations in relation to confidential customer lnformatlon in telecommunications than is 
requIred in general Canadian privacy law. 10 

Upholding individuals' ability to protect their privacy through VPNs and other encryption 
methods may make site-blocking an ineffective tool for preventing access to non-compliant 
OCSPs and these tools may, under the CRTC's approach to privacy under subs. 7(i), be held to 
be an important aspect of telecommunications' users' privacy. There are a variety of ways users, 
even technically unsophisticated ones, may easily circumvent blocked access to websites. One 
method of blocking websites is to program the Domain Name System (DNS) server to refuse to 
translate the URL into an IP address. When a person looks up a website, they enter a URL 

1 Telecom Decision eRTC 2016479, Public Interest Advocacy Centre - Application for relief regarding 
section 12 of the Quebec Budget Act, at para. 7 [Telecom Decision, Quebec Budget Act] . 

8 FairPlay Decision, supra note 4 at para. 69, citing Barrie Public Utilities v. Canadian Cable Television 
Assn., [2003]1 SCR 476, at paragraph 36. 
g Differential pricing practices , supra note 5 at para. 76. 
10 See: Telecom Decision 2003-33 and 2003-33-1 , Confidentiality provisions of Canadian carriers, 
Online: https:llcrtc.gc.cafeng/archive/2003/dt2003-33.htm 
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including a domain name (ex. Google.ca). A DNS server translates domain names into an IP 
address which can be used to communicate directly with the websites. Most ISPs have their 
own DNS servers, which customers may, and most do use (although a technically sophisticated 
user can specify their preferred DNS server to be one other than that of their ISP). DNS-based 
blocking can be easily circumvented by entering the IP address directly, using a proxy, using 
another DNS server or following a link to the IP address. Another method is to block the IP 
address. This can be easily circumvented by users by using a VPN , Which hides the destination 
of web traffic from the internet service provider. IP blocking is also easy for the site operator to 
circumvent by changing their IP addresses. A third method is to inspect the packets of data to 
determine their destination and block packets destined for the infringing website Deep-packet 
inspection can be easily circumvented by encrypting web-traffic. End users do not have to 
understand these circumvention measures to use them , Through software users can establish 

encrypted private network connection with a non-compliant OCSP which an internet service 
provider cannot block. 

The Proposal's indication that ISPs may be requ ired to block access to only a part of a non
compliant OCSP leads PIAC to presume that deep-packet inspection would be a necessary 
blocking method. Deep-packet inspection would require ISPs to examine aspects of packets 
which they would not otherwise examine and use that infonnation to make a decision about 
whether the packet should be permitted to pass. These additional steps may impose undue 
burden on ISPs potentially impacting network performance and competition among 
telecommunications companies. Deep-packet inspections may also constitute an unreasonable 
search if they reveal private information about users, for example , their financial , medical , or 
personal information, which is at the heart of the "biographical core" protected by s.8 of the 
Charter: 11 

Finally, the CRTC has forbidden , on the basis of users' confidentiality interests, ISPs' use of 
deep packet inspection for any purpose except traffic management: 

103. In light of the above, the Commission finds it appropriate to establish privacy 
provisions in order to protect personal information. The Commission therefore directs all 
primary ISPs, as a condition of providing retail Internet services, not to use for other 
purposes personal infonnation collected for the purposes of traffic management and not 
to disclose such information. 12 

11 Depending on the context. Canadians have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their identity as the 
internet subscriber associated with pan.icular usage (R v Spencer 2014 sce 43) and in their personal 
digital dev'ices (R v Fearon 2014 sec 77) and in electronic conversations (R. v. Marakah 2017 sec 59: 
R. v. TELUS Communications Co. 2013 sec 16), and personal computers (R. v. Morelli 2010 sec 8) 
and work computers where personal use is permitted (R. v. Cole 2012 SCC 53). 
12 Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657, Review of the Internet traffic managemelJt practices of 
Internet service providers· (21 October 2009), at para. 103. 
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It is not surprising, therefore, that given the scope of ss. 27(2) and 36 that the CRTC has yet to 
approve a site-blocking request, even in situations of alleged harm.13 PIAC submits that nothing 
in the Telecommunications Act nor the net neutrality framework articulated by the CRTC 
provides an exception to allow site-blocking merely because content is criminal or, to use the 
language of the Proposal , harmful. As this section of our comments highlights, ss. 27(2) and 36 
have been interpreted in such a way as to require ISPs to treated content agnostically and not 
prefer, restrict, slow, or block content unless the CRTC authorize them to do so, having 
determined thai differential treatment or restricted access will further the objectives of 
telecommunication policy. Any argument that restricting access to a subset of non-compliant 
OCSPs has only an incidental interference with the provision of telecommunications service is 
untenable. The nature of Internet activity is that it is personal to the user. The government, 
CRTC, ISP, and OCSP do not know the extent to which users, those engaging in harmful 
content and those not, rely on the OCSP that is to be restricted. Restricting access could have 
the effect of seriously impeding service jf a customer only or predominantly uses the Internet to 
access the blocked websites. 

Potential Impact on Freedom of Expression 
The CRTG has acknowledged the role of Internet access in safeguarding, enriching, and 
strengthening Canada's "social and economic fabric."14 Free expression on the Internet is 
fundamental to this fabric and, according to a Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur 
for Freedom of Opinion and Expression and the IACHR-OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 

Expression: 

[A]II restrictions on freedom of expression, including those that affect speech on the 
Internet, should be clearly and precisely established by law, proportionate to the 
legitimate aims pursued, and based on a judicial determination in adversarial 
proceedings. In this regard, legislation regulating the Internet should not contain vague 
and sweeping definitions or d isproportionately affect legitimate websi tes and services. 

PIAC submits that government mandated website blocking necessarily engages s. 2(b) of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and this right ought to be considered by the 
government in the context of the Proposal. We find support for this position in s. 41 (1) of the 
Telecommunications Act, which requires the CRTC consider freedom of expression when 

13 As an example, in a Letter Decision from Diane Rheaume. Secretary General of the CRTC to J. 
Edward Antecol dated 24 August 2006 (file no. 8622-P49-200610510), the CRTC declined an application 
purportedly made under s. 36 to have the CommiSSion proactively authorize ISPs to block certain 
websites alleged to constitute hate speech. The applicant provided expert evidence in support of his view 
that the two websites in question violated the Criminal Code. He also claimed that the websites, having 
posted his home address and made repeat and violent anti-Semitic statements, cause him to fear for his 
personal safety and the community at large. The CRTC reiterated that s.36 could not be used to require 
ISPs to block access to websites and denied the Application for procedural reasons. 
14 For example, Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2016-496, Modem telecommunications services- The 
path forward for Canada's digital economy, 21 December 2016 at para. 21. 
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deciding to prohibit or regulate unsolicited telecommunications to prevent undue inconvenience 
or nuisance. 

Canadians have a right to ;'freedom of [ ... ] expression, including freedom of the press and other 
media of communication. b The fundamental values underlying the guarantee of freedom of 
expression were well articulated by McLachlan J's dissent (not on this point) in R v Keegstra 
[1990] 3 SCR 697, To paraphrase, the main justifications for freedom of expression are: 

1. The free flow of ideas is essential to political democracy and the functioning of 
democratic institutions. 

2 . A marketplace of ideas leads to a more relevant, vibrant, and progressive society. 
3. People have a fundamental right to their own beliefs and opinions, and to express them, 

and such expression contributes to the self-realization of both speaker and listener. 

What constitutes protected expression under Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence is quite 
broad and includes non-vIolent hate speech 15 and child pornography. 16 Both types of expression 
have been limited via Criminal Code prohibitions in ways that have been held demonstrably 
justifiable in a free and democratic society and PIAC is not arguing that it is impossible for the 
government to further restri ct these forms of expression in justifiable ways. However, we wan t to 
raise our concerns about the potential issues with the Proposal's site-blocking regime in relation 
to freedom of expression. 

Harm is often dependent on one~s perception. PIAC took the position that net neutrality does not 
warrant special treatment for harmful or even criminal content in relation to disabling access to 
sites hosting content allegedly infringing copyright17 and in relation to Bill 74 which purported to 
allow the Province of Quebec to require ISPs to block access to 'unauthorized' gambling 
websites within 30 days of receipt of notice from Quebec.18 In the former instance, copyright 
holders argued access to content allegedly infringing copyright was harmful, but some users, 
site operators, and ISPs disagreed. In the latter, the government of Quebec claimed 
unauthorized online gambling websites were harmful because they did not contain the same 
responsible gaming rules as sites run by the government. However, the province also 
embedded the Site-blocking regime in a budgetary bill and made it clear thai blocking access to 
unauthorized websites would generate significant revenue, thus demonstrating how the concept 
of harm can be used to mask other aims. Reasonable people can disagree about the value of 
various forms of expression and whether such expression ought to be suppressed to prevent 
harm. 

For example, the Proposal suggests that users may be blocked from accessing OCSPs that are 
repeatedly non-compliant in blocking access to "terrorist content~ and that the definition of this 
harm will be based on the Criminal Code. The Criminal Code contains a definition of "terrorist 

15 R v Keegstra [1990] 3 SCR 697 . 
" R v. Sharpe, 2001 SCC 2.12001] 1 S.C.R. 45; R. v. Barabash, 2015SCC 29, ]2015]2 S.C.R 522. 
17 FairPlay Decision , supra note 4 at para. 67 
18 Telecom Decision, Quebec Budget Act, supra note 10. 
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activity" which, to paraphrase, requires : 1) an act or omission; 2) committed, at least in part, for 

a political , religious, or ideological purpose; 3) with some intention to intimidate the public with 
regard to its security, including economic security, or with some intention to compel a person, 
government, or organization to do or refrain from doing any act; and 4) that intentionally a) 

causes death or serious bodily harm through violence, b) endangers a person's life, c) causes a 
serious risk to the health or safety of the public, d) causes substantial property damage, whether 
to public or priVate property', or e) causes serious interference with or serious disruption of an 

essential service, facility or system , whether public or private, other than as a result of 
advocacy, protest, dissent or stoppage of work that is not intended to cause death or bodily 
harm or endanger a person 's life. PIAC is concerned that there may be instances where it is 
difficult to distinguish between legitimate forms of expression and terrorist content. For example, 

protest and work stoppages are excluded from the above definition, but it is not clear if they 
would be eaptured under "terrorist content" if, for example, the content depicted people seriously 

disrupting an essential service with the intention of compelling a government or organization to 
respond to protest or labour demands, both of which are made for an ideological purpose. PIAC 
recomrnends that the govemment provide more information, after consultation with civil liberties 
societies and minorities' rights groups, on how it intends to ensure that the scope of content to 

be blocked under the category of "terrorist content" does not capture otherwise legitimate forms 
of expression, including advocacy, protest, dissent, and work stoppages, which may, depending 
on one's political perspective, resemble terrorist activity. PIAC also recommends that the 

government consider safeguards to ensure that governments, corporate interests, and majority 
groups are not able to use the proposed site-blocking regime to suppress expression that 

threatens their power by, for example, repeatedly complaining about OCSP non-compliance and 

having these complaints entertained by the Digital Safety Commissioner, whose level of 
independence is not clear from the Proposal. As former CRTC National Commissioner Timothy 
Denton, as he then was, wrote: "History show's that schemes of regu lation - and censorship -
have a tendency to expand [ ... ]. ~19 PIAC is concerned that over time more and more content 

may be restricted, under the guise of harm , to suit the desires of the state, 

Content that sexually exploits children is nearly universally accepted as harmful and PIAC is not 
against blocking access to child pornography. However, PIAC wonders why they government 
has not acknowledged that Canada's major ISPs already voluntarily block customer access to 
non-Canadian websites that are hosting child pomography using Cleanfeed Canada , an 
undertaking of the Canadian Coalition Against Intemet Child Exploitation (CCAICE).20 ISPs 

currently perform this blocking without, to our knowledge, legislated authority .21 PIAC suggests 
the government consider regulating this existing practice and determining what needs to be 

19 Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009·329 , Rev;ew of broadcasting in new media , 4 
June 2009, Concurring opinion of Commissioner Timothy Denton (Revised as of 8 July 2009). 
20 Cybertip.ca , "Cleanfeed Canada" online: <https:/Iwww.cybertip.ca/app/en/projects-cleanfeed>. 
21 Cybertip.ca states: MISPs do not consider themselves qualified to determine the legality of content. The 
Criminal Code allows a judge to make such legal determinations for child pornography content on the 
Internet, and to issue take-down orders if such content is hosted in Canada. ISPs follow this legislation 
and rely on the courts for direction. There is no such legislation for child pornography content hosted 
outside of Canada, so filtering access based on the Cybertip.ca list is an effective way to deal with such 
foreign content." 
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done in order to use this system to further reduce Canadian's exposure to child abuse images 
and create a disincentive for those who access and distribute child pornography in a way that is 
effective, proportional , and results in minimal impairment to expression that does not constitute 
child exploitation. 

Since justifying infringement of a Charter right requires an assessment of whether the measures 
selected are rationally connected to the aim of the legislation, wh ich in this instance Is reducing 
public exposure to terrorist content and child exploitation content, PIAC's comments regarding 
the potential ineffectiveness of site-blocking mentioned In the previous section are also relevant 
to the discussion of freedom of expression. 

Recommpndations If the governmpnl i~ to mnvp forwarrl With a 

mandatory site-blocking regime 

PIAC does not believe It is appropriate to create a site-blocking regime that will require ISPs to 
block access to non-compliant OCSPs. However, If the government is to create an avenue for 
site-blocking , PIAC suggests that the CRTC be the decision-maker so as to ensure that 
Canadians' right to telecommunications services and right to freedom of expression, as 
discussed above, are not unduly restricted. 

In its 2018 FairPlay Decision, the CRTC stated that s. 36 "gives the Commission the explicit 
power to authorize an ISP to btock a website, [but that) the proposed regime would go further 
and require such blocking pursuant to a Commission order. Because section 36 confers an 
authorizing power and not a mandatory power, the power to mandate blocking must be found 
elsewhere ... "22 The government would, therefore, need to amend the Telecommunications Act 
to provide the CRTC with the ability to issue site-blocking orders on application from not only 
Canadian carriers , but other interested parties, including, presumably, the Digital Safety 
Commissioner. This amendment would provide the CRTC with the authority to consider and, in 
very limited instances, issue mandatory site-blocking orders in ways that are congruent with 
telecommunications law and policy. 

PIAC cautions that creating a court ordered site-blocking regime may produce resu lts 
inconsistent with the CRTC's existing, approval-based site-blocking regime if, for example, an 
ISP seeking to block content via CRTC approval is denied, but the Digital Safety Commissioner 
is subsequently granted a Federal Court site -blocking order requiring the ISP to block content. 
Since the CRTC's decisions are based on telecommunications policy considerations such an 
inconsistence may undermine Canada's telecommunications system. That said, if the 
government intends to make a court ordered site-blocking regime, we suggest that it include 
explicit requirements that the court consider s. 36 and s. 27(2) rulings and jurisprudence and 

22 Telecom Decision CRTC 2018-384. Asian Television Network International Limited. on behalf of the 
FajrPlay Coalition - Application to disable online access to piracy websites. 2 October 2018. at para. 69 
[Fa irPlay Decision]. 
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issue orders that apply narrowly to the conduct of the specific parties before them in order to 

safeguard Canada 's telecommunications system and the CRTC's role in regulating it. 

PIAC notes that the Federal Court of Appeal (FCA) recently affirmed the availability of 

mandatory interlocutory injunctions as a means of blocking online access to content allegedly 
infringing copyrighted materials in Canada.23 In the absence of parliamentary intervention, site
blocking orders will likely be issued based on the factors identified by Mr. Justice Gleeson in 

Bell Media Inc. v. GoJdTV.Biz , 2019 FC 1432 not only in the context of online 'piracy' , but online 
harms as well. 

PIAC is not commenting on the general appropriateness of these factors ,24 but submits that they 
may be insufficient to safeguard Canada's net neutrality framework and Canadians' right to 

freedom of expression , noted above, especia lly given Me Justice Gleeson's consideration of 

these issues - upheld by the FCA - was as follows : 

"I am not prepared to conclude, as the Plaintiffs have suggested, that the prinaple of net 
neutrality is of no application where a site-blocking order is sought. However, I am 

satisfied, in the face of a strong prima facie case of ongoing infringement and a draft 
order that seeks to limit blocking to Unlawful sites and incorporates processes to address 
inadvertent over-blocking that neither net neutrality nor freedom of expression concerns 

tip the balance against granting the relief sought. As has been previously noted by the 
Supreme Court of Canada, albeit in a different context, the jurisprudence has not, to 

date, accepted that freedom of expression requires the facilitation of unlawful conduct 
(Equustek at para 48) . Similarly I am not convinced that the principle of net neutrality, or 

the common carrier doctrine , is to be applied in a manner that requires ISPs to facilitate 
unlawful conducL"25 

PIAC also notes that court ordered site-blocking can be impractical and burdensome. Mr. 
Justice Gleeson's site-blocking order has been updated several times to expand the list of 

domains to be blocked and remove domains no longer being used to provide access to the 
allegedly copyright-infringing content.26 PIAC is not surprised by this outcome because, as we 
have described above, site operators and users can easily circumvent domain and IP address 
blocking. Also noted above is our understanding that smaller ISPs may be disproportionately 

impacted by the costs associated with ongoing and rapidly change blocking requirements . The 

23 Teksavvy Solutions Inc. v, Bell Media Inc .. 2021 FCA 100. 
24 Mr. Justice Gleeson used factors cited in United Kingdom jurisprudence and codified by the United 
Kingdom parliament in Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. At the irreparable harm stage. Gleeson 
J. considered whether the injunction was necessary to protect the plaintiffs rights and the availability of 
alternative and less onerous measures. In weighing the balance of convenience he considered: 
effectiveness; dissuasiveness; complexity and cost' barriers to legitimate use or trade; fairness, including 
a brief note on freedom of expression and net neutrality; substitution:' and safeguards. 
25 Bell Media Inc. v. Go/dTV.Biz , 2019 Fe 1432 at para. 97. 
26 The Wire Report . USite-blocking in GoldTV case expanded again" (Sept 2021), online: 
<https:l/www .thewirereportca/2021/09/15/site-blocking-in -goldtv-case-expanded-aga in/> . 
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issues of practicality and burden have broader implications on telecommunications law and 
policy and, therefore, would be more properly addressed by the CRTC. 

PIAC notes that Bell , Rogers, a'nd Quebecor are requesting the Federal Court establish 
Canada 's first-ever "dynamic" site-blocking order, which would require third-party ISPs to block 

a rolling list of IP addresses in real-time, as they are identified by the broadcasters as 
broadcasting 'pirated ' National Hockey League games while those games are being broadcast 
throughout the NHL season.27 If granted this order would require proactive content blocking, 
which is problematic for reasons discussed in our comment. Th is request demonstrates the 
growing need for the government, if it is to have court ordered site-blocking, to set parameters 
to minimize the impact of such decision on Canada 's telecommunications system. 

PIAC notes that Teksavvy is appealing the FCA decision to the Supreme Court of Canada 
arguing, in part, that judicial site-blocking "risks displacing and overtaking Parliament's carefully
crafted statutory regime .. . ~ and is "incompatible with the statutorily mandated neutrality of ISPs 
as common carriers ... ~28 PIAC awaits the result of this appeal as should the government, before 
moving forward with legislation requiring ISPs to block content. 

COr1~llJslon 

PIAC reiterates that site-blocking We believe it is lnappropriate to use site -blocking to address 
the online harms identified in the Proposal , except in so far as to legislate and expand upon the 
existing practice of ISP's blocking access to non-Canadian websites that are hosting child 
pornography using Cleanfeed Canada . 

If the Proposal is to create an avenue for site-blocking we suggest that the CRTC be the 
decision-maker so as to ensure that site-blocking does not undermine Canada's 
telecommunications system nor impair Canadian 's rights to freedom of expression. 

If the government makes the Federal Court the site-blocking adjudicator we suggest that 'it 
provide explicit requirements that the court consider s. 36 and s. 27(2) ru lings and jurisprudence 
and issue narrow orders that apply only to the conduct of the specific parties before them in 
order to safeguard the role of the CRTC and Canada 's telecommunications system. 
As stated in the introduction, PtAC may voice our additional concerns about the Proposal at a 

later stage. particularly our concerns about: mandatory OCSP reporting to law enforcement and 
CSIS; extended data retention periods; expansion of the Mandatory Reporting Act to require 

27 The Wire Report. "Bell , Rogers, and Quebecor seek first-ever 'dynamic' site~blocking order"(July 2021). 
online: < https:flwww.thewirereport.cal2021j0 7108/bell-rogers-and-q uebecor ~seek -first-ever -dynamic-site
blocking-orderf>. 
2fl Chris Cooke. ·Canadian ISP takes web-blocking debate to the country's Supreme Court" (Aug 2021). 
online: <https:llcompletemusicupdate.comtarticie/canadian-lsp-takes-web-blocking-debate-to-the-
cou ntrys-su preme-court/> , 
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ISPs to provide basic subscriber information to law enforcement ; and the proposed 
administrative structure. 

For now, we have limited our comments to the possible impact of the Proposal's site -blocking 
regime on telecommunications consumers. We ask that in considering whether and how to 
implement such a regime that the government consider the broader implications on Canada's 
net neutrality framework , including the effects on competition, innovation , consumer choice, 
access and affordability, privacy, and Canadians' right to freedom of expression. 

,,- End of Document "*" 
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LIntroduction 

The National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM) is an independent non-partisan 
and non-profit organization that protects Canadian human rights and civil liberties, 
challenges discrimination and IsLamophobia, builds mutual understanding, and 
advocates for the public concerns of Canadian M-usLims. 

II. Summary 

While we are supportive of the general framework set forward in the proposed 
legislation, we would have grave concerns (generally summarized) if a copy of aU 
reports and associated information of online hate automatically get sent to law 
en.£orceJnent. 

In other words, the components that make reference to "terrorist content" need to be 
removed from the draft online hate bi ll. These components are, to us, a rehashing of the 
problems of Bill C-51. 1£ these provisions are not removed, we will likely have to be in 
the position of publicly opposing this bill. Frankly, we are d isappointed that these 
provisions were even anticipated in the consultation package, since we have been very 
clear in our discussions that this would have obvious problems. 

This is not something we want, as we are very supportive of the need for online hate 
regulation that is balanced and respects our civil liberties. 

III. Why We Support Online Hate Reform 

On the evening of JuJy 29, 2017, six Canadian Muslims were murdered and 19 injured in 
the midst of their prayers at the Centre Culturel Islamique de Quebec in Ste. Fay, 
Quebec by Alexandre Bissonnette. 

Ibrahima Barry. Azzedine Sou.fiane. Aboubaker Thabti. Khaled Belkacemi. Mamadou 
Tanou Barry. Abdelkarim Hassane. In an instance of hate and violence, their earthly 
presence was removed from us in what remains the worst attack on a house of worship 
on Canadian soil. 

In R. c. Bissollnette, 2019 QCCS 354, Justice Franc;ois Huot indicated at paragraphs 10-12 
of the decision that Bissonnette drew upon online sources before committing this 
horrific attack: 
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[10] ".il consulte assidument divers sites lntemet portant, notamment sur les 
armes a feu et a uteurs d'actes terroristes. A titre d 'exemples, iJ accede, Ie 27 
janvier, au compte Twitter de #Muslimban.,. 

[111 Le lendemain, il fait-di verses lec tures sur Jaylen Fryberg, J'auteur de la 
hlerie de Marysville, Elliot Rodger, responsable de la tuerie de masse du 21 
mai 2014 a Isla Vista en Califomie, Dylann Roof, l'assassin de neu.f Afro
Americains lors de la fusillad e de l' eglise de Charleston, I'attaque de San 
Bernardino et la page Facebook du Illou vemen t FEMUL (Feministes en 
mouvement de l'Universite Laval). 

(12J Dans 1a matinee du 29 janvier 2017, Bissonnette dejeune en consu.ltant 
d'autres s ites traitant d 'attentats djihadis tes. ,. 

[Translated to English] 

[10] During this same period, he regularly consu lted various Internet sites 
relatin~ in particular, to firearms and perpetrators of terroris t acts. For 
example, on Jan. 27, he accessed #Muslimban's Twitter account.. . 

[11] The following day, he made various readings on Jaylen Fryberg, the 
author of the Marysville slaughter, Elliot Rodger, mass murderer of May 23, 

2014 in Is la Vista, California, Oylann Roof, the murderer of nine African 
Americans during the shooting of the Charleston church, the San Bernardino 
attack and the Facebook page of the FEMUL movement (Feminists in Motion 
at Laval University). 

[121 On the morning of January 29, 2017, Bissonnette consu lted other sites 
deal ing with jihadist attacks ... 

There is no dearer indication to us that online hate poses as existential threa t to 
Canadians, and to Canadian security. An analysis of his computer records showed that 
Bissonnette, from December 27, 2016 to January 29, 2017, consulted various sources 
about Islam on the internet. While we do not propose that BissoIU1ette was solely 
motivated by online hate speech or online racist manifestos, it is dear tha t Bissonnette 
consulted these online sources before committing his attack. That is simply part of the 
evidence. 

In Canada, there is little doubt from an empirical perspective that online hate, primarily 
through social media, but also through blogs, pod casts, other websites, and the dark 
web continues to fuel animosity and lslamophobia towards Canadian Muslim 
populations. Online hate stokes animosity, fear, and promotes misinformation and anti-
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Semitism against our friends and allies in the Jewish community as wel l. The scourge of 
w hite supremacy, as well as the "incel" community, has been given a revival and a 
rebirth by way of the growth of sodal media, where misinformation and hate pose an 
existential threat to Canadian security. 

In 2016, media research company Cision documented a 600% rise in the amOWlt of 
intolerant and hate speech in social media postings between N ovember 2015 and 
November 2016. Their study focused on the usage of hashtags like #banmuslims and 
#sieghei l.! According to a 2019 survey by Leger Marketing, 60% of Canadians report 
having seen hate speech on sociaJ media, and 62% of Quebecers stated that they had 
seen hateful or racist speech on the internet/socia l media in relation to Muslims. 2 

There is far more empirical d ata demonstrating this point than can be adequately 
condensed into this brief. Perry and Scriven's research on how Canadian hate groups 
(Uke Blood and Honour or the Canadian Nationalist Front) utilize online platforms, 
including social media platforms, demonstrates that white supremacist and onl ine hate 
groups use online platforms to create an "enabling environment".3 Groups like the 
Soldiers of Odin (founded by a neo-Nazi), Pegida Canada, and other organizations 
routinely use Twitter and Facebook as organizing too ls, as well as to continue to spread 
misinformation and hate about immjgrants, feminists, refugees, and the Canadian 
Muslim community. 

Examples aboWld relating to the continued and real-life impact of online hate against 
local Muslim cOlnnlwuties. The Fort McMurray Mosque, for instance, has faced 
numerous threa ts online for year s, including most recently after the New Zealand 
shootings. Some Facebook users called for the Markaz ul Islam Mosque to be burned 
down and blown up, while anothe r called for the mosque to " have a pig roast". To ou.r 
knowledge, while the ReM}> did investigate these clea.r instances of online hate speech, 
potential ly breaching the Crill/inal Code, no charges have been laid . 

It is clear, given our current environment, that action must be taken in order to ensure 
that there is a comprehensive, whole-of-society approach to reducing the harms of 

online hate. 

I Mncicm,'s, "Online hate speech in Can 2lda is up 600 percent. What can be done?", November 2, 2017 

(on line: Madea n' s" ) < h Ups: / I www.madeans.ca [ pot itics! a nI i ne -hate-s peech -i n-ca nada-i s-u p-600-
percent-what-can be-donel >. 

2 Marian Scott, "Most Canadia ns ha ve seen hate speech on social media: survey", Jan uary 27, 2019 
(online: Montrea.l Gazette) < https:/!m o ntrealgazette.com! news/ local news/ hate-speech-targets
muslims>. 
3 Ba.rbara Perry & Ryan Scrivens, " A O imate for Hate? An Exploration of the Right-Wing Extremis t 
Landscape in Ca nada" Sprillger- Critical Criminology 2018, online: 
htl ps: I / lin k .spri llger.com I a rt ide! 1 0.1007%2 Fs 10612-0"1 8-9394-V'. 
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We welcome the work that the federal government is doing to propose an approach to 
address harmful content onJine through a new legislative and regulatory framewo rk 
that wouJd create rules for how social media platforms and other online services must 
address harmful content. We support an approach that is well-studied, balanced, and 
constitutional. 

IV. The Problem: Terrorist Content and Passing Information to Law Enforcment 

Examining the discussion guide and techn ical paper, however, we have serious 
concerns that undermine our confidence that this framework in its current form would 
properly ba lance protecting our democracy and the safety of aU Canadians. Our 
concerns include three key issues: 

• The vague and overbroad way that the framework proposes engaging law 
enforcement and CSIS to address " terrorist content", " terrorist activity", and 
"terrorisnl" . 

• Elements of the framework that would repeat the errors of Bill C-51 "The Anti
Terrorism Act", 2015. 

• Elements of the framework that raise risks with regard to the Canadial1 Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms. 

Ill. Engaging law enforcement and eSIS on terrorism 

We advise the govenunent to remove a ll references to "terrorist content", "terroris t 
activ ity" and "terrorism" from the approach to add ress hate and other harmful con tent 
online. TIle purpose of regulating hate online should be to keep all Canadians safe froIll 
violence. The track record of the Canadia n. government's practices with respect to 
e.nac tment, inves tiga tion, enforce ment, prosecution, and incarceration around terrorism 
has d isp roportionately securi tized, cri mina lized, and demonized Musli.m Can adians. 

Tile fmpligned Provisiolls 

In Ule Discussion Guide' 5 Modu le 1, under "Background", the govemment observes 
that "Social media platforms can be used to spread ha te or terrorist propaganda, 
cowlsel offline violence, recru it new adherents to extremist groups, and th reaten 
nationa l security, the ru le of law and democratk institu tions." Under the sec tion. "Who 
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.' 
and what would be regulated", the government lists "terrorist conten t!! as the fi.rst item 
in a list of five categories of ha rmful content. 

Under the section on "Engaging law enforcement and eSIS", the government proposes 
two potential options to achieve the right balance all. the mandatory notification 
requirement, specificalJy on its scope and the thresholds for triggeri.ng notification 
obligations. The first option refers to illegal content that is "likely to lead to violence or 
terrorist activity" and the second option proposes that "the threshold for reporting 
potentially terrorist and violent extremist content" cou ld be lower than that for 
potentially crimi.na l hate speech". 

This could lead to absurd consequences, since a lower threshold than the Wlwtcott 
standard for "likely to lead to violence or terrodst activity" could mean that 
Canadian Muslims who talk about Pa lestine, Afghanista_n, or sta nd in solidarity with 
diverse movemen ts could be implicated. Clearly, th is is unacceptable. 

Under the section on "Compliance and enforcement", the government proposes that a 
Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada would have powers to "apply to the Federal 
Court to seek an order to require Telecommunications Service Providers to implement a 
blocking or fil tering mechanism to prevent access to all or part of a service in Canada 
that has repeatedly refused to remove chHd sexual exploitation and/ or terrorist 
content". We su pport the government in in implementing this with regard to removaJ of 
content that features child sexual exploitation. However, the excessively vague mention 
oJ " terrorist conten t" shou ld be onutted here. It could be replaced wi th something mOfe 
specific and clearer like content that" incites to violence". 

With regard to the govenullent's Technical Paper that accompanies the Discussion 
Guide, we also noted very concerning ways of addressing terrorism. I.n Module l(A): 
New legislative and regu latory framework, the government proposes an act of 
legis lation that would be based on several prelnises. Premise (d) mentions the 
consideration tha t Online Communication Services (OCSs) are " used to spread 
propaganda, recruit, organize an d incite violence, and that terrorist con tent online often 
leads to violence in the physical world". Reference to "terrorist content online" sbould 
be omitted as the objective is achieved clearly by simply relying on the Whntcott 
standard. 
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Under the section on "Application" #8, the government proposes that "TIle Act should 
provide definHions for th e five (5) types of harmful con tent according to a set of 
concepts explained further in that section. TIle government proposes tha t legislation 
"should ensure that the definitions borrow from the Criminal Code but are adapted to 
the regulatory context." The government goes on to say that "The concept of terrorist 
content, shou ld refer to con ten t tha t actively encourages terrorism and which is Ukely to 
resuJt in terrorism." This is too vague. The whole sentence s tarting with " the concept of 
terrorist conten t" should be omitted. The way this is proposed puts not only Canadian 
M·uslims a t higher risk of harm but also Canadians engaging in political activism 
arowld bldigenous rights, anti -Black racism, and climate jus tice. 

Under the section on "Incident response protocol'!, for #18 {OJ, the government 
proposes that legislation should provide the Digital Safety Commissioner with the 
authority, with the approval of the Governor in Council, to establish an lncident 
Response Protocol for the purpose of implementing the Chris tchurch CaB to Eliminate 
Terrorist and Violent ExtTem.ist Content O nliJ1e and reducing the online communication 
of content relating to terrorist ac tivities. TIle Incident Response Protocol would respond 
to an act or omission as described in the definition of" terrorist content" tied to an 
emergen t. ongoing, or recently cond uded real-wor ld attack in Canada, or outside of 
Canada when content is shared on one or more Canadian-based OCSs. We suggest that 
in order to meet our obligations, we need to be clea r that we must ma ke our production 
order protocols more robust. 

Reporting a nd p reservation obligations, for #22, the government proposes that for one 
approach in that section (22 b), legislation should provide that an Online 
Commun.ica tion Service Provider (OCSP) shaU report information respecting terrorist 
content and content that incites v iolence that wiU be made inaccessible in accordance 
with this legislation to the Canadian Secu rity IntelHgence Service (CSIS) in a manner 
that conforms to Governor in Council. regulations relating to the threshold, timing, 
format and any other requirements for such reports. Reference to "terrorist content" 
should be omitted here. 1£ kept, there is an inuease in risk to Ullderm.ining the rule of 
law and a risk to the privacy rights of Canadians, especia lly acti vists, journaJists, and 
others whose conten t would be at higher ri sk of erroneous categoriza tion as terrorist 
content withou t adequate assessment of context. 

Under the sec tion on Except ional recourse #120, reference to a. II. " terroris t content" 
should be removed en tirely. 

V. Elements of the framework that would repeat the errors of Bill C-S1"The Anti
Terrorism Act", 2015. 
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If this framework is implemented as proposed, we see it as amounting to a new version 
of Bill C-Sl and We would publicly oppose it as such. 

Bill C-51 made significant changes to Canada's national security, anti-terrorism, and 
privacy laws. It treated " terrorism offences" in a vague and overbroad way. This 
government's proposed framework to address hate online and online harm treats 
" terrorist content" online in a similarly vague and overbroad way. Due to the massive 
scale and scope of infoTmation, the rapid rate of speed at which content can be 
generated, modified, and dissem'inated, the risks and potential harms of this kind of 
vague and overbroad treatment of terrorist content could be worse than the harms 
Canadians experienced and/or witnessed from the way previous governments handled 
" terrorism offences" . 

Bill C-Sl introduced the concept of " terrorist propaganda" into federal legislation and 
permitted judges to order the removal of such content from the internet. Again, the 
harms were apparent in attempts to implement such measures by means of people who 
were not equipped to be aware of and mitigate the harms of unconscious bias at an 
individual level, nor equipped to address systemic racism at an institutional level. Now 
this framework would require people working as moderators for social media pla tforms 
to also judge what is and w ha t is not " terrorist propaganda" and " terrorist content", For 
obvious reasons, that is unacceptable. The risks of errors that would have harmful 
consequences for public safety and our democracy are increasingly high. 

As Bill C-Sl increased the powers of law enforcem ent and CSIS, so too does this 
approach proposed by the government effectively grant law enforcement and CSlS 
unprecedented access to the user data of Canadians. As Bill C-Sl permitted government 
institutions to share information with each other about "activities that undermine the 
security of Canada", so too does this framework propose to enable government 
institutions to share information with each other, except now wi th digital technologies 
and the kind of specific granular personal data that was unimaginable before now. 
What the government is proposing now does not adequate ly address how to protect 
Canadians from the risks that such digital data sharing poses to o ur privacy rights, our 
freedom of expression, and other democratic freedoms. 

Simply put, the legislation as it stands now could i nadvertently result in one of the 
most significant assaults on marginalized and racialized communities in years. 
NCCM does not participate in hyperbole; but this is gravely, dan gerously concerning. 

8 
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VI. Elements of the framework that raise risks with regard to the Ca lladiall Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms. 

For aU the reasons outlined above, it is clear to us that this proposed framework, in its 
current form, would have a high risk of violating the constitutional rights of Canadians. 
We are aware of other stakeholders who also see the risks this framework poses for 
Charter violations. If this framework is implemented as proposed, the NCCM is 
prepared to collaborate with other stakeholders nationally and across sectors to 
challenge the constitutionality of this approach to address online hate. 

There is a strong likelihood that these provisions of the frameworks - that amOlmt to 
one of the largest information gathering provisions in recent histOl), to national secu rity 
agencies in a way that seems to completely Lack transparency - may violate section 8 of 
the Charter, amongst other sec tions of the Charter. 

vn. Conclusion 

While the NCCM supports more online hate regulation, we do not support regulation 
that can be used to harm the safety of Canaruan Muslims and other securitized groups, 
to undermine the healthy flourishing of active digital citizenship, or that be used to 
harm the fWldamental democratic freedoms of all Canadians. 
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Our Position: 

We at the Centre for Gender and Sexual Health Equity (CGSHE) and West Coast LEAF share the concern 
of the Digital Citizen Initiative about the impact of harmful content online, including the sharing of 
non- consensual sexual content. However, we are concerned that further punitive regulation and the 
introduction of new regulations and enforcement mechanisms to govern user activity online will have 
broad negative consequences for communities already heavily regulated and surveilled in the online 
sphere, including sex workers. Sex workers are experts in the negotiation of consent and in safely 
navigating sexually explicit materials online, therefore sex workers and considerations about their 
occupational health and safety must be included in deliberations about policy responses to harmful 
content online. 

As outlined below, a significant body of peer-reviewed empirical evidence on sex work policy 

unequivocally demonstrates that punitive and restrictive regulations and policies undermine sex 
workers' occupational health and safety and push sex work underground. Indeed, regulatory models 
based on surveillance and criminalization have previously been shown as ineffective in curbing 
exploitation, and are instead shown to undermine sex workers' ability to access vital occupational 
health and safety protections (1-2). Digital environments have been identified as critical to sex 
workers' safety and autonomy (13-17). Deliberations about how to respond to online harms that fail to 
include or address sex workers' realities have the potential to create serious negative effects to sex 
workers' occupational health and safety and at the same time, are unlikely to reach the stated goals of 
preventing online harms (including non-consensual sharing of sexual content) (1-2). Through West 
Coast LEAF's ongoing monitoring of the gender-based impact of COVID-19, the importance of digital 
environments for sex workers has only increased as many sex workers have had to pivot to or continue 
working online to support their economic and health and safety needs in the face of financial 
devastation unrecognized by the financial supports rolled out by federal or provincial governments (3) . 

The Research: 

Recent Science & Policy Developments: 

Empirical evidence has consistently highlighted that criminalization, policing and punitive regulation 
are the key drivers that continue to undermine sex workers' human and labour rights, including 
occupational health and safety (4-6). In 2013, the Supreme Court of Canada (SeC) ruled unanimously in 
Canada (Attorney General) v Bedford, 2013 SCC 72 that the criminalization of sex work under previous 
legislation was unconstitutional, however new aspects of sex work were criminalized under the new 
"end-demand" laws implemented in 2014. Qualitative and epidemiological research shows that 
current end-demand sex work laws reproduce harms to workers, including increased violence and 
barriers to accessing justice and health and labour protections (7 -12). 

Further punitive restrictions and avenues of enforcement to regulate online sex work have the 
potential to compromise digital work environments that have been shown to afford additional safety 
for sex workers (13-17). Online sex work and solicitation can be a safe(r) environment for workers 
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when compared to street-based sex work and serves as a critical livelihood for many workers in the sex 
industry. In a context where most aspects of sex work are already criminallzed, but where selling sex 
itself is legal per new end-demand laws, it is imperative that sex workers' occupational health and 
safety is considered when deliberating about online harms in spaces sex workers use, including sites 
such as Pornhub. To avoid further jeopardy to the online workplaces of sex workers, sex workers 
themselves must be consulted on decisions about how to organize websites that host sexually explicit 
content . Indeed, sex workers are experts and can provide important insights on protection of privacy 
and consent. Moreover, proactively hearing from and responding to the concerns of sex workers on 
the very Issues that Impact their lives and livelihoods Is essential to promoting access to justice for this 
population, recognized as facing particular stigma and challenges in accessing legal remedies and safe 
works paces (18,19) (see also, Canada (Attorney General) v Downtown Eastside Sex Workers United 
Against Violence Society, 2012 SCC 45 (20)) 

-The evidence on punitive 'approaches 10 sex work 

AESHA is a 10-year longitudinal community-based research project housed at the University of British 
Columbia and Simon Fraser University-affiliated CGSHE, that includes over 900 sex workers across 
diverse work environments. AESHA research adds to the growing body of evidence globally that 
highlights how the current approaches criminalizing sex work and punitive regulation and censorship 
of sexually explicit material harm sex workers by increasing risk of violence, jeopardizing occupational 
health and safety, and reducing income security . 

• Harms of sex work criminalization. AESHA's research has highlighted the pivotal role of 
criminalization, policing and surveillance in shaping the health, safety and human rights of sex 
workers (7-10-9) . Criminalization and policing disproportionately impact marginalized populations 
of sex workers, including racialized and Indigenous, im/migrant workers, trans sex workers and sex 
workers who use drugs (9-12), and are often determined by the socio-spatial features of sex work 
venues and locations (21-23). Canada's end demand laws perpetuate existing harms for sex 
workers, including elevated risk of violence, barriers to accessing justice and continued stigma and 
fear that prevent access to safe, secure housing, healthcare, and social protections (24-28). These 
harms disproportionately impact racialized, im/migrant sex workers, who are viewed categorically 
as victims of exploitation, but at the same time deemed unworthy of occupational protections (24-
30) . 

• Online access is necessary for sex workers' safety, autonomy, and security. Digital tools used for 
solicitation, content distribution, client communication and violence reporting support sex workers' 
occupational safety, by allowing for improved client screening, increased control and worker 
autonomy (13-15). Online censorship policies, punitive laws and increased surveillance and 
enforcement jeopardize sex workers' access to these occupational health and safety strategies. 
Rather than increased punitive regulation, AESHA's research demonstrates the need to remove 
barriers to access online spaces for sex work and greater access to digital technologies. 
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• Decriminalization, not heightened punitive regulation and enforcement, is necessary to root out 
exploitation. As outlined by Canada's Justice Minster in a recent statement, the Criminal Code 
already incl udes sections specifica lly prohibiting the publishing and/or sel ling of sexually explicit 
material relating to chi ldren in a comprehensive way (section 163.1 chi ld pornography), as well as 
voyeurism and the non-consensual distribution of int imate images, (sections 162, 162.1, 163) (29). 
Recommendations for more broad, puni tive regulat ion which may conflate chi ld pornography and 
non-consensual materials with sex work, in turn, work to undermine onl ine sex workspaces. 
Add it ional regulat ion and censorship of online spaces where sex workers operate will further hinder 
sex workers' occupational health and safety and is more likely to foster exploitat ion by pushing sex 
work further 'underground'. The evidence shows that decriminalization, and sex worker-l ed harm 

reduction strategies, rather than regulation or punitive approaches, are most effective in addressing 
traffick ing, explo itation and violence in the context of sex work (30-32) 

Policy Implications: 

Despite being frequently positioned as serving to protect women and survivors of non-consensual 
content distributions, AESHA's findings indicate that the current broad discussion to further regulate 
online spaces fuels st igma against sex workers and violates sex workers' human rights by exacerbat ing 
risk for sex workers and communi t ies already vulnerable to violence and exploitation. 

In other jurisdictions, such as the United States, further criminal ization and regu lat ion of onl ine 
sexually explicit content has been found to be ineffective in discouraging non-consensual distribution 
or sexual violence but has proved to harm sex workers and pushed the industry further underground 
and ou tside the parameters of safe(r) onl ine spaces (16,17,33). Punitive regulation of online spaces 
and sexual ly expl icit content has resulted in broad censorship policies that remove con tent belonging 
to sex workers. In line w ith the recommendations made by international policy bodies such as the 
World Health Organization, UNAIDS and Amnesty International (34-36), the above outlined peer
reviewed empirica l evidence demonstrate the negative impacts of criminal ization and punitive 
regulation on sex workers' occupational health and safety. 

We urge the Digital Citizen Imitative to consider the above outlined empirical evidence 
in their deliberations and make an evidence-based call to : 

• meaningfully consult with seK workers in any deliberations about online seKually 
eKplicit content 
• refrain from implementing further punitive restrictions that may impact online seK 
work environments. 
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About the AESHA Project at the CGSHE: 

The Centre for Gender and Sexual Health Equity's Assessment of Sex Workers' Health Access (AESHA) 
Project is a lO-year longitudinal community-based research project that includes a quantitative cohort 
and qualitative/ethnographic arm. The CGSHE is a University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser 

University-affiliated research centre at Providence Health Care. As part of the quantitative arm, AESHA 
operates' a community-based prospective cohort of over 900 sex workers across diverse work 
environments. The qualitative arm is focused on documenting the lived experiences of sex workers of 
all genders, and third parties who provide services for sex workers (e.g., reception ists, venue 
managers, owners and security personnel) . Over the past 5 years, the AESHA project focused on 
evaluating the impact of evolving legislative approaches to the regulation of sex work including the 
Canadian 'end-demand' laws (The Protection of Exploited Persons and Communities Act) on sex 
workers' health, safety, and human rights. 

This research has been shared in 38 peer- reviewed -articles and a recent report on the harms of end
demand legislation, which our team submitted to the federal Department of Justice 'and all MPs and 
Senators. Our team also leveraged AESHA findings in a submission to the Committee on the 
Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) of the United Nations Office of the High 
Commissioner on Human Rights calling for an end of the conflation between sex work and sex 
trafficking. AESHI\ is built on partnerships with SWUAV, SWAN, PACE, WISH, HIM/HUSTLE, Pivot, 
Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network, and the BCCDe. The Centre for Gender and Sexual Health Equity 
(CGSHE) has a strategic mandate to advance gender & sexual health equity among marginalized 
populations in BC, Canada, and globally through three pillars: research, policy, and practice. These 
pillars incorporate community-based, clinical and population health research, policy evaluation, 
Implementation science and education. 

About West Coast LEAF: 

West Coast LEAF is dedicated to using the law as a strategy to work towards an equal and just society 
for all women and people who experience gender-based discrimination. Since our found ing in 1985, 
we have helped bring about some of Canada's most important feminist victories for reproductive 
rights, workplace standards, fairness in family law, legal protections from sexual harassment, and 
more. In collaboration w ith community, West Coast LEAF uses litigation, law reform, and publ ic legal 
education strategies to create social change. While we are focused on issues in British Columbia, we 
also take action in matters of national significance that are important to the equality and human rights 
of people in British Columbia. We aim to transform society by achieving access to healthcare; access to 
justice; economic security; freedom from gender-based violence; justice for those who are 
criminalized; and the right to parent. 
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INDEPENDENT PRESS GALLERY 

BY EMAIL (pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca) 

September 24, 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 
2S Eddy Street 
Ganneau, QC KlA OS5 

Dear Digita l Citizen Initiative : 

Re: Harmful Online Content Feedback 

I am the President of the Independent Press Gallery of Canada ("IPG"). This letter 
is provided as feedback on the Government of Canada's proposed approach to 

regu lating social media and harmful online content. We hope you take our 
perspectives seriously in crafting any bill the Government may intend to 
introduce on this top ic. 

Generally, we assert that the proposed approach desperately needs to be 
reconsidered, with greater consultation and further analysis taking place before 

proceeding. The proposal has sign ificant legal issues throughout and harmful 
legal consequences to Charter-protected freedoms and the rule of law. 

The IPG is a not-for-profit dedicated to the promotion of a free and independent 

media in Canada. We have a large membership, which includes independent 
journalists and media outlets. We support and advocate for a media that remains 
separate from the government, and have a strong commitment to Charter va lues, 
particularly freedom of expression, association, and free press. The IPG is vita l to 

the fabric of Canada and essential to an independent media. The Government 
regulation, as proposed, is detrimental to these democratic values. 

WWW. INDEPENDENTPRESSGAllE.RY.CA 
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In preparing these comments we have reviewed several sources. The fo ll ow~ ng is 
an outline of our response. 

1. Bill C-36 
The Definition of Hatred 
Discrimination by Hate Speech 

2. Discussion Guide and Technical Paper 
Module 1: Regulating Social Media 

Hate Speech 
Freedom of E'xpression 

Other Harms and Delegation of Authority 
Suspicions and Bias 
No Justification 

Module 2: Modifying the Legal Framework 

Privacy Issues 
3. Conclusion 

1. Bill C-36 

The Discussion Guide starts out by referring the reader to Bill C·36, which was 
introduced on June 23, 2021. The Discussion Guide advises that Bill (·36 will 
"complement the regulatory approach for online social media platforms." The 
Technical Paper mentions hate speech in one paragraph 1 out of 126, so by 
inference, Bill (-36 is instrumental in understanding the regulation of social 

media and harmful online content. 

The Definition of Hatred 

Bill ( ·36 introduces a new defined term, "hatredN
, into the Criminal Code, which 

is particularly concerning for being vague, ambiguous, and difficult (if not 
impossible) to distinguish where dislike or disdain end and hatred begin : 

hatred means the emotion that involves detestation or vilification 
and that is stronger than dislike or disdain; (haine) 

I Technica l Paper, paragraph 8 . 
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The Supreme Court of Canada, and Courts across the country have struggled with 
the interpretation and application of section 319 of the Criminal Code fo r the 

public incitement of hatred. It is not an easy concept to define, and it is not 
something tangible that we can all agree has occurred or has not. It is nuanced, 
and is usually informed by a person's own experiences and philosophies. Hatred, 
according to the Courts, is separate from violence and threats of vio lence. Hatred 

is, as it is put in the definition in Bill C-36, an emotion, a personal and subjective 
experience. The problem with criminaHzing such an emotion was put succinctly 
by Justice McLachlin (as she was then) : 

It is not only the breadth of the term "hatred" which presents 
dangers; it is its subjectivity. "Hatred" is proved by inference -- the 

inference of the jury or the judge who sits as trier of fact -- and 
Inferences are more likely to be drawn when the speech is 
unpopular. The subjective and emotional nature of the concept of 

promoting hatred compounds the difficulty of ensuring that only 
cases meriting prosecution are pursued and that only those whose 
conduct is calcu lated to dissolve the socia l bonds of society are 

convicted. 2 

The definition proposed in Bill (-36 does nothing to clarify when an emotion 
becomes criminal. 

Currently, Canada is amid a pandemic. Vaccination mandates are being rolled out 
by provincial, municipal, and federal governments, as well as businesses and all 

sorts of employers. Those w ho support these efforts detest and vilify those who 
object to vaccination or oppose the mandates. Emotions are high on both sides, 
are politicized and are polarizing, Certain ly, the vaccinated and unvaccinated are 
identifiable groups for the purposes of section 319(2) of the Criminal Code - we 

have government issued identification papers to distinguish one group from the 
other, as wel l as different applicable criteria 'and accessibility between the 
groups. Th is current climate is a perfect example as to the problem with this 
definition and the criminalization of hatred - none of the defences listed in 

section 319(3) ofthe Criminal Code would immunize comments of detestation or 
vilification directed towards either group. Such politicized positions as between 
interests respecting bodily au tonomy and public health, shou ld not attract 
crimina l liability. To legislate such a definition of hatred, in the way proposed, is 

2 R v Keegstra, [199013 5CR 697 at 856 (Mclachlin J, dissent). 
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to encourage the difficulties identi fi ed by our former Chief Justice rather than 
mi tigate those difficulties. 

Discrimination by Hate Speech 

Bill C-36 also proposes to create a new category of discrimination in the 
Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985, c H-6 (" CHRA"), the expression of hate 
speech on the internet or by other means of te lecommun ication. This is 

nonsensical, in that it proposes to regu late online communications for hate 
speech but provides no recourse to verbalized hate speech. This two-tiered 
system of communica tion is problematic. In addition, the definition of ha te 
speech faces the same problems that the definition of hatred faces . It is a nearly 

impossib le to get a uniformed appreciation as to what is, or is not, hate speech. 

The exemption to hate speech, as set out in proposed section 13(5}, fai ls to 
understand the nuance of online communication: 

Exception - private communication 
(5) This section does not apply in respect of a pri vate 

communication. 

There is no guidance in this Bill or in the proposed revisions to the CHRA to 

determine when a communication is private. There are several online 
commun ica ti ons that one may cons id er p ri vate or pu bl ic, such as 

communications posted to a private group, direct messages, group messages, 
posts by 'a private account, posts where only a handful of people have seen the 

communication or could see the communication. Then the question ari ses of' 
who is responsible for the private communication when it is made public by 
screen shot or shared to a w ider, more public audience. Section 13(3)(a) seems 
to protect someone who amplifies the communication, leaving an unintelligible 
structure to mon itor online communication . Bill ( -36 is woefu lly disconnected to 

the manner of communications onl ine. 

Accepting section 13 as it is, it is also difficult to establ ish how "on line hate 
speech" can be discrimi natory, There is a standard test for discrimination: 

1. Does the complainant have a protected characteristic? 

a. In the CHRA, protected characteri stics are race, national or ethnic 
origin, colour, religion, age, sex (includ ing pregnancy or chi ld-
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bi rthl), sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, marital 
status, family status, genetic characteristics (including a refusal to 
undergo genetic testing or disclose results of such testing ll ) , 

disabili ty and conviction for an offence for which a pardon has 
been granted or in res pect of which a record suspension has been 
ordered,s 

2, Did the complainant s uffer an adve rse consequence? 

a. [n the CHRA the adverse consequence must be re lated to the 
-access of goods, se rvices, facilities, or accom modations;6 
resi dential a cco mmodation; 7 emp loyment, emp lo yment 
organizations, employment policies, wages, or employment 
a pplications and advertisements;8 or the publication of notices, 
signs, symbols, emblems. 9 

3. The adverse consequence must be related to th e protected 
characteristic.1o 

This three-part test is commonly referred to as' the Moore test. In the CHRA it is 
also di scriminatory when a person is harassed on the basis of a protected 
characteristic in the provision of goods and services, commercial or residential 
accommodation, or in matters related to employment. ll It would have made far 
more sense to craft a hate speech section that mi rro red section 14 of the CHRA 
on harassment, to confine alleged discrimination to the usual boundaries of 
protected grounds and specific adverse effects. As it is currently drafted 'in Pill 

3 CHRA, S 3(2). 

4 CHRA, S 3(3) . 

S CHRA, s 3(1) . 

6 CHRA, S 5 

7 CHRA. s 6 

8 CHRA. s 7·11 

9 CHRA, S 12 

10 Moore II British Columbia (Education), 2012 SCC 6'1 at para 33 . 

11 CHRA. s 14 
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C-36, the Canadian Human Rights Commission will be Inundated with allegations 
of hate speech where the speech is of a quasi-private nature, or the complainant 

has not suffered an adverse consequence in the protected areas as required by 
part two of the Moore test. Finally, it is arbitrary, unreasonable, overly broad, 
and unnecessary for the Commission to have jurisdiction over communication on 

the internet or by telecommunication, where the same commllnication made 
verbally or in print would fall outside the Commission's jurisdiction. 

Concerningly, Bill C-36 leaves anyone open to accusation of hate speech, with 
little recourse in which to make a reasonable response or defence. This is made 
clear by the proposed section 40(8): 

The Commission may deal with a complaint in relation to a 
discriminatory practice described in section 13 without disclos ing, 
to the person against whom the complaint was filed or to any 
other person, the identity of the alleged victim, the individual or 

group of individuals who has filed the complaint or any individual 
who has given evidence or assisted the Commission in any way in 

dealing with the complaint, if the Commission considers that there 
is a real and substantial ri sk that any of those individuals will be 

subjected to threats, intimidation or discrimination. 

The proposed section 40(8) is contrary to the rule of law 'and runs afoul the 
principles prescribed in section 11(a) of the Charter. 

In sum, Bill C-36 is a poor foundation upon whkh to build a regulatory structure 

for social media and harmful online content. 

2. Discussion Guide and Technical Paper 

Collectively, we have referred to the Discussion Guide and Technical Paper as the 
"Proposal" throughout the remainder of these feedback submissions. 

Module 1: Regulating Social Media 

There are five categories of harmful content enu merated in the Proposal. Our 
comments will focus on three categories: 

• terrorist content; 
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• content that Indtes violence; and 

• hate speech • 

These categories are tied to freedoms of expression and the IPG has serious 
concerns about the proposed regu lation of these categories, as will be described 
in further detail below. 

Hate Speech 

The hate speech category is presumably informed by Bill ( -36. The Proposal 

suggests that hate speech "should only be considered as harmful content for the 
purpose of the Act when communicated in a context in which it is likely to cause 
harms identified by the Supreme Court of Canada and in a manner identified by 
the Court in its hate speech jurisprudence."12 This is wholly unclear and 

ambiguous. What harms identified by the Supreme Court? What case? Are these 
harms identified in the criminal law, Canadian human rights law, regu latory law, 
or civil law context? On what balance of proof should the likelihood of these 

harms be considered? This paragraph refers to the amended CHRA, which (i) has 

not yet been amended, (ii) has no case law associated to hate speech provisions, 
and (iii) does not otherwise have hate speech provisions in the unamended 
version. As a result, it is difficult to understand what "harms identified by the 
Supreme Court of Canada" cou ld be contemplated in the application of the 

Proposal. This ambiguity causes the IPG serious concerns. 

Freedom of Expression 

Although the Proposal alleges that it regulates Online Communications Services 
Providers (JlOCSp/J), the result is the indirect regulation and suppression of users 
who post content to those sites. The Proposal infringes on those users' freedom 
of expression and creates an unreasonable censorship mechanism. 

OCSP who cooperate with the regulatory structure will be motivated to respond 

overzealously to avoid unnecessary business risks. This risk aversion has been 
identified extensively in public commentary on the Proposal. OCSP will engage in 
censorship to avoid investigation, shutdowns, and disproportionate fines. Again, 
this censorship will have extensive impacts on freedom of expression. These 

12 Technical Paper at para 8. 
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impacts do not meet the requirements for Charter-infringing legislation to ensure 
minimal impairment and proportionality to objectives. 

Finally, the "exceptional recourse"13 power to block sites from use in Canada for 

persistent non-compliance is an egregious and disproportionate exercise of 
government authority, particularly if such commonplace and integral sit es such 
as YouTube or Twitter were suddenly blocked from use or access by Canadians. 

To block a whole site, which conta ins extensive relevant and necessary content 
that is not harmful, in response to non-compliance regarding a small portion of 
the content available, is undemocratic. 

Other Harms and Delegation of Authority 

In addition to the categories identified, the Discussion Guide also notes that, "the 
Government recognizes that there are other online harms that could also be 
examined and possibly addressed through future programming activities or 
legislative action." The Technical Paper alludes to types and subtypes of harmful 

content as well. 14 Such statements are concerning. It is unclear from the Proposal 
upon which bas is "other harms" will be identified or brought into this regulatory 

framework. The main concern being that the legislation will be drafted to 
subdelegate such authority to a Minister or the Governor in Council to prescribe 
'lather harms". 

We expect that Parliament may subdelegate the authority to prescribe "other 
harms" by regulation . Aithough the British Columbia Court of Appeal observed 
that "the case law on delegation ol legislative powers admits of few, if any 

restrictions, on the scope or content of what powers may constitutionally be 
delegated," lS this does not mean that this is the type of regulatory authority that 

should be delegated to the Governor in CounciL It is more appropriate to 
delegate authority for publ ic convenience and general policies,16 rather than 

delegating authority which will almost certainly have a direct effect on Charter 
rights. The Governor in Council is the executive branch of the government, has 

II Technical Paper at paras 120-123, 

14 Technical Paper at para U(e). 

15 Sga'nism Sim'ougit (Chie! Mountain) v Canada (Attorney General), 2013 BCCA 49 at para 89. 

16 Porfnav v Canoda (Attorney General), 2021 fCA 171 at para 21, citing Thorne's Hordware trd v 

The Queen, (1981)1 SCR 106 at 111. 
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no opposition, and has no specia lized knowledge regarding when or whether 
certa in content is harmfu l. Generally, we submit that the sub-delegation of 

legislative powers is undemocratic in that executive action is ordinarily exercised 
without due process, procedural fairness, or consultation, is often politicized, 
does not reflect the will of the populace, fails to achieve the transparency, and is 
usually not subject to the review that parliamentary legislation is subjected to, 
The Governor in Council should only be granted authority that is broad, 
generalized, and "commonplace" 17 for the purpose of generalized management 

of government or policy determinations, The Governor in Council should not 
receive broad authority which relies on a subjective opin ion which will invariably 

infrjnge on the freedom of expression, 

Undefined "other harms", such as harassment, privacy violations, or defamation, 
would be even more difficult for OCSP to monitor, than the harms explicitlV 
identified in the Proposa l. As has been noted by many commentators, the 

Proposal is likely to result in responses by OCSP that favour risk aversion over 
freedom of expression, These risks to Charter-protected rights will be amplified if 
the Governor in Council is granted regulation making authority to broaden the 

scope "harmful content". The risk aversion outcome is amplified by the obligation 

imposed on an OCSP to remove harmful content within 24 hours of being 
fJagged18 and the excessive administrative monetary penalties which are not 
proportional to the supposed harms.19 

The Technical Paper contemplates a very vague and possibly very broad 
delegation of authority to the Governor in Council,20 many areas of contemplated 

delegations of authoritY, 21 and further subdelegation by the Governor in Council 
to the Digital Sa fety Commissioner.22 This delegation of authority Is problematic 
for all the reasons listed above: transparency, justification, judicial review, and 

procedural fairness. As a constitution academic, Lorne Neudorf said : 

17 Patrick Monahan, Byron Shaw & Padraic Ryan, Constitutional law, 5th ed (Toronto: Irwin law 

Inc, 2017) at 57-58. 

18 Technical Paper at para l1{a) , 12(b) , 

19 Technical Paper at paras 108, 119. 

20 Technical Paper at para 5 . 

II Technical Paper at paras 3, 9, 11 

22 Technical Paper at paras 10, 12. 
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Under the Constitution of Canada, Parliament is placed firmly at 
the centre of public policymaking by being vested with exclusive 

legislative authority in certa in subject matters. Parliament must 
therefore play the principal federal lawmaking role. The Supreme 
Court's 1918 judgmentl23] should no longer be followed to the 
extent that it allows courts to accept near unlimited delegation of 

Parliament's lawmaking powers to the executive. ( ... J Courts and 
Parli ament must take delegation more ser iously, and 
constitutional safeguards should be established to better protect 
the role of Parliament as lawmaker in chief and restore the proper 

constitutional balance.24 

The IPG agrees with Mr. Neudorf's comments. The delegation to the executive in 
the Proposal is so extensive that it is unconsti tutional and contrary to the balance 
of powers. 

Suspicions and Bias 

We also raise issues wi th the obligation on OCSPs to make reports to the RCMP 

when they have " reasonable grounds to suspect" harm. First, this Proposal is 

supposed to be a regulatory process, and not an expansion of policing obl igations 
to private organizations. Second, unbridled and discretionary authority based on 
suspicions w ill almost certa inly result in disproportionate policing (by OCSP and 
law en forcement) of racialized and low-Income communities, 2s as well as those 
who express unpopular speech. 

No Justification 

The Proposal is overl y broad and unworkable. It encroaches on free express ion 
and fails to provide adequate protection to ensure that the Executive or regulator 
exercise their authority reasonably. The mechanisms and results proposed will 

stifle communication, infringe on basic freedoms, and suppress diversity of 
perspectives. The Proposal will also unjustifiably violate privacy interests, and 
likely result in discriminatory policing. The fact that the Proposal is silent on 

13 A reference to Re: Gray, (1918) SCR 150, 42 DlR 1. 

24 Lorne Neudorf, "Reassessing the Constitutional Foundation of Delegated legislation in Canada" 
(2018) 41:2 Dal U 519 at 519. 

2S R v Le, 2019 SCC 34 at para 97 . 
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safeguards for freedom of expression or consideration of Charter rights is 
alarming and leaves the impression that the Government has either failed to 
consider Charter-protected freedoms or has no interest in ensuring that the 

violations are justifiable. 

We remind the Government that It must show that legislation which violates 
Charter-protected rights and freedoms is justified: 

Canada must show that the law has a pressing and substantia l 
object and that the means chosen are proportional to that object. 
A law is proportionate if (1) the means adopted are rationally 
connected to that objective; (2) it is minimally impairing of the 

right in question; and (3) there is proportionality between the 
deleterious and salutary effects of the law. 26 

There is nothing in the Proposal which shows Canada has met its burden. As a 
result, the Proposal unconstitutionally trespasses on civi l liberties in its current 

form. 

Module 2: Modifying the Legal Framework 

Module 2 proposes revisions to the Canodian Security Intelligence Act ("CSIAn) 
which are contrary to Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence on this subject. 
This is the only place in the Technical Paper where the Government has 

acknowledged that it is seeking feedback, despite the invitation on the Have Your 
Say page to "submit comments" on the Proposal more generally. 

We are opposed to the "simplified process" vaguely proposed in this section of 
the Technical Paper for (SIS to obtain basic subscriber information ("BSI"). We 

are aware of no reason why (SIS should be authorized to bypass well established 
laws on search warrant s, which protect individual rights and freedoms against 
unreasonable search and seizures. With respect to hate speech, the expediency 

sought by this section would in almost all circumstances be unnecessary. It is not 
dear, seeing as this is a regulatory proposal, whether these amendments to the 
CSIA would be reserved for criminal behaviour or more generalized investigatory 
procedures. 

26 R v Carter, at para 94, citing R v Oakes, [198611 SCR 103. 
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Further, it is unclear what the Discussion GUide considers to be an "onl ine threat 
actor". To anchor such an impressive power of rushed warrants with a 
government intelligence service, based on an ambiguous and fear-mongering 

term, is problematic and irreconcilable to our democratic institutions, Charter 

values, and common law. 

Privacy Issues 

The Proposal seems designed to bypass the Supreme Court of Canada's decision 
in R v Spencer, 2014 SCC 43. In Spencer, the Court considered when BSI cou ld be 
obtained. As noted in the first line of that decision, "the internet raises a host of 
new and challenging issues about privacy." It appears that the Proposal has not 

given sufficient consideration to issues about privacy. Obtaining BSI is a search, 
and such searches should be conducted with j udicial authorization and otherwise 
meet the requ irements in the case law and should respect Charter protected 
rights under section 8. There is Insufficient detail in the Proposal to believe that 

those rights wi ll be protected and respected in the expedited CSIS procedure 
contemplated. IPG expresses its disagreement with the proposed changes to the 

CSJA. 

This same encroachment on section 8 rights is captured in the " Inspection 
Powers" section of the Technical Paper,17 The pattern of Charter-infringing 

legislation shows that the Government has not paid due care to democratic 
values. As one commentator identified, these powers seem to create a "new 
internet speech czar" and "speech police", 28 powers that are usually associated 

to autocratic governments, not ones who should be guided by constitutional 
values and human rights. 

3. Conclusion 

In summary, the Proposal : 

i. has a problematic foundation in Bill C-36; 

17 Technical Paper, paras 88·93. 

2! Corynne McSherry and Katitza Rodriguez, "0 (Nol) Canada: Fast Moving Proposal Creates 

Filtering, Blocking and Reporting Rules - and Speech Police to Enforce Them" (2021 August 10) 

Electronic Frontier Foundation, available online at: https:!/www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/08/0-no
canada-fast -moving-proposa I-creates-filte ring-blocking-and-reporti ng-ru les-1 
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Ii. unreasonably and undemocratically infri nges on rights guaranteed by 
section 2(b) of the Charter by constraining what can be said or seen on 

OCSPs (and other internet sites later prescribed by the Governor in 
Council); 

Iii. puts unreasonable obligations on OCSPs which will invarlably resu lt in risk 

averse responses that unreasonably stifle free expression; 

iv. fails to reflect recent jurisprudence from the Supreme Court of Canada on 
privacy and subscriber information; 

v. creates unreasonable obligations and gives improper authority to OCSPs 
to determine whether they have "reasonable grounds to suspect" that 

the harmful content may reflect imminent risks to people or property and 
then report that suspicion to law en forcement, presumably for criminal 
investigation (despite the assertion that this Is supposedly a regulatory 

proposal); 

vi. fails to respect current jurisprudence on section 8 Charter rights; and 

vi i. creates ample opportunity for bias, discrimination, and inequal 
application of the law by creating an arbitrary and unworkable system. 

We note that there is extensive commentary online by experts in this space that 

also raise serious issues with the Proposal. We have done our best not to 
duplicate their comments, but adopt and agree with the critiques put forward by 
Michael Geist in "Picking Up Where Bill C-I0 Left Off: The Canadian 
Government's Non-Consultation on Online Harms legislation" and Daphne Keller 
in "Five Big Problems with Canada's Proposed Regulatory Framework for 

"Harmful Online Content"". We also suggest that you review the "26 
Recommendations on Content Governance: A guide for lawmakers. regulators 
and company policy makers" issued by AccessNow, which provides extensive 

guidance on the regulation of internet content which reflects democratic 
principles and respects human rights, something which the current Proposal fails 

to do. 

The IPG opposes the Proposal and expresses a serious concern to the harmful 
effects on freedom of expression and prinCiples of law that will ensue jf the 
Government moves forward with the Proposal. We expect that the Government 
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will take our criticisms in to account and will cease its pursuit of the Proposal in its 
current form. 

Yours truly, 

Candice Malcolm 
Independent Press Gallery 
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Digital Citizen Initiative, Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy Street GATINEAU, Quebec KIA 055 

Re: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Thank you for giving the Canadian Centre for Child Protection ("C3P") the opportunity to provide 

comments on the discussion guide and technical paper released by the Government of Canada in respect 

of the Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online, 

About the Canadian Centre fo r Ch ild Protection 
C3P is a registered Canadian charity dedicated to the personal safety of all children. Our focus ison 

providing programs and services aimed at reducing child sexual abuse ("CSA") and the online sexual 

victimization of children. Since 2002, C3P has been operating Cybertip.ca, Canada's national tipline for the 

public reporting of online child sexual exploitation. In May, 2004, Cybertip.ca was adopted under the 

Government of Canada's National Strategy for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation on the 
Internet. Cybertip. Receives and processes tips from the public about online crimes against children and 

refer any potentially actionable reports to the appropriate police unit and/or child protection agency. Our 

tra ined analysts assess and categorize child sexual abuse material in the course of processing reports as 

well as to support image takedown initiat ives such as Project Arachnid (described below). 

C3P also created and operates Project Arachnid, an innovative tool which helps combat the growing 

proliferation of child sexual abuse material ("CSAM") on the internet by detecting where known (SAM is 

being made publicly available and issuing notices to the entity hosting the material to request its 

removal. l Processing tens of thousands of images per second, Project Arachnid detect content at a pace 

that far exceeds that of traditiona l methods of identifying and addressing th is harmful material. As of 

September 1, 2021, over 8.5 million notices have been sent to providers requesting content removal via 

Project Arachn id. 

Our work has enabled us to gather da ta that highlights weaknesses in the current self-regulatory model 

that has been permitted in respect of online communication services. The real-world insight derived from 

this data puts our organization in a unique position to provide concrete feedback with a goal of achieving 

a regulatory response that will have the best possible outcomes for children. C3P is well positioned to be 

part of the solution in addressing the online sexual abuse and exploitation of children through flagging 

and issuing of removal notices associated with CSAM and harmful and abusive 2 images/videos of children. 

! Appro~imately 85% of the notices issued to date relat.e to vict ims who are not known to have been identified by pol ice. 5ee 
more at httns;//pf(}!Q(tdrilc("Jnio ca/err/. 

2 Harmful and abusive imagery/videos refers to material that does not meet criminal definit ions but further victimizes the child 
because it is directly or Indirectly associated with t he abuse. 

615 Ac~demv Road I 615, (llUmln Academy 
Wiflfiipeg. Mdn(\ob~, C;mP\1a R3N en 
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C3P is strongly in favour of the federal government making social media platforms and other online 

communicat ion services more accountable and transparent when it comes to combating harmful content 

online. We are especially pleased to see that the proposal contemplates: 

• a broader definition of child sexual exploitation content than that which is articulated in the 

Criminal Code; 

• provisions to facilitate access to basic subscriber information and transmission data when reports 

are made to police under the Mandatory Reporting Act, as well as the extension of time for which 

a provider must retain records associated with a report; 

• an expansion of what qualifies as non-consensual distribution of intimate images, to that "for 

which is it not possible to assess if a consent to the distribution was given by the person depicted 

in the image or video"; and 

• a requirement that accessible and easy-to-use flagging mechanisms for harmful content be 

instituted by OCSPs, and that clear content moderation guidelines be published by those subject 

to the regulatory regime. 

We have several questions and concerns related to the model that has been proposed, and with our role 

as it relates to both child sexual exploitation content and intimate images. Particularly in relat ion to child 

sexual exploitation content, we urge the government to carefully consider all the progress that has been 

made in tackling this issue as a direct result of Project Arachnid, and our Cybertip.ca program. Our agency 

has a Significant amount of experience dealing directly with industry on content removal, as well as 

victims who are desperate to have the content removed from public view. We know, all too well, that 

delays in removal can be devastating for victims, and can cause irreparable damage. Every minute that 

content remains available compounds the harm and increases the safety risk for victims, which risks 

include harassment and stalking in person and online. 

We also know that there is often more than one company involved in making content available and 

therefore able to act to supress it from public view. It has been our experience that while there are bad 

actors out there at the host level, most upstream providers have little tolerance for hosting this type of 

material and are prepared to enforce thei r own contracts against the host once they become knowing of 

the nature of the material. In that regard, we refer you to our report issued in June, 2021 titled PrO/en 

Arachnid: Online Availability of Child Sexual Abuse Matenol. An analysis of CSAM ond harmful-obusive 
content linked to rertain electronic service providers (the "Project Arachnid Report"), particularly the 

diagram on page 27 and the narrative on page 28 which sets out the different players in the internet 

ecosystem. As the report highlights, all of these players playa role in making content available to an end 

user and must be considered in the regulatory schema. We urge the government to consider all of the 

recommendations made within the Project Arachnid Report as it moves forward with its plans. 

A strong concern that we have on the child sexual exploitation side is that if the process becomes overly 

prescriptive and bureaucratic at the outset, it may reverse the gains that have been made thus far on the 

voluntary side of the equation. Time is of the essence dealing with child sexual exploitation content and 

there needs to be a fast track to removal. This is something that could be facilitated by an organization 

615 Acallemv Ro~!l I 615, (llUmln Academy 
Winfl!peg. MJn(\ob~, C;mP\1a R3H 0[1 
1,111.\.56G.710U 
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like ours, which has the skills and the expertise to focus in and target CSAM, harmful/abusive material to 

children and the non-consensual distribution of intimate images. 

We understand that these are complex matters, and that there are still many issues to resolve before 

moving forward with any legislation. However, from our perspective, it is essential to keep the privacy, 

dignity and best interests of children at the forefront of any content removal strategy. While we 

recognize that other groups are vulnerable, as a society we owe unique duties of protection to children 

which are enshrined in international treaties such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989, 

C.T.5. 1992/3; 28U.M. 1456; 3 U.N.T.5. 1577; G.A. Res. 44/25 (ratified by the Canadian government on 

December 131991) (the "UNCRC"), and the Optional Protocols to the UNCRC.3 

Below we have set out a general summary of our questions and concerns, using the general headings that 

are included in the Discussion Guide and Technical Paper published in the summer of 2021 by the 

Government of Canada. FollOWing that are addit ional concerns and issues we would like to raise 
regarding the proposed model. We welcome the opportunity to engage constructively with the 

Government of Canada as it moves forward, and applaud the efforts of th is government to work towards 

solutions for online harms. 

Module l{A) 
Handling jurisdictional issues and enforcement 

The Technical Paper defines an Online Communications Service ("OCS") as "a service that is accessible to 

persons in Canadal the primary purpose of which is to enable users of the service to communicate with 

other users of the service, over the Internet". We would like to better understand the information the 

government proposes to authorize the Digital Safety Commissioner to collect from an Online 

Communications Service Provider (OSCP) to determine if the Act should apply to such OSCP. We believe 

we have ga ined significant insight into t he various ways in which internet companies structure their 

operations and will be able to assist in ident ifying the type of information that is likely to be helpful to the 

determination that must be made. 

In addition, we are interested in better understanding how the government envisions that the Act will be 

applied and enforced with respect to companies that seemingly have no physical footprint (e.g. servers, 

offices, sta ff) in Canada, such as Parler, Gab, Reddit, Tik Tok, etc. 

Module l{B): New ru les and obligations 
Addressing child sexual exploitation content 

The Technical Paper states in Module 1(A) that: 

l The Optiona l Protocols to the UNCRC are the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rfghts of the. Child on the Involvement 
of children in ormed conflict, the Optional Protocol to the Convention 01'1 the Rights of the Child 01'1 the sale of childrell, child 
prostitution and chfld pornography, and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the RTghts of the ChTld 01'1 0 commUnications 
procedure. Also re levant is General Comment 25 ilnd other documents published to aid in interpretation and implementation of 
these obligations. More Information can be found here: httr.s· Uwww.ohcl'r.o,g/E"N/HRBodie~/CRUPal!.f>$/CRClnd(''(.aso,," 
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The concept of child sexual exploitation content should capture 1) crimino/low offences in 

this DrEa set out in the Criminal Code, in a manner adapted to a regulatory context, including 

child pornography and other sexual offences relating to children; and 2) material relating to 

child sexual exploitation activities that may not constitute Q criminal offence, but when 

posted on on Des is still harmful to children and victims (e.g. , screen shots of videos that do 

not include the criminol activity but refer to it oblique/y; up-to-dote photos of adults who 

were exploited/ abused as children being posted in the context of their exploitation and abuse 

as children). 

As stated in our summary position, we are very grateful to see child sexual exploitation content being 

defined more broadly than what is criminal. This is similar to the way in which we approach the issue of 

removal as an organization. For more information about how we approach t hese matters, please see our 

report titled How we are failing children: Changing the paradigm (the "Framework") . We urge the 

Government to consider going even broader than is currently contemplated and include material that 

depicts violence or sadistic acts against children as is set out in the Framework. Not all content that is 

harmful to children is sexual in nature, and our organization has been made aware in the past of videos 

depicting violence against children. Such depictions are clearly harmful, but in Canada, the recording and 

sharing of such depictions is still not illegal, so not all providers will act to remove such content when it is 

brought to their atten t ion.4 

However, we noticed that in Module lB, the obligation of an OCSP to address harmful content t hat will 

be covered by the Act is really occurring in two discrete steps. First, the obligation is to respond to the 

person complaining as to whether the definit ion of harmful content is met or not, and if it is met, the 

obligation is to then "make that harmful content inaccessible to persons in Canada". 

Our question about the "inaccessible" component of this Is set out below, but first we would like to flag 

that under this model, if the OSCP responds that the content does not meet the definition, it will then 

have met its obligations. This means it will be up to the user who reported the content to compel a 

review of the decision, which mayor may not resolve the matter t hus requiring further escala tion. We 

also note that both the poster of the content and the complainant have a right of appeal, and that there 

is recourse the Digital Recourse Council of Canada only after all avenues have been exhausted at the 
OCSP level. This puts a tremendous burden on complainants, and assumes that all complainants will be 

motivated to push an issue through to that level. 

Moreover, while all of this is going on, it appears the alleged child sexual exploitation content would 

remain available and in public view. In addition, this model envisions several people along the chain who 

will be looking at the child sexual exploitation content. In our view, all of this needs to be thought through 

in more depth, and through a trauma-informed lens. As an example, if content is reported as child sexual 

exploitation material, we believe that unless it is patently plain and obvious at the initial review that the 

con tent is not of a child at all (e.g., it is a picture of a bird, or it is unequivocally an adult person), the 

4 Violent content involving children has been tackled in other countries however. For example, in 2017, Australia amended 
section 51A of its Crimes Act (akin to Canada's Criminal Code) to replace the term ~c hild pornography" with the term ·child abuse 
material" . The definit ion for this new term was expanded to encompass material that depicts ~torture, cruelty or physical abuse 
(whether or not the torture, cruelty or abuse is sexual)" 
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material should be promptly made inaccessible to allow the review process to play out This Will help to 

decrease the harm and extensive revictimization to the child that could ensue should the initial 

assessment have been inaccurate, particularly considering how rapidly content can propagate when left 

to fester online. 

Removing content vs. making it inaccessible in Canada 

In terms of making the content inaccessible, is it accurate to say that a company would not be expected 

to remove content globally (as opposed to geo-blocking in Canada) in the following two cases? 

• (SAM-adjacent material that may not be illegal (Le., the second type of child sexual exploitation 

content defined in Module l(A); 
• Material that is illegal in Canada (e.g., a written child pornography story) but may not be illegal in 

other countries? 

In terms' of material t hat is categorically illegal (e.g., at a bare minimum, material t hat meets the Interpol 

baseline criteria S as being illegal CSAM in most countries of t he world), more must be done than simply 

making it " inaccessible" , For example, we would also like to suggest that the images/hash values for child 

sexual exploitation content that is made in acceSSible/subject to blocking be made available not only 

among OCSPs (to prevent the same material reappearing on another O(SPs service), but also to our 

organization so they may be injected into Project Arachnid. In addition, we suggest that any order that 

may be made in relation to child sexual exploitation content be permanen t, as opposed to expiring after a 

period of time. This is because of the illegal nature of the content. 

Further, we suggest it be required that content, once made inaccessible or subject to blocking (or 

ordered to be made inaccessible or blocked), must not reappear on the same service, The reason we 

suggest this is because we know that the issue of image recidivism (meaning an image flagged or assessed 

as problematic reappearing on the same service) is a persistent problem. For more information on this, 

please see the report we issued in June, 2021 titled Protect Arachnid: Online Availability of Child Sexual 

Abuse Material. An analysis of (SAM a/1d hormful-obusive content linked to certoin electrOniC service 
providers. 

Related to the above, we wish to f lag that blocking content will be ine ffective In relat ion to individuals 

who have even minimal techn ical abilities wi thin Canada, and will absolutely not be effective in relation to 

anyone outside of Canada, which means the victimization of the child will continue globally, It also may 

promote a false sense of security for the victim, who may not understand that the blocking is 

geographical only, and that their images are still accessible and available worldwide. The widespread 

availabili t y and accessibility of VPNs, the Tor network, etc. cannot be ignored and accordingly we urge the 

government to reconsider this approach particu larly in relation to child sexual exploitation material. 

5 INTERPOl. (20lB). Towards a glob~ 1 indicator on un identified .... ictims in child sexua l exploitation material: Technical report. 

httPs:/lwww.ecpaLorg/wp·content/uploads/201B/02(Technical ~Report -TOWARDS-A·GlOBAL-INDICATOR-ON-UNIDENTIFIED· 

VICTIMS·IN·CHILD·SEXUAl-EXPlOITATION-
MA TERIAL.pdf states t hat baseline imases must: depict a real, prepubescent child (no sign or .... ery firs t signs of pubertY, under 12 
or 13), who is in .... ol .... ed in or witnessing sexual/abuse acti .... ities; and the media must ha .... e a dear focus on the child's sexual/anal 
area, This definition 15 exceed ingly more restricti .... e than the scope of wh~t is actually illegal in most countries. 
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Country of residency of complainant or aggrieved person 

Will a non-Canadian resident be able to access the prescribed regulatory process to have content 

removed or made inaccessible in Canada? 

Module 1(C): Establishment of the new regulators 
Conflicts of interest 

We note that the person appointed as Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner, and well as members on 

the Digital Recourse Council and the Advisory Board, must not be a shoreholder of an OCSP. We believe 
this limitation is Insufficient to ensure there is no conflict of interest, and that decisions are not polluted 

by considerations that are not squarely focused on child protection. We are also puzzled as to why an 

OCSP has a place at the table at all, particularly in relation to child sexual exploita tion matters. In our 

view, given the integral role that the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner will play in th is space, it is 

essen tial that they have no ties to an OCSP of any kind. As such, we recommend that any person who is 

employed by an OCSP, or who derives income or profit from an OCSP, should also be excluded from the 

role of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, as well as from having a place on the Digita l Recourse 

Councilor the Advisory Board . 

Advisory Board Composition and ApPointment 

We note that the proposed Advisory Board will be made up of subject matter experts from various 

disciplines, including OCSPs. It also appears that the AdVisory Board will be the same for all five types of 

content at issue. In our view, there ought to be a specialized Advisory Board for the purpose of child 

sexual exploitation content matters that is comprised of members with expertise related to children 

generally, and exploited children specifically. Th is particular Advisory Board should also be required to 

make decisions in the best interests of children, consistent with Canada's obligations under the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child and its related documents. 

Moreover, given our organization's experience in dealing with child sexual exploitation material for the 

last 20 years, we believe it is appropriate that our organization be represented on the Advisory Board. 

We are also concerned that the Advisory Board appointees are appointed by the Minister "at pleasure" 

and would like there to be more discussion around the reasons for this. In our view, making the 

appointment at the pleasure of the Minister makes it seem like more of a political appointment and raises 

a risk of the appearance of poli t ical interference in th e advisory board process. 

Right of Appeal 

We note that there is a contemplated right of appeal to the Personal Information and Data Protection 

Tribunal. We suggest that given the sensitivity and potential illegality of child sexual exploitation materials 

a court of competent jurisdiction may be a better choice. If the government proceeds with a Tribunal 

model, there will likely need to be additional precautions and safeguards in place for such appeals, similar 

to the way in which the courts handle illegal and sensitive materials. 
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The Technical Paper contemplates that the Digital Safety Commissioner will monitor OCSP compliance 

with an inaccessibility order. We would like to better understand how this may be done. From our 

experience, automation of this aspect will be required as a manual monitoring process will be completely 

unfeasible and ineffective, 

In camera meetings 

We note that the Digital Safety Commissioner and the Digital Recourse Council of Canada may conduct 

hearings in camera for a variety of reasons. We completely understand that there may be a need for in 

camera proceedings, however, have grave concerns about the inclusion of "confidential commercial 

interests" in the list of reasons for which an in camera proceedIng may occur. In our view, the matters to 

be considered by these bodies are in the public interest and accordingly t he scope of in camera 

proceedings should be narrow and ca refully circumscribed to mirror the open court principle which 

guides coUrt proceedings. 

Module l(D) : Regulatory powers and enforcement 
Naming an oes and OSCP publicly 

Paragraph 83 of the Technical Paper contemplates thatthe Digital Safety Commissioner and the Digital 

Recourse Council of Canada have discretion over whether to name the oes and OCSP publicly, as well as 

the timing of the publication. We are concerned that this discretion will greatly reduce the effectiveness 

of the regulatory regime as whole, and note t hat the Privacy Commissioner of Canada also did not name 

ent it ies for several years. Rather than blanket discret ion, consideration should be given to setting out 

criteria, with the default being to name the companies except in narrow, prescribed circumstances. 

Factors in determining Administrative Monetary Penalty 

In addition to the factors set out in paragraph 98 and 107 of the Technica l Paper, we would note that in 

the area of child sexual exploitation, consider ation should be given to Including consideration of 

aggravating and mitigat ing factors that would be applicable in a criminal law context. As an illustrative 

example, we suggest having a look at the case of R v YesUp ECommerce So/utions/nc., 2020 CarsweliOnt 

19731 (ONO), which is the only known case in Canada in which a company was prosecuted for a child 

pornography offence. More background on this prosecution can be found in R v YesUp ECommerce 

Solutions/nc., 2013 ONSC 6884 (CanUI), <http://canIiLca/t/g1rm6>. Note that individual employees of the 

company were also prosecuted for failure to report under the Mandatary Reporting Act. Those cases are 

reported at: R v Kok, 2020 CarsweliOn t 19729 (ONCJ) and R v U, 2020 CarswellOnt 19730 (ONCJ) . 

Module 2: Modifying Canada's existillg legal framework 
Clarity on C3P's continuing role under the Mandatory Reporting Act 

The Discuss ion Guide recommends that the proposed legislation should amend An Act respectrng the 
mandatory reporting of Internet child pornography by persons who provide on Internet service 
("Mandatory Reporting Act") to: 
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Centralize mandatory reporting of online child pornography offences through the Royol 
Canadian Mounted Police's Notional Child Exploitatlon Crime Centre (NCECC); 

However, under a regulat ion made pursuant to section 2 of the Mandatory Reporting Act, C3P is currently 

the designated agency (in regulations) to receive URls that may contain child pornography and are 

required to be reported under section 2. 

The Technical Paper is more precise, in "that it proposes that the NCECC be the designated agency " for 

reports made under section 3" of the Mandatory Report ing Act. However, as the Discussion Guide states 
the proposed change much more broadly, we would appreciate the government confirming to us that 

C3P will remain the designated entity to receive reports under section 2 of the Mandatory Reporting Act. 

There were significant policy considera t ions that went into naming our organization as the designated 

entity under section 2 which we would be happy to discuss further with your office. 

Defining which service providers are subject to mandatory reporting 

In addition, the Technical Paper states that: 

"The Act should amend the Mandatory Reporting Act to ensure that it applies broadly to all 
types of Internet services and that definitions are sufficiently flexible and nan~exhaustive to 
encompass rapidly evolving technological developments,1I 

In our view, this is a key component for a successful mandatory reporting regime. Our question is how will 

the various service providers be notified of their obligations? One shortcoming of the Mandatory 

Reporting Act when it was originally introduced is that there was no formalized communication plan that 

occurred and thus it largely fell to our organization and police to explain to companies what their 

obligations were. 

A related question is how non-compliance of the Mandatory Reporting Act will be monitored and 

enforced. It appears that annual reports will be made by the NCEce but it is unclear what will occur 

beyond that. 

Satisfying reporting obligations 

We have some concerns about the exception that permits companies to meet their obligations under the 

Mandatory Reporting Act by reporting to an entity in another jurisdiction. While we do understand the 

efficiencies f rom the perspective of an OCSP, this does mean that Canadian reports are processed in a 

foreign coun try first and assumes that there will be no delays or other issues that will result from that. 

We would like to propose that it be required that all such reports should be required to be copied to 

police and/or our agency (as appropriate) to ensure that the necessary information to address the matter 

is received in Canada at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Other Considerations 
The foregoing are speCific considerations and concerns related to the specifics of the proposal. The 

following are addit ional considerations that do not necessarily relate to one discrete aspect of the 

proposal: 
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More discussion and planning will be needed to determine how an OCSP, and the Digital Resource 

Council, will be able to know that a non-CSAM image is connected to known child sexual abuse survivors. 
Our organization has significant expertise in this regard which could be leveraged by the Government of 

Canada as it implements this init iative. 

Content/image recidivism 

As discussed above, it has been our experience that previously flagged images will often reappear on a 

platform that has previously removed the same image. This is especially the case when the image is of an 
adolescent/pubescent victim. Given today's technology, there is no need for this to occur and in our view 

the proposed regulation must enact clear and consistent rules to ensure that child sexual exploitation 

images are not reappearing on platforms. This will help avoid situations where content must be flagged 

repeatedly, and it will also reduce duplication by ensuring that once an image IS flagged for removal, it 

does not reappear. 

Disrupting the ongoing sharing of CSAM and harmful/abusive material 

When content is deemed illegal or harmful to children by the Digit al Recourse Council, we sugges t that 

the images or hash value should be shared with C3P for the purpose of ingesting into Project Arachnid . 

Project Arachnid is an established tool for identifying known images of CSAM and harmful/abusive 

material which automates the issuance of removal notices to providers. It is survivor-centric and its 

purpose is to disrupt the ongoing sharing of this material at global scale, which is far broader than 

blocking Canadians from viewing the material. Survivors have told us clearly that the ongoing 

dissemination of their abuse material is a continuing source of harm and from their perspective, quickly 

disrupting and stemming that distribution is one of their top concerns. To gain a greater understanding of 

the views of survivors, please see our Survivors' SU/vey, the results of which were published in 2017 and 

which is posted at the following URl: https:/Iwwwprotectchildren.ca/en/resources-research/survlvors

survey-resllits/. 

Funding Model 

We note that it is contemplated that the operating budgets for t he Digi ta l Safety Commissioner and 

Digital Recourse Counsel will be funded by the regulated entities. We appreciate that this may be a 

common funding model for regulating ent ities, however we strongly urge the government to reconsider 

the optics of directly linking the funding of these offices to the very entities being regulated by it. In our 

view, there is an inherent conflict of interest that is likely to develop should this type of regulator set up 

with this type of funding model. 

Conclusion 
In summary, we appreciate the opportunity to submit our feedback to the proposal, and are very 

interested in having the opportunity to engage in meaningful dialogue with the Government of Canada as 

it moves ahead with this important init iative. 
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Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 

Gatineau ac K1 A OS5 
Email : pch.jcn-dd.pch@canada.ca 

September 25, 2021 

Dear Digital Citizen Initiative, 

This submission responds to the Government of Canada's invitation for feedback on its proposal 
for a new legislative and regulatory framework for addressing online harms, As Canadian 
academic researchers who specialize in either legal or technical aspects of privacy and security, 
we are concerned about the proposals to require the mandatory reporting of basic subscriber 
information (881) and transmission data without judicial authorization. 

In our view, both SSI and transmission data attract a reasonable expectation of privacy and so 
engage s, 8 of the Charter, We remain skeptical that either type of this information can be 
conveyed to police without a warrant or court order, which is the traditional legal protection 
against the exercise of overbroad police discretion to intrude upon privacy. However, for the 
sake of fleshing out additional issues we have written this submission assuming that there are 
some circumstances where mandatory reporting of 8S1 or transmission data may be justified 
and not open to the kinds of abuse that judicial authorization is meant to prevent. We therefore 
begin by accepting that circumstances where a child pornography offence is Kclearly evident" 
may be one of those rare circumstances, if that threshold is properly crafted, However, a law 
requiring the reporting of such information without prior judicial authorization is only 
~reasonable·, and therefore constitL4tionally permissible, if this reporting is limited to very specific 
purposes, there are technical safeguards to minimize privacy risks and potential misuse, and 
there is some form of independent oversight. The Government of Canada's proposals fall short 
on all of these fronts . We elaborate on each of these points below, 1 

Reasonable Expectation of Privacy 

SSI is not formally defined in the Discussion Guide, but is stated to include "customer's name, 
address, phone number, billing information associated with the IP addre5s~. In R v Spencer, the 
Supreme Court of Canada held that SSI 'attracts a reasonable expectation of privacy and that 
police access therefore requires a warrant unless a reasonable law authorizes iU The Supreme 
Court rejected the approach that looked at the information in isolation (as "simply a name, 

1 See also Lisa M Austin and Andrea Slane, "Digitally Rethinking Hunter v. Southam" (May 3, 2021), 
available at~. 
2 R v Spencer, 2014 see 43. 
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address and telephone number matching a publicly available IP address"3) and held that in 
contexts where there is controversy regarding defining the subject matter of the search, 

the Court has taken a broad and functional approach to the question, examining the 
connection between the police investigative technique and the privacy interest at stake. 
The Court has looked at not only the nature of the precise information sought, but also at 
the nature of the information that it reveals. ' 

In other words, the Supreme Court held that we need to look at the use-context of the 
information in order to understand whether it attracts a reasonable expectation of privacy. In the 
context of the proposed new regime, BSI would be required in "cases where a child 
pornography offence is clearly evident" and therefore would link a particular person to sUch 
cases. This sounds very much like the use-context of R v Spencer, where the Supreme Court 
required a warrant. Therefore the use of BSI in the online harms context attracts a reasonable 
expectation of privacy. 

~Transmission data", as used in the Discussion Guide, follows the Criminal Code definition (s. 
487.01 1) and means data that: 

(a) relates to the telecommunication functions of dialling , routing, addressing or 
signalling; 

(b) is transmitted to identify, activate or configure a device, including a computer program 
as defined in subsection 342.1 (2), in order to establish or maintain access to a 
telecommunication service for the purpose of enabling a communication, or is generated 
during the creation, transmission or reception of a communication and identifies or 
purports to identify the type, direction, date, time, duration, size, origin, destination or 
termination of the communication; and 

(c) does not reveal the substance, meaning or purpose of the communication. 

Transmission data so defined can be used in ways that are highly privacy-invasive. For 
example, the boundary between the data listed in sS.(b) and (c) is highly unstable. Information 
about source/destination IP addresses and port numbers can be used to infer the type of traffic, 
and information about size can be used to infer content. Techniques like traffic fingerprinting are 
surprisingly accurate, and the timing and sizes can give you information as granular as which 
youtube video someone is watching. ~ Therefore the use of transmission data in the online 
harms context also attracts a reasonable expectation of privacy. 

Warrantless access to either type of information could still be constitutionally permissible if 
authorized by a reasonable law. In our opinion, this requires limiting the purposes for which this 

3 Ibid at para 24. 
4 Ibid at para 26. 
5 See, for example , Schuster et al ., "Beauty and the Burst: Remote Identification of Encrypted Video 
Streams~, USENIX Security 2017. 
hUps·1Iwww usenjx,orgfc;onferencefusenixsecudtylZ/lechnjcal-sesslons/presentatjon/schuster 
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information is used, implementing technical safeguards against misuse, and creating robust 
methods of independent oversight. We elaborate on this in the following sections. 

Limiting Purposes: The "clearly evident" Threshold for Mandatory Reporting 

There is a significant potential for violation of the right to be secure against unreasonable search 
and seizure if the conditions for triggering the mandatory reporting of transmission data and/or 
BSI are not clear. Currently, mandatory reporting requirements require an internet service 
provider to a) relay an IP address or URL to a deSignated organization where they have been 
advised that that location is one "where child pornography may be available to the public", or b) 
notify an authority where the service provider has "reasonable grounds to believe that their 
Internet service is being or has been used to commit a child pornography offence". The current 
reqUirements are both quite broad (in that they do not require service providers to verify whether 
child pornography offences are being committed through their services, leaving that to police) 
and quite limited (in the amount of information that is initially required to be conveyed to police). 
This is an acceptable balance between the need to inform police when a service provider 
becomes aware that a child exploitation crime is likely being committed through their services, 
and subscriber privacy. The expectation of the existing mandatory reporting requirement is that 
police will conduct further investigation, and will apply to a court for authorization to access 
transmission data or, following R v Spencer, BSL 

The Discussion Guide proposes a new and far more intrusive requirement for mandatory 
reporting. First, the proposal extends the mandatory reporting requirement to additional service 
providers (e.g. social media platforms). Second, it proposes an additional threshold for 
mandatory reporting in "cases where a child pornography offence is clearly evident", that would 
require including BSI or transmission data in the report. While this is a higher threshold than the 
existing circumstances that trigger mandatory reporting of less sensitive information (i.e. the IP 
address or URL), far more specificity and justification will need to be provided before we would 
be satisfied that an appropriate balance has been struck in this proposed regime. 

With regard to the degree to which service providers will need to confirm that a child 
pornography offence has been committed, at present there is no indication in the materials 
provided as to how a service provider will determine that such an offence is "clearly evident". 
Service providers are not, and should not be, required to view child sexual abuse materials 
(CSAM) in order to establish that an offence is clearly evident. If this rule is maintained, as it 
must be, then that leaves only technological means that do not require a human to view 
materials in order to establish that such an offence is ~clear1y evidenf. 

Are the guidelines only triggered where images have been identified as hash matches to images 
in a law enforcement CSAM database? If so, then we note that there are differences between 
the hash-matching programs used by different service providers, and that perceptual hash 
matches (which allow for close rather than only exact matches to be captured), while useful to 
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capture images that have been only slightly altered to avoid exact match (cryptographic) 
systems, also stand a higher chance of false matches. We further note that Apple's recent 
announcements regarding its use of a perceptual hash matching system (NeuraIHash) to report 
CSAM materials synced to upload to iCloud took account of this likelihood of false matches by 
setting a fairly high threshold of 30 matches from the same account before reporting to police. 
The current guidelines do not set such a threshold and seem to indicate that every match 
should be reported, along with the transmission data andlor SSI. As we outline below, the 
sensitivity of this data calls for greater protection against false positive matches. We suggest a 
higher match threshold is needed in the contemplated guidelines as well. 

Further, if some form of automated searching for images by service providers is contemplated, 
then there must also be protections in place to address the possibility that such a system could 
be gamed. For example, it is technically feasible to create an image that would register as a 
match to an image in a CSAM database even though to the human eye the image is of 
something else. A malicious actor could in this way make an individual subject to a highly 
stigmatizing police investigation. A higher threshold of how many matches are required goes 
some distance toward guarding against such deliberate intelierence, and there should be new 
criminal offences for any such intelierence as well. However, in aU cases there needs to be 
independent verification of whether the "clearly evidentft threshold has been met before any 
transmission data or SSI is made available to law enforcement. 

The verification process should not lie with the service providers: instead, if a hash match 
threshold is met, the RCMP's National Child Exploitation Crime Centre (NCECC) should 
determine if the matched files are Indeed child pornography. Only once that has been verified 
should police be able to access transmission data andlor 8S1 (via technical safeguards outlined 
below), provided that the process is subject to independent oversight. 

Limited Purposes and Technical Safeguards 

The purpose outlined in the Discussion Guide for mandatory reporting of BSI is to expedite 
~police responseft . This is far too vague and ripe for abuse. If the issue is the difficulty in getting 
this information in a timely manner through the warrant process then the answer is not 
necessarily to get rid of the requirement for independent oversight to limit police discretion -
which is a key function of the warrant requirement - but rather to redesign it. 

The proposal in the Discussion Guide is to centralize mandatory reporting through the NCECC. 
Because of this centralization, the federal government also has the opportunity to put in place 
technical safeguards to ensure access controls, audit trails , and oversight by an independent 
body. This opportunity could be used to create an expedited process for access to BSI that does 
not sacrifice the constitutional requirement of prior (independent) authorization. For example, 
there could be mandatory reporting of BSI along with the evidence that an organization relied 
upon to determine ~cases where a child pornography offence is clearly evident" but the BSI 
would be encrypted until there was independent verification of clear evidence of a child 
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pornography offence, whereupon it would be automatically decrypted. Unauthorized access to 
this information for other purposes would be mitigated through access controls and audit trails , 
with this audit available to the independent oversight body. We offer some further sLiggestions 
on oversight in the following section. 

The Discussion Guide outlines that the purpose of providing transmission data is in order to 
allow the police to identify ISP and jurisdiction. However, this response is quite dramatically 
over-inclusive. All that is required to identify ISP and jurisdiction is the IP address. In fact, most 
of the data included in the definition of "transmission data" is not even useful for determining 
jurisdiction. 

As we already outlined, the existing Mandatory Reporting Act already requires the reporting of 
an IP address where the service provider has been advised that this address may be making 
child pornography available to the public: it is not at all evident that this practice requires 
changing except to extend this requirement to a broader group of service providers. If the new 
~clearly evidenr threshold contemplates other circumstances than where CSAM materials Kmay 
be available to the public", then these circumstances should be clearly identified in order to be 
included within the requirement to convey IP address. Asking for additional components of 
"transmission data" remains to be justified. 

Oversight 

Prior judicial authorization has long been !1eld to be a core requirement when law enforcement 
seeks access to information that attracts a reasonable expectation of privacy.6 In some cases, 
where the search is authorized by a reasonable law, and is narrowly tailored and accurate, 
courts have accepted after-the-fact review.7 

As we outlined in the previous section, because the proposed mandatory reporting will be 
centralized through the NCECC, this provides an opportunity to create an independent oversight 
body that can provide independent authorization (whether prior to law enforcement use or, in 
some circumstances, as after-the-fact review) in a manner that can both meet the needs of law 
enforcement and still maintain constitutional safeguards. 

The Discussion Guide proposes the creation of three new regulatory bodies (the Digital Safety 
Commissioner of Canada, the Digital Recourse Council of Canada, and an Advisory Board) but 
none of these bodies appear to fulfill the functions of independent oversight that we outline here. 
For example, the listed powers of the proposed Commissioner are very much focused on the 
content-moderation concerns of this proposal rather than oversight of law enforcement access 
to, and use of, BSI and transmission data. In addition to performing the function of oversight of 
the NCECC, such an independent body should have both Significant technical expertise and 
community representation. 

6 Hunter v Southam, 11984] 2 SCR 145. 
7 See, for example, R \I Kang·Brown, 2008 SCC lB. 
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The Technical Paper accompanying the Discussion Guide indicates that the proposed 
legislation should make clear that "when using personal information obtained pursuant to the 
Mandatory Reporting Act, the police would be bound by the use limitation in federal legislation 
(the Privacy Act) for federal police and comparable provincial legislation for provincial and 
municipal police" (Module 2, para 6). The problem is that neither of these statutes provide an 
adequate statutory framework for preventing misuse. To give an example, the Privacy Act 
permits the use and disclosure of personal information Hto an investigative body specified in the 
regulations, on the written request of the body, for the purpose of enforcing any law of Canada 
or a province or carrying out a lawful investigation, if the request specifies the purpose and 
describes the information to be disclosed".8 The regulations include eSIS, the Canada Border 
Services Agency, and many others as such specified investigative bodies. In other words, the 
Privacy Act would permit rather than constrain fairly broad sharing of BSI and transmission data, 
with no requirements that this be limited to specific offences or specific types of purposes. 
Similarly, provincial legislation like Ontario's FIPPA would permit the broad sharing of this 
information to another law enforcement agency in Canada or in a foreign country.9 These 
privacy statutes were never meant to be legislation to provide meaningful accountability in 
relation to law enforcement. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion i we think that the proposal for mandatory reporting of BSI and transmission data 
does not adequately protect Canadians' privacy; 

• Both BSI and transmission data attract a reasonable expectation of privacy. 
• The mandatory reporting proposal would broaden who has the obligation, their role in 

determining whether a child pornography offence is evident, and would require much 
more information to be reported than is currently the case. 

• The proposal needs to provide clarification as to how service providers should determine 
when the reporting threshold has been met and provide additional safeguards against 
false positives and abuse of the system. 

• The purposes for requiring BSI are vague and the purposes proposed for requiring 
transmission data do notjuslify access to anything other than IP address. 

• The government should redeSign, rather than jettison, independent oversight of police 
access to BSI and transmission data. 

• The current proposals for new regulatory bodies and current privacy legislation do not 
provide adequate independent oversight. 

B See Privacy Act, RSC 1985, c P-21 , ss. 7(b) and 8(2)(e). 
9 See Freedom oflnformation and Protection of Privacy Act, RSO 1990, c F.31 . SS . 41 (1 )(c) and 42(1 )(f)(i) 
and (iI). 
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Founded in 195 1, the Canadian Association of 
University Teachers (CAUT) is the national voice for 
academic staff representing 72,000 teachers, librarians, 
researchers, general staff, and other academic 
professionals at some 125 universities and colleges 
across the country. CAUT is an outspoken defender of 
academic freedom and works actively in the public 
interest to improve the quality and accessibility of 
post-secondary education in Canada. 

As defenders of academic freedom, .the right to teach, 
research, publish and express opinions without fear of 
political or institutional censorship, CAUT has grave 
concerns about the online harms bill the government 
intends to introduce in the autumn of2021. 

At this time, CAUT urges the government to 
reconsider this legislative project. The proposed 
approach described in the consultation's technical 
paper and discussion guide is rife with unintended, 
serious, and har,mful consequences. The kind of 
regime being considered by the government would 
inadvertently censor legal speech and undermine the 
rights and civil liberties of Canadians. 

Proposed approach 
The proposed framework requires content platforms
Online Communication Service Providers (OCSP)-to 
police and remove content that falls into one of the 
five categories of "online harms.~ This includes the use 
of machine learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to 
proactively search for harmful content. Users could 
also indiscriminately flag any content as potentially 
being illegal. Once content is flagged, OCSPs will have 
24 hours to remove it. OCSPs will also have to repon 
content they remove directly to the RCMP, CSIS or 
both without notifying the user. 

A new 'Digital Safety Commissioner' would be created 
to oversee this regime, though they would not report 
to Parliament. This is problematic because, among 
other things, the Commissioner would have the 
power to conduct hearings on content takedowns in 
secret, justified by privacy, commercial and industrial 
secrecy, national security and defense, and international 
relationships with other governments. 

Cenadiil n A»od"don of University T~dll!n 

The harmful content targeted by this legislation is 
wide-ranging and poorly defined. It includes terrorist 
content; content that incites violence; hate speech; 
non-consensual sharing of intimate images; and child 
sexual exploitation content. CAUT acknowledges the 
deep harm this content can cause, especially to 
vulnerable individuals and marginalized groups. We 
do question whether the proposed approach is indeed 
the best tool at this time to address the problems of 
these online harms given that they are already offences 
in Canada's Criminal Code. CAUT is also doubtful 
whether the introduction of one single regulatory 
regime is the best way to address the variety of online 
harms targeted by this legislation. 

Systemically flawed 
The imposition on OCSPs to determine what is lawful 
content is problematic. The proposed approach is 
systemically flawed to iocentivize OCSPs to be over
vigilant and over-remove content. Some ways the 
government has designed this system to encourage 
hyper-vigilance on the pan ofOCSPs include: 

• The speed with which OCSPs would be required to 
remove flagged content (24 hours); 

• The sheer volume of content that would have to be 
moderated; and, 

• Stiff penalties which the Digital Safety Commissioner 
would be empowered to impose (whichever is 
greater of either 3% of a OCSp's global revenues or 
SID million dollars.) 

Further indications that the government's proposal is 
systemically tilted towards censorship includes the 
proposal for a 'Digital Recourse Council'. This body of 
3-5 people would hear appeals from users regarding 
OCSp's moderation decisions. The Council's 
decisions, curiously, would be binding in the instance 
orocsp content takedowns but non-binding for the 
re-instatement of content. 

Another dimension for consideration in the proposed 
approach is the potential for it to be used by malicious 
internet actors as a tool to silence and abuse innocent 
individuals and communities, particularly those who 
are already marginalized. Giving users the opportunity 
to report on others can be weaponized, especially by 
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organized groups of internet vigilantes or crusaders 
operating to advance a particular viewpoint or 
political agenda. Though user reporting is already a 
mamstay ofOSCP moderation today, responsible 
OSCPs cannot necessarily do their due diligence in 
responding to these reports if the government 
imposes upon them the added pressure of speed and 
financial penalties. The result is that OSCPs will be 
incentivized to remove content and Jock accounts of 
innocent parties under attack from internet trolls. 

Distinguishing between legal & illegal 
content 
Distinguishing between legal speech and illegal 
content is not always simple and obvious. In our 
democratic society, much that is awful, is likely also 
lawful speech, as the courts have set a hlgh bar for 
what constitutes prohibited hate speech. Nonetheless, 
the ability to distinguish between lawful and illegal is 
difficult; even the courts struggle to do this with legal 
experts, rigorous arguments, and an ample amount of 
time for open and transparent inquiry. 

The difficulties of making this distinction between 
illegal content and legal speech are only exacerbated 
when the task is given to machine learning and AI, 
which cannot nece~arily understand the entire 
context in which content exists and operates. 

• Examples of how legal content might be mis
identified and removed by OSCPs if algorithms fail to 
fully grasp the context of content and statements. 

• Academic researchers investigating unpopular 01' 

controversial topics may use OSCPs to exchange 
and share information. This new legislation and 
onus on OSCPs to police and remove content 
could have an impact on academic research and 
extra-mural speech. 

• Protest literature, sociopolitical satire, conflict 
photographyl, or the documentation of human 
rights abuses could undermine civil disobedience 

1. The iconic Pulitzer Prize winning photo of the naked Vietnamese 
nlne-year-old girl running away flOm a napalm attack was mIs
identified by Facebook as child pomography and taken down in 
2016. It took al") International backlash for the platform to reverse 
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and censor voices looking to bring important 
nuance and debate to sensitive subject matters. 

• Artists, museums, galleries, and art educators use 
image content, like nude art, to promote exhibits, 
public lectures, and other research that could be 
misidentified as sexual content.2 Quick content 
takedowns and the lengthy complaint and 
recourse regime could have a significant impact on 
the ability to promote events that are substantial 
revenue generators for those working in the 
cultural sector. 

• Vulnerable individuals and marginalized groups 
frequendy come together in online spaces to find 
community, seek out support and discuss their 
experiences. If these discussions include relaying 
information about experiences of discrimination or 
attacks, AJ surveillance could wrongfully flag this 
content as online harm. 

In the last example, censoring this legal speech would 
have the unintended consequence of exacerbating the 
existing, well~documented pattern of online speech 
policing and removal targeting equity-deserving 
individuals and communities. Further to this point, 
relying on machine learning and AI could perpetuate 
social inequities given issues around algorithmic 
biases and insufficient access to the full breadth of 
training data used by OCSPs. 

Privacy concerns & unwarranted 
surveillance 
Moderating and decontextualizing online content is 
further complicated when considering that OCSPs, 
under the proposed approach, are required to report 
to security agencies when content is flagged harmful, 
opening the door to unwarranted surveillance of 
academics and researchers. Whether through human 
or AI-generated moderation, under this scheme the 
government is incentivising private companies to 
moderate, make determinations of, and share data and 

its decision. See, SBC News 'EuIY over EJcebook 'N.1Oalm SlW 
amorship" {09 September 20 16). 

,. Hyperallergic 'FgO!book ~nm[5 Art Htslorian for PtmioQ Nudf 
Art Then 80015 Him from platform' (27 November 2018). 
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information on suspected criminal activity, without 
alening affected individuals. 

The proposed legislative and regulatory framework 
would only further institutionalize and grant security 
agencies with powers to collect data and monitor 
information about Canadians, with no commensurate 
increase in oversight or accountability. Academics and 
researchers could be subjected to surveillance creating 
a chill on political discourse that challenge dominant 
paradigms. The technical paper provides little clarity 
on limitations to interagency information sharing or 
time limits for how long security agencies are permitted 
to collect and store data and information. 

Summary 
CAUT supports net neutrality, the principle that 
Internet Service Providers should enable access to all 
content and applications regardless of the source, and 
without favoring or blocking particular prodllcts or 
websites. The development of an open Internet has 
been instrumental in dramatically expanding both 
research capability and learning opportunities for 
Canadian academics, researchers, and stlldents. The 
government's proposed approach to addressing 
harmful conten t online has serious shortcom figs 
regarding protecting principles of net neutrality and 
open internet. The threat of website blocking, 
proposed as a punitive measure for OCSP deemed 
noncompliant, is a direct violation of net neutrality. 

Other problematic areas identified in the government's 
proposed regime include national security accountability 
and oversight, and risks to the open exchange of 
information and infringement of basic civil liberties. 
It's worth noting that net neutrality and the Chaner of 
Rights and Freedoms are never mentioned once in the 
technical paper and discussion guide. The concerns 
highlighted in this submission need to be more 
fulsomely discussed with stakeholders and better 
nuanced to protect rights and freedoms while addressing 
legitimate concerns over onJine criminal activity. 

CA UT strongly recommends more extensiVE" 
consultation, including rescheduling roundtable 
discussions, to find a way forward to protect against 
discrimination, harassment, and violence, while avoiding 
regulating expression that may offend some, but is lawful. 

Cenadiil n A»od"tion of Universky T"dlers 4 
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Tucows' response to the Government proposed 
approach to regulating social media and combating 
harmful content online 
24 September, 2021 

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has thrown into stark relief how important it is that Canadians 
have full and equitable access to the free and open Internet. With the sudden and urgent 
necessity to avoid in-person interaction, Canadians have turned to the Internet to do business, 
attend school, and socialize with other people in Canada and around the world. While 
addressing a true need, this broad turn towards online interactions has of course also led to an 
increase in exposure to harmful content online. We need standards, we need to enable safe 
and secure access to information and to community, and we need to protect Canadian 
Internet users in a fair and balanced way. We appreciate that the Government of Canada is 
working to address these needs. 

Here at Iucows, we believe in the free and open Internet, allowing Canadians to share 
opinions and artwork, meet people from all around the world, and live our lives in the digital 
realm just as we do in the physical world. With that goal in mind, it is crucial to find the right 
balance between freedom of expression and access to ideas on the one hand and protection 
against illegal and harmful content on the other. 

Surveillance and limitations on Canadians' expression on the Internet is unacceptable; 
we as Canadians must be safe to express ourselves without fear of either government 
censorship or being harmed by the types of content this legislation attempts to address. 

As a domain name services provider and a proudly Canadian company, Tucows, both as a 
business and as a community of coworkers, is a crucial part of the same Internet ecosystem that 
we all use every day. We are pleased to be able to share our expertise in this response to the 
Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online. 

Lawmakers must not fall into the trap of making quick decisions and implementing half-formed 
or ill-informed plans that will have long-term effects on the rights and freedoms of Canadian 
citizens. When developing broad new legislation such as this , it's crucial that the Government 
consider the input of experts in the industry who have already spent years working on 
combatting online harms and moderating content on online platforms. To that end. we will 
raise our concerns with the proposed new legislation. The Government should do everything 
possible to gather input from Canadians, especially Canadians already working in this space, 
and incorporate those insights into revisions of this draft legislation. 

\-416-535·0123 '·800·371-6992 +800-371·69922 u,eow'.eom 
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Applicability 

The legislation would apply to "Online Communication Service Providers" (OCSPs); the 
limitation to services that enable communication with other users of the same service is a good 
start but still leaves gaps such as personal websites or blogs-does a Word press blog with a 
vibrant community of commenters fall under this definition? A personal website with a message 
board? The exemption for private communications is crucial and must be clear enough to 
preclude any surveillance of personal expression or private communications. 

The five categories of harmful content being addressed here (hate speech, child sexual abuse 
material (CSAM), non-consensual sharing of intimate images, incitement to violence, and 
terrorist content) are appropriate categories, as each one poses imminent risk of harm to a 
person, and are already prohibited under the Criminal Code. 

We also support the OCSP reporting requirements relating to harmful content and particularly 
note "how they monetize harmful content" as a valuable metric to track and disclose. 

Privacy Concerns 
It is crucial to ensure that Canadian citizens' privacy rights are not only respected but are a 
fundamental part of any new legislation, especially relating to online services where personal 
data is essentially currency and people are highly vulnerable to the theft of their data, their 
money, even their identity. 

How will improper and excessive surveillance and storage of personal data be prevented, 
especially in the case of false positives, considering the known limits and biases of 
algorithmic content flagging? 

Relatedly, the oversight for accessing Basic Subscriber Information (BSI) through a Production 
Order is unclear or lacking; who authorizes these orders? Who makes sure that there are valid 
grounds to access personal data in relation to a suspected incident? Proper checks and 
balances must be put in place to protect Canadian citizens as well as people from around the 
world . We will want the rights of Canadians to be protected worldwide, which speaks to a need 
to participate as a country in international dialogue on this important legislative initiative, to 
ensure reciprocity in the protection of fundamental rights. 

24-hour Responses 
The requirement for OCSPs to take action within 24 hours of a User report or algorithm flag will 
absolutely lead to errors. 

24 hours is not sufficient time to review reports, so OCSPs will either over-respond by 
taking down content that does not fall within the five categories of online harms, or they will 
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dismiss reports too quickly and miss actual harmful content in the frenzy. Which way it goes will 
depend on both the strength of the penalties for not taking down harmful content and the 
capacity of the individual OCSP to create a team dedicated to reviewing reports. 

Regardless of the approach, this short response timeframe burdens Canadian Internet 
users as well as those of us who are seeking to protect them: either their content is taken 
down inappropriately and they must appeal the decision or their valid report is dismissed and 
the problematic content remains online, continuing to cause the very harm this legislation is 
attempting to prevent. Taking down content near-immediately upon complaint is not a thoughtful 
approach to this difficult dilemma, nor is it permissible under the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. 

It also seems fairly arbitrary; why 24 hours? Where exactly did that number come from? Do our 
government and law enforcement agencies respond within 24 hours to similar types of reports, 
basing this on their real-life experience? No. When issues of this kind are reported, either by 
victims or by online service providers of all kinds, the RCMP takes days at best to respond, let 
alone prosecute the harms. 

Scope of harms 

The scope of content that falls into these broad categories is unclear and apparently not yet 
defined, as that will be included in the full legislation; this should be open to the Canadian public 
to comment on. The Internet community has been working on the issue of online harms 
and abuse of the domain name system for years, and is still deep in the process of 
defining abuse; have the drafters of this legislation considered the work of those experts 
at all? And, have the response timeframes in place in those industries been considered when 
setting this 24 hour response time? 

Free expression 

How will issues of freedom of expression be addressed? Facebook already takes down 
breastfeeding pictures and other acceptable content without oversight; this will expand to 
people using the reporting system and fast takedown requirements to silence voices they 
disagree with, including anti-choice people brigading health care forums. Imagine a woman 
posting a story of sexual assault to raise awareness and reclaim her story, only to find it taken 
down due to ill-meaning people reporting it as hate speech. The writer can submit an appeal, 
but it's adding insult to injury. 

\-416-535·0123 1·800-371-6992 ~800·371·69922 tl,lcow'.com 
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Use of Algorithms 

Meaningful human review is crucial in this situation, as in other areas relating to content 
moderation and the response to online harms. Algorithms are imperfect, proven to perpetuate 
the biases of their creators and dalasets, and false positives abound, resulting in the uneven 
application of legal penalties to the communities this legislation purports specifically to 
protect. Algorithmic content moderation, especially in relation to false positives in content 
moderation, is the topic of a great deal of research and many popylar articles. To ignore this 
issue is to willfully subject Canadian citizens to unequal treatment under the law. 
Algorithms may be used to flag content for further human review but must not be the sole 
arbitrator of what is permissible content on the Internet. 

Fragmentation of the Internet 

Banning content in Canada that is still available in other countries will cause fragmentation of 
the Internet. Authoritarian governments have shown that controlling "their" internet and what 
their citizens can view only moves the content-users who still want to access "banned" content 
can easily use a VPN, for example, to appear to be in a different jurisdiction. This also means 
that those harmed by the content-the victim, for example, of non·consensually·shared 
intimate photos, can no longer view (and report) the content while the harm to them 
continues unabated. 

The limits on the requirement for ISPs to block Canadian access to certain content must 
be strong and clear. The underlying concept here is appropriate; CSAM and terrorist content is 
illegal and those laws must be enforced. That said, the definition especially of "terrorist content" 
has not been shared , and leaves open significant concerns of government overreach. As a 
domain registrar we have been called on to remove allegedly terrorism·related content from our 
platform, and in some cases the website in question has in fact been a journalism site (rather 
than one supporting the terrorist content), while in other cases it has posed as true journalism in 
order to spread messages of hate. The difficulty is in determining whether the content is in 
fact illegal and it's essential to this process that proper oversight exists. We work with 
Tech Against Terrorism to verify reports of terrorism·related content; are OCSPs now left on their 
own to make these determinations? 

We receive many complaints every day from lawyers and other Internet users asking for fUll 
websites to be taken down when the issue is a mention of an individual, a single photo, or a 
single page on a larger website. How will the requirement to block Canadian access to 
content accommodate the fact that blocking by ISP may only occur at the IP or domain 
name level and cannot be as granular as free speech requires? Any prospective legislation 
will have to be much more precise about how an OCSP can order a customer to excise the 
offensive content or face takedown, otherwise we are trying to hit a fly with a sledgehammer. 
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Enforcement capability is also in question, as users can bypass an ISP's blacklists by using 
a VPN or DNS-over-HTIPS functionality, masking their traffic. How will the legislation address 
this gap, without overreach? What exactly are Canadian Internet businesses being asked to do? 

Commissioner powers and funding 
It is both unfortunate and well known that the Canadian Office of the Privacy Commissioner 
lacks the power to levy fines or even effectively require organizations to change their behaviour; 
last year, Facebook jgoored the findings of the OPC's investigatjon. How will the creation of this 
new Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada avoid the same problems? Why do the legislators 
expect that the new Commissioner's fines or other findings will be respected, when the 
existing ones are not? 

We question the expectation that the operating budgets for the Commissioner and Recourse 
Council will be funded by OCSP "regulatory charges"; this is essentially a tax on some (but not 
all) online service providers. Costs will of course be passed on to Canadian Internet 
users, either in the form of payment for services or increased advertising on the platforms. On 
top of these costs for oversight bodies, we will already have incurred substantial costs dealing 
with all of the issues described above, including an expected increase in volume. 

What is the expectation for OCSPs that decline to pay these costs? Currently, administrative 
penalties recommended by the ope are often ignored and with no clear consequences. 

Engaging LEA and CSIS 
Regarding the requirement for OCSPs to notify law enforcement and the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service in some circumstances, we would support the 'imminent risk of human 
harm'Umitation (the first of the two options presented), requiring those entities to notify law 
enforcement only when imminent harm is suspected. 

Extending this risk of serious harm to property (instead of only to people) is a huge 
concern. There needs to be further consultation with Canadians in this area (as with much of 
the rest of this proposed legislation), because people are not property and harm to property or 
to property rights should never receive the same high level of protection as imminent harm to 
people must. 

We are also concerned about privacy rights and surveillance in relation to this 
notification requirement, as discussed earlier. 
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Recourse and appeals 

Access to recourse is unequal; a Canadian (or anyone living in Canada? It's unclear!) whose 
content is removed under this new law can appeal to the platform itself and then to the Digital 
Recourse Council, but users from the rest of the world appear to have no such recourse. What 
happens if their content is removed due to a false positive flag or report? Under this proposed 
legislation, the platform could refuse to consider any appeal. The Digital Recourse Council may 
require a platform to return the Canadian user's content, but users from elsewhere would 
effectively be silenced from participation in Canadian online discourse, limiting the 
perspectives available to Canadians. As discussed above, there is a need for 
international reciprocity; consultation and international agreements will be required. 

Timeframes for appeals must be clearly laid out so all parties-users, ISPs, and OCSPs 
alike-understand their options and requirements. Timeframes should be long enough to ensure 
that users have plenty of time to address content removals. The Recourse Council will need 
to be prepared for a significant volume of appeals and must be held to the same 
response time that OCSPs are held to-currently 24 hours. 

Recommendations 
With the above comments in mind, we offer the following recommendations. We look forward to 
reviewing future versions of this framework before it is passed into law, and are happy to assist 
by providing expertise and insights al every stage of the process. 

The Government should: 
1. Launch a detailed consultation, ensuring that those working on combatting online 

harms playa key part in assisting to modify this draft legislation 
2. Work with the Privacy Commissioner of Canada and the Provincial and Territorial 

Commissioners to make the privacy rights of Canadian citizens a foundational element 
of this new legislation 

3. Balance the prevention of these five categories of harm against the Charter rights 
of Canadian citizens, protecting our privacy and freedom of expression while 
preventing surveillance, limitations on free expression, and the use of algorithms to 
silence Canadian voices 

4. Address questions around funding for this new Government department 
5. Prepare the Digital Recourse Council for a significant volume of appeals and ensure 

they are able to respond within the same timeframe to which OCSPs are held 

This comment was prepared by Sarah Wyld, with thanks to Jacinta Sandiford, Reg Levy. 
Graeme Bunton, and Stephanie Perrin for their input. 

\·416·535·0123 1·800·371·6992 ~800·371·69922 tI,lCOW'.eon'l 
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September 24, 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC K1A OS5 

Dear Ministers and Members of the Digital Citizen Initiative, 

We are writing as stakeholders about our concerns with the proposed Canadian 
legislation, and its impacts on legal adult business and sex workers. 

As the nonprofit trade association for the adult industry in the United States and 
Canada , we are an active participant in the fight against the distribution of child sex 
abuse material (CSAM), non-consensual intimate imagery (NCII), and other illegal 
content. While many assume that adult companies are negligent if not complicit with the 
distribution of illegal content, actual data shows that adult platforms have led the fight, 
and are much more effective at preventing the distribution of illegal content than our 
mainstream counterparts. 

Adult businesses understand both the importance of, and the challenges involved in, 
differentiating legal and illegal content better than almost any other stakeholder. We 
also understand the technology, the costs involved in implementation (both financial and 
social), the sometimes unintended consequences, and the potential for abuse. 

While we understand that the legislation is still germinal, we are troubled by certain 
provisions in the existing framework that we hope to address. Of particular concern is 
the 24-hour removal standard for platforms informed of potentially illegal content. 

Traditionally, flagging protocols produce large volumes of content for review, even 
though only a fractional percentage of that content ever meets the legislated definitions. 
While large global companies like Facebook, with 24(7 moderation staff, may be able to 
comply with this timeframe, smaller companies will not. This puts an undue burden on 
start-ups and other small businesses, and encourages outright banning of any content 
related to sex or sexuality. 

Furthermore, with user-generated content, it may be difficult to definitively assess 
whether a flagged piece of content meets a legislated definition, especially within 24 
hours of a report. Given the penalties, most platforms are likely to proactively remove 
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broad swaths of content that is legal and does not meet the legislated definitions, rather 
than risk fines or other regulatory action for inadvertently removing something that does. 

We know from experience that these types of reporting and removal requirements that 
are overly burdensome can lead to discriminatory censorship of marginalized 
communities, including LGBTQ+ people, people of color, sex workers, sex educators, 
and the fetish and kink communities. These communities already suffer from 
widespread deplatforming on social media. We fear the proposed reporting and removal 
requirement will accelerate and exacerbate this censorship_ 

While the framework does provide for an appeals process for the author and the flagger, 
a large percentage of social media activity and content creation is anonymous and 
divorced from original authorship. While the regulation is well-intentioned, this protocol 
provides the flagger - who may have no greater insight into the genesis or reality of a 
specific piece of content than the poster - an outsized voice in having legal content 
removed. 

We see this as a particular concern for marginalized communities. Over the past two 
years, there has been a concerted effort from conservative, anti-pom religious groups to 
categorize all or most adult content as exploitative, coercive, or violent. In many cases, 
they do not believe that any adult content can be made consensually. They are opposed 
to the rights of sex workers and LGBTQ+ people. We have already seen cases of 
brigading - coordinated groups strategically flagging content or profiles on social 
media sites - in order to censor legal content they deem offensive. 

For these and other reasons, we ask that you work with us as a stakeholder while 
developing these regulations, as we are in a unique position to help you understand the 
technologies and mechanisms of moderation, as well as the potential risks. We believe 
we can help develop more effective regulations while still protecting the rights of legal 
creators and marginalized communities, and look forward to hearing from you as the 
legislation progresses. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Stabile 
Director of Public Affairs 
Free Speech Coalition 
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Global Network Initiative Submission to the Government of Canada on the Proposed 
Approach to Addressing Harmful Content Online 

Introduction 

The Global Network Initiative (GNI) appreciates the opportunity to provide input in response to 
the Canadian Government's proposed approach to addressing harmful content online 
("proposed approach"), GNI is the world's preeminent multistakeholder collaboration in 
support of freedom of expression and privacy in the information and communications 
technology (leT) sector. GNI's members include leading academics, civil society organizations, 
ICT companies, and investors from across the world. All GNI members adhere to the GNI 

Principles on Freedom of Expression and Privacy. which provide guidance on how to navigate 
government demands and restrictions consistent with international human rights law and the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. 

GNI brings a unique set of perspectives and experiences to bear on the issues addressed in this 
consultation. Last year, GNI conducted wide-ranging research and global consultation on legal 
and regulatory efforts to address online harms around the world. GNI engaged in a detailed 
analysis of two dozen such content regulation efforts, convening six events targeting 

government officials and other stakeholders in Africa, the mlndia, Pakistan, and the U.K. This 
work culminated in GNl's Content Regulation and Human Rights Policv Brief (policy brief), which 
identifies helpful and problematic elements of emerging approaches and includes specific 
recommendations for how governments can -address digital content-focused concerns 
consistent with human rights principles. 

Our analysis of the proposed approach draws upon the diverse expertise of our 
multistakeholder membership and benefits from the analysis in the policy brief and our 
feedback on dozens of domestic content regulations in other countries. We stand ready to 
answer any questions and to continue to engage constructively with the Canadian government 
on the proposed approach and any other matters related to human rights in the digital age, 

Analysis 

1. canada's Leadership Role in Human Rights 

GNI acknowledges and is grateful for the significant role the Government of Canada has played 
in supporting the development of an open, interoperable, safe, and secure Internet. This 
includes Canada's role as a founding member and upcoming chair of the Freedom Online 
Coalition, leadership in the work of UN bodies and other multilateral initiatives dealing with 
issues of Internet governance, and active engagement in various multistakeholder processes, 
such as the Christchurch Call to eliminate terrorist and violent extremist content online. 
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As a result of this prominent leadership, the approaches Canada takes to addressing concerns 

about online harms will serve as a reference point for other governments and contribute 
significantly to global norm setting. They will also impact the abi lity of the Canadian 
government, as well as other aligned governmental and non-governmental actors, to engage 
with and influence similar efforts in other countries. 

While we appreciate the public policy rationale for addressing online harms, we are concerned 
that some aspects of the proposed approach appear to be inconsistent with international 
human rights principles, regulatory best practice, and Canada's leadership on Internet freedom. 
We encourage the Government of Canada and the Canadian Parliament to ensure that its 
efforts are fully aligned with the country's international human rights commitments and will 
support, rather than hinder, its continued international leadership on these matters. 

2. Focus on online harms 

The proposed approach aims to address concerns about online harms in at least five areas -
terrorist content, content that incites violence, hate speech, non-consensual sharing of intimate 
imagery, and child sexual exploitation content - all of which are illegal under the Canadian 

Criminal Code. We very much appreciate the commitment to focusing on areas of speech and 
conduct that are already defined in domestic law, rather than creating new and vaguely defined 
categories. However, we also note with concern the proposal's aim to "borrow" existing 
definitions and adapt them to the "regulatory context." Opening up these categories of 
prohibited speech to re-definition is likely to lead to significant controversy. Any changes made 
to these definitions are likely to confuse the public and create uncertainty, especially when it 
comes to use of humorous, satirical, and journalistic content, as well as counter-narrative 
efforts (e.g., CVE). In addition, such changes will weaken the va lue that existing jurisprudence 
can have in helping actors, including Online Content Service Providers (OCSPs), who will need to 
interpret and apply these categories. 

It is critical that any further regulation avoid broadening the definitions of these existing 
provisions specifically for the online space. As we note in the policy brief, requiring removal of 
certain forms of speech that would otherwise be legal in analog form raises risks of 
discriminatory impacts and undermines the broad scope of the right to freedom of expression. 
The government' s background paper states "the approach upholds and protects human rights, 
while also respecting fundamental freedoms, notably freedom of expression." However, it fails 
to sufficiently acknowledge the potential that overly broad definitions, particularly when paired 
with significant obligations on intermediaries and penalties for noncompliance, could 
contribute to invasive monitoring of users and unnecessary restrictions of their content and 
conduct. As just one example, the technical paper states that "[tJhe concept of terrorist 
content, should refer to content that actively encourages terrorism and which is likely to result 
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in terrorism," which ignores further qualifications such as intent to intimidate the public and 
political and religious motivations that exist for definitions of terrorism in Canadian law. 

3. Scope of application 

In the policv brief. we call on lawmakers and regulators to ensure any restrictions on freedom of 
expression imposed by content regulation efforts meet the standards of necessity and 
proportionality. One critical wayta avoid unnecessary and disproportionate impacts on freedom 
of expression is to focus these approaches on those services that are best positioned to identify 
and address the "specific concerns at issue," In this regard, we applaud the proposal 's exclusion 
of private communications services, as well as telecommunications companies, neither of which 
are well positioned to implement the proposed regime in a proportionate manner. 

Furthermore, we appreciate that the technical paper proposes authorities to target specific 
obligations to specific categories (and sizes) of companies. However, the broad definition of 
OCSPs in the proposal overlooks the significant disparity in capacity for certain smaller companies 
and companies at different layers of the ICT stack to implement the obligations outlined in the 
proposal - with one expert noting a particular risk for internet infrastructure providers. The 
apparent lack of attention to and nuanced application toward new and smaller providers could 
create unnecessary and unintended market consequences. 

4. Breadth of obligations 

The proposed approach presents a set of sweeping obligations for OCSPs in Canada that, as 
framed, could pose significant risks for freedom of expression and privacy. These obligations 
cover moderation practices around potential harmful content, transparency measures, reporting 
requirements to law enforcement and/or intelligence agencies, and related data preservation 
requirements . 

Under the proposed approach, OCSPs " must take all reasonable measures, which can include the 
use of automated systems, to identify harmful content that is communicated on its OCS and that 
is accessible to persons in Canada, and to make that harmful content inaccessible to persons in 
Canada." The act calls on OSCPs to respond to reports of harmful content from any person in 
Canada "expeditiously" (currently defined as within 24 hours). 

As we note in the policy brief, " by imposing strict time limits on all content adjudication, states 
may effectively hinder the ability of leT companies to prioritize resources and make nuanced, 
content and circumstance·specific determinations. These time limits may also make it difficult 
for the author to contest the allegation (i.e., issue a counter-notice) or seek injunctive relief or 
other remedy." The proposed approach implies Canadian authorities could shorten or otherwise 
adjust time lines for the different forms of harms. We strongly encourage an alternative approach 
that provides clear guidance as to what characteristics or circumstances merit prioritization in 
content moderation and allows flexibility to those charged with making such determinations. 
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GNI appreciates the need for robust content moderation processes and believes that 
international human rights and due process standards should guide both these processes and 

any corresponding regulatory approach. In this regard, we are pleased to see proposed 
requirements for OSCPs to provide notice about decisions to their users, as well as opportunities 
for redress. As we note in the policy brief, however, outsourcing enforcement of criminal 
provisions to private companies, without appropriate guidance on interpretation and application 
(e.g., the lack of a clear definition of " reasonable measures"), raises significant concerns under 
the international principles of legality and necessity. 

The current framing also encourages adoption of and reliance upon automated content filters, 
which are unlikely to serve as the least restrictive means to address the broad set of harms 
identified in the proposal. The biases that have been documented to feed into and be 
perpetuated by such automated measures can also undermine the stated aim to ensure that 
companies' moderation practices "do not result in differential treatment of any group based on 
a prohibited ground of discrimination within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act and 
in accordance with regulations." As with other provisions, this reliance on filters, if enacted into 
law, is likely to be picked up upon and emulated by other governments. 

The proposed approach also sets forth reporting obligations that pose significant risks for user 
privacy. The proposal sets out two different potential regulatory approaches requiring platforms 
to either (1) notify the Royal Canadian Mounted Police "where there are reasonable grounds to 
suspect the content within five categories reflects imminent risk of serious harm," or (2) report 
prescribed content to law enforcement and/or the Canadian Security Investigative Service (CSIS) 
"to allow for appropriate investigative and preventive action." Requiring platforms to proactively 
monitor and then share user data, without any sort of specific request, effectively deputizes non
democratically accountable providers as law enforcement and adds significant challenges for 
companies working to uphold commitments to user privacy. 

As we describe in the policy brief, requirements for transparency by intermediaries and states 
can offer important safeguards to help mitigate the potential for over-removal and se lf
censorship. We therefore appreciate the stated commitment to require enforcement bodies to 
issue annual reports to the Minister of Heritage, as well as to require decisions and orders from 
enforcement bodies to be made public. It is important that these transparency requirements are 
sufficiently detailed and reviewed on an ongoing basis so that government agencies and 
oversight bodies can adjust for rapid changes in technology and trends. Meanwhile, company 
transparency reporting requirements must afford sufficient flexibility to accommodate different 
company size and business models, and allow companies to prioritize addressing the most salient 
harms on their respective platforms. It is also important that the Canadian government work with 
partners like Australia, the European Union, and the United Kingdom, who are also considering 
detailed reporting requirements, to ensure consistency in approach. 
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The proposed approach contemplates creating a series of new regulatory bodies, each with 
distinct roles and powers. These would be in addition to existing prosecutorial and judicial 
bodies, as well as others proposed in separate but complementary legislative proposals. The 
sheer number of new and newly empowered entities raises the possibility of both overlaps in 
authority and possible gaps in implementation. 

Beyond these operational concerns, GNI is also worried that the proposed approach does not 
provide sufficient mechanisms for ensuring oversight and accountability of these bodies, 
including by democratically elected bodies like Parliament. As we set out in the policy brief, 
"[t}o the extent that substantial rulemaking authority and discretion is delegated to 
independent bodies, the scope of the regulator's duties and corresponding legal safeguards 
must be set out in primary legislation. States must create robust oversight and accountability 
mechanisms to ensure that those bodies act pursuant to the public interest and intervene in 
markets in a non-arbitrary way, consistent with the state's obligations." Transparency 
requirements, while laudable, are not likely to sufficiently safeguard against potential abuse or 
scope creep. 

Of the new entities contemplated, the Digital Safety Commissioner appears to be the most 
formidable. The proposed approach would give significant powers to administer and enforce 
the proposed obligations, including a novel "complaints regime" focused exclusively on 
complaints of "non-compliance." While the proposal acknowledges the likelihood of complaints 
being received that are "trivial, frivolous, vexatious, made in bad faith," it provides no 
mechanism to punish or otherwisedisincentivize such misuse. Without such measures, and 
combined with the significant penalties contemplated for non-compliance, we are concerned 
that this complaints mechanism could turn into a megaphone to amplify the impact of the 
"heckler's veto." 

In addition, the proposal to empower the Commissioner to conduct inspections of OCSPs! 
including physically accessing "any place" or "any thing," at any time, for any reason Inot to 
mention the contemplation of the possibility of the use of force in such inspections), is 
incredibly broad and inviting of abuse and should be significantly circumscribed. While audits 
can be a useful enforcement tool, these powers create the potential for overly intrusive and 
potentially coercive inspections, as well as a possible backdoor for unauthorized surveillance. 
There are ample examples of how such broad and unchecked authorities have been abused in 
other countries. In short, this aspect of the proposed approach would be an unnecessary and 
unfortunate precedent. 

We welcome acknowledgement of the need for and resourcing of bodies such as the proposed 
Digital Recourse Council that can empower and educate users. The parallel "complaints regime" 
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set up to allow this Council to review and reverse conte'll moderation decisions could also have 
some merit. While we appreciate any efforts to enhance access to remedy for individuals who 

feel their rights may have been violated, the proposed regime suffers from the same lack of 
consideration noted above about how to mitigate against abusive or inappropriate complaints. 
It is also important to ensure that individuals impacted by the Council's determinations will 
continue to have recourse to traditional judicial processes, where appropriate. 

In addition, we welcome the possibility of establishing an "Advisory Board" to allow for diverse, 
non-governmental expert advice, but are confused by the lack of clarity in the proposal as to 
the specific functions contemplated for such a Board. 

6. Changes to the Existing legal Framework 

The proposal also suggests modifying the existing legal framework for data retention and for 
authorities to access data in certain circumstances. The first would amend the Mandatory 
Reporting Act to require reports of child pornography by covered entities to include transmission 
data, as well as possibly basic subscriber information (BSI), without judicial authorization. GNI 
appreciates the importance of addressing internet child pornography and supports collaborative 
efforts to identify and remove such content. Because of the proactive and mandatory nature of 
this reporting, GNI has concerns about the extent to which such reporting may include false 
positives, and therefore the impact that requiring any additional personal identifying information 

could have on innocent users. Of the options under consideration (to require reporting of 
transmission data, or to also require BSI), the former would best serve the government's stated 
purposes of "expediting the police response," "while respecting freedom of expression, privacy 
protections, and the open exchange of ideas and debate online." 

The proposal also contemplates amending the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act to allow 
CSIS to access BSI information held by OSCPs " more quickly" in order to " investigate and mitigate 
the spread of violent extremist narratives that may inspire real-world acts of violence." Lowering 
the legal threshold and associated due process for intelligence services to access BSI could have 
result in significant privacy infringements and chilling effects on expression. History illustrates 
that the enforcement and associated impacts of such investigations often fall disproportionately 
on groups who hold dissenting views, minorities, and those who are least empowered to exercise 
and defend their rights. Before enacting any such authorities, the government should provide 

clear evidence of both why such new authorities are necessary, and what additional safeguards 
and oversight could be effective in mitigating such concerns (beyond existing review by the 
National Security and Intelligence Review Agency and the National Security and Intelligence 
Committee of Parliamentarians). 

Finally, in order to avoid extraterritorial impacts and conflicts of law, any expansions of authority 
to compel production of transmission data or BSI should be focused clearly and narrowly on 
content that has an appropriate jurisdictional nexus to Canada. 
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The proposed approach puts forward a vast array of new obligations on OCSPs, new 
enforcement bodies, and new powers and authorities. While there is no doubt that new 

regulatory attention and approaches are needed, the burden is on the government to make a 
clear case for why so much is required to be implemented so quickly. Without further 
articulation of both the specific challenges that the government intends to address, and clear 
evidence for why the proposed changes are required and well ~tailored to address those, the 
government risks creating confusion and unintended consequences at home. It also risks 
undermining the critical and well-deserved reputation and influence that it has on internet 

policy and governance abroad. 

The GNI and its members are ready to continue to engage with the government on its concerns 
and to work constructively to shape proportionate and effective regulatory approaches that will 

strengthen freedom of expression and privacy in Canada, and provide a model truly worthy of 

emulation by other countries. 
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Consultation: The Governmen~s proposed approach to address harmful content online 

SUBMITTED BY: Defend Dignity September 24'", 2021 

Defend Dignity exists to end all forms of sexual exploitation in Canada. As a national 

organization, we have worked with survivors of sexual exploitation across Canada since 2010. 

We were recently appointed by the AII- Party Parliamentary Group to End Human Trafficking as 

the first point of contact for English-speaking individuals seeking legal assistance for their 

victimization by Pornhub/MindGeek. We have also hosted numerous events to educate over 
2,000 people in Canada and abroad on various aspects of sexual exploitation. We have 

developed a youth training curriculum and in May, 2021, 1,200 people attended our virtual 

Canadian Sexual Exploitation Summit , which included the participation of survivors of Child 

Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) and non-consensually shared intimate images. Advocating for 

policies that combat sexual exploitation is another key area of our work. For example, our 

Choose Change campaign allows us to dialogue with executives from companies such as 

Instagram and TikTok about the need to protect children from being exposed to predators and 

pornography. 

Our work supporting and partnering with individuals who have been sexually exploited

including through CSAM and/or non-consensual material - gives us insight into the urgent need 

to curb online exploitation. We have witnessed the devastating impact these abuses have on 

victimized individuals. As our expertise is in the area of sexual exploitation, all of our 

recommendations outlined below will focus on addressing child sexual exploitation material 

and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images. These recommendations are based on 

specific sections of the Technical Paper and the corresponding Module number and section are 

indicated. 
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Recommendations 

Module 1 (4) 

We recommend extending the list of regulated entities beyond "Online Communication Service 

Providers (OCSPs)". There are many types of internet service providers that all playa role in 
making illegal content accessible to users and all should have to follow the regulations to 

ensure their success. The Canadian Centre for Child Protection explained the importance of 

legal requirements for all entities involved in the second recommendation in their report 

Project Arachnid: Online Availability of Child Sexual Abuse Material: 

"All of the companies bound by these contractual arrangements are necessary to make 
content ultimately accessible to an end user. As a result, to address a particular 

problem, every entity within the system must be bound by enforceable contractual 

terms that address the problem and also be required to impose and enforce similar 

contractual terms against its own customers. If any entity in the chain is not bound by 

such terms, or is not willing or able to enforce its own terms against its customers, that 

gap can be exploited thereby enabling the problem to flourish 1." 

Module 1 (6) 

It is important that this Act will apply to companies that provide services to people in Canada, 

as this will help prevent sites from using the jurisdiction of their physical location to avoid 

compliance. 

Module 1 (8) 

We fully support the decision to include material relating to child sexual exploitation that may 

not constitute a criminal offense in the concept of child sexual exploitation content. There are 

many related abuses that significantly harm children. The Canadian Centre for Child Protection 

lists several abuses that should be included as criteria for harmful content: 

"A series of images, some of which were taken prior to or after the act of abuse was 

recorded; 

Images of children in bathing suits distributed on forums dedicated to sexualizing 

children; 

Images of children urinating; 

1 https:lJprotectchildren.ca/pdfs/C3P ProjectArachnidReport Summary en ,pdf 
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Imagery depicting clothed or semi-clothed children in provocative 

poses, sometimes inaccurately labelled as "child modelling"; 

Images of children being physically assaulted or tortured; 

Information related to grooming and/or abuse tactics; 

Written content describing or advocating/counselling child sexual abuse; 

Sexual commentary related to an image orvideo of a child; 

Releasing of personal information about a child."2 

We also support the concept of non-consensual sharing of intimate images including instances 

where it is impossible to know if all individuals depicted gave their consent. Individuals who are 

victimized in this way experience severe and long-lasting harms and having the content 

permanently removed from the internet after it has been uploaded is nearly impossible. 

Module 1 (10) 

Requiring sites to monitor the content they host is important, however there must also be 

robust mechanisms to verify the age and consent of all individuals depicted before any intimate 

content can be hosted. This is recommended in both the Canadian Centre for Child Protection's 

report Project Arachnid: Online Availability of Child Sexual Abuse Material and the Ethics 

committee's report Ensuring the Protection of Privacy and Reputation on Platforms Such as 

Pornhub3• The Ethics committee's report also recommends that platforms will be liable for 

failing to prevent the upload of CSAM or non-consensual content, Every effort must be made to 

stop child sexual abuse material and/or non-consensually shared images from being hosted on 

the internet in the first place. That will prevent the devasting and long-lasting consequences 

inflicted on victimized individuals. Prompt removal of this illegal content is a crucial part of the 

solution, but it must be used as a compliment - not replacement - to robust prevention 

strategies. 

Module 1 (11) 

Module 1 (11) states that sites are supposed to address flagged content within 24-hours, or a 

timeframe determined by the Governor in Council depending on the type of content. Given the 

severity of illegal sexual content, we highly recommend that sites be required to use technology 

1 https:llprotectchlldren.caLpdfsLC3P ProjectArachnidReport Summary en .pdf 
3 https:llwww.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/43 2LETH IIReports/RP111482021 eth i rp03Lethirp03 ·e .pdf and 
https:llprotectchildren.ca/pdfsLC3P ProjectArachnidReport Summary en.pdf 
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that automatically suspends access the moment this type of content is flagged, preventing its 

spread across the internet while it is awaiting assessment. This prioritizes the victimized 

individuals who are experiencing trauma from the discovery of this content, 

In addition, this framework often uses the term "inaccessible to persons in Canada," such as in 

this section where it is describing the action sites must take to address harmful content. This 

could be necessary for the more subjective harms, for example the definition of "hate speech" 

may differ from nation to nation . However, there is broad international consensus that child 

sexual exploitation content is an egregious crime. Distributing intimate images without the 

depicted individuals' consent is also a more objective illegal activity. We strongly advocate for 

entities to be required to remove child sexual abuse material and/or intimate images shared 

without consent. It is unfathomable for a victim of CSAM or non-consensual material to have to 

live with the trauma of knowing the depiction of their abuse is available in other countries such 

as the United States, Later in the Technical Paper, Module 1 (120) uses the term "removing the 

following harmful content." We recommend consistently using the term "removal" or 

"deletion" instead of "inaccessible to persons in Canada" when describing a companies' 

requirement to dealing with child sexual exploitation content and/or non-consensually shared 

material. This is consistent with the first recommendation of the Ethics committee's report 

Ensuring the Protection 0/ Privacy and Reputation on Plat/arms Such as Pornhub4 and the 

Australian eSafety Commissioner's website5 . 

Finally, if sites are given the responsibility of responding to content flagged on their services, 

there must be strong enforcement to ensure they follow best practices and assist survivors. In 

response to the testimony of victims sharing how difficult it was to try to get Pornhub to 

remove the material of their abuse, the Ethics committee recommended victims of non

consensually shared material be given the right to have the content removed immediately6. If a 

person says they did not consent or are revoking their consent, the content should be 

categorized as harmful and automatically removed. Likewise, if someone alerts the site that any 

of the individuals depicted are minors, the removal and reporting protocol should be followed 

immediately. 

Module 1 (14) 

Requiring entities to regularly report data to the Digital Safety Commissioner is a good step, 

especially the inclusion of how they monetize harmful content. 

4 https:llwww.ourcommons.ca/Content/Commlttee/432/ETHIfReportsIRP11148202/ethirp03/ethirp03-e.pdf 
5 https:llwww.esafety.gov.au/report/illegal-harmful-contentIthe-actions-we-can-take 
/; https:llwww.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee!4 3 2/ETH I/Reports!RP] ] ]48202/ eth i rp03! ethirp03 -e .pdf 
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Module 1 (17) 

If the Digital Safety Commissioner is granted the ability to tailor regu lations, there must be 

limitations on that authority to ensure that there will be zero-tolerance for (SAM and non
consensually shared intimate images regardless of differing business models or capacity . 

Module 1 (20) 

Due to the seriousness of (SAM (it is the documentation of child abuse). we strongly 

recommend choosing the second option f or entities' requirements to report harmful content to 

authorities. The first option only requires entities to report content if there is an imminent risk 

of serious harm. If that option is chosen, the Act should explicitly state that (SAM is always 

required to be reported under the Mandatory Reporting Act to avoid any confusion. This could 

be included in Module 1 (21). In Module 1 (21), it is reasonable that reporting in compliance 

with domestic legislation (for example the Mandatory Reporting Act) fulfills the obligations set 

out in Module 1 (20). However, there should careful consideration of if or in what 

circumstances foreign legislation could fulfill the reporting requirement. 

Module 1 (23) 

We stronglv support requiring sites to preserve information related to the reports that they 
submit to authorities and potentially illegal content. 

Module 1 (31) 

Sites should not automatically receive immunity from civil and criminal proceedings for their 

participation in illegal activities. If immunity is to be considered as an option, at the very least 

there should be robust criteria a site must meet before it could be eligible to receive it. 

Regulation is one tool to curb online harms, however it should be a layer of protection that 

compliments - not diminishes - civil and criminal liability. Victimized individuals should have the 

right to pursue jUstice and offending sites should be held accountable for their actions. 

Module 1 (54-55) 

There shou ld be limits on the Digital Recourse Council of Canada's authority to determine 

whether content is harmful for some categories. Specifically, CSAM should always be classified 

as harmful, and the benefit of the doubt should apply for instances of non-consensually shared 

intimate images. Furthermore, if an individual initially gave their consent, they should have the 

ability to revoke their consent and have the content removed. 
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Module 1 (110) 

There should be great caution in allowing due diligence to be a defense from an alleged 

violation. It can be difficult to confirm the presence of a mental element, and this could be used 
to avoid compliance, The Act must ensure it is robust enough to hold sites accountable. 

Module 1 (94 and 120) 

Under our suggestion for Module 1 (10) we discussed the lmportance of requiring sites to verify 

the age and consent of all individuals depicted before uploading sexually explicit material. The 

Act should include the failure to prevent the uploading of (SAM and/or non ~consensually 

shared images in the list of violations in Module 1 (94). In addition, a site that persistently hosts 

chi ld sexual exploitation content should be considered for the exceptional recourse measures 

outlined in Module 1 (120). There needs to be sufficient liability to stop sites from distributing 

CSAM. 

Module 2 

We are pleased that the new framework includes strengthening the Mandatory Reporting Act .. 

Many of the suggested amendments will enhance efforts to curb CSAM. We strongly advocate 

to adopt Module 2 (8), which would require companies to include basic subscriber information 
in their reports to law enforcement. This prioritizes protecting children by allowing law 

enforcement to locate offenders faster. 

Additional Recommendation 

Creating a framework to address onHne harms provides an opportunity to protect children in a 

couple of ways. We are pleased that curbing CSAM is a key focus of this new legislation and we 

would like to suggest another step to prioritize children's safety. Sites that host sexually explicit 

content should be required to verify the age of their consumers to protect children and youth 

from being exposed. In June 2021, the Senate passed Bill 5-203: An Act to restrict young 

persons' online access to sexually explicit material7 and it was sent to the House of Commons 

for the next stage of the legislative process before the election. The Senate recognized the 

urgency of preventing the various harms associated with youth's exposure to pornography, and 

many national and international authorities agree. For example, the Canadian Centre for Child 

Protection recommended age verification in their report to combat CSAM 8 and Australia's 

eSafety Commissioner is developing a plan to implement age verification 9. Canada's Digital 

7 https:llwww.parl.caLlegislnfo/BIHOetalls.aspx?language= E &billld=10873545 
s https:llprotectchildren,caLpdfs/OP ProjectArachnidReport Summary eo.pdf 
9 https:!Iwww.esafetv.gov.auLabout-usLconsultat ion-cooperation/age.verification 
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Safety Commissioner should include mandatory age verification for sites that host sexually 

explicit content in its regulations. 

Thank you for recognizing the severity of this matter and for working to create a robust 

framework to combat online harms. We would be happy to connect with you as you continue 

to work on this crucial initiative. 

Submitted by: 
Jenna Scholz, Defend Dignity's Coordinator of Research and Government Advocacy 
jenna.scholz@cmacan.org 
416-674-7878 Ext 243 

Defend Dignity 
101- 2580 Matheson Blvd. E. 
Mississauga, ON, 
L4W 4J1 

land of the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation 
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The Government's proposed approach to address 
harmful content online 

Global Partners Digital submission 
September 2021 

About Global Partners Digital 

Global Partners Digital is a social purpose company dedicated to Fostering a digital environment 
underpinned by human rights. 

Introduction 

We welcome the opportunity to provide comments on the Canadian government's proposed 
approach to address harmful content online through a new Act of Parliament GPO recognises the 
legitimate desire of the government to tackle harmful content online, and many of the proposals 
put forward in the discussion guide and technical paper are reasonable and sensible. Based on 
OUf analysis, however, we believe that particular aspects of the proposal, if taken forward in their 
current form, may pose risks to individuals' right to freedom of expression and privacy online and 
cou ld be inconsistent with Canada's international human rights obligations. 

In this response, we relay our concerns and make a series of recommendations on how the 
proposal could be revised to mitigate these risks. We believe these considerations and 
recommendations, if incorporated into the upcoming legislation, will help safeguard freedom of 
expression and privacy online. 

Framework for analysis of the proposed approach 

Our analysis of the government's proposed approach is based on international human rights law, 
specifically the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), ratified by Canada in 
1976. Article 19 of the ICCPR guarantees the right to freedom of expression, including the right 
to receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds regardless of frontiers . Article 17 of the 
ICCPR guarantees the right to privacy and provides that "no one shall be subjected to arbitrary or 
unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence". Restrictions on the right 
to freedom of expression or privacy guaranteed under international human rights law are only 
permissible when they can be justified. In order to be justified, restrictions must meet a three
part test, namely that: (1) restrictions are prOvided by law; (2) restrictions pursue a legitimate 
aim; and (3) restrictions must be necessary and proportionate, which requires that the restriction 
be the least restrictive means required to achieve the purported aim. 

It is important to remember that Canada's obligation to ensure that these rights are not 
unjustifiably restricted exists both in relation to restrictions which stem from the actions of the 
state itself as well as those caused by third parties, such as private companies. As such, it makes 
no difference from the perspective of the individual affected whether any restrictions are 
imposed and enforced directly by the state (e.g. through creating criminal offences which are 
enforced by the police and the courts) or through third parties, particularly when the third party 
is acting in order to comply with legal obligations. 
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Human rights analysis of the proposed approach 

Scope of Entities 

We are concerned about the scope of entities included under the proposed framework. The 
technical paper sets out that new rules and ob ligations would apply to all Online Communication 
Service Providers (OCSPs), and defines Online Communication Services (OeSs) as "a service that 
is accessible to persons in Canada, the primary purpose of which is to enable users of the service 
to communicate with other users of the service, over the internet", While this wou ld exclude some 
online services, the proposal would still include a broad range of entities, of all sizes, without 
providing a clear list of determining or limiting factors. Notwithstanding the current definitions 
and exemptions, we recommend that the government be required to consider a range of criteria 
and use these to designate entities on this basis before they would become subject to any 
regulatory requirements. 

This would ensure the scope of entities subject to the regulatory requirements would be more 
proportionate. Were all entities fa lling within the definition of OCSPs to be bound by those 
requirements, this would not constitute a narrowly tailored and proportionate response, and 
would place an unreasonable regulatory burden upon smaller entities. We ar e concerned that 
higher regulatory burdens will reduce competition in the market, and power may be further 
concentrated on a smaller group of large online platforms. This would lead to fewer places for 
individuals to express themselves online and ultimately affect freedom of expression in the 
aggregate. 

We therefore recommend that the proposal include certain factors which the government would 
be required to consider when making determinations on entities within scope. This should 
include the varying size (based on the number of users and resources) and nature of services, and 
include only those where there is compelling evidence or rationale necessitating their inclusion. 
While the language in the proposal requiring the government to consider whether there is "a 
significant risk that harmful content is being communicated on a particular entity" (albeit only in 
relation to further inclusions or exclusions of services) meets this standard in part, we 
recommend that it be further developed in line with the above, and also to include explicit 
consideration of users' rights to freedom of expression and privacy. 

This would bring the proposal in line with the approach taken by other states. For example, 
Ireland's Online Safety & Media Regulation Bill provides that online services within scope will be 
deSignated by a newly created Media Commission. The BiU Includes explicit exemptions for 
certain types of services, and requires the Commission to have regard to the nature and scale of 
services, and the fundamental rights of users and operators, among other factors, when making 
designations. It would also provide services with the ability to appeal deSignations in court. These 
provisions would serve as a substantive check against inappropriate designations and reflect a 
proportionate and clear risk-based approach. 

While we recognise - and welcome - the fact that the Digital Safety Commissioner would be 
authorised to tailor regulatory requirements to different categories ofOCSPs, and that this would 
take into account different business models, sizes and resources, it is not clear how much 
discretion there will be tailor requirements given that many of those set out in the proposal are 
quite prescriptive. In addition to the Digital Safety Commission being able to tailor requirements, 
we believe that consideration of whether any regulatory requirements should be imposed at all 
is also necessary and that this should be undertaken when designating categories or OCSPs as 
bound by the legislation in the first place. 
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Recommendation 1: We recommend that the government be required to consider a range of 
criteria and to use these to designate entities on this basis before they would become subject 
to any regulatory requirements. 

Recommendation 2: We recommend these criter'ia include consideration of the varying size 
of entities (based on the number of users and resources) and nature of services, and include 
only those where there is compelling evidence or rationale necessitating their inclusion. We 
further recommend that these criteria include a specific requirement to consider users' rights 
to freedom of expression and privacy. 

The process for excluding or including new categories of services is also troubling as it provides 
the government with the ability to expand the scope of entities without sufficient parliamentary 
oversight The proposal simply requires the Governor in Council to consult with the Digital Safety 
Commissioner and be "satisfied that there is a significant risk that harmful content is being 
communicated on the category of services or that specifying the category of services would 
further the objectives of this Act". We recommend that the proposal provide that the inclusion of 
new categories of services be subject to parliamentary approval, in the fonn of primary 
legislation. 

Recommendation 3: The proposal should require that any changes to the types of entities 
within scope be done via primary legislation, as opposed to secondary legislation produced by 
the Governor in Council. 

Private Communications Services 

We are pleased that the proposal includes an exemption for services "that enable persons to 
engage only in private communications". However, we are concerned that this exception could 
ultimately include certain channels which should be considered private without additional 
clarification on what exactly constitutes "private communications". For example, it is not clear 
whether it covers large chat groups, forwarded or widely shared communications, or services 
with multiple functions including private communications. 

The potential inclusion of private communications services is particularly concerning since many 
such channels use end-to-end encryption, limiting (although not eliminating) the ability of those 
who provide such services to filter or monitor content which is generated or shared using them. 
The application of any such requirements would be unfeasible unless those channels ceased to 
use end-to-end encryption, which would amount to an unjustifiab le restriction on the right to 
privacy and freedom of expression. 

We therefore suggest that the proposal includes additional references to individuals' right to 
communicate privately, including on encrypted services. Private communications serv.ices should 
continue to remain entirely outside the regulatory framework, and there should be additional 
clarification on what exactly constitutes "private communications". 

Recommendation 4: The proposal should include additional references to individuals' right 
to communicate privately, including on encrypted services. Private communications services 
should continue to remain entirely outside the regulatory framework, and there should be 
additional clarification on what exactly constitutes "private communications". 
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New Rules and Qbli~ations 

We are concerned about the approach taken under the proposal, which would require that all 
OCSP,s abide by a broad range of new rules and obligations with little clarity on how much 
discretion the Digital Safety Commissioner would have to tailor requirements for different 
categories of OCSPs. While we are pleased that some obligations, such as those on establishing 
appeals mechanisms and transparency requirements, wou ld apply to all entities, compliance with 
some of the obligations included under the proposal would require even the most well-resourced 
entities to take actions which pose risks to human rights. 

• 24 Hour Determinations 

We are particularly concerned that the proposal would require entities in scope to make a 
determination on the legality of content within 24 hours of the content being flagged, and to then 
remove the content if deemed to be illegal. While we recognise that entities within scope would 
have the ability to decide to keep the content up, it is important to remember the context in which 
this legislation is being adopted, namely a concern of the government that not enough harmful 
content is being removed. While the letter of the law may not pressure entities to remove more 
content, broader political and public pressure may do so, creating risks to individuals' right to 
freedom of expression due to the incentive for entities to err on the side of caution or Nplay it safe" 
and remove legal content in questionab le situations. 

Even entities that are making their best efforts to comply with this obligation and are able to 
withstand any external pressure may nonetheless, due to the strict time constraints, make 
decisions on a rushed basis without being informed by adequate expertise. This could lead to both 
over-removal and under-removal, with over-removal constituting an interference with the right 
to freedom of express ion. Moreover, this type of obligation places a potentially large financial and 
logistical burden on entities who are responsible for making legal determinations without 
sufficient expertise, and we reiterate the concerns expressed above in relation to further 
concentration of the market 

Recent efforts at online platform regulation have tended to promote the privatisation of Jaw 
enfo rcement, which, as noted above, pose heightened risks fo r freedom of expression when 
content is not clearly defined, or when removals are mandated under strict time lines. We 
therefore recommend that this obligation be amended, and that the proposal not require online 
platforms to make determinations on the legality of content, and certainly not within a strict 24 
hour time period. Such decisions should instead be made by public authorities with sufficient 
safeguards and accountability. 

The risks of this approach is clearly exemplified by Germany's Network Enfo rcement Act 
(NetzOG), which requires social media networks with over two million users to establish user 
complaint mechanisms and remove or block access to "manifestly illegal" content within 24 hours 
of receiving a complaint All other illegal content must be taken down within seven days. This law 
has been criticised for outsourcing legal adjudications to private entities and the over removal of 
permissible content! Even the world's largest online platforms, such as Facebook, .struggle to 
comply with this law. Facebook's July 2021 NetzOG Transparency Report demonstrates that, of 
all the reports in the first half of 2021 that led to a block or deletion, the company was unable to 
make a decision within 24 hours for several thousand cases, despite the fact that Facebook 

! Human Rights Watch, ~Germany: Flawed Social Media Law - NetzDG is Wrong Response to Online 
Abuse~, (2018), available at: https:/ Iwww.hrw.on:/newsI201B/02/14/germany-flawed-social·media
law 
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employs 129 individuals to process NetzDG reports.2 As the government's proposal currently sets 
out an even more restrictive time period (24 hours for all five types of content) it is unlikely that 
even the largest online platforms will be able to comply with this obligation in a way which does 
not present heightened risks for freedom of expression. Other proposals, such as the UK's Draft 
Online Safety Bill, take a tiered approach to imposing obligations, and do not provide a specific 
time period for the removal of illegal content. 

Ideally, there would be no requirement to make determinations and take action within the 
proposed 24 hour time period. However, if entities are still required to make such determinations, 
we recomme nd that the proposal be amended to provide both large and small entities with a more 
flexible time frame when they are unable to comply with the 24 hour requirement. They should 
also be able to seek assistance from the government if they are unable to develop the necessary 
internal structures to be able to comply without posing risks to individuals' right to freedom of 
expression online. 

Recommendation 5: The proposal should be amended to remove the requirement that entities 
make determinations within 24 hours and remove content identified as illegal. If the proposal 
is to include these obligations, it should, at minimum, provide entities with a more flexible time 
period to make determinations, and enable entities to seek ass istance from the government if 
they are unable to develop the necessary internal structures to be able to comply without 
posing risks to individuals' right to freedom of expression online. 

The proposal should also explore means of balancing the risks of over removal associated with 
time-sensitive takedowns. For example, a study exploring the optimisation of takedown and 
appeals processes related to content governance decisions recommends the introduction of an 
"Alternative Dispute Resolution Panel", in which a platform must compensate the user and cover 
the costs of the appeals process in the case of wrongful takedown and thus is incentivised to 
reduce the prevalence of over-blocking.3 The proposal should also take into account the existence 
of additional and pre-emptive means of addressing the proliferation of harmful content online as 
well as removal; for example, Moonshot's research on potential interventions for 'incel' content 
in Canada indicates that re-directing offending users to helplines and support services. 
safeguarding algorithm designs to ensure that harmful content is not promoted in the feeds of 
vulnerable or impressionable users, and adequate prevention funding can reduce the incidence 
of incel-related hate speech and incitement to violence online.· These pre-emptive approaches 
avoid forcing offending users to migrate to smaller, less well-regulated platforms to spread the 
same content after it is removed or they are de-platformed elsewhere. Rather than focus solely 
on content removal, the proposal should include a broader range of provisions for the de
prioritisation and prevention of harmful content beyond simply removing it ex post,S encouraging 
OCSPs to develop systems and processes which will tackle the issue in a more nuanced and rights
respecting manner. 

2 Facebook, NetzDG Transparency Report (July 2021J, available at: hUps;lIaboutfb,com/de/wp
eooteotluploads/sites/lO /2 021/07lFaeebook -NetzDG-Transparency- Repo rt -Iuly-2021 .pdf 
3 Lenka Fiala and Martin Husovec. HUsing Experimental Evidence to Design Optimal Notice and Takedown 
Process", (2018) Connecticut Law RevIew 50(2), available at: 
https:llpapers.ssrn,eom/soI3/papers.efrn?abstract id - 3 218286 
4 Moonshot, Understanding and Preventing Incel Violence in Canada, (2021) available at: 
https://moo nshotteam,com/preventinl:-incel-violence-i n-canada/ 
5 Evelyn Douek, ~Facebook's Oversight Board; Move Fast with Stable Infrastructure and Humility", (2019) 
North Carolina Journal oflaw & Technology 21(2), pp. 42-43, available at: 
https;llpapers,ssrn.com/soI3/papers.cfm?abstract i d- 3 3653 58 
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Recommendation 6: We recommend that the proposal include alternative means of 
addressing the proliferation and removal of harmful content online without resorting to the 
private adjudication of law enforcement and mandating that online platforms make 
determinations on the legality of content. Alternative approaches should emphasise the role 
of de-prioritisation and intervention as effective means of addressing the spread of illegal 
content online in a more proportionate fashion. 

• Automated Processes 

We are concerned that the proposal would require entities within scope to monitor for the five 
categories of harmful content on their services, including through the use of automated systems 
based on algorithms. Given the scale of content which is generated and shared online, entities will 
increasingly turn to automated processes, including AI, to meet their obligations. Larger 
platforms tend to develop their own bespoke tools with state of the art AI research. whereas 
smaller platforms may have to purchase or license generic tools for adaptation to their platform. 
However, the risk of encouraging or mandating the use of AI is that automated processes will 
detect and remove content that is not actually unlawful or harmful in a particular context 

Automated processes have had some success in relation to content moderation with types of 
images, including the ability to scan for copies of images that have already been identified by 
humans as constituting child sexual abuse and exploitation. But automated processing has been 
less effective at interpreting speech or less specific. forms of unlawful or harmful content For 
example, hate speech, incitement to violence and terrorist content may be a mixture of audio. 
visual and text content, and may be shared for a variety of reasons (including for journalistic or 
research purposes). Automated processes for their detection thus rely on a combination of 
natural language processing, image recognition and contextual knowledge-mapping for 
detection, technologies which, at present, are somewhat limited; for example, most natural 
language processing applications have about 80% accuracy even in their trained domain where 
relevant contextual knowledge is built info These automated technologies struggle with novel 
content and novel domains and with inferring users' intentions through context; for example. 
blacklisting particular words associated with hate speech resu lts in the erroneous removal of 
commentary, testimony and satire. There is, therefore, a substantial risk that relying upon 
automated processes for all five forms of content will result in the removal of content which is 
entirely permissible due to algorithmic error. 

We are also concerned that this obligation will result in discriminatory implementation, posing 
risks to individuals' right to non-discrimination. The proposa l does provide that entities in scope 
must take measures to ensure that "the implementation and operation of the procedures. 
practices, rules and systems. including any automated decision making ... do not result in 
differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of discrimination within the 
meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act and in accordance with regulations". 

However, algorithmic bias is well documented, due either to the availability of particular types of 
data for training the algorithm. the types of value judgements used to tag that data for training. 
or the biases and blind spots of those developing and testing the tool. Using automated tools 
inevitably results in over-censorship and/or unequal protection against online abuse of 
particular communities; for example, hate speech classifiers trained on widely used datasets of 

6 See, for example, Center for Democracy & Technology, "Mixed Messages? The Limits of Automated Social 
Media Content Analysis", (November 2017), available at: 
https:{lcdt.orglinsights/mJxed·messaBcs-the-Jimits-of-automated·soclal-medla-content-analysjs/ 
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hate speech were shown to be up to two t imes more likely to label tweets by African-American as 
offensive compared to other users.7 

We therefore recommend that the proposal exclude any obligations which require or encourage 
entities to use automated processes to proactively monitor and remove content The proposal 
should specify that, if the OCSP implements automated decision-making to meet obligations, it 
must ensure the use of open source tools. transparency around standards, and appropriate 
appeals mechanisms. Beyond these, we believe the proposal might be strengthened by reference 
to the sorts of safeguards that entities must implement if they choose to build or use automated 
tools for content flagging, such as the building in of human moderator overSight, the transparent 
publication of the accuracy memcs of the tools employed, and the careful evaluation of accuracy 
scores against the human rights risks ofparticuiar errors through expert consultation and testing 
prior to roll out The proposal could be further improved by requiring robust impact assessments 
of AI tools - specifically with regard to bias - to assess whether entities' use of automated 
processes results in, or could resu lt in, differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited 
ground of discrimination within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act or under Article 
26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

Recommendation 7: The proposal should include expli cit recognition of Canada's obligation 
to upbold the right to non-discrimination under international human rights law, in addition to 
further guarantees of this right under the domestic legal framework. 

Recommendation 8 : The proposal should not compel or incentivise the use of automated 
processes to proactively monitor and remove harmful content, which has been proven to 
result in the removal of lawful and legitimate content online. If automated processes, such as 
those used for content flagging. are undertaken by entities to comply with obligations, these 
automated tools must be rigorously tested prior to roll -out through expert consultation and 
trials, must be accompanied by human oversight and adequate appeals mechanisms, and be 
regularly assessed for their impacts on users' human rights. 

Recommendation 9: We recommend the proposal require robust impact assessments of AI 
tools - specifically with regard to bias - to assess whether entities use of automated processes 
does not result in differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of 
discrimination within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act or under Article 26 of 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

• Reporting and Preservation Obligations 

We are especially concerned that the proposal would require entities in scope to either: (lJ notify 
the Roya l Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) in circumstances where the OCSP has reasonable 
grounds to suspect that content falling within the five categories of regulated harmful content 
reflects an imminent risk of serious harm to any person or to property; or (2) report prescribed 
information in respect of prescribed criminal offences fa lling within the five categories of 
regulated harmful content to prescribed law enforcement officers or agencies. In addition, we are 
concerned that regulated entities would be requ ired to preserve prescribed information that 
could support an investigation when sought by lawful means. 

7 Maarten Sap & AI, NThe Risk of Racia l Bias in Hate Speech Detection" Proceedings of the 57th Annual 
Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (2019), available at: 
httpsi{{homes.cs.wasbingtQn.edy/-msap{pdfs/sap2 0 1 9risk.pd f 
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This is because these requirements pose a significant risk to individuals' right to privacy and 
could have a chilJing effect on freedom of expression, particularly for marginalised groups which 
are already subject to the discriminatory impacts of mass surveillance and policing.S The proposaJ 
would expand the legal and technical surveillance capabilities of the state using safety as a 
rhetoric, but fails to establish the necessity of such obligations for all forms of content and does 
not devise them in a proportionate manner. We understand the government's desire to include 
mechanisms for engaging law enforcement and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service ((SIS)! 
but the approach of the proposal should ultimately be to hold platforms accountable in a way that 
mitigates risks to privacy and freedom of expression. 

We therefore recommend that these reporting and preservation obligations be removed from the 
proposal unless the government is able to substantiate the necessity of these obligations for each 
type of content. Ifthese obligations are still included for certain forms of content, such as for child 
sexual exploitation content or terrorist content, then the exact circumstances for the triggering of 
such activity must be clearly provided for in the proposal, and must ensure that content which is 
flagged as illegal by an automatic tool is reviewed by a human moderator before such a process 
takes place, given the potential for AI error. It must further provide limitations on the types of 
information required and clear safeguards should be put in place around the deletion of user data 
if the content in question is later deemed not to be illegal. 

These concerns are supported by Google and its subsidiary Youtube's challenge to new 
obligations under Germany's NetzOG. New obligations under will require companies to 
proactively and automatically pass on user data to the Federal (riminal Police Office (BKA) if 
platforms assume a violation of certain criminal offenses. But Google maintains that these 
obligations constitute a massive interference with users privacy as only 60% of the content that 
would be mandatorily passed on to law enforcement would contain any criminal content, 
resulting in the data of innocent users being permanently stored in police databases.9 

Recommendation 10: The proposal should exclude reporting and preservation requirements 
unless they are able to establish the necessity of such obligations for all forms of content and 
devise them in a proportionate manner. 

Recommendation 11: If reporting and preservations obligations are still included for certain 
forms of content, then the exact circumstances for the triggering of such activity must be 
clearly provided for in the proposaL It must further provide limitations on the types of 
infonnation required and clear safeguards for the deletion of user data when content in 
question is later deemed not to be illegal. 

Establishment of New ReeulatQrs 

We are pleased that the proposal envisions the establishment of new regulators whose functions 
relate, in part, to the protection of human rights. For example, the technical paper notes that the 
Digital Safety Commissioner would oversee and improve online content moderation through 
engagement and by considering "the needs of and barriers faced by groups disproportionately 
affected by harmful on line content such as women and girls, Indigenous Peoples, members of 

8 Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatforming Misogyny: Report on Platform Liability for Technology-Facilitated 
Gender-Based Violence" LEAF (2021), pp. 206-208, available at: hnps;!lwww.leaf.cajwp-
co ntent/uploads/20 21/0 4/ Full -Regort-Oep latfo rming- Ml sQgyny.pdf 
9 Sabine Frank. "On the Extended Network Enforcement Law in Gennany - Comments from Youtube", 
YouTube Official Blog Guly 2021), available at: https:/(blog.yoytubelintl/de-de/news-and-events/rum
erwejtcI1eo-nct'Zwerkdurchsetzun/i:sgesetz-deutschlandl 
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racialized communities and religious minorities and of LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communities 
and persons with disabilities". It also states that the Digital Safety Commission, Digital Safety 
Commissioner, and Digital Recourse Council would all be subject to the Access to Information Act 
and the Privacy Act. 

However, we are concerned that the proposal lacks a clear human rights mandate for its 
regulators. The technical paper fails to directly reference the right to freedom of expression under 
both domestic and international human rights law. We believe the inclusion of these protections 
and explicit acknowledgement of Canada's obligations under international human rights law to 
be critical here given the potential negative impacts on freedom of expression and privacy posed 
by the proposal. We recommend that the proposal be amended to explicitly reference Canada's 
obligation to uphold the right to freedom of expression and privacy as enshrined under Articles 
19 and 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which would ensure that 
protecting and respecting the rights to freedom of expression and privacy is one of the regulator's 
statutory duties. 

Recommendation 12: We recommend that the proposal be amended to explicitly reference 
Canada's obligation to uphold the right to freedom of expression and privacy under Articles 19 
and 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which would ensure that 
protecting and respecting the rights to freedom of expression and privacy is one of the 
regulator's statutory duties. 

It is equally important that the new regulators have a dedkated staff with sufficient knowledge 
and human rights expertise to effectively meet the proposed functions. The Digital Recourse 
Council will need to make informed decisions that cou ld potentially encroach or infringe upon 
freedom of expression, particularly when issuing orders to OCSPs to make content inaccessible in 
Canada. We recommend that these decisions, as with those made by the Digital Safety 
Commissioner, be made according to clear criteria that require a consideration of freedom of 
expression. 

Recommendation 13: We recommend that the proposal include a requirement for the new 
regulators to have a dedicated staff with sufficient knowledge and human rights expertise to 
meet the proposed functions, and to seck external advice when necessary to carry out their 
respective functions. We further recommend that the proposal require the Digital Safety 
Commissioner and Digital Recourse Council to make decisions according to clear criteria 
which includes the consideration of the impacts on freedom of expression. 

ReTm.atory Powers & Enforcement 

We are particularly concerned about the sweeping regulatory and enforcement powers that 
would be provided to the new regu lators under the proposal. For example, the technical paper 
states that the Digital Safety Commissioner may, by order, require an OCSP to do any act or thing, 
or refrain from doing anything necessary to ensure compliance with any obligations imposed on 
the OCSP. The technical paper includes further investigatory powers for the Digital Safety 
Commissioner to conduct inspections ofOCSPs at any time. The Commissioner would also be able 
to apply to Federal Court for an order requiring Telecommunications Service Providers to block 
access to services which consistently fail to apply to removal orders for child sexual exploitation 
content or terrorist content 

Given the broad powers envisioned under the proposal, we stress the need for effective oversight, 
transparency and readily accessible appeals mechanisms for services to challenge decisions of 
the new regulators. We understand that the new regulators must have sufficient inspection and 
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enforcement powers to effectively carry out its functions, but are nonetheless concerned that 
there are limited safeguards for the exercise of these powers. We welcome those elements of the 
technical paper which do provide for some degree of oversight, such as the fact that compliance 
orders may be appealed to the Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal, but believe 
that these safeguards should go further. 

We recommend the inspection powers of the Digital Safety Commissioner be limited in scope and 
subject to procedural safeguards, enabling entities to challenge the use of these inspection 
powers when undertaken for illegitimate purposes or when utilised in a disproportionate 
manner. We further recommend that any regulations concerning the Commissioner's ability to 
seek orders for the blocking of services list specific criteria and thresholds for the Commissioner 
to consider, including a requirement that the Commissioner consider the risks to freedom of 
expression before applying to the Federal Court. We welcome that the technical paper would 
require the Commissioner to consider the level of non-compliance and potential effects of the 
order, such as excessive blocking. when seeking an order. However, we believe that a more 
specific consideration of the human rights impacts would be preferable and ensure a more 
proportionate approach and limit risks to freedom of expression. 

Recommendation 14: We recommend that the inspection powers of the Digital Safety 
Commissioner be limited in scope and subject to procedural safeguards, enabling entities to 
challenge the use of inspection powers. 

Recommendation 15: We recommend that any regulations concerning the Commissioner's 
ability to seek orders for the blocking of services list specific criteria or thresholds for the 
Commissioner to consider before applying to the Federal Court for a blocking order. This 
should include a clear requirement of the Commissioner to consider the risks to freedom of 
expression. 
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I ntrod uction 
The Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL) would like to thank the 
Government of Canada fo r consulting with Canadians on the Government's proposed 
approach to regulating social media and combating harmful content online. The 
information provided in this brief reflects many of CARL's positions already 
submitted to governments in our Brief to the Federal Government on Access to 
Information Review" Brief to the Ontario Government's consultation Trustworthy 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Framework 2, CARL Submission to the Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner's Consultation on the OPe's Proposals for ensuring appropriate 
regulation of artificial intelligence':~ 

Canadian research libraries support the assertion in the Discussion Guide that 
Canadian citizens deserve a "safe, inclusive, and open online environment" but we 
have concerns that the proposed approach may do more harm than good in many 
instances. First, we outline approaches for combating online harm that would benefit 
Canadians either in lieu or in conjunction with legislative or regu latory changes. 
Second, we provide commentary on the discussion guide and the technical paper. 

We suggest that an important part of this process would be for the government to 
engage with focus groups or panel discussions composed of the many experts who 
have researched and published on the topic of hate speech to obtain the expert 
guidance that is needed moving forward. 

Approaches for combating online harm and 
misinformation that would not require legislative 
or regulatory change. 

1. Increasing funding for libraries 
Libraries are committed to fighting misinformation online. Advocates4

, researchers s, 
and journalists6 have called on us for help, pointing to our information-seeking skills 7 

'Access To Information - Broadening the Openness of Government, August 2021 b.t.tQ s:Uwww~ar!-abn;;&ilL'Y.!!Q; 
!;QQtentiuploagsi202110S/4!0Z1 CARL Brief ATI Consultation pdf 
2 letter to John Roberts, Chief Privacy Officer and Archivist of Ontario, and Chief Information Security Officer 
tmos'/lwww carl·abrc.ca/~Q.nt.Q!ltlupload~L06/CAR I,.. Ontario AI SubmisslQn.o.dt 
3 Canadian Association of Research Libraries, Commissioner of Canada's Proposals for ensuring appropriate 
regulation of arti ficial intelligence, March 2020, bttPs:Uw't)'w,carl-abrc,ca/wR: 
~ntentLJ.jgJoadsa02QIQJ/CARL Sv~sJQn AI and PIPEDA pdt 
~ Barclay, Donald A., PBS News, "Column: can librarians help solve the fake news problem?" January 2017, 
b.IJRS:L~ pbs,org/newshour/~olumn-can-I·Qrarians-heID-sQLye-the-(ak~et!$=Q.tQb.l.e.!!! 

5 Joan Donovan, Claire Wardle and Kate Starbird, NBC News, "These disinformation researchers saw the coronavirus 
'infodemic' coming", May 2020 ll~w.w,nbcnawli&Q...rnLtech/social-me.~.w.ntarrn.ati~rchen:~iM:; 
!;Q[Qfiayiru~-infgdemjc-comiog-n120691J 

fi Ryan Holmes, Forbes, "How Libraries Are Reinventing Themselves To Fight Fake News", April 2018, 
tJllgs:I!ww'b'Jorpes,comll!ltes!ryaohglmes!20J8!04110!how-ljbrarjes-are-rejoyeotiog-themselyes-to-fjght-fake
OOVli!?sh"'4~Qd6.il!d.1fi 
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and our position as trusted community leaders. This is further supported in a recent 
'article in The Guardian where Joan Donovan, a misinformation scholar at Harvard, 
noted that "10,000 librarians"8 are needed to address the misinformation crisis. 

Declining trust in the government and the mainstream media9 have created a fertile 
environment for misinformation to spread. Much of this misinformation can be 
credited to far-right publications with billionaire backers, like The Epoch Times, or 
viral online cults like QAnon, but the problem is even more widespread. 
Misinformation also fills a social gap. Former QAnon adherent Lenka Perron told the 
New York Times10 about how, feeling abandoned by politicians and ignored by the 
media, she found emotional support among Q believers. The fact that so many are 
only able to find community among conspiracy theorists, whose narratives are 
frequently racist and anti-Semitic, ra ises serious concerns. Stories like Perron's 
demonstrate that the response to misinformation can't only be teachIng people how 
to evaluate the news. 

Misinformation researchers 11 and librarians12 identify the rise of "Big Tech" whose 
algorithms promote the most incendiary voices as a major driver of misinformation 
online. Big Tech dominates the information landscape with billions of users, creates 
vectors of "fake news," and undermines librarians' ability to serve as information 
stewards. Librarians are simply not equipped to combat these issues when 
advertising and social media giants like Facebook and YouTube design their 
algorithms to encourage maximum engagement13 rather than accuracy or reliability. 
While platforms like Twitter are finally attempting to combat misinformation! 
corporations should not be allowed to serve as the sole arbiters of speech in a 
democracy. 

One crucial tool for combating misinformation is to increase funding for Canada's 
libraries. All schools need a librari'an. Un'iversities and colleges need funding for 

1 Nicole Higgins DeSmet. USA Today, "School librarians teach CRAAP to fight fake news"r July 2017, 
tlll~.~tQ~Q[!i/~wiIJiltIQ1l;!)Q.WI2Q17/0Zl2S6kb.ool·ljb@~0ti~~CI.P:fi9.b.~ 
~5Q71QSOOJl 

8 Julia Carrie Wong, The Guardian, "Banning Trump won't fix socia! media: 10 ideas to rebuild our broken internet - by 
experts", January 2021 b.tt~W'ii,theguardlao comlmedi9.L~aQ/16Ihow·to·fjx-soclal·media·trumR;..bao-free

,,,,,,"", 
9 Christy Somos, CTV News, "Only 53 per cent of canadians trust core institutions, report says", January 2020, 
D.llP.S:llww!ti ,ctyn,w.&R.I~a/only·5.3-per-ceot-Qf~~EciC!s,titM1lons-ream;t:-says-l.477s:n.e 

10 Sabrina Tavernese, The New York Times, "Trump Just Used Us and Our Fear': One Woman's Journey Out of 
OAnon", January 2021. t!UQ..s..;LL'ti.'b'.W.m1imes~021!o1I29/us/!,ayl!J9:gstnQ~~ 

11 Supra note 2, hUQ.~www,nbcoews,cQrnI_t~tCh/socjal·meQiaL1l1ese-djsinformatio!tl~ers-saw·c.QI.QIlil'iirui: 
~is;-c;Qmin9:I:lJ2.Q.§IDl 

r.! Amy Carlton, American libraries Magazine," libraries and Invasive Technology" , January 2021 
IlU~JUJl~tlliI2.s.rMS.a.zlne orq/blQgWh~-!i~QPLlib:riU'iils-i!od-Jnyasi'l£:techoo!QgyL 
13 Joan Donovan and Ahmed Khan, The Guardian, ., Big tech was allowed to spread misinformation unchecked. Will 
Biden hold them accountable?~ January 2021, 
bllps:llwwIQ,theguardian,s;oro/tes;hoology/commeotisfreeI2021/jaol271Qjlnoo·racebOok::90ogle-tw jtW
mW!!!.Q!1Il9tfQn-big-tech 
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library staffing to help improve information literacy and to invest in resources and 
infrastructure that accelerates the shi ft towards Open Science and Open Access 
publishing, improving access to reputable and verifiable information online. 
Municipalities must invest in the things that help build communities -- housing, parks, 
schools, recreation facilities, and, of course, libraries. Libraries are also the only 
source of internet access for many Canadian citizens. In a 2011 report from OClC, 
researchers found that Canadian public libraries supported 3.2 million free wi-fi 
connections annually w ith internet use through library workstations surpassing 18 

million. Access to the internet was declared a human right by the United Nations in 
2016. With this in mind, the Canadian government should make universal broadband 
an expedited pr iority, and fund library internet access. 

Librarians are ready to bring our skills and values to this fight. We just need adequate 
and maintained funding in order to ensure that we have the resou.rces to do SO.14 

2. Curtail monopolistic social media platforms 
As noted above, the Big Tech social media platforms like those identified in t he 
discussion paper (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, You Tube, TikTok, Pornhub) are 
designed for maximum engagement, promoting the most inflammatory opin ions and 
voices and creating vectors of fake news. The impact of these design choices is 
compounded by the monopolistic tendencies of these companies, giving them 
unprecedented control over the content that Canadians access on the Internet. In a 
recent blog post, Cory Doctorow uses the example of Facebook, in that the company 
has grown exponentially in size through "a history of anticompetitive mergers -
Whatsapp, Instagram, Onavo and more - based on fraudulent promises to antitrust 
regulators ". Doctorow notes that through this practice, "FB set out to acquire a 
monopoly and extract monopoly rents from advertisers and publishers, with a 
pathological indifference to how these frauds would harm others".15 He goes on to 
demonstrate, using the example of Facebook's legal challenges to Adobserver, that 
the company is actively hostile towards organizations that try and ensure that they 
'are accountable in their promises to limit misinformation through labelling political 
ads and blocking paid disinformation.16 

In order to effectively combat online harm, Canada must closely examine the anti
competitive and monopolistic practices of these Big Tech companies. Big Tech must 
be held accountable and must face actual consequences for the harm that they 
inflict. 

I~ This section was adapted, with permIssion, from an unpublished article on misinformation and libraries drafted by 
members of the library Freedom Project . 
15 Doctorow, Cory. Facebook algorithm boosts pro-Facebook news. 22 Sept. 2021. 
~:LLQ.\JJraJiSl ic.!li!tL2QZ.1L09122Lk rppotkin"9(aeRerll£z~ 
16 Doctorow, Corpy. Facebook escalates war on accountability. 5 Aug 2021. 
nnus.:LLQJJ.tl:qljstic.oeV2Q21LQaLQsL~~~:.ru:!l.1f.g~IS-ClJstQ.diet-ic~-1~ 
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Commentary on the Discussion Guide and the 
Technical Paper 

3. Penalties for non-compliance 
Our comments on the monopolistic tendencies in Big Tech directly relate to the 

significant penalties for non-compliance that have been outlined in the Discussion 
Paper. As with the GDPR, deep pockets and vast resources are required to comply 
with the complicated and onerous requirements in the proposed online harm 
legislation. Research libraries appreciate that the online services that we offer appear 

to fall outside of the proposed legislation, but we also feel that it is important to 

ensure that organizations that represent the public interest like Wikipedia, the 
Internet Archive, Project Gutenberg and others are also exempted. These 
organizations would likely not have the resources to comply, are not actively 
promoting online harm, and include much content that can be used to combat the 

spread of misinformation. Forcing them to comply with these requirements may 

actually force them to stop operations in Canada, further cementing the dominance 
and control that big tech has over the contents on the internet. As noted by 

Doctorow, new internet regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) have "done more to enshrine Big Tech's dominance than the decades of lax 
antitrust enforcement that preceded them. This will have grave consequences for 

privacy, free expression and safety,"11 

4. Guarding against the over-removal of content 
CARL is concerned that the proposed approach may result in the significant over

removal of content. Without any measures to compel platforms to mitigate such 

overreach, this loss of content will harm the public historical record as well as small, 
independent content producers that depend on these platforms. 

In comments that we submitted to the government that relate to the right to be 

forgotten (RTBF), we note that, any such right must: 

• Aim to balance an individual's right to privacy with others' freedom of 
expression. 

• Protect from the over-removal of content. 

• Respect the integrity of the historical record. IS 

17 Doctorow, Cory. Regulating Big Tech makes them stronger, so they need competition instead. The Economist. Jun 
6, 2019. httos://www .e.&OnQmi~t.com/open-future/.2Ql!UQ.QLQ.6/regulating-big-te~h·makes-the!n:.wonger-sQ-they

O.ll.~RetitjQn-lnstegd 

18 CARL response to Modernizing Privacy in Ontario Empowering Ontarians and Enabling the Digital Economy. 

hn~.w:d.&iH.I-aR.r~Lw~tmtLu~a021IO~l CARL ResgQll~~mde~Q!1Q!L£r:l~.nt.mQ.QQf 
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These three principles are also very relevant in this context. Over-removal in a RTBF 
regime or in an online harm regime as described will impact individual freedom of 
expression rights, increase the spectre of censorship and damage the historical 
record. This final point is of paramount importance to libraries. Information on the 
Internet may have future value for both the public and for researchers and we 
believe that an expert assessment of the impact of the removal on the historical 
record should form part of every decision to remove information from the internet. 

Canadian libraries are also concerned that the proposal requires the use of 
algorithmic filters and AI driven tools to facilitate the removal of content. These 
problems are exacerbated by the 24-hour removal timelines and massive penalties 
for companies that fail to remove banned content. This will all-but guarantee that the 
system will lead to the mass removal of content. In addition, with no penalties in 
place for companies that over-remove content, there will be no incentive to restore 
content that was removed erroneously. 

As noted in the commentary by Matt Hatfield from Open Media, 

The more our government leans on platforms to remove content quickly 
through this legislation, the more they' ll have to rely on algorithms that will 
flag for removal satire and humour, documentation of human rights abuses 
and attacks, sex edUcation and voluntary sexual expression, conversation 
within marginalized communities about their experience, and more- not just 
the intended targeted hateful or violent content. Even jf a human reviewer 
needs to approve the algorithm's suggestion, the legal incentives and limited 
time they have to make a decision will encourage removing all but the most 
obviously innocuous types of flagged content. 19 

Canadian libraries have tangible examples of how algorithmically driven removal 
tools controlled by private companies can impact the public record. For example, the 
University of Calgary Copyright Office discovered that Leni Riefenstahl's 1935 
documentary "Triumph of the Will", was removed from YouTube shortly following 
the announcement of its new standards, claiming it fell under the category of "videos 
that promote or glorify Nazi ideology, which is inherently discriminatorY, ... ".2o This 
film is used in many history classes across the country to study nazi Germany, and is 
an important historical artifact. 

The use of AI for monitoring and removing online content goes against the very 
premise of net neutrality, something that the Canadian government formally 

19 A First Look at Canada's Harmful Content proposal. tillps';;openme:di9..Q!QlarticJe/jtem/kf.irst-loolhU;:J;~d.a$· 

tl~~.Al 
:!Q YouTube Pulls 'Triumph of the Will' for Violating Hate Speech Policy 
hlt~.'t£W.JnQ1§Wj!3l&Qm~LQ6bLQj,jtl!bs:·n.at1!:-.!iQ~Ch-oo!lcy-trlurnoh-of-thli!.:.Wl.lL:UQZW.ez~/ 
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recognized in a motion in parliament in 2018.21 Further supporting the government's 
adoption in Parliament. the. Canadian Telecommunications Act - S.c. 1993, c. 38, 
specifically has safeguards embedded within legislation against discrimination and 
content control : 

• Canadian Telecommunications Policy, 7 (a) to facilitate the orderly 
development throughout Canada of a telecommunications system that serves 
to safeguard, enrich and strengthen the social and economic fabric of Canada 
and its regions;22 

• Section 36 Except where the Commission approves otherwise, a Canadian 
carrier shall not control the content or influence the meaning or purpose of 
telecommunications carried by it for the public. 23 

By implementing a system that is charged with broad, sweeping reviews of high level 
content with the intention of removal goes against current Canadian legislat ion, the 
principle of net neutrality. and has the potential to jeopardize intellectual freedom, 
j'especially those who may have specific needs or come from groups which are 
marginalized or subject to discrimination".24 

5. Expected Effects on Marginalized Communities 
The increasing use of AI to identify and remove content brings with it a myriad of 
concerns related to privacy, some of which are human rights (by reinforcing bias and 
systemic racism) and transparency in decision making.25 Increasingly. discussions 
related to the ethical use of AI technology and algorithms come into play, but the 
more complex the algorithm, the more opaque the decision making process becomes 
and inherently leads to greater racial biases.26 These biases have significant 
implications for marginalized communities. 

Examples of this type of bias ca n be seen in methods such as "pred ictive policing 
technologies that use historical and real time data to predict when and where a crime 
is most likely to occur or who is most likely to engage in or become a victim of 
criminal activity."27 This is further demonstrated in findings by researchers at 

" M-168 Net Neutrality, 42nd Parliament, 1st Sessions, Decision: Agreed To (May 2018), 

nU~.~ .. Ql,I~Lw:v.'1o.lln:Qli:tw:o:maaULmQt~~ 
~~ Telecommunications Act S.C. 1993, c. 38, tillQs:lllaW$-lois.lusti~Bt£aI..engJ..acts/t-3A1~.e -l ,html#b·4~ 
23 Ibid 

]~ Comments by the International Federation Of library Associations And Institutions (IFLA) to the Content
Regulation in the Digital Age 2mB Human Rights Council Report 
hlta.UI"'yv~Q.!9LQocumeQtw.:;s.u.e$LOpinion/Coote~~.nLl.8.&tI.Qg, 
2S Modernizing Canada's Privacy Act, Brief by the Canadian Association of Research libraries (2021), 
QUps:llww w car l-a~a/wp-cooteot!uR.lQaQ§/2Q21IOiaJ0212 CARL Brief Modernlling Can,~® prjyacy Act.pdf 
26 Richardson, Rashida and Schultz, Jason and Crawford, Kate, Dirty Data, Bad Predictions: How Civil Rights 
Violations Impact Police Data, Predictive Policing Systems, and Justice (February 13, 2019), 94 N.Y.U, L. REV ONLINE 
192 (2019), Available at SSRN: bllru;~lract::-3333423 

n Nani Jansen RevenUow, How ArtificiallnteUigence Impacts Marginalised Groups, Digital Freedom Fund , May 2021, 

tl1.tQJtJjd.i9llq~~w.:art1f~IlWli9~i:!lliilll.!.Ml~-grou.Q.S;L 
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Stanford University and McMaster University using GPT -3, an AI system that 
generates text. The researchers explored the capabilities of the algorithms to 
generate jokes based on partial sentences entered for analysis. It resulted with the 
use of the word "Muslim" persistently resulting in generating vio lent text. 28 These 
examples display the potential for algorithms to predict potential harms deriving 
from biased algorithms that could not only remove content by, and about. 
marginalized communities from the internet unnecessarily, but also provide 
unwarranted and erroneous information about specific communities to policing 
agencies. 

Another flaw in this system is that individuals and groups that promote racism and 
hate speech can use the reporting systems on these platforms to silence 
marginalized communities. Creating a legal framework that imposes quick 
turnaround times for the removal of content and leaves the responsibility for 
compliance to the online communication service provider (OCSP) will result in 
accounts being blocked and posts being removed. This enables bad actors to attack 
views that they oppose, thereby causing a more harmful experience for marginalized 
communities as opposed to providing a safe space for sharing viewpoints and 
discussion. 

6. Potential impact of new regulators and dependance on law 
enforcement 

The government proposal would create an administratively burdensome process 
overseen by a powerful new regulatory body that effectively has the authority to 
broadly interpret what qualifies as harmful content and determine sanctions, 
including significant financial penalties, based on its analysis. 

As noted by Michael Geist: 

"The new commissioner would be empowered to hold hearings on any issue, 
including non-compliance or anything that the Commissioner believes is in the 
public interest. The Digital Safety Commissioner would have broad powers to 
order the OCSs "to do any act or thing, or refrain from doing anything 
necessary to ensure compliance with any obligations imposed on the OCSP by 
or under the Act within the time specified in the order."29 

While the Digital Recourse Council of Canada w ill provide Canadians with a last 
chance review of their case, the likelihood of delays and a long-drawn-out review 

~ Abubakar A.bid, Maheen Farooqi and James Zou, "large language models associate Muslims with violence·', Nature 
Machine Intelligence 1 VOL 3 1 June 2021 1461-463 I bllo.£LLQol orgIJQ.1Q38(s422S6-Q21-0a~5JJ..:2. 
;,ogPicklng Up Where Bill C-l0 left Off: The Canadian Government's Non-Consultation on Online Harms Legislation, 

nn~.WYt.Jl'1~~19~iU.WlL2Q21LQ1J.Qn!i~'~QtlliIltL 
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process followed by binding decisions could result in content and OCS's being in 
limbo for years. 

The proposed approach also Includes mandatory reporting requirements to law 
enforcement and record retention by OCSPs but lacks provisions that would ensUre 
users' privacy rights. Furthermore, the Digital Safety Commissioner would be granted 
overarching inspection powers of OCSPs and related companies, the ability to order 
website blocking and impose other obligations and penalties on OCSPs, with 
hearings potentially held In secret. 

Reporting requirements to the RCMP and CSIS raise particular concerns. Protecting 
children and vulnerable and marginalized communities from online harm is a priority, 
however, the resulting regulation must include clear transparent protocols that 
prevent a surveillance state and mis-categorization of individuals. As Open Media 
has noted, "this proposal will create an unprecedented system of online surveillance 
of ordinary people in Canada and normalize the removal of much entirely lawful 
online speech. It won't make online spaces safer or more pleasant. and it is likely to 
hurt folk with marginalized identities the most."lO 

To complicate these issues even further, platforms will be required to report content 
they remove directly to law enforcement, including the RCMP and CSIS. Under this 
regime, users will not be made aware they have been reported, and there is nothing 
identified in this consultation that would regulate how that information is used by law 
enforcement with the information received. With the proposed methods in managing 
information and the serious problems raised earlier in this brief with regards to over
removal of content. biases in automated decision making, and the requirement for 
immediate removal of content without measured judgement, this leaves Canadians 
exposed to unnecessary and unwarranted policing with little or no recourse by 
individuals. 

Conclusion 

Canadian research Ilbraries agree that Canadian citizens deserve a "safe, lncluslve, 
and open online environment" but the proposed approach to regulating social media 
'and combating harmful content online needs a great deal of critical thinking and 
caution. CARL is available to discuss the issues and recommendations detailed 
above. 

CARL is the voice of Canada's research libraries. Our members include Canada's 
twenty-nine largest university libraries and two federal institutions. CARL enhances 

'0 A First look at Canada's Harmful Content Proposal, n~;LLQJ:m!llJl.ru:t~!9LiwjQIilLl~mLP.:ftru~...slll:: 
narmt\J~e.nt:JllilQQ.~aJ 
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its members' capacity to advance research and higher education; promotes effective 
and sustainable knowledge creation, dissemination, and preservation; and advocates 
for publ ic policy that enables broad access to scholarly information. CARL's two 
federal member institutions contribute to Canada's research enterprise and 
collaborate in coordinated efforts with the academic library community, but do not 
engage in CARL's federal advocacy. 
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Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
2S Eddy SI. 
Gatineau QC K1A OSS 
pch.icn -dcLpch@canada.c-a 

September 24, 2021 

Re: "The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online" 

Please find attached CBC/Radio-Canada's written submission with respect to "the Government's 
proposed approach to make social media platforms and other online communications services more 
accountable and more transparent when it comes to combating harmful content online," as released on 
July 29, 2021. 

With a focus on online threats to journalists and those who work for news media organizations - and, by 
extension, threats to freedom of expression, diversity of voices, and the underpinnings of our democracy 
- our comments primarily relate to two (2) of the five (5) categories of harmful content: Content that 
incites violence; and hate speech. 

In addition to providing background and additional context, this submission also includes five (5) specific 
recommendations. 

CBC/Radio-Canada understands that the Government will be holding roundtable discussions and focused 
conversations on this topic in the near future, and would be pleased to participate in that phase of the 
process as well. 

Sincerely, 

Claude Galipeau 
Executive Vice-President, Corporate Development, 
CBC/Radio-Canada 
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Executive Summary 

CBC/Radio-Canada applauds the Department's commitment to develop and implement an approach to 
make socia l media platforms and other online communications services more accountable and 
transparent with respect to harmful content online. 

However, we believe an important issue has been overlooked in this process - one that not only risks 
individua l safety (which can never be tolerated), but also challenges the very foundations of freedom of 
expression, diversity of voices, and the underpinnings of democracy itself; namely, online threats against 
journalists and others who work for news media organizations (collectively, journalists). 

Detailed studies by organizations such as UNESCO and Reporters Sans Frontieres have confirmed that 
threats born in an online environment migrate to the physica l world; and women and racialized 

journalists are particularly targeted and vulnerable. News organizations, including CBC/Radio-Canada, 
have a moral obligation to ensure that journalists are free to seek out and report on stories without the 
fear of physical or psychological retribution. 

In this process, and in eventual legislation, we believe that the Government should clearly express that 
such threats are unacceptable and will not be tolerated - and this message must be established in the 
strongest possible ways: With strong enforcement mechanisms, mandatory monitoring and reporting, 
transparent and well-publicized policies, and swift complaint assessment and appeals processes. 

CBC/Radio-Canada makes the following five (5) recommendations: 

1. Include explicit recognition of online threats to journalists directly into the Act. and afford 
"exceptional recourse" to these types of threats . 

• CBC/Radio-Canada is not recommending the addition of a new category of harmful 
content in the legislation. Rather, we are seeking to maintain the proposed five (5) 
categories of harmful content, but include explicit recognition of online threats to 
journalists due to the specia l and corrosive damage such threats can cause - not just to 
individuals, but also to freedom of expression, diversity of voices. and civil and safe 
discourse. 

2. The Advisory Board should always include at least one practising journalist who has direct and 
recent experience in print, broadcasting, or digital journalism. The Governor in Council should 
consult with relevant news associations or bodies prior to appointing this individual to the 
AdviSOry Board. 

• The Digital Safety Commission and Recourse Council should always have a ready 

resource available to understand the sensitivities and concerns of journalists in the field 
- including journalists from equity-seeking groups who can be even more at risk from 

social media posts and calls to action. 
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3. The legislation should explicitly recognize that "doxing" (or "do)()(ing"J is a form of incitement 
to violence. 

• The online release of persona l detai ls, incl uding location information, can lead to 
devastating attacks. CBC/Radio-Canada submits that the purposeful public release of 
such inform ation online should be considered evidence of online harm primo facie by 
social media platforms, the Recourse Council, and the Digital Safety Commissioner, and 
particularly under the category of content that incites violence. 

4. The proposed number of decision-makers on the Recourse Council is insufficient to achieve the 
Government's objectives as they relate to diversity and subject matter experts. We 
recommend a larger pool of decision-makers that could draw upon the membership of the 
Advisory Council. 

• Members of the Advisory Board - as that body is described in paragraphs 71-75 of the 
Technical Paper - cou ld perhaps serve in this role. The Chair of the Recourse Council, in 
consultation with the Chairperson of the Advisory Board, could effectively deputize a 
member(s) of the Advisory Board to participate in a complaint proceeding and directly 
contribute to its resolution. This would effectively broaden and diversify the 
decision-making process by making the pool larger, add the most appropriate subject 
matte r experts directly into decision-making, and prevent needless delays based on the 
ava ilability of Recourse Council members or other scheduling concerns . 

5. Given the potentially damaging and destructive nature of harmful online materials, we urge 
the Government to set firm timelines in the legislation for 0/1 of the various steps. 

• Every minute that harmful material is publicly available on socia l media magnifies the 
risk to individuals and property. While the draft legislation contemplates a 24-hour 
period for social media platforms to consider content that has been flagged, it has not 
set firm time lines for platform reconsideration or Recourse Council processes, including 
final determination. 

We also believe that the Government should continue to benchmark its efforts against international 
standards and legislation (or draft legislation), particularly recent activities in the United Kingdom and 
Austra lia . 
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Introduction 

1. In 2020, UNESCO released a report on the impact of online harassment and abuse toward 
journalists, and particularly female journalists,l The introduction of the report summarized the 

concerns as follows: 

Online violence has since become a new frontline in journalism safety - a particularly 

dangerous trend for women journalists. The psychological, physical, and digital safety 

and security impacts associated w ith this escalating freedom of expression crisis are 
overlapping, converging and frequently inseparable. The phenomenon can be defined as 

a combination of: often brutal, prolific online harassment and abuse, including targeted 

attacks that frequently involve threats of physical and/or sexual violence; digital privacy 
and security breaches that can expose identifying information and exacerbate offline 
safety threats facing women journalists and their sources; and coordinated 

disinformation campaigns leveraging misogyny and other forms of hate speech. The 

perpetrators range from misogynistic mobs seeking to silence women, through to 

State-linked disin formation networks aiming to undercut press freedom and chill critical 

journalism via orchestrated attacks. 

2. The UNESCO report induded 31 key findings, many involving threats to personal safety. All of it is 
disturbing; and none of it is acceptable. Key Finding No. 1 was this: 73% of women respondents 
said they had experienced online violence in connection with their work in journalism. As a 
country, we would never allow such behaviour in the offline world. And yet 20% of women 

journalists in the same survey "'reported experiencing abuse and attacks in the physical world 
that they believed were associated with online attacks .... 

3. Threats born in an online environment migrate to the physical world, and women and racialized 
journalists are particularly targeted and vulnerable. In fact, a survey conducted by Reporters 

Sans Frontieres (RSF) in Summer 2020 concluded that "the internet has even become more 

dangerous for journalists than 'the street': it is now online that the most gender-based violence 
occurs."l A separate article highlights the real world peril that flows from online violence: 

Our survey provides disturbing new evidence that online violence against women 

journalists is jumping offline. Frequently associated with orchestrated attacks. designed 
to chill critical journalism, it migrates into the physical world - sometimes with deadly 
impacts. 

In 2017, the Committee to Protect Journalists reported that in at least 40% of cases. 

journalists who were murdered had received threats, including online, before they were 

kilfed . The same year, two women fournalists on opposite sides of the world were 

murdered for their work within six weeks of one another: celebrated Maltese 

investigative journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia and prominent Indian journalist Gauri 

I Julie Posetti et aL, "Online violence against women journalists: a global snapshot of incidence and impacts," 
UNESCO, Catalog No. 0000375136, 2020, available at UNESCO Report. 
~ Reporters Sans Frontieres, "Journalism in face of sexism," March 8, 2021, p. 9, available via journee Internationale 
des droits des femmes; RSF publie son enguete " l e journalisme face au sexisme" I RSF. 
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Lankesh. Both had been the targets of prolific, gendered online attacks before they were 
killed.1 

4. News organizations, including CBC/Radio-Canada, have a moral obligation to ensure that 
journalists are free to seek out and report on stories without the fear of physical or psychological 
re tribution. To do otherwise not only risks individual safety (which can never be tolerated), but 
also challenges the very foundations of freedom of expression, diversity of voices, and the 
underpinnings of democracy itself. Earlier this year, the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) 
described this wider impact as follows: 

In addition to the psychological and professional harm, online violence against women 
journalists and media professionals can lead to self-censorship, Some women journalists 
and media professionals decide to use pseudonyms, others chose to suspend, deactivate 
or delete permanently their online accounts. Others even make the decision to leave 
their profession , Online violence targeting women journalists and media professionals 
deprive them from their fundamental rights, including the right to live free from 
violence, the right to freedom of expression and the right to privacy. Due to online 
violence and its consequences, the online information space and pluralism of the media 
are seriously damaged.4 

5. UNESCO also emphasized the chilling effect of online threats to journalists: 

Many women journalists self-censor in response to on line violence. Nearly a third (30%) 
of our survey respondents said they self-censor on socia l media as a result of being 
targeted, while 20% said they avoid all interaction online, and 18% said they specifically 
avoided engaging with audiences. Such acts could be considered defensive measures 
designed to preserve their safety, but they also demonstrate the effectiveness of on li ne 
attack tactics - designed to chi ll critical reporting, silence women, and muzzle 
truth-telling. S 

6. As a country, we cannot just accept this type of online harm. The intimidation of journalists and 
other media professionals has increased in volume and ferocity during the pandemic, and it 
must stop.6 We cannot risk their personal safety; and we cannot allow critical reporting to go 
unpublished or stories to remain hidden. We cannot allow certain actors to chase 
news-gatherers and reporters - of any gender, of any background - out of the profession and 

3 Julie Posetti, Jackie Harrison, and Silvio Waisbord, "Online attacks on female journalists are increasingly spilling 
into the 'real world' - new research," The Conversation, November 25, 2020 . 
• EBU, /lEBU Contribution to the European Commission's Consultation on Gender-Based Violence Against Women
Focus on Online Violence," May 10, 2021, available at EBU Policy posjtlon on Gender-Based Vjolence AedlOst 
Women. The EBU specifically cites a study presented by the Human Rights Council of the United Nations General 
Assembly entitled "Combatting violence against women journalists: Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women, its causes and consequences," May 6, 2020, available at Human Rights Council of the United 
Nations Study. 
5 UNESCO, Key Finding No. 28, p, 13. 
6 A report stemming from an online questionnaire prepared by the National Union of Journalists (NUJ) In Fall 2020 
lists specific threats made against journalists in the United Kingdom. We recommend that the Government review 
this ~ as it prepares its legislat ion. 
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allow that vacuum to be filled with unsubstantiated news, misinformation, disinformation, and 
fake news. 

7. As outlined in this submission, other countries, such as the United Kingdom, are already taking 
tangible steps to address online threats to journalists. 

8. This consultation process offers the potential for real, lasting change. CBC/Radio-Canada 
understands that crafting legislation in this area is a difficult exercise; but we are heartened that 
the "Government of Canada is committed to taking meaningful action to combat hate speech 
and other kinds of harmful content online .'" 

.9. While many parties have a role to play (see below), there is no question that online 
communications service providers (OCSP) - or, more colloquially, social media platforms - are 
central to a solution, and must be more responsive and transparent when it comes to combating 
harmful content online.s They must be more consistent in applying internal policies and 
identifying and removing harmful content; and they must expedite decision-making and 
reconsiderations. 

10. Moreover, if social media platforms are enabling this behaviour and attendant threats (and they 
are), then it is incumbent on the Government to address the issue head-on through the 
development of new and tougher legislation, enforcement, and, if necessary, financial penalties. 

Allocating responsibilities: Addressing the threat to journalists 

11. There is a role here for everyone. 

12. News organizations need to provide appropriate training, security, and tools for their journal ists 
and support staff in the field (including the monitoring of social media) . They need to work with 
the various socia l media companies to identify and flag online content that incites violence and 
hate speech; and they need to work with the police and government authorities to make sure 
these threats are understood for what they are: Real threats to individual safety, freedom of 
expression, diversity of voices, and ultimately, the civi l underpinnings of our open democratic 
society. 

13. At CBC/Radio-Canada, 57% of our journalists are women.! They bring fresh angles to the stories 
we cover, and bring much needed gender parity to our reporting of current events. This year, we 
established a Task Force to Fight Online Hate that includes representatives from the CBC and 
Radio-Canada news teams, legal, Corporate, and several members of the Senior Executive Team, 

1 Department of Canadian Heritage, HHave your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful 
content online," July 29, 2021. 
I In this submission, we have used the terms "QCSP" and "social media platform" Interchangeably. We recognize, 
however, that Module 1 of the Discussion Guide makes a distinction between the terms: "The concept of online 
communication service provider is intended to capture major platforms, (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 
You Tube, TikTok, Pornhub), and exclude products and services that would not qualify as online communication 
services, such as fitness applications or travel review websites." 
g See Catherine Tait, "Defendre Jes femmes jounalistes contre la haine en ligne," La Presse, April 20, 2021. 
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including the Chief Executive Officer. Presently, the Task Force is working on actions to actively 
discourage attacks and help our journalists when incidents occur. We are also benchmarking the 
plans and initiatives of other public broadcasters and media organizations around the world to 
see how we can improve our own operations. Amongst other things, this work can supplement 

the security measures we have put in place to protect the physical security of journalists in 
Canada and abroad. 

14. Social media platforms need to establish and consistently apply policies for monitoring and 
reviewing online content (including through algorithms and artificial intelligence), 10 assess the 
content against their own internal policies and various domestic laws, swiftly remove content 
that violates those rules, and determine what future corporate actions might be taken against 
individuals or groups responsible for online threats against journalists and media professionals .11 

is. In consultation with news organizations, journalists, and relevant associations, social media 
platforms should develop, publish, implement, and strictly adhere to streamlined processes to 
respond to, and otherwise address, online threats against journalists and media professionals. 
Open and direct lines of communications between all parties should be established, nurtured, 
and maintained to ensure that internal policies and procedures are regularly reviewed and that 
timelines are consistently met. 

16'. CBC/Radio-Canada understands that individuals may disagree on the acceptability or legality of a 

given piece of content; so, social media platforms must have a clear and transparent 
complaints-handling process - one that recognizes that time is of the essence. As noted 

elsewhere in this submission, every minute that harmful material is publicly available on social 

media magnifies the risk to individuals and property. 

17. The Government needs to clearly express that threats against journalists and media 
professionals are unacceptable and will not be tolerated - and that social media platforms must 

play an active role in identifying, and acting upon, content that incites violence and hate speech. 
This message must be established in the strongest possible ways: Through legislation with strong 
enforcement mechanisms, mandatory monitoring and reporting, transparent and well-publicized 
policies, and swift complaint assessment and appeals processes. 

18. The Government should also continue to benchmark its efforts against international standards 
and legislation (or draft legislation), particularly recent activities in the United Kingdom and 
Australia . 

10 According to the aforementioned survey by the National Union of Journalists in the United Kingdom: 93% of 
respondents said social media platforms do not robustly implement their own policies intended to deter and stop 
abuse; and 88% of respondents said that social media platforms should do more to combat abuse and harassment. 
11 The Government has identified the overall problem in the Background section of the Discussion Guide: "Social 
media platforms have significant impacts on expression, democratic participation, national security, and public 
safety. These platforms have tools to moderate harmful content. Mainstream social media platforms have 
voluntary content moderation systems that flag and test content against their community guidelines. But some 
platforms take decisive action in a largely ad-hoc fashion. These responses by social media companies tend to be 
reactive in nature and may not appropriately balance the wider public interest. Also, social media platforms are not 
required to preserve evidence of criminal content or notify law enforcement about criminal content, outside of 
mandatory reporting for child pornography offences. More proactive reporting could make it easier to hold 
perpetrators to account for harmful online activities,H 
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International Benchmarking (especially the United Kingdom) 

19. In the Ministerial Foreword of the United Kingdom's "National Action Plan for the Protection of 
Journalists" released on March 9 this year, the Rt . Han. John Whittingdale, Minister of State for 
Media and Data and the Depal'tment for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport and the Rt. Han. Victoria 
Atkins, Minister for Safeguarding, Home Office wrote: 

Journalism in the United Kingdom has a long and proud history. Since the days of John 
Wilkes, journalists have never shied away from holding the powerful to account - and in 
so doing, their work has shaped our society. 

Underneath this lies a fundamental principle: that a journalist, whatever their 
persuasion, can do their job to the best of their ability, without fear or favour. 

Unfortunately, too many journalists working in the UK today can no longer take that 
right for granted, and are facing both abuse and threats to their personal safety as well 
as encroachments on their freedom of expression. 

A world where journalists are si lenced by either fear or censorship is a much poorer one. 
This government, which was elected on a manifest commitment to defend the freedom 
of the press, will be robust in shielding them from both. This action plan will he lp guard 
them from threats to their safety, while our forthcoming online safety legislation will 
enshrine in law protections for journalistic content and free debate.ll 

20. The United Kingdom's national action plan is broad and far-reaching, extending to police and 
prosecutors, education, and regulations. And it explicitly recognizes the special concerns of 
journalists: 

[O]nline abuse - which can range from obscene messages to death or rape threats 
continues to be the most significant safety cha llenge facing journalists. This abuse, which 
is often aimed at women and BAME [Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic} journalists, can 
leave a lasting and ch illing impact. It drives talented individuals away from the 
profession, and piece by piece, it corrodes our democratic va lues. 

The government has recognised the importance of addressing this issue and is already 
taking action. The forthcoming Online Safety Bill will require companies to tackle abuse 
on their services and take reasonable steps to protect users' safety online, while all 
users, including journalists, will be better able to report abuse, and shou ld expect to 
receive appropriate support from the relevant platform if they do so. 

This Plan confirms the following commitments: 

• The government will make the UK the safest place in the world to be on line, 
through the introduction of an Online Safety Bill, and 

l! GOV.UK, National Action Plan for the Protection of Journalists. 
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• Facebook and Twitter will respond promptly to complaints of threats to 
journalists' safety 

Furthermore, the government is also looking at the criminal law and if it can more 
effectively address online abuse. A Law Commission review, sponsored by DCMS, has 
found the law in need of updating to address a range of abusive behaviours online, 
including pile-on harassment, cyber flashing and the glorification of self-harm, and the 
Commission has therefore consulted on proposed reforms, suggesting potential new 
offences to tackle the harms arising from online abuse. Where necessary and 
appropriate, legislation will be introduced.13 

21. As seen above, the Government in the United Kingdom has clearly recognized that social media 
companies playa key role in protecting the safety of journalists - and has specifically caUed out 
Facebook and Twitter in the process. 

22. The United Kingdom's Draft Online Safety Bill also includes a dedicated section on journalistic 
content. For ease of reference, we have excerpted that section in the Appendix. 

23. Of course, the United Kingdom is not alone in developing legislation to address elements of 
online harm. Australia introduced its Online Safety Bill 2021 earlier this year. For ease of 
reference, we have excerpted the Summary of the Bill immediately below: 

Introduced with the Online Safety (Transitional Provisions and Consequential 
Amendments) Bill 2021, the bill : retains and replicates certain provisions in the 
Enhancing Online Safety Act 2015, including the non-consensual sharing of intimate 
images scheme; specifies basic online safety expectations; establishes an online content 
scheme for the removal of certain material; creates a complaints-based removal notice 
scheme for cyber-abuse being perpetrated against an Australian adult; broadens the 
cyber-bu llying scheme to capture harms occurring on services other than social media; 
reduces the timeframe for service providers to respond to a removal notice from the 
eSafety Commissioner; brings providers of app distribution services and internet search 
engine services into the remit of the new online content scheme; and establishes a 
power for the eSafety Commissioner to request or require internet service providers to 
disable access to material depicting, promoting, inciting or instructing in abhorrent 
violent conduct for time-limited periods in crisis situations. 1_ 

13 Ibid, the Plan, part 4. 
1~ Australia's Online SafetY BiIIl021. 
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Specific recommendations with respect to the Discussion Guide and 
Technical Paper 

24. CBC/Radio-Canada has carefully reviewed the Discussion Guide and Technical Paper and makes 

the following five (5) recommendations: 

Recommendation No.1 

Include explicit recognition of online threats to journalists directly into the Act, and offord Uexceptional 
recourse" to these types of threats. 

CBC·Rodlo·Canada Is not recommending the addition of a new category 0/ harmful content in the 
legislotion. Rather, we ore seeking to maintain the proposed live (5) categories of harmful content, but 
include explicit recognition 0/ online threats to journalists due to the special and corrosive damage 
such threats can couse - not just to individuals, but also to freedom of expression, diversity 0/ voices, 
and the underpinnings of civil and sofe discourse. 

25. In the Discussion Guide attached to this process, the Government stated: 

The legislation would target five categories of harmful content: 

• terrorist content; 
• content that incites violence; 
• hate speech; 
• non-consensual sharing of intimate images; and 
• child sexual exploitation content. 

While all of the definitions would draw upon existing law, including current offences and 
definitions in the Criminal Code, they would be modified in order to tailor them to a 
regulatory - as opposed to criminal - context. 

These categories were selected because they are the most egregious kinds of harmful 
content. The Government recognizes that there are other online harms that could also 
be examined and possibly addressed through future programming activities or legislative 
action. 

26. For clarity, wh ile our submission is focused on online threats to journalists, we are not 
suggesting that this should be a category of harmful content unto itself. Rather, we believe that 
online threats to journalists fit squarely into two (2) categories of harmful content that have 
already been identified in this consultation process: content that incites violence; and hate 
speech. 

27. We do recommend, however, that the Act incorporate into the legislation the duty of social 
media platforms to protect journalists - similar to the way the United Kingdom has incorporated. 
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28. Moreover, given that threats to journalists not only impact individual safety but also, by 
extension, threats to freed om of expression, diversity of voices, and the underpinnings of our 
open democracy, we believe that "Exceptional Recourse" should be afforded to these types of 
threats and would amend paragraph 120 of the Technical Paper as follows: 

Exceptional Recourse: 

With the authority to apply to the Federal Court for an order requiri ng relevant 
'Telecommunications Service Providers, as defined in subsection 2(1) of the 
Telecommunications Act, to block access in whole or in part to an offending acs in 
Canada, if: 

a. all aesp repeatedly demonstrates persistent non-compliance with orders solely 
with respect to removing the following harmful content: 

I. child sexual exploitation content, or 
II. terrori st content, or 
III. threats against journalists : and 

b. all enforcement measures have been exhausted. 

29. Online harm, in all of its incarnations, is unacceptable; but the Government should be clear in 
this legislation that threats against journalists merit exceptional recourse, as reserved for the 
most egregious of harms. 

30. As a country, we should leave no doubt: Such threats are unacceptable - and identifying and 
addressing such threats must never be taken lightly, nor should these files be deprioritized or 
delayed by a social media platform, or by any other party in the regulatory chain. 

Recommendation No.2 

The Advisory Board should always include at least one practising journalist who has direct and recent 
experience in print~ broadcasting, or digital journalism. The Governor in Council should consult with 
relevant news associations or bodies prior to appointing this individual to the Advisory Board. 

The Digital Sofety Commission and Recourse Council should always have a ready resource available to 
understand the sensitivities and concerns of journalists in the field - including journalists from 
equity-seeking groups who can be even more at risk from social media posts and calls to action. 

3l. Paragraph 72 of the Technical Paper describes the expected composition of the Advisory Board 
as follows: 

The Act should provide that in appointing members, the Minister take into consideration 
the importance of having members that are knowledgeable about or have experience 
related to law, technology, equity and social science, and are drawn from advocacy 
groups, including civil Uberties, equity or victim advocacy organizations, the online 
communication industry, and academia. 
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32. Paragraph 75 outlines the functions of the Advisory Board as follows: 

The Act should provide that the funct,ons of the Advisory Board are to support and 
advise the Digital Safety Commissioner and the Digital Recourse Council of Canada by 
reporting regularly, and publicly, on emerging industry t rends and technologies and on 
content-moderation practices. 

33. CBC/Radio-Canada submits that the Advisory Board shou ld include at least one member who IS 
knowledgeable about, or has experience related to, modern journalism practices and ethics. In 
the most basic terms, threats to journalists chill freedom of expression, risk the ability to hold 
those in positions of power accountable, and generally imperil the foundations of our open 
democracy. The Digital Safety Commissioner and Recourse Council shou ld always have a ready 
resource avai lable to understand the sensitivities and concerns of journalists in the field
including journalists from equity-seeking communities who can be even more at risk from social 
media posts and calls to action. 

34. To this end, we submit that the wording in paragraph 72 of the Technical Paper be changed to; 

The Act shou ld provide that in appointing members, the Minister take into consideration 
the importance of having members that are knowledgeable about or have experience 
related to law, journalism. technology, equity and social science, and are drawn from 
-advocacy groups, including civil liberties, equity or victim advocacy organizations, the 
online communication industry, and academia. 

35. We further submit that the Advisory Council must always include at least one practising 
journalist who has direct and recent experience in print, broadcasting, or digital journal ism; and 
further that the Governor in Council consult with relevant news associations or bodies prior to 
appointing this individual to the Advisory Board. 

Recommendation No.3 

The legislation should explicitly recognize that Hdoxing" (sometimes referred to as HdoxxingN) is a form 
a/ incitement to violence. 

36. Last year, the Human Rights Council of the United Nations General Assembly issued a report 
entitled "Combatting violence against women journalists: Report of the Specia l Rapporteur on 
violence against women, its causes and consequences.HiS The following was included as 
paragraph 48: 

Perhaps one of the most chilling factors is that for a number of women journalists 
harassment does not always remain online and has often spilled over into reality. In 
November 2017, shortly after publishing a report criticizing Internet trolls for sabotaging 
an application (app) used by women to report instances of harassment in the street, a 
woman journalist was the target of cyberattacks herself. She received a flood of emails 

lS Human Rights Council of the Un ited NationsStudy. 
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threatening her with rape and violence, and attempts were made to hack her social 
networks and accounts. The attacks escalated with "doxing" attacks, meaning that her 
personal details and home address were publicly leaked. Her home address was used to 
register her name on pornography and paedophile websites. 

37. The online release of personal details, including location information, can lead to devastating 
attacks. CBC/Radio-Canada submits that the purposeful public release of such information online 
should be considered evidence of online harm prima facie by social media platforms, the 
Recourse Council, and the Digital Safety Commissioner, and particularly under the category of 
content that incites violence. Doxing, in other words, should be an immediate concern in content 
remova l policies and considerations/reconsiderations, and in Recourse Council complaint review 
processes. When parties determine that doxing has indeed taken place, removal of that 
information online must be swift. 

Recommendation No.4 

The proposed number 0/ decision-makers on the Recourse Council is insufficient to achieve the 
Government's objectives as they relate to diversity and subject matter experts. We recommend 0 

larger pool 0/ decision-makers that could draw upon the membership 0/ the Advisory Coundl. 

38. Paragraph 46 of the Technical Paper reads as follows: 

The Act should provide that the Digital Recourse Council of Canada will be composed of 
no fewer than three (3) and no more than five (5) members, appointed by the Governor 
in Council. The Governor in Council will designate one (1) member as the Chairperson 
and may designate one (1) member as the Vice-Chairperson. The Act should provide that 
in appointing members, the Governor in Council shall take into consideration the 
importance of diverse subject-matter experts reflective of the Canadian population, 
particularly inclusive of women, Indigenous Peoples, members of racialized communities 
and religious minorities, of lGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communities, and persons with 
disabilities. 

39. CBC/Radio-Canada supports the Government's position that the Recourse Council reflect an 
increasingly diverse Canadian population. 

40. However, with a membership that could be as small as three (3) individuals, we submit that 
achieving diverse and appropriate reflection of the country will be difficult to achieve. Even 
recognizing that an individual may be intimately familiar with or represent more than one of the 
groups listed, we do not see how a council of this size could adequately reflect contemporary 
Canada. 

41. Similarly, while the Government is seeking a composition of the Recourse Council that would 
include "diverse subject matter experts" we do not understand how that objective could be 
accomplished with a council membership capped at 3-5 members. This is especially relevant 
given the critical role the Recourse Council will play in reviewing key complaints. Per paragraph 
45: 
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The Act should provide for the establishment of the Digital Recourse Council of Canada, 
whose functions are to: 

a. Receive and review complaints by affected persons in Canada stemming from 
content moderation decisions issued by OCSPs; and 

b. Issue decisions on such complaints regarding whether cOntent qualifies as 
harmful content, as defined in legislation. 

42. It is simply difficult to see how the Government would be able to establish and maintain a 
Recourse Council of this size and still achieve its objectives as they relate to diversity and subject 
matter experts. A larger Recourse Council could perhaps address this problem. 

43. At the design stage of the regime, however, we suppose the Government may be concerned that 
there may not be enough complaints generated to warrant a larger council. If this is indeed the 
case, we recommend that the Government establish a full-time, dedicated Recourse Council and 
also a pool of diverse subject matter experts that could be drawn-upon to join the 
decision-making process. 

44. Members of the Advisory Board - as that body is described in paragraphs 71-75 of the Technical 
Paper- could perhaps serve in this role . The Chair of the Recourse Council, in consultation with 
the Chairperson of the Advisory Board, could effectively deputize a member(s) of the Advisory 
Board to participate in a complaint proceeding and directly contribute to its resolution. This 
would effectively broaden and diversify the decision-making process by making the pool larger, 
add the most appropriate subject matter experts directly into decision-making, and prevent 
needless delays based on the availability of Recourse Council members or other scheduling 
concerns. Moreover, as members of the Advisory Board would be appointed by the Governor in 
Council on a part-time basis, and paid for their involvement, they would already be familiar with 
the workings of the Recourse Council. relevant industry trends, and key precedent decisions. 
They would also be an inherently diverse group to draw upon since paragraph 71 of the 
Technical Paper mandates that the Advisory Board be reflective of the Canadian population. 

Recommendation No.5 

Given the potentially damaging and destructive nature of harmful online materials - risks to personal 
safety; and threats to freedom of expression~ diversity of voices~ and the underpinnings of our open 
democracy - we urge the Government to set firm timelines in the legislation for all of the various 
steps. 

While the draft legislation contemplates a 24-hour period for social media plat/orms to consider 
content that has been f1agged~ it has not set firm timelines for plat/orm reconsideration or Recourse 
Council processes~ including final determination. 

45. Speed is a critical consideration: Every minute that harmful material is publicly available on social 
media magnifies the risk to individuals or property. 
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46. The Technical Document proposes a 24-hour timeframe for social media platforms to address 
content that has been flagged: 

The Act should provide that an OCSP must address all content that is flagged by any 
person in Canada as harmful content, expeditiously after the content has been flagged . 

a. [B) The Act should provide that for part (AJ. "expeditiously" is to be defined as 
twenty-four (24) hours from the content being flagged, or such other period of 
time as may be prescribed by the Governor in Council through regulations. 

b. The Act shou ld provide that in respect of part [AJ. "address" signifies that the 
OCSP must respond to the affected person stating that the content either a) 
does not meet the definition of harmful content, or b) does meet the definition 
of harmful content and has been made inaccessible to persons in Canada. In the 
latter situation, the OCSP must also make the content inaccessible in Canada 
within the timeframe required by part [B}, and assess that content with respect 
to its obligations under parts [E) and [F) . 

c. The Act shou ld provide that in prescribing a new timeframe as provided for in 
part [B}, the Governor in Council may prescribe through regulations different 
timelines for different types or subtypes of harmful content. The Act should 
provide that the new timeframes could be either extended or shortened from 
the timeframe provided in part [B] . 

47. This timeframe is consistent with content removal time lines included in Australia's Online Safety 
Bill 2021 .16 The Australian model also includes financial penalties for non-compliance with the 
timeline. 

48. Per subsection (c) above regarding "different timelines for different types or subtypes of harmful 
content," we submit that the Governor in Council shou ld always prescribe the shortest possible 
timelines for harmful content that affects journalists. 

49. Our concerns on timing primarily relate to the reconsideration process at the social media 
platform, and, if necessary, subsequent review of a complaint by the Recourse Council after 
decisions have gone through the relevant content moderation and reconsideration processes at 
the platform level. There appear to be no firm timelines contemplated for these phases. 

50. CBC/Radio-Canada understands that reconsideration and complaints processes can be difficult
and that each party must have access to a fair and transparent process that may require the 
production of materials and the opportunity for debate and representation . But given the 
potentially damaging and destructive nature of harmful onl ine materials (particularly when they 
are left on line), and risks to personal safety and freedom of expression, we urge the Government 
to set firm timelines, or at least expected deadlines, in the legislation for all of the various steps. 

16 Jason Scott and Vlad Savov, "Australian Law Could Force Facebook, Google to Strip Content," Bloomberg.com, 
June 22, 2021. 
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51. Given the stakes involved, social media platforms must not be afforded unlimited time, or even 
liberal time limits, in their reconsideration processes. 

52. Furthermore, the Digital Safety Commissioner and Recourse Counci l should have strict timelines 
to complete the comp laint review process and render a decision. As above, a small pool of 
decision-makers might appear more efficient; but it would clearly increase the risk of delay. In 
line with Recommendation No.4 above, a bigger Recourse Councilor larger pool of 
decision-makers cou ld accelerate consideration of complaints and determinations. 

53. Finally, paragraph 55 of the Technical Paper states: " The Act should ensure that the ord er 
contains a timeline for compliance." We believe that the timeline for compliance after a 
Recourse Council decision to remove harmful content is rendered should be set consistently in 
the Act, and should be no longer than 24 hours. 
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Appendix 

Section 14 of the United Kingdom's Draft Online Safety Bill 

NOTES: 

• The Draft Online Safety Bill was presented to Parliament by the Minister of State for Digital and 
Culture by Command of Her Majesty in May 2021 

• Subsection 2(1) of the Draft Online Safety Bill defines "user-ta-user service" as follows : "an 
internet service by means of which content that is generated by a user of the service, or 
uploaded to or shared on the service by a user of the service, may be encountered by another 
user, or other users, of the service ." 

14 Duties to protect journalistic content: Category 1 services 

1. The "duties to protect journalistic content" in relation to user-ta-user services are the duties set 
out in this section. 

2. A duty to operate a service using systems and processes designed to ensure that the importance 
of the free expression of journalistic content is taken into account when making decisions 
about -

a. how to treat such content (especially decisions about whether to take it down or restrict 
users' access to it), and 

b. whether to take action against a lIser generating, uploading or sharing such content. 

3. A duty, in relation to a decision by a provider to take down content or to restrict access to it, to 
make a dedicated and expedited complaints procedure available to a person who conSiders the 
content to be journa listic content and who is -

a. the user who generated, uploaded or shared the content on the service, or 

b. the creator of the content (see subsection (11)). 

4. A duty to make a dedicated and expedited complaints procedure available to users of a service in 
relation to a decision by the provider of the service to take action against a user because of 
content generated, uploaded or shared by the user which the user considers to be journalistic 
content. 

5. A duty to ensure that-

a. if a complaint about a decision mentioned in subsection (3) Is upheld, the content is 
swiftly reinstated on the service; 
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b. if a complaint about a decision mentioned in subsection (4) is upheld, the action against 
the user is swiftly reversed. 

6. A duty to specify in the terms of service -

a. by wtlat methods content present on the service is to be identified as journalistic 
content; 

b. how the importance of the free expression of journalistic content is to be taken into 
account when making decisions mentioned in subsection (2); 

c. the policies and processes for handling complaints in relation to content which is, or is 
considered to be, journalistic content. 

7, A duty to ensure that-

a. the terms of service referred to in subsection (6) are clear and accessible, and 

b. those terms of service are applied consistently. 

8. For the purposes of this section content is "journalistic content", in relation to a user-to-user 
service, if -

a. the content is -

i. news publisher content in relation to that service, or 
ii. regulated content in relation to that service; 

b. the content is generated for the purposes of journalism; and the content is UK-linked . 

9. For the purposes of this section content is "UK-linked" if -

a. United Kingdom users of the service form one of the target markets for the content (or 
the only target market), or 

b. the content is or is likely to be of interest to a significant number of United Kingdom 
users. 

10. In this section references to "taking action" against a user are to giving a warning to a user, or 
suspending or banning a user from using a service, or in any way restricting a user's ability to use. 
a service. 

11. In this section the reference to a person who is the "creator" of content is a reference to any of 
the following -

a. in the case of news publisher content, the recognised news publisher in question; 

b. an individual who-
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i. created the content, and 
ii. is in the United Kingdom; 

c. an entity which-

i. created the content, and 
ii. is incorporated or formed under the law of any part of the United Kingdom. 

12. For the meaning of IInews publisher content", IIregulated content" and " recognised news 
publisher", see sections 39 and 40. 
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I !~~tware I Alliance --I BSA I 
September 25, 2021 

Submission of BSA I The Software Alliance to Digital 

Citizen Initiative, Department of Canadian Heritage 

Consultation on the Government's Proposed Approach 

to Address Harmful Content Online 

Submitted via Email to : pch.lcn-dcLpch@canada.ca 

BSA I The Software Alliance (8SA) welcomes this opportunity to provide comments to the 

Department of Canadian Heritage regarding the Government's proposed framework for 

addressing harmful online content (Harmful Content Framework).1 BSA Is the leading 

advocate for the enterprise software industry domestically and globally.2 Our members 

create technologies thai power the businesses of other companies and enable the digital 

transformation of industry sectors across the economy. BSA members provide a range of 

enterprise software solutions, including cloud infrastructure, customer relationship 

management software, human resources management programs, identity management 

services, and online collaboration software. We write today to urge careful consideration 

about the scope of entities that may be subject to the Harmful Content Framework's core 

technical requirements_ 

To help foster a ~safe, inclusive, and open online environment,· the Harmful Content 

Framework aims to regulate ~social media platforms" to ensure they are acting responsibly 

to prevent the proliferation of terrorist content, content that incites violence, hate speech, 

, Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online -
Canada.ca 

2 BSA's members include: Adobe, Atlassian, Autodesk, Bentley Systems, Box, CNC/Mastercam, 

DocuSign, IBM, Informatica, MathWorks, Microsoft, Okta. Oracle, PTC, Salesforce. ServiceNow. 

Siemens Industry Software Inc., Splunk, Trend Micro. Trimble Solutions Corporation. Twilio, Workday, 

Zendesk, and Zoom 

20 F Srreet, NW, Suite 800 
Washington. DC 20001 

P 201-872-5500 
W bsa.org 
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non·consensual intimate imagery, and child sexual exploitation content. 3 To that end, the 

Harmful Content Framework outlines a series of technical obligations that ~Dnline 

Communications ServicesM (DeS) and ~Dnline Communications Service Provjders~ (DCSP) 

will be required to adhere to , including: taking ~ all reasonable measures,~ including the ~ use 

of automated systems" to proactively monitor, identify and remove access to "harmful 

contenr that is "communicated on" the DeS; establishing notice·and·takedown mechanism 

to enable users of the DeS to flag harmful content that is being made available via the 

oes; and, removing (or othervvise render inaccessible) any harmful content within 24 hours 

of receiving a notification from a user of the OCS. 

Given the nature of these obligations, it is vital for the Harmful Content Framework to 

clearly and carefully define the scope of entities that will be subject to them. As the 

Discussion Guide notes, the Framework is ~i ntended to capture major platforms, (e.g .• 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, TikTok, Pornhub)" while excluding organizations 

that provide "telecommunications" and ~technical" services. To that end, the definitions of 

DeS and DeSp will need to be closely scrutinized to ensure that they align with this vision. 

The accompanying Technical Paper explains that future legislation will define oes as a 

service whose ~primary purpose ... is to enable users of the service to communicate with 

other users of the service,D and that the term will "exclude services that enable persons to 

engage only in private communications.- With respect to OCSP, the Technical Paper 

explains the term will exclude telecommunication, information location (i.e .• search), 

hosting, or caching services even in circumstances where "another person uses their 

services to provide an DeS." 

Based on the foregoing, we understand that the Department of Canadian Heritage intends 

to exclude most business-to-business (B28) service providers from the scope of the 

Harmful Content Framework. Such an exclusion will be critical because the Harmful 

Content Framework's proactiv-e monitoring. automated filtering and takedown requirements 

would result in a number of unintended consequences if they were extended to B2B 

services. For instance, requiring B28 cloud providers to proactively monitor and filter for 

"harmful contentn on their enterprise customers' networks would implicate significant 

privacy and security tradeoffs. 8SA members provide B2B cloud services to enterprise 

customers in every sector of the economy, including the heallhcare, banking, energy 

sectors. Given the sensitivity of their customers' data, enterprise cloud service providers 

design their systems so that they have limited - if any - visibility into the data they are 

hosting andlor processing on behalf of their clients. Imposing a filtering requirement on 

enterprise cloud service providers would thus require them to reengineer their networks in 

ways that would create significant privacy and security concerns. It COUld , for instance, 

3 Technical paper - Canada.ca 

20 F Srreet, NW, Suire BOO 
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prevent enterprise serv'ice providers from offering user·controlled encryption protections 

that are critical to the security of sensitive data_ 

Extending the 24·hour notice·and·takedown requirementto B2B service providers would 

likewise create challenges. Consumer·facing online services - including Online 

Communications Services - are now supported by dozens of backend enterprise services 

that operate invisibly but play an important role in hosting, optimizing, processing, and 

routing network communications. For instance, an oes may utilize an infrastructure·as-a· 

service provider that hosts its content, a separate registrar to manage its domain, a content 

delivery network that ensures fast load times around the world , an identity access 

management provider that controls access to the site, a third·party cybersecurity firm that 

prevents fraudulent transactions , and many more. While such backend B2B services 

support the secure and efficient operation of their customer's publ ic·facing services, they 

generally do not have the technical capacity to remove or disable access to individual 

pieces of content that may be made available via their customer's services. As a result , if 

B2B service providers are required to comply with the 24-hour obligation to disable access 

to content that has been flagged by a member of the public as potentially uharmful,· their 

only recourse would be to cut off services entirely to the DCS . 

• • • • 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide initial feedback regarding the proposed 

Harmful Content Framework. 

20 F Srreet, NW, Suire 800 
Washington, DC 2000 I 
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CHINESE CANADIAN 
NATIONAL COUNCil 

FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Submission on the Canadian Government's proposed approach to 
address harmful content online 

The Chinese Canadian National Council for Social Justice (eeNe-5J) is grateful for the opportunity to 
provide submissions on the government's techni ca l paper on addressing harmful content online (the 
"Technica l Paper"). 

eeNe-5J has a 40-year history of advocating for the rights and equal treatment of all in Canada, with a 
focus on advocating for the interests of the Asian Canadian community and has been particularly 
outspoken on the issue of online hate. We are pleased to see that many of the recommendations. made 
in 2020 to the Minister of Canadian Heritage Minister Steven Guilbeault, were incorporated into the 
Technical Paper. 

As Mr. Trudeau's government continues its mandate, we urge them to remember that the threat of 
online hate is just as urgent today as it was a week ago. CCNC-SJ supports the Technical Paper in 
principle and commends its drafters on undertaking an ambitious effort to address online hate and 
social media regulations. 

However, the real work must begin now. It is incumbent on the government to make good on its 
promises and implement an effective and comprehensive scheme to address online hate and social 

media. 

Timing and Implementation 

As the COVID-19 Pandemic has taught us, social media can quickly and effectively be used by 
proponents of hate to disseminate harmful content and misinformation on a massive sca le. To date, in 

collaboration with Professor Ishtiaque Ahmed of UofT, CCNC-S1 has collected over 3,000 anti-Chinese 
tweets that contain stigmatizing themes or messages, many of which are still available on Twitter. 

No timeline or budget has been established 

While CCNe-5J supports the creation of the three regulatory entities under referred to in the Technical 
Paper (the Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada, the Digital Council of Canada, and the Advisory 
Board), we are concerned that no timelines or budgets have been established to enforce these 
undoubtedly complicated and resource-intensive bodies. There have been implications that it cou ld take 

months or even years for these bodies to be established. In the meantime, our communities cannot 
afford to wait, as misinformation and discrimination run amuck on mainstream social media, causing 
irreparable harm to the reputation and mental health of racialized communities. 

CHINESE CANADIAN NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 
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CeNe-5J recommends that: 

CHINESE CANADIAN 
NATIONAL COUNCil 

FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

• A formal bill immediately is tabled. so that the process for implementing new social media and 
online hate laws can commence with the indusion of recommendations made here, and by 
other community experts. 

• The bill must provide flexibility in implementation to accommodate changes in technology and 
understanding of the spread and appeal of online hate and misinformation. 

• A fixed budget and timeline must be provided within the next 3 months to ensure efficacy and 
proper operation of the regulatory bodies that will be created. 

The advisory board's establishment and role is not transparent 

(eNe-5J acknowledges the acceptance of recommendations to establish an advisory board as part of the 
regulatory scheme, as well as the criteria that will be used to select individual board members. However, 
the lack of discretion and transparency for the Minister to select the 7 members of the board is 
concerning, given that members are appointed by the Minister "at pleasure". 

It is unclear who the advisory board is accountable to in their role of overseeing other regu latory bodies, 
whether they must make reports, and what kind of enforcement or otherwise powers they may have. 
First and foremost, it is crucial that the individuals who make up the board have the interests of diverse 
groups in mind and therefore the appointment of the board must be transparent. 

CeNC-5J recommends that: 

• The election of individuals to the advisory board be a public process with clear criteria , 
• The role, mandate and powers of the advisory board are clearly articulated and publicly 

disseminated. 

Weaknesses in the proposal 

The process of removing content is a burden on victims 

(eNe-5J emphasizes that it is not the responsibility of the victim, and those reporting, to remove 
harmful content. The Technical Paper requ ires that victims or other interest groups be subjected to 
potentially lengthy and arduous quasi-judicial processes to have the content removed, adding to their 
burden, and extending trauma. 

As noted above, the COVID-19 Pandem ic has demonstrated how quickly harmful content can spread, 
Moreover, reports and surveys have indicated that victims are not likely to make reports for fear of 
incurring legal consequences because of distrust in law enforcement and the risk of retaliation and 
repeating trauma. The balance between the mental health and safety of individuals and the right to 
freedom of speech is fraught. If content creators and publishers feel so strongly that their content is a 
lawful exercise of free speech, then the burden should be on them to demonstrate its va lidity, Instead, it 

CHINESE CANADIAN NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 
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is taken on by victims who suffer significantly, and are more likely to be deterred from making reports in 
the first place. 

CeNe-5J recommends that: content identified as harmful or hate speech be removed automatica lly and 
that the burden of an appeals process to assess content as legal or not be the responsibility of content 

creators and/or publishers. 

The third-party reporting process must be clearly spelled out 

Canadian Heritage has indicated that reports can be filed both by victims, as well as organizations 

representing them, even if such organizations have not been fully retained or authorized to represent 
them. While this wi ll benefit victims by allowing their interests to be pursued with minimal risk, the 
process for such representation must be specified in the legislation. Adequate support, guidance, and 
funding must also be provided to third-party organizations who wi ll have to undertake these 
undoubtedly daunting and resource-intensive advocacy actions. 

CCNC-5J recommends that: various procedural requirements for reporting and third-party reporting be 
clearly spelled out: 

• What the process is and how it is different when third-party organizations report and represent 
victims. 

• Whether victims who are the subject of the third-party reporting process can participate or 
discontinue a report. 

• Whether funding will be provided to community organizations that provide support to or 
represent victims in removal processes and if so, what the quantum and requirements for 
receiving funding will be. 

No uniform reporting system has been suggested 

While section 12(a) of the Technical Paper sets out that reporting systems must implement "accessible 
and easy-to-use flagging mechanisms for harmful content", there are no specifics provided. This will be 
detrimental to regu lators, researchers, and public interest groups who will require uniform data to 
assess the efficacy of reporting mechanisms, and track trends in onl ine hate and misinformation. It will 
also be detrimental to users, who may be dissuaded from filing reports due to inconsistent or difficult to 
access reporting mechanisms. 

Indeed, a review of the efficacy of Germany's NETZDG law (one of the world's first and most 
comprehensive attempts to regulate socia l media and online hate) revealed that failures to standardize 
reporting mechanisms and data led to inconsistencies in reports and reported numbers. Comparisons 
between data sets across platforms are also difficult to ana lyze. For example, Facebook and Twitter's 
data focused on the number of complaints (where there cou ld be multiple complaints about a single 
piece of content), whereas Google provided the number of content items, making it difficult to assess 
the actual quantity of hateful content across platforms. Facebook also received 100 times less reports 
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than You tube and Twitter despite its wide usage, likely because the reporting function was difficult to 
find, and required multiple clicks to access. 1 

Whi le CCNC-SJ commends the inclusion of section 14 of the Technica l Paper that wil l require scheduled, 
detailed reports on various considerations related to online hate and how it is monetized, we repeatedly 

stress the importance of uniformity in reporting requirements to ensure transparency and accurate 
comparisons. 

CeNe-5J recommends that: a uniform reporting function must be designed and mandated for socia l 
media platforms, specifying: 

• Location of the reporting function . 
• A standardized form and specifications as to what data is collected in the report and provided to 

regulators. 

• Number of clicks necessary to complete the report. 

Enforcement measures aren't stringent enough 

CCNe-51 believes that the enforcement measures proposed for repeated non-compliance with orders to 
remove chi ld exploitation and terrorist content shou ld be extended to hate speech and misinformation. 
This would mean that social media platforms may be at risk of being blocked in whole or in part by 

internet service providers should they repeatedly fail to comply with orders to remove hate speech and 
misinformation. 

Hate speech has no place in Canada, and the NETZDG law has demonstrated that social media 
companies can act much quicker in removing content t han they claim. In Germany, Facebook hired 
severa l thousand more content moderators and can provide detailed country-wide reports.2 We also 

learned from the NETZDG law that socia l media companies are more than happy to pay fines to 
underreport hate speech, even when the fines are in the range of 2 million Euros.l 

It is important to recognize that any financial penalty, even up to significant fines of $20-25 million or 4-
5% of global revenues for offences by social media companies, may ultimately result in a pay-to-play 

system, where social media companies consider fines as simply part of the cost of doing business. While 
the fines set out in the Technical Paper are admirable, they pale in comparison to socia l media 
companies' potential earnings. The anti-vax industry for example, is estimated to generate Facebook $1 

1 https: /Iwww.lvir.nl/publicaties/download/NetlDG TWorek leerssen April 2019.pdf 

Zhttps:/Istatic1.squarespace.com/static/Sea874746663b45el 4a384a4/t/Sfd76fe7e5acS82896424816/1607954415 
617/MTD Report Tenove Tworek.pdf 

l https:/Iwww.politico.eu/article/germany-fines-facebook-e2-mIllion-for-violating-hate-speech-lawl 
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billion in advertising revenues a yea r, making even fines in the tens of millions negligible by 
comparison.4 

It is also important to note that if the government uses fines, in whole or in part, to deter socia l media 
companies, then part of that revenue from the fines should be used to heal and benefit the 

communities that online hate and misinformation target and harm. 

CeNe-5J recommends that: 

• Sodal media companies face the potential pena lty of being blocked in whole or in part in 
Canada for persistent failure to adhere to orders to remove online hate and misinformation. 

• Social media companies be subject to higher fines for punishable offences. 

• The government commits revenue from fin es to support disadvantaged communities, victims, 
and organizations combating online hate and misinformation. 

The role of the police is still unclear and should be handled with caution 

The Technica l Paper outlines extensive and far-reaching powers of the police to gather information on 
proponents of online hate and misinformation. 

Police involvement in the prosecution and removal of online hate and misinformation must be done 
with extreme caution. Disadvantaged communities have a tumu ltuous relationship with law 
enforcement, particularly concerning hate crimes and hate speech. Current police train ing and 
guidelines are underdeveloped to tackle real time incidents of hate and they will also face incredible 
cha llenges in prosecuting and hand ling online hate speech cases. 

There must be measures of accountability with clear guidelines, boundaries, and training for the police 
to playa role in the fight against on line hate. 

ceNe-5J recommends that: 

• Community organizations are provided with the opportun ity and funding to provide oversight. 
• Extreme caution is exercised when integrating the police into the regulation of on line hate and 

social media. 
• Standa rdized training on dealing with hate crimes and hate speech be provided to police across 

Canada. 
• Clear guidelines and boundaries are establ ished for the role of police and the extent of their 

powers . 

• https:1I252f2edd-lc8b-49f5-9bb2-
cbS 7bb4 7 e4ba. fi I esusr.coml ugd/f4d9b9 691Of8ab94a 2 41 cf a0889S3dd5e60968. pdf 
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Research and adaptation 
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The proposed socia l media legislation will undoubtedly encounter a litany of social and technological 
hurdles and inefficacies along the way. The Technical Paper appears to require the provision of 
accessible, comprehensive data that can better help shape public policy on online hate and social media . 
Research is crucial and must be conducted continuously with mechanisms put in place to expeditiously 
adapt regulations based on said research. 

Understanding the algarithms 

One thing we know for certain is that social media platforms and their algorithms, like Instagram, 
recommend posts containing misinformation, resulting in hundreds of thousands of likes.s 

There are robust requirements for public transparency and reporting in the Technical Paper, but notablv 
missing is the requirement for social media to disclose information on their algorithms and how they 
work. While there is some loose wording that inspectors can examine computer algorithms under 
section 89 of the Technical Paper, the extent of this power is unclear and doesn't guarantee that 
inspectors will have the skills and expertise to understand the algorithms without enforcing their own 
implicit biases. Data on the algorithms must be publicly accessible and comprehensive for research 
purposes. Social media algorithms are undoubtedly complicated and will require significant resources to 
understand and analyze. 

How regulatory bodies will be able to analyze and ensure full disclosure from social media companies is 
not clear, which is fatal to any attempts to regulate these companies who will undoubtedly resist 
disclosure obligations. 

If the government is unable to layout a comprehensive plan as to how it wi ll compel full disclosure of 
how socia l media algorithms work, it is incumbent for the government to invest in third-party resources 
and research that aim to understand these algorithms, like that conducted by CCNC-SJ. 

CCNC-5J recommends that: 

• Socia l media companies are required to disclose how their algorithms work. 

• The government provide funding to organizations researching social media algorithms and the 
spread of online hate and misinformation. 

5 hHps:1!2S2f2edd-lc8b-49fS-9bb2-
cbS7bb47e4ba.fllesusr.com/ugd/f4d9b9 9817528dd81b402b948044abl0a989d9.pdf 
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Content Removals connot be the only measure 0/ efficocy 

Content removals are a problematic measure of success. Though it may be beneficia l to see the removal 
of hate content increase over time, this does not necessari ly indicate success in fjght ing hate speech. 
Instead, it may indicate an increase in hate speech or incentivization of its creation.6 

The measure of success of Canada's legislation against online hate and misinformation is likely to change 
as we come to better understand socia l media algorithms, the sca le of on line hate and misinformation, 
and how people respond to legislation and regulation . 

It is crucial that any social media legislation that is tabled provides for regulations that are flexible and 
have space and mechanisms for amendments based on further research. 

CeNe-5J recommends that: 

• More research is conducted and organizations conducting research are provided with adequate 
funding to perform research on a continued basis. 

• The regulations that are a part of the legislation are adaptable and provides space for 
amendments in policy to reflect further research and findings, as well as better measures of 
efficacy. 

- 30 -
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RANKING DIGITAL RIGHTS 

September 24, 2021 

Honorable members of the Department of Canadian Heritage: 

Ranking Digital Rights (ROR) welcomes this opportunity for public consultation on the Canadian 
government's proposed approach to regulating social media and combating harmful content 
online. We work to promote freedom of expression and privacy on the internet by researching 
and analyzing how global information and communication companies' business activities meet, 
or fail to meet, international human rights standards (see WWW.rankjngdjgjtatrjghts,org for more 
details). We focus on these two rights because they enable and facilitate the enjoyment of the 
full range of human rights comprising the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 
especially in the context of the internet. \ 

RDR broadly supports efforts to combat human rights harms that are associated with digital 

platforms and their products, including the censorship of user speech , incitement to violence, 
campaigns to undermine free and fair elections, privacy-infringing surveillance activities, and 
discriminatory advertising practices. But efforts to address these harms need not undermine 
freedom of expression and information or privacy. We have long advocated for the creation of 
legislation to make online communication services (OCSs) more accountable and transparent in 
their content moderation practices and for comprehensive, strictly enforced privacy and data 
protection legislation.2 

We commend the Canadian government's objective to create a ~safe, inclusive, and openn 

internet. The harms associated with the operation of online social media platforms are varied, 
and Canada's leadership in this domain can help advance global conversations about how best 
to promote international human rights and protect users from harm. As drafted, however, the 
proposed approach fails to meet its stated goals and raises a set of issues that jeopardize 
freedom of expression and user privacy online. We also note that the framework contradicts 
commitments Canada has made to the Freedom Online Coalition (FOC)3 and Global 
Conference for Media Freedom,~ as well as previous work initiating the U.N. Human Rights 

1 https:/lwww.un.org/en/about-usluniversal-deciaration-of-human-rights. 
2 https·'fcankingdjgilalrjghts prg/jodex2020/recommeodations. 
3 https:/lfreedomoolinecoalition.com/aims-and-priorities/; 
• 
https:llwww.international.gc.ca/campaign-campagne/media freedom-liberte presse-2020/global pledge
engagement mondjal ,aspx?lang-eng. 
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Council's first resolution on internet freedom in 2012.5 As Canada prepares to assume the 
chairmanship of the FOC next year, it is especially important for its government to lead by 
example. Online freedom begins at home. As RDR's founder Rebecca MacKinnon emphasized 
in her 2013 FOC keynote speech in Tunis, "We are not going to have a free and open global 
Internet if citizens of democracies continue to allow their governments to get away with 
pervasive surveillance that lacks sufficient transparency and public accountability. "6 

Like many other well-intentioned policy solutions, the government's proposal falls into the trap of 
focusing exclusively on the moderation of user-generated content while ignoring the economic 
factors that drive platform design and corporate decision-making: the targeted-advertising 
business model. In other words, restricting specific types of problematic content overlooks the 
forest for the trees. Regulations that focus on structural factors-i.e., industry advertising 
practices, user surveillance, and the algorithmic systems that underpin these activities-are 
better suited to address systemic online harms and, if properly calibrated, more sensitive to 
human rights considerations.7 

In this comment we identify five issues of concern within the proposal and a set of policy 
recommendations that, if addressed, can strengthen human rights protections and tackle the 
underlying causes of online harms. 

Issues of Concern and Recommendations 

, 

1. Proposed regulatory bodies have expansive powers and limited oversight. RDR Is 
concerned with the sweeping authority vested in the new regulators of online content 
moderation (Module 1 (C): Establishment of the new regulators; Module 1 (D): Regulatory 
powers and enforcement). Particularly troubling are the provisions that empower 
regulators to define new categories of harmful content for future inclusion under the 
framework (Module 1 (A) #9) and the rule that enables the government to order 
country-Wide ISP blocking of non-compliant OCSPs (Module 1 (D) #120). Such broad 
regulatory powers are inconsistent with the principles of necessity and proportionality 
that must underlie restrictions on fundamental human rights .s While Canadians can take 
comfort in the strength of their democratic institutions. all countries are but one election 
away from democratic decline and a slide into authoritarianism. Our recent experience in 
the United States has been a sobering one, reinforcing the importance of balanced 
institutional powers, good governance, and oversight mechanisms. 

httDs:llwww.internatiQnal.gc.ca/world-monde/issues development-enjeux developpemenVhllman rights
drojts hommefinlemet freedom-liberie joternet.aspx?lang-eog; 
https:lldocuments-dds-ny.un.org/doC/UNDOC/LTD/G1 2/147/1 O/PDF IG 1214 71 O. pdf?OpenElement. 
6 https 'lIcooseotofthenetworked,com120 13106/1 7lfreedpm-online-keyootel , 
https'lIraokingdigjtalrights orglwp=coolenlluploads/2020107/1Is-lhe-Busjoess-Model-Execuliye-SummaIY-R 
ecommendations.pdf. 
e https:1/www ohchr,ocg/documentshssues/priyacylelectronjcfrontierfoundatjon pdf 
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, 

Recommendation: Engage civil society for guidance on how to implement 
provisions that protect human rights. As numerous public critiques of the 
Government's framework have made clear, 1I strong civil society involvement is necessary 
to help define appropriate statutory limitations and bolster human rights protections in 
the proposed legislation. Specifically, an independent body of civil society stakeholders 
should be consulted by the government to provide direct input on appropriate reforms. 
These consultations should themselves be public and transparent . 

Recommendation: Ensure effective and independent oversight. Any government 
bodies empowered to flag content for removal by companies, or empoWered to require 
the blockage of services, or to compel network shutdowns, must be subject to robust, 
independent oversight and accountability mechanisms to ensure that the power to 
compel companies to restrict online speech, suspend accounts, or shut down networks 
is not abused in a manner that violates human rights . 

2. Little attention given to human rights considerations. Despite a stated desire to 
safeguard "fundamental freedoms and human rights' (Module 1(A) #1(h)) , the Technical 
paper does not enumerate the specific values being protected, the mechanisms by 
which this might occur, nor the tradeoffs involved in securing some rights at the expense 
of others (i .e., protecting users from online harm versus limiting online expression). 

Recommendation: Evaluate the human rights impacts of the proposed legislation. 
Both state and non-state actors have human rights obl igations. Protecting these rights 
mList start with the Canadian government, which should conduct and publish an 
independent Human Rights Impact Assessment (HRIA) of the proposal. 

Recommendation: Require companies to undertake independent assessments of 
the human rights impacts of their content moderation practices. As part of new 
reporting obligations (Module 1(8) #14, #20), oess should be obligated to conduct 
independent assessments of potential human rights impacts that could occur in relation 
to the operation of their platform, service, or devices and to take the findings of such 
assessments into account when making business decisions. The process for conducting 
these assessments and acting on them should be made public. Human Rights Impact 
Assessments accord with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 
which detail the human rights responsibilities of governments and companies alike.10 

3. 24-hour takedown requirements for content will lead to unnecessary censorship. 
The obligation that OCSs must take action on content flagged as infringing (Module 1 (B), 
#10-12) within 24 hours is particularly onerous and harmful to freedom of expression. 
This provision is similar to those found in other efforts to regulate online speech, most 

https·Uablawg,caI2021109113Ithe-federal-goyernments-proposal-!o-address-online-harms-exglaoatioo-and 
-critique!; https:llwww.michaelgeist.ca!2021!07!oniineharmsnonconsuIV 
10 hltps:/(www,ohchr org/Oocuments/publicaljons!GujdjngPdnciplesBusioessHR EN,pdf. 
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" 

notably, Germany's Network Enforcement Act (NetzOG). NetzOG has become a model 
for internet regulations in more authoritarian states, II inspiring laws and proposals in 
places such as Russia, Venezuela, Vietnam, and Turkey.12 Timed takedown mandates 
have received broad criticism from academic experts 13 and civil society groupSl<4 for their 
likelihood to censor lawful speech. 

Recommendation: Remove 24-hour takedown requirements. In addition, 
complainants requesting content removals should provide additional information, 
including justification for the removal , the Internet identifier and an explanation of the 
content, inclusion of possible defenses open to the user content provider, and a 
statement that the request was made in good faith . These guidelines are drawn from the 
Manila Principles for intermediary liability standards. '5 

4. Proactive content monitoring threatens user privacy. The current structure of the 
proposal all but ensures that OCSs will implement proactive monitoring tools (i.e. , 
algorithmic filtering software) to moderate illegal content (Module 1(8) #10).16 Proactive 
filtering regimes of this kind ~ave been identified by the United Nations Special 
Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and 
Expression as ~inconsistent with the right to privacy and likely to amount to 
preMpublication censorship."'7 Moreover, automated content moderation systems have 
been found to disproportionately burden marginalized communities. IS Belief in the magic 
of artificial intelligence (AI) to solve harmful content problems at scale is deeply 
problematic. Algorithmic moderation approaches are subject to significant limitations 19 

due to their inability to comprehend contextual elements of speech, biased datasets that 

httD:!ljustjtia-int.org/en/the·digjtaIMberlin·wall-how-aeunany-created-a-prototype-for:qlobal..online·censorsh 
!Qt. 
12 httos:llwww,eff.org/deeplinks/2020/07/turkeys-new-ioternet.law-worst-yersion-gennanys.netzdg-yet. 
13 https:/Iwww.ivir.nl/publicatiesJdownload/NetzOG Tworek Leerssen April 2019.pdf; 
httDS:ljwww.hiig.de/wp-contenVuploads/2018I07ISSRN-id3216572.odf; 
hUps:Uwww.lawfareblog .com/rusbjng-judgment-examjojnQ-Qovernmeot.maoda1ed-cootent-moderatjon . 

" 

content-regulation-questionll 
15 https'lImanj!apdnciples prg/grjocigles ,btml . 

" 
httgs://teehpoliey gressJfjye-bjg-problems-wjth-canadas-praposed-regulatory-framework-for-harmful-online 
-contenU. 
11 https'IlWWW phebe prg/ENlIssuesIEreedornOpjnjpn/pagesiConten!Regula1ion,aspx. 
18 https:llaclanthology.org/P19-1163.pdf; 
hUgs 'lIed! orglwg-conlenUuploadsl20 17112/EAT-coofereoce-d raft.2Q 18,pdf; 
https://www,newamerica.org/oti/reportslevervthing-moderation-analysis-bow-intemet-platforms-are-usino
artjficial-intelljgenee.moderate-user-generated-eontenvthe-Ijmitatjoos-of-autpmaled-loois-in-cootent-mode 
rationl 
19 hUps:Ifw.Nw,jvir.nl/publjcatiesldown!oadIAI-LJaoso-Van-Hoboken-Eeb-2020,gdf. 
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discriminate against users and their content , and inaccuracies associated with predictive 
models .20 

Recommendation: Eliminate broad obligations to monitor for harmful content. The 
government should consult with civil society stakeholders to craft an approach that is 
narrower in scope and more proportionate to the desired aim. (See the Manila Principles 
for guidance on the creation of intermediary liability standards that align with 
international human rights standards.)2\ 

Recommendation: Require companies to demonstrate algorithmic accountability. 
Algorithmic systems are integral to the operation of OCSs' content moderation and 
content delivery functions. Yet, these tools remain largely hidden from public scrutiny 
and oversight. At a minimum, the government should mandate that companies follow 
international human rights standards in developing and using algorithms (see the 
recommendations from our 2020 Corporate Accountability Index for further guidance on 
this issue).22 In addition, they should require OCSs to make public comprehensive and 
comprehensible policies describing how algorithms are developed and used across their 
services, especially in relation to the moderation of user and advertising content. As we 
found in our 2020 Corporate Accountability Index, only four digital platforms provided 
any information about the human rights impacts of their automated systems23 and no 
services offered user access to algorithmic system development policies.24 

5. Regulating specific content overlooks how business models facilitate online 
harms. Content restrictions, without substantive consideration of the economic and 
technical systems that facilitate content delivery, are inadequate solutions to combat 
online harms. Instead, legislative attention must center on business models based on 
the mass collection and monetization of user data for targeted advertising .25 These 
industry practices facilitate a range of human rights abuses, most immediately those 
related to privacy, freedom of expression and information, and protection from 
discrimination.2tl 

Recommendation: Focus regulation on the targeted~advertising business model. 
In particular, companies should be required to disclose information that demonstrates 
they are tracking the social impact of their targeted-advertising and algorithmic systems, 
taking necessary steps to mitigate risk and prevent social harm. Additionally, company 

" 
httos:/lwww.newamerica.orq/oti/reoortslevervthing-moderation-analysis-how-intemet-olatforms-are-using-
artificial-intelligence-moderate-IJsec-generated-contenV. 
2\ hltps:llmanilaprinciples.org/principles.hlml . 
22 https'llrankiogd1gilalrightsorg/iodex2020/recornmeodatjons. 
2l https:llrankingdiqitalrights.orglindex2020/indicators/G4d. 
2A https'llrankingdig;lalrighlsorg/index2020/indicatorslplb. 
25 https:lldatasocietv.neUwp-contenVup!oadsl2018/10/DS Digital Influence Machine.pdf. 
26 https'l!rankingdigilalrighls orgli!s-Ihe-business-ffiodell; 
https:liwww.amnesty.orq/en/documentsJpoI30/1404/2019/en/: 
httos:1Jwww ohchr org/Oocuments/lssuBsiBusinesslB-Tech/B Tech Foundational paper pdf. 
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transparency and reporting obligations should be expanded to cover content moderation 
practices for advertisements (see the recommendations from our 2020 Corporate 
Accountability Index for further guidance on this issue).Z1 Our research in 2020 
concluded that although most companies provide at least partial disclosure about their 
advertising content and targeting policies,28 the majority do not disclose any information 
about changes to these policies nor changes to their advertising targeting policies.29 

Recommendation: Require disclosure about data inference used for advertising 
purposes. Algorithms require large amounts of user data to make decisions related to 
various platform services. However, service users know little about how their personal 
data informs such processes, particularly for targeted advertisement purposes. The 
government should require that companies provide users with access to this information, 
including any information used to make inferences or predictions about them, in a 
structured format. As we determined in our 2020 Index, many digital platforms fail to 
disclose what information they infer and how.3C The material for the ones that do is 
extremely limited. 

Recommendation: Strengthen legal provisions for data-minimization, purpose 
limitation, and personal control-and enforce them. Privacy regulations should 
protect users from the harmful effects of OCSs' targeted advertising practices by 
prohibiting companies (as well as other actors, including government agencies) from 
collecting information that is not strictly necessary to provide the service requested by 
the user, absent user consent. Using such information for a different purpose than that 
for which it was collected without the consent of the affected individual should likewise 
be prohibited. Moreover, individuals should not be able to opt-in to discriminatory 
advertising or to the collection of data that would enable it. Our research shows that 
across the online ecosystem, companies provide little transparency about how users can 
control and limit the ways their data are used.31 

The nature and severity of harms stemming from the operation of online communication 
services grows increasingly problematic. This requires the state to playa stronger role 
overseeing industry activities. But governments must establish a modern regulatory approach 
marked by transparency, civil society engagement, heightened concern for human rights , and 
other ingredients consistent with best practices in the governance field . Without these 
guidelines, efforts to safeguard freedom of expression, user privacy, and other rights and 
freedoms will inevitably fall flat. 

21 htlps:lJrankingdigilaldghts orgljodex2020lrecommendatioos. 
28 hHps:lIrankingdiqitalrights.Qrg/iodex2020Iindicatofs/F1 b; 
https·/Irankingdjgjtalrightsprglindex2020lindjcators/E1c. 
Z9 hHps:llrankingdigitalrights.Qrg/index2020Iindicators/E2b; 
https·/Irankingdjgjtalrigbts orglindex2020lindicators/E2c. 
30 hHps:llrankingdigitalrights.orglindex2020IindicatorsIP3b. 
31 hltps:llrankingdjgitaldghts org/index2020/indjcatorsiPZ. 
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We strongly caution against further content regulation. Such approaches will always be an 
imperfect solution for the problem of harmful material online, one that is neither comprehensive 
in scope, nor free from error and possible corruption. They also set a troubling precedent as a 
template that countries with less respect for human rights may choose to emulate, with grave 
consequences for free expression and other rights . Instead, as we have recommended, 
regulations should target the underlying economic systems-targeted advertising business 
models, indiscriminate user surveillance, and unaccountable algorithms- that have contributed 
t9 some of the worst abuses of online speech. 

Canada's strong history of support for civil liberties and internet freedom well positions it to chart 
a new global path on these issues. In doing so the government can uphold its obligation to 
protect the fundamental human rights of its own citizens and residents , establish new standards 
of democratic accountability and transparency over social media platforms, and become a 
champion for internet users around the world. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in this consultation. We look forward to 
engaging further with the Canadian government and its representatives on these matters. We 
can be reached by email at policy@rankingdigitalrights.org. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Dheere, Director 
Nathatie Marechal, PhD, Senior Policy & Partnerships Manager 
Alex Rochefort, Policy Fellow 
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The Committee for Justice in Canada 

B 'NAI BRITH CANADA 
Le comite pour la justice au Canada 

Government of Canada Consultations on Online Harms 
Submission from B'nai Brith Canada 

September 24, 2021 

These views are preliminary in nature, intended to focus on general 
principles and objectives. Should the consultation process be reo 

started, we will offer additional, detailed views on the proposals to be 
advanced by the Government of Canada. 

Introduction 

B'nai Brith Canada is a national organization in existence since 1875, advocating for the 
interests of the grassroots Jewish community. Together with our League for Human 
Rights and Committee for Justice in Canada, a key focus of our work is combatting 
antisemitism, hate crimes and hate speech , and fostering Jewish life in Canada . 

This submission is not tabula rasa . Our views have been conveyed to government and 
parliament over several years, including, inter alia, through evidence before the House 
of Commons Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage during its study of steps 
needed to address systemic racism and religious discrimination (Motion M·103). In May, 
2019, we testified before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and 
Human Rights, and we have carefully assessed the recommendations in that 
Committee's report of June, 2019, "TakinqAclion 10 End Online Hale". 

B'nai Brith has provided testimony to both the Canadian Commission on Democratic 
Expression (October, 2020) and the Interparliamentary Task Force to Combat Online 
Antisemitism (November, 2020). Separately, we have submitted detailed views to the 
Department of Justice (August, 2020). 

. . .12 
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Page Two 

The Overriding Objective 

Freedom of religion is a value inherently associated with the right to freedom from 
incitement to hatred. In that context, freedom of expression must have no greater weight 
than the right to freedom from incitement to hatred. The defence of religious expression 
must trump the offence of incitement to hatred. The right to freedom from hatred 
because of one's religion must exist on the same plane as freedom of expression . The 
latter cannot be considered of a higher order. 

Striking a balance between the right to freedom of expression and the right to freedom 
from incitement to hatred and discrimination requires remedies which are not so easy 
of access that they can become vehicles to harass legitimate expression . They 
also cannot be so difficult of access that they are effectively unworkable. This 
underlying objective must be reflected in any new proposals to deal with online harms. 

The Importance of Definitions 

In order to appreciate incitement to hatred, and to consider it within the framework of 
freedom of expression, it is important to have working definitions relevant to targets of 
hate or victim groups. Clear definitions are of fundamental importance in assessing 
whether words constitute acceptable free speech or incitement to hatred. This is why 
B'nai Brith Canada supports the more widespread adoption and implementation of 
the non-legally binding working definition of antisemitism used by the 
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA). This definition has been 
adopted by the Govemment of Canada; that adoption must be reflected in any new 
proposals to deal with online harms. 

Hate Speech 

The discussion framework identifies hate speech as one of the five categories of 
harmful content. Our presumption is that the definition of harmful hate speech 
content will be harmonized with the proposed definition in Bill C-36. We look 
forward to having input on that definitional framework in any renewed consideration of 
Bill C-36 . 

It is important that there be thorough consultation in the proposed addition of 
'hated' for the two hate propaganda offences in Section 319 of the Criminal Code . 

. . ./3 
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Page Three 

We welcome proposals in Bill C-36 to enact an improved version of Section 13 of 
the Canadian HUman Rights Act, which will define a new discriminatory practice of 
communicating hate speech online. B'nai Brith Canada has previously testified before 
Parliament on the challenges of the old Section 13, offering ideas on content for any 
newly reconstituted Section. We look forward to being involved in consultations on this 
element as it is regarded an essential piece of the framework to address online harms. 

The discussion framework seems to address dealing with hate speech entirely in a 
criminal context; that is, focusing in a more weighted fashion on the roles to be played 
by Canada's national security agencies - 'options to alert law enforcement and CSIS of 
certain forms of harmful content under the five categories' . B'nai Brith Canada believes 
that the online harms framework must be seen as appropriately balanced between 
policy tools to take down harmful content that poses a social cohesion challenge 
and law enforcement actions when there is an imminent risk of serious harm or 
criminal activity. 

Terrorism Content 

The discussion framework addresses 'terrorist content' as another element of harmful 
content There is an essential requirement to also incorporate advocating or 
promoting terrorism, as S'nai Brith Canada argued in its Parliamentary testimony 
regarding Bill C-59, and the proposal to remove the offence of advocating or promoting 
terrorism from the Criminal Code and to replace it with the offence of counselling 
terrorism . 

The proposed online harms framework can give substance to the case for 
addressing the advocacy or promotion of terrorism in a new policy space. By 
addressing the online dimension, the Government of Canada can rightly signal that the 
prosecution of incitement to terrorism, within Crown investigation and prosecution 
offices, is to be given a higher priority; that here needs to be more resources, more 
expertise, and more training applied. 

Consultative Mechanisms and Processes for Public Input 

We welcome the proposed creation of a Digital Safety Commission, intended to support 
three bodies: the Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada, the Digital Recourse Council 
of Canada, and the Advisory Board to support both. These new regulatory bodies 
must include a clear process of consultation with communities most affected by 
harmful online content and the consultation should be ongoing, not just reactive or 
in response to individual challenges . 

. . .14 
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Page Four 

In the past, B'nai Brith Canada has argued for creation of a forum similar to the 
Canadian Broadcast Standards Council, to convene social media companies, civil 
society, and other stakeholders - in this case, representatives of the Jewish community 
- to develop and implement codes of conduct to address harmful speech. The 
involvement of religious communities most affected by harmful online content is 
essential (i.e., in addition to 'equity, regional and language groups'). 

Addressing Disinformatlon 

B'nai Brith Canada has testified before Parliament, and several bodies (such as the 
Interparliamentary Task Force to Combat Online Antisemitism and the Network 
Contagion Research Institute) have emphasized , that hate speech is only part of the 
problem . A considerable amount of disinformation and conspiracy theories are not hate 
speech but must be considered within the online harms framework; that is, it is 
exceptionally dangerous speech even if it is not hate. In addition, there is a considerable 
amount of hateful speech on social media that does not rise to the level of criminal 
speech. 

The Government of Canada online harms framework must address the problem of 
disinformation. In so doing, the proposals offered do seem to acknowledge that social 
media platforms cannot be left to address disinformation on their own . B'nai Brith 
Canada also subscribes to the view that governments are not best placed to control 
platforms in the area of disinformation. There is a clear role for the Digital Safety 
Commission in this space. 

We are attracted to the ideas of those supporting the need for a new institution to 
combat disinformation. Funded by government, industry and civil society, such an 
institution would report to Parliament but remain independent in its decisions and 
be staffed by experts with knowledge of substance and cultural viewpoints, using 
technology as a tool to track disinformation and assess its impact. 

Education 

B'nai Brith Canada has welcomed Canada's signature of the 'Christchurch Call to 
Action' and the announcement of a jDigital Charter' . We have advocated or clear 
measures to develop further and implement these instruments in the Canadian context 
in close consultation with Jewish community organizations. 
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Page Five 

Canada's Digital Charter includes a welcome Principle #9 that says our networks 
should be free from hate and violent extremism, that "Canadians can expect that 
digital platforms will not foster or disseminate hate, violent extremism or criminal 
content." But the Charter does not seem to develop that theme in detail. Now is the 
time to do so. We see the Department of Justice questions as working towards that 
goal. 

S'nai Brith Canada recommends a re-purposing of current programmes and funding 
envelopes related to digital literacy to create resources specifically focused on 
countering online hate, particularly that of an antisemitic nature, and that those 
resources be applied both by government of Canada agencies and the Digital Safety 
Commission. 

We need to focus on hate content, before it transforms into terrorist and violent 
extremist content online. In December 2018, the Government of Canada launched 
the National StrategY on Countering Radicalization to Violence, which outlines Canada's 
approach and priorities to prevent the kind of radicalization that leads to violence. Within 
this strategy, we need to focus more on how online hate, countered at an early 
stage, can help forestall radicalization to violence. 

The Digital Safety Commission , in close consultation with groups seriously affected by 
harmful online content, should address the priority need for 'counter speech' 
initiatives, including fostering, aggregating and promoting positive messages 
responding to offensive content. (See, also, our proposals on countering disinformation, 
above). 

The online harms framework should also address how the Government of Canada and 
the Digital Safety Commission can work with the Canadian Human Rights Commission, 
and provincial human rights commission , to further develop a public education 
mandate that would focus on understanding, reporting, and countering online 
hate and antisemitism. 

A Right of Individual Redress 

The online harms framework must ensure that individuals have a clear right of 
complaint and redress when impacted by harmful content. The framework should 
focus on the need to expand tools and services for targets, Platforms should offer 
far more user-friendly services, tools, and opportunities for individuals facing or fearing 
online attack. This includes greater filtering options that allow individuals to decide for 
themselves how much they want to see of likely hateful comments. 
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Page Six 

There needs to be protections for individuals who are being harassed in a 
coordinated way, including user-friendly tools to help targets preserve evidence and' 
report problems to law enforcement and platforms, 

The 'Trusted Flagger' Approach 

In November, 2017, we wrote Ministers regarding the European Union 's Mav 31,2016, 
Code of Conduct on Illegal Online Hate Speech, and suggested Canada adopt the 
EU's 'trusted flagger' approach as one measure in addressing online hate. We have 
made this same point in testimony to parliamentarians. In theory, the major service 
providers prohibit, under their terms of service, incitement to hatred; it is worthwhile 
making an effort to turn this prohibition in theory into prohibition in practice. 

The Digital Safety Commission could and should develop a similar agreement 
with the major internet providers and develop its own list of 'trusted ftaggers' to 
engage in similar work. The work should be coordinated with the European Commission 
and the European 'trusted ftaggers' to avoid duplication of effort. 

Addressing Uninformed Oeplatforming 

Oeplatforming is a very simple, indeed somewhat simple-minded phenomenon. It is 
essentially a means of political protest and activism that involves denying specific 
forums - usually but not always of the prestigious variety - to certain speakers or 
movements. This means things like disinviting or picketing speakers, disrupting events 
(sometimes violently), pushing social media companies to ban offensive accounts and, 
perhaps most effectively, convincing companies and corporations to fire people who 
engage in offensive speech or espouse offensive ideas. 

Applying specific definitions, such as the IHRA definition of antisemitism, through a 
legislative and policy framework, would help address the illegitimate use of 
deplatforming as a mechanism to curtail freedom of expression . 

Social Media Transparency 

S'nai Srith Canada has noted two particular pieces of United States legislation that merit 
consideration as Canada's online harms framework takes shape. 

.. .17 
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Page Seven 

Legislation from California State Assembly member Jesse Gabriel would require social 
media platforms to publicly disclose their content moderation policies regarding online 
hate/racism, disinformation, extremism, harassment and foreign interference, as well as 
key metrics and data around the enforcement of their policies. 

Assembly Bill 587, the Social Media Transparency and Accountability Act of 2021, 
seeks to address the ways in which social media foments hate speech, disinformation, 
conspiracy theories, and violent extremism that allows for the harassment and targeting 
of traditionally marginalized groups. 

At the federal level, Congressman Tom Malinowski and Congresswoman Anna G. 
Eshoo have reintroduced the Protecting Americans from Dangerous Algorithms 
Act, legislation to hold large social media platforms accountable for their 
algorithmic amplification of harmful, radicalizing content that leads to offline 
violence. 

The bill narrowly amends Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act to remove 
liability immunity for a platform if its algorithm is used to amplify or recommend content 
directly relevant to a case involving interference with civil rights; neglects to prevent 
interference with civil rights; and in cases involving acts of international terrorism. The 
text of the draft legislation is here. 
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ADDRESSING HARM FUL CONTENT ONUNE 

Submission on the Government's proposed approach to make social media platforms and other 
online communications services more accountable and more transparent 'Nilen it comes to 
combating harmful content online . 

Context 

As Federal Ombudsman for Victims of Crime, my mandate is to help ensure the rights of victims 
and survivors of crime are respected and upheld, and that the federal government meets its 
obligations to victims. In addition to assisting individual victims, I also have a responsibility to 
identify and bring forward emerging and systemic issues that negatively affect victims and 
survivors of crime at the federal Jevel. 

Introduction 

In June 2021 , the Minister of Justice introduced Bill C-36: An Act to amend the Criminal Code 
and the Canadian Human Rights Act and to make related amendments to another Act (hate 
propaganda, hate crimes and hate speech) in the I-iouse of Commons. The intention of Bill C-36 
\Vas to amend the Criminal Code to create a recognizance to keep the peace relating to hate 
propaganda and hate crime and to provide a definition for "hatred". 

Now the Government of Canada is proposing a new approach to regulating social media and 
combating harmful content online. The purpose of the approach is to hold entities accountable 
to regulate online harmful content. The proposed legislation 'M)uld apply to online 
communication service providers (e.g. , Instagram, TikTok, Twltter, Facebook, Pornhub), and 
exclude private communications and telecommunications servire providers. The proposed 
legislation lMJuld target five categories of harmful content: terrorist content; content that incites 
violence, hate speech , non-consensual sharing of intimate images , and child sexual exploitation 
content. The legislation 'M)uld create a new Digital Safety Commission of Canada , comprised of 
three bodies (the Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada , the Digital Recourse Council of 
Canada, and an Advisory Board), to operationalize, oversee andenforre the newsystem. 

Position 

In my view, it is critical that a new legislative and regulatory framev..ork be developed to require 
Online Content Service Providers to take all reasonable measures to identify harmful content 
that is communicated on their platform and to make that harmful content inaccessible to persons 
in Canada. There must be accountability for victims. 

In August 2020, the OFOVC provided a submission to the consultation on Online Hate 
conducted by the Justice Committee. The main premise of the submission vvas that any 
proposed solution to the proliferation of hate speech online lM)uld need to address five key 
issues: 

• Lack of respect for diversity; 
• The exponential increase in anti-social behaviour online; 
• The underlying causes motivating perpetrators; 
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• The lack of data ; and 
• The lack of regulation of online service providers. 

These same five issues should be addressed in the context of all harmful content found online. 

I also believe any legislation intended to address harmful online content should incorporate 
measures relative to victims. To that end, the OFOVC has prepared a submission outlining 
considerations and recommendations to reflect the concerns and needs of victims. 

Considerations 

Hate speech 

Available data tell us most victims of hate speech do not report it , often because they do not 
believe the authorities"""";l1 take their complaint seriously. Reported offences are seldom 
prosecuted, often because the perpetrator cannot be identified. When prosecutions do take 
place, many cases take a long time to process, few lead to convictions, and even fe'Ner to a 
custodial sentence. 1 

The data also tell us police-reported hate crimes targeting race or ethnicity increased 
substantially from 2019 to 2020 in Canada.2 The Black, East or Southeast Asian, South Asian 
and the Indigenous populations INere the targets of the majority of reported hate crimes during 
this period. I-Iew.ever, INe should treat these data wth caution because it is unknown lNhether 
the increase is due to an increase in incidents, an increase in reporting , or a combination of the 
tvI<l. 

While harmful online content affects everyone in unique ways, 'Ne know its effects are unequal . 
Thus, it is crucial the proposed legislationacknovviedge vu lnerable populations (e.g. , Indigenous 
and Black persons, mmen, and members of the 2SLGBTQ+ community) are disproportionately 
affected by online harmful content Misogynist online content is of increasing concern to OFOVC 
and has a disproportionate negative impact on persons who identify as \'\Omen. The online 
community known as ~ incels", describing their romantic troubles - "involuntary celibacy" are 
almost entirely men and boys 1Nh0 use online forums to blame \\Omen for their sexless lives. 
They openly call for other incels to follow up ..,..".;th ~ acid attacks" and "mass rape. " This online 
commu nity praises mass killers and over the past tVvO decades has grown ..,..".;th members 
somelNhere in the tens of thousands, lNho have fallen under the SWiJy of a profoundly sexist 
ideology that they call "the blackpill." II amounts to a fundamental rejection of'M)men's sexual 
emancipation, labeling women shallow, cruel creatures 1Nh0 wll choose only the most att ractive 
men if given the choice. The OFOVC believes we must be prepared to confront this hateful 
ideology that develops online but has the potential to play out in real life. as seen in the 
domestic terrorist vehicle-ramming attack on April 23, 2018, In Toronto, Ontario, Canada. We 
recognize the intersection bet'Neen this age-old misogyny and new information technologies . 
'Mlich can lead to everyday acts of violence rang ing from harassment to violent assault. 

1 Statistics Canada: https:llwww1S0.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pt.b185-Q02-x/2Q21001/artidelO0QQ2·eng.htm 
Figure 1 In only 7% of reported cases are offenders actually con"'cted. Only 3% sel'\e a custodial 
sentence. 
2 Ibid 
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Misogynistic online content or hate speech must be included in any definition regarding content 
that incites violence or hate speech . 

It is our view that the proposed definition of hate speech in Bill C-36 is not 'vVritten in plain 
language. Since many Canadians do not have English or French as their first language and 
citizens have differing levels of education , it is important for new legislation to make sense to lay 
persons. If people are to obey the rules, they first need to be able to understand them. This 
applies to those 1Nh0 are victims of hate speech as vvell: to make a complaint, they need to be 
able to understand lNhat behaviour constitutes the offence. This issue should be addressed 
before reintroducing the Bill in the House of Commons. 

Proliferation of child sexual exploitation content and the non-consensual sharing of 
intimate images 

According to Statistics Canada, in 2020 there vvere over 7,200 cybercrime-related child 
pornography violations, up 35% from 2019. J Statistics Canada also reported an increase of 
10% in the non-consensual sharing of intimate images-sometimes known as "revenge porn"
from2019 to 2020." Again, it is unclear lNhetherthe increase is a true increase, an increase in 
reporting or a combination. 

The social media industry has developed filters to screen content before uploading, thus 
providing an opportunity to identify images portraying child sexual exploitation and prevent it 
from ever reaching public view. This IN8S the recommended approach in a 2020 report focused 
on the proliferation of child sexual exploitation material on the internet in the United Kingdom. 5 

As an example, in 2019 Facebook (includes Instagram) instituted a quarterly report ~Community 
Standards Enforcement Reporf'.6 The report includes information about lNhat the company is 
doing to protect children and data on how much content depicting child sexual exploitation they 
detected and removed . Facebook has reported that they detect the majority of this content 
before it comes to the attention of users. 

I-Iovvever. the data cited above from Statistics Canada on reported incidents of cyber-related 
child sexual exploitation imply the tittering mechanisms may not be fully effective or that they are 
not universally applied. There may also be other channels transmitting this material. 

Pre-upload screening places the burden of policing the intemet squarely on the industry profiting 
from it. Were it fully effective, this approach could help to avoid many of the negative effects 
experienced by victims of child sexual exploitation and/or the publishing of intimate images 
without consent, simply by filtering such images out ofthe stream before they can be uploaded . 
Similarly, hate speech or content promoting or supporting terrorism Vt.Ould simply not appear on 
regular industry channels. 

3 Statistics Canada: hU ps:/1www150. stat can.gc.cal n 1 !PubI85~02 -x/2021 001lartJdelOOO 13~ng .hl m 
• Ibid 
5 The Internet: March 2020: Recommendation 1, . 102. 
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Social media companies and lawenforcement agencies should IM)rk closely together to both 
improve the performance of the companies in this regard and to identify and prosecute 
offenders. 

For those concerned about the issue of freedom of expression, there are precedents in other 
media: neVvSpapers do not publish material that does not conform to community standards and 
radio and television broadcasters can utilize technology to delay live feeds for similar purposes. 

Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic has not only had an impact on Canada's economy but may 
also have played a role in increases in some police-reported cyberaime. Stay-at-home orders 
and lockdovvns across the country have meant more people 'NBre at home. Children and youth 
'NBre spending more time online, which increased their vulnerability to online harmful content. 
Authorities should make strenuous efforts to alert parents to the risks their children face online 
and inform them as to how to reduce those risks. Furthermore, it is of note that school staff 
make 90 percent of all reports of child abuse.As children have been out of school due to the 
pandemiC, there is a risk that children may sometimes be trapped at home 'Nith the person lNtlo 
is exploiting them, and unable to report abuse to a trusted adult such as a teacher. My office 
remains concerned about the increased vulnerability of children - especially those already at 
rIsk of experiencing abuse. 

Need for training on implicit bias. cultural humility, victim-centred, and trauma-infonned 
approaches for the proposed Digital Commissioner, Digital Recourse of Canada and the 
Advisory Soard 

Implicit bias is a mental process resulting in feelings and attitudes about people based on 
factors such as race, age and appearance that may influence perceptions and actions. It is an 
unconscious process, thus 'NB are not a'Nare of the negative biases we develop over the course 
of our lifetime.7 Implicit bias supports stereotypes. It is important to understand the causes of 

implicit bias and intentionally IMJrk to bring it to the conscious level in order to mitigate the 
negative consequences. Cultural humility requires individuals to self-reflect on their 0'Nn 
personal and cultural biases and to take note of the significant cultural realities of others.B 

Using a gender-based analysiS plus (GBA+) tool can help identity how different populations are 
affected by government policies, programs and services, taking into account intersecting identity 
factors (age, disability, education, language, geography, culture, income, and sexual 
orientation}.9 This type of analysis may help the proposed new regulatory bodies identify 
!Jtlether there are some groups that may benefit from the pro~sed initiatives more than others. 

Since the role of the proposed Digital Safety Commissioner, Digital Recourse Council and the 
Advisory Board 'NOuld be to oversee online content moderation, a GBA+ lens should be used as 

7 Workplace strategies for mental health. (2020, January 3). Impicil Bias. Workplace strategies for mental 
health. Retrie-.ed from https:IIW'W'W.wcrkolacestrategiesformentalhealth.com'resourc;esOmplicit-bias. 
B Yeager, K. A., & Bauer-Wu, S. (2013). Cullural humility: essential foundation for clinical 
researchers . Applied nursing research : ANR, 26(4), 251- 256. https:l/doi.orgJ10.1016ILapnr.2013.06.00a 

9 Department of Justice Canada: https:Jlwomen-oender:eaualily.canada.caJenfgender-based-analysls
plus/what=gender-based-analysis-plus.html#aoout 
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a guide. The particular needs of and barriers faced by groups disproportionately affected by 
harmful online content, such as people who identify as IAQmen and girls, Indigenous peoples, 
members of racialized communities , religious minorities, 2SLGBTQ+, gender~iverse communities 

and persons vvith disabilities should be considered . 

A victim-centred, trauma-informed approach is also necessary to empOlNer victims and survivors 
of online harmful content. The 2019 General Social Survey (GSS) informs us most crime goes 
unreported.1o It is important that victims of harmful online content not only feel safe reporting 
their victimization , but also feel confident they vvill be supported afterVoJards. Using a trauma

informed approach vviU help to avoid re-traumatization, and put the focus on victims' rights , 
safety, \\ell-being, expressed needs and choices , l/oA1ile ensuring the empathetic and sensitive 
delivery of services. 

The proposed mechanism to regulate harmful online content 

Creating a new, separate, administrative process under the proposed new Digital Recourse 
Council of Canada to adjudicate complaints regarding harmful online content may not be the 
answer. A bureaucratic process can be both lengthy and expensive to operate, 'Nith no 
guarantee of efficacy. 

If the Government decides to move for.vard IJoIith the proposed regulatory mechanism legislation 
in clear, plain language should be incorporated in every aspect of this approach , espedaUy 
within the complaints process. The design should incorporate tools to help complainants 
understand l/oA1ether their issue meets the established criteria for harmful online content. The 
purpose is not so much to screen out frivotous complaints (although it will facilitate such 
screening) ; rather, it is to enable self-screening to reduce the numberof complaints not meeting 
the criteria . There should be consequences for filing such complaints to act as a deterrent to 
attempts to abuse the complaint mechanism. 

While the Digital Recourse Council of Canada may be sufficient to address complaints such as 
hate speech, it should refer other harmful online content to the competent authorities, as is 
stated in the current proposal : 

• If content falls vvithin the criminal sphere (child sexual exploitation; sharing of intimate 
images vvithout consent) , then the criminal justice system has jurisdiction. 

• If content faUs within the security sphere (terrorism), then the security service has 
jurisdiction. 

Complaint process 

Another important consideration of making the proposed legislation and the regulatoryl 
administrative regime accessible is developing a complaint proress lNf1ich is both easy to 
understand and easy to use. Canadians must be able to have confidence in the system. 
I-Iowever, referring complaints to an administrative tribunal can make the process bureauaatic 
and place a heavy burden on the complainant to prove their case. 

10 Sta ti s tics Canada: https:j/wwwIS0.statcan.gc.ca/nl/pub/8S{J02-x/202100 1/ artide/OOO14-eng. htm 
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As an example , in 2020, the Human Rights Commission annual report indicated 49,000 people 
contacted the Commission to complain. The Commission accepted 1,030 complaints. 11 There is 
no hard information about how long it takes to resolve a complaint. These data imply: 

• The criteria used by the Commission to screen complaints are not well understood by 
the general public; and 

• The process is resource-intensive. 

Given the performance of the Human Rights Commission in adjudicating human rights 
complaints, applying such a bureaucratic process to hate speech complaints may not be any 
more effective than the current criminal process. Additionally, this process could make it a very 
time-consuming and expensive mechanism. 

The potential importance of restorativejustice in reconciling differences 

The Government of Canada has indicated its dedication to furthering the use of restorative 
justice practices in Canada. Restorative justice is an alternative approach to traditional justice, 
V\o'ith a focus on reparations and addressing the harm caused by the crime, Vvtlile holding the 
offender accountable. 

Importantly, restorative justice allo\oVS victims and survivors to playa central role in the justice 
process, as opposed to the traditional role of the victim as a mere witness for the state in 
criminal proceedings. It also alloVvS offenders to identify and address their needs for resolution, 
which can help to give context to the crime and highlight areas for improvement wthin the 
community. Providing offenders with the opportunity to address the reasons for their offending 
behaviour and offer their perspective on the crime allows them to take responsibility for the 
harm done to the victim and the greater community. 12 This can result in psychological benefits 

for the victim, such as decreased fear and anxiety about re-victimization, decreased anger, 
increased sympathy to'NBrds the offender, and even decreased post-traumatic stress 
symptoms, Vvtlich have positive implications for their overall '/veil-being and ability to heal. 13 

Additionally, power dynamics often play an important yet undervalued role in restorative justice 
practices.14 Variables such as age, gender, socioeconomic status or race can create explicit and 
implicit biases amongst the facilitators and partiCipants, leading to a pOlN8r imbalance that may 

be disadvantageous to one or more of the parties.15 Restorative justice can be an effective tool 
in addressing harmful content but, ultimately, regard for pOlNer dynamics and avoiding victim re
traumatization must be at the forefront. Attention must be paid to avoid re-creating the 
imbalances and negative experiences seen elseVvtlere in the criminal justice system. It is 
important that experienced, trained professional mediators approach restorative justice 

11 Canadian Human Rights Commission: hUps:IIwww.ct"lrc-ccdp.gc.ca/sites/defaultlfilesl2021-04/CHRC
AR-2020-ENGUSH-WEB-FINAL.od{ p, 35 
12 Department of Justice Canada, https:/Iwww.lustice.gc.ca/eoo/ciiplriir/ index.html 
13 Evans et al ., (n.d .). Restoratiw Justice: The Experience of Victims and SuJ\oi\OI"S. Victims of Grime 
Research Digest No. 11. Retrieved from https:ltwww.iustice.gc.ca/engfrp-pr/cjipMcHmlrd11-rr11fp5.html. 
14 Lyubansky, M. and Shpungin, E. Challenging the power dynamics in restoratiI.E justice. 
15 Ibid 
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measures delicately to avoid re-traumatization especially for some types of crime, such as child 
sexual exploitation and terrorist content. 

Prevention: the best cure 

The Department of Canadian Heritage's anti-racism initiative, Building a Foundation for Change: 
Canada 's Anti-Racism Strategy 2019-2022, 16 is investing millions of dollars to combat racism 
and discrimination at the grassroots level via a grants and contributions program which provides 
funding to community organizations. According to the Departmental Plan, an evaluation of the 
program .. 11 take place in 2022.The results of the departmental evaluation of the program could 
be an important element to inform any future strategy intended to address harmful online 
content. 

HoYvever, racism aod other forms of intolerance-and their corollary-discrimination, are not 
local issues. While supporting the efforts of community groups is a positive step, such initiatives 
tend to be a localized remediation tactic rather than a general preventative strategy. I suggest a 
more pan-Canadian approach is necessary to address the larger issues. 

A targeted educationai component is an important element of a public health strategy. Focusing 
on emphasizing similarities betlN8en groups, encouraging acceptance of differences, and 
fostering critical thinking to reduce reliance on myths and stereotypes are just a fewtechniques 
to counter the effects of intolerance and discrimination. 

As an example, the OFOVC has frequently pOinted to the importance of providing cultUral 
humility training for all justice system employees across the country. The training program 
should include elements such as: 

• Raising alN8reness of the issues of racism, intolerance and discrimination and the harm 
they do; 

• Focusing on cultural alN8reness and humility. Cultural humility is a relationship-based 
framev.ork intended to address and invite equity into spaces \'\'here there has 
traditionally been inequity and privilege, such as the criminal justice system. CultUral 
humility invites those who embrace it to consider others as experts of their own lived 
experiences, which changes relationship dynamics to remove ego and prioritize humility. 
It emphasizes that y..e are more alike than we are different; 

• Highlighting risks inherent for affected persons to make complaints about justice 
personnel based on: 

a Human rights violations; 
a Victims' rights violations. 

Recommendations 

1. Develop clear plain language definitions of the categorkts of harmful content 

It is essential to make the legislation and any regulatory/administrative regime accessible to all 
Canadians by defining the categories of harmful online content using clear, plain language and 

16 Canadian Heritage: hUps:/lwww.canada.ca/en/cC¥1adian-heritageicampaignslanti-radsm
engagemenUanti-racism-strategJ.html 
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and must include misogynistic online content or hate speech in any definition regarding content 
that incites violence or hate speech. Examples of harmful content should be included for 
illustrative purposes. 

2. Develop common tenns of use for users of online services 

The purpose of common terms is to describe a consistent standard of acceptable behaviour 
across platforms. The terms of use should be limited in number and the language should be 
clear. They would include users agreeing to the screening of content and acknoVoJledging that 
any attempt to upload potentially illegal content would result in notification of the appropriate 
authority. Penalties should include temporary or permanent suspension of user privileges, 
depending on the seriousness of the offence. Potential users would need to read and agree to 
these terms before accessing the service. 

3. Focus on prevention: Adopt a public heatth approach with a strong educational 
component 

Hate speech-and other harmful online content-are not only harmful to the direct objects of 
those acts. They also negatively affect our 1Nh0ie SOCiety, just as do infectious disease 
pandemics. Adopting a public health approadl means focusing on prevention in addition to just 
response or treatment in order to redure the number of hateful incidents and improve the overa. 
heallh of sociely. 

4. Explore the options for restorative justice measures 

Incorporating restorative justice practices may ultimately produce more satisfactory outromes 
for victims and offenders alike. 

Conclusion 

I encourage the Government of Canada to develop new legislation from a victim-centred, 
trauma-informed perspective to respond to the needs of victims and survivors of harmful online 
content, lNho deserve swift action by corporations to remove harmful content from online 
platforms. Victims also deserve accountabilitylNhen harmful content is propagated. The cream 
of an accompanying complaint system must be accessible and victim-centred, and the use of 
plain language is essential. A public health model should be instituted in addition to legislative 
and regulatory frame'M>rk to help prevent the proliferation of harmful online content, and 
consideration given to the use of restorative justice measures to respond, INhere INarranted . 
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From: 
To: 
Subjec.t: 
Date: 

Mads Pivoo 
ICN I !Xl (PCH) 

Open Consultation on Harmful Online Content 
September 25, 2021 12:55;59 PM 

1 understand the purpose and the intcnt oftne proposed legislative changes .. And I agree that the current 
environment can be toxic at times - especially for marginal ized persons. 

But". 

The current proposal seems to be 100 broad in scope. I' m not necessarily concerned about how it might be used, 
now. What concerns me is how it might be twisted to scrve the needs. agendas and aspirations of future political 
leaders. To me, it strikes me that the current proposal puts a lot of power into the government's hands to police, 
regulate, and ultimately control onlinc channels. ThaI's wrong. 

When you say that thc "intent is to capture major platfonns", that sets offa lot ofalanns. As the old saying goes 
"The road to hell is paved with good intentions." You ean't just target "the big platfonns" without also impacting 
the small ones. This is because once the big platforms become regulated, ALL fringe traffic win inevitably flow to 
the smal ler ones. You would absolutely have 10 make the legislation sweeping and broad to have any effect. And 
this is too dangerous, in my view. 

When you propose to censure contenl that might be perceived as rdcist, sex ist, homophobic, xenophobic, or 
otherwise. it then opens the doors to "interpretation". This results in deliberntion. evaluation, and lengthy 
discussion. I mean, we have PhOs in Canada who have written entire disscrtations on the meaning of·The End". 
Imagine the deliberation on what might be con.strued as obscene or sex ist. The cure is worse than the symptoms 
being targeted . AND, if dcliberation is not aclioned, thcn it's just censorship. Regardless. I'm not in favour of lhe 
government making these kinds of decisions. Sure, there arc clear violations, but it is in those grey areas thaI 
concern mc. Bccause a picture of a kid on the beach might be inappropriatc in some contexts - and dcserve to be 
vetted and moderated. But what iflha t picture is posted by the Leader of the Opposition? And the currenl 
government chooses 10 cxploit that opportunity? It's not whether thc image IS .inappropriate, but rather the ability 
of someone to SUGGEST it is inappropriate citing a specific law. Once the word is out there, the damage is done, 
Casc in poi nt: the single twcct by Nicki Minaj suggesting a vaccine causes impotence. Social media celebrity is thc 
real culpri t and that 's something the government will never be able to regu late. 

It ' s much too dangerous because it can be used in a sense of censoring poli tical views. It' s too dangerous to be used 
to censure commcnts against corporations. It's too easy for malicious strategists to call on this sort of legislation 
and action strategic lawsui ts against public participation. Overall, it's just too dangerous, period. 

The challenge with creating laws FOR the people is that they can also be used AGAINST the people, and BY the 
people. 

I am submitting this response to voice my opposition to the proposed changes 

Regards, 

Mark Pivon 

Cell , ----
5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Doua Cloutier 
ICN I CXl (PCHl 
Harmful content online ... 
September 17, 2021 5:14: 56 PM 

This legislation is totally unnecessary. Giving the RCMP and CIS IS even more oversight, when in fact their reach 
already is to broad. Ifanything we need " Less" over sight. And Canadians need more privacy laws in place to 
prevent this sort of unwanted privacy violating legislation .. 

Would expect this in China . But this I Canada or so I thought. . .. Sadly this will drive more people otT social 
media and somewhere more private. As is done already in China because of over bearing laws that are infringing on 
our privacy. 

TotaUy unacceptable. Canada needs more policing for white collar crimes. And less policing in geneml. 

Doug Cloutier 
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Go gle 
September 24, 2021 

Department of Canadian Heritage ("PCH") 

Re: Google Submission to Canadian Government's Proposal to Address Online Harms 

I. Executive Summary 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Canadian 

Heritage's proposals to address certain categories of harmful content online. These are 

important issues that require thoughtful input from a variety of stakeholders. including online 

service providers, the Canadian government, civil society. and others. 

We are supportive of the government's efforts to find ways to protect Canadians from online 

harms; however, we are concerned that some aspects of the current proposal CQuid be 

vulnerable to abuse and may have unintended negative impacts on Canadians' access to 

valuable information and services, privacy and freedom of expression, and the Canadian 

economy. We have summarised these concerns below and provide further detail in the rest of 

our submission. 

• The types of providers and services that are in and out of scope must be clearly 
identified. recognising the distinct nature of different types of services and user 
interactivity, differing abilities to moderate content, and the impact on access to 
information. 

o We agree with the government's efforts to exclude certain types of services 

from the definition of Online Communication Service Provider (OCSP) (e.g., 

private communication services, telecommunications services), and we 

encourage it to make these exceptions more clear to avoid creating ambiguity 

about the types of services it considers in scope of the proposed framework. 

• Obligations must be limited to illegal content to avoid spurring the unnecessary 
removal of lawful, legitimate content. 

o We believe it is critical that content regulated by the proposed f ramework be 

precisely defined and limited to illegal content in order to avoid undermining 

access to information, limiting freedom of expression, restricting the exchange 

of ideas and viewpoints that are necessary in a democratic society. and creating 

a legal framework that could be used to censor political speech in the future. 

The government should take care to ensure that their proposal does not risk 

creating different legal standards for online and offline environments. making 
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legal expression offline illegal to share online. In addition. the government should 

avoid creating a system that drives OCSPs to adopt a "take down first, ask 

questions later (or never)" approach. Therefore, we urge the government to be 

extremely clear and precise when defining the prohibited categories and to give 

due consideration to the time-pressured circumstances in which OCSPs will be 

expected to apply these definitions to large volumes of content. Furthermore. 

we believe that it is essential that the government hew to existing definitions for 

illegal content under Canadian law in order to avoid restricting lawful expression 

and potentially undermining the legal validity of the framework. 

• In order for illegal content to be removed expeditiously. formal legal complaint 

systems must be distinct from systems to address community guidelines 
violations. Rigid 24-hour deadlines for taking action against reported content do 
not allow providers to carefully assess the relevant law and context and would be 

counterproductive. 
o We agree that OCSPs should act promptly to remove illegal content when they 

become aware of it. However, it is critical that any legal obligations for content 

removal account for the nuance that is often required for these reviews and 

determinations, the potential for user error, the need to triage particularly 

egregious content. and the sheer volume of content and complaints that OCSPs 

need to process dally. Therefore, we urge the government to establish a flexible 

process for addressing illegal content that allows OCSPs to adequately evaluate 

removals requests within a reasonable timeframe (e.g., "without undue delay," 

or "expeditiously"). Moreover, any content removal legal obligations should be 

separate and not displace the voluntary "flagging" systems for legal. but harmful 

content that many OCSPs have created to address the unique needs of their 

products and services. We also encourage the government to clarify that 

OCSPs are empowered to take action against users who abuse flagging or legal 

notice systems and encourage the government to consider other safeguards 

that could be built into the framework to further deter misuse and abuse of 

flagging systems. 

• Mandatory obligations to proactively monitor and identify content across the 
entire service are disproportionate and will result in the blocking of legitimate 
content. 

o While automated systems can be a vital tool for detecting and blocking 

potentially harmfui content at scale, such systems often struggle with the 

application of nuanced. context-dependent definitions for prohibited content. 

Therefore, mandating that OCSPs use automated systems to proactively 

monitor and block content would likely lead to the blocking of large amounts of 
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legitimate content and undermine Canadians' access to valuable information. 

We strongly encourage the government to clarify that the use of automated 

systems for proactive monitoring and blocking of content is not required and 

should be used in conjunction with human review. This would not preclude 

OCSPs from taking measures on their own initiative. where appropriate and 

where technologically feasible. 

• Requirements to disclose user data to law enforcement agencies must be 

accompanied by due process safeguards to prevent the risk of unwarranted 

government surveillance and of encroaching on users' privacy rights. 
o We understand the legitimate needs of law enforcement, and we are supportive 

of OCSPs making voluntary reports to law enforcement regarding illegal content 

and assisting law enforcement with judicially authorized production requests, 

However. we are concerned that some of the proposed framework's reporting 

obligations may undermine due process and privacy protections, as well as 

directly conflict with legal obligations applicable to OCSPs in other jurisdictions. 

We encourage the government to reconsider the law enforcement reporting 

provisions and include appropriate statutory protections for privacy and due 

process. 

• The obligation to include demographic data in regular reports to the OSC is 

impractical and may undermine user privacy. 

o If the demographic reporting requirement were included in the framework, 

OCSPs would effectively be forced to start collecting additional sensitive data 

about Canadian users. contrary to user privacy interests and data minimization 

principles. It would also create an ongoing privacy risk for Canadians by forcing 

OCSPs to indefinitely retain detailed demographic data about ali of their 

Canadian users, some of whom could be harmed if their sensitive demographic 

data were to become public as a result of a data breach. Given the significant 

risks associated with the mandatory collection of demographic data. we urge 

the government to remove the demographic data reporting obligation from the 

proposed framework. 

• Regulatory oversight and enforcement should focus on systemic failures rather 
than individual cases of non-compliance so as to avoid stifling access to 

information. free expression. and innovation. 

o We recognize the need for appropriate sanctions for noncompliance with the 

law. However, we are concerned that the government's expansive enforcement 

powers and the open-ended nature of the framework's penalty provision will 

create enormous legal risk for OCSPs. For example. these provisions could 
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result in OCSPs being subject to financial penalties up to 5% of global revenue 

for mistakes they make with respect to individual pieces of content -- even 

when acting in good faith and under robust compliance procedures. Given the 

vast amount of content that OCSPs process, the nuanced consideration that is 

often required to identify prohibited content. and the short deadline for 

addressing flagged content, it is a near certainty that OCSPs will not be able to 

achieve perfect compliance with the law with respect to each piece of content. 

These risks will effectively force OCSPs to err on the side of blocking more 

content than reasonably required and thereby undermine users' ability to share 

legitimate content and express themselves. Therefore, we urge the government 

to clarify and expand the due diligence defence and consider an alternative 

penalty framework that focuses on systemic compliance with the law. 

• To avoid the unnecessary blocking or removal of lawful, legitimate content. 

financial and criminal penalties must be applied reasonably and proportionately. 
o As discussed above, the risk of severe penalties for OCSPs that operate in good 

faith may pressure OCSPs into adopting imprecise and overly restrictive content 

moderation strategies that will deny Canadians a full opportunity to share and 

view legitimate content. In addition, we believe that associating penalties with 

an OCSP's gross global revenue results in penalties that are disconnected from 

the OCSP's activities in Canada and further disconnected to the reality of their 

potential presence in the Canadian marketplace. In order to avoid these risks. 

we urge the government to provide strong safeguards in the legislation that will 

assure that monetary penalties are imposed in a reasonable and proportionate 

manner. 

II. Google and YouTube's approach to content moderation 

At Google. our mission is to organise the world's information and make it universally accessible 

and useful. We build tools to benefit society, and that have been a force for creativity. learning 

and access to information. They have enabled economic growth, boosted skills and 

opportunity, and fostered a thriving society. Google's products alone support $1 ,7 billion CAD 

annually in incremental exports for Canadian businesses and are equivalent to 1.1% of GDP or 

supporting 240,000 local jobs, 1 In 2020, Oxford Economics found that YouTube's creative 

ecosystem contributed approximately $923 million to Canada's GOP and supported more than 

34,000 Canadian jobs,2ln addition, YouTube has helped Canadian creators of all kinds, both 

1 Public First: Google Canada Economic Impact Report 2019. 
2 Oxford Economics: from Opportunity to Impact: Assessing the Economic. Societal, and Cultural 
Impact of YouTube in Canada, 
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amateur and professional, reach a global audience. In fact. Canadian creators see 90 percent 

of their views come from outside Canada's borders. 

While we believe the Internet has an immensely positive impact on society, we also recognise 

that there can be a troubling side of open platforms, and that in some cases bad actors have 

exploited this openness. We understand the sensitivity and importance of these areas and 

have devoted careful attention to developing an approach that limits harm while protecting 

users' ability to express themselves online. We have not waited for legislation to act in tackling 

illegal or lawful, but potentially harmful content; we have developed OUf own guidelines and 

taken action. We have implemented extensive efforts to help prevent and address harmful and 

unlawful content across our services, including by working appropriately with government, law 

enforcement. and other stakeholders in Canada and around the world. 

Our approach for moderating content and providing our users with access to high-quality 

information centres on four complementary levers: 

• Remove: We comply with legal obligations requiring the removal of unlawful content 

with clearly defined processes for users and governments to submit legal complaints 

about our products. In addition, we set responsible and clear rules for each of our 

products and services and take action against content and behaviours that infringe on 

them. 

• Raise: We elevate high-quality content and authoritative sources where it matters most. 

• Reduce: We reduce the spread of potentially harmful information where we feature or 

recommend content. 

• Reward: We set a high standard of quality and reliability for publishers and content 

creators who would like to monetize or advertise their content. 

Our strategy for tackling illegal and potentially harmful content is tailored to each of our 

platforms. We have processes by which governments and individuals can request removal of 

illegal content. including reporting violations of country-specific laws, such as those related to 

anti-terrorism, obscenity, or hate speech. Legal removals processes require detailed, specific 

information about the nature of the potentially illegal content. We review these requests 

closely to determine if contellt should be removed because it violates a law or our community 

guidelines and policies. 

In addition, for each product. we have a specific set of rules and guidelines that are suitable for 

the type of platform. how it is used. and the risk of harm associated with it. For example, on 
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YouTube these approaches range from clear community guidelines. with mechanisms to 

report content that violates them, to increasingly effective artificial intelligence (AI) and 

machine learning that can facilitate removal of harmful content before a single human user has 

been able to access it. In April 2021 we introduced a new metric, called Violative View Rate . as 

part of our quarterly transparency reporting. This metric estimates that the proportion of 

views of YouTube videos that violate our Community Guidelines has fallen from c. 0.7% in Q4 

2017 to C. 0.19-21% in Q2 2021. We calculate this metric using a rigorous statistical 

methodology. which has just been reviewed and validated by MIT Professor Arnold Barnett.3 

Our goal is to achieve both accuracy and scale in our work. That's why we have people and 

technology working together - and we invest heavily in both. We now have over 20,000 people 

across Google and YouTube dedicated to keeping our users safe from policy development to 

review and enforcement. This includes reviewers who work around the world across all time 

zones, speak many different languages, and are highly skilled. On YouTube, for example, 

reviewers evaluate flagged videos against all of our Community Guidelines and policies, 

regardless of why the video was originally flagged 

While we have made tremendous progress in developing automated systems to detect harmful 

and Illegal content, machine learning and other technologies are still in development. In some 

instances, automated proactive measures cannot properly take the context of content into 

account. Machine learning models are not yet consistently good at understanding contextual 

differences between content that otherwise looks very similar. As a result, automatically 

removing content is not necessarily the correct decision in every circumstance. In addition. 

recent research has also shown that even small changes to images can fool computer vision 

systems into missing what is obvious to human reviewers. Proactive measures are improving all 

the time, but they should only be deployed carefully, and when judged effective by individual 

companies. 

We continue to invest in developing and improving the policies, products, tools, processes, and 

teams that handle content moderation across our platforms and are committed to providing 

trustworthy, useful information that meets our users needs and protects them from harm. 

III. Covered Entities - The types of providers and services that are In and out of 

scope must be clearly identified. recognising the distinct nature of different 

types of services and user interactivity, differing abilities to moderate content. 

and the impact on access to information. 

3 Arnold Barnett. YouTube's Violative View Rate Methodology: A Statistical Analysis (2021), available at 
https:llstorage,googleapjs,corn/transpareocyreporVyoutube/YouTube%27s%2OYYR%20Methodology%2 
O-%20A%20Statistical%20Assessment%20·%20Arnold%20Barnett.pdf. 
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We agree with the government's efforts to exclude certain types of services from the 

definition of OCSP (e.g., private communication services. telecommunications services), and 

we encourage it to make these exceptions more clear to avoid creating ambiguity about the 

scope of the proposed framework. 

Because the proposed framework could require OCSPs to view and monitor certain user 

content. the definition of OCSP should expressly exclude services (and parts of services) 

where such access or monitoring is technically infeasible, would be highly intrusive to user 

privacy, may unreasonably limit access to high-quality information online, or harm free 

expression and creativity. In particular, we believe it is important that the following types of 

services be more clearly excluded from the definition of OCSP: 

A. Cloud storage providers 

Cloud providers are limited in what they can do to address illegal content stored at the 

direction of their customers or their customers' users, given the technical architecture of their 

services. privacy protections. and the contractual obligations they hold towards their 

customers' data. Factually and contractually. such providers do not have the requisite authority 

and control over content, such that they should have responsibility for removing specific 

content from a third party's service. Our understanding is that the technical paper's statement 

that "[the OCSP definition] should not include a person who ... hosts or caches the content or 

information about the location of the content. by reason only that another person uses their 

services to provide an OCS"4 would prevent many cloud storage providers from qualifying as 

OCSPs, and we urge the government to make that point clear in legislative text. 

For example. customer data may be encrypted in a manner that allows only the customer to 

access the data and the cloud storage provider may be contractually prohibited from 

accessing it. In addition, cloud services are also regularly used by government institutions. 

research organizations. civil society groups and universities. Placing this category of services 

in-scope of the definition of OCSP would require monitoring the content of such 

organizations. Finally, many cloud storage services, including those that directly serve 

consumers. generally do not make the content they store accessible or searchable to the 

general public. The absence of general public access and search features inherently limits the 

potential reach of content that is stored by cloud storage services. 

Subjecting cloud services to the proposed framework would raise significant user privacy and 

business confidentiality concerns, among other harms. For example, the main purpose of many 

of these services is to allow individual consumers to store personal content. Although some 

users may use cloud storage services to share content with others (e.g .• by sharing a link to a 

stored file with a limited set of other users), such sharing is often more akin to a private 

4 Technical paper. Module 1(A), 4. 
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communication (which are expressly exempted from the proposal) than to the widespread 

public distribution of content that is possible on social media services. Though some OCSPs 

carry out automated hash-matching of media in cloud storage. what is called for in the 

framework involves much more than this automated analysis. As a result. we urge the 

government to clarify that all cloud service providers are also excluded from the definition of 

OCSP. Short of that. any obligations that are placed on cloud service providers should account 

for the constraints on their ability to access and monitor user content. 

B. Search engines 

We agree that N[the OCSP definition] should not include a person who indicates the existence 

or location of content,"s including search engines. Search engines playa critical role in 

organizing information and making it accessible to the public. They are indexes of the web at 

large and consist of the automatic and intermediate storage of information hosted by third 

parties. Given the immense volume of information that search engines process (e.g .. hundreds 

of trillions of pages), it would be impossible for them to substantively evaluate the nature of 

the content they index while continuing to operate at their current scale. The content. even if it 

could be evaluated. would remain available on the website where it is hosted, As a result. the 

law has importantly ensured that responsibility rests with the platforms and webhosts that 

have control over the content and can determine whether it is avaiJable to the public in 

Canada. To ensure that search engines can continue to provide accurate and up-to-date 

access to the vast amount of information available on the Internet. we recommend that they 

continue to be expressly excluded from the definition of OCSP. 

IV. Content in Scope - Obligations must be limited to clearly defined categories of 
illegal content to avoid spurring the unnecessary removal of lawful. legitimate 
content. 

A. Overbroad definitions of regulated content may limit freedom of expression and 

lead to over-removal of lawful content 

We applaud the government's overall goal of combating the spread of harmful content online. 

At the same time. we also believe it is critical that content regulated by the proposed 

framework be precisely defined and limited to illegal content in order to avoid creating a 

framework that spurs the over-removal of content. undermines access to information. limits 

freedom of expression. restricts the exchange of ideas and viewpoints that is necessary in a 

democratic society, and could be used to censor political speech in the future. We are 

concerned that the expansive and subjective content definitions proposed in the framework 

will make it difficult for OCSPs seeking to comply in good faith to make accurate decisions 

5 Technical paper. Module 1(A), 4. 
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promptly (especially considering the proposed 24-hour deadline for addressing user-flagged 

content. for which we separately express additional concerns below). 

For example. the technical paper states that H[t]he concept of terrorist content. should refer to 

content that actively encourages terrorism and which is likely to result in terrorism."6 The 

application of this brief definition can require considerable analysis, as it requires OCSPs to 

consider: (1) whether the content relates to "terrorism," a term that has a fairly broad and 

complex definition under Canadian law; (2) whether the content is meant to "actively 

encourage" terrorism; and (3) whether it is "likely to result in terrorism." Faced with the 

pressure of having to proactively monitor vast amounts of information for prohibited content 

and to quickly remove and/or report prohibited content. many OCSPs wi ll not be able to give 

these questions the thoughtful consideration they require. Instead, they will most likely resort 

to blocking/removing any content that has a remote possibility of qualifying as prohibited 

content, resulting in the suppression and censorship of lawfu l expression (potentially including 

content that is intended to educate and inform the public about terrorism). 

Consider, for example, a livestream of a political rally about climate change that is filmed by a 

bystander and uploaded to a social media website. While the majority of the speakers at the 

rally argue for activism through peaceful means, one speech raises the idea of destroying 

fossil fuel infrastructure in order to combat climate change. If committed. such an act could 

constitute "terrorist activity" under Canadian law. Therefore. an OCSP could potentially 

conclude that the video of speech "actively encourages terrorism" and, if the speaker is 

deemed to be persuasive. is "likely to result in terrorism."7 Even though the bystander simply 

meant to raise awareness of the climate change rally and had no intention of promoting the 

illegal activity advocated by the one speaker. the social media site may conclude that it is 

required to remove the entire video and report the content and bystander to authorities. The 

framework also does not take into account other important considerations. For example, it 

does not answer the question of whether the analysis changes if the video is uploaded by a 

journalist. This is just one example of the proposed framework's broad definitions of prohibited 

content that could effectively force OCSPs to try to make nuanced decisions about the intent 

and impact of content at an unprecedented and infeasible scale. 

Another concern is how an OCSP should handle human rights matters. For example. many 

individuals in Syria documented war crimes and uploaded the videos to social media sites. 

These videos were initially flagged by automated systems. Preserving them. however, was 

importallt for international prosecutors, human rights organizations, and Syrian citizens who 

I> Technical paper. Module l(A), 8. 
1 The content could also fall into the similarly broad category of "content that incites Violence. N which is 
defined as "content that actively encourages or threatens violence and which is likely to result in 
violence." 
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aimed to hold the perpetrators accountable. Because YouTube and other social media 

platforms were able to retain these types of videos, they have been used as evidence In 

criminal cases that have resulted in convictions. 

B. Limiting the framework to categories of content that are illegal under existing 

Canadian law will provide clear rules and expectations for OCSPs and users 

The definitions of content in scope should be directly tied to and limited to content that has 

been found by Canadian courts to be unlawful after a thorough review through a 

Charter- informed lens. Not doing so will likely result in legislation being found unconstitutional 

and will have a chilling effect on lawful expression. For example, the technical paper proposes 

that content related to child sexual abuse be extended to include "material relating to child 

sexual exploitation activities that may not constitute a criminal offence, but when posted on an 

OCS is still harmful to children and victims (e.g., screen shots of videos that do not include the 

criminal activity but refer to it obliquely; up-to-date photos of adults who were exploitedl 

abused as children being posted in the context of their exploitation and abuse as children)," 

Most Canadians are familiar with the tragic stories of two young Canadian women who were 

both victims of sexualized cyberbullying'and chitd pornography offences. After their tragic 

deaths, their parents bravely took on significant roles of public information and advocacy for 

victims, telling the stories of their daughters in order to bring about significant, positive change 

in our communities, our schools and in legislatures. Not surprisingly, they made extensive use 

of social media to reach young people with their stories of their daughters, spreading 

messages of respectful relationships and online safety. In one case, the victim created a video 

on YouTube in which she told her own story of online abuse and the impact it had on her. The 

definition proposed in the framework could reasonably be interpreted as requiring the removal 

from OCSPs of content that involves survivors and their families telling their stories for 

educational purposes. The definition could also be applied to OCSPs who carry public 

testimony from the Parliamentary committee's study that informed the framework. Ensuring 

that the definitions do not inadvertently silence these voices online is beneficial and 

completely aligned with the objective of reducing the prevalence of online material that harms 

children and child victims. 

Given the risk of the suppression of legitimate and lawful expression, we urge the government 

to be precise in defining the prohibited categories of content, limit the definitions to what 

Canadian courts have deemed to be unlawful and to account for the fact that OCSPs will be 

under pressure to review enormous volumes of content and make quick determinations of 

whether the content falls into a prohibited category. 
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As mentioned below in Section V, it is also important that illegal content has a separate legal 

removals system from voluntary systems OCSPs may create for their users to flag lawful 

content that violates their products' community guidelines, Requiring formal legal notice for 

removals of illegal content. would ensure that violative content is removed as expeditiously as 

possible. Formal legal notice would provide OCSPs with details about the illegal nature of the 

content as well as sufficient information about the identity and location of the individual or 

entity reporting the content. Additionally. OCSPs have the benefit of evaluating these illegal 

removals requests against clear legal standards set forth in criminal codes. 

v. Obligations for OCSPs - Rigid deadlines for taking action against reported 

content do not allow providers to carefully assess the relevant law and context. 

We agree that OCSPs should act promptly to remove illegal content when they become aware 

of it. However, any legal obligations for content removal should account for the nuance that is 

often required for these reviews and determinations, potential for user error. and the sheer 

volume of content and complaints that OCSPs need to process on a daily basis. The proposed 

framework's 24-hour deadline for addressing all user-flagged content fails to take these 

realities into account and should be removed. Additionally, treating all user flags as triggers for 

a legal takedown obligation (including the running of the 24-hour deadline) will inevitably make 

the system vulnerable to abuse and lead to the removal of legitimate content. 

A. 24-bour deadline 

As discussed in section IV. OCSPs may need to engage in a nuanced consideration of context. 

intent. and impact in order to determine whether content meets the definitions of one of the 

five categories of prohibited content. Given the potential breadth of the prohibited categories. 

"grey-area" cases will undoubtedly be common and the 24-hour deadline will not allow 

sufficient time for thoughtful consideration of the case (as we have noted separately. the 

definitions for prohibited content should also be tied to existing definitions for illegal content 

under Canadian law). 

The problems associated with an extremely short takedown timeline will only be compounded 

by the fact that any user flag can trigger the start of the countdown. OCSPs that have millions 

of users and host billions of pieces of content could easily receive tens or hundreds of 

thousands of flags per day. For example, over 500 hours of video are uploaded to You Tube 

every minute. In the second quarter of 2021, users submitted 17,226,571 flags (around 190.000 

a day) to YouTube about content that allegedly violated community guidelines. In the face of 

high volumes of flags, OCSPs would need to rely on automated systems for processing. which. 

as discussed above, struggle with making nuanced content classification decisions. 
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In addition, confronted with the short deadline and prospect of extremely high penalties for 

noncompliance, many OCSPs will choose to prioritize speed over accuracy and automatically 

block/remove content that is subject to a flag if their automated system concludes there is 

even a remote possibility that the content is prohibited. As a result, significant amounts of 

legitimate and lawful expression that was either incorrectly flagged by a users or 

mischaracterized by an automated system will be removed. While some such content could 

potentially be reinstated through the proposed framework's mandated appeal process, this 

would not eliminate the risk that Canadians would be denied access to valuable information 

online. Some content. for example, may be time-sensitive (e.g., news coverage of a recent 

event) and the removal of such content during the relevant time period would greatly 

undermine its value. Other content may not be appealed. in which case the legitimate and 

lawful expression will remain censored. 

This short deadline to address takedown requests also raises considerable issues related to 

innovation and competition among OCSPs of differing sizes, and has the potential to stifle 

innovation and growth of Canadian OCSPs. Being able to address takedown requests will 

require personnel and other resources that are often in short supply within start ups and 

rapidly growing companies. While large, established companies -- particularly those that 

already take harmful content seriously -- will have people and processes that will have to be 

deployed to comply with a Canadian framework, smaller companies simply do not have these 

resources. This framework will immediately create a disincentive for the creation of Canadian 

OCSPs and overburdening the resources of smaller companies will compound the incentive to 

simply take down content that is at all questionable. but perhaps lawful. Furthermore. it is 

foreseeable that new, emerging OCSPs will simply forgo making their services available to 

Canadians. 

It is worth noting that other democracies have avoided or pushed back against short removal 

deadlines for content moderation rules in recognition of the practical difficulties associated 

with the deadlines and their potential negative impact on consumers' right to access 

information and freedom of expression. For example, Germany's Network Enforcement Law 

(NetzDG), which includes strict content removal deadlines, only requires a 24-hour turnaround 

time for "manifestly unlawful" content and allows an extension from 24 hours to 7 days for 

more complex cases, as well as additional time for decisions that require specific legal expert 

knowledge and are referred to a joint industry body.9 Similarly, in France. a 2020 bill with a 

24-hour removal mandate was struck down by the French Constitutional Council over 

81n 0 2 2021, users submitted 17,226.571 flags to YouTube, and in the same period only 351. 570 videos 
were removed as a result of user flags. 
9 Network Enforcement Act (Netzdurchsetzunggesetz). Section 3. 
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concerns about the chilling effect the bill would have on free expression by incentivising 

intermediaries to remove legal speech in an effort to remain compliant.10 

As an alternative to the overly brief and rigid 24-hour deadline set out in the proposed 

framework. we urge the government to consider more reasonable. flexible standards that 

would still require OCSPs to address reported content with urgency. For example. a more 

workable standard could be to require OCSPs to address reported content "with all due 

speed," "without undue delay," or "expeditiously," This would allow the company to carry out 

appropriate consideration and seek expert guidance. while prioritizing the most important 

cases. Regulators could also issue guidance or best practices that give a sense of the typical 

timelines in which OCSPs should generally seek to address reported content. The proposal 

could also include "stop-the-clock" safeguards that allow OSCPs to pause the countdown to 

the deadline when they require more information to evaluate the complaint. 

B. User-submitted flags 

A separate. but related problem with the obligation to address user flags within 24 hours is the 

fact that user-submitted flags are often inaccurate and can be used as a tool to harass and 

infringe on the expression of other users. Our experience with the YouTube community 

guidelines flagging tool illustrates this risk. We receive hundreds of thousands of content flags 

on a daily basis. While many are good-faith attempts to flag problematic content, large 

numbers of them represent mere disagreement with views expressed in legitimate content or 

are inaccurate. These types of user flags are best used as "signals" of potentially policy 

violative content, rather than definitive statements of violations. and should not be treated as 

flags that trigger specific legal obligations. It is critical that OCSPs have discretion to review 

and use such flags in ways that make the most sense to protect their users (e.g., evaluating 

flags in conjunction with technical signals and other factors to prioritize reviews of flagged 

content). 

Our experience with Germany's NetzOG law provides similar evidence about the inaccuracy of 

user flags even in the context of a legal complaint system. Our current NetzOG transparency 

report shows that more than 84% Qf content reported under the NetzOG was determined not 

to violate our Community Guidelines or the criminal statutes referred to in NetzOG and was 

therefore not removed or blocked." 

10 Decision n° 2020-801 DC of Jline 18. 2020, available at 
httos:/twww.conseil-constitutionnel.frldecisionl2020/2020801DC.htm. 
11 Removals under the Network Enforcement Law, available at: 
https:lltransparencyreporr.google.com/netzdg/youtube?hl-en. 
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Given the high risk of inaccurate user flags. we urge the government to consider alternative 

approaches. such as requiring users to submit a legal complaint. If users were to submit such a 

complaint. they would be required to provide the legal grounds for the removal. their 

identification, and precise location. This standard has been successfully implemented in 

regulations across the globe, including most recently in France. Adding more specificity to the 

user reporting process would not only increase the likelihood that users will report actionable 

content but also provide us with the information we need to evaluate the content fairly and 

quickly. 

We encourage the government to consider permitting OCSPs to require that users provide 

detailed information about the nature of their report- - if they are claiming that the content is 

prohibited under Canadian law. For example, a formal report pursuant to the Canadian 

framework should require the user to: 

• identify themselves; 

• clearly identify the content at issue by URL. video timestamp. or other unique identifier. 

• state the law and basis of the legal claim (e.g .• explain why the content meets the 

definition of one of the prohibited categories of content): and 

• attest to the good faith and validity of the claim. 

The government and OCSPs could collaborate to provide guidance and educational resources 

in order to help users understand the nature of the law and complete these requests. However. 

we believe that it is important to maintain a distinction between complaints that trigger 

significant legal requirements and the simple 'click to flag ' buttons that are used for community 

guideline violations that may not have legal implications. Requiring users to go through 

additional steps to submit a legal complaint would highlight the significance of the action and 

potentially deter abuse of the system. Reducing the number of incorrect or abusive complaints 

submitted pursuant to the legal reporting requirement will also enable OCSPs to spend more 

time on legitimate complaints and help them block prohibited content in a timely manner. 

Alternatively. notice could be limited to removal requests submitted by certain trusted 

organizations. For example. You Tube has developed a Trusted Flagger program to help provide 

robust tools for individuals. government agencies, and non-governmental organIzations 

(NGOs) that are particularly effective at notifying YouTube of content that violates our 

Community Guidelines: The program provides these partners with training. a bulk-flagging 

tool, and a channel for ongoing discussion and feedback about YouTube's approach to various 

content areas. The program is part of a network of more than 180 academics, government 

partners. and NGOs that bring valuable expertise to our enforcement systems. For instance. to 

help address violent extremism, these partners include the International Centre for the Study 

of Radicalization at King's College London, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, the Centre for 

Israel and Jewish Affairs. the National Council for Canadian Muslims and government agencies 
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focused on counterterrorism. Because their flags have a higher action rate than the average 

user, we prioritize them for review. 

Lastly. we encourage the government to clarify that OCSPs are empowered to take action 

against users who abuse flagging or legal notice systems. For example. under flagging systems 

that platforms have voluntarily established. platforms have the ability to ban users who 

repeatedly make false reports. The framework should provide OCSPs with a safe harbour from 

liability for actions they take to ban or otherwise penalize users who misuse any legally 

mandated flagging system. In addition, we encourage the government to consider other 

safeguards that could be built into the framework in order to further deter misuse and abuse 

of flagging systems. 

VI. Obligations for OCSPs - Mandatory obligations to proactively monitor and 
identify content across the entire service are disproportionate and could result In 
the blocking of legitimate content. 

We are supportive of OCSPs voluntarily implementing robust systems to identify and address 

harmful content. We are concerned. however. about the potential negative consequences of 

the proposed framework's broad requirement that OCSPs "take all reasonable measures, 

which can include the use of automated systems. to identify harmful content that is 

communicated on its OCS and that is accessible to persons in Canada. and to make that 

harmful content inaccessible to persons in Canada."12 Specifically. we are concerned that some 

could seek to interpret this language as a mandatory obligation to implement automated 

systems that proactively monitor and block prohibited content. As discussed in more detail 

below. doing so would create a series of significant negative ripple effects for Canadian users. 

For example. given that it is often difficult for automated systems to determine whether 

content falls into highly context-dependent categories (e.g .. the five prohibited categories of 

content under the framework) . the required use of such systems would likely result in the 

over-blocking of content and Canadians losing access to valuable content and information. 

Additionally, bad actors may seek to exploit weaknesses in these automated systems in order 

to intentionally censor legitimate content (e.g .. political speech, speech by minority groups). To 

avoid these negative outcomes, we encourage the government to clarify that no part of the 

framework mandates the proactive monitoring and filtering of content. 

While breakthroughs in machine learning and other technology used to monitor and identify 

potentially harmful content are impressive, the technology is still evolving and is less accurate 

for more nuanced or context-dependent content. For example. automated systems that are 

trained to recognize certain images or patterns of text that may be associated with categories 

of prohibited content (e.g., terrorist content. hate speech) may mistake news coverage. 

12 Technical paper, Module 1(8), 10. 
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documentaries. educational material. and academic research of these subjects as prohibited 

content because they contain some of the same images and text. 

Consider a video of military conflict. In one context, the footage might be documentary 

evidence of atrocities in areas that journalists have great difficulty accessing. In another 

context, the footage could be promotional material for an illegal organisation (e.g., a terrorist 

organisation). And in another, important political speech by marginalized populations. In the 

same vein. the exact same iconic and horrifying images of historic genocide are used by those 

who want to advocate for justice and tolerance. on one hand, and those who advocate for 

violence and further genocide. on the other hand. Between these two poles are those who 

aspire to report on historic events in an objective manner. Computers cannot yet distinguish 

this key context. Even a highly trained reviewer could have a hard time telling the difference. 

and machines are even more limited. 

Similarly. while automated systems can make it easier to prevent known violative content from 

being re-uploaded. they have limitations here as well. For example. on YouTube, we use digital 

hash technology to catch copies of known violative content before it is available to view. For 

some content. like child sexual abuse images and terrorist recruitment videos, we contribute to 

shared industry databases of hashes to increase the volume of content our machines can 

catch at upload. This technology generally works well when exact copies of. for example. the 

same terrorist propaganda video are re-uploaded. In contrast. an automated tool may have 

difficulty detecting the same video if it has been subject to minor alterations. 

The accuracy limitations of automated systems can also be seen in data we maintain about 

appeals on YouTube. From April- June 2021. we received 217,446 requests for appeal. an 

increase from the previous quarter; of those. 52.696 videos were reinstated.13 During the onset 

of the COVID-19 outbreak. there was an increase in successful appeals which may have been 

attributable to an increased deployment of machine learning to tackle challenging content 

during that period. and thus reinforces the view that machine automation simply cannot 

replace human judgment which requires time for proper analysis and deliberation. 

In addition to potentially blocking legitimate speech, mandatory' proactive monitoring 

requirements may also stifle innovation and competition in the OCS industry in Canada. 

Building and implementing automated systems to monitor content can entail substantial costs 

and engineering. legal. and trust and safety resources. Small companies and startups may be 

deterred from entering the OCS market in Canada if they are unable to bear these costs. 

13 GoogJe Transparency Report, available at: 
https:lltranspareocyreport,google.com/voutube-Qoljcy/appeals?hl",eo&total removed yjdeos==perjod:20 
20Qtexclude automated:all&lu:ototal v ideos reiostated&total videos reiostated"'"period:201904. 
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Given the limitations of automated systems and risks associated w ith their use, several other 

countries and organizations have taken a strong stance against general content monitoring 

obligations. For example. the EU's e-Commerce Directive14 and proposed Digital Services Act l5 

contain express prohibitions on mandating Hgeneral monitoring." The EU Commission stated 

that requiring monitoring "could disproportionately limit users' freedom of expression and 

freedom to receive information, and CQuid burden service providers excessively and thus 

unduly interfere w ith their freedom to conduct a business. The prohibition also limits incentives 

for online surveillance and has positive implications for the protection of personal data and 

privacy."'/> A 2018 UN report on freedom of expression also stated that "(sltates and 

intergovernmental organisations should refrain from establishing laws or arrangements that 

would require the 'proactive' monitoring or filtering of content, which is both inconsistent with 

the right to privacy and likely to amount to pre-publication censorship."'7 Similarly, several 

organisations dedicated to promoting and protecting fundamental rights and freedoms in the 

digital environment have stated that "general monitoring would undermine free expression and 

privacy by imposing ongoing and indiscriminate control of online content with mandatory use 

of technical filtering tools." IB 

We urge the government to clarify that the "reasonable measures" that are required by Module 

1(8) of the'proposal do not include mandatory proactive monitoring and fi ltering of content. 

Such a clarification would help avoid the problems discussed above and better align the 

framework with international norms. 

VII. Notification to Law Enforcement - Requirements to disclose user data to law 
enforcement agencies must be accompanied by due process safeguards to 
prevent the risk of unwarranted government surveillance and of encroaching on 
users' privacy rights. 

14 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8June 2000 on certain legal 
aspects of information society services. in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market, Article 
15. 
15 Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market For Digital Services 
(Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC, Article 7. 
16 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on a on a Single Market For 
Digital Services (Digital Services Act) and amending Directive 2000131/EC, available at 
https:lleur-lex.europa.eu/legal-contenUENfTXT/HTMLI?uri=CELEX:52020PC0825&rid=-2, 
17 "Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to f reedom of opinion 
and expression,M United Nations (2018), available at 
https:lfap,ohchr.org/documeotsfdpage e,aspx?sj-NHRC/38/35. 
18 Letter to Members of the Telecommunications Council, Executive Vice-PresidentVestager, and 
Commissioner Breton (June 4, 2020), available at 
httPS:llcdt.orglwp-contentJuploads/2020106ITelecommunications-Council-Joint-Letter.pdf. 
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We are supportive of OCSPs making voluntary reports to law enforcement regarding illegal 

content and assisting law enforcement with judicially authorized production requests:19 

however. we are concerned that some of the proposed framework's reporting obligations may 

undermine due process and privacy protections and conflict with OCSPs' other legal 

obligations. 

The general reporting provisions in the proposed framework would require OCSPs to: 

• notify the RCMP in circumstances where the OCSP has reasonable grounds to suspect 

that content falling within the five (5) categories of regulated harmful content reflects 

an imminent risk of serious harm to any person or to property. as may be prescribed 

through regulations established by the Governor in Council; or 

• las an alternative] report prescribed information in respect of prescribed criminal 

offences falling within the five (5) categories of regulated harmful content to 

prescribed law enforcement officers or agencies, as may be prescribed through 

regulations established by the Governor in Council. Under this provision, OCSPs would 

also be required to report information respecting terrorist content and content that 

incites violence that will be made inaccessible in accordance with this legislation to the 

Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) in a manner that conforms to Governor in 

Council regulations relating to the threshold, timing, format and any other requirements 

for such reports.20 

Both of these proposed approaches notably do not call for this data sharing process to be 

overseen by an independent judicial authority. as is required to comply with Section 8 of the 

Charter: Canadian courts have held that law enforcement must have a court-approved 

production order to obtain such user data from OCSPs. Additionally. the proposal gives the 

Governor in Council discretion to specify the information that must be included in the 

notifications or reports.21 

Absent further clarification in the legislation, we are concerned that these provisions may 

require OCSPs to regularly provide extensive amounts of user data to law enforcement 

authorities. Given the breadth of the definitions for the five categories of prohibited content 

and risk of heavy penalties for noncompliance, many OCSPs may feel pressured to report any 

content that could potentially fall into the prohibited categories. In addition to flooding law 

enforcement entities with many unhelpful reports about non-prohibited content. this regular 

~ Google receives law enforcement requests for data from all over the world. and we have a dedicated 
team that responds to them around the clock. every day of the year. We also work to streamline the 
process for governments to obtain digital evidence. For example, our law Enforcement Request System 
(lERS) allows a verified law enforcement agent to securely submit a legal request for user data. view the 
status of the submitted request. and download the response submitted by Google. 
20 Technical paper, Module 1(8), 20. 
21 Technical paper. Module 1(8). 20, 
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flow of large volumes of user data from private companies to law enforcement organizations 

without user knowledge would violate consumer expectations about privacy and government 

surveillance in a democratic country. The establishment of such a reporting system may also 

restrict political speech and free expression. as users may be hesitant to publish legitimate 

content that relates to prohibited content (e.g., a documentary about terrorism) if they know 

that it may lead to their information being reported to law enforcement. 

While it is possible that some of the privacy impacts of the reporting obligations could be 

mitigated by limiting the contents of the law enforcement report to information about the 
content itself (which will in some cases be publicly available), serious privacy risks would 

remain. For example, many OCSPs provide users with the ability to limit the audience of 

content they post. In cases where a user has shared content with a handful of people, the 

content is arguably more akin to a private communication than publicly available information. 

Private communications are expressly exempted from the framework, and we encourage the 

government to ensure that similar communications are given similar treatment under the 

framework. 

The Supreme Court of Canada has observed that anonymity is one of the key elements of 

constitutionally-protected privacy, and this is "particularly important in the context of Internet 

usage.22 The provision of identifying information to law enforcement could also potentially 

affect the user's Charter section 8 rights related to unreasonable search and seizure. Currently, 

Canadian law enforcement agencies are only able to obtain information about an Internet user 

who has posted content online if they prove to a judge. under oath. that "there are reasonable 

grounds to believe that an offence has been or will be committed under this or any other Act 

of Parliament". The judge is then tasked with determining whether the public interest in the 

police acquiring this information outweighs the privacy and other public interests at stake. The 

proposed framework for notification to law enforcement removes this judicial check, which 

has been developed in order to balance the critical constitutionally protected interests at 

stake. In essence. it replaces a cornerstone of our legal system. the impartial judge. with a 

private sector entity that has been structurally incentivised to over-report. 

The reporting obligations may also conflict directly with legal obligations applicable to OCSPS 

in other jurisdictions. For example. the personal data of users/customers in the European 

Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland is subject to the protections of the EU's General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR). If an EU data subject posts content that triggers the law 

enforcement reporting requirements, an OCSP that is subject to the GDPR may be unable to 

share the personal data of that user with Canadian law enforcement organizations due to the 

limitation of Canada's adequacy decision to commercial organizations. The disclosure would 

either be simply unlawful or may risk violating the applicable EU laws. Such a dilemma would 

22 R. v. Spencer, 2014 sec 43, at para 45 <https:llcanliLcaltfg7dzn#par45>, 
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force the OCSP to choose between the risk of significant penalties for noncompliance with the 

proposed framework and the risk of significant fines for violations of the GDPR if an OCSP 

were to disclose the personal data of European users. It may also risk substantial damages 

payable to the affected individual. as a mandatory disclosure in Canada would not be a 

defence to a claim in the EEA. It is well established within customary international law and 

Canadian domestic law that a legal requirement in Canada that would cause an offence under 

another country's law offends sovereignty, comity and international norms. The Canadian 

framework for online harms needs to take this into account. particularly where the other 

jurisdiction is closely allied with Canada. 

Given the risks associated with the .current reporting requirements, we urge the government 

to include appropriate statutory protections for privacy and due process. Potential revisions 

could include narrowing the scope of the reporting requirements andlor prescribing the 

specific information that must be included in a report instead of leaving that issue to the 

discretion of the Governor in Council. 

VIII . Reports to the Digital Safety Commissioner· The obligation to include 
demographic data In regular reports to the DSC is Impractical and may undermine 
user privacy. 

While we agree that it is important for the government to examine the impact of online harms 

on different demographic populations. we believe that the mandated inclusion of demographic 

data in OCSP reports to the DSC is unlikely to yield accurate or helpful information and may 

undermine user privacy by forcing OCSPs to collect sensitive demographic data when it is 

otherwise not necessary. Currently. the proposed framework provides that OCSPs must 

generate and provide reports on a scheduled basis to the DSC on Canada-specific data that 

includes. among other things, "information on their (a) notifications to the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Policy (RCMP) or (b) reporting to law enforcement" and. for such notifications. 

"anonymized and disaggregated information about the kinds of demographics implicated."23 

Many platforms would simply be unable to comply with this requirement under their current 

data collection practices. OCSPs often do not collect detailed demographic data about their 

users because: (a) it is frequently not necessary in order to provide services to users; and (b) 

such data can be sensitive personal information and is subject to additional legal protections in 

many jurisdictions around the world. including Canada. For example. Canadian privacy laws 

follow the "data minimisation principle" and require organizations to only collect personal 

information where it is reasonably necessary to perform the services being delivered. 

Therefore, if the demographic reporting requirement is included in the framework. OCSPs 

would effectively be forced to start collecting this sensitive data about Canadian users. Forced 

23 Technical paper. Module 1(B), 14. 
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collection of this data runs contrary to user privacy interests and conflicts with general norms 

regarding data minimization. It would also create an ongoing privacy risk for Canadians by 
forcing OCSPs to indefinitely retain detailed demographic data about all of their Canadian 

users, some of whom could be harmed if their sensitive demographic data were to become 

public as a result of a data breach. 

It is also important to note that this blanket collection of demographic data may yield 

inaccurate information. For most OCSPs. the only practical way to collect demographic data 

will be through user self- reporting. Where users are forced to provide this data, they may 

choose to report inaccurate data in order to protect their privacy or signal their resistance to 

this unwanted mandate. Additionally. if it becomes widely known that the government relies on 

this data in order to understand the impact of online harms on different demographic 

populations. bad actors may intentionally report false demographic data in an attempt to 

undermine this goal (e.g .. a malicious user may self- report membership in a marginalized 

group before posting hate speech about that group). 

Given the significant risks associated with the mandatory collection of demographic data. we 

urge the government to remove the demographic data reporting obligation from the proposed 

framework. 

IX. A New Regulatory Scheme - Regulatory oversight and enforcement should focus 
on systemic failures rather than individual cases of non-compliance so as to avoid 
stifling free expression and innovation. 

A. Focus on systemic noncompliance 

We recognize the need for appropriate sanctions for noncompliance with the law. However. we 

are concerned that the expansive powers granted to the Digital Safety Commission and the 

open-ended nature of the proposed framework's penalty provision will result in OCSPs being 

subject to significant financial penalties for mistakes they make with respect to individual 

pieces of content. even when acting in good faith and under robust compliance procedures. 

This will have negative consequences for freedom of expression and innovation in the OCS 

industry, 

Under the current proposal. the Digital Safety Commissioner is given the power to "require an 

OCSP to do any act or thing. or refrain from doing anything necessary to ensure compliance 

with any obligations imposed on the OCSP by or under the Act."24 Additionally. it provides that 

administrative monetary penalties may be imposed on an OCSP for failure to comply with such 

24 Technical paper. Module 1(D), 80. 
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an order, or for "[a]ny other violations of the Act or regulations,"25 Given the vast amount of 

content that OCSPs process, the nuanced consideration that is often required to identify 

prohibited content. and the short amount of time that OCSPs have to evaluate flagged 

content. it is a near certainty that OCSPs will not be able to achieve perfect compliance with 

the law with respect to each piece of content. 

Therefore. it is possible that an oesp that has acted in good faith and implemented robust 

procedures to comply with the law could nonetheless be subject to a significant penalty if. for 

example, it fails to report certain prohibited content to law enforcement because of an 

oversight by its automated systems. OCSPs that act in good faith could also be held liable for 

failure to adhere to inaccessibility orders.u For example. an OCSP that takes all reasonable 

steps to comply with an order to block content could fail to comply with its obligations if a user 

uploads a slightly altered version of the prohibited content that evades the OCSP's automated 

systems. 

These risks will effectively force OCSPs to err on the side of blocking more content than 

reasonably required (e.g., adjusting their automated systems so they are overly sensitive in 

detecting content that may be prohibited) and thereby undermine users' ability to share 

legitimate content and express themselves. It may also stifle innovation and deter new entrants 

in the OCS space. as the cost of providing such services will incorporate a high risk of 

significant regulatory penalties. 

Although the framework does include a due diligence defence27 that could potentially prevent 

a good faith OCSP from being subject to penalties. the scope and requirements to qualify for 

that defence are currently unclear. The common law due diligence defence has generally been 

developed and refined in connection with strict liability regulatory offences (such as pollution 

and motor vehicle offences) that are very different from the present context. which inherently 

requires the exercise of judgement and investigations into the context in which content was 

created or posted. The framework should articulate a defence of due diligence that takes 

account of the complexity of interpreting expression and anticipating harm within an 

enormous quantity of material. Additionally. the OCSP would still bear the cost of defending 

itself in a proceeding and raising that defence. 

In order to avoid these negative outcomes. we urge the government to clarify and expand the 

due diligence defence and consider an alternative penalty framework that focuses on 

systemic compliance with the law. A framework centred around systemic compliance would 

allow the government to go after wilful noncompliance and the worst offenders while avoiding 

25 Technical paper. Module 1(0). 94. 
261d. 
27 Technical paper, Module 1(D). 110. 
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the creation of perverse incentives that force good-faith OCSPs to adopt overly restrictive 

content moderation systems that harm consumers and society. For example, transparency 

requirements in the law can provide regulators w ith a window into the complaints that the 

OCSP receives and the processes it has in place to address prohibited content. Where 

systematic failures are suspected. the regulator can conduct a more thorough investigation 

and impose penalties as appropriate (e.g., "naming and shaming" the OCSP for its failure to 

meet its obligations, imposing monetary penalties). 

The majority of OCSPs will endeavour to comply with all their legal obligations related to 

content in scope and will act in good faith in doing so. However. both machines and humans 

are fallible. particularly when it comes to the inherently subjective exercise of parsing content 

that requires context in order to determine whether it fits into the five categories of online 

harms. There will also be a " learning curve" as new requirements are implemented and 

disseminated through an organization. Any resulting framework should recognize this and 

require that the regulators first take a remedial approach when dealing with individual 

complaints and systemic issues that are appropriately addressed through collaboration and 

cooperation with the regulators. 

Under this approach, it will be particularly important for the regulations to clearly describe 

what constitutes a "systemic failure" in order to provide OCSPs with clarity about their 

obligations. This definition should consider factors such as the amount of content processed 

by the OCSP, the amount of prohibited content identified on the OCS, and the success rate in 

promptly addressing prohibited content. 

B. Blocking of content by telecommunications service providers 

Another aspect of regulatory power provided under the framework about which we have 

concern is the Digital Safety Commissioner's power to apply to the Federal Court to seek an 

order to require Telecommunications Service Providers to implement a blocking or filtering 

mechanism to prevent access to all or part of a non-compliant OCSP's service in Canada, 

where that OCSP has repeatedly refused to remove child sexual exploitation and/or terrorist 

content. 

While we agree in principle with the application of this proposal to child sexual exploitation 

content, its application to terrorist content. which is much more context-dependent. requires 

carefully crafting the definition of "terrorist content" to ensure that the government cannot use 

such language to stifle expression that the government does not agree With. It is a slippery 

slope from this type of blocking for context-dependent content to state-sanctioned Internet 

censorship, which could have serious consequences for Canadian citizens' freedom of 

expression and access to information. 
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X. Incident Response Protocol 

We recognize the importance of implementing the Christchurch Call to Eliminate Terrorist and 

Violent Extremist Content Online. In May 2019, Google andYouTube signed the Christchurch 

Call to Action. As part of our steps to implement the Call, the Global Internet Forum to 

CounterTerrorism (GIFCT), of which YouTube is a founding member, developed the Content 

Incident Protocol (CIP) for industry to respond efficiently to perpetrator-created content after 

a violent attack. The CIP is a process by which GIFCT member companies quickly become 

aware of, assess and address potential content circulating online resulting from an offline 

terrorist or violent extremist event. The ClP sits alongside. and is complementary to, national 

and multinational crisis response protocols. 

Since the attack in Christchurch. GIFCT member companies have developed, refined and 

tested the CIP through workshops with Europol and the New Zealand Government. To date, we 

have activated the protocol twice; after the attack on a synagogue in Halle, Germany in 

October 2019 and following a shooting in Glendale. Arizona in May 2020. In addition. GIFCT 

members have mechanisms to exchange situational awareness which, since April 2019, we've 

used over 150 times following terrorist or violent extremist attacks around the world. 

The proposed framework allows the DSC to establish a national incident response protocol.28 

We urge the government to ensure that any such national protocol be consistent with the CIP. 

As noted above, the ClP represents a globally-coordinated approach to implement the 

Christchurch Call to Action. The introduction of a national approach inconsistent with the CIP 

risks undermining the effectiveness of the latter. particularly in time-critical situations. as 

OCSPs would be forced to grapple with multiple competing frameworks. 

XI. Penalties - To avoid the unnecessary blocking or removal of lawful. legitimate 
content, financial and criminal penalties must be applied proportionately. 

As discussed above, we are concerned that that proposed framework will create a system that 

unduly punishes OCSPs that operate in good faith and. as a result, pressures OCSPs into 

adopting imprecise and overly restrictive content moderation compliance strategies that will 

deny Canadians a full opportunity to share and view legitimate content. These risks are greatly 

exacerbated by the size of the penalties that are permissible under the proposed framework. 

As drafted, the framework allows for penalties of up to the higher of $25.000,000 or 5% of the 

OCSP's gross global revenue.2'i' Such figures create enormous legal risk for OCSPs. particularly 

28 Technical paper. Module 1(6), 18. 
29 Technical paper, Module 1(D), 119, 
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if violations can be imposed for noncompliance with respect to individual pieces of content. 

The threat of these fines may deter established companies from providing OCS servIces in 

Canada and discourage startups in the OCS space from launching in Canada. 

The range of penalties set out in the framework is disproportionate to the underlying actions 

sought to be deterred. Associating the penalties with an OCSP's gross global revenue results in 

penalties that are disconnected from the OCSP's activities in Canada and further 

disconnected to the reality of their potential presence in the Canadian marketplace. While the 

factors to be considered in the imposition of any particular penalty will hopefully be connected 

to the blameworthiness of the conduct. its recklessness and the harm that may have arisen 

with respect to Canadian residents, pegging penalties to global turnover unnecessarily but 

inevitably focuses on a company's operations that are wholly disconnected from Canada, and 

thus from any regulatory impact in Canada. 

In addition, the possible imposition of penalties related to the blocking of content that has not 

been determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to actually be unlawful penalizes OCSPs 

whose only malfeasance is failing to block access to content that a complainant and a 

regulator consider to be likely unlawful in Canada. 

In order to avoid these risks to free expression and innovation, we urge the government to 

provide strong safeguards in the legislation that will assure that monetary penalties are 

imposed in a reasonable and proportionate manner. Although the current text of the 

framework lists factors that must be considered when determining the amount of a monetary 

penalty.JO a clear requirement for proportionality and greater guidance on the application of 

these factors are needed. Such steps would help the framework better align w ith international 

norms regarding content moderation laws.31 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Canada's proposed approach to address 

harmful content online. We are committed to continuing our efforts to ensure our platforms 

provide a safe community where our users can thrive and we welcome the opportunity to 

discuss our recommendations in more detail . 

-30 Technical paper. Module 1(0),107. 
31 See, e.g., ~Report of the Special Rapporteur 01'] the promotion and protection of the right to freedom 
of opinion and expression, H United Nations (2018) (discouraging states from "imposing disproportionate 
sanctions, whether heavy nnes or imprisonment. on Internet intermediaries, given their significant 
chilling effect on freedom of expression. ~) . 
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Overall comments: 
The National Association of Friendship Centres (NAFc) is the national body of the 

Friendship Centre Movement (FCM). The NAFC represents over 100 Friendship Centres and 

Provincial{Territorial Associations (PTAs) from coast to coast to coast. The NAFC and its 

members provide supports for urban Indigenous people across Canada. Addressing harmful 

online content that can potentially make social media platforms safe spaces for urban 

Indigenous people is essential to the NAFC and the broader FeM. A great deal of the FCM's 

communication strategies is through social media and online platforms. A study of health 

access of Indigenous youth highlighted that a significant source of information for youth is a 

mixture from community, Friendship Centres, and the internet. Protecting Indigenous and 

other marginalized communities online from harmful content is a critical mission. However, 

there are several questions and concerns that the NAFC has about the proposed new sets of 

legislation. The primary concern is the implementation of oversights of both approaches 

proposed. There needs to be active participation of urban Indigenous voices in both of these 

processes. The Federal Government has framed regulating harmful online content to protect 

those vulnerable and marginalized, including urban Indigenous peoples. This submission has 

been divided into two sections to address both proposed models. 

Module 1: New legislative and regulatory framework 
Having the voices and perspectives of Indigenous people in the moderation of online 

content should be a part of the advisory board. Given that the legislation would include 

establishing an advisory board for the Digital Safety Commissioner and the Recourse council, 

there should be adequate representation from urban Indigenous people as social media and 

the internet are potent platforms as digital communal spaces for Indigenous peoples. 

The inclusion of Indigenous voices in all levels of the Digital Safety Commission is vital 

to reflect the values and perspectives that the Commission seeks to protect. An advisory 

council comprised of various voices and perspectives can provide advice and guidance to the 

Commissioner (DSCe) and the Recourse Council (ORCC). However, how the DSCC and the 

DRCC will interact w ith the advisory board is unclear; more information is needed about how 

the advisory board wi ll be staffed and navigate this relationship. 

There is also the issue that much harmful online content does not live on common 

mainstream socia l media platforms. Online Canadian hate groups have flourished over the 

past few years, many of which are not mainstream social media platforms. Many mainstream 

social media platforms have tried to address harmful online content with mixed results. 

Although some prominent far*right figures have been de·platformed from most mainstream 
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social media sites, de-platforming extremist figures and content disrupts dissemination; it 

does not eliminate it. An ecosystem of alternative media and platforms, such as Gab, Parler, 

Telegram, or 8kun, allows harmful online content on its platform through lax or non-existent 

content moderation. Many of these platforms are anonymous or use VPNs to encrypt their 

data or are communities on the Deep Web and Dark Web. There does not appear to be any 

components of the legislation that address content on encrypted platforms. 

Module 2: Modifying Canada's existing legal framework 

The NSIRA should include urban Indigenous representation to ensure that checks and 

balances are maintained and that urban voices are heard when CSIS deals with potentially 

harmful online content. 

Modifying Canada's current legal framework also raises questions and concerns. The 

NAFC has concerns about modifying the CSIS act. When expanding the CSIS act, there is 

mention of allowing CSIS to have a new jurisdictional authorization to obtain either 

transmission data or basic subscribe information for the sake of national security. There is no 

information on how CSIS would determine what constitutes a national threat; it is an 

ambiguous process that could easily lead to abuses. 

Indigenous-led organizing, community, and resistance have flourished online with the 

Red Dress Day or the Idle No More Movement. Any time there is some form of national 

action, protest, or resistance, Indigenous people on social media have to bear the brunt of 

inflammatory, racist and hateful comments, posts and videos. Through demonstrations and 

occupations, Indigenous resistance to resource extraction and development rely on social 

media as a significant part of their communication strategy. These acts of resistance could 

easily be framed as anti-government or manifestations of Indigenous cyber-terrorism, 

which are genuine concerns held by government agencies around the globe. There is a 

legitimate risk of governing bodies weaponizing this legislation to identify protests as anti-, 

government, especially when Indigenous people across Turtle Island articulate their inherent 

rights and sovereignty. 

The historical oppression of Indigenous actions should not be ignored, particularly 

concerning the efforts of national intelligence organizations. Modifying the CSIS act to 

address harmful online content and threats to national security should also ensure the 

inclusion of the National Security and Intelligence Review Agency (NSIRA) in this process. 

Having oversight in protecting communities from harmful online content ensures that 

marginalized communities are not harassed by those that claim to protect them. 
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1. Introduction 1 

This Submission is pUIsuant to the ongoing consultation on the Government of Canada's 
proposed framework for regulating harmful online content. The Government released two 
documents as part of this consultation: a discussion paper, which outlines the 
Government's broad proposals,2 and a technical paper,) which contains detailed legislative 
drafting instructions. This Submission collectively refers to both documents as "the 
proposal" but focuses on the technical paper to assess the proposal' s specific features. 

Addressing harmful content online is one of the most controversial topics in the world. 
While the widespread distribution and amplification of online content by social media 
companies have created unprecedented opportunities for people to connect and express 
themselves, the dark side of that freedom has become increasingly evident. Social media 
companies have been implicated in events such as the genocide of the Rohingya in 
Myanmar4 and the 6 January 2021 Capitol riot in Washington D.C." Accordingly, many 
countries, such as Singapore,6 Nicaragua7 and Ethiopia,8 have introduced a wide array of 
laws and measures to regulate online content and social media companies. 

Canada's proposal to regulate harmful content online is a mixed bag in terms of compliance 
with human rights. For instance, the proposed user-flagged content moderation system 
contains several positive features, notably the decoupling of social media companies' initial 
content moderation decisions from liability" and the independence of the various regulatory 

I nus work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attnoution-Non Commercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported Licence. 
You are free to copy, distribute and display this work and to make derivative works, provided you give credit to 
Centre for Law and Democracy, do not use this work for commercial purposes and distribute any works derived 
from this publication under a licence identical to this one. To view a copy of this licence, visit: 
http://creativecommons.orgllicenseslby-nc-sa/3.0/. 
2 Canadian Heritage, Have your say: the Goverrunent's proposed approach to address harmful content online: 
discussion guide, 29 July 2021, https:llwww.canada.ca/enlcanadian-heritage!campaigns/harmful-online
contentldiscussion-guide.html 
3 Canadian Heritage, Have your say: Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online: technical 
paper, 29 July 2021, https:llwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online-conrentltechnical
paper.html. 
t UN Human Rights Council, Report of the independent international fact-finding mission on Myanmar, 18 
September 2018, para. 74, https:llap.ohdu.DTg/documents/dpage_e.aspx?si- AIHRC/39/64.. 
~ See, for example, Rory Cellan-Jones, "Tech Tent: Did social media inspire Congress riot?", HHC News, 8 January 
2021, https:llwww.bbc.com/news/technology·S5592752. 
6 Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 2019, No. 18 of2019, section 7, https:!lsso.agc.gov.sglActs
Supp/18-2019 
7 Ley N. 1042 (Ley Especial de Ciberdelitos), 27 October 2020, Article 30, 
http://legislacion.asamblea.gob.ni/normaweb.nsf/($AIl)/803E7C7FBCF44D7706258611007C6D87 
S Hale Speech and Disinformation Prevention and Suppression Proclamation No. 11 85/2020, Articles 5, 7, 
https:llwww.article19.or&/wp-cootent/uploads/2021/ 011 Hate-Speech-and-Disinforma tion-Prevention-and
Suppression-Proclamation.pdf. 
9 As explained below, the technical paper requires social media companies to make decisions about whether content 
is harmful content, but does not impose fines if those decisions are incorrect. 
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bodies that would be set up by the Act. IO However, the proposal also contains several 
highly problematic features that should be overhauled, such as a vague scope of 
applicability that appears to include some private communications;" an unjustifiable 24-
hour deadline for sodal media companies to take measures against harmful content;11 an iil
defined obligation for social media companies to monitor and takedown harmful content 
proactively;!3 and an obligation for social media companies to proactively report content to 
law enforcement bodies, which requires them to make determinations about whether 
content that is hosted on their platforms is evidence of the commission of a crime.14 Other 
aspects of the proposal are not inherentiy unacceptable but should be tweaked further, such 
as the definitions of hate speech 15 and terrorist content 16 and the approach to website 
blocking.17 

This Submission assesses the proposal from the perspective of international human rights 
standards, although the Canadian constitutional framework and some laws and 
jurisprudence are briefly referenced. The Submission starts by laying out the key applicable 
international legal framework and the relevant human rights engaged by the proposal , 
Next, the Submission assesses the proposed definitions of harmful content, suggesting 
tweaks to the definitions for terrorist content and hate speech. The Submission then 
examines the scope of the proposal, arguing that it should be adjusted to exclude all private 
communications from its ambit. At this point, the Submission briefly reviews the four new 
regulatory bodies relevant to the proposal, finding that their independence from 
government through the Governor-in-Council (GTC) appointments process is key to the 
successful functioning of the proposal. 

The Submission then discusses three additional substantive issues, starting with the user
flagged content moderation system, finding that it is largely in line -with international 
standards, with the glaring exception of the 24-hour requirement to address content, which 
will result in a high rate of erroneous decisions at first instance and worsen an already 
excessive caseload for the Digital Recourse Council of Canada (Digital Recourse Council or 
Council), the new content moderation body. The Submission then examines the proposed 
obligations for online communication service providers (OCSPs) to proactively monitor 
content for removal and reporting to law enforcement, arguing that these obligations 
shouJd be removed as they undermine privacy and over-incentivise content removal and 
reporting. The Submission concludes by recommending that further safeguards be built 
into the proposed system of website blocking. 

10 Technical paper, SS. 36-38 and 46-48. 
11 Technical paper, ss. 2-3. 
12 Technical paper, s. 11. 
ll Technical paper, s . 10. 
14 Technical paper, 55. 20, 22. 

I~ Technical paper, s. 8. 
1. Technical paper, s. 8. 
17 Technical paper, ss. 120-123. 
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2. Applicable Legal Framework and Relevant Human 
Rights 

2,1. Freedom of Expression 

Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),IB ratified by 
Canada in 1976, is the primary source of international human rights law's protection for 
freedom of expression. Article 19(2) of the ICCPR provides: "Everyone shall have the right 
to &eedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas of aU kinds ... " It is plain that this right will be substantially engaged 
in any attempt to regulate online content; not just for the impact on would-be expressers of 
online content but also on the many users who have a right to receive that information. 

The right to freedom of expression is not absolute under international human rights law. 
Restrictions of that right must pass the three-part test outlined in Article] 9(3) of the ICCPR. 
Any restriction must by "provided by law", which means that it must be authorised by a 
validly passed law and be formulated with sufficient precision to enable individuals who 
are subject to it to regulate their conduct accordingly. 19 Second, the restriction must seek to 
protect at least one of the legitimate interests listed in Article 19(3): public order, public 
health, public morals, national security or the rights and reputations of others. Third, the 
restriction must be necessary to protect that interest which, among other things, includes an 
element of proportionality.20 

The content of the protection in Article 19 of the ICCPR has been further developed and 
fleshed out in standards issued by a variety of international authorities, such as General 
Comment 34 of the UN Human Rights Committee, the treaty monitoring body for the 
ICCPR, and the Joint Declarations and thematic reports of the speCial international 
mandates on freedom of expression from the UN, Organization for Security and Co
operation in Europe (OSCE), African Union and the Organisation of American States 
(OAS) .21 This analysis draws on all of these documents. 

While this Submission focuses on international human rights law, it is worth noting that 
freedom of expression is domestically protected in section 2(b) of Canada's constitutional 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Charter).22 As a preliminary note, the above
stated international law test for protecting freedom of expression forms a floor for the 

18 UN General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI), 16 December 1966, in force 23 March 1976. 
19 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 34, Article 19: Freedoms of opinion and expression, 12 

September 2011, para. 25, h ttps:/fwww2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docslgc34.pdi" 
21) Ibid., para 34. 
21 For a full list of the Joint Declarations, see: https://www.osce.orglfom/66176. 
n Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982" c 11. 
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Charter's domestic protection, as stated by Dickson c.J. in Re: Public Service Employee 
Relations Act (Alta.): 

The content of Canada's international human rights obligations is, in my view, an 
important indicia of the meaning of "the full benefit of the Charter's protection." r believe 
that the Charter should generally be presumed to provide protection at least as great as 
that afforded by similar provisions in international human rights documents which 
Canada has ratified.2J 

The section 2(b) Charter analysis involves two steps. The first step is ascertaining whether 
there is a prima facie breach of freedom of expression. 24 The question then shifts to 
whether the prima facie breach can be justified under s. 1 of the Charter, which provides that 
the rights guaranteed by it may be subject to "reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be 
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society." This implications of this were 
elaborated in some detail in the well-known case of R. v. Oakes.25 

1 2 pnvacy 

The right to privacy is protected in Article 17 of the lCCPR, which provides: "No one shall 
be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or 
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation." Interferences with 

this right are only permitted where "authorized by domestic law that is accessible and 
precise and that conforms to the requirements of the Covenant", is in pursuit of "a 
legitimate aim" and "rneet[s] the tests of necessity and proportionality."26 Privacy and 
freedom of expression are interlinked, V since privacy "may empower individuals to 
circumvent barriers and access information and ideas without the intrusion of authorities" 
and "be the only way in which many can explore basic aspects of identity, such as one's 
gender, religion, ethnicity, national origin or sexuality."211 

As with freedom of expression, the contents of the right to privacy have been further 
fleshed out in a variety of international statements, including the UN Human Rights 
Committee's General Comment 16,29 and the thematic reports of the UN special mandates 

23 (198711 SCR 313, para. 59. 
2+ See, for example, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 'tl. CUI/ada (At torney General), 2011 sec 2; and Mlmtrial (City)v. 2952-
1366 Quebec /nc., [2005]3 S.c.R. 141. 
l!i 11986} 1 S.C.K 103. 
26 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
while countering terrorism, 23 September 2014, para. 301 https:lldigitambrary.un.orglrecord1781159ifilesiA_69_397-
EN.pdf. 
27 See Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression. 17 April 2013, para. 79, https:l/undoa;.org/AIHRCI23/40. 
2li Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression, 22 May 2015, para. 12, https:/lundocs.orglNHRC/29!32. 
29 8 April 1988, 
https:lltbinlemet.ohchr.orgITreatiesICCPRlShared%20Documents/1_GlobaVINT _ CCPR _ GEC_ 6624_ E.doc. 
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on the right to privacy and other privacy-relevant mandates such as the promotion and 
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism. 

Domestically, privacy is protected in s. 8 of the Charter, which provides: "Everyone shalI 
have the right to be secure against unreasonable search and seizure." This right has been 
interpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada to include a right to privacy (an unreasonable 
search being a breach of privacy) that extends online. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Canada 
has recognised that aspects of informational privacy are especially important in the context 
of the Internet. so The s. 8 analysis comprises of two steps. First, there should be an 
assessment whether there has been a search or a seizure, requiring an assessment of 
whether there is a reasonable expectation of privacy in relation to the subject matter of the 
search or seizure.J 1 U so, the second step assesses whether that search or seizure was 
reasonable, which comprises an analysis of whether the search or seizure was prescribed by 
law, whether the law was reasonable and whether the manner of the search or seizure was 
reasonable.32 

2 3. The Rights of Othel s 

It is important to acknowledge that freedom of expression and privacy are not the only 
rights at play in this proposal. Social media regulation can affect the free expression and 
privacy of expressers of content, but various other rights - notably those of the victims of 
harmful content - are also relevant. Terrorist content, hate speech, incitement to violence 
and the spreading of child pornography or non-consensual intimate images can have severe 
impacts on many important human rights. 

For instance, hate speech can implicate the rights of others to be free from discrimination, 
protected in Article 26 of the ICCPR and the subject of an entire UN human rights treaty, 
the International Convention on the Ending of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 
(ICERD).33 International human rights law considers the prevention of hate speech to be so 
important that Article 20 of the ICCPR requires States to prohibit hate speech, one of the 
ICCPR's few positive obligations to restrict speech. Similarly, terrorist content and 
incitement to violence can implicate others' rights to life and to secwity of the person, as 
protected in Articles 6 and 9 of the ICCPR. Content that sexually exploits children and the 
non-consensual sharing of intimate images can implicate others' rights to be free from cruel, 
inhuman and degrading treatment under Article 7 of the ICCPR and affect dignity, which is 

10 R. u. Spencer, 2014 sec 43, para. 41, https:lIsmcscJexum.oomiscc-cscb,cc-cscJenJlteml14233!lndex.dQ. 
31 See, for example, R. v. Sp~mcer, ibid., generally . 
:n Ibid. 
11 21 December 1965, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 660, p. 195. 
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not a standalone right under the ICCPR but is at the very core of the concept of human 
rights34 and features in the preamble of most international human rights treaties.35 

Protecting the rights of others is a legi timate interest which may justify a restriction on 
freedom of expression and privacy under Articles 19(3) and 17 of the ICCPR respectively.36 
The key question that this Submission addresses is whether all of the proposal's restrictions 
on free expression and privacy are necessary and proportionate to the protection of 
legitimate interests, such as the rights of others or public safety. 

3. The Definitions of Harmful Content 
The proposal seeks to target five categories of online "harmful content", each of which 
largely tracks five ca tegories of content that are already illegal under Canadian law: child 
sexual exploitation, terrorist content, incitement to violence, hate speech and the non-' 
consensual sharing of intimate images.:r7 The Act's definitions "borrow from the Criminal 
Code38 but are "adapted to the regulatory context".J9 The only specific example that the 
technical paper provides of how this adaptation might look pertains to child sexual 
exploitation. The Act would cover material related to child sexual exploitation that may not 
constitute a criminal offence but stiU be harmful to children and victims when posted on an 
online communication service (OeS), such as screen shots of child porn videos that do not 
include the criminal activity but "refer to it oblique1y".40 

The five categories of harmful content must be sufficiently narrowly defined to pass the 
ICCPR's Article 19(3) test that limitations be "provided by law" and the Charter's s. 1 test 
that limits be "prescribed by law", both of which prohibit restrictions which are unduly 
vague. Most of the definitions are indeed sufficiently precise, with the exception of 
"terrorist content" _ The definition of "hate speech" is sufficiently precise, but given its 
notoriously subjective nature, its definition should specifically mention international 
standards on hate speech, such as the Rabat Plan of Action,4J to guide OCSPs' content 
moderators and the Digital Recourse Council. 

3t UN Office of the High Commissioner for .Human Rights, Universal Declaration of Human Rights - in six cross
cutting themes, 1.996 - 2021, https:ilwww.ohchr.orglen/udhr/pages/crosscuttingthemes.aspx. 
lS Including the ICCPR and UniversaJ Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). 
:If> See note 27, para. 28. 
;rJ Technical paper, s. 8. 
III R.S.c., 1985, c. C-46. 
J'I Technical paper, s. 8. 
to Technical paper, s. 8. 

~1 UN General Assembly, Annual report of the United Nations Hjgh Commissioner for Human Rights; Rabal Plan of 
AcHon on the prohibition of advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to 
discrimination, hostility or violence, pp. 6 -15, 11 January 2013. 
https:llwww.ohchr.orgIDocumentslIssues/Opinion!SeminarRabatlRabal_draft_outcome.pdf. 
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.l.I. Terrorist Content 

The technical paper does not provide a precise definition for "terrorist content", only 
explaining that such content is the kind which "actively encourages terrorism and whidl is 
likely to result in terrorism."42 This definition is too flexible, leaving room to argue, for 
instance, that certain political or religious opinions may not advocate for violence but 
encourage terrorism because they are uttered in fervent support of ideologies that have 
been associated with or co-opted by terrorists. Accordingly, the special international 
mandates on freedom of expression have explained that "Criminal responsibility for 
expression relating to terrorism should be limited to those who incite others to terrorism; 
vague concepts such as glorifying', 'justifying' or 'encouraging' terrorism should not be 
used ."43 While the proposal's prohibition of terrorist content perta'ins to regulatory rather 
than criminal responsibility, a more precise definition is still needed for the definition to 
pass the "provided by law" requirement of the ICCPR. 

The technical paper does state that all the definitions of harmful content will be based on 
corresponding Criminal Code offences. However, it does not state precisely which 
terrorism· related offence in the Criminal Code the " terrorist content" restriction will be 
based on. Part II.i of the Criminal Code contains numerous terrorist-related offences, such 
as counselling44 or facilitating terrorism,45 although "terrorist content" is not defined . 
Terrorist content should be restricted_ to content which incites terrorist activities, with 

"terrorist activities" following the definition in s. 83.0J(J)(b) of the Criminal Code. That 
definition requires an intention to cause serious bodily harm or death to a person by 
violence or to cause a serious risk of hann to the health and safety of the public, bringing it 
largely in line with the model definition of terrorism adopted by the UN High Level PaneJ 
on Threats, Challenges and Change.46 To make SUIe that legitimate politicat religious or 
ideological speech is not caught by the definition, the definition of " terrorist content" 
should also contain the following safeguard, adapted from s. 83.01(1.1) of the Criminal 
Code on terrorist activities: 

For greater certainty, the mere expression of a political, religious or ideological thought, 
belief or opinion does not constitute terrorist content. 

1 2 Hnte Speech 

-102 Technical paper, s. 8. 
t J Special international manda tes on freedom of expression at the UN, OSCE, OAS and AG-iPR. Joint Declaration on 
freedom of expression and responses to conflict situations, 4 May 2015, s. 3(b), http://l\IWW,law
democracy.org!tive!wp-content!upload sI2015/05/JD-2015.finaC-Eng....pdf. 
oj.! Criminal Code, s. 83.221. 
4:5 Criminal Code, s. 83.19. 
41> Report of the High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change: A more secure world : our shared responsibility, 
2 December 2004, para. 164(d), hHps:Uu ndocs.org/AJ59!565. 
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The technical paper defines hate speech in accordance with the definition in Bill C-36, 
which proposes amendments to the Canadian Human Rights Act.47 The technical paper also 
states that the definition of hate speech must be in line with the jurisprudence of the 
Supreme Court of Canada, which has held that only the most extreme forms of speech 
would qualify for this title.48 However, it would also be useful for the proposat when made 
into law, to refer to some of the leading international standards on this issue. For instance, 
the Rabat Plan of Action,49 the product of a series of UN-led expert consultations on hate 
speech, provides a useful six-part test for ascertaining when speech rises to the level of hate 
speech, focusing on the context, speaker, intent, content and form, likelihood of harm and 
imminence. The law should refer directly to the Rabat Plan of Action and other 
international instruments on freedom of expression and hate speech. 

4 . Who and What Will be Regulated 
The main targets of the regulation would be what the proposal calls OCSs and the 
providers of those services (OCSPs). The proposal would define an OCS as Ita service that is 
accessible to persons in Canada, the primary purpose of which is to enable users of the 
service to communicate with other users of the service, over the internet'lSO and should 
exclude services that only enable private communication.51 This definition would catch all 
social media services with a public-facing element, such as Facebook, Youtube or Twitter. 
However, it is unclear whether this proposed definition would cover all of the services of 
dual-function OCSPs which provide both public-facing and private communications, such 
as the direct messaging systems of Instagram and Facebook Messenger. This is a reasonable 
interpretation since the proposed definition would only exclude services that exclusively 
enable private communications. 

It is also unclear how the GIC, in consultation with the Digital Safety Commissioner of 
Canada (Digital Safety Commissioner, one of the newly created regulatory bodies), will 
define a "private communication" through regulation.52 For instance, while services such as 
Whatsapp and Signal are generally understood to be for wholly private communications, 
they do allow for one-to-many communications through chat groups or message 
forwarding. The definition of "private communication" should thus be carefully tailored to 

47 R.S.c., 1985, c. H-6, https:/flaws-lois.justice.gc.ca!PDFfH-6.pdf;AnActtoamend the Criminal Code and the 
Canadian Human Rights Act and to make related amendments to another Act (hate propaganda, hate crimes and 
hate speech), Second Session.. 43nl Parliament, First Reacling, 23 June 2021, s. 13, 
https:/Iparl.ca/ContentlBills/432/Govemment/C-36/C-36 ~ 1/C-36_1. PDF. 
48 Saskatchewall (Hu man Rights Commission) v. Whatcotl, 2013 sec 11, paras. 57 and 116, h ttps://scc-c;c.lexum.rorn/scc
csclscc-csc/en/item!l2876/index.do. 
49 See note 41 . 
50 Technical paper, 5.2. 
51 Technical papa, s. 2. 

Sl Technical paper, s. 3(c). 
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ensure that the Act considers such services to be wholly private and thus exempted from 
regulation. 

In any case, the proposal would empower the GIC, in consultation with the Digital Safety 
Commissioner, to use regulations to extend the Act's applicability to certain services that do 
not meet the definition of an OCS if the GrC ';is satisfied that there is a significant risk that 
harmful content is being communicated on the category of services or that specifying the 
ca tegory of services would further the objectives of this Act".53 This would allow the Gle to 
expand coverage of the proposed Act to any other service, including private 
communication services, such as Whatsapp or Signal 

The proposal would oblige OCSPs to create a user-flagging content moderation system for 
harmful content54 and to proactively monitor and make the five categories of harmful 
content inaccessible, induding the use of automated systems (these obligations are detailed 
in greater depth in sections 6 and 7 of this Submission respectively).55 

Subjecting private messaging services to these obligations would open a Pandora's box of 
privacy issues. For instance, the obligation on OCSPs to proactively monitor and report 
content to law enforcement is already problematic for freedom of expression when applied 
to public content, as explained below. However, if this obligation is applied to private 
messaging content, it would require OCSPs to monitor the private communications of all 
their users to identify harmful content and report some of that content to law enforcement. 
That would essentially be a form of mass surveillance that would be a flagrant violation of 
the privacy rights of millions oJ Canadian social media users and a gross breach of 
Canada's obligations to refrain from arbitrary interferences with privacy under Article 17 of 
the [CCPR. As stated by the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms while cOW1tering terrorism: 

The hard 1ruth is that the use of mass surveillance technology effectively does away w ith 
the righ t to privacy of communications on the Internet altogether. By permitting bulk 
access to all digital communications traffic, this technology eradicates the possibility of 
any individualized proportionality analysis. It permits intrusion on private 
communications w ithout independent (or any) prior authorization based on suspicion 
directed at a particular indi vidual or organization.56 

Including private messaging content would also create serious feasibility issues. Currently, 
the major social networks are already struggling with the immense burden of monitoring 

53 Technical paper, s. 3. 
S4 Technical paper, s. 11 . 
ss Technical paper, s. 10. 
!iii Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
while countering terrorism, 23 September 2014, para. 12, http://s3.documcntcloud.orgfdocumentsI13129391un-report
on-human-right5-and-terrorism.pdf. 
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and moderating public content.57 Including all of the private messaging on their platforms 
would quite dearly be beyond the capacity of OCSPs and would likely massively overload 
the user-flagging system and the caseload of the Digital Recourse Council. The Act should 
contain language that dearly excludes all forms of private messaging from its ambit in all 
circumstances. 

5. Five New Regulatory Bodies 
The Act creates four new regulatory bodies to fulfil its aims: the Digital Safety 
Commissioner, the Digital Safety Commission. the Digital Recourse Council and the 
Advisory Board. A fifth relevant body, the Personal Information and Data Protection 
Tribunal, would be responsible for oversight of the penalties recommended by the Digital 
Safety Commissioner but is proposed in another bill, Bill C-ll, which is currently before the 
House of Commons.58 

The independence of the three bodies that have enforcement or adjudicatory functions - the 
Digital Safety Commissioner, Digital Recourse Council and the Personal Information and 
Data Protection Tribunal - is key to the appropriate functioning of the Act. For instance, the 
process for resolving appeals from content moderation systems will only meet international 
standards if the body deciding the appeals is free from political and commercial influence. 59 

It is not so crucially important that the other two entities - the Advisory Board and the 
Digital Safety Commission - be independent of government, as the former merely serves a 
high-level adviSOry roleW while the latter plays a supporting role for the other three bodies 
created by the Act,61 although inde pendence for both is still still highly advisable. 

All three of the proposed adjudicatory and enforcement bodies appear to be sufficiently 
insulated from political or commercial influence. In terms of freedom from political 
influence, members of all three bodies are selected through Canada's GIC appointments 
process;62 while the GIC is a political body, candidates must undergo a rigorous vetting 
process that ensures that they are ultimately chosen on the basis of merit and that adequate 

S'l See, for example, John Koetsier, "Report: Facebook Makes 300,000 Content Moderation Mistakes Every Day", 
Forbes, 9 June 2020, https://www.forbes.com!sites!johnkoelslerI2020/06/09/300000-{acebook-content·moderation
mistakes-daily-report-says/?sh--619f3dee54dO. 
sw An Act to enact the Consumer Privacy Protection Act and the Personal Information and Data ProtC!ction Tribunal 
Act and to make consequential and related amendments to other Acts, Second Session. 43nl Parliament, First Reading, 
17 November 2020, https://parl.ca/ContentfBills/432/Govemment/C-11/C-11_I/C-l1_1.PDF. 
59 Special international mandates on freedom of expression at the UN, oseE, OAS and ACHPR, Joint Declaration on 
media independence and diversity in the d igital age, 2 May 2018, s. l(b)(v), https:l/www.law·democracy.orgllive/wp
content/uploads!20181121mandates.decl_.2018.media-ind.pdf. 
60 Technical paper, s. 75. 
til Technical paper, s. 60. 

61 Technical paper, 55. 36-37 and 4647. C-ll , Part 2, s. 6. 
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consideration is also given to diversity.63 A specific subcategory of GTC appointees exists to 
further ensure independence from government, the CCQ category, for whom salary 
components cannot be determined by the GIC (unlike other federal government positions, 
which have a variable performance-based component that is determined by the GIC).64 The 
members of the three adjudicatory and enforcement bodies should be GCQ positions, much 
like the members of Canada's other independent oversight bodies, such as the Canadian 
Human Rights Commission or the National Parole Board.65 

In terms of freedom from commercial influence, members of the Digital Safety 
Commissioner and the Digital Recourse Council cannot be shareholders in an OCS or OCSP 
and members of all three adjudicatory or enforcement bodies must declare any conflicts of 
interest they h ave wi th regard to matters under their purview.66 

6. The User-flagged Content Moderation System 

6.1 The Proposed User-flagged Content Moderation System 

The proposal would create a new, two-tier system of content flagging and moderation. The 
first tier is handled by OCSPs, which must create systems that enable their users to flag 
easily content which they believe falls within the scope of one of the five categories of 
harmful content.67 Users who believe that these systems are inadequate may complain to 
the Digital Safety Commissioner, who may investigate and adjudicate that complaint.6/! 

Once a user has flagged content, the oesp must arrive at a decision within 24 hours on 
whether the content is harmful, although the Gle can prescribe a different timeline for 
some categories of content.69 H the OCSP decides that the content is harmful, it must render 
it inaccessible to Canadian users; if it decides otherwise; the content may stay Up.70 In all 
cases, the OCSP must provide notice of its decision to the flagger and the author of the 

!il Government of Canada, Governor-in-Council appointmenls, 1 Feb 2021, https://www.canada.ca/en/privy
council/programs/appoinhnentstgovernor-council-appoinhnents/general-information/appoinhnents.htmJ., 
M Government of Canada, Terms and conditions applying to Governor in COWlcii appointees, 1 April201S, 
h ttps:llwww.canada.ca/en/privy-council/programs/appointment5/govemor-council-appointments/compensation
terms-conditions-employmentlterms-conditions.html. 
65 Ibid. 

'"' Technical paper, ss. 38 and 48; C-ll, Part 2. s. 12. 
61 Technical paper, s.12(a). 
6!! Technical paper, 5S. 12, 4044, 
69 Technical paper, 5. 11(a). 
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content.7' The OCSP must also provide both parties with an option for an internal appeal to 
the OCSP (the Act's name for this process is "reconsideration").72 

The second tier of the content moderation system is handled by the Digital Recourse 
Council. Either party to a content moderation dispute may file a complaint to the Digital 
Recourse Council if they are dissatisfied with the results of the internal appeal.73 The Digital 
Recourse Council has the power to dismiss complaints that are "trivial, frivolous, vexatious, 
made in bad fa ith or on other grounds".14 Once a complaint is fil ed, both parties mus t 
receive notice of the complaint and have the opportunity to make representations, which 
may include a hearing if the Digital Recourse Council considers that to be in the public 
interest.7!i These hearings can be private if the Digital Recourse Council and the Digital 
Safety Commissioner detennine that "a public hearing would not be in the public interest, 
including where there is a privacy interest, national security interest, international relations 
interest, national defence interest, or confidential commercial interest."16 

If the Digital Recourse Council finds that the content does not fall within one of the five 
categories of harmful content, it communicates its decision to all parties; the OCSP may 
then leave the content up or still decide to make the content inaccessible in accordance with 
its internal guidelines.17 If the Digi tal Recourse Council finds that the content does fall 
within one of the five categories of harmful content, it commtmicates its decision to all 
parties and orders the OCSP to make the content inaccessible in Canada, if the OCSP has 
not already done so." Tms order is to be shared with the Digital Safety Cornntissioner, who 
is to monitor the OCSP's compliance with the inaccessibility order.19 

A failure to comply with a Digital Recourse Council's inaccessibility order is one of the 
bases for levying administrative fines of up to 3% of an OCSP's gross global revenue or up 
to ten million Canadian dollars, whichever is higher. 80 Failing to comply with an 
inaccessibility order could also constitute a criminal offence under the Act which can incur 
fines of 4-5% of an OCSP's gross global revenue or 20-25 million Canadian dollars, 81 

although the proposal does not make it clear what threshold distinguishes the 
administrative penalty from the CTlininal penalty. To be clear, these fines are incurred if an 
OCSP defies an inaccessibility order issued by the Digital Recourse Council; the technical 

71 Technical paper, s. 12(b). 
n Technical paper, s. 12(c). 
13 Technical paper, s. 49. 
74 Technical paper, s. 52. 
r.I Technical paper, s. 53. 
76Technical paper, s. 59. 
T1 Technical paper, s. 54. 
18 Technical paper, s.55. 
7'1 Technical paper, s. 56. 
80 Technical paper, s. 108. 
81 Technical paper,s. 119_ 
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paper does not contemplate penalties where OCSPs issue initial content moderation 
decisions which are later overturned by the Digital Recourse Council. 

6 2 A,sessment of the User· Flagged Content Moderation System 

The proposed user-flagged system of content moderation contains several useful 
protections for freedom of expression. Crucially, the system does not link the OCSPs' initial 
content moderation decision to liability, even if that decision is later reversed on appeal, 
thereby removing any incentive to be over-inclusive when removing content. Both the 
author of the flagged content and the flagging user have equal appeal rights,82 which 
ensures procedural fairness for users and also likely reduces the likelihood of OCSP bias 
towards either content removals or takedowns for purposes of avoiding downstream 
engagement in the process. Notice to all concerned parties must be issued at every major 
step of the decision-making process,8J and appeals from content moderation decisions will 
be handled by an independent regulator, the Digital Recourse Council, with further 
recourse to judicial review by the Federal Court of Canada.84 

However, one glaring problem in the user-flagging system is the 24-hour deadline to reach 
a decision in respect of all five types of harmful content. This ignores key differences 
between types of content and the relative urgency with which they need to be. addressed. 
Overall, it is almost certain to result in poorer quality decisions across the board than if 
more time was allocated for this. While the salutary features of the system mentioned in the 
previous paragraph mean that decisions will not necessarily be poorer in a certain direction 
- for example, in the direction of over-removal - they will nonetheless be wrong more 
often. 

The technical paper does not offer any justification for why the 24-hour deadline is 
necessary for any -let alone all five - of the categories of harmful content. It is true that in 
the case of child sexual exploitation, where the content is relatively easy to identify and 
normally easy at least to distinguish from political or other forms of public interest speech, 
and where its ongoing dissemination is especially hamlful, a 24-hour deadline may be 
justifiable. In the case of non-consensual sharing of intimate images, a 24-hour deadline 
may also be justifiable given the extreme harm that can result from the dissemination of 
those images. It may be difficult to distinguish rapidly between consensual and non
consensual sharing of intimate images, since this assessment requires some analysis of 
context. However, intimate images, even if consensual, will rarely constitute public interest 
speech and are in any case already prohibited by the content standards of major social 

32 Tedmical paper, s. 49. 
&3 Technical paper, 55. 51, 52, 
114 Federal Courts Act, R.S.c., 1985, c. F-7, s. 18(1), https:/flaws-lois.justice.gc.ca/pDF/F-7.pdf. 
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media companies.55 The significant benefits of legally mandating the rapid removal of non
consensual intimate images may therefore outweigh the costs of doing so. 

However, in the cases of hate speech, terrorist content and incitement to violence, the 
dividing line will often be hard to draw, making a one-day deadline far too short for a 
content moderator to arrive at a considered decision. As suggested above, hate speech and 
terrorist content can be diHicuJt to distinguish from political or religious speech. Incitement 
to violence is sometimes clear-cut but may also involve complex assessments of nuance. 
One prominent example is the Facebook Oversight Board's decision to uphold Facebook's 
ban on US President Trump for alleged incitement to violence over the 6 January 2021 
Capitol riot. It took five months for the oversight body to arrive at a decision, which was 
not unanimous, illustrating the highly subjective and complex nature of labelling speech as 
incitement to violence. 86 Content moderators cannot consistently make high-quality 
decisions on these matters within 24 horns. Line content moderators may also wish to 
escalate especially difficult decisions to superiors with better training, which can also take 
more than 24 hours. 

The result will likely be a high proportion of content moderation decisions that are decided 
incorrectly. It is not dear at this point whether these decisions would, in aggregate, tend 
towards the over-removal of legitimate content or over-maintenance of harmful content. 
Since the proposed Act does not 1evy penalties on OCSPs for making content moderation 
decisions that are later overhlmed by the Digital Recourse Council, there are no obvious 
incentives towards over-removal, although there may well be more subtle ones, such as a 
tendency to respond to the creaky wheel, i.e. the user who complains about content. 
Authors raising sensitive issues may also be reluctant to defend their content vigorously, 
which could again result in a bias within the system. In any case, poor decisions will still 
harm freedom of expression, since at least a percentage will involve the inappropriate 
removal of content at the first instance which could only be restored on appeal or perhaps 
never if no appeal is forthcoming. On the flip side, hurried decisions that lead to harmful 
content erroneously being left up also defeat the Act's primary purpose of removing 
harmful content online. 

Another negative implication of the 24-hoUI limit is that more social media users are likely 
to lose trust in social media companies' content moderation processes. This may be the case 
whether the user is the author of political content that pas been mistaken for terrorist 
content or a person of colour who has identified racist hate speech that has' been left up by a 

1!3 Facebook, Facebook Community Standards: Adult Nudity and Sexual Activity, 2021, 
https:lLtransP<lrenC,Y.tb.com/policieskommunitj·Slandards/adult-nud ity·sexual-actiyjly/; 'Twitter, Sensitive media 
policy, November 2019, nttps:lLhelp.twiUer.com/enirules-and-volicieslmedia-policYi and Tiktok. Community 
guidelines: Adult nudity and sexual activities, December 2020, https:/lwww.tiktok.com/commWlity
guidelines?lanb-en1t30. 
81> Facebook Oversignt Board, Case decision 2021-OO1-FB-FBR, 5 May 2021/ 
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content moderator forced to make a hasty decision. And rushed first-level decisions will 
almost certainly lead to far more appeals being lodged with the OCSP's internal appeal 
process, and potentially with the Digital Recourse Council, especially as users observe a 
reasonably high rate of initial decisions getting overturned. This, in tum, will increase what 
can reasonably be expected to be a fairly massive caseload placed on these bodies. 

A reasonably obvious solution is to give OCSPs more time to address content that has been 
flagged as hate speech, incitement to violence or terrorist content, while child sexual 
exploitation material and non-con sensually shared intimate images could still be addressed 
within 24 hours. A 72-hour initial deadline that can be extended through a simple 
procedure for a further week if necessary should provide OCSPs with enough time to make 
considered decisions about conten,t. 

6 3 Caseload of the Digital Recourse Counci. of Canada 

The Digital Recourse Council comprises three to five members87 and is required to review 
all appeals from OCSPs' initial moderation decisions, with the only limitation being the 
Council's power to dismiss complaints that are "frivolous, vexatious, trivial, made in bad 
faith or on other grounds". 88 The GIC may introduce other grounds for dismissing 
complaints89 but, otherwise, the. Council is required to adjudicate all complaints that have 
merit. This may be contrasted with the Facebook Oversight Board, which only adjudicates 
the few cases that are "difficult, significant and globally relevant" .9Q 

It is not possible to predict with any certainty the volume of complaints that the Council 
will receive but statistics from other systems given some insight into this. For example, in 
the 2nd quarter of 2021, internally a ppeals were lodged against about 1,400,000 of Facebook's 
initial content moderation decisions just regarding hate speech worldwide.'~l Scaling down 
for Canada's population,92 that roughly translates into about 77 internal appeals fOT every 
day of the year. If just 25% of those internal appeals were subject to complaints before the 
Council (a potentially conservative estimate, given that this costs nothing), that would be 19 
complaints every day just in relation to hate speech, and arising from Facebook alone. Of 
course scaling of this sort is notoriously unreliable but it seems reasonable to assume that 
the number of complaints to the Council would be enormous. 

fIJ Technical paper, s. 46. 
MTechnical paper, s. 52. 
11'1 Technical paper, s. 52. 
'J() Facebook Oversight Board, Appealing Content Decisions on Facebook or lnstagram, 
https:l!ovcrsightboard.com!appeals-process!. 
91 Facebook, Community Standards Enforcement Report - Hate Speech. August 2021, 
https:!ltransparency.fb.comldata/community-standards-enforcementlhate-speechlfacebookl. 
92 Worldometer, Canada Population,. 21 September 2021, https:llwww.worldometers.info/world-population/canada
population/. 
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This has important implications in terms of the operations and budgets of the Council and 
the Digital Safety Commission that supports it. We note that it is imperative that it be able 
to process complaints rapidly since, otherwise, wrong decisions - whether to allow harmful 
content to remain online or to block access to legitimate content - will remain in place, 
undermining the credibility of the system and harming freedom of expression. In terms of 
operations, the Council will need to have staff processing complaints, whether or not these 
are ultimately signed off on by the Council'.s members, where these staff are housed in the 
Council itself or in the supporting Digital Safety Commission. To process a large volume of 
complaints rapidly, that staffing complement would need to be significant. And to process 
complaints properly, the staff will need to be very professional. All of which suggests that 
the government should be prepared to commit significant resources to sustain the 
operations of the Council. 

7. OCSPs Proactive Obligations 

7 I OCSPs to Take "All Reasonable Measures" to Identify allL! Mak", 
Harmful Content Inaccessible 

Alongside the user-flagging content moderation system, the Act also obliges OCSPs to 
"take all reasonable measures" to identify harmful content on their platforms and to make 
that content inaccessible in Canada.93 The tecJmical paper does not provide specifics on 
what these measures would entail, although it expliCitly contemplates the use of automated 
systems.94 The Digital Safety Commissioner may prescribe rules in this area by regulation, 
which presumably covers both what would constitute "all reasonable measures" and how 
to make content inaccessible.95 These measures cannot resul t in discrimination, as described 
in Canada's anti-discrimination legislation, the Canadian Human Rights Act, but no other 
constraints are set out here. 

There are serious problems with placing legal obligations on OCSPs to monitor content on 
their systems. The volume of material most OCSPs host means that monitoring can only 
really be done with automated tools, since there is too much material for humans to 
monitor, at least for the first pass. Using such tools to identify content that involves child 
sexual exploitation is relatively less sensitive, since such content is generally easier to 
identify and more difficult to mis take for public interest content. But using automation to 
identify hate speech, terrorist content, incitement to violence and the non-consensual 
sharing of intimate images is highly problematical given that such tools remain relatively 

'JJ Technical paper, s. 10. 
'Il lbid. 
95 Ibid. 
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crude.96 For instance, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter's automated systems have on multiple 
occasions taken down evidence of mass atrocities and war crimes by misidentifying it as 
terrorist content or incitement to violence.97 This is why international standards make it 
clear that it is not legitimate to place a positive obligation on OCSPs to monitor for illegal 
content.98 In this context, the technical paper's specific reference to automated systems is 
especially troubling, including insofar as it would allow the Digital Safety Commissioner to 
direct OCSPs specifically to rely on automation for content identification and perhaps even 
removal. 

The allocation of sweeping power to the Digital Safety Commissioner to regulate how 
OCSPs must proactively identify and remove content is also a violation of Article 19 of the 
rCCPR, which requires restrictions on freedom of expression to be both provided by law 
and narrowly tailored. As stated by the UN Human Rights Committee, "A law may not 
confer unfettered discretion for the restriction of freedom of expression on those charged 
with its execution."99 The only constraints that aTe placed on the exercise of these powers 
are that they must be "reasonable" and cannot fall foul of non-discrimination protections,lOO 
which signally fail to meet the standard set out by the Human Rights Committee. 

Instead of allocating broad authorisation to the use of automated content identification and 
removal systems, the proposal should establish guardrails arOlUld the use of such systems. 
Such guardrails might, for example, require initially flagged content to be reviewed by a 
human being, providing an opportunity to fix automated errors. Automated systems which 
entail the use of content filtering - the pre-emptive blocking of content triggered by certain 
metrics, such as keywords - are [lot legitimate. Such systems, when not controlled by the 
end-user, have been condemned by the international special mandates as being "a form of 
prior censorship and not justifiable as a restriction on freedom of expression."lol 

The technical paper is not as clear as it should be regarding the right of users to appeal 
against measures taken by OCSPs against their content as described above. This seems to be 

\IIi Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression, 6 April 2018, para. 29, https:lldocuments-dds
ny.un.orgidoclUNDOCIGEN/GlBI096!72/PDF/G1809672.pdf?OpenElement. 
'11 Human Rights Watch, "Video Unavailable", Social Media Platforms Remove Evidence of War Crimes, 10 
September 2020, https:llwww.hrw.orgireport!2020!09110/video-unavailable/social-media-platforms-remove-
evidence-war·crimes. 

98 Special international mandates on freedom of expression at the UN, OSCE, OAS and ACHPR, Joint Declaration on 
Freedom of Expression and the Internet, 1 June 2011, s. 2(b), h ttv:/Iwww.law-democraor.orglwp
content/uploadsI20 IW07111{16. IQint-DeciaralianJnternet.pdfi and Council of Europe, CMlRec(2018)2 of the 
Committee of Ministers to member States on the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries, 7 March 201 8, s. 
1.3.5, https:llrm.coe.int/168079Oe14. 
W See note 19, para. 35. 
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provided for,l 02 but any legislation should clarify this in favour of equal rights to appeal for 
all affected users, whether they are naggers or authors. It is also important that provision be 
made for users whose content is affected by OCSP monitoring and proactive content 
moderation measures to be notified as soon as any decision is made, thereby enabling them 
to appeal. 

7.2. OCSPs to Have New RepClrtlng Obligations to Law Enforcemept 
and Intelligence- Services 

OCSPs must also report regularly to the Digital Safety Commissioner on a broad range of 
data about their services in Canada, including the volume and type of harmful content on 
them, the volume and type of content they have moderated, the resources and personnel 
dedicated to content moderation and how they "monetize harmful content".I03 To fulfil 
these and other obligations, OCSPs must have adequate record management systems and 
practices in place.104 These features should be kept within the proposal as they would result 
in increased transparency about harmful content on OCSPs and measures taken to address 
it, a positive development. 

The second type of reporting obligation is to law enforcement, and the technical paper 
indicates that the Government of Canada is contemplating two options here.IOS The first 
option would obligate OCSPs to notify the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) if they 
have reasonable grounds to believe. that content that falls within the five categories of 
harmful content, and is therefore likely criminal in nature, poses an imminent risk of 
serious harm to any person or property.H.16 The second option would obligate OCSPs to 
report to the relevant law enforcement agency - which could be the RCMP, the Canadian 
Security andlntelligence Services (CSIS) or others - in respect of certain crimes (to be 
prescribed by the GTC through regulation) based on content that falls within the five 
categories of harmful content.107 Thus, the notification option is only for the RCMP and for 
content that poses an imminent risk of harm, while the reporting option is for any relevant 
law enforcement agency and covers prescribed crimes covered by the five categories of 
harmful content. Both options are to be subject to regulated standards on timing, the type of 
information to be provided, the thresholds of severity that trigger notifications or reports, 
and the formats of notifications or reports. lOS 

Ill.' For example in s. 12(c). 
103 Technical paper, s. 14. 
11)4 Technical paper, s. 15. 
116 Technical paper, s. 20. 
106 Technical paper, s. 20(a). 
107 Technical paper, s. 20(b). 
I~ TechrUcal paper, s. 20. 
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A key problem here is that OCSPs are required to monitor content in the first place, 
discussed above, absent which it is not clear how these notification or reporting 
requirements could be discharged . 

A second issue is that these obligations essentially deputise OCSPs to make subjective 
determinations on law enforcement issues which they are not qualified to do and which are 
best left up to law enforcement bodies. These include, respectively, whether content poses 
an imminent risk or harm or represents criminal behaviour. In the exceptional case of the 
crime of spreading child sexual exploitation content, the benefits of reporting may 
ouweigh the risks, especially given that, as noted earlier, identification is less controversial 
in this case. Otherwise, however, this sort of reporting obligation is not appropriate. We 
note that notification or reporting by OCSPs is not value neutral; rather, it will likely trigger 
a police investigation. As such, unreliable reporting. especially where it is over-inclusive, 
exposes users to unjustified inte,ractions with law enforcement bodies, which is not 
legitimate. 

The technical paper fails to make it clear what type of information would need to be 
included in notifications or reports, which is left up to future regulations.l09 We note that 
this should be limited to the content of the social media post and not include user 
information, such as name, email address, phone number or IP address. To require the 
provision of that sort of information to law enforcement officials without judicial 
authorisation would be a serious breach of the right to privacy under international human 
rights law. As the UN Human Rights Committee has stated: "[Slubscriber information may 
be issued w ith a warrant only ."ltO The teclu1icaJ paper does specifically provide that OCSPs 
should preselVe and retain basic ~ubscriber information that is pertinent to their reporting 
obliga tions,111 which may suggest that this information would only be releasable pursuant 
to a warrant, but this should be made crystal clear in the wording of the Act. 

8. Website Blocking 
If an OCSP persistently defies orders to block content relating to child sexual exploitation or 
terrorist content, and if all other enforcement mechanisms have been exhausted, the Digital 
Safety Commissioner may apply to the "Federal Court of Canada to request that 

l(l'l Technical paper, s. 20. 
till UN Human Rights Committee, Concluding Observations on the Fourth Periodic Report of the Republic of Korea, 3 
December 2015, para. 43, 
http://docstore.ohclu.org!SelfServicesIFilesHandler.ashx?enc=6QkGld%2FPPRiCAqhKb7yhshd'Np32UdW56DA%2F 
SBtN4MH y9iuSMtUiNSvrbV9",{,2BJuD7JMLvyOJu%2FXKLNHlCvzsdHKlrItlsosm9tfQBiOl2kvBgjNYQMFXBklPP6C 
18vcuwO. 

II! Technical paper, s. 23. 
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telecommunications service providers wholly or partially block access to the offending 
OCSP in Canada.112 

Website blocking is an extreme measure that can only be justified in highly exceptional 
circumstances, as the special international mandates on freedom of expression have stated: 

Mandatory blocking of entire websites, IP addresses, ports, network protocols or types of 
uses (such as sodal networking) is an extreme measure - analogous to banning a 
newspaper or broadcaster - which can only be justified in accordance with international 
standards, for example where necessary to protect children against sexual abuse. m 

That said, the proposed modalities for website blocking do contain safeguards. Blocking 
can only be exceptionally employed against sites that consistently defy orders issued by the 
Digital Recourse Council with respect to terrorist content or child sexual exploitation,114 the 
latter highlighted above by the special mandates as one instance where website blocking 
could be justified. All other enforcement mechanisms must have been exhausted and the 
blocking orders can only be issued by the Federal Court of Canada upon an application by 
the Digital Safety Commissioner.ll5 Furthermore, the technical paper sta tes that the Act 
should direct the Digital Safety Commissioner to ensure that the blocking orders it requests 
are proportionate, taking into account the risk of excessive blocking.1I6 

Further tweaks are nonetheless needed to strengthen safeguards for freedom of expression. 
While the language about blocking orders needing to be proportionate is welcome, more 
specific safeguards are needed given the extreme nature of website blocking. Either the Act 
or its regulations should address the technical challenges of blocking individual pages of a 
website, rather than a whole OCSP.1I7 Where it is technically impossible to tailor blocking 
orders, considerations of proportionality may require orders to err on the side of leaving 
websites up instead of blocking them. The law should also clearly require the Digital Safety 
Commissioner to maintain a public and up-to-date list of blocked si tes. 

Finally, for the website blocking regime to be legitimate, it is crucial that the problems with 
the vague definition of terrorist content, highlighted in s. 3.1 of this Submission, are 
addressed. [f the Act fails to provide a clear definition of terrorist content or if that 
definition is not strictly restricted to content which incites terrorist activities, then it would 
enable the blocking of websites that host content which is controversial but not prohibitable 
under intemationallaw. 

III Technical paper, s. 120. 
m See note 101, s. 3(a). 
11 4 Technical paper, s. 120. 
115 Ibid. 

11~ Technical paper, s. 121. 
m Internet Society, Internet Society Perspectives on Internet Content Blocking: An Overview, 24 March 2017, 
https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc12017/intemet-content-blocking/. 
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Recommendations 

• The definition of "terrorist content" should be strictly limited to "content that incites 
terrorist activities" and the definition of terrorist activities should be linked to or 
mirror the definition in s. 83.01 (] )(b) of the Criminal Code, including the safeguard in 
s. 83.01(1.1) of the Code. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The definition of "hate speech" should incorporate by reference international human 
rights standards on hate speech and freedom of expression. 
The scope of the legislation should dearly exclude all private communications in all 
circumstances. 
Members of the Digital Safety Commissioner, Digital Recourse Council and the 
Personallnfonnation and Data Protection Tribunal should be appointed as GCQ-lcvel 
positions to promote their independence from government. 
The 24-hour requirement to address harmful content should only apply to content 
about child sexual exploitation and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images. For 
hate speech, indlement to violence and terrorist content, the deadline shouJd be 72-
hours and OCSPs should be able to extend thai by an additional week in challenging 
cases, 
Significant resources should be allocated to the Digital Recourse Council so that it can 
handle its caseload in a timely manner. 
The legal obligations for OCSPs to proactively monitor and remove content should be 
removed, perhaps other than for child sexual exploitation content. 
The legal obligations for OCSPs to proactively report or notify law enforcement bodies 
about the content found on their platforms should be removed. 
The rules on blocking of \\'cbsites should contain additional safeguards for freedom of 
expression and transparency, such as directing the Digital Safety Commissioner to 
maintain a public list of blocked sites and rules that require careful tailOring, within 
tcdmical constraints, of any blocking measures to ensure that blocking is 
proportionate and, in particular, that innocent content is not blocked. 

The Centre for Law and Democracy a non·proflt human rights organisation working 
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The Federal Government's Proposal to Address Online Harms: Explanation 
and Critique 

By: Darryl Carmichael and Emily Laidlaw 

Commented On: The Federal Government ' s proposed approach to address harmful content online 

In late July, the Federal Government introduced its oroposal for online hanns legislation for 
feedback. It comprises a discussion paper outlining the government's approach to regulating social 
media platforms and a technical paper that provides more detail on the substance of the proposed 
law, The proposal is part ofa suite of law reform efforts by the Canadian government concerning 
what can broadly be categorized as p1atform regulation and content regulation issues. They include 
Bill C-I 0 to reform broadcasting laws, which stalled when it hit the Senate floor (for now at least) 
and proposed legislation to combat hate speech and hate crimes. The timing of the online harms 
and hate speech proposals has been a point of contention so close to the election call. Regardless 
of the election result in September, it is worthwhile analyzing this proposal because the Canadian 
government will need to prioritize law refonn in this area. Online harms legislation is sweeping 
the globe, and Canada is well overdue to address these issues. For better or worse (as remains to 
be seen), new laws have been proposed or passed in Europe. the United Kingdom (UK), Australia. 
India. and Turkey, to name a few. 

All blog posts include a caveat that the analysis is not fulsome, but it seems crucial to emphasize 
that here . The scope of online hanns is broad and can include anything and everything posted 
online, and the regulatory environment is global, even if what is discussed is domestic law. Indeed, 
the broad scope of this proposal is a point of criticism, with scholars such as Cynthia Khoo arguing 
that this should be broken down into subject-matter specific legislation . All this to say that what is 
offered here are the highlights of some of the key issues of debate and concern. 

The Department of Heritage is open for feedback on the proposal until September 25 th, depending 
on the election result. Therefore, this post is organized to provide such feedback. The analysis 
focuses on some of the major points of refonn : scope and defmitions, the proposed regulator, 
proactive monitoring, 24-hour takedown requirements, website blocking, mandatory reporting, 
and transparency obligations. Each point is explained and critiqued, and recommendations are 
made to address the criticisms. Because of the nature of this post and the breadth of the proposal, 
many of the recommendations are relatively general and have the same theme: implementation of 
this proposal needs to be slowed down and significant consultation undertaken. 

By way of introduction. the pwposal aims to regulate social media platfonns concerning how they 
moderate certain types of hannful content: terrorist content, content that incites violence, hate 
speech, non-consensual sharing of intimate images, and child sexual exploitation content. It 
proposes the creation of a new regulator, the Digital Safety Commission, which would provide 
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recourse concerning specific items of content. oversee and investigate platforms concerning their 
moderation systems, and enable major administrative penalties to be levied against non-complying 
platforms. The proposal would also impose significant new obligations on platforms, such as to 
action content within 24 hours of it being flagged and to proactively monitor content on their 
servIces. 

To set the scene of the complexity of content moderation, let's use a famous example in content 
moderation circles. [n 20J 6, Facebook famously grappled with whether to remove a Pulitzer Prize
winning photograph of the "Napalm Girl". We all know the photo. It is the haunting image of a 
naked and sobbing Vietnamese girl running from a napalm attack. It was shared on Facebook as 
an example of photographs that had changed the history of warfare. Facebook initially removed 
the photo, and after severe criticism, reversed its decision and reinstated it. However. the decision 
of wbat to do is not as easy as it might seem. It is an iconic and newsworthy pboto of historical 
significance, but it is also a brutal and intimate image of a child at one of the most horrific moments 
in their lives. Years later, the girl depicted in the photo, now 44 years old, commented. "[t]he more 
the picture got famous, the deeper the cost to my private life." But someone had to make that 
decision - and for platforms, it is a content moderator, automated system, or both depending on 
how their system is designed. 

Let's play out how this image might be treated in this proposal. One of the categories of harm in 
the proposal is intimate images as defined in the Criminal Code, RSC 1985. c C-46. "but adapted 
to a regulatory contexf' (technical paper, para 8), which presumably means a broader rather than 
a narrower scope. The photo might be an intimate image pursuant to s 162.1 of the Criminal Code 
because it shows nudity and was taken and shared without consent. It does not depict a sexual 
activity. However, depiction of sexual activity is not required in the definition an of intimate image. 
Rather. s ]62.1(2) requires the depiction of nudity or sexual activity, although the section is 
bundled under the heading of "Sexual Offences" with crimes such as sexual exploitation and 
voyeurism. The photo must also be shared in circumstances giving rise to a reasonable expectation 
of privacy. and that is a matter of debate in these circumstances. There is a defence that the conduct 
serves the public good. One argument is that taking and sharing this image - by the original 
photographer and by the user on Facebook - serves the public good. However. a public good 
defence is not a newsworthy defence, although they overlap. The question is whether there is some 
public benefit. Certainly, there is a strong argument here that taking and sharing the image is a 
public good. but it is not obvious given that this is a child and the intimate circumstances. 

Now let's take a step back. This is not a decision by tbe police about whether to investigate or the 
Crown about whether to prosecute an individual nor is this a decision by a court whether to convict, 
all of which would be highly unlikely. This is a social media platform deciding whether to remove 
content from circulation in light of its obligations under this new online banns proposal if made 
law. Platfonns would have 24 hours from the moment the content is flagged to make the 
assessment. This should be understood in the context that hundreds ofmilIion photos are posted 
to Facebook daily. Conservative advice to the platfonn would be to take the image down. But that 
requires the image to be de-contextualized and advice provided purely based on risk avoidance, 
and that is the problem. The risk to the platfonn is a potentially enormous administrative penalty, 
even if remote, and while the image is defensible, it is not obviously so. Blunt legislation forces 
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blunt responses by those regulated by it, and we all lose because the richness and complexity of 
how we converse will be neutered. 

Scope & Delin itions 

The proposal sets its sights on Online Communication Services (OCS) and providers of these 
services (OCSPs). The proposal restricts its application to services whose primary purpose is to 
enable communication with other users of the service over the internet. This will explicitly exclude 
private communications, telecommunication service providers, search engines, caching services 
and potentially others to be specified later (technical paper, paras 1-6). The result is that the 
proposal targets social media like TikTok, Facebook, and Twitter but would not include 
WhatsApp, review sites, or comment sections on news pages. Given the onerous obligations and 
sizeable administrative penalties, tbis perhaps makes sense. However, this approach might not help 
achieve the objective of reducing harmful content online. 

It is unclear if only major social media platforms are targeted and what precisely that is. The 
discussion paper states that the intention is to target "major platforms" (discussion guide). 
However, the defmition in the technical paper captures all social media platforms (see definitions 
ofOCS and OCSP in paras 2 and 4). Europe's proposed Digital Services Act differentiates between 
"online platforms" and "very large online platforms" based on the number of users, imposing more 
onerous obligations on the large platforms. Under the Canadian proposal, the Governor in Council 
wouJd have the power to add or remove categories of services from the definition of OCS. The 
Federal Government should consider carefully the OCSPs it wants to target. For example, 
JustPaste.it was started by a Polish student from his bedroom, and for a while, it was the platform 
of choice for ISIS. Justpaste.it has taken steps to address the challenge of terrorist content on its 
site, including joining the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCn. Based on the 
technical paper, JustPaste.it would be captured as an OCSP, but if the intent is to target major 
platforms, then IustPaste.it would potentially be excluded from the scope. As will be evident, the 
proposal does not impose obligations on a sliding scale like the Digital Services Act. The platfoffil 
is either in or out. 

Despite the title 'online banns,' the proposal more narrowly targets criminal content, specifically 
terrorist content, content that incites violence, hate speech, non-consensual sharing of intimate 
images and child sexual exploitation content. Limiting the ambit to these five harms may be a 
surprise to the public, as a great deal of other haffilful online activities such as bullying, 
harassment, defamation, or invasion of privacy are out of scope. There would be unavoidable 
constitutional questions if the bill were to include all of these harms and the Jdtchen sink, hut as 
drafted, the proposal creates an odd situation where victims of great swaths of abuse and hann 
cannot avail themselves of the regulator. Not to let the perfect be the enemy of the good, the content 
that is covered by the proposal certainly should be (and is already addressed criminally), but there 
is enonnous room for improvement if this proposaJ is going to live up to its name. 
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As an example, let' s examine how narrow hate speech and terrorism are from a legal perspective. 
Hate speech as interpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Saskatchewan (Human Rights 
Commission) v Whatcott, 2013 SCC II (CanUI) (Whatcott), sets quite a high bar to meet: to 
qualify, content must communicate an expression of "detestation" or "vil ification" of an individual 
or group on the basis of a prohibited ground of discrimination. Hurtful , humiliating, or offensive 
comments do not meet this threshold, even when based on a protected characteristic, such as 
religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or disability. Similarly~ extreme, venomous abuse that 
isn ' t based on a protected characteristic while hatefid would not be hate speech (paras 41, 55-59). 
As one can readily observe, this leaves a tremendous grey area of abusive, arguably quite hannful 
content outside of the scope of this proposal. 

Terrorist content is another example where many would say they have a general idea of what it 
includes but would struggle to produce a legal definition. Indeed. even the Criminal Code 
definition is spread across multiple sections, requiring some effort to pull together a clear 
understanding (see analysis of Bill C-51 by Craig Forcese and Kent Roach here). The technical 
paper classifies terrorist content as that which both "actively encourages terrorism and which is 
likely to result in terrorism" (technical paper, s 8). It is difficult to gauge whether the definition of 
terrorist content in this proposal expands or mirrors that of the Criminal Code, in particular s 
83.221 that criminalizes counselling another "to commit a terrorism offence without identifying a 
specific terrorism offence." This detennination is also made more difficult by unanswered 
questions about whether platfonns would be required to assess the criminality of the objectionable 
content on the criminal standard (beyond a reasonable doubt) or under a regulatory or civil standard 
(balance of probabilities). 

Forcese and Roach warn that "any terrorist speech prosecution, especiall y for speech on the 
internet, will be difficult to sustain." (at 215) Examining a case where criminal charges were 
brought relating to 85 different social media posts from 14 different accounts, they identified the 
difficulties in assessing whether a given instance of speech amounts to "counselling" terrorism, 
especially when there is more of a cumulative effect than a clear black-and-white example. There 
was also concern that the judge may have been too focused on individual posts, and they suspect 
that "a criminal jury might ... have taken a more holistic approach", seeing the criminali ty in the 
forest where it was lacking in any individual tree (at 214). This is an equally pressing concern in 
the realm of content moderation, given that any individual piece of content lacks the context of 
other posts from the same user. While Forcese and Roach would support a separate fonn of terrorist 
speech offence not tied to the "counselling" offence found in the Criminal Code (5 83.221), we 
have to question whether this proposal seeks to introduce that very thing in a regulatory setting. 

A danger that arises from these complex definitions is that a content moderator without legal 
training may resort to bias or heuristics rather than perfonning in-depth analysis of borderline cases 
where the decision to remove the content rests on a contextual analysis. Moderators are already 
overworked and not qualified to make legal detenninations. Combining this with the virtual 
mountains of flagged content that they are tasked with assessing will inevitably lead to over
removal and inadequate consideration of the legal criteria. Empirical studies show a tendency by 
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platforms to over-remove content in notice and takedown regimes, meaning that legal content is 
already removed even without 24-hour time limits. This is exacerbated when automated 
mechanisms are used as the level of nuance and appreciation of context required to make these 
kinds of decisions is currently beyond their capability. 

Recommendations: 
"Online Criminal Content Regulation" is a more accurate nomenclature until the proposal 
addresses other harmful content that doesn't rise to the level of the criminal definitions. 
"Beverage regulation" would not be an accurate name for a bill that only addressed 
alcoholic beverages. 
Consult and rescope the definitions of harmful content. In particular, examine the impact 
of adopting narrow definitions from the Criminal Code and related case law versus 
broader definitions in terms of the reality of content moderation practices, and harmful 
content sought to be reduced. The approach should be clear and justification provided. 
In evaluating harmful content, ensure that situations are captured where volume and 
persistence creates a situation of harm, even where any individual act or post would not 
violate the regulations. 
rntroduce laddered obligations drawing from the Digital Services Act. There should be 
specific and more onerous obligations on major platforms, however defined, but other 
platforms should not be entirely out of scope. 

Regulator 

The proposal would create a Digital Safety Commiss ion funded by fees levied upon industry, It 
would be comprised of three bodies: the Digital Safety Commissioner, Recourse Council, and 
Advisory Council. We broadly favour the idea of a new regulator, but it will depend on some of 
the finer details that are not set out in the proposal. The need to see the finer details of what is 
proposed is acute in this case because this will be a regulator of express ion online, an 
unprecedented role for a regulatory body well beyond that of a human rights commission, which 
could have a potentially sweeping impact on day-to-day expression online. The scope and remit 
of the regulator needs to be fleshed out to ensure that it carefully balances rights, in particular 
expression, equality, and privacy, with a clear understanding of the platform economy. And like 
any regulatory entity, whether this is a good idea depends on the entity being sui tably funded and 
populated with individuals with the right training and expertise. 

The Digital Safety Commissioner would bear some resemblance to the role of our federal privacy 
commissioner. The Commissioner would oversee and enforce content moderation obligations and 
engage in education, research, and outreach (discussion guide, module I , technical paper, module 
1 (a)). The Commissioner would receive and investigate complaints about non-compliance by 
regulated entities. Appeals of decis ions of the Commissioner would be made to the Personal 
Information and Data Protection Tribunal (Tribunal), which is proposed to be created with Bill e
LL (An Act to enact the Consumer Privacy Protection Act and the Personal Informa tion and Data 
Protection Tribunal Act and to make consequential and related amendments to other Acts, 20d 
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Sess, 43rd Pari , 2020) the proposed new consumer privacy legislation to replace the Personal 
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000. c 5 (see discussion here). The 
Commissioner would also have the power to do such things as proactively inspect for compliance 
or non-collaboration, issue reports and compliance orders. 

Importantly, the Commissioner would have extraord inary power to recommend or refer non
compliance to bodies with the power to impose significant tines or order website blocking and 
f1Itering. For example, the Commissioner can recommend an administrative monetary penalty of 
up to 10 million dollars or 3% of gross global revenue, which would be decided by the Tribunal 
similarly charged with administering fines for privacy breaches. Or non-compliance could be 
referred to prosecutors with potential fines up to 25 million dollars or 5% of gross global revenue. 
Further, the Commissioner could apply to the Federal Court for an order that an ISP block or filter 
entire websites that repeatedly faiJ to remove child sexual exploitation or terrorist content 
(technical paper, paras 102-109). The immensity of these fines or recourse, coupled with the 
substance of the rules proposed, creates a high-risk environment that incentivizes over-removal of 
content by platforms to avoid legal risk. 

The Digital Recourse Counci l, comprised of 3-5 members, would offer a different dispute 
resolution mechanism. While the Commissioner would focus on whether the platform has in place 
the procedural safeguards mandated by legislation, the Recourse Council would be concerned with 
whether a platform made the correct decision about a specific item of content. A person may make 
a complaint to the Recourse Council concerning a decision of a platform to either remove or not 
remove content. However, a complainant must first exhaust all avenues of appeal within the 
platform. Once a complaint is made, the platforms and affected individuals would be provided 
with a notice of the complaint and an opportuni ty to make representations. If the Council decides 
the content is harmful, they can order the OCSP to take it down. If the Council decides the content 
is not hannful, they will issue their decision to the OCSP, and itis then in the hands of the platform 
whether to reinstate or remove the content subject to the platform'S own terms of use (technical 
paper, paras 45-59). 

Hearings by the regulator (e ither C.ommissioner or Counci l) can be held in camera if there are 
compelling reasons to do so. The government suggests these reasons could include privacy, 
national security/defence, international relations, or con.fidential commercial interests (technical 
paper, para 59). These secret hearings have attracted a great dea1 of critical comment, and we 
suggest they need to set a clear threshold or criteria for situations where these can be invoked. 

The Advisory Board would be comprised of up to 7 part-time members who would provide expert 
advice to both the Commissioner and Recourse Council about a variety of issues such as «emerging 
industry trends and technologies and content-moderation standards" (d iscuss ion paper, technical 
paper paras 7 I -75). Khoo recommends that the advisors are integrated within the Commissioner's 
office and Recourse Council. We are not necessarily opposed to a separate advisory council, but 
further consul tation is required about the best structure for these three bodies. 
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The concept of a digital regulator to address human rights or online hanns issues is something that 
has been advocated by some scholars. Khoo recommends the creation of a centralized regulator to 
address technology-facilitated gender-based violence in her ground-breaking report 
"Deplatforming Misogyny." She envisions a body with a dual mandate to provide legal recourse 
and support to those impacted, and research and training. One of the authors of this post, Emily 
Laidlaw, has advocated for creation of a digital regulator in her scholarship. For example, the 
framework for a digital rights commission was detailed in chapter six of ReguLating Speech in 
Cyberspace: Gatekeepers. Human Rights and Corporate Responsibilities, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2015), with similar emphasis to the Digital Safety Commission on 
the need for muJtiple fonns of support in the form of a remedial mechanism, corporate support 
(policies, assessment tools, audits), and education and research. This framework was developed 
into a specific proposal for the Law Commission of Ontario for its project Defamation Law in the 
Internet Age. The crib notes version is that Laidlaw recommends creation of an online tribunal for 
defamation disputes modelled on British Columbia's Civil Resolution Tribunal (see here and here). 
Further, several states have created, or are in the midst of creating, regulators to address some 
aspects of online hanns, including in the UK and Australia. 

An exploration of the benefits and drawbacks of alternative regulators for online hanns is beyond 
the scope of this blog post. In short, the high volume of content combined with the potential 
devastating hanns and need for speed in addressing the complaint makes courts unsuitable to 
adjudicate most cases. Further consultation is necessary to ensure that the regulator is narrowly 
scoped and achieves the goal of reducing hann and protecting rights. Some questions include: 

• How wi ll the complaints process to the Recourse Council be structured to ensure access 
to justice and disincentivize frivolous or abusive complaints? Examples include issues of 
volume of complaints, specious complaints, ease of making complaints, disparate 
burdens being placed on complainantlcomplainee. 

• Who can complain? 
• What is the burden of proof? 
• How wi ll this process be structured to ensure speedy resolution and due process? 
• How will a complainant prove thai they have exhausted all avenues of appeal via the 

platform? How much additional time, burden and chilling effect will this place on a 
complainant whose content was incorrectly removed? 

• What should be the training and expertise of the Recourse Council? 
• Row will grey zone expression be treated? 
• How will the Recourse Counci l intersect with the internal content moderation policies of 

lhe OCSPs? 
• How will the Advisory Council interact with the other bodies? For example, what if the 

Advisory Council's advice is repeatedly not accepted or adopted by the Recourse Council 
or Digital Commissioner? 

Recommendation: 
Consultation on the details of the proposed Digital Rights Commission with a focus on 
fleshing out the scope and remit to ensure access to justice and balancing rights. 
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Proactive Monitoring 

The technical paper obligates OCS?s to "take all reasonable measures, which can include the use 
of automated systems" to identify and remove harmful content (technical paper, para 10). To 
comply with this obligation necessitates that a platform pro-actively monitor content hosted on 
their services. This is because the burden is on the oesp to identify harmful content for removal. 
Thus, the platform must come up with a way to find this content, which usually entai ls broad 
surveillance, often analyzed and actioned through automated means, and at risk of function creep. 
The impacts of such an approach are nwnerous, including the privacy and freedom of expression 
of users, often with a greater impact on marginalized and racialized groups. This can be contrasted 
with a complaints-based system, such as a notice and action regime. which relies on user 
complaints to trigger a platform's obligation to act. 

General laws that mandate proactive monitoring are controversial and criticized as a human rights 
infringement, and for good reason. For example, David Kaye, the fonner Special Rapporteur on 
the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, stated in his 2018 
report that proactive monitoring and filtering are "inconsistent with the right to privacy and likely 
to amount to pre-publication censorship." (paras 15-17, 67) These risks are compounded when 
content is prevented from being uploaded, which operates as a system of prior restraint. It creates 
an opaque system for users and state bodies tasked with oversight, uncertain of the rules, process, 
or decision-making behind moderation decisions. 

This is not to say that automated systems should never be used. That would be unrealistic, and the 
conversation is better directed to how these systems can be designed in a way that is human rights 
compliant. Further, this is not to say that platforms should never prevent content from being 
uploaded, in particular child sexual abuse content. However, no state should mandate a general 
obligation to monitor. Rather~ the obligation, if any. must be more narrowly carved. The proposal 
states that such measures should be implemented in a way that does not discriminate pursuant to 
the Canadian Human Rights Act, RSC 1985. c H-6 (technical paper, para 10). We are of the 
opinion that this cannot be solved at the implementation stage, and the provision must be scrapped 
or more narrowly carved. 

There are certainly examples of legislation that impose proactive monitoring of some sort. Kaye 
cites both China 's'2016 Cybersecurity Law and Gennany's NetlVork Enforcemellt Act (NetzOG) 
as laws that explicitly or implicitly force proactive monitoring that either lead to filtering or 
reporting to law enforcement (paras 15-16). However, Article 15 of the E-Commerce Directive 
prohibits European Member States from mandating general proactive monitoring, although 
specific content might be actioned to be removed and kept down. Further, the prohibition on 
generaJ monitoring was maintained in the Digital Services Act, and exploration of such an 
obligation for terrorist content was softened in the final version of the EU 's Regulation on 
preventing the dissemination of terrorist content online. 
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The UK's approach to proactive monitoring in the Online Sarety Bill is illustrative as it is more 
narrowly circumscribed. There is no general obligation to monitor, although arguably the duty on 
platfonns to take steps to manage the risk ofhann of their platforms entai ls proactive monitoring. 
More specifically, the proposal is that the regulator Of com could issue a Use of Technology notice. 
The notice would only be avai lable after a warning was provided and would be Limited to child 
sexual abuse material and terrorist content, and the notice would mandate the use of "accredited 
technology" selected by Of com. We are not weighing into the strengths and weakness of the UK 
approach here, which is also controversial, but rather aim to highlight that even compared to the 
highly contentious UK model, the Canadian proposal is an outlier. 

Recommendation: 
The proposal ofa general obligation to monitor all harmful content should be 
categorically rejected. Consultation and analysis should be undertaken to explore options 
that are proportionate and effective to achieve the objective of reducing circulation of 
hannful content. Options include, without endorsement, but for discuss ion, more targeted 
m~asures: 

a A duty of care model requiring platfonns take reasonable care in the management 
of their services with specific safeguards to address the risk of general 
monitoring; 

a Exploration of human rights safeguards that can be the central framework in 
content regulation and what that would entai l e.g., criteria for specific versus 
general monitoring; and 

a Exploration of what a system of reasonable decision making might be, and how to 
build a cushioning system for mistakes (see this proposal by Marcelo Thompson). 

24 Hour Takedown Requirements 

An aspect of the proposal that has already attracted a great deal of critical attention is the 
requirement for content to be addressed by a platform within 24 hours of being flagged. Thjs 24· 
hour requirement is separate from a platfonn's obligations to take all reasonable proactive 
measures, but instead starts a clock from the point at which a piece of content is flagged. The 
Governor in Counci l may pass regulations to adjust this timeframe for different types or subtypes 
of hannful content, but under this power the timeline could also be shortened below 24 hours 
(technical paper, paras I 1-12). 

From the point at which the content is flagged, the platform has 24 hours to either remove the 
content or respond to the flagger indicating that the content does not meet the definition ofhannful 
under the Act. It is worth bearing in mind that a platfonn li ke Facebook already has systems to 
flag content that goes well beyond the scope of hannful content captured in this proposal. This 
context is needed when considering the scale and volume of content that must be moderated. A 
reoort from NYU indicates that for Facebook alone, they made moderation decisions on 
approximately 3.75 billion pieces of content in the first quarter of 2020, and the accuracy of those 
decisions falls well short of 100%. As acknowledged by Facebook founder and CEO Mark 
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Zuckerberg: "[t]he vast majority of mistakes we make are due to errors enforcing the nuances of 
our policies rather than disagreements about what those policies should actually be. Today, 
depending on the type of content, our review teams make the wrong call in more than I out of 
every 10 cases." (source) The NYU report goes on to recommend that Facebook double the size 
of its moderation team just to tackle the accuracy deficits in their existing moderation regime. 
Imposing a 24-hour window for reviewing and responding to specific types of content - especially 
if Facebook chooses not to double its moderation staff - would suggest tbat concerns over the 
quality of moderation decisions will only increase. 

The proposal seems modelled on German legislation known colloquially as NetzDG, which also 
imposes a 24-hour time limit to remove content. However, even NetzDG, controversial in its own 
right, appreciates that decisions about the illegality of content sometimes require more than a few 
moments to make. NetzDG restricts the 24-hour rule to obviously illegal content and allows for up 
to a week for a platfonn to respond to content in circumstances where factual considerations could 
render the content legal, or where the poster might have a legitimate defence for posting it. Thus, 
NetzDG grants platfonns more time to assess expression in the grey area. Canada's proposal 
contains none of that nuance. 

This consideration of nuance is even more important here given that hate speech must be assessed 
in light of the Supreme Court of Canada's jurisprudence (e.g. Whatcott, R y Keegstra, [1990] 3 
SCR 697. 1990 CanLiI 24). As the NYU report highlights, the moderators for Facebook are not 
legally trained, and are frequently outsourced to other countries. Expecting accurate analysis of 
hate speech by untrained and overworked moderators is unrealistic and even less so with a li ability 
clock ticking in the background. When the incentives on a platfonn weigh almost entirely in favour 
of removal in situations where there is the slightest doubt, and they have no reasonable motivation 
to consider the poster's right to free expression, the inevitable outcome is censorship. 

Let us be entirely clear here - removal is the right decision for legitimately hannful content, and 
it is important that such content is removed quickly. The danger is that there remains a significant 
grey area within which entirely legal content could be removed solely due to platfonn risk
avoidance. The question the proposal wrestles with - as do all of us working in this area - is where 
to draw the line, and it is our view the proposal heavily errs on the side of protection from hann in 
a way that undermines their goals. It is notable that both the discussion and technical papers devote 
minimal attention to the va1ue of freedom of expression. The 24-hour rule embodies the 
unba1anced analysis threaded throughout the proposal. Further, this proposal would 
disproportionately impact marginalized, racialized and intersectional groups (see Suzie Dunn's 
commentary here). For example, platfonns' internal complaints systems are regularly used as 
mechanisms of abuse whether by a persistent individual or mobs who maliciously flag content, or 
because the design of the content moderation system and its practice discriminates. The examples 
are endless: removal of Black Lives Matters posts, LGBTQ+ posts, sexualized content and posts 
raising awareness of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls (see, scholarship on this 
issue here and here). The result is that the voices of the very groups we seek to protect would be 
further silenced. 
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Recommendations: 
The 24-hour time limit should be abandoned in favour of a generic obligation to act 
expeditiously. Or, at minimum, exceptions should be drafted, which allow additional time 
to engage in a contextual analysis of expression in the grey zone, similar to the NetzOG 
model. 
lncentivize platforms to protect free expression when making moderation decisions in 
order to avoid banket removals. Consider addressing the prevalence of hannful content, 
not merely its presence (see Facebook Whitepaper at pp 9 & 13). 
Explore more creative options. For example, the Digital Services Act incorporates a 
" trusted nagger" system wherein complaints from a verified trusted nagger (person or 
organization) can be handled on an expedited basis. The status of the trusted nagger is 
contingent on the accuracy and quality of complaints made. If a trusted nagger has a 
certain number of "false positives" they can lose their status. (Article 19(5)-(6)) 

Website Blocking 

In a section of the technical paper under the heading "Exceptional Recourse" are provisions dealing 
with granting powers to the Digital Safety Commissioner to block entire websites (paras 120-123). 
On its face, this seems to be an alarming power of censorship, but as drafted it would have quite 
narrow application. Website blocking would be restricted to chi ld sexual exploitation content and 
terrorist content. Further, before this could be used, a provider must have demonstrated persistent 
non-compliance with orders to remove such content, and all other enforcement measures must 
have been exhausted. To reach the point of website blocking, there would have to be compliance 
orders made, fines issued, which may also be preceded by hearings, and each of these decisions 
can also be appealed before resorting to banishing a website from Canadian soi l. 

In the UK, for example, their proposed Online Safety Bill would permit the regulator, Of com, to 
enact "business disruption measures", an escalating fonn of sanction against non-compliant 
services. The measures would actually apply to ancilJary parties rather tban the targeted service 
directly, meaning ISPs, app stores, payment providers or search engines. The UK Bill frames these 
as levers to be used against platfonns that are bucking the regulator's authority, allowing Of com 
to cut off payment processing and search results for the misbehaving service before proceeding to 
outright blocking. Notably, the business disruption measures can be used for various forms of non
compliance and are not strictly limited to persistent non-removal of terrorist or CSEA content. 

One of the main issues with website blocking is overreach and overbreadth. The proposal here 
would allow the blocking of entire platforms. When website blocking has been used in a more 
targeted and human rights compliant manner, it has either blocked specific webpages or targeted 
websites that are primarily devoted to hosting illegal content (e.g. piracy websites). The proposal 
here does not limit website blocking in this way; rather, it relies purely on the idea of blocking as 
a last resort. 
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Recommendations: 
Maintain tightly limi ted scope and avai lability of this enforcement measure, including 
requiring judicial authorization. 
Add warning steps and procedural protections to ensure platforms can make 
representations before drastic measures are pursued, 
Examine limiting website blocking to specific webpages, or when that is not possible, to 
oes that are primarilY devoted to sharing illegal content. 

Mandatory Reporting 

The discussion paper proposes two options for consideration. First, mandatory reporting to law 
enforcement where "there are reasonable grounds to suspect there is an imminent risk of serious 
hann," (Module 2) This is a reasonable and high threshold to trigger reporting to police and 
something which some major platfonns already do (see, for example, Twitter). The second option 
proposes a significantly lower threshold, 1t would mandate reporting to law enforcement (criminal 
content) and CS1S (national security content) when there are reasonable grounds to believe or be 
suspicious that the content is illegal within the five categories of content. This is not a good 
approach. n would force a platfonn to report content that might be illegal, thus targeting grey zone 
speech. As identified above, Black Lives Matter posts have been mistakenly labelled hate speech 
and removed in the content moderation process. Pursuant to this proposal, such posts would need 
to be forwarded to law enforcement, further hanning racialized groups and undennining equality
seeking goals of online hanns legislation. As Daphne Keller notes, Gennany has made a similar 
proposal, which is being challenged by Google for violating fundamental rights. Tfthe first option 
is implemented, it is critical that mandatory reporting is not coupled with a proactive monitoring 
obligation, 

Recommendations: 
Limit mandatory reporting to circumstances where it is reasonably suspected there is an 
imminent risk of serious barm. 
Limit the basis for mandatory reporting, to a complaints-based approach or reasonable 
awareness. 
Do not impose proactive monitoring coupled with any mandatory reporting. 

Transparency Obligations 

To aid in monitoring and enforcing the various aspects of the proposed regulation, OCSPs will 
also be subject to reporting and transparency requirements (technical paper, para 14), Some of 
these are designed to provide insight into how moderation is being conducted behind closed doors, 
and others are a somewhat roundabout way of pressing platforms to address systemic concerns, 

Platfonns will provide data on an annual basis detailing the types and volumes ofhannful content 
found, and separately disclosing content deemed objectionable on the basis of the platforms' own 
community standards, but which would not have been defined harmful under the regulations. They 
are also required to report on the resources and personnel allocated to content moderation, along 
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with their procedures, practices, and systems, including automation. Further, the proposal requires 
tbat platfonns collect and sort data in a way that might be difficult to achieve. For example, the 
proposal would require Canada-specific data, which depending on the platform, may not be 
realistic to provide. For example, would the data about the "volume and type of content dealt with 
at each step of the content moderation process" (technical paper, para 14) be limited to posts made 
by Canadian-based users, or visible by Canadian users? Would any public posts visible by a 
Canadian be in scope? 

Tbe proposal would also require platfonns to report on how they monetize bannful content, whicb 
stands out from the others as an odd inclusion. It seems designed as a form of public shaming to 
these companies, and therefore the data would be less reliable from the start, given that companies 
have an incentive to claim tbat they are not profiting from the hate speech or child pornography 
posts of their users. Also, the impetus behind this reporting requirement seems to be inspired by 
the ED's proposed Digital Services Act, wherein platfonns are obliged to perform a yearly risk 
assessment to identify systemic risks arising from their services. However, the Federal 
Government's proposal is flawed because it frames the platfonns as villains being unmasked by 
the data, rather than using the European approach enlisting platforms as collaborators seeking to 
solve the systemic problems. 

Mandating and standardizing the content and requirements around transparency for platforms is 
essential, both as a method of accountability and as an avenue to better understand and address 
systemic problems. 

Recommendations: 
Platforms should still be required to address systemic problems, but the proposal should 
avoid framing the requirement as a "gotcha" on platforms, rather enlisting platforms as 
collaborators, and using data from transparency reports as an accountability tool. 
Consult with platforms and organizations such as GIFCT and the Global Network 
Initiative about appropriate and achievable transparency reporting requirements. 

Conclusion 

Overall, while there are meritorious elements to the Federal Government's online hanns proposal, 
the problematic areas are very problematic. We commend the proposal to create a Digital Safety 
Commission. However, the substance of the rules, although ticking aU the right boxes as to topics 
that should be on the agenda for debate, requires a massive overhaul. When we say that it ticks the 
right boxes, we mean that it explores key issues of debate in internet law and policy, such as 
website blocking, time-limited content takedown rules, identification and actioning of content, 
transparency reporting and so on. However, with each of these topics, the solution proposed is 
rather blunt when nuance is needed to balance the various interests and rights . In the area of content 
regulation, to achieve the objective of an internet ecosystem that broadly strives to protect and 
balance various rights and interests, it is the multitude oflitlle decisions that determine the overall 
effect. 
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Canada needs legislation to address online harms, but there must be more thorough consultation 
and more thoughtful consideration of every element of this proposal. There are multiple other 
regimes to look to that have tackled some of these very same issues. None are perfect, but the EU's 
Digital Services Act would be a good place to start, and the wealth of scholarly. industry and civil 
society attention that has been devoted to the issue of platfonn regulation and content moderation. 

Summary of Recommendations: 
"Online Criminal Content Regulation" is a more accurate nomenclature until the proposal 
addresses other harmful content that doesn' t rise to the level of the criminal definitions. 
''Beverage regulation" would not be an accurate name for a bill that only addressed 
alcoholic beverages. 
Consult and rescope the definitions of harmful content. In particular, examine the impact 
of adopting narrow definitions from the Criminal Code and related case law versus 
broader definitions in terms of the reality of content moderation practices and harmful 
content sought to be reduced. The approach should be clear and justification provided. 
In evaluating harmful content, ensure that situations are captured where volume and 
persistence creates a situation ofhann, even where any individual act or post would not 
violate the regulations. 
Introduce laddered obligations drawing from the Digital Services Act. There should be 
specific and more onerous obligations on major platfonns, however defined, but other 
platfonns should not be entirely out of scope. 
Consultation on the detai ls of the proposed Digital Rights Commission with a focus on 
how to structure it to balance rights and ensure access to justice. 
The proposal of a general obligation to monitor all hannful content should be 
categorically rejected. Consultation should be undertaken to explore options that are 
proportionate and effective to achieve the objective of reducing circulation of harmful 
content. Options include, without endorsement, but for di scussion, more targeted 
measures: 

o A duty of care model requiring platfonns take reasonable care in the management 
of their services with specific safeguards to address the risk of general 
monitoring; 

o Exploration of human rights safeguards that can be the central framework in 
content regulation and what that would entail e.g. criteria for specific versus 
general monitoring; 

o Exploration of what a system of reasonable decision making might be, and how to 
build a cushioning system for mistakes (see Marcelo Thompson for this proposal) . 

The 24-hour time limit should be abandoned in favour of a generi c obligation to aCl 
expeditiously. Or, at minimum, exceptions should be drafted, which allow additional time 
to engage in a contextual analysis of expression in the grey zone, similar to the NetzOG 
model. 
lncentivize platfonns to protect free expression when making moderation decisions in 
order to avoid banket removals. Consider addressing the preva lence ofhannful content, 
not merely its presence (see Facebook Whitepaper at pp 9 & 13). 
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Explore more creative options. For example, the Digital Services Act incorporates a 
'''trusted nagger" system wherein complaints from a verified trusted flagger (person or 
organization) can be handled on an expedited basis. The status oftbe trusted flagger is 
contingent on the accuracy and quality of complaints made. If a trusted flagger has a 
certain number of "false positives" they can lose their status. (Article 19(5)-(6)) 
Maintain tightly limi ted scope and availability of this enforcement measure, including 
requiring judicial authorization. 
Add warning steps and procedural protections to ensure platforms can make 
representations before drastic measures are pursued. 
Examine limiting website blocking to specific webpages, or when that is not possible, to 
OCS that are primarily devoted to sharing illegal content. 
Limit mandatory reporting to circumstances where it is reasonably suspected there is an 
imminent ri sk of serious harm. 
Limit the basis for mandatory reporting, to a complaints-based approach or reasonable 
awareness. 
Do not impose proactive monitoring coupled with any mandatory reporting. 
Platforms should still be required to address systemic problems, but the proposal should 
avoid framing the requirement as a "gotcha" on platforms, rather enlisting Platforms as 
collaborators, and using data from transparency reports as an accountabil ity tool. 
Consult with platforms and organizations such as GIFCT and the Global Network 
Initiative about appropriate and achievable transparency reporting requirements. 

This post may be cited as: Darryl Carmichael and Emily Laidlaw. ''The Federal 
Government' s Proposal to Address Online Harms: Explanation and Critique" (September 
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Consultation on Proposed Approach to Address Harmful Content Online 

Submission by Dr. Natasha Tusikov (York University, ntusikov@vorku.ca) and 
Dr. Blayne Haggart (Brock University, hhaggart@brocku.ca), 

24 September 202 J 

We are writing this submission in our capacity of academics who have researched and written 
extensively in the areas of platfonn and internet regulation. 

Natasha Tusikov is an Assistant Professor of Criminology at York University. Her hook, Chokepoints: 
Global Private Regulation on the Internet, deals directly with internet companies' efforts to poUce 
illegal and harmful content and activities by their users. She is a research fellow with the Justice and 
Technoscience Lab (JusTech Lab), School of Regulation and Global Governance (RegNet) at the 
Australian National University. She has also published scholarly research and opeds in the areas of 
internet governance, the Internet of Things, smart cities and data governance, and regulating hate speech 
on social media. Before obtaining her PhD at the Australian National University, she was a strategic 
criminal intelligence analyst and researcher at the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Ottawa. 

Blayne Haggart is an Associate Professor of Political Science at Brock University and a Senior Fellow 
with the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGJ). He is the author most recently of 
"Democratic Legitimacy in Platform Governance" (Telecommunications Policy 45, no. 6 (2021), with 
Clara Iglesias Keller) and "Global platform governance and the internet-governance impossibility 
theorem" (Journal of Digital Media & Policy II , no. 3 (2020)). 

Together we are co-editors (with Prof. Jan Aart Scholte) of the 2021 edited volume. Power an.d 
Authority in Internet Governance: Return o/the State? (Routledge). We have also published several 
opeds on the regulation of the digital sphere in The Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail, The Conversation 
and through the Centre for International Governance Innovation. 

We are strongly in favour of government regulation of internet intennediaries and the goal of creating an 
online environment that is more conducive to socially healthy exchanges. The primary issue when it 
comes to internet intennediaries is not, should they be regulated by government, but how should 
government regulate them. However, we have significant substantive and procedural concerns with the 
government's proposed approach to address hannful content online. In this note we highlight four in 
particular: 

I. The presentation of a detailed/ail accompli before engaging in meaningful , substantive public 
consultations; 

2. The lack of evidence presented explaining and justifYing these particular interventions; 
3. Its ineffectiveness in addressing fundamental structural problems with social media that give rise to 

the problems the government says it wants to address. 
4. The focus on regulating social media companies overlooks the necessity of regulating the broader 

digital economy, including online marketplaces and the financial technology industry. 

Based on these concerns, which we outline below, we call on the government: 
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I. To undertake substantive, open consultations to determine how Canada should address these and 
other related issues. 

2. To present research and evidence outlining the problems being addressed and justifying the 
government's chosen approach. 

3. To pursue a regulatory framework that involves structural reforms to address incentives baked into 
social media companies' advertising-dependent and data-fuelled business models. 

4. To consider deep institutional reforms to regulate the digital economy, including regulation to 
address monopolistic behaviour and institutional reforms to strengthen and promote in-house digital 
policymaking expertise. 

We address each of these in tum. 

1) Lack of consultation 

2 

Most fundamentally, the government has presented Canadians with a whole-cloth policy proposal 
without first engaging in consultations with Canadians to detennine the best way to proceed with 
regulating online illegal content. This approach is not in keeping with best practices in government 
policymaking. Instead, it is obvious that the government has looked to other countries for ideas about 
what we should do here. For example, the requirement that internet intennediaries make content found 
to be hannfuUilIegal inaccessible within 24 hours is clearly borrowed from the Gennan NetzDG regime, 
whi le the exclusive focus on illegal content (terrorist content, content that incites violence, hate speech, 
revenge porn and child sexual exploitation) seems to reflect critiques that the UK Online Hanns 
legislation's focus on illegal and harmfu.l speech may unnecessarily stifle legal (if distasteful) speech. 

While one of the advantages of being a laggard when it comes to onl ine intennediary regulation is that 
we can learn from the experiences of other countTies. such policies need to be considered and justified in 
the Canadian context. This includes considering how we could improve on other countries' experiences. 
Internet intermediary regulation, and regulation generaJly, is not a matter of plug-and-play. 

By presenting Canadians with the answer rather than the question, the government is pre-empting the 
necessary conversation over how these companies should be regulated. 

We also note that both the Gennan and UK approaches, which have so obviously inspired the Canadian 
proposal, were themselves the outcomes of extensive consultative and legislative processes. In 
particular, the UK Online Safety Bill currently before the UK Parliament was the product of years of 
consultations beginning in 2017, including a White Paper. The consultation process for the Online 
Hanns White Paper (document here), for example, consisted of 19 questions, including several open
ended ones. 

One oftbe upsides of the UK' s extensive consultations and reporting is that although opposition to it 
exists (and will continue to exist), nobody can say they've been taken by surprise by the resulting 
legislation, or that it hasn ' t been properly consideTed. Conversely, one of the major downsides of the 
Canadian proposal is that it reads like a hastily assembled grab-bag of ideas that other countries have 
implemented, rather than something that has been subject to sound vetting by policy experts and 
interested Canadians. 
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Internet intelTTlediaries need to be regulated by government. However, it's not enough just to do 
something; we also need to get the legislation right. This requires a much more open and thoughtful 
process than what the government has put in place. Rather than start with one specific, intricate solution, 
Canadians and the government need to start with the issue itself, and various options, before settling on 
one. The UK Online Hanns consultation process provides one model in this regard. Another, as we 
djscuss in the context of smart· city regulation, is Brazil's two·step consultation process leading to its 
pathbreaking internet bill of rights legislation (Marco Civil): Hold consultations designed as a structured 
conversation addressing issues of concern; then consult on a specific draft plan. 

Recommendation 1 

That the federal government scrap the current proposal and engage in actual, two-step 
consultations' with Canadians to address online internet intermediaries' socially harmful 
behaviours. 

2) Lack of evidence presented 
Neither the government's Discussion Guide nor its Technical paper contain any contextual infonnation 
or links to research that would allow an interested Canadian or non-expert to understand the nature of 
the problems being regulated or the implications of the government 's proposed solution. Instead, these 
documents offer only a highly detailed, legalistic description of several interlocking processes and 
policies whose implications will be lost on anyone without a deep, technical understanding of the 
machinery of government and a pre-existing knowledge of the issue areas in question. There is nothing 
in here to educate Canadians regarding the policies and issues at play. 

For example, chi ld sexual exploitation is obviously anathema to any society. However, neither the 
Discussion Guide nor the government's Technical Paper contain any infonnation contextualizing either 
the problem or the proposed solution. Most obviously, the possession and distribution of chi ld sexual 
abuse images are already illegal. In ternet intennediaries already do not allow this material on their 
services. What is the extent of this problem on, say, Facebook? Our point isn't that the existence of this 
illegal content on Facebook isn ' t a problem - it very may well be, and ifil is, the government should 
definitely take action. Rather, it is to highlight that both documents fail to even discuss the scope of the 
problems and how they relate to internet intermediaries. Nothing has been presented to Canadians to 
justify why these particular issues have been selected and packaged together, and why this particular 
approach has been proposed. We address some of what's not covered in this proposal in Points 3 and 4. 

The UK Online Harms White Paper offers a sobering contrast to the infonnational wasteland the 
government is offering Canadians. It is replete with links to surveys, examples, and other reports - to 
evidence - contextualizing and justifying its decisions. To its credit, it also indicates (as in Box 29 
discussing AI and hate speech) where they sti ll lack a full understanding of the issues and require more 
research. Nothing in the two documents the government is presenting to Canadians, meanwhile, even 
tries to justify the government's response. These are not discussion documents; they're legislative bullet 
points that have the practical effect of shutting most Canadians out of this important discussion. 

Again, we point to both the UK Online Hanns and the Brazilian Marco Civil policy processes as 
examples for the government to follow. Unlike the Canadian case, both processes were designed to 
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educate citizens about the issues (Brazil ' s case explicitly so), not just to present a detailed solution from 
on high. 

No matter how serious the problems being addressed, you still have to explain your proposals. In this 
case, the government has not even attempted to do so. Jfthe government is interested in pursuing sound~ 
effective, evidence-based internet-regulation policy, it must explain the problem and justify its proposal. 

Recom_mendation 2 

That, as part ora revamped consultation process, the government present to Canadians properly 
researched explanations and justifications explaining the nature urthe problems being addressed 
and why these specific solutions are being proposed. 

3) lnadequate consideration of fundamental structural problems 
The government's discussion paper proposes to impose an obligation on regulated entities to monitor 
their systems for the categories of hannful content, including by establishing flagging, notice, and 
appeal systems and using automated systems. 

This approach effecti vely asks social media companies to continue their already existing flagging 
programs. Moreover, these programs are too-often troubled by significant problems with inaccurate or 
abusive flagging, or are unduly rel iant on users' policing problematic content. The discussion paper also 
seems to assume that the imposition of fines will encourage platfonns to remove problematic content. 
However, these global companies have shrugged off massive fines in the United States and Europe. 

The core problem with thi s approach is that calling for more flagging systems simply feeds into these 
companies' existing rehance on automation and their preference for self-regulation, which are central 
features of social media companies' business model. Social media compan.ies minimize costs by 
automating many activities, and outsourcing the human component of their content-moderation systems 
to low-paid, often foreign, workers. a pattern similar to the labour offshoring that countless industries 
have engaged in for decades. 

Regulation of social media - i.ndeed, regulation of any online content and services - must begin with 
an understanding of the business models and, more broadly. the assumptions underlying the digital 
economy. Social media companies, which make most of their money via advertising, have business 
models designed to max imize user engagement and to promote viral content. Given their commercial 
reliance 0(1 user engagement as a growth metric, companies are often reluctant to enact measures that 
deal with bad actors, such as ridding their systems of bots and fake accounts, or setting rules that may 
limit viral content. Spreading harmful content can be a profitable activity for both platfonns and users . 
During the pandemic, people have profited from pushing fake cures and medical conspiracy theories. 

To address this structural problem, there must be structural refonns to socia l media companies ' business 
models. In short, governments must consider refonning advertising as a revenue source, with the goal of 
minimizing social media companies' reliance on user engagement as a growth metric. Advertising is not 
the onl y way that a company can make money. Companies could generate revenues from subscriptions 
like Netflix or governments could provide funding in the fonn of nationali zing social media services as 
publ ic goods. Governments could also get more involved in regulating social media companies' 
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algorithms so that they respond to democratically detennined priorities, rather than reflecting the profit
driven motives of foreign companies. 

Recommendation 3 

Regulation must entail structural reforms to address and counter negative incentives baked into 
social media companies' advertising-dependent and data-fuelled business models_ 

4) Broader regulation of the digital economy 
When it comes to platfonn regulation, a disproportionate amount of scholarly and public debate focuses 
on a few social media companies. Along with legislation that addresses the problematic business models 
of social media companies, the government needs to consider effective regulation of other areas of the 
digital economy such as competition policy and consumer welfare. 

Government action to limit monopolistic online companies is vitally important because of the sheer 
scope and power of the handful of mostly American companies that dominate the provision of services 
online. Amazon, in particular, raises monopoly concerns in its dual role as marketplace operator and 
merchant. As an operator, Amazon is in an unrivalled position to privilege its products and control 
prices, while as a merchant, it can siphon data from its business rivals to create and push its Amazon
branded products. Similar problems of anti-competitive behaviour are evident in Apple and Google's 
duopo ly of mobile operating systems and app stores. 

One solution to this monopoly problem is a structural separation that would prohibit dominant actors 
from directly competing with the businesses reliant on their services. Structural separation would not 
allow search engines, social media, app stores or marketplaces to operate those services and compete 
directly with third-party businesses reliant upon those services, as is being proposed now in the United 
States in a su ite of antitrust bills. 

Another digital sector in vital need of refonn are online payment providers. As Dr. Tusikov has argued 
elsewhere. given the concentration of the online payment industry, payment providers wield significant 
power to determine what content and services they approve for payment. in what can be called "revenue 
chokepoints." Payment providers exert a form of what international political economy scholar Susan 
Strange called "structural power": the ability to set the rules under which others operate. Payment 
providers' structural power is evident in their decade~long war on sex on the internet in which payment 
providers, especially those headquartered in the United States and with global operations, have a pattern 
of denying financial services to people and businesses involved in publishing legal sexual contenL 

Alongside monopoly problems in the digital economy is the growing role of technology companies such 
as Apple and Google providing fi.nancial services (i.e. , fintech), as well as the increasing popularity of 
cryptocurrencies. To reign in thi s structural _power and to 'provide effective regulation over the rapidly 
evolving financial technology (ie., fintech) sector, Canada could follow the lead of the Australian 
government. Australia has undertaken a parliamentary review of mobile payments and digital wallet 
services, and a Treasury-commissioned review (the so~called Farrell Report) of the payment system. 

One of the Farrell Report ' s key recommendations, among those to strengthen licensing and competition 
requirements, tackles directly another key issue in digital economic governance: platfonn 
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exceptional ism. Platform exceptionali sm contends that services delivered online or via an app should be 
treated differently than the same services deli vered offline (for example, Uber and taxis, or Airbnb and 
hotels). The Farrell Report call s on Australian regulators to set rules based on the nature of the service, 
not on the entity providing the service. Under this rule, platforms providing payment services would not 
be treated differently than traditional financial institutions offering the same services. Simply put, the 
claim of "platform" would no longer be a perceived or actual regulatory advantage. 

As we set out in a three-part series on regulating the online economy for the Centre for International 
Governance lnnovation, what ' s needed is a concerted, institutional response to consider deep 
institutional reforms to regulate the digital economy in the Canadian public's interest. 

We have two suggestions. First, create a successor to the Economic Council of Canada to provide in
house advice to the government of the day on novel economic and social issues. Elsewhere. we and 
others, chiefly Jim Balsillic, founder and chair of the Centre for International Governance Innovation, 
have called for such a governmental institute focused on applied policy issues, including the economic 
and social challenges ofa digitaVdatafied society. The government needs highly qualified, expert in
house analysts to help set policy and evaluate outside advice with an eye to promoting policy in the 
national interest. 

Second, and more importantly, the next government needs to reinvigorate its own bureaucracy to deal 
with the challenges of the twenty-first century. They could start by refonning or replacing the 
Competi tion Bureau, and its enabling laws, with an agency and legislative framework modelled on the 
Austra lian Competition and Consumer Commission CACCel. The ACee has been at the forefront of 
mid-sized countries' attempts to regulate the digital economy, including social media companies. 
Canada also hasn ' t had a dedicated consumer protection agency or industry for decades now - another 
point we can borrow from the ACCe. 

Recommendation 4 

The government needs to consider deep institutional reforms to the digital economy, including 
regulation to address monopolistic behaviour and institutional reforms to strengthen and promote 
in-house digital policymaking expertise. 
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Q SAFE HARBOUR 
~J~ OUTREACH PROJECT 

+ ST.JOIlN'SSTAMOf 
WOMEN COIJIIClL 

To: Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau ac K1 A OS5 
pch.icn-dci .pch@canada.ca 

From: Safe Harbour Outreach Project 
170 Cashin Avenue Extension 
S1. John's NL A1E 3B6 

To Whom It May Concern in the Department of Canadian Heritage, 

Safe Harbour Outreach Project (known as SHOP), a program of the S1. John's Status of Women 
Council and Women's Centre, advocates for the rights of sex workers in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
As an organization concerned with the safety and dignity of sex workers in Canada, we are concerned 
about the government's proposed initiative regarding digital harms. We are not alone in these 
concerns1, 

Our community is deeply familiar with the kinds of harms that can be inflicted through the non
consensual production and distribution of sexual media or sexual abuse materials, or other forms of 
online harassment. We are also deeply familiar with the additional harms that are created when the 
proposed 'solutions' to these issues do not centre the knowledge and expertise of sex workers 
themselves_ Several elements of the proposed framework are cause for extreme caution. 

• The 24Rhour response and take-down requirement based on user claims is unrealistic, has no 
existing precedent in online spaces, and is more onerous than what even most local law 
enforcement can respond to when reports of harassment or illegal online content get reported. 
This will encourage websites to simply ban people and accounts outright across broad 
categories of sexual speech. Combined with the requirement to engage in proactive monitoring, 
this will result in harmful censorship_ Such censorship is not distributed evenly: both human and 
automated flagging and filtering systems are unable to detect truly harmful or illegal content with 
accuracy'!. Historically, these kinds of measures have disproportionately harmed sex workers3 , 

2SLGBTQ+ folks4,5, sex educators6 , and other marginalized communities7 _ 

• Both the takedown and monitoring requirements are especially burdensome to smaller 
independent platforms who do not have the necessary resources to accomplish such strict 
moderation timelines. Any regulations that burden independent entities in this way encourage 
the establishment of oligopolies, and discourage the kind of autonomous working environments 

1 hUDS:lltechooljcy,presslfive-big-prob!ems-witb=eanadas.prooosed-regu!alory.frameWQrk.for -harmful-onljne-oonlenll 

2 https:llm·!Press.mil-edulbooks/nsfw 

3 httDs://hack!nghuslllng,Qrglposl'ng-inlo-tIle'volctcontent-moderalionl 

4 httDS:UeU boo ll ,0fQ/silesidefaulvtiles!2021 -06/HBS.e-caper-sIaI&-platrorro-moderatlon-for -LGBJQI.200621 FINAL.pdf 

5hltps;/Iwww.washinglooDOsl.comltedmoloav/20 19!O8/ 14/youtube-discriminates·againsl-!gbl,ooolenl·by,unfairlv-culling·i\-suil-aUeges( 

6 https:/(www.theatiantic.comlhealthlarchiyel2015103Jwhen.social-media-censors-sel(-educationl3855761 

7 https:llwww.scienl.ficamerican.com/articlelthe.harm.ihat-data-dol 
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that sex workers use to exercise more agency and self-determination in their careers -
environments and strategies that are inherently about safety for individuals. 

• The requirements to maintain information and records about those suspected of committing a 
violation and to alert, law enforcement before it is deemed that an illegal act has genuinely 
occurred are also very alarming. This will lead to the mass reporting of many innocent people, 
especially innocent people who are already demonized and criminalized for their gender 
expression, race, sexuality, and real or imagined involvement in sex work. The result will be a 
mass chilling of free speech, major infringements on privacy, and the devastating disruption of 
many lives. In the words of Daphne Keller, director on Program on Platform Regulation at 
Stanford's Cyber Policy Center, and formerly the Director of Intermediary Liability at CIS: "The 
hUman rights consequences of this privatized surveillance are sure to fall disproportionately on 
less powerful groups in society. We have every reason to expect people of color and other 
marginalized or vulnerable groups to face more suspicion, be reported to police more, and be 
mistreated more after that happens. n 8 This is especially concerning given how the proposed 
framework extends extremely broad authority to the regulatory body without oversights in place 
to prevent these kinds of gross abuses of power. 

• Finally, the provision that entire site ISPs may be blocked is very worrisome. This will enable 
discriminatory censorship of sites that are crucial for sex workers safety. Evidence 
demonstrates that limitations on access to online platforms in fact create the very conditions 
where people are more likely to be targeted for violence and exploitation9 . For example, sex 
workers have faced increased violence and precarity since the removal of Backpage.com for 
supposedly harbouring harmful sex trafficking information '0. This case was just deemed a 
mistrial precisely because prosecutors falsely and repeatedly suggested the site facilitated sex 
trafficking and child sexual abuse, rather than consensual adult sex work 11. Similar 
mischaracterizations of internet platforms have occurred '2 and will lead to more harms against 
sex workers, without accomplishing the goal of reducing sex trafficking and child sexual 
abuse'3,14 . 

Digital harms are a serious concern, but we must be extremely cautious to avoid generating new 
egregious and discriminatory harms through attempts to address that concern . The proposed Digital 
Harms framework has grave potential to hurt sex workers, 2SLGBTQ+ folks, BIPOC communities, and 
other marginalized populations. We implore the Canadian Government to reconsider these measures 
and to heed the experiences and expertise of these communities in drafting safe and effective 
altematlves. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

SHOP 

8 hUoS:/Itechooljcy,presslffVV-big'!lJJ)blems.wilb-canadas-prooosed-rooul8lorv-framework.for-barmlul-pnljne-oonlenll 

9 https:llwww.mdpi.comf2076..Q760/10/2I58 

10 htlos:/lhackinghust l·ng.org!erased-the::imosct.of.fosta.ses!a.2020/ 

11 httos:l/res§On coml202110911' 4Ibrase\HesUmooy-io-packoage-bial-tl'1goerS-f!lQ@=CaII$:lOr;a.mlSlrlaU 

12 hltos:llwww.lhedallybeasl .comlfacebook ·a-bolbed-9f-child-s8xyal-abuse-m<'l!erial-with-203-miUion-rePQrts-far-mora-Ih<!n-pornbub 

13 htlos:I/wwW, businessinsider,CQmifosta-seSta-antj-sex-traffickioQ-taw-bas-been-{8iJure-opjoioo-201 9-7 

14 htlps:/lnewrepublic.comfarticle/1628231sex-trallicking-sell-work-sesta.fosta 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: Rose <; s.19(1) 

Sent: September 24, 2021 8:03 AM 
To: ICN I DO (PCH) 
Subject: Feedback about proposed legislation as a stakeholder 

Hello, my name is Rose Kalemba & I am a 

As a stakeholder/impacted person, 
I want to share my thoughts on the proposed legislation. I want to share concerns I have for multiple marginalized 
individua ls & groups who I feel were not consulted about this proposed 
legislation, including outspoken survivors li ke myself & many others who have been on the frontlines spreading 
awa reness about issues with platforms, as well as sex workers & undocumented people who are often harmed & 
t reated as collateral damage in policies that we are told wi ll help trafficking victi ms, but don't truly do so in a tangible 
way & instead put other marginalized groups- often ones we ou rselves are a part of, too, in more danger. 

I am especia lly considered about what sounds to be getting law enforcement being involved without the victims express 
consent, because as an indigenous trafficking survivor I was mistreated gravely by the police when I reported my 
assault, & multiple family members of mine have a lso been victims of physical police brutality. As an advocate, of over a 
decade, the vast majority of fellow victims I've helped do not trust law enforcement in any capacity & for good reason. 
Forcing margina lized people to work with law enforcement will like ly lead to many victims reporting abuse of 
themselves on line. 

I know that it says in the outline that multiple marginalized & affected parties were consulted, but I don't know a single 
survivor or sex wo rker or th ose of us who are both who was consulted about this, & in fact our concerns have been 
largely ignored while self-appointed "advocates" with no lived experience speak over us. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this email. I have a multitude of other concerns, but am having diffi culty typing 
right now because of a chron ic health condition but wanted to share at least some of them before the deadline. 

Sincerely, Rose Ka lemba 
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accessnow 

September 24. 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy SI 

Gatineau QC KlA OS5 

SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL TOpch.icn-dci.pch@canado.ca 

Re: The Government of Canada's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Dear Department of Canadian Heritage: 

Access Nowl writes to express its concerns regarding the Government of Canada's (the "Government") 

proposed approach to address harmful content online released on July 29, 2021.2 The Government's 

goals are laudable as everyone, including the Government, should seek to reduce harmful speech, 

including hate speech, online. However, the Government's proposa l will not achieve these goals. 

Instead, the proposed framework threatens fundamental freedoms and human rights. 

The Government should ensure any legislative framework enacted into law protects human rights, 

including the rights to freedom of expression and speech, while also making it easier to address illegal 

content, hate speech, and other harmful online content. With this in mind, Access Now offers human 

rights-centered guidelines for content governance and urges the Government to substantially revise 

its approach to comply w ith international standards. Specifically, Access Now argues that the 

Government should reconsider the scope of vague definitions and overly broad categories of " harmful 

content," provide adequate time frames for content removal, avoid imposing proactive monitoring or 

filtering obligations, make fines and other sanctions proportionate, and refrain ftom mandating overly 

broad website blocking at the internet service provider leve l. 

1 Access Now is an international human rights organization that defends and extends the digital rights of people 
at risk across the globe. This includes ensuring that ind ividuals and groups, particularly those marginalized, do 
not become victims of censorship, whether through government policies or corporate practices. See 
https:!/www.accessnow.org!. 
2 Have your say: The Government 's proposed approoch to address harmful content online, Government of Ca nada, 
(J u Iy 29, 2021) https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online-content.html. 
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Reconsider the scope of vague and overly broad categories of "harmful content" 

Legal clarity, precise definitions, and a narrowly tailored scope of a legislative proposal are essential 

preconditions to the proper functioning ofthe rule of law. Yet, the broad categories established in the 

proposa l are too vague and overly broad. The technical paper incorporates five categories of harmful 

content: terrorist content; content that incites violence; hate speech; non-consensual sharing of 

intimate images; and child sexual exploitation content. It states that definitions for various categories 

of "harmful" content will be borrowed from the Criminal Code and "adapted to the regulatory 

context."3 While the proposal seeks to tackle "potentially illegal content falling within the five 

categories of speech identified as harmful," it is also aimed at potentially harmful but legal categories 

of user-generated content, such as "material relating to child sexual exploitation activities that may 

not constitute a criminal offence, but when posted on an OCS is still harmful to children and victims."· 

Legislation that imposes burdens on online platforms' content moderation practices should be 

limited to illegal content only. The principle of legality requires that offenses should be "clearly 

defined in the law" and "foreseeable for any person,"s The proposal, however, falls short of satisfying 

the principle of legality because of its overly broad definitions and scope. Potentially legal but 

"harmful" content is an inherently vague concept that is difficult for platforms to define and the 

government to enforce; thus, a government mandate to police such content is highly prone to human 

rights abuse as companies take down more content than is necessary. 

For example, the technical paper defines terrorist content as "content that actively encourages 

terrorism and which is likely to result in terrorism."6·This is a very broad definition of (illegal) terrorist 

content that omits the element of intent, which should be a facet of all elements constituting terrorist 

criminal offences and, in fact, is an element of Canada's definition of terrorist activity. 7 Without 

considering the intention of the poster, there is a serious risk that any user-generated content related 

to terrosism, including news reporting, academic research, or historical resources, will be 

automatically deleted when flagged. Such a measure does not comply with the constitutional 

safeguards of a democratic society. 

3 Technical Paper, Para. 8. 

4 Technical Paperj Para. 8. 

s Daniel Gradinaru, The Pn'nciple ofLegolity, Proceedings of the 11th Internotionol RAIS Conference, (Nov, 19-20, 
2018), http://rais.education/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/044DG.pdf; see olso Practice Relating to Rule 101: The 
Principle of Legality, I H l Database, https:/lihl-data bases. icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v23ul_rule 10 1. 

6 Technical Paper, Para. 8, 

7 Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, s. 83,01 ("terrorist activity means", an act or omission .. . {il that is 
committed (al in whole or in part for a poli tical. religious or ideological purpose, objective or cause, and (b) in 
whole or in part with the intention of intimidating the public, or a segment of the public, with regard to its 
security .,. and .. . (i i) that intentionally" causes death, serious bodily harm, endangers someone's life, and 
causes serious property damage, among other things), 

2 
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Overly broad and opaque legal defini t ions will ultimately lead to an unnecessary and disproportionate 

interference on the right to freedom of expression. One of the dangers of overly~broad definitions for 

"harmful" content is that a content moderation professional with no legal training could quickly 

resort to bias in deciding which content to remove. This type of chilling effect has a disparate impact 

on marginalized communities, including communities of color, religious groups, and LGBTQ+ 

individuals. For example, a U.S. law intended to penalize sites that hosted speech related to child 

sexual abuse and traffi cking led large and small internet platforms to censor broad swaths of speech 

wit h adult content.s Instead, the consequences of t his censorship devastated the community the 

legislation sought to protect,9 

Nevertheless, legislators can still address potentially "harmful" but legal content by regulating Online 

Communication Service Providers ("OCSPs") processes and systems for content moderation and 

content curation. Th is approach includes legally mandated criteria of meaningful t ransparency, due 

process requirements to enforce platforms' community standards, independent auditing of these 

systems, and other due diligence safeguards. However, the role of public regulators should be limited 

to public oversight, ensuring t hat content moderation and content curation systems are sufficiently 

transparent and that people have clear and compelling grievance and redress mechanisms available 

to them. The Government can find an example of such a novel approach in the proposed Digital 

Services Act of the European Union cu rrently being debated in the European Parliament or in t he 

PACT Act in the United States. lO 

Access Now urges the Government to reconsider the scope of its definitions for "harmful " content to 

ensure clari ty in the law and avoid overly broad content takedowns. 

Provide adequate timeframes for removing flagged content 

The timeframes for removing flagged content are onerous and will lead to significant impacts on 

freedom of expression and speech. The technica l paper proposes that OCSPs "address all content that 

is flagged by any person in Canada as harmful content expeditiously."l1 The term expeditiously is 

B Elliot Ha rmon, How Congress Censored the Internet, EFF (Mar. 21, 2018), 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/03/how-congress-censored-internet. 

91s Sex Work Decriminalization rheAnswer? What The Research Tells Us, ACLU (Oct. 21. 2020), 
https:/Iwww.aclu.org/sites/default/fi les/field_document/aclu_sex_work_decrim_research_brieCnew.pdf; 
Ka ren Gullo and David Greene, With FOSTA already leading to censorship, plain tiffs are seeking reinsta tement of 

their lawsuitchollenging the law's constitu tionality, EFF (Mar. 1. 2019). 
https://www.eff.org/deep l inks/2019/02/fosta-already-leading-censorsh ip-we-are-seeking-reinstatement -our~ 

lawsuit . 

10 Proposal fo r a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Single Market for Digital 
Services (Digital Services Act ) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC (Dec. 15,2020), 
https://digital-st rategy.ec.europa .eu/en/library/proposa l-regulation-european-parl iament-and-council-single
market-digital-services-digital-services; PACT Act , S. 797, Congress.Gov, https://www.congress.gov/ bill/l l 7th
congress/senate-b ill/79 7 . 

11 Technical Paper, Para. U tA). 
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defined as "twenty-four(24) hours from the content being flagged."ll The Governor in Council has the 

authority to adjust this timeframe for different types of harmful content, including the power to 

shorten the timeline.B Within that timeline, OCSPs have two options: if flagged content qualifies as 

"harmful," the OCSP must remove the content from its platform; if flagged content does not qualify as 

j'harmful" the OCSP must provide an explanation to the person who reported the content as to why it 

does not fall under the definition of harmful content. I
" OCSPs that violate the fram ework are subject 

to financial penalties of up to three percent of global revenue or $10 millionY 

A twenty-four-hour deadline to determine whether online speech meets the definition of harmful 

content and should be removed from a platform is an unreasonable and onerous obligation. Without 

adequate time to make a content moderation decision, OCSPs will by default remove flagged content 

regardless of its illegality or harmfulness. Content moderators are often overworked, have many cases 

to review, and are not truly qualified to make legal determinations. This makes over-reliance on lega l 

criteria and inadequate, biased, or subjective censorship of content inevitable under harsh restrictive 

time frames for content removals. With such a short timeframe for review, it would be almost 

impossible for a content moderator to understand the full context of certain content. And for OCSPs 

that operate in multiple time zones, short time frames allocated for response would likely impose 

onerous burdens on smaller OCSPs with limited staff. Even worse, the harsh twenty-four hour 

deadline for content removals could compel OCSPs to deploy automated filtering technologies at a 

sca le that could further result in the general monitoring of online content, ultimately violating the 

rights to freedom of expression and privacy.16 Any revisions to the proposal should consider these 

nuances and the capabilities of smaller OCSPs on the market. 

Strict and short deadlines for content removals cannot be reconciled with international human rights 

law especially when other recent proposals that follow the same proposed approach to censoring 

online speech are under heightened constitutional scrutiny. For example, the Constitutional Council 

of France declared short deadlines for removing online hate speech and other types of illegal content 

unconstitutional due to their negative impact on the right to freedom of expression.11 According to the 

Council "[t ]he shortness of the period left to the operators to proceed with this withdrawal, coupled 

with the difficulty for them to determine whether or not the comments are manifestly illegal, will 

encourage them to remove any content flagged as potentially illegal. "ls 

12 Technical Paper, Para. l1(8). 

13 Technical Paper, Para. l1(C). 

14 Technical Paper, Para. 11(8). 

IS Technical Paper, Para. 108. 

16 See below, section entitled ~ Do not impose proactive monitoring or filtering obligations." 

17 Press Release, Victory! French High Court Rules That Most of Hate Speech Bill Would Undermine Free 
Expression (June IB , 2020), https:jjwww.eff.org!pressjreleasesjvictory-french-high-court-rules-most-hate
speech-bill-would-undermine-free-expression. 

18 Decision n · 2020-801 DC of June 18, 2020, The Constitutional Council of France, https:/jwww.conseil
constitutionnel.frj decisionj2020j2020BOIDC.htm. 
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Another simi lar and controversial law, the German Network EnforcementAct ("NetzOG"), compels 

platforms to take down " manifestly illegal " content within 24 hours.19 Several critics have pointed out 

NetzOG's severe implications on free speech online.20 In his critique of the German law, the U.N. 

Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression reaffirmed that "[s]trict time periods of24 hours ... 

coupted with ... severe penalties, could lead social networks to over-regulate expression - in 

particular, to delete legitimate expression, not susceptible to restriction under human rights law, as a 

precaution to avoid penatties. "2J In 2018, Human Rights Watch called the German law f1awed

critiquing it for being "vague, overbroad, and turn [ing] private companies into overzealous censors to 

avoid steep fines, leaving users with no judicial oversight or right to appeal.'l22 

Under the international human rights framework, Canada must ensure that its policies and laws do 

not restrict the right to freedom of expression. Unfortunately, the Government's proposal mirrors the 

most harmful aspects of the worst intermediary liability regimes around the world. It presents a 

strong incentive for companies to remove speech to ensure compliance, even if it is not harmful or 

illegal. Access Now recommends that the Government replace the twenty-four content removal 

timeframe with a system that balances free speech, the capabilities of the OCSPs and protects 

Canadians against harmful content. At a minimum, the Government should revise the proposal to 

allow additional time to engage in a contextual analysis of flagged content. Different types of harmful 

online content may require different responses tailored to the specific type of content. 

00 not impose proactive monitoring or filtering obligations 

Proactive monitoring and fittering obligations from the government are particularly severe 

impositions. The technical paper requires OCSPs to "take all reasonable measures, which can include 

the use of automated systems, to identify harmful content that is communicated on its [platform] and 

that is accessible to persons in Canada. "23 Thus, the proposal imposes a general obligation to monitor 

content and places the burden on OCSPs to identify content for removal. 24 General monitoring 

obligations compel OCSPs to monitor content shared on their platforms indiscriminately and for an 

unlimited amount of time. 

19 Overview of the NetzDG Network Enforcement Law, Center for Democracy and Technology (July 17, 2017), 
https:/jcdt.org/insights/overview-of-the-netzdg-network-enforcement-Iaw/. 
20 Diana Lee, Germany's NetzDGand the Threat ta Online Free Speech. Yale Law School Media, Freedom & 
Information Access Clinic (Oct. 10, 2017), https:/Ilaw.yale.edu/mfia/case-d isdosed/germanys-netzdg-and
threat -onli ne-free-speech. 
21 UN Commission on Human Rights, Right to freedam ofapinion and expression, June I , 2017, OL DEU 1/2017. 
https://www.ohchr.org/Docu ments/ lssues/Opi nion/legislation/OL -DE U -1-2017 .pdf. 
22 Germany: Flowed Social Media Low, Human Rights Watch (Feb. 14,2018)' 
https:/Iwww.hrw.orgJnews/20l8/02/14/germany-flawed-social-media -law. 
23 Technical Poper, Para. 10. 
241d. 
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General monitoring requirements imposed by governments violate human rights including the right 

to freedom of expression. This concept is generally accepted globally. According to the Manila 

Principles, OCSPs "should never be required to monitor content proactively as part of an intermediary 

liability regime. "25 The Council of Europe recommendation also warned that governments "shou ld not 

directly or indirectly impose a general obligation on platforms to monitor the content they merely 

give access to, or which they transmit or store, be it by automated means or not."Z6 Likewise, the 

United Nations advised against censorship or monitoring of online content, noting that it infringes on 

the right to privacy; that "such precautionary censorship wou ld interfere with the right to seek, 

receive, and impart information of all kinds on the internet,"27 and is likely to amount to pre

publication censorship .28 Further, "[n]o legal provision should ever mandate, incentivize, or give 

platforms any sort of indication that they should be proactively filtering content before it is 

uploaded. "29 

Consequently, the Government should remove the proactive monitoring and filtering mandate from 

the proposal. The Government should avoid assigning responsibility to OCSPs as adjudicators of 

online speech and discourse. Instead, the Government should consult with human rights advocates 

and experts and explore proportionate and effective alternatives that provide OCSPs with a 

reasonable response time to flagged speech. 

Make sanctions for non-compliance proportionate 

The sanctions in the proposal are punitive and disproportionate, and instead should be proportionate 

to the violation. The proposal includes a penalty of 3% or $10 million dollars, whichever is higher.30 In 

lieu of a penalty, a potentially-offending OCSP may enter into a compliance agreement with the 

Digital Safety Commissioner, and violations of that agreement can be up to 5% gross global revenues 

or $25 millionY 

Disproportionate sanctions inevitably lead to over-compliance, harming free expression and access to 

information. Article 19(3) of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights lays down the cond itions that 

25 Manila principles on intermediary liabitity (2015), https:/Iwww.manilaprinciples.org/. 

26 Council of Europe (20lB), Recommendation CMjRec(2018)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member 

states on the roles and responsibilities of Internet intermediaries, https:l/rm.coe.int/16B0790eI4 intermediaries. 

27 UN Commission on Human Rights, Right to freedom of opinion and expression (June 1, 2017) OL DEU 1/20 17, 

https:/ /www.ohchr.orglDocuments/ lssues/Opinion/Legislation/OL ~DEU-I-2017 .pdf; Decision n 02020·801 DC of 
June 18, 2020, The Constitutional Council of France, https:l/www.conseil
constitutionnel.fr/decision/2020/2020801DC.htm. 

28 UN Commission on Human Rights, Right to freedom of opinion and expression (April 6, 2016) AjHRC/38/35 Para 
67, https:l/www.undocs.orglA/HRC/3BI35. 

29 Eliska Pirkova & Javier Pallero, 26 Recommendations on Content Governance, Access Now (Mar. 3, 2016), 
https:/lwww.accessnow.orgJcms/assets/uploads/2020/03/Recommendations·On-(ontent-Gover/1ance
digital.pdf. 

30 Technical Paper, Para lOB. 

31 Technical Paper, Para 119. 
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any restriction on freedom of expression must satisfy: any restrictions on speech must be lawful, 

necessary to achieve a legitimate aim, the least restrictive means available, and proportionate to the 

aim pursued,lI The U,N. Special Rapporteur has already warned that "high fines ra ise proportionality 

concerns and may prompt social networks to remove content that may be lawful. "33 Moreover. the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states, "governments may only impose 

restrictions on freedom of expression for reasons of national security or other pressing public need If 

they are provided by law and are strictly necessary and proportionate for achieving a legitimate aim." 

Similarly, the principle of proportionality in Canadian jurisprudence requires that a measure be 

reasonably necessary to achieve an objective and the least intrusive method.3' 

As written, the proposa l combines a short content takedown regime with stiff monetary penalties for 

non-compliance - the perfect cocktail for mass-remova l of content. While the system provides harsh 

fines for OCSPs who leave up "harmful" content beyond twenty-four hours, there is no penalty for 

taking down legal speech. With those incentives, it will naturally lead to over-removal of content. 

Therefore, the Government's approach raises proportionali ty concerns and represents an undue 

interference w ith a fair assessment of whether content violates the proposal. Any new or revised 

regulation should ensure that sanctions imposed on OCSPs operating in Canada are proportionate to 

the objectives of the legislation. 

The government should not force removal of websites without clear standards 

Government-mandated website takedowns are particularly harmful without especially dear 

standards. The proposal grants the Digital Sa fety Commissioner the authority to apply to the Federa l 

Court for an order requiring certain Telecommunications Service Providers to "block access in whole 

or in part to" an offending OCSP that repeatedly refuses to comply with requests to remove child 

sexual exploitation or terrorist content.35 

As a general matter, website blocking is a blunt measure that interferes with freedom of expression 

and has been condemned as a violation of human rights by the United Nations.l6 Canada recently 

32 United Nations (1966),ln(ernotional covenant on civil and political rights, Article 19, 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ ProfessionallnterestjPages/CCPR.aspx. 

33 See UN Commission on Human Rights, Right to freedom of opinion and expression (June 1, 2017) Ol DEU 
1/2017, https:/ /www.ohchr.org,lDocuments/lssues/Opinion/legislation/OL-DEU· I -2017 .pdf; see also Decision n ~ 
1010·801 DC of June 18,1010, Constitutiona l Council of France, https:j/www.conseil
constitutionneLfr/decisionj2020/20208010C.htm. 

34 Baker McKenzie, Proportionality in Sentencing (Canada): White Collar Offenders Beware, l exology (Jan. 11, 
2016), https://www. lexology.com/l ibrary/detail.aspx?g=67364fc2-9cda-416S-a848-S2e074d6a85d. 

35 Technical Paper, Para 120. 

36 Michael Geist, UN Special Rapporteur (or Freedom of Express ion: Website Blocking Plan "Raises Serious 

Inconsistencies" With Canada's Human Rights, Michael Geist Blog (Mar. 31, 2018), 
https://www.michaelgeist.caj2018/03/un-special-rapporteur·for-freedom-of·expression·beU·coalition·website· 
blocking-plan-raises-serious-inconsistenc ies·with-canadas-human-rights·obligations/; see UN Commission on 
Human Rights, Rf: Application to Disable On-line Access to Piracy Sites, CRTC File NoB663·A181-101BOO467 (Mar. 
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proposed a similar takedown system for "piracy" websites.31 In response, the U.N. Specia l Rapporteur 

on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and express ion warned the 

Canadian Government against implementing a website blocking regime, noting that blocking j' raises 

serious incons istencies with Canada's obligations under Article 19 of the Internationa l Covenant on 

Civil and Politica l Rights and related human ri ghts standards," particularly the necessity and 

proportionality of the requirement.38 

While the proposal requires a federal court to decide legality, website takedowns are limited to 

terrorist content and child sexual exploitation, which as described above have the broadest and most 

difficult definitions. An OCSP may have legitimate reasons not to remove certa in content, especially 

that the content was not illegal and did not, in its view, violate any of t he vague definitions, but may 

still result in full takedowns for refu sing to take the content down. By combining the threat of website 

blocking with opaque and overly broad definitions, the Government is incentivizing OCSPs to censor 

any content related to terrorism or child sexual exploitation to avoid non-compliance. Even the "mere 

threat of blocking may have a significant and disproportionate chilling effect on its operation" as 

OCSPs would be inclined to take down lawful content rather than risk beingshut down, as has 

occurred in other countries that have implemented website blocking.39 The Government should 

therefore remove these provisions. 

Conclusion 

The Government should avoid internet legislation, such as the Instant proposed legislation, that 

endangers freedom of expression, speech, and information online. The obligations in the legislation 

impose unrea listic requirements on OCSPs and pose grave risks to human ri ghts. The Governmenes 

proposal has several deficiencies and should be amended consistent with these comments, or 
abandoned, 

29, 2018), https://services.crtc.gc.cajpub/liste 1 nterventionListjDocuments.aspx? 1 D=272698&en=20 18-0046· 
7&dt=i. 

37 See Michael Geist, The Case Against the Bell Coalition's Website Blocking Plan Part I: Canada's Current 
Copyright law Provides Effective Anti-Piracy Tools, Michael Geist Blog (Feb. 12, 2018), 
https://www.michaelgeist.ca/2018/02/case-bell-coalitions-website-blocking-plan·part-l-canadas-current
copyright -law-provi des·effective-a nti-pi racy-tools/ • 

38 UN Commission on Human Rights, RE: Application to Disoble On·lineAccess to Piracy Sites, CRTC File No 8663-
A182- 201800467 (Mar. 29, 2018), 
https:/Iservices.crtc.gc.caj pub/UstelnterventionUstjDocuments.aspx?ID=272698&en=2018-0046-7&dt=i 
391d. 
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Submissions on Government of Canada's Tecbnical Paper re: 
Proposed Approacb to Online Harms 

Submitted by Prof Jane Bailey" and Dr Valerie Steeves'" 
Co-Leaders of l'be eQu ality Project 

University of Ottawa 

We have prepared this submission in response to the call for comments on the Govenllnent of 
Canada' s Technical Paper relating to its proposed approach to online hanns, dated 29 July 2021. 
The submission is grounded first and foremost on key principles from the UN COl1veJJtiol1 on the 
Rights of/he Child (CRC). It is also based on the authors ' decades of involvement in researching 
and advocating for the rights of young people, especially in a digitally networked world, 
including Canadian research findings from: The eQuality Project,; The eGiris Projecti ; and 
MediaSmarts' Young Canadians in a Wired World Project (YCWW).iii 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

As a signatory to the CRC, Canada is obligated to ensure that its laws provide chi ldren with 
access to their rights, protect children from hann (including protection from discrimination (Art. 
2(2» , and enable children to participate in decisions that affect them. Networked media play an 
important role in meeting these obligations as the eRe guarantees chi ldren: 

• the right to free expression, including the right to access infonnation and ideas from a 
range of national and international sources through a child's preferred choice of media 
(Arts. 13 and 17) 

• the right to free association (Art. 15) 
• the right to education (Art. 28), especially education that supports the child's personal 

and cultural identity and values (Art. 29) 
• the right to play (Art. 31) 
• the right to participate in cultural and artistic li fe (Art. 31) 
• the right to privacy (Art. 16Yv 

Networked media are therefore useful tools for advancing child rights because they provide 
access to a wealth of cultural, educational and artistic information, and create new avenues for 
community-building, education, play and artistic expression. 

Simultaneously. however, networked media also facilitate distribution of hateful content, non
consensual distribution of intimate images, child sexual abuse imagery and other forms of 
hannful content that circumscribe children 's abili ty to fully benefit from access to networked 
media, as well as their rights to full societal participation in a seamlessly integrated online/offline 
world. The rights of children from communities marginalized by racism, sexism, homophobia, 
transphobia, colonialism, ableism and other systemic oppressions and their intersections are 
particularly likely to be negatively affected by harmful online content, directly undermining their 
right to protection from discrimination . 

• Full Professor, University of Ottawa Faculty of Law (Common law), co-leader orThe eQuality ProJect, previously 
co-leader orThe eGi rls Project. 
•• Full Prof~sor. University of Ottawa Department of Criminology, co-leader of The eGirls Project and The 
eQuality Project, previously Lead Researcher for MediaSmarts' Young Canadians in a Wired World research 
project. 
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Further, the commercial model driving networked platfonns has constrained the potential of 
networked media to advance children's rights, precisely because online communication service 
providers (OCSP) seek to collect as much information as possible from users so their behaviours 
and attitudes can be commodified. As Shosana Zuboff notes: 

... young life now unfolds in the spaces of private capital, owned and operated by 
surveillance capitalists, mediated by their 'economic orientation,' and operationalized in 
practices designed to maximize survei llance revenues. These private spaces are the media 
through which every fonn of social influence-social pressure, social comparison, 
modeling, subliminal priming- is summoned to tune, herd, and manipulate behavior in 
the name of surveillance revenues" (Zuboff, 2019, p. 456). 

The information that is collected is then processed by algorithms that categorize children for 
commercial purposes, with two problematic results. First, algorithms tend to privilege extreme 
representations because they attract more views and therefore generate more revenue (Berger & 
Milkman, 2012). This degrades the networked public sphere, making it more difficult for 
children, especially those belonging to marginalized communities, to participate in social and 
political discourse. Second, algorithms tend to (re)produce discrimination grounded in racism, 
sexism, homophobia, transphobia, colonialism, ableism and other systemic oppressions and their 
intersections, and to do so in non-transparent and therefore non-accountable ways (Burkell & 
Bailey, 2016-2018). 

The lack of privacy at the heart of the commercial model and its related discriminatory impacts 
are further exacerbated by the fact that policymakers - who are seeking to protect children 
have typically relied upon surveillance and punishment to curb individual bad actors. The over
privileging of this particular approach to protection has often made it more difficult for children 
to participate in networked spaces (Steeves, 2012). Again, this is particularly hannful for young 
Canadians from marginalized communities that are already under-served and over-policed. For 
example, networked media can be an important source of both information and community for 
LGBTQ youth (Craig and McInroy, 2014) and our most recent data (unpublished) suggest that 
commercial and protective surveillance are making it increasingly difficult for LGBTQ youth to 
explore their sexuality onJine precisely because they know they are being watched. 

ln order to balance their rights to provision, protection and participation, our young research 
participants call for correctives that will reduce the structural harassment that too often defines 
their online interactions (Bai ley & Steeves, 20 15; Bailey & Steeves, 2017; Brisson-Boivin. 
2019). This would require the enforcement of existing laws that deal with illegal content (e.g. 
criminal prosecutions against those who utter threats or advocate genocide, or post intimate 
images without consent), new regulations that will hold platform companies to account for the 
ways that they contribute to online hanns, as well as policy initiatives to support them in dealing 
with online harms (Bai ley & Burkell, 2020) (including by funding community organizations that 
serve youth). and to proactively address the systemically discriminatory root causes of many 
fonns of online hann, through research, educational and other similar initiatives (Bai ley, 2015). 

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 

Paragraph 2 

• The definition of private communication should be consistent with young people 's 
understanding of privacy as the inter-subjective negotiation of the boundary between self 
and other (Steeves. 2015). From this perspective~ young people's privacy rights do not 
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disappear just because they have posted information on an app or service that an OCSP 
defines as ·'public". 

Paragrapb 8 

• The five types of content are very different and each category requires a specialized 
approach, which may well merit entirely separate regulatory regi.mes for each one. For 
example, whi le a 24-hour takedown rule could be very important and effective in the 
context of clear cases of the non-consensual sharing of intimate images, it would provide 
very little time for meaningfully addressing the nuances of what could be captured by 
"terrorist content". It is particularly important to take a nuanced approach to these 
different types of content, given the potential for a direct line to law enforcement and/or 
CSIS (under Paragraph 20). Sharing infonnation without the consent of the individuals 
directly affected by certain kinds of content may further erode what is often an already
eroded sense of agency; it is likely also to play into pre-existing discriminatory 
stereotypes that disproportionately expose members of many marginalized communities 
to greater surveillance and punishment. 

• Translating Criminal Code definitions of harm, that often seek to balance rights by 
distinguishing between public and private communications, may be difficult. Drafters 
should take young people's understanding of online privacy into account to ensure that 
regulations do not shut down important avenues for yol1ng people to communicate. This 
is especially true of members ofmarginaJized groups who are already over-policed and, 
frequently more at risk of bejng censored. 

• Drafters should conduct a child rights assessment review to ensure that all types of 
content that are included in any future legislation take children ' s special interests into 
account. For example, child sexual exploitation provisions should expressly exclude 
sexual information in the best interests of a child (especially for members of marginalized 
communities such as LGBTQ youth). 

Paragraph 1 0 

• Algorithms mayor may not be able to identify hannful content, depending on the 
category ofhann, Again, a one-size-fits~all approach is unlikely to address the nuances 
of each type of content. 

• Given the evidence that algorithms (re)produce discrimination, it is crucial that strong 
measures be enacted to ensure that automated decision-making processes are both_ 
transparent and accountable. 

Paragrapb 12 

• Internal safeguards and/or ex postfacto oversight wiJI not protect the best interests of the 
child because neither can counterbalance the demands of the oesp business models to 
monetize and nudge young people. We need proactive public administrative bodies that 
young people can access for both intervention and support in relation to hannful content 
posted on oesps. Young people should be able to access that support without having to 
first "ex.haust" all other private avenues (as per paragraph 50). 

Paragraph 14 
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• Requiring OCSPs to issue reports is a necessary first step towards transparency and 
accountability. It will be important to require OCSPs to itemize how they monetize 
harmful content, and to avoid reframing the business model as protective merely because 
it facilitates surveillance. rt will also be important to require OCSPs to produce data that 
sheds light on the social locations of the communities that are targeted, any intersecting 
axes of discrimination involved, who the perpetrators/sources are (where possible), and 
the contentofthe material that has been evaluated to facilitate the identification of any 
discriminatory trends in content and in OCSP approaches to content. 

Paragraphs 20-33 

• Considering the disproportionate impacts the proposals in these paragraphs could have on 
members of Black, Indigenous and other over-policed and over-surveilled marginalized 
communities who have strong historic reasons for not wanting to involve law 
enforcement agencies in their lives, refonns should be focused on providing support for 
those targeted by hannful content instead of the creation of a direct pipeline from the 
OCSP to law enforcement. 

• At the very least, the infonned consent of adults targeted by content such as non
consensual distribution of intimate images should be required to be obtained prior to 
disclosure to law enforcement. This will be especially important for targeted individuals 
whose agency has already been undennined by online content, andlor who are members 
ofcommunjties with strong historic reasons not to trust law enforcement agencies. 

Paragraph 35 

• The Digital Safety Commissioner should have a stronger mandate to directly support 
affected community membe(s and proactive powers to call platforms to account (Le. not 
just complaints based and after the fact) . 

Paragraph 48 

• The small size of the Digital Recourse Council will make it difficult to ensure the 
Council has appropriate community input. Especially since the lived experience of the 
hann will vary according to the context of the content, provisions should be added to 
insure meaningful representation of affected communities. 

Paragraph 50 

• Persons should be able to initiate a complaint with the Digital Recourse Council without 
first exhausting the internal OSCP complaints process. Young people repeatedly report 
that OSCP processes are ineffective and slow, so being forced to wait until after jumping 
through so many hoops in order to obtain a remedy will be meaningless to most. 

Paragraph 59 

• Balancing young people's rights to provision. protection and participation requires an 
open and active public debate and full transparency with respect to commercial practices 
(especially those that involve algorithms). Hearings should accordingly only be held in 
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camera in the most unusual of circumstances. 1n particular, protecting confidential 
commercial interests should never by itself be enough to justify an in camera hearing. 

Paragraph 83 

• While the Digital Safety Commissioner and the Digital Recourse Council should have the 
power to redact the names of complainants and posters, this power should never extend to 
commercially sensitive information. Redacting commercial information would restrict 
the transparency that is required to hold OSCPs accountable . 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

• The government should not proceed to enact any provisions recommended in the 
Technical Paper without first conducting open, widespread, and intersectionally-diverse 
consultation . .In particular, young people need to be directly engaged in the policy 
development process, in keeping with thei r CRC right to participate in decisions that 
affect them. 

• Any reforms should take into account the fact that public bodies, such as administrative 
agencies, are better able than corporations to balance public/private and rights/harms. 
They are more accountable due to their public nature, and their actions will be directly 
constrained by the Charter. 

• Once a draft Bi ll is available , the government should conduct a child rights impact 
assessment to ensure that reforms respect all of the media and anti-discrimination rights 
set out in the eRC. 

All of which is respectfully submitted: 

Jane Bailey Valerie Steeves 
Co-Leader of The eQuality Project Co-Leader of The eQuality Project 
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Background 

Living In 
Community 

,living In Community (Lie) is a provincial non-profit organization based in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. Centering sex workers' rights, Living in Community convenes diverse stakeholders in order 
to: understand a range of experiences and perspectives: inform sex work-related policies and 
practices of governments, service providers, and community organizations; and provide education to 
support these goals. We focus on root causes of issues including colonization, capitalism, 
criminalization, racism, and discrimination that create systemic vulnerability for sex workers, and we 
seek to build understanding and common ground with other community members. 

As an organization that works with diverse sex workers and sex worker-serving organizations across 
BC, we are concerned about several aspects of the government's proposal outlined in this 
consultation. If implemented, this legislation would infringe upon sex workers' rights and freedoms, 
creating additional barriers and hardships for an already-marginalized group of workers. 

Under Bill C-36, the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act, providing a sexual service 
and advertising on behalf of yourself to provide sexual services are decriminalized in Canada.1 While 
we believe this legislation is problematic and leaves the sector still criminalized and stigmatized 
overall, it provides an important legal basis that sex workers have the right to work. 

Though the government's proposed approach may be well-intentioned to address harmful content 
and behavior online, this legislation would have dangerous consequences for human rights. The 
proposed framework and regulations are far-reaching , extremely broad, and could sweep up lawful 
speech and content in ways that can be misused for censorship and surveillance. 2 

In particular, there are several concerning aspects of this proposal which we describe in more detail 
below: 

1. Proactive monitoring of content 
2. 24-hour takedown provision 
3. Substantial financial penalties 
4. Mandatory reporting to law enforcement 
5. Sweeping regulatory powers 
6. Pushing sex work into less safe environments 
7. Increased urgency of these issues due to COVID-19 
8. Concerning time line of this consultation 

Concerns with this proposal 

1. Proactive monitoring of content 
This proposal would require "regulated entities to do whatever is reasonable and within their power to 
monitor for the regulated categories of harmful content on their services, including through the use of 
automated systems based on algorithms."3 Automated filters cannot tell the difference between 
content that is accurately illegal and that same content being re-used for news reporting , educating, 

l Government of Canada, 2014. Bill C-36. Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act. 
https;//oad.calDocumenIViewerfenl4J -2Ibi life 36/royal-asscn t 
2 Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Refonn. 
) Government of Canada, 202 1. Discussion Guide, "Have your say: The Government's proposed approach 10 address 
harmful content online." https:l/www.canada .calenlcanadian-heritage/campaignslharmful-online-contentldiscussion
guide. html 
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or counter-speech.4 Automated filters also cannot tell the difference between an online clip of 
consenting adults performing their work or those forced into exploitative situations, and cannot 
reliably flag sameone's age. This means that legal speech and content relating to sex work may be 
swept up in an automated filter. 

2. 24~hour takedown provision 
In the framework, "regulated entities would be required to respond to the flagged content. .. within 24 
hours of being flagged,MS Such a time line has been shown to incentivize platforms to err on the side of 
taking down lawful content to avoid risk and liability, as well as to include in their Terms of Service 
broad prohibitions on content that is legaL6 In addition to infringing upon the right to share legal 
content, this timeframe would be extremely onerous on smaller companies or individual content 
creators. 

3. Substantial financial penalties 
The framework proposes that, in some cases, penalties may be up to $10 million or 3% of an entity's 
gross global revenue, whichever is higher.7 As with the 24~hour takedown provision1 such an 
overbearing financial risk would incentivize platforms and creators to avoid sharing legal content. 

4. Mandatory reporting to law enforcement 
The proposed framework considers including basic subscriber information (BSI), which includes a 
customer's name, address, phone number, and billing information associated with the IP address, in 
the information that could be reported to law enforcement without first requiring judicial authorization .B 
Sweeping reporting requirements like this lead to a high likelihood of 'false positives' whereby 
platforms and creators sharing legal content could be reported. Sex workers are already surveilled, 
harassed, and discriminated against by law enforcement, even though selling sex is legal under 
Canadian law; and should not be made even more vulnerable to law enforcement intervention in their 
legal work by giving law enforcement more information with no crime being committed. 

5. Sweeping regulatory powers 
The proposal introduces a number of new regulatory bodies as well as a Commissioner who, among 
other powers, would be able to "proactively inspect for compliance" and "require an OCSP [Online 
Communication Service Provider] to do any act or thing, or refrain from doing anything necessary to 
ensure compliance with any obligations imposed on the OCSP by or under the Act within the time 
specified in the order."9 These vague and sweeping powers are cause for concern when coupled with 
the lack of judicial review needed in each case when we consider Canadians' rights and freedoms 
guaranteed under the Charter. 

Moreover, under this proposal the Commissioner would also have the ability to "apply to the Federal 
Court to seek an order to require Telecommunications Service Providers to implement a blocking or 
filtering mechanism to prevent access to aU or part of a service in Canada .~10 This type of sweeping 

4 Keller, D., 2021. "Five Big Problems with Canada ' s Proposed Regulatory Framework for ' Harmful Online Content.'" 
https:lltechpol icy .pressifive-big -problems-wi th-canadas-prvPQsed-rcgulatory~framework-for-hann fu l -online-contentl 

s Government of Canada, 202 1. Discussion Guide. 
6 Keller, D., 202 1. 
7 Government of Canada, 2021. Discussion Guide. 
8 1bid 
9 Ibid; Government of Canada, 2021. Technical Paper, '''' Have your say: TIle Government's proposed approach to address 
harm ful content online." https:/ Iwww.canada.calen/canadian-heri tage/camoaign slhann fill-on line-content/tech" ica 1-
paper.html. 
10 Government of Canada, 2021. Discussion Guide. 
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ISP blocking has been criticized by international human rights experts for its infringement on the right 
to freedom of expression.11 

6. Pushing sex work into less safe environments 

Since the sex work sector is not fully decriminalized in Canada, what we have heard and experienced 
from among sex workers in our communities is that the sector remains unsafe. Sex workers are 
routinely surveilled and harassed by law enforcement who target clients of sex workers for 
communicating and purchasing sex, and street-based sex workers are forced to work in more 
clandestine and isolated areas in order to evade law enforcement. Sex workers are often rushed in 
deciding whether or not to take on a client because they cannot speak openly about what services 
are being offered, they must make decisions quickly to avoid detection, and it is difficult to find safe 
indoor spaces to work as these businesses are criminalized. While limitations remain, online 
platforms often offer sex workers more safety as they can screen clients and have a greater degree 
of control over their work environment and options. 

We are concerned that this legislation would push sex work into less safe environments by limiting 
the internet as a safer avenue. With the high risk of 'false positives' being reported as well as the 
onerous financial penalties, sex workers may be pushed (back) into less safe forms of sex work, like 
street-based work. 

7. Increased urgency of these issues due to COVIO-19 

COVID-19 has heightened the issues raised above. Many sex workers have experienced a significant 
or complete loss of income, have struggled to access community services because many frontline 
organizations have had to reduce their services and hours, and have been ineligible for government 
supports such as the CERB or EI. Additionally, many sex workers have pivoted to online work during 
COVID-19 to respect public health requirements and best practices against in-person contact. 

By reducing the ability of sex workers to work online - one of the only safer options available for 
some sex workers - this bill would further entrench critical and systemic gaps in safety for sex 
workers. 

8. Concerning timeline of this consultation 
Finally, we draw your attention to the concerning timeline of this consultation. Launched in the 
summer - when many folks are enjoying a much-needed break, especially after a year and a half of 
pandemic lockdowns - and continuing through a federal election is an inadvisable time period to hold 
a public consultation. If implemented, this legislation would Significantly impact not only sex workers 
but also internet users and creators of all kinds who may not be able to fully participate in this 
consultation at this time. 

Conclusion 

If implemented, we are concerned that this legislation would infringe upon sex workers' legal work, 
would have broad and overreaching implications for surveillance and human rights , and would lead to 
increased safety concerns for sex workers. We ask you to carefully review these considerations and 
revise this proposal. 

II UN Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Opinion and Expression and the IACHR-OAS Special Rapporteur. Joint 
Declaration on Freedom of Expression. hnps:lloenna.cc/8RVR· HOTJ. 
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To: 
Digitat Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau ac K1A OS5 
pch,jcn-dci,pch@canada,ca 

From: 
Maggie MacDonald, MA, PhD (S) & Valerie Webber, MA, MPH, PhD (C) 

To the organizers, concerning the proposed Digital Citizen Initiative; 

We appreciate the opportunity to share our expertise on the matter to inform the 
Government's proposal to establish a Digital Safety Commission. We are two 
researchers working at the intersections of sex worker regulations and digital 
governance, Maggie MacDonald is a SSHRC-funded doctoral researcher and PhD 
student at the University of Toronto's Faculty of Information with a specialization in 
Sexual Diversity Studies, Ms, MacDonald has published research on sex worker 
governance, deepfake porn, and on the digital methods used to study online platforms, 
Ms, Webber is a PhD Candidate in Community Health & Humanities at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland, studying occupational health and safety in the pornography 
industries, She holds degrees in Sexuality & Gender Studies, Public Health , and 
Medical Anthropology and has published in the areas of public health, pornography 
studies, and ethics. She also has over 15 years of experience as an online sex worker. 

We share the government's concern regarding harmful online content and abuses. 
However, we believe that the proposed framework will not effectively address many of 
the named harms but will , in fact, exacerbate harm and increase violence against 
overlapping groups of people , including sex workers and labour organizers advocating 
for them , as well as content creators and social media users at large. 

As we have discussed in our recently published articie concerning Bill C-302, Part V of 
the Canadian criminal code already has strict laws governing the production and 
sharing of intimate images, and some of the broadest child sexual abuse material 
legislation in the world , In particular, Sections 162 and 163 already provide legal 
recourse for those who are recorded (filmed or photographed) as a minor, are recorded 
without their explicit consent, or have their images distributed without their explicit 
consent. The introduction of a proactively regulatory approach risks harming the very 
same equity-deserving groups that this new framework seeks to help, 
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Some specific proposals of concern include proactive monitoring of content, the tight 
turnaround time for removal of suspect content paired with steep financial penalties, the 
obligation to contact law enforcement before it is clear a criminal act has taken place, 
the access to and retention of user information, and the possibility of blocking entire 
platforms. 

When detection and removal requirements are unrealistic, this encourages a chilling 
effect among platforms and providers to simply blanket-prohibit a wide range of content, 
rather than tighten their own moderation standards around what is being posted. Both 
human and automated systems for flagging content as unsafe disproportionately impact 
sex workers, activists and organizers, sexual health educators, 2SLGBTQ+people and 
the Queer community at large, as well as other purportedly protected classes and 
communities who are (Qutrnely technologjcally marginalized 00 the basis of race. 
sexuality, and gender presentation. 

Given that content moderation has been proven to disproportionately target 
marginalized populations--indeed, the same populations this framework claims to 
protect--the requirement that regulated entities contact law enforcement over perceived 
infractions is extremely concerning for freedom of expression being stratified based on 
identity signifiers. Whatever the threshold for triggering such a reporting obligation, 
history has shown that faced with similar legislation, regulated entities will err on the 
side of caution around sexual material of all stripes and proactively moderate their 
platforms in order to avoid steep penalties. This will result in the disproportionate 
criminal pursuit of already targeted and marginalized people, without requiring any 
actual criminal offence to take place. Regulation of user content already targets 
non-normative sexualities and acts disproportionately and has the potential for 
devastating consequences on the lives of Canadians who do not conform to whiteness, 
able-bodied ness, or normative gender presentation , such that POC, queer, disabled, 
and especially sex-working Canadians will face the greatest burden of scrutiny under 
the new measures. That the regulated entities would be required to retain data related 
to these potential cases could further produce innumerable privacy and confidentiality 
concerns for these populations. Finally, that the regulated entities could be required to 
block entire online communication platforms in Canada--platforms that many sex 
workers use to earn a safe living--raises a tumult of free speech and human rights 
concerns. 

This is particularly concerning given that, while the majority of child sexual abuse 
materials (CSAM) are not found on pornography sites but on social media platforms like 
Facebook, porn sites are unfairly targeted as scapegoats to an immeasurably difficult 
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social problem. Basing digital governance practices on unfounded claims or around 
media swells of moral panic will result in toothless policy as well as discriminatory 
frameworks. Primarily, such policy gravely harms those trying to earn a living by 
producing legal content for sale. When online avenues for sex work are so heavily 
regulated as to be rendered criminal by default, this pushes workers into other forms of 
sex work that are explicitly criminalized and therefore significantly more dangerous. The 
scapegoating of pornography provides a convenient target for public ire while neglecting 
social media platforms that circulate violence, misinformation and discriminatory 
content, and have been proven to house vastly greater guantities of CSAM than 
dedicated pornography sites. 

We share the Government's concerns regarding the rise of white supremacist, fascist 
hate groups. However, we are concerned that the expansion of CSIS powers to monitor 
"Online Ideologically-Motivated Violent Extremist communities" will also result in context 
collapse that conflates those dangerous activities with sex workers, who are too 
frequently painted as ungovernable or amoral by anti porn and religious groups. If this 
framing holds without clear distinctions, it will be used to target any number of groups or 
associations around the 2SLGBTQ+ community and sexual subcultures, as well as 
workers and activist efforts around sex work who are exercising their democratic right to 
criticize government policy and practice. 

There is a distressing trend among governments to consult primarily with groups that 
seek to conflate all manner of sex work with abuse and !'human trafficking", and go on to 
develop prohibitive and ill-informed regulatory measures in response. These testimonies 
are not based on reliable research findings. or even meaningful consultation with 
industry players, and have led to mistrials in recent platform regulation. Canada has the 
benefit of getting to witness how similar legislative attempts to regulate online 
communication service providers have failed in the United States. We do not need to 
make the same mistakes, but have the opportunity to lead regulatory movements with 
evidence and conSUltation-based strategy. The United States Government 
Accountability Office recently published a report documenting the complete failure of 
FOSTA, the Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017. FOSTA was ostenSibly intended to 
protect people from sexual exploitation by holding platform operators responsible for 
user-generated content facilitating sex trafficking . As a response, platforms instead 
adopted widespread censorship of all forms of sexual content, including advertising and 
other resources sex workers used to ensure their own safety while working. Even more 
potently, FOSTA has only been used a single time since its passage, and furthenmore 
the loss of cooperative online platfonms and the migration of abusers to platforms 
hosted overseas has made it even more difficult for the government to pursue cases of 
sexual exploitation and human trafficking. The conflation of sex work and abuse fails to 
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respect and protect the consensual choice of many individuals to earn a living through 
sex work, while also failing to address the actual sources of violence. 

Luckily, there are a lot of sex workers and advocates, content creators, and digital rights 
activists who have thought long and hard about content moderation. Online sex workers 
in particular have long experienced having their content distributed without their 
consent, and having their completely consensual content unnecessarily flagged as 
otherwise, to be scrutinized and removed. Having knowledge of this dynamic of the 
system provides sex workers with a thorough and nuanced understanding of the 
strengths and limitations of various content moderation methods including consent 
paperwork and recordkeeping , identify verification, user-flagging and reporting , digital 
fingerprinting, DCMA takedowns, and so on. There is a wealth of sex worker knowledge 
available to adapt and structure these methods to the greatest benefit for all internet 
users, while avoiding potentially disastrous outcomes named above as well as privacy 
violations, stalking, and income loss, to name only a few. 

When the 2013 Supreme Court decision, Canada (AG) v. Bedford, overturned the 
sections of Canada's criminal code related to prostitution, new regulatory measures 
(Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act) were introduced the following 
year, without sex worker consultation or consideration. These measures are egregiously 
hostile to sex workers and have made the landscape even more dangerous to navigate. 
Legislation and policy drafted in this same spirit will remain volatile and lack rigour. We 
must not commit the same offence here. Sex workers and content creators must be 
centered in any decision-making process regarding online content moderation in order 
to avoid implementing yet another set of laws intended 10 help, but which put lives and 
livelihoods at stake once enacted. 

We thank you for your time and consideration . 
Sincerely, 

Maggie MacDonald 
Valerie Webber 
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Internet Society 
Canada Chapter 

Internet Society Canada Chapter 

Submission to the Department of Canadian Heritage: 

Consultation on Internet Harms 

Who We Are 

I. The Internet Society Canada Chapter (ISee) is a not-for-profit corporation that engages 
on internet legal and policy issues to advocate for an open, accessible and affordable 
internet for Canadians. An open internet means one in which ideas and expression can be 
communicated and received except where limits have been imposed by law. An 
accessible internet is one where all persons and all interests can freely access websites 
that span all legal fanns of expression. An affordable internet 'is one by which all 
Canadians can access internet services at a reasonable price. 

Structure of tbis Submission 

2. 10 this submission we will first give an overview of what lSCC believes to be the most 
salient points of the legal and administrative framework of the Government's Proposal 
with respect to the regulation of online harms ("the Proposal"). The submission will then 
outline what it sees as being the key critiques to be made of the Proposal. Finally, ISCC 
will include its comments on individual components of the Proposal that it believes merit 
careful consideration. 

Tbe Consultative Process 

3. ISCC would like to register its profound disappointment with this ostensible consultative 
process. 

4. First, it is taking place during an electoral period, despite the fact that its subject matter is 
composes parts of partisan platforms. This suggests it is inappropriate to be consulting 
when at least one of the parties, if successful in forming a government, has pre-empted 
genuine consideration of meaningful suggestions for change. 
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5. ISCC notes that the Guide and Technical Paper offer no alternatives and ask no questions 
of those wishing to make comments. Indeed, the Technical Paper has the air of drafting 
instructions. It leads to the conclusion that the purpose of the consultation is not to seek 
public input but to merely satisfy multiple target opinion groups that the Government is 
doing something to combat what it considers to be Internet Harms. 

6. Neither the Technical paper nor the guide cite any studies or reports that identify the 
proposed harms as being the ones most urgent of legislative action, nor is it clear how the 
current content moderation regimes of the social media are failing, or how the Proposal 
would correct them in a meaningful way. While harm is assumed (and ISCC does not 
question that there is some harm), there appears to be no examination of alternatives to 
negate those hanns and no research is referenced that would demonstrate that the 
Proposal would rectify any deficiencies in the existing content moderation regimes. 

7. The Technical paper fails to layout the definitions of the five listed Internet harms, but 
then promises both that whatever goes into the legislation will be broader than mere 
criminal law definitions, and then goes on to promise that whatever definitions eventually 
included in the legislation can be expanded upon by unilateral action of Cabinet. In other 
words, the central issues on which the Government proposes to legislate are not even 
available for consultation .. As a brilliant Wendy's advertising campaign once said: 
"Where ' s the beef?". What are we really dealing with? What speech is to be subject to the 
censor's pen? Who is to be silenced? Who is to be protected and at what cost? 

8. ISCC is responding to this consultation as if this is meant to be a true consultation. It does 
so because the harms created by the Proposal would outweigh any good arising from it. 
The harms of any legislation adopted based on the Proposal will negatively impact 
Canada and Canadians and also ripple through and poison the global Internet. 

lntrodnctory Overview 

9. Social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube, Parler, eic. ) provide an 
electronic space where users can post about matters that are important to their self
expression. Much of the content that is posted relates to personal life - a means to record 
and tell friends and acquaintances about the flow of individual and family life: the 
decorated tables marking the feast days, the children ' s birthdays, anniversaries, vacations, 
the chronology ofa life being lived. Dear and cute grandchild and pet pictures and videos 
abound. 

10. Social media platforms have also become an important element in cultural and 
commercial expression. Artists now both create works on social media platforms and 
reach audiences that could never have been accessed in earlier times. Businesses use 
social media to make their products and services known to a potentially global audience. 
Promotional how-to videos have enriched the lives of do-it-yourselfers of every stripe. 
Businesses also use social media intermediaries ("influencers") to promote their products 
and services to audiences that are resistant or unreachable by standard advertising 
techniques. 

2 
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II . Social media are not merely platforms for the sharing of the incidents of personal li fe, 
cultural expression or commercial interests. They are also a means of engagement on 
social and political issues. They are a means of social and political organization and 
expression on a host of issues of contemporary importance and controversy. Social justice 
warriors and political reactionaries alike seek out the like~minded, organize around 
shared ideas and values, and seek through collective efforts to effect or prevent change in 
the social or political order. 

12. It is beyond dispute that individual conduct on social media can pose a challenge to the 
tenor and sustainability of both polite and democratic discourse. It is true that important 
voices are lost due to behaviours that would be intolerable in any personal setting: threats 
of rape, the casual use of abusive language, doxing and multiple other forms of 
intimidation are rampant in some corners of social media. 

13. -'t is also indisputable that members of certain minorities and affinity groups are singled 
out for abuse that is vile and threatening: racism, sexism. homophobia. and xenophobia 
are given voice in ways that intimidate and threaten persons who seek to participate in 
public discourse. 

14. Social media has been and will doubtless continue to be used for both criminal and 
terrorist recruitment, organizing and planning. Some dark corners of sociaJ media are 
used to facilitate and perpetuate the sexual exploitation of children. The above are all 
instances of content that the Government styles as Internet Harms --categories that are 
easily expandable to include further harms. 

J 5. This Proposal. if enacted in legislation, would not and could not lead to a significant 
reduction in harms or protect vulnerable users of social media. 

The Government's Proposals 

16. The Proposal identifies five areas ofhannful content that are to be subject to a 
comprehensive regulatory regime. These are: 

J. Child exploitation content (including activities that may not be criminal); 

2. Content that actively encourages terrorism; 

3. Content that encourages or threatens violence; 

4. Hate speech as proposed to be defined under amendments to the Canadian 
Human Rights Act (Bill C-36 of the late Parliament); and, 

5. Non-consensual sharing of intimate images 

The five identified hanns are not defined in the Proposal: they are merely labels attached 
to broad categories of expression. It is impossible to comment on the particularities of 
each harm, as none are defined. The reader is left guessing what the Government intends, 
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and how far-reaching the ultimate definitions may prove to be. Once the Government has 
left behind the definitional constraints and the procedural protections of the criminal law, 
there is no known limit to the mischief that may be done to speech rights in the name of 
protecting the Vllinerable. 

17. It must be observed that the proposed scheme is one of universal application : it operates 
without respect to Canadian borders. A social media platfonn on which the harmful 
content is posted need have no connection to Canada. It need not have facilities in 
Canada or receive revenues fIom Canada or have Canadian subscribers. The scheme 
applies to con lent that is considered harmful but that has no connection to either Canada 
or Canadians. Nor must the content have been expressed in a language that is spoken in 
Canada. Nor need the person whose speech is at issue have any connection to Canada. 

18. In short, the Proposal would have Canadian law apply to entities that have no connection 
to Canada, to speech that has no connection to Canada, and impose remedies for harmful 
speech for which there is no evidence of haml in Canada. No consideration appears in the 
Proposal to conflicts between Canadian and foreign domestic law, or what the 
implications to Canadians might be if foreign governments were to adopt regimes that 
assumed a similar universal jurisdiction approach. 

19. The remedies proposed by the Government effectively create two parallel regimes, both 
of which are Intrusive of the privacy rights of individuals. They are designed to chill 
speech. 

20. The prime remedy for Internet harms, as proposed by the government, is a mandated 
censorship regime. It would requi re social media platforms under the supervision of the 
state, to censor the speech of their users. The platform-censorship regime would be 
backed by an ongoing governmental surveillance of the censorship practices of the 
platforms to ensure they meet minimal government standards and what the government 
determines to be best practices. 

2 1. The second remedy consists of requirements that platfonns report to law enforcement and 
national security agencies content that it may have adjudged harmful under its internal 
censorship policies. 

22. Notably.) neither remedial regime addresses Canadian domestic speech as such. Each is to 
be applied to speech wherever it was expressed and in whichever language the impugned 
speech was expressed. 

The Censorship Regime 

23. The Government's proposed response to the challenges posed by the abusive conduct of 
some social media participants is to impose on social media platfonns that are accessible 
in Canada (as virtually all are in an open Internet) a wide-ranging obligation to censor the 
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content, including lawful content posted by their users (which the Proposal 
euphemistically refers to as content moderation). 

24. The Proposal lists five categories ofhann, and while those harms are based on criminal 
law definitions and concepts, the Proposal suggests that they should be moulded to a 
regulatory context (by which is meant broadened from its narrower criminal law 
meaning). The Cabinet (Governor in Council) is to be given the power to further define 
specific terms that constitute elements of the harmful content, so the statutory definition 
of those Internet Harms would be subject to alteration over time and susceptible of 
change without further consideration by Parliament. 

Platform-Internal Censorship 

25. The censorship regime is to apply to social media platfomls. However, the Proposal does 
not define what constitutes social media and in reality the various forms of social media 
vary enormously from one another. And, it should be noted, Internet services evolve 
rapidly in ways that may render the approach sketched out in the Proposal meaningless. It 
is unclear whether the Proposal would capture platforms such as the New York Times or 
Global TV. There are serious doubts that YouTube is a social media platform. Simply 
giving Cabinet the power to expand and redefine to whom the proposed legislation is to 
apply is not the same as having a principled approach to the regulation of social media. 

26. The censorship regime requires that social media platforms take all reasonable measures 
(including automated artificial intelligence systems) to identify harmful content and 
render that content inaccessible to persons in Canada within 24 hours. The manner of 
rendering impugned speech inaccessible is to be prescribed by Cabinet. 

27. Social media platforms are to ensure that their private censorship regimes do not result in 
differential treatment of any group on a ground prohibited by human rights legislation or 
as may be further prescribed by Cabinet. How this is to be done if the systems used by the 
platforms are objective is left to the imagination. The Proposal suggests that hannful 
speech by members of groups protected by human rights legislation is to be judged by a 
different standard from those of members of groups that are not singled out for human 
rights protections. How the platforms are to make such decisions are not explained in the 
Proposal. It is fair to ask how a social media post would know that otherwise hannful 
content originates from a member ofa protected class? This aspect of the Proposal is 
fundamentally and deeply illiberal in concept, and would be so in implementation. 

28. If objectionable content evades the platform-internal censorship regime, that speech may 
be subject of a complaint from a member of the public (not restricted to complaints from 
Canadians). Once the content has been flagged by a complainant, the platform must, 
within 24 hours, decide whether to render the content inaccessible to persons in Canada. 

29. The decision whether to censor the content must be conveyed to the complainant and 
(though this is not clearly spelled out) to the person who posted the content. They are to 
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have an easy·to·use opportunity to have the decision promptly reviewed and 
reconsidered. The Proposal does not mention providing an opportunity for an exchange of 
competing views by the complainant and the content poster. It is hard to contemplate a 
serious back-and· forth within a 24 hour timeframe. 

30. A platform is to establish clear (as prescribed by the Digital Safety Commissioner) 
censorship (content moderation) guidelines that are to be publicly available. 

Digital Recourse Council 

31 . When the platfonn's internal review mechanisms are exhausted, the complainant or the 
person who posted the contcnt can ·appeal the platform's decision to a Digital Recourse 
Council, composed of 3 to 5 persons appointed Cabinet. Its members are to be subject 
matter experts reflective of the Canadian population but particularly inclusive of women, 
Indigenous Peoples, members of racialized communities, religious minorities, LGBTQ2 
and gender diverse communities, and persons with disabilities. 

32. The Council is to issue decisions on whether the content is harmful If it is found harmful , 
the Counci l orders the content be rendered inaccessible to persons in Canada. [fit is not 
found hannful, it will be for the platform to decide whether to suppress the content based 
on its internal policies. 

33. There is no appeal ofa decision of the Council. A person who disagrees with a Council 
decision would have to seek judicial review. 

34. The Council is to provide a copy of the inaccessibility order to the Digita1 Safety 
Commissioner, who has the power to ensure that the order is implemented as directed. 

Digital Safety Commissioner 

35. The Digital Safety Commissioner, to be appointed by Cabinet, is basically responsible for 
ensuring that the platform-internal censorship regimes are functioning, up· to-date, and 
achieving the desired results (suppression ofhannful content). The Commissioner can 
make regulations applicable to the internal censorship regimes, applying different 
standards of stringency to platfonns based on factors such as size, revenue and business 
model. The Commissioner can conduct inspections without the necessity of a warrant 
(given the unsatisfactory definition of to whom the legislation would apply, this could be 
a serious intrusion on captured businesses). He will have the poser to conduct audits, and 
to launch incident investigations. The Commissioner will have the power, with judicial 
authorization, to search private dwellings. 

36. Where a platform fails to meet its censorship obligations, the platfonn may negotiate. with 
the Commissioner a compliance agreement that ensures that it corrects any deficiencies in. 
its censorship processes that are of concern to the Commissioner. 
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37. As an alternative, where an agreement is not reached, the Commissioner can issue 
compliance orders to platforms that fail to meet prescribed standards. A platfonn can 
appeal a compliance order to the Personallnfonnation and Data Protection Tribunal (the 
"Tribunal") - a creature of the proposed Digital Charter Implementation Act - Bill C-II 
of the late Parliament), 

38. Both compliance agreements and compliance orders are legally binding, and breaches can 
be the subject of either administrative law or criminal law sanctions. 

39. The Commissioner can recommend that an administrative monetary penalty ("AMP") be 
imposed on non-compliant platforms. The actual decision to impose an AMP is to be that 
of the Tribunal, which is to have the power to levy AMPs of up to $10,000,000 or 3% of 
the platform's gross global revenue (whichever is the greater). 

40. Where the Commissioner decides not to recommend the imposition of an AMP, a 
complainant will have the right to appeal that decision to the Tribunal, which may decide 
to 'impose an AMP - overriding the position taken by the Commissioner. The Proposal 
does not layout an obligation on the Commissioner to notify complainants of the results 
of their investigation. Presumably some such obligation will be included in any 
forthcoming obligation. 

41. It is proposed that breaching either a compliance agreement or a the terms ofa 
compliance order will be offences and punishable by maximwn tines of $25,000,000 or 
5% of gross world revenues, 

Advisory Council 

42. It is proposed that there be an Advisory Council, whose members would be appointed at 
the pleasure of the Minister. 

43. The Advisory Council would not advise the Minister, but rather advise the Commissioner 
and the Counci l. The description in the Proposal is too sketchy to ascertain what the 
Advisory Council might be expected to offer to the Commissioner - who is a law 
enforcement officer. or to the Council - which is surely expected to bring its independent 
expertise to bear in making its deteoninations. 

Digital Safety Commission 

44. It is proposed that a Digital Safety Commission be established. There is very little 
explanation of what it 's function is to be apart from supporting the Commissioner and the 
Council. 

45. The Commission is to be headed by a Cabinet appointee, so accountability issues 
immediately arise. Is the Commission to control the budget and staff' of the 
Commissioner and the Counci l? Who makes decisions as to the allocation of resources? 
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What if the Commissioner and the Council are competing for the same resources? The 
Proposal has no answers to any of these questions. 

46. The Proposal is that the Commissioner will make regulations as to charges the regulated 
entities must pay to cover the costs of the Commissioner, the Council, and the 
Commission. No estimate is given as to the cost of proposed scheme, nor is it suggested 
how the burden will be distributed among the various classes of regulated entities. 

The Law Enforcement and National Security Regime 

47. The Government's Proposal is undecided on the approach it seeks to take with respect to 
law enforcement and national security obligations, which complicates the analysis of this 
aspect of the Proposal. The Proposal suggests two alternatives: 

1. Social media platforms will be obligated to notify the ReMP where the 
platform has reasonable grounds to suspect that content that it 
considers to encompass one of the five harms reflects an imminent ri sk 
of harm to any person or property (Cabinet is to be given the power to 
elaborate by regulation); or 

2. A pJatfoTlTl be will required to report to law enforcement information 
in respect of speech that may constitute a criminal offence (both to be 
prescribed by Cabinet in regulations) that fall within the five categories 
of hann ful conlent. 

48. It is unclear why these measures are posed as alternatives. 

49. The details of the content of the notifications or reports, their format, and guidance on 
what constitutes the threshold for these obligations would, again, be left for Cabinet to 
prescribe by regulation. 

50. It is also proposed that a platform be obligated to report to CSIS information concerning 
persons who have posted content that the platform has rendered inaccessible due to its 
judgment that the post had terrorist content or content that incites violence. 

51. Tt is further proposed that a platfonn be required to retain data and infonnation that are 
relevant to reports or notifications it has made, the specific requirements of which are to 
be prescribed by Cabinet. 

52. £n addition, a platform is to preserve data and infonnation about potentially illegal 
content that falls within any of the five categories of harm. Given that all the five harms 
are based on (if expanded from) criminal law offences, it is hard to see how a platfonn 
could fail to retain data and infonnation respecting every instance where it has rendered 
content inaccessible to persons in Canada. 

53. Under the Proposal, a platfonn would not be pennirted to disclose that it has issued a 
report or a notification or disclose the contents of the report or notification if the 
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disclosure could prejudice a criminal investigation - even if a criminal investigation has 
not begun. The working assumption would have to be that any disclosure would prejudice 
a criminal investigation, so persons whose personal detail s have be reported to law 
enforcement would have no means of counteracting a false implication of wrongful 
conduct. 

54. The Proposal would also oblige the platfonn to take all reasonable measures to ensure 
that its reports or notifications do not result in the differential treatment of any group 
based on prohibited ground of discrimination under the Canadian Human Rights Act or 
the regulations. It is difficult to understand how, if the criteria used in assessing hannful 
content is objective, this provision would be either necessary or just. 

55. It would be for the Digital Safety Commissioner to oversee the implementation of the 
proposed law enforcement and national security obligations by social media platfonns. 

ISCC Response 

ISCC Principal Critiques 

56. In the following pages, Isec will provide a more detailed critique of the various aspects 
of tbe Proposal. ISCC's principal critiques are the following: 

1. The regime as proposed is almost entirely unenforceable, applying as it does to 
entities who conduct no operational functions in Canada. Parliament should not 
enacl so elaborate and expensive a scheme when its unenforceability renders the 
legislation purely symbolic or - worse - a charade. While major platforms may 
voluntarily comply with the prescriptions of the regime, the true outliers who 
deliberately voice hannful content will remain outside the reach of Canadian law. 

2. Virtually the whole of the proposed legislative scheme would have purely 
extraterritorial effect. It is hard to understand how Parliament can assume 
universal jurisdiction over content posted on the Internet that has no link to 
Canada apart from the fact that Canadians may access that content. 

3. The proposed legislative scheme is contrary to the guarantees of free speech 
enshrined in the Canadian Charter o/Rights alld Freedoms as it applies to lawful 
speech. The Charter protects not only the expressive rights of Canadians but the 
right of Canadians to access the expression of others. The Proposal , on its face, 
violates those rights. 

4. The timeframes for platform censorship decisions are so compressed as to 
compromise the quality and thoughtfulness of platform-internal decisional 
processes. The objective on any legislation dealing with harmful speech should be 
to ensure that the right decision is made - not just any decision. 
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5. The powers that the Proposal would confer on Cabinet are an affront to our 
Parliamentary system. As proposed, Cabinet would have both the power to 
unilaterally mould the definitions of hanns and to extend the entities to which the 
legislation would apply. The proposed power to direct the Digital Safety 
Commissioner in their enforcement acti vities are and should be rejected out of 
hand. The powers that the Proposal arrogates to Cabinet are ones that should only 
be enacted through Parl iament. 

6. The proposed hanns are too diverse to be treated within the same regime. To have 
this variety of content being judged by the members ofa single Counci l - no 
matter how well qualified its members may be - is unfair to the seriousness of the 
task at hand and the need for the application of expertise to intrinsically complex 
decision making. 

The Enforceability ofthe Regime 

57. Virtually all social media platfonns that are routinely accessed by large numbers 
of Canadians are foreign based. They do not typically conduct their core 
communications functions in Canada. They may havelimited physical premises 
and employees in Canada: mostly for marketing and sales. Most of them do not 
charge subscription fees for access to their platfonns, so there are no Canadian 
user revenue streams to the platfonns. The cost of recouping the additional costs 
of the proposed regime will fall on Canadian businesses who advertise on social 
media platfonns. Doing business in Canada becomes more expensive - a drag on 
Canadian entrepreneurs. 

58. In tenns of the enforcement of the regime over fore ign based entities, it would 
appear that compliance with Canada's internet banns regime will be voluntary: 
there no principle of comity or conflict oflaws that would requ ire a foreign court 
to recognize Canadian issued inaccessibility or compliance orders, support the 
payment of fees to sustain the Canadian internet harms administrative apparatus, 
enforce payment of any administrative monetary penalty imposed by the Personal 
lnfonnation and Data Protection Tribunal , or require a platform to pay fine levied 
in a criminal prosecution. 

59. In short, the proposed Internet harms legislation would be a kjnd of legal 
Potemkin village. It would look like a stringent and elaborate regime that 
provides remedies for a persons who are aggrieved by their mistreatment and 
abuse from hannful content on social media. However, behind the fa9ade of a 
comprehensive and binding legal regime, only voluntary adherence by social 
media platfonns will give any effect to the regime. The powers will be illusory 
because they are unenforceable. 
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60. Fai lure to comply with the legislation, or to obey orders issued by ule Digital 
Safety Commissioner or the Digital Recourse Council , or. indeed. to pay 
administrative monetary penalties imposed by the Digital Privacy and Data 
Protection Tribwlal may cause a platform reputational hann (or not!) bot the legal 
consequences will be nugatory. 

61. lSCC believes that Canadian legislation should address the behaviours of 
Canadians on social media platfonns. and seek to create remedies that can be 
enforced wi thjn the Canadian legaJ system. 

Extraterritorial Application 

62. The Proposal would have social media platfonns, wherever located, apply Canadian 
internet hanns legislation to all conten t - wherever and by whomever created, and in 
whatever language it is posted. The Proposal would have the legislation apply to hannful 
content that is accessible to persons in Canada. It is not restricted to persons posting 
content in Canada, or Canadians posting content on a platfonn, or content that is 
connected to Canada in some obvious way - such as by singling out a Canadian in 
content that constitutes an Internet harm. 

63. There are approximately 1,800,000 Chinese born Canadians. Many maintain family, 
cultural and business ties to C hina. Western social media platforms are forbidden from 
operating in China. China has a number of domestic social media platforms having 
millions of subscribers. Canadians can access those platforms. Those platfonns would 
fa ll within the scope of the regulated entities under the Proposal. Does anyone truly 
believe that WeChat or Sina Weibo will pay fees to sustain the Canadian regulatory 
regime or heed an inaccessibility order issued by the Digital Recourse Council? The 
answers to those question are self-evident and illustrate the extreme ambition and the true 
scope of the Proposal's overreach .. 

64. The major social media platfonns are not located in Canada. They may not have any 
facilities in Canada. The computers on which they store data will, in most cases, be 
located outside Canada. Apart ITom the laws of their jurisdiction of incorporation or 
organization, they may subject to the laws of a number of jurisdictions for a variety of 
purposes, including privacy, data security, criminal law, and laws respecting the 
protection of personal and institutional reputations. The Proposal would have these 
platforms conform in the minutest detai1 to the prescriptions of Canadian law. It would 
apply Canadian law to censor content posted by persons who have no connection to 
Canada and whose content does not concern persons located in Canada. 

65. If a Brazilian posts on Facebook, in Brazilian Portuguese, content that is potentially 
hateful about Amazonian indigenous peoples, the Proposal would require that the 
platform make that material inaccessible to Canadians. It would require the platfonn to 
notify the Brazilian contributor that it has censored the content and that the decision can 
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be appealed to the Digital Recourse Council (which, it can be assumed, will operate only 
in French and English). If the platform fails in that duty, the Digital Safety Commissioner 
can investigate that omission and, if the platfonn does not enter into a Compliance 
Agreement, issue a Compliance Order requiring the platform to remedy the omission. If 
the platform does not comply, the Digital Safety Commissioner may recommend to the 
Tribunal that an administrative monetary penalty be imposed, or seek to prosecute the 
platfonn for offences that carry fines of up to $25,000,000 or up to 5% of gross global 
revenues - whichever is the greater. 

66. The law enforcement and national security reporting/notification requirements would 
create requirements that would prove impossible to fulfill. Under the Proposal, every post 
in every language, wherever in the world it has been given expression, whose content 
might, if said in Canada constitute a Canadian offence, would be subject to mandatory 
reporting/notification requirements. Canadian law enforcement and national security 
agencies could be overwhelmed with notifications respecting content that has no material 
connection to Canada. It could lead to Canadian law enforcement missing important 
threats to Canadian interests due to the flood ofnotitications concerning extratenitorial 
conduct that will be received from social media platforms. Again, the Proposal does not 
address the implications of other jurisdictions imposing comparable obligations resulting 
in the compilation of the personal infonnation of Canadian in foreign police and national 
security databases. The Proposal is bereft of any consideration of the implications of the 
Canadian regime for similar conduct by other nation states. 

67. In some cases, the mere reporting of personal infonnation to Canadian law enforcement 
or national security authorities may violate the privacy laws of jurisdictions - such as 
Europe - that may have a greater connection to the alleged harm and jurisdiction over the 
person whose infonnation is to be reported to Canadian authorities. 

68. At the same time, the platform would be required to keep infonnation and data respecting 
the person posting the content for a period prescribed by Canadian law. This is extreme 
overreach. It surely violates the privacy interests of large numbers of foreign citizens 
whose only crime will have been to have come close to expressing words that could be an 
offence if expressed in Canada. 

69 . .A further consideration is that some content that may appear hateful, or suggest an 
imminent risk of violence or hann to property may come from persons attempting to 
throw off oppressive governments. Do we really want to be responsible for what happens 
to oppositional figures if our preservation requirements lead to their personal infonnation 
falling into the hands of the secret police? 

70. A certain humility is necessary when Canada attempts to take on the role of policing all 
hannful speech - everywhere - in the name of protecting the sensibilities of Canadians. 

71. Any legislation on Internet hanns should be restricted to content that has some 
meaningful connection to Canada and Canadians. 
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72. ISCC recommends that any Canadian legislation to deal with harmful content on the 
internet should be developed in cooperation with other democratic states. Only concerted 
international action can be expected to have prospects of success in suppressing truly 
harmful content on the Internet. 

Censorship Regime 

73. Willie it is laudable that the Government seeks to protect vulnerable persons and groups 
from harmful content, the state imposition of an obligation upon private sector actors to 
permanently screen and censor the expression of private citizens is wholly 
unprecedented. 

74. At present, social media firm s tend to have some form of content standards - all of which 
cover the same ground (and much more!) as those targeted in the Proposal. What is new 
is the decision by the Government to assume direction of the content moderation 
programs of the platforms. 

75. The Proposal would seem to render the platforms agents of the state to the extent to 
which they act in obedience (as they will legally required to do) to the strictures of the 
law and its administrative apparatus. It is an open question as to whether the Canadian 
government may render itself liable for the results of good faith measures taken by the 
platforms to comply with the various elements of the censorship regime - including oyer
zealous application of the identified harms to legal content. 

76. The regime carries very significant resource implications. Its implementation will require 
private sector actors to create, redesign, or at leasi reconfigure, automated artificial 
intelligence systems for the Canadian market. It will also impose an obligation to engage 
sufficient human resources to review, assess and respond to flagged content. Given the 
scale of social media, this obligation would be immense. It is estimated that 720,000 
hours of video are uploaded to YouTube alone daily. The regime unavoidably creates 
incentives for anyone, anywhere in the world. who is personally offended by any content 
to flag it for review. It will not matter is the content meets the harms criteria that 
government will set. (That criteria will be replete with regulatory language and opaque to 
individual users and platfonn moderators alike.) Complaints, valid, pernicious, 
del.iberately false, or spurious, can be expected to proliferate. And this regime would 
require social media to examine, assess and respond to each and every one within 24 
hours. Those costs could only be passed directly or indirectly on to Canadian users. Why 
should users in other countries pay for such extravagance? 

77. The censorship regime is designed to favour censorship over freedom of speech. 

78. No platfonn will want to face mandatory compliance orders or administrative fines that 
may exceed its profits. Nor will it want to expend the resources needed to defend the 
speech of its users, even ifit sincerely believes the impugned speech is not hannful 1t 
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will want not to be chastised or held up to public disapprobation for failing to render 
borderline posts inaccessible. It will face a plethora of sanctions if it fails to suppress 
speech that is flagged as objectionable. If in doubt, a platform wilt suppress rather than 
defend impugned speech. In consequence the regime will censor huge quantities of 
lawful speech that does not meet the harms threshold. The expressive freedoms of 
Canadians - both to communicate content and to receive it - will be limited by foreign 
entities acting under the direction of the Canadian government. 

79. The regime is stacked against individual Canadians in other ways. As a result of the 
natural reluctance of platforms to undergo the time and expense of defending user 
content, the cost of defending flagged speech wilt fall on individuals who posted the 
content. They will have to convince the Digital Recourse Council that it the content is not 
hannful within the complex definitions that are likely to emerge with the legislative 
scheme. The complaint-driven system will be overwhelmed. lndividuals attempting to 
defend their content will face an agency struggling to keep up with caseload. Decision 
time will stretch, and decision-making will be hasty. The posters of content will pay the 
price in terms of the delay i.n hearing and the quality of decision-making that the system 
will permit. 

80. At present, the major social media have guidelines that would capture and eliminate the 
types ofhann that are the focus of the Proposal. The enforcement of the existing 
guidelines is delegated to computers equipped with AI software and human intervention, 
often, but not always, by junior in-house or out-sourced staff. 

8J. The algorithms employed by social media platfonns already lead to absurdities. For 
instance, Facebook computers are taught that comparisons between people and animals 
are harmful. A person posting that "r am as blind as a bat" or saying "You are a silly 
goose" are apt to find their account suspended for shorter or longer periods of time. 
Recently, an article critical of the claims of the alleged medical benefits ofivennectin in 
treating Covid 19 was suppressed because AI could not distinguish between praise and 
criticism of the medication. 

82. AJ software has a limited grasp of the English (or French) idiom and a total lack of 
humour. Satire or ajoke will alike face the disapprobation of the unschooled and 
humourless. Anomalous and unjust results are certain to follow. 

83. The jurisprudence around the five types of harmful content is deep and nuanced. A 
reading ofthe Supreme Court ofCanada 'sjurisprudence on hate speech alone leads to no 
easy application. particularly in the context of a 24 hour take-down requirement. Postings 
of any complexity, requiring a close reading of the text and some understanding of the 
context and subject matter, are unlikely to receive the consideration or understanding that 
they deserve. Again, with the deck stacked in favour of rigid adherence to prescribed 
standards, there will inevitably be overly generous interpretation of the guidelines
leading to the take-down of posts that may be of real value to matters of public 
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controversy and importance. In short, the .Proposal reveals a design that ensures a safety. 
first approach by platforms. 

84. The speed of decision requirement denies the application of solid judgment to the 
decision of whether flagged content meets the hanns test. [t neglects the value of sharply 
conflicting views on matters of public importance. The sanctions that a platfonn faces in 
tenus of additional regulatory burdens, compliance orders, audits and inspections, and, 
ultimately, administrative monetary penalties all incentivize a platfonn to toe the line of 
least resistance. The true effect of the Proposal will be the suppression of offensive, 
provocative and contentious speech as opposed to harmful speech. 

85. Tthe complaint regime, despite the ability of the Commissioner and the Council to reject 
frivolous complaints, can easily be gamed by troll s and bullies, who will be able to 
overwhelm both the platform-internal processes and the regime of complaints to the 
Commissioner and appeals to the Council. The ease of complaint wi ll bury the redress 
mechanisms, and both social justice trolls and trolls of the reaction will be able to 
manipulate the complaint system to stymie timely and effective rectification of the 
erroneous application of the banns tests . 

86. The Proposal, if enacted into law, would violate the Charter rights of Canadians and 
render social media platforms agent of the Canadian state in the violation of those rights. 
The scheme as a whole is aimed at the suppression of speech and cannot be justified in a 
free and democratic society. 

Who is Regulated'! 

87. The Proposal suggests that an online Communications Service Provider (OCS) be defined 
as: 

a service that is accessible to persons in Canada, the primary purpose of wbi'c\] is to 
enable users of the service to communicate with other users ofthe service, over the 
internet. It should exclude services that enable persons to engage only in private 
communication. 

88. ft is unclear how this would apply to private fOlums or chat rooms on the Internet. 
Would it apply to password protected discussions fora on the Internet? Would it 
apply to message boards provided to students on un ivers ity campuses or 
employees in the context of their employment? Would it apply to the comments 
sections of newspapers and online publications? What about private chat groups 
on social media? Are messages posted on Facebook that accessible only by 
friends captured or intended to be captured? The Proposal gives no hint as to the
answers to these obvious and fundamental questions. 
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Expansion of Regulated Entities 

89. The Proposal builds in the potential for incremental broadening in the scope of entities to 
which the obligations to limit speech would apply. and the standards to which platforms 
are expected to adhere. 

90. It is unclear to whom the legislation will apply. It is clear that it is intended apply to 
social media platfonns (although those are not defined in the Proposal) and not to private 
communications. and exempt ordinary telecommunications carrier services. However. the 
Proposal suggests that Cabinet would have the power. by regulation, to bring into the 
scope of the legislation communications services that fall outside the scope of social 
media, This is completely wrong. 

91 . The hanns that the PropoaJ addresses are caused by the public communication of hannfuJ 
cootent. How then can one justify that Cabinet could, through regulation, extend the 
legislation to services that offer only private communications? This is an extraordinary 
extension of state control over private expression. It is repulsive to the fundamental 
concept of free speech. It undennines Parliamentary oversight of governmental action. 

Expansion of Internet Harms 

92. The Proposal sets out a commitment to redefine and hence expand of the categories of 
speech that are to be considered hannful. The fi ve categories ofhannful content that the 
Proposal seeks to regulate are all derived from criminal law - in which their content is 
(with great difficulty and uncertainty) understood and applied, 

93. In the first instance, the Government proposes to modify categories of harm to a 
regulatory environment. HoW this is to be done remains unclear. The certain result of 
rede'fining the harms in regulatory terms is to expand the scope of the hanns from their 
narrower criminal law origins. This removes an important constraint on the government 's 
ability to limit the right to freedom of speech and expands the scope of speech that is to 
be considered harmful. 

94. Second, regardless of the definitions to be encapsulated in the implementing legislation, 
the Proposal would give Cabinet the power, by regulation, to further define specific terms 
used in the definition of hannful content. In short, the Cabinet, without the approval of 
Parliament, could mould the basis of the regulatory regime to suit its political purposes. 

95. The Proposal would enable an increase in the scope ofhannful content to cover speech 
that is lawful but objectionable. This is the whole rationale behind the proposal. It would 
render lawful speech 'subject to government prescribed censorship. ISCC adamantly 
opposes this intrusion into lawful speech. 
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96. No government, of whatever political stripe, should be given the power to redefine a 
censorship regime to meet its political objectives without Parliamentary scrutiny. This 
regime is not about the regulation of agricultural products - it is about limiting the 
freedom of speech. The idea of extending the application of the regime by Cabinet must 
be rejected. 

97. Third, the regime may be further extended, or its application made stricter, through the 
proposed power of direction that Cabinet may exercise over the Digital Safety 
Commissioner. 

98. The Commissioner' s function is primarily one of law enforcement (though it possesses a 
limited regulation making power). It is an extraordinary innovation to have a law 
enforcement officer subject to direction by Cabinet. Even if Cabinet would not be able to 
intervene in individual cases, it is unacceptable that it should be able to give direction to 
an officer whose prime duty is to enforce the law. 

99. The Proposal contains no procedural protections against an arbitrary exercise of the 
power of direction. There is, for instance, no requirement that a direction be submitted to 
Parliament for committee study. The proposed power of direction should be rejected. 

The Law Enforcement and National Security Regime 

100. We are left guessing as to what the Government is in fact proposing with respect 
to the obligations that are to be imposed on social media platfonns. To be obliged to 
notify the RCMP when content seems to constitute a risk of imminent hann is one thing. 
It is another thing altogether to be required to report to various law enforcement 
authorities anytime a post seems to potentially violate criminal law. 

101. As the Proposal would broaden the content to be suppressed beyond the criminal 
law test, it is difficul't to understand how content moderators could be expected to know 
the difference between the regulatory definition of harm and the appropriate crimmallaw 
threshold for the underlying offence. Faced with this dilemma, it can be expected that 
platfonns will over-report potentially illegal content to law enforcement and CSIS, and 
those agencies will both come into possession of an overwhelming amount of information 
concerning private citizens - most of whom will have no connection to Canada - while 
the platforms will be required under Canadian law to preserve information and data for 
Canadian law enforcement authorities who have no prospect of initiating criminal 
investigations or prosecutions in Canada. 

102. The proposed requirements respecting the preservation of data and information 
are particularly sweeping. A platfonn would be required to preserve data underlying a 
report or notification that it is required to make. In addition, and separate from that, a 
platform is to be required to preserve data and infonnation pertinent to "potentially 
illegal content falling within the five (5) categories of regulated harmful content" 
(emphasis added). As aU the categories ofhannful content are based on underlying 
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criminal offences, it seems clear that any content that has been rendered inaccessible to 
persons in Canada is potentially illegal, and thus must be preserved for a period 
prescribed by Cabinet. 

103. Cabinet would, under the proposal, be given the power to specify the threshold for 
what constitutes potentially illegal content. Even were it to do so, it is impossible to think 
that any guidance from Cabinet would signi.ficantly reduce the scope of information and 
data to be preserved, or reliece a platform from its obligations in a way that would reduce 
a safety. first approach to data preservation. This represents a significant burden on the 
resources of the platforms, but more importantly a trove ofinfonnation and data that 
could serve as a target for hackers or activists that could be used to compromise the 
reputation and privacy of individuals whose posted content was, for whatever reason and 
however unjustly, rendered inaccessible to persons in Canada. 

104. Again, the pretence to universal jurisdiction claimed by the Proposal will work 
against the interests of Canadians. The swamping of law enforcement and national 
security agencies with notifications may actually harm ongoing investigations and 
overwhelm law enforcement and national security resources. 

Categories of Harm are too Diverse 

105 . ISCC agrees that the identified categories pose real harms to society at large, to 
individuals within identifiable social or minority groups, and to healthy public discourse. 
However, each harm is very distinct from the others and all demand very different 
knowledge, experience and understanding to come to grips with. Terrorist recruiting and 
incitement does not look like rape threats or revenge porn: it cannot be expected that the 
Digital Recourse Council .. as proposed, will be able to effectively deal with sucli 
disparate content or harms. The seriousness of the harms merits that each very distinct 
type of content be considered separately and with the relevant expertise applied. 

106. ISCC recommends that distinct legislation be considered for each type ofhann 
and their adjudication be based on subject matter expertise rather than by persons whose 
primary qualification is their affinity for the persons most commonly victimized by 
hannful content. 

The Administrative Regime 

107. The Proposal seeks to create a comprehensive administrative regime involving the 
creation of new administrative bodies and enhancing the jurisdiction of existing ones. It 
proposes the creation of unique administrative law remedies. 1t also proposes to constrain 
the choice as to who may be appointed to exercise those powers. 
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108. Isec believes that the cost and weight of the proposed scheme of administration 
far outweighs any benefit that may be found in the reduction ofhannful content. 

109. Isec also believes that the costs of compliance with the proposed regime will 
stifl e any attempt to create domestic social media platforms: this could destroy Canadian 
creation and Canadian entrepreneurship - and is most likely to have greatest impact in 
French Canada where unique cultural factors may offer an opening fo r a genuine ly 
domestic platform. 

110. ISCC notes with concern the proposal that both the Counci l and the Advisory 
Board would, by legislation, emphasize the appointment of persons reflective of groups 
who are protected by human rights legislation. It may be that such groups are more 
singled out for abuse than others today - but that in not likely always to be true. ft is also 
critical that if a Council is ultimately created, it should be seen as impartial and not 
merely to reflect the views of minority communities ~ as important as those views may 
be. 

Other Concerns 

Constitutionality 

III . The constitutional underpinnings of the Proposal need to be examined in depth. 
There is no head of power that gives Parliament, outside of broadcasting and the criminal 
law, to control speech. 

Impact on Advocacy 

11 2. The regime, if implemented as proposed, may well hamper the ability of victims 
of child sexual exploitation or revenge pornography to address the substance of their 
victimhood and educate the public about the facts of these abuses. In effect, the regime 
could deny real victims a voice. 

News Reporting and Academic Research 

11 3. In seeking to suppress harmful content, the proposed regime could negatively 
impact the ability of Canadian reporters and academics to access content that is' necessary 
to their work and stifle their ability to express their fmdings to Canadians. The world is 
an unattractive place at times, but truth and reality should be addressed head-on. The 
proposed censorship could have serious unintended negative impacts on news gathering 
and scholarship. 

Site Blocking 

114. It is part of the Proposal that, in exceptional circumstances, the Comm.issioner 
could seek an order from the Federal Court to block specific sites. Experience has shown 
that such orders are ineffective. They do lead to over-blocking. They lead to a perpetual 
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game of whack·a·mole as objectionable sites relocate and Internet service providers are 
constantl y playing catch up. As well intentioned as site blocking as a remedy may be, the 
haans they cause and their expense - especially to small operators - suggest that it is not 
an effective remedy and should not be adopted. 

Harm to Internet Infrastructure 

11 5. The Proposal to render content inaccessible from Canada is not one that accords 
with the open Internet and is not compatible with the current structure of the Internet. If 
effect, the Proposal requires the creation of kill switches to block content from being 
accessed "by persons in Canada". This latter phrase, which recUTS throughout the 
proposal, would suggest that platfonns will have to reconfigure their systems such that 
Canadians could not reach content by means of virtual private networks or proxy servers. 
This requires a major investment in blocking work-arounds and restricting Canadian 
access to the global Internet. The Proposal seems to verge on proposing a great Canadian 
firewal l. TSCC believes this would be both expensive and ineffective. Ifeffective, it 
would be injurious to Canadian users of the Internet. 

Conclusion 

116. ISCC asks the Government to drop the Proposal in its entirety. If the Proposal 
were to be adopted anything like its present form it would represent a serious 
infringement on the free speech rights of Canadians as guaranteed by the Charter. [t 
would be unenforceable against most of the entities to which it is directed - thus 
undermining the credibili ty of the regime and of Canada's system of laws. The 
extraterritorial application of the proposed regime will conflict with the laws of other 
nations, and hann the privacy and reputational interests of citizens of other countries. The 
adoption of the scheme would negatively impact the functioning of the Internet in 
Canada. 

117. The scheme is unworthy of consideration by Parliament. Its implementation 
would diminish the rights of Canadians while fai ling in its purpose of protecting 
Canadians from In ternet hanns. The Proposal should be withdrawn. 

20 
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BRIEF SUBMlSSION TO THE STANDING COMMlTTEE ON ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION, PRIVACY AND ETIDCS: PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND 
REPUTATION ON PLATFORMS SUCH AS PORNHUB. 

Date: May 14th, 2021 

1 

The Ottawa Coahtioo to End Human Trafficking works to meet the acute, immediate, and 
long-term resources and support needs of persons impacted by human trafficking, including 
those who have exited a trafficking situation, their families, and communities, as well as persons 
who may be at risk of exploitation for the purposes of sexual exploitation, labour exploitation 
and/or organ removal/harvest. We also provide training to volunteers and service providers to 
educate them on the indicators of human trafficking, to develop their ability to identify a 
trafficked person, and to know how to respond appropriately. We are a community-based 
network made up of various local organizations, service providers and community members 
from a wide range of diverse backgrounds, both educationally and occupationally. Our approach 
to human trafficking is a preventative one, focusing heavily on training and assisting survivors. 

What is our stance? 
The coalition has chosen to speak out on the ongoing investigation into Pomhub (and 

more specifically, Bill S-203) for several reasons. We as a coalition are primarily concerned with 
how companies like MindGeek and platfonns like Pomhub are increasing the demand for child 
sexual abuse images and, in the long run, are fostering an environment and greater opportunity 
for human trafficking and sexual exploitation. 

After having read the witness testimonies and submitted briefs, we agree that the 
RCMP's hesitancy to launch an investigation into the allegations against MindGeek is 
unacceptable and criminal in and of itself. There seems to be some confusion within Canada's 
national police agency as to whether or not they have jurisdiction to investigate the allegations 
against MindGeek. In a letter sent to the RCMP Commissioner, Brenda Lucki, the RCMP was 
called on to recognize the severity and importance of this issue and to launch a full investigation 
into MindGeek's failure to report child sexual abuse material (Wittnebel, 2021). The letter 
mentions that Canada ' s strong ch.ild protection laws are only effective "through robust 
investigation and application by law enforcement" (Wittnebel , 2021). Regardless of the 
complexities of the task of detenninlngjurisdiction, the RCMP is part of a group of international 
agencies that are tasked with facilitating such investigations. The RCMP has a duty to protect the 
victims impacted by the unjust and criminal actions ofMindGeek and its video sharing platform 
Pomhub, to all Canadian children who may be at risk for sexual abuse and/or exploitation, and to 
the general Canadian population who has placed their trust in this institution to protect 
Canadians. This is an issue that requires priority, attention, and dedication on all fronts , and thus 
far has not been treated in this manner by institutions like the RCMP. The victims involved in 
this investigation and the thousands of other victims out there deserve our greatest efforts and 
support. 

The coalition acknowledges that CSAM and online sexual exploitation has always been a 
problem, but the COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated the issue. The global pandemic 
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has "led to an unprecedented rise in screen time" as families rely on technology to teach, occupy, 
and entertain their children (UNICEF, 2020). This increased internet usage means a greater 
likelihood that children will be exposed to pornography and online predators. Regardless of 
preventatives measures, children are becoming more comfortable and taking more risks online, 
which means that encountering pornography is almost a guarantee. The issue, as many others 
have pointed out, is the impact that exposure to pornography can have on children. For children 
who have no prior sex-education, pornography may be their first and main source of infonnation 
and answers on the topic (Quadara. EI-Murr, & Latham, 2017). An introduction to pornography 
can easily escalate into a regular habit for children. The coalition fears that the byper
sexualization oftoday's social media, paired with the plethora ofeasiJy accessible online sex
related content, can create a connection to human trafficking. It may seem harmless at first, but 
over time, exposure to sex-related content and increased interactions on platforms like Pornhub 
will only increase the demand for such material, and in turn, the demand for human trafficking. 

Lastly, the coalition strongly believes in the beneficial and proactive nature of educating 
the public on the basics, dangers, warning signs and necessary preventative measures and tools to 
combat the spread ofCSAM and human trafficking. The phrase "stranger danger" is still 
commonly used when educating youth about safety online. In reality, young people are often 
lured by those they trust - family members. friends, and partners. Educating youth, adults, and 
those in positions of authority like teachers about the reality of online sexual exploitation and 
human trafficking will prove to be preventative and work to challenge and dismantle the stigma 
surrounding the issue. 

Recommendations? 
The coalition has several recommendations in response to Bill S-203 An Act to restrict 

young persons' online access to sexuaJly explicit material. Firstly, the coalition understands sex 
workers have been at the forefront of making pomogTaphic websites a safe place both for those 
creating the content and those consuming it. We also understand and appreciate that sex work is 
a fonn of harm reduction , and we want to make it clear that we are not calling for the removal of 
porn. In introducing Bill S-203, the coalition does not wish to infringe upon sex workers ' rights; 
however, significant changes must be made to eradicate CSAM on sites like Pomhub and impede 
the fostering of human trafficking environments. 

Secondly, the coalition recommends a third-party oversight. The companies in question 
have a vested interest in having such a wide and overwhelming range of content available to its 
viewers. With a library of millions of videos. pictures, and other fonns of content, evidence of 
CSAM, non-consensual and unverified content on the popular site is certainly evident. 
Employing a third party to moderate can help to ensure that the content has been thoroughly 
reviewed, that the acts depicted are deemed consensual, and the age of the creators and those 
depicted in the content can be properly verified. The third-party must be objective, meaning they 
have no ties to the company's Pomhub and MindGeek, no ties to the porn and/or sex industry. 
and are educated with respect to what to look for. This will account for potential bias and will aid 
in avoiding interests of profit overshadowing the safety of participants and the public. 

Thirdly, we recommend that sites such as Pomhub remove all opportunities for content to 
be shared or downloaded. As we have heard from witness testimony~ victims have found it 
incredibly hard to have their non-consensual or CSAM material taken down. This is partially due 
to the fact viewers can save, share, download and re-upload content. Taking away a viewer's 
ability to share or download content will aid in preventing the spread of non-consensual or 
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CSAM material. Removing this feature will not be enough as there are always alternative ways 
to save and record content without downloading it. For this reason, we recommend porn sites 
also use software such as Digital Rights Management which protects content from being screen 
recorded. 

3 

Our fourth recommendation relates to the duty to report. The duty to report does not 
simply fall onto one body or one person. The responsibility to report content that has been 
published non-consensually, depicts non-consensual acts, or contains evidence of child sexual 
abuse material should fallon anyone who chooses to visit sites like Pomhub. As much as 
viewers should be heavily encouraged to report any material suspected to contain CSAM, a 
greater onus must fall on corporations, creators, and media platforms. These larger bodies have 
the power, resources, and influence to protect, help and support victims of sexual abuse and 
exploitation, and they should be held to a higher standard. Additionally, information about how 
to report and where to report illegal and/or non-consensual content 'should be easily accessible 
and advertised to the public. Reports of CSAM should be taken seriously and followed up in a 
timely manner to reassure victims that their concerns have been heard and are of great 
importance. Larger companies like Pomhub, MindGeek, Facebook and other media moguls 
should be held corporately responsible for their failure to report. Not only should these 
companies face legal punishments for exploiting and profiting from human trafficking material, 
but the individuals behind the corporate veil should also face the consequences of their actions. 
The coalition also strongly recommends that the appropriate resources be made available to 
victims, and that local police forces and the RCMP be adequately trained and equipped to handle 
these types of cases. We recommend implementing an international task force that can help 
coordinate and enhance communication between police forces and organizations around the 
world. Content is often distributed to websites, social media pages, and personal computers 
and/or cell phones around the world. When the content crosses borders and continents, it causes 
problems for victims who are trying to get their exploited content removed. An international task 
force would put an end to some of the international red tape and jurisdictional issues. So many 
victims and survivors have voiced their frustrations regarding not feeling heard and getting no 
response from authorities, which is why one of the priorities of this task force must be 
responding to victims in a timely manner. 

Lastly, the coalition sees monumental issues with Bill S-203 section 7 Defense - Age 
verification. The section allows perpetrators of CSAM to escape conviction of the very offenses 
the Bill is aiming to criminalize. The accused in this case, Pomhub, can implement age 
verification software, but still fail in preventing someone underaged from accessing content on 
their website. Simply having this software in place, regardless of whether it works or not, serves 
as a scapegoat. This clause can easily be misconstrued and used to the advantage of those with 
deep pockets and influence to avoid punishment and conviction. Clauses like this one are vague, 
ambiguous, and open to too much interpretation and they will only create more issues in the 
future. We recommend that such sections be reviewed by third party legal bodies to determine 
their efficacy, the overall ability to enforce them, and more importantly, whether they can be 
upheld in court ifit comes to that. 

We would like to thank the committee for the inclusion of our brief, and we appreciate 
the opportunity to present our opinions, ideas, and recommendations to the standing committee 
on this issue. The Ottawa Coalition to End Human Trafficking is hopeful that thi s investigation 
will lead to real positive change and offer the victims of human trafficking a sense of justice. 
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Introduction 

The Women's Legal Education and Action Fund (LEAF) supports the development of a 
federal regulatory framework to address the growing issue of technology-facilitated gender 
based violence (TFGBV), which disproportionately impacts historically marginalized 
communities, including women, girls, and gender-diverse people. However, we do not support 
the federal government's proposed "online harms" framework as drafted, because it poses 
serious concerns from a substantive equality and human rights perspective and risks 
exacerbating existing inequalities, particularly because it purports to deal with five very 
different "online harms" with a single approach. 

LEAF believes that in order to deal effectively with the growing issue of TFGBV, the 
government must allocate resources to create a regulatory framework dealing exclusively with 
it as a particular harm. We urge the government to: a} revise the regulatory framework to 
explicitly recognize substantive equality and human rights as guiding principles; bl to 
provide more immediate and direct support to victims experiencing TFGBV: c) to provide 
alternative remedies to those provided through law enforcement and the criminal justice 
process: d) to recognize forms of TFGBV that are not currently captured by the criminal 
law; and e) to ensure responses are tailored to and account for the specific harms of 
TFGBV. 

About LEAF and its Expertise 

LEAF is a national, charitable, non ~profit organization that works towards advancing 
substantive gender equality through litigation, law reform, and public education. Since 1985, 
LEAF has intervened in over 100 cases-many of them before the Supreme Court of Canada
that have advanced equality rights in Canada. 

Some forms of online harms-as defined by the proposed framework-directly engage 
LEAF's mandate of substantive gender equality. Conduct such as hate speech and non~ 
consensual distribution of intimate images (NCO II) have a disproportionately detrimental 
impact on women and gender-diverse people's ability to express themselves and participate 
without fear in many online spaces that have become crucial to our professional and personal 
lives. These harms are the ones we will address in this submission. 

LEAF has developed expertise In the gendered impact of online hate and TFGBV. ln 2019, 
LEAF intervened in the landmark case of R v Jarvis,1 where it urged the Supreme Court of 

12019 see 10. 
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Canada to apply an equality lens when interpreting the Criminal Code provision of voyeurism. 
LEAF has also made submissions to Parliament to highlight the gender equality implications of 
hate speech and online hate, such as its submission to the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on Justice and Human Rights' study of online hate in 2019.3 In April 2021, LEAF 
released a research report "Deplatformjng Misogyny"4 by human rights and technology lawyer 
Cynthia Khoo, which examines how digital platforms can be held accountable and liable for 
their role in perpet.uating TFGBV from a substantive equality perspective. 

In UDeplatforming Misogyny", LEAF made 14 recommendations for federal action to 
regulate TFGBV, including legislative reform. These recommendations are based on 6 guiding 
priorities that emerged from the research and analysis conducted in this report and should 
govern efforts to address TFGBV in Canadian law. These priorities are: 

1. recognizing a need for legal reform to address TFGBV, including through platform 
regulation; 

2. recognizing that Canadian constitutional law justifies imposing proportionate limits on 
freedom of expression in order to uphold and protect the rights to equality and freedom 
from discrimination, and also to give full effect to the core va lues underlying freedom 
of expression; 

3. guaranteeing that legal reforms that address TFGBV build in victim!survhtor-centered, 
trauma-informed, and intersectional feminist perspectives; 

4. ensuring expedient, practical, and accessible remedies for those targeted by TFGBV; 

5. providing due process mechanisms to users who wish to contest platforms' content 
moderation decisions (whether a decision to leave up or take down content); and 

6. requiring transparency from platform companies regarding their content moderation 
policies and decisions, as well as the outcomes of such policies and decisions 
concerning TFGBV. 

l Women's legal Education and Action Fund, "Submission to tne House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Justice and Human Rights Respecting the Committee's Study of Online Hate" (2021), online (pdf): Women 's 
Legal Education and Action Fund <https:llwww.leaf.ca/wp-content/u ploads120 19/05/20 19-05-1 O-LEAf.. 
Submission-to-the-Standing·Committee·on-Justice-and·Huma .... pdf> . 
• Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatform ing Misogyny" (April 2021), online (pdf): Women 's Legal Education and Action Fund 
<.b.tm.&/./www.tea f.ca/ou blication/deglatform ing·m isggy.ny.L>. [Deplatformingj 
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Of LEAF's fourteen recommendations for federal action, we emphasize the following six that 
are relevant to our submission (see the Appendix of this submission or the " Deplatforming 
Misogyny' report for full list): 

1. Establish a centralized expert regulator for TFGBV specifically, with a dual mandate: 
a) to provide legal remedies and SUPPQrtto individuals impacted byTFGBVon digital 
platforms, including regulatory and enforcement powers; and b) to develop research 
on TFGBV and provide trainjng and education to the public. relevant stakeholders. 
and professionals. 

2. Ensure that legislation addressing TFGBV integrates substantive equality 
considerations and guards against exploitation by members of dominant social groups 
to silence expression by members of historically marginalized groups. 

3. Ensure that legislation to address TFGBV focuses solely on TFGBV (induding 
intersectional considerations}-do not dilute. compromise. OT jeopardize the 
constitutionality of such legislation by 'bundling' TFGBV with other issues t hat the 
government may wish to also address through platform regulation. 

4. Enact a law that allows for v ictims/survivors ofTFGBVto obtain immediate removal of 
certain clearly defined kinds of content from a platform without a court Qrder, such 
as the non-consensual distribution of intimate images. 

5. Require, platform companies to undergo independent audits (which could be 
conducted by the new TFGBV agency) and publish comprehensive annual 
transparency reports . 

6. Fund frontline support workers and community-based organizations working to 
end, and supporting victims/survivors of, gender-based violence, abuse, and 
harassment, specifically to enhance their internal expertise. resources. and 
capacity to support those impacted by TFGBV (which often accompanies gender
based violence and abuse). 

Issues with the Regulatory Framework from a Substantive Equality Perspective 

It is LEAF's view that regulating hateful, discriminatory, and harmful content is 
necessary and important for enhancing freedom of expression and equality rights. LEAF also 
believes that the government must playa central role in regulatingTFGBV, because technology 
companies that operate digital platforms have not demonstrated willingness to safeguard the 
rights of free expression for gll users. In fact, recent investigations into business decisions of 
digital platforms demonstrate how the companies are ignoring the evidence of harm that users 
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experience, because online hate and harassment can be particularly lucrative. 5 lt is therefore 
inadequate to leave the work of regulating profitable, yet harmful. online content, including 
many forms of TFGBV, to the very companies who stand to gain from that content. These 
realities underscore the broader need for regulation of industry practices that themselves 
incentivize and perpetrate online hate, harassment and discrimination. The government has a 
crucial role to play in prioritizing Canadians' constitutional rights over corporate growth. In 
order for the regulatory framework that addresses TFGBV to be effective, it must be grounded 
in substantive equality and human rights. 

For the reasons cited above, we encourage a governmental regulatory framework
including an expert regulatory body-which we believe is necessary for protecting the freedom 
of expression and equality rights of all, especially for women and gender-diverse people. 
However, the proposed regulatory framework is inadequate and raises several concerns from 
an equality perspective. Our comments will focus on the types of online harms included in the 
framework that LEAF has expertise in: hate speech and NCDII. We will also include some 
comments on child sexual abuse material (CSAM). 

As explained below, we find it highly problematic that such distinct harms as NCDII 
would be addressed under the same legislation as other offences such as terrorism, and 
believe each of the harms the framework proposes to address require unique approaches 
and considerations. 

We outline our concerns in detail below: 

A. Lack of Substantive Equality Framework 

Any regulation of !lateful or harmful speech must adopt an explicitly intersectional 
and substantive equality lens. 61t must recognize that discriminatory, threatening and other 
harmful speech targets and silences marginalized voices.1 Research in Canada and abroad 
show that when women and other marginalized groups are faced with discriminatory and 
hateful speech, non-consensually distributed images, and attacks when speaking out about 

5 Georgia Wells. Jeff Horwitz and Deepa Seetharaman, "Facebook Knows Instagram Is Toxic for Teen Girls, 
Company Documents Show", Wall Street Jouma/(14 September2021), online: 
<https:l!www.ws j.com/articles/tacebook-knows-instagram-is-tolClc·for-teen-giris-company-documents-shQW= 
11631620739?mod-article inline>. 

6 Deplatforming, supra note 4 at 222-223. 

7 See Saskatchewan (Human Rights Commission) v Whatcoff., 2013 see 11 at para 114. 
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equality issues, one of the main consequences is for the targeted groups to engage less or to 
stop engaging online.s 

Adoptingsubstantive equality principles requires acknowledging the ways regulatory 
frameworks and content moderation processes can be abused by dominant groups to further 

silence marginalized voices. 9 Beyond silencing marginalized voices and forcing members of 
these groups offline, hateful online rhetoric has resulted in significant tangible harms and 
violence to these groups. Hateful and discriminatory online speech has been connected to 
some of Canada's deadliest attacks including t he Toronto van attack and the Quebec City 
mosque shooting where the attackers had a history of following sexist online groups Oncels) 
who promote violence against women and hatefuilslamaphobic online groups, respectively, 
prior to their attacks and posting sexist and racist content online. HI The focus of regulating 

TFGBV in digital spaces must cen tre squarely on the abuse of historically marginalized 
groups, advancing their equality and upholding their human rights. ll 

The government must commit to addressing hateful speech and violence 

targeting these equality-seeking groups by making this intent explicit in the regulatory 
framework. and the substance of the framework should reflect that intention. The 
framework proposed in the Technical Paper acknowledges that online hate has 

disproportionate impacts on marginalized groups including women, Indigenous Peoples, 
members of racialized and religious minority communities and LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse 

communities and persons with disabilities. It is ostensibly premised on respecting and 
protecting the ability of people to fully participate in the public discourse free from harm.12 

The regulatory framework requires Online Content Service Providers (OCSPs) to 

ensure that the implementation of measures to make harmful con tent inaccessible does not 

8 See Amnesty International, ~Toxic Twitter-A Toxic Place for Women" (March 2018) online: Amnesty 
Internationaf<bttps:/lwww.am oesty.org/eo/latest/oews/20I8IQ3/Qoline·v jQ leoce-aga j nst-wQmen·cha~; 

Anastasia Powell & Nicola Henry, Sexual Violence in a DigitaIAge (london: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2017); Plan 
International, " Free to be Online? A report on girls' and young women 's experiences of online harassment" 
(October 2020) online: plan International<https:llplan-international.org/publicatio[\s/freetobeonline>. 

9 Deplatforming, supra note 4 at 224. 

10 Stephane J Baele, Lewys Brace & Travis G. (oan, "From 'Incel' to 'Saint': Analyzing the violent worldview 
behind the 2018 Toronto attack" (2019) Terrorism and Pol itical Violence, 001: 10.1080/09546553.2019.1638256; 
Michael Nesbitt, "Violent crime, hate speech, or terrorism? How Canada views and prosecutes far-right 
extremism (2001-2019)" (2021) 50:1 Common L World Rev 38 < 
!l..tl!Th;L/journals.sa gepub,com/doi/fuil/ i 0. 11 TT 1147317952199155 7>. 

II Dep/atforming, supra note 4 at 225. 

12 Government of Canada, "Technical Paper" (29 July 2021) at 1.c.; l.h, online: Canadian Hen/age 
<https:llwww.canada.ca/en/canadjan-heritage/campajgns/harmful-online-content/technical.pj1per.html>. 
[Technical Papeij 
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"result in differential treatment of any group on a prohibited ground of discrimination."13 
Once again, the government must explicitly acknowledge and name what groups are likely to 
be targeted and adversely impacted by TFGBV, and guarantee that any measures to identify 
and render inaccessible harmful speech must not operate to silence voices that have been 
historically marginalized . Research has shown that women and gender-diverse people, 

particularly those with intersecting marginalities such as race, sexual orientation, gender 
expression and disability face increased online attacks based on their identity and often 
respond to these attacks by engagi ng less online. I" 

8. Lack of Consultation 

Despite some communication with organizations and individuals with expertise on 
TFGBV, the Government failed to consult meaningfully with experts, civil society groups, 
victims and survivors of TFGBV in crafting the proposed framework. To the extent that the 
government held consultations and conversations with a select group of organizations and 
individuals (as it did with LEAF), the current proposal does not reflect many of the 
recommendations or concerns that were raised. For example, LEAF raised concerns about the 
extensive information-sharing powers that were proposed during a joint call with Feminist 
Alliance for International Action (FAFIA) and Heritage staffers on February 10, 2021. It also 
raised concerns about the focus on criminal law enforcement and encouraged the government 

to take a substantive equality approach to this legislation. 

In order to ensure any proposed legis lation does not result in unintended adverse 
consequences forequality-seeking groups, the government must meaningfully consult with 
groups and organizations with specialization in these areas before tabling any proposed 
legislation governing the regulatory framework. Digital Safety Commissioner, or Digital 
Recourse Council of Canada and Advisory Board. We understand the Liberal Government 
intends to introduce legislation governing online harms within its first 100 days. IS We strongly 
caution against such an approach as a significantly more robust and meaningful consultation 
with impacted groups is required, which is not possible in the proposed 100-day timeline. 

llibidat 10.a. 

\ 4 See Amnesty International, ~ Toxic Twitter - A Toxic Place for Women" (March 2018) online: Amnesty 
Internationa/<https:llwww.amnesty.orgfen/latesttnews/2018/03/online-violence-against-women-chapter-l {>. 

15 liberal Party of Canada, ·'Forward. For Everyone: Protecting Canadians from Online Harms." (2021), on line: 

Llberal<https;Wiberal.ca/our-platform/protecting·canadians-from-onl ine·harmsi>. 
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C, Overbreadth and Inextricable Connection with the Criminal Justice Process 

Like other forms of gender-based violence, TFGBV is rooted in intersecting and systemic 

oppressions including misogyny, racism, colonialism, homophobia, transphobia and 
ableism." It is crucial that legislation aimed at addressing TFGBV explicitly focus on 
TFGBV specifically, and not conllate it with other forms of "online harms', While there is 
an urgent need to address other forms of what the framework has defined as "online harms", 
it is inappropriate to conflate these distinct issues under one single approach. "Bundling" 
regulation of this form of TFGBV with other types of content moderation, such as speech 
related to terrorism, compromises the utility and integrity of such a framework, and 
jeopardizes its constitutionality. l1 

By proposing to regulate five separate and distinct categories of harmful content (child 
sexual exploitation; terrorist contentj content inciting violence; hate speechj and the non
consensual distribution of intimate images), each of which requires its own unique response, 
the proposed framework is overbroad and prevents the specified tailoring needed to 
adequately respond to each of these unique issues. Each of the "online harms" identified in the 
framework must be addressed indiVidually, particularly when it comes to reporting mandates, 
types of support available for victims, and the necessity and timing of content removal. 

The five categories of harmful content covered by the framework are each subject to 
the provisions of the Criminal Code. IS While the definition of ((hate speech" is to be informed 
by the definition under the Canadian Human RightsAct, the hate speech provisions under that 
legislation are not yet in force, and the proposed definition closely mirrors the interpretation 
of "hate propaganda" pursuant to the Criminal Code. 19 While the framework suggests 
definitions must be adapted to the regulatory context, it is not clear what this means. 20 This 
framework should develop definitions of TFGBV that are grounded in substantive 
equality. rather than the criminal law. which has not always centered gender equality. 21 The 

16 Deplatformin/J> supra note 4 at 225. 

17 Ibidat 228. 

18 Criminal Code, R5C 1985, c (-46. 

19 Bill (-36, An Act to amend the Criminal Code and the Canadian Human Rights Act and to make related 

amendments to another Act (hate propaganda, hate crimes and hate speech), 2nd Sess, 43rd Pari, 2020-2021 
(first reading 23 June 2021). 

20 Technical Paper, supra note 12 at8. 

21 See e.g.: Emma Cunliffe, "Sexual Assault Cases in the Supreme Court of Canada: losing Sight of Substantive 

Equality?" (2012) 57 SClR (2d) 295 < https:/lpapers.ssrn.com/soI3/papers.dm?abstract id-2111652>; Margaret 
Denike, "Sexual Violence and 'Fundamental Justice': On the Failure of Equality Reforms to Criminal 
Proceedings" (20oo) 20:3 Canadian Woman Studies 151 < 

https~/{(;ws. JOY rna Is. yorku .ca/if1dex.phpLcws/article/viewFileI12681111764>_ 
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framework's definitions must emphasize the need to regulate content that interferes with the 
equality rights of those targeted by the content. For example, the framework should target 
forms ofTFGBV targeting women, girls, and gender·diverse people. 

The framework represents a missed opportunity to provide support to 
victim/survivors of TFGBV by failing to address some of the most common forms of 
problematic content online that does not meet the definitions set out in the Criminal 
Code. but still causes significant harm. For example, rape threats and death threats are 
frequently aimed at equality-seeking groups, however, many of these threats may not reach 
the criminal definition of uttering threats. It should also be noted that many forms of TFBGV 
that proliferate online were not included in the list of "online harms", such as harassment and 
threats. It is not clear why the five specific harms were selected for regulation and not others. 
Further, criminal definitions of hate speech and NCDII cast a fairly narrow net, excluding many 
kinds of hateful online commentary and exploitative images that do not fit in the definitions 
within the Code. Content that does not rise to the level of criminality can still cause serious 
harm to marginalized groups.22 The government must provide mechanisms to support groups 
targeted by content that does not meet the definition of criminality but is nevertheless 
harmful, such as providing support in navigating social media's content moderation 
procedures and providing emotional and technical support, particularly if that content 
breaches a platform company's own content moderation rules. 

Aligning the definition of "online harms" with Criminal Code offences. and 
requiring mandatory reporting to law enforcement in certain circumstances. does not 
align with a victim/survivor-centric. intersectional. or substantive equality approach to 
regulating TFGBV. Victims/survivors should have some element of choice when seeking 
support. For some, this may involve a criminal justice response, while others will be better 
served through less formal support, such as a government help line or victim service support 
workers providing technical and emotional support. Members of marginalized communities 
that have a history of being over-criminalized or haVing their complaints ignored or neglected 
by the police. Particularly, Black, Indigenous, and racialized communities, and women 
reporting sexual violence, may be reluctant to engage in a regulatory system that requires 
reporting to the police due to factors such as over-crirninalization, even if the content they are 
concerned with is criminal in nature. 

In cases involving TFGBV such as NeDII, LEAF recommends that there can be no 
mandatory reporting to law enforcement without the express informed consent of the 

22 The United Kingdom, Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport and the Secretary of State for the 

Home Department, "Online Harms White Paper" {April 2019), online (pdf): GOV.UK 
<bttps.:llassets.publishing.service.gov.ukf.gove rnment/uploads/systemLuploadsla ttachment data/file/973939/ 
Online Harms White Paper V2.pdf>. 
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vlctim/survivor.23 Mandatory reporting may be appropriate and required under existing 
legislation for cases involving child sexual abuse material. For adult women, a mandatory 
reporting regime may deter some from seeking help because not everyone wishes to engage 
the police. While police involvement may be necessary in many cases, the framework should 
take into consideration groups of individuals who may not seek help at all because of concerns 

about, fear of, or prior negative experiences with, police involvement - especially for those who 
are Black, Indigenous, and racialized. The failure to build in consent from an individual victim 

or target illustrates the shortcomings of this regulatory framework, which attempts to regulate 
disparate harms such as terrorism and incitement of violence with non-consensual distribution 

of intimate images. 

Mandatory reporting risks the over-criminalization of individuals and puts innocent 

people at risk of being reported to the police. Further, as noted in Alexa Dodge's report on 
CyberScan, mandatory reporting to the police has not proven to be effective in addressing 

certain forms of online harms, such as NCDU among young people, many of which will involve 
victim/survivors who do not want police involvementY These harms must be taken seriously 
in all cases, but providing trauma-informed, survivor-centered options, rather than mandating 

police involvement in all cases, is essential to providing effective remedies for survivors. 

While not strictly within LEAF's mandate, we note the serious risks to the substantive 

equality of marginalized groups in potentially requiring the mandatory flagging and reporting 

of terrorist content or content that incites violence, as each ri sks capturing content created 

and promoted by marginalized groups protesting state violence, and over-policing racialized 
communities, particularly if algorithms are used to identify content and mandatory reporting 
policies are in place. The requirement that OCSPs ensure their notifications to law enforcement 

do not result in differential treatment on a prohibited ground 25 is insufficient. 

D. The Timeframe for Takedown Requirements M'ust"Be Tailored for Different Harms 

Expedient removal of harmful online content must be balanced with freedom of 
expression interests and aim to avoid over-removal and wrongful takedowns. For this reason, 

each of the frve categories of "online harms" in the framework require different timelines. For 
sexual images shared without consent, timeliness of removal is of utmost importance forthose 
featured in the images.26 Unlike otherforms of online harms identified within the framework, 

2J Deplatforming. supra note 4 at 227. 

24 Alexa Dodge, "Deleting Digital Harm: A Review of Nova Scotia's CyberScan Unit" (August 2021), online (pdf); 

VAW Learning Network<http://www.yawlearni ngnetwork.ca/docs!CyberScan·Report.pdf> [Digital HarmJ. 

25 Technical Paper. supra note 11 ata. 

26 Emily La id law & Hilary Young, "Creating a Revenge Porn Tort for Canada" (2020) 96 SC LR (2nd) 147. 
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intimate images and child sexual abuse materials are much easier to identify in content 
removal procedures. The harms caused by their distribution are vastly increased the longer the 

content stays online and is available to be downloaded, viewed and shared by others. The 
salutary effects of swift content re moval outweigh the deleterious effects to the free expression 
of those affected by those immediate takedowns. This balancing will not be the same for the 
other harms listed in the proposal. We support expedient takedown requirements for child 
sexual abuse material and NCDII and images. have profound impacts on the equality 
interests of those targeted in these images. the effects of which are amplified as the 
images are proliferated. Further, these images are easier to identify than other forms of 
harmful online content discussed in the framework, reducing the likelihood of over-removal or 
wrongful takedown of such images. 

However, any proposed legislation, and those responsible for implementing and 
administering it, must remain alive to how an expedient takedown rule for NCDn could 
negatively impact sex workers and other people who are expressing themselves sexually 
online. The regulatory body must invest resources in the relevant expertise to distinguish 
abusive and exploitative distribution of intimate images from instances where groups or 
individuals are misusing complaint mechanisms to attack and silence those with non
normative sexual identities, or those who engage in consensual non-normative sexual 
practicesY " Deplatforming Misogyny" provides an example of such negative impacts when 
discussing the consequences of US Senate bill Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) and 
the House Bill Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act(FOSTA), enacted in 
April201B, which resulted in social media companies prohibiting and removing vast amounts 
of legitimate sexual expression content - including sex education materials - in order to protect 
themselves from liability under these statutes which were intended to prohibit exploitative 
content. 2B 

E. Necessity of Transparency and Disaggregated Data from Platforms OD AD Instances of 

TFGBV 

We also support imposing an obligation for OCSPs to provide regularly scheduled 
reports to the Digital Safety Commissioner about their content moderation practices. 29 

However, we urge the government to expand the OCSPs' reporting obligations by 
requiring them to submitdisaggregated demographic data in all instances ofTFGBV (such 

21 See An Waldman, "Disorderly Content" (16August 2021), online (pdf): Available at SSRN 
<https:lIssrn.(om/abstract~39060Q 1 or http:Udx.doi.org/lO.2139/ssrn.3906001;:. [Disorderly Contenfj . 

2B Deplatforming, supra note 4 at 139. 

29 Technical Paper. supra note 12 at para 14. 
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as NCDII and hate speech) so that researchers and civil society organizations can 
accurately glean how misogyny. racism. ableism. homophobia. and other forces of 
oppression are impacting the platforms. Currently. the framework only requires OCSPs to 
provide disaggregated data when the incidents of online harm are shared with law 
enforcement.3D Content moderation transparency reporting obligations should not be tied to 
reports to law enforcement agencies, nor, as noted above, should OCSPs be required to report 
every incident ofTFGBV to law enforcement. 

One of the recommendations in "Deplatforming Misogyny" was to require digital 
platform companies to "undergo independent audits [ .. . 1 and publish comprehensive annual 
transparency reports. " 31 We also recommended that the transparency reports that the data in 
the report "should be broken down by demographics (particularly gender and race) to the 
extent possible, regarding the platform's internal content moderation policies and practices, 
and regarding the prevalence of and efforts to address TFGBV, as well as the results of those 
efforts."32 Requiring data from platforms will be critical for academics and civil society 
organizations to understand OCSP's content moderation practices and gather the relevant 
information in order to conduct research and/or advocate for equality-centered reform. 

Regulatory requirements including content moderation reporting needs to 
differentiate between platforms of various sizes, natures, purposes and business models. 
Regulations should not be so burdensome that it will prevent smaller sites or companies from 
complying with them or beginning atall. This consideration needs to be taken into account on 
all aspects that the government seeks to legislate. 

F. Issues Regarding a Digital Safety Commissioner 

Taking into consideration the critiques made above. we support the establishment of 
a government body or bodies such as the Digital Safety Commissioner and Digital 
Recourse Council of Canada. so long as the government revises the approach of the 
regulators to an equality-based one. This means that the regulator must have the objective 
of providing accessible and meaningful remedies to those targeted by TFGBV and actively 
seeking to adjust norms and behaviours around TFGBV through public education and 
evidence-based research. 

The current framework has some positive aspects to it, including: 

30 Ibidat para 14 (h)( II). 

31 Oeplatforming, supra note 4 at p. 229 (Recommendation #10). 

32 Ibid, 
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• Requirements for the Commissioner to engage with groups disproportionately affected 
by harmful online content; 

• Requirements that Online Communication Service Providers (OCSP) provide reports of 
their content moderation practices; 

• Requirements that social media companies have clear content moderation guidelines; 
• Inclusion of a formal complaints process for individuals to make complaints of non

compliance with regulations and failure to follow content moderation guidelines; 
• Administrative monetary penalties (AMP) for ongoing non-compliance; 
• Recognizing that "hatred spread online often has a disproportionate impacton women, 

Indigenous Peoples, members of racialized and religious minority communities and on 
LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communities and persons with disabilities" and that " that 
oess are used to sexually exploit children online, and that such exploitation can have 
life-long consequences for victims"; 

• Requirements that flagged content be addressed expeditiously (however, the current 
approach on timing must be reexamined depending on the content fl agged); 

• Supports for platforms in reducing harmful contentj 
• Engagement in partnerships, education outreach activities, and research on TFGBV; 
• Requirements that members of the commission, council and advisory body have 

subject matter expertise and are inclusive of marginalized communities and groups 
protected under the Canadian Human Rights Act. 

The framework for these bodies could be improved by taking the following considerations into 
account: 

• The proposed regulatory bodies should provide accessible and immediate 
supports for victim/survivors of TFGBV as well as more systemic responses. 

• Governmental bodies that provide targets ofTFBGVwith direct support, administrative 
support, and educational campaigns have proven to be useful to those individuals 
impacted by TFGBV." Research has shown what is most commonly needed by 
victim/survivors of TFGBV is immediate technical safety support such as support 
in getting content taken down as well as emotional support and information from 
people with subject matter expertise. 34 

• In many cases of non-consensual distribution of intimate images, what victim/survivors 
need is immediate su pport navigating socia l media company's content moderation 

33 Pam Hrick, The Potential of Centralized and Statutorily Empowered Bodies to Advance a Survivor-Centered 

Approach to Technology-Facilitated Vio/enceAgainst Women (Bingley, UK: Emerald Publishing, 2021) 
[Centralized and Statutorily Empowered Bodies]. 

34 Digital Harm, supra note 24. 
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processes and other tactics for getting content removed, 15 Even with statutory 
regulations that require timely content removal, victims/survivors will need accessible 
information and direct assistance in reporting and understanding reporting procedures 
and will need supports beyond simply getting the content taken down. 

• The federal government should look to bodies such as Nova Scotia's CyberScan, New 
Zealand's Netsafe,Australia 's eSafetyCommissioner and the UK Revenge Porn Helpline 
as examples of government supported initiatives that provide immediate help to 
targets ofTFGBV.36 These bodies provide help lines, direct reporting mechanisms, and 

information that provide immediate support to those targeted by TFGBV and other 
forms of problematic behaviour online. 

• These bodies have staff who understand social media companies' reporting systems 
and can provide assistance in getting content removed. Non 4 consensually distributed 
intimate images and child sexual abuse material is already prohibited by most major 
social media sites. When these organizations have established relationships with the 

major social media companies where the bulk of harms occur, they can provide more 
direct support than an individual can. For example, in 2018, the eSafety Commissioner 

of Australia was able to have 90% of the NCDII reported to them removed.37 

• The proposal requires that prohibited content not be available in Canada. This is 
unclear whether the content will be deleted, as is necessary for NCDII and CSAM, rather 
than blocked for Canadian users through geolocationj lP filtering. NCDII and CSAM must 

be deleted and not be accessible to any users. 

• These supports should be buttressed with regulatory requirements that social media 
companies remove particularly harmful forms of content in a timely manner and 
penalties for failing to do so. This is necessary because many social media companies 
will otherwise be incentivized to allow harmful forms of TFGBV to remain on their 

platforms if this content is lucrative or drives up user engagement.38 

• Statutory and regulatory requirements, along with ~overnment supported bodies that 
can provide immediate support and remove the burden from targets and place greater 

obligations on platforms that have to date failed to adequately address TFGBV on an 
individual and systemic level. 

lS Ibkl. 

36 Centralized and Statutonly Empowered Bodies- supra note 33. 

37 Australian Government, "Annual Reports 2018-19: Australian Communications and Media Authority Office of 

the eSafety Commissioner" (2018-19), online: ACMA<h1~//www.esafm~~gfilLilll1ikill9lS.:. 

10/ACMA and eSafety annual reports 2018 19.pdf>. 

~ Oeplatforming, supra note 4 at 53-54; See also Georgia Wells, Jeff Horwitz and Oeepa Seetharaman, 

"Facebook Knows Instagram Is Toxic for Teen Girls, Company Documents Show", Wall Street Journa/ (14 
Septem ber 2021), 0 nline: <httRs: lIwww.wsj.com/articles/facebook -knows-insta gram-is-toxic -for-teen- g!ili.: 
~pan)'-dQcuments-shoW-1l631620739?mQd=artide in line>. 
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• These organizations should provide technical and emotional support to those harmed 
by content that is not illegal. such as getting content removed that breaches a social 
media company's content moderation policies or providing emotional and technical 
support to those who have been targeted by TFGBV. 

• These direct support mechanisms should be accessible 24 hours a day and should 
provide phone, email and texting options so the harms can be addressed at the time 
that they occur. 

• It should be noted that non-normative and LGBTQ+ content is more likely to be 
inappropriately flagged, taken down and banned. As such, there also need to be timely 
mechanisms in place to challenge when this content is inappropriately flagged and 
made inaccessible in order for that content to be made accessible again39 through an 
accessible and timely counter notification process. 40 

• Requiring victims/survivors to engage in a regulatory process that will take weeks or 
months is not a viable solution for people whose sexual images have been posted 
online. As noted by Alexa Dodge, when there are few supports and a complex system to 
report TFGBV, people are unlikely to engage in the very systems meant to protect 
them.41 

• In more extreme cases where the perpetrator refuses to take down content, social 
media companies fail to properly implement their content moderation guidelines, or 
content is posted on websites that are dedicated to hosting TFGBV, such as revenge 
websites, additional government support is needed. In these situations, a formalized 
process through a digital safety commissioner or other body could be helpful to address 
these issues. 

• In cases where the victim/survivor is interested in pursuing a criminal response, 
meaningful support for them should be available. It is well documented that victims of 
sexual violence have experienced unsupportive and discriminatory responses from 
some criminal justice system actors, including police officers and the courts. Any 
regulatory body set up to address TFGBV should work with those in the criminaljustice 
system to ensure they do not mistreat or revictimize women and others who have been 
the targets of TFGBV. In all cases, the choice of whether or not to engage with the 
criminal justice system must remain with the victim/survivor, and not forced upon 
them. 

39 Disorderly Content, supra note 27. 

4() Sonja Solomun, Maryna Polataiko & Helen Hayes, "Platform Responsibility and Regulation in Canada: 
Considerations on Transparency, Legislative Charity, and Design" (2021) 34 Harv Jl & Tech < 

https:/!jolt,[aw.haryard,edu/dieest/platform·resRonsibility·an.d·regu latjon·in-canada-consideratjons..on
transparency-legislative-darity·and·design>. 

4 1 Digital Harm, supra note 24. 
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• Victim/survivors should be empowered to choose their own course of action and should 
have multiple courses of action, including formal and informal responsesY This may 
include flagging and removing content, engaging with law enforcement agencies when 

the behaviour is criminal, and/or speaking with a specialist in TFGBV who can provide 
emotional and technical support to manage the incident. 

• The educational material produced by this body should encourage a cultural shift in 
attitudes toward TFGBV specifically and gender-based violence. This should be done in 

the school system and for the larger public." 
• Ongoing research should be conducted on TFGBV to understand trends and examine 

the effectiveness of government responses, including regulatory and criminal ones. 
This research must be informed by evidence based on the experiences of 
victim/survivors ...... 

G. Increasing the Focus on Education and Prevention 

An effective regulator of online harm must not only provide remedies to online 
harm that occurs. but also proactively seek to change the culture by educating the public 
and the decision-makers about the oppressive roots of TFGBV,4S For this reason, we urge 
the government to identify research and education as one of the central mandates of the 
Commissioner to prevent future acts ofTFGBV. 

Currently, education only gets a cursory mention in the Technical Paper, which states 
the Digital Safety Commissioner will engage in "{plartnerships, education and outreach 
activities, and research" to help fulfill the policy objectives of the new legislation." 

The research and education function should not be just geared towards government 
and academics, but to the public at large. In order to effectively serve a preventative function, 
the education materials should be publicly accessible in format and content. 

42Centralized and Statutorily Empowered Bodies. supra note 33. 

43 Ibid. 

« Ibid. 

4S Anastasia Powell et al ., " Image-based sexual abuse: An international study of victims and perpetrators. A 

Summary Report" (February 2020) at 12, online (pdf): RMIT University 
<https:liresearchmgt.monash.edu/ws/portalfiles/portaI/319918063/1mageBasedSexuaiAbuseReport 170220 W 
EB 2.pdf>. 

46 Technical Paper. supra note 12 at para 35(b). 
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H. Daogers of Algorithmic Moderation 

As anticipated in the framework, algorithmic identification of harmful content will be 
required by larger platforms to comply with the framework's requirements. This raises serious 

equality concerns, as algorithms have not proven to be failsafe mechanisms for identifying 
and removing harmful content. particularly content that requires detailed analysis such 
as hate speech. This adds a significant risk of over-compliance and the removal of legitimate 
content. 

Proactive algorithmic based removal of child sexual abuse material may be appropriate 
in most circumstances, however, in cases of NCDII algorithms will not be suited to identify the 

difference between legitimate images of sexual expression and those posted without consent. 
In the case of NCO II, content that is flagged as NCDII should be removed immediately. 

Additionally. the use of algorithmic moderation poses serious substantive equality 
concerns. There is significant scholarship about the discriminatory impact of these systems.·7 

In the realm of content moderation, the distributive harms stemming from the use of these 
algorithms will largely be experienced by gender-diverse. racia lized. Indigenous and other 
marginalized communities.48 This has already occurred in the United States in the context of 

hate speech; research from 2019 showed that AI models for detecting hate speech online were 

more likely to flag tweets from Black posters as offensive or hateful." The reason for this is that 
algorithms do not produce neutral outcomes; instead, the outcomes reflect the biases of their 
designers and the biases contained in the data that they are constructed and trained on. so 

***** 

We would welcome an opportunity to discuss any of the above further. 

47 Fordiscussing the role of bias in data and what can be done about it, see: Solon Barocas & Andrew D. Selbst, 
IIBig Data 's Disparate Impact" (2016) 104 Call Rev 671 
<b.,U.Qs:/Ipapers,ssro,cooo/soI3/papecs.dnJ]abstract id=2471899> 

48 Robert GOlWa, Reuben Binns & Christian Katzenbach, "Algorithmic content moderation: Technical and 
political challenges in the automation of platform governance" (28 February 2020), online: Big Data & Society 
<t1..t.tP.s:!/jou rDa I s.sa&~ ub,com Idoi/fu 11/10.11 77/2053951719897945>. 

4g See for example Shirin Ghaffary, "The algorithms that detect hate speech online are biased against black 
people" (15 August 2019) online: Vox<bttps:llwww.vox.com/recode/2019/811S/20B06384/social-media-hate
speech-bias black-african-american-facebook-twittep 

so Sandra G Mayson, "Bias in, Bias out" (2019) 128 Yale LJ 2218 

<https;lIwww,ya lelawiournal.org/pdUMa~son pSg2t.l2m.cdf>. 
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Appendix: Full List of Recommendations from "Deplatforming Misogyny" 

From Cynthia Khoo, "Deplatforming Misogyny" (April 2021), online (pdn: Women's Legal 
Education and Action Fund <https:llwww.teaf.ca/pubtication/deplatformi ng-misogyny/>: 

Guiding Priorities and Recommendations for Federal Action 

This report provides 14 recommendations for federal action, including legislative reform. 
These recommendations are based on six guiding priorities that emerged from the research 
and analysis conducted in this report and should govern efforts to address TFGBV in Canadian 
law. 

These priorities are: 

• recognizing a need for legal reform to address TFGBV, including through platform 
regulation; 

• recognizing that Canadian constitutional law justifies imposing proportionate limits on 
• freedom of expression in order to uphold and protect the rights to equality and freedom 

from discrimination, and also to give full effect to the core values underlying freedom 
of expression; 

• guaranteeing that legal reforms that address TFGBV build in victim/survivor-centered, 
trauma-informed, and intersectional feminist perspectives; 

• ensuring expedient, practical, and accessible remedies for those targeted by TFGBV; 
• providing due process mechanisms to users who wish to contest platforms' content 
• moderation decisions (whether a decision to leave up or take down content); and 
• requiring transparency from platform companies regarding their content moderation 

policies and decisions, as well as the outcomes of such policies and decisions 
concerning TFGBV. 

Recommendations for Federal Action 

A. Centering Human Rights3 Substantive Equalit~ and Intersectionality 

1. Apply a principled human rights-based approach to platform regulation and platform 
liability, including giving full effect to the rights to equality and freedom from 
discrimination. 

2. Ensure that legislation addressing TFGBV integrates substantive equality 
considerations and guards against exploitation by members of dominant social groups 
to silence expression by members of historically marginalized groups. 
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3. When pursuing legislative or other means of addressing TFGBV, consult substantively 
with and take into account the perspectives and lived experience of victims, survivors, 
and those broadly impacted by TFGBV, 

B. Legislative Reforms 

4, Establish a centralized expert regulator for TFGBV specifically, with a duaL mandate: al 
to provide legal remedies and support to individuals impacted by TFGBV on digital 
platforms, including regulatory and enforcement powers; and b) to develop research 
on TFGBV and provide training and education to the public, relevant stakeholders, and 
professionals. 

5. Enact one or more versions of the current 'enabler' provision in subsections 27(2.3) and 
27(2.41 of the Copyright Act, adapted to specifically address different forms of TFGBV, 
including 'purpose-built' platforms, 

6. Enact a law that allows for victims/survivors ofTFGBV to obtain immediate removal of 
certain clearly defined kinds of content from a platform without a court order, such as 
NCDII, 

7, Ensure that legislation to address TFGBV focuses solely on TFGBV (including 
intersectional considerations)-do not dilute, compromise, or jeopardize the 
constitutionality of such legislation by 'bundling' TFGBV with other issues that the 
government may wish to also address through platform regulation. 

C. Legal Obligations for Platform Companies 

8. Require platform companies to provide to users and non-users clearly visible, easily 
accessible, plain-language complaint and abuse reporting mechanisms to expediently 
address and remedy instances ofTFGBV, 

9. For 'purpose-built', 'enabling', or otherwise TFGBV-dedicated platforms, and where a 
clearly delineated threshold of harm is met, provide that an order to remove specific 
content on one platform will automatically apply to any of that platform's parent, 
subsidiary, or sibling platform companies where the same content also appears. 

10, Require platform companies to undergo independent audits (which could be 
conducted by the new TFGBV agency) and publish comprehensive annual transparency 
reports, 

11. When determining legal obligations for digital platforms, account for the fad that 
platforms vary dramatically in size, nature, purpose, business model (including non
profit), extent of intermediary role, and user base. 
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D. Research Education, and Training 

12. Fund, make widely available, and mandate (where appropriate) education resources 
and training programs in TFGBV, which include information on how to support those 
who are subjected to TFGBV. 

13. Fund frontline support workers and communityMbased organizations working to end, 
and supporting victims/survivors of, gender-based violence, abuse. and harassment, 
specifically to enhance their internal expertise, resources, and capacity to support 
those impacted by TFGBV (which often accompanies gender-based violence and 
abuse). 

14. Fund further empirical, interdisciplinary, and law and policy research by TFGBV 
scholars, otherTFGBVexperts, and community-based organizations on TFGBV and the 
impacts of emerging technologies on those subjected to TFGBV. 
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Re: The Government 's approach to address harmful content online 
Submitted by: Rose A. Dyson Ed.D. 
President: Canadians Concerned About Violence In Entertainment 
Vice President: World Federalist Movement of Canada: Toronto Branch 
Author: MIND ABUSE Media Violence And fts Threat To Democracy (202 1) 
email: rose.dyson@alumni.utoronto.caorrdyson@oise.utoronto.ca 
Phone: 416-961-0853 or 647-382-4773 

Dear Committee Members 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this discussion on meaningful action to combat 
hate speech and other kinds of harmful content online. Public concern about harmful media 
content has now been with us for several decades and the need to address the problem has gotten 
increasingly urgent. The five categories identified as hate speech and other kinds of harmful 
content online, including child sexual exploitation, terrorist activity, content that incites violence, 
and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images have skyrocketed as communications 
technologies have evolved. 

As far back as 1975 Judy La Marsh, a lawyer, journalist and fonner member for the Liberal 
Government of Canada was appointed by the Government of Ontario to chair the Royal 
Commission on Violence in the Communications Industry. It was empowered to study the effects 
on society of increasing violence in the media of the day and make appropriate recommendations 
on measures to be taken by different levels of government, by industry and the public at large. 
Most of the 80 plus recommendations have never been implemented. Some have been repeated 
in subsequent studies but sti ll not implemented. 

In my doctoral thesis, completed at OISEfUT in 1995, I reviewed the research findings 
conducted by the La Marsh Commission and other studies done up until that time, subsequent 
recommendations and evidence. or lack thereof regarding implementation. Two books on the 
subject followed. The first published in 2000 and the second earlier this year. A complimentary 
copy of either one is available upon request. The latest is titled. MIND ABUSE Media Violence 
And Its Threat To Democracy, (2021) Over the past 30 years I have watched the problems 
mushroom with increasing evidence of commercial reliance on themes of sex and violence in 
media production. In addition we have had fading boundaries between different fonns of 
media. These include news, fiction, advertisements and educational programming, leading to 
calch phases such as edutainment and infotainment. 

Digital technologies and the internet have magnified the problems with policy makers loath to 
take on the challenge of much needed and overdue regulation, frequently to avoid accusations of 
censorship. [nadequate distinctions between individual freedom of expression and corporate 
freedom of enterprise have persisted. Periodic studies funded by industry are released into the 
public domain countering evidence of harmful effects thus ensuring no intenuptions to business 
as usual. For decades the cultural industries have been given carte blanche to determine what we 
see, hear and read. 
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In 1996, along with 250 other scholars and media activists representing over 88 organizations 
from around the world, I helped the late George Gerbner, an internationally renowned media 
scholar, launch the Cultural Environment Movement at Webster University in St. Louis, That 
Convention was preceded by the International Summit on Broadcast Standards attended by Keith 
Spicer, then chair of the CRTC and other Canadians representing business and non-profits. In his 
work, Gerbner frequently referred to violence creep in popular culture and other fonns of media, 
including news and advertisements, as the hidden curriculwn for a Mean World Syndrome, 

My colleague, retired U,S. Lte, Col. David Grossman, a psychologist and Military Expert, has 
written 5 books on the subject of violent tirst person shooter video games and the dangers of 
indiscriminately marketing these games to the youngest most vulnerable people on the planet. In 
his latest book, Assassination Generation Aggression, Video Games and the Psychology of 
Killing (2016) he provides chil ling detail on how these have led to mass murders and fueled 
terrorism. Grossman reveals how violent video games have ushered in a new era of mass 
homicides worldwide. The trends have led to what he call s Acquired Violence Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome. 

The kind of online hate and extremism that led to the January 29, 20 17 mass murders at the 
Centre culturel islamique de Quebec, and on March IS, 2019, in Christchurch, New Zealand, is 
inherent in the thematic content of numerous video games played by the killers, In both cases 
news coverage identified evidence of heavy diets of first person shooter video game playing on 
the part of these perpetrators, This is a pattern that is described over and over again by other 
researchers among them, Mark Bourne, author of Martyrdom, Murder and the Lure of Isis, and 
Megan Condis, author of Gaming Masculinity, Trolls. Fake Geeks. and the Gendered Balliefor 
Online Culture. 

What must be recognized is that the Government's focus on regulating social media and 
combating hannful content online cannot be confined to "speech only", Violent fonns of 
fictional entertainment such as video games depict storylines that glori fy violence, hatred. anti 
semitism and sexual exploitation. It would be duplicitous and_of marginal value to address the 
problems involving work place harassment. misogyny and other excesses on the internet but to 
leave such content in popular culture unaddressed and unregulated. Countless studies over the 
years have demonstrated that these fictional depictions lead to learned behaviours based on 
psychological conditioning that resu.1t in distorted value systems, a tendency to resort to violence 
as a conflict resolution strategy, addiction and feelings of victimization, among other harmful 
effects. 

It has also been demonstrated that violent, first person shooter video games provide fertile soi l 
for sowing the seeds of resentment among young vulnerable white males, An "us versus them" 
mentality is encouraged, helped along by social media algorithms that capitarize on our genetic 
tendencies to respond quickly to negative themes. It has also been reported that white 
supremacist groups watch the latest releases of video games that are most amenable to their 
purposes of recruitment. Some have taken to producing their own. 
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The work being done by technology experts like the Institute of Electric and Electronic 
Engineers (IEEE) on a roadmap For 5G and global integration to Facilitate the more efficient use 
of energy must also focus on the nature of energy use. Spokesmen on behalf of the Institute 
now stress that more efficient use of what is rapidly becoming unsustainable energy demand on 
the internet is essential and required to reduce both collective and individual carbon footprints. 
But, clearly, emphasis on discretionary use is also required. Assuming we are put on a war time 
footing, as advocated by Seth Klein in his book, A Good War: Mobilizing Canada For The 
Climate Emergency (2021), rationing of internet use wilt have to be adopted. In December, 2020, 
Nicholas Kristoffwrote in the New YOI' k Times that Pomhub, owned by Mindgeek in Montreal, 
was the third most visited and influential website on the lnternel. It is inconceivable, in a world 
focused on sustainability and transitioning to clean energy that, on the Internet, harmful excesses 
are overlooked and excused as essential components to be protected under the umbrella of civil 
liberties. Surely the expertise in electronic engineering should not be misdirected in the race 
against time to ensure internet use that fosters social harm. 

There are al so concerns expressed by health advocates, such as Devra Davis, author of 
DISCONNECT The Troth About Cell Phones, What the Industry Has Done To Hide It and How 
To Protect Your Family (2010), about hannfuJ radiation from digital devices that can cause 
cancer. In this context it behooves the government to take note of the recent United States Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit judgement in favour of environmental health 
groups. It found the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in violation of the 
Administrative Procedures Act for not responding to comments on environmental harm. In short, 
the FCC failed to respond to record evidence that exposure to low level radiation from digital 
devices may cause negative health effects 

Re: Strategy to combat bate speech and other harms: 

We endorse the move to amend the Canadian Human Rights Act to enable the relevant 
Commission and Tribunal to review and adjudicate hate speech complaints. 

• 

• 

But, over reliance on industry, itself, to monitor social media content, has proven in the 
past to be an exercise in futility. One minor exception involves the Canadian Broadcast 
Standards Council which was set up in 1993 by the Canadian Association of Broadcasters 
to respond to complaints of inappropriate content on radio or television programming. 
This Council could be expanded or duplicated to monitor online content. However, the 
Council has always been reactive rather than proactive with no oversight for industry 
excesses unless complaints arise from the public at large. That needs to change. 
Allowing the fox to guard the henhouse with no government oversight has never worked. 

Second, definitions of obscenity and sections on child pornography need to be updated 
and expanded. Research conducted in the latter part of the last century, demonstrates how 
all pornography can be addictive. In addition it involves social learning theories that lead 
to themes of aggression and dominance. These tendencies can trickle down to the most 
vulnerable targets of exploitation which are children. Before the bill on child 
pornography, making possession, production and distribution a crime was passed in 1993, 
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• 
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considerable attention was paid by the Government ' s Standing Committee on Culture and 
Communications set up at that time. It came out with a number of additional 
recommendations that were never implemented. One of them was to determine the 
criminal legislative measures needed to include extremely violent forms of entertainment 
in the Criminal Code in ways that would conform with the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. See MIND ABUSE Media Violence In An Information Age (Dyson, 2000). 

The objective to authorize the Government to include or exclude categories of online 
communication service providers from the application of the legislation within certain 
parameters is important but there must be complete transparency on how this will be done 
and who will provide expert advice on these parameters. Advice must be sought from 
health providers and other researchers not beholden to industrial interests. 

Film and video game monitoring of media content for entertainment purposes is now 
undertaken by provincial classification boards. A national system would be much more 
efficient. While great care has been taken over the years to ensure gender and racial 
diversity on most boards the overall tendency has been for them to bend to the will of 
industry. Criteria on what is age appropriate should involve input from child 
development experts. This has yet to happen. Indeed, the prevailing standard for most 
classification boards throughout the developed world has been set by the industry funded 
and operated, Hollywood based Motion Picture Association of America. That needs to 
change. 

Legislation should be passed on a national level to han advertising to children 13 years 
and under. Such legislation has been in etTect in Quebec for over 25 years. From time to 
time, bills for implementation have been introduced in Canada at the national and 
provincial levels of government, boards of health and in 2016 even an editorial in Globe 
and Mail, called for one. Most developed countries have already adopted this kind of 
legislation, citing various concerns, among them, protecting children from hannful sexual 
exploitation, violent content, all advertising, the marketing of junk food known to cause 
pbysical health problems such as obesity and heart disease and the dangers of exposure to 
low level radiation from the internet. 

The Comminee must not allow itself to be intimidated by industry push back. On January 
14, 2019, it was reported in The Globe and Mail, that a proposal from Health Canada to 
amend the Food and Drug Act by restricting food and beverage marketing to children had 
hit a familiar snag: industry protests that such regulation was "unrealistic", "punitive" and 
"commercially catastrophic". The huge jump in commercial exploitation of children in 
recent decades is nothing short of tragic. According to the Harvard Medical School 
founded, Boston based, Campaign for a Commercial-free Childhood, over $17 billion 
was spent by the industry in 2006 in the U.S. alone to market products to children, a 
staggering increase over $100 million spent in 1983. Over $500 billion in purchases 
annually by that time was estimated to be influenced by children under the age of 12 
years. These trends are clearly at odds with efforts focused on reducing consumer driven 
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habits to facilitate future sustainability. 

A very popular solution for dealing with hannful media has always been better vigilance 
from parents, along with media and digital literacy taught in schools by teachers. 
Although it is obvious that the problem is too big and pervasive and that better cultural 
policy is also urgently needed, there is room for improvement in the provision of reliable, 
fact based educational resources. Over the years there bas been increasing evidence of 
subtle, industry friendly resources creeping into school curriculums on the subject. In 
1975, the La Marsh Commission recommended that an Advisory Board of educators, 
health professionals and parents be established at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education at the University of Toronto for the provision of public education. I reiterated 
the recommendation in my doctora] theses completed at the Institute in 1995, and again in 
my two subsequent books on media violence. Nevertheless, it has yet to be established. 
Better government funding and support is also needed for NGOs, such as lnternetsense 
First, founded by Charlene Doak Gebauer, which now provide urgently needed help to 
parents and teachers on digital supervision. 

Funding that is independent of industry donors, should be mandatory to ensure accuracy 
in monitor media violence and other harmful trends on the internet. Important models 
were established at the Annenberg School of Communication, University of Pennsylvania 
and Temple University in Philadelphia, by the late George Gerbner. The Cultural 
Indicators Model, later expanded into the "Fairness" Indicators Model and used by 
Paquette and de Guise at Laval University in Quebec City in their study Index of Violellce 
in Canadian, Television done in 1994, is one example. 

An Act respecting the mandatory reporting of Internet child pornography by persons who 
provide an internet service is needed. But it is not clear how this would interface with the 
Mandatory Reporting Act. 

New legislation requiring regulated entities to monitor harmful content through the use of 
automated systems based on algorithms would be a useful way to use the new technology 
for prosocial purposes, given the widespread evidence of how algorithms are currently 
employed solely for the purposes of financial gain and fostering errant behaviour. 

Now, within universities across Canada and beyond, there is growing emphasis of courses 
offered in esport involving first-person shooter video games. This is counter productive to 
advocacy from experts calling for critical thinking skills, media and digital literacy and 
studies which point to harmful effects. There has also been ample evidence reported in 
The Globe and Mail, of generous subsidies given to video game industries such as Ubisofi 
without any regard for the nature or content involved in the productions. Tax breaks and 
subsidies for harmful video game production and distribution is no more justifiable than 
breaks for foss il fuel industries in a time of climate crisis. As pointed out by Globe and 
Mail business reporter Scott Barlow, this poses a moral dilemna (Barlow. October 14, 
2017). Furthennore, these must also not be excused or spun by industry pundits as 
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"funding for electronic arts". 

It is stated that regulated entities would be required to notify law enforcement in instances 
where there are reasonable grounds to suspect imminent risk of serious hann to any 
person or property from potentially illegal content falling within the five categories of 
hannful - terrorist content; that which incites violence; hate speech; non-consensual 
sharing of intimate images; and child sexual exploitation. But it is stated that there would 
be no obligation to report such content to law enforcement or CSIS. Wby not? 

And why would the threshold for such reporting of potentially terrorist and violent 
extremist content be lower than that for potentially criminal hate speech? 

The proposed legislation for a new Digital Safety Commission of Canada to support three 
bodies that would operationa lize, oversee and enforce the new regime sounds promising. 
But who exactly would sit on the final stage of recourse on the Recourse Council? 
Diverse expertise and membership that is reflective of the Canadian population is 
essential to avoid baving such a Council stacked with fonner or retired officials 
sympathetic to the concerns of industry. This would necessitate experti se from the health 
and social sciences. Transparency in public reporting obligations would also be required. 

An Advisory Board that would provide both the Commissioner and the Recourse Council 
with expert advice must include more than experti se on emerging industry trends, 
technologies and content-moderation standards. Who would be expected to provide 
infonnation on "content-moderation standards". Like the recommended advisory group 
for parents and teachers, with funding independent of industry sources and the Recourse 
Council, such a Board should include social science expertise and input from both 
physical and mental health experts. Having the Digital Safety Commiss ioner of Canada 
mandated to lead and participate in research and programming, convene and collaborate 
with relevant stakeholders and support regulated entities in reducing the five fonns of 
hannfuJ content will only work if input is not confined to industry related interests. 
Again, the composition of the Advisory Board must include, along with all the other 
stakeholders itemized, health expertise. 

Re: Compliance and enforcement 

• The powers of the Commissioner are necessary and sound reasonable. 

Re: Modifying Canada's existing legal framework including the Canadian Security and 
IntelUgence Act (CSIS) 

• Centralizing mandatory reporting of online child pornography offences through the 
RCMP's National Exploitation Crime Centre to ensure stronger requirements for internet 
service providers for reporting excesses would help but continuing vigilance to ensure 
that is happening must be provided. Not requiring judicial authorization in reports to law 
enforcement is necessary to expedite police response in cases where an offence is clearly 
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evident. The same criteria should be applied to CSIS to ensure more timely access to 
relevant infonnation that could help mitigate the threat of online violence extremism. 
For this process to take 4-6 months, as it does now, seriously diminishes their capacity to 
be effective. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to participate in this timely discussion. If provision is made 
for appearance via zoom before the committee to submit a statement I would appreciate the 
opportunity. 
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Having My Say 

Cathy 

To whomever is reading this from the Digitnl Citizen Initiative, 

5.19(1) 

, am wri ting to submit my thoughts on the proposed approach to address harmful content online. A few concerns that I want to address under 'hI: 
following sections: 

l. Issues with Definitions 
I. Private Communication on Public Platfonns 
2. The Assumption of Public Communication 

1.. Technological Lag 

I. The Algorithm 

2. The Alternative to AJ 

3. Chilling Effect 

3. The "Black Market" Problem 

4. Public Access 

Definitions - Public .and Private-Communication 

I . Private Communication on Public Platforms. 

The distinction between public and private platforms online an: arbitrary. 

"Online Communications Services" and Private Communications Services are distinguished as sepamte as per thei r use. Though s everal examples of 
OCS are given, few are given fo r pes. Though PSCs are excluded, and should be entirely private communication platfonns, OSC websites do not 
fall within single usc. Si tes that would be considered OSC I such as Fecebook and Instagram I;:OJItain features that allow for: 

a. Private messaging, and 

b. Private groups. 
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On a., will F'acebook messenger for ellample, be subject to the rules ofOSCs becarlse it is hosted through a public communication platform'! 

On h. What about "private" groups, or groups that require invi te'! These groups can be as small as a few people, and as large as several thousands. 
The way that these groups work on Faccbook is through the subject ''public'' postillg mechanism that the rest of the site uses, though access to view 
it is restricted to the group. 

Email, as a Private Communication Service, convc~ly, docs '1101 happen on a one to one basis either. Users can sign up for email newsletters and 
have massive email group discussions. I am sending this email to a single other email, though how many people are able to access this'! If it's a 
government email (I assume it is, given 1 accessed this emaiJ from a. Government site and thewebaddress is Canada.ca) , it may be likely that more 
than one perSOll rcad my submissions. As part ofa public commentary initiative, it may be documented and archived along with the other 
emails, technically accessible by an unknown number of people within the government. 

Thc qucstion is, at what point is a communication service public or private? If the issue is number of people the infonnation could access ( a 
magnitude metrie) : t!mails can be sent to thousands of people, and Faeebook posts can be accessed by as few as a user and a single friend. This is an 
arbitrary distinction. 

2. The Assumption of Public Communication 

Oil IIcarly all social media platforms, users have Ihe ability to restrict publil: access 10 their content for privacy_ 

Facebook allows personalized accounls 10 be fully private, or elements oflheir profile 10 be public. for friends only, for specific chosen groups of 
' mends', or for the users eyes only. 

Inslagmm allows for profiles 10 be public orprivBle as well, and though the nameofan account can be found, any of the pllblished content can be 
privatc. Evcn for ones ' " SIOry", which is a temporary post on thc platform, users can pick and choose who can see it. Including smaller private 
groups of friends. 

Youtube lets users private, or archive video conlent produced as well as piaylists. Or, lbey could broadcast their content and piayLists to the world. 

We assume that just because anyone eould technically access posts online, thaI thl!)' do. Even if a YouTube video is made public, dOCl' the entirety of 
the user base on YouTube see it? No, they do not. When you make a Facebook post with a public setting, will a huge nllmber of Facebook risers see 
yow po.~t? Not HkcJy. 

The poople who are likely to access it are people within your online social circle or subscribers, where the algorithm prioritizes you to them because 
they have a historical record of interacting with your content. The potential additional viewers you may receive likely access your content because it 
hits similar keywords, hashtags, or interests, Ihal have been expressed by that individual We largely live in digital echo chambers, and algorithms 
are the intellectual private property oflliese compallics. We don '\ know specifically how they work, but we see the consequences of them 31ld can 
infer from there. 
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Just becnuse people can technically be subjec1ed to your content docs not mean that they do. Considering how much of the digital world is a second 
life- I'd like 10 compare this situation to a public setting. 

A cafe is a public space. You could havc a private conversation in a public place with an old friend. Oiher patrons of the cafc sining ncar you 
are technically ablt! to hear what you are saying. We assume that if they did overhear your friend, that they would be eavesdropping. Your friend 
may gct into a passionate rant about a controversial subject important to them. Maybe it's about terrorism, maybe it's about intersectional feminist 
discourse, maybe it 's about genocide. People do talk about thcse things. People should talk about these things. We value independent thought in 
society. Now, the patrons overhear some parts orthe rant. It 's bits and pieces. But they don't know your friend. They don ' t know what's a quote, 
what's a joke, what 's a reference, or whether to take your friend in good faith for an out of COnlel[t discu.~s;on on a complete Slranger. Realist ically. 
what should the punishment for your friend be for public:Jy subjecting olhe~ to pOlen/iul hate speech? 

u. None! We assume tbat though you were in a public place, tbat your discussion with your friend was private. Other patrons may have been a bit 
uncomfonable and confused, but t!:ley can decide to stop listening, move, or assess that the conversation people arc privately having is low impact 
and has very scrious tangible harm. 

b. Your friend should be removed within the restaurant nearly immediately_ The cafe is relatively short SlatTed, and they do not have enollgh time to 
weigh into this conflict and try to resolve the conflict or assess who is at fault, why, or what damage has been donc. If your frien d isn ' t removed 
nearly immediately, the cafe should face severe finan cial penalties. 

To my undcrslanding, the draft proposes option b as the COfTect one. 

Wby would we assume that de facio private online comments and posts are public? Wc don't assume private convernations are public speC(:h, even 
if other bystanders could technicalty hear them. 

2. Technological lag 

1. The "Algorithm" 

The primary mechanism used in this policy 10 censor content is 10 rely on the private intellectual property of these tech companies in question: the 
algorithm. As I previously established, no users know wbat the algorithm looks like, we just see how it operates. EVen ifthc Canadian government 
could access the alrgorithm, it is a guided AI with an unimaginably large database of site data. Would this be useful to access for the government, 
and docs the government have the teehnologicallitcrncy and funding to engage with the product created by SQme of the most accomplished codern in 
the world? t'm not sure we do. 

If Ihe Canadian government is going to rely on an algorithm to play referee on acceptable speech, what constiNtes inciting violence, orwbat 
constitutes "terrorism"- it shuuld be a great algorithm. right? 

Despite the multibillion dollar assets and 'cuning edge' iechnology, AJ data ~crffning is still in it 's infancy. 
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I should disclose thai l am nOI a coder, nor an employee at any tech~ related company. I am a young adult, grew up in the country of Canada and 
multiple communities on the internet. It still plays a highly time consuming role in my life- particularly with the pandemic. I am speaking to what I 
can assess as somebody who has used Ihese sites since they were created on a daily basu' and an interest in how the spaces I use are regulated. 

a. Detection 

Detecting what constitutes a violation of these guidelines mandated by the government is going 10 be impossible for the foreseeable future for 2 
reasons; 

First, it is still incredibly unclear what these guidelines wUl look like. Depending on the makeup of this commission, we are expanding what k.ind of 
content is hannful to far beyond our current Hate Speech laws under the Criminal Code. 

This ;s uncharted territory tn a lot of ways, anti the discretion ofthese members is incredibly high. Too high even, gIven that this is akin to moral 
policing. There are endless public debates academics righf now about whether online speech and communities are necessarily different than ones in 
reullife. Hate groups ex isted before the imemet, and they still exist in person and online, Identitying what kind of content is aCfllally harmful is 
incredibly unclear in the online contu!. 

Should lncel communihes on reddit be censored. because we worry they could become the next Eurol Rogers? 

When a news story is shared on a Facebook group of a few thousand members about [SIS current geopolitical status and an exhausted college 
activist makes an ironic joke aboul joining the cause among friends, are they supporting terrorism? 

Should a consensual video of an amateur couple on pomhub get taken down because one pancr has a short, slender figure that could be assessed by 
some as ' tCCJIaged ' or 'childlike' despite being an adult? 

Context is difficult enough as people with cri/ical/Mnking and /he ability (0 assess imentio". We struggle to do this online, over text and email 
where jo~es, irony and !l.Umour is often lost in translat ion of the digital space. Heck, we even have difficulty jn person always d iscerning the 
intention behind a comment and whether it's sincerely held! intended to hurt, coming from a place ofignorance, or an ' ironic joke', 

How could we trust an Al to effectively do this'! 

What does Al on these sites look.likerighl now?Let's look at Youtubc as my favourite case study: the algorithm for in-video screening is used in] 
different ways that I am aware of, and often fails. 

a. Advertbment- for monetized channels, the algorithm is used 10 identify 'natural breaks' where an advertisement could be placed, similar to TV 
breaks. Advertisements arc often offered mid·senlence. at seemingly random points in YouTubc videos in prnctice. The AI has a difficult time 
distinguishing music and sound effects from a persons voice, and thus interrupts conversations had in vidC(/- which are no/ natural breaks. Imagine 
Ihis Al screening anything beyond noise, like abstractions of symbols. Halil 

b. Closed Captioning a nd Subtitles: most youtubers do not write out their scripts, conversations, or sound effect" for audiences who wish to use 
closed captioning. Youtubc's voice detecting AI will generate ones on-the-spot for you. As il person with a strong preference for subtitles whenever 
possible, I a\'oid this tool. The accuracy rate of this less than 10% in the cases where the YouTuber has an accent, and at it ' s best l 've seen -50%. If 
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Youtubc's voice detecting Al cannot dctect what people are saying, and 1000+ hours ofconlcnt are published hourly, then how do you expect thcm 
to identify when potentially hannfullanguage is used, and whether it shoutt/ actually be dangerolLf or not. 

C. Violent Themes and Language- Youtubc has been doing this for -ages·. Before the govcmment of Canada took interest, advertiser ads were 
sold in bundles 10 Youtube. Youtube would then randomly generate the allotted number of ads across videos on their platform. These ads are not 
tailored to the kind of content thai the viewer tends to engage with, they ' re random. This was a hot issue when Youtubc ads were introduced (when 
Google bought Youtube), because brands were concerned about baYing their product associated with videos that includt"d politically problematic or 
contentious content. Despite some successful Youlube accounts having monetized status after reaching a certain audience threshold. specific videos 
of theirs can he demonetized if the Youtuhe AI detects a hidden list of controversial and non-advertiser-friendly content· . You tube 's response to this 
controversy was to create this Al and demonetize Ihis content, despite the fact that many major youtuhe channels rely on mooetizalion for their 
income. Being demonetized for a video that could have taken lOs to 100s of man-bours CM result in a 0 pay despite millions of views because it 
violated those guidelines. Those guidelines are nOI made accessible or public to youtube creators. Youtube creators have learnt through trial and 
crror, and as 8 community, what is probably a violation and what is not. 

·Copyright strikes can also rcsult.i.n demonctization. 

Youlubcrs know Ihis. They can outsmart Ihe AI , They use codcwords, euphemisms, change the pronunciation fo tbe word, or censor part of the 
word, but continue to discuss content thallhey know would otherwise be flagged. I find this incredibly sympathetic, as many online figures wanllO 
cngage in discussions about sensitivc topics like terrorism, hatc speech, and violence. They do so to protect and warn users of predatory behaviour 
on the platform. They do this to discuss other internet communities. They do this to talk about the world that they live in. Some of this 1>pccch I may 
agree with, others I most certainly do not. But we should defend people's ability to have these conversations without getting flagged, demonetized, 
or in the case oflhe policy proposed by the Liberal party- censored entirely , 

For other OSCs how do they fare? With the goal of trying to be as concise as possible I won't go inlo as much depth forthest. 

Is it feasible for Pomhub, a free pornography service with very little advertising revenue to develop video AI and flagging detection systems (costlier 
than Youtube, because it's visual video detectioo), to identify the differences between adult/child, consensual! criminal assultl roleplay at assault , 
amateur parol revenge porol or modified video revenge porn. 

Is it feasible for Facebook's algorithm to assess what is productive conversations, activism, or ironic humour from calls 10 incite violence·? I th ink. 
every leftist I know has threatened to "cat the rich" Of far worse on these platforms. I don't think Ihai is a credible threat to incite violence., though a 
I>oomer MP with poor meme literacy may disagree with me. 

So then, I am highlyskcpticaJ, Are current AI models reliable at policing content? I strongly doubt it. 

b. An Altemative 10 AI? 

What is the alternative, relying on human employees 10 respond to screened reports? Well , yes. Most of these sites relied onl rely on some amount of 
hwnan screening 10 deal with sensitive content. This is less common now, as OSCs have grown in magnirude, and the quantity produced is too much 
for the comparative cost of labour. 

3 problems with this model: 
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I. Fonner employees of these social media sites who worked on reported content have cited emotional fatigue, depression, and even severe PTSD. 
Imagine what these employees experienee on a daily basis: sitting in front of a computer for 8 hours, watching nothing but visceral animal cruelty, 
child pornography, physical abuse, and hate speech. These employees, despite knowing that they will see violent content, cannot really consent to 
experience what they do. BUrnout in this industry is high, for good reason. Compensation is not worth the mental anguish incurred in expericncing 
waves of this content, and knowing there is often nothing that they can do beyond removing the content. It is unclear which jurisdiction this violence 
takes place in because it is online. This- content !;:QuId be reuploadcd and shared on other pages, and often docs. This is ideally not something we 
should subject people to, unless there is a seriow credible threat. And if it is, this is why we have law enforcement. Concerned friends, family, and 
members of a community can likely flag concerning behaviours they see from individuals who pose a risk. 

Note that this policy would require social media companies to take action on removing harmful/flagged content. and so Canadian Law Enforcement 
would not necessary be the ones subjecting themselves to 'the content. 

2. Additionally, I already established that most people will likely never sec this content because privacy settings and the algorithm both work to 
prohibit user.; from the vast majority of content out there, particularly flagged content. Why subject anybody 10 violent spce<;h unless they consent to 
sec il7 

3, Remcmber my coffee shop analogy? Even if the report staff make low wages, this is an incredibly c)(ptnsive endeavor. 24 hours to review and 
remove a report is not a lot of time. With limited time, resources, and other reports to respond to- it 's not fair to assume that a human will do a beller 
job of weighing in on how harmful a post is- the context is sti.lllikely lost. 

So regardless of whether a human or an algorithm respond to content, flagged or nOl- we have the context problem. 

Chilling Effcct 

I am the member of an 'private ' online Facebook group wherein overa thousand Millenial and GenZ leftists from the Vaneouverarea po~1 content 
that they fllld ' funny'. This content ranges from: internet famous 'lo1cows'(people whose online presence and behaviours arc milked/cow for 
Jaughsllols) , sharing image macros we agree with or disagree with. r, personally, will often repast misogynistic image macros that I find 'cringey'. I 
disagree with their premise and r find the representation of their hateful worldview hilarious for how simply ugly me graphic design is and how 
pathetic the messaging often is. I often do not provide conte)(t or commentary for my posts. I assume that member.; of the group assume that I post 
this contcnt becclIIse J disagree with it, not because I agree with it. Though member.; of the community will provide support for my ugly political 
trophy with engagement. This engagement often looks like ironically seeming to agree with or applaud the bravery of such language by engaging 
with, what from an outside perspective could look like hatespcech. One post 1 had shared was a maeroimage whcrein a young man, wearing an 
American flag i-shirt, with a confederate flag backdrop, menacingly held up a katana to the camera. It something to the effect of: " I canDot be a 
gent leman because Feminism stabbed Chivalry in the Heart" with a bold, ugly font. As a self-identifying feminist, 1 found this image so striking in 
how ineffective it's messaging is al warning society on the 'harms of feminism ' . As if to decipher the meaning of the text and explain what attitude 
was represented. all J had commented was " I hate women". This is what the image says behind it's edgy and bizarre presentation. 

Within a few hours my post was nagged for hate speech, fully removed, and I received an account warning. I' m not upset, per 5e, but I am baffled. 
would be sllfllrised ifmy comment was flagged, given the general discourse of the page includes a lot of the same content and language that I had 
posted. 

Why am I talking about this? This is a very low impact use of social media, and r didn't receive any severe consequences beyond a stupid post 
gelling censored. 

It 's the context problem, 
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Online media is a space to do a lot of things. It can be a place to share thoughts. have (more or less) insightful conversations about an unlimited 
number oflopics, it can be a way to slay inJbrmed. it can be a means to educate, and it can be a place to create public awareness and attention for 
social movements and roily public suppon. 

It was the space of social media and OSC where bard conversations were had about policing and racism during the rise of BLM, with videos of 
police brutality, protests 'in Ferguson and later around the US, shared internationally. 

Twitter was the space wherein Arab Spring protestors from so many authoritarian counlries organized, protested, and broadcast their movement to 
the world. 

Yes, I realize that not everybody engages with social media in this way, and prefer to just share videos of their pets, or pictures from their recent 
holiday to re latives and friends. But for some, it's how they connect with the world. 

It can be a safe space for queer k.lds to explore their gender and sexuality wben they are nOI readyl nol safe to do so at home or at school. 

It can be a space where Chinese citizens, using VPNs, can cooneet to sociaJ media platfonns and usc the internet frccly- whether it be to share 
infonnario n about their government, criticize it, or simply engage in Ii vast online space without oversight. 

These communities are full of people. People usc humor, share infonnation, and talk aboultheir experiences. In activist spaces, these experiences 
can be [rnumatic and refer- to sensitive comment. It requires discussing problematic language! hate speech! terrorism! what threats of violence look 
like, in order to address them as a societal ill. People do this to find support, comfort, catharsis, agency over their experiences, or simply educate 
themselves. They may use humor, they may nol use the 'right language' . 

Suppose the genre of You Tube videos that aim to platfonn the #metoo movement, and discuss sexual violence. Did you know that suniivors who 
share their story and usc words like 'rape' , ' sexual abuse ', and ' pedophilia' get flagged by the algori thm? 

On the conte){t problem, you have either- overworked labourers or an underdeveloped AI screening this content In status quo, it just gets 
demonetized. It may get deprioritized. It may be age restricted. If You lube were required 10 assess the sensitivity of a video under these conditions, 
with the fear of a 50 million or 5% of annual eamlllgs pcnalty- the probability that they will overcolT"CCt for the grey area of context is very high. 
Better safe, than a high fine. The potential decision of a Canadian tribunal that, with the context and review. can assess the 'danger' of the post is an 
unknown to YouTube. The discretion of the member is unknown. "Lfwe are to operate in Canada . .. . better safe, than sorry." 

'worry that this law would simply censor activism and communities that serve as safespaces. This hurts vuJneroble people most. The Liberal 
government can cile that minorities e){perienee more violence online (surprise. they do ill real life. LOO)- but enacting a policy that could censor and 
sever access 10 these communities would hurt those same people the most. 
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4, The " Black Market" of On Ii lie Communities. 

How many OSCs can Canada regulate and pursue financia l penalties from? All of them? 

Major social media companies like Faccbook appeaito a large market share of the international community, 

Calls for Facebook to improve its screening to avoid platfonning Burmese pro-genocide propaganda succeeded in getting any BUirnese literate 
moderators to work for the company and flag that content. 

Calls for Facebook to deal wi th its "fake news" problem after Ihe Co.mbridge Analylica scandal, resulted in both stock values tanking and action from 
the American government itself. This forced the Facebook 10 screen fake news, providing a warning to readers and access to articles debunking or 
questioning the efficacy of content. 

I may rcgrellhe use oflbe word "forced", because this sounds like Faccbook was necessari ly unwilling to take action without consequence. The besl 
way to get a company 10 change any undesirable behaviou.rs is clear regulation. Whal is the problcm? ts the problem worth solving? How should Ihey 
solve the problem? Do tbe barms of the proposed solution outweigh the benefits? 

Say this policy were successful io holding all the major OSC companies accountable for their vast user base. 

If I were-a user of a platfonn whose content was frequently censored within a short time span for trying to engage in aclivism, lell a joke, or engage in 
discourse- J would be upset. oses are no longer places that I can use to talk about X or Y at all. I would look for alternative online spaces that did nol 
tightly restrict what I cou ld say or do. 

I find another great lesson comes fTom the Incel community. Users who violate the Ineel subreddit community's self-enforced self-policing rules for 
conduct can be censored and eventually removed. Whether they post content that rejects the incel ideology, is too 'extreme' for the ineel ideology, Of 

even ilTClevant to the incel ideology will gel removed. This community policing is relativcly effective for fairly large online community spaces, all 
moderated by volunteers oflhe subreddil. But what bappens to the self.identi.lYing incelll who arc too 'extreme'? 

They .go somewhere else. 

They go to a space thai actively encourages a lack or limitation on speech and content. They go to 4 chan, they go to 8 chan, they go 10 online 
communities that resemble cesspools of the intemets' edgiest and most rejected members. They 3fe also entertainment grounds for those-that wisb to 
view the kinds of embarrassing, depraved, bateful, or just downright idiotic content that gets flagged and deemed actively hannful by other sites. 4chan 
and Behan are infamous online for being spaces of online radicalization and predation. This is not to say tbal all 4chan content is disturbing, depraved, 
and disgusting. A lot of it can be lightly humorous and tile posting aesthetic works really well for memes. But the appeal of 4chan and 8choo is the 
prevailing idea thai 'anything goes'. 

T.his IS where people go. 

They just go to another site, and continue sharing the violent content that big tech companies would nag. 
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So what~ 

2 reasons to be concerned about the chilling effect on speech I describe earlier: 

a. For Incels, or other 'radical' individuals, online spaces that value depravity as a currency encourage a buy in 10 encouraging worse behaviour. When 
incels move from reddit 10 8chan, tbey engage in a far smaller, non porous online bubble which is far more radical than their fonner community. These 
communities demand sinking to their level, and seeing bow low one can push the bar, as it attacks community praise, recognition, and awareness. Hate 
speech never Wt .. nt away. Child pornography never went away. It went to a place that the government can never regulate, with the same people who 
wouJd otherwise engage with the content contuing to. At best, this policy protects nobody. At worst, the more that these offenders who create 'hannful 
content ' move to the ' online blaek markct', normalization ofelltremism in these spaces makes them worse off and more likely to offend in these 
behaviours without tbey eye of friends , family, the public; or Facebook- to flag this behaviour as not normal, and not okay. 

b. For activists and educators, thcy ' re forced to find new websites or onljne platfonns to engage. While this doesn't seem like a harm primo jacie, it is 
when you think about the role that this activism serves. It makes it harder for internet users to find the online space they desire when it isn ' t on a 
familiar, accessible social media site. First, fewer activists may find their online community or space in the first place when it's noi on an acce~sible 
social media platform. Second, activists lose access to the general public, who are important in improving awareness of issues. The genef31 public are 
potential allies, potential voters, potential donors. or potential fut ure activists themselves. 

Making major OSCs responsible for the actions of their users means thai many vulnerable people (at risk of engaging in harmful ideology and 
behaviours and activists) become liabiJilies for the platfonn, and end up being silenced --- beyond the point of chilling effect--- to leaving and going 
somewhere else. This solves nothing and results in worst outcomes for both groups- both are groups that this policy aims to address, but leaves behfnd. 

5. Public Acccss 

This is a penultimate public interest issue. Nearly every Canadian uses the internet and some rely on the internet for essentials: their incume, connection 
with family and friends, connection to information, connection to entertainment, and finally personal speech and public expression. 

I am shocked and concerned that for such a powerful policy, the public engagement for this draft action looks like: sending an email, and access to two 
lairly long government papers. 

Short points on how the policy works would be great. Most Canadians do not have the lime. the literacy, nor the patience to read government draft 
publications. They are drab, lengthy, and confusing. It takes a fairly high It::vel of policy literncy to understand what's really being proposed heTC-

I learned about this policy from a fairly unflattering hut useful article that explained how the policy could operate point form, what other IDlemet 
regulation bills the liberals have recently proposed, and what a few major critics (all Canadian law professors) had to say on the subject. I found this 
article more con!;ise and useful than the painful policy literature your website hyperlinks to. 

On emailing, I think this also rcsuhs in largely constructive feedback. Who are the people that write letters? Who are the people, that without a prompt, 
will"share their thoughts" on complCll policy legislation? It's not the general public, that's for sure. It's likely not even light supporters who find the 
policy 'kind of neat ' . J worry the responses you will get, from the people who read the technical paper, responded to the general operation of the policy, 
and could in anyway articulate opposition or insight beyond the surface level reasons for whywe should enact this policy are people like me thBt find 
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this policy atrocious. I hope that whoever is reading this takes this in tl1e most constructive way possible. If you want to get a better assessment beyond 
disgruntled legal professionals and internet denizens like myself, and a picture of most Canadians thai use the internet, please have a better process for 
engagement. 

I would strongly recommend surveys, with pointed questions and either multiple choice or scales for strongly disagree! strongly agree. This will give 
you a clearer sensc of peoples values, which can be complicated, and heterodox. You can also provide the option to comment, for people like me to 
share what my experiences with online flagging and censorship look like. Not only will more people have time for that (this is the first email I.ve 
written for feedback on a policy, yet I've done hundreds of municipal and provincial surveys), but people will get a better, clearer understanding of 
what you're proposing. 

People arc mad, they' re scared, they're upset. they're wonied. 

They're mad about the rise in terrorism, that their chi.ldren oouJd be exposed to online violence and radicali~ing community spaces, or unconset)sual 
pornography of them that exists online forever. 

They're scared that they could be the target of revenge porn for sharing intimate pictures, they' re scared they' U sec a loved one entrench themselves 
in the wrong space, they're scared that their news sources arc no longer accurate. 

In a country thai has historically failed in most regulatory policy 10 deal wilh online platforms at all, whic·h is all bark and no bite- this policy is all 
bite. If Facebook and YouTube decide to continue servicihg Canadian IPs despite our small market share representation, and high liability cost Wlder 
this motion-they will be worse online spaces in general. I 'll cenainly miss the good old days before I finally purchase a VPN , do my best to fmd trails 
of the communities I once valued, and curse the current Libertll government for trying to score political poiots off of peoples' uncertainty with an 
internet illiterate policy fashioned by people who don 't ' know what the internet means to the rest of us. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Dear Digital Citizen Initiative, 

Dan Mazur 
August 14, 2021 5:02 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

Please defend and nurture small, independent OC5Ps 

Steven 

5.19(1) 

I am writing out of concern for the government's proposed approach to addressing harmful online content. 

I am worried that the proposed regulations will fail to address their stated goals because they will make online 
communities more dependent on big tech companies and their over-broad content moderation tools. Instead, we could 
have regulations that help reinforce the internet as a place where smaller communities are empowered to self-organize, 
independently of big tech, and moderate content according to their oWn standards. The proposed framework imagines 
that all OCSPs are 'major platforms', neglecting to even mention the small, self-organizing communities that have 
always existed on the internet independently of big platforms. The regulations pose a risk of entrenching the 
mainstream OCSPs by demanding regulatory requirements that can only be satisfied by large companies with 
substantial resources. 

Not all online communication service providers are large companies that can staff full time content moderators or 

afford automated content moderation tools to deal quickly with problematic content. There are open source software 
platforms, such as mastodon or diaspora, that allow anyone with a bit of technical know-how to create an online 
communication service by installing freely available software on their own server. So, some online communication 
service providers are not big companies, just individuals volunteering some of their free time to help build communities 
online. 

These small, independent platforms are very important for communities to stay independent from big tech. Individuals 
or groups can create safe, inclusive, and open online communities for their members that are not possible to create on 
a platform that aims to serve millions or billions of users, usually under a surveillance-based business model. Mastodon 
and diaspora are federated platforms, meaning that users on separate oess can interact with one another no matter 
which OCSP they choose (https:Uen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fediverse). This makes it possible for users to choose their 
favourite service provider and still get a global experience such as the ones provided by the incumbents like Twitter or 
Facebook. When an individual user or a group doesn't like the content moderation policies or enforcement provided by 
their service provider, they can choose to migrate to a different service provider without loosing access to the broader 
federated community. This federated approach allows small, self-organizing communities to establish their own policies 
and enforcement around harmful online content without relying on a one-size-fits-all content moderation approach 
from a giant company trying to serve the needs of a billion users. 

In the discussion guide, it is clear that lithe concept of online communication service provider is intended to capture 
major platforms, (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, TikTok, Pornhub)" . However, the definition given for 
online communication service provider in the technical paper makes no distinction between 'major platforms' and an 
OCS run by an individual with 'a handful of users, for example. The definition that is used in the technical paper is: "a 
service that is accessible to persons in Canada, the primary purpose of which is to enable users of the service to 
communicate with other users of the service, over the internet. It should exclude services that enable persons to 
engage only in private communications." 
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If a small online community is subjected to the industrial regulations described in the technical paper, a very likely 
outcome is that they will be unable to bring their community into compliance, become worried about facing harsh legal 
consequences, and will migrate their community to a mainstream service provider who can afford round-the-clock 
moderators and automated moderation tools. In that case, the dominance of the mainstream service provider is 
reinforced and the independent community loses their ability to have technological self-determination and to moderate 
their community according to their own community standards. 

I am also greatly concerned about how the mainstream service providers wi ll comply with these regulations. In practice, 
the regulations will result in content moderation that is provided by automated software and poorly-trained human 
moderators that will be acting to protect large companies from liability. They will not be concerned with upholding 
lawful free speech, or defending marginalized voices. Voices that are already marginalized on the mainstream platforms 
will become even more marginalized, and smaller OCSPs that may have accepted them will start to vanish. I agree with 
the criticisms of the approach explained by the Electronic Frontier Foundation and Michael Geist, which I will link to 
rather than repeating here: 
https :/Iwww.michaelgeist.ca/2021/071 on lineh a rmsnon consu It I 
https://www,eff. org/deeplinks/2021/08/0-no-canada-fast-moving-proposal-creates-filtering-blocking-and-reporting
rules-l 

The proposed regulations wi ll make it much more difficult to operate independent online communities. I think the goals 
of the regulations would be better served by making it easier. First, please ensure that any industrial regulations 
intended to apply to 'major platforms' explicitly exclude small, independent, online communities. The distinction must 
be made according to the size of an OCSPs community or to its business model, not to a technical description of the 
service provided. Second, make it easier for individuals and groups that are dissatisfied with the content moderation 
practices of mainstream providers to leave the mainstream platform, large platforms aren't large because users love 
them, but because users can't interact with their friends and family except through a wal led-garden platform. Leaving 
would be much easier if users could use a preferred platform and still interact with their friends and family on the 
mainstream platform as easi ly as they can send email to users of different email providers. This idea is called 
interoperability. Interoperability shou ld be required of large oess, Facebook achieved its early success by allowing 
interoperability with the then-dominant MySpace. Please see this article for more information on the importance of 
interoperability: https:/Ilocusmag,com/2021/07/corv-doctorow-tech-monopolies-and-the-insufficient-necessitv-of
interoperabilityl 

Thank you for considering these points. 

Regards, 
Dan Mazur 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Hello, 

Melissa D 
August 13, 2021 5:39 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Cathy 

5.19(1) 

My name is Melissa and I started a not-far-profit called (link to site here) in support of 
cyber security for our female youth in ~rticular advocating for pro er policy changes 

.I I want t o s'n"'.r"e~t"w~o:O:girls ' experiences in 
regar s to The nee(f or cyber security, verffication of ~ersana eaucationar resources for parents, guardians and 
ca retakers of victims. 

My next story is about a girl a man named Jared Nolan victimized, here is the Barrie News report regarding what he had 
done in Alliston, ON. I quote : "The victim, who cannot be identified, told the court in a victim impact statement 
that it is, "difficult to be around people. I've been impacted with education and social anxiety. 0' Along with what 
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was caught by her parents and police, there had been more images and chats deleted when the police were able to 
obtain his computer/devices. This is unacceptable considering it was tax payers' money he was using for solicitation. 
This is unfair for police as they cannot do their job diligently without obtaining the evidence that is required from the 
platforms they used. This sparks the rage in any parent, to think that we, as Canadian citizens who pay taxes into the 
system that is supposed to uphold our protection and safety, cannot due to a private corporation's legal rights. Why are 
the rights of corporations such as Instagram upheld before those laws that protect our dignity of our citizens? 

My fundamental freedom is to protect my children, and my dignity in this country is infringed upon when I am not given 
the ability to protect my children from harm. The harm now done is not in bars, it is on the internet over chat, over 
forums, and in other places unknown to those who do not commit crimes. If there is anything I can do other than write 
this email and push my ideals to my community. Please let me know as this is extremely important to me. 

Thank you for reading. 

Regards, 
Melissa D'Alimonte 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: Galen Fogarty s.19(1) 

Sent: August 12, 202 1 8:13 PM 
To: ICN I DCI (PCH) 

Subject: Feedback - Proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Hello, 

I am writing to offer my feedback on the proposed measures to address harmful online content, and to urge an 
approach that is less restrictive to small organizations and individuals, which provides more protections to Canadians 
from government administrations which would abuse elements of this plan, and which takes into account the bad faith 
abuses that this sort of reporting system will invite . 

In short I think large OCSPs shou ld be regulated, but these are bad guidelines and will lead to bad laws. The monopoly 
power that large corporations enjoy, and their ability to control so thoroughly how con tent is served to users is the 
reason harmful content spreads so rapidly, and these guidelines cement monopolies by imposing unreasonable burdens 
on individuals and small organizations. Huge American and Chinese companies will be the only ones able to afford the 
moderation and data retention requirements mandated under these proposed laws, drastically limiting the alternative 
methods of communications Canadians might turn to. I think these laws would effectively destroy creative and casual 
uses of the technologies they govern, while giving an absolute gift to bad faith actors intent on silencing whatever 
speech or content they desire. 

At length, I am induding a rough list by item number in the technical document shared on the Canadian Heritage 
website of some of the areas where I think this proposal will fail in its stated purpose and impose a burden on 
Canadians using OCSs in good faith : 

10. Automated content filters and moderation services: There is no provision in this document that any system 
implemented wou ld meet any technical or quality requirements. This could eaSily lead to DCS users incurring the 
burden of proving their innocence to impenetrable automated systems or uninterested customer support departments 
when their content is flagged. 

11. Requiring a response to flagged content within 24hrs is unreasonable to expect from any but the largest 
corporations. No hobbyist hosting an online forum, non-profit group making use of open software, or small competitor 
to major social media companies can be expected to provide this leve l of responsiveness. Even large corporations will 
be incentivized to make all flagged content inaccessible as a first step in the moderation process to avoid penalties. 

12. The guidelines provide little protection against abuses of the reporting system. Specifically, bad actors intent on 
silencing reasonable speech or content will become experts at using the system, while regular users will be left to figure 
out whatever layers of policy large corporations are compelled to put in place. This will absolutely work to the 
detriment of the protected groups named in item 1.(. 

14, 15, and 23: The type of retention policies and systems described in these items are expensive and require 
specialized knowledge to maintain. Again, none but the largest corporations can be expected to retain this type of 
information in a meaningful way, let alone keep that data safe. This proposal is effectively encoding the monopoly large 
social media companies already enjoy into Canada's laws. Since these guidelines are a response to a rise in harmful 
content pushed out by large corporations, this seems like a mistake. 

17. Tailored requirements for specific types of Dess should be specific in the guidelines that shape the proposed 
legislation, and in the legislation itself, not left to the discretion of the Digital Safety Commissioner of the moment. 
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Specifically, small organizations and individuals are more vulnerable to bad faith reporting and government overreach 
under these proposed guidelines. 

23. Requiring record keeping to begin "".from the moment the content is identified or flagged as prescribed content on 
their respective OCSs" will be impossible for many administrators. The record keeping required by this guideline is 
effectively infinite and no protections against abuses to the reporting system are specified. 

29. This language seems like it is meant to protect certain vulnerable groups, but OCSs are incentivized to treat 
everyone with equal harshness to avoid the penalties described in the proposed act. Groups named in item l.C.using 
the acs in good faith will be the targets of coordinated reporting by bad actors with no real stakes in the reports they 
are making, but OCSs will be compelled to treat these reports as legitimate. 

42. The appeals process for OCSs and users of OCSs is not robust enough to protect Canadians. The number of 
complaints an aes could face is not limited in a real way under the reporting system being proposed, and a government 
office could easily be overwhelmed by the volume of appeals required. Further, no mention is made in these guidelines 
about the ability of an aes or user of an OCS to continue to host/have hosted any flagged content while a decision is 
being reached by the appeals panel . And neither is there any mention about potential penalties for OCSs who continue 
to host flagged content while a decision is in process. 

46. The additional layer of an advisory council does little to protect Canadians from a government administration that 
would seek to abuse these legal powers when all members of the council serve at the pleasure of the ruling party . 

54. " ... the OCSP would then decide whether to make the content accessible or not, subject to their own guidelines." If 
this proposed Act is taking OCSPs as regular and powerful elements in modern life, then why is this clause in here? What 
would motivate an OCSP to ever host content that had been flagged when it is only a liability under these guidelines? 

66 - 75: Regulatory Charges and Advisory Board. None of the language here is strong enough to stop this law from being 
abused by individual regulators or the administrations that appoint them. 

Please reconsider the proposed approach to this problem and focus instead on limiting how monopoly corporations are 
able to serve radicalizing content to users by controlling and tracking the whole of their digital experience. 

Thank you, 
Galen Bourget-Fogarty 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories! 

Hello, 

Drew Wilson 
August 4, 2021 5:15 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

Re; Addressing Harmful Content Online 

Alyssa 

I am writing to you in response to the online consultation about harmful content. 

s.19( 1) 

My name is Drew Wilson. In 2004, I started taking an interest in digital rights and began following the developments as 
they happened in Canada. I followed the copyright, patent, and privacy debates. In 2005, I took up the act of journalism 
rind bp"p",o. writing about the events, analyzing these issues on 51yck and, eventua lly, ZeroPaid. In 2013, I founded 

to carry on this endeavour at my own pace and continue to write news articles impacting digital rights 
aroundl he world, not just in Canada. 

As such, I have witnessed first hand both the enormous benefits the Internet brings and the pitfalls that we encounter 
over a very long period oftime. 

It's one of these pitfalls that the online harms debate wishes to address. With the consolidation of people on larger 
platforms like Twitter and Facebook, what does one do about the problems of harmful, hateful content and 
misinformation? The negative impacts are obviously we ll documented. From the suicide of Amanda Todd to the January 
6th insurrection of the US Capitol to the harassment of visible minorities and members of the LGBT community to the 
vaccine misinformation (which many have cited as a reason for t he slow uptake on vaccination rates in the US), online 
content has an impact on the real world and real people. 

Of course, I don't just offer platitudes of saying the right thing ... 

With having seen others start up small websites and having gone through the process involved myself, I have a pretty 
good understanding what it's like to be an online startup myself. There are a lot of misconceptions of what the behind 
the scenes of a website is like. 
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Many believe that the web is just Facebook, Google, Twitter, and a handful of platforms out there. Therefore, if they 
know how those sites operate, they know everything there is to know about how the Internet works. That obviously is a 
really bad way to gauge how the Internet works today despite the popularity of the largest platforms. 

Another stereotype often seen on TV is that a group of people in business suits rent out a who le floor in an open 
concept office plan. They are backed by hundreds of thousands in venture capital and the floor is filled with duel screen 
Mac computers with people cli cking and typing away. A spokesperson is happily pointing out how they have finally been 
able to launch this amazing website and the future is so very bright for them. 

My first hand experlence is that neither of these scenarios is even close to the typical norm of what it's like to start a 
website for most people. For a portion of websites, they were started up because a business decided they just needed a 
web presence. Often, these sites are thrown together just for the purpose of ticking a box and is left as a side project to 
an employee who seems to know a few things about this whole Internet thing . 

For many of the remainder websites, it's often anywhere between one and three people deciding they have an idea. 
They research hosting and domain name registration solutions, spend the hundred or so dollars needed, get those 
accounts running, and start largely learning on the fly. Some have a decent computer science degree or a design 
diploma while others are just plain learning from scratch. Will the website take off? Will it fait? Who really knows? After 
all, Google started as a couple of servers sitting in someones garage and now they are a multi-billion dollar giant. You 
never really know if an idea can take off or not. Some may not even start a website in the hopes of making it big. Rather, 
it's just a small project for a couple of friends or a group of people. Others are just putting together a site for portfolio 
purposes. 

Put simply, the Internet is huge. The number of sites that exist so often measures in the billions and the number of 
active sites measures in the hundreds of millions. At best, anyone person will have a cursory understanding of what the 
Internet is like. It is impossible to fully comprehend the full extent of what the Internet is today. You can only rea lly take 
in a tiny patch of the digital space today. 

It is with this in mind that when we talk about regulation on the Internet, there are a couple of fundamental questions 
we need to ask. This includes: 

1. Is this regulation really feasible? 

2. Who is this regulation targeting? 

3. Wilt it harm the overall Internet ecosystem either directly or indirectly through unintended consequences? 

4. What will the impact be on people? 
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Trying to implement good regulation on the Internet is notoriously difficult. Between the stakeholders with competing 
interests and dealing with different political ideologies and even the technical aspects of how technology really works 
presents an absolute minefield for where legislation can go wrong. Very few regulations have really worked well. Some 
success has been seen with network neutrality laws and even some privacy laws like those found in Europe. A vast 
majority of laws that have negatively impacted are often driven by political ideological reasons or by heavy lobbying 
from specific stakeholders. An example of the former is the US debate surrounding Section 230 reformation and an 
example of the latter is the numerous copyright reform laws and legislation. 

After seeing countless laws being debated over the years around the world, the looming online harms legislation seems 
destined to fall within the former category. As someone who is hoping to make an impact on the Internet in a positive 
way, I find it also incredibly troubling despite the problems it hopes to solve being very real problems. 

According to the technical paper, the government wants to tackle S forms of "'armful content. This includes terrorist 
content or content that actively encourage terrorism, cOntent that might incite violence and hate speech. 

For terrorist content, the problem with that is that what constitutes terrorism is always changing. For instance, during 
the Harper government, there was a push for define some forms of environmental activism as "eco terrorism". 
Mercifully, that didn' t come to full fruition, however, there was motivation to do so. Furthermore, there have been 
instances where private companies or individuals try to define the lawful conduct of a person or group as terrorism as 
well. So, this raises the question, "If the definition of 'terrorism' is constantly changing, how do you expect website's of 
all shapes and sizes to really keep upr After all, this legislative push wouldn' t just theoretically be here with the norms 
of the government of today, but all future governments as well. 

For violence or the threat of inciting violence, this is also an extremely loose thing and one I actually witnessed on a 
website called Techdirt. There was an article about a controversial judge and the patent system. Apparently, that 
caused someone to comment with the following : 

"Hell, eventually somebody might decide that it's cheaper to pay a hitman to just cut a brake line or something than go 
through discovery in that judge's court. " 

While this is, indeed, a rather salty comment, it's not necessarily advocating violence. However, it was enough for the 
US Marshals to demand that the comment be preserved internally along with all information held by the site. The 
investigation didn't move forward and a gag order on what happened was released. This alone highlights why policing 
content advocating violence is not going to be easy by any means. 
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Hate speech, of course, is not going to be any better. If someone decides to simply offer a comment as an illustrative 
example, then does that constitute spreading of hate speech? The obvious answer is that it depends on the context. At 
that point; the question is, Where does one draw the line on that? 

To return to the four questions I listed above, is this really something that can be pushed feasibly? Even on a well 
moderated site, we are already, at minimum, on shaky grounds as it is. 

Things start to get worse with the second question : who IS the regulation targeting? The technical paper defines this 
with the following in the second and third paragraph: 

"The Act should define the term Online Communication Service (DeS) as a service that is accessible to persons in 
Canada, the primary purpose of which is to enable users of the service to communicate with other users of the service, 
over the internet. It should exclude services that enable persons to engage only in private communications. 

The Act should provide that the Governor in Council may, after consultation with the Digital Safety Commissioner, make 
regulations (a) excluding a category of services· from the definition of DeS; (b) specifying a category of services that is to 
be included by regulations, notwithstanding that it does not meet the definition of DeS, if the Governor in Council i's 
satisfied that there is a significant risk that harmful content is being communicated on the category of services or that 
specifying the category of services would further the objectives of this Act; and (c) respecting the meaning of the term 
private communications for the purposes of the definition of DeS." 

While there have been examples laid out that says that platforms like Facebook, TikTok, and Twitter would qualify, the 
paper is dear that it is far more broad than this. It's basically any and every website online that supports comments. It is 
clear that any website that supports a web forum is under this legislation. Wordpress, which is a CMS used by a huge 
variety of sites, supports comments as well. The only kind of site I can see not falling into the category of sites that 
would be regulated might be static web 1.0 websites built entirely out of HTML and CSS. If you make a website that says 
"hello world", you probably will be safe. For everyone else? As far as I can tell, you'll probably be under this regulation 
sooner or later. This isn't even getting to the really complex communication methods of utilizing a third party service 
like Disqus where I wouldn't even begin to be able to figure out what the site has to do to be compliant with the law. 

If there is any doubt about this interpretation, paragraph 6 removes this doubt: 

'1"he Act should ensure that it applies to all regulated Online Communication Services (OCSs), and Online 
Communication Service Providers (OCSPs) that are the closest legal entity to a regulated OCS, that provide services to 
peoples in Canada. " 

So, to answer the second question, the proposed law as described in the paper appears to be targeting almost everyone 
who operates a website. This adds to the tenuousness of the feasibility of what is being proposed here. 
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We next find ourselves moving to our third question: "Will it harm the overall Internet ecosystem either directly or 
indirectly through unintended consequences?" 

This nicely align with what we see next in the technical paper, Paragraph 10 states: 

"The Act should provide that an OCSP must take all reasonable measures, which can include the use of automated 
systems, to identify harmful content that is communicated on its OCS and that is accessible to persons in Canada, and to 
make that harmful content inaccessible to persons in Canada, as may be prescribed through regulations by the Digital 
Safety Commissioner, on approval by the Governor in Council. 

a. The Act should provide that an OCSP must take measures to ensure that the implementation and operation of 

the procedures, practices, rules and systems, including any automated decision making, put in place for the 

purpose of moderating harmful content that is communicated on its OCS and that is accessible to persons in 

Canada, do not result in differential treatment of any group based on a prohibited ground of discrimination 

within the meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act and in accordance with regulations. !' 

"[A] The Act should provide that an OCSP must address all content that is flagged by any person in Canada as harmful 
content, expeditiously after the content has been flagged, 

a. [8) The Act should provide that for part [Aj, "expeditiously" is to be defined as twenty·four (24) hours from the 

content being flagged, or such other period of time as may be prescribed by the Governor in Council through 
regulations,1I 

While this is already an extremely high bar, paragraph 11 makes this additional stipulation: 

"(A] The Act should provide that an OCSP must address all content that is flagged by any person in Canada as harmful 
content, expeditiously after the content has been flagged. 

a. [8) The Act should provide that for part [Aj, "expeditiously" is to be defined as twenty·four (24) hours from the 

content being flagged, or such other period of time as may be prescribed by the Governor in Council through 

regulations." 

50, anyone at any time can make a complaint. this already adds an incredible burden on website owners as it is. What's 
more is that we see this for paragraph 12: 
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'''[C] The Act should provide that an OCSP must institute internal procedural safeguards providing users of the service in 
Canada With the following, as may be prescribed through regulations by the Digital Safety Commissioner, with the 
approva l of the Governor in Council : 

a. accessible and easy-to-use ftagging mechanisms for harmful content; 

b. notice of the OCSp's content moderation decision within twenty-four (24) hours of the content being ftagged, 

unless the timeframe is changed by the Governor in Council; 

c. the accessible and easy-to-use opportunity to make representations, and compel an OCSP to promptly review 

and reconsider its decision; and 

d. notice of the OCSp's decision upon reconsideration, which must be provided without delay, including a notice of 
the recourse available to the Digital Recourse Council of Canada. I ( 

I wouldn't even know where to begin with trying to be in compliance with this. As a result, I find myself wondering if my 
site has a future under these heavy regulations. This further raises the question, "If someone who actually follows these 
Issues can't even begin to figure out how to be in compliance, what about the millions of others who don't even have 
my level of experience with these issues?" 

Where things really .start flying off the rails, however, is paragraph 14: 

"The Act should provide that an OCSP must generate and provide reports on a scheduled basis to the Digital Safety 
Commissioner on Canada-specific data about: 

a. the volume and type of harmful content on their OCS; 

b. the volume and type of content that was accessible to persons In Canada in violation of their community 

guidelines; 

c. the volume and type of content moderated; 

d. resou rces and personnel allocated to their content moderation activities; 

e. their content moderation procedures, practices, rules, systems and activities, including automated decisions 

and community guidelines;" 

That is combined with paragraph 15: 

"The Act should provide that an OCSP must maintain records as necessary for the proper administration of the Act, in 
accordance with the requirements set out in the Act or prescribed through regulations by the Digital Safety 
Commissioner, or as otherwise required by law. " 

To say that any website can comply with 14. (a) in this paper is extremely unconvincing. What qualifies as harmful 
content and what doesn't qualify as harmful content may differ from person to person. The ask is to quantify content 
that is subjective. As far as I'm concerned, no website in existence today is adequately capable of producing this. In 
short, the government is asking the practically impossible. 
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Of course, the harm extends beyond just website operators. Paragraph 14 (c) combined with paragraph 15 suggests that 
all comments be preserved in the event that the Digital Safety Commissioner comes knocking. As anyone who operates 
a website in any reasonable amount of time knows, even the government actually does not want that. The simple 
reason is in one word: spam. Does the government really want the records of, for me personally, approximately 2.3 
million spam comments? I find that highly unlikely. That would do neither side any good unless web administrators 
want to utitize this as a form of protest. 

Further, paragraph 26 suggests that when a website administrator is forced to send information to the RCMP, not to 
disclose this report: 

"The Act should provide that an OCSP must not disclose that it has (a) issued a notification to the RCMP or (b) issued a 
report to law enforcement and CSIS or disclose the contents of (a) a notification or (b) a report, if the disclosure could 
prejudice a criminal investigatioll, whether or not a criminal investigation has begun, ,/ 

This opens up the possibility that criminal records are made of people without their knowledge. As awareness is raised 
about a theoretical law that requires this, it only serves to encourage anonymous communications. For most rational 
people, if they have a choice between using the TOR network or a VPN service versus unknowingly getting a criminal 
record, they will choose the TOR network or a VPN service, While I don't know much about how CSIS operates, I'm 
pretty sure that if they had a choice between a simple communication and peeling open the layers of the Onion network 
(TOR) for that same message, they would rather choose the former for resource purposes alone . 

To answer to the third question, as a result of all of this is, yes, it will harm the Internet ecosystem both directly and 
indirectly, It also answers the fourth question, "What will the impact be on people?". The answer is, "substantially bad". 

First of all, everything about this strikes me personally as overly burdensome. For a lot of this, I can't fIgure out what 
technical solution would even come close to allowing my website to comply with these regulations. Quite frankly, I can't 
even begin to fathom a solution that would be capable of complying with something this subjective. I'm only one 
person. When I see paragraph 119 talk about $20 - $25 million fines, I don't even honestly know if it's even possible for 
me to maintain my website, For anyone who has less technical expertise than me, they probably don't even stand a 
chance staying in business or keeping up their site. The threat of fines like this will not only deter people of today to 
continue operating websites, but will also deter people from making new online startups in the future. It is not in the 
interest of Canada to block the starting of a Canada made tech giant of tomorrow. Further, it is not in the interest of 
Canada to send a message that Internet innovation is not welcome in this country - which is a message that is made so 
loudly and clearly in this technical paper. 

For smajler players like me, the only viable option I see at this stage is to close up shop. If smaller players can't even 
have a hope of starting up something, the Canadian government will have effectively banned entrepreneurship not 
backed by significant sums of money from the outset. 
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For larger players all the way up to the tech giant's, the scale immediately becomes the problem. Sooner or later, there 
will be a slip-up. The multi-million dollar fines will immediately bankrupt the medium players easily. 

For larger players, a serious question will be asked, /lIs it worth it to risk regular fines?" Eventually, the answer will be 
"no". It will be cheaper just to geo-block Canada than to comply with regulations this hazy. 

What does this leave us? Canada effectively shutting down the entire Canadian Internet. I don't think I even need to 
explain the devastating economic impact that would have on Canada. It is se lf-evident. If I were a visible minority or the 
subject of online hate for, say, sexua l preference, I would find the idea shutting down the whole Internet in my name 
infuriatingl'y insulting. It is the equivalent of stopping road rage by destroying every road in the country. Does it solve 
the road rage problem? Well, you can't have road rage without roads . It's a solution that harms everyone and takes the 
approach of using a sledge hammer to squash a mosquito. 

In conclusion, this whole paper is a terrible idea. It basically envisions that web administrators can wave a magic wand 
and magically make "harmful content" magically disappear. It would be incredibly misguided to think that regulation will 
somehow spawn innovation out of thin air in this context. When a reasonable solution isn't available, it simply isn't 
available. Should this paper become legislation and move forward and become law, we are only going to see mass 
closures of any business that relies on web infrastructure. Thanks to COVID-19, that is going to be a lot . So, for the sake 

of me and everyone else hoping to get a business start on the Internet, please do the right thing and toss this whole 
thing in the trash where it belongs. 

Thank you, 

- Drew Wilson 

Founder of Freezenet.ca 

• 
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Legal Remedies for Victims of Hate Speech 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Constitutional and Human Rights, Crimina l Justice and Sexual Orientation and Gender 

Identity Community Sections of the Canadian Bar Association (CBA Sections) are pleased to 

comment on Justice Canada's consultation paper dated July 14, 2020. 

Canada needs principled and effective civil and criminal lega l remedies to combat on line hate 

that balance the right to freedom of expression with the right to freedom from incitement to 

hatred and discrimination. Putting too much weight on freedom of expression unduly hampers 

the law against incitement to hatred, while putting too much weight on combating incitement 

unduly restricts the right to freedom of expression. 

In Canada, we have had the misfortune of getting this balance wrong both in the civil and 

criminal law. The application of the criminal law leans too heavily in the direction of protecting 

freedom of expression, inhibiting efforts to combat hate speech. The civil law had leaned 

heavily in the direction of combating incitement to hatred, to the point that it was repealed for 

its undue inhibition of freedom of expression. 

The (BA Sections are pleased that the Government of Canada is taking a fresh look at these 

laws and has a renewed chance to get the balance right. Like the consultation paper, our 

submission addresses general issues with a focus on online hate. Our comments consider civil 

and criminal law remedies and some of the other options identified in the consultation paper. 

II. A CIVIL REMEDY 

The Criminal Code is a general legal instrument for combating onJine hate. Criminal law is often 

an inadequate tool as the standard of proof is too high, the remedy of criminal punishment is 

often inappropriate, and enforcement is by a general criminal system rather than an expert 

human rights system. 

While the CBA's Constitutional and Human Rights Law Section and Equality Committee 

supported the former section 13 of the Canadian Human Rights Act (CHRA) t, the CBA Sections 

Bill C·304 Canadian Quman RjgbtsAct amendments (bate messages), Canadian Bar Association 
Constitutiunal and Human Rights Law Section and Equality Committee, 2012 . 
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recognize that concerns about the provision and its use led to its repeal. We recommend 

modifying the text of the former provision to offer greater procedural protections. With these 

changes, the civil remedy would more effectively balance protecting freedom of expression and 

combatting hate speech. 

A. Due Process 

The repealed section 13 of the CHRA was substantively sound but procedurally defective. 

leading to an undue limitation on freedom of expression. How do we prevent the easily 

offended from shutting down legitimate expression? How do we stop perpetrators from 

purporting to be victims and attempting to use the law to silence criticisms of their incitement 

by claiming that the criticism is incitement? Our answer is to reenact the substance of the 

former section 13 of the CHRA with additional proceduraJ safeguards, so that the law does not 

become a vehicle for the harassment of legitimate expression as the previous section had been. 

1. Costs 

One element of justice is equality of arms. Where human rights commissions interpose 

between complainants and respondents, complaints are cost-free while respondents may be 

put to great expense. There is no equality of arms. 

Crimina l complaints are different because of the strict ru les of evidence and high standard of 

proof. There is a lower bar for a defendant in a criminal investigation to avoid proceedings 

compared to a respondent in a civil investigation. 

Once a Commission begins an investigation, exoneration requires effort and expense from the 

respondent. The maxim of innocent unti l proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt does not 

apply. While the onus in civi l proceedings fa ll s on the asserting party. a small matter can tip the 

balance of probabilities from one side to the other when evidence is evenly matched. 

Respondents ignore complaints at their periL 

Tn civil proceedings in superior courts. costs generally go with the cause, which prevents 

litigation from being undertaken lightly. This is more than a brake on frivolous proceedings. 

Costs are awarded against the losing side even where a motion to strike for no reasonable 

cause of action fails and the case has some merit but not enough. When a party knows that the 

financial loss in an unsuccessful case is substantial, they will think twice before commencing or 

defending the proceedings. 
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Courts have the discretion not to award costs against an unsuccessful litigant where an Issue of 

general significance is addressed and resolving it is a matter of public interest Rather than 

relying on the common law of costs, legislation should set out principles relevant to the award 

of costs in proceedings before the Tribunal. Under these principles, meritorious complain ts 

addressing matters of public interest are not inhibited, but the procedure does not itself 

become a form of harassment [e.g. repeated frivolous complaints), or evasion [e.g. defenses 

lacking merit) 

The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal needs to have the power to award costs against both 

individual complainants and the Commission in cases where it has assumed conduct of a case. 

The Tribunal should also have the power to require security for costs against individual 

complainants in cases where the Commission does not assume conduct of the case. 

In 2011, the Supreme Court ofCa,nada decided thatthe Canadian Human Rights Tribunal did 

not have the power to award costs under its statute.2 The CBA intervened in that case argued 

that the principle of access to justice required an lnterpretation of the CHRA which. would 

include reimbursement for legal costs. 

Costs can be awarded where it is allowed by legislation. For instance, British Columbia's 

Human Rights Code gives the Human Rights Tribunal the power to award costs in several 

circumstances including against a party who engaged in improper conduct during the course of 

the complaintJ We recommend amending the CHRA to give the Tribunal express power to 

award costs against all complainants and respondents and order security for costs against all 

except the Commission. 

2. Screening 

Human rights commissions have been overwhelmed by complaints. Investigating and 

conducting these cases have caused substantial delays. In British Co lumbia, the response to this 

was to first abolish the Commission and then reinstate it in 2018 without the power to screen 

or ass ume conduct of complaints to the Tribunal.~ In Ontario, the Commission survived, bu t has 

been taken off case work, with a couple of exceptions. The Commission initiates appli cations at 

the Ontario Human Rights in the public interest with a focus on systemic issues. The 

:I: Canada (Canadian Human Rights Co mmiss ion) v. Canada (Attorney General) 2011 SCC 53. 

3 Section 37(4){a) 

4 prOl:ress Qf Bills 
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Commission also intervenes in Tribunal cases, when it thinks the outcome will affect a larger 

number ofpeople.s 

We recommend adopting these procedures for the Canadian Human Rights Commission with a 

variation. The Canadian Human Rights Commission should screen all complaints to determine 

whether to dismiss cases at an early stage. The Commission should also be able to take 

ownership of the investigation and pursuit of select cases as it sees fit. 

The Canadian Human Rights Commission has the discretion to refuse to deal with complaints 

which are trivial, frivolous, vexatious or made in bad faith. If complainants can go straight to a 

Tribunal th is power will have less significance.6 Respondents should be able to bring a motion 

before the Tribunal at an early stage to dismiss a complaint that is trivial, frivolous, vexatious 

or made in bad faith. 

A more specific power is the focus of antl-SLAPP [Strategic Lawsuit against Public 

Participation] legislation, which now exists in Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec. In 

September 2020, the Supreme Court of Canada reaffirmed the constitutionality of this 

legislationJ We suggest adopting a test drawing on Ontario's legislation. It should incluqe a 

determination of whether the harm suffered or likely to be suffered by an individual or the 

public interest as a result of the express ion is sufficiently serious that the public interest in 

permitting the proceeding to continue outweighs the public interest in protecting the 

expression.B 

There is currently decoupling of screening and conduct of general criminal law cases. Most 

criminal cases can proceed by way of private prosecution without any government consent. 

The Crown has a choice but not a lega l obligation to assume conduct of the prosecution in these 

cases. For some offences, the consent of the Attorney General is necessary. For others conduct 

by the Crown is required. 

Consent is necessary for the criminal offence of incitement to hatred. Once consent is given, the 

prosecution can be conducted either by the Crown or a private prosecutor. 

s 

• 
, 
• 

Canada (Canadian Human Rights Commission) v. Canada (Attorney General), 20USCC 53 (CanLU), 
(2011)3SCR471 

Section 41 (1)(d) 

1704604 Ontario Ltd. v. Pointes Protection Association ;1:02U see 22 and Bent v. Platnick, 202Q sec 23 

Ontario Courts ofjustice ACl137.1(4)(b). 
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Regardless of whether requiring consent by the state for criminal prosecutions of incitement to 

hatred is advisable or necessary, it is appropriate and possibly required by the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms in civil proceedings. The standard of proof of a balance of probabilities in 

civil proceedings is lower than the criminal standard of proof of beyond a reasonable doubt 

The higher standard in criminal proceedings acts as a brake on frivolous proceedings. A 

consent requirement for civil proceedings is needed, in practice if not in law, to compensate for 

the lower standard of proof. 

3. Election of forum 

It Is possible to pursue essentially the same human rights complaint in several Canadian 

jurisdictions simultaneously. Each forum addresses the substance of the complaint without 

considering that the same complaint has been filed elsewhere. 

Injustices accumulate when there can be multiple frivolous complaints against the same 

respondent and the tribunals do not have the power to award costs to the successful side. 

Respondents in these complaints wrack up costs fighting off the same complaint in several 

forums at the same time. 

The CHRA provides that the Commission: 

"In addition to its duties ... with respect to complaints regarding discriminatory 
practices ... sha ll maintain close liaison with similar bodies or authorities in the 
provinces ... to avoid conflicts respecting the handling of complaints in cases of 
overlapping jurisdiction;"'} 

This section does not appear to give the Commission the power to refuse to consider a 

complaint on the ground that itis already being considered in another province. The provision 

refers to the obligation to avoid conflicts as something different from duties with respect to 

complaints. If this power existed, the Commission should have dismissed past simultaneous 

complaints on this basis, but it has not done so. 

The ability to make several complaints at once in different jurisdictions against the same 

respondent enables a complainant to harass the object of a complaint This avenue of 

harassment needs to be cut off. Complaints should be required to choose one venue. Once they 

., Section 27(1)(c) 
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have made this choice, no other jurisdiction should be able to consider a complaint that is 

essentially the same. 

4. Parties 

While human rights commissions have the power to add parties, it is not clear that they have 

the power to remove parties. The CHRA gives the Chair of a Tribunal the power to add 

parties,tO but not to remove them. 

Once someone is named a respondent, they remain as a respondent The complaint itself can be 

dismissed on its merits. But where the subject matter of the complaint is meritorious but has 

been made against the wrong respondent; the complaint goes to its conclusion against the 

wrong complainant The Canadian Human Rights Commission and Tribunal need to have the 

power to remove parties. 

S. The right to know your accuser 

It would seem basic to the respect for human rights that a person should not be asked to 

answer anonymous accusations based on rumour, In his testimony before the Standing 

Committee on Public Accounts on December 12, 1989, then Canadian Privacy Commissioner 

John Grace, stated that one of the rights conferred by the Privacy Act: 

" .. .is to know what accusations against us are recorded in government files and who 
has made them. Whether such accusations are true and well intentioned, as some 
may be, or false and malicious, as other may be, it is fundamental to our notion of 
justice that accusations not be secret nor accusers faceless."l) 

There is nothing in the CHRA preventing the pursuit of anonymous complaints. A complaint 

can be based on rumour, and the source of the rumour need not be disclosed to the respondent. 

This is a defect in the legislation and is not respectful of human rights. 

There may be justification for anonymity in some cases. For instance, if there is: 

'" 
" 

(i) a serious possibillty that the life, liberty or security of a person will be 
endangered if the identity of the complainant is disclosed, 

Section 4B.9(2)(bJ 

Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence on the Standing Committee on Public Accounts, Issue No. 20 
'(12/12/89), at p. 10 
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(ii) a real and substantial risk to the fairness of the proceeding such that the need 
to prevent disclosure of the identity of the complainant outweighs the interest 
that an accused know their accuser, or 

(iii) a real and substantial risk that disclosure of the identity of the complainant will 
adversely affect public security. 

However, these justifications should be exceptions and not swallow the rule. The legislation 

should require that those who make an accusation be identified to the respondent of the 

complaint subject to specific exceptions. 

6. Disclosure 

There should be a general right of disclosure to the respondent in the CHRA. Currently, the text 

of the comments which prompted the complaint need not be disclosed to the respondent 

If the Commission seeks an expert opinion during its investigation of a complaint, that opinion 

legally should be available to the respondent This disclosure is not currently required. 

The CHRA should be amended to include a stated general principle of disclosure. The CHRA 

describes matters which should not be disclosed without stating anything about what should 

be disclosed,l2 ln other federa l legislation, specific prohibitions against disclosure are 

exceptions to a general principle of disclosure. 

B. Contempt 

The repealed section 13 of the CHRA was limited not only to hatred, but also addressed 

contempt The provision stated that: 

"13 (1) Itis a discriminatory practice for a person or a group of persons acting in 
concert to communicate telephonically or to cause to be so communicated, 
repeatedly, in whole or in part by means of the facilities of a telecommunication 
undertaking within the legislative authority of Parliament, any matter that is likely to 
expose a person or persons to hatred or contempt by reason of the fact that that 
person or those persons are identifiable on the basis of a prohibited ground of 
discrimination.H 

The prohibition of incitement to hatred is an international human rights standard In the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 13 Canada is a state party to the Covenant 

IZ Section 33(2) 

(3 Article 20(2) 
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There is no comparable international human rights standard about contempt In the Whatcott 

case, the Supreme Court of Canada reasoned that the concept of contempt was included in the 

concept of hatred.tol ln li ght of that reasoning, it would be simpler if the word were omitted 

from a re-enacted provision. 

C. A specific online hate remedy 

Existing remedies not specifically addressed to the internet may be available. to address online 

hate. For instance, section 12 of the CHRA may be available to address hate speech on the 

internet 

We recommend adding a remedy that is specific to the internet This would remove uncertainty 

and avoid litigation about the meaning of more generic legislation. It could also serve as a 

warning with an educational and preventive purpose. There is a missed opportunity to have 

legislation serve that purpose for the internet if the legislation is silent about the inter.net 

A revised civil remedy needs to be directed not only against inciters, but also against 

publishers, including internet platforms. Internet providers should not have civil immunity for 

the material on their platfo rms. 

Rather than legislating the removal of liability of internet providers from individual defamation 

suits, we recommend that the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal have the power to make orders 

which are legally binding on internet providers. 

The repealed section 13 of the CHRA excluded internet providers from its ambit: 

"(3) For the purposes of this section, no owner or operator of a telecommunication 
undertaking communicates or causes to be communicated any matter described in 
subsection (1) by reason only that the faciJities of a te lecommunication undertaking 
owned or operated by that person are used by other persons for the transmission of 
that matter." 

A re-enacted section 13 should go beyond removing this provision. There should be an express 

provision that says the exact opposite: when an internet provider allows a person to use their 

services, the provider is communicating what the person posts on the provider's platform. 

It Saskatchewan (Human Rights Commission) v. Whatcott, 2013 sec 11, 12013} 1 SCR 467 paragra.ph 43 
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In their terms of service, major internet providers prohibit incitement to hatred and illegal 

content When something is considered incitement to hatred, it is removed globally. When 

something is illegal in a particular country, it is blocked for that country. 

Internet providers block content by IP address (the internet protocol address of a computer on 

the internet) where the law requires them to do so. lANA (the Internet Assigned Numbers 

Authority) assigns IP addresses by country. Blocking content in a country using IP addresses is 

technically straightforward. 

In theo-ry, the terms of service of the majoT internet providers prohibit incitement to hatTed. 

Effort should be made to turn this theoretical prohibition into prohibition in practice. 

There would be major obstacles to doing this. First, prohibiting and taking down content works 

against the business models of providers, which is to have as many users as possible and 

maximize advertising revenue. While it may be commercially advantageous for some hate 

speech to be taken down from a platform jf it diminishes the reputation of the provider, that is 

not always the case. Second, providers lack expertise in hate speech. They often do not 

recognize hate speech when they see it A third challenge is the sheer volume of material on the 

internet Even ifproviders are held responsible only for problematic content brought to their 

attention, the volume is very large. 

The European Commission addressed the problems of expertise and volume with a system of 

trusted flaggers. In agreement with four major internet platforms-Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube and Microsoft--the Commission adopted, a code of conduct on countering illegal hate 

speech online. The companies agreed to review the majority of valid notifications for removing 

Illegal hate speech in less than 24 hours and to remove or disable access to this content, if 

necessary.1S Organizations located in twenty seven European Union member states were 

accepted as trusted flaggers or reporters to notify companies of alleged ill egal hate speech and 

report the reactions to the Commission. According to a January 2020 fact sheet from the 

European Commission, there are 39 trusted flaggers.Ui 

IS Code of Conduct on Countering Illegal Hate Speec.h.11Il1ine. page 3 bullet 3. 

16 January 2020 fact sheet from the European Commission 
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The Canadian Human Rights Commission should reach a simi lar agreement with the major 

internet providers and develop its own list of trusted tlaggers. The work should be coordinated 

with the European Commission and the European trusted flaggers to avoid duplication of 

effort Where companies comply voluntarily, legal restraints would be unnecessary. 

A fourth problem in implementing the terms of service of internet providers on prohibiting 

hate speech is that many of the major internet providers are headquartered In the US and are 

imbued with America's absolutist tradition on free speech. They often do not consider what 

those outside the US would consider hate speech to be a violation of their terms. 

Internet providers need not have the final word on what hate speech is. The Canadian Human 

Rights TribunaJ can make its own determination. If the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal 

determines that an internet communication is hate speech, the major internet providers will 

respect that determination for Canada, because they commit to respecting local laws. They will 

comply with the law in Canada even if they do not agree with the Tribunal about what hate 

speech is. Once a Canadian Human Rights Tribunal determines that something on a major 

Internet provider's platform is hate speech. the provider will block that content for all 

computers with Canadian IP addresses. The law should empower the Tribunal to require 

providers to do so. 

What is blocked would be effective for Canada but not globally. The existence and application 

of a Canadian law on online hate to Canadian territory would be a substantial advance from 

whe re we are now. 

III. A CRIMINAL REMEDY 

There is a prohibition in the Criminal Code against incitement to hatred, but it is not as 

effective as it could be. We have identified two problems. 

1. Consent of the Attorney General 

Generally, where the consent of the Attorney General is not required, the Crown prosecution of 

a crime will proceed if there is sufficient evidence to convict Prosecutors have discretion not to 

proceed even where the evidence could lead to a conviction, but they must exercise that 

discretion according to clear principles. For instance, prosecution may not proceed if the 

hardship to the accused would be disproportionate to the benefit to society. 
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The requirement of obtaining the consent of the Attorney·General before a prosecution can 

commence removes the possibility of private prosecution. If private prosecutions are possible, 

anyone could prosecute anyone else for something they said that the private prosecutor 

thought was hate speech. Arbitrary prosecutions are as harmful to human rights as arbitrary 

refusals to prosecute. 

When the Crown prosecutes, it will not do so unless the prosecution believes it has evidence to 

establi sh guil t beyond a reasonable doubt. Private prosecutors need not exercise similar 

restraint. 

If private prosecution of hate speech were possible. private prosecutors could legally launch a 

prosecution merely because they disagreed with the accused. Th is prosecution would not 

succeed, but it could amount to harassment of the accused. 

The CSA Sections accept that the consent of the Attorney General is appropriate in this area, 

but consent or denial of consent must be exercised according to principle. In British Columbia. 

the Crown Counsel Policy Manual provides that in almost all hate offences, the public interest 

app lies in favour of prosecution (see an excerpt of the manual attached). 11 

Approvals for alternative measures should be given only if: 

1. Identifiable individual victims are consulted and their wishes considered. 

2. The offender has no history of related offences or violence. 

3. The offender accepts responsibility for the act. and 

4. The offence must not have been of such a serious nature as to threaten the 
safety of the communi ty 

These criteria could be adopted for denial of consent. There should be guiding principles, 

rather than a vacuum where consent can be. denied arb itrarily without explanation as is 

currently the case. 

The exercise of prosecutorial discretion is not subject to judicial review. The courts have 

reasoned that if they either affirmed a decision to prosecute or overturned a decision not to 

prosecute, the decision might seem to favour the prosecution over the defense. To maintain an 

appearance of neutrality, they have declined to get involved at all in prosecutorial discretion. 

17' British Columbia, Crown Coynsel pul!t;y Manyal. 
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With the unavailability of judicial review for the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. 

governance must be undertaken by the prosecution itself ifit is to be gUided by principle. The 

Attorney General's grant or denial of consent for hate speech crimes should be subject to clear 

public criteria. Reasons should be given for the grant or denial of consent explaining why the 

criteria were or were not met 

2. Religious expressionThe offence of incitement to hatred in the Criminal Code sets out as a 

defence statements which: 

"in good faith, the person expressed or attempted to establish by an argument an 
opinion on a religious subject or an opinion based on a belief in a religious text".1 8 

There were differing views among the CBA Sections on this defense. Some were of the view 
that a defense for religious expression was not needed. As with a ll Charter rights and 
freedoms, if there is a conflict between freedom of religion and freedom from incitement to 
hatred, the rights need to be balanced against one another. Others believed that the defense 
was necessary so that sincerely held beliefs of religious minorities expressed in good faith 
are not subject to prosecution. We recommend further study of this issue. 

3. No safe harbour provision 

The Criminal Code provides that: 

"A judge who is satisfied by information on oath that there are reasonable grounds 
for believing that any publication, copies of which are kept for sa le or distribution in 
premises within the jurisdiction of the court, is hate propaganda shall issue a 
warrant under his hand authorizing seizure of the copies."!9 

Even if it were modified, this provision of the Code wou ld not be we ll suited to deal with hate 

on the internet, as it deals with material not yet communicated and anything on the internet 

has already been communicated. Code section 320(1) also puts the initiative on the Court at 

first instance, rather than the owner or occupier of premises in which the offending material is 

kept for sale or distribution. For internet communications, the primary responsibility should 

rest with the communicators, not the legal system. 

Regulations under the Broadcasting Act provide that no broadcaster licensed under the Act 

" 

"shall distribute a programming service that the licensee originates and that contains 
... any abusive comment or abusive pictorial representation that, when taken in 
context, tends to or Is likely to expose an individual or group or class of individuals to 

Section 320(1) 
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hatred or contempt on the basis of race, national or ethnic origin, colour. religion, sex, 
sexua l orientation, age or mental or physical disability;"20 

While the standard is worth emulating, it is not practical to fit internet providers into this 

framework because they are not licensed. The remedies for the enforcement of this standard 

Include conditions on licencees and potential withdrawal of licences. For internet provIders 

who are not Iicencees, these forms of enforcement are not available. 

In the US, there is a safe harbour provision for hate on the internet. The Communications 

Decency Act states that: 

"No provider or user of an interactive computer service sha ll be treated as the 
publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content 
provider."21 

This provision goes too far. It is a blanket immunity. There should be a defence of innocent 

dissemination, but internet provider should be liable for noxious content that is not innocently 

disseminated.22 

To able to rely on a defence on innocent dissemination, internet providers should: 

1) provide a complaints system which generates a response within a 
reasonable period of time, and 

2) on notice, remove, or take reasonable steps to remove, hate speech from 
their services. 

As was noted when addressing an internet specific civil remedy, the CBA Sections believe there 

Is value in enacting provisions in the Criminal Code dealing specifically with the internet, even 

if general provisions arguably provide a remedy. The Criminal Code's hatred offences are 

offences for communicating hatred, not for advocating for hatred. Internet service providers 

can be as guilty of these offences as any others engaged in the communication. They should 

only be liable for communication that is not innocent It is this sort ofliabUity rather than a 

variation of Criminal Code provision 320(1) that needs to be enacted. 

4. Private conversation 

" 
Broadcasting Distribution Regulations section 8(1)(b) 

Section 230, Communications Decency Act 1996 

Peter Leonard, "Safe Harbors in Choppy Waters Building a Sensible Approach to Liability of Internet 
Intermediaries in Australia" (2010) 3 Journal of International MedIa and Entertainment Law 221 
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The Criminal Code prohibitions against incitement to hatred specify three types of 

communication: communication in a publi c place, communication in private conversation and 

communication genera lly. Communication in a public place objectively amounting to 

incitement to hatred is prohibited.23 Communication in private conversation is exempted from 

liability. Communication which is neither leads to criminal liability only if the communication 

willfully promotes hatred.24 

The exemption of private conversation is overbroad. The right to privacy has a foundation in 

the Charter. Privacy interests are an aspect of liberty and security of the person under section 

seven of the Charter.2S However, the right to privacy should no more trump the right to 

freedom from incitement to hatred than should the right to freedom of religion. Like all other 

rights which may clash with the right to freedom from incitement to hatred, rights need to be 

balanced. How they are balanced will depend in the circumstances of the case. 

Not all private communications whipping up hate should be immune from the law on the 

grounds of privacy. In cases where private communication of hate speech may not incite a 

person who receives the communication, the right to privacy would arguably prevail. In other 

cases, a private communication of hate speech may incite the recipient to grave acts of violence 

against people identified by characteristics protected by the legislation. 

We recommend removing the exception of private communication from the Code. This removal 

would not amount to a denial of the right to privacy, which is a right protected by the Charter 

that would have to be considered when applying the Code even if it is not explici tly mentioned. 

Removing the exception of the right to privacy would allow for balancing privacy rights against 

the right to freedom from incitement to hatred in the Code. 

IV. OTHER OPTIONS 

A. Addressing t he gap in data collection and tracking online hate 

1. The police 

Section 319(1) 

Criminal Code section 319(2) 

Edmonto"Journaf v. Alberto (Attorney General), 1989 CanLU 20 (SCC). [19a9} 2 SCR 1326 al page 1377 
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Statistics Canada releases annual reports on police reported hate crimes.26 Police reporting is 

often under-reporting because of the police focus on the criminal act instead of the motivation 

for the act Deciphering which speech is hate speech requires expertise many police forces do 

not have. While NGOs engage in incident reporting, hate speech reporting should not be left to 

them. Police reporting should continue. 

While there are questions about the reliability of police reporting due to the tendency to under

report, under-reporting is a vehicle for identifying the absence of police expertise and a means 

of remedying it When police know that their hate crimes efforts will be scrutinized and 

compared with the reports of NGO reports, their efforts to address hate crimes are likely to be 

enhanced. To remedy the problem, we need to know the extent of the problem. 

2. The public 

Some NGOs run 24-hour hot Jines allowing anyone to call and report a hate incident relevant to 

the mandate of the NGO. NGOs sometimes also have online reporting systems. These reports 

are a basis for action and an important source of data for public reports. 

The Canadian Human Rights Commission does not engage in this type of activity. According to 

its statute, the Commission is expected to develop and conduct information programs to foster 

public understanding of the CHRA and its principles, and the Commission's role and activitiesP 

This provision encourages one way communication from the Commission to the public. 

The CHRA should also encourage communication from the public to the Commission, 

particularly when it comes to the internet It takes many eyes to see the high volume of content 

on the internet To instill confidence that the Commission is capturing abuse on the internet, 

there should be an active public education campaign encouraging members of the public to 

report online hate to the Commission. 

B. Formulating definitions of hate 

Definitions of incitement to hatred that are specific to identity groups can help agencies 

determine what types of expression amount to hate. For example, the International Holocaust 

Remembrance Alliance has endorsed a definition of antisemitism which the Canadian 

government and many other member states of the Alliance have adopted. The definition is a 

1 6 Statistics Canada, Police-reported bate crime in Canada, 2018. 

1.1 Section 27(1)(a) 
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guideline only and is not binding on law enforcement The Alliance is currently working on a 

comparable definition for anti-Rama expression. 

Similar definitions should be deve loped for all forms of hate. It would be useful for the 

Canadian Human Rights Commission to develop these definitions in consultation with 

stakeholders. Specific definitions wo uld assist those who do not closely follow the victimization 

of a group in identifying what amounts to incitement to hatred. The discourse used in 

s tereotyping and incitement to hatred varies depending on the victim group targeted. To 

identify incitement to hatred, a reader or listener may need to know th ings which are not 

obvious in the s tatement. 

Working definitions relevant to each victim group would be helpful in all aspects of anti-hate 

laws. including the Attorney-General's consent for prosecution. 

C. An international treaty 

Much of the internet Canadians access comes from outside Canada. The. effort to combat online 

hate must be a globa l effort requiring international cooperation. 

On July 8, 2005, the Canadian government signed the Council of Europe Additional Protocol to 

the Convention on Cybercrime.2B The protocol addresses the criminalization of acts of a racist 

and xenophobic nature committed through computer systems. Over fifteen years later, the 

Protocol has yet to be ratifi ed. 

The federal government introduced a bil129 into the House of Commons in 2010 to create the 

legislative fra mework necessary for Canada to ratify the Convention and Protoco1.3U The bill 

never got beyond first reading.3 ! 

It is long overdue for Canada to ratify this treaty. Canada should generally ratify the treaties it 

s igns. Signing a treaty means that it intends to rati fy and comply with the treaty. 

18 Additional Protocol to the Conycntion on Cybercrime. concerning the crimjnalisation ofacts ora racjst and 
xenophobic nature commiUrd through computer systems 2003. 

19 Rill C-51 House of Commons of Canada, 2010 

30 em C·S1 Bill Narrative/ Descriptor, Parliamentary Budget Officer 

11 Rill C·51, House of Commons of Canada, 2010 
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Ratifying the treaty would enable Canada to cooperate with other state parties th rough treaty

based mechanisms to realize its goal. After ratifying the treaty, Canada could credibly 

encourage other states to sign and ratify the treaty and promote the international fight against 

online hate. 

D. Ongoing consultation 

The CBA Sections welcome this consultation and suggest that if the law is changed to allow the 

Canadian Human Rights Commission and Tribunal to address online hate, there should be 

consultations on the implementation of the law. The Commission should establisll formal 

consultations with stakeholders on the operation of the law. 

Stakeholders' experience with the operation of the law would be a useful resource for the 

Commission in applying the law. The Commission should be mandated to draw on that 

experience. 

The Commission should be as transparent as possible in dealing with online hate. Regular 

consultation (e.g. through internet roundtables) would help stakeholders understand any 

issues, concerns and obstacles that the Commission might face in applying the law. 

v. CONCLUSION 

Striking a balance between the right to freedom of expression and the right to freedom from 

Incitement to hatred and discrimination requires remedies that are not so easy to access as to 

become vehicles to harass legitimate expression, but accessible enough to be workable. 

The previous section 13 of the CHRA went too far in one direction with easy access that led to 

the harassment oflegitimate expression. We recommend reintroducing the substance of 

section 13 to have a civil tool to combat online hate speech with modifications to avoid the 

problems that prompted the repeal of this section. 

The Criminal Code goes too far in other direction and does not catch enough incitement to 

hatred. Our recommendations would enhance the effectIveness of this remedy. 

It is easy to support respecting a human right where its opposition amounts to a human Tights 

violation. The task is more difficult where-respecting one human rights requires balancing 

against the respect of another human right With the prevalence and harm of online hate, this 

task is urgent. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Com~nie Theatre Creole Konpayi Te at Kreyol 

July 30,2021 9:59 AM 
ICN I DO (PCH) 
Lutte contre la haine en ligne 

S.19(1) 

Selon nous au sein de la Compagnie Theatre creole il taut que les gens soient imputables de leurs reactions en ligne. II 
taut que Ie gouvernement puisse: 
- reperer les serveurs quand iI y a une reaction negative, 
-fa ire suivre une lettre d'avertissement aux personnes concernees, 
-mettre une amende en place et reellement tracer I'exemple, 
-il faut cependant faire pour ne pas tomber dans la limite des droits a la parole. 

La Compagnie Theatre Creole reste disponlble pour faire partie du debat. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Igor Williams 
September 25, 202111:58 PM 
ICN I DO (PCH) 
NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 
requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement . 

I strongly oppose tne disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academiC experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online, 

Kind regards, 
Igor Williams 
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Steven Wright 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

Kate Harcourt 
September 2, 2021 8:11 PM 
ICN / DCI (PCH) 

Your censorship plan :( 

Campaign 

To the Digital Citizen Initiative. 

S. 19(1) 

I am responding to your request for written submissions on the proposed approach to on line harms. I wou ld like to 
outline some concerns I have about the proposed approach, which will be ineffective at combating on line harm and 
instead wi ll capture non-crimi"nal content and limit free expression. 

I support efforts to rem ove criminal content from the internet. But the proposed approach will not achieve th is goal/ 
and it is unbalanced because it does not reflect concern for the fundamental rights of Canadians. 

The proposed 24 hour takedown requirement will lead to platforms proactively removing non-criminal content in order 
to avoid massive financial penalties. This chilling effect is dangerous to free expression in Canada. 

The mandatory police reporting proposal wi ll result in the use of artificial intelligence to proactively monitor Canadian's 
speech, and AI generated records are likely to indude non-criminal speech. I oppose this proposal, which cou ld result in 
computer generated records of non-criminal speech being proactively sent to police. 

The proposal jndudes three new regu latory bodies, which is an enormous new bureaucratic undertaking. I oppose 
empowering these bodies to conduct broad inspections, including warrantless inspections of non-regulated businesses. 
This proposal is too broad, and may violate the right to be free from unreasonable search . 

j am concerned by the proposal to allow the Digital Recourse Council to conduct secret hearings. This goes aga inst the 
open court principle and basic notions of democracy. I am also opposed to the new proposed power that this regulator 
would have to block websites. 

Instead of addressing criminal content, this proposal wil l drive the content underground to more obscure platforms. I 
am concerned that the impact of this proposal will be to silence non-criminal expression by everyday Canadians using 
these platforms. 

Please take this plan back to the drawing board . 

Yours truly 

Kate Harcourt 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Oate: 

)ack Morrow 
ICN I CXl (PCH); Steven Guilbeault 
Opposed to Bill ColO 
September 25, 2021 9:25;05 PM 

Dear Mr. Guilbeault: 

This is just a note to declare my opposition to Bill C-10 as an unwarranted and unconstitutional 
infringement on the rights of Canadians. Please withdraw this bill. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Morrow 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

IVY Orwell 
ICN I DCI. (PCHl 
Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content onUne 
September 25, 202112:14:12 AM 

I'd like to submit this article as feedback for the proposed approach. 

https:Utechpolicy.press/fiye-big-problems-with-canadas-proposed-regulatory-framework-for
harmful-ouline-content! 

Thanks, 
Ivy 

Get Outlook for Android 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Uam Whalen 
ICN I CXl (PCH) 
Digital CitIzen Initiative - harmful oonteot online 
September 25, 2021 9:23:06 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC K 1 A OS5 

To whom it may concern, 

Thank you for gathering comments about the proposed changes to police harmful content 

online. I have not had an opportunity to read much of the details yet. I became aware of this 

today. 

The proposed changes to handling Basic Subscriber Information (8SI) are probably warranted 

for (SIS. The speed of online communication makes a months long warrant process useless. In 

the same line of thought, passing BSI information to law enforcement along with reporting 

may be appropriate. 

However, in either case, the reporting of BSI by online communication providers to 

government agencies should be recorded and retained for as least as long as the data about 

subscribers will be retained. 

In addition, these cases should be reviewed annually to determine the ratio of actionable 

reporting to report ing that resulted in either no investigation or investigations that led to no 

criminal proceedings against subscribers. Ideally, these details would be published according 

to information Management norms regarding subscriber privacy, so the public can verify if the 

reporting is effective and not excessive. These reports would help maintain public confidence 

in these new enforcement powers, which will be characterized as an overreach by some. 

AdditionaJly, unacceptable ratios should be defined in the regulation, so the reporting can be 

adjusted if too much or too little aSI is being reported. 

Uam Whalen 
5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Oate: 

Aaron Klaassen 
ICN I CXl (PCHl 
Comments on "Harmful Online Cootent" regulatory proposal 

September 25, 2021 3:34:25 PM 

I've been working in the tech industry in Canada for nearly two decades in a variety of senior 
and leadership positions, and am alanned at this 'hannful content' regulatory proposal. 

While the objectives of such regulations are no doubt well-intentioned, the devil is truly in the 
details here: what's being proposed is so vague and far-reaching that it would undoubtedly 
result in a chilling effect and thus serious restriction of Candians' freedom of expression and 
privacy. I strongly echo the objections outlined by Daphne Keller at Tech Policy Press and 
Michael Geist at the Uniyersit,y of Ottawa. 

As a longtime software developer, I can tell you that the technical requirements for adhering to 
these regulations would be out of reach for all but the largest organizations, and even then 
probably wouldn't even work in thefirst place - particularly the "pro-active monitoring. " J've 
s;pent years working on tech products that accept and scan and categorize user-submitted 
content and let me assure you that software is not magic; a functioning system as outlined here 
would be all but impossible in any case: what rate offalse positives would be acceptable - how 
many innocent people will be caught in the crossfire? One would have to be out of their mind 
to consider establishing a tech startup in Canada under these requirements. 

I understand the desire to reduce or eliminate genuinely harmful content; but these tactics -
even if they worked, of which I am extremely skeptical - will unambiguously do more hann 
than good. 

Aaron Klaassen. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Robert Cox 
ICN I ocr (PCHl 
Information Ovel1oad with Overwhelming Controls 
September 25, 2021 2:59:40 PM 

Dear Info Consultation, 

I must say that 

5.19(1) 

Any government m erventlon IS I'DU LA I' and Just a NEW problem 
to De aoaeo to tne complete and utter disaster of human communication on planet Earth. 
"Credibility" is entirely non-existent for me, and I am sure many feel the same way. The 
massive amount of internet and other infonnation is similar to the first huge effects of the 
printing press, but highly magnified. 
1 started off believing I was free to speak back to certain sites,like eBC internet news making 
comments available to readers. I am now mostly moderated off of CSC comments, as an 
Artificial Intelligence moderates certain key words and deletes posts that writers were not 
aware were triggers for deletion. It's all a mess, I am completely unwelcome at CSC 
comments. 
Yes, that is because I haye become "hyper-critical" and NOTHING pleases me. 
And so, yes, esponses within the acceptable AI 
parameters ofllie Modera or. TfllS IS a teea-bacK Jooo. more)nfo creates more resoonse that is 

viany 
otners are "nonnally '" emotionally expreSSI\1e - like crealfve arusls woo create to expresnheir 
strong emotions. That is what MAKES 'a person be an artist, there is simply TOO MUCH 
emotion to ignore, uneasiness results until pressure is released through expression, and 
sometimes, anyone making an "emotionally energized" statement goes beyond the normal 
bounds. 
I now see my ENTIRE "infonnation landscape" a minefield of garbage, stretching inexorably 
to the horizon of the fai ling human civi lization. 
Every single human idea or thought is just rude manipulation attacking my integrity. I am a 
hopeless addict, but trying hard to turn it all OFF. 
I STOPPED watching TV a few years ago, I STOPPED li stening to ANY radio more recently. 
I do NOT have a cellphone since losing one 2 years ago. I do not own a car, I don't have a 
driver's licence. A poem of mine has a line, "I don't want to see a movie with a gun in it." l 
was DISGUSTED and angry with the recent election I called a Garbage Election supported by 
Garbage Media from the first day of the campaign until NOW as I repeat it to you. 
I am UTTERLY dismayed and half-destroyed coping with emotional overload during every 
moment of every day. 
The people of a democracy VOTE to elect a government to act on behalf of the population. 
We don't vote for corporate lobbyists having regular appointments with OUR MPs. We don't 
vote for MPs to assist corporate rules to command the population. The people don't WANT a 
government to "regulate" the public - the public wants the government to regulate the 
corporations. I don't want the Quebec government to regulate my speech. 
Government tePI,J ~tio:n mlJ"t.BENBFTT the. nI,hlic,. not tp,str::)in 

I tlimJt'1le was made crazy y (he commemoratIon of97 I I ano [lie 
withdrawal from Afghanistan. He bad done two tours of duty in A fghanistan, because he 
believed in "the war on terror." The end ofiliat "occu ation" of Arghanistan in such 
mediocrity may have prompted just to escape from our ridiculously 
STUPID humanity which is what r am mourning. The end of the Meng Wanzhou "thing" 
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makes Rule of Law and Government responsibility a stupidity. It is ALL garbage, turn it aU 
off, bum this fucking e-mail, go to hell!! 

Robert Co;;;x;... __ 

s.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Usa Whitsitt 
September 26,2021 12:55 AM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

$.19(1 ) 

Digital Citizen Initiative -Online Harms Consu ltation 

I am writing on behalf of Parents Aware to provide some comments regarding the proposed framework in dealing with 
online harms. As Parents Aware's main focus is helping parents have conversations with their children surrounding the 
harms of pornography, I will be commenting on 2 of the online harms: (SAM and the non-consensual sharing of 
intimate images. 

Since the develpment of the internet, the pornography industry has exploded. With the millions of videos available and 
uploaded to websites and social media platforms it is almost impossible to monitor and poli ce this industry. Companies, 
websites and social media platforms that host pornographic material should be required to take proactive measures to 
prevent uploading CSAM and intimate images shared without consent. All individuals depicted in the videos/images 
should have their age verified and have given written consent prior to any filming or uploading of material to websites 
or social media. Any sites that host this material should comply with the regulatory demands and if they do not, should 
be held criminally responsible for all offenses. 

I feel that the proposed changes to strengthen the Mandatory Reporting Act should be adopted. I feel that 
implementing option #2 would provide law enforcement the information needed to locate offenders and rescue 
victimized children faster. 

The type of pornography created and viewed today is violent, degrading, dehumanizing, racist and full of hate 
speech. Unfortunately it is shaping the fabric of society to treat women as sex objects where violence is normal. 
Pornography is also rampant with CSAM. The devastating social impact on individuals, children, families and our 
community is very apparent. 

We are pleased that the government is addressing online harms in an effort to make the internet safer, protect the 
vu lnerable and empower those who are victimized. 

Lisa Whitsitt 
Director of Educatronal Outreach, Parents Aware 

www.parentsaware.info 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

leN I txl (PCHl 
The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 
September 25, 2021 10:4];08 PM 

Why is it that the governement feels the need to censor people on social media, or any the. 
media for that matter? 
This is obviously wrong and there is no reason to push for a chinese communist party type 
society for Canada. 
We are supposed to be a democracy, and we still have a bill of rights, and it should be 
followed. free speech and freedom of expression is part of that. The freedom of ex.pression 
in the Charter is there to stop the government from stopping us from expressing 
ourselves. 

What will be termed hate speech? There. are already laws concerning hate speech and racsim, 
whicxh are followed. 

There is already way too much censorship in the media, as many outlets were paid by 
govemment. Done without any input of the taxpayers who unkowingly have given way too 
much mony to the media outlets who continually suppress free speech in favour of constant 
propaganda to promote vaccines and unlawful lockdowns and other "health measures" to 
promote an untested "vaccine" not approved by the FDA with no consequenses or liability to 
the pharmaceutical companies who already have a track record of hanning people with their 
drugs. 

On Apri t 30, 2021, Ontario's physician licensing body, the CoUege of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO), issued a statement forbidding physicians from questioning or 
debating any or all of the official measures imposed in response to COVJD-19. That is stifling 
free speech right there. Its dangerous to all of us. 
So you see the censorship is already bad enough without also going after social media too. 
The legislation seems vague. What would be considered terrorist content or content that incites 
violence or just hate speech .. ? who will be deciding? 

Obviously most people do not condone real hate speech and especially exploitation of 
children. 
I am appalled at what has been going on in Canada under the guise of health. 

Please dont help this unlawful very corrupt government continue on this road, so far thier 
actions have shown me they are not to be trusted, for example Imposing a vaccine passport 
going against the basic human right of autonomy over one's own body. 

I hope the public input will matter. 
Sincerley 

Ann Mcivor 5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Maurice laBrie 
ICN I OCJ. (PCH) 

Legislating online content 

September 25,202110:58:33 PM 

The legislation you propose is a gross overreach into tne private communica tions of Canadian 

citizens. I am deeply offended that you could even consider this as being prudent moral behavior. 

How dare you. 

Maurice LaBrie 

5.19(1) 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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Commentaires et suggestions formuh~s dans Ie cadre de la consultation publique 

concernant I'approche proposee par Patrimoine Canada pour reglementer les reseaux sociaux 

en juillet 2021 

Observations 

l'apprache proposee vise a traiter les messages I( prejudiciables » publtes sur les reSeaU)( sociaux. 

Elle oblige les plateformes a irwestir temps et argent pour identifier eva luer I'ensemble des messages et 

supprimer les messages problematiques. 

Cette approche ne s'attaque pas a la source du probleme. Elle laisse Ie probleme se produire. 

Serait-il possible d'adopter une approche qui s'attaque a la source du probleme, avant meme qu'U ne se 

produise? 5i oui, une telle approche serait mains cauteuse et moins dommageable. 

Suggestions 

Void trois suggestions qui permettraient de limiter grandement la production et la publi cation des messages 

« prejudidables. Ces suggestions peuvent etre considerees comme complementaires a I'approche proposee par 

Patrimoine Canada. 

1. Rendre obJigatoire la publication diJ nom des personnes qui ecrivent des messages sur les reseaux 

sociaux. 

2. Mettre en place un timbre, une taxe ou un «ticket moderateur» payable par la personne qui publie un 

message sur les reseaux sociaux. 

3. Mettre en place un code de « cohesion sodale » prevoyant des infractions et des amendes pour la 

publication de messages haineux. 

La lere mesure a ete evoquee par Ie codirecteur de l'Observatoire sur la radicalisation et I'extremisme violent, 

M. David Morin, lors d'une entrevue diffusee a I'emission 24/60, le 31 janvier 2020. 

La 2" mesure s'inspire du systeme postal. Tout Ie monde peut recevoir du courrier gratuitement. Mais on doit 

payer un timbre pour faire un envoi a un ou plusieurs destinataires. Plus Ie nombre ,de destinataires est grand, 

plus c;a coute cher a I'emetteur. 5i un message franchit une frontiere, Ie prix du timbre est plus eleve. Ainsi, pour 

publier un message sur un reseau social comptant des milliers de membres, le prix des timbres serait dissuasif 

pour les emetteurs de messages « prejudiciables ». 

La 3" mesure est une prolongation de la charte des valeurs et pourrait etre calquee sur Ie code de la securite 

routiere. 
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Sachant que les fournisseurs de services teh~phoniques et d'acces a internet sont capables de facturer les 

communications a la seconde pres, on peut estirner que ces mesures sont realisables sur je plan technique. 

Sachant que les fournisseurs de services telephoniques et d'acces a internet disposent deja d'un systeme de 

facturation de leurs clients, Ie gouvernement pourralt les mandater pour collecter les montants relies aux 

timbres et aux amendes. 

Sachant que les messages pn?judiciables, pub lies sur les reseaux sociaux sont une plaie pour la societe et qu'ils 

font des victimes partout dans Ie monde, les gouvernements auraient avantage a se concerter pour mettre en 

place de telles mesures sur leur territoire respectif. 

Bernard Frigon 

s.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories! 

Michelle L i. 
July 29, 202; <01, PM 
leN I oCt (PCH) 
Digital InitiatIve 

Steven 

s .19(1) 

Wow, what a great idea! A true win for democracy for sure, along with workplace training such as employee mental 
illness day because it must be employees not grasping the full head on support provided by mangers, that's right in 
front of their eyes, and your way of SUPPORTING actual good and honest workers in the public service, that has been 
loya l to her majesty and the system and herself. As a former public servant that contracted the virus during the 
misfortune of having been framed for something she did not associate with her moral character, miraculously recovered 
and be treated with such a great warm former work environment to co ntinue the narrative, I had to bid them farewell 
because it was just such a fantasti c management team. 

I noW happily look towards a brighter future to serve my fellow people & country that respect me, with only good 
references from my former workplace because of my truly consistent superior work ethics and kindness I provided 
during my tenure, to move on to better genuinely s upportive work environments. Perhaps my mindset and so perceived 
mental health shall be better once the problem is resolved . 

All the Best, 

Michelle Ly 
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From: 
To: 
Subjec.t: 
Date: 

Rita Brooks 
ICN I ocr (PCHI 
Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

September 24, 2021 7:28:39 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC [K I A aS5] 

To whom it may concern, 

After going through the Discussion Guide and Technical Paper T see a huge problem with the 
Canadian government's proposed recommendations for legislation to address "hannful online 
content" . 

It appears rather that the government is less interested in addressing hannful online content 
than it is in gutting the current due processes that are in place for law enforcement, as well as 
suspending corporate liability and accountability. 

For instance, considering only two (2) of your recommendations T see huge problems: 

Section 3 t under Module t (B): New rules and obligations: 
"The Act should provide that OCSPs [online communication service providers] making (a) 
notifications to the RCMP or (b) reports to law enforcement and csrs in good faith pursuant 
to the Act should have immunity from civil and criminal proceedings." 

These proposals recommend handing unrestricted power to unaccountable online platfonns to 
surveil, police and remove content. Where is the accountabi li ty? 

And Section 3 under Module 2: Modifying Canada ' s existing legal framework re: Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service Act (CSIS) 

"The Act should provide for a more expedient process to ensure timely investigations and 
greater flexibility than the section 21 regime currently provides, particularly by simplifying 
the procedures as compared to section 21." 

So no due diligence?? No oversight?? Is the government proposing that Section 21 of the 
CSIS act be sidelined because it finds "having reasonable grounds" for a warrant onerous? 

Curren.tly restrictions on our freedom of speech are properly limited , and survei llance by law 
enforcement requires that the most basic due diligence is completed in order to get approval of 
a court. Why on earth would the Canadian government and its agents want to eliminate this 
most basic safeguard? 

Rita Brooks 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Dab!: 

Mona piece 
leN I ocr (PCH) 

Online Harms· proposing new regulations - likely will cause harm 
September 24, 2021 10:34:03 PM 

The proposed framework. though some wilI argue is weU-intentioned - ie ensuring companies 
like Google do better in addressing hannful content and behavior online - would have hannful 
consequences on human rights. 

Specifically it would create new regulations for "harmful content" potentially including lawful 
speech, in ways that can be misused for censorship and surveillance. 

It includes a wide ranging framework to regulate Online Hanns, proposing new regulations to 
govern user activity online with a myriad of new regulatory agencies to enforce them. 

The framework includes some of the most problematic proposals, includ: 
- proactive monitoring of content 
- 24 hour removal time (or face substantial financial penalties 
- mandatory offramp to law enforcement 
- access to user infonnation, along with a gag order 
- data retention requirements 
- potential for isp blocking by a regulator 
- pursuit of infonnation related to software algorithms 

Just a thought - We would expect this from an entirely different political party. And we don!t 
vote for them. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Categories: 

Bonjour, 

Andree-Anne PERRON <andree-anne.perron@montreal.ca> 
July 30, 2021 1 :06 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

Consultation pour un environnement numerique pius sur - centre la haine en ligne 

Follow up 
Completed 

FR 

J'ai consulte les differents documents disponibles, peut-etre que I'information m'a echappe, auriez-vous I'amabilite de 
me preciser la date limite pour deposer un ecrit dans Ie cadre de cette consultation s.v.p.? Je comprends qu'un projet 
de loi serait depose a I'automne. Avez-vous une idee precise du moment? De plus, pourriez-vous me preciser s'iI s'agira 
du seul mode de consultation ou si des rencontres avec des partenaires/experts/groupes sont egalement prevues? 

Merci beaucoup 
Bonne journee 

Andree-Anne Perron 

Conseillere 
Bureau des relations gouvernementales et municipa les 
Ville de Montreal 

Hotel de ville - Edifice Lucien-Saulnier 
155, rue Notre-Dame Est 
Annexe - Local R-l00 
Montreal (Quebec) h2Y lB5 
and ree-ann e. pe rron@montreal.ca 
Telephone cellulaire: 438 354-4127 

·Actuellement en teletravail * 

AVERTISSEMENT: Ce courriel et les pieces qui y sontjo intes sont destines exclusivement au(x) 
destinataire(s) mentionne(s) ci-dessus et peuvent contenir de !'information privilegiee ou confidentielle. Si 
vous avez rec;:u ce courriel par erreur, au s'il ne vous est pas destine, veuillez Ie mentionner immediatement a 
I'expediteur et effacer ce courriel ainsi que les pieces jointes, Ie cas echeant. La copie ou la redistribution non 
autorisee de ce courriel peut etre iilegale. Le contenu de ce courriel ne peut etre interprete qu'en conformite 
avec les lois et reglements qui regissent les pouvoirs des diverses instances decisionnelles competentes de la 
Ville de Montreal. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Hello, 

Justin Eichel 
leN I OCJ. (PCHl 
Please do not lnplement the proposed censorship plan 
September 24,2021 9:01:16 PM 

I'm writing to express my concern over the proposed censorship plan. I do NOT support a dragnet approach 10 
internet censorship. Both the RCMP and CS IS have a history of monitoring and harassing minority groups, 
2SLGBTQ+. ftrst nations, black. people of Asian decent, and women to name a few. They should NOT be the ones 
in position of power in this relationship. People need to have freedom to express themselves and not have to fear 
further harassment from CSIS and RCMP. If this goes forward you need a new neutral and impartial agency. As 
written it is not a good position for Canadians. 

Thank you, 
lustin 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Ben Poole 
ICN I ocr (PCHl 
Comment on Proposed legislative & RegulatOl"( Framework for Addressing Online Harms 
September 24,2021 8:00:59 PM 
f'QQlE-OnJinetlarmsCommeot,pdf 

Attention: Digital Citizen Initiative, 

I have attached my comments concerning the proposed legislative and regulatory framewo rk for addressing online 
"",,"s. 

Regards, 
Benjamin Poole 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Hello, 

David Rattray 
leN I DCl (PCHl 

Proposed approach for harmful content online 

September 23, 2021 11:4S:Hi AM 

I'm deeply concerned about the strong potential for government overreach with the new 
proposal. While I agree that there are many things on the internet that are unsavory or 
dangerous, I am not in favour of increasing the scope of surveillance that Canadians are under, 
nor outsourcing the surveillance to private companies. I think the RCMP and CSIS need to 
work on improving the eroded trust after the revelations about their surveillance of 
environmental activists and others who were never a threat to any Canadian citizen. 

We do not need a NSA Prism program in Canada, and I doubt we ever will. This proposal 
needs to be scrapped. 

David Rattray 

PhD Candidate 
Foster Lab 
Networks of Centres of Excellence, UBC. 

s.19(1) 
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cybersecu re 
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Powered by 



cyber secure 
policy 
excha nge ~ 

~ ........ d by r!tfj 

Cybersecure PoHcy Exchonge 
The Cybersecure Policy Exchange (CPX) is an initiative dedicated to advancing 

effective and innovative public policy in cybersecurity and digital privacy, powered 
by RBG through Rogers Cybersecure Ca ta lyst and the Ryerson Leadership Lab. Our 

goal is 10 broaden and deepen the debate and discussion of cybersecurity and digital 
privacy policy in Canada, and to creote and advance innovative policy responses, 

from idea generation to implementation. This initiative is sponsored by the Royal Bank 
of Canada: we are commiMed to publishing independent and objective findings and 

ensuring transparency by declaring the sponsors of our work. 

ROGERS 
cybersecure 
catalyst 

R.,gers Cybersecvre Catalvst 
Rogers Cybersecure Catalyst is Ryerson University's national centre for innovotion and 
collaboration in cybersecurity. The Catalyst works closely with the private and public 

sectors and academic institutions to help Canadians and Canadian businesses tackle 
the challenges and seize the opportunities of cybersecurity. Based in Brampton, the 

Catalyst delivers training: commercial acce leration programming; support for applied 
R&D: and public education and policy development, all in cybersecurity. 

RYERSON 
LEADERSHIP 
LAB»> 

Rverson Leadership Lob 
The Ryerson Leadership Lab is an aClion-oriented think tank 01 Ryerson University 
dedicated to developing new leaders and solutions 10 loday's most pressing civic 

challenges. Through public policy activation a nd leadership development, the 
Leadership Lab's mission is to build a new generation of skilled and adaptive leaders 

com miNed to a more trustworthy, inclUSive sodety. 
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Social media is in many ways the new public 

More tha one in three Canadian residents 

Roeialized Canadians are 50% 

Canodia s do not trust ociol media 
platforms to act in the public's best 

to intervene i social media companies in 



This report Is intended to provide our best advice on how to begin genuinely rebuilding this 

new public square in 0 manner that protects and advances Canadians' fundamental rights and 

freedoms and furthers efforts at international platform gover once alongside allied jurisdictions. 

Our recommendations 10 improve the Government's proposal include 

• 

• • 

• 
• 

• 
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Canadians' 
Experience on Social 
Media Platforms 

Three national representat ive surveys 

conducted by our team over the 

course of three years (2019, 2020 

and 2021) provide a comprehensive 

picture of the social media 

landscape in Canada. We provide 

a summary here as we bel ieve a 

clear understanding of the significant 

and growing role of social media in 

Canada is founda tiona l to designing 

solutions to the online harms 

facilitated through those platforms. 

Overall Use of Platforms 

Most Canadians ore using socia l 

media pla tfo rms - many every day 

(Figure 1), In fact, more than half of 

Canadians aged 18-29 report using 

YouTube (65%), Instog ra m (52%) and 

Focebook (51 %) at leosl every day. 

Canadians are a lso increasingly 

using private messaging apps to 

connect and share content. More 

than 8 in 10 report using private 

messaging apps in 2021, with 

Focebook Messenger, WhatsApp 

and Instagram direct messages as 

the most used platforms (Figure 2), 

As with public platforms, there were 

significant differences in the use of 

platforms across age groups: the 

majority of those aged 16-29 used 

d irect messaging on Instagram (72%) 

and Snopchot (65%), compared 10 

OVERALL / DAILY 

VouTube 91 % / 44% 

Facebook 75% / 38% 

Pinterest 51 % / 14% 

Instagram 48% /27% 

Twitter 44% /19% 

Linkedln 40% / 10% 

Reddit 32% /11 % 

n=3,OOO 

Figure 1: Conadions' Use of Social Media Plotforms Overall 

and Daily (2019) 

83% Any Messaging App 

72% Facebook Messenger 

35% WhatsApp 

33% Instagram DMs 

24% Snapchat 

13% Twitter DMs 

10% Discord 

n: 2,451 

15% and 8% respective ly among Figure 2: Canadians' Use of Private Messaging Apps Overall 

those aged 45 and older. (2021) 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Gavernment of 7 
Canoda's Proposed Approoch to Address Hormful Conlent 
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Platforms as a News Source 

While trad itiona l media, such as television, 

radio and newspapers. continue to ploy large 

roles in how Canadians consume news, 

one in four Canadian residents report using 

Focebook and YouTube to stay up-ta-date with 

the news and current events, w ith 21 % using 

messages from friends. fami ly and col leagues 

. '0)1 

0" 

(Figure 3). Differences by oge are again 

significant - those aged 16-29 use YouTube 

143%), Facebaak 135%), Instagram 135%) and 

private messaging (35%) for news at g reater or 

comparable rotes than news websites (42%) or 

traditional media such as TV (42%) and rad io 

123%IIFigure 4), 

;~,u~npn~ .......................... .. 

~ . ..-.,,~ ........................ -.~ .. 
"NI't rt",..IUI)e" ................ ""'!!!' 

,'orn .... "ICO .... ;lA:·t¢ ............ '"'" 

1\00\"· .......... 

0,. "I "".. ('~'" .... '!' • 

• ,,,,",,, .... "!!' 

-q~L'!1 ...... , . 

n",,2.451 (2021); 3,000 (2019) 

Figure 3: Canadians' Reported Sources for News ond Current Events 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response fO Government of 
Canoda's Proposed Approoch to Address Hormful Content 
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In addition to consuming news, a 

significant proportion of Canadian 
residents actively engage wilh news 

and politics on these platforms. 
According to our 2019 survey, 
43% of respondents 'like' a news 

or political post or story on social 
media at least once per week, 40% 

join social med ia groups about an 
issue or couse, 33% shore news/ 
political stories on social media at 

least weekly and 30% comment on 
a news/political post in their own 
words at least weekly. 

IV Nv.,." 

'OWTlibt! 

~ .. 'SUt:" 
frnfll friends, 

famil,ol 
cOllctaruM 

M"b.l~ toe","" 
..tltrl 

rwhtol 

Ito~tI,"'m 
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Exposure to Online Harms 

Amidst this increasing use of social 

media platforms is a signrf icant degree of 

reported exposure to harmful content. 

In our 2019 survey, 42% of Canadian 

residents report seeing deliberately false 

information on online news sources, 

including social media platforms. at 

leost once per week (Figure 5). More 

than one third of respondents reported 

encountering other types of harmful 

content at least once per week including 

sexist con tent, racist content, hate 

speech, and violent content, with nearly 

60% reporting seeing at least monthly. 

Furthe r. those that used Focebook, Twitter 

and YouTube to stay up-ta-date on news 

and current events were significantly 

more likely to report encountering online 

harms at least weekly (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5: Canadians' Reported Exposure 10 Online Harms (2019) 
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In our 2021 survey, we asked respondents how 

frequently they encountered a range of online 

harms specifically through private messaging 

apps. About half (46%) reported seeing 

information thaI they immediately suspected 

was fa lse at least a few times a month; whi le 

39% reported seeing information that they 

initia lly believed was true. but later found was 

at least partially false. with the same frequency. 

Scam or phishing messages were also 

reported as a relatively frequent occurrence. 

with 46% reporting receiving these messages 

at least a few times a month. Hate speech was 

identified by 26% of respondents at least a few 

times a month. with 22% encountering conten t 

that promoted or encouraged violence and 

harassment or bullying at least a few times 0 

month. 
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Figure 7: Canadians' Reported Exposure to Onl ine Harms 

through Private Messaging Apps (20211 
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Respondents who used private messaging 

opps as 0 regular news sou rce were also 

more likely to believe a number of common 

false conspiracy theories about COVID-19 
{see F(lVOTr: r1e,<;ogmg Pi.,bh Hr}lm,'· for more 

information}. 63% of believers in COVID-19 

conspiracy theories received news through 

Facebook Messenger at least a few times a 

week. compared to an overall average of 47%. 

In turn, compared to the average Canadian, 

COVID-19 conspiracy bel ievers ore 34% more 

likely to get their news regularly from Facebook 

Messenger. Similarly, 39% of believers in 

COVID-19 conspiracy theories received news 

through WhotsApp at least a few times per 

week, compared to 22% overall. making them 

77% more likely to receive their news in this 

way. This echoes the findings from previous 

research that found 0 corre lation between 

consuming news on social media plotforms 

and the likel ihood to bel ieve in COVID-19 

conspiracy theories. 

Racialized respondents also report more 

frequent exposure to online harms on public 

and private platforms. Our 2019 data showed 

that those who identified as racialized were 

33% more likely to report encountering 

hate speech and 52% more likely to report 

encountering racist content at least weekly. 

compared to non-racialized Canadians. In 

our 2021 survey. hate speech was reportedly 

received through pr ivate messaging apps by 

about one-quarter (26%) of respondents at 

least a few times a month. However. reported 

rates were significantl y higher among Latin 
American (58%), Midd le Eostern (44%). 

Southeast Asian (44%) and Block (40%) 
respondents. These find ings strongly indicate 

that exposure to online harms on socia l 

media platforms are experienced more by 

marginal ized communities. 
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One in four respondents in 2019 had reported 

harmful or fake posts or accounts. Aga in, those 

who identif ied os racia lized were also 52% 

more likely to report an account or post for 

hateful content (35% of racial ized individuals 

compared to 23% of non-rocia lized). Likewise, 

22% of respondents in 2021 reported someone 

for sending illega l, hateful or harassing content 

on a messaging opp, with rates signif icantly 

higher among people of colour. Of those that 

d id make reports about hateful content on 

socia l media. 38% ra nked its effectiveness 

(from 1 to 9) as 7-9, 39% ranked 4-6 and 23% 

ranked as 1-3. These numbers were very 

similar for priva te messaging apps: when 

asked a similar question in 2021. 350/0 gave 

7-9,39% ranked 4-6 and 21% said 1-3. These 

assessments indicate that harmful content 

reporting to p latforms can be an effective 

mechanism to mitigate harms. 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Gavernment of 
Canada's Proposed Approach to Address Harmful Conlent 
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Canadians' Views on 
Platform Regulation 

Low Trust in Platforms 
A consistent find ing across all three surveys 

is that Canadian residents do not trust social 

media platforms. Specifica lly, Canadians do 

not bel ieve that these companies, including 

Facebook Ti kTok, Twitter and Instagram, make 

decisions in accordance with the best interest 

of the public. When asked to rate how much 

they trust various organizations on a scale 
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Figure 9: Canadians' Trusllo Act in Public's Best Interest (on 

a scale from 1-9) (2021) 
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f rom 1 to 9, responden ts were less trusting of 

social media platforms than oil companies, 

te lecommunication providers and news 

media (Figure 9). Our surveys found that trust 

in Focebook. including the other services and 

apps it owns, declines moderately with age, 

particularly among men. 

We also found that big tech companies are 

less trusted than governments and other public 

and private institutions to keep persona l data 

secure (Figure 10). 
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A Role for Government 

Survey results from both 2019 ond 2021 

indicate that most Canadian residents ore 

prepared for government intervention to 

address online harms. When asked in 2019. 

80% of Canadians said that an increase in 

false information spread deliberoTely was a 

problem affecting Canadians and society in 

general, while 70% of Canadians said they 

thought the role social med ia plays in our 

political system was a sim ilar prob lem. 

We asked Canadian residents to choose 

among a series of sta tements which best 

described theif perspective. and each 

ind icated a growing willingness for platform 

intervention. In 2019, 63% of respondents said 

that reducing the amount of hate speech. 

harassment. and false information online was 

more important than protecting freedom of 

expression. 

When asked again in 2021, this number had 

increased to 70% (Figure 11), There was also a 

small increase in the proportion of respondents 

who believe that social media platforms should 

be held responsible when they o llow posting 

of illegal or inaccurate content in the same 

way that traditional news media are held 

responsible, from 47% to 52%, Most strikingly, 

the percentage of people who said that the 

government should intervene 10 require social 

media companies to fix the problems they have 

created in our political system increased from 

60% to 71% between the two surveys. 

While Canad ians' desire to see government 

action on this issue appears to have increased 

between 2019 and 2021. their opinions with 

respect to specific policy interventions - such 

as requiring platforms to delete harmful content 

in a timely manner or delete the accounts of 

users intentionally spreading false information 

- have remained stable during the same time 

period. 
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One key takeaway from Canadians' 

opinions around specific policy 
interventions is that the policies that 

were most supported by Canadians 
were those that imposed new 
responsibilities for content moderation 
on the platforms themselves, with 

opposition to these policies never 
exceeding 10% of respondents (Figure 
12). Policies that would address these 

issues in an indirect way - such as by 
funding digitalliterocy programs for 

Canadians or by supporting traditional 
media out lets as on alternative to social 
media - had genera lly lower levels of 

support across both surveys. 

Another key point is that while 

Canadians are genera lly supportive 
of various approaches that place 
responsibilities on platforms to moderate 

the content that they host, that support 

diminishes when the approach would 
result in significant changes to the 

service being provided. For example, 
when asked in 2021. 45% of respondents 
were less supportive of imposing new 

responsibilities on Facebook if those 
measures would cause Facebook to 
shut down opera tions in Canada, and 

54% were less supportive if it would 
require Facebook to charge a $5 
monthly fee to users (their approximate 

revenue per user). However, there was 
more willingness to impose content 

moderation responsibilities if it would 
result in Focebook needing to delay 
posts by a few minutes in order to carry 

out content moderation - only 18% 
of Canadians were less supportive in 
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Figure 12: Canadians' Support for Policy Interventions (2021) 
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Somewhat surprisingly. the survey dato d id 

not indicate any strong relationship between 

trust in social media companies to act in the 

public's best interests and support for more 

stringent requirements fo r those companies. 

This is in part explained by the broad levels of 

support for g reater action. where even those 

with high trust in socia l media companies are 

still supportive of intervention. Less surpri singly. 

those who report being victims of various online 

harms. such as privacy breaches and account 

hacks. hove significantly greater support for 

intervention than those who have not been 

victims. 

We believe these results col lectively pa int 

a clear pictu re: Canadians ore ready for 

new action to address online harms while 

maintaining access to services that enable 

them to connect and share with others. It is 

worth noti ng that when Canadians were asked 

who they trusted the most to address the issue 

of disinformation. hateful speech and extreme 

views on social media. no clear consensus 

emerged. 28% indicated trust in the handling of 

the issue by social media platforms themselves; 

22% by a government agency; 19% by the 

people who use social media: and 23% were 

not sure. We believe a ta keaway from this cou ld 

be that while Canadians are prepared tor 

action. they are not su re who is best positioned 

to lead th is work. We believe approaches 

that promote direct platform responsibi lity 

while maintaining democratic and sovereign 

overSight and accountabi lity fo r action are most 

likely to meet the expectations of Canadians. 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response fO Govern ment of 
Canoda's Proposed Approoch to Address Hormful Conlent 
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The governonce model chosen by the UK 
and developed in a senes of consultations 
with stakeholder groups is known as the 

'duty of care'. Under this model, the 
UK's communications regulator Of com 

would oversee and enforce compliance 
with a standards framework designed by 
the government, in order to ·ensure that 

companies continue to take consistent and 
transparent action to keep their users safe.~ 
Some comrnentators have argued that this 

duty of care required of tech platforrns tor 
online spaces is analogous to the duty of care 
required at property owners for their physical 
spaces. 

The scope of the UK's duty of care framework 

is quite broad. The framework applies to 
al l companies whose services host user
generated content which can be accessed 

by users in the UK; andlor facilitate public or 
privare online interaction between service 
users. one or more of whom is in the UK, as well 

os search engines. However. this breadth is 
restrained by certain specific exceptions. For 

example. services that playa mostly 'functiona l' 
role in enabling online activity. such as ISPs, 
would not be subject to the framework. 
Perhaps most notably, journalistic content, as 

well as user comments on that content, would 
be specifically exempted in an effort to protect 
freedom of the press. 

The hmms proposed to be addressed by the 
duty of care framework are also quite brood. 

The framework targets criminal oHences, 
harmful content affecting children, as well as 
content that can be harmful to adults even 
jf legal. Disinformarion and misinformation 

are also included in the framework, but only in 

situations in which that information could cause 

harm to mdividuals. Specifically out of scope 
are violations of intellectual property rights, 
data protection, fraud. consumer protection law, 

ond oybersecunty breaches or hacking. 

In terms of the specific actions that companies 

would need to take, any company that falls 
within the scope at the framework would be 
responsible for taking action to prevent user

generated conten! on their ploHorms from 
causing physical or psychological harm to 
individuals. This would involve carrying out 

assessments of the nsks associated with their 
services and taking action to reduce those 
risks. 

If a user were to encounter harmful content on 
a platform which had on obligation under the 

framework to address that harm. then the user 
can report that harm and seek redress, such as 
content removal or sanctions ogainst offending 

users, among other possibilities. 

There would also be different obligations 

imposed on different 'closses' of companies. 
These classes would be determined by their 
degree of reach in the publ ic media landscape. 

and therefore their potential to contribute to 
online harms. Such companies would have 
additional responsibilities under the framework, 

particularly with respect to the regulotion of 
harmful content even when that content is 
not illegol. Among other differences, these 

companies would be required to regularly 
publish transpa rency reports in order to detail 
the approaches they had adopted to address 

online harms. The government explicitly 
stated rhat it would reserve the right to impose 
personal liability on the managers of tech 

companies in the event of failure to attain the 
standards of core specified by the regulator. 
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Like the UK, the EU has been moving toward 

a model of regulating online harms based 
largely on the idea that platforms should 
bear more responsibility when ft comes to 

monitoring and addressing those harms. 
The EU's new approach to regulating online 
harms began with a 2018 recommendation 

document published by the European 
Commission. Building on the feedback from 
these recommendations, in December 2020 

the European Parliament and European 
Council received a legislative proposal from 
the European Commission titled the Digitol 

Services Act (DSA). It outlines a broad set of 

measures to regulate online platforms. What 
follows is a direct quotation of the stated intent 
of the legislation: 

• measures to counter illegal goods, services 

or content online. such as a mechanism for 

users to flag such content and for plaHorms 
to cooperate with ~trusted flaggers~ 

• new obligations on traceability of business 
users in online market places, to help 

identify sellers of illegal goods 

• effective safeguards for users, including the 
possibility to challenge platforms' content 
moderation decisions 

• 

• 

transparency measures for online platforms 
on a variety of issues, including on the 
algorithms used for recommendations 

obligations for very large platforms 
to prevent the misuse of their systems 

by taking risk-based action and 

by independent audits of their risk 
management systems 

• access for researchers fa key data of the 
largest platforms, in order to understand 
how online risks evolve 

• oversight structure to address the 

complexity of the online space: EU 
countries will have the primary role. 

supported by a new European Boord for 
Digital Services: for very large platforms, 
enhanced supervision and enforcement by 

the Commission 

While the new law upholds existing legal 

protections for platforms in terms of not 
being liable for the content they host in the 
EU, it also introduces a new responsibility to 

remove illegal content in a "timely, diligent and 
oblective manner" once identified. As with 
the UK approoch, the proposed EU mode l 
would operate using a tiered system, with 

larger platforms being subject to more stringent 
requirements. For example, platforms with 
over 45 million users would be required to 

abide by a range of new restrictions such as: 

• Risk management obligations; 

• External audits to assess the degree of fisk 
for harm posed by the platform!s activities; 

• Transparency around recommendation 
systems related to user content; 

• Obligations to share data with researchers 
to help understand online harms; and 

• Cooperation with authorities 10 the event of 
crises. 

For the first time in the EU. the law would 
specify that companies who fail to comply with 

these obligations would be subiect to fines at 
up to 6% on their annual profits. 
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In June 2017, the German Federal Parliament 
adopted the NeflNork EnforcemenT Act or the 
NetzDG, which came into effect in October 

2017. It should be noted that the law was 
adopted in a fast-tracked legislarive process 

and was subject to significant criticism 
from civil society organizations. The law 
aimed to reduce hate speech, criminally 

punishable disinformation and other harmful 
content on social media. Under the Act, 
SOCial networks with at least two million 

members in Germany are subject to mUltiple 
obligations. Most notably, the low requires 
social networks to remove or block access 
to content that is ~monifestly unlawful~ within 

24 hours of receiving complaints unless 
provided otherwise by low enforcement. 

Social networks must also remove or block 
access to all other simply ~unlowful· content 

generally within seven days of receiving a 

complaint, with certain exceptions involving 
whether the factual allegation is true or false 
or if the decision will be decided upon by on 

approved self-regulatory institution. The 
law also requires social networks to maintain 

effective and transparent organizational 
procedures for handling complaints about 
unlawful content available to users. Platforms 
designed to enable ~individual communication 

or the dissemination of specific content" ore 
specifically exempt from the law. 



Australia's eSafety Commissioner is dedicated 
exclusively to promoting online safety and 
enforcing compliance with online content 

moderation requirements under the Enhancing 
Online Safely Act (EOSA). Tile eSolety 

Commissioner was initially focused on 
promoting online safety for children, however 
in 2017, the Act was amended to expand the 

scope of its functions to indude safeguarding 
against risks ot online harm for all Australians. 

Under the EOSA. the eSofety Commissioner 
is responsible tor monitoring online platforms' 
compliance with safety requirements related 

to the cyber-bullying of children and non
consensual sharing of intimate images. The 
EOSA requires social media service providers 
to include a provision that ·'prohibits en~-

users from posting cyber-bullying material" in 
its terms of use and a complaints framework 

under which users can report and request the 
removal of harmful material. Under the EOSA. 
if a material is considered a cyber-bullYlng oct 

targeting on Australian child and the social 
media service does not remove the material 

within 48 hours of a complaint. the eSofety 
Commissioner has the power to request the 
removal of the material within 48 hours of a 
writ1en notice. Moreover, the Commissioner 
has the power to issue an ~end-user notice: 

under which the person posting the cyber
bullYing material is required to remove it and 

refrain from posting harmful content in the 
future. Civil penalties are enforced for failure 
to comply with the removal notice. The 

Commissioner call also invoke these regulatory 
powers to enforce the removal of intimate 
images shared without the sublect's consent. 

The eSafety Commissioner also has powers 

under the Broadcasting Services Act (BSA) and 

the Criminal Code Act (CCA). Under the BSA, 
the Commissioner can investigate complaints 
and enforce the removal of ~prohibited content" 

as defined by the ClaSSification Boord - the 
government body responsible for classifying 
films, publications, and online content, issuing 

age restrictions and implementing censorship 
guidelines. The Commissioner can issue a 
~removal notice~ to a host of the illegal content 
in Australia, or 0 ~blocking notice" to a local 

Internet Service Provider to prevent or restrict 
access to illega l content hosted outside of 

Australia. The ClaSSification Board's definition 
of illegal content includes child abuse material, 
content promoting terrorism, and incitements of 

violence. Under the CCA, the Commissioner 
can request the removal of ~abhorrent violent 
material,~ defined as content that records or 

streams terronst acts, violence or kidnapping, 
and requires the internet. con1ent, or hosting 
service provider to inform the Australian 

Federal Police ~wlthin a reasonable time 

after becoming aware of the existence of the 
material.~ 

In June 2021. the Australian government 
enacted the Online Safety Act to once again 

expand the Commissioner'S powers. The 
new legislation, which will come into effect In 

January 2022, expands the Commissioner'S 

cyberbuliying regulations to include adult
targeted cyber harms and requires the 
removal of cyberbullying material from a 

wide range of online services, not just social 
media sites. The new Act also grants the 
Commissioner enhanced powers to rapidly 

block websites that host abhorrent violent 
material in real time and reduces the 
timeframe required for service providers to 

comply with removal notices from 48 to 24 
hours. 
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Platforms in Scope 

The Government's proposed definition of an 

·Online Communication Service" (OeS) to be 

in scope for this new law is "0 service thot is 

accessible to persons in Canado. the primary 

purpose of which is 10 enable users of the 

service to communicate with other users of 

the service. over the internet" and excludes 

·services thot enable persons to engage only 

in private communications: The proposal 

provides regulatory power to the federal 

government to further specify the definition 

of on oes, such as including or excluding a 

category of services and the meaning of the 

term private communications. The proposal's 

briefing material provides examples of 

platforms to be in scope. such as Focebook, 

YouTube. TikTok, Instogram and Twitter. while 

also providing examples of what it intends 

to exempt including te lecommunications 

providers as well as privOle messag ing . fitness. 

ridesharing and travel platforms. 

Platforms' Primary Purpose 

The Government shou ld consider clarify ing its 

intentions by further defining what is meant 

by a service's Hprimary purpose" to ensure the 

very brood definition of user communication 

does not capture what it does not intend and 

thOl regulatory exemptions are not applied 

inconsistent ly. The Government may consider 

adopting language from the EU's proposed 

Digitol Services Act (DSA) which clarifies 

platforms should not be in scope Hwhere the 

dissemination to the public is merely a minor 

and purely ancillary feature of another service 

and thot feature cannot. for abiective technical 

reasons. be used without that other. principal 

Rebuilding Ca nada's Public Square: Response fa Government of 
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service, and the integration of that feature is 

not a means to circumvent the applicability of 

the rules of this Regulation applicable to online 

plotforms. H

, Such language would clarify 

intentions with respect to services such as 

fitness. shopping or travel platforms. 

Likewise. language from Germany's NetzDG 

and the UK's online harms bill aiming to 

protect freedom of the press and platforms 

exclusively dedicated fa journalism could be 

adopted to specifically exclude ··plotforms 

offering journalistic or editorial content. the 

responsibility for which lies with the service 

provider itsele The EU's DSA preamble also 

specifies "the comments section of an online 

newspaperH as being exempt as on ancillary 

feature. The UK and Australia also both 

specifically exclude closed internal business 

platforms, which could be considered. 

Platform Size 

As currently drafted. it appears that no size 

or user reach thresholds are proposed to 

exempt smaller platforms from the law. The 

Government should consider mirroring the 

platform size thresholds established in other 

iurisdictions that have been carefully cra fted 

to prevent only entrenched incumbents with 

the resources to meet sophisticated regulatory 

requirements, as well as mitigate the risk of 

smaller platforms withdrawing their services, 

which could undermine freedom of expression 

and access to information. 

The EU's DSA requires platforms of all sizes to 

have the basic ability for users to report illegal 

content, but exempts small platforms without 

significant reach from recourse and appeal 

mechanisms for such content. as well as 

transparency requirements. 
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These are currently defined as enterpri ses 

employing fewer than 50 people with an 
annual balance sheet below EUR 10 m illion 
($15 million CAD) and fewer than 45 m illion 

average monthly active users in the EU (approx. 
10% ot popu lation). Germany's NetzDG has 
a threshold of two m illion reg istered users in 

Germany (opprox. 2% of population) and also 
limits to platforms which have "profit-making 

pu rposes" to exempt non-profi t and public 
enterprises. Australia's eSafety Commissioner 
can designate "large" platforms with legally

binding requi rements while enabl ing others 
to participate on a cooperative basis: it has 
designated only three to dote: Facebook. 

Instagram and YouTube. 

Canada could potentially model this after 
similar size thresholds it established in the 

Canada Elections Ac t for online advertising 
transparency, which map close ly to the EU's 

DSA thresholds and defines platforms in scope 

as those visited or used by Canadian users 
over the prior 12 months by an average of 

3 mill ion per month in English; 1 m illion per 
month in French: or 100,000 times per month in 

another language. 

Private Communication 

The proposed exemption for "services that 

enable persons to engage only in private 
commun ications" captu res an important and 

extremely complex element of this proposed 
law that potentially requires further clarification. 

Many platforms offer both public and private 
communication functions, and clarification 
that blended platforms will have their different 
functions treated differently would help clarify 

scope. For example, Instagram is in scope but 
its direct message functions a re not intended 

Rebuilding Canado's Public Square: Response to Government of 
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to be. Wording simi lar to the EU's DSA could 

be adopted: "Where some of the services 
provided by a provider ore covered by this 
Regu lation whilst others are not, or where the 

services provided by a provider ore covered by 
different sections of this Regu lation, the relevant 

provisions of th is Regulation should apply only 
in respect of those services that fal l within their 

scope 

However; the distinction between public and 
private communica tions on many onl ine 

platforms is not a lways clear. For example. 
is the proposa l's intention to capture posts 
on social media that are private to only 

its followers (e.g., a private Facebook or 
Instagram profile or group)? If not. is it ro tiona l 
that regulatory action would be prioritized fo r 

content viewed by soya dozen people on a 
publ ic profile over content viewed by thousands 
or mil lions on a private profile or group? To use 
onother example, if a public Instagrom profile 

posts a story to its close friends (a feature that 
limits access to a user-defined list of followers), 
is that post now private communication? 

The EU's DSA attempts to make this publicI 
private distinction th rough its definition of 

"dissemination to the public· as "making 
information avai lable, at the request of the 
recipient of the service who provided the 

information, to a potential ly unlimited number 
of third parties" thereby exempting private 

profi les or groups. This has come under some 
scrutiny from experts; for example Caroline 
Cauffman and Catalina Goanta ask "should 
there not be a critical number of 'friends' or 

'g roup members' that leads to the loss of 
confidential ity protection and to the same 
treatment as offers to or information shared 

with the public in general?" The EU's DSA is. 
however. not a consensus approach. Germany 
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exempts only "individua l communication," , the 

UK includes private profiles and messaging 
but excludes emails and SMS messages,-'
while Austra lia's approach includes all private 
communica tion .. ~ 

While thresholds at the individual level may 

be problematic. there may be no way to 
avoid establishing a threshold by what is 

considered private. For example, closed groups 
on Telegram can have up to 200.000 users. 
which surely stretches the meaning of "private" 
commun icat ion; however, one could envision 

al l iMessage or Instagram message groups 
(each capped at 32 users) being considered 
private. However, we think it makes sense that 

this be left to regulations to evolve over time 
in consu ltation with experts and Canadians. 

One cou ld also imagine the thresholds being 
different for different types of harms, for 
example a lower threshold for int imate images 

than other con tent. 

Under the EU's DSA however, large private 
platforms that do not meet the "disseminat ion 

to the public" requirement are still requ ired to 
have user-friendly mechanisms to elec tronically 

report content that users consider illegal, as 
well as provide notice to users if it removes or 
disables content, including the reasons tor its 
decision and available redress possibilities. The 

law also still requires annual reports outlining 
the ir content moderation activities, including 

the number of user reports by type of a lleged 
il lega l con tent, action taken. and average time 

needed for taking action, as well as proactive 
measures taken as a result of the application 
and enforcement of their terms and conditions. 
Finally, when enabled by national laws, EU 

member states would also be able to order 
hosting services to remove illegal content. 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government of 
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2. 



The Government should croft the legislation 

to enable a similar approach in which private 
platforms of a significant size are still subject 
to min imum requi rements, such as user notice

and-action mechanisms and transparency 
requirements. This wou ld better enable harm 
reduction, promote g reater understanding of 

online harms, and would mitigate the risk of on 
incentive for companies to crea te more closed 

or private platforms as a means of Sidestepping 
content moderation obligations. For a more 
detailed exam ination of potential regulatory 

mechanisms for online harms on private 

messaging apps, see 'Of r .'i~O:l' 'q" (JIrC 
Hw,.-,:. 
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Harmful Content in Scope 

The Government's proposal specifies five 

types of harmful platform content for which 

moderation wi ll be regulated: 

1. Terrorist conten t; 

2. Content that incites vio lence: 

3. Hate speech; 

4. Non-consensual shoring of intimate imoges; 

and 

5. Child sexual exploita tion content. 

These five categories ore all worthy of regulatory 

action, though each is also very different. and 

the new regulator will need to develop expertise 

in each to meaningfully understand and 

implement the distinct categories of content. 

The proposa l refers to using Criminal Code 

definit ions of this content "adapted to a 

regu latory context," The Government shou ld 

engage experts and stakeholders further 

in these defin itions given the very different 

contexts. For example, the proposed definition 

of content that incites violence is "acti vely 

encourages or threatens violence and which 

is likely to result in violence"; clarification 

may be needed as to whether coordination 

or recruitment to vio lence in absence of 

encouragement or threat is in scope, and 

whether th is includes self harm. Darryl 

Carmichael and Emi ly Laid law a lso raise 

important questions about the definition of 

terrorist content in their ~!"(J r Vel" 1. 

We also th ink a sixth category of harmful 

content is worthy of considerat ion: identity 

fraud. Online impersonation is amongst the 

most common online harms, is often a poor fi t 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government of 
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for the criminal justice system given the scale 

and speed of the platforms. and also has a 

clear Criminal Code definition ("fraudulently 

personates another person, living or dead, 

with intent to: gain advantage for themselves 

or another person; obtain any property or an 

interest in any property; or couse disadvantage 

to the person being personated or another 

person"). As on example. Facebook ond 

Instagram reported in their most recent global 

transparency report tha t it actioned 1.7 billion 

fake accounts, compared to a combined total 

of 143 m illion accounts for hate speech, violent 

content, child endangerment and terrorism. 

YouTube also reports impersonation as 0 

more frequen t reason for channel removal 

than promotion of violence or terrorism. This 

could a lso enable the regulator to address an 

emerging th reat to our democracy: synthetic 

media and deepfakes. 



Content Moderation 
Requirements 

The Government's proposal places obligations 

on platforms to "take al l reasonable measures 

which can include the use of automated 

systems, to identify harmful content tha t 

is communicated on its OCS and that is 

accessible to persons in Canada. and to make 

thor harmful content inaccessible to persons 

in Canado: It also provides that platforms 

must take measures to ensure that the 

implementation and operation of the content 

moderation procedures, practices, (ules, and 

systems put in place do not result in differential 

treOlment of any group based on a prohibited 

ground of discrimination within the meaning 

of the Canadian Human Rights Act and in 

accordance with regulations. It also requires 

thot content flogged by any person in Canada 

as harmful be addressed "expeditiously,~ which 

it indicates will be defined as 24 hours from 

the content being flagged or another period 

prescribed in regulations, including the ability 

10 set different times for differenl types of 

harmful content. It requires a notice of decision 

to the user, the ability to compel a prompt 

review of the decision. and user notice of the 

reconsideration includtng the ability to appeal 

to the new Digital Recourse Council. 

This proposed wording regarding ~afl 

reasonable measures~ may be construed 

by platforms as a requirement to proactively 

monitor or fil ter all content accessible to 

persons in Canada, even from non-Canadians. 

This would have far-reaching implications. 

The UN's Special Rapporteur for Freedom of 
Opinion and Expression has criticized such 

general monitoring obligorions as ~inconsistent 

with the right to privacy and likely to amount 

to pre-publication censorship: We believe 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government o f 
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this prOVision needs to be reworked to be 

more narrow in scope, or at the very least. 

provisions in the EU's DSA should also be 

adopted. such as: "Nothing in this Regulation 

should be construed as on imposition of 0 

general monitoring obligation or active foct

finding obligation. or as a general obligation 

for providers to toke proactive measures to 

relation to illegal contenr and "The removal 

or disabling of access should be undertaken in 

the observance of the principle of freedom of 

expression." Proposals have been advanced 

in the EU to clarify thot monitor ing obligations 

should only be enabled in specific cases 

such as blocking content which is identical to 

content which has previously been declared 

unlawful. The UK's proposal also proposes to 

limit proactive monitoring only to child sexual 

abuse and terrorist content and requires all 

platforms to protect users' right to freedom 

of express ion within the law when deciding 

on, and implementing. safety policies and 

procedures. 

The proposed measures to ensure that 

monitoring obligations do not result in 

differential treatment or discrimination are 

positive featu res that somewhat mitigate 

risks. Consideration could be given to provide 

explicit authority to the new regulator to 

conduct independent audits of differential 

treatment. Cynthia Kha6s Deplatforming 
Misogyny provides excellent insights into ways 

to achieve substantive equality with respect to 

content moderation, or the notion that people 

in different positions may have to be trea ted 

differently to achieve true equality. that should 

also be considered. 

The current proposal is also asymmetrical 

with respect to user content wrongfully 

removed compared to harmful content that 
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remains accessible; there is no regulated 

ability to appeal content removed or service 
suspended incorrectly under the platform's 

terms ond conditions. The ability to appeal 
decisions to remove content through platform 
measures or automated systems is left at the 
discretion of the platforms, whereas illega l 

content that remains accessible is subject to 
a series of reporti ng and oppeal mechanisms. 
This asymmetry is likely to incentivize more 

aggressive proactive fi ltering with implications 
for freedom of expression. To rebalance 
these incentives, the Government should olso 

consider a complementary platform user 
notice and appeal mechan ism for wrongful 

takedown or suspension of service and 
timely redress as is articulated in EU's OSA 
Article 17.3. It could a lso consider requiring 
users receive notices of when their content 

has been fi ltered or moderated through 
au10mated means. and the right to request 
that the platform's review of this decision be 

conducted through non-automated means. 

Based on evidence to date, the 24 hour 

requirement for con tent decisions is likely 
to lead to over-censorship of non-harmfu l 

content. Even the Germany model only 
requires 24 hours for "manifestly unlawful" 
content and up to seven days to review 
other content. The EU's DSA also has a 

mechanism for "trusted floggers"' 10 have the 
content flagged prioritized for moderation, 
which Canada may wish to model. We 

acknowledge the proposal already a llows for 
regu latory flex ibility in this regard. though we 
would advise explicit reference to 24 hours be 

removed. Instead, we would suggest the new 
regu lator develop more precise requirements 
around the mean ing of "expeditiously" in 

consu ltation with experts and stakeholders 
and reflecting the reality of how this new 
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law is implemented in Canada, including the 

effectiveness of the Recourse Council in providing 
guidance to platforms and improving democratic 
oversight of takedown decisions over time. The 

current proposars structure may enable this, 
but the Government may also wish to consider 
focusing timely removal on content with more 

reach for certa in Types of harmful content or 
setting standards that a im to reduce the overall 
number of Canad ians who see illegal content. 

Fina lly, we wou ld advise that a provision be 

expl icit ly added to ensu re the user reporting and 
appeal mechonisms for illegal content are free of 
charge to the user throughout the process_ 



law fl:nforcement Reporting 
Requirements 

The Government describes its proposa l for 

mandatory law enforcement reporting as on 

'interplay' between law enforcement and CSIS 

10 identify public safety threats and prevent 

violence. The discussion guide acknowledges 

the limitations of content removal suggesting 

that it may be counterproductive by potentially 

pushing threat actors to encrypted platforms 

and away from the visibility and reach of 

law enforcement, thus producing more 

unmoderoted harmful content. Although 

the potential of user migration to encrypted 

services is certainly a rea l phenomenon 

discussed further in our report PnvotE 

Mt: '5oJgmg. p. ,_,lie NQrm~', the Government's 

proposal does not give due credence to the 

challenges and potential harms of mandatory 

reporting to law enforcement operating 

in conjunction with automated content 

monitoring and removal. 

The Government proposes two potential 

models for requiring platforms to report 

harmful content to law enforcement: 

o. when the platform has reasonable grounds 

to suspect the content reflects an imminent 

risk of serious harm to any person or to 

property; or 

b. when the platform believes content is 

illegal within the prescribed crimina l 

offences of the five harmful content 
categories. 

The first approach is consistent with the EU's 

DSA and many p la tforms' existing practices. 

The second approach intertwines content 

moderation with mandatory reporting, is too 

discretionary far platforms to meaningfully 
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carry out without creating additiona l harm 

and should be abandoned. This approach 

risks disproportionately impacting racialized, 

religious minorities. LGBTQ+ people and other 

marginalized groups who. as SU?y Dun! has 

identified. are particularly at risk of having their 

content removed either deliberately through 

individuals who maliciously flag content or 

through content moderation systems that 

discriminate. Such groups could increasingly 

find themselves caught in a content removal

policing nexus where their posts would be 

forwarded to law enforcement o r CSIS for 

investigation. potentially unbeknownst even to the 

users themselves. The unintended consequences 

to free expression are not merely hypothetical. 

Google has challenged Germany's recent and 

similar proposal for violating fundamental human 

rights. In addition, such an approach could 

undermine the equality-driven purpose of this 

legisla tion causing more harm to racialized and 
marginalized groups. 

Even under the Government's first more limited 

proposal. regu latory clarity should be provided 

regarding the definitions of -reasonable g rounds 

to suspect" and "serious harm" or else this 

proposa l still risks undermining freedom of 

expression a nd the right to be secure against 

unreasonable search and seizure. 



For example, the Electronic Frontier 

Foundation suggested in the EU context that 

user reports a lone should not be suffi cien t to 

trigger obligations for reporting. Further, the 

subtext of this section seems focused on child 

sexua l exploitation and terrorist content We 

cannot foresee a scenario where automated 

fi ltering and reporting to low enforcement 

without victim consent of potential acts of 

hate speech or intimate images does not 

create more harm than good. We would urge 

considering limiting this section to be specific 

to the harmful content it intends to captu re. 

Key Recommendotions: 
7. Limit any requirements for 

mandatory platform reporting to 

low enforcement tG cnses \\'I-I('re 

-rflm:nen' fIS:"': of seJ;ous Ilorm 

IS !80S01Io[-j ly SI JSIJ8ctE?Cl oneJ 

cnrl:; lrJel rlCl[!O\·vlf"lg t,) orll,/ ci: llci 

sexuol 8/:pIoITOtio ll ond lei 101 IS: 

G(;llleni 

Platform Transparency 
Requirements 

The Government's proposal requires platforms 

to produce reports on a scheduled bosis to the 

new regulator providing Canado-specific data 

about several important elements, including: 

• the volume and type of harmfu l content; 

• the volu me and type of content moderated; 

• the volu me and type of content thot 

was accessible to persons in Canada in 

violation of their community guidelines; 

and 
• platforms' content moderation procedures, 

systems, resources, and activities. 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government of 
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These ore important transparency provisions, and 

we would recommend that the legislation clarify 

these reports should be publicly accessible in 

a manner that respects individual privacy. The 

proposed provision regarding con tent "in violation 

of their community guidelines" is well-intentioned, 

though we think it would be clearer to replace 

'com munity guidelines' with 'terms and conditions' 

as commun ity guidelines is a term only used by 

some p latforms. It would also be strengthened 

if "the volume and type of content moderated" 

was ideally split between automated and human 

moderation. 

Mandated and audited transparency is among 

the most powerfu l platform governance tools that 

governments have. It would a lso be beneficial 

for these requirements to be built in cooperation 

with internationa l a llies to ensure data can 

be compared to other countries to the extent 

possible, as well as leave regulatory flexibility for 

the new regulator to add additiona l transparency 

requirements that advance their overall 

mandate in consultation with experts, allies, and 

stakeholders, 



New Regulators 

The Government proposes fa create a 

new regulatory body in the Digitol Safety 

Commission to administer and enforce 

these requiremen ts, as well as engage in 

partnerships, education outreach activities and 

research. It also proposes the establishment 

of the Digital Recourse Council to review and 

issue content moderation deCisions, as well 

as on Advisory Boord to support and advise 

the Commission and the Recourse Council. 

The Commissioner will have brood inspection 

and enforcement powers, including the ability 

to recommend fines of up to the higher of 3% 

of global revenue or $10 million 10 the body 

responsible for administering privacy violations, 

or to refer fines to prosecutors of up to 5% of 

global revenue or $25 million. 

The design of the regulatory and oversight 

bodies seems fit for purpose. though of course 

the devil will be in the details of how these new 

bodies are implemented. adequately resourced. 

and use their authorities. For example. there 

may be considerable complaint volume at the 

Recourse Council. so we wonder if if would 

be best to leave the maximum number of 

members (currently prescribed as five) os 
flexible in the regulations. 

It is worth noting that the functions of the 

Digital Safety Commission seem deliberately 

broader than just the five prescribed types 

of harmful content. which is positive and will 

hopeful ly allow the Comm ission to engage in 

partnerships and research on brooder issues 

of digital safety not yet in scope for regulatory 

action (e.g .. disinformation harmful to public 

safety. synthetic media or automoted/bot 

content labelling, ad transparency. doxing. 

algorithmic transparency. etc.). II would also 
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seem to enable the Digitol Safety Commissioner 

to engage in pannerships with civil society 

and international allies: one could envision 

investigations or pannerships with European and 

Australian digital commissioners on matters of 
joint interest. 

The brood inspection powers proposed for the 

Commission may satisfy this. but the Government 

may consider adopting the more specific 

provisions in the EU's DSA Anicle 31 to compel 

very large platforms (defined as more than 10% 

of the population or 450 million monthly active 

users) to cooperate with independent research. 

including providing data to vetted academic 

researchers and specific doto security and 

confidenttality requirements. including provisions 

reloting to trade secrets. These EU provisions 

ore world-leading and the Government should 

ensure Canadian researchers can similarly 

engage in bener understanding online platforms. 

The Government should also consider mirroring 

the EU's DSA Articles 26 and 27 that requires 

very large platforms to annually review and 

pur in p lace mitigotion measures for rheir 

systemic risks in: the dissemination of illegal 

content; any negative effects for the exercise 

of the fundamental rights and freedoms; and 

intentional manipulation of their service with 

effects on the protection of public health. 

minors. civic discourse. electoral processes 

and public security. These provisions enable 

their Commission to produce on annual report 

with the most prominent and recurrent systemic 

risks and best practices for mitigation. Like 

in the financial services industry. compelling 

companies to review their potentia l risks to 

SOCiety can be a powerful tool for mitigation. 
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Website Blocking 

The Government's proposal also enables the 

Commissioner to apply to the Federal Court for 
on order to block access to a platform, in whole 
or in port that demonstrates persistent non

compliance with orders regarding child sexual 
exploitation or Terrorist content. Site-blocking 
powers hove understandably been met with 

significant criticism by internet service providers 

and civil society organizations for censorship, 
impairing individual liberty, and potentially 
exacerbating harm against the marginalized 

populations that the law in port seeks to 
protect. This proposed power requiring iudiciol 

authorization is quite prescribed, though it 
is worth noting thot Germany and the EU's 
approach do not contain this power relying 

on monetary penalties, and Australia only 
has site-blocking powers for time-limited viral 
distribution of terrorist content in response to the 

Christchurch Call. The Government may also 
wish to review the UK's proposed approach thor 
enables blocking of 'ancillary' services such as 
payment processing, advertising services and 

search results for a site, as a means to pressure 
compliance before outright blocking, 

It IS not clear that this measure is necessary. 
effective and proportionate. given that 

major platforms increasingly appear to be 
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in compliance with remova l requirements for 
unlawful content. For example. in on evaluation 

of the European Commission's Code of Conduct 
on countering illegol hate speech online. 

companies removed on overage 70% of illegal 
hate speech notified to them. with companies 
meeting the target sel of reviewing the majority 
of notifications with in 24 hours. reaching on 

average of more than 81 % (and figures for both 
have steadily Increased with each evaluation). 
Recognizing thot the existing provision allows for 

site blocking to be ~i n part: mony of the platforms 
proposed to be in scope host for more legol 
expression than illegal. so enabling site-blocking 

only of platforms where the majority or significant 
proportion of contenT is non-compliant could also 

be a way to narrow scope and mitigate Charter 
scrutiny. 
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Survey Questions 
Figure 1: Which besl describes Figure 2: Hove you used ony of the 

how often do you do the following? following messaging opps in the 

• About once an hour last year? 

• A few times a day • Ves 

• Doily • No 

• A couple times a week • Don't know or prefer nol to soy 

• Oncea week 

Once every few weeks 0 WhatsApp 

• A few times a year b. Focebook Messenger 

• I don't do this/use this service c. WeChotlWeixin 

• Unsure/don" know d. Telegram 

e. Signol 

o. Wotch news on TV f. Snopchot 

b. listen 10 the news on the radio 9 Direct messages on 

c. Listen to a podcast Instagram 

d. Visit a news website [Viber/imo/Weiboj" 

e. Open a news opp on your lLiNE/Discord/Clu bhouse 1-
mobile device [OQ/Direct messages on Twitterl 

f. Read something on Direct messages on TikTakl" 

Wikipedio * Survey respondents split into 

9 Read a prinT newspaper three and each asked one of eoch 

h. Read a pr int magazine 

i. Use Google Search Figures 3 and 4: Which of the 

i Use Goog le News following do you use to stay up 

k. Use Facebook Newsfeed to date w ith the news or current 

I. Use Facebook Messenger events? (select all that apply) 

m. Use Linkedln o. An email newsletter 

n. Use Instagram b. Messages from friends, 

0 Use Pinterest family or colleagues 

p. Use Reddi t (e.g., text, WhatsApp, Facebook 

q. Use Snapchat Messenger) 

r. Use Tumblr c. TV 
s Use Twitter d. Rad io 

1. Use WeCha! e. Podcosts 

u. Use WhotsApp f. Print newspapers 

v. Watch something on VouTube g. Print magazines 

h News websiTes 

I. News alerts on my mobile 

device 

i Search engine (e.g., Google, 

Bing, etc.) 

k. Focebook 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government of 
Canada's Proposed Approach to Address Harmful Content 

I. Instagrarn 

m. Reddit 

n. Linkedln 

o. Twitter 

p YouTube 

Figure 5: Thinking of any online 

sources for news or politicol 

information (websites, Facebook. 

Twitter, Instogrom, news opps, 

etc.), how often do you think you 

encounter the following? 

• Every day 

• A few times a week 

Once a week 

• A few times a month 

• Once a month 

• Less than once a month 

• Never 

• Unsure/don't know 

o. Deliberately false information 

b. Acc identally fa lse information 

c. Deliberately misleading or 

biosed information 

d. Accidenta lly misleading or 

biased information 

e. Deliberately inflammatory or 

divisive content 

f. Accidentally inflammatary or 

divisive content 

g. Something you would consider 

hate speech 

h. Something you would consider 

racist content 

i. Something you woUld consider 

sexist content 

I. Something you would consider 

violent content 
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Figure 6: Proportion of respondents o. Fact checked a post about the 

to question in Figure 5 who chose news on a different site 

Facebook/YouTube/Twitter in b. Blocked or muted on account 

question to Figures 3 ond 4 or phrase 

c. Reported or fl ogged on 

Figure 7: [only asked to those who account or post for hateful 

indicated using at least one private content 
messaging app] Thinking about d. Reported or f lagged an 

all the messaging apps you use, account for being foke/ 

how often do you think you receive automated 

messages, including links, images e. Reported or flogged a post for 

or videos, that contain what you being false 

would consider: f. Downloaded 0[1 ad-b locker or 

• Every day privacy opp to track data beir'\g 

• A few times a week shored wi th third part ies 

• A few times a month g. Change the settings on each 

• A few times a year app/platform so that your 

• Never profi le is less public 

• Don't know or prefer not to soy 

Do you consider yourse lf a 

o. Information about the news member of 0 visible minority / 

or current events that you racialized community? 

immedia tely suspect to be 

false Figure 9: Below we have a list of 

b. Information about the news or specific companies or services. 

current events that you believe We want you to think about 

to be true and later find out is w hether each of these make 

at least partly false decisions that you consider to be 

c. Hate speech that wilfully in the best interest of the public, 

promotes hprred against on ond others that you consider to 

identifiable group core less about what is in the best 

d. Harassment or bullying interest of the public. 

e. A scom (e.g., phishing to On a scale of 1-9, where 1 means 

provide per-sonal information or you have no trust at all and 9 

to download molwore) means you have a high degree of 

f. Promoting or encouraging trust, how do you feel about each 

violence of the following when it comes 

to trusting them to oct in the best 

Figure 8: Question from Figure 5, in interest of the public: 

addition to: Which of the following o. Amazon 

actions have you done? b. Apple 

• Yes c. Bell Canada 

• No d. C8C / Radio-Canada [split 

• I think so outside/inside of Quebec: 

Unsure n=1.8541597J 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government 01 
Canada's Proposed Approach to Address Hormfut Content 

e. Notional Post/La Presse [split 

outs ide/inside of Quebec] 

f CTVfTVA [split outside/inside of 

Quebec] 

g. Toronto Star / Le Journal de 

Montrea l [split outside/inside of 

Quebec] 

h. Facebook 

I. Globe and Mo il 

I· Globa l News 

k. Google (Alphabet Inc.) 

I. Imperial Oil/ Shell Canada 

[split sample: n=1.168/1.283] 

m. Instogrom 

n. Microsoft 

o. Tim Hortons 

p TikTok 

q. Twitter 

r. Wikipedia 

s. WhatsApp 

I. YouTube 

Figure 10: Below is a list of 

organizations that often handle 

data about Canadians. How much 

do you trust these organizations fo 

keep your personal data secure? 

Rate on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 

being "Do not trust at all" and 10 

being "Completely trust': 

o. The federal government 

b. Vour provincial government 

c. Vour municipa l government 

d. Health core providers (e.g" 

hospitals. doctors) 

e. The police 

f. Bonks 

9 Telecommunication providers 

(e.g., Bell. Rogers, Telus) 

h. Apple 

I. Facebook 

I· Google 

k. Microsoft 
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Figure 11: Please indicate which of b. Requiring p latforms to delete 

the following best describes your accounts that impersonate 

perspective: others 

o. Protecting freedom of c. Requiring platforms to delete 

expression is more important Illegal content in 0 timely 

than regulating speech online. monner. like hote speech. 

b. Reducing the amount of hote horassment and inc itement of 

speech, harassment and false violence 

information online is more d. Requiring platforms to develop 

important than free expression. third-party fact-checking 

verification of news and 

o. Social media p latforms shou ld warning users when something 

be held responsib le when they is not true 

allow posting of inaccurate e Requiring that users be able to 

or illegal content in the some control how their social media 

way that news media are held feeds ore presented to them, 

responsible. such as chrono log ically 

b. People who post inaccurate f. Increasing d igital and 

or illegal content on social media literacy education for 
media platforms should be held Canadians 

responsible. not the platforms. g. Increasing public subsid ies 

for journalism and public 

o. Government shou ld intervene broadcasting 

in social media companies to h. Requiring that automated 

require the compan ies to fix the conlen t or bot accounts be 

problems they have created in banned 

our political system. ,. Requiring platforms identify 

b. Government should have no ro le paid promoted content and its 

in intervening in social media source 
companies. ,. Requiring a public database 

of social media content by 

Figure 12: There have been a political parties or registered 

number of actions proposed to Third parties 

address some of the cha llenges k. Bann ing ta rgeted online 

with social media today, For each advertisements during on 

of the following, wou ld you say election period 

you strongly support, somewhat I Requiring that links be clicked 

support, are neutral, somewhat on before they can be shared 

don't support or strongly don't m. Breaking up b ig social media 

support: companies like Focebook into 

o. ReqUiring platforms to delete sma ller entities 

accounts that intentionally 

spread dis information 

Rebuilding Canada's Public Square: Response to Government 01 
Canada's Proposed Approach to Address Hormful Content 

If the Canadian government 

were 10 introduce some of 

these actions and they had the 

following impacts on Facebook's 

operations (which includes 

Focebook, Messenger, Instagram 

and WhatsApp), would this make 

you much more, somewhat more, 

somewhat less, or much less 

supportive of the government 

getting involved? If it would hove 

no impact, please say so. 

• Much more supportive 

• Somewhat more supportive 

• No impact 

• Somewhat less supportive 

• Much less supportive 

• Don't know or prefer not to say 

o. Facebook shutting down 

operations in Canada 

b Facebook charging a monthly 

$5 fee in order to operate in 

Canada 

c. Facebook delaying your posts 

by a few minutes to review the 

content 
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OEflNITlONS 

CJ'bcrhlllf)ling: "'An electronic communication, direct or indirect, that causes or is likely to cause 
hann to another individual ' s health or well-being where the person responsible for the 
communication maliciously intended to cause han11 to another individual 's health or well-being or 
was rec-kless with regard to the ri sk of harm to another individual 's hea lth or well -being"l. 

NOIICOI/.W!J1su(ti infim(Jf(' image Disll'ibtll ioll: "To publish. transmit, sell , adverti se or otherwise 
distribute" a private nude, semi-nude or sexually explicit image "( i) knowing that the person in the 
image did not consent to the di str ibut ion. or (ii) being reckless as to whether that person consented 
to the distribution'·2. 

(l/berScoll Unif: The CyberScan unit is a government enforcement unit within the Province or 
Nova Scotia' s Department of Justice. CyberScan agents provide " infomml" supports to 
complainants who are experiencing cyberbully ing and nonconsensual in timate image di stribution, 
help complainants navigate civ il or criminal law options when applicable, and provide educational 
presentations on cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image di stribution to Nova Scotians.] 

EHCVTIVE SUMMARY & INTRODUCTION 

There is growing recogl11tlon internationally of the harms assoc iated with cyberbullying and 
nonconsensuaJ intimate image di stribution. In Canada, much of the govel11ment response to these 
issues has focused on legal responses as a core solution (e.g. the federal Protecting Cantldians 
ji'om Online Crime Act (2014) and various civi l law remedies at the provincjallevel). Although 
new criminal and civi l law options may lead some to believe that these issues are now adequa tely 
addressed. this report finds that legal remedies are often unappeal ing to many complainants and 
are unable to address the core issues that underJy acts of cyberbullying and nonconscnsual 
di stribution. Legal responses do not provide the expedient technological and emotional supports 
that many victims most desire and they can be couDterproductive by bringing additional and 
extended attention to harmful content. As legal remedies are less widely used and desired than is 
often assumed, it is necessary to consider what alternatives to traditional legal responses may be 
available. Therefore, this report analyzes Nova Scotia's CyberScan unit to explore ule etlicacy of 
their primarily informal responses to cyberbull ying and nonconsensual intimate image 
distribution. 

The CyberScan unit, a government enforcement unit that primarily provides " infon11al" responses 
to cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image distribution, represents a rare example of a 
governmellt response to harm that does not require engagement with the legal system . This report 
provides a detailed description and analysis of the successes and shortcomings of the CyberScan 
unit as it currently operates. This report will be useful not only for Nova Scotian's seeking to 
reflect on the accomplishments and room for improvement in responding to cyberbu llying and 

1 Inlimate Images and Cy ber·protect ion Act, SNS 20 17, c 7, para 3(c). 
2 Inlimate Images and Cy ber-protect ion Act, SNS 20 17, c 7, para 3(d). 
) hnps:lIllovascotia.ca/cybersc31l/ 
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nonconsensual intimate image di stribution in the province, but also for national and international 
audiences cons idering implementing alternati ve responses to these digital harms. 

This report deta ils the hi story of the CyberScan un it (See: lIi:-.l.(u), of (\bl::rS,"/JO), the types of 
cases the unit responds to (See: 1 YCes Qrcas(":. t't's[!ondet( Ill), and the various responses the un it 
offers. As detailed below, the lin it was originally created in 20 13 as part of the enactment of Nova 
Scoti a's Cyber-!ia.leiy A CI. Following the strik ing down of this act as unconstitutional in 2015, the 
ro le of the unit changed to some extent and now operates under dle Illtimate Images & Cyber 
Protection ACL (20t7). Under CyberScan's current mandate, CyberScan agents are primari ly 
tasked widl providing " infonnal"' SUPP0l1S to complainants who are experiencing cyberbullying 
and nonconsensua l intimate image distribution (Sec: 1\1lls"-.CjHlllll.01Lff .. 'i.P9U\CS), helping 
complainants navigate the ir civ il or criminal law options when app licable (See: (}'berScan_' ~ 
relatIonship to ci",1 & ;;mnrtli\1 JU~no.:' (l1\IC~"'SC~), and providing education and infonnation about 
cyberbu l1ying and nonconsensua l intimate image distribution to Nova Scotians (See: rdU~<!ti.0l131 
prt'S";'TlI;!t~ and ComrruuucHOfll! t..yb('6c.17l '~ I"ok). 

Wh ile part of CyberScan 's mandate is to help victims of cyberbu ll ying or nonconsensua l 
distribution navigate the civil or criminal law responses availab le to dl em. th is report finds that the 
vast majority of complainants who contact CyberScan are not interested in engaging in legal 
processes. Rather, the most common response complainants request is he lp to remove/report 
nonconsensually posted intimate images or cybcrbullying content from websites or soc ial media 
platforms. CyberScan agents explain that the expedient removal ofhannful content is top of mind 
for most complainants and, often, no add itional action is req uested. The second most common 
resource complainants are looking for is emotional and infonnational support. CyberScan agen ts 
report that it can be a comforting and va lidat ing experience for complainants to simply speak with 
someone who has knowledge of these digital harms and can assure complainants that they are not 
at fault for having been victimized. that many others have experienced these hanns and have found 
support, and that they do not have to dea l with th is alone. Much more rare ly, complainants are 
interested ill having CyberScan contact the respondent to attempt to stop acts of cyberbuUying or 
nonconsensual distribution by inform ing respondents of the harm they are causing andlor 
describing the potentia l legal consequences of their actions. CyberScan agents report that in almost 
all cases these informal supports are ab le to resolve the issue to the complainant 's satisfaction and 
legal processes are not required or des ired. The fact that most cases are reso lved without recourse 
to legal remedies (and that most complainants do not desire legal remedies) demonstrates the need 
for altemat ives to legal responses. 

While CyberScan is clear ly providing vital and in-demand informal responses and support options, 
th is report deta ils severa l recommendations for improving the un it's responses. Some of the 
recommendations given in th is regard include: 

• Provide CyberScan agents with tmilling on best practices for supporting complainants or 
respo ndents who are in distress/crisis. 

• Provide CyberScall agents with m~ i ning on best practices for 5UpPol1ing victims in those 
cascs that include acts of sexual vio lencc (c.g. sexualized cyberhu llying, nonconscl1sua l 

intimate image distribution). 
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• Expantl the unit's hours of operation to ensure expedient responses to complainants seeking 
help to repol1/remove hannful content, and link to a lterative content takedown resources 

that complaina.nts can access outside of CyberScan 's hours of operation. 

• Cons ider hiring additional CyberSc3n agents to a llow lor tbe provision of expedient and 

holistic n:sponses. 

• Re-estab lish connections witb restorative approaches initiatives in the province to provide 

responses to digital haml that are ho listic, fOr\vard-focused, inc\usive/pmticipatory, and 

relationship-focused (See: raking, a restoranve dPPI'Oi.ICh'? ). 

• Ensure CyberScan's website and resource materi als accurately explain the range of 
supports they provide and avoid overemphasizing the lega l options that complainants rarely 

utilize (i.e. better higilligbt the technological and emotional supports offered), 

• Provide resources to help parents/guardians, teachers, and other potential supporters learn 
best practices ror non-judgementally supporting a victim of cyberbu llying or 
noncol1sensw:)1 intimate lm>lge distribution. 

• Make the unit more accessible to youth comp la inants by removing thc req llirement for 

yo uth under the age of 18 to have parental permisSion to speak witb CyberSctl11. 

• Make the unit more accessible to youth complainants by offering options for contacting 

the unit without having to make a phone ca ll (i.e. offer options 10 con tact the unit through 

text. live online chat, email, and/or messaging apps). 
• Use individunl cases of d igital harm as a cmalyst to consider what systems· levcl changes 

are needed to address the broader issues revealed by an individual case (e.g. sexist 
cyberbu llying among a group of teenagers could be used as a catalyst to address ,sex ist 

beliefs throlighOl.lt their school' s student body and in the ir school ' s po lic ies and pracrices). 

• Use CyberScan's experience attempting to report/remove harmfu l content fi'om various 
websi tes and soc ial media rJalfonns 10 belp in rom) federal initiatives on platform and 

websi te responsiveness 10 takedown requests. 

In add ition to CyberScan's responses to individual cases of digital harm, the unit is also tasked 
with providing educat ional presentations on cyberbull yi ng and nonconsensual intimate image 
distribution . CyberScan's educational presentations are ma inly delivered to youth and take- the 
fonn of "cyber safety" presentat ions (See: h1\1c,11IOnlli rcscllr<lli(.\Ds . The "cyber safety mode l" 
of education primari ly responsibili zes potential victims to protect thei r on line privacy and to avoid 
online interactions with strangers , mak ing it largely inetfective at addressing the kind of peer·to
peer cyberbul1ying and nonconsensual intimate image di stribution that is most common among 
youth. The cyber safety model of educat ion does not address the discriminatory beliefs and 
relational conflict that often underly acts of cyberbu llying and nonconsensual intimate image 
distribution. Add itionally, cyber safety education that focuses primaril y 0 11 discussions of the 
victims' role in avoiding hann can be counterproductive by invisibili zing the actions of 
perpetrators and implying that the cu lture that supports bu llying is natural and unchangeable 
(Fairbairn et aI. , 20 13; Mishna et aI. , 2020). Best practices in addressing cyberbu llying and 
nonconsensual intimate image distribution assert tha t education should be focused on teaching the 
importance of healtby/ethica l re lationships, equali tyli nclusion, consent, and empathy (Fairbairn et 
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aI. , 2013; Choo, 201 5; Johnson, 20 16). Therefore, thi s report provides several recommendat ions 
for a major reworking of CyberScan 's approach to education, such as: 

• Move away from the "cybcr safety" model of education and instead seek to address the 

core discriminatory und relationa l issues th .. tt underly cybcrbuHying and nonconsensu(l.1 
distribution. 

• In co ll aboration with schools and community organizations, provide ongoiog and 
interactive education on hea lthy/ethical re lalionshi ps, equality/inclusion, consent, and 

empathy. 

• A void using scare laClic approftches and. instead, help youth feel empowered to make 

change. seek Slipport, and support others. 

• When educating on Ihe top ic of nOll consensual intimate image distribution. avoid victirn

responsib iliz ing / anti-sext ing approaches that can increase the slmming and blaming of 

victjms. Instead, focus on the impoltance of conselll and respecting tbe privacy and bodily 

au tonomy of others (See; EducallulI n.:ganj ihg m .. lll('Op~l ... !.suallntlmi.lh: t11l.i.11!t' Jislribullull ) .. 

• When educating 011 the top ic of nonconsensual intimate image distribution among you th. 

avo id frmning thi s act as "child pornography" (Sec: L!lht'lllUg )\lUth IIHllnutc IInuW us 

"Cl1ililP·ll11!h!lmlh\ " )" 

As detailed in this report, there are several ways in which the CyberScan unit could improve its 
responses to cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image distribution" However, tJl e core 
supports provided through CyberScan's support line ro le (Le. technological and emotional 
supports for complainants) seem to be a successful and in-demand resource. CyberScan's work in 
thi s regard could be used as a model to provide all Canadians with this kind of support line (See: 
Infomllng natiollal r~pon~~ 10 Jj~i]a.I hilnfl). Somewhat comparable services are available in the 
UK through the Revenge Porn H elpline and in Australi a through the national eSafety 
Commiss ioner, but Canada does not currently have a national program that provides supports and 
resources in response to these digita l harms" Jf Canada were to create a national support line and 
resource hub, the recommendations in tbis report could also be useful for exploring the kinds of 
preventative education and restorati ve responses that a federa l program might he lp nurture at the 
local level. Both CyberScan's successes and shortfall s offer a usefu l guide for considering best 
practices in responding to and preventing the harms of cyberbull ying and nonconsensual intimate 
image distribution. 

METHODS 

The methodology for this repmi includes intervicws and documcm ana lysis. Semi-structured 
interviews were completed with four CyberScan staff in 2016'~ (one compla ints coordinator and 
three government enforcement agen ts) and three CyberScan staff in 2020 (one complain ts 
coordinator and two governmcnt enforcement agents) 5. To ensure interviewees could spcak openly 

~ One agenl wa<; interv iewed in 202 I regarding Ihcir work with the unit up to and including 201 6. 
s in 201 6 the CybcrScan unit had 6 SlafT, bUI nOI <Ill stafTwerc: available for interviews due to frequenl travel for 
work" 1n 2020 the CyberScan unit had only 3 stan"and all slan" members were available for inlcrvicws. 
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about both the successes and challenges that they perceived in the CyberScan approach, 
interviewees were anonymized and are all re ferred to as "agents", Agents are cited using the 
fo llowing anonymous codes: 

• CyberScan interviewees from 201 6: CS I; CS2; CS3; CS4 
• CyberScan interviewees from 2020: CS5; CS6; CS7 

Interviews were also conducted in 202 1 with two restorative approaches experts that have provided 
guidance to the CyberScan uni t. These restorati ve approaches experts are referred to using the 
fo llowing anonymous codes: 

• Restorative approaches interviewees from 202 1: RA I; RA.2 

The CyberScan webs ite and CyberScan resources were also analyzed. Th is includes: 

• CyberScan's website at: h,!P1>~ .!)!l\'aseqllil--.Ci-' C"I~~f"Siill 
• "lUll ,uu nt.:c..'<f 1\1 "-Ihm ub.JUI ItiL'" Intlmtltc lnmg~ ... !\Ild Cyb..:r·Prolecm)ll Act I POD 
• Ut"n; tv hsJ.p·1.'vb~,=?c-an !llj11 iePJJ 
• CyberScan's infographic on Public Outreach Results 
• CyherScan's Power Point slides used in educational presentations fo r youth 

HISTORY OF CVBERSCAN 

The CyberScan un it was created in 20 13 as part of the enactment of Nova Scotia's Cyber-saj(Hy 
Act6. The Cyber-safety Act was created in response to the tragic death of Rehtaeh Parsons7 and 
other high-profi le casess in which young people died by suicide in the aHennath of cyberbullying 
and/or nonconsensual intimate image distribution, The Cyber-safety Act created both civil law and 
infoJlllal remedies fo r cases of cyberbu Uying and nonconsensual intimate image distribut ion. It 
establi shed a tort for cyberbullying, set out the procedure for complainants to apply for a 
Cyberbu llying Protection Order, amended the Education Act to ensure that schools address 
cyberbuUying behaviour occurring on or off school propelty that is disruptive to the school 
environment, and amended the Seifer Comm ull ities alld Neighbourhoods Act to create the 
CyberScan unit. The CyberScan un it was authorized to investigate complaints of cyberbullying, 
send warning letters to respondents~ apply For Cyberbu ll ying Prevention Orders, provide advice 
and support to complainants (e.g, through helping to remove cyberbullying content posted on line), 
and auempt to resolve comp laints through negotiation or inFonnal agreement. In addi tion to the 
responsibil ities described in the Cyber-sajety ACE, the CyberScan un it was also tasked with 
prov iding educational presentations about cyberbullying to Nova Scotians and acting as a resource 
for schools responding to incidents o f cyberbullying. 

(, e yber-safety Act. S.N.S. 20 13, c. 2. 
7The death of Nova Scotian tccnager Rchlach Parsons was the main catalyst for creating Ibc legislation that rcsultcd 
in the CybcrSCUl) Unit (Taylor, 2016). ParSons died by suicide in the aftem)atb of having an intimate image of her 
(captured during an alleged sexual assault) nonconscnsu[llly distri buted and used [IS fodder for sex ist and victim 
blaming/shaming bullying aud har.u;sment by hcr peers. 
~ Nov!! Scotia was also allhe forefront of discussing issues of digital hann prior to Ihe Rehl:!eh PaIsons case. As Choo 
(2015) cxplfl ins, "'flOer the deaths ortcenagers, lennfl Bowcrs-Bryflnton, Counney Brown and Emily McNamara in 
201 ! , Ihe provinei!! ! govemmcnt created a task force to look into the prevalence ofeyberbul!ying" (p. 68). 
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In 20 15 the Cyber-sq{ety Act was struck down by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia. In Crouch \I 

Snell (20 15). the Cyber-sajety Act was found unconstitutional based on sect ions 2(b) (Freedom of 
expression) and 7 (Life, liberty , and security of the person) of the Charter. In his decision, Justice 
McDougall referred to the Act as "a colossal failure" 9. A core issue was the overly broad definition 
of cyberbul lying provided in the (,'yber-sq!ety Act, though other impOltant issues were also detailed 
by the court (See: Taylor. 20 16). David Fraser, the privacy lawyer who challenged the ACI. was 
bappy to see this particular legislation struck down as he asselts: "'1 consistently heard from and 
about people whose political or legit imate CharIer-protected speech was removed from the 
internet because members of CyberScan bullied the people into removing it under threat of 
unspecified ' legal action' that could include removing their internet access" (Fraser, 20 17). While 
the civil law and investigative powers of CyberScan were immediately removed by the striking 
down oftrus legislat ion, the CyberScan unit remained partially active during this time as they were 
able to continue providing educational presentations and could provide complainants with 
information (e,g, instructions on how to report a nonconsensually distributed intimate image to a 
social media company. contact infonnat ion for counselling in their community). 

In 2018 a redrafted version of the Act, with a narrower definit ion of cyberbullying and explicit 
reference to nOllconsensual intimate image distribution, came into force as the Imill/Clte Images & 
C)lber Protection ACI (20 17) 10. Whi le this current legislation st ill allows complainants to apply for 
civil law remedies through a Cyber-Protection Order}} , CyberScan staff can no longer apply for 
orders on behalf of complainants and the. CyberScan unit is no longer tasked with investigative 
powers or the authority to send formal warning letters. Rather, the new CybcrScan mandate 
focuses even more explicitly than the original mandate on provid ing informal resolutions and 
victim supports. The new mandate under the Intimate Images & Cyber Prutection ACI describes 
the following role for CyberScan: "(a) provide public information and education regarding harmful 
on-line conduct: (b) advise public bodies on policies for online safety and conduct; (c) provide 
support and assistance to victims of intimate image distribution without consent and cyber
bullying; (d) provide information 10 victims of intimate image distribution without consent and 
cyber-bullying respect ing the criminal justice system and proceedings under thi s Act; (e) provide 
information to victims of intimate image distribution without consent and cyber-bullying 
respecting contacting police; (t) provide voluntary dispute-reso lution services. including advice. 
negotiation. mediation and restorat ive justice approaches in respect of hamlful on-line conduct; 
and (g) provide such other services, exercise such other powers and authorities and perform such 
other duties as may be prescribed by the regulations"l1. 

Although CyberScal1 ' s powers are much more limited 1l11der the current Inlimale Images & Cyber 
Proteclion Acf than under tileir orig inal mandate, the unit's work in practice has not cbanged as 
drastically as might be assumed. From its inception to the present day the CyberScan uni t has 
primarily provided informal responses/supports and educational presentations. Despite this, most 
scholarly and media attention has focused on CyberScan's (no longer active) powers regarding 

.. Crouch v, Snell, 2015 NSSC 340, para 165. 
10 Intimalc Images and e yber-protect ion Act, SNS 20 17, e 7, 
II Complainants can apply for a Cyber-protection Orderto, lor inslance, order a respondent to remove cyberbullying 
posts and forbid the respondcllI from contact ing thc complainant. 
I ~ Intimate Images and eyber-protection Act, SNS 2017, c 7, para 12. 
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civil orders and fOlmal waming letlers and little attention has been paid to their informal and 
educational responses. This report provides a more ful some understanding of CyberScan 's 
approach by detailing the unit' s re lationship to c ivil and crimi.l1allaw processes as well as the unit' s 
primarily informal and educational responses. 

TAKING A RESTORATIVE APPROACH? 

Provincial Minister of Justice Mark Furey has stated that CyberScan uses a "restorati ve approach" 
in its responses to cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image distribution. In 2017 he stated 
that the province will "continue to help victims with restorative approaches through the CyberScan 
Unit"13 and in 2020 he stated that CyberScan applies a "restorativejustice methodology" 14. As the 
Inrimafe Images & Cyber Protection Act (20 17) came into force, provincial politicians 15 and the 
director of CyberScan also highlighted the use of restorative approaches (Tutton, 20 18). Despite 
Ihese expre~sions Illal CyberSt'O!7 rake) a re~fOralive approach members (~r file ()lberScan 1111;( 
'''''nlsell'''., do 1101 I'ecall having received dir('Clivf!s or resources 10 work r(!Sforat;"(!~F and ,mid 
fhey wOllld nOll'e/el' IOlheir curfew response as laking lIl'es/orafive approach reS5. CS6). There 
seems to be a disconnect between the government' s stated intention in this regard and the response 
provided in practice. One of the restorative approaches experts interviewed for this report 
suggested that this disconnect could be due to a misunderstanding of what it means to take a 
restorative approach: "There seems to be an understanding expressed by the government that 
because CyberScan isn' t criminal or punitive focused that they must be restorative, rather than 
robustly thinking of a restorative approach as a re lational approach that looks at the contexts. 
causes, and circumstances [surrounding a harmful act]" (RA2). Based on the robust restorative 
approaches that have been championed in the province of Nova Scot ia, responses that are call ed 
restorative might be expected to be grounded in the following guiding principles: relationship 
focused; inclusive and participatory; comprehensive/holistic; and forward-focused (RA I). 

AII/wlIgh C:vber.')'tan does 1/ot Seem 10 v.lftr a rohust l'esfol'uli1'e oppruuch in practice. duell/pIs 
lI'ere IIltlde in (he ear~)' SlaKes 1)/ cllI'i.l,·iOning the Cybe.rScon IInit to meanil1/!,fiLily cOl/nee! 

CyberSc(m info ol/going l'eslol'C/live initiatives in the provill!'l!. Most notably. several experts in 
restorati ve approaches pushed for CyberScan's work to a lign with the restorati ve response to 
bullying that was already implemented in many Nova Scotian sc·hools (RA2). These experts argued 
that responses to "cyberbullying" should align with existing restorative responses to "offline" 
buJlying because "cyberbul1ying is not something completely different from [offline bullying)" 
(RA2). Both bullying and cyberbullying, they asserted, generally have relational issues at their 
core and any strict d istinction between the two creates a "false di vide" that does not renect the 
lived reality for "kids [who J carry their devises all the time" (RA2). This assertion is supported by 
research that has fOllnd ihat young people, like many adults, now tmderstand their "onl ine" and 
"offline" li ves as seamless ly integrated (Boyd, 2014) and that "cyber" and "omine" forms of 
bullying are signifi cantly inten'elated (Mishna & Van Wert, 20 15). This early push for CyberScan 
to take a restorative approach resulted in a professional development day for school principals 
aimed at bringing CyberScan's response to cyberbullying into hallllony with the significant 

13Nova Scotia, Legislative Assembly, Hansard, 63"" Leg, I" Sess, No 27 (26 October 20 17) at 1828·9. 
14 Nova Scotia, Subcommi ttee of the Whole on Supply, Hallsard(9 March 2020). 
15 Nova Scotia, Legis lati ve Assemb ly. Hansard, 63 ,,1 Leg, l it Sess, No 27 (11 October 20 17). 
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existing work on bu llying in schoo ls. The following is an excerpl from a handout used in the 
resu lting "CyberScan and Schools" profess ional deve lopment day that was held shortly before 
CyberScan became fu lly active in September of2013: 

Schools, governmertl, community agencies, students and families need to build the collaborative relationships 
essential to addressing and responding to cyberbull ying in order to ensure safety and security. The a ppropriate 
processes and responses required in the event of cyberbull ying may differ on a case-by-case basis depending 
upon the needs of the students, fa milies, school communities and the range of ci rcumstances and factors involved. 
The following guiding principles a llow the collaboration necessary to craft on appropriate response: 

Relationship Focused: 
• CyberSCAN and schools should understand cyberbullying re lationally and respond by examining the 

re lationships involved in and affected by the situation. 
• A response cannot focus on individua l students without comidering the othen involved and affected 

by the situation includ ing those within the school com munit y, families and wider community. 
• The response will focus on the harm caused to students and others and harmful patterns or structures 

of relationsh ip; not simply on the breech of rules or laws. 

Inclusive and Participatory: 
• A focus on the relationships between and among those involved requires processes that are inclusive 

and participatory and culturall y proficient. 
• Responses will not only identify who was hurt and who was directly responsible but will inqui re who 

else was impacted or involved a nd who is essentia l to responding to the situation and assuring a safe 
and successful outcome. This can include families, school and community supports and other resources. 

Comprehensive/ Holistic: 
• A comprehensive and holistic approach to understanding a cyberbullying incident means considering 

the context and causes along with the broad ranging effects related to an incidenT. 

Forward-focused: 
• Responses will approach cyberbully ing in a problem-solving and solution focused way. They will 

focus on understanding what happened including the context, causes and contributing factors of 
cyberbull ying and on determining the appropriate response to ensure that it does not continue. 

The focus will be on faci li tat ing and supporting parties to understand and take app ropriate responsibility fo r 
their actions, address the harmful effects of their actions and commit to a plan to ensure safe and respectful 
relationships in future . 

The above document demonstrates that, when the unit was first be ing envisioned, there were initial 
attempts to connect CyberScan into the network of people taking a restorative approach in Nova 
Scoti a. Despite thi s early work, CyberScan agents interviewed in both '2016 and 2020 did not 
describe receiving directi ves. trainin g/professional development, or resources related to providing 
a robust restorative approach and did not describe their approach as restorative. Those working 
under the original CyberScan legis lation did describe working closely with school principals to 
respond 10 cases among youth which, considering the work on restorative approaches being taken 
in many schools at that time, may have resulted in agents working restoratively in some ways. 
However, as described in more deta i I below (See: :'-ichool-ua.'i.t!I..I reSI'()n!\~ hJ V\..'UUI cornnli.lluttnb 

~ fcsp4Hldeob). CyberScan agents ' responses to cases in schools do not seem to follow restorative 
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principles and. rather. seem to often rely on legal warnings and "cyber safety" presentati ons l6 that 
do not address the relational conflict or discriminatory beliefs that are at the core of many ac ts of 
cyberbullying and nonconsensual djstribution. 

Agents in 2020 said that, a lthough CyberScan itsel f does not necessari ly take a restorative 
approach. the Community Justice Society has recently invited CyberScan agents to participate in 
a few restorative justice responses to cases involving aspects of cyberbullying. Their role in these 
processes has involved "trying to get (the perpetrator] to think about how their online behaviour 
can really impact people" and, at times, providing a "one-on-one educational sess ion with the 
youth to talk about onl ine behav iour" (CSS). This is one way that CyberScan has recent ly made 
some connect ion with the restorative justice processes occurring in Nova Scotia; However. there 
are much broader ways that CyberScan could link in to restorative approaches in the province. As 
one of the restorative approaches experts explained in terms of restorative responses in schools: 

"Some people th ink that unless you bring [the victim and perpetrator] together in a circle, 
you didn't take a restorative approach. But you can take a restorative approach [while 
hav ing] very few circles. [t's not oue particular process that makes an approach restorative. 
but rather it is about taking that lens that asks 'What is goi ng on in the background here? 
Stop that behaviour please because it's hannfu l, but tell us what is actually going on. ' [ ... ] 
We have to debunk the Illyth that taking a restorati ve approach to cyberbully ing wo uld 
mean 'Oh we will just bring in the victim and the perpetrator and we' re going to put them 
in a circle', but rather it looks like asking 'What is going on here? How do we invite 
participants in to this process in a safe way? [ . . . J How do you bring in the caregivers of the 
alleged perpetrator [ .. . ] in a way that they understand that we are not just looking for a 
punitive response here, but we are looking to have your child come in and partic ipate in a 
process to respond to something that is having very serious impacts on somebody else?'" 
(RA I) 

Although (yberScon tll}eS nOI cIIl'l'emly work in (I pl..lnh'l.darly restorariv,- II/anne/". there are 
se.vered r(!(/.wJJl.\' to believe (hal this would he. lit/sefid ciirediOJ"I fa II1(H,"" toward. CyberScan agents 
described that the vast majority of cases they respond to involve complainants and respondents 
who are known to each other. primarily as schoolmates. (ex)fricnds, (ex)partners, work colleagues, 
or neighbours (CS4, CSS); Therefore, the relationship focused responses oftered by restorative 
approaches could provide appropriate tools for addressing the impacts on relationships that result 
from digital harms. In addi,ioll to Ihe relevance of rell.l.liunshifJ joclIsed ,.e.\pOllse.~·, reslu/"aliw! 
appro(lches are also IIse.fiti /u.'callse they seek 10 (lddress tile ~y!ilems-kvel issues th(ll iI?flllellce 
(leIs 0./ ()'herblll~vjl1g and /1(J!1consensl/(I/ disfribution. For instance, if an act of cyberbullying 
involved sexist conuncnts. a restorat ive approach would seek to address not just the ways sexist 
beliefs negati ve ly impacted the relat ionships between the particular youths in vo lved, but would 
also look at how the school as an institution is normalizing gender inequal ity. One. of the restorat ive 
approaches experts explained how a school culture might send the message that gender inequality 
is acceptable by, for instance, emphasizing male SPOIts over fema le sports: " lfwe are structuring 
[our sports fund ing] around gender than we are clearly signal ing that girls and boys are unequal. 

16 As discussed funher in the section on Educat ional prcsenl3tions. these prescnlations do not seem to engage youth 
in disc uss ion about the rights of others, diversity, consent, or healthy re laiionships. Rather, these presentations foc us 
primarily on teaching potential victims how to securc their online privacy. 
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So WitJl this approach [ ... ] you need to be th inking about all ofwbat is bappening in your bui lding" 
(RA I). This interviewee explained that it is often necessary to respond expediently to cases to 
immediately stop the initial harm (e.g. immediately stopping the spread of nOllconsensually 
di stributed intimate images), but those responding must then be "willing to sit down and say' What 
the heck is go ing on here reiationally? How are things structured here so that that person thought 
that was a tool that they ought to be able to use without consequences?'" (RA I). In thi s way. 
indi vidual moments ofhann become catalysts for ask ing broader questions. such as: "What needs 
to change in this building? What do we leam from this situation? [Do we need to change] a policy 
or practice in the bui lding? What different conversations do we need to be having with our 
students?" (RA I). This approach ho lds individuals " to accoun t in a meaningful way" whi le also 
seeking to " look at the co ll ective [esponsibility for an incident" (RA I). 

Re:,,'wrative re.\ponses {Ire nece.\'.'I'wy fo aC:C01l11t j(Jr und address fhe rt'/ariollul i.Hues. 
Jiscrimina{(JI:v beLieft, pu/h;i<!s. (lilt! pru<.:fices tll£lt fuel and uggravate the IWl'm.\" a,~·sociat<!d with 
(yherbullyillg and 110nC0I1Sellsllo/ hllllllale image disJrihufioll. Evidencing this, restorative 
responses were a core recommendation of the Standing Senate Commi ttee on Human Rights ' 
report Cyberbllllying Hurls: Respect jor Rights in the Digital Age (20 12). Recognizing the 
importance of restorative approaches, thi s report will consistently retlect on how CyberScan's 
responses might better connect with the robust restorative principles and resources developed in 
Nova Scotia. There are certainly ample opportlmities for CyberScan to "consider [a restorative] 
approach to their work and to be a catalyst to building those kinds ofrespollses" (RA2). Through 
building relationships with and working alongside those in Nova Scotia who are part of an 
"ecosystem of restorative supports"~ CyberScan could access "supports to work in more holi stic, 
integrated ways with a really robust set of resources and experiences" (RA2). The new Restorative 
Research, lnnovation and Education Lab could provide a first contact to help CyberScan reconnect 
with those working restoratively i.n the province. Engagement with restorative approaches will not 
involve finding some new "perfect so lution" for CyberScan to utili ze. rather it will help C:yberScan 
to continuously consider opportunities to improve their responses (RA2). 

Recommendation "# J: Re-establish CyberScon's connection to Novo Scotia's 

nefwod: 01 restorative opprooches ,,,,'Notlvos in schools ol1d communities. 

COMMUNIC"TlNG CYBERSCAN'S ROLE 

All CyherScoll llgellH reported thut Cyhel"Sctm re.\jJond ... to fhe vusf majorify of C£/.\"ltS through 
"if/jufmal responses" (i.e. responses (Iwl do flO( involve {(IIY use (?f /OB'S or interaction ,vUlt (he 
justice system). In rare cases that are not reso lved informally. agents working under the Cyber
sq/ely Act (2013) had the power to send formal warning letters to respondents and to apply for civil 
court orders on behalf of complainants , whi le agents working under the Intimate Images and 
Cyber-pl'o1eclion Act (20 17) no longer have these powers (See: Us;: ofL'i\ It C oun..Order.;; ). While 
these changes in terms of forma l responses are important in some cases, they are not as impactfu l 
to CyberScan's work as might be assumed because the unit has always provided informal 
responses to the vast majority of their cases. By far the most common responses that CyberScan 
agents provide, and that" complainants are looking for, are technological and emotional support 
(See: Ml>st ~t)mlntlll n:!-iI~)O'i~-!-.). Much more rarely. agents attempt to resolve issues by contacting 
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respondents to attempt to stop cyberbullying or nOllconsensual distribution by explaining the ham] 
the respondent is causing and/or the potential legal consequences o f their act ions. Even more 
rarely, CyberScan helps complainants navigate their civil or criminal law options. CyberScan 
agents consistently explained that most complainants do not want the respondent contacted and 
even fewer want to initiate a lega l response. A/fhough CyberScQfI 's most ill-demand responses are 
lecllllv/ugicaf and ell/otional .rnlppor! for complainunts. these s1Ipports lire r4ien not mentioned 
lvhell commullicating CyberScl1l1'S role 10 fhe public. For instance, the CyberScan website 
currently describes CyberScan 's resources in the following way: "CyberScan staff can help victims 
find a so lution to a dispute involv ing cyber-bullying or the sharing of intimate images. They can 
contact the person who shared the images or cyberbullied the victim to try to resolve the matte r 
in fo rmally lIsing di spute rcsolution, including adv ice, negotiation. mediation and restorative 
practices. [ .. . ] CyberScan can also help victims navigate the justice system and understand their 
options".! 7 This explanation does not me11f;rJ/1 emolionci/ suppor' and l/ldp with CO/1ft'J1l wk:t'doll'lI. 
(tnt! rather /iJ(.:lIses On the much mOre rarely desired oplions uJ conlaclillg respollllelllS and 
engaging Ihe jusfice system. Wh ile information on rarely used options should certainly be included 
as thcy \\~ 11 be useful to a small number of complainants, the current framing of the un it' s role 
could discourage those who are not looking to engage the respondent or begin a legal process from 
contacting CyberScan. Tile ahove quole also men/iollS Ih(./1 respondenls can be el/gaged through 
"mediation and restoraTive practices ". yet C)'b£>rSC(lI1 £lgel1ls in 2020 reporl 111((/ [hey have /leVer 
convened a I';c!im-olfendel" mediation session alld IIIUI they WQuid I/ot descrihe the unit (1.1,' 

el1gaging ill restorative prcKfic(!s . 

When explaining how CyberScan can help in the document \VIm! vt)u ~~l'J hI h-Ilm\ tthmn the: 
lntuTY.He fOllU!t'S an.J C, bt-r~pmtt'(1I0" . \...t, there is some mention of providing genera l "support" 
to complainants ; However, he lp with content takedown is srill not mentioned and the emphasis 
continues to be on responses that engage respondents or utilize civil law. This is demonstrated in 
the fo llowing section from thi s document : "CyberScan stafT can contact the person who di stributed 
the intimate images without consent or who engaged in cyberbullying to explain the process and 
try to so lve the matter informally using restorative practices or other approaches. They can also 
help you to navigate the justice system, he lp you understand your options, offer you support, and 
try to solve the matter informally using restora tive practices or other approaches"! 8. The second 
document linked to on CyberScan' s website, titled f Icrc to J 1.:1)1: C~ bt:l"C-3n 'Init a lso places a 
great deal of emphas is on civil law options. For instance, rather than descri bing some of the ways 
that CyberScan can provide immediate emot ional and technological supports, thi s document says 
to call CyberScan to " leam how to apply for a court order or for more informat ion on additional 
supports" !9. This document describes the informal options ava ilable saying "CyberScan will seek 
to resolve the matter informally using restorative practices or other approaches":!O. CyberScCln's 
lI'(!h.~·ite and dOL"lllllenlS should be lIpl/ated 10 speak more/uily and (l('clIrarely 10 (he reality <!(whul 
()'berScan qtli!rs in lerms of respollses (e.g. c1arf!." whOl killd~' 0/ "mediation and re.stOrative 
praNices ,oj if (11)'. Ihey ol/ix) lind 10 highUghl Iheir most in-demond SlIppnrlS (e.g. 'tllfJ/lorl in 
rep'lI"tinx/rel11oving harn?f111 ("(Jnl~n! f.llld emOliOllll1 support). 

17 I1ovaSCQlia.ca/cyberscoll 
18 What you need to know about the Intimate Images and Cyber-Protect ion Act (PDF), p.3. 
l~ Here to help: CyberScan un it (PDF), p.4. 

::'0 Here to help: CyberScan unit (PDF ), p.2 . 
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COllsidering Cyhel'Scall 's malldale tv provide educatioll 0/1 cJ'herbll/~villg and llollcoJ1sensl/ai 
inlilf/ale image dislrihulioll. Iheir website should also he opc/med 10 provide links to IIseful 
educational resources on 1/7{'se iss1Ies. CyberScan agents expressed tha t they would like to have 
addi tional resources to make their website more of an educational and informational hub. however 
they do not fee l that they currently have the capacity to do such work (the unit cun'ent ly operates 
wi th half the staff of the original CyberScan unit). One agent suggested that. with more capacity, 
they would like to provide comprehensive and regularly updated resources akin to tllOse _provided 
0 11 the websi te for Australia 's \?San.,ty (oll1nli~"i~)I1 ... 'r (CSS). Although this kind of robust 
educational hub would req ui re more resources, CyberScan' s site could eas ily be updated to link to 
existing Canadian organizations that provide comprehensive and evidence-informed educational 
and support resources. For instance. the :\lcdiaSmart,,21 website provides extensive in fomlation 
for youth, paren ts. and teachers on best practi ces fo r education about and support in response to 
L\ bel'bull" inc and !!i2!lcons('n~u~1 mtlmm..: Ima~c JiSh ibUlinll . If CyberScan were to develop a 
more robust educational approach as di scussed further below (See: LduCillio'-t~ll'rc-'\mtulI01!S.) their 
website could also communicate the ways thai agents could help interested parti es to craft 
educational workshops or resources specific to their school or community 's needs. 

Re('ommcndol;on #2. CyberScon'.I; website ond mo-'<Jriols .should Of.. updated 
to accurately relied the responses: the~ offer and to hig'l/ighf 'he opi/on, 

thaI complainan's or') mo~I offen ~eekiflg, 

Recommendation #3; The erber-scen websile ~hoold link 10 comprehensive 
aHeI e\/'Iden(f)·informsd l!duco/1onol and Stlpporl "~soorcf!'~ on IIw ISsues of 

cyberbull,.-i1l9 and pOllconsensuol illtimole imoge disinbuJion, 

TYPES OF CASES RESPONDED TO 

This section provides an overview of the kinds of cases CyberScan responds to. 111e first 
subsection desc ribes the demographics of complainants and respondents and the relationship 
between complainants and respondents in CyberScan cases. The second subsect ion describes the 
number of cases CyberScan responds to. And the third subsection describes the types of digital 
harm CyberScan responds to. 

COMP LAINANT & RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 

Because the CyberScan unit emerged in response to high-protile cases of cyberbullying and/or 
nonconsensual intimate image distribution among young people. it is often assumed that the uni t 
responds primarily to youth cases. However, in both 201 6 and 2020 agents reported that IIII!
mq;orily oj'CyberSc{l1I cases inpo!\'c oriult complait/ol/t,\' and I'I!spondenls22 (CS2, CS7). I n terms 

21 MediaSmarts is a Canadian not-for-profi t charitable organizat ion for digital and media literacy . 
~2 It is not entirely clear why this is, it could be that youth are less likely to rcpoll the hanns they experience, are more 
likely to access suppons through family/school, or are less likely to contact CyberScan because the unit can only be 
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of the gender of complainants, agents in both 201 6 and 2020 rep0l1ed that lIIosf cumplaillanfs are 

women/girls (CS2, CS3, CS7). Rough stati stics kept by CyberScan from July Sill, 2018 to 
November 5th) 2020 show that 56% of complainants are female and 24% are male, with the 
remaining cases being unrecorded for various reasons (CS7). tn terms of the gender of respondents, 
women/girls are also somewhat more likely 10 he re:-rf}ondents. Based on rough statistics kept by 
CyberScan from July 5th

, 20 18 to November 5th• 2020, 38% of respondents are female and around 
26% are male, with the remaining cases being unrecorded for various reasons (CS7). 
U'!liwfllnaltdy. Cyhf!l'Scal1 does 1101 cl/rrent~\I kap sltJIisfics on Ihe denwKflIphics c~r l.:omplail1lI1IlS 
a}j(lre.~p()nden',\' heyond age lmd Kender. An agent in 2020 expressed that such data should be 
collected "because with the cyberbu llyillg you need to identify if there are target groups that are 
the victims of the cyberbllllying. BlIt unfortunate ly. the system is just not designed to capture that 
informat ion" (CS7). Research shows that people who are LGBTQ+. lndigenous, racialized, and/or 
di sabled can be disproportionately impacted by cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image 
di stribution (Henry et a!.. 20 17; Mislma & Van Wert, 2015); Therefore. CyberScan should 
consider keeping more detailed demographic data to ensure they are capturing the full picture of 
digital haml in Nova Scotia and are craft ing appropriate resources and responses. 

Il1lerms ql1he relationship between compl{/inants alUll'espondeni!J . in both ]U 16 and 202U agems 
l'epuNed (hOI must complainants ({nd r£'spmulel1ls al'e people known /0 each other ra(her dU)n 

allonymous harassers. A 2016 agent explained that it was rare to receive a complaint where the 
respondent was unknown, "the vast majority of our cases are the peer-to-peer kind of cyberbullying 
where they are known to each other" (CS4). Agents in 2016 reported that many of their adu lt cases 
invo lve harm being committed in the context of the breakdown of an intimate relationship (CS I ). 
As one 2016 agent explained, -" I mean a lot of the adult ones we dealt with were domestic types in 
the sense of a separation or a break-up, some of them were even over child custody type of stuff, 
things like that. A lot or adult cases it was nonconsensllal image distribution or [ . .. J the threat of 
sending something like that out" (CS2). In 2020 agents explained that cases now seem to somewhat 
less often invo lve intimate partners and more often involve «adult neighbours, friends that have 
fa ll en out, etcetera" (CS7). The fact that most cases involve complainants and respondents who 
are known to each other provides important information for the kinds of responses and education 
that are req uired. 

Recommendollon #4. Cybe.rScon shoulc.J begm recording more delailOO 

demog,.opll l' do'o 10 ensure- ,~ Unit u',derdonch, alJd cppropr;ol(>ly 

~JpOod5 '0, fhoSR POP'I'o'io",~ IhQI aN> disproporflO(1I'J'ely ""Pr.tc,~ b)l 
:::yberhullY!nY one! nono:onsensuol ,nhmote Image distribution 

cotllacted by phone and because youth req ui re paremar permission to speak with a CyberScan agent (See: Emotional 
suppon & infonnation). 
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NUMBER O F CASES RESPONDED TO 

During the] yetlrs llnd .J I/Ionlh\ (September 2013 -Decl!mher 20/5) lhal CyberSctm was jitlly 
(Ic/fl'e under the original Cyber-safe/y ACf, C.)'berScan sfqtf respondeJ 10 OVer 800 l.'omplaillf.s 
(CS I). CyberScan staff described struggling to deal with the high ca ll volumes they rece ived 
during this time period: "(one of the most challenging parts of the job is dealing with] the sheer 
vo lume of cases, the very fast pace needed to keep up with it. So could be a good day where you'd 
have just maybe 10- 12 calls a day or could be a day where you could receive 18 call s in one day" 
(CS I). ;/gellls in 20]0 reported rl!~jJOlUlil1g 10 a much smaller number vf cases Ilnda the /l1Iimafe 
Images and CyiJer-profeclion Act, with 385 Jiles opened hehl'een Jil~v jill, 20]8 and November jill. 
]()20. CyberScan staff attributed the drop in cases as, in part, due to less public awareness of 
CyberScan than was dle case when the unit was first created: "when [the new legis lation] came 
out in 20 18 it was more of a soft launch. There was no big media blitz like there was under the 
original legislation" (eS5). Another staff member likewise explained, 

"It 's a constant struggle trying to get the word out that we exist and that we are here as a 
resource. You know there are limited budgets for advertisi.ng 1 guess [ .. . J. We target 
schools. make physical brochures, and then do outreach work sending out our website [ ... ]. 
When the legislation was rol led ou t the communication department tried to [get the word 
out] and we had like videos made to be released on social media ... but I don ' t know how 
popular that all has been ... usually when [l ask how people heard about us] they ' ll say either 
the police have referred them [ .. . ] or it wi ll be 'Oh a friend used you or I just researched 
online and came across your website.' And sometimes they will ask ~ Are yOll a service for 
adults as well as youth?' , so I've been asked that before and lots of other things" (eS7) 

These comments reveal the need for further. or new types of, public outreach to spread the word 
that the CyberScan wlit exists and that it has resources for both youth and ad ul ts. This, along with 
other issues in clearly communicating the resources CyberScan provides (See : ('uruoolillic;.uim..: 
(ybd'S!::.1)1- S (llle), could be resulting in lower numbers o f complaints to the unit. In the interest of 
creating wider public knowledge and use of the unit , it may also be worth considering renaming 
the CyberScan ullit, as the name ''CyberScan'' does not clearly communicate anything about what 
the unit does to the average citi zen_ The unit might gain more immediate recognition if it were 
named something like "Cyberbullying Helpline", "Cyberbullying & Nonconsensual Intimate 
Image Distribution Helpline", or "Cyberbullying & Revenge Pom23 Helpline". 

Recommendol1on ;:t.S: CreQfe a $frotlger pob/k oU'I'~och ccrnpofpn and 
online- pre.{em:e 10 t:>J),wre 'hot lhe public. is aware of whol Cybe.rScon IS, who 
the unit con supporl, and who; resources 'he unit offers, 

Recommendation #6: Consider renoming "CyberScon" ;0 ensure tllot the 

u'lif'~ nome eosily communicates ihe role of lho um' 10 lhu public, 

"23 Although mllny scholars recommend avo iding tbe tenn " revenge pom", and instead USillg "nonconscnsual inlimate 
image distribution" or "nonconscnsual pornography", it is worth considering which tenn is most likely to be familiar 
(0 the public and is most likcly ro be entered as a search tenll when seeking support. Th e United Kingdom, for instance, 
has selected "Revenge Pom Helpline" as thc name for their support line for victims ofnonconscnsual intimatc image 
dist ribution. 
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TYPE S O F DIGI TA L HARM 

Based on rough dataH kept by CyberScan from July 51h, 2018 to November 5 th , 2020, an agent 
reported that approx.imate ly 70% oj the cases CyberScan responded 10 were cyberbuflying cases, 
ru of ,."ases inell/ded both cyberbullyillg and llo/1C;ow;ensuul illtimate image di,Y/rihll(iol1 , 5Un of 
cases included oI1(v l1oJ1collsensltal distribution. and ti,e remaining cases \vere /lot categori=ed 
becallse they were reJelTedfrom other agencies (CS7). In tenns of the types of cyberbullying that 
occurred during this same period , rough estimates indicate that approximate ly J9/J u or 
9 1berhllllying cases included "nasi)' commenLo; alld name calling ": 20% involved "threat!l, 
intimidatiun. Ul' mel/acing commel/ ts"; /i% ill l'o/veel 'false a/legaliolls "; 13% ;/II'olved 
"impersollation accollnts "; and I J% il1volved "ul/wanted contact and harassment "lJ (CS7). 

In add ition to noting various types of acts such as "name·calJing", CyberScan should consider also 
documenting the types of discriminat ion that likely underly many of their cases. Hillen simp~v 
logging types of harm Sl/ch as "name calling" without noting whether it Il'a.~, for instal/ce. 
homophobic, sexb:t. or rad~lllam(' calling. trel/ds ill systemic discriminatioll- or what MiS/ilia & 
Vall Wen (20! j) call "bias·based cyberbldlyif/g "-caI1I101 be repealed or addressed, As discussed 
further in the below section on education (See: .t~.JlIC;.<ItIOt1i:II"pI~!'~LatlOI.!") and the above section 
on restorative approaches (See: r;ikJ~ 'l.r~"::-tpratly~. 81WfOtlc:I(t ), CyberScan should ensure that 
their work is ali ve to the discriminatory beliefs that often underly the most hannful acts of 
cyberbullying and nonconsensual di stribution. If CyberScan began to track for fomls of 
discrimination they could, for instance, find a pattern of homophobic bullying among youth and 
use thi s as a catalyst to work with schools on cocreating a plan to counter homophobia. 

The rough estimates above demonstrate that the CyberScan un it responds to a vari ety of digita l 
harms. Some examples of specific acts that CyberScan interviewees described responding to are 
li sted below. 

Agents in 2016 provided the fo llowing examples of types of cases they respond to: 
• An ex·partner di stri buting in timate images without consent following a breakup (CS2). 
• A young person nonconsensually distributing intimate images of a fr iend (CS2). 
• An ex.·parhler creating fake social media accounts to repeatedly contact and threaten their 

ex-partner (CS2). 
• An ex-parmer using social media to continuall y post offensive comments about their ex· 

partner (CS4). 
• A young person posting derogatory comments about a peer on social media that other 

young people use as fodder for fu rther online and offl ine bullying (CS I). 
• A young person screenshotting a pri vate conversation and sharing the screenshot with 

others leading to widespread online and offl ine bullying (CS I). 
• Teen girls sharing pri vate infomlation about a fri end's sex li fe on social media (CS2, CS 1). 

2~ The STa ff member reporting thi s data Slated thaT all percentages should be interprcted as rough estimates as the dala 
is inputted in a somewhat infonnal manner and there arc sometimes holes/overlaps in data recording (CS7). 
2~ These rough percenTages do not add up to 100% because some eases are rcferred from extemal agencies and are 
not coded in the system and because a single case CH n be coded 3S includi ng multipl e Iypes ofeybcrbu!lying. 
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• Posting derogatory comments about individual community members on neighbourhood 
Facebook groups and encouraging others in the neighbourhood to pile-on by making fun 
of or bullying the targeted person (CS4). 

• Young people creating fake social media profiles of their peers that are used to make fun 
of them (CS2). 

Agents in 2020 provided the following examples of types of cases they respond to: 

• Posting "nasty name-calling" about someone on social media (CSS). 
• A male partner threatening to post intimate images of their female partner if they breakup 

with them (CS5). 
• An ex-husband nonconsensually di stributing intimate images of his ex-wife to try to 

ul1dennine her reputation during a custody hearing (CS5). 
• A young person making a social media account under their schooFs name (e.g. "Citadel 

High Confess ions") to post rumours abollt or make fun of individual students (CSS). 
• Parents screenshotting bullying messages sent to their child and posting the screenshot on 

social media to encourage adults to publicly shame the bullying child CCSS). 
• Young people creating a shared group chat for their class but leaving Ollt select peers that 

are made fun of in the chat (eS5). 
• Posting private infonnation, images .• andlor rumours about someone on public websites 

designcd specifically for anonymous rumour posting and reputationa l hann (CS6). 

These examples help to further demonstrate the various types of cases that CyberScan is tasked 
with responding to . 

RecoltfnleMa'ion #7· Begirl Irodmg forms of sy$temic di~c"mioot;o" 

reported fo CyberScon to emure the Utlil's WOI k: uf lhe inc/IV/duot and 

systems-Ie ... el oddr-e.ues reJe ... onf ISSueS of systemiC d"crmmlobo'L 

CY8eRSCAN ' S RelATIONSHIP fO CIVil a, CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESSes 

Although the CyberScan unit rcspon.ds to almost all cases through infomJaI respooses, CyberScan 
sometimes helps complainants navigate civil or criminal law processes. The first subsection below 
outlines CyberScan's relationship to civi l law processes and tJ]e ways th is has changed since 
CyberScan's inception. The second subsection outlines the unit's relationship to the criminal 
justice system. The final subsectioo discusses how the professional backgrounds and training 
experi ences of some CyberScan agents create additional ti es to traditional legal responses. 

USE Of CIVil COURT ORD ERS 

Under the original Cyber-safery Act (2013), CyberScan was able to apply for Cyberbullying 
Prevention Orders in those cases where infomlal responses were unsuccessful. HOII'(1I'er, even 
when CyherScall had th is power, the \last majority ofllIe unit 's cases were responded to without 
recourse to civif COllrl orders. CyberScan agen ts in 201 6 reported that the unit used this civil law 
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option in only tw026 cases during the li fe of the Cyber-s{((ety Ae/ (though some members of the 
public also applied independently for Cyber Protection Orders under this legislation) (CS2; CS4). 
One 2016 agent asserted that CyberScan on ly applied fo r court orders in the very few cases where 
informal responses or warning letters were deemed unsuccessful. In these cases, complainants 
were deemed to be exper iencing "extreme stress and extreme anxiety" and the bul lying/harassment 
was ongoing or had escalated despite informal interventions (CS4). While court orders were rarely 
used by CyberScan even under the sweeping Cyber-safety Act, it is important to note, as privacy 
lawyer David Fraser has argued, that some CyberScan agents may have used the threw of court 
orders in a manner that resulted in undue lim itations on free expression (Fraser, 20 17) (See: J.h~(un 
Q!..l) ~1'(Scilt0 . 

UI/der the current Intimole Images and Cyber-prolecfion Act (201 7), CyberSc((n agents can /10 

lunger sendfofllla/warnillg lelfers regarding pOlimthl/ legal action (fud ('lIIl/1V longer upp~v ji.Jr 
COllrt orders on beha(rofcompktiJ1(m/~" Complainants must now navigate and pay for applications 
for court orders (i.e. Cyber Protection Orders) on their own, which can be a cumbersome and costl y 
process. As one agent described: 

"1£'5 a lot of pressure for somebody to have to go fiU out all those fonns. If someone is 
harassing you or whatever. think of a ll the stress you already have in life, whatever is going 
on with kids, financia ll y, re lationship breakdown, and now maybe you don ' t have the 
capacity electronically to do this, or you don ' t have the money, or a vehicle to get from 
point a to point b for the courthouse. And now you're responsible to down load all this 
paperwork, till it out appropriately, and then file it, and then there is a costH to that too" 
(CS4). 

When CyberScan statT were interviewed for this report in November of 2020, they had not 
supported a single complainant that chose to apply for a court order under the current legislation. 
Additionally, they kne-w of only one person who had appl ied for a court order on their own (th is 
person had not contacted CyberScan before proceeding and the unit only learned of the case 
through media coverage) (CS5. CS6). Thus, under the currenl legislation, civ il law remedies are 
even more rarely used and CyberScan has very little relat ionship to civ il law aside from the abi lity 
to explain the application process for court orders to complainan ts that wish to apply on their own. 
One agent expla ined the limited role CyberScan now plays saying, "[if a complainant] wants to 
know a lot about the Cyber Protection Order process we will send them link.s about what the 
affidavit process looks like [ ... ] and a link to the legislation. [ ... ] But again, it doesn' t have 
anything rea lly to do with us .. . it's a separate process when you are app lying to court" (eS5). 
While CyberSean agents have not yet supported a complainant that has fo llowed through with the 
court order process, the CyberScan webs ite. does include a detailed document titl ed "\\h..llL\ill! 
'ic(d~) j.J10\\ ab~)ul lh~ Intirtlm.: llna~C"r. .ind r, b.:r-prtlt..:~lion Aer" that could be used by t.hose 

16 Minister of Justice Mark Furey has stated that under the origioallegislation "CybcrSc:m investigatcd over 800 cases 
and, of those, ten cases went to court" (Nova Scotia, Legislative Assembly, Hal1sard, 6yd Leg, P' Sess, No 27 (12 
October 2017) at 11 66). It is unclear why exactly Furey cites 10 cases and CyberSean agents cite IwO, but it is possible 
that the len cases mentioned include both those applied for by CyberScan and those applied for by the public 
independent of CyberScan. 
17 It costs approximately $250 to apply, wh ich can be waived for people below a cenain income level who apply for 
a fce waiver. However, this cost, which is already inaccessible to some. will be much higher ifthecomplainant requires 
a lawyer. 
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applying on their own. TIlis document explains the ways a Cyber Protection Order could be useful 
in terms of havi ng images or content ordered to be removed, potentially receiving monetary 
damages, fb rbidding the respondent from contacting the complainant, or ordering dispute
resolution services. This document also explains that the process can be challenging and costly. 
Although this document is clearly written and could be useful to complainants, the amount of detai l 
provided within it also acts to reveal just how complex and inaccessible the court process can be 
for the average citizen. 

CyherS("clI1 agenl.\ expre.\seJ (hC/f the limited supporl they canl/oW proride lor upplyingfbr courl 
orders m."/s as a siMI11ficlfnl harrier fo responding to/hose Hire ellse:-; where iI!/ormol S1/pport.~' lire 
insl!/ficienl. One 2020 agent explained that, under the current legislation. CyberScan has responded 
to about 7 cases in which they be lieved that informal processes had not resolved the matter and 
that a complainant might want to apply for a Cyber Protection Order (CS7); However. in each of 
these cases complainants reportedly did not to move forward with the app lication because "the 
court process was too onerous for them to actua ll y want to pursue it" (CS7). TIle court process was 
seen as especially onerous in rare cases where the complainant is unaware of the identity of the 
cyberbully; In such cases, the process involves first apply ing to reveal the respondent' s identity 
before applying for a coun order (eSS; CS7). Therefore. ugents ill 2020 expressed fhal the L'urrenl 
legijlatiol1.shollld be updated /0 pro\.'id£> more supportfor compiainaf1(s ill those rare ellses where. 
cle:,p;le informal re:,pOfises, harm is se\!l1re and ongoing (eSS; CS6; CS7). Dav id Fraser. the 
privacy lawyer who argued that the original legislation was overly broad and violated the rights of 
accused people. has also expressed concern that the new legislation may have " [swung] the 
pendulum a little bit too far" by leaving victims to fend for themselves in court or hire a lawyer at 
significant cost (Pal meter, 2017). 

In addition to Ihe challenges ofact:essing civil remedies. CyherS".;ctn {fgcnls explained IIiallhere 
are sel-cru/ other rcasolls Ihal complainants are (Hien IIninleresfet! in enga/!ing civil law. For 
instance. agents explained that there is a ri sk that going to court will simply bring more attention 
to the case and thereby result in more people in the conununity expressing opinions about or 
bullying the complainant (CSS, CS3, CS7). Although anonymity can be granted to complainants 
in some cases and is automatically applied to those under 19. in those cases where anonymity is 
not promised the complainant may worry that a court process wi ll only bring more attention to the 
rumours. private information. andJor discriminatory content be ing disseminated about them (CS7). 
One agent explained that, even if anonymity is granted, complainants in small communities often 
worry that their identity could still easily be revealed by word of mOllth CCSS). As a 20 16 agent 
put it: 

"Complainants definitely [want to keep it informal] , especially in small communities. You 
know, if you can handle this here ... it ' ll go away here. [If you take it to court] the problem 
can get bigger~ there's a fear of further exposure, there 's fear of public display, of it 
becoming a bigger thing than it maybe needed to, you know. Certainly a lot of it was the 
private sexua l information or images for females. especial ly. So the bigger it may have 
become. was certainly a problem for them. We did it the right way. I have no doubt about 
it. ... with that informal resolution. [ . . . J It's the most efficient way to dea l with the social 
media problem that we're facing for sure." (CS3) 
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This agent explained that many comp/ainanls see a COllrl prOC(!.rs U8 cOllnlerproducUve, £IS ;t may 
reslflT in mldiliollal lind ex.lended allelHioll heing given 10 t/u!ir Ilonconsel lsllal/y disll'ibUled 
infima/e imLlges or fa the lWrI1?fitl comments heil1g made about IlIelll thro1lgh cyherhullyillg 
behaviOllr, This agent explained that this might be especially the case for female complainants 
who have had intimate images or private information/rumours about their sexual li ves digitally 
disseminated. Another reason complainants may not proceed with a court order is that applying 
for an order is a slow process and the damage may already be done by the time an order can be 
made (CS7). While civil law remedies have been utilized in a few cases where informal responses 
were deemed inadequate, it seem,\' Ihlll cillil IllW remedies are rtll'(!~J' more appealing chtlll Ihe 
in/i)/'mal opliollS u.Uereu hy (vherScall. There/en·e. ill addiliOll 10 considering ways 10 make dvil 
optio/1s mOl'e accessible, it is importallt to adequately resoul"I.:e the CyberScGl1l1l1il and en.\I{re fha t 
fhe puhlic is all/are oflhe iI?/i)rnllll opli(Jns the Ullil (~fJers. 

Recommendation #8 ConsIder provlding crJdihonot supports for

complaino,,;! ;/1 ,~ fore COles '''OOfe ci'fil law remedie$ ot.-, pursued. 

Recommendation #9: 7lle government of Novo Scotia should contlflue 10 

hmd C yberSc(J/l' f ,e.liullrces for informal response~ at ,-our' Ordel'i Ofe rdr~y 

used and hove teveral limi/ollorlS. rhe go\oernme-ot should consider ""~I~ 

CyberS.-:on 1$ able 10 adequate/)' provide ,he important Informal supports 

flip), niter- WI th fh8i1- ctJl tN'll nUn1~' o/ .. loif. 

RELATIONSHIP TO CRIMINAL RESPONSES 

Tile CyherSc(lIIl1l1il clIn I'l!.spol1d horh 10 uc/S Ihot rise to (f criminal le l'ei (e.g (:vherhullyillg t:oses 
Ihal (III/GUn! (0 criminal h£ll'£Issmeflf and cases oInrmcvl1sellSllc,{ il1fimclfe image dislribuI;ol/) and 
aels Ihut do 11M rise III a criminal leveL While the unit is sometimes misunderstood as working 
only to respond to cases that would otherwise not quali fy for government response. the CyberScan 
unit also plays an important role as an alternative option to the often blunt and slow criminal justice 
process. In Murray Segal's (20 15) independent review of the Rehtaeh Parsons case, he speaks to 
CyberScan 's role as a necessary alternative option: 

"The criminal prosecution of individuals should not be the be-al l and end-all of solutions. 
While there wil l always and should always bea place for the trad itional police investigation 
and criminal prosecutions, which can be valuable tools for reducing crime, we should not 
lose sight of the fac t that they are only one sei or tools. We mList accept their limitations 
and embrace alternati ve solutions. [ ... ] In particular, I think of the CyberScan initiative 
[ . . . ]. This unit [ ... ] wil l investigate allegations of cyberbu llying and intervene if warranted. 
They have a host of measures at their di sposal to stop bullying whi le, at the same time, 
raising awareness among c-yberbu l1ies and the public." (p. 41) 

Evidencing the limitations of typica l cr iminal just ice responses and the need for various "sets of 
tools" to respond to digital harms, CyberScan agents report that most complainants who contact 
them are interested in accessing informal supports to resolve even criminal level harms in more 
expedient and victim-centred ways (CS2; CS5; CS6). As disc.ussed further below (See: \.-lost 
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common I'\:SpC.JIlSCs), mosl complainanls are more illlereSfed ill rece.iving exp<'tiienl i£'clmoluRicll/ 
and emofiollu/fil!/ornwlional SIIPpOl'1 Ihall Ihey are in having Ihe respondenl investigated or 
tmnished. COf1.\'iclering this, it is import(llli fhm CyherScan is unJerstood nol only uS a resource' 
fiw CQ~es Ilwl do 1101 rise to fh(~ crilllilUli level, bllt also as (111 ill-demand allemaliv(! r~~pOl1se tu 
criminal level c[/se~'. 

CyberSc{(11 ageuls seem 10 I'(lry in Ihe ex/en/lo which they promote CybaScan as an a/lernalil;e 
option fhal is arailt.lblt' even in ,"0."('.., that rise /(I u criminal lewd At least two CyberScan agents 
expressed strongly encouraging complainants with criminal level cases to report to po li ce. For 
instance, an agent in 2016 explained that they tell vic tims of nonconsensual intimate image 
distribution that " it's a federal offence and to contact their local policing agency" (CS 1) . An agcnt 
in 2020 described that, although they recognize many complainants do not wish to pursue a 
criminal response, they still encourage complainants to go to the police if their case involves 
potentially criminal ac ts: "obviously if there is a criminal element I will say 'These are criminal 
offences', and though we have a role as weill will refer them to police. li ke say ' You really need 
to go back to the police or make a report to the police'" (CS7). These agents seem to imply that 
complainants sholiid pursue a crimiJlal response when possible, despi te the fact that most of the 
complainants the unit supports are more interested in accessing alternati ve supports. Recognizing 
the many reasons parti cular complainants might have for prefelTing aJ terative responses, many 
other CyberScan agents explained that they describe the various support options available to 
complainants without implying that complainants should go to the police or that the criminal 
justice process is necessarily the best option. Althol/gll agenf~ seem 10 ·vwy in Ihe ex/en/tu which 
'hey encourage cOlnphdnGnrs 10 make fbrmal complainall/s to police. llll agenls recognized Ihw 
this opfiol1 was 1101 desired hy milS! compJaill/J111S. As an agent in 2016 described, complainants 
often see formal criminal justice approaches as unappealing and are more interested in the 
expedient and informal supports CyberScan can prov ide: 

"A victim of cyberbullying ... a victim of any of thi s .. . they just want it to stop. [ . .. ] I find 
they don ' t want to go to court and, you know, keep the attention on this for a long time. 
No, they want he lp to get the image down or the content down and get that deleted so that 
it's not posted again and it stops spreading to others. They want it to stop so they can get 
on with their lives . And we were able to delivcr that fo r the majori ty of[victims]. And we 'd 
be able to it quickly." (CS2) 

Agel/f.\· explained lhC/f complainanls gellerally du nOl 1l1ish to e.\'IenJ Ihe lime and ullell/ion paid ((1 

the harm Ihey Itxperiellced Ihrough ~I crimiual "roc!:s.'! and, when told they can access supports 
without requiring a formal criminal process. 1110st complainants are eager to address the case 
informally with CyberScan. One 2020 agent explained that some cOlllplainallts also prefer 
inforlllaJ responses beca/lse they do 1101 wish to crimil/a/be the re.'·polUlenf. Especially in cases 
where a complainant is or was in a close relationship with the respondent, they often want the 
respondent to understand the harm they are causing but do not want the responde nt criminalized 
CCS5). This agent prov ides the example of a complainant who had her intimate image distributed 
without consent by an ex-partner that was struggling with alcoholi sm. The complainant wanted 
the respondent to know that what they did was hannful and to get support to deal with their use of 
alcohol. but they did not sec a criminal response as helpful (CS5). lbis agent explained that, when 
considering what response will be most helpful, you have to ask " Is it best to charge them 
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criminally with that? Or is it best to look at the particular inc-ident and kind of leam from it? And 
especially if the person is remorseful and takes responsjbility for it and we can kind of move 
forward .. . it' s just so much better to go ahead with it that way" (CS5). Echoing CyberScan agents ' 
experiences with complainants in many ways, research on cyberbul lying and nonconsensual 
distribution has also found that legal approaches can be unappealing as they are often lengthy and 
can extend the life of a conflict (which can be particularly damaging in youth cases) , they' re largely 
offender-focused and not responsive to particular victim and community needs, they're punitive
focused and not necessarily designed to help respondent's meaningfully leam and change, and 
they can resulL in rev ictimization due to offic ials, such as police oflicers, that may engage in victim 
blaming/shaming28 (Choo, 20 15; Dodge & Lockhart, 202 1; Powell & Henry, 20 17; SharifT & 
DeMartini , 2015). 

In CCI:i\l:s where complaillants dl} t1t!l' ide f() ,·epol'110 police, C'.ybeI'SclII7 sometillles .\'/(/)18 imlo/wd 
with the file in {I victim suppOrt role (i.£'. elllolioncri/ i/!(Ormofional supporf and help navigating fhe 
crimi/la! jUSllt:e system). An agent in 2016 described performing thi s role in a case involving 
nonconsensua l intimate image distribution: "The pol ice [ ... J moved forward with criminal charges 
and then we were kind of a resource or a [ ... J friend I guess. So the victim she. did keep in contact 
with one of the rCyberScan agents] and was able to get advice that she needed [ ... ) and, even 
though we weren ' t act ive in the investigation because it was a policing file, she still knew that we 
were here" (CS t). An agent in 2020 explained that a similar victim support role continues in 
CyberScan's current form : '·We do work in conjunction with police, you know if there is an 
ongoing police investigation we will say, 'What can we. do to assist? What is our role here? How 
can we help?' It might just be a matter of be ing tbe liaison because the complainant is fmstrated 
that they aren't getting any updates and we can say' Who is the officer?' and just trying to help in 
whatever way we can" (CS7). These agents described fi lling some of the victim support needs that 
are often not adequately provided by the criminal justice system itse lf. In this way, CyberScan acts 
as both an altemative to criminal justice responses and as a support to fill gaps in typical criminal 
justice responses. 

Cj1berSccII1 (igents also described sumefime.'i working i ll a kil/d uf' "tech support " ruleJor police 
(~ffiee,.s who often do 1101 have the jid/ fecfmulug;c.:lIl know-lw11' 10 respolld to cases im·oh'il lj!, 
digital harms. When asked if. in their exper ience, police officers are equipped to respond to cases 
invo lving dig ita l technology, one agent in 20 16 repli ed: 

"The difficulty is, in my experience, that police officers are supposed to be [ ... ] experts if 
you will in every area and [ . .. } that's difficuJt unless you have special units or you have 
ongoing training. [ ... ] So a lot of police officers don ' t have the technical background or 
understand social media and [ . . . ] a lot ofthe frontl ine members dOll 't know how to preserve 
accounts for example on Facebook. They don 't know how to preserve the evidence legally 
in order to get an order from a court to get the lP address or whatever. So we educate them 
for sure, all the time too. They're becoming better with it, because we've been working 
with them a lot. And we' ll assist them if they just want information on . How do J do th is 

28 A recent example of criminal justice responses resuhing in victim blaming can be seen in the case ofa woman who 
reported several cases of nonconsensual intimate image distribution perpetrated against Indigenous women 10 the 
Nova Scotia RCMP. She reports that she fe lt the RCMP response engaged in victim blaming by responding that she 
should tell her friends never to share imimate photos with anyone. This woman states: " We don 't need a lecture. It ·s 
not our fault thaI these men _put these photos on these wcbsilCS without our consent" (Reynolds, 2021). 
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with Twitter?' or whatever, then we ' l! walk them through that stuff. ( ... ] A lot of the 
information is avai lable online now through those social media sites, but again it ' s just very 
ditricult for a person to understand all of these things [ . .. J" (CS2). 

Another agent in 20 16 similarly explained. " I think that my experience tells me that [poli ce officers] 
are terribly under. .. not aware of the situation of social media. [ ... ] I personally spoke to at least 
twenty police officers who said to me ' What' s thi s [soc ia l media] all about? What am I supposed 
to do? I don ' t know what to do. Can yOll help me? I'm lost here.' That was often the response that 
I got from the police officers, both the. RCMP and the municipal police" (CS3). This agent also 
explained that some complainants come to CyberSc8n saying that frontline police officers were 
comple tely unable or unwilling to provide assistance because they didn't understand the nature of 
the digital harm being reported (CS3). One interviewee in 2020 conflrmed that CyberScan is still 
sometimes involved in supporti ng police officers to understand many aspects of responding to 
cases involving digital technology (CS7). 

Recommendo"on #10; CyberScon's commumcofiom wjth mdl'llidool 
complainants ond with t~le geooror public- t~ld .xpJoin Ihol fhe lmi, i~ both 
o p.!source lor deaf/ng WI'" harms thai do not rise to ,he cnmmoJ leyel ortd 

on In.demand alternat,ye '0 cnm;nal/lJsffC£ respon!es. 

RecommendotiDn ::, 7. CyberSron should be re.sourced ot 0 leyel fhol 

rM:.ognizes /tift "1'01 iefr of woy: 'hoI agent, work 10 oddren gops. rn lhe 
'radillonol (rimino! justice response, 

TR AINING & PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 

CylwrSc(J11 s'(~tJmainly have I)r()jes.'iioll(t/ h{/(·kgl'()ul1d~· in policing. correctiO/ls. and government 
el!jilrcemellf roles. Of the four CyberScan staff interviewed in 2016, one had a professional 
background in government enforcement, two were ex-pol ice officers, and one had a background 
in corrections. With CyberScan 's mandate being to respond primarily through informal , 
restorative, and educational approaches, it is surprising that hiring has focused narrowly on those 
with more traditional criminal justice and enforcement backgrounds. In 2020. CyberScan stafT also 
had profess ional backgrounds related to pol icing, corrections, and enforcement; However. these 
stafT described having worked in ro les that were more focused on justice advocacy or victim 
support within these profess ions. and one staff member also had considerable background 
experience working with digital tonns ofhaml. Therefore. while there are sti ll gaps in the skillsets 
that would be needed to provide robust restorat ive or educational responses, CyberScan staff in 
2020 seemed to have more experience to draw fro lll in terms of the support aspect that makes up 
a large portion of CyberScan ' s work. 

Considering that CyberScall 's role is ;/lcreasing(v fOCI/sed 011 providing emotiollal suppor!. 
assistance with repol"tinglrclJloving hanJ!ful digital contem. ,.md prol'iding educational 
I)/"(!.~en'atiolls. fll /ure hiring choicf!s should cOllsider what gaps ill knowledge might he filled by 
hiring Ihose maside of lite worltls o}iJolkin9" correcfions. and I!njin·c('melli. For example. although 
education makes up a significant portion of CyberScan's role (See: I·dl.!·· {;I)11H1 lrc",:::·ntuliun:-. , 
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CyberScan staff do not fee l they have expertise in thi s area (CSS, CS6). Fulllre hirillg should 
consider diversffYing Ihe hackgroumlv (?f sfo.O· by adding. jol' illslance, t/Jose wilh experience ;n 
)'olfth educafion. counsel/illg. (ech support. alld restorative (Ipproache.\', As one orthe restorative 
approaches experts commented, " I think [CyberScan] did in some ways hire people interested in 
different approaches to public safety . .. but certa inly there wasn't a lot of balance on the team in 
terms of educators. community organizers. facilitators or people who have worked in thi s 
[restorativeJ way. YOLI cou ld imagine hiring kind of a balance of people that could have brought 
their variolls skills and helped each other" (RA2). Diverse skillsets could only be a positive 
addition in terms of CyberScan 's mandate to "try to think outside the box [of ty pical legal 
approaches] to ass ist Nova Scotians" (CS6). 

III (erms (~( fhe training provided to ()lberSclfIl ."I!!,,: in !Jodi 2016 (llId 20]0 agenl,\' descrihltd 
receivil1g police {raining c()urse,\ il1 ollline il1w.wigoJlion rechnique.\· and jiJrel1sic i1lfel'viell'ing. 
Again. considering their mandate to primarily respond through victim support, restorati ve 
approaches, and educational presenlations. it is surpris ing that staff are not provided training in 
areas such as restorat ive approaches. best pract ices for suppolting people in di stress/crisis. or best 
practices in educational engagement. Additionall y, as CyberScan responds to many cases that 
include some element of sexual violence (e.g. nonconsensual intimate image di stribution or 
sexualized cyberbullying) or domestic vio lence (e.g. threats to di stribute intimate images if a 
person ends an abusive relationship or c.ampaigns of online rlll1101lr spreading in the aftermath of 
a breakup). CyberScan agents should receive spec ific training in how to support victims of sexual 
and domestic vio lence. A/thol/gh Cy bC'I'Sc£ln s{qf/ expressed (hul fhey gel1aolly f e/( eql/ipped 10 

respo/1d 10 cases hased on their backgroul/ds il/ policing. corrections. and en/ol'cel1lem. it is 1I'0rlh 
considering how /'esponses cOllld be improved hy prol'idillg trailling in llI'f!lIS such (JS S1IPPOl'tillg 
... ·omeone ill dis/ress!crisis, .'ilipparlilJg l'iclim,\' a/sexual and l/rul1estit violcnce, {fwl pr()viciing 
education 10 YOllth In terms of acting on the promise to provide a restorati ve approach (See: 
J akin!; a Ic:.wnl1lve 3pmoach?), the restorati ve approaches experts interviewed for thi s report were 
adamant that, (0 Indy work restoralively . .\'imp~1' providillg lraining .\'exsiol1s 10 (vherSnlll slafl 
wil/nol be enollgh As one of these experts stated. "we cannot teach a restorative approach through 
a one-day workshop. [ .... ] we have to set up the system and create re lationships to be able to work 
with people who want to work [restoratively)" (RAI). This interviewee fe lt that government 
leaders need to refoclis 011 the restorative approach that was imag ined during the envisioning of 
CyberScan and support CyberScan staff in laking th.i s approach (RA I) . 

Recommendation #12: F"ftJrE 1,;r;"'9, trammg, and resQurcing for the 

Cyoer5C"on un.', should focvs cn filling gops in ferms of the IJml's o(,i/ily '0 
robud/y S1Jpport p~ple ill diSlreu/c.rim, support vidillu of seltuol emd 
domes'" 'fjo/ence provide educotlon to youth. provIde lechno/ogreol 

wppor'. and '1Hpood '~i'oral;vdy. 
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MOST COMMON RESPONSES 

From its inception, CyberScan has responded to the majority of cases using what agents refer to 
as " informal" approaches. As detailed in the subsections below, Ihe most common responses 
provided by CybetSwn include he/ping c:olllplaimmis fo remolleJl'epurl l1onc:onsenwally pm'ff!d 
illlimufe images or cyher/J/Il1yi/lg can/em /i'Otn social media pl(/~fiml1!1/l1'ehsites and providing 
emoliol1afl il1ji)l'matiolltJ/ support 10 complail1l.Jnfs ((,S7) . Milch mtml rarefy. C:vhl!/,Sct.m sIC!ff 
cOlllacf 1/7e respol7(lf!nllO (lflempf 10 hove (hem r('move. iln(Ig<>S/pOSfS and SlOp further bu/(ving by 
e.\]Jiailli/'lg rhe harm they urI.! CllllSil'lg tf/1d/or descrihing the "l)lenlia/ legal impac/s 0f/he.ir aeliuns . 
In very few cases. CyberScan staff ass ist complainants with navigating legal options (See: 
rVbeIS~ml'~ 1-eIHlltlHs:hIP 10 cl\'114- crmunul tUSUc~)I'Oces;.;~:J . CyberScan staff explained that, . 
above all , their approach is based on meeting the stated needs of compla inants: "The main thing 
when it comes to complainants that ca ll in is [to ask] 'What do yo u want to see happen? What is it 
that you are looking for? ' Because we have lots of options, but it's about letting them choose, 
because this is their file" (CS6). 

IMAGE/ CONTENT TAKEDOWN AND TECHNOlOGICAL KNOW-HOW 

Agents ill bolh 20 i 6 and 2020 sha/'c:d that hdpillg complainants to reporl/remol'e harmful social 
media posts and wehsite COl1fellf is Ihr! m(JST com mOil response the)' provide. A 2016 agent asserted 
that "99.9% of [complaints] just want the cyberbullying to stop and the comments to corne down" 
(CS4). Even in cases of nonconsensual intimate image distri bution, in which complainants have 
the clear option to report to pol ice, agents explained that most complainants "just want it to stop, 
they want the image deleted from the other persons device, that' s main ly it . [ ... ] Like if a woman 
is calling and saying. ' I don't want him contacted. I just want that image taken off the web ' . then 
we wi ll go on there and find out how to take the image down and offer as much support as we can 
with that" (eS5). (vberScon~" role in providing leclll1oiogica/ supporl is eXlrellle{v imporwllt ({s 
agenls cOIlSiSU!111(V explaintJ Ihul ihe main cOnce.rl'l of mosl l;ol1lp/ail1£fIlls is [tJ have harmfi" 
('onlel1l removed For example, a 20 16 agent described a case in wbich a woman 's ex-boyfriend 
had posted offensive claims about her online and it wasn' t until this content was removed that she 
felt she could go out in public in her small communi ty again and "put her head up and get on wi th 
her li fe" (CS3)_ 

CyberScan can provide leclm%ginll supports by helping camp/vinanls 10 navigate standard 
lIl'enlleS ./01' confent reportil1giremoval (c.l{. reporting mechallisms un l'(Jriolls social mediu 
plaUorms or requesls Tn delis! l1oncrmsemiua/!y Iwsled intimate illlages pom Google search 
resulfs) or by usillg Iheir "eslablished strong nelll'arks [..} v,:ith socialnelll'arks like Twiner and 
Faccbook" lO expediatc this process (eS5). 1n some cases, COn/en! is remo\'ed by conlt.l(;lillg the 
respondent to FL'quesl vnluntwy removal, AB expediency in removing or stopping the spread of 
cyberbullying content and/or nonconsensllally di stributed intimate images is often top of mind for 
victims (Choo, 201 5; Segal, 2015; Shariff & DeMartini, 20\5). it is vita l to offer thi s kind of 
support for content reporting and removal. In Murray Segal's (20 IS) review of the response to the 
Rchtach Parsons case: he pra ises CyberScan's approach in this regard as one of "the most novel 
and di rectly responsive so lutions to what was arguab ly the most time-critica l aspect of Rehtaeh's 
torment: getting ahead of the damaging photograph that was c irculating like wild-fire among her 
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peers" (p. 116). An Agent in 2016 expressed that. in cases of nOllconsensual intimate image 
distribution, they were often ab le to have posts removed quite quickly: "we tell victims, 'we will 
help you try to get these photos back and we will do it as quickly and as di scretely as possible' . 
[ . . . ] Our response time is very quick when we do that kind of stuff' (CS2). 

CyberScall agents explained Ihal sUllie plat/orms tlnd H'ebsite.\ are very re~ponsive 10 requests.fiJI" 
rell/om' (!f' hanJ!flll cOllfenl: However, COl1fel1f removal is no' ulwa)'s sfrllight ,/clI'ward or 
expedienl. Agents explained that certain platforms/webs ites can be more challenging to work with 
and certain kinds of content can be more challenging to address. An agent in 2020 expla ined that, 
even when working with the dominant social media platfonns that can be quite responsive, issues 
such as fake accounts can be more d ifficult to expediently rcmove: "[fake] Instagram accounts 
seem to be a big thing right now [ .. . ] and trying to get it taken down is not easy, it's not go ing 
well" (CS6). Websites such as "The Dirty", that are devoted solely to posting rumours and 
bul1yinglharassing content, can also be much more difficult to deal with. As one agent in 2020 
explained, such websi tes will often refuse to remove offensive content about an individual; 
However. for those webs ites based in the United States. CyberScan has had success with having 
images of complainants removed through the use of the Digital MiJlelUlium Copyright Act (1998) 
(CS6). Agents also described that, although they are certainly able to assist more quickly than 
through formal legal channels. content re moval is still sometimes a slower process than they would 
like it to be. An agent in 2016 expla ined that "[One of the most challenging aspec ts of the job] is 
our inab ility to have social media companies provide us the closure that we want instantly. [ . .. ) 
it 's a challenge to get an immediate response" (CS3). An agent in 2020 likewise explained that 
they "wish there was a quicker way to get posts taken down" (CS5). Although content conI/Of 
always he .tidly remo1'f.!ti 01' (!).pedi(!J1I~v remol'(!d. agenls de.w.'l'ihecl heing aJ leasl partially 
... ·ucces ... ltil in most ca,\·c.~ and reportl"d Ihat complainanl ... · art.' w\lltJ/~y pery grateflll }or WU' support 
fhal can be provided in Ih;,~, regard 

CyberScall',,,, knowledge oj file 1110.\'1 problematic wehsilesiplaiforllls TO work with and fhe most 
challenging type .... (~F COlltent {(J remove should he 7ISed It) il!/iwfI/ j(>clerai inililJlives 19 tha( are 
i.:llrren1~V im1esligoling way." 10 make social medit.t (J/a{(orlll.\ (md web .... ifc,r mOre responsive If) 

requesfs Jhr removu! i?( harmjiJ! conrem (Khoo. 20J I). Changes already implemented by some 
social media companies and search engines have shown promise in tenns of making content 
removal easier and more expedient in some cases. Especiall y regarding nonconsensual intimate 
image distribution, many social media platforms and search engines (e.g. Google and Bing) have 
created somewhat more effective reporting options due to acti vist pressure (Online Removal 
Guide, 202 1). Defining what content should and should not be removed can sometimes be a 
challenging balance between considerations of harms caused versus freedom of expression (See: 
Khoo. 202 1): However, websi tes and social media platfonns should be able to at least decrease 
response. times to clearly criminal content, such as nonconsensual ly posted intimate images (Crofts 
& Lievens, 20 18; Khoo, 202 1). 

While sodal media ,,/({(Forms and wehsites are <dJen respons;{)/e jvr shIll' I'csprm:;es 1(1 reque.,'ts 
,(or (;Onfenl 1'('1110\'(/1. WI agell! ill 1020 also described how CyberScan 's respol/se- call sometimes 
slow down tlli .... pr{J(.:ess. CyberScan only accepts calls during regular business hours Monday to 
Friday, whieh means complainants who call in the evening, on a weekend, or on a hol iday will not 

19 hI! ps :/lw",,,, .canada.calcn/canad iall-herila gc/cam pa ignslhaml fu I-on I i nc-conlcll tJlec hll ica I-paper .hl m l#a3 
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recei ve supports for several bours or days: "you know you get tbe call [from the complainant] , it' s 
110t maybe until the next day that you [can respond] . [ ... ] technology moves so quick that the 
damage is already done. [ ... ] then even if you report it, it might take a week to be taken down [ ... ]. 
So it' s just that I wish there was a way that... some of the posts arejusl so harmful to peopLe. even 
just ta lking about rumours [ . .. ] by tJle time they ever get shutdown the damage is already done" 
(CS6). ()herSc:a1l 's role ill slow response times ('oliid be adell essed by expallding the tlllif 's hUllrs 
(llld linkiug 10 do~iI-.\.'OIIrSe(lresOllrces thai help individuals leal'll how 10 reporf bill/yin/.: posts or 
lIom:(m.\~nsllll!(\I ,\hlll'(!d infimate images on 1'(ll'ious plul}<mnx. Although not all complainants will 
be able to naviga te report ing on their own, links to these resources would certa inly be useful for a 
portion of complainants that are struggling with time-sensi tive needs. CyberScan 's website should 
share links to resources such as Google 's form for reporting int imate images shared without 
consent30 and NeedHelpNow.ca's31 instructions on how to repon con lent on SnapchaL, lnstagram. 
YouTube, or a peer's phone. International resources, such as Australia's eSafety Comrniss ioner32 

website, the United Kingdom's Child line33 webs ite, and the Cyber Civil Right's rnitiati ve34 in the 
US. provide additional resources on how to report cyberbullying or non consensual distribution on 
platforms such as Twitter. TikTok. ·WhatsApp. and more, CyberScan could provide links to this 
kind of do-it-yourself report ing inJonnation whi Ie also encourag ing complainants to contact the 
support line for additional help during operating hours. 

As descri bed above (See: .nlrllntHl1l·mi ·f vb 'rSI;~ lI" rnl , CyberScan's webs ite and resources 
could do a better job of explaining the supports they provide in terms of content reporting and 
removaL The CyberScan website should highlight this service and provide reassuring messaging 
10 compla inants that lTlay be feeling hopeless. As shown in tbe below image, the UK's Revenge 
Porn Helpline 35 provides a lIse tll l example of the kind of reassuring messaging that should 
accompany reportinglremoval reSOUTces: 

W hat happens if I find a result? 
If you do lind a restJlt and thew Is an Intimate Image Of ... ideo 5hJred withoul your con~nt, we're here to help you. 

o Firstly, don't ~nrc. That's casler s;tid Itlar! done , but we un help, You're not alone In dealing ..... ith this . 
o Sueenshot the page where it ~ been posted and Sijve iL Th;s is evidence if yO\.! decide to repOrt to the polke. You u n do this by 

calling the police non·emergl:ocynumbet 101; you'll need to give brief debils to a call hand ler and an apprOprl;\te offlter should return 
yOltr call. 

o Contact Ihe He lpline. We are able to help you to report and remove the content. Whilst we cannot gUilrantee it ...... 11 he reJTKl\/E"!l. we do 
hold a very good takcdown success rate and we are very per5isto;on t arid determined . 

• Provide us with link$. We will ask you to copY and paste the URl and send u.s [he Iln~s 10 1M content.; If there are other Images or 
videos on the p,a~c , we ITIiIY have \0 a~k you to ~nflrm which imagt.'s are of you. 

It' s important to note the reassuring tone of the above messaging provided by the Revenge Porn 
Helpline. Although guarantees about image removal cannot be made, the messaging ensures 
victims that there are supporti ve resources available to them and that the.re is hope. Another 

30 hnps :llsupport .google.com/blogger/answerl7 54008 8?h J - en 
) 1 Needhe lpnow has useful tech know-how resources, however it shou ld be noted that some of their malerials have 
been fou nd to engage in victim blaming/sha ming or provide an overemphasis on crimina l law: 
https:llneedhelpnow.calapp/en/# 
)1 https :IJwww.esafclv.gov.aulkey- i ssues/image-based-abuse/take·acl ion/report ·to-soc ial· ntedia-webs ite 
).1 hups:/ /www.chi ldl inc.org.u kiin fo-adv ice/bu Ily ing -abuse-sa fcty/types-btlllv in g/btlilvi ng -soc ial-Ill ed ial 
.14 hu ps:/ /www.cybcrcivi hi ghls.org/on I i nc-re1llova 11 
.l5 hups:l!revengcpomhe Iplinc.org.uki 
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example of how to provide tips for reporting along with reassuring messaging can be seen in the 
below MediaSmarts resource for Canadian youth: 

_ ....... 
<" •• -

Help! 
Someone shored 0 photo 

oi rne wiihol_ rny conser I! 
lip she""t 

v ....... ~ ...... ~_ ...... ~_,.." ... ~ ... ~ •• ~_ ... __ K. _.-. __ "' .. _~~_ ..... ......, 
.... ~ __ ....... ~ ___ ~..-J.~"' ...... _ of 

-. .. ........-11 --. .... ,""', .... _~Io,."'u •• ~_" ..... 
"'-, ...... _. __ ,<1fw."'9_ ... y_"".,_._ 

..... .......,._ 11 ....... _"'._7 
In o::..u.o . .. ~ ... u_--..,....,., _ .. ''''~''' ' ........ .....-
..... -.. ... d .... ~ .. _~-. __ l>O"J_, 
.... ......- ... .,......,.,.._ . .. ... '", ... 1LIO J I.......,. _~IC> 
C'yt>orT ... \~'7 '- ., _ ~ >r""1", ____ _ 

_ .... _ ...... ",.,_"'b....""'_"' ..... ,.,.,.. 
_.""'~ .... ""_Datfl_ .... NoI"'~"'., C ........ ..... ... ,, ___ ..... --. ........... ..,,1 .. "'" .... '.-.. ........ 'v 
... ,.,....~ .... <No __ .~_ ..... _"""_."... __ 
___ ,., ............ ""' '''''. __ ..... L _"'_--.. ...... _1 .......... "'_""_._ ___ 
........ '"_ .... ~I ... " ... "' ... _-,~ _ ... ""' ........ . ..,. pt-;;., .. ~ ... -.-"""""" 
--..,.- . .... I/ ... --.--... ~--,,~ .......... _,...,_, ....... , ...... WfI\ •• _ 

Medla 
Smarts 

Unlike some materials for youth that aggravate anxiety through worst-ease-scenario assertions that 
nonconsensually di stributed intimate images will irreparably impact a victim's reputation and 
future job and school prospects (Angelides. 2013; Dodge, 202 1), thi s resource provides 
reassurance that there are supports and tools available to alleviate and heal some of the harms 
being experienced and that a youth does not need to panic. By linking to resources such as these, 
CyberScan could easily provide more expedient technological support and reaSSLUance to 
complainants . However, onl ine guides should not replace the ability to get one-on-one support 
from a CyberScan agent. as several agents asserted that the human cOlUlection with complainants 
can be healing and that many Nova Scotians struggle to understand do-it-yourself instructions due 
to low levels of technological know-how. One-on-one support al so allows agents to determine and 
support other technological needs. For example. Cyhe,-Scw/ agenlS ofien provide compluil'l(mlS 
)i'j/ll addOionalledm%gica/ know-how such a,\' explainillg that unwanted contacl.\' can be deleted 
or blucked on socia/media p/aljimf1s: "part of the job is doing research on what the community 
guidel ines are on say Facebook or something like that and letting the person know about blocking 
features and deleting, because some people surpri singly still don ' t know about some of those 
options, if something happens they don't know you can delete the person or block them" (eS5). 
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Recommendation #- 13: CyberScO'P's knowledge of HIe most problemalic 

plotforms/lAlfJbsjles ro worl! wi,h and the mod challenging Iypes of conr(!nl 

10 rPmove .JhotJld Le used 10. mform ffYle.rol ;/ilholilles investigaling ways fo 

make pJotfof'ms/websites more responsIve ;0 tokedown requesls 

Recommendotion # 1 ..... Due fa tIle of len timp.·se,u;IIve nature of dlg/fol 

hrmns, CyberScon should con$lder expr:ndmg their Operoti'lg hoofs olld 

linking /0 do·i'~yotjj'~"tI1f cOllrenl roporling/removal "Esources to &n$UiEi Ihol 

complainonls con occ~.5. immooiate rechnoloqicol slippod, 

EMOTIONA L SUPPORT & INFORMATION 

EmOliollol supporl is Ihe second mosl common respOllse L)lherSc{l1I proVides. As an agent in 2020 
described, il can be a CUIJ!fo)l"ling ond validaling experience jhr cumplaincinls 10 si/11p~v !lpeok with 
SOI1f£'OI1(' who h(ls knowledge '~f cyberhulfying and 1l0nCOnSe1lS1.Io! distribution anJ can ~lSSlire 

(;Ompllliflonls fhal they lire nol alone and are lIul al/cwlt/or huvillg heen victimi:ed: 

"what J hear from a lot of complainants is that. it was nice just to have someone· to actually 
talk to, and that made a big difference. And just to bear that it's not their fault. Because 
sometimes they are so upset when they are talking to you, and so when we te ll them you 
know ' It' s not your fau lt , we get ca lls li ke this all the time' , a lot of feedback I always hear 
is ' It was so nice to just feel li ke J wasn't judged. I just fe lt so stupid that r allowed this to 
happen, and just knowing that someone .. .'. And r tell them, ' Well , thi s is why tillS unit 
was actually created, because this has caused so many problems for people'" (CS5). 

As this agent described, it can be a powerful step in healing to have someone listen to your struggle 
without j udgement and ensure you that you are not alone in this experience. CyberScan agents feel 
that their experience working in the uni t makes them well pos itioned to comfort complainants as 
they can "provide understanding" of the types of harms being experienced and provide infonllation 
on the supports that have been helpful for other victims (eS5). While in many cases agents provide 
emotional support in combination with the technological supports desc ri bed above, agents also 
explained that in some cases emotional support is the sole support requested. As a 2020 agent 
described, complainants are sometimes dealing with online public shaming tJmt is already 
widespread and, a lthough little can be done to mi tigate the spread. CyberScan can still _prov ide 
emotional support: "[sometimes the complainant] is devastated you know, but later they will thank 
me and say, 'even talking to someone who knows what it's like and has that experi ence helped a 
lot' '' (CS5). For complainants req uiring additional emotional support, CyberScan agents also 
provide in fonllation on counselling and mental health supports in the community. As a 20 16 agent 
expla ined, in severa] cases CyberScan has helped parents to find additional mental health support 
services for a child experiencing dig ital harms: "there are a lot of parents in the province that { ... ] 
don' t know how to use a computer. so they don' t even know who to ca ll. If they ask for infonllalion 
fo r further supports, we wi ll take whatever t ime is necessary do the research we need to do to 
prov ide them with the information they request" (CS2). 
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While iJ is £/ posiliveJindif1f{ Ihul L)'beJ'Scun provides net'ded emuliollal ~mpporllO c:ulIlp/uil1llll!S, 
fhere are also snaal ways in which ,his support could he improved and made mnl'e accessible /(J 

all complainants, As an agent in 2016 described, it can sometimes be challenging for CyberScan 
staff to deal with the range of intense emotions that complainants might be dealing with when they 
contact CyberScan: 

"a lot of times [, . ,] emotions were very high when you get those types of phone calls. [, .. J 
I would just try to li sten to that person and let them know that there's somebody on the 
other end that would do whatever they can to help, And if there's something that we 
couldn 't do. then to maybe give them other resources, tools they could use. , . but genera lly 
it was important to be there and li sten and try to ca lm that person down and obviously help 
them the best way that we- could, [ . . . } you're dealing with people with mental health 
problems at times and then obviously the people that are very much in cri sis" (CS I). 

As C:vherScall .... Iajrar£' svmeflmes tasked with responding 10 peorLe )1'ho are in serio liS emulfonal 
dislress or crisis al the lime of their call, CyberScan agents should receive traini,,!!. il1 bes t 
practices for Iwppol'ting (hose ill di,')'lrej'j '/crisis (Se~ recommendat ion above: J.m1JlIog ~. 
Dwfcsslooal h;lckc.rt)ullll ), As C)'beI'Sctln deals willI mon)' c(/ses im'ofl'ing aspeNs of sex/lol 
vivlence or dUllles/ie viulence, agel/Is ,~hOll{d aLso I'eceil'e training 111 bes! pUJclices fol' Slippul'ling 
fhese I'ielims (See recommendation above: r Idill(ll~ &. (l(\lle..j;iinnal hadccflmnd). Sexual violence 
support training is important to ensure , for example. that CyberScan agents do not engage in the 
kind of victim blaming and shaming that some victims of nonconsensual intimate image 
di stribution have experienced when reporting to police (Henry et aI" 20 18) and that is often present 
in educational responses to youth (See: [dUlWioll re1!anJIflL nl\J\c{\I\Se.;'Dsuru intlmpte ImMe 
ui .. t)ibulinl1), 

C):berStall's abiliry to ell/otionally slIppurf complainallts is also limited by their hours of 
oper(tliOlI, Whi Ie agents described some callers as being in di stresslcri sis and in need of immediate 
emotional support, the CyberScan phoneline is only open to take calls on weekdays during nonnal 
business hours, As one interviewee j'n 2016 explained, these limited hours of operatioll often make 
it difficult to connect with clients in need of support : 

"genera ll y [complainants] are at work or school [Tom 8:30 to 4:30. so I changed my hours 
to 8 to 4 and I kind of stay in the offi ce through lunch hours so that I can be more accessible 
[., ,]. And tJlen obviously you want to try to hit people first thing in the morning so getting 
that phone call to them at 8 o ' clock as opposed to 8:30 when they already left for work or 
school. I provide people my cellphone number so that they can access me at home if they 
didn ' l want to contact me while they ' re at work or if they don ' t get home until 5 or so then 
I say 'Call me at home'" (CS I), 

This interviewee-described making personal sacrifices to work during lunch and after hours in an 
attempt to reach complainants that are often not available to engage in personal or emotional phone 
call s while they are at work or schoo l. This fl ex ibility and dedication on the part of an employee 
is not able to, and should not be expected to, address the larger issue thaI complainants are not 
easily supported by a helpline that is only open during regular business hours. 711enfol'/!, 
C)'herSccm should cIJnsider (~t]i!ri/1f{ addi/it)nat hours I?f'operation (us slIgge,\'led ill rile suhs(!ctio/1 
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abOl l (! W' well) tlllJ should //lake ami/able (J /iSI of Slip port ~'!!lTice,~Io" hOlh adulls and youth that 
{lrt! mort! read;!y ollailahie. There is currently a link to Kids Help Phone (who can provide 
emotional support for yo ung people) on the side of the CyberScan webs ite. but there is no 
informat ion provided on what thi s service is or how it relates to the services avai lable or not 
availab le through CyberScan. There is also a link to 2 11 on the CyberScan website. which might 
be used to find support serv ices for adults. but again no information is given explaining why thi s 
link is included. Additional supports should be explained and made easil y accessible to those who 
are in distress/crisis and are unable to immediately reach CyberScan. ttl addilioll 10 lillking fO Wid 
e.']J/ainil'lg resources (or victims {ookillg .Ii'll' supporl ouf ... ·ide (~r regultl1' business h(Jllrs, 
CyberScan ~'I web~-itc should also link to resuurces Ihaf help byslanders leurn ho11' to be:N supporl 
a ,,;dim il1 their I(/e. For example, MediaSmarts provides both reassuring resources for youth 
victims and comprehensive resources for parents/caregivers/teachers or other bystanders on the 
best approaches for supporting youth victims of cyberbullying or nonconsensual di stribution. 

Alfhough CyberScan was designed primarily wllh the llNelliion 10 acl as II support jorYOll lh agents 
repOrf fhar young Ix'ople W'IY rarely contact the IInillhemse/ves. An agent in 2020 estimated that 
only about I % of call s are from those unde r the age of 18. Another agent explained, "kids don ' t 
ca ll us themselves, [ ... ] it is aU teachers, principals, parents or a neighbour calling, gu idance 
councillors, it's very, very rarely a youth" (CS5). While young people may reach out to an adult 
in their lives that then seeks support from CyberScan, those who do not have an adult they fee l 
comfortable reaching out to or who are not yet ready to disc lose to an adu lt in their li ves do not 
seem to current ly be served by CyberScan. Therefore, CyberScan should consider making updates 
that make the ir SUpp0l1 services more accessible to young 'people. For example, several (vberSc{1Il 
SIl!O'poimed 0111 that it may be a problem Ihtl/ Cyhe1'5ican Can OI1~V he con/lIcfeu by pilon/!. ll.~ if is 
well known thaI yOllng people {Ire il1£;,rel1si/'lg~v lI17conr/ilr/able making initial cOnflict thrOllgh 
phone cull:.'. Similar support lines internationally tend to provide multiple options for contact. For 
instance, Childline in the UK36 provides opt ions for support via online chat. email, or phone and 
the UK's Revenge Pom Helpline37 offers options for support via Facebook Messenger, emai L 
phone, or anonymous form. Anofher /ill1ilal/OJ1 In supporting )'owh is thai those untier flrl! age 0/ 
18 call unly speuk 10 CyberScul1 witlt Ihe permis.\-iul1 ojl/Uli,. parellvglftlrdian. This policy may be 
limi ting in many cases. For instance, youth who have their intimate images shared without consent 
arc often concerned about telling their parents/guardians or other adults in their lives due to fears 
of being blamed or shamed for hav ing consensually shared intimate images or for having been 
involved in a sexual situation in which images were captured without consent (Dodge & Lockhart, 
2021). In such cases, youth may be-looking for information about how to tell an aduJt in their li fe 
or information about how to report content without telling a parent/guardian that they know will 
judge or punish them. In such scenarios. CyberScan's service would not be access ible to them. 
CyberScan would also not be accessible to youth who do not have a trusting re lat ionship with their 
caregivers or to yo uth who know that their caregivers hold discriminatory beliefs. For example, a 
youth who is being bu ll ied over social media for being gay wi ll likely not seek help if they are 
required to first explain the situation to their homophobic parent/guard ian to get pennission. 
Therefore. eonslderation sho/lld he giv('n to ('hanging the PI)/le.), fhal requires you /II to gel 
parcl1/(t/lguardian permissiol/ tu ~peak wifh Cj,bel'Scun. At the least. CyberScan' s materials should 
be clarified to explain thal permission is required and to provide alternat ive supports for youth who 

)6 hllps :llwww.childline.org.uklget-support! 1-2-I -counsel lor-chatl 
11 hllps:llrevengepom he Ipl ine.org. u klhow-can-we-he lplhow-lo-gcl-i n-Iouc hI 
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are not wiiJing or able to get such permiss ion. For instance, the handout "Here to Help : CyberScal1" 
states: "Anyone can contact CyberScan. This includes yo ung people who feel they are being 
cyberbullied or are the victim of unwanted sharing of intimate images, their parents: teachers, 
principals. police, or other members oftbe public". 3S This handout should clarify that young people 
can only call with parental/guardian permission and should provide the information for a ltel11ative 
resources for those who do not feel comfortable disclosing to a paren t/guardian. 

One (~l fhlt l'eSfor(lfiv(' appr(J{fches expel'fs inlel'l liell't!d fiJI' fhis report as.\erted fhllt Ihert' (wt! 
several II '{IJ'S CyherSculI's emofional supports could he improved hy L'ngu!{ing rest(Jr(llive 
principles. This expert explained that, while the kind of support CyberScan currently offers is 
certainly part of what is needed to build a restorative and human-centred response to digital harm, 
CyberScan 's response could better engage those in a victim's li fe as victims often experience 
negative consequences as a result of people in their li ves acting distant or judgementa l toward 
them in the aftermath of hann : "[Many victims of crime] will tell you that the actua l fear and 
consequence tJley have following a crime is not always to do with lhe individual who hurt them 
but the ways in which they fee l shunned or di sintegrated [from their community]. They need to be 
reintegrated to their relationships with others who are afraid to ask what happened to them, or are 
afraid it might happen to them too, or shame them in order to keep themselves feeling like ' It 
couldn 't be me' " (RA2). COl1sidering fhese impacls on relationships, Ihis expert suggests /II(/( 
Cybel'Scan could qlfer optio/ls such as meeting with fam;~11 members, coworkers. schools or 
neighbours 10 help Ihem unders/and the harm a victim has expen'elU.xd and fo lu!lp them ll!am /IOI!' 
1o better acknuwleJge fhi.\ harm and supporl Ihe victim rafhe/' Ihan pushing them a)1l(fy. They 
elaborated saying, 

"You could see CyberScan taking advantage of [Nova Scotia ' s] restorat ive justice agencies 
located in communities in the province [to create 1 more robust capacity to engage with 
victims and meet their needs [ .. . ]. If you did have a victim who said, 'Not only do I want 
the [intimate] image down, but now everyone at my workplace. or church, or all my 
neighbours think these [negative things about] me ' - there might be ways [to connect with 
those people to he lp them understand that] this person has been struggling and been harmed 
and that they mightbe able to help. There's a whole bunch of ways you could think about 
how to take a relationa l. restorative approach to those kinds ofhanns" (RA2). 

This approach aligns well with research that has found that one of the most harmful aspects of 
nonconsensual intimate image distribution is often the feeling of shame or judgement this act c.an 
create between a victim and their elose relations or community (Dodge, 202 1; McGlynn et aI. , 
2017). As Hamilton (2018) assel1S. it is important to educate those in a victim 's life about how 
best to provide support and avoid victim blaming and shaming beliefs. One of the restorative 
approaches experts also suggested that more robust supports could include find ing ways to connect 
victims with others who have had similar experiences (RA2). They stress that lJ res/o/'llfive 
response d(Jes n(1f have to 1(lok like orgtmizillg reStoralil'e ius/ice circles. rather if ('ould iI)ok like 
1I variet)' u/supporfs und sen'ices fhal are geart!d around ullderManding r"sues rda/iunally and 
lookin~ tiT holistic I'ejpunses thai c.:onsider con/ext. causes and eirCI/IIls/allces (RA2). 

) 8 Here to heIr: CybcrScan unit (pDF), p.2. 
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Recommeooalion #J5; CyberScan's website shovld link 10 (and pro .... ide 

detailed mformation about) wpporl lines thaI ore open 24/7, reaswring 
onlinp resources (or vic/illUr and resources thaI help bys/OJldeu leonl how to 

best support 0 vIctim m tlle.r Ijfe. 

Recommendation #16: CyberSwf1' should offer 0 varJely of options (or 

making contact with the un;' {e.g. email, lext, on/me chat}. 

Recommendation #17. CyberScon should consIder allowing young ~ople 

'0 gOjn suppa" from the tll'lil wi/haul I equil ;o.g porenl/guordion p6rm;,nion, 

If Ih,s is flol possible, CyberScon materials should clarify thaI/his permIssIon 

is reqUired and provide altemalivl3 support options for yovlh who arc 001 

willing or able IQ gel svch ~ml/$Sion. 

Recommendation #18: CyberScon .$hovld corwdfJ1. porfner//lg with 
restoro',ve opprooches 'ni/Io/ives 10 prOVIde brooder Op,jOllS lot healing 

individvols alld relah'on!ihips impoded by digital harms. 

WARNING/ EDUCATING RESPONDENTS 

/11 approximate~lI 2% of cases39, C:lIberScan sfqll amlact respondents to ask them to remove 
ha,.,t?(ul cOllfenl and/or IV slop fur/her bullyillg. This is JOlle fhrvugh some comhinalion (~r 

explaining the harm Ihey are ('Wising and describing 'he potel/liallegal impacl.\· oflheir acrion.\'. 
Allhough IlIi.\' approach ClIn be w·eful. il is much less common 'han (he respollses abUl'€ bemIL\'e 
comp/ain{IIIIS rGre(lI wish in haw respol7d£'nts cOlllacled. As a 2020 CyberScan agent described : 

"Sometimes the complainant does not want the respondent contacted for fear that it could 
actua lly escalate the situation and make it worse ... or the reasons are like ' Oh you know 
they are going through a hard time so I don ' t want you trying to contact them ' . But in [a 
small portion] of our cases we have reached out to the respondent to kind of say ' You 
know thi s isn' t acceptable, stop tbi s behaviour' or to try to negotiate [ ... J with them 
[ .. ,and say) 'This is unacceptable, the victim may take you to court' " (CS7). 

One CyberScan agent described how, in an attempt to avoid escalating the issue, some 
complainants use the information provided by CyberScan to contact the respondent themselves 
without involving CyberScan agents directly: 

" I've had some cases with adults wherejust sending them the information on CyberScan, 
they felt that was helpful because then they sent it to the person that was bothering them 
saying ' Look if this continues, I' ve already contacted CyberScan and they wi ll be in touch 
if .. . like I don 't want th is to continue'. And that' s been enough sometimes, even to send 

)~ This is a rough estimate based on somewhat infonnal records kept by CyberScan staff from July 5th, 20 18 to 
November 5'h. 2020 . 
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them the link and them to see that there is actually an organizat ion that helps with this 
ki nd of stuff ' (eS5). 

In some cases, it seems that simply warning or educating the respondent that the perpetration of 
digital harms can have consequences is enough to end the cyberbullying or the nonconsensual 
distribution of intimate images, However. agents explained that it is sometimes difficult to engage 
adu lt respondents, as opposed to youth who can be engaged through the school system, because 
ad ults may simply refuse to speak with CyberScan agents: "the adu lt cases. they were the trickier 
ones for sure, because lots of them [ , ', ] didn 't want to meet with us. So we might have to then 
draft a letter to send to them in the mail just saying who we are. explaining the legislation a bit, 
and asking them to stop that way" (CS4), Therefore. thi s response is used less frequently due to 
both the lack of interest in thi s opt ion on the part of many complainan ts and the inabi lity to compel 
respondents to engage with the uni t. However, in fhe tal'e case." in which rM,' lIpproad1 i.\ tlst'd. 
CYherS{'cllZ ugenl(}' described simply speaking with respornl/1ws a.~· often capahle of resolving 
iss lies. 

CyberScan is faced with many challenges when contacting respondents, As discussed above (See: 
Iii:;!!)" of C\~rSc.1n). some CyberScan agents working under the original Cyber-saJery Act 
(201.3) may have used warnings of potential legal consequences in a manner that unduly limited 
" legitimate CharIer-protected speech" (Fraser, 20 17). Af/hollgh colltinucd allen/ion willnced I(J 
be paid 10 striking the right balan,-'/! between providing wurningsledlf'-'lItioll about potel1tial legal 
consequences (/nd respectillg the rights and in{eresls of respondents. lire limited legal 10u/s 
available lInder Ihe currem legis/mi l'e.fi'amework makes undlle /illlifs on respol1dents /es.1i like~v 
(See,' 1 st! t}f ci\ iI {'nun t\rdt:r"'lJ, NO!U!llIeless. it is imporflJ11f to consider the lune and messagil1g 
Ihut CyblJrSctJl1 U~"'S when c(mlacting respondents. For example, CyberScan must decide how to 
balance warnings/education regarding poten tial legal repercussions with education about the 
hanl1s that respondents are causing. The restorative approaches experts interviewed for th is report 
stressed that engagement with respondents should focus on expresslng that the ir behaviour is 
harming others rather than focusing on the use of law as a scare tactic. That is, potential legal 
consequences should be framed as a last resort rather than as {he reason not to commit harm, 

It is not entire ly clear from the interviews how CyberScan agents balance legal warnings versus 
di scussion of relational hamls, One agent in 20 16 seemed to describe focusing morc 0 11 education 
about the harm caused than on the, threat o f legal actions: " Ithe goal of contacting the respondent 
was] to end [the cyberbull ying1 in a way that had the respondent taking responsibi lity fo r the 
damage they may have caused or at least an understand ing or awareness of what they've done 
and how it impacted others" (CS3). While thi s agent stressed the need for respondents to 
understand the impact of the ir actions on others, the other agents interviewed in 20 16 seemed to 
focus much more narrowly on stopping conduct through warn ings about potential legal 
consequences, As a 20 16 agent expla ined: 

"We would seek out the respondent. the cyberbully, and the goal would be try to meet 
with them and expla in the legislation, explain the potenti al consequences of the legislation. 
but ask iftlley'd agree to an informal agreement which would typ ica ll y be to remove the 
cyberbully ing content, not to engage with the victim [., ,] of the cybcr bullying in the 
future, or whatever we deem appropri ate for the situation we' re deal ing with , And i f that 
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individual agrees to those terms. then we would document everything within our database 
and that would be the end of the file" (CS2). 

This approach demonstrates a focus on legal warnings and pressure to agree to a set of pre-· 
detenn ined actions and limitations under threat oflegal action. This response seems to disregard 
any meaningful discussion of re lational harms or negotiation about appropriate next steps. 

Although the approach taken by agents in 2020 is also somewhat unclear frOI11 interview responses, 
it does seem that the tone of engagement has moved more toward education and awareness of 
relational harms. This change in tone is likely partially due to the changing legal too ls ava ilable to 
agents that have limited their abi lity to use threats of legal action. An agent in 2020 described 
sometimes contacting respondents w ithoLlll11enlioning legal consequences at all: " I had a case the. 
other day where he was just receiv ing a number of di ffe rent unwanted messages and stuff and so 
1 ca lled the respondent and [ said ' You know I've just received a complaint from this guy and he 
doesn't want you emailing him anymore' , so that is kind ofa little bit ofa resolution by just kind 
of bridging that gap between both people" (CSS). However. in cases of nonconsensual intimate 
image distribut ion, which is a clearly criminalizable act a CyberScan agent in 2020 described 
focusing on legal warnings as their main tactic: "Sometimes [the complainant] will say 'Could you 
ta lk to him and let him know that this could be a criminal offence even though I don ' t want to go 
that routeT So I love that it's a criminal code offence because it makes my job a lot eas ier, because 
that is the threat I can kind of use I guess . . . to ca ll the respondent and say 'She is asking you to 
take this image down, thi s could be a criminal offence'" CCSS). Explaining the law to a respondent 
and asking them to remove nonconsensually shared intimate images can act as an expedient way 
to stop the harm of this act; However, CyberScan agents should consider, even in these clearly 
cri minalizable cases. how they want to balance education about the harms be ing caused with 
wamings of legal implications. 

As the restorative approaches experts interviewed for thi s report explained. Ihett! em.: .,·ewl"(/! \1'(1)'.\ ' 

to com'ide,. cJ more res/oralive approach (0 engaging with re.,ponclenrs. As one expert explained, 
"when they ca ll the perpetrator [ .. ,] it is an opportunity for educati on and there are a variety of 
ways you could be inclusive. partic ipatory, forward focused, comprehensive and holistic. All those 
princip les could still show up [ ... ] if they want to be restorative. But you couldn ' t cal l it restorative 
if they are just calling somebody and saying 'Got to take the image down, it's against the law'" 
(RA I). This expert further explained. 

"A focus on the law [ . . . J is what brings people together if you are taking a restorative 
approach, [, .. 1 but that 's step two to talk about the law. Let's focus on talking about the 
harm that you caused rather than the law that you broke. ( .. ,] [So rather than just saying] 
'Here is the law you are breaking, you should think about this', you are saying ' Hey, what's 
going on? Do you wanl to enter in to a process where we figure this outT ( ... ] There are 
different questions you could ask, diffe rent th ings that you could say, that are meant to 
prompt the person to be tb inking differently"40 CRA I). 

40 Ted Wachtel (20 16)explains that " infonnal" ways of engaging rcslorativc!y (e.g. asking questions that engage 
relational thinking) have a '·cumulative impact and creates what might be described as a restorative milieu- an 
environment that consistent ly fosters awareness, empathy and responsibility in a way that is likely to provc far more 
effective in ach iev ing social discipl ine than our current reliance on punishment and sanctions". 
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In working toward taki.n g a more restorati ve approach, agents should al so consider what SUpp0l1S 
respondents might need to deal wi th the issues or circumstances that led to their perpetration. 
Taking a relational approach, suppons should be human-centred and not just victim-centred so as 
to recogn ize and address "the experiences, needs, and perspecti ves" of all the parties involved 
(Llewellyn et al .. 20 14). CyberScun ,,·!tOIl!d consider the ways papetnlfors of harm {'ollld he belfer 
suppol'fed TO acknowledge Ihe harm Ihey /tal'e cousec!. to change their behaviour. (0 help heal 
harm cOl/sed, and/nr fO rccei\'(! ,,'uppor/jar their OWIl needs, Address ing the needs of a ll part ies is 
especia lly important in the context of bullyi ng and cyberbullying as the literature finds that 
perpetrators of bu llying are often victims of bullying as we ll (Beran et aI., 20 15). As the director 
of education for MediaSmarts explai.lls, "it's not at all uncommon, for example, for someone to be 
the aggressor in one relationship and the target in another. or for victims to try to reta liate against 
their harassers. [ ... ] In classroom bullying, for instance, high-status youth often keep their bullying 
' under the radar ' un til the target retal iates - at which point she is usually the one punished. In a 
painful irony. cyber-bullies often use mechanisms des igned to fight bul lying as a tool for bul lying 
by threatening to ' report ' their targets".4! Therefore, the "victim" and "perpetrator" roles may not 
always be so clear or consistent. As one CyberScan agent described. it can also be the case that a 
bully begins to be bullied fo r their actions in a way that creates more hann rather than creating 
accountab ili ty: "Public shaming is a big thing on the internet, all ofa sudden the whole small to wn 
is talking about this kid that did this [bull ying]. and its adults actuall y publicly shaming this youth" 
(CSS) . This agent expla ins that, in youth cases especia ll y, the famil y of the respondent is also 
sometimes cyberbullied for be ing "bad parents" in the aftermath of harm (CSS). These examples 
demonstrate that a simple victim/ perpetrator dichotomy does not a lways ex.ist in cases of 
cyberbu\lying42 and that addressing the particular issues in a case will often require attention to 
the needs ofal! parties and impacted relationships (Cyberbulfying Hurls: RespecljOl' Righls in the 
Digital Age, 20 12; Fairbairn et al. . 20 13). It is also I1i'Ce.\·SW:II for CyherScan to {(jam ji'om the 
actiom' uf incli\'iJllul respolldellls to determine what brol/der edl/{'(Itiollal and .\ystems-/cvel 
c/tunges are ne(!(h'd fa prevent or beller udclr(!ss fUlure aCfs of fwrm (e.g. a lack of knowledge 
about the harms of 110nconsensual intimate image distribution in a particular age group or 
community could signal the need for fur ther public education about thi s act that is targeted at that 
particular group). 

ReconmlffflCioiion # 19 Approo~hes to engoqlnR respondents should be 
COIl$i'~"l/r QU.,t..«)(/ IQ qmVle Itwy r:1(~ nol UllcllJly limi,ing rfl'l"pOlldpn/s' 

le9.flmole expression. 

RecommendatIOn #20; CyberSco~J agenls should cOflsider fOkmg a more 

rC31orohve approac.h to en,goglng w,Ih re3pondlftnts ond should core/ully 

ou.eu hew IMy are bet/uncin!) di!clJUJo/ls of (tllationol hoI rth WI '" 

mformalion "boll1 pole.'lfiollegcl co,u.eqtJences. 

41 hHPS :/lmed iasrnarts .caJblog/shades-grey ·reth ink ing-cvberbu Ilv in g. i ntervent ions 
42 The victim/perpetrator roles ean also be more complicated in eases of non consensual int imate image distribut ion in 
which images are shared withouT eon.~en t because Ihe person "had received those images aga in st their will , making 
them both victims and pcrpclrators" (Naezcr & OosterhoUl, 202 1, p. 9) . 
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Recommenda llon #2J. Cybo=>..rScol'I should cOn!lder Ih>e ways perpetrotors 01 
homl could be better supported to aclcnowledge t~ oorm 'hey hove covt.ed~ 
'0 dKmgft theil' behaviour, to ~/p heal tICrm (ClIJ~e<J, (.Indi Ct" to rocei"e 

wppod for Ih~lr own need!. 

RESPONses TO YOUTH CAses 

TIn's ,vee/iOIl di,H:w;ses th" specific respOl1se,)' thai C)lherSClIl1 provides ill )'owh cllses, The first 
subsection discusses CyberScan's school-based responses to individua] youth complainants and 
respondents involved in cases of cyberbully ing or nonconsensual intimate image distribution, The 
second subsect ion discusses the educational presentations for youth that CyberScan often provides 
as a preventative measure and/or in the aftermath of an act of cyberbulJy ing or nOllconsensual 
di stribution. The third subsection discusses CyberScan's approach to education 011 the topic of 
nonconsensual intimate image distribution, The final subsection di scusses specific concerns that 
arise in responding to youth (under the age of 18) cases of consensual and nonconsensual intimate 
image distribution due to the probler.natic labelling of these acts as "child pornography". 

SCHOOL-BASED RESPONSES TO YOUTH COMPLAINANTS & RESPONDENTS 

Prior 1o J016. CyberScan agent~' rl.!gularly wurked c/o,\'e/y wilh school principals Ie) I'/t,\pond 10 
individual case:, of digital IIar/ll ((mong )'oulh by meeting Wilh the variuu!)' p(lr(ie..,' il/valwld. 
11owel'eI", agel1fs illferv ieweJ in lOlO l!..'l;plaineJ /hal they are IIOW II/ost (~[rt!n cOI//(JcteJ /)y school 
prillcipals afier a cas/! has already been deal! with hy rhe school, alld the pl'incipal simply requests 
111111 Cyhel'SL'l1ll provide a "(.}'bcr sa)i!!)''' "reselltalion Agents in 2020 were unsure why exactly 
CyberScan has largely moved away from the more involved school-based responses described in 
2016: "We could (meet with the parties involvedl. but we don ' t do it a whole lot, surpri singly. I've 
done it a few times in the schools. where actually the teacher and myself and the two parents and 
both youth all sit down and kind of talk about what happened and how we are go ing to move 
forward and that kind of thing, but typically we don't do a whole lot of that" (eSS). It seems that 
one reason for thi s change in approach is that schools currently view CyberScan largely as a 
resource for educational presentations in the aftermath of cases: "Typically if the school calls and 
there is an issue between two students [ ... J the school may have already dealt with it through a 
suspension or something. but then like they are saying 'Can yOll come to the class and speak to the 
whole class about some of the detrimental effects of cyberbull ying or of passing an intimate image 
without consent?'" (eSS). Bt!CGlIse if is ullclear why e'Xact~~' {he relatiol1ship be/ween (rhl'1'Sc(1n 
Lind school has ,·hanged. CyiwrScan and schools ~'hollld work lOge/her to explore whetlter (he 
cUrren! f'elaliom-hip lIses C)'berSwn 10 ilsji'" pulential or whdher orh",. .wpporls and I'espom-d 
could be ojfel'ed 

As this .mhscctiof1 lIlIllly=es CyberScoll's school·I)lIsed respo/'lse,\' /(J indiddua/ YOll th complaillunl.\' 
lInJ respundents, il draws primari/y./i"()111 interviews wilh agents who worked more c1os(!~y with 
:;chool.\ priof' fo ]0/6, Agents interviewed in 2016 reported lhat their assistance with school-based 
responses usually involved the fol1owing steps: CybcrScan is contacted by a school official 
(usually the school pr.incipal) regarding a case of cyberbullying or nonconsensual intimate image 
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distribution; CyberScan speaks with the complainant and their caregiver(s) to gather ev idence 
about the inc ident; along with the principal, and potentially other parties (e.g. school councillor), 
CyberScan meets with the complainant and their caregiver(s) to provide education regard ing cyber 
safety; along with the principal , and potentially othe-r parti es (e.g. school resource officer), 
CyberScan meets with the respondent and their caregiver(s) to have them remove any remain ing 
harmful digital content. create an infOlmal agreement to stop the behaviour, and provide them with 
educat ion abo lit the relevant civ il and/or criminal laws that could apply if they continue thi s 
behaviour (CS 1). Prior to 2016, CyberScan agents were regularly traveli ng to schools throughout 
the province to hold these hour-long school-based meetings with complainants and respo ndents 
(CS2). Agents in 2016 described thi s approach as quick and effective: "You can have back-to-back 
meetings and resolve the issue as quickly as poss ib le within a day or two" (CS2). While e.xpediency 
is Iie/p/ili in lerm.\' of/he initial response, immediate inlerl'{!nriOlls should beji)lIowC!d hy dl.tcper 
and angoing n:sp0l1.<ie.\' thai (l(IJri!s.~ the COIV:' ismes revealed by (I cast'. Both restorative approaches 
experts stressed that responses to youth cases should not simply be aimed at getting an agreement 
from tJle respondent that the harmful behaviour will stop, but rather should aim to understand and 
address the "contexts, causes, and circumstances" behind the harmful act and to "bui ld a more 
robust approach to safe ty and we Ubeing in schools" (RA2). As CyberScan agents drop into a 
school for a few hours or days and then leave. they should work with schools and caregivers to 
cocreate plans for providing ongoing and holist ic responses after they have left. 

From (J restorative pc:rspectil'e, responses 10 il1dividual C(Jse~i of harm ~'huliid act as a (-ala/yst to 
n.JflsidC'1' l1"17"r re/aliullal "tid ~J'stems-/el'ef chcmgf!s are l1eeded to wldre;o.,s fhe brooder isslle~ ,1",( 
(Ire rel'ellled by i/1dil'idl/tll cases. Despite being env isioned early on as a resource fo r providing a 
robust restorati ve approach in schools, CyberScan does not currently work with schools to consider 
ongoing interventions in the aftermath of harm (See: ruki.f\g a II.."'itoratl\&: dp[lwuch'.'). Rather, 
CyberScan's standard intervention currently entails providing a short "cyber safety" presentation. 
the limits of which are di scussed in more detail in the subsection below. Dlle v/rhe res/oro/h'e 
lIpf1ro(/chex e.\]lerls explained Ihat Ihe ear(l' vision filr Cyhl!rScan \Fa.~· thai agent,~' would help 
";.;choo/s respond to indil'idllld Cases 10 immediafely wop the hal'lt?fill behaviollr. bill lI'OIlid then 
take lhe time to say "Noli/leI 'x talk aholfl what 'oS going on here more broadly" (RAI). For example, 
an individual case of homophobic cyberbul lying would be a catalyst to ask: What about the school 
and community environment is send ing the message that homophobia is acceptable? And what 
changes would need to occur at the level of interpersonal relationships, school policy/practice, and 
conununi ty to address thi s? Helping to coordinate a robust approach. a CyberScan agent might 
work in collaboration with school statT, community organizations, and students to craft a plan that. 
in the example of homophobic bu ll ying, might include supporting the creation of a gay-straight 
alliance with the help of the Youth Project. adding discussions of LGBTQ+ rights and hi storic 
figures into various c,lass curri culums, educating teache,rs and school staff on ho w to ensure they 
are modelling the use of inc lusive language and are addressing instances of homophobic bul lying 
in the classroom, and ensuring that school policies and practices support equaJity and inclusion. 
An individual case reveals that "a person has a particular view of what's okay or lacks the 
understanding of how this could impact a person", and that information can be used to "inform 
what the guidance counse llor is talk ing to kids about. what kinds of conversations teachers are 
having day-to-day in a classroom, and it ought to inform a whole bunch of other tJlings that we do 
in terms of the school system" (RA 1). One of the restorative approaches experts explained that 
CyberScan should look at broader "systems, pol icy, practice, or messaging that needs to change" 
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within a school because, " if they arel]'t feeding [what they are learn ing from individual cases] back 
up to the system and doing things different in the system, then what we have are [ ... ] responses 
that make things marginally better for (individual students] but then we just have a new crop of 
students come in the next year and the whole cycle starts again" (RA I). 

In terms uf ('nsuring ongoing impacts Fom CyberSC'an's interventiow; in youth W:if~S. if i.~· a/so 
llecessOIy./or CyberSc£ln agents 10 r ejlecf 011 how they halance leglll warnings versus helping the 
respo/1dent IlI1dersu.md the harms cJI1l1 relt.lfiOl1l1l impaCI!i (~ltheir Ilcriom·. As discussed above (See: 
Wi.UThO'" cJIh:dtiu 11.':; unJents , it is important to help all wrongdoers, but espec ially yo utll, to 
reali ze the relational impacts of their actions on others rather than primarily using scare tactics 
about how potential legal consequences could negatively impact them. As a restorative approaches 
expert explained, legal wamings have "a short teml impact and, in the school system especia lly, 
we should be very worried about the long term implications and having people understand the 
impacts of thi s behaviour in a way that isn ' t just talking about the legality" (RA 1). A 2016 agent 
described CyberScan's approach to meeting with youth respondents in the following way: "The 
first thing we would do is explain the Cyber Safety Act, [ .. ,] we'd go through the law and what the 
law means, we'd explain that we'd like to resolve everything informally in the first instanc-e. but 
we'd explain what the legal consequences were if it continues. And then if it [ ... ) involved intimate 
images, we'd explain what the crimlnal law is as we ll and go tb rough all that with them" (CS2). 
This very law-foc-used approach , which was desc ribed by several agents in 2016, is not the most 
impactful way to engage youth respondents. Youth are un.likely to refrain from harmful behaviour 
just because there is a law; Rather, they are more likely to change their behaviour if those close to 
them express their di sappointment in the behaviour and help them understand the relational hall11S 
their behaviour is causing (Cyberbuflying HUNS, 20 12. p. 3 14 ; (Morrison, 2002, p. 6; Russell & 
Crocker, 20 16). As restorative approaches experts assert, responses to yo uth wrongdo ing should 
help youth understand how their actions negatively impacted "relationships in the school and wider 
school community". rather than simply asserting that it is wrong because it violated the law or 
school rules (Morri son. 2002. p. 6; Russe ll & Crocker, 2016). As Wendy Craig reported to the 
Senate of Canada. bu llying is a re lationship problem that requires relationship solutions 
(C:yberbullying Hurls , 2012). There/ore. youth r£'.~pol'ldents shuuld be helped 10 understand Ihe 
consequences qftheir behaviul/r ill a WelY lhol develops ··relwio/wl thinking" (Morrison. 20U2, p. 
6; Russell & Crocker. 10/6) and treots legal educwion as u carli lilly cOllllllunicated secondary 
goa/.. 

CyberScan should a lso carefully consider which people are most appropriate to bring into meetings 
with youth respondents. Namd)', bringing a $chool resut/rCI! (?tficel' inlO these meeting.\' which 
agents in 20 J 6 descrihed as a regular occurrence, could move the II/(,{!fillg roward a less slIccessjid 
"scare tacric" or ·'1011' and order" approllch As one of the restorati ve approaches experts 
commented, 

"[I] worry about automatica iJy bring ing [ .. . ] the school resource officer in . [What I would 
say to principals] is 'Stop bringing your resource officer in to scare those kids stra ight'. If 
you want to bring those resource officers in it could be to say 'Hey, [ ... J this is why I' m 
worried about you' or 'This is the so rt of ripple elfects that you are having on the families 
and the community ', to help a young person understand what you see as a police ofticcr as 
the impact of their behaviour. But not focus ing LI1 on [ ... ] ' Right now I could arrest you! 
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Right now you ' re getting a caution. but do it again and I' m going to arrest you! ' [ ... ] [When 
deciding whether to bring] that resource officer in, [don' t do it] unless they are bringing 
them in to talk to that child in a way that will help them expand their understanding of the 
impact, otherwise you are just doing a law and order approach" (RA I). 

The inclusion of school resource officers should also be questioned due to growing uncertainty 
regarding the appropriateness of using police as a resource in schools, espec ially considering 
evidence that their presence has particular ly negati ve impac ts on marginalized youth (Boyd, 2020; 
Vitale, 20 t 7). As CyberScan agents are able to respond informal ly in almost a ll instances of digital 
harm, a representative of the criminal justice system may be an unnecessary presence in these 
meetings. especially as one of CyberScan 's core ro les is to provide any legal insight that may be 
needed. Instead of inc.luding police officers, attention could be given to who could be helpful in 
addressing the specific case at hand. For example, in a case involving nonconsensual intimate 
image di stribution it could be useful to have a sex educator present who can speak to the 
importance of sexual consent. 

Finally. C'yberScc111 should a/so cul'(:iu//y c(}nsidfJl" Ihe messages Ihey communicale 10 
comp/ail/oms in fheir sclloo/-basl!d /'e~p(}/I.<\es. CyberScan agents in 2016 descTibed providing 
youth complainants with "cyber safety tips" in the aftermath of harm. These tips included telling 
complainants to use privacy set1ings to limit who can see their soc ial media profiles and to limit 
their social media contacts to include only those they know in rea l li fe (CS4). ]n most cases 
reported to CyberScan, the perpetrator of harm is someone known to the complainant and, 
therefore, such "cyber safety" precautions taken by the complainant wo ul d not have prevented the 
harm and may not feel like relevant support in the aftennath of bullying involving their peers, ex
pal1ners, or others that they interact ""11h in the ir integTated online/omine li ves. SomC' approaches 
to pruviding "cyber sajety" tips could also make Ihe complainant/eel as i/fhey are beil1gjlldged 
fvr the harm Ihey experienced. An agent in 2016 described that agents would sometimes rev iew a 
youth complainant' s soc.ial media profile and provide "cyber safety" adv ice based on what they 
saw: "'We would di scuss stuff that wasn't specific to the investigation but that I was able to view 
online as I was investigating, you know posting provocative photographs that are open to the public 
that anyone can take and post anywhere else, and j ust give them some safety tips about that" (CS4). 
Complainants might tind it an invasive or shaming experience to have their personal soc ial media 
accounts examined and critiqued by a govemment enforcement agent in thi s way. Whi le it can be 
useful to help youth think critically about some of the things they might want to consider when 
crafting their online presence. agents should avoid making moraJjudgements or giving prescriptive 
adv ice about a young person's self-expression. In casc.\· illl'O/l'ing digila/fbrms (?(sexu(d violence. 
"cyber sa/ety " tips cOlild e.~pe(,.';aIlJl ,."OI/l(J across a.\· h/aming or shallling. For instance. in the 
aftennath of nOllcol1sensual intimate image distribution. it can be harmful to provide responses 
that assert the victim is responsible if they consensually shared intimate images that were later 
shared without their consent (See: l·duF:;Juull l'-:garJini..' nOI\CfJll~)ISllal JI1tll1 l<1tC lrIl1H.'~ 

lli~triblJhllll) . Therefore, CyherSWUl.Igel1f.,,' mils! re.search hexl prac/ices;1'I terms a/edllcation 11l1d 
SIIPPQrI for {'omplaina11l~' 10 ensure their messaging is apprvprhlfe. releva11l. lind avoidJ victim 
blaming or shaming. Useful resources for providing appropriate supports include, for instance. 
Project Shift's guide for supporting g irls who are impacted by digital hann 43 . This guide includes 
practical tips for supporting girls . such as ensuring that responses to digital harm do not make 

43 hups :llmcdiasmans .caisiles/mcdiasmartslfilcs/guides/vwca-guidc-for-truslCd-adults.pdf 
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"girls feel scared and helpless [ ... ] by exaggerating tbe ri sks of being online [ ... ] and instead make 
sure they feel that they have the tools to deal with whatever negative experiences they face and 
that they have trusted adults they can count on if things go wrong"44 . 

Recommendo1ion #22: CyberScan and swool$ ,hou/d worl( together to 

e)(p/ore Ihe mod meon','gful and useful wayslhey .;ovld collaborate moving 
forward. 

Recommendotion #23: CrberScon 1hou/d consider taking a more restorofive 
approach to youth cose$: fha' provides holistic/ongoll1g responses, cOrfJflJlly 

coruiden whot parties are me!t opproprjol~ to ilK/tiding In dlsctmiofU with 

youlh. focuses on the rela/jonol I'mpocts of y,rrongdomg. and uses individual 

co~u 01 hOI m O'S a cafo/yst 10 cO('lsjc;h,r whot policy, relafioool, 000 s)'ltems· 

level chOT/ges are ,Jee<led to. address jhe deeper issues revealed by a case. 

Recommendation #24 Cyb.-ISCOf1 ogellts musl ,,,sool'ch bes. procfices ler 

suppot'lil'9 and educaling youth Impacted by cyberbullying 01 nonconsell$uol 

intimate image distribution to ensure their meS$cgmg .s appropriote, 

re/el/oll'l and ovoids vidim b/(Jllling or shaming. 

EDUCATIONAL PRESENTATIONS 

C'yherScll/'1 ~" mandate incilldes providing educatioflal preselltaliof/.'; on ( 'vhl!rhllilyillg lind 
l1onconse/l,wal intimale image Jisiriblllil)n fo Nova Scofians. ThiS mandate IUlS primtJri(v heen 
responded to in Ihe form (~( "(J1ber sl!le~JI" preselltations .tor YO/llh.J5 A significant amount of 
CyberScan agents' time is spent providing these presentations . As an agent in 2020 explained, 
" there is on ly two of us doing thi s right now, it works out to about 20 presentations a month [ . . . ] 
so it' s still a big part of our job, and we get lots of requests from schools [ . . . J to do them" (CSS). 
Between 20 13 and 20 17 agents provided over 900 cyber safety presentations46 and between July 
Slh, 2018 and July Slh, 2020 agents provided 464 presentations (See infographic below), A 201 6 
agent explained that these presentations are aimed primarily at meet ing CyberScan's prevent ion 
goals by educating "the province about the law and educating Nova Scot ians about the harm of 
cyberbullying and that it's illegal to do it" (CS2). If is necessary 10 dnsely uno(v:e IFhelher the 
educational uppro£lch wken in these presenfations is uppropria/e 10 the goal of prevellting 
cyberbullyillg and nnncol1.sensuol inlimufl! image distribution. 

44 hups :llmediasmarts .cals ites/mediasmans/ fi les/guides/ywca-gu ide-for- trusted-adu Its.pd f, p.23-24 . 
4S Although CyberScan also provides some presentations to adults (generally govemment staff or community service 
providers) on the mandale of the CyberScan unit, this subsection focuses spec ifica lly on the cyber safety presentations 
provided 10 yout h. This focus is taken both because presentations for youth are more contmon and because suggest ions 
for improved communications about CyberScan's mandate arc already provided in the section above titled 
Communicating CybcrScan's rolc. 
46 Nova Scotia, Legis lative Assemb ly, HUllsard, 63,d Leg, lSi Sess, No 27 (12 October20 17) at 1166. 
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CyberScan's cyber safety presentations for youth are typica ll y provided in schools and are 
delivered either to individual classes or in a school assembly, Presentations are often requested 
with the general goal of prevention: ·'we'lijust get a ca ll where a principal says, 'We have all new 
grade 6 students starting this year, do you mind meeting with all the grade 6 students just to get 
them off on a good foot and talk about cyber safety?''' (CSS). At other times. presentations are 
requested in the aftermath of a particular act of digital harm or to try to address ongoing acts of 
harm (CS2). Agents generally expressed feeling that these cyber safety presentations are effective. 
They provided examples of positive impacts such as the takedown of an anonymous rumour 
account following a presentation in a high school assembly (CS2) and an elementary schoo I 
student reporting an incident of cyberbullyi llg because they learned through a presentation that it 
was against the law (CS5). Between July 5th• 2018 and July 51h• 2020. agents also measured success 
through hav ing youth complete surveys following CyberScan presentations. The image below is a 
portion of an infographic made by CyberScan to display the results of these surveys. As shown in 
this infographic, the majority of youth surveyed by CyberScan reported that they learned tips to 
improve their onl ine safety. While the results qll/lis survey imp~lI thal CyberScall's et/1It:alional 
approach is .'iucc:es,~ful, it is /u .. 'c('ssary (0 ((sses,'; whf!Iher Thf! h'arnil1g outcomes hdng measured 
are appropriaTe for pr(,\'enlin~ cyherhu/lyin~ and l1ollconsenslia/ intimale image distribulion. 

464 
12,893 

PRESENTATIONS 
Total number of presentations given on cyber-safety 
and the mandate of the CyberSCAN unll. 

Total number 01 youth and adult participants Who took 
part In the presentationS", 

YOUTH SURVEYS 

Did the presentaHon make you think about 
f) .. 1,027 

doing more to protect your personal 84% 16% 
InformQHon when online? Ye, No 

Do you agree with the statement: tithe 
o= I 07J 

93% 7% presentation taught me at least one new tip 
10 Improve illY safety when online?" Agre& Disagree 

In the future .. how likely are you to use at 0=- 102" 

least one ot the online safety tips from the 93% 7% 
presentation? likely Not likely 

Based on the survey questions asked (See infographic), as well as interviews with CyberScan 
agents and a review of the PowerPoint sl ides used for their cyber safety presentations. it sef!n7,\ 
t/wl CyberScon 's prf!sellfariolls are aimed primarily at ~iI'il1g youth "eJ'her salety" (ips (e.g. limiT 
who ('(//1 see your ~'()cial media profile. dO/1" accep' friend requests/i'om s,rangers, don'f share 
YOllr /tome. addn!ss unline) Ihal w'e /HOre uppropritl/£'for uvoiding instances O/hllrussmellf, luring. 
or slalking by slrl)l1gas than ./or prevel1lillg G}'/J£>rbllllyil1g or llonconsel1suol intimate imogf! 
disfribllfioH. While these are genera ll y desirable tips for youth living in the digital age, there are 
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several reasons why they do not necessarily align with the goal of preventing or responding to 
cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image di stribution. For example, the l'aSI l1Iajol'il), of 
CyberScan 's cases ;m'll/W! 11 respondent ltnd camp/ail/elnf Ihal aI'/! blOwn f() each mi1er qOlille. yef 
CyberSc(uI'S ,yher safi!~y tips seem 10 fnclls large~r on addrcssillg "stranger danger" scenarios 
and online prill(f,y inji'in}:!,emell/s. A CyberScan agent in 2016 explained that their cyber safety 
presentations teach youth: 

"'About privacy settings, { ... } abo lit how easy it would be for a stranger to find out where 
you li ve with your GPS on. [ ... J SO just trying to build awareness that when you're on 
social media and you' re in the comfort of your own home, and you have like your GPS on, 
everyone in the world physically call see where you arc. And that was the other big topic 
was about not ta lking to strangers online. Teaching youth [ ... ] how to put your privacy 
settings on. How to keep yourself safe." (C54) 

A 2020 agent simi larly described their presentations as helping youth to "reali ze how open their 
profiles arc" and to ensure that only people they know ominc can sec their social media profi les : 
"[We tell youth to] make sure you are aware of who cml see your posts and who can contact you. 
Accept on ly messages from those on your friends list and make sure onl y friends can see your 
location. Tidy up your fri ends list and delete those you don 't actually know" (CS5). The 
PowerPoint presentation for youth in 2020 likewise provides safety tips that are primari ly aimed 
at avoiding harm/privacy-infringements at the hands of strangers, such as: "Don't post personal 
information online (no phone number, address or school); Use only your first name or nickname; 
Use privacy senings; Make sure your dev ice has a lock codc,,·n . 

There is a clear disc(mneCf hefllleen the ... ·e £Tbe!' sqle~}' lips. which {lrt! fhcll.\·"d on (fI'oiJillg fhe 
exposure f~f personal in/ol'lllOlion and /ocll(;cm 10 str(Jnge}'s4~'. lind Ihe k;l1d~' <?f cases CyberSt:C1n 
/I/OS! (~t'r('n responds 10 0.('. ttlses in which cOlllp/uinanfs alld respondents are known 10 each OIlier 
offline (md hll'~vin~/h{/rassmenl i ... · I!/Jell occllrrinp, borh online and (!/j·4o;. As Fairbairn et al. 's 
(2013) study of digital sexual violence found, "because the majori ty of sexual violence associated 
with social media is perpetrated by someone known to the individual, block ing programs and 
privacy controls are less likely to be effecti ve prevention mechanisms" and preventative education 
"should recognize that onl ine victimization is not primarily 'stranger-danger'" (p. 6). They 
recommend that online safety advice should be treated as a " tip for protecti on, not a road to 
prevention" (Fairbairn ct aI., 2013 . p. 6). Likewise, best pract ices in youth education for 
cyberbuUyillg more genera lly tend to avoid the kind of cyber safety model that CyberScan 
currently utilizes. As the education director for MediaSmarts explains, interventions that foclls on 
a cyber safety model , rather than addressing complicated relational dynamics and di scriminatory 
beliefs. "are bound to fa il" 50. One of the restorat ive approaches experts likewise commented on 
the inappropriateness of the cyber safety model for addressing these relational issues saying: 

41 CyberScan PowerPoint s lides for grades 4 ,5, & 6. 
48 AI times, it cvcn sccms thata "cybcr safety" focus has resulted in CybcrSc3IJ 's presentations vcering inlo discussions 
of adu II predators luring ch ildren online, which is a very di fferent issue than those peer-ta-peer cases that CyberScan 
was crcaled to respond 10. As an agent in 2016 dcscribcd, "we talk about child luring cascs, child protection, and child 
exploitation cases" (CS4). 
49 As a CybcrSean agent describcd, "I mean eyberbullying usually doesn't stop at eyberbullying, so there's also goi ng 
10 be some bullying going on at sehoollOo, you know" (CS2). 
MI 1111 ps :llmed iasm ans .cafblog/shadcs-grcv -rclh in king -cyberbu Ilv in g- i ntcrvcn I ions 
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"[Acts of cyberbuUying and nonconsensual distribution] are almost always tied up in complex 
emotional reactions. responses, and pressures around sexuality, identity. relationships, and hurt. 
So it' s just tone deaf to tum up and think that privacy or technology is the problem, it just gets the 
problem wrong. And then [youth] reall y don' t listen to you if you don' t have the prob,lem right" 
(RA2). 17rC! ,yh(!r s{!/i.uy mode! L~' {I!so problematic heeallse it pl/t~· Ihe onus slfllare~v 0/1 potential 
l'lcfims 10 avoid bring harmed and docs filth, /u addl'l.:.ss why yuulh harm eath other {fllll H'lwl 
wOItld need to change abollt their behaviours, and Ihe con/exfs and cirCIII1lS/aI1Ces around them. 
((I make this les.\· like!y. Research has found that when '''children and youth are primari ly educated 
about digita l teclll1oiogies through an 'online safety model' that focuses on protecting themselves 
and avoidi ng ' risky' activities", they may learn to responsibili ze victims for the harms they 
experience rather than learning what ethical behaviour looks li ke (M ishna et aL 2020. p. 419; 
Naezer & Oosterhout, 202 1). Educatioll/hal jhclIses primarily on disc lI.,,·sjrms offhe viclim 's role 
in aroidin:t. harm can he coul1lerpr()Juctive by invisihilizing the cJCliOI1S of perpemaOf .... and 
imp{ving Ihul (he ClIlllIre.~ that support bll/~ving CU'" naflw(J! alld IInc/tungeabie (Mishnu et ul .. 
202U) 

The currenl ,:vber .w/ely approach does Iwt ,~'eem to address Ihe kinds 0/ ham!/II! fl1ferpersoll"i 
COI/j!icl. di,</cl'i11lilwlory bllllyfng, or digi lOlsexuol vinlence Ihal CyberScan 11'as crellfed to respond 
10, Demonstrating the incongruence between "cyber safety" tips and the core issues CyberScan 
was cl:eated to address, the harm committed in the Rehtaeh Parsons case S1 (i.e. the catalyst for 
creat ing the CyberScan unit) would likely not have been prevented or lessened by the current 
approach to cyber safety education. Nothing Rehtaeh could have done in terms of securing her 
pri vacy senings or avo iding strangers online would have addressed the sexist bullying and victim 
blaming/shaming that she experienced from her peers online and off. To alleviate the harms in 
cases such as tltis, education would need to address sexist and victim blaming/shaming beliefs and 
teach students how to support victims of sexual violence and nonconsensual intimate image 
distribution. As Rehtaeh's father put it in a recent interview, "a lot of people think that Rehtaeh 
died because she was cyberbulii ed - and it played a part of that - but a bigger part of her entire 
story really is a story about victim-blaming and misogyny" (Cooke, 2021). Likewise, Segal' s 
rev iew of the handling of the Rehtaeh Parsons' case states, " I wholeheartedly agree that the true 
solution to the problem lies in the evolution of societal nonns re lated to sexual assault speci ficall y, 
and gender equali ty more broadly" (Segal. 12 1). CyberScal1's currenl qhe/' serlety model of 
etillcalion Jues nOl seem 10 he aimed aI challenging Ihe clI!/lire belie/;'· thai/lie! the "arms o(sexisf 
hll/l),illg. viClim hfamillgislwl1Iil7g. (/1' nlher discrilllinwOIY belie.# Ihal are (dien present illlhe 11/0.\'1 
/7arl1!fiil expe"i~l1c(!s uf cyherbullying a/l£l ltuncoI'Isensliul intimate image dislribll fioll. When asked 
whether CyberScan's presentations address discriminatory be liefs (e .g. sexism, victim 
blaming/shaming) or discuss healthy relationships, an agent in 2020 responded: 

"No, we don ' t. That would be great, and I know the schools would like something like that, 
but we only have like 40 minutes. We basically talk about the social and legal detrimental 
effects ofcyberbullying and passing an intimate image, and some of the th ings that could 
result from that, and then we always ta lk a lot about cyber safety. But we don ' t [talk about 
healthy re lationships or discrimination] . And we' re not really educators either, so our [ ... J 

51 Parsons died by suicide in the aftermalh of having an inlimate image of her (captured during an alleged sexual 
assault) nonconsensually diSlTibmed and used as fodder tor sexist and viclim blaming/shaming bullying and 
harassment by her peers. 
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presentation is very specific [to cyber safetyJ [ .. . J. But yeah [it would be good to) even be 
teaching them what is a healthy relationship. or that if someone is continually ask ing you 
to do something you're uncomfortable with, like that is really not okay. And I don ' t know 
if[the schools] teach really anything Hke that even" (CS5). 

A.~ agents do nol t:urrenlly address l/te core iysucs (/t£/I ·llnd('I'~V cyber/mlfl'ing and t1o/J('ollsensual 
intimate imaxe diSlriblltiol1. al1d do 1101/Il)W! training ill edllG'Cllion, milch work is needed 10 make 
Cyhe/'Scan fhe rohu,w ed1lct/tiona! /,eWlII'l.:e lhal if could he, 

While CyberScan's CUlTent educational approach seems to primarily responsibilize potential 
targets to avoid harm through cyber safety tips. best practices in addressing cyberbu llying and 
nonconsensual di stribution (such as those descri bed by MediaSmart5:? and by education scilOlars53) 

assert that education should be focused on challenging discriminatol}' beliefs, unequal power 
dynamics. and exclusion of those who are different. Edllcaliul1 8hollid aim fo ('reare "a mlCllre 

where bulfl'ing is /101 seen as the 110rm "5-1 and should leach youth fhe imporlal1ce o/healthy/efhical 
/'e/ationships, consellf, diw:r.silyl il1dllsion. and empathy. CyberScan agents should consider 
working in collaboration with organizations in the province that specia lize in providing education 
to youth on these topics. For instance, the educator for the Youth Project specializes in providing 
workshops on diversity/inclusion and would be well-suited to help address issues of homophobic 
or transphobic bu llying in schools. In regard to consent and healthy relationshi p education, 
CyberScan might seek support from regional Sexual Health Centres that can provide multiweek 
programming that embeds conversations about nonconsensual intimate image di stribution and 
digital relationship abuse into broader discuss ions of healthy relationshi ps and consent. Adeq/lule 
resollrcing to 1,;01ll11111l1ily and p,overIWI(!nI organi211Iirm.\ Ihal prOVide eJuCiJ(ioll 011 these fOph:'s is 
needed II) prQlIide rohusr edUClIlifll7al re.\'jJ{ll1s/!,\' II) rhe core issues thai 11I1der~v digiltll harms. 

Ed/ll:at;un will also be mor(' slIccessfit! ifil SP(,Clkr 10 Ille parriclI/ar issue:i a schuul i,s de(iling willl. 
is c()crealltd by Ihose III the schoo! or mmmllnilY, a/ld engages youth ralher lIwn "falking at" 
Ihelll. One of the restorative approaches experts suggested that. when a school requests a cyber 
safety presentation from CyberScan, agents could begin by discussing what particular issues the 
school is facing and offering more engaging and tailored options than a standard presentation: 

"Say to the school 'Look tell us what you ' re hearing. what are the trel1ds here, te ll us a little 
bit about what kids think \, and then go back and look at the resources that [CyberScan] has 
availab le and [ ... ] come back to the school and say ' Here's how we could belp.' [ ... ] So 
come back to that school with some material that is relevant to the kids, maybe we've 
designed some ta lks with the kids. we have some focus groups plalUled for the kids, li ke 
we could do a whole project right? [ ... ] [CyberScan could say) 'Well we don ' t just do 
presentations ... I could just give you the sl ide deck and your guidance councillor could do 
tllis presentation if that's all you want. You don't need the CyberScan investigators to come 

';2 hups :llmediasrnarts.calblog/shades-grey-reth inking-evberbu llving-interventions 
5) hups :lIwww.megill.ealdefinethelinelresourees/resourees.edueators 
S4 MediaSmarts explains that making "not bullying" the nonn can be done, in part, through a process called "social 
nonning" in which "poSitive behaviours arc reinforced by making members of a group aware of how common they 
arc" and how much less common hannful behaviours arc than youth assume (See: htlps:llmediasmarts.calbloglshadcs
grcy-rethinking-cybcrbullving-intcrventions). 
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in ( ... 1 for that. We could do so much more. [ .. . ] We couJd go in and we could faci litate 
conversations. or we could meet with families, or we could come in and work differently, 
work restorati ve ly, with you'" (RA 1). 

Eell/eel/ioll will he more sII.Cr.:es4iil Vit is tailored '0 u particular student CCll1fex! alld i~· provided 
l/trough interactil'e wQrkshops/disc:ussiuns rather than f/il'Ough a :o,·/anJard pre.~(,nltllion. Rather 
than providing cyber safety tips that could be passed on through a video presentation without 
bringing in CyberScan, class time couJd be spent engag ing with students about the ir beliefs 
regarding the challenges that digital technology can bring to having respectfu l re lat ionships, the 
supports they use when they are struggling, and the ways that Lhey want the school to help support 
them: "[Young people] are way more experts on what actually leads to escalating tensions online 
and what would help keep them safe or get help than any of those people standing in front of the 
classroom are" (RA2). There is a grf>al deal o(evidence Illal providi/lg presentafiolls fha' "talk 
al" yOllng people, ruther than engaging them ill open disClI.o;siol1 01' I.:hange making activities, lVili 
have limited impacts alld may be simply tuned oul by youfhJi. As a restorative approaches expert 
put it. " if you're going to spend curricular time, don 't just have them come and do a little 
presentation, [ .. . ] no one learns that way" (RA2). Rather education can help "bui ld the capacity 
for people to understand their obligations to one another and impact on one another", "to gain the 
capacity to talk about diffi cult things", and to begin thinking critically about the ways they interact 
online (RA2) . Project Shift is an example of an educational resource that provides questions to 
stal1 this kind of open conversation with youth abollt the challenges and supports they need to deal 
with hanns and relationships in a digital world. This resource suggests asking questions sllch as: 
"What questions do you ask yourse lf before you post or share somethingT' and "What would you 
do if you saw someone be ing harassed online?" ~ 6 . 

By c:ocreliling edllwliollu/ response,\· wifh sch(lo/ sudf or (·ol1lfllllniry organi=aaono" C)'b4tJ". CCI/l 
\lIollld also be able fO ensul'e! fhat educational imen'en/iom· build capac:ilyjur onguing responses 
Ollce CyherS'wl1 agents leave. One of the restorative approaches experts asserted that it is not the 
Illost impactful approach to have a CyberScan agen t~ who students have no pre-existing or ongoing 
relationship with, provide a single presentation to students (RA I): 

"Kids will tell you that [ ... ] having an expert come in that the kids don ' t know and don 't 
have a relationship with does not have the same impact as the people they have a 
relationship with, so the teachers they trust, the guidance councillors they trust. So it' s not 
that somebody can ' t come in and technically do a good presentation and share 
information ... but that information lands differently for the chjldren than if that very same 
information was part of a regular conversation that a teacher or other staff member is 
having with the kids every day [ .. . J. A restorative approach to cyberbu tlying [ ... ] cannot 
be only on the plate of the CyberScan uni t, there has to be thi s relationship with the school 
system that says, 'Here is this unit, how can we leverage thi s relationship and thi s very 
good resource to work differently with schools to address cyberbu ll ying?," (RA I) 

Education experts and restorative approaches experts warn against "one-time intervent ions", as it 
is much more effective and engaging to provide "programs that are planned to go on through the 

SS hI! ps :lImcd iasmans .caJbloglshadcs -grcy-rclh in king -cybcrbu Ilv in g -intcrvcnl ions 
56 hI! ps:llmcd iasm ans .caJs hes/mcd iasmanslfi Ics/gu idcs/vwca-gu idc-for -truslcd-adu Its.pd t: p.25. 
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entire school year" that help create a day-to-day environment of care and trust in which young 
people are able to ask for support, have difficult conversations. and tearn ethical behaviour 
(Cyberbullying Hurls. 201 2, p. 82; RA I; RA2) . Instead of providing a single 40-minute 
presentat ion, CyberSaan could, fo r example, help design a series of workshops on healthy 
relationships on and omine to be provided by the school's guidance councillor throughout the 
year. Using this approach. students learn about these issues in an ongoing way and receive these 
messages from those in their li ves that they can go to fo r support. Likewise, cocreating education 
with community organizations al lows young people to be familiarized with and seek supports from 
those who will continue to be present in their com munity or schoo l. While a CyberScan agent 
might present on the topic of non consensual in timate image distribu tion in Amherst and then dri ve 
back to Halifax, a similar workshop could be delivered by Cumberland County's Sexual Health 
Centre as part of their multi-week healthy re lationship education and could end by encourag ing 
youth in Amherst to stop by the centre if they ever need add itional infonnation or support on thi s 
topic. When edllculional approaches are coc;.reured wilh school slaj! or comflllmilY orgc:.mizalions 
Ihey call: he fai/orecllo Ihe speqfic school ellv;romnent: iI/chide ongoing workshops,focus groups, 
Of' class projects: help e/lcourage (lCC('SS 10 follow-up supports: and help support a posilil'e school 
and t·olllllllmily eU/lure fhal jx (I("lively engoRed in developing healthy relariollships. 

As discussed above in terms of responses to individual cases, educmional uppruu(;hes IlIiIf (tlsu be 
more impact/Ill if tll('Y foc/ls 011 relalional harm ralher Ihan kgal consequences. A 20 16 agent 
described providing educati onal presentations that are quite foc used on legal wal11ings: " (we 
educate] the young people about [ ... ] cyberbullying and the law. [ ... ] about onl ine safety and 
[making them] aware there is a law" (CS2). Agents in 2020 described presentations that were 
somewhat more balanced between disclIss ing harm and providing legal education. however 
educat ional approaches may still lean too heavily on legal scare tactics by sometimes including 
police officers as co-presenters and focusing more on legal warnings than relational impacts ceSS). 
As one of tJle restorative justice experts explained, pr£'sl!ll/C/tiollsju('used on legal warnings may 
have III/mediar£, impact,\' by scaring YOlllh info compliance, bill lire less like~JI 10 elfee! l()n~ term 
behavioural change (RAJ). lmpactfu l education must go beyond making youth "afraid of 
punishment". and should rather he lp youth put themselves " in another person' s shoes"Y An 
overemphasis on I/le law could (11.';0 bac~f;re in several lL'(JYS: For jnSfance, ),ol{lh I'ictims of 
(Tberolll/ying or nOI1('Ol1senslial disn'ibillion may be less likely ((I seek suppo!'t if/hey beliel'e it 
will necessarily hecome a "big deal ,. by s/arlillg a !egal pro('eJs or !('ading (0 the cr;lI1il1atizlTtjr)ll 
q( ,heir peers (Choo. 201 5; Dodge & Lockhan. 202 1). 

Both Ihe (Jlber st{(ety model lind aji1clfs 011 h'gal ill/pads call.)Qmelimes lem·e young peopleji'elillg 
.few/ill und unemprJll'l:red However, edllcatioll experf,\ assert Ihat educational illtervel1tions 
should ins/edd help young people foe! empowered 10 make posilive changC!. tofind SUjJports when 
rhey are in need. and 10 SlIppO/"f others (Johnson. 2016). As Nik Basset, Education and GSA 
Coordinator fo r the Youth Project states, young people should leave an educationaJ workshop 
feeling empowered to make their school and community better (e.g. to start a GSA or student club 
that addresses oppressive cultures in their school and conununity) and more equipped to support 
themselves or a peer that is struggling (e.g. knowledge of supports and ideas about how to search 
fo r add itional resources), rather than leaving feel ing hopeless or scared 58. For example, a workshop 

51 hups :llmcdiasmans.calsites/dcfaulv'files/lcsson-plansflcsson promoting ethical behaviour online O.pdf 
58 Personal communication, March 2021. 
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about gender identi ty could end with questions such as: How would you support a friend that is 
being bullied for being trans? What could you say to help them feel better? Where might you find 
helpful resources for them online or in the conununity? in a well-intentioned aflempl fo profl:!CI 
.1·Oll/lg people. "cybel' s(!fely" !J1'C'sentalions ofiell descrihe horror sfOries oj digital hal'lll 10 fry to 
scare youth awayJi"om risky hehaviouf'. hul if is necessary fo recogni=e ,hal YOllth wjfl encounter 
challenges. make mistakes. and lake risks and they. Ih('/'e/o/'e. also need {o be slIpported /(I imagine 
whal if looks like when someone who is harmed;s well-supported and fo consider what Iheir role 
('ouM he in pl'OviJil1g positive supports. Education should help yo ung people normalize supportive 
behaviour59 and help them understand that they "have the ability to make practical contributions 
in responding to incidents of cyberbullying, such as by taking steps to denounce bullying rather 
than being a complicit bystander, or to help bullying victims after the fact by reassuring them that 
the treatment they received from the bully was inappropriate" (Cyberbullying Hurls, 201 2, p. 58). 
Youth should also be informed that, while harm can occur online, the online world has also allowed 
young people access to a multitude of supports and resources and is often a place for, especial ly 
marginalized, youth to find supportive conununities (Mishna et al., 2018). 

Recommendallon #25: CyberScon should move away from the "cyher 

safety" model of edvcofion and should instead seek fa addresses the core 

discrimmolOl't cnd relofiol1ol ""ues thol underly cybertwllying and 
nonconsensvol distribution. Addressms these core issves will reqtllre ongoing 

and inieroc;l;ve education o.n heo1tllY/elhical rvlafionships, diversity 

!indusion, consent, and empolhy. 

Recommendation #26: The provin(e $/l0Utd ellSuTe adequate resourdng of 

goV'ernmellt end cOl'l'llllvmly organizations thot con help suppod the .teed 

for engaging and ImpacffuJ education to prevent digdol harms. 

Recommendation #27· To ensure educot;on is relevant to partICular school 

C041k'xls and allows youlh to eccess confinued wppo. , ill ,hei.· commun;'ies, 
educatIonal approaches snovld be cocroo/ed wIth school stoff 0'- communl'y 

orgafllzoNons tho' youn-g people are fomUiar with and con easily acc.ess for 
ongoing supporl. 

Recommendation #28: Educational opproaches should ovoid an over· 

reliance on legol wornings and score tocticst and insteoo help youth feel 

empowered to make monge, seek support, and support o,het's. 

EDUCATION REGARDING NONCONSENSUAL INTIMATE IMAGE DISTRIBUTION 

CyberScan's educat ional approach to the issue of nonconsensual intimate image di stribution 
requires individual focus. Because nonconsensual di stribution is a form of sexua l violence) it is 
pal1icularly imp0l1ant for education on thi s topic. to be informed by best practices and to avo id 

S9 hups :i Imed iasmarts .caJd ig ilal -m cd ia- I ileracv/d igital- i ss lies/on I ine-eth i cs 
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victim blaming/shaming narratives (Fairbaim et al.. 2013). When asked aboui (heir approach to 
education 011 nOIlCOlISeI1S11UI ill/ill/ale image dislribUlioll. C:llhaScan agel/Is primarily described 
educafiol1 aimed al chilnging fhe bellm'iours (~lfhose who cOl1sensually ~ hcm! images (i.e. forge/illg 
the hehl.lviours (~r potential llictinLo,' rather than potential perpefrl.lfol'l;)' of harm}. As an agent in 
2016 stated : 

"We explain about potential consequences ofsexting in the future, [ ... ] bow these photos 
can pop up five, len years down the road 100. you know. We talk about how once you take 
that intimate image of yourse lf on an electron ic device and you hit that send, you don ' t 
have control of that photo anymore. We use an example, that sexting is like going to Costco 
or Walmart and asking them to print 1000 photos of you naked and walking around handing 
these photos oul to people. We ask ' Would you do that?' and they of course all go 'No', 
but if you hit that send button one time thousands of people can end up having copies of 
it" (CS2). 

By asserting Ihal frllsting someone Wifh your /1ude ill/Qge is III£' equivulent ofpllrposeful(v handillg 
alit vlle's nl/de image 10 slrangers. this example ignores 'he aclious of perpefl'OWI'S of 
lIonconsensllal dislrihllliOI1 (who violate (I persoll '.~ IruSI, pril'a(Y, alld hodily illfumomy Ihrough 
the ir actions) amI instead,/ol:lIse:-.· the bl£lme 011 the cOlIsem·lIt" {jet oflhe vidilll (undFumes Ihe 
victim 's {I e.! (IS slupid/noive alld lI'orlhy vjs/wlllillg). Scholars have found that educat ion campaigns 
directed at the potential victim 's behaviour can act to affirm the harmful belief that victims of this 
act are "bad, dirty, stupid and/or dangerous" (Albury et aI. , 20 17: Angelides, 2013; Naezer & 
Oosterhout. 202 L p. 7). That is, edUclJlioll Ih(l/.Ioclises primorily on ille consensual image crealor 
CtllI I'eil?/hrce ralher {11m/ clw/lengll hafll!ful victim blaming/shaming heli~jS amI IUJI'lIw/i;e tile 
Cllliure Ihelf condo/Ie,\" JiOnc(}nsell.~·lI{f1 Jistri/JIlli(}1l. lj(l 

CyberScan's current educational presentations include a video. titled Teen Voices: Sexting. 
RelalioJ7ships, (lnd Risks 61 . that likewise ignores the act ions of perpetrators and treats 
nonconsensual distribution as the inevitable consequence of trusting others. ll1is video features 
several teens sharing their fee lings about nonconsensual in timate image distribution. The teens 
cons istently talk about images "gerting leaked" or getting "sent around" without acknowledging 
that someone chose to do this and that these nonconsensllal acts are what caused the harm. Whi le 
showing thi s k.ind ofvideo62 may seem like an appropriate way to share the "voices of youth", the 
perspectives youth provide in these kinds of videos may simply echo the victim blaming and scare 
tactic messaging that they receive fr0111 ill-advised educational presentations (Ange\ ides, 20 13). 
Bducofivl1 (thollt l7onconsenslll.Il diSlri/mlio17 must c/wl!tmge Ihe idea fhar lhi.\' act is inell iwble and. 
instc'ad, lIsserl fhalthe ClIltllre rhal normalizes nOIlr.:oI1.H'/1S/{ul acts is cllclI1gclIble and that we can 
til' help slIpport a cullurl' thul vallles com'en! lJ/1d re:-.pecls bodily ulflonumy. 

60 https:llmediasrnarts.calblog/sexl ing-shi!ting-foc us-v ictjm-blam jng -respeCi-consem 
(,1 https :lIwww.voulube.com/walch?v=t Z w VT6 W n PO Y 
62 A video with a simi lar problematic approach was recently created by the Nova Scotia RCM P: 
~ ~~ iol1W). \ h.IJ ...... CJ poth.l.. .... hca! II igll-~dll\(. I -~fUJ l·! ll<,;' ,~ 1i'11-Il\H'" iIlHt:I' Ip l{J-Cr.:aIC·\ Ij,:..{,<,;-o,,·JJJ lo!.:'J ..-ur-
.. tl~ril l g-"tt"1Hl.1C· '1lI.l~("'H'rol. J.:!lHjjl1 , 
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ro ovoid victim hlaming/shaming (l1It1 to teach YUlIth the importance l~r C()n~'enl wul hudily 
01lfrlllomy, educational respol/ses neee! 10 acknowLedge that consensual image sharing is not 
inherent!y lWI'I1!/itl (A Ihury et al. , 2017; Karaian. 201-1) and, ratheI'. Ihal 11tI1'111 occurs when images 
are shared without consent ur within Ii cOlllexl 0/ coercion. As teens (and adults for that matter) 
often report consensually sharing images for fun or to flirt , and many images that are consensually 
shared remain confidential (Lee & Crofts, 20 15: Steeves. 2014), noncollsensual di stribution 
should not be normali zed as the inevitable result of trusting others. Rather, scholars recol1/mend 
wlichillg young people that. like ofhel'.\· s('xliLiI LlCtS. il1limOle image shtJril1g must only OCCIII' wizen 
111I!.,.e i.r consenl (Alhllly el al. , 2()17: Hasino/X 2015: S'har{{f & DeMarlini, 2(15). Starting with 
the importance of consent, education can then focus on challenging the beliefs that might make 
people believe it is okay to share an image without consent 63 or to shamelblamc a victim of 
nonconsensual distribution. Educators could also expla in that in many of the most trag ic cases of 
nonconsensual distribution, such as the Rehtaeh Parsons case, the hal111 experienced by the victim 
was amplified by bystanders who bullied tJle victim rather than offering support; Students could 
then brainstorm the best ways to support a victim. Young people could also brainstoml practical 
tips to ensure they don ' t share somcone 's image without consent (e.g. delete images after a short 
period so that you do not ri sk violating someone's privacy at a later date when you might be 
drunk/mad/or pressured by friends and ensure your images are not being auto uploaded to other 
devices or the cloud). 

Although Iht! \'i(:rim respo/lsihilizil1g / "al1li-sex/lllg" approad/ was 
once populur. mllny yowh-serving organizations hove since recognized 
fhallhis approw.:h is colfluerproduclivf! (IS it leads to increa .... ed shaming 
(lnd hlaming oj l'icfims, can make victim.\' less likel)' to seek support, 
does nal leaclt Ihe imporlallce of conse1'll. and does nor le(lclt yo 11th 
s{~Jer-sextil7g lips",) (Dodge & Lockhart. 202 1; Fairbairn et aI. , 2013). 
There are now many resources available that CyberScan could use to 
provide a consent-focused approach.65 Telus and MediaSmarts66, Kids 
Help Pholle67• and Webwise.ca611 all provide consent-focused education 
that does not shame consensual sexting. The website thatsnotcool.com 
provides examples (such as the image on the right) of educat ion 
campaigns that instead target nonconsensual or coercive behaviour and -
are meant to empower youth to "set boundaries and make informed decis ions" (Fairbairn et aI. , 
20 13, p. 52). Education should also help youth feel safe reaching out for support and feel that there 
are ways adults can help them (e.g. CybcrScan can report/remove images posted onl ine or contact 
the person who shared the image to have them delete it from their device). Education should also 
help youth feel empowered to support a peer whose image is shared without consent (e.g. refuse 

6J For example, recogniz ing that boys sometimes nOl1consensua lly share images of girls to impress other boys, 
educators could help youth think crit ically about pressures on boys to prove their masculinity and sex ual experience 
(Ringrose & Harvey, 2015). 
64 Teaching you th tips 10 sext more safe ly (as with safer-sex advice) does not amount 10 encouraging them 1'0 sext, but 
r(llher gives them knowledge and 1001s to make more infomled choices and 10 feel they can come 10 adults for non
judgemental support. 
65 hnps:IJwww.voutube.com/watch?v=8pgn L2-7MwU 
66https:llmediasmans.calsiles/det'aultJfiles!guidcs/guide tak ing vouth about forwarding sexts.pdf 
61 https:llkidshelpphone.calget- infa/what-sexti ng 
r,g hllps:llwcbwise.ca/cybcr- l 0 I/scXlingl 
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to share the image. tell the person who shared it without consent that it is 110t okay, tell the victim 
you think what happened to them is wrong and you are there for them, he lp the victim find 
add itional resources or supports). 

Fil1(J/~v, CyberScan should ensllre Ihalthe c:,dllcmion they fJl"ovide corrects rather than I'f!l!tfirms 
misconceptions abollt nom:onsensllo/ ilitimlllt image di!i'lriblllion. In the Teen Voices. Sexting. 
Relalionships, and Risks video that CyberScan shows youth, it is implied that youth victims of 
nonconsensual intimate image distri bution are almost always girl s. Contrary to this popular 
assumption, Canadian research has found that teen boys are actua ll y slightly more likely to be 
victims of thi s act than girls (S leeves, 20 14). While boys and girls experience simi lar rates of 
victimization. education should discuss the di scriminatOl), beli efs that can lead to girl s being 
judged more harshly when their images are shared without consent. 69 The Teen Voices video 
includes youth describing this increased impact on girl s (e.g. "getting busted for sexting is more 
embarrass ing for girts than guys" and "it's so easy as a female to have your reputation thrown 
away"70), but it does not help youth understand and challenge the discriminatory reasons why this 
is the case and. therefore. simply reaffirms this as "the way it is". Educators should a lso cha llenge 
the idea that all cases of noncollsensual intimate image di stribution end in tragedy for the vict im. 
For instance in the Teen Voices, Sexlil1g. Relationships, and Risks video, many of the teens express 
that images will be spread allover the internet and wi ll impact your life/reputation forever: "When 
a nude gcts leaked like, your family gotma see it, different people you don ' t even know screen 
shotting you, the picture that you sent to this one person is never going to go away, it's never goi.n g 
to , you ' re just stuck with it. ( ... ] [your] whole body is all over the intemet and now everybody' s 
see ing [you ]"11. Contrary to thi s worst-case scenario, in many cases nonconsensllall y di stributed 
images are not made publicly available but are rather shared between youth through text or 
messaging apps (Walker & Sleath, 2017) and are likely to be deleted on request fro m a CyberScan 
agent. school offic ial. or paren t/guardian. Additionally, even if images are widely and publicly 
distributed. youth should be made aware of the many supports that can help control the spread of 
the images (e .g. most major socia l media compan ies will remove the image and tag it as a 
nonconsensually shared intimate image and Google will deli st images shared without consent from 
its search engines) and the supports that are avai lable to help deal with resulting harms (e.g. 
emotional support from school counsellors, Kids Help Phone, or CyberScan). It is important to 
reassure YOU"l victims rather than sending messages that confirm the idea that they should panic 
and that they wi l I be unab le to ever recover fTo m this halm (See: I iUS!!e.:u:mlcnt mhcduwn ont! 
1"S'hlloto1.!ical kIlO\\-lIO\\ ). 

Rf>~O''''Hnndcrllon ti?9. fdvcohon en ",ol1cOll~muol iFl'i"'Qf~ 'flla9~ 

distribuhon should avOId 0 vlctml responsibi/,-zotion (i.e.. onti-sexfing) focus 

and. in&tood, lorus on tlU! imfY-lrluncc of t;onsent end bodily ulltonomy. 

Recommendation :t30: Cyoo.rScon mlJst enStKe- fhot Iheir oou:olionol 
lfIoS'Sog-mg (1'I¢/lt:nge~ I"olllltl' loon ft'tOffirml ~ommoll mjsconccpliom Ilboul 

noncons~'lsuol ;nlln)O'e imoge d,s1nbl.ll,on. 

69 https:ffmediasmans.caiblog/sexling-shiftin g_ locus-victim -blam i ng -respect-consent 
70 https:f fwww.voutube.comlwatch?v= IZw VT6W n PO Y 
'I https:f fwww.voutube.com/watch?v= IZw VT 6W n PO Y 
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LA BELLING YO U TH INTI MATE IMAGE S AS " CHILD P O R~OGR A PH Y" 

CyherScall's edlfl,Xlfional presel1fatiOlb, like! mCiny police-led educatiunal initiatives in Canadel. 
fel/ youth /luder 'he age of 18 fha t they hope commitu'd child pomogr(lp/~y o.Oenci,-'s if (hey /UlI'(! 

consensllully (lml privOIely shared an inlill/Ole in1ttge 0,( themselves will! a peer. This }i'aming of 
YOllflls . COI1.W!n.Hia/ infima/e image sharinf,: as cJlild pO/'nograpJIY is cOllcerning. as the law is milch 
less sn'{/juhtjiml'a/'J 011 Ihis poi1ll Ihall C:vherScon ugenls seem 10 imp~v 10 you /h. In Canada. a 
young person has never been convicted for sharing an intimate image of themselves with a peer 
(i.e. sexting), and many legal scholars believe they likely never will be I should never be (Karaian 
& Brady, 2020), In R II Sharpe (2001 ). the Supreme Court of Canada stated that youth who 
consensually and privately create sexual images of themselves or themselves with their partner 
should be excluded from chi ld pornography offences, In Shmpe, the majority decision states that 
thi s ki nd of consensually made and pri vately held inti mate image could be "of sign ificance to 
ado lescent self-fu lfi llment, se lf-actua li zation and sexual exploration and identity"72. Although this 
decision was made before popular k'11owledge of "sexting" as it is now understood (Karaian & 
Brady, 2020). it remains unlike ly that consensual youth sexting wiU ever be charged as chiJd 
pornography because no hann has occurred in such a case, The harm occurs when inti mate images 
are shared without consent, and it is then thai charges may be lIsed (and have been used) against a 
youth who has nonconsensllal/y shared an image of someone. 

Allhough wClrnings (!( child pornography charges /01' mnsenslial sexling are like(\' U wl.'lI
illlenfjoned allempl to redllce the risk q(lIonconsell .ml/1 diMrihulioIJ, III pruclice this scure laclic 
approach is unlikely 10 redllt:e rllfel'; of t;OnSeIlSIICJ/ slwI'il1g; IIIS1I1ud, il aels Ie) .W!/1d /he harm/ul 
message Ihal l'iCfims of 11(1}/(;()J/senSl/a{ distriblJliufl hape dune. something wrong/immoral/illegal, 
This messaging acfs 10 rlt'!tfirm harmful l'iclfm blaming/shaming heUefi' and COIl make vicflms of 
n()I1£'Ol1sel1sual illlil11l1te image distribution less likely 10 seek support due to .leal's of being 
crimilluli=ed or judged (Cyberhu/lying Hurts, 201 2; Dodge & Loc.khart, 2021; Fairbairn el aI. , 
20 13; Naezer & Oosterhout, 202 1), CyberScan agents report that parents and school officia ls often 
ask thcm to respond to youth who have consensually created an intimate image of themsclves or 
have consensually shared an intimate image with a pmtner or friend (CS2~ CS5; CS6). While 
CyberScan agents report that they sometimes have one-on-one discuss ions with these c.onsensual 
image creators/sharers in which they tell them that they could be charged with child po rnography 
offences fo r both of these acts, it is clear in the law that self-created and pri vately held intimate 
images ar e 110t incl uded within the scope of chi ld pomography offences and it is unlikely that 
consensual sex ting will be charged as child pornography either. 

Many educational resources for youth in Canada now recognize tJlat "sexting can be a healthy way 
for young people to explore sexuali ty and intimacy when it' s consensual,,73 and that educational 
responses should fOC liS on highlighting the harm and legal consequences of acts committed withoUl 
Consenl. While CyberScan's responses do not currently embrace thi s model, tile It'{I) ' in l""hich 
CyberScan Use!)' warning) o/child pOl'l/ograp/1y offences ill (('SPOIISt! 10 cOllsensuul sexling does 
mry in force/ii/ness dependi/1g on the agent deJiwl'ing Ih(' IlIL'ssage. One agent in 20 16 reported 
using exp lic it warnings of child pornography offences: 

12 R v Sharpe. 200 I sec 2, para 109. 
n hI! ps :llmed iasm II ns .caJd ig ital-m cd ia- I ileracv/d ig ilal-i ss ues/seXii ng 
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"'[I tell youth], if you are tak ing a photograph of yourselfand you are under the age of t 8, 
you've just made ch ild pornograpby. If you're sbaring it, you've now distributed child 
pornography. If someone is receiving it, they are in possession of child pornography. And 
those are serious criminal code offences. So we would talk to them about that. Now, 
between you and I, there is some. discretion tllere with the police, but we wouldn ' t bring 
that up with the youth. Ifpolice are seeing that a girl has shared a video of herse lf with a 
boyfriend and the parents tbund it, you know the police aren 't [going to charge her] because 
the harm was not there . . . they didn ' t share it with the world, they were sharing it between 
themselves. Yes it is absolutely illegal for them to do that, but in reality the response will 
bc to just get tllcrn to delete and remove [the images 1. that would be the appropriate 
approach when you are deali.ng with that type of situation" (CS4). 

Although this agent was aware that police use discretion not to charge youth for consensual acts 
(though was seemingly unaware of the legal precedent that complicates a straightforward reading 
of child pornography laws) . they nonetheless explicitly threatened youth who engage in consensual 
acts with child pornography offences. This kind of education is likely to create anxiety for youth 
who have al ready consensually shared images. and it also sends the message that victims of 
nonconsensual distribution should avoid seeking support from adults as they risk criminalizing 
themselves. On the other hand, youth may simply tune out this message as they may know from 
experience that those in their school who have been found consensually sexting were not 
crimjnalized with child pOlllography charges. 

A second agent in 20 16 described taking a somewhat more balanced approach that told youth that 
" if you're a young person in Canada under the age of 18 and you take a naked photo of yourself, 
technicaJly you' re in possession of child pornography. [But ifsomeone shares your image without 
consent and] you corne and give us the information, you' re not go ing to get in trouble. We are 
go ing to help you" (CS2). Whi le this kind of explanation may be less likely to discourage victim 
reporting, consensual youth sexters and victims of nOllconsensual distribution still hear the 
message that they have technically committed a cr iminal ofTence and, therefore. they may st ill 
avoid seeking adult supports. A 2020 agent explained a similar approach. "[we tell youth that] 
even taking a picnlre of themselves is illegal [ . . . J it is technica lly child pomography. But I tell 
them the police are there to help. they are not going to charge you for trying to help, [ . .. ] if you 
are a victim of this they are not going to charge you with making child pornography because you 
took a picture of yourself' ceSS). While this approach is oertainly better than the forceful use of 
criminal offences as a scare tactic to try to stop consensual image creation and sharing, this kjnd 
of messaging is li kely 10 leave youth confused and uilcomf0l1abie seeking adult supports. And, 
again. it wrongly states that even creating and privately keeping a nude image of yourself is ch ild 
pornography despite the decision in Sharpe. The complexity of child pornography laws in relation 
to youth 's consensually shared intim ate images leave CyberScan agents in a difticult spot in terms 
of some of their messaging. Educat ional messaging about youths ' consensual intimate image 
sharing would certainly be easier if child pornography offences were clarified to more explicitly 
exclude consensual contexts between close in age youth: However. there j:, no reasun (0 be/ie\'e 
that C(mSel1sua/ YOlllh s('xling l\Ii/l .wdJenly sIal"! to be cllOr:;:ct! as child pornography {fllll, 
Ihere/ore. II/(my educational initiath'es .for ),olllh ill Ctll/odo /lOW di~cllj'S consenslIal intima"J 
imuxe sharing, us a .",·exliul acl Ihat. like all sexlial ad.\', Ji{L" hoth risks ant! rewards hut i:; 111)1 
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fnhl!ren(~\1 H'f'()ng 0,. harm/Ill. CyberScan should consider implementing thi s kind of 110 11-

judgemental and sex-positi ve approach to education about intimate images, as thi s approach is 
now widely recognized as the most evidence-infonned approach and has been taken up by 
organizations such as Kids Help Phone 7<1 , Webwise.ca 75, and MediaSmarts76. All of these resources 
discuss the many legitimate reasons a youth might choose to create or share il1limate images and. 
thereby. create an opening to non-judgmentally di scuss the risks/rewards, tools to sext more safely, 
and the importance of consent. These resources also all explain the details of the legal context of 
intimate image sharing for youth in Canada, but they highlight that close-ill-age youth who share. 
images consensually will likely not be charged as child pornographers and that whal is most 
important is to respect the consent and privacy of others. 

As IIIl1ch asposidble, CJ'herScal1 should move away Fom a/aells WI child pOl"llography laws. Till.\' 
is t l'Ue:' e\'en when disi:u;.,'sinR noncol1w::I1slItll ac/.\ "'.f il1lilll{J(c image Jisrril'llfion. As chi ld 
pornography offences were "created to protect children fro l11 sexual explo itation" by adults, many 
scholars. pol ice offi cers, and judgesTI in Canada have expressed that it is inappropriate to frame 
nonconsensual intimate image distribution among youth as "child pornography" (Dodge & 
Spencer. 20 18; Shariff & DeMartini. 20 15, p. 295). WitJl the more appropriate offence of 
nonconsensua l intimate image di stribution now available to charge both youth and adults who 
share images without consent, it is poss ible to di scuss the potential legal consequences of 
nonconsensual distribut ion without referri,ng to the ill-suited and overly-stigmatizing offence of 
child pornography. As Segal describes in his review of the Rehtaeh Parsons ease : 

"Many would agree that charging youths with child pornography-related offences is an 
unintended use of the Criminal Code's child pomography provisions. While there is a va lid 
debate to be had on that issue, the question no longer needs to be decisively answered in 
light of the new criminal offences relating to distributing or making available intimate 
images without consent. Wilile the chi ld pornography offences remain available in cases 
like this one, these new offences would cover most instances where yo ung persons 
distribute images of a sexual nature without consent, and they are arguably a better way of 
address ing cases where all invo lved are youth" (Segal, 9 1). 

While nonconsensual int imate image distribut ion can rightly be said to be "technically child 
pomography", there is little utility in di scuss ing this technicality with young people when they can 
instead be made aware of the otfence of none on sensual intimate image distribution. 

AvuiJiug a child f1{Jm(Jgr~/plzyji'amillg .lor harh cOIH'enslial and llol1consenSIfai inlfmc /lt: image 
slwrillX amcmgyolllh WOl/1eI be easier iIthe provincial gOl'(trnmenf provic/edjitrlher clarify on hOIll 
mom/aIOl:\' chHd pornography rl.!purling requirements apply Iv cases umong youth. Currently, 
CyberScan agents interpret the mandatory duty to report child pornography 78 to the pol ice as 
including all cases of consensual and nonconsensual intimate image distribut ion among youth, 

74 hnps :lIk idshelpphone .calget _ in fo/wha\-Sexfi ng 
i ~ hnps:/Jwebwise.calcyber- J 0 I/sexlingl 
7ti hnp~: llmed ia~marts.ea /d ig ital-med ia- I ireraey Id igita 1- i ss ues/se xl i ng 
n R II S8 el aI. , 2014 Bcre 0279; R II Zhou, 2016 ONCJ 547. 
78 In cascs reported to CybcrScan by schools, the case is oftcn already rcportcd to the school resource officer by the 
principal, so CyberScan is nOI required 10 call police thcmselvcs (CS5). 
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even if there is no evidence that the images have been shared in a public maJmer that would put 
them at risk of Falling into the hands of an adult who would view them for a sexual purpose. 
Although this duty to report was created, as were chi ld pornography charges, to address adults who 
sexually exploit children, CyberScan agents explained that: " If we [ . . . ] get a call that there was a 
l11utua l relationship between youth and they exchanged images and so on, we would st ill have to 
check that that is reported to local police, and then they would deal with that whatever way they 
felt necessary. But 1 would have to make sure it was at least reported, just because that's my duty 
to report. I'm bound under a duty to report child pornography [ ... ]" (CS5). CyberScan agents 
explained that police seem to perceive these reports of image share among youth as an unnecessary 
nuisance, as the reason this duty to report exists is to make police aware of a ch ild in danger of 
sexual exploitation at the hands of an adult ""1 do have a duty that it has to be reported to the police. 
Now the. police most times don't do anything about it, because that' s the last thing they want to 
do, and actually they don ' t want to even hear it when we have to ca ll . The police don ' t want to 
deal with that [as chi ld pornograpbYJ right, but J think we have that legal obligation" (CS5). 
Although some cases of nonconsens ual distribution could include public online sharing that risks 
images being added to online child pornography caches viewed by adults. it seems particularly 
unnecessary for cases to be reported in the many instances in which images are nonconsensuaUy 
di stributed among a particular group of youth (via showing images to others on a phone. sending 
to a private group message .. or texting) (Walker & Sleath, 2017) and there is little chance of images 
somehow ending up in the hands of an adult abuser. The duty to report should be clarified, as there 
seems to be no purpose to reporting images as "child pornography" in cases of consensual sexting 
among youth (i.e. images have remained private. between youth) or in cases of nonconsensual 
intimate image distribution where images have not been made publicly access ible (i.e. images have 
been shared nonconsensually but only to other youths) . Dl!spil(! the challel1?,es crealed hy 
mlllldtfl(}I}' child ponwgl"llp/lY reporJillg fJo/icie.~ llnd a cl)mplicllled legalltmdscape. CyherScan's 
education maleriu/s al/(I r('spoll.~(!S should refrain frvm .fhlfl1ing this act as ('child pornugraphy ' I 
whenever pussible. When youlh are wId they have commitled chiM pornugraphy or are child 
pornographers, il can creale (,Ol1jiISiu/l and IIndlie stignw 'lJ alld decrease llie likelihood (hat 
vicfims l!flloncon .... ellslIol disfribution will seek support . The current" challenges in avoiding a child 
pornography framing speak to the importance of gaining further clarity from the courts or federal 
government regarding the use of child pornography offences in cases that do not i.nvolve adult 
abuse of children. 

Recommendation #31 . CyberScon sJ1Quld ovoid f,aming comensuol intimate 

jmage (reailo"/sharmg and uonconsMSoo/ imimoTe imoDo! djstribuliQ~1 

among you/" as "<:INld pornograp~y" w/umevcr pO$$.lbl~, 

Recommendotion #32· CyberScc.m (as welt 05 police and school officials) 
should MStN'-4:! fho; fh6Y fully under'f.fond Ihp "-'nlta,ion$ on how child 

porno9' army Qffences (:0f'1 be opp/;ed. os deh:-lllIj~ irt R v Sk, pt' (200 I), 
ond r~C09ml.e thot lh~se offences ore ;It , stllfed (cnd /IIueosmgly avoided) 

in legal r(!spomO$ 10 oo.scr among YOIlIIt, 

N See R I' SB el (II. (2014) tor one example of the negative impacts that can come from framing youth 
nonconsensual distribution as child pornography 
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Recommenda llo" #33. The provlnc.al governmell' lhcllJd review the duly 10 

r-Cp:lrf duld pornography to aelonnine whe/her- the duty to repori applies to 
roses 01 intim(lte imogr- shoring ~lmoilg YO.i/'" In ..... hich Ihej'e is limit n~k of 

the imo.ges belrtg used O!· child pc'I"nography by ell oduU. 

INFORMING NATIONAL RESPONSeS TO DIGITAL HARM 

This report has detailed several ways i.n which the CyberScan unit could improve its responses to 
cyberbullying and nonconsensual intimate image distri bution. However, /he core support.~ 

prol,jded through CyherScall·s support line role (i.e. technological (lIlJ emotional supporl .lor 
compluillunls) is (/ positive and in-demolld resource. CyherScall's work ill lhis regard should he 
used as a l1Iodel fO "roride all Canadians 1I'ilh ,his kind of support line. CyberScan agents in both 
2016 and 2020 asserted that a national resource ak in to CyberScan is needed to al low all Canadians 
to receive support in response to digital harms: "Here in Nova Scotia there is a place you can call, 
but in other places there is nowhere that you can even call about some of this stuff. Like if you go 
to the police and they can't help you, we ll at least here you can give us a cal l. And we're paid to 
research and kind of see how we can help , so it's a start and we need a lot more. but it 's a start" 
(CS5). Some agents also asserted that a national program would allow for more comprehensive 
educat ional resources to be made available to Canadians. citing the breadth of resources available 
in other countr ies such as Australia: "Australia they have this national eSafety Commissioner and 
they have so many resources on there, and I wish that Canada had something like thaI, some sort 
of national organization that is there to help Canadian's have a safer experience onl ine. [ ... ] I'd 
love to be ab le to offer more resources and things li ke that if we had the money .. . aga in Ijust look 
at the site for Australia and they have [ . . . ] shifT for seniors, they have stuff for intimate image 
abuse, they have Sluff for cyberbuJl ying. they have stu fffor newcomers" CCS5). A national strategy 
should allow all Canadians to access immediate emotional/ infonnational supports and assistance 
with takedown/delet ion of cybcrbullying content and nonconscnsually distributed intimate images 
and should also act as a hub for educat ion, prevention, and support resources. Somewhat 
comparable services are available in the UK through the Revenge Porn He.1pline and in Australia 
through the national eSafery Conuniss ioner. but Canada does not currently have a national 
program to provide supports and resources. If a national support line and resources hub were to be 
created. it would be important to include a strategy for communi ty-based organizat ions that can 
engage in preventative education and restorative responses in a more localized way as well . The 
el'idellce q("CyberScon 's sLiccesses ((I/{l/he recommendation.s /or their improvemen/ shollid hoth 
provide important iI!fiJrlllafin/1 .fin· the fitderal gOl'ernment m- they col7filllle to consider ways to 
addtess digilUl harms in Canada. 

Recommet?cJo/'on #34. Lessons (earned from the CyberSco" UnlI shoold b-: 

JJJa~ with the federal govt'rrmtml' to ~,h lor 110Iio,",0/ supports. 1001 bI illS] 

loge1h~ loe bf...sf cupel"ls of CyberSccm with additional resourCln9 101 oil 

CotlCdions. 
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From: Jeff Brown I prep.ss to In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Have your say: The Govemment's proposed approach to address harmful oontent onDne 
September 23, 2021 "1:"19:19 PM 

Hello Canadian Heritage, 

This is nothing more than pure censorship. While I agree that hate and child pornography 
needs to be removed as much as possible, this new framework is far too loose so that 
virtually anything the government deems "harm" would be included and it will eliminate free 
speech. Free speech has been almost fully removed now from most platforms and the 
legitimizing of this via this bill would be the death stroke of our society. 

This framework should not be put forward and our society should have the freedom to 
police Itself on what It finds acceptable or not. 

I am 100% against this bill. 

leff Brown 
s.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

MarkAkrlgg 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

The harmful amtent proposal Is Itself extremely harmful 
September 24, 20216:58:22 PM 

·h~ =<~ to lniol atl f/ 

In 2007 I founded Project Gutenberg Canada (gutenberg.ca). a popular website wbich offers free digital editions of 
books in the Canadian public domain. I am shocked by the draft proposals. which certainly open the door to illegal 
takedowns of web sites such as gutenberg.ca. I fully agree with what OpenMedia says in the attached petition which 
they have been promoting. and with which I fully agree. 

I also think that cooperation with the other federal parties can only do good 

As a concerned person in Canada. I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outl ined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented. these measures will lead directly to the removal of 
many lawful posts in Canada. including important fonns of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world,. restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited. and surveillance by law 
enforcement requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil. police. and remove 
our content, your proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platfonns afraid of your punitive legislation 
will not carefully weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed 
by platfonns and reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platfonns to 
proactively surveil their users ' posts, and any plans fo r blocking of web sites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass aJready marginalized pcople on the Lntemet., not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic el(pen8, civil society. and online platforms themselves OD developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and hannful content online. 

K.i nd regards. 
Dr. Mark Akrigg 
Founder, Project Gutenberg Canada 
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From: 'I p rr" ss to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
The govemment's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

September 2-4. 20216:15:12 PM 

To Whom It May Concern, 
While I am neither a Canadian nor a sex worker myself I know many sex workers and am 
concerned about the implications ofthis new policy on sex workers as a whole as well as the 
health and freedom of the internet. 

The United States implemented a similar policy in FOST A1SESTA which has been widely 
evaluated as ineffective in it's original aims and disastrous to sex workers. 

I urge the government to reconsider this new policy. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Aidan Kahrs 

Sent with ProtonMaii Secure Email. 
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5.19(1) 

J'envisage de vous faire parvenir mes c:ommentaires relativement a I'initiative du gouvernement pour lutter contre Ie 
contenu prejudiciable en ligne et j'aimerais savoir queUe est la date limite pour participer. 

En vous remerciant, 

Ugo Gilbert Tremblay (Ll. D., Ph. D) 
Chercheur postdoctoral 
Faculte de droit, Universite McGill 
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From: wendy Hayhoe 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 

the 4ccess to In;ormaliOl7 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Online Hanns Consultation 
September 24, 20215:19:35 PM 

In response to your public consultation, I would like to ask for the following: 

• Please ensure that sites whidl frequently host CSAM andfor intimate images shared without 
consent do not receive criminal immunity from past offenses and will be held criminally 
responsible if they do not comply with the regulatory demands 

• Please require sites to take robust proactive measures to prevent uploading CSAM and/or 
intimate images shared without consent, including verifying the age & consent of all those 
depicted prior to hosting content 

• Please adopt the proposed changes to strengthen the Mandatory Reporting Act by 
incorporating option #2, which requires user's basic subscriber information. This would allow 
law enforcement to locate offenders and rescue victimized children faster. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. 

Sincerely, 
Wendy Hayhoe 

5.19(1) 
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Dear Heritage Canada, 

Heather Jarvis 
September 24, 2021 6:34 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

5 .19(1) 

Concerned about Digital Citizen Initiative harmful online approach 

I want to have my day and share my concerns over the proposed initiative regarding digital harms. I echo and emphasise 
Safe Harbour Outreach Project's (SHOP) letter outlining why this framework is overreaching, overly broad, and if it 
moves forward as is will inevitably target sex workers safety, 2SlGBTQIA education and content, BIPOC advocacy and 
online content, harm reduction information online, and online sexual speech and sex education. 

Please listen to the many people bringing forward concerns about this initiative, including SHOP's letter 
here: https://sjwomenscentre.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/SHOP-letter-in-response-to-digital-harms-Cdn-gov
Sept.242021-PDF .pdf 

Please reconsider these measures and heed the expertise of the marginalized communities that would be most directly 
targeted by these kinds of digital legislative frameworks in drafting safe, more effective alternatives. 

Sincerely, 
Heather Jarvis 

"Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a battle you know nothing about." 
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From: 
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Subject: 
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AsilWInSira 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

DIgital 0tIzen Inltiatfve Feedback 
September 24, 20215:31:22 PM 
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Hello, this is my feedback for the new proposed harmful content legislation: 

btt ps :lIwww.canada.caleo/canadian-beritage/campaigos/harmful-oolioe=-conteot.htm I 

I can see the good intent behind thiS, however the approach laid out here introduces some 

dangerous mechanisms which could be misused . I do not want to see this legislation 

introduced. My two main points are: 

1. Disempoweriog users 

2. Potential for abuse 

Disempowering Users: 

When it comes to disempowering users, the constant message I see is that Users on the 

internet are completely helpless in the face of harassment and bullying online. This leaves out 

the fact that every platform has functions to block and report bad users. The blocked user is 

no longer able to communicate, and can be flagged for action by platform moderators. 

There are gaps in harassment laws where people make alt accounts to ci rcumvent these 

blocks and bans which cou ld be improved . 

When discussing this topic many of my less tech-savvy friends had no idea these block and 

report functions existed. A campaign to educate the general public on actions they can take 

on their own empowers them to simply block bad actors and report them to platform 

moderators for further action. Users who do not feel helpless can more actively work to build 

better online communities. 

Abuse Potential : 

The definitions of "terrorist" and "harmful" content seem somewhat loose. I can see this easily 

being twisted to go after activists a nd organizations for purely political purposes. In theory a 

remedy exists in the courts, however that mechanism is slow. Events south of the border show 

just how quickly things can go sideways. If a bad political actor abused these tools to supress 

dissent on a critical issue a reso lution through the courts could come far too late. 

Conclusion : 

I see the good intent behind C-36, but the potential for abuse is massive. I've been the 

recipient of racism and abuse both in the real world and online. The online abuse never 

bothered me, because it has a literal off switch. Educating the general publ ic about basic 

blocking and reporting functions t hat are standard on every online platform empowers users 
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The unfortunate part of living in a free democracy is having to deal with this sort of junk. I'd 

rather have to deal with that than have these tools in the hand of a bad political actor who has 

no qualms about abusing them for personal gain. Democracies have fallen before, and 

believing it simply can't happen to us or that these tools will never be abused is beyond 

arrogant. Even if the courts reversed a bad decision, it could be far too late. 

Feel free to contact me if you would like to discuss any of these points. 

Thanks! 

Ashwin Sira 
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From: Rena KuotsakJ 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

ftharmful content proposal" Is harmful Indeed 
September 24, 20213:31:12 PM 

Just because Canada's internet is comparable to that of a third world country doesn't mean we need to go 811 the way 
and censor it like one. 

All this kind of thing achieves is pushing crooks to use stronger encryption. making sites not want to serve us 
because of the red tape involved. making people distrust the government (why trust someone who clearly doesn't 
trust them?) and destroying privacy, security, and reliability online. 

It definitely won't stop crime, disinfonnation~ or abuse, just as it hasn't anywhere else. It will only tum the whole 
internet into YouTube - a place where mentioning certain words. subjects. or events, or doing something that a 
computer mistakes for pornography. gets you silenced - and many ofthese forbidden words aren' t told to you even 
after you've used them. A place where original content is frequently removed, or its creators punished. because 
someone falsely claimed it used their music without pennission. A place that remains popular only because of 
inertia. 

I'm sure that's exactly the plan. but I'll add one more to the cOWltofpeople opposing it anyway_ 
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From: he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

ICN I OCJ lPCH) 
Comment Ofl proposed rl!gulatlons for social media companies 

September 24, 20211 :04:26 PM 

I am excited to see the Government of Canada taking strong action against the proliferation of 
harm done online. I have reviewed the categories ofhann and found them to be reasonable as 
a first step. I do believe that applying these in a regulatory context instead of criminal is an 
effective and sensible way to reduce barm. As a voter in Vancouver BC, J support this 
proposal in its entirety and would consider support for this essential in my representatives. 

Thank you, 
Paul Vorvick 
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From: 
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Subject: 
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Hello, 

U51I WhItsitt 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Online Hanns Consultation 

September 24, 20212:30:02 PM 
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In response to your request for input from the public regarding the proposed online hanns 
legislation J would like to share a few thoughts regarding 2 of the harms: CSAM and the non 
consensual sharing of intimate images. 

Currently. there are numerous businesses that use social media platforms to share 
pornography. Many ofthose in the pornographic videos are either under the age of 18 or 
adults who have not given consent. I feel that these companies are not following the 
Mandatory Reporting Law and may only report a small handful of videos when there are 
millions of videos on their sites that are illegal. I think your proposed cbanges to strengthen 
the Mandatory Reporting Act are excellent. I would like to see that option 2 be implemented 
so that a user's basic information is available making it more effective and faster for law 
enforcement to act on the sharing of CSAM and rescuing victimized children. 

I also feel that age verification and consent should be required by every actor in a 
pornographic video to prevent victimization of adults and the making ofCSAM and its illegal 
uploading to social media platforms. Age verification should also be required for those who 
use adult themed platforms so that children do not have access to this material 

For many years, pornographic websites and social media platforms have escaped being held 
criminally responsible for their hosting of CSAM and non-consensual image sharing. It is 
imperative that these companies and individuals are held accountable for breaking the law and 
do not receive criminal immunity from past offenses. 

Lisa Whitsitt 
s.19(1) 
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To: om@om,ac:,CiI;lustlfJ,trudeau@oar!,OC,cai leN lOCI (PCHl 
Ce, 
Subject: 

ErlfJ,OTooie@oan,oc,ca; lagmeet,singh@ndo,ca; Into@bIoc.orQ; !x!yemance@Qreenoortv.ca 

canada's online censorship plan endangers free expression 
Date: September 2"1, 2021 1:36:00 PM 

Right Honourable Justin Trudeau 
Office of the Prime Minister 
80 Wellington Street 
Ottawa, ON KIA 0A2 
Fax: 613-941-6900 
Email: pm@pm.gc.ca.justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC KIA aS5 
pch. icn-dei. pch@canada.ca 

Re: Canada's online censorship plan endangers free expression 

Dear Prime Minister: 

The Canadian government should ensure its plan to address hannful 
content online complies with international human rights standards. The 
current online censorship proposal is an attack on freedom of expression. 

To protect the rights of people at risk, the following issues with the 
proposal should be addressed: 

overly broad categories of speech that could be removed, 
a 24-hour takedown requirement once content is flagged, 
proactive filtering or monitoring obligations by online 

communications services, 
severe penalties for non-compliance with the law, and 
government-mandated content removal. 

Canada's framework to censor speech online is an assau1t on freedom of 
expression. The proposal would resu1t in broad content takedowns, 
gutting the Canadian people's ability to hold power to account. This is 
especially problematic for people of color and other marginalized 
voices, who already experience censorship online for speaking out 
against injustice. 

Read Access Now's full comments: 
httJ)s:lLwww,accessnow ,or~slassets/UDJoadsl202I/09/Acce:ss-Now-Canada-0nIine-HaITlls-PrQPosa]-Comrneats

Einal-Q9232021 .pdf 

Yours sincerely, 
Robert E. Rutkowski 

cc: 
Erin O'Toole 
Leader of the Conservative Party of Canada 
1720-130 Albert Street 
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OttawaON KI P5G4 
Tel: 613-755-2028 
1-866-808-8407 
Fax: 613-755-2001 
Email: Erin.OToole@par1.gc.ca 

Jagmeet Singh 
Leader of the New Democratic party of Canada 
300-279 Laurier Avenue West 
Ottawa ON K IP 5J9 
Tel.: 613-236-3613 
Fax: 613-230-9950 
jagmeet.singh@ndp.ca 

Yves-Fran~ois Blanchet 
Leader of the Bloc Quebecois 
402-3750 Cremazie Boulevard East 
Montreal QC H2A I B6 
Tel.: 514-526-3000 
I 888448-1880 (Sans his) 
(514) 526-2868 
info@bloc.org 

Annamie Paw 
Green Party of Canada 
116 Albert Street, Suite 812 
Ottawa, Ontario KI P 5G3 
govemance@greenparty.ca 

2527 Faxon Court 
Topeka, Kansas 66605-2086 
USA 
PiF: I 785379-9671 
E-mail: r_e_rutkowski@att.net 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

VMan Duoermn 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Grave oollCEms with the Digital C1t1zen InltlatM! Technical Paper 
September 24, 20213:32:08 PM 

~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

I'm writing to provide comment on the technicaJ paper under 'Have your say' at 
https:ILwww.canada.ca/en/canadjan-heritagelcampaignslbarroful-onljne-content.btml . 

While I recognize the premises in section I, I believe that many parts of the paper are flawed 
and will result in unintended issues. 

If such an act had been around sixty years ago, many of society's counterculture movements 
would have been quasbed. And that's what this promises to do in the future. The act is not 
necessary and should not be entertained at all by the government. However, if such an act 
must be passed, my recommendations are below. 

My proposaJs are: 

For 2, the paragraph shouJd be amended so that the Act should define the tenn DCS as a 
service that provides auto-curating (as all of the examples in the discussion guide to), or at 
least clarify 'private communications'. 

For 3, it should require an act of Parliament to include a new category. 

For 8, I disapprove of the regulatory context expanding from the criminal code. It should be 
criminal ifit must be, or not controlled by the government. 

For 10, this is 100% going to result in ovennoderation, and is significantly broader than any 
other first-world country has done. Ifthe act is going to mandate this along with 'reasonable 
measures', it should also require that automated removals be reviewed by a human and 
feedback provided to the individual who has been censored by the order of the Government of 
Canada. 

For 11, the act should prescribe a method for chaUenging such a takedown. 

16. Why should the act ensure the OCSP may not seek advice on specific decisions, given 
that the Government is fOTcing them to make it in the first place? 

19. Do not entrust one person with the ability to increase the amount of material subject to 
this. Any expansion of categories should require a notice-and-comment period. 

20. The act should not require notification to the RCMP, particularly on grounds of 
suspicion. The act should instead require a clear process for the RCMP to obtain a court 
production order upon the RCMP reporting content which faJls within the 5 categories. 

26. Should be inverted - The act should provide the DCSP -must· disclose that it has reported 
an individual to the government for their il1egal speech. Iftbe government's right to secretly 
investigate someone must be paramount, then the act must provide such notice after an 
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31. Should be struck. Removing any downside to getting it wrong severely biases 
overreporting of innocent individuaJs. 

42. The act should punish complaints made in bad faith, otherwise there's no downside to 
making them. 

54. This results in the content not being made accessible. Material made inaccessible should 
be made accessible again while the Digital Resource of Canada is considering it and pending 
its result, with a potential carveout for individuals who have unsuccessful challenges in the 
past. 

89. 1s extremely sweeping. This should require a court order. 

92. Do not compel acts 

120. There is no precedent for this , and if such capability is built it will be repurposed for 
increasingly more and more in short order. The entire 'Exceptional Recourse' section should 
be struck, and introduced as a separate piece of legislation, if and only ifit is necessary. 

Module 2: 
7 and 8 should be struck - the RCMP have no issue obtaining court orders for that 

infonnation now, and the nonnalization of providing infonnation to the government without 
court orders should not be furthered. Stop trying to short-circuit the courts for this. 

Overall, I think the entire piece of legislation should be struck. The hanns it can do far exceed 
the potential benefits. 

Thank you, 
Vivian s.19(1) 
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Re: The Government's approach to address hannful content online 
Submitted by: Rose A. Dyson Ed.D. 
President: Canadians Concerned About Violence In Entertainment 
Vice President: World Federalist Movement of Canada: Toronto Branch 
Author: MIND ABUSE Media Violence And TIS Threat To Democracy (202 t) 
email: rose.dyson@alumni.utoronto.caorrdyson@oise.utoronto.ca 
Phone: 416-961-0853 OT 647-382-4773 

Dear Committee Members 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate this discussion on meaningful action to combat hate 
speech and other kinds ofhannful content online. Public concern about hannful media content 
has now been with us for several decades and the need to address the problem has gotten 
increasingly urgent. The five categories identified as hate speech and other kinds of hannful 
content online, including child sexual exploitation, terrorist activity, content that incites violence, 
and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images have skyrocketed as communications 
technologies have evolved. 

As far back as 1975 Judy La Marsh, a lawyer, journalist and former member for the Liberal 
Government of Canada was appointed by the Government of Ontario to chair the Royal 
Commission 00 Violence in the CommWlicatioos Industry. It was empowered to study the effects 
on society of increasing violence in the media of the day and make appropriate recommendations 
on measures to be taken by different levels of government, by industry and the public at large. 
Most of the 80 plus recommendations have never been implemented. Some have been repeated 
in subsequent studies but still not implemented. 

In my doctoral thesis, completed at OISEIlIT in 1995, I reviewed the research findings 
conducted by the La Marsh Commission and other studies done up until that time, subsequent 
recommendations and evidence or lack thereof regarding implementation. Two books on the 
subject followed. The first published in 2000 and the second earlier this year. A complimentary 
copy of either one is available upon request. The latest is tided, MIND ABUSE Media Violence 
And Its Threat To Democracy, (2021) Over the past 30 years J have watched the problems 
mushroom with increasing evidence of commercial reliance on themes of sex and violence in 
media production. In addition we have had fading boundaries between different forms of 
media. These include news, fiction, advertisements and educational programming, leading to 
catch phases such as edutainment and infotainment. 

Digital technologies and the internet have magnified the problems with policy makers loath to 
take on the challenge of much needed and overdue regulation, frequently to avoid accusations of 
censorship. Inadequate distinctions between individual freedom of expression and corporate 
freedom of enterprise have persisted. Periodic studies funded by industry are released into the 
public domain countering evidence of harmful effects thus ensuring no interruptions to business 
as usual. For decades the cultural industries have been given carte blanche to determine what we 
see, hear and read. 

In 1996, along with 250 other scholars and media activists representing over 88 organizations 
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from around the world, r helped the late George Gerbner, an internationally renowned media 
scholar, launch the Cultural Environment Movement at Webster University in S1. Louis. That 
Convention was preceded by the International Summit on Broadcast Standards attended by Keith 
Spicer, then chair of the CRTC and other Canadians representing business and non-profits. In his 
work, Gerbner frequently referred to violence creep in popular culture and other fonDS of media, 
including news and advertisements, as the hidden curriculum for a Mean World Syndrome. 

My col1eague, retired U.S. Lte. Col. David Grossman, a psychologist and Military Expert, has 
written 5 books on the subject of violent first person shooter video games and the dangers of 
indiscrimjnately marketing these games to the youngest most vulnerable people on the planet. In 
his latest book, Assassination Generation Aggression, Video Games and the Psychology of 
Killing (2016) he provides chilling detail on how these have led to mass murders and fueled 
terrorism. Grossman revea1s how violent video games have ushered in a new era of mass 
homicides worldwide. The trends have led to what he calls Acquired Violence Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome. 

The kind of online hate and extremism that led to the January 29. 2017 mass murders at the 
Centre culture! islamique de Quebec, and on March 15,2019, in Christchurch, New Zealand, is 
inherent in the thematic content of numerous video games played by the killers. In both cases 
news coverage identified evidence of heavy diets of first person shooter video game playing on 
the part of these pe1'petrators. This is a pattern that is described over and over again by other 
researchers among them, Mark BouTTie, author of Martyrdom, Murder and the Lure o/Isis, and 
Megan Condis, author of Gaming Masculinity, Trolls, Fake Geeks, and the Gendered Batlle/or 
Online Culture. 

What must be recognized is that the Government's focus on regulating social media and 
combating harmful content online cannot be confined to "speech only". Violent forms of 
fictional entertainment such as video games depict storylines that glorify violence .• hatred, anti 
semitism and sexual exploitation. It would be duplicitous and of marginal value to address the 
problems involving work place harassment, misogyny and other excesses on the internet but to 
leave such content in popular culture unaddressed and unregulated. Countless studies over the 
years have demonstrated that these fictional depictions lead to learned behaviours based on 
psychological conditioning that result in distorted value systems, a tendency to resort to violence 
as a conflict resolution strategy. addiction and feelings of victimization, among other harmful 
effects. 

It has also been demonstrated. that violent, first person shooter video games provide fertile soil 
for sowing the seeds of resentment among young vulnerable white males. An "us versus them" 
mentality is encouraged, helped along by social media algorithms that capitalize on our genetic 
tendencies to respond quickly to negative themes. It has also been reported that white 
supremacist groups watch the latest releases of video games that are most amenable to their 
purposes of recruitment. Some have taken to producing their owo. 

The work being done by technology experts like the Institute of Electric and Electronic 
Engineers (IEEE) on a roadmap for 5G and global integration to facilitate the more efficient use 
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of energy must also focus on the nature of energy use. Spokesmen on behalf of the Institute 
now stress that mOTe efficient use of what is rapidly becoming unsustainable energy demand on 
the internet is essential and required to reduce both collective and individual carbon footprints. 
But, clearly. emphasis on discretionary use is also required. Assuming we are put on a war time 
footing, as advocated by Seth K1ein in his book, A Good War: Mobilizing Canada For The 
Climate Emergency (2021), rationing of internet use will have to be adopted. In December, 2020, 
Nicholas Kristoff wrote in the New Yor k Times that Pomhub, owned by Mindgeek in Montreal, 
was the third most visited and influential website on the Internet. It is inconceivable, in a world 
focused on sustainability and transitioning to clean energy that, on the [nternel, hannful excesses 
are overlooked and excused as essential components to be protected under the umbrella of civil 
liberties. Surely the expertise in electronic engineering should not be misdirected in the race 
against time to ensure internet use that fosters social hann. 

There are also concerns expressed by health advocates, such as Devra Davis, author of 
DISCONNECT The Truth About Cell Phones, What the Industry Has Done To Hide It and Haw 
.To Protect Your Family (2010), ahout harmful radiation ITom digital devices that can cause 
cancer. In this context it behooves the government to take note of the recent United States Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit judgement in favour of environmental health 
groups. It found the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in violation of the 
Administrative Procedwes Act for not responding to comments on environmental hann. In short, 
the FCC failed to respond to record evidence that exposure to low level radiation from digital 
devices may cause negative health effects 

Re: Strategy to combat hate speech and other harms: 

We endorse the move to amend the Canadian Human Rights Act to enable the relevant 
Commission and Tribunal to review and adjudicate hate speech complaints. 

• 

• 

But, over reliance on industry, itself, to monitor social media content, has proven in the 
past to be an exercise in futility. One minor exception involves the Canadian Broadcast 
Standards Council which was set up in 1993 by the Canadian Association of Broadcasters 
to respond to complaints of inappropriate content on radio or television programming. 
This Council could be expanded or duplicated to monitor online content. However, the 
Council has always been reactive rather than proactive with no oversight for industry 
excesses unless complaints arise ITom the public at large. That needs to change. 
Allowing the fox to guard the henhouse with no government oversight has never worked. 

Second, definitions of obscenity and sections on child pornography need to be updated 
and expanded. Research conducted in the latter part of the last century, demonstrates how 
all pornography can be addictive. In addition it involves social learning theories that lead 
to themes of aggression and dominance. These tendencies can trickle down to the most 
vulnerable targets of exploitation which are chiJdren. Before the bill on child 
pornography, making possession, production and distribution a crime was passed in 1993, 
considerable attention was paid by the Government's Standing Committee on Culture and 
Communications set up at that time. It came out with a number of additional 
recommendations that were never implemented. One of them was to determine the 
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criminal legislative measures needed to include extremely violent forms of entertainment 
in the Criminal Code in ways that would conform with the Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms. See MIND ABUSE Media Violence In An Information Age (Dyson, 2000). 

The objective to authorize the Government to include or exclude categories of online 
communication service providers from the application of the legislation within certain 
parameters is important but there must be complete transparency on how this will be done 
and who wi11 provide expert advice on these parameters. Advice must be sought from 
health providers and other researchers not beholden to industrial interests. 

Film and video game monitoring of media content for entertainment purposes is now 
undertaken by provincial classification boards. A national system would be much more 
efficient. While great care has been taken over the years to ensure gender and racial 
diversity on most boards the overaJl tendency has been for them to bend to the will of 
industry. Criteria on what is age appropriate should involve input from child 
development experts. This has yet to happen. Indeed, the prevailing standard for most 
classification boards throughout the developed world has been set by the industry funded 
and operated, Ho11ywood based Motion Picture Association of America. That needs to 
cbange. 

Legislation should be passed on a nationaJ level to ban advertising to children 13 years 
and under. Such legislation has been in effect in Quebec for over 25 years. Occasional 
biBs for implementation have been introduced from time to time in Canada at the 
national and provincial levels ofgovemment, boards of health and in 2016 even an 
editorial in Globe and Mail, calJed for one. Most developed countries have already 
adopted this kind of legislation, citing various concerns, among them, protecting children 
from harmful sexual exploitation, violent content, aU advertising, the marketing of junk 
food known to cause physical health problems such as obesity and heart disease and the 
dangers of exposure to low level radiation from the internet. 

The Committee must not allow itself to be intimidated by industry push back. On January 
14, 2019, it was reported in The Globe and Mail, that a proposal from Health Canada to 
amend the Food and Drug Act by restricting food and beverage marketing to children had 
hit a familiar snag: industry protests that such regulation was "unrealistic", "punitive" and 
"commercially catastrophic". The huge jump in commercial exploitation of children in 
recent decades is nothing short of tragic. According to the Harvard Medical School 
founded, Boston based, Campaign for a Commercial-free Childhood, over $17 billion 
was spent by the industry in 2006 in the U.S. alone to market products to children, a 
staggering increase over $100 million spent in 1983. Over $500 billion in purchases 
annually by that time was estimated to be influenced by children under the age of 12 
years. These trends are clear1y at odds with efforts focused on reducing consumer driven 
habits to facilitate future sustainability. 

A very popular solution for dealing with harmful media bas always been better vigilance 
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from parents, along with media and digital literacy taught in schools by teachers . 
Although it is obvious that the problem is too big and pervasive and that better cultural 
policy is also urgently needed, there is room for improvement in the provision of reliable, 
fact based educational resources. Over the years there has been increasing evidence of 
subtle, industry friendly resources creeping into school curriculums on the subject. In 
1975, the La Marsh Commission recommended that an Advisory Board of educators, 
health professionals and parents be established at the Ontario Institute for Studies in 
Education at the University of Toronto for the provision of public education. I reiterated 
the recommendation in my doctoral theses completed at the Institute in 1995, and again in 
my two subsequent books on media violence. Nevertheless, it has yet to be established. 
Better government funding and support is also needed for NGOs, such as lntemetsense 
First, founded by Charlene Doak Gebauer, which now provide urgently needed help to 
parents and teachers on digital supervision. 

Funding that is independent of industry donors, should be mandatory to ensure accuracy 
in monitor media violence and other harmful trends on the internet. lmportant models 
were established at the Annenberg School of Communication, University of Pennsylvania 
and Temple University in Philadelphia, by the late George Gerbner. The Cultural 
Indicators Model, later expanded into the "Fairness" Indicators Model and used by 
Paquette and de Guise at Laval University in Quebec City in their study Index o!Violence 
in Canadian, Television done in 1994, is one example. 

An Act respecting the mandatory reporting of Internet child pornograpby by persons who 
provide an internet service is needed. But it is not clear bow tbis would interface with the 
Mandatory Reporting Act. 

New legislation requiring regulated entities to monitor harmful content through the use of 
automated systems based on algorithms would be a useful way to use the new technology 
for prosocial purposes, given the widespread evidence of bow algorithms are currently 
employed solely for the purposes of financial gain and fostering errant behaviour . 

Now, within universities across Canada and beyond, there is growing emphasis of courses 
offered in esport involving first -person shooter video games. This is counter productive to 
advocacy from experts calling for critical thinking skills, media and digital literacy and 
studies which point to harmful effects. There has also been ample evidence reported in 
The Globe and Mail, of generous subsidies given to video game industries such as Ubisoft 
without any regard for the nahlre or content involved in the productions. Tax breaks and 
subsidies for harmful video game production and distribution is no more justifiable than 
breaks for fossil fuel industries in a time of climate crisis. As pointed out by Globe and 
Mail business reporter Scott Barlow, this poses a moral dilemna (Barlow, October 14, 
2017). Furthennore, these must also not be excused or spun by industry pundits as 
" funding for electronic arts". 

It is stated that regulated entities would be required to notify law enforcement in instances 
where there are reasonable grounds to suspect imminent risk of serious hann to any 
person or property from potentially illegal content falling within the five categories of 
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hannful - terrorist content; that which incites violence; hate speech; non-consensual 
sharing of intimate images; and child sexual exploitation. But it is stated that there would 
be no obligation to report such content to law enforcement or eSIS. Why not? 

And why would the threshold for such reporting of potentially terrorist and violent 
extremist content be lower than that for potentially criminal hate speech? 

The proposed legislation for a new Digita1 Safety Commission of Canada to support three 
bodies that would operationalize. oversee and enforce the new regime soWlds promising. 
But who exactly would sit on the final stage of recourse on the Recourse Council? 
Diverse expertise and membership that is reflective of the Canadian population is 
essential to avoid having such a Council stacked with fonner or retired officials 
sympathetic to the concerns of industry. This would necessitate expertise from the health 
and social sciences. Transparency in public reporting obligations would also be required. 

An Advisory Board that would provide both the Commissioner and the Recourse Council 
with expert advice must include more than expertise on emerging industry trends, 
technologies and content-moderation standards. Who would be expected to provide 
information on "content-moderation standards". Like the recommended advisory group 
for parents and teachers, with funding independent of industry sources and the Recourse 
Council, such a Board should include social science expertise and input from both 
physical and mental health experts. Having the Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada 
mandated to lead and participate in research and programming, convene and collaborate 
with relevant stakeholders and support regulated entities in reducing the five fonns of 
harmful content will only work if input is not confined to industry related interests. 
Again, the composition of the Advisory Board must include, along with all the other 
stakeholders itemized, health expertise. 

Re: Compliance and enforcement 

• The powers oftbe Commjssioner are necessary and sound reasonable. 

Re: Modifying Canada's existing legal framework including the Canadian Security and 
Intelligence Act (CSIS) 

• Centralizing mandatory reporting of online child pornography offences through the 
RCMP's National Exploitation Crime Centre to ensure stronger requirements for internet 
service providers for reporting excesses would help but continuing vigilance to ensure 
that is happening must be provided. Not requiring judicial authorization in reports to law 
enforcement is necessary to expedite police response in cases where an offence is clearly 
evident. The same criteria should be applied to CSIS to ensure more timely access to 
relevant information that could help mitigate the threat of online violence extremism. 
For this process to take 4-6 months, as it does now, seriously diminishes their capacity to 
be effective. 

Again, thank you fOT tbe opportunity to participate in this timely discussion. Ifprovision is made 
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for appearance via zoom before the committee to submit a statement I would appreciate the 
opportunity. 
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Subject: 

Categories: 

Bonjour, 

Dave Poitras <dave.poitras@inspq.qc.ca> 
August 16, 2021 3:35 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Questions concemant consultation 

Alyssa 

e _ 

Etant donne Ie declenchement des elections federales, je me demandais si votre consultation sur I' Approche proposee 
par Ie gouvernement pour s'attaquer aux contenus prejudiciables en ligne etait toujours en cours. 

5i oui, je me demandais sous quelles formes nous pouvions vous faire parvenir nos « commentaires » et nos « 
observations ». 5'agit-il, par exemple, d'un memoire, ou vous vous attendez a un document plus succinct. 

Au plaisir, 

Dave Poitras, Ph.D. 

Conseiller sdentifique specialise 
5ecurite, prevention de la violence et des traumatismes 
Direction du developpement des individus et des communautes 
Institut national de sante publique du Quebec 

Professeur associ~ 
Departement de sociologie 
Faculte des arts et des sciences 
Universite de Montreal 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Philip Palmer 
August 16, 2021 1 :03 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Internet Harms: The Proposed Digital Safety Commission 

At paragraph 60 of the Technical Paper, the establishment of a Digital Safety 
Commission ("the Commission") is proposed. I am having trouble understanding both 
the nature of the Commission and the relationship between the Digital Safety 
Commissioner ("the Commissioner"), the Digital Recourse Council ("the Counsel") and 
the proposed Digital Safety Commission. 

First, the Commission doesn't seem to be a Commission . There is no reference to a 
number of people constituting the Commission or the method of their appointment. 
There is reference only to an Executive Director appointed by the Governor in Council. Is 
this correct? 

Second, is the Commission really just a secretariat to the Commissioner and the 
Council? 

Third, will the Commissioner and the Council have direct employees, or will those be 
under the employment of the Commission? 

Fourth, will the Commissioner or the Council have the power to direct the activities of 
the Commission? 

I would appreciate your help in understanding more precisely the functions and 
operations of the proposed Commission. Feel free to call me if that would be most 
convenient to you. 

With thanks in advance, s.19(1) 

Yours very truly, 

Philip Palmer 
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From: 
Sent 
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Subject: 

Categories: 

cris fraenkel 
August 12, 2021 1:07 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Re: 

Calhy 

e _ ; 

To add to my previous.... here's a recent example of a Canadian journalist getting censored by YouTube's automatic 
fiiters, for saying the "OPPOSITE" of what the filters were attempting to censor. 

https:Utaibbi.substack.com/p/meet-the-censored-paul-jay 

These examples show up almost daily, and that's just the ones that get noticed and written about. You can be sure 
there are l00s more that don't get noticed for every one that generates press coverage. 

5.19(1) 

On Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 9:5S PM cris fraenkel .!t wrote: 
I am commenting on the governments plan to empower internet providers to become the next supercharged police 
force online. 

Specifically, your request for comments here: https:Uwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful
online-content.html 

You are taking a well intentioned attempt at solving a relatively small, relatively isolated problem, but using an 
approach that will cause our whole society much more harm than the problem you're trying to fix. 

Specifically 
- your arbitrary 24 hour deadline for taking action ensures no chance of considered, human review. Reacting that fast 
to the huge quantity of new content can only be done by automatic filters. Every time this has been attempted, it has 
failed miserably.... examples include being unable critique issues because you can't talk about them without getting 
banned, and completely off-topic content being banned because they happened to use too many triggering words (in 
a different context - but algorithms can't know that) 

- huge penalties for failure to remove deemed 'harmful' speech, but no penalties for removing permitted speech in 
error guarantees a 'shoot now, ask questions later' approach, with 'later' meaning 'never'. 

- the technical difficulty and cost of meeting your requirements are a gift to Facebook, Twitter, Apple and the like. No 
new competitors could ever hope to compete, cementing their stranglehold on online discussion. 

Do not make the problem worse (which this will do). 

sincerely 

(ris Fraenkel 
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Richard Yates < 

August 11 , 2021 3:08 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Subject: new legislative and regulatory frameworlC that would create rules for how social media 
platforms and other online services must address harmful content 

Categories: PM 

There is NO MEDIA coverage of this technical proposal by the government. 

There is NO CONSULTATION that I can see. 

Why is Trudeau & the Liberals so intent on ramming through an iII-conceived and frankly dangerous 
new regulations & law? 

At the least, you should consider the following. These will pass for my "input" on what you are 
proposing!!! 

Picking Up Where Bill C-10 Left Off: The Canadian Government's Non-Consultation on Online Harms 
Legislation 

and 

o (No!) Canada: Fast-Moving Proposal Creates Filtering, Blocking and Reporting Rules- and 
Speech Police to Enforce Them 

You aren't holding "public hearings". 
You haven't publicized widely your "request for public comment". 
Why are you hiding? What are you afraid of? 
Why are you so intent on pushing such slapdash and truly dangerous new regulations and law??? 

lam: 

Richard Yates 5.19(1) 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

I'm writing regarding: 

Richard Yates 
August 11. 20212:57 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
new regulatory framework 

PM 

Technical paper - Canada.ca 

Technical paper - Canada.ca 

canadIan Herit.lge 

This technical paper on ontine hate SumfmlfW>..s tl1e draning 
Instructions to Inform thll! UPC:O!T1lOglt'glsI6flon 

5.19(1) 

From what I'm reading I bitterly opposed to this move toward Internet censorship by the heavy hand 
of an "I ntemet Czar". 

Your proposal is full of threats and penalties for users, but I see no 
penalties/deadlines/responsibilities on the part of the government or the "Internet Czar" to avoid 
squelching free and legal speech. 

Why are you creating a "Chinese firewall" to prevent Canadians from freely getting information from 
around the wo~d . 

Why are you determined to set up a "nanny state"??? 

This proposal reeks of a backroom "deal" between government and big Internet companies to put 
onerous obligations which will prevent new companies and even individuals to act as mediators or 
providers of content. And this will backfire! Once a fanatical party (OK, you damn Liberals are fairly 
fanatical on a number of issues I disagree with, but just imagine a future government far more 
fanatical) gets power I can easily see it blocking any attempt by the Liberal party to use servers or 
allow the public to create and serve commentary that is contrary to the new oligarchy's "prime 
directive" for "a fair and honest Internet", yes, one that only allows The Party in Power to dictate what 
Canadians can see and what Canadians and Canadian companies can put on the Internet. 

This is utterly horrible. You people are idiots. You havenl consulted with real experts. You show no 
concern for the rights of Canadians or a recognition of a fundamental right in a free democracy for 
people to express and share their opinions!!! 

I will fight you tooth-and-nail and work hard to create an army of anti-Trudeau, anti-Liberal party 
Canadians to punish you for this latest IDIOCY!!! 

signed: 
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Sent 
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August 11, 2021 1 :22 PM 
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Document, eleased pursuant 10 
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Subject Re: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Categories: 

Follow up 
Completed 

PM 

Is it possible to receive a receipt confirmation for my 10 August 21 email? 

Thank you. 

ed Reinhardt 

-- Original Message--
From: ~_~~~~_~_~_ 
To: "pch icn-dci pch" <pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 9:01:56 PM 

Subject: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Categories: 

August 7,2021 10:24 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Intemet censorship 

Follow up 
Completed 

Ale 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOl sur ra, es d I'm formation 
Documenf 'eleased pursuant 10 
"'e _ ..::C'~; o;;r-I" !:It, , ~ • 

5.19(1) 

I am a Canadian citizen and many users do not want the government of Canada policing the internet. Russia and China 
have these policies, Canada should not. Censorship is a slippery slope. 

This will force many Canadians to use VPNs on their devices which raises costs for Canadians to use internet. 

Bart Janik 
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From: 
Sent 
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Subject: 

Hello, 

Oocumenl communique ~n vel1U de
la LOI sur ra, es d I'm formation 
Document, eleased pursuant 10 

e _ 

Kozinska, Julia <Julia.Kozinska@ombudsman.gc.ca> 
August 3, 2021 9:56 AM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content 
online 

The Office of the Federal Ombudsman for Victims of Crime (OFOVC) would like to submit on this consultation. Could you 
please let me know when the deadline is for a written submission? 

Thank you, 

Julia Kozinska 

Team Leader, Policy and Complaints Review I Chef d'equipe, politique et revision des plaintes 
Office of the Federal Ombudsman for Victims of Crime / Bureau de l'Ombudsman federal des victimes d'actes criminels 
Government of Canada / Gouvernement du Canada 
julia.kozinska@ombudsman.gc.ca/Tel: 613-762-1574/ Fax: 613-941-3498 
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Sent 
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Subject 

David Basskih . 
July 31. 2021 7:37 PM 
ICN / DO (PCH) 

Paper on Harmful Content Online 

Ooel/menl communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur rar es a I'm formation 
Document I eleased pursuant 10 
he _ -= C'~; ..,;,..," !:It, , ~ • 

Is the paper on this subject (on the web at https:/lwww.canada.calenlcanadian-heritage/campaignslharmful
online-contentltechnical-paper.html) available as a PDF document? 

David A. Basskin 
David Basskin Consulting Inc. 

s.19(1) 

Cell : 
Email : 
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Sent 
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lusterio ---------, 

July 31, 2021 1:57 PM 
justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca 
leN I DCI (PCH) 

s.19(1) 

Subject: EmbraceHealthFoundation is your key ally in raising and advocating for an accountable 
Digital Citizenship for all! We need to be a big part of this change in legislation J 

Dear Government ofCanada/ Digital Citizen of Canada, 

We are EmbraceHealthFoundation and one of the focuses of our self-esteem research and development 
focuses on the development of a more defined sense of morale ethical self. 

This is one of our key indicators in our self-esteem assessment tool.We strive to bring accountability to self 
and others in all that we advocate for. 

Our data and work history focuses on anti bullying and reducing harm for children and youth on line and is a 
huge part of our data base and now our resource base. 

May we connect with the Heritage Minister or anyone who is most responsible ?And also th e Innovation 
Minister working on data privacy regulations that flows laterally with all these insights. 

We have key data and insights on the risks and harms of online risks."Online defamation, misinformation and 
disinformation is an ongoing health and social risk for children and youth and needs to be equated to 

the most violent and aggressive acts in society," states Arlene lusterio of EmbraceHealthFoundation. 

We also have solutions based on our self-esteem research and development and our focus on innovation that 
can advance the solutions. 

In the best descriptive capacity we have definitions, terms and data that need to be drafted into the 
legislation to support a safer digital world for Canadians. 

We have a sincere interest in the drafting of this legislation in supporting the rights of children and 
youth and truly for everyone.to advance accountability. 

EmbraceHealthFoundation and EmbraceHealthlnnovations have been working fo r a long time in these 
spheres and have data and advocacy. policy and solutions to draft the best narratives for accountability and 

the definition of an accountable Digital citizen.We also know too well how the system continually fails to be 
accountable. EmbraceHealthlnnovations knows the tech sector and the big tech well as we are always on their 

radar for being so disruptive and advocating for a more accountable digita l world.Please reach out to us for more 
coliaboration.Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Regards, 
Arlene lusterio 
EmbraceHealthFoundation.ca 
EmbraceHealthinnovations.ca 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

i<I:IJ)1a 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

Proposed Internet Monitoring, Surve1!1a1lCE and Censorship 
September 24, 20215:40:46 PM 

. ~ 

I am writing as a Canadian veteran who lost many mends serving nine years in the Canadian 
Armed Forces as we1J as in NATO Gennany as Canada's contingent. 

I have almost family members in past great wars . 

Let me simply day that I and rna y of my mends are ONE HUNDRED percent against the 
proposed censorship on the internet. 

I find this egregious to myself, my fe1low veterans and the fallen, to keep liberties, freedoms 
and democracy alive, fOT future generations. 

Give people the credit they deserve intelligent beings capable of far more good than evil . 

This in my experience, and especially in consideration of the current government policies is a 
deliberate act of malfeasance. 

Please keep Canada a free, open and democratic country, where our constitutional rights mean 
something . 

We are already living under near draconian government policies of driving and plotting 
Canadians against one another . 

This is a deliberate act of further censorship depicts, very sick minds at work in government 
to further limit and control Canadians. 

Stop the nonsense or otherwise veterans spirits will soon start haunting Ottawa and all 
politician.s that think they are better, smarter or wiser than the average Canadian . 

James KellY 
s .19(1) 
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From: Alex pjevaIID 
ICN I pc] (PCH) 

'~ "'.ss to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Have your say: The Govemment's proposed approach ttl address harmful oontent onDne 

September 24, 20215:59:22 PM 

This is a waste oftime and money. 

The application and defmitions are too broad 

The RCMP and CSIS (nor any other agency) should not be used to moderate or police these over-reaching new 
rules. 

This is a hideous and awful idea. Stop it, forget it! 

Focus your efforts to protecting conswner data privacy and security like Europe has done with GDPR as this is a 
much bigger, more pressing issue for ALL CAN ADIANS. 

Thank you. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi There, 

Martin French <martin.french@concordia.ca> 
July 29, 2021 6:39 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

PDFs of the Technical Paper and Discussion Guide? 

Thanks for your attention to this email. Thank you for also leading this discussion on The Government's 
proposed approach to address harmful content onHne. 

Do you have PDFs of the Discussion Guide and Technical Paper? I'm going to be working in a cabin (wI no 
internet connection) over the next few days and I'd like to be able to read them. 

Thanks, 

Martin 

Martin French - Pronouns he/him/his 

Associate Professor, Sociology 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 

Interim Director 
Technoculture, Art and Games (TAG) Research Centre 
Milieux Institute for Arts, Culture and Technology 

Concordia University, Sociology + Anthropology 
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W. (H-1125-17) 
Montreal, QC, H3G 1MS 
Phone: 514.84S.2424 x2110 
Email: martln.french@concordia.ca 

Web: www.martlnfrench.net 
www.risklogics.org 
@Martin_AJrench 
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From: Tracey Young 
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To: 
Subjlld:: 

o.te: 

Stop The Escalation of Censo~lp and Tarqellng of canadians and Their OlartEr RIghts to Free Speech In 
am"" 
September 24, 2021 7:03:28 PM 

As a concerned citizen and taxpayer in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our lntemet outlined in 
your consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented. these measures will lead directly to the removal 
of many lawful posts in Canada, including important fonns of advocacy, protest and personal expression. 

This dangerous and tyrannical approach wi 11 increase censorship, intimidation, and silence the voices of women, 
racialized, Ilnd First Nations people who advocate for the civil and human rights of themselves. and their gender and 
racialized comnnmities. This will also threaten the Fundamental Freedom of Expression. a key anti-oppression part 
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

In the offline world. restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law 
enforcement requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove 
our content., your proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation 
will not carefully weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be fOW'ld illegal offline will certainly be removed 
by platfonns and reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measW'Cs proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. This ushers in a police state 
that has no place in a civil society or Parliamentary Democracy, such as Canada. 

In Canada., the mainstream media -- largely managed and dominated by white, middle-aged privileged men, does not 
represent the diversity and voices of Canadians. This has become increasingly notable over the last few years with 
consolidation of media under large colJ'lorate media outlets. These cOlJ'lorations have demonstrably silenced women, 
racialized people, First Nations people. and other socio-cultural communities and pushed them and the important 
issues they advance further into the margins of society in Canada. 

The tyrannical and oppressive voices of the "bought corporate media" in Canada have betrayed Canadians rights to 
have a diverse range ofsocio-economic, cotnmWlity. and social issues brought to the attention of wider audiences. 
Mainstream media does not serve the interests of a growing nwnber of Canadians. This is why increasing censorship 
and silencing more diverse voices and the Charter rights of all Canadians to freely express themselves, and 
participate in online media., presenting their views and perspectives, as well as those of their communities must not 
be scaled up in Canada. This threatens the very fabric and integrity of Canada and further solidifies the 
institutionalization of colonialism in the 21 st century -- something that should be a relic of the past. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police, intimidate, target, harass, silence, and criminalize already 
marginalized people on the Internet, not to protect and empower them to freely participate in their communities and 
society. Free speech must be protected, enhanced, and encouraged in Canadian society. 

I urge you to work with civil and human rights advocates; academic experts; civil society; and online platfonns 
themselves on developing a more thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 
Canada already has public hate speech laws. However, what has become clear is that political and social elites in 
Canada feel entitled to use corporate media to attack, intimidate, silence, and threaten marginalized people with 
absolutely no consequences, or ramifications. 

Over the last two years, we have many examples ofthis, such as the use of abusive, degrading, and pejorative 
language and targeting of Canadians with the use oftenns such as "vaccine hesitant;" "anti_masker;" "anti-masker;" 
and "unvaccinated which are wielded by largely white, privileged eliti!lt men to silence, and use dog whistle trigger 
words to intimidate and threaten the rights of Canadians to exereise free speech and Informed Consent over health 
care decisions, which is the law and jurisprudence in each Province and Canada. I have many examples of this and it 
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is my analysis that if these proposed changes come in that these elites - so tof~t~ludfl.remj~r8 /P,mvilJ<;ia1 1 At- I 
Health Officers, and elected officials will be able to have complaints filed agamst tllern. 

We already know that specific communities suffer higher rates ofrargeted oppression, harassment, persecution. and 
surveillance in Canada. There is no need for additional laws or policies -- especially those as draconian and 
dystopian as those being proposed to move forward in Canada. Our strength is in our diversity, inclusion. and 
opening up free speech. 

Thank you for considering my thollghts and perspectives at this pivotal moment in Canadian history. 

Sincerely. 

Tracey YOWlg 
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From: Marko ZatowkanJuk 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

. c ...., ss 10 InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

The harm of the aJrrently proposed measures outwelgh their putatlve benefits 
September 24. 2021 7:45:05 PM 

I strongly oppose the measures proposed in your consultation, including: 
- mandatory 24-hour takedown windows where criminal activity has not been established by courts; 
- forcing platforms to proactively surveil their users' posts for non-criminal activity; 
- and any plans for blocking of web sites in Canada where criminal activity has not been detennined by courts. 

The measures proposed will lead directly to the removal of many lawful posts in Canada, including important fonns 
of protest and personal expression. 

For online platforms. it is easier to over-censor than to carefu1ly weigh and evaluate each and every post in a 
nuanced manner. This is what they will do. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platfonns themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful. measured approach to addressing illegal and hannful content omine. 

Kind regards, 
Marko Zatowkaniuk 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

lames emotl 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
harmrul mntent proposal 
September 23, 202110:08: 19 AM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur i'acces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
fhe Access to informatton Act 

What the hell guys? This is terrible. Do you not see the massive potential for abuse? 

You need to either let someone who knows what they're doing write internet laws or you need to just step out of the 
game. Shame on you. 

-James Elliott 
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From: 
s .19(1) i1~ = < ~ to Information ACI 

To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

10i I OCflPCHl 
DIgital 0tIzen InlHatlve: my response 

September 22, 202110:46:51 PM 

Having read the discussion guide provided, I want to give my feedback regarding the proposed 
Internet regulation reforms. 

I am a contributing writer to a website that is a major Canadian info centre for likeminded 
individuals to read and discuss our particular alternative philosophy. Unfortunately. people of 
our worldview have a tendency to be burdened with accusations of "hate speech". The 
concern I have is being targetted for deplatforming by this new regulation. even though I write 
in a respectful manner and have never calJed for violence. 

I am also concerned that the new Internet regulatory framework would have a less than ideal 
cost-to-effectiveness ratio. 1 do not believe that service providers based outside of Canada can 
be effectively bridled by a new or evolved federal agency here. 

Thanks for reading. 

Jordan C Lewans 

Sent with ___ -'the secure & ad-free mailbox. 
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From: Lull Gonzaga dos Santos Alba 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

't: p rcp.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

I say no to the Government's proposed apprmch to address harmful amtent online 
September 22, 2021 7:10:07 PM 

In regarding to: https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online

content.html 

I express my vehement disapproval of it. My arguments are summarized here 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/0B/o-no-canada-fast-moving-proposal-creates

filtering-blocking-and-reporting- rules-1 

That's the opposite of the inclusive culture we like about Canada! 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

teal)' QlUrchili 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

DIgital 0tIzen InlHatlve Feedback 

September 22, 20215:56:45 PM 

th~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 

and a Canadian citizen, r have several concerns about the new s .19(1) 

legislative and regu atory fTamework as proposed. The laws already existing in Canada give 
plenty of power to law enforcement already to go after CSAM and non-consensual images, the 
issue seems not to be a lack of laws but rather a lack of interest or funding to enforce the 
existing laws! 

If am referring to all forms of sex work that are legal In Canada, 
including porn videos and webcam perfonning) with many social media platforms banning 
their accounts simply for being in the sex industry and not for breaking tenns of service. In 
concert with the latest moves from the financial industry, putting the new rules in place as 
proposed will have a huge impact 

The current 
moral panic in the media has been driven by Christian evangelical organizations who conflate 
consensual sex work with trafficking and child abuse, and it is simyly not true. 

Please do not allow government policy to be dictated by American special interest groups who 
have a stated goal of making all pornography illegal. Or, if you do wish to outlaw porn, be 
honest about it and don't hide behind "think of the children" or "but it's all trafficking". Parents 
are responsible for their children, not politicians. 

Yours truly, 
Katy Churchill 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hi there, 

Sierra Angus 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

Proposed approach to address harmful content online 

August 11, 20216:02:12 PM 

Ih~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 

Personally the way that the government plans to leave such an open ended evaluation of 
'harmful content' with such little time for diagnosis and evaluation of it appears to be a gross 
overstep of personal boundaries and speech. Its frank1y unconstitutional and is not just terrible 
to read but also remarked as one of the worst approaches in the world which is embarassing 
for the cabandian government at best and an abuse of its citizens rights at worse. 

The proposal for actual regulation also sets up only the biggest of tech giants (who are already 
know to have much too large of a control of the spread of harmful speech and an abuse of their 
funding and influence) to be suztainable in the long run, destroying any accessibility for any 
other competitor to join the market space. Quite Frankly it would suck for anyone who isnt 
deeply deeply enamored with these massive horrible corporations which isnt a lot of people. 

This proposal is awful and a sham and should be thrown away. Not even a revision could 
improve it at this point. There are ways to properly attempt to detect and monitor hannful 
speech that doesbt also violate the citizens of the country. Once again, embarassing to read 
that this was even proposed as it would be soley used for political gain and essentiallyminority 
targeting. 

Actually wishing the worst regards on yall! 
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From: Shane Phillips 
10i lOCI (PCH) 

h~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: September 22, 20213:20:24 PM 

• "Online Criminal Content Regulation" is a more accurate nomenclature until the 
proposal addresses other harmful content that doesn't rise to the level of the criminal 
definitions. "Beverage regulation" would not be an accurate name for a bi11 that only 
addressed alcoholic beverages. 

• Consult and re-scope the definitions of harmful content. In particular, examine the 
impact of adopting narrow definitions from the Criminal Code and related case law 
versus broader definitions in terms of the reality of content moderation practices and 
harmful content sought to be reduced. The approach should be clear and justification 
provided. 

• In evaluating harmful content, ensme that situations are captured where volume and 
persistence creates a situation of harm, even where any individual act or post would not 
violate the regulations. 

• Introduce laddered obligations drawing from the Digital Services Act. There should be 
specific and more onerous obligations on major platforms, however defined, but other 
platforms should not be entirely out of scope. 

• Consultation on the details of the proposed Digital Rights Commission with a focus on 
how to structure it to balance rights and ensure access to justice. 

• The proposal of a general obligation to monitor all harmful content should be 
categorically rejected. Consultation should be undertaken to explore options that are 
proportionate and effective to achieve the objective of reducing circulation ofbannful 
content 

• The 24-hour time limit should be abandoned in favour of a generic obligation to 
act expeditiously. Or, at minimwn, exceptions should be drafted, which allow 
additional time to engage in a contextual analysis of expression in the grey zone, similar 
to the NetzDG model. 

• Tncentivize platforms to protect free expression when making moderation decisions in 
order to avoid blanket removals. Consider addressing the prevalence ofhannful content, 
not merely its presence. 

• Explore more creative options. For example, the Digital Services Act incorporates a 
"trusted flagger" system wherein complaints from a verified trusted flagger (person or 
organization) can be handled on an expedited basis. The status of the trusted flagger is 
contingent on the accuracy and quality of complaints made. If a trusted flagger has a 
certain number of "false positives" they can lose their status. 

• Maintain tightly limited scope and availability of this enforcement measure (24 
hour removal), including requiring judicial authorization. 

• Add warning steps and procedural protections to ensure platforms can make 
representations before drastic measures are pursued. 

• Examine limiting website blocking to specific web page~ or when that is not 
possible, to oes that are primarily devoted to sharing illegal content. 

• Limit mandatory reporting to circumstances where it is reasonably suspected there is an 
imminent risk of serious harm. 

• Limit the basis for mandatory reporting, to a complaints-based approach or reasonable 
awareness. 

• Do not impose proactive monitoring coupled with any mandatory reporting. 
• Platforms should still be required to address systemic problems, but the proposal should 
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avoid framing the requirement as a "gotcha" on platfop-ps I1\: h~senlis!ing,f)ittt;orrns'PS )f1 ~\c' 
ool1aborators, and using data from transparency reports as an accountability tool. 

• Consult with platfonns and organizations such as OIFCT and the Global Network 
Initiative about appropriate and achievable transparency reporting requirements. 

Shane Phillips 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

John Brooks 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

Abandon this harmful proposal 

September n, 20213:06:51 PM 

5.19(1) 

I am a Canadian Citizen I want to voice my vehement 
disagreement with your proposal to "address hannful content online". 
This is massively overreaching the role of the government You are 
creating a public-private partnership with the purpose of circumventing 
Canadians' Charter Rights, under the guise of protecting vulnerable 
groups, and making targets out of Canadians for anything that an opaque, 
proprietary system flags as potentially harmful. creating an unhealthy 
and invasive surveillance regime. 

This is absolutely appalling and Wlacceptable. 

- John Brooks 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
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From: , ~ < ~ to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Good morning, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Comments on the Government's proposed appnlitCh to address harmful content onnne 
September 22, 202110:38:12 AM 

I am sending brief comments regarding the proposed approach to address harmful content 

online. 

While the intent of this policy is good, I believe that it is not the governments place to be 

censoring what they consider as hate speech from the internet. Due the relative nature of 

hate speech (changes depending on religion, race, etc.) there is no way to define it such that 

one group is happy and the other is not. 

I do agree with the government taking better action against child pornography. Frankly, that 

should not even exist, and it is sad that Canadians can access it so easily. 

Thank you, 

Jadyn 
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From: Sandra Hatr150n 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

he Access 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Public Consultation regarding online hanns 
September 17, 202112:54:01 PM 

This is in response to a request for public consultation on online harms. I would like to 
comment on 2 of those harms: CSAM and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images. 

I would like you to focus on the following priorities: 

• Ensure that sites who frequently host CSAM and/or intimate images shared without 
consent do not receive criminal immunity from past offences and will be held criminally 
responsible if they do not comply with the regulatory demand 

• Sites must be required to take robust proactive measures to prevent uploading CSAM 
and/or intimate images shared without consent, including verifying the age & consent of 
all those depicted prior to hosting content 

• 
• Adopt the proposed changes to strengthen the Mandatory Reporting Act 

In regard to the options about which information sites would be required to give to law 
enforcement when they report CSAM, please adopt option #2, which would be user's basic 
subscriber information. J prefer this option as it would allow law enforcement to locate 
offenders and rescue victimized children faster. 

I look forward to hearing you have taken these steps to help those suffering from sexual 
exploitation. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Harrison 
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From: PIerre Beauregard 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'/ p 1rcp < ~ t /1formatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: Online Harms consultation- DIgital OtIzen Initiative - Department of Canadian Herttage 

September 17, 202110:48:42 AM D.lte: 

To whom it may concem. 

As a private citizen who has been involved in advocacy for the promotion of age verification online. I 
would like to ask that the minister responsible would insure the new regulatory framework which would 
oversee Online Harms. prepare to support the age verification bill which had been approved in the Senate 
in june 2021 and was ready to begin ifs process in the house of commons. That bill was initiated by 
Senator Julie Miville-DecMne and is titled An Act to restrict young persons' online access to sexually explicit 
material Bill S-203. See details here 

I would also request that the regulatory framework: 

• Ensure that sites who frequently host CSAM and/or intimate images shared without consent 
do not receive criminal immunity from past offenses and will be held criminally responsible 
if they do not comply with the regulatory demands 

• Require sites to take robust proactive measures to prevent uploading CSAM and/or intimate 
images shared without consent, including verifying the age & consent of all those depicted 
prior to hosting content 

• Adopt the proposed changes to strengthen the Mandatory Reporting Act. 2 options have 

been outlined of what information sites would be required to give to law enforcement 
when they report CSAM. I w()uld ask that the regulatory framework to adopt option #2, which 
would be user's basic subscriber information. This would allow law enforcement to locate 
offenders and rescue victimized children faster. 

• Follow recommendations of the Ethics Committee (THIRD REPORT -Pursuant to its mandate underStanding 
Order 108(3)(h), the commIttee has studied the Protection of PrIvacy and Reputation on Platforms such as Pornhub 
and has agreed to report the following: ... dick here for full report.) . A special attention should be given to 

recommendation number 2 copied below. 

Recommendation 2 concerninl the dirty to verify ale and consent 

That the GO\Iernment of canada mandate that content-host inl platforms operating in 
Canada require affirmation from alt pe~on5 depicted in pornographic content, before it can 

be uploaded, that they are 18 vea~ old or older and that they consent to it s distribution, 

and that it consult with the PriVillI:Y CommissIoner of Canada with respect to the 

Implementation of such obligation. 

Pierre Beaureg"ar;.d _____ -, 
s.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hi There, 

Stephen leMieux 
10i I !Xl (PCH) 

Re Digital CItizen Initiative 

September 17, 20219:46:05 AM 

i1~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

Here's what I think: Defending groups from words will likely end up oppressing the 
individual. You have proposed serious penalties for "wrong think". We all think we know 
what you mean when you say hate, but this is going to be used to tum awkward, curt, unwoke 
criticism into hate speech. I appreciate the very Canadian idea of not being offensive but this 
is worded in such a way as to make ordinary ideas punishable. 

For example, under this law. and we must try to imagine this sprawling out over time, will a 
Canadian be able to 

• Question their minor child's self-diagnosis of gender dysphoria? Will they be able to 
talk about the risks of this decision publicly without being punished? 

• WiJJ I be able to blasphemy? Can] say god doesn't exist? 1ft am an atheist will it be ok 
to say God does exist? Can I say religion is a man-made silly charade to control people? 
can I say that publicly? 

Additionally, anytime you are flagged by the police, or otherwise find yourself in the "system" 
you are at risk: risk of unjust prosecution, wrongful arrest, reputation destruction, anxiety and 
ostracization. This law makes it easier for people who utter words to end up in the "system". 
This puts them at risk, especially marginalized people. I am against making it easier to be 
reported to the police. 

This will end in many individual tragedies even if some groups can claim pyrrhic victories. So 
my final point: 

Where, in this law, can one find redress from the harms this will inevjtably cause to innocent 
individual Canadians for whom this law is used to persecute? 

Or do we think groups are more important than individual Canadians? 

I vote no on this bill as it stands. 

Thank you 
Stephen LeMieux 
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From: Stephan Borau 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'~ ...., ss 10 I 'formation ACI 
To: 
Subject:: DIgital 0tIzen InlHatlve -- The Government's proposed approadJ to address hannful content online 

September 16, 2021 8:51:26 PM D.lte: 

Good day. 

I have a few concerns regarding the proposed approach to address harmful content 
online: 

• "Terrorist content" as a category is rather vague. The previous Harper 
Government was beginning to call environmental activists - "terrorist groups". 
This legislation needs to carefully consider how current or future gov'ts might 
interpret this proposed legislation; 

• "Hate speech" also needs to be carefully defined in regards to the proposed 
regulatory approach as opposed to a criminal approach; 

• Judicial authorization should still be required to obtain transmission data or BSI 
(there continues to need to be checks-and-balances on the police - they should 
follow due process). 

Overall, this process of asking Canadians to "Have your say" is not robust or user
friendly. Somehow I was alerted to this page, but there is no systematic process in 
place to gather this input from the citizens of this country. It comes across as a typical 
government consultation process, half-hearted at best. 

Have a good day. 

Stenhan A Bnrau s.19(1) 
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From: u OOa Audette 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

hate speech by the government? 

September 13, 2021 8 :56:21 AM 

To whom it May Concern 

I found this on the web I am all for stopping hate speech! 

I recently has hat e speech and what appeared to be threats by our own Prime Min ister of Canada 

@ 
That protestors "should be condemmend" "and corrected" 

Now I was not swearing or threatening1 1 was trying to reach the Prime Minister with my message 

and concerns for my community, that I feel my voice is not being heard, and t hat doctors and nurses 

and scientific evidence is being manipulated and blocked by our government and main stream 

media ..... these are facts. How will t he Federal government decided what is "Online Harms" when the 

head of our government or a political party not follow their own suggested legislation? This is very 

concerning to me as I feel I do not have a voice 

Thank you for your time 

Concern 
5.19(1) 

Canadian government's "Online Harms" legislation 
Posted on July 31 2021 by iI..d..!!!in 
The Canadian federal government sent an email this week to civil liberties 
associations and other groups annoWlcing the opening of the government's 
consultation period on its proposed "Online Harms Legislation", 
The email included slides in an attachment with infonnation about the 
legislation, entitled "Technical Discussion Paper: Online Harms Legislation", 
The legislation will regulate social media expression that the government deems to 
be "hateful" or "harmful", 

The slides state "there is a clear role for Government" in regulating online speech and 
that "efforts by social media platfonns are inconsistent and not enough". The 
government proposes to "set new rules for social media platfonns", including: 

Obligation to remove 5 categories of harmful content (hate speech, child 
sexual exploitation content, non-consensual sharing of intimate images, 
incitement to violence content, and terrorist content) 
Harmful content to removed within 24 hours of being flagged 
Transparency, reporting and preservation requirements 
Procedural fairness for users, victims, and advocacy groups 
Direct internet service providers (ISPs) to block access in Canada as a last 
resort with a court order, for platforms that persistently do not comply with 
orders to take down child exploitation and terrorist content 

The legislation would also create a new Digital Safety Commission to "oversee and 
enforce new rules", "make binding decisions on content removal", and "provide 
independent recourse through a digital tribunal system", 
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The forthcoming legislation may also: hp IIccp 55 to InformatIon Act 

Require social media platforms to inform the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service (CSIS) about certain types of information posted on 
their platforms (slide 10) . 
Provide CSIS with a new judicial authorization for obtaining consumers' 
internet subscriber information such as the transmission data, customer 
name, address, phone number, billing information associated with IP 
address (slide 12). 

The consultation period ends on September 25, 2021. Comments can be submitted to 
the government at: pcb.icn-dcLpcb@canada.ca. 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hello, 

Olauocey McAsklll 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

DavKI.lamett!@oad.at.ta 
Comments on BUI C-36 
September 12, 2021 10:24:24 AM 

i1~ 55 10 Infol atl f/ 

The government has patched together some of the worst ideas from around the world: 

• 24 how takedown requirements that will afford little in the way of due process and will lead 
to over-broad content removals on even questionable claims; 
• website blocking ofIntemet platforms that won't abide by its content takedown 
requirements; 
• a regulatory super-structure with massive penalties and inspection powers; 
• hearings that may take place in secret in some instances; and. 
• regulatory charges that may result in less choice for consumers as services block the 
Canadian market. 

Meanwhile, core principles such as the Charter of Rights and Freedoms or net neutrality do 
not receive a single mention. 

Given the framing of the documents, the short window for comments, and the little attention 
from the media, it is clear that this is little more than a notification of the regulatory plans, Dot 
a genuine effort to craft solutions based on public feedback. 

For a government that was elected with a strong grounding in consultation and freedom of 
expression, the reversal in approach could hardly be more obvious. 

Regarding 24 hour notice and takedown. the government should, at the very least. follow the 
NetzDG in Germany and provide 7 days to more carefully assess the content. Coupled with 
the administrative and monetary penalties for non-compliance, OSCs systematically err on the 
side of taking down lawful content in order to avoid risk to themselves. 

Under current systems in both Canada, USA, and elsewbere. take downs are already a 
powerful tool wielded by various parties (both individual, masses of individuals, and 
corporations) to censor lawful content that does align with their interests. 

The proposed legislation requires proactive monitoring which is exactly the kind of filtering 
mandate that bas bad civil society and human rights advocates ringing alarm bells in Europe 
for several years. A much narrower proposal in the EU Terrorist Content Reg drew 
condemnation from UN human rights officials and more. 

The proposed legislation requires OSCs to report users who might have violated the law to 
police. This kind of privatized dragnet surveillance of user speech is in Gennany's new 
NetzDG law too. Google is cbal1enging it there. 

I may not be an expert in law, but r do live in the world. So I think I can spot an issue about 
who gets reported to the police, and bow police treat them. We have every reason to expect 
people of color and other marginalized or vulnerable groups to get flagged more, reported to 
police more, and mistreated more after that happens. The problem can start with bias in A] or 
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other filtering tools. Bias in content moderation can also come {rom humall>rp.od~to.;s J7CjtIOf1 A.cJ 
espec,ially the ones being asked to make very rapid assessments. 

The banns from platfonns surveilling users and reporting them to police wjll also 
disproportionately hurt vulnerable groups like undocumented immigrants, parolees, or sex 
workers - whether by getting them silenced, banned, and reported, or by causing self
censorship. 

The US has been coming to .terms. with this problem in its last platform law, SEST NFOSTA -
- to the point that Elizabeth Warren and other Members of Congress have caUed for a formal 
assessment of harms to sex workers. 

The new regulatory bodies are being given sweeping powers to hold over online speech. 

Regarding the legislation against Canadian ISPs, this reminds me of what the USA tried to do 
- in SOPAlPTPA-ofwhich multiple UN and regional human rights officials wrote to obj.ect. 
In other parts of the world, law has been shifting to tolerate site-blocking in extreme cases, 
like where an entire site is dedicated to counterfeiting or piracy. But this seems to be about 
blocking entire sites that have lots of legal speech, and just some that's illegal. 

Respectfully. 
Chauncey McAskill 
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From: Arlana Maglioc<D 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 

i1~ =<~ to Informallen 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

[Comments1 HarmfUl OnlIne Conrent 
September 11, 20213:38:31 PM 

Dear Digital Citizen Initiate, 

I am emailing to express my concerns about the proposed draft legislative and regulatory 
framework for harmful online content. While r understand and applaud the intended purpose 
of this legislation, there are a few key issues r have been able to identify which r believe 
require greater attention. 

1. Proactive monitoring and filtering: r am deeply concerned that by deploying automated 
tools to police online infonnation, we wilJ see a rise in new-reporting, education and 
counter speech being flagged, taken down or censored. We have already seen the 
failures of AI technology on platforms such as Facebook or Instagram to incorrectly flag 
and take down social justice content (such as BLM posts, etc.) There is reason to be 
concerned that marginalized voices will only be further marginalized on online spaces. 

2. Platform reporting to law enforcement: r am concerned that, as mentioned previously. 
that inherent biases will contribute to the disproportionate policing of marginalized 
peoples. r believe there is good reason to believe that this provision will target 
vulnerable groups such as undocumented immigrants, parolees, or sex workers. 

Intimately, I am deeply concerned that this legislation will lawmakers develop legal 
definitions ofuhannful" speech beyond what has already been set out in Canadian law. 
Without a diversity of voices which center folks lived experiences, I worry that the 
ramifications of this will impact already marginalized peoples. 

I look forward to hearing how these issues will be addressed as this legis1ation moves forward. 

Best, 

Ariana Magliocco 
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From: Jason MODTQomery 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

t" 4ccp ~ ~ to Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Re: Gcvernment"s proposed approach to address harmful mntent onnne 
September 10, 202111:19:55 PM 

While child porn, terrorist content, and hate speech online are very real problems, the Government 
of Canada's current proposals go too far. Filtering systems can be gamed and produce false 
positives, blocking non-complying websites like in China, short deadlines, and invasive data retention 
policies threaten all Canadians' rights to freedom of speech and privacy. 

This art icle from author Cory Doetorow summari zes my feelings: 
https:/Idoetorow.medjum.comkanadas-got-the-world-s-worst-ioternet-ideas-elae6124db2a 

Thank you, 
5.19(1) 

Jason Montgomery 
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From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

""""" 10i I IX] (PCH) 

Comments on new ffal'T1eWOl'i( 

September 9, 2021 6:13:04 PM 

i1~ ccess 10 Infor ,atlen 
s.19(1 ) 

I am horrified to see that the government ' s proposals are a 
hodge podge of rejected and failed ideas. Many of the tactics 
proposed have been challenged and defeated by various Rights 
advocacy groups around the globe. This is not the sort of stuff 
we ought to be recycling. 

I am opposed to the government dictating what Canadians 
citizens mayor may not post, write , see or read online . The 
type of filtrering you propose illustrates that you have no 
real clue how the technology used to implement these filters 
works. What is proposed in the framework will not work the way 
they say it will , and is very likely to create more problems 
while solving none . 

The framework lays out a set of regulatory powers so vaguely 
worded as to make them legally omnipotent. I am completely 
opposed to any framework that grants broad unambiguous power to 
ANY governing body , let alone one that doesn ' t even exist yet 
and may not be necessary at all. Also deeply troubling is the 
absence of any plan or measure to protects Freedom of 
expression or any of the other rights set out in our Charter. 

What the framework proposes is the constant 
filtering/monitoring of citizens online activities AND the 
automatic reporting of suspect activities to law enforcement. 
This is the sort of Orwellian nightmare that , as a Canadian , I 
thought I was safe from . Is that really the world you want to 
live in? Do you want a criminal record for sending a risque 
photo? Do you want the government to know constantly and at all 
time precisely where on the internet you like to go? Do you 
trust that all that data will be safe and never abused? Do you 
you want to surf over to your favourite blog/podcast/content 
creator only to find that the government has used ISP blocking 
to digitally blacklist t hem? I certainly do not . 

The framework is not only offensive to me as a freedom loving 
Canadian , it proposes such technically absurd solutions (to 
problems which are of a questionable relevance) that it will 
almost assuredly create more problems and solve next to none . 

TL : DR - The proposals outlined in this framework will make 
living in Canada worse , not better. I will oppose them at every 
step . 

Thank you for your time , 
Good Day 

Jake Ku 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Attachments: 

Nancy Bmwn 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
Social Media PLatfonns 
September 9, 20214:40:12 PM 
BRIEf·dooc 

Oocliment communique en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a /'mfollnatlon 
Document t7,,/eased pursuant to 
the Access to II1;ormatlOn Act 

Please find enclosed my comments for government consideration with regard to rules for how social 
media platforms and other online services must address harmful content. Thank you, Nancy Brown 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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To: Digital Citizen Initiative )e Acee 0 Inrorma ion c( 

Department of Canadian Heritage 
s.19(1) 

25 Eddy Street 

Gatineau, Quebec, KiA 055 

From: Nancy Brown, 

Lailia Mickelwait, Founder and CEO ofJustice Defense Fund reports that the German government is set 

to shut down Pornhub in the country along with three other major porn tube sites, You Porn, 

MyDirtyHobby (both owned by Mindgeek), and XHamster for their failure to implement mandated child 

protection procedures. This move will block the non·compliant porn sites from 83 million people for 

their ongoing abuse of underage victims both in front of and behind the screen.' 

If Germany can do it, why not Canada? This is an amazing turn of direction for Germany. Many critics 
say that Germany's liberal approach with its sex laws has spectacularly failed, normalizing prostitution 
and turning the country into what they now call the 'bordello of Europe'. 2 With their laws, the number 
of prostituted person has grown to over 400,000 victims, mostly women and girls. These victims of sex 
trafficking are most likely to originate from Romania, Bulgaria, Nigeria meaning that traffickers tend to 
target immigrants, due to the fact that immigrants in Germany are far more likely to live in poverty than 
German citizens.--:' 

In addition, Germany is considered a country of destination for cross-border trafficking in children for 

sexual purposes, and it is also a producer of pornographic materials. Cities such as Berlin, Hamburg, 

Frankfurt, and Mannheim are destinations for trafficked children.' 

The intersection of sex trafficking, prostitution and pornography are a given as pornography is a pipeline 

for prostitution and sex trafficking. One does not exist without the other in most countries. 

Germany's effort towards a cultural and behavioral change is a remarkable and commendable shift 

which Canada ought to follow. Canada is in a position to be a leader in this movement, demonstrating 

accountability and responsibility to the world by shutting down Pornhub which is located in Montreal, 

Quebec. Why is our government so complicit in continuing this oppresive suffering of women and 

children when our government claims to support gender equality? 

1 Pornhub and XHamster set to be banned as country brings in strict child protection laws. Rory Ellis, 28 July 2021 

www.dailystar.co.uk 
2 Mega-brothels: Has Germany become 'bordello of Europe?' Jim Reed. BBe News. 21Feb.,2014 
'35 Facts about Human Trafficking in Germany. leo Ratte . The Borgen Project htto://borgenprolect.org/huroan

tt'3: Tfl cki ng-i n=germa n v. 
4 Sex Trafficking of Children in Germany. Stop Sex Trafficking of Children and Young People. \-\.'\tyw.ecoat,orgiwp

conter.tiuploads/2015/04/Factsi1eet Genllanv.Ddt 
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Reflecting on your committee's recommenda ions and list or partfc iPants, t~ere appears to be a sfrong 0 
bias, many omissions and a central focu s;of'male ¢'QJlil ~nated 1ndustries a ~d1;'101T0 ~bgy ;o r:rg'k>li" e ~atesJ 

with little or no reference to the voices of survivors or women's organizations that are struggling to 
support the victims of techological abuse and violence. This is a bilantant illustration of an imbalance of 
power, both financial and gender with possible racial biases. 

In the USA, a group of survivor-focused law firms have filed a class action lawsuit against MindGeek, the 

parent company of Pornhub. Listen to the stories of two women whose lives were permanently harmed 
by the action of MindGeek. These are just two stores that could be multiplied by many similar Canadian 
stories. 

"Plaintiff Jane Doe#l was just 16 years old when she was drugged and raped by a man in Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama. The child sexual abuse and rape of Jane Doe #1 was filmed. That same man entered into an 
agreement with MindGeek to share profits from views and downloads of Jane Doe #l's victimization o n 
MindGeek's websites. MindGeek reviewed, categorized, tagged and disseminated the images and 

videos depicting the rape and sexual exploitation of sixteen-year-old Jane Doe #1. One of the videos of 
Jane Doe #1 had been viewed over 2,400 times since MindGeek added it to its website in early 2018. 

At no time did MindGeek or Pornhub attempt to verify Jane Doe's #l's identity, age, inquire about her 

status as a victim of trafficking or otherwise protect or warn against her traffickers before or while the 
video of her being drugged and raped was sold, downloaded, viewed and otherwise advertised on 
Pornhub. 

Plaintiff Jane Doe #2 was still a minor when a sex trafficker forced Jane Doe #2 to participate in the 
creation of sexually explicit videos that included adults engaging in sex acts with her. Videos of adults 
engaging in sex acts with Jane Doe #2 when she was a minor were uploaded and disseminated through 
websites owned, operated and/ or controlled by MindGeek including Pornhub. Neither Pornhub, not 

any other website, owned or operated by MindGeek undertook any meansure to verify Jane Doe #2's 
identity or age . As a result, child sex abuse material depicting Jane Doe 112 was distribute broadly 

throughout the world on MindGeek's internet platforms. 

The plaintiffs a re suing MindGeek for financially benefiting from their abuse, which violates the 
Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act, among other lawss 

Imagine the damage done to these persons as well as all the thousand other Jane Doe's throughout 

Canada who have been permanently harmed for life. eChildhood published a report in 2020 called, A 
Public Health response for the Safety and Welling of Children and Young People. Numerous research 
projects have substantiated the multiple harms done to children. eChildhood has published a Research 

Update to highlight five major areas of harm, a definite link between the potential negative impacts and 
children and young people's access to pornography. These five major areas are as follows: 

• "Shaping sexual attitudes and behaviours - such as earlier sexual experimentation, casual sexual 
behaviour and more 'risky' sexual behaviour; 

5 Statement - Ciass Action Lawsuit Filed Against Porn hub by 2 Survivors of Childhood Sex Trafficking. NCOSE 

Statement. www.endsexualexploitation.org/artides. 
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• Poor mental health - including, out not limited to, being distressed and upset sy tfie images, 

self-obectification and body image concems, sexual'<:0n'Eliti0n~g, -and evef0p'f1g c0!ilBpfsive r
sexual behavior disorders; 

• Sexism and objectification - such as reinforcing gender roles that women are 'sex objects', and 

men should be dominant while women should be submissive; 

• Sexual aggression and violence - consistently, there is a demonstrated association between 

regular viewing of online pronography and the perpetration of sexual harassment, sexual 

coercion and sexual abuse by boys; 

• Child-an-child sexual abuse - an under-researched area, professionals are noting an increase of 
this behaviour, influenced by children's access to pornography,'" 

The evidence of harm speaks for itself and can not be ignored in any way while considering legislation 
for restrictions of online access and viewing, 

Our Canadian government has the responsibility to curb, curtail, or end freedoms that enfringe or cause 
harms to others, As Isaiah Berlin so clearly states "the extent of a man's or a people's liberty to choose 

to live as he or they desire must be weighed against the claims of many other values, of which equality 

or justice or happiness or security or public order are perhaps the most obvious examples, For this 

reason, it cannot be unlimited." Berlin goes on to say "total liberty for wolves is death to the lambs'" 

Thus the actions of MindGeek must be curtailed and shut down to protect the lives of innocent children 

in Canada. 

The Canadian Centre for Child Protection has done extensive research, one called, Reviewing Child 

Sexual Abuse Material reporting functions on Popular Platforms, in which they discovered, "Millions of 

images of child sexual abuse circulate freely on the internet each day, not only in obscure corners of the 
dark web, but also on some of the most popular web platforms, The Canadian Centre for Child 

Protection's (C3P) research found most web platforms lack content reporting functions specific to child 

sexual abuse material (CSAM), In contrast, with copyright infringement, reporting tools devoted to the 
issue are largely a universal standard. Our surveys with survivors - many of whom attempt to self

monitor the spread of their abuse imagery - often cite ambiguous reporting functions as a factor in 

their ongoing re-victimization, By failing to adopt CSAM specific reporting tools, these companies inhibit 

their ability to take swift action in prioritizing and removing this illegal content, This state of content 

reporting is generally inconsistent with the goals of the Voluntary Principles to Counter Online Child 

Sexyal Exploitation and Abuse, established by the Five Country Ministerial, and adopted by SOme of the 

largest technology companies, C3P provides five key recommendations technology companies can adopt 

to immediately reduce harm to children and survivors." 

A UN report called Cyber Violence Against Women and Girls: A Wake Up Call, reports that the "The 

sheer volume of cyber-Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) has severe social and economic 

6 eChildhood 2020 Update: Statement of Research Relaticg to Pornography Harms to Children, Prepared by 
Walker, L, & Kunaharan, 5, https:/!www,echildhood,org/statement 
7 Berlin, I. (1998(b), "Two concepts of liberty," in the proper study of mankind: An Anthology of Essays, New York: 
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, page 240 
8 Canadian Centre for Child Protection. Reviewing Chi.ld Sexual Abuse Material Reporting Functions on Popular 

Platforms. www.protectchlldren.ca 

o 
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implications for women and girls. Threats of rape, Cieat H, ana sb lKing put a prenilu'm on emotional 

bandwidth and put a stress on Anancial resour~es, (~nterfj)s ot~egal ,fees, pr'l igepmteqion~ervjQ~~, aoq 

missed wages, among others). The direct and indirect costs to societies and economies are also 
significant, as needs for health care, judicial and social services rise, and productivity goes down with the 
sense of peace and security required for business to thrive. Cyber VAWG can also have adverse impact 
on the exercise of and advocacy for free speech and other human rights."" 

Thus, many Canadians agree that pornography is a serious public health issue in Canada as it is 
addictive, accessible, anonymous, and affordable. Defend Dignity has articulated "four specific 
ways pornography harms mostly children and women (men and LGBTQ+ individuals can have 
similar experiences) who have a lived experience of sexual exploitation and/or trafficking for 

sexual purposes. 

1.) Pornhub is complieit in the grooming of exploited and trafficked victims. 
2.) Porn hub is complicit in teaching children racism, misogyny, sexual violence, and 

normalization of pedophilia 
3.) Pornhub is complicit in the trafficking of women. 
4.) Pornhub is complicit in the publication and sharing of child sexual abuse material and non
consensual images. 

Data gathered from the intake forms of survivors Defend Dignity has served, provides the framework for 
our focus and the recommendations we make to the Committee.'" 

It is urgent that your committee moves and adapts the recommendations put forward by the ethics 

committee ."" .. . 

This is not an issue that can wait - government needs to move to action immediately. I plead that you 

listen to the voices of numerous young Women and girls whose lives have been forever destroyed by the 
neglect of government to legislate necessary limits on the technology industry primarily run by male 
wealthy leaders. In a recent report entitled "Increase in child pornography reports in BC" by Kendra 

Mangione in CTV NewsVancouver.ca "According to Stat Can, the rate of police-reported child 

pornography was up 23% last year. There are 2,178 more incidents reported in Canada in 2020 than in 
the year before, with the majority of incidents in Quebec and Be. In all of Canada last year, there were 

7,200 cybercrime-related child pornography violations, up 34% from 5, 375 in 2019."" 

If Canada has any sense of integrity and concern for the future of our young people, it must move 
quickly on legislation that would require age verification on all sites with adult content. Please follow 
the recommendation as outlined by the Ethics committee. 

As the rest of the developed world is waking up to this social crisis of child porn exposure, I plead with 
our Canadian Government to show some much-needed urgent leadership to shut down Pornhub and to 
ensure age verification al all sites with adult content. 

<l Cyber Violence Against Women and Girls: A Wake-Up C21i UN wwv,,(oroadbandcommlss1or. .org 

10 SUbmission to the Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics. Defend Dignity. February 
2021 
11 CTVNews Vancouver.ca "Increase in child pornography reports in BC Kendra Mangione. 

o 
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Listen to the voices of the fonowing : 
1 A ce 0 Inform ion ACf 

"Individuals who have been victimized are faced with the overwhelming task of trying to remove 
illegal content that should never have been distributed and profited from in the first place. It's 
time for pornography websites to be held accountable. Content should not be hosted without 
proof that all the individuals depicted are adults and have consented to both the creation and 
distribution of the material on that platform . . , 
Defend Dignity 

"It is unacceptable that companies such as MindGeek have operated with impunity while 
profiting off traumatic experiences of sexual assault, exploitation, and sex trafficking. Canadians 
must take a stand and insist that our country not be a safe haven for people to financially benefit 
from the recorded sexual victimization of anyone - especially youth. The SISE Act is a 
necessary step in ensuring that those who capitalize on filmed sex crimes are held accountable 
for the immense harm their actions cause. '.' 
Andrea Heinz, Activist, Exited from the Commercial Sex Trade in Edmonton, Alberta 

"We know that companies like Pornhub have facilitated and distributed the uploading of videos 
of minors being sexually exploited and assaulted. We also know that non-consenting adults and 
trafficked women have been raped and tortured for the world to see. It is the role of Parliament 
to protect its citizens from predatory industries and the SISE Act provides important tools /0 help 
accomplish this." 
Megan Walker, Executive Director, London Abused Women's Centre 

The National Council of Women of Canada (NCWC) welcomes the proposed Bill "Stopping 
Internet Sexual Exploitation Act" that calls for amendments to the Criminal Code to protect those 
whose rights are brutally ignored. Content, acquired and shared without consent, is 
unacceptable in a just society. That children, who cannot "give" consent, are victims is to 
contravene all principles and laws, including the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The 
distribution of adult content must include a verification process that establishes that all 
participants are of legal age and that all participants depicted have consented to the distribution 
and commodification of the material. That material acquired and commodified without consent 
continues to circulate is to revictimize the victims. Pornography websites and other platforms 
must be held accountable." 
Patricia Leson, President, National Council of Women of Canada 

The Salvation Army has worked closely over the years with people who have experienced or 
survived sexual exploitation. We know that their voices and wishes are rarely heard or 
respected. The Stopping Internet Sexual Exploitation Act is an important step toward 
establishing safeguards to protect adults and minors from having unwanted images of them 
posted and shared over the internet for commercial gain at their expense. '.' 
Commissioner Floyd Tidd, National Leader, The Salvation Army in Canada 
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"On behalf of the membership of the Montreal Council of Women (MWC) Pwish 0 confirm our 
deep concern for those whose lives hM e ·beem 'upended"f;x having t{1eirimages invelfFt~rilY r r 
and/or without consent shared on websites and other platforms such as the Montreal bas~d 
PornHub. The proposed "Stopping Internet Sexual Exploitation Act" bill calls for much needed 
amendments to be made to the Criminal Code to protect children and those who have not given 
consent for their images and other content to be shared and commodified. " 
Penny Rankin, Past President, Montreal Council of Women 

Parents Aware offers o.ur full support on the Criminal Code amendments that are proposed in 
the Stopping Internet Sexual Exploitation Act. We feel that the addition of these offences with 
penalties is an effective way to hold companies and individuals criminally responsible when 
creating pornographic content depicting underage participants. 
Lisa Whitsitt, Director of Educational Outreach, Parents Aware 

"There is not a more important piece of legislation to protect victims from criminal sexual 
exploitation online than mandatory age and consent verification for pornography production and 
distr.ibution online. This is a long overdue. common sense, and urgently needed regulation that 
has the potential to protect thousands, if not millions of individuals, including children, from 
facing life altering, traumatic, sexual abuse. " 
Laila Mickelwait, Founder, Traffickinghub movement and CEO, Justice Defense Fund 

"The. pornography industry systemically fails to verify age or consent -leading to horrific trauma 
for survivors of sex trafficking, child sexual abuse, and non-consensually sharedlrecorded 
intimate images as their sexual exploitation is viewed around the world. It is time for a paradigm 
shift, and for survivors to be heard. This bill is an important step in that direction. " 
Dani Bianculli Pinter, Senior Legal Counsel, National Center on Sexual Exploitation 

o 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Hi, 

Eduard C. OUmItre5aJ 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

• ~ -.",« I I 'for atlen 

Having my say: The Govemment's proposed approach III address harmful mntent online 

September 8, 2021 9:45:29 PM 

You put out a request for comments from aU Canadians in 
bttps:Uwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritageLcampaignslbarmful-online-content.htmlso ram 
responding as requested. 

Your approach to hannful content 
online is awful, for many reasons. Here are a few of them: 

I. Anti-competition and anti-Canadian innovation: Expensive blocking filters and 24h" 
response requirements means only very large corporations (Facebook, Google, Microsoft, etc) 
wiJI be able to afford them. 

2. Freedom of expression: The proposal attempts to ban "lawful but awful" speech. Focusing 
on the first part, this bill attempts to ban lawful speech on the internet. In an age of COV1D19, 
people express themselves more and more via the internet. Do you want them to go outside 
and physically congregate with others to express their ideas? 
3. Undemocratic: Worse yet, the decision as to what's awful is mostly relegated to the Digital 
Safety Commissioner rather than a more varied sample (like the actual representatives). 
4. Dangerous: Next time the conservatives get elected (which might be soon if you keep 
pulling sh*t like this), they will use this in aU of the wrong ways. Like, they won't even 
pretend that this is meant to protect marginalized people or anything. 
5. Ineffective for "offenders": China dumps a huge amount of money into their Great Firewall. 
and they stilJ canlt stop people from getting past it. Proxies, VPNs, anonymity networks, etc, 
are basicaJly impossible to block. And they've been trying for a long time. 
6. Ineffective for "victims": Trolls are clever enough to bait victims into getting mad and 
breaking the rules, resulting in victims getting banned instead. Trolls tend to have time to 
study the rules and prepare for their attacks, whereas their unsuspecting victims don't, The 
answer is to not try to have a gigantic platfonn try to regulate and host every possible type of 
speech, and let smaller platfonns regulate themselves in ways that make sense for their 
demographics (their ACTUAL users). Arguably the de facto ban on sman hosts is infringing 
on the right to freedom of association (but it's not unusual to break this one if you're also 
breaking freedom of expression). 

We're in the middle of a pandemic, is a dead internet bill really what you want to spend time 
and taxpayer money on? That's lawful, but awful of you. 

For more infonnation, 
https:Udoctorow.medium.comlcanadas-got-the-world-s-worst-internet-ideas-elae6124db2a 
https:Uwww mjcbaelgeist.cal2021 1071oDljneharmsDoncQDsultL 

Best regards, 
Eduard Christian Oumitrescu 

5 .19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

s.19(1) 

lCN I IX] lPCHl 
Sensorshlp 
September 8, 202112:01:31 PM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'arces d i'mfoltnatlon 
Document t7'3Jeased pursuant 10 
rhe 4cce.ss to II1;ormatJon Act 

If the Canadian Grubbment (government) can take away your right to say whatever you want 
to online. Whats next? The liberal government wants to sensor opinions that are not agreeable 
with their own in a shady attempt at staying in power longer. 

Sent from my Galaxy 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Maxlm!lIan Sattt: 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
DIgital 0tIzen Initiative - Comments 
September 8, 2021 9:09:11 AM 

Are you OUT OF YOUR FUCKING MIND!!!??? 
We certainly DO NOT NEED more censorship. 
We certainly DO NOT NEED CSIS in our lives. 
GET OUT OF OUR COMMUNICATIONS!!!! 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 

The current laws are restrictive enough to have more intrusion, censorship and pressure added on us. 
FUCKYOU!!! 
THE ANSWER IS NO!!! now and ever!!! 
SCRAP the whole idiotic idea!!! 
NOW NOW NOW 
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From: 
To: 

Jason WIthrow 
10i I ocr lPCH) 

'~ - "'.s ~ 10 I 'formll/10111 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Comments re "The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online" 
September 7, 2021 7:38:39 PM 

As a Canadian citizen and voter, r oppose this framework in the strongest possible tenns. 

The framework includes extremely problematic proposals, including: p 
- proactive monitoring of content; 
- 24hr removal timeline (or face substantial financial penalties); 
- MANDATORY OFFRAMP to law enforcement 
- access to user infonnation. along with a gag order; 
- potential for ISP blocking by a regulator; 
- pursuit of infonnation related to software and algorithms 

Along with others, I repeat that we are concerned there wil1 not be a diversity of voices from 
experts who can speak to the unintended consequences on freedom of expression, political 
dissent and the potential implications on racialized and marginalized experiences. 

These restrictions will harm the most vulnerable while leaving the guilty unscathed. Similar 
Jaws have failed over and over intemational1y and they will fail again bere, at great cost to sex 
workers and the average Canadian. This proposal must be stopped before it is too late. 

Sincerely, 
Jason Withrow 
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From: Paul Wnuk the Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Response Regarding New Approach to Donne Content 
September 7, 2021 7:24:35 PM 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Paul Wnuk. I'm writing to express my concerns about the new proposed 
framework to tackle harmful content online. This new approach would have a very 
negative affect on people who work in the adult industry. 

Adult industry workers rely on online platforms to make a living. These laws could 
wind up banning adult workers from these platforms, leaving them unable to provide 
for their families. It may also leave them vunerable for arrest, making it harder for 
them to find another form of employment. 

Adult industry workers have been having to deal with discrimination for years. The 
new laws for online content should put these people in mind so they don't have to 
worry about losing their main form of income. 

Thank you, 

Paul Wnuk 
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From: 
To: 

General Email 
ICN I pa (PCH) 

Oocliment communique ~n vel1U de
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Document (""leased pursuant to 
hp ~ccess to In;ormaliOl7 ACI 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Govemmenrs proposed approach to address harmful content onnoe 
September 7, 202112:26:24 PM 

No. Who will watch the watchers from pulling down items that aren't 
harmful but may be infotmation that may not put the government in the 
best oflighl 

No again to all components of this ministry of truth. Under the guise 
of making our Internet more 'safe', a wide variety of lawful posts 
that online platfonns choose to remove oou1d soon be automatically 
reported to CSIS and the RCMP- with no rules whatsoever about what 
they do with that infonnation! 
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To: 
Cc: 

SUbject: 
Date: 

Concerns: 

Da'ildKrae ...., ss 10 I 'fol atl f/ 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
mae!st@uot1awiI,ca: ann,CilYQUklan@Qpsbydes!ance!Itre,com: lnfo@freesoeecbcoalltloo,oom: 
contact@sexwork!awrefocrn·com 
DIgital Otlzens InitiatIVe - Harmful Onftne Content - Stakeholders and canadians response 
September 7, 2021 12:00:56 PM 

Per the Technical Paper posted at the " Have your .say" page at the Canadian Heritage website: 

Were such a bureaucracy to be created, there are various structural problems with the proposed 
organization. The following are j ust a few of the logic problems at play and how it can be abused and 

cause tangible *harm* to individuals who fall subject to the proposed items: 

26. Provision is made that "an oCSP must *NOT* disclose" but it does not appear to ensure that, 
after a period of time, OCSPs ·MUST· disclose to the affected individual (the person or persons 

being investigated) that an investigation has occurred, or a report been issued. 

This matters, because this proposed (Digital Safety' regime will most assuredly be abused by 

activists, and potentially also business competitors. Certainly youtube creators have had difficulties 

with people falsely flagging their content. If a content creator is being targeted by repeated false 

reporting, they should be made aware of it. If a content creator is being investigated, they should 

also be made aware of it within a certain time period. And if a content creator has been investigated, 

they should be made aware of it within a certain time period. 

Investigations -CANNOT· be open-ended, but could be extendible for reasonable periods under 

judicial restraint, from a judge familiar with the investigation - specifically the same judge who 

issued the first warrants obtained in the case, to ensure continuity of restraint. 

If investigations involve "gag orders" and the contacting of associates of individuals under 

investigatfon, said individuals *MUST* be notified after a certain time period, regardless of the 

outcome of the investigation. Furthermore, any investigation that involves contacting other 

individuals associated with the individual or individuals under investigation, which is resolved 

without legal action or charges, must include · MANDATORY· follow-up with those individuals who 

were contacted and questioned, to inform them that the investigation was dosed, with no 

impropriety found . 

Such investigations are not only disruptive to people's business and personal lives, they can be 

damaging to their professional and personal reputations and relationships, and privacy, once lost is 

difficult, if not impossible to regain. RCMP, CSIS, Police and any other investigative officers, cannot 

be permitted to call a person's integrity into question (damage which occurs from the very act of 

investigating a person) without ensuring that reputational integrity is restored, should an 

investigation be a false alarm. 

Tlmelines 
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Much ado is made about the timeliness by which OCSPs must repo~, tq ec..a...ction, ,andftt;-sepnd tg./C fJ ) 
flags, but very little attention given to the timeliness of RCMP, CSIS and other agency investigations. 

These *MUST* require a warrant, issued by a judge, with a reasonable time limit on said warrants, 

and any renewals or extensions "'MUST'" be acquired from the same judge, to ensure continuity and 

legal integrity of the judicial oversight. 

Module 1(C) 

35. a) Section II demonstrates that the proposed legislation has a specific agenda, to suppress 

political speech and Freedom of Expression, by expanding definitions of 'hate speech' to include free 

and open political discussion and debate of societal and political issues pertaining to special-interest 

groups itemized. Especially considering how activists are now framing the concept of "harmful 

content" as anything that doesn't automatically capitulate with the demands of those activists, 

abuse of the Digital Safety Commission and its powers to suppress the political and cultural Speech 

and Expression of Canadians is all but guaranteed. 

Politicizing the legislation in such a way is a clear indication that It will be used politically, especially 

considering how much Canadian political speech and SOcialization occurs via online platforms in the 

21st Century. 

43. What is the purpose of this provision? If a "hearing" is required, that is a matter for the courts to 

decide. Otherwise, the Digital Safety Commissioner - a political appointee - will be in the business 

of disrupting speech, destroying businesses, and destroying reputations, as well as publicizing 

people's personal information in regard to a matter that is not worthy of criminal charges- all on its 

own 'discretion' of what is in the "public interest". Given the already-existing reporting regime of the 

courts, provision 43 is unnecessary and too easily abused. Same as 53. 

46. The Digital Recourse Council (ORe) should ·NOT'" be appointed by the Governor in Council, since 

that same office also appointed the members of the Digital Safety Commission. The DRC ·SHOULD'" 
consist of individuals who are knowledgeable about the law, and Canadian Charter Rights. The 

members of the DRC, whose job it is to protect Canadians and their Charter rights from abuse by the 

politicized office of the Digital Safety Commission (DSC), should be appointed by multi-partisan 

committee comprised of Members of Parliament. If the point of a DRC is to counterbalance the 

powers DSC, then do that, otherwise the DRC is nothing more than an empty, rubber-stamping 

office, and an excuse for political insiders to give an easy paycheck to a group of their pals. 

Furthermore: It should be stipulated that nothing in the Act should preclude Canadians from having 

the right to sue the Canadian Government for abuses and disruptions of their businesses and 

Charter protected rights by the Digital Safety Commissioner. Also, the records of complainants 

should also be preserved, so that any individual affected by the complaints can pursue civil recourse 

if complainants are systematically targeting them. 

83. Is problematic in that same regard. 
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89. That section is almost verbatim cut-and-paste from the Conservative Bill C-30, including the use 

of the term 'Inspector' - and should not be permitted without a search warrant issued by a judge. 

94-109 - The entire concept of "'Administrative Monetary Penalites (AMPs) should be i1nKk 
entirely· . If there is a criminal matter at hand, refer it to the courts . Period. Otherwise, what you 

have created with the Digital Safety Commission, is nothing more than a Politburo. 

CSIS Act - Just get warrants. They are easy to get from j udges, especially if there is potential child 

abuse involved. 

General Comments I Summary 

The 'Harmful Online Content' bill is unnecessary overreach, and, as proposed, it represents an attack 

on Canadians' Charter Rights and Freedoms, as we ll as having a chilling effect on political, social, 

cultural and artistic expression of individual Canadians, their professional and private reputations, 

and livelihoods. 

You could have accomplished this much more easily and far more cost-effectively if you had simply 

indemnified Canadian OCSPs from financial harm for temporarily suspending suspected unlawful 

content for a period of 72 hrs for reView, if a complaint is made, and reporting to legal authorities if 

necessary. Also, Cybertip, the Internet Watch Foundation, and other similar organizations already 

exist and concert efforts worldwide, to determine if content is unlawful and refer cases where it is, 

to the legal authorities in the appropriate jurisd ictions. Instead of creating an unnecessary, costly, 

and Orwellian government agency lik.e the Digital Safety Commission (- as the Technical Paper 

describes, it is effectively a Digital Secret Police) award more resources to those organizations 

already doing good work, and let the existing legal authorities investigate where warranted. 

A major problem also ignored here is the often false and fraudulent activism by organized political 

groups, who will use these 'proposed' measures to suppress Canadians' Charter Rights and 

Freedoms. There are already questions about the honesty and integrity of the testimony of 

individuals associated with organizations like Exodus Cry, NCOSE (formerly known as Morality in 

Media) and Traffickinghub, which appear to be primarily religious activists, using the issue of CSAM 

as a wedge issue to push for the effective ban of all adult content entirely, which is what the 

proposed legislation will effectively do. 

ConSidering the way the proposed Digital Safety Commission is constituted, it will provide those 

same activists, and activists on other topics, cultural and political, with easy mechanisms to "chill" 

and shut down Canadian Freedom of Expression entirely, by intimidating OCSPs and Canadian 

individuals from expression. 

If such a frankly unnecessary bureaucracy as the Digital Safety Commission is created, it will most 

assuredly be abused by unethical activists, to suppress the speech, expression, and political 

participate of Canadians. Ultimately, what is being proposed, is very little different from the aborted 
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Bill (-30 proposed by the Conservative Harper Government andjP bfo~ard bYSVi!=,Jqe'f'U{V20· '?ivrJ ACI 
and, worse, it will definitely be politicized and abused by whatever government is in power, groups 

that hold cultural hegemony, and people willing to lie and game the system being created, to 

suppress the political speech of whoever is not, and that includes many minorities, and people in 

careers where their safety is tied to their privacy. 

There are far better ways to go about dealing with issues of CSAM, without creating what is 

functionally a Politburo and Secret Police, and without infringing upon and intimidating platforms 

where Canadiems engage in their Charter Rights and Freedoms. Also, perhaps consider what such an 

organization can be used for in the hands of other political parties, for their agendas. In fact, all 

politicians should consider what their political rivals would do with such powers, whenever 

considering whether to create and award such powers to themselves. And how soon before 

Canadians tire of the current party in power and vote them out, just for a change. as is common 

custom? 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 

Respectfully, 

David Krae - Author and Filmmaker 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

criticism of !he new "harmful mntent" Ideas 
September 7, 2021 9:55:10 AM 

. c ...", < ~ to lniol atl f/ 
s.19(1) 

You guys should take very seriously what is being written about by 
https:Utechpolicy.pressifiye-big-problems-with-canadas-proposed-regulatof}'-framework-for
harmful-online-content! She talks about many things that J couldn't speak on better than she 
does. 

As for my personal experience. J have some worries there too. J run a platform in Canada 
where sex workers post adult videos of themselves to sell. I 
currently go above and beyond the required measures to make sure the people selling the 
videos are the people in the videos and that they are old enough and consenting. I personaUy 
look at al1 the content before it goes live and speak with each model and I tum down studios 
who want to sel1 videos because I value the success of independent sex workers FJRST and 
know how much studios take advantage of people sometimes. 

Even on a platform like mine it will be difficult to take down any video flagged by an 
a1gorithm within 24 hours . Certainly when I think: of the models that work with my platform, I 
know they would not be online and reachable to take down videos on twitter flagged by the 
algorithm within 24 hours. It's funny when I think of how sites will be forced to take SWIFT 
action on videos flagged by a robot that might be fine. but sex workers who are reporting their 
content stolen and published or sold without their consent can't get it removed from websites 
ignoring or immune to DMCA (or canadian equivalents) takedown requests. God forbid one of 
these women doesn't want to give her FULL LEGAL NAME AND ADDRESS in order to ask 
politely for her revenge porn to be removed. Surely someone posting revenge porn would not 
misuse that sort of infonnation right? There is no required firm timeline for DMCA takedowns 
let alone 24 hours. 

Also algorithms are NOTORJOUSLY flawed and will falsely flag MANY things - likely 
primarily targeting marginalized and racialized groups since algorithms trained on a flawed 
society absorb and perpetuate those flaws. It will miss everyth.ing on the dark web and will 
make totally safe online sex work much more dangerous, just like sestalfosta did 

Please consult many sex workers when proposing things like this. 

'Cassie' AKA 

s.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 

Grant WIIHson 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 
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Subject:: 
D.lte: 

The Govemment's proposed appro<K:h to address harmfUl content online 
September 2, 202111:35:19 AM 

Hello; 

Thank you for providing citizens an opportunity to contribute to the 
Digital Citizen mitiative. 

I have read the proposed legislation regarding hannful online content, 
and I must say that the legislation is horrible. It chooses to place 
the onus on ISP providers, whom have a sole purpose to increase revenue 
for their shareholders. 
It also has a "czat' to detennine what is appropriate speech, but it 
well established that this style of approach consistently marginalizes 
those segments of our citizens already marginalized. 

The primary author should be relieved of this responsibility. World 
leading experts such as Dr. Michael Geist should be leading a document 
such as this. To not put the most skilled people in charge of this very 
important endeavor is prideful and foolish. 

The current proposal. as presented currently. only drives people to vote 
for non-liberal candidates. Truly it is that bad 

Best regards, 

Grant Willison 
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From: 
To: 

'iagya pa!1har 
10i lOCI (PCH) 

~ ...", 10 Ir/!Ci/ all f/ 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Re: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful oontent onnne 
September S, 2021 9:01:53 PM 

To whomever it may concern, 
As a Canadian citizen, I am concerned with elements of the proposed law framework for 
social networks and ISPs. I would like to point out some areas where J believe there are 
problems. 

The primary problem is the content flagging mandate, as shown below: 

The new legislation would set out a statutory requirement for regulated entities to 
take all reasonable measures to make hannful content inaccessible in Canada. 
This obligation would require regulated entities to do whatever is reasonable and 
within their power to monitor for the regulated categories of hannful content on 
their services, including through the use of automated systems based on 
algorithms. 

Such flagging of content would require automated filters , since any other method of filtering 
would be unreasonable, especially given the amount of data uploaded to such networks. As an 
example, as of2019, YouTube had 500 hours of content being uploaded each minute (source). 
Automated systems are known to disproportionately target minority groups, which is an 
especially large issue considering that these proposed regulations aim to protect such people. 
This report shows the problem with false flagging of accounts. 
Such automated flagging also affects completely innocuous content, in what is known as the 
Scunthorpe problem. The Wikipedia page on the problem links to sources of various instances 
of this happening. 

Beyond that, I beHeve that three of the categories of content that are covered are quite broad. 

The legislation would target five categories of bannful content: 

• terrorist content; 

• content that incites violence; 

The word ' terrorist' is a very subjective word that does not have a definite meaning, and can 
be used as a characterization, as shown in this article from The Guardian. and is brought up in 
this report from the US state of Arizona's Department of Emergency and Military Affairs. 
"Content that incites violence" can also easily be taken as anything that criticizes the 
government. 

• hate speech; 

The already unclear definition of bate speech is magnified here, and given the scale of the 
Internet, attempting to automatically filter hate speech would again result in innocuous speech 
being caught. 
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Once platform users flag content, regulated entities would be required to respond 
to the flagged content by assessing whether it should be made inaccessible in 
Canada, according to the definitions outlined in legislation. If the content meets 
the legislated definitions, the regulated entity would be required to make the 
content inaccessible from their service in Canada within 24 hours of being 
flagged. 

A 24-hour content flagging period exacerbates the problems brought up earlier, as with the 
scale of content being uploaded, the 24 hour period would simply not be enough. 

One approach would be to require that regulated entities notify law enforcement 
in instances where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that there is an 
imminent risk of serious harm to any person or to property stemming from 
potentia])y illegal content falling within the five categories of harmful content. In 
this approach, "imminent harm" and "serious harm" are high thresholds that 
would need to be defined. Even if noticeably illegal content is likely to lead to 
violence or terrorist activity, there would be no obligation to report such content 
to Jaw enforcement or CS1S. 

While this is the ideal approach to take in such a situation, as stated earlier, the 24 hour period 
is not enough to make decisions on such content. 

Another approach would be to require that regulated entities report certain types 
of potentially criminal content directly to law enforcement and content of national 
security concern to eSIS. This reporting obligation would only apply to 
prescribed content falling within the five categories of regulated hannful content. 
The legal thresholds (reasonable suspicion, reasonable grounds to believe) for 
reporting this content would be prescribed by the Governor in Council and could 
differ based on the category. For example, the threshold for reporting potentially 
terrorist and violent extremist content could be lower than that for potentia)]y 
criminal hate speech. 

Direct reporting of content would lead to larger problems for Canadian citizens, especially 
with an algorithm vetting content, as that would result in many false reports and the resources 
of Canada's police and judicial system being wasted. 

Another issue is this: 

The Act should provide that an inspector may enter, at any reasonable time, any 
place in which they believe on reasonable grounds there is any document, 
information or any other thing, including computer algorithms and software, 
relevant to the purpose of verifying compliance and preventing non-compliance 
with the Act, regulations, decisions and orders, and examine the document, 
information or thing or remove it for examination or reproduction. and: 
• make use of, or cause to be made use of, any computer system at the place to 
examine any data contained in or available to the system; 
• reproduce any document, OT cause it to be reproduced, from the data in the form 
of a print-out, digital copy, or other intelligible output and take the print-out. 
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• use any copying equipment or means of communication in the place. 

Allowing for such searches is an invasion of privacy. The personal electronic devices and 
software of a user contain as much private infonnation as their home does, and as a result 
should be subject to the same protections, as mentioned below: 

The Act should provide that an inspector may not enter a dwelling-house without 
the consent of the occupant or under the authority of a warrant. 

I would recommend reading this article from the Electronic Frontier Foundation and 
reconsider this decision. 

Yagya Parihar 
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From: Eric Uodgreo 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

fhe Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Harmful content legislation 
September 4, 2021 1:25:13 PM 

Re: Government's proposed approach to address harmful 
content online 

So far what you're proposing is too invasive without enough 
counterbalance. I would strongly urge you to reconsider 
and to listen to experienced critics such as the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation in the United States. 

At present what you're proposing is un-Canadian in a very 
deep and disturbing sense. 

-Eric Lindgren 
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From: Kyle Nicol '~ :e ss to In;orma/IOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Govemment's proposed apoprllitCh to address harmrul conlEnt onnne 
September 5, 20211:09:18 PM 

I am writing in regards to the new legislation being proposed by the Liberal government to 
address "harmful content online" 

These proposals are terrible to put it bluntly. There doesn't appear to be any regard paid to net 
neutrality or an open internet for everyone, despite the Liberal government's claims to support 
those ideals. It seems like it will punish everybody except for the largest companies like 
Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, Instagram, and all the major social media platfonns that seem to 
be the targets of these proposals, because they will be able to easily afford any penalties they 
will have to pay. Anybody who can't can easily just stop operating in Canada or let these 
idiotic rules force Canadian ISPs to block their sites. This will limit what is available to 
Canadians to only those that can afford to do whatever they want anyway. 

AddinonaJ1y, the idea that the government will force ISPs to block certain websites because of 
whatever they deem to be "harmful" content is ridiculous. What is considered hannful content 
by todais government can easi ly be changed when a new government comes in to power. I'm 
sure certain things the Conservatives (or, god help us, the People's Party of Canada) would 
consider "hannful content" would not be thought of the same as the Liberal party. I wonder 
why I haven't heard Justin Trudeau touting these new proposals on the campaign trail? 
Nobody would be in favour ofthese, nobody wants these, and they would be met with derision 
and anger. 

Canada deserves people in charge who actually understand technology, computers, and the 
internet. We also deserve a government that actually stands up for net neutrality and having an 
open and fair infrastructure for aU it's citizens. That would be better than the current 
govemmentl who caters to the big 2 companies. Bell and Rogers. letting them dictate whatever 
they find in their best interests. I assume that within a few years these proposals would also 
include content that they would deem "harmful", that is content that infringes on their ways to 
make money. 

I donlt expect anything to come of this because it is clear that this government does not care 
about what it's citizens thinks about these proposals. 

With disgust, 

Kyle Nicol 
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To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

JOOnette Schwarz 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Censorsh1p of the Internet 
September 3, 20214:10:11 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 

I have noticed censorship of the internet, especially around discussion around the vaccine passports. I do 
not agree with this. 
Discussions around important topics are necessary, and censorship is on sided propaganda. Please 
stop censorship and one-sided information online. 
Thank you . 

Sincerely, 
Jeanette S. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Attachments: 

Hello, 

Martin Duhamel 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
feedback for digital citizen Inltialtve 
September 1, 2021 2:40:56 PM 
, mer to Digital OtIzen Inltlatlve.Pdf 

Please find the attached letter. 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur facces a i'mfo/fnatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
fhe Access to informatIOn Act 

RE: Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Martin Duhamel 
s.19(1) 
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• h 'orma Ion 

By email: pch .icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy st. 
Gatineau QC KlA OS5 

September 1, 2021 

RE: Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

In response to your request for submissions, I would like to suggest that you change the name "Digital 

Safety Commission" to "Social Media Standards Commission." 

The reason for this suggestion is that the word "safety" does not capture the essence of the 

Commission's mandate, and it is misleading about what the public should expect from it. 

ct 

With regard to curtailing "hate speech," even a success in this matter would not make social med ia 

"safe" for the user. There would continue to be disagreeable people and unpleasant content that falls 

short of Canada's legal threshold of "hate." The government cannot deliver "safety" from offensive 

content because people vary Widely in what they consider offensive . Of course, it would still be useful to 

have content warnings (as we have on movies and TV shows) so that adults can choose what they want 

to see, and so that children can be restricted from viewing certain materials. 

With respect to child sexual exploitation content, your principal concern is not the "safety" of the social 

media user. Your concern is the mitigation of the abuse that has already occurred, and the stopping of 

the spread of images. The prevention offurther harm does not suddenly make the abuse victim "safe ." 

Neither of these goals fans under the rubric of "safety." 

With respect to terrorist content, your principal concern is, again, not the "safety" of the social media 

user. If the Commission is successful, it might have contributed to reducing societal strife, but its role is 

far-removed from any actual harm that might have occurred at a later date. Granted, I do not want to 

accidently see a beheading video, so I would appreciate a content warning. But the problem of ISIS 

propaganda is trivialized by considering it a matter of "public safety." 

With regard to content that incites violence, your principal concern is (for the third time) not the 

"safety" of the social media user. Inciting violence is itself a crime, and the Commission would have a 

role in responding to that crime, but it would be far-removed from any eventual physical conflict. It is 

incorrect to characterize the Commission's role as one of "safety," '(rimeJ and (safety' are not 

antonyms. The Commission's anti-crime role is not a Usafety" role. 

o 
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With regard to the non-consensual sharing a i ~timale images, your goal is (for tne ourtn time) not l~e 
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harm is not equivalent to creating "safety" for the person who was photographed. 

There are laws against theft. Does this mean that we're all "safe" from thievery? Not at aiL Analogously, 

the laws you're proposing are not about achieving safety. 

Safety is achieved by, say, erecting a guardrail. But if something has already gone off the edge, "safety" 

is no longer the relevant issue. None of the issues contemplated above, with the exception of content 

warnings, are properly characterized as "safety." They are reactionary, not anticipatory. You are not 

mandating anything that could be likened to seat belts or to consumer product testing and certification. 

"Digital Safety Commission" is a name that a politician would like. Nobody's against safety, right? 

However, saying "safety" is wrong, and it misleads the public in a way that is discreditable to the public 

servants who will create and run the institution. The name "Social Media Standards Commission" is 

correct and it doesn't patronize or infantilize the public. "Online Content Standards Commission" is 

another option. 

Thank you for considering this suggestion. This is just one of many issues to which I hope you'll give 

further consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Duhamel 5.19(1) 

o 
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From: 
To: 

White. PatrIck 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
White. Patr1ck 

~ c ~ 10 Information 

Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Commentalres sur I'approche vlsant 11 !utter mntre Ie oonlEnu prejudlclable en Ilgne 

September I, 2021 2:35:52 PM 

Bonjour, 

J'ai I' impression que mon commentai re ne s'est jamais rendu. 

Void mes 2 commentaires sur votre politique c~ntre Ie contenu prej udiciable en ligne. 

Je suis favorable au projet globalement. 

Mais il Y a 2 problemes majeurs : 

1. La definition du contenu haineux doit etre hyper precise sinon bien des groupes religieux 

pourraient assimiler I'humour et la critique de leur religion comme etant du contenu haineux 

oU des attaques haineuses. Ceci pourrait nuire grandement a la liberte d'expression des 

Canadiens et des medias 

2. La politi que doit aussi s'appliquer aux messages instantanees comme Facebook Messenger, 

WhatsApp, Telegram ou Signal, qui sont de tres grands vecteurs de contenu haineux, de 

propagande, de Fausses nouvelles et de desinformation, 

Cordialement, 

Patrick White 

Professeur de journalisme, UQAM 

Universite du Quebec a Montreal (UQAM) 

(514) 779' 5680 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

BrIan Probert 
10i I OCJ {PCHl 
Address harmful content 
August 31,20211:42:31 PM 

h~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

I'm extremely concerned by this proposal. as anyone who values democracy should be. This has massive potential 
for government over-reach and censorship of views or discussions it seems to be "harmful". This could easily be 
interpreted to including dissent against government policies., passionate frustration with tbe leading party, or even 
just any conversations and ideas the government decides it believes to be "harmful". 

Censorship such as this has destroyed the freedoms and ability to discuss important issues relating to the country in 
places like China and nobody in Canada wants our government to have the same heavy handed control over our 
speech and what can be seen on the internet as China. It's extremely troublesome to even have a proposal like this 
being considered in Canada, when the very groups and hateful content it's presented as being to enforce. are already 
illegal and already have mechanisms to remove and investigate. 

These new proposals are just another example offalse fears spread in order to give more powers to the government 
to silence critics and shape the narrative into one it views more favourably, and any groups who dabble in illegal or 
extremist content have many, many options for ways to continue these things out of the view of these proposed 
regulations. and they will primarily be used against every day people, having lawful discussions and covering topics 
that may not be what the government wants us to discuss, such as their owo illegal or scandalous misdeeds. 

The best way to counter ideas we deem to be harmful, misinfonnation or concerning is by allowing the open 
dialogue. so we can truly understand where tbese views are coming from. and properly address the concerns tbrough 
wuierstanding, education and information. You will never stop any of these conversations and views without 
changing the minds of the people who carry them. and unless we can be allowed to discuss and discredit these ideas, 
we will create even more extreme, and more WldergroWld groups who isolate themselves into secure echo chambers 
where there is no hope to resolve their issues or address their concerns. This will lead to an invisible army of 
extreme groups, hidden from public and government view Wltil they decide to take action. 

We cannot allow this type ofthing to happen, and it will. Criminals and extremists are always one step ahead of the 
government, and they will easily find alternative locations to espouse these "harmful" ideas, discretely hldden away 
where they cannot be countered or even acknowledged, so no one will even know about this segment of the 
population in order to be able to coWlter them and discredit them. 

I have zero support for government censorship or regulation of the internet. You will kill rational discussions where 
extreme or harmful ideas can potentially be reformed and you wilJ bury these ideas into the deepest darkest areas 
until they grow to be too large to reform. Everyday citizens do not deserve to be censored or have their internet 
regulated into whatever the governments accepted narrative or image is. 

It may seem like a temping idea wben tbe leader who you deem to be the "good guy" has these powers to silence 
people you deem to be "bad". As we have seen around the world, the "good guys" don't always remain in power 
and we can be opening the door to even further totalitarian and dangerous controls of speech and freedoms than 
already exiit. 
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From: tammybrowder 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

/: p CO" ~ to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Re: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful a mtent onnne 
August 30,202111:06:20 PM 

I am concemed that this is a backdoor to Bill C-10. The senliment is good, but free 
speech still needs to be preserved. We have existing laws against hate-speech. But 
not everything, is motivated by hate or the desire to destroy others. Sometimes there 
is simply disagreement. Who will decide what online content is "harmful?" 

By continually silencing these alternative opinions, these proposed "approaches" are 
simply damaging Canada's credibility and trust with its own citizens. It's tragic and 
very frustrating to see a new face of this doomed, destructive endeavour being 
pushed in the interest of what I feel are powerful, covertly operating special interest 
groups. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Frank Buder 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
Harmful ooHoe amtent nlreling 

August 30, 20217:14:33 PM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Acce 5S to infol1natlOn Act 

As a Canadian citizen and taxpayer, I reject th is wholeheartedly. Wrong approach and will cause more 
harm than good. Pis rethink this and come up witb a better solution. 

Thanks! 
Frank Butler 
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From: AsbIeyRourke 
ICN I OCJ lPCH) 

Stop O!!flSO!Shlp 

the lIeeess to In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 30,20214:01:54 PM 

[ am asking that you to put a stop to what you are doing with this censorship, every mind has 
an opinion and right to share. You CANNOT pick and choose what infonnation is being 
shared for the benefit of the government as you are creating an ugly world putting individuals 
against one another where it would nonnaily NEVER happen. Who says what your al10wing 
to be shared on main stream media is correct? Why haven' t people been able to hear from the 
MANY doctors and science professionals opposing the infonnation on COVID posted all over 
the news? Why allow media to target the unvaccinated knowing fun well that the vaccinated 
are able to contact and spread the virus just the same as those not vaccinated? We should ALL 
be able to access information from BOTH sides in order to make informed disiourselves. ram 
a concerned citizen that pays my taxes and abides by all the rules except this, this is all about 
control. I will always take a stand for what I believe and I believe that the world is being 
misinformed. Save our people, save our world, stop the poison. 

STOP CENSORSHIP! LET PEOPLE LIVE! STAND FOR FREEDOM OF CHOICE. 

Get Outlook for JOS 
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From: Ralph Haygood 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

s.19(1) t ~ .ss 10 ll1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

mmment on the govemment"s proposed approach to address harmful CDfItent online 
August 30,20215:00:19 AM 
CXl!Dment by ra!ph haYoood,Qdf 

To whom it may concern: 

The PDF file attached to this message contains my comment on the government's proposed approach to address 
hannful content online, per 

https'lIwww canadacalen/canadjan-heritag,elcampajgnslhannful-ooljoe-contenthtml 

The comment is also available as a web page at 

https'lIralphhaYioodoIilhannfulJlnljne,.;:ontent/commenlhtml 

I also plan to send the comment to selected Members ofParliament,joumalists, and other potentially interested 
parties, 

Ralph Haygood 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Greetings; 

leao-EraIl!;Ol!t f'oJt1er 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Wrong-headed approach to sodal media harmful oontent 
August 28, 2021 10:45:05 AM 

As a long-time lntemet user (I gained Internet access in 1989) with a 
!trong, long-m.nding intere!t in its effects on society and culture, I 
have watched the federal govemmenfs (misguided) efforts to attempt to 
control the flow of cultwal production (commercial and individual) 
with increasing dismay. 

'1~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

The government has obviously not taken the time to look at historical 
precendents (DMCA, SEST A-FOST A, etc) - legislation intended to provide 
government-based control on decentralised artefact production (software 
and hardware for one, content for the others), with disastrolH results. 

DMCA was co-opted by businesses to create an artificial lock on 
competition., valid scientific research and cultural production. SEST A
FOSTA ended up penal ising and silencing valid discussions SWTOWlding 
sex work and sexual content 

Ifs already bad enough that companies like Facebook. due to their 
prominance and cost of switching out, become ·monopolies· that get to 
be censors by default of our content (removing such culturally vital 
and hi!torically infonnative works such as the painting "L'origine du 
monde" but leaving in full-view ·MARJORIE GREEN TAYLOR·, not to mention 
livestreaming ofincredibly damaging content comes to mind), but 
government control of their behavior is *not* the answer. 

The goverment will ·NEVER· be fast enough or knowledgeable enough to 
keep up with the hyper-rapid changes and adaptations of companies as 
big as Facebook, whose revenue and operations dwarf its own 
capabilities. To think that it can draft and maintain rapidly enough a 
legal framework to shape its output is not only fallacious, it is 
destined to end in catastrophe. 

The issue with these platform is not one of control, it is onc ofsheer 
size, and ·monopolistic tendencies·. You don't fi x monopolies by 
telling them their business model needs government control (which is in 
essence what any federal framework on the content of such businesses 
platform turns into), you fix them by T URNING OFF THElR MONOPOLY 
SITUATION. 

1. Break them up - Faceboo1c: owns too many channels and too much 
marketshan:, acquired by ingesting competitors and giving it an unfair 
hand in everything. Even right-wing competitors cannot start 
alternative services that survive. 

2. Enforce a mandate to let people '-leave· - why is Faceboo1c: so 
strong? There are no competitors. Why are there no competitors? Because 
people wouldn't leave for them. Why do people not leave? Because 
everyone is on Facebook. Why is everyone on Faceboo1c:? Because you 
·can't leave· - there is ·no· possibility to migrate your data 
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somewhere else, or no possibility for other selVices to 
connect/intemperate with them, effectively locking its customers 
inside a walled garden. THIS gives it wmatural power. 

It is not by trying to labeVfilter content that the amount of garbage 

i1~ cce ~ ~ to Infol atl f/ 

on the networks will change -- Facebook THEMSEL YES showed that this is 
an IMPOSSLBlLlTY to achieve - if anyone has the resources and power to 
do it, they do. And they have repeatedly failed in this. 

[fthey cannot do it themselves when their business would benefit from 
such a process (Y ouTube tried,. unsuccesfully, and so did Facebook), how 
would a governmental mandate *demanding* a snake oil solution fix 
anything? 

Michael Geist has repeatedly documented the horrifying approach of our 
current federal government to addressing technological monopolies by 
focusing on their output rather than their corporate structure/market 
position, which is assuredly looking at the wrong end of the telescope. 

Not only that, but ANY GOVERNMENTAL CONTROL MANDATE WILL RESULT IN 
DANGEROUS, CONCENTRATED REPOSITORY OF PERSONAL IDENTlFYlNG INFORMATION. 
In 2021 , with every bloody example of the irnpossiblity to protect such 
repositories and the concensus in the security community on the 
toxicity of centralised repositories for PI I, for the Liberals to 
suggest such an approach is either unacceptably naive, or purely 
incompetent 

This legislative effort NEEDS to stop. Look at the BUSINESSES -
remember that hate speech is not GENERA TED by them, but by the very 
canadians that elect them; this is not 1984, once cannot silence them, 
only reduce their impact by reducing their reach, by reducing the power 
of their conduit 

Look at these business as megaphones. The more of them there are, the 
less impact a single one them has. 

THAT's the way to fix this. 

Cory Doctorow, a luminary (and Canadian) on this topic, says it best: 
https·(ipluraljstic net/2021IOS/11/the-canada-yariant/#no-canada 

Get this right. because the impact on Canadians can be devastating, and 
last for waaaay too long. 

Jean-Franyois Poirier 
Cloud security architect/Operations Manager 
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From: INEPiINFO (POi) 
ICN I OCJ (POi) 

he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

PH: Ha'o1! Your Say document feedback 
August 26, 20218:23:03 AM 

We received the email below from Carole Telman regard ing harmful content on line. 

Thank you! 

Client Service and Public Support 
Department of Canadian Heritage I Government of Canada 

PCH,j "to-jnfo. PCH@canada.ea 

Telephone (toll-free) 1.866.811.0055 

TlY (toll-free) 1.888.997.3123 

Service a la clientele et soutien au public' 

Ministere du Patrimoine canadien I Gouvemement du Canada 

PCH,j nto-jnto. pCH@canada,ca 

Telephone (sans frais) 1.866.811.0055 

ATS (sans frais) 1.888.997.3123 

From: Carole Telman 

Sent: August 25, 20218:03 PM 

To: INFO/INFO (PCH) <PCH.info-info.PCH@canada.ca> 

Subject: Have Your Say document feedback 

5.19(1) 

Note: At the last observation I make, T see something constructive and feasible in your 
document. T hope you will read to the end to catch that. 

My feedback is in red font: 

The Government believes in supporting a safe, inclusive, and open online environment. In 
partnership with the Ministers of Justice and Public Safety, the Minister of Canadian Heritage 
is publ ishing a detailed technical di scussion paper that outlines the Government' s proposed 
approach to regulating social media and combating harmful content online. 

Whereas: 

1. Laws a lready exist against "inciting to violence against identifiable groups" and 
''promoting violence against identifiable groups" in the Criminal code. 

2. There are also laws regarding the threat of violence against individuals already in 
the Canadian Criminal Code. 
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3. People should understand that they choose to expose tbems o que • '~ns' 8' Ion ACI 
criticism when they express something on a public forum. 

Needed: 

1. An objective and universal definition of"barmful." 

2. Clear connections to any relative articles in the Canadian Criminal Code. 

3. A list of specific terms related to an act of "hann" that would stand up in a court of 
law and that could be recognized and cited through an electronic algorithm and could 
not be overridden by adding replacement terms in the vocabulary. 

4. Reminders by the social media platform to remind the poster and commenter in a 
pop-up of any related Canadian Crimina1 Code so the poster can submit a complaint to 
law enforcement and/or the commenter can retract the comment. 

This approach is based on extensive work that the Government has conducted over the last 
year. It reflects consultations with equity-deserving communities, Indigenous organizations, 
non-governmental organizations, and victims of hate speech. 

Whereas: 

1. Within the proposed Bill C-36, the words "detestation or vilification" are given as 
definitions for " hate speech." 

2. Detestation is a motivation-based word that can be laid upon someone unfairly and 
is difficult to prove in a court of law. 

3. This "Have Your Say" process itself exists because the Canadian government 
considers harmful speech "vi le, moral1y depraved, ignoble, wicked, disgusting, or 
repulsive" and is trying to censor people who call something "vile, morally depraved, 
ignoble, wicked, disgusting, or repulsive." 

4. Comments or opinions can enter the realm of liable, for which there are already 
mechanisms in the law. If someone is accused of being vile, thereby damaging their 
reputation, and they are no~ they can seek legal recourse. 

Needed: 

I. Either: 

a. A simpler definition of hate speech to that of , 'vilification." 

b. A dual definition like the proposed Bill C-36 uses but with a second noo
motivational and more descriptive word like "vi lification." 

It draws on insights shared by civil society and advocacy groups across the COWltry. And it 
balances perspectives and approaches developed and shared by Canada's partners across the 
globe. 

The difficulty with these goals: 

Even if it were possible to develop and share a perfect balance of perspectives and 
approaches in media flatfonns such as bookstores, libraries, television, radio, the internet, 
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or social media. it is impossible to control the consumpti,q ..of.1h~Ae:loffe~ ~ W~'a~ltlon AC! 
society. People wiJI consume only what interests them. 

Needed for Clarification. 

1. A list of "Canada's partners" being referred to here. 

2. Clarification on how such ''partnerships'' exist and work. 

The Government intends to introduce a biJ1 in the fall of 2021. This consultation is an 
important step to provide Canadians and stakeholders with the opportunity to better 
understand the proposed approach and for the Government to consider additional perspectives. 

This biJ1 wil1 be part of an overall strategy to combat hate speech and other harms. As part of 
this overall strategy, the Government introduced Bill C-36 on June 23, 2021 to provide legal 
remedies for victims of bate speech and hate crimes. Bill C-36 proposes to: 

• amend the Canadian Human Rights Act to enable the Canadjan Human Rjghts 
Commission and the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal to intake, review, and adjudicate 
bate speech complaints; and 

• amend the Criminal Code to provide a definition of ' hatred' for the section 319 hate 
propaganda offences and create a new peace bond designed to prevent the commission 
of hate propaganda offenceslhate-motivated crimes. 

Difficulty with (his last goal: 

It is not possible to omnisciently~ fairly, or legally, charge someone with an emotion 
(i.e. hatred), only wjtb an action or expression of speech. For the Jatter, the action 
would need to be recognizable with a clear list of words or phrases. Even then, new 
words and tenns can easily be created over time to replace what is currently being 
used. 

Bill C-36 would complement the regu1atory approach for online social media platforms that is 
proposed here. 

Social media platforms and other online services help connect families, friends, and those with 
cornmon interests in Canada and around the world. They are key pieces of economic 
infrastructure that enable Canadian companies to reach domestic and foreign markets, and are 
partiCUlarly crucial for small and medium-sized enterprises. They provide space for people in 
Canada to participate in their democracy, and for activists and civil society organizations to 
organize and share their messages, and amplify the voices of underrepresented and equity
deserving communities, including Indigenous Peoples. 

Whereas: 

1. Social media platfonns "help [people] connect [with] those with common 
interests." 

2. Social media platforms "provide space for people in Canada to participate in their 
democracy." 

3. Social media platforms can theoretically "help ... amplify the voices of 
underrepresented and equity-deserving communities, including Indigenous Peoples." 
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4. The services described in the above are CUITentl)qwovided'by<1llI?~Dg p!:op!~ 011 ACI 
choose those with whom they will connect. 

Needed: 

1. A recognition that there is nothing in the rrrission statements of any social media 
platforms by which they commit to «amplify the voices of the underrepresented", etc. 
In other words , an honest understanding of the original intentions when social medias 
were developed rather than imposing tasks on them that they never promised to 
provide is needed. 

2. The continued freedom for people to connect and participate as listed on social 
media. 

3. An understanding, again, that people inevitably expose themselves to questions or 
criticism when they express something on a public forum . 

But a growing body of evidence shows that these benefits also come with significant harms. 

Individuals and groups use social media platforms to spread hateful messaging. Indigenous 
Peoples and equity-deserving groups such as raciaJized individuals. religious minorities. 
LGBTQ2 individuals and women are disproportionately affected by hate. harassment, and 
violent rhetoric online. Hate speech harms the individuals targeted, their families, 
communities, and society at large. And it distorts the free exchange of ideas by discrediting or 
silencing-targeted voices. 

Whereas: 

1. The term "discredif' is not the same as questioning logic or evidence behind what 
is being posted. 

2. There is an assumption that "silencing" is not meant to be taken literally (eg. 
making a person physically mute, crippling someone so that they are unable to 
compose a piece of literature, etc). 

Needed: 

I. A clear definition of"discredif' that would stand up in a court of law, that differs 
from slander or liable which are already addressed in Canada' s Criminal Code, that 
could be recognized and cited through an electronic algorithm, and that could not be 
overridden through the addition of new terms and phrases to the vocabulary. 

2. A similarly clear definition for the word "si lencing." 

Social media platfonns can be used to spread hate or terrorist propaganda, counsel offline 
violence, recruit new adherents to extremist groups, and threaten national security, the rule of 
law and democratic institutions. At their worst, online hate and extremism can incite real
world acts of violence in Canada and anywhere in the world, as was seen on January 29~ 2017 
at the Centre culturel islamique de Quebec, and on March t5~ 2019, in Christchurch, New 
Zealand. 

Social media platfonns are also used to sexually exploit children. Women and girls, 
predominantly. are victimized through the sharing of intimate images without the consent of 
the person depicted. These crimes can inflict grave and enduring trauma on survivors. which is 
made immeasurably worse as this material proliferates on the internet and social media. 
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national security, and public safety. These platforms have tools to moderate harmful content. 
Mainstream social media platforms have voluntary content moderation systems that flag and 
test content against their community guidelines. But some platforms take decisive action in a 
largely ad-hoc fashion. These responses by social media companies tend to be reactive in 
nature and may not appropriately balance the wider public interest. Also, social media 
platforms are not required to preserve evidence of criminal content or notifY law enforcement 
about criminal content, outside of mandatory reporting for child pornography offences. More 
proactive reporting could make it easier to hold perpetrators to account for harmful online 
activities . 

Whereas: 

1. Social media outlets are not required to report or preserved evidence of criminal 
content. 

Needed: 

1. There should be a regulatory requirement for them to do so, as long as they are 
given Criminal Codes that they can clearly link the report with. 

Virus-free . www.ayast.com 
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From: AOOrewwa<ie 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

RE: the harmful online mntent IegJslalkln 
August 26,202112:30:41 AM 

This email is feedback in response to the current legislative and regulatory framework being 
considered: https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritagek ampaigns/harmful-online
content.btml 

This legislation should not be passed. It will endanger the lives and livelihoods of Canadians 
while also curbing legal speech online. By issuing harsh penalties for underblocking (poorly 
defined) banned speech online, without any penalties for blocking legal speech online, 
companies will be incentivized to block everything that could possibly be seen as 
inappropriate. It also incentivizes inaccurate, algorithmic removal of content without 
repercussions. 

These are bad ideas. Do not let them become law. 

Cheers, 
Andrew Wade, 
a Canadian 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 
Attachments: 

Manuela Kesseler 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Please stop rensorsh1p .•• and hate speech1 
August 24,20218:18:36 PM 
Arroooo1.txt 

To Whom It May Concern, 

i1~ ccess 10 Infor ,atlen 

First of all, I would like to thank you for anowing citizens to voice their opinions and be heard. 
Lately, it has started to feel more like we are saying goodbye to democracy and hello to dictatorship. 
I never thought or h~ I would live to see this day come .. 

and I love my job! 
Among the things I teach my students, one is being careful to sift through "fake news", I believe this to be a very 
important skill for them to learn in their research. For all of us. Anything else is a bandaid and can be used and 
abused just as much. 

I have spent a large part of my summer doing research on the vaccine and I am blown away by how many medical 
experts have been censored thus far! 
Even a co-founder of one of the vacccines, for simply stating up front what he knows about the spike protein! It 's 
factual stuff'!! 

I agree that platfonns can be abused and it is sometimes hard to hear hate speech and people shaming. However, my 
concern is also this: who would choose this Advisory Board? And would it be made up of people with differing 
opinions or would they be hand-picked to move a certain agenda forward? 

Bottom line: I am against censorship! 
I believe people need to be properly educated in how to discern right from wrong and not take everything personally 
just because someone w ith a different opinion said something contradictory or offensive. 
We need to hold fast to democracy. It is part of our country's makeup and the reason it is such an amazing place! 
Without it, we may as well be a Communist country. Surely that is not the goal? 

As well, I would like to address this part of your website statement: 
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From: I prep 5S 10 I 'formation ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Have your say: The Government's proposed approach ttl address harmful amtent onDne 

August 24,20218:06:54 AM 

Free speech is the foundation of democracy. Everyone wants to stop "harmful" content but the 

problem is what is "harmful'" content and who gets to define it. 

As with any problem there are no solutions on ly trade~offs. The worst trade-off with the proposed 

harmful content on line rules are the restriction it imposes on free speech. It seems unfathomable t o 

me to have the government control what it thinks is harmful . This is the slipper slop to one-party 

ru le. 

For example, the government could deem that criticism of it climate change policies are harmful 

content and not allow any alternative policies to be proposed. 

This proposed approach to address harmful content online must not be allowed to be implemented. 

Daryl Olson 
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From: mm.sresm '~ ;e < ~ 10 Informallc n 
To: 10i I ocr (PCH) 

Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Comments on pruposed approach 10 address harmful mntent online 
August 24,202112:28:55 NIl 

To whom it may concern, 

The discussion we are having in Canada on what to do about harmful content on social media 
platfonns is very important. The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content 
online as explained on https:Uwww.canada.ca/enlcanadian-heritagPc3mpaignslbarmful
online-content.html and associated documents is far too broad and stifling to future online 
content. 

Required 24 bour response times (or any time that in aggregate necessitaes automated 
censorship) removes all possibility for nuance online. Alot of online speecb would be censored 
by default. Important discussions would be censored if popular and devisive enough, forcing 
further polarization of our society. 

The technical implementation would require massive infrastructure cbanges that wouJd 
effectively make Canada impossible or risky for many online businesses to operate and hire 
Canadian people or otherwise provide value to Canadians. 

No matter your opinion of online content and it's darker examples, one must obviously see that 
the subjectivity in regulations as proposed would allow for future redefinition of harmful 
content and subsequent hardlined censorship ofthings not originally intended such as: politics, 
scientific research, whistle blowing, and open source software. 

As a Canadian citizen who genuinely believes our Government is trying to do the correct thing 
I think we must do better to not inadvertently tum our online commons into a censored desert. 

Yours truthfully, 
Thomas Stesco 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

.lacQU1 Ehnloger=Cuervo 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Bill C-36 
August 23, 2021 4:08:03 PM 

To Whom 1t May Concern: 

h~ =<~ to Informallen 

I saw on your website (https:IIwww.canada.calen/canadian-heritage/newsl2021107Icreating-a
safe-inclusiye-and-Qpen-online-enyjronment.html) 
that you are seeking feedback about bill C-36, which is meant to limit on-line hann. 

While this looks like a noble goal at first glance, it becomes apparent very quickly that this bill 
has no place in a functioning democracy that values free speech: 
The concepts of a secret complaints system, cash rewards for complainers, and the 
"Department of Pre-Crime" sound like they've been taken straight out of a dystopian novel! 

We already have legislation to prevent hate and discrimination and that is a very good thing. 

We do N.QI need a bill that proposes to amend the criminal code so that every blogger, 
publisher, Facebook and Twitter user could face house arrest or large fines of up to $70,000, if 
someone complains about them. 

Moreover, i£1 read the proposal correctly, people would be considered GUILTY until proven 
innocent - not the other way around! 
When did that happen? Isn't it supposed to be innocent until proven guilty? 

We have sufficient legislation in place to prevent hate and discrimination - Canadians do not 
need or want any additional internet censorship. 
This bill is unacceptable and in conflict with our constitutional rights and freedoms. 

Sincerely, 
Jacqueline Ehninger-Cuervo 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Jesse Betteridge 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

~ '" t Infol atl f/ 

Feedback: The Government's proposed approildl1o address harmful motent online 
August 23, 20212:54:53 PM 

While I believe that hate speech has become one of the biggest problems online and that 
Canadian laws are currently inadequate for holding the social media companies who allow it 
to proliferate accountable, I feel that the approach being proposed for tackling this problem is 
greatly flawed and requires major revision. 

The government's approach should focus on holding specific social media giants, such as 
Facebook and Twitter, accountable for the hateful content that they allow to proliferate on 
their platfonns and often fail to reign in. However, any actions that go beyond simply holding 
these platforms accountable falls outside the scope of what this approach should cover. 

The current proposals faiJ to evaluate many of the strengths and weaknesses that have already 
been encountered by other countries who have made similar efforts. One particularly 
problematic element is the length of time for regulated entities to make offending material 
inaccessible after being reported: 24 hours. Most regions that have introduced or proposed 
similar measures have required 7 days. While even 7 days is arguably an unreasonably short 
period of time, it at least provides a reasonable opportunity for content to be properly 
evaluated. A 24 hour period will greatly increase the chances for social media companies to 
remove content in error with no opportunity for recourse. This is something that already 
happens with their existing systems, and it disproportionately impacts speech from the victims 
and marginalized groups these rules are intended to protect. With an impossibly short 
turnaround like 24 hours, this existing problem will almost certainly get worse. 

The current proposals also introduce the possibility for social media companies to police 
"potentially" hateful content through algorithmic filters. Given the problems that already exist 
with the way these companies handle moderation, the potential negative impacts to victims 
and marginalized groups are increased even further. There need to be significant measures, if 
not outright penalties, for companies that erroneously remove content that is not hannfuJ. 

Creating an environment in which social media companies could potentially have to create 
significant data retention policies could also prevent smaller social media entities from 
operating in Canada, or even worse, create disincentive for new services to launch, ensuring 
that the current social media giants are the only ones who can operate. 
Significant considerations need to be made to ensure that this does not happen, and that the 
majority of these expectations are only applied to specific companies on a case-by-case basis. 
Even requiring a threshold of user base or net worth will not really work. 

Perhaps the most problematic e lement of these proposals is the ability for a regulatory entity to 
block or take-down websites, which is significant overreach which could have a devastating 
impact for the free internet to properly function in this country. You must revise this aspect 
and create alternative disincentives for regulated sites. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
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Jesse Betteridge 

Document communique en vertu de 
la Loi sur /'acces a i'information. 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

OOClIment communIque en vertu de 
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Document, p.leased pursuant 10 
hp 4cc" ss to Iniormatlon ,\e! 

over reaching pooI1y planned &rl agreement backpeddllng standard being set by Canada - The PEACE-KEEPERS 
August 21,202110:36:10 PM 

There needs to be an open On1y public moderated debate on this matter. 
ALL ONLINE CANADIANS DESERVE IT especially our children WHO WILL BE 
PAYING THE TRUE PRICE FOR THIS CRIMlNAL BACK RROM CIGAR DRENCHED 
DRAFL. 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

L.evo Del1:lUs 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 
Harmful Online ContEnt Proposal 

August 21,2021 10:17:24 PM 

ilE Acce < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

Hi r was reading this article bttps:/lwww.caoada.calenlcanadian-heritagelcampaigns/bannful
onljne-content.btml 

I absolutely hate it. Especially the fact there's automation (which Module I(B): 10 A leads me 
to believe) and reporting. I work in the software field and seen filtering and machine learning 
fail repeatably. There are other things in the proposal that seems extreme 

I'd be ok with some of the following 
- Warnings were added to suspicious content 
- Advisories on strange groups such as flat eathers and anti vax. Perhaps a learn more link 
which infonns users about ''Russian troll farms tl and that members of the group may not 
believe anything theire saying but intend to cause disruption in their lives 
- Having social medias infonn users how many hours they spend and suggest to take breaks 

But nothing that prevents anyone from doing anything (it may stop a person from being able to 
contact another at a time of need). Nothing that mixes automation with reporting 

An example of why you never impede is below. In the UK they activated a filter that wasn't 
opt in. rt disrupted a large company and hundreds of thousands of players. 
https:llwww.gameskinny.com/w9kbulleague-of-legends-not-patching-uk-pom-fi lter-blocks
more-than-porn 
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From: Kendra flacen 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

the ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

DIgital 0tIzen initiative 
August 21, 2021 7:28:10 PM 

Canadian citizens categorically do not need or require any form of government body to 
monitor and decide what forms of expression, content. or media are permissible for their 
consumption on the internet. Any content that is not already a violation of the law should be 
free for all Canadians to access. Any sort of attempt to limit or control Canadian's access to 
legal content of their choosing, especially one has slapdash and overreaching as this one 
proposed, is a gross violation of Canadian's rights. Do not control or legislate our access to 
data on the grounds of some laughable standards of moralizing. 
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Robea Basler 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

Oocllment "ommunlque ~n vel1U de
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Subject: 
D.lte: 

Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful oontent onDne 
August 21, 20214:50:47 PM 

Regarding 
https:/lwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritaKe/campailWslbarmful-QDline-contentitechnical-paper.htrol 

Over broad powers for inspection, country-wide website blocking, secret 
trials, huge penalties, regulatory charges to fund it all. These are all 
terrible ideas. 

This is Canada, please try again. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Basler 

5.19(1) 
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From: .looattlan Wolframe-Smith 
10i I OCJ (POi) 

. ~ ...", < ~ to InformlltlOl1l 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

The Govemment's proposed aPlJl'O"Ch to address harmliJl content online 
August 21, 2021 1:13:02 PM 

Good afternoon, 

[ am writing as a concerned Canadian citizen with regard to the recent caU to have my say on 
the government's proposed approach to address harmful content online_ 

Having reviewed the proposed documentation, I ask the government pay due attention to the 
needs and concerns of self-identified sex workers during this process, such as those identified 
by the advocacy organization the Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Reform 
(h~exworklawJeform com/). While r am not a sex worker myself, 

am proud to call myself an aUy to and serve the needs ofa vanety ofmargmahzed 
people, including sex workers, from a place of non-judgemental and autonomy-bolstering 
care. 

I applaud and encourage the government's efforts to address the seemingly growing problem 
of hate speech and discrimination online. It is my hope that the govenunent examination of 
this problem will involve careful and considered consultation with sex workers as stakeholders 
in their own autonomy and ability to make a living onJine as consenting workers, distinct from 
any valid concerns regarding non-consensual sexual abuse as it appears online. 

Thank you very much for considering my concerns on this matter. 

Sincerely. 

Jonathan Wolframe-Smith 

s .19(1) 
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From: Patrk:1a Gibson 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Demise of canada 

he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 21, 202112:15:04 PM 

This counhy has fallen into the hands of the communist party of China ! Thanks to our Corrupted politicians across 
the board. Allleve1s. Our health care system can no longer be trusted as they are forcing people to take a vaccine 
that has been through no clinical trial s. What a disaster. Shame on the health care workers pushing this agenda on 
an uninfonned brain washed public. Only the doctors and politicians who are risking their livelihood are to be 
believed . 
The media are the top criminals after the politicians for being bought off on order to advance all this corruption. 
Canadians need a severe wake up call and a good history lesson . 
Shame on all of you for ruining this what used to be a great country. 
Patricia Gibson 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Michael Suksl 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

tiJE' CC"'s~ 10 ll1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 

Subjed:: 
Date: 

Syen Soenoemann 
Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful oontent Dnnne 
August 21,202111:18:27 AM 

I am writing to comment on the proposed approach to 
address harmful content online. I have three comments 
to make. 

First, I strongly support this initiative. I support it 
because I believe there is great harm being done online 
in the five categories that are addressed in this proposed 
approach. While I recognize the other side of the debate 
is the need for preservation of free speech, I strongly 
believe that the collective benefit of stopping/reducing 
the harm outweighs the collective benefit of free speech 
in these areas. Also, on a more detailed note, I assume 
Bitchute will be one of the media channels that is 
regulated? I don't see them listed in the discussion 
papers I've read. 

There are two other areas of internet communication that 
are also causing harm and that do not appear to be 
addressed by this proposed legislation. 

What about the need to truthful content? In addition 
to the five areas already identified, I believe there should 
be a sixth consideration, which is the need for truthful 
content. Of course, work would have to done on the 
specifics of how this is defined, but I'm in favour of an 
approach that legally defines an internet publisher's 
obligation to make reasonable efforts to ensure that 
content presented is factually truthful. For practical 
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purposes, perhaps this does not apply tocintii'ili'duals'Iwh0,n A '/ 

are posting comments on social media because it may 
be too hard to monitor and enforce ... 1 don't know. But, 
certainly larger content creators should be regulated in 
this way. 

How do we regulate web sites that present news or 
political content, but are not considered to be "social 
media"? There are Canadian based web sites that are 
spreading misinformation and encouraging hatred online 
and they must also regulated. For example, in my 
opinion the Rebel News site is spreading false 
information and encouraging extremist right wing anger 
and even violence. I'm all for having a variety of 
opinions, but are web sites like Rebel News regulated 
the same way that other mainstream news outlets 
(i.e., CBC, Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, etc.) are 
regulated, and if not, what do we do about that? 

Thank you. 

Michael Suks,,-i __ 
5.19(1 ) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Robea Leslie 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Censorship 
August 21, 20219:33:40 AM 

Ooclimeni COllil71UnlC/lIe en vertu de 
/a LOI sur tar es a f'mforma/lon 
Document o;ilea sed pursuant to 
'he 4ccess 10 il1;ormatton Act 

s.19(1) 

Why do you want to do this? We already have hate laws. One is only left to wondeT if you 
are just trying to stop any and all opposing views. That real1y is quite shameful. But then a1l 
of what you're doing is to bring down a once great country. 
Make Canada strong again. 
A proud Canadian. 
Marguerite Leslie 
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From: catbet'Jne tracy 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

'I p ccp ss to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

HaVing my say: The Government's proposed approach ID address harmful mntent online 

August 21, 2021 7:29:58 AM 

To whom it may concern, 
This proposed law (intended to combat hate speech and other kinds ofhannful content online) 
is extremely misguided and must not be passed. All it takes is for those in power to decide 
that legitimate criticism of themselves counts as "hannful content" and our democracy will be 
in real peril. This sort of law is proposed when people naively think that those in power are 
a1ways going to be decent, thoughtful people, but it will also give extraordinary powers to 
dangerous power-hungry people that manage to get elected. 
Please do not pursue this proposed legislation. 
- Catherine 

Dr Catherine Tracy, Dept. of Class1cs, Bishop's University, x.2877 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

""" 10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Censurer au pruflt de qui? 
August 20,20218:53:47 PM 

th~ = ss /0 l/1formll/10111 

Avant les annees 2000, la tl:levision analogique etait gratuite et arrivait par I'antenne. Puis. on nous a vante la tl:le 
numerique de meillew-e qualite, qui permettait en meme temps Wle meilleure utilisation du spectre de radio
diffusion. Peu de temps apres la telt gratuite a disparue. et les compagnies de diffusion se sont mis a encrypter les 
canaux qu'on avait gratuitement, pour nollS les faire payer. 

L'encryption que vous vouler interdire a Pierre, Jean, Jacques, VOllS Ie pennettez a Shaw direct, Bell, Vidtotron, etc. 
afin qu'ils puissent nollS priver d'un service qu'on avait gratuitement jadis. 

VallS centralizez! 

VallS dites vouloir legiferer les geants du Web tels que Facebook et Netflix, mais VallS en etes devenu dependant Le 
seuI moyen pour que votre contrale de I'internet fonctionne estjustement que tout Ie monde adhere a ce Facebook et 
ce Netflix. Si les gens utilisaient des plateformes decentralisees. VallS aunez du mal a appJiquer vas methodes de 
contr61e. 

VallS misez sur la centralisation. VallS essayer d'avoir votre part des monopoles. Quelle honte! Nous sommes WI 

peuple guide par des dirigeants soumis! Pire, vallS aUez mettre des bll.tons dans les roues a ceux qui s'eloignent des 
sentiers battus. 

5.19(1) 
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From: Dan Beny he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 

August 20,20218:41:55 PM 

S'ABOUT TIME YOU FOLKS REALIZED We are NOT required to tell ANYONE 
whether or not we have had a vaccine!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!W/IJ/IJ/Nes, it 
is also time you looked at a few dozen dictatorships & see what you are 
trying to do in this so called "free COWltry"!!! SO "CAN" YOUR 
CRAZED AMBITIONS. MEANWHILE YOU HAVE TOT ALL Y CA YED IN TO THE INDIANS & 
HOMOS & DRUG ADDICTS --shame on you!! WHEN YOU CASH IN YOUR CHIPS AT 
DEATH-you will find there is/was a real God a Creator & unless you get 
a REAL original SmLE--quickly & find out what is going to happen to you 
I.F you don't mend your ways//read John chapter 3 & also John 14:6 if 
you even care-your choice. Tough love, 

Dan berry 
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From: 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Good day, 

Usa Agoz.zJoo 
10i I DCJ lPCH) 
No to C-10 

August 20,2021 1:12:18 PM 

With regards to bill C-I O. 
This will cost taxpayers more money. 

The funds should be going to fertility. 
Our fertility rates are dropping .. .. . 

Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 
th~ CCE5S to In;ormaltOn ACI 

If our fertility does not increase, who will you police over the internet? 

Please a110cate our tax payer money in another way. Send us a questionnaire to each of our cell 
phones to vote on this. 
It is not YOUT decision to take. 
Fertility treatments are 15 000$ for one in vitro try. 

People will only access the black market for content. 
This is like the war on druge. 
Waste of time and money. 

make us vote on this. 
Send us each a text message or email. 

Thank you. 

Lisa 

III Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: OJ< th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Good Morning 

10i I ocr (PCH) 

Slippery Slope 
August 20,20218:"3:57 AM 

I had tried to read the document, it seems to me that once this has been passed the 

government will be able to make privacy decisions and changes without actually putting it 

before the people. 

This is Dangerous, I also think that it wi ll just force those who are using these unmonitored 

services now even farther underground, Which means our law enforcement will have to dig 

even deeper to find them. 

Just my opinion but I am seriously worried about the trend today to curtail freedoms because 

of some bad actors. There has to be a different way of doing this. 

passing a law is not always the answer. 

Have a great Day 

Dennis Reuel 

"Not everything that counts can be counted and not everything that can be counted, counts" 

Albert Einstein 

R Virus-free. www,ayg·com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

t:;. ~C'~ t I f. I( Dtlen 
1011 OCIlpCij) 
Re: Have yoor say: The Go\temment"s proposed approach to address harmful content online 

August 19, 202110:4.7:15 PM 

Dear members of the Department of Canadian Heritage, 

My name is Christian Fielding, and I am the owner/administrator of a very small online wikl with an 

integrated forum, and users are required to make an account, which in turn has to be approved by 

me before they can contribute anything to the site. 

I am pleased that the government of Canada is taking steps to combat online harms, however, I do 
have a few concerns about the implications of these proposed regulations on small platforms, like 

mine. 

One notable concern is the fact that automated systems for detecting harmful content are simply 

inaccessible to small platforms. Many of these systems are very costly, or are given out for free, but 

only to large tech companies. I am relieved, however, that the proposal says that platforms must 

take all reasonable measures, which can include automated systems (implying that they won't be 

mandatory). If these automated systems are mandatory, one option could be that they would only 

be made mandatory for platforms that wouldn't be able to reasonably regulate themselves without 

them (such as major platforms). Many major platforms already use such systems. In my case, where 

my site is a wiki/forum with only a few members, I am easily able to monitor the entire site 

(Thankfully, there have been no instances of any type of harmful content present on my site) . In my 

case, simply having myself monitor the site for harmful content is a reasonable approach for a site of 

this size. If it ever grows larger in the future (unlikely), then automated systems will have to be 

considered by me. Another concern with automated systems as a whole is they usually lack the 

ability to determine context. There have been instances where videos discussing the horrors of Nazi 

Germany and the Holocaust have been taken down for "inciting and glorifying violence", when the 

exact opposite was true. These types of situations should be taken into account before any such 

systems are implemented or mandated. 

Another concern is the funding of the regulators by the regulated platforms. My site is a personal 

endeavour, does not run ads, or make any type of profits or revenue. It would simply be impossible 

for me to pay regulatory dues, due to the fact that my site does not bring in any money, and in fact, 

costs me money (domains and hosting). One option (which has been proposed in various section 230 

reform bills from the U.S.) is that these financial obligations would only apply to platforms with a 

certain amount of active monthly users, or revenue. Another option is to only apply these financial 

obligations on for-profit. These solutions could also apply to the automated filter issue. 

I wou ld like to thank you for reading my email, and hope you take these recommendati ons into 

consideration. 

Christian Fielding 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Loeska GJentber 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

billC36 
August 19, 20214:26:48 PM 

h~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

[ am deeply concerned with this proposed bilL The unintended consequences of similar 
legislation in other countries has included the further maginalization of protected groups, loss 
of livelihood for women and sex workers and the destruction of educational and supportive 
online spaces by tech companies being overly cautious in their application of laws/regulations. 

SImilar legislation has been struck down in the French courts because it clearly violates the 
human rights that are intrinsic to a democratic society. 

This proposed legislation is extremely dangerous and at best will waste millions in tax payer 
money in court challenges and at worst wi1l result in the destruction of free and open 
communication and the deaths of marginalized people whose support systems and incomes 
will be destroyed. 

The government of Canada has a duty to protect the human rights and wen being of 
Canadians. This proposed legislation does the opposite and if implemented will directly 
contribute to harming individuals and undermining OUT democracy. It must be completely 
scrapped. This type of legislation has proven to be ineffective at dealing with the issues it 
attempts to address and has instead made predators and abusers even more difficult to track. 
FOST AlSESTA in the US has driven traffickers even further underground where law 
enforcement cannot find them. 

HopefulJy with the snap election this proposed bill will die on the table but if not it must be 
abandoned and replaced with an entirely new framework built in consultation with both 
experts in internet socioeconomics and the Canadian public. 

Thank you. 
Loeska Guenther 
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From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ian McInlDSh 
ICN I OCI lpcHl 
MP SalIDa Zahk:l 
Online Lies 
August 19, 202112:54:46 PM 

Oocllment communique en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a /'mfollnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
the Access to II1;ormatlOn Act 

Another type of harmful online oontent is lies; for example, untruths about Covid-19 and the vaccines for it. These 
lies are causing deaths, and something must be done to remove them and to stop and in many cases prosecute 
their sources and spreaders, and to make social media enabling them remove and prevent them. 

- Ian Mcintosh 

s.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Mark BJrXls 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

August 18, 2021 9:16:24 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
the Acee ~ ~ to in;ormatton Act 

This is such a terribly thought out, terribly rolled out, and terribly exploitable policy. 

Please refer to the many more articulate and expert voices in this inbox, but do count my voice 
of opposition to the currently proposed "harmful content" internet regulation(s). 

MarkPurkis 
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la LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'mlolT7Jllh I 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

J. Lucas Donkers 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Your Harmful Online Content Proposal 
August 18, 20216:19:53 PM 

i1~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

I'm writing in regards to tbe Harmful Online Content proposal at: 
https:llwww.canada.ca/cnlcanadian-herita&elcampaiiWslbarmful-oriline-content.html. 

I have read the discussion guide at 
hUps:!lwww.cana<1a.ca/en/canadian-beritaie/campaifUls/harmfuJ-pnline-contentldiscussion-iUide.btm1, 
and find it poorly-written and broadly worded 

You are asking for "regulated entities" to provide reasonable measures 
to make harmful content inaccessible in Canada, but what is are 
"regulated entities~? Who's to say exactly who or what falls into that 

category? You are asking for 24 bours from the time a user flags any 
content they deem hannful, or indeed anything they don't like for any 
reason. The regu1ated entity tben must decide based on their own 
algorithms which they have to -try. to fit your rules. 24 hours means 

that this bas to be automated because it's impossible for any company to 
have a human view the content and make a decision. This means that 
content will be taken down whether or not the algorithms have accurately 
identified the hannful content So, you have no absolute definition of 
what "regulated entities are", no human interaction., no control over how 
the algorithms actually work, and anyone can game the system by fl agging 
anything they want as harmful content 

You are also asking for internet Service Providers (lSP) to somehow 
monitor for child abuse material, and provide evidence and personal 
information pertaining to the possible offender. But don't say how to 
acrually do this, and you may not be be aware that most infonnation is 
now encrypted during transit by default, and ISPs can't view the 
decrypted infonnation. And, once eSIS receives all these notifications 
of possible violations of the code, based on whatever algorithms they 
write to try to comply with your rules, what happens then? Are all those 
people raided by the RCMP. arrested, their lives tom apart before the 
RCMP discover it was just a mistake? I see nothing spelled out about how 
this is supposed to be accomplished without violating every Canadian 
citizen's fundamental rights. You are making ISPs responsible for 
everything their users say and do. Last I checked, nobody holds Bell 
Canada accountable for their customer's speech over telephone. 

In summary, you are writing laws that will very likely destroy people's 
lives on the whim ofan algorithm you have no control over. You are 
making "regulated entities" and ISPs responsible for their customer's 
words and content. You are also taking away people's right to ftee 
speech. and people's abili ty to decide what content they want to view. 

Please give careful consideration to how this will actually be used, how 
it will work:, don't make company's responsible for the words of their 
users, and tighten up the wording of your proposal, so that there 'isn't 
any interpretation of the law. 

Regards, 
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Docllment "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Document I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Aeon Rosenberg 
10i I OCI lPCH) 

'~ '" < ~ t InformlltlOl1l 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Feedback on the Govemment's proposed apprmc:h to address harmful mnlEnt online 

August 18, 20213:08:33 PM 

Dear Digital Citizen Initiative Committee, 

My name is Aron Rosenberg and 

am researching the internet and how young people can be more responsible and critical 

online. 

My research is focused on creating safer and more equitable digital spaces and I am therefore 

very concerned about th is new, proposed legislation. It will make it harder for smallertech 

companies to exist (due to t he financial costs of t he kinds of censorship suggested by the new 

regulations), thereby allowing larger tech companies to maintain a monopolistic share of the 

market. This is particularly concerning for youth because young people have NOT historically 

been protected or served by these large tech companies. The proposed regulation would also 

promote a sweeping, fast-paced kind of censorship that is likely to accidentally censor legal, 

acceptable content: such as safe forums for sex workers, discussions about contentious 

political issues, and satire. As a democratic country, it is important to ensure careful, 

transparent processes are used to censor speech and this new legislation is proposing to do 

away with a lot of t he slow, transparent processes that already exist to police harassment and 

hate online. 

I would be more than happy to discuss this further. It may even be interesting to get some 

high school students involved in th is conversat ion. Please be in touch if you'd like my support 

facilitating youth focus groups on this . I can be reached here by email or by phone at 

Thank you for reading my feedback, 
Aron Rosenberg 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Kalheryn Saelet\'!i 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Rf: The proposed apprnach to address harmful content online 
August 18, 20211:00:38 PM 

~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

Yeah, I am all for banning online content that has to do with child sexual 
exploitation content (LIKE ON FACEBOOK!), terrorist content, content that 
incites extreme violence, and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images ... these 
are no-brainers. However, banning hate speech AKA: "words that hurt" is 

ridiculous because this is a FINE LINE and is up for some serious interpretation 
that I do not think the government is capable of determining AT ALL. Even 
Facebook has tried to determine it because it can't handle criticism whatsoever 
and has failed miserably overall. 

There will always be "hate" online and that's just parr of FREE SPEECH and I 
wouldn't try and take any of that away from Canadian citizens or you are going to 
have A LOT of angry people that will be pushing back at this nonsense. Stop 
trying to turn Canada into a communist regime, it's getting really noticeable and 
won't be tolerated. 

NO ONE here in Canada, with half a brain wants this unless they can't handle 
harsh words and are unable to UNPLUG and get off the internet. Truly, that is 
their problem and as far as politicians not being able to handle harsh criticism 
online, well again they need to put their big boy/girl panties on stop crying about 
it because harsh criticism goes with the territory. 

It's actually laughable that this subject is even being broached in the first place. 

Simple as that. 

- K Saelens 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Gay Sarafian 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

~ C' ~ to Infol 

Feedback: GoYemment"s Proposed Approach III Address Harmful Content Online 
August 18, 2021 10:50:02 NIl 

atl f/ 

As a Canadian citizen, r am deeply concerned by the government's proposed approach to 
address hannful content online (as described here: https:Uwww.canada.calenlcanadian
heritagelcam,paignslbaonful-onljne-content.btml). The proposed changes seem to adopt the 
absolute worst parts of similar laws adopted by other countries (in particular, the USA's 
SESTAIFOSTA bills), while completely ignoring the hannful effect these laws have had. 

The proposed changes wi1l affect our ability to express ourselves freely online. While the goal 
of the bill makes sense, the means w1l1 result in a mass silencing that will affect marginalized 
people the most. Requiring making content inaccessible 24 hours after being flagged will 
result in companies removing content simply because it was flagged - which often are false 
negatives, severely impacting the average internet user's ability to express themselves. How 
can we rely on this to protect ourselves? All but the largest companies will simply choose to 
censor their users , regardless of the validity of their content. 

In Canada, we have decriminalized sex work. However, making a living as a sex worker is 
still prohibitive, especially when it comes to screening clients. Speaking as an outsider to this 
industry (but have many friends who work in it), safety is paramount. After SEST A/FOSTA 
passed in the US, we saw a rapid shuttering of many sites that were seen as safe places for sex 
workers to share infonnation, especially that which they could use to keep each other safe (ie; 
not only to somce clients, but to share which ones were 'bad dates'). These bills also had a 
chilling effect on LGBTQ2S+ people online, as it has become harder to share infonnation 
without some of it being flagged as 'inappropriate'. I see the currently proposed changes to 
take on only the worst of other, similar changes elsewhere in the world, with nothing to ensure 
its actual goals are met. Nobody has been made safer because of these changes. 

I implore our government to drop this proposal, and go back to the drawing board. As a citizen 
who grew up alongside the developing internet, it feels like these proposals were written by 
persons with either limited knowledge of how the internet functions, OUT basic freedoms, as 
well as the dire ramifications for marginalized peoples across the internet. 

Thank you, 
Gav Sarafian 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Debra Wilson 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
On nne censorship 
August 17, 20213:27:55 PM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur faeces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
'he Acce 5S to informatIon Acl 

Online censorship for matters that are contrary to gov and media narrative IS 
unconstitutional! 

Ki1l an bins related to this type of censorship. 
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From: myr catino he Access 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Good afternoon, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
DIgital 0tIzen initiative 
August 17, 20211:39:40 PM 

Thank you for the opportunity to express our comments about the "new" approach to address 
harmful content online. 

ThiS is what itos been stated: 

"The Government of Canada is committed to taking meaningful action to 
combat hate speech and other kinds of harmful content online, including 
child sexual exploitation content, terrorist content, content that incites 
violence, and the non-consensual sharing of intimate images. The 
Government is asking for written submissions from Canadians on its 
proposed approach to make social media platforms and other online 
communications services more accountable and more transparent when it 
comes to combating harmful content online." 

While I completely support the combat of harmful speech - not only in social media but in life, 
this proposal here is actually censoring some voices to speak. We have to PROMOTE good values 
and measures to ensure Canada remains as a free and safe country. Censoring and "regulating" 
even when the goal seems noble, is still censoring and regulating ... like some communist countries 
do. 

Is Canada walking towards regulating of media and speech? That sounds scary, whatever the 
reason is. I would not like to live in a country like that. 

Thank you again. 
Sincerely 

Myriam 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

J!m MclntDsh 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'~ ;e ~s 10 l/1formll/10111 

Govemment's proposed approach tD address harmful oonlEnt onnne 
August 17, 202112:47:45 PM 

What i5 the purpose of such a proposal? 

1. Is it to make up for deficiencies in the current criminal code that make it difficult to 

investigate and prosecute existing crimes? OR 

2. Is it to create a whole new set of 'crimes' under the term "Harm" which will include 

concepts which do not include physical harm? 

If the former, the better solution is to amend the existing legislation to remove the deficiencies. 

If the latter, I would ask why the force of law is required to prevent 'harm' which is not already 

criminal. Given it is aimed at ideas presented on the Internet, it appears to be an attempt to limit 

free speech, which is one of our fundamental freedoms protected by the Canadian Constitution. If 

you proceed to implement these ideas, I have no doubt it will cost me and other taxpayers 

thousands of dollars in court costs and legal fees, in addition to the costs of the bureaucracies 

required by the legislation. 

Please do not infringe upon our freedom of speech, unless you intend to destroy democracy (or is 

that 'harmful'). 

Regards- Jim 

"Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security will deserve neither and lose 
both" - Benjamin Franklin 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

'~ '" < ~ t I 'formlltlOl1l 
10i lOCI (PCH) 
Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful oontent onDne 
August 17, 2021 11:52:49 AM 

I just wanted to caution against limiting or restricting freedom of speech. 

I just noticed in the workplace how essential it is to have people who think orthogonally. Everyone who thinks the 
same will never think of alternate solutions. which leads to bad outcomes. 
Someone who thinks orthogonally comes in, expresses an alternate viewpoint and it challenges everyone to rethink 
their assumptions. 
This is essential for development For the progress of society, some discomfort and discourse is essential , otherwise 
we go into restrictive thinking and repressiveness. 

A coworker once mentioned to me how he does not trust studies from certain countries. because. in his words., 
"concern comes from personal experience with scientists from China. They tend to manipUlate the truth, cspecially 
the ones who have ties to the government. I have also fOWld this to be the case with other nationalities that do not 
promote individualism" 

I even heard of a study in which young people were more depressed because they were associating with those who 
only agreed with them and their viewpoint. It seems coWlter-intuitive. but oddly enough, is probably true. It seems 
to make an emotionally weak society. 

It is important to guard that any law implemented cannot be extended or used in the wrong way, or manipulated to 
someone', bad intent 
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From: Blaine Pauling 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

th~ CCE5S to In;ormaltOn ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Hello 

Addressing harmful content online 
August 16, 20213:06:17 PM 

I have serious concerns about the government ofCanada's planned legislation to address harmful content online. 

You have no doubt heard similar concerns from more articulate parties than me, so I will restrict my response to a 
few points: 

I) algorithms run a high risk of misidentifying prohibited expressions 
2) the large penalties for non-compliance ensure that platforms wil l err on the side of caution and apply a wide net, 
blocking perfectly legitimate expressions 
3) how can a framework possibly outline what is hannful and reliably cover everything without over- or -under 
teaching 
4) this attempts to create a gatekeeper for acceptable expression - which is almost certain1y going to reflect an 
ideological agenda 
5) enormous risk a later government (of the same or a different party) will use the legislation to enact even more 
problematic, orpotentially highly dangerous ideological constraints - left. or right wing - t is imperative that the 
government not create mechanisms that could be easily abused by a future government 

Regards 
Blaine Pauling 
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From: il the Access to In;ormaltOn Act 
To: ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Ibte: August 16, 20211:23:06 AM 

Do not pass this. The government is not a "babysitter". People can decide who they wish to interact 

with online. One person's freedom to express criticism or potentially "offensive" thoughts with 

others, should not be taken away by unconstitutional overreaching rules in place by government. 

These measures have failed to improve society in other countries, and should not be implemented in 

"Strong and Free" Canada. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Pale Greenwood 
10i I IX] lPCH) 

Proposed Internet Censorship I Safety laws 
August 15, 202111:16:06 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

i1~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

Forgive me for not knowing the name ofthe bill yet, but [' m writing in from Be over this 
proposal ( 
https:l!www.caoada.ca!enlcanadian-heritage!campaignsLbarmful-onlioe-cQnteot.html) and [ 
just want to say that I) 1 hate it, and 2) it sucks. 

With the tl;dr out of the way. please forward this off to whoever needs to actually hear it. 1 am 
not mad at whoever has to sort through the emails, J am mad at whoever actually thought this 
was a good idea, and J want my ire to be directed towards and heard by them. That being said: 

Firstly, you are aware that Canada 1S not the only country to use the internet? And secondly, 
you are aware that all this is going to do is make things more difficult for marginalized 
communities, allow shareholders ofVPN services to make more money than you, and gut 
anyone's interest in working with tbe internet in this country? J don't mean to imply the 
person who wrote this proposal is an idiot and doesn ' t know how the internet works, but of 
course J mean that, because we have been through this rodeo and it ends the same way every 
single time. 

Face it: when you make something illegal, particularly in the realm of free speech and 
knowledge, you also make it illegal to argue against it. You can't say "Look, here's all the 
racist things I've gQtten in my email." if depicting racism is illegal. Now, we already have hate 
speech laws against directed, targeted hate speech; and that does its job pretty okay. But keep 
it to that. Someone depicting racism isn ' t always doing it to be racist, and no matter how you 
write those laws, J want you to ask yourselfuAnd if someone with opposite morals to me has 
the power to enforce this law, what will happen?" and you better write that law so they can't 
weaponize it against people like you. 

I've been in plenty of communities and scenes where they said uno racism" and you know 
what happened, half the time? The Black person couldn't talk about their experiences with 
being the target of utter hatred, but the racist white person could make horrific caricatures and 
make that Black person feel incredibly unsafe, and get away with it. Because you could DO 
racist things, you just couldn't SAY them. 

And you want me to accept that on a national level? 

Did you learn anything from America doing FOST AJSESTA? How it did a total of - and 
forgive my French - jack or shit to actually prevent trafficking and child abuse. but it all but 
annihilated adult content and spaces? Now, J get it, you probably think that's a good thing 
because uh, "hurr durr porn sinful" or something, but oot everyone lives by your rules. I draw 
the line personally at knowingly hurting others or doing irreversible harm to oneself If people 
want to make dumb choices they can walk away from, let them. Freedom and all that. 

Your censorship proposal sucks. It asks internet providers to do it, and they won't, they'll put 
in a filter that doesn't work and they won't care, and nobody wil1 be any safer. This is 
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performalive on your end and theirs, and you should feel badf'Tbis 'tY!!tdq.:.NP11ffi'lST,b~ lion ACI 
annoy the hell out of everyone at best and make everyone use a VPN and not invest in 
Canadian infrastructure, because of your asinine, draconian laws. 

Rework it into something that has concrete data behind it, an actual plan on how to implement 
it, and can't be abused by people taking the easy way out (which they will These are 
corporations. They'd rather go cheap than effective, every time, and if you ' re not accounting 
for that, you might need to change career, dude). And then we can talk. 

I agree our current system isn't the greatest we could have. But you get nowhere by actively 
making it worse. So here's one complaint about it. I hope there's many more, and you do 
better next time. 

Cheers, 
Pale (helhim) 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Hi there, 

Benn Klmmls 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

Harmful Content Regulation (I am 100% against It) 
August 15, 20215:14:22 PM 

s ,19(1) 

th~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

My name is Benn Kimmis. Canadian Citizen and am very concerned about 

your new proposal to regulate content online. Our country has a lot of problems, especially 

ones that affect younger generations such as mine. To list some: Rising costs of housing, 

Canada's lack of ability to attract more high quality jobs, etc. 

Instead of tackling those issues which are extremely important AND time sensitive you1re 

going to try and tackle something that isn't a problem. The internet is about the open and free 

exchange of ideas, and you want to stifle people with your new Orwellian legislation. The idea 

that we need an 'internet czar' who oversees what can and can't be said on the internet is 

ludicrous. Yes, words can hurt people but having a 'one-size-fits-all' block of certain kinds of 

speech isn't going to solve anything. The attempt of trying to monitor 30 million people online 

is also never going to work shouldn't even be attempted. 

If someone is threatening violence against a group of people, that is an issue and they need to 

be investigated by police or special forces, but that is literally the only time we should be 

policing the internet. Otherwise we should not be spending any police time or budget 

investigating people for what they say online. Our police need to be out in the streets 

preventing violent crime not sitting behind computers waiting for someone to use a word they 

don't like. 

1100% will vote against whichever party brings this bill to fruition, and I will never vote for 

them again. Right now Canada is one of the most free countries in the world, and that is one 

of the things I love about it. Please don't go through with this unneeded legislation or I'm 

voting you out. 

Thanks, 

Benn Kimmis 
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From: Gte Mcfadden 
ICN I OCI lPCH) 

Ine Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

~onnne harms~ ceflsorYllp d the Internet 
August 15, 20212:01 :11 PM 

I am appalled at the government's attempt to regulate "nice" behavior on the internet. There is 
a problem, their definition of "not nice" is vague and subjective. We already have a regulation 
regarding hate speech. The implementation of an appointed, probably unnamed Czar, with 
unidentified complainants and no legal recourse brings forward the problem found with the 
a1most universally despised human rights commission. This is a move to allow those in power 
to stifle dissent and control any infonnation they did not like. It is the type of regulation which 
leads to despots found in easten Europe. This is had legislation and not compatible with free 
speech of a democracy. Gordon McFadden 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

DaVId Briggs 
10i I ocr (PCH) 

• C '" < ~ to Informallc n 

Re: The Government's proposed approilch to address harmful oontent onnne 
August 15, 202112:19:24 PM 

I think this proposal should be changed significantly in the fonowing areas: 

- Blocking websites has zero place in a free country. These tools will be abused in the future 
by less scrupulous governments. 
- Stricter definitions on two categories of the five: Hate Speech and Terrorist Content. ft will 
be useful for future, more authoritarian governments to conceptually stretch either of these. 
- Wherever possible, alJow the courts to deal with complaints / charges over the various 
tribunals. 
- The limits for reporting complaints shouldn't be set by a Governor in Council. A committee 
or actual act oflegislation should establish these boundaries for each category. There's too 
much potential for abuse here (e.g. future civil rights groups protests becoming "terrorism"; 
anything that could impact the status quo). 
- This proposal aims to regulate organizations outside of Canada. The addition of new rules to 
follow will make it more difficult for smaller entities to provide content to Canadians. This 
further the moat of the large internet companies as they have the resources to handle this. 
Canadian citizens will experience more geo-blocking, and there's already a lot of that. 

In general this bill affords the Government too many additional powers, and can be abused by 
future governments. "Terrorism" has been used to justify all sorts of terrible privacy eroding 
laws and surveillance regimes. The tenn is going to be stretched until it allows for tyranny. 

David Briggs 

5 .19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

lkallilda Standlnguard 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Free speech 
August 15, 202112:04:37 PM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1folmatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Acce 5S to Infol/natlOn Act 

The Canadian government must NOT censor speech in Canada nOT support it elsewhere in any 
manner. 
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From: Jordan Crombie 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

the lIeee ~ ~ to In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

I do not support this new Internet Regulation 
August 15, 20214:20:04 AM 

[t is an affront to both the spirit ofthe Internet and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Yet 
another piece of legislation conceived by individuals lacking the technical understanding of 
the medium, creating unenforceable controls that can not hope to address the challenges the 
legislation proports to tackle. 

If the Liberal Government chooses to continue on this ill conceived course of action, this 
legislation will setve as the epitaph for my support and membershjp of the party. The only 
things liberal about this legislation is the amount of alcohol that must have been consumed to 
consider this a piece of workable legislation. Matched only by the hubris of its authors and 
sponsors. 

Please reconsider this legislation, and meditate on the lessions of Bill C-10. This strategy 
smacks of Harper or Ford style Conservative ideology, and wil1 mark the end of the liberal 
party as a viable choice for anyone less the 45 years old . . . 

Please stop. 

Jordan Cmmbie 
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From: """""'" th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hi, 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Feedback on "harmful content" proposal 
August 15, 2021 1:%:52 AM 

I am corresponding to indicate my disapproval with some parts ofthe "harmful content" 
proposal (found here: https://www.canada.calenlcanadian-heritagekampaignslhannful-online
content.btml) 

Specifica1Jy, of the 5 types ofbarmful content mentioned (terrorism, inciting violence, hate 
speecb, non-consentual image sharing, child sexual content) I only disagree with the "hate 
speech" type which is not only unenforceable in my opinion, but also not conducive to a fair 
democracy. Let me explain: 

The Wlenforceability should be obvious as even by your own admission "Removal alone 
may push public threat actors beyond the visibility of law enforcement and CSIS, to 
encrypted websites and platforms with more extremist and unmoderated harmful 
content". Outlawing VPNs will also not work as individuals can simply use the Tor 
Browser, coffee shops, work internet, ad-hoc mesh-wifi networks, sta~ink, etc. The 
more pressure is put to find an alternative, the more it will be sought out and 
implemented. If Cuba cannot stop free access to the internet, neither can you. 

What's more, a 24 hour notice is far too quick to take anything down and with steep 
penalties such as the proposed 10 million dollar I 3%, it would seem to me that many 
internet companies will simply stop catering to Canada entirely. Since the idea of the 
proposal seems to be to shut out only the worst internet users, if many popular but 
not quite ubiquitous sites (so not youtube, facebook, etc) leave canada then that 
would create an even larger group of people whose mission it is to subvert this law, 
thus rendering it moot for all. 

On to my second point, as I understand it hate speech can be content which is 
provably true but still hurtful to someone. I see many issues with this: how old must 
the offendee be to have it count as hate speech? Must the offendee belong to a 
protected group? Is it the subjective "opinion" of the offendee which determines the 
offense, or the subjective *opinion* of a human rights tribunal? 

This echoes to me a sentiment many Canadians had with Steven Harpe(s "barbaric 
cultural practices hotline" (bttps:Uwww.cbc.ca/news/politics/canada-election-2015-barbaric
cultural-gractices-law-l.32541 J 8). It seems to me this proposal wants to protect Canadian 
values as well, and if a conservative government takes the lead again, this proposal could be 
used for those means. 

I believe a government should represent its people, which means that if 1 % of Canadians are 
bigots and racists, then 1% of the government should be bigots and racists as well as 1% of the 
(Canadian) internet We do ourselves no favors by attempting to hide the skeletons in our 
closet. If the government does not represent its people, then it is not their government, much 
like the failed attempt at the US to enforce its government on the people of Afghanistan. I 
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imagine there are many things which would be considered "~fq ·c2nte~f'. to :p1)~~gh~ (to n . \ct 
which the US would disagree, and vice versa. 

Thank you for your time in reading this. 
-Denis 
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From: Peter Briggs he lIeee ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
Proposed IegJslalkm 
August 14, 2021 B:47:04 PM 

Censorship is censorship .. . rules as draconian as those being proposed will inevitably result in 
the opposite effect from their intention. It will drive truly radical and dangerous people even 
further underground, while infringing on the right of free expression for people evenly slightly 
out of the mainstream "norms" approved by government. It's an exceedingly dangerous 
precedent for the govemment-of-the-day to set limits on what is "acceptable" speech. This is 
wrong, flat-out wrong and Orwel1ian in the extreme. This must not pass, or our days as a free 
society are indeed numbered. 

Regards, 
Peter Briggs 

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network. 
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From: rhe I\ccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: ICN I OCI (PCH): Matt G1uca 

Subject: Proposal for harmful OIlnoe speech control 
o.te: August 14, 20218:23:30 PM 

I'd like to lodge my complaint about the far over-reach of this proposed 
legislation. It goes far too far over the deep end into police state territory. 
The controls this government proposes will make it impossible for regular 
businesses to comply with any sense of timeliness to valid complaints. Not 
only will so-called harmful speech be removed but that unjustly removed 
will not be reinstated or re-evaluated. This is a draconian approach that 
goes much too far. 

Deborah Johnson 
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From: the ACCdS 10 Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful content feedback 
August 14, 20218:18:21 PM 

These laws you are proposing will make Canada less free. r don't want the government 
filtering things like China. If it is illegal then act. Don't make new laws about what you can't 
say on the internet. Let people speak and share their thoughts freely. If they do some thing 
illegal then punish them. Let speech be free so we can live freely, even if we don't like what 
someone else says. 

Glen 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Jack C1adu: 
ICN I IX] (PCH) 

Concems About DIgital Cen~lp 
August 14, 2021 7:07:54 PM 

Dear Digital Citizen Initiative, 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
the ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

I've recently read cory doctorows blog post about the proposed rules and believe that these 
rules are incredibly hannful for all canadians. Please do not let this bill become law. 

https:llpluraljstjc.neV2021/08/ 11Itbe-canada-yariant/#no-canada 

Thanks 

Jack Clarke 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Ben Peddns 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
C-36 
August 14, 20216:56:24 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur rar es a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document o;ileased pursuant to 
the Access 10 il1;ormatton Act 

Whatever team dreamed this and C-IO up needs to give their head a shake. This isn!t your 
mandate. People don!t want this to happen, it can!t be properly enforced and it hasn!t worked 
anywhere else. Not a good luck heading into an election. 
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From: Mark IboINiOD 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

the lIeeess to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

proposed Internet legislation 

August 14, 20216:44:58 PM 

I have reviewed the proposed legislation and agree with Prot: MIchael 
Geist. bttps:Uwww mjchaelgejst.cal2021/07/0nijneharrosDonconsuIt' 

This legislation is draconian and dangerous. U's dangerous to the freedoms we Canadians 
enjoy and dangerous to the internet-based economy in Canada. U will make us a global 
laughingstock and force innovation to move overseas. 

The internet has allowed me to educate myself and generate a decent living wage. In my 
opinion, it is the greatest invention of the past half century. Locking it up with big-brother 
nanny-state legislation wi1l active harm Canadians, our economy, and indeed, free speech 
globally; We should be looked to among our global peers as a shining example of freedom. 
Instead, this legislation brings us closer to Chinese style authoritarianism. 

Mark Thomson 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Alex Kursell 
10i I OCJ lPCHl 
Oppos1tkln to "The Govemmenrs proposed approach to address harmful mntent onOne" 
August 14, 20215:07:14 PM 

Hello. I recently came across "The Government's proposed approach to 
address hannful content online~. as seen at 
https;ilwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-herita .. e/c.ampailPl!ilbaonful-ooline-content.html. 
As both a Canadian citizen, and a someone currently enrolled in a 
university software engineering program, who has previously worked in 
the industry, I strongly oppose the proposal. 

Specifically, I oppose it for the following reasons: 

1. The proposal requires that "an OCSP mllSt take all reasonable 
measures, which can include the use of automated systems, to identify 
hannful content". In other words. it requires not just that providers 
comply with regulatory orders to sensor speech, but that they 
preemptively create systems to enforce such censorship themselves. This 
has the following problems: 

a. To avoid penalties, it is likely that companies would choose to 
make such systems even more strict than what the government requires. 
erring on the side of caution. Even if the government does not abuse 
its' power to censor speech, it is possible that these automated systems 
·will· end up censoring benign speech. As an example, speech inciting 

violence against Indigenous people is obviously harmful and is already 
illegal. An over-cautious automated system might instead choose to 
censor any speech relating to lndigenous issues ·at all·. Note that in 
the context of machine learning (ML) systems, which would likely be used 
by large companies to comply with this requirement, this kind of 
over-zealousness might be "trained-in" to the system without any human 
ever explicitly trying to do so. While the proposal does require that 
these systems "do not result in differential treatment of any group 
based on a prohibited ground of discrimination", in practice this is 
almost impossible. Any system that has to classify something as vague as 
hate speecb or violent content, will necessarily have false positives, 
classifying benign speech as problematic. 

b. The requirement that OCSPs implement such systems. tilts the 
field even more heavily in favor oftecbnology giants like Facebook or 
Twitter. Having previously worked at Facebook, I can assure YOll that 
they have the resources to implement whatever system or processes that 
are required ofthem. Smaller providers, including niche web-forums or 
blogs, or providers funded by user donations, do not. The end result of 
this proposal will be the further centralization of discourse on the few 
already-large platforms with the ability and resources to comply with 
it. I should point out, in addition, that these smaller providers are 
often havens for marginalized communities, including, as an example, sex 
workers, or those with divergent political views (and I am ·not· 
referring here solely to the far-right). 

2. The proposal essentially moves from a "defawt-aJlow" to a 
"default-deny" stance on speech. As it stands now, anyone can initially 

/1[01 atl f/ 
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publish speech without restriction. [fthe government determines that 
this speech violates Canadian law, it can begin criminal proceedings. As 
far as I can tell, provincial human rights tribunals seem to operate in 
essentially the same way, with speech only censored and fines levied 
only after the speech is made, and subsequently detennined by the 
tribunal to be against some human rights code. This proposal, 
especially considering the requirement for OCSPs to preemptively block 
possible bannful speech, reverses this. Instead, this proposal creates a 
"Digital Recourse Council of Canada" which instead only processes 
·appeals· for decisions already made by an OCSP to block content in 
order to satisfy regulators. Instead of some kind of process being 
followed in order to have speech be censored, speech can instead be 
censored arbitrarily by OCSPs in order to comply with this proposal, 
with people then having to contest these decisions in order to have 
their speech allowed. 

I have become increasingly worried about JIlY government's apparent 
disregard for free expression and free speech, especially as practiced 
over the internet. Bill C-IO 
(hnps"lJ:Dad calDocumen1YiewerLenI43-2!bjllIC-IOithird-readjog) drew 
heavy criticism for similar reasons as this proposal, as it was unclear 
whether that Bill would require the CRTC to regulate user-generated 
content. This proposal *explicitly* requires such regulation. 

While I recognize that child pornograpby and hate speech are real 
concerns and that they do real hann, this proposal has the potential to 
do massive harm as well, by essentially creating a framework by which 
the government and large tech corporations have the power to 
preemptively censor any speech without any more due process than the 
decision of an automated filter. This will have a chilling effect on 
public discourse as a whole, even if the actual scope of what is subject 
to censorship is limited to what is already illegal under Canadian law. 

Public discourse is essential to the operation of a free society. As 
Canadians. we recognize that there are some limits to that discourse 
where speech has the potential to violate the human rights of others. 
But there is a world of difference between giving the government the 
ability to~ in limited cases, prosecute people for hannful speech in 
court, and l.'reating a massive censorship regime, enforced automatically. 
constantly monitoring all online discourse and removing "potentially· 
harmful speech. And as far as I can tell. that's what this proposal 
does, and I oppose it in the strongest possible term.s. 

OC'Cllment "ommUfllrw en VAn iF 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Jason Pickavance 
October 15, 2021 10;46 AM 
leN / DCi (PCH) 

I do not agree with anything you are doing. 

Please stop this sickness. 

Please leave us alone. 

Jason Pickavance 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a /'mfo/fnallon 
Document released pursuant to 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ElIzabeth Marston 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Regan::llng the apalOng new "onRne harms"leglslatioo 
August 14, 20214:30:54 PM 

'" '. to imormatlc n 

ReBo! I'm Elizabeth Marston, a Canadian citizen who works as 
~'ve co.created a sitcom for 

Canadian TV, and I've co·edited an anthology of trans gender Buddhist writing. 

r am deeply concerned with the proposed 'online hanns' laws as documented at 
https:Uwww.caoada.calen/canadian-heritage/campaignsLhannful-online-content.html 

The new laws are poised to make Canada inhospitable to marginalized voices, while 
simultaneously locking in the power ofthe current generation of (quite dreadful) online 
content-arbiters. 

I implore the governmnent to read Cory Doctorow's excellent analysis here: 

https:llpluralistic.neti202I/0811 I Itbe-canada-yarianV#no-canada 

As a marginalized Canadian, £1m presumably one of the folks these laws are intended to 
protect. But in reality. these laws will undoubtedly be used against the queer community. the 
next time the Conservative government takes power. These new proposed laws seem to have 
no internal checks and balances, meaning that you are placing us in hann's way. Honestly. 
what are you thinking? 

As someone who (apparently made the mistake of) voting for the Liberal party last election, I 
guarantee you r will not make this mistake again. 

I have no choice but to mobilize my communjty against this legislation and against the Liberal 
Party of Caoada. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Christopher Deane 
October 22, 2021 10:48 PM 
ICN / DO (PCH) 

BC 

e _ 

5 .19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposa ls for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 
requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24~hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Christopher Deane 
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From: """"'" 1/ preps s to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

1011 IX] (PCH) 

Feedback on The Govemment's proposed approach to address harmful conlEnt onnne 
August 14, 20212:59:49 PM 

Please don't do anything in this proposal. I can't sum any of the issues up better than the EFF 
did https;/!www.eff.o~ee.plinksl202 1108Io-no-canada-fast-moyina-prQlX!sal-creates-filteriDa-blockin,,-and

n;portina-ruJes-l . The rules themselves won't do what you want them to do. The only effect that this will have is 
that all of the major social media platfornls will end up geoblocking Canadian users and it will make life int:redibly 
difficult for all of us. Personally I'd probably lose my job. Don't do this. 

M .. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Mlsb Atbarya 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
Harmful onnne amtent 

August 14, 20211:39:41 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
the 4ccess to il1;ormatton Act 

I strongly disagree with the new proposed law to regulate online content. It's a ham fisted 
approach that will irreversibly hann free speech and further marginalize the communities it 
seeks to serve. I strongly disagree with all aspects of this proposal. 

- Concerned Canadian citizen, Anish Acharya 
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Oocumel1 I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: th~ cce.ss to II1;orma/IOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

10i I DCJ (PCH) 

On harmful content rules 

August 14, 20211:34:34 PM 

I want to be clear that I am 100% against the proposed rules. 

While hate speech is abhorrent, it must be combatted by better speech. not with censorship. 

These rules effectively allow the government to decide what we can and can't read, and that is the antithesis of 
living in a free society. 

It should not be the place of the government to decide what is hate speech, as that can vary widely by interpretation 
and individuals concerned. 

We should aU be allowed to express ourselves freely, and criticize freely without fear or repercussion. 

Thank you. 
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Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 

From: PerllttJecat: h ~ < < to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I pc] (PCH) 
RThe government's prt>pOSed approach to address harmful amtent onDnew 

August 14, 202112:52:10 PM 

As a Canadian I was alarmed to learn about "The government's proposed approach to address 
hannful content online", 

I am not going to waste breath on why this is a terrible, vague approach that wi1l1imit free 
expression as collateral damage to its goals, 

But I with an election being announced tomorrow I will definitely NOT be voting for any 
party that supports this. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

October 5, 2021 9:36 PM 

leN / DO (PCH) 

Bill C36 

s .19(1) 

Oocliment communique en vel1U de
/a Lo; sur I'ar.ces a i'mfo/f7)atlon 
Document ,,,,leased pursuant 10 
"e _ ..::C'~ t .,fr>t" !:It, , ~ • 

I remember when Canada used to be a free countryl Now this is Chinadal Bought and paid for by our criminal Prime minlsterl Even 
China can't stop good VPNsl 

Sincerely a Canadian leaving to retire full time in the US in under 10 yearsl Can't wait 
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From: -To: ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Subject: This Ieglslat10n Is bad 
D.lte: August 14, 202112:45:13 PM 

To whom it may concern 

This bill is overly broad. gives the government to much power to punish 
isp's etc with to little time to moderate contenl This link goes into 
greater detail. 

Oocumenl communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

https://apcOJDmrc;ports,ohchr.oWfMResultsBaseiDownLoadPublicCommWlicationFile7&1d:26385 
<https:lJs.pcommrewrts.ohchr.or&fIMResultsBase!DownLoadrubljcCornmun jcationEile?&ld""26385> 

I am not in favor of this law and will not vote for the party that 
passes it. 

John Danton 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Cathy McInI¥re 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 

my f""""'" 
August 14, 202110:46:19 AM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 

Stop trying to control everything we see and watch- we can make our own decisions! 

Cathy Mcintyre 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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Docllment "OI1iI71UfllrW "'" VAn dF 
ia LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'mlolT7Jllh I 

Oocumen Ie/ease IJU(~UI:j()t tu 
From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Trevor Braun 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

The proposed approach to address harmful content onnne Is bad 
August 14, 2021 12:49:23 AM 

~ = < ~ 10 lniol atl f/ 

The discussion guide for this proposal starts by stating that "The Government believes in 
supporting a safe, inclusive, and open online environment." however it fails spectacularly on 
all three accounts. 
A combination of overly broad harmful content categories, absurdly high fines for failure to 
remove content, and an extremely short deadline for removal of content ensures that 
companies will remove vast amounts of content that is perfectly legitimate. Furthennore those 
most impacted by this will be the very victims of online abuse that this is supposed to be 
helping! Someone wanting to discuss their experience receiving hate messages or a journalist 
reporting on Itterrorist content" may quickly find their discourse censored by a broad corporate 
filter just in case. In fact it explicitly requires an overly broad approach by mandating the 
reporting of Itpotentially illegal content"! Censoring victims isn't safe or inclusive, and 
censoring journalists certainly isn't open. 

The extraordinary requirements on companies to comply (speecb filters aren't cheap to create, 
extending data holding requirements adds further cost and increases data theft risks, and the 
fines are massive) further enshrines the dominant (and mostly non Canadian) large companies 
in this space by making it near impossible for any new entrant to compete. 

Finally the proposed authority of the commissioner is an outrageous overreach of government 
power. Being able to enter any place for anything simply because they "believe" there to be 
relevant... anything, is ridiculous. Requiring someone to provide "information that the 
inspector considers necessary for the purpose of verifying compliance" to be turned over 
regardless of whether the belief they have that information has any evidence, or of the privacy 
or confidentiality of that information is a further absurd overreach. 

These proposals throw Canadians' rights under the bus and would ruin the internet for 
Canadians. 

Trevor Braun 
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Oc'climenl "ommUnlf/lI~ en VAn clF 
fa LOI sur I'ar.ces a /'mfolmail I 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tu 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hi there, 

BrJaona Prk:e 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Concerns about "harmful oootent" bl!! 
August 13, 2021 11 :17:07 PM 

i1~ =<~ to Informallen 

I would like to express my concerns with the new proposed regulations around harmful 
content on social media sites. While 1 believe that many of the types of speech mentioned in 
the regulation are hannful and dangerous, r do not think that this sort of online regulation is 
going to help address them. Instead, what we have routinely seen when governments pass 
these sorts of laws is that those targeted are the most marginalized - especially lawful & 
consensual sex workers. 

We need look no farther than the bil1s FOSTA and SESTA in the United States that this 
impact has had - with sex workers being run off of many platforms because those platforms 
use these types of regulations as an excuse to not host content that advertisers don't like. This 
is how these bills are used wherever they are introduced - France's was such a danger. it was 
ruled unconstitutional. 

The wording and swiftness of this bill represent a danger to sex workers and other 
marginalized people, and will not actual1y penalize or remove white supremacist content, 
harassment and child pornography. These bills have been introduced in many places, and they 
have made little to no impact on those sorts ofhanns. This is not an effective or adequate 
approach that a government should be taking - these regulations should be worded more 
carefully, explicitly protect sex workers, and be made with an understanding of how social 
media platforms act. As it stands currently. it is set up to increase the harm these tech giants 
can inflict, and further marginalize sex workers. 

I hope that you take people's opinions into account, and listen to what people are telling you 
about this bill. Tfyou don\ you will endanger and harm those you should be protecting, and 
protect those who need to be stopped. 

Thanks, 
Brianna Price 5.19(1) 
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Docl/ment "OmmUrJlf/ue ~n ve/tu de
fa LOl sur I'a, ces a I'm formation 
Document tI:I/eased pu suanl to 

Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Rob Moffatt 
September 3o~,"!2~O~21~B~:1~3~A~M"!"'---
leN / DO (PCH) 

Subject: Fwd: CAJ urges government, law enforcement to address targeted harassment of 
reporters 

--Forwarded message -
From: Rob Moffatt 
Date: Thu, Sep 30, 2021 at 9:02 AM 

5,t9(1 ) 

Subject: Fwd: CAJ urges government, law enforcement to address targeted harassment of reporters 
To: <brenda.lucki@rcmp-grc.gc.ca> 

--Forwarded message --
From: Rob Moffatt 
Date: Thu, Sep 30, 2021 at 9:02 AM 
Subject : CAl urges government, law enforcement to address targeted harassment of reporters 
To: <brent@caj.ca>,<fatima@caj.ca>, <zane@caj.ca>,<paul@caj.ca>, <karvn@caj.ca>, <anja@caj.ca>,<cecil@caj.ca>, 
<eilis@caj.ca>,<nebal@caj.ca>, <Iaurie@ca j.ca>, <olivia@caj.ca>, <admin@caj.ca>, ~ 
<ottawa@caj.ca>, People's Party of Canada PPC <info@peoplespartyofcanada.ca> 

CAJ urges government, law enforcement to address 
targeted harassment of reporters 

https:licai-ca/blog/CAl urges government law enforcement to address targeted harassment of reporters 

The public urges government, law enforcement to 
address targeted harassment of tax paying voters 

'The segregation and hatred promotion belongs to the librano bribed fake news fish wrap 
tabloid monopolies!! Not even worthy as ass wipe during an imaginary COVID-1984 
Plandemicl! You're not "journalists", you're corrupt librano puppets and parrotsl! I predict a 
VERY bad economical future for you all if this type of antisocial behaviour from you is to 
continue. Remember Nuremberg!! Lest We Forget the last time you corrupt fascist dared rear 
you r ugly faces .... 
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Stand Firm in the Law 

OOcumenl communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur I'ar es d f'mformatiOn 
Oocumel1 I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
thE Access 10 ll1;ormatlol1 ACI 

https:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v-sKz08U50TlA 

Vaccine Passport is all Smoke and Mirrors 

https:Ucanadafreepress.com/artide-videolvaccine-passport-is-all-smoke-and-mirrors 

NEVER "trust" white coat drug pushers nor their pig pharrna snake oil waresll 

Canadians haven't been getting very good value for the taxes extorted by what passes for (ahem) "governments" at 
any level of any party. The election process is a farce and fraud. These organized criminals and social terrorists 
pretending to be politicians stop representing and respecting those who bothered to show up for the charade the 
very minute the polls close. They then hop Into bed with unelected lobbies, NGO and (ahem) "non profit charities" 
where our taxes are funnelled in mass for "native advertising" (payola fraud) pieces in "social engineering" (eugenics) 
using "denormalizatlon" (segregation and hate) tactics to "nudge" (bully) "behaviour change" ("the science") under 
the guise of "protecting the children" (patent pending) pitting neighbour against neighbour completely destroying the 
very fabric of our once all inclusive society. Paid for by the very people they attack. "Honourable" and "Public 
Servant" are now oxymorons. We are then shut out, ignored and only viewed as cash cows to be milked and 
manipulated at the corrupt, incompetent elite's whim We are beine divided and sub divided socially then pit aeainst 
each other for political and financial profit. Subliminal Stalinism triumphantl 

"Vaccine passports/certifications" violate section 6 of the charter and are unwarranted and unwanted social 
segreeation policies that turn Canada into a police state. You can't hold a gun to the tax payine voters face while you 
pick their pockets then demand "trust" and "respect". What you will eet back in kind is the exact opposite. No trust 
and complete dis-respect accordingly. They have been pitting us against each other with their unwarranted and 
unwanted medical/public health mafia experiments in social engineering without consent violating the Nuremberg 
code for far too long now and it needs to stop stat. 

"The Just Society will be one in which the rights of minorities will be safe from the whims of intolerant majorities." 

Society will do what it has to do to provide for themselves and their families. Keep a roof over their heads, feed, 
cloth and educate their children etc. regardless of the intolerant's policies to keep them from doing so. Society is 
very adaptive at ways of gettine around the intolerant's not so democratic politics of fear. Fonunately, time heals all 
wounds but the cutting must stop now, today so the healine can beein. 

canada is heading into darkness. We are being divided, sub divided then pitted against each other for 
political/financial profit. Is now the t ime for the "unvacinated" and "smokers", "obese", "foreigners" and any other 
socially divided minority "deemed" to be a "burden", "dangerous" and "anti societal" by the "intolerant majorities" 
to form our own declaration of autonomy from those who only pretend to represent and respect us? All the societal 
rejects come together to build our own neighbourhoods, cities and countries. Grow with "refugees" (the "intolerant 
majorities aren't finished yet and will soon be the "minority" themselves) from the increasingly totalitarian, 
oppressive authorities we are currently trapped within? Render the government, the intolerant majortty and etc. 
irrelevant, Impotent and empty over time. What we have now is a farce and fraud and it's starting to get dangerous, 
very dangerous. We're no longer on a "slippery slope", we've gone off the cliff and there's no one at the whee!. .... 
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Document communIque en vertu de 
/a Loi sur I'acces d I'I~ formation 

If the payola fraud front page bold print headline in this fake news fish '1!.IB!abloj~);r'~nCUJplyc(~(&~Y f'!!1,d~~Jet'jth to 
taxpayer money) is any indication of what their definition of "normalcy" Is,and eans hen_ ev: an k, it. ,That is a 

. . , c (..t,..c' ~ l In UI" (IU rH .. 1 
canada I would not have anything to do with in any way, shape or form •••• 

WEATHER HIGH 33 C I CHANCE or THUNDERSTORMS I MAP A22 

, a 
I have no empathy left for the 
wilfullv unva~dnat@d. L@t 

Canada, no longer strong nor free. Canada, life in a Banana republic •.•• 

In modern usage the term has come to be used to describe a generally unstable or "backward" dictatorial regime, 
especially one where elections are often fraudulent and corruption is rife. By extension. the word is occasionally 
applied to governments where a strong leader hands out appointments and advantages to friends and supporters, 
without much consideration for the law. A banana republic can also be used to describe a country where a large part 
of its economy and politics are controlled by foreign powers or even corporations. 

The Moffatt Declaration: 

1- The federal Government of Canada is not a legitimate government. 

Provincial and municipal governments within Canada are not legitimate governments. 

A) Governments in Canada are not legitimate, because they support, 

condone and/or engage in levying taxes upon social minorities, which 
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taxes are then used; 

• to fund the formulation, promotion and implementation of laws and 

regulations that effectively deprive members afthat social minority 

of; the safety of public and privately owned shelter, housing, 

employment, parental authority & custodial rights, or medical 

treatment. 

· to fund the formulation and implementation of mass·media campaigns 

which incite & promote irrational fear or hatred of the members of 

that minority among the general public. 

· to fund the formulation and implementation of social marketing 

propaganda campaigns directed at policy·makers, both inside and 

outside of governments, calculated to manipulate those policy·makers 

into believing that it is in their own best interests and the best 

interests of those they represent to support the above listed 

scapegoating and persecution of that social minority. 

· to fund and promote "research studies", lacking genuine scientific 

integrity and objectivity, that are calculated to generate biased data 

and fraudulent or unprovable condusions supporting the social 

marketing propaganda mentioned above. 

Ooclimeni "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'al ces '" I'm formation 
Documenf 'e/eased pursuant tQ 
tilE Acce ~ ~ to Inform.'ll/onl 
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(Y'cl/men! "ommurllf/U~ en VAn iF 
fa LOI sur I'al ces d I'mfolTnah I 

B) Governments in Canada are not legitimate, because they participate Document I eleased pu suS()t tu 

in conspiracy to deny members of scapegoated social minorities any 

effective means by which to air their grievances and/or seek redress 

for the wrongs that are inflicted upon them - including; 

representation by political parties, fair and equal access to mass 

media, complaints aired through human rights tribunals, defamation or 

slander lawsuits and Charter of Rights appeals . 

C) Governments in Canada are not legitimate, because policy and 

decision-making at all levels of government is generated not through a 

dialog between government members and the general public but rather 

through a dialog between government members and "opinion leaders" -

unelected technocrats, 'cause' & 'issue' activists, consulting company 

lobbyists and small groups of economically advantaged & socially 

connected elitists. 

D) Governments in Canada are not legitimate, because "public opinion" 

has been and continues to be hopelessly corrupted by a never-ending 

barrage of publicly funded social marketing campaigns designed to 

manipulate & control people's thinking and behavior. 

"The will of the people" cannot be intelligibly discerned at this 

point in time, because what members of the public believe they know or 

understand about important policy issues is being manipulated and 
S 

~ ..... o.;~ ~ to Informallc n 
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controlled by the very same "opinion leaders" listed above, Le., 

unelected technocrats, 'cause' & 'issue' activists and consulting 

company lobbyists. Governments in Canada are not legitimate, because 

they support, condone and fund this manipulation of everyone's 

thinking and behavior. Until such time as these social marketing 

campaigns are adequately and impartially regulated, or better still 

banned entirely, it will remain impossible to determine what public 

opinion an a given issue would be without the distorting influence of 

social marketing manipulation. Governments cannot legitimately claim, 

therefore, that their policies are "endorsed by public opinion". 

2 - Our current political, judicial and social institutions are 

hopelessly corrupted. Because they are corrupted, it will not be 

possible to use them to bring about meaningful reforms. 

A) It will not be possible to use our mass media to reform our mass 

media. It will not be possible to use our judicial institutions t o 

reform our judicial institutions. It will not be possible to use our 

political institutions to reform our political institutions. Genuine 

and meaningful reform will only be possible when our present 

political, judicial and social institutions are replaced or superseded 

B) The people who run our institutions mentioned above will use those 

institutions to block attempts to reform them. Their power (and 
6 
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wealth) is assured by the corrupted state of these institutions and 

they will not hesitate to corrupt them even more if any serious effort 

is made to use these institutions against them. Constitutions, laws, 

codes of ethics - none of these can be used to stop them from doing 

what they are currently doing, because these people can always invoke 

the over-ride they have repeatedly used to corrupt our institutions in 

the first place - "the public good". In the corrupted system we live 

within today "the public good" supersedes all else, and they are the 

self-defined interpreters and guardians of it. 

3 - Replacing our corrupted institutions "by force" is not an option. 

The people who run our hopelessly corrupted institutions are masters 

of conflict. They like "power struggles" in any form; economic, 

political, ideological, legal or violent. They like conflicts because 

they control the means necessary to winning them. They have stacked 

all the conceivable 'decks' and merely await the next sitting duck to 

come along and attempt to beat them at their own game. The use of any 

kind of "force" to dislodge & replace them, whether economic, 

political, legal or violent, is not an option. 

4 - Superseding the current system is the best option. 

~he best approach to dumping our present, corrupted political, 
7 

OC'Cllment "ommurllf/U~ en VAn iF 
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Jocumenf ,eleased pu $Us()l t!.J 
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judicial and social institutions will be to render them irrelevant. 

This strategy is not just "below the radar" of our ruling elite's 

prepared defenses, it is right off the screen entirely. It is, at this 

time, something that they cannot begin to comprehend and therefore 

something they will be unable to take seriously until it is too late-

and that recommends this strategy as highly as anything could. 

Build a parallel "system", one that has been vetted of their 

corruptions, one that is populated by people who sincerely wish to be 

a part of it - rather than populated by people who have no means to 

escape it, as is the case with our present corrupted system. Build 

parallel political, judicial and social institutions created through 

genuinely democratic processes and models such as the Be Citizen's 

Assembly. Create small-scale "autonomous zones" wherein the corrupted 

systems have no authority and invite businesses and industries to 

operate within these zones on terms that are more favorable to them 

than what they can get in "the old Order". Develop and grow these 

zones with refugees from the increasingly totalitarian and oppressive 

institutions we are currently trapped within. Make no direct or 

'forceful' challenge to the old Order, just render them irrelevant, 

impotent and empty over time. 

5 - The first step in becoming free people once again is to declare 

autonomy from our corrupted system. 

• 

OC'Cllment "ommurllf/U~ en VAn iF 
fa LOI sur I'a, ces d I'mfolTnah I 
Oocumenf I eleased pu $Us()l t!.J 
lil ~ ~ to Informallc n 
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I declare my autonomy from the federal Government of Canada, the 

Provincial Government of and the municipal Government of 

Regional Municipality. I declare that I refute and repudiate 

all illegitimate government's alleged authority over me and how I 

choose to live my life. 

Because I am at heart a law-abiding person, I pledge to adopt the 

Oocllmenl "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pUlsuant tQ 
'~ "'<' < ~ t Inform.'ll/on I 

5.19(1) 

Criminal Code of Canada statutes governing OFFENCES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER, TERRORISM, SEXUAL OFFENCES, 

PUBLIC MORALS AND DISORDERLY CONDUCT. OFFENCES AGAINSTTHE ADMINISTRATION OF LAW AND JUSTICE, 

INVASION OF PRIVACY, OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON AND REPUTATION, OFFENCES AGAINST RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, 

FRAUDULENT TRANSACTIONS RELATING TO CONTRACTS AND TRADE, and WILFUL AND FORBIDDEN ACTS IN RESPECT OF 

CERTAIN PROPERTY as my personal code of ethics, never to be intentionally or knowingly violated by me. 

I declare that I shall respect any other laws and regulations passed 

by any level of illegitimate government only if reason and empathy 

tell me that I should, on a case-by-case basis as they may arise, and 

only because I freely choose to do so. I am a fully adult and mature 

human being, I do not require legal nannies in any form to watch over 

me or direct my every action. 

I declare that I will not be coerced into being either an active 

participant or passive supporter of the oppression by illegitimate 

governments of other autonomous persons. If that places me in 

violation of petty laws, bylaws or regulations enacted by illegitimate 
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governments of any level, I will consider those laws, bylaws or 

regulations to be null & void in my life. 

Rob Moffatt 

BANANAda 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Online censorship 
August 13, 202 110:49:51 PM 

I say a big no to this! We are a democracy and free country! 

Oocument communique en veltu de 
/a Lo; sur i'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
rhe Access to InformaltOn Act 
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Docllment "Oml71urllf/U~ en VAn 
la LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'mfolTnah I 
Documenf Ie/eased pu $Us()l t!.J 

From: Ted Reinhardt 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 

'~ '<0«; 10 Infor ,atlen 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 
Attachments: 

Re: The Government's proposed ilpproiIch to address harmful amtent onnne 
August 13, 20219:12:02 PM 
Technical Paper - ameoded.Rdf 

Please find attached an amended documenL 
I used an incorrect wrong word in the definition of DAO - which is Decentralized Autonomous Organization 
(DAO). 
My apologies. 

Ted Reinhardt 

--- OriginaJ Message ----
From: "pcb icn-dci pcb" <pch.icn-dei.pch@canada.ca> 
To: "pch mg9z" ~ 
Sent Wednesday, August 11,2021 3:31 :07 PM 
Subject: RE: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Heno. 

This email is to confmn receipt of your email sent on August 10, 2021. 

Thank you for your comments and your suggestions. We will be sure to reach out if we have any clarification or 
questions stemming from yoW' input 

Thank you again 

---Original Messag"e.--. -_____ _ 
From: ' -
Sent: August 11,2021 1:22 PM 
To: leN I DCI (PeR) <pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca> 
Subject: Re: The Government's proposed approach to address hannful content online 

Is it possible to receive a receipt confinnation for my 10 August 21 email? 
Thank you. 

Ted Reinhardt 

--- Original Message --
From: "pch mg9z" 4 

To: "pch lcn-dei pch" <pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca> 
Sent Tuesday, August 10,2021 9:01 :56 PM 
Subject: The Government's proposed approach to address hannful content online 

s.19(1) 
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Document omn UI ique en vertLi de 
I Loi u /'a if a I'mfonnatfon 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 

n cument released pursuan 0 
Acee 0 Inrorma ion ct 

Gatineau QC KIA 085 

The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

I am writing to offer comment on the proposed approach. Thank you for this 
opportunity. 

Comment 1 - Web 3.0 : The document fails to recognize the existence of Web 3.0 
blockchain driven services and how they may be used to elude Canadian law and 
government oversight. Earlier this year Dfinity.org launched "The Internet Computer 
(IC)". a platform that allows for the creation of social media platforms and other 
applications leveraging the blockchain. The IC has nodes around the world at unknown 
locations. It makes innovative use of cryptography to ensure integrity of the platform 
and provide censorship resistance . The platform is intended to become a competitor to 
major cloud service providers (Google. AWS. Azure, etc). 

In order to run an application on the platform. one only has to pay for the service to run . 
There is no contract, and once an application launches, it cannot easily be stopped by 
any entity. It is possible to write code to re-instantiate the application dynamically. 
Essentially trying to stop the program it would become a whack-a-mole game. There is 
no company to which a lawful entity could make timely representation to seek injunctive 
relief. 

Comment 2: - Web 3.0 Self Sovereign Identity: The IC has enabled Self-Sovereign 
Identity. A person generates securely their own identification credentials and then can 
sign-up to different services which cannot be cross-referenced . Each service creates a 
separate access token that is not shared between services. While innovative. it makes 
it extremely difficult to attribute who is generating traffic that falls within the five 
categories identified in the paper. 

Comment 3: Moving beyond regulating Individuals and Corporations is necessary. 
New appl ications on the Blockchain are now emerging that leverage a governance 
structure called a Decentralized AYfQilClmQI.Ji;. Organization (DAO). Once a person 
or identifiable entity develops an application. they can transfer ownership and control to 
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Document o/nn UI ique en vertLi de 
I LOI ur fa e a I'mfonnatfon 

a DAO that does not exist in law, is not ~ corporation, and\)et is capable of exert ing. 
control over its social media platfovrp 0~O rn,ember-s qst,,use the nO Ii1 -att~ilDlI.ta Ie 
Self-Sovereign Identity to vote. 

7 0 
c 

Comment 4: Entering a premise to look at content. New Blockchain based apps are all 
done online. There is no one to visit and no records to see. Seems a little archaic. 

Comment5 - Liquid Democracy. Dfinity has implemented an automated governance 
system called the Network Nervous System (NNS), whereby token holders are able to 
vote on issues such as adding and removing nodes, increasing rewards , and changing 
services. This is done algorithmically and creates Liquid Democracy. 

Similarly, the Service Nervous System (SNS) is being implemented to provide a similar 
voting mechanism for applications whereby a proposal can be put forward for vote . I 
have suggested that the Dfinity NNS be capable of communicating with the SNS to 
advise that a complaint has been received in one of the 5 categories. Ideally, the SNS 
governance should kick in and present a proposal to voters of the DAO (e.g . Take down 
offensive comments) and respond back to the NNS sayfng completed or opposed. 

The challenge is that the DAO may be a mix of persons from jurisdictions whose laws 
are different than those in Canada. The NNS, is operated by Dfinity out of Switzerland . 

The Technical Document is based on a premise of centrally controlled social media. 
This is shifting. Distrikt and Dscvr are two examples of decentralized social media. 

Comment 6: Unclear jurisdictions. It is unclear which law applies to a platform that is 
launched on the IC. The creator may not be identifiable, the location of the platform 
may be unidentifiable, and yet it may contain content that is harmful in the eyes of 
Canadians. 

Comment 7. Web 3.0 enables the creation of decentralized social media. It has the 
potential to move platforms away from big tech. If the intention is to have OCS 
providers foot the cost for this oversight infrastructure, it will stifle decentralized social 
media as it does not have a revenue stream like big tech has. This will thwart the 
innovation and entrepreneurship that can is about to emerge with Web 3.0 . 

Suggestions: 

1. DAOs are here to stay. If a Canadian is a member of a DAO and they are aware 
of content that is harmful they should be required to doing something: vote to 
remove it and/or report it depending on a threshold. 

2. Identifying Canadian ownership of an app is difficult. If an application is created 
and operated by a Canadian corporation or legal entity, it should be required to 
display this fact at the User Interface layer and at the API layer. It will make it 
easier to find to whom a platform belongs. 

3. Any Canadian building a social media platform must be required to build in 
algorithmic capability to remove content contrary to Canadian law. 
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4. Any Canadian deploying smart contracts shou l"d be required to dedare the legal 
jurisdiction for dispute resol tltieA in iRe a'P· and 1n the luser tnteifflee. 

5. Transnational crime and unscrupulous individuals will use the legislative vacuum 
to their advantage. I believe G20 nations need to establish similar mechanisms 
and enable collaboration. 

6. There are a number of committees and govemance bodies. It is top heavy and 
not efficient. 

7. The use of DAO self-moderation and demonstration thereof should be sufficient 
to meet the needs of active content monitoring. 

8. The Technical Document should include API requirements that Social Media 
OCS providers must implement (not tied to a technology).to facilitate timely 
responses. 

I am available to discuss via video should you wish. 

Ted Reinhardt 

Ref: dfinity.org 
5.19(1) 

o 
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Online censorship by Government 
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Regarding proposed legislation to censor online content, please be advised that I object to 
Government interference with freedom of speech. 

If an offended party wishes to take issue on a point oflaw, so be it, but it is impossible for any 
one to safely and accurately censor online content without violating someone's rights. 

This proposal wiU without question lead further down the path ofloss of rights, and also 
without doubt expand into a nightmare of Government over-regulation. 

There is also, importantly, the potential, actually the surety, that this additional power will be 
abused, and used against those who do not agree with those in power at any particular point in 
time. 

We live in an age in which "experts" cannot be trusted. There must be freedom to question 
those who would deceive. 

These abuses are in fact bappening already, with Media and Tech Platforms, who already are 
doing the bidding oftheir preferred party in power. 

Please step back and consult with some rational thinkers before proceeding down this very 
dark path. 

Loss of freedom of expression will inevitably lead to a demoralized and depraved society, in 
which exceptional, talented individuals will be unable to present a voice of reason, unable to 
offer wise counsel, and too timid to speak the truth, for fear of reprisals. 

These things are already happening in 2021 . 

Thankyou for this opportunity to speak, David Kukkee 
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Canada's approach to harmful content online 

s.19(1) 

Hello, I'd like to express a couple of major concerns with the government's proposed approach to regulating harmful 
content online (htlps:l!www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage!campaigns/harmful-on line-content.html). 

I'm fully in favour of policing unlawful content online, but I feel the proposed approach will have major unintended 
consequences, and needs to be re-worked 

First, this approach will make it difficult for social media companies to operate in Canada at aU. Under the proposal, if 
they allow a post to stay up longer than 24 hours, and the government later deems that post to contain prohibited 
speech, the company may face a massive financial penalty. If social media companies continue to operate, they will be 
compelled to take down any post that anyone flags, to avoid this existential risk to their business. 

That leads to the second concern: that trolls will simply flag every post they disagree with, knowing that social media 
companies will be forced to proactively remove them. Social media platforms handle billions of pieces of content every 
day. The content can only be monitored programmatically, not by humans, and any imperfection in the algorithm could 
lead to massive fines. Since the companies will err strongly on the side of caution, it may become impossible to discuss 
controversial topics online, like the campaign for Palestinian statehood. This concern has been raised by a wide range of 
progressive advocacy groups: https:l!www,ijvcanada.org!anti-racist-groups-concerned-canadas-proposed-online
harms-Iegislation-could-do-more-harm-than-goodl 

I respect the government's good intentions, but 1 urge it to target this legislation more carefully, consult more widely 
with advocacy groups, and make more of an effort to study the policies that have worked in other jurisdictions. Thank 
you for considering this feedback. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Welch 
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Subject: .... , This seems Uke a bad idea and this is why 
August 13, 2021 8:56:35 PM 

Canada's govemment is poised to pass a "harmful content" regulation. It's a 

worst-in-class mutation of a dangerous idea that's swept the globe, in which 

governments demand that hamfisted tech giants remove broad categories 

of speech-too swiftly for meaningful analysis. 

Many countries have proposed or passed rules on these lines: Australia, 

France, UK, Germany, India. They are all bad, but Canada's is literally the 

worst-as if Trudeau's Liberals sought out the most dangerous elements of 

each rule and combined them. 

https:Utwitteccomldaphnehk/statusI1421120217585831938 

What's in Canada's rule? EFF's Corynne McSherry and Katitza Rodriguez 

break it down. 

htlps:Uwww,eff,orgldeeplinksI2021108lo-no-canada-fast-mov;ng-proposal

creates-fi lterjog-blockj ng-aod-re perij ng-rules-1 

• A requirement to remove "lawful-but-awful" speech that is allowed 

under Canadian law, but effectively also now banned under 

Canadian law; 

• 24-hour deadlines for removal , guaranteeing that platforms will not 

have time to conduct a thorough analysis of speech before it is 

censored; 

• A de-facto requirement for platforms to install algorithmic filters to 

(mis)identify and remove prohibited expression; 

• Huge penalties for failing to remove banned speech-and no 

penalties for erroneously taking down permitted speech- which 

guarantees that platforms will shoot first and probably not bother to 
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• Mandatory reporting of potentially harmful content (and the users 

who post it) to law enforcement and national security agencies; 

• A Chinese-style national firewall that will block websites that refuse 

to comply; 

• Far-reaching data-retention policies that only the largest 

companies will be able to afford, which will create immortal, leaky 

repositories of kompromat on every Canadian internet user. 

Even worse: the specific contours of all these rules will be determined anew 

with each new Parliament, who will get to appoint a new Canadian "internet 

czar" with the power to expand and extend the regulation's most dangerous 

elements. 

The proposal allows Canadian cops to confiscate online services' 

computers if they are suspected of noncompliance-but offers them an 

insurance policy to avoid having their doors kicked in and their equipment 

seized: to adopt "advice" from the internet czar. 

So not only will the internet czar-who might someday be appOinted by PM 

Maxime Bernier or Doug Ford-get to rewrite the rules in public, they'll also 

be empowered to go beyond those rules in private "advice" to online 

services, backstopped by the threat of raids. 

The Trudeau government are spinning this hard, just as they did with Bill C-

10 (which included deceptive language that, on superficial examination, 

seemed to limit the scope of the law, but which was superceded by later 

clauses). 

htlps:l1plural;st;c,neV2021 106l01 Iyou-are-herel#crtc 

In this case, the proposal limits regulation to "public" forums. But because 

the this is copied from other countries, we know there's room to declare a 

private chat-group public as soon as it hits a certain (unilaterally 
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determined) size threshold: 'h~ = 5S 10 Inform,'ll/onl 

https:Uwww,e!f.orgldeeplinksJ2020IOBlfaQ-why-brazils-plan-mandate

traceability-pdvate-messaging-apps-will-break-users 

The combination of: 

• prohibiting broad, poorly defined speech categories; 

• harsh penalties for underblocking; and 

• requiring swift compliance without time for adequate assessment 

or cQunternotifications; 

all guarantee that tech giants will block all kinds of speech. 

But not all speech is equally at risk. People who are already marginalised 

are disproportionately likely to be censored under rules like this. That's what 

happened with the US's SESTA-FOSTA rule, nominally intended to prevent 

sexual trafficking. 

In reality, the primary targets of this law became lawful, consensual sex 

workers, who are exposed to far more risk now that they can no longer 

operate forums where they trade "bad date" lists and other safety 

information. 

https:Uwww,eff.orgideeplinksJ2018L03/how-congress-censored-internet 

This discrimination is sticky, because SESTA caused the shuttering of 

forums where sex workers advocated for their rights. The more marginalised 

the speaker, the worst it is-which is why the most heavily impacted group 

is trans women of colour. 

https:lLswopusa,orglblogI20151111121trans-<lay-of-remembrance-statement

fact-sheeV 
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As ever, Michael Geist is the absolute best authority to refer to on this. Geist 

has documented the ' beware of the leopard" -style secrecy of the Liberals, 

who have taken great pains to shield this policy-making from public scrutiny. 

https:Uwww.michaelgeist.caI202110VonlineharmsnonconsuIU 

But despite all the tactical obscurity, there IS a way that Canadians can 

weigh in on this, through this online consultation form. All Canadians should 

submit comments on this. 

https:II\yy.n.N,caoada,caIeoJcanadjan-heritagelcampaignS/harmful-ontine

content.html 

Online harms rules are a human rights disaster. They've been roundly 

criticised by UN Rapporteurs and civil society groups all over the world. 

https:Uspcommreports,ohchr.orgfIMResultsBaseIDownLoadPublicCommunicationEile? 

gld-26385 

France's version-which was not as extreme as Canada's-was struck 

down as unconstitutional. 

https:Uwww,eff,orglpressireleases/Victory-trench-high-court-rules-most-hate

speech-bjll-would-undermine-free-expression 

None of this is to say the tech giants are good for speech. They're terrible at 

moderation-of course they are. The problem with Facebook isn't merely 

that Zuck is a shitty online emperor for three billion people-it's that no one 

should have the job of 'online emperor." 

But the Canadian proposal will ensure that these tech giants are the last 
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generation of online platforms, by imposing a duty to spend l1urdreds ,Qf 'Vmall n 
millions of dollars on speech filters-something that only the largest 

American companies can afford . 

This forecloses on the goal of whittling tech giants to size through 

interoperability, ending the possibility that co-operatives, non profits and 

startups could independenlly manage their own spaces that were still 

connected to the platforms. 

btlps:l1locusmag,cornl2021IOVcory-<loclorow-lech-monQpolies-and-the

insufficieot-necess;ty,:>f-interoperabjlityl 

Canada is not alone in planning to convert the tech giants into constitutional 

monarchs, offering them perpetual dominance in exchange for suffering 

themselves to be regulated in how they rule our digital lives. 

But that's a terrible vision for our online future. We don't want wise 

emperors running our digital wor1d-we want to abolish emperors and give 

people the right to technological self-<letermination. 

htlps:Uwww,eff.orgldeeplinksl2021/Q8/utilities-gQverned-ilmpires 

Source: mostlysignssorneportents 
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To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I DCJ (PCH) 

Consultalkln feedback 
August 13, 20218:49:25 PM 

The Govemmeofs proposed "approach to address harmful content ooline" is one of the 
worst thought-out schemes I have ever seen a politician introduce. Michael Geist and 
others have done a great job describing the sheer idiocy - including how the ideas 
encapsulated in the proposals stomp all over norms and rights that are sacrosanct in our 
democracy: bttps:ilwww.michaelgejst.caL2021/07lonljnebarmsnonconsulV 

The advent of social media brought with it challenges that I agree we need to address, but 
you are so far off the mark with this proposal that I can't recognize it as being a remotely 
Canadian approach. 

Be advised I will vote against any politician who supports any legislation resembling the 
garbage you've put together. We live in society that must remain fundamentally free, not a 
tyrannical state. 

Kindly, 

Richard Kagerer 
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Subject: Govemmenrs proposed apprt)jKh to address harmful mntent online 
August 13, 20218:25:25 PM D.lte: 

To: Digital Citizen Initiative 

I have the following concerns: 

• Although much is made in the discussion guide of various IIhanns" that this regulatory 
framework is intended to address, only a fleeting mention is made of respecting freedom 
of expression, without going into any detail of how this balancing act will be 
accomplished, and what safeguards, if any, wi11 be in place to enswe that freedom of 
expression does not become an inconvenient afterthought. 

• " ... a growing body of evidence shows that these benefits also come with significant 
harms." - how about providing references to this growing body of evidence and 
quantifying the actual extent in society and the nature of the "significant hanns" so that 
it may be judged whether the need for this regulatory framework is indeed justified .. 
Does this proposal amount to a sledgehammer to kill a flea? 

• There is already in place a system to address social harms ofvanous sorts and degrees; 
this is the criminal and civil justice system. Why add a burdensome, expensive, and 
possibly metastasizing layer of regulatory bureaucracy on top of this for some, as yet 
unquantified, increase in harms of the online variety? Can't changes and funding to the 
existing regime be enough to address any trnly serious hanns in the online world. As for 
"hanns" amounting to no more than slights and hurt feelings, a pandemic in its own 
right, just where would this end? Never is my guess. 

• liThe proposed legislation would create a new Digital Safety Commission of Canada to 
support three bodies that would operationalize, oversee, and enforce the new regime: 
the Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada, the Digital Recourse Council of Canada, 
and an Advisory Board. II This is a perfect recipe for a stultifying, intrusive, nanny state 
type Star Chamber; hence the need to leave these matters to the existing regime with its 
existing safeguards against abuse and overreach. 

• "New proposed legislation would also compel regulated entities to be more transparent 
in their operations ... entities would also be required to publish transparency reports on 
the Canada-specific use and impact of their automated systems to moderate, take down, 
and block access in Canada to harmful content." This should be done regardless of any 
other proposals in here; can be done without an extensive bureaucracy. 
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Gabe Czobel 

Sent withll-il .... _.,jj~ecure Email. 
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Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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Alex lozano ---------...., S.19(1 ) 
September 28, 2021 2:44 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Cease and Desist from enacting tyrannical internet censorhip 

As a concerned Candian citizen I am truly ashamed that my own country has declined and degraded to such a corrupt 
faU of commiting to tyranny and attempting to establish a law that prohibits freedom of speech, thought and 
expression, the very founding pillar of our nation. 

These censorship laws must never pass. They are not only nonsense, inane, outrageous, and illogicaL It's also 
hypocritical, autocratic, tyrannical. unjust, immoral, unconstitutional. Communistic, and the complete antithesis of what 
our country has stood for. Censoring regular Canadian citizens for merely having a difference of opinion, let alone 
criticism of a politician or political narrative or policy is not the work of a free country. It's the actions and work of a 
Communist dictatorship. Silencing, threatening, let alone arresting and jailing people for a difference of opinion and 
thought is a grotesque abuse and assault of people's natural humanity to think for themselves. 

I personally will NEVER stand for it. I, just like millions of other Canadians, will never stand for tyrannical repression. The 
Canadian Charter of Rights & Freedoms exists for a reason and will be upheld to the fullest extent. 

Accordingly, I call upon the incumbent government and demand that they retract, cease and desist from enacting such 
arbitrary, archaic, and egregious laws <!gainst free speech, for which our nation stands for. 

Signed, 

Alex lo, concerned and enraged Canadian citizen. 
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From: 
To: 

Beoolt Jauvin-GJrard 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'c '<' SS 10 I 'formation 

Subjed:: Commentalre rEgatJf sur rapproche proposee du qouvemernent pour s'attaquer au rontenu prejudldable en 
11g"" 

lhlte: August 13, 2021 7:54:19 PM 

Je suis eitoyen canadien et infonnaticien et je suis oppose a la 
demarche decrite au lien Web 
https' tJwww canada calfrJllatrjrnojne=eanadjenlcampallJleg'contem.i-llrdudjciablc-en-lj llJle html 
<bttps'l/www canada ca/frlpatrimojne-canadjen/cawllaiDes!contenu-prejudjcjable-en-ljiDe btml>, 
pour ~s'attaquer au contenu prejudiciable en ligne". 

Scion l'analyse de I'Electronie Frontier Foundation, dont I'expertise 
sur I'interaction des droits bumains et de l'intemet est indisputable. 
ce projet est une catastrophe, telle une collection des pires idees 
existantes pour reglementer les communications electroniques! 

Au lieu de reprendre leurs arguments. je VOIlS invite ales lires VOIlS 

memes: 
https'/lwww eft or:gldeCJ)link:x'202 I IOS/o_no-canada_ fust-moyjng-proposal-creates-fi !teriD i-bJockjnl{-and-n:porting-

IlIktl 
<https'l/www eft orafdetpl jnksl2021108Io-no-caoada-fast-moyjng_pfQl)osal_creates_ fiJtcriog-bJockina-and
reporting-rules-I>. 
Les possibilites d'abus soot claire. \'article est pratiquement un 
manuel pour un futur gouvemement autoritaire. 

Donc sachez que je rn'oppose pleinernent a cette approche, et ne 
pardonnerai jamais Ie gouvernement courant 5i elle est impiementee. 

Benoit Jauvin-Girard 

aoOt 2021 s.19Il} 
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From: Andrea Mrozek 
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'/,p 4ccess 10 il1;ormatton Act 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Govemment"s proposed approach to address harmrul conlEnt online 
August 13, 2021 7:51:20 PM 

To the Digital Citizen lnitiative: 

I am responding to your request for written submissions on the proposed approach to online 
harms. 

I would like to outline some concerns r have about the proposed approach, which will be 
ineffective at combating online hann and instead will capture non-criminal content and limit 
free expression. 

I support efforts to remove criminal content from the internet. But the proposed approach will 
not achieve this goal. and it is unbalanced because it does not reflect concern for the 
fundamental rights of Canadians. 

The proposed 24 hour takedown requirement will lead to platforms proactively removing non
criminal content in order to avoid massive financial penalties. This chilling effect is dangerous 
to free expression in Canada. 

The mandatory police reporting proposal will result in the use of artificial intelligence to 
proactively monitor Canadian ' s speech, and AI generated records are likely to include non
criminal speech. I oppose this proposal, which could result in computer generated records of 
non-criminal speech being proactively sent to police. 

The proposal includes three new regulatory bodies, which is an enormous new bureaucratic 
undertaking. I oppose empowering these bodies to conduct broad inspections, including 
warrantless inspections of non-regulated businesses. This proposal is too broad. Please take it 
back to the drawing board. 

Andrea Mrozek 
Senior Fellow 

[d--

613:241.4500 x. 503 
amrozek@cardus.ca 
45 Rideau St . Ottawa ON. K1 N 5WB 
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Subject: Censoring social media is a infringement on Canadians right to free speech. 

Hi my name is Tyler Burkart. It is my opinion that any sort of censorship on any social media sites is a complete an over 
step of your rights as a government. This does not protect people. When you take away peoples rights to have their own 
opinion and to share it through different avenues such as social media Platforms. I feel as though you were taking the 
democracy out of democracy. Everyone has a right to their opinion no matter how hateful no matter how wrong, it is 
theirs and it is there's alone. Censorship of social media platforms is the beginning of the end for free speech as we 
know it. People need to be allowed to make their own choices And come to their own conclusions regardless of where 
they choose to get their information and regardless of whether it is truthful or not. Every person has a right to their own 
opinion and should have the right to express it to the world anyway they so choose so long as no physical harm comes 
of it. We are the stewards of our own mental health and we choose to allow or disallow information we receive which is 
part of the greatness of this country.The ability to seek out different and varying opinions is the essence of freedom and 
is what makes our country so great. The ability to share your opinion without the fear of persecution by law or by your 
fellow man. It is up to adults to use their own Filter for the information that we receive on a daily basis whether that be 
social media or your local news station or the news paper. It is there for my personal opinion that taking away the right 
to choose or the right to filter information is nothing but a hinderance on the freedoms and the democracy of our 
country. If you are a true Canadian if you are true leaders you will scrap this idea and throw it in the garbage because it 
is so far from Canadian, it is so far from freedom that even hearing about you considering this disgusts me in a way I 
cannot even express in words. Do the right thing stand up for freedom of speech and freedom of expression don't let 
your country qown. Also it would seem to me that censorship of any information Would be a crime In my eyes. It is also 
opening up the door for people oftyrannical mindsets to be able to do horrible atrocities in this country while having 
people believe otherwise or whatever it is that you so choose to have covered by the media or censored on social 
media. To allow this censorship idea to become a reality you are saying you do not support freedom you do not support 
free-speech you do not support creativity and you do not support your people and they're right to share whatever they 
so choose with the world around them. 
Be a Advocate for the right to choose. Choose freedom. 
Sincerely 
Tyler Burkart. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Steven Ensslen Ihe 4ccess to il1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful Online Content 

August 13, 2021 7:38:01 PM 

I oppose the Harmful Onljne Content proposals. I believe these proposals to be unwarranted and 
unreasonable limitations of our HUman Rights. I agree with the Canada Research Chair in Internet and 
E-cammerce Law and the EEE that these proposals are inoompatible with the Charier of Rights Bnd 
Freedoms and the Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

I request that the proposals be abandoned as fundamentally ant;~emocratic, and that completely new 
proposals which prioritise free speech and minimise the requirements for new media be drafted for public 
oonsultation. 

Steven Ensslen 
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From: Geoffrey Greatrex 
Mooa,Fort!eruDpart,QC,c,a; I~ / IXJ (PQ:il 

legislation proposed Bill C-36 

i1~ = ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: August 13, 20216:28:21 PM 

I am writing to you to express my serious concerns about the sweeping powers accorded the Digital 

Safety Commissioner in this bill, as well as by the wide scope of the measures and the potential 

impact they might have on free speech, While it is true that there is a great deal of dubious material 

on the internet, some of which clearly ought to be subject of legislation, I fear that the net is being 

cast very widely indeed, as Michael Geist has pointed out: 

https:!lwww.michaelgejst.caI2021107Ionljneharmsnonconsult/ 

I look. forward to hearing from you, 

Yours, 

Geoffrey Greatrex 

Prof, Geoffrey Greatrex 

Directeur/Chair 

s,19(1) 

Dept. d'etudes anciennes et de sciences des religions 

Dept. of Classics & Religious Studies 

Universite d'Ottawa/University of Ottawa 

55 av, Laurier est/Laurier Ave, East 

Ottawa, Ontario 

CANADA KIN 6NS 

TeL 613-562-5808 (en temps normal/normally) 

Fax, 613-562-5991 (pareillement!similarly) 
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From: WIll Dlenev th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

ICN I OCJ lPCH) 

The proposed implementaUon is ten1b1e 
August 13, 20215:27:43 PM 

The proposed legislation is antit hetical to everything Canada claims to stand for. It's a close 

cousin of tota litarian censorship than anything that could reduce harm to individua ls on line. It 

stifles free speech and a Canadian's right to free expression. It promotes a shoot first ask 

questions later approach to content removal, removes competition and creates an online 

database which is a disastourous future data leak in waiting. Finally provides t he perfect tool 

for a future demagogue to spread propaganda throughout Canada. 

No other developed democracy has passed legislat ion anything close t o this, in fact more 

water downed versions are frequently found unconstitutional. 

Will 
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From: Denise Ferris 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 

'I p ccess 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Govemment proposal to censor and regulate speech online In Canada 

August 13, 20214:10:16 PM 

Good afternoon, 

With regards to the proposal to regulate and censor speech online in Canada-

This will not be tolerated. 

You will not take away our Rights and Freedoms. You will not spit on the graves of the men 

and women who have spilled blood and died for our, yes mine AND your freedoms. We will 

not fall towards nor be pulled into your na2i zionist communistic totalitarian goals. People in 

the know are very much aware of what the compromised governments of the world, sadly, 

including Canada are collud ing to. 

let us be very clear, those in the Canadian government work for the people, let me reiterate 

that again, those in government positions represent, and therefore work for the ideals, 

betterment and positive loving care of every Canadian person. Those who are in government 

positions who do not fo llow the ideals just listed of how every government officia l ought to try 

to attain to be, wil l soon find themselves in a predicament that will not bode well for t hem. 

Service to others, not service to self. 

I strongly urge those who have influence and are in positions to affect real change, please, be 

very very mindful of you r part in history that is currently being played out. You will not be 

forgotten when the time comes and you are asked, and what did you do to help/save Canada 

from the great communism attack? (digital world war 3 - because that is what we are in). 

There is nowhere for the people who aid in the takeover of Canada to hide. 

We wi ll not have our rights and freedoms taken away from anyone. 

Thank-you for your time. 

Regards, 

Denise Ferris 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Marianne Walters 
October 1, 2021 11 :53 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Censorship 

Regarding this censorship legislation proposed 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
la LOI sur ral es d I'm formation 
Documenf I eleased pursuant 10 

c _ 

5.19(1) 

and the right to freedom of speech is in our constitution. Who decides what is ok and not ok? Isn't that 
alway::'s~th:'!e~iss~ue with censorship? Exactly what are those who want to suppress information afraid of? That their 
narrative is questioned , assessed and debated? Isn't that what living in a democracy is all about? 

When one group controls the media, as they do now (except for a few platforms) , this nation is no longer a 
democracy ... in Germany, Hitler controlled the media and his propaganda was accepted and hence he gained control of 
virtually all the German People. Isn't this exactly what this censorship legislation is intended to do? 

We already have far too much government propaganda and far too little actual a scientific and medical discourse on 
the subject this is intended to suppress even more. 

I feel sold out by my govemment, whom I have supported my entire life. 

A Concerned citizen of Canada 

Sent from my iPad 
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Doc umen , 1"<1 eoJ I1U ~uI:ITll t!.J 
From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hello, 

NOI "eK,'.r ' F ""'9(' '0 Il1fe)/ atl f/ 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
heather .mcDhetWf!@oarj.QC.ca 
Comments on proposed harmful online CXlfItent regulations 
August 13, 20212:56:24 PM 

I have been reviewing the 
malenal postea oy tne L.anaOlan "entage MlfllSrry regaromg nannru! content online. After 
reviewing the discussion guide and the technical paper, I felt compelled to send you my 
comments. As proposed, I strongly believe the framework leads to poor outcomes. It creates 
incentives for a more monopolistic Internet. It will lead to greater censorship of speech. 

The guidance disproportionately impacts smalJer sites or startups trying to launch competing 
services. Network effects already make it difficult for users to switch platforms. Regulatory 
requirements, including rapid assessment and response, are an incentive for small sites to host 
with a larger platform instead, even if the operator disagrees with the terms of service or the 
privacy guarantees of the larger platform. 

Operators have an incentive to respond rapidly to reports based on the 24-hour time limit. 
This creates a bias toward removing content with little assessment Social media platfonns 
often take down content meant to provide commentary, supportjoumalism, or host archival 
evidence. 

https:Uwww.reuters.comltechnologyLexclusiye-twitter-sees-jump-govt-demands-remove
content-journalists-news-outJets-2021-07 -141 
https:l!www.publicknowledge.org!blog!the-ooljne-censorship-machine-is-revving-up-here
are-a -few-lessons-learned! 
https:Uwww.nytimes.coml2019/10l23/opinionlsyria-youtube-content-moderation.btIDl 
https:Uwww.hlW.orWsitesldefaultlfileslmedia 2020109krisis conflict0920 web Q.pdf 

The framework can be abused to censor speech. There is almost zero cost or obligation on 
reporting content. Indeed, the framework does not require collecting as much information 
about who flags content as it does about who posts content. A person or organization could 
use the regulation to keep unwanted content offline througb repeated flagging and imposing 
high costs to appea1 takedowns. High report volumes also impose costs on operators, who 
have no recourse but to respond to every report, however frivolous. 

Finally, I believe automation will amplify bias online. Rapid assessment and removal will 
lead to automated scanning. The major platforms are the only organizations able to make 
significant investments in the natural language processing technology required. Still, there are 
numerous examples of false positives and overly aggressive content identification. It is not 
the average person who is generally impacted. Instead, it's researchers, freelance writers, 
activists, independent artists, and marginalized communities - basically. people with less 
political and economic ability to defend themselves. 

https:/Iwww.forbes.comlsitesljohnkoetsierL2020103/ 17Ifacebook-deleting-coronavirus-posts
leading-to-charges-of-ceosorshipl?sh=4dabe32a5962 
httpS:UtechCIUDCh.coml2020103/16Jyoutube-wams-of-increased-yjdeo-remoyals-durini:-covid-
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19-crisi sl he A ~C'" 5S to Information Act 
h!tps:l1twineLcomLtwinersuppor!lJ;tatuslI308853 643144241152 ?lang9)D 

I'm concerned that the framework wi1l centralize content controls with the major platfonns and 
lead to increased censorship. Despite its stated intentions, it will bias discourse away from 
marginalized communities, stifle research, and impede activism. When developing the 
legislation, I ask the ministry to consider its power to create incentives and look at the history 
of automated scanning and algorithmic bias. 

eilMcKellar. 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

reema ratzl 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
preseM! an open and democratic Internet 
August 13, 20212:%:24 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d I'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl Ic-
'ne Access 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

Your proposal to address what you call 'harmful' online content is an outrageous and dangerous attack on 
free speech, privacy and the right of Canadians to access information. 

I do not want politically appointed bodies policing speech. That is absolutely undemocratic. 

Please consign this terrible proposal to the scrap heap where it belongs. 

Regards 
Reerna Tarzi 

s.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi there, 

OOel/menl communique ~n vel1U de
la LOI sur ral es d I'm formation 
Documenf I eleased pursuant 10 

o ~"'''''.QC'~; o;;r-I" !:It, , ~ • 

Elisabeth Rondinelli <elisabeth.rondinelli@acadiau.ca> 
October 1, 2021 9:49 AM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Consultation on harmful online content 

My name is Elisabeth and I'm a professor of sociology at Acadia University who studies gender-based onJine 
violence. I'm writing to ask about the status of the consultation process for addressing hannful online content. 
Will the public consultation documents be made public? Also, at what stage is the consultation process at? I'm 
curious because I'd like to track how this exciting legislation unfolds, and how it is received Thanks, 

Elisabeth 

Elisabeth Rondinelli 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Sociology 
Acadia University 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Censorship In a democracy? 

August 13, 20212:32:03 PM 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

Your government's wish to convertly sell US on the notion of gvt overreach of the world wide web .... is nothing 
short of a totalitarian dictatorship .... 

The Globalist marxist takeover of our democratic institutions is utterly disgusting, we can clearly see with our eye 
and hear with our ears, your repeated propaganda, lies, purposely deceiving and misinfonning the peasants ... 

You Globalist shills will be held responsible for your lies and deceptions 

Roch Laplante 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Sir1..a0ce2020 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Online Speech 

he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 13, 20212:27:58 PM 

Considering all the crimes the PM has committed and his general view of things, it's pretty 
apparent he's and authoritarian that can't stand criticism - like all dictators. He also needs to 
get rid of free speech to cut off any criticism of The Great Reset. He'd never get it through 
otherwise. 

Biil C-I 0 on particular is a gross violation of our Charter Rights. Secret Trials? That's a 
criminal offence; Breach of Trust by a Public Officer. Let's hope the courts aUow my charges 
to proceed, otherwise, it could lead to civil war, as we're at the Point of No Return on the 
Tytler Cycle already. 

Lance Humphries 
SirLance.ca 

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email. 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Marcello Pavao 
leN I OCI (PCHl 

OOClIment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document t7;i!eased pursuant to 
hp 4cc" 5S to in;ormatton Act 

The Govemment's proposed approach to address harmfUl conlEnt online 
August 13, 202112:54:53 PM 

Simple: stop this nonsense proposal ASAP, if not sooner. 

Start over. Please do not worry about losing face - just say you listened and all will be forgiven 

-Marcello Pavan 

5.19(1 ) 
Sent from my iPad 
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From: Sean Cocks the lIeee ~ ~ to In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I pc (PCH) 

harmful mntent online 
August 13, 202112:37:11 PM 

When are we going to learn? Algorithmic censorship does NOT work. It will NEVER work. 
It will always overblock legitimate content, silencing minority voices, and handing all control 
over online discussions to companies huge enough to deal with it. You want the internet to 
only be facebook and google? And make no mistake, these huge companies have no interest 
in protecting free speech; they win end up blocking all kinds of marginalized people, 
legitimate satire or fair use, making the net extremely homogenous and useless, while still 
somehow letting child porn and fascists get their stuff out there. 
I'll just say it again - algorithmic censorship of online content will never work. Never. You'lI 
just end up handing over all online discussion to Facebook and Google, and they wi11 squash 
everything. We'll all be trapped in their Itwalled garden", reading only what they want us to 
read and saying only what they permit us to say. 
Stop this now. 

-> sean 
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From: Arlana Feltrln 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'~ '" ss to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

The Govemment's proposed approiKfl to address harmfUl content online 

August 13, 202112:03:22 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative, 

I am writing today to express my immense displeasure towards the Governments proposed 
approach to address harmful content online. Trying to protect vulnerable people online is 
noble in theory, but with the proposed methods it will do the opposite. Similar efforts have 
become laws in other countries and have proven themselves to be incredibly dangerous to 
marginalized people. These proposed actions violate human rights and remove platfonns and 
resources from the vulnerable. Only social media giants will be able to afford the proposed 
fines so any company that cannot will cease to exist having negative impacts on the Canadian 
economy. The vague language of the proposed approach means what is deemed as harmful 
isn't c1early defined and may change. Companies are not given enough time to review content 
for context and will therefore take a broad-sweep approach to removing content They are also 
required to report users to law enforcement, which is incredibly dangerous for marginalized 
people, and ludicrous as they may not have broken any laws. This is proposed mass censorship 
and it is very disturbing that people in power actually thought this was a good idea. 

Ariana Feltrin 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Frank Adamek 
ICN I IX] (PCHl 
Censorsh1p 

August 13, 2021 11:29:46 AM 

The main purpose of the censorship is to prevent public criticism ofthe 
liberal party. Censorship is common to all dictatorships, and only to 
dictatorships. Is Canada headed that way? 

Frank Adamek] 
s.19(1) 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
(he Acce 5S to infol1natlOn Act 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 
regulating online speech 

August 13, 202111:00:41 AM 

Oocllment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant 10 

5.19(1) the Access to il1;ormatlon Act 

I cannot see any good in regulating online "speech", except that which contravenes existing law. 
Free and unrestricted speech is a cornerstone of democracy and is under threat from many 
quarters. 

Please. Back off. 

Helen Yeomans 
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From: Alan Adelstein rhe Access to II1;ormatlOn Act 
To: 
Ce, 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

ICN I OCI lPCH) 
laurel.co!!!ns@oari.ac.ca 
nus IS A TRIWON TIMES A TERRIBLE IDEA 
August 13, 202 110:56:45 AM 

o (NO!) Canada: Fast-Moving Proposal 
Creates Filtering, Blocking and Reporting 
Rules-and Speech Police to Enforce Them 
https:ilwww.eff.orgldeepljnksI2021!08/o-no-canada-fast-moyjng-proposal-creates-filtering
blocking-and -reporting-rules-l 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

aim cole 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
We will not aa::ept your online censorship 
August 13, 202110:56:28 AM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'a('ces d i'mfoltnatlon 
Document t7'3Jeased pursuant to 
rhe 4ccess to il1;ormatton Act 

You government officials are a disgrace, we live in a free country. You don't have the right to 
censor the internet. We dont live in nazi germany, canada is a free country. We have the right 
to free speech and speak our concerns with what is going on in the world. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hi there, 

Tess KIU:h1og 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

. ~ ...", < ~ to Informallc n 

The Govemment's proposed aPJl"O"Ch to address harmful conlEnt online 
August 13, 202110:42:03 AM 

5.19(1) 

I'm not particularly articulate, but I live in and_ would like to voice my opinions 
on the proposed legislation regarding harmful content online. 

This article sums up my feelings very well: https:Uwww.eff.orgldeeplinksa021108!Q-no
canada-fast -moving -proposal-creates-fi Herin g -blocki n g -and-reporting -rules-l 

Particularly this section: .. Indeed, it seems like the people who drafted this policy themselves 
looked to other countries for inspiration-but ignored the criticism those other policies have 
received from human rights defenders, the UN, and a wide range of civil society groups. For 
example, the content monitoring obligations echo proposals jn India and the OK that have 

been widely criticized by civil society, not to mention three UN Rapporteurs. The Canadian 

proposal seeks to import the worst aspects ofGermany's Network Enforcement Act. 
C'NetzDG"), which deputizes private companies to police the internet, following a rushed 
timeline that precludes any hope of a balanced legal analysis, leading to takedowns of 

innocuous-pQSJs and satirical coo.trnt. The law has been heavily criticized in Germany and 

abroad, and experts say it conflicts with the EU's central internet regulation, the E-Commerce 

Directive. Canada's proposal also bears a striking similarity to France's "hate speech" law. 
which was struck down as unconstitutiona1." 

While 1 certainly understand that the goal is noble, the means by which you want to go about it 
are way too extreme. This amount of censorship could easily lead to far more harm than good, 
and end up hanning people who are looking for support or trying to comment about their own 
abuse, and lead to restrictions like China has. Plus, 24 hour turnaround is way too little time 
for things to actual1y be properly assessed; sites like Facebook and Twitter take weeks to 
investigate claims already, forcing them to try and review things in under 24 hours will just 
lead to them deleting them without review, which will just lead to people spam reporting 
accounts they don ' t like just to get them shut down. This already happens, to be clear, but it 
would force it even further. 

Please reconsider and look at plans that are less strict. To be quite frank, the proposed bill 
comes across as rather draconic and authoritarian, more like something people would see in 
China or North Korea than a free, Democratic country like Canada. 

Please read the article I linked in full for further reasoning as to wby tbe current proposal goes 
too far and, in fact, may cause legal issues. 

Again, I do absolutely understand the desire to remove harmful content from the internet, and 
as a woman, trust me, I've seen and experienced plenty of harassment myself that should 
never have been al1owed. However, the proposed legislation goes too far, and will actually 
empower abusers rather than their victims. 

000878 



Please reconsider. 
- Tess Kitching 

Document communique en verlu de 
la LOI sur /'acces a !'information. 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Micah · 
Octob.'-r :"5,~2::0~21:-6:-:2~O:-PM'--'" 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Oocument communique ~n vel1U de
la LOI sur ra, es d I'm formation 
Document, eleased pursuant 10 

" -

Digital Citizen Initiative - Government's proposed approach to address harmful content 

online 

I disagree with these laws that attempt to limit free speech, interaction. I agree catching child pornographers and 

terrorists sounds great, but in the end these laws are always used to catch those who are not either or something else. 
Soon anyone dissenting government viewpoints will be considered domestic terrorists as has happened in the US 

media. 

These laws are not acceptable. 

Mlcah;;,..._ 

s.19(1) 
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From: GabtJella L !be@fIlre 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Ih~ ccess /0 InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Proposal ttl censor and regulate speech online 

August 13, 202110:38:26 AM 

With reference to the above noted subject, and the proposal to install a law towards this. If our government were to 
be trusted (obviously they can't), they would only initiate appropriate action towards illegal contenl Unfortunately 
since our government, as we have learned through this whole ordeal, is that they cannot be trusted and have their 
own personal agendas. Canada's government should not be given cart blanch on Canadians freedoms of speech. To 
do so would change our democratic society and slowly tum it into a dictatorship, which I and so many others know 
that this is what Trudeau wants. 

Our government has accomplished so much civil unrest, that if this continues people will be pushed too far and will 
retaliate. It's starting to feel like Nazi's Germany during WWll Canadians are very compliant and that is what 
Trudeau is banking on, but everyone can only be pushed so far before they break. 

If this law goes through the repercussions will be felt for years. Canada has always looked attractive on the world 
front, but not anymore, the world is now seeing what we are living, and no one in their right mind would want to 
visit or live here. 

Sincerely 
Gabriella Liberatore 
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From: Ou1stDpber Lord 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

~ '" < ~ t I 'formatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

IInberal polk:les: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful ronteot online 
August 13, 20219:12:09 AM 

You are forcing me to be a single issue voter. your proposal to restrict speech in arbitrary ways with poorly defined 
tenns like "hateful" is so illiberal that I am going to make it my single issue in the neltt election and I will be 
recommending that all of my liberal (small I) friends do the same. We will tactically vote you out and install 
whoever promises to repeal this. There is literally no more important issue to me, for this is the bedrock of our 
civilization. 

The question comes down to semantic creep. It used to be that violence was something physical. Now it's creeped 
up to something else. Same with hate. I hate my choices for political parties. Does that classify as hate speech? Tune 
in next week! 

This fascist authoritarian behavior will have consequences for the Liberals. It will unite the conservatives and 
liberals at the very least, and might bring a wave of anti elitism that will change Canadian politics for a generation. 
Your call: embrace authoritarianism or embrace liberalism. 

Christopher 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Guys, 

Rob Nourse ~:;::;~,,!,!,==:::J 
October 5, 2021 12:58 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
PM@canada.ca 
Digital Citizens Initiative feedback 

s.19(1) 

This legislation is absolutely riddled with problems which even I can see and I have zero experience with legislation. 
That alone should be ringing alarm bells all over Ottawa. 
Firstly the way this is written is going to result in one of two things ... either the social media platforms of the day will 
over-censor in an effort to avoid being the targets of litigation which wilt result 
In thousands of innocent Canadians facing charges or they' ll leave Canada entirely based on ·ridiculous penalties which 
make operating In this country a liability shareholders won't tolerate. 
Seriously ... did anyone with experience actually read through this? 

This needs to be scrapped and done over. Draft 1 as outlined is a clear "swing and a miss" 

Rob Nourse 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hi, 

YtJrI Runoff 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Re: Censor and regulate speech coOne in Canada 
August 13, 20218:22:25 AM 

Oocliment communlqlll§ en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a f'mforma!ton 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
'he Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 

This censorship (bill C-10) is a clear path to socialism and to the new Soviet Union. 

This must be stopped. 

We already lost our free media (which now are controlled by GOO min fund with an 'independent' 

board), and online censorship will kill another our fundamental freedom. 

Kind regards 

Yuri Runoff 

5.19(1) 

Canada 
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From: the ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

lCN I IX] (PCH) 

Comments: hannfill content regulation 
August 13, 2021 7:58:48 AM 

I am writing because I am very concerned about the hannfuI content rules that the Canadian government is working 
on. I agree that hannful and hateful content is bad for society, and we shouJd be doing something collectively to 
help prevent young and vulnerable people from being radicalized. I disagree with the approach the government is 
taking to solve it in a way that will suppress citizens ability to "speak". Setting up China style censorship will be 
very bad for our country and it does not represent the values of Canadians. I think tbe correct path is to increase 
investment into the education and success of our youth. 

Sincerely. 

Russel Ward 
s.19(1) 
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From: BryanH~ the lIeee ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Hateful oontent online 
August 13, 2021 7:40:39 AM 

The Canadian government's proposal to manage, limit, and/oT eliminate hateful online content 
is iI1-conceived, will be ineffective, and will have adverse consequences that are contrary to 
the interests of everyday Canadians. Not only will it not effectively eliminate the hateful 
content, it will unduly limit and suppress legitimate content and will marginalize already 
disadvantaged people. Furthennore, it will cement the digital oligopoly that already does great 
harm to our digital lives by ensuring American mega-corporatations - Facebook. Google, etc -
will be the only ones to meet the poorly conceived requirements the government is proposing. 

Sent with ~ecure Email 
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Your intent to censor infonnation on the internet is deeply disturbing. it flies in the face of freedom of speech and is 
detrimental to the exchange of data and ideas. Are the leaders of this country so insecure that they cannot withstand 
scrutiny or criticism? Please rescind this proposed censorship. 

Wayne Currie 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

In><:\' 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 

NoID""'" 
August 12, 20219:01:47 PM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
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Govt has no business "regulating" people's lives. Govt serves the people, not the other way 
round. The people say no to govt & win vote in a new one. 
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Felicia Mazzarella 

From: 

Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

To the Digital Citizen Initiative. 

Terry Chiasson · 
October 29, 2021 .3:46 PM 
ICN / DO (PCH) 

5.19(1) 

Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

I am responding to your request for written submissions on the proposed approach to online harms. I would like to 
outline some concerns I have about the proposed approach, which will be ineffective at combating online harm and 
instead will capture non-criminal content and limit free expression. 

I support efforts to remove criminal content from the internet. But the proposed approach will not achieve this goal, 
and it is unbalanced because it does not reflect concern for the fundamental rights of Canadians. 

The proposed 24 hour takedown requirement will lead to platforms proactively removing non-criminal content in order 
to avoid massive financial penalties. This chilling effect is dangerous to free expression in Canada. 

The mandatory police reporting proposal will result in the use of artificial intelligence to proactively monitor Canadian's 
speech, and AI generated records are likely to include non-criminal speech. I oppose this proposal, which could result in 
computer generated records of non-criminal speech being proactively sent to police. 

The proposal includes three new regulatory bodies, which is an enormous new bureaucratic undertaking. I oppose 
empowering these bodies to conduct broad inspections, including warrantless inspections of non-regulated businesses. 
This proposal is too broad, and may violate the right to be free from unreasonable search. 

I am concerned by the proposal to allow the Digital Recourse Council to conduct secret hearings. This goes against the 
open court principle and basic notions of democracy. I am also opposed to the new proposed power that this regulator 
would have to block websites. 

Instead of addressing criminal content, this proposal will drive the content underground to more obscure platforms. I 
am concerned that the impact of this proposal Will be to silence non-criminal expression by everyday Canadians using 
these platforms. 

Please take this plan back to the drawing board. 

Yours truly, 

Terry Chiasson 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Black Sbeeo CIao 
ICN I OCJ lpcH) 
Censorsh1p 
August 12, 20218:59:10 PM 

No to censorship 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Jlccess to in;ormatton Act 

Govt needs to stop being Big Daddy to us and deciding what or what not is good for us 
We can decide for ourselves and our families. 
Stop Censorship! 
Stop Censorship! 
Stop Censorship! 100 % .. stop! 
D. Leonne 

s .19(1) 
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From: Nell Palesh ~ '" < ~ I /1rormll/10111 
To: 10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Comments on the Government's proposed approach to address harmful content onnne 
August 12, 20218:53:30 PM 

Hello 

I reviewed the discussion guide (https:Uwww.canada.ca!eo!canadian

herjt age!campajgns/harmful-ooljoe-conteotldjscussjon-gujde,html) and technical paper 

( https:Uwww.canada.ca!en/ca nad ia n herlta ge/ca m pa iins/ha rmfu 1-0 n I i ne-conte nt Itech n lca I 

paper.html) 00 the harmful online content initiative and am sending this email to provide my 

comments, as an individual Canadian, part of the public consultation process: 

• I am very concerned about how the approach proposed (in full or part) infringes on all 

fundamental freedoms in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The monitoring 

proposed through the approach amounts to wire-tap for phone lines and entering 

private spaces without a warrant. It is never appropriate for the government to attempt 

to regulate thought and discussion, only when actions actively case harm to someone; 

• The distinction between entities that come under regulation or are exempted is not 

sufficiently detailed. For example, Facebook operates a full circle social media 

enterprise which incorporate private conversation (Messenger and WhatsApp) as well 

as permission-based conversation (friend networks and groups), and fully open 

communication (public posts on a wall.) Similar ambiguity exists with other large 

platforms that support robust sharing permissions. If regulation is sought it should only 

apply to fully public spaces a nd in a similar manner as it would in a real-life sphere 

where people would put up posters or assemble in protests and demonstrations. Even 

in these public open spaces a wide variety of content is tolerated so long as it isn't hate 

crime; 

• Private organizations err on the side of caution since they're risk adverse to litigation. 

This would result in over moderation and stifling of harmful content or content 

classified incorrectly; 

• Part of allowing "harmful content" is a feedback loop and education piece that happens 

in society. If harmful content is supressed or actively punished not only will it drive 

these people underground and to perform worse acts, but it also removes the 

rehabilitative effect open community and discussion can have in how these actors 

inform their views; and 

• Additional regulatory burden might drive away social media innovation and options in 

Canada which on the whole leave Canadians behind other nations where free and open 

discussions are not subject to regulatory oversight. 

A free and democratic society does not oppress views that are repugnant or harmful, bUt 

rather engages them at their level with the intention of betterment for the individual and 

community. Canada has sufficient legislation to deal effectively with hate crimes and a well-
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developed human rights landscape. Additional regulation of h r:ll)f k . ntent · '19ti eA.u ~red,IOf1 AC! 
and is incongruent with fundamental freedoms in our Charter. The modules proposed in this 
consultation are not necessary and should be abandoned. 

Best Rega rds 

Neil Palesh 
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From: Marilyn Mackay 
ICN lOCI lPCH) 
No to Censorship 

he Access 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: August 12, 20218:23:23 PM 

To whom it may concern: 

When government leaders and influencers censor those who question, disagree, challenge or 
debate political policies and narratives/dogma which are unsupported by data, this is 
dangerous for democracy and the health of our. nation. Policies driven by money 
and coercion, do not serve our population's rights and freedoms in Canada. Free speech is 
important for a productive, safe. balanced, and vibrant society. 

Sincerely, 
M. Mackay 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Rhiannon Beaudry 

October 27, 2021 4:08 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

5.19(1 ) 

Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

To the Digital Citizen Initiative, 

I am responding to your request for written submissions on the proposed approach to 
online harms, I would like to outline some concerns I have about the proposed approach, 
which will be ineffective at combating online harm and instead will capture non-criminal 
content and limit free expression. 

I support efforts to remove criminal content from the internet, But the proposed 
approach will not achieve this goal, and it is unbalanced because it does not reflect 
concern for the fundamental rights of Canadians, 

The proposed 24 hour takedown requirement will lead to platforms proactively removing 
non-criminal content in order to avoid massive financial penalties. This chilling effect is 
dangerous to free expression in Canada, 

The mandatory police reporting proposal will result in the use of artificial intell igence to 
proactively monitor Canadian's speech, and AI generated records are likely to include 
non-criminal speech, I oppose this proposal, which could result in computer generated 
records of non-criminal speech being proactively sent to police. 

The proposal includes three new regulatory bodies, which is an enormous new 
bureaucratic undertaking, I oppose empowering these bodies to conduct broad 
inspections, including warrantless inspections of non-regulated businesses, This proposal 
is too broad, and may violate the right to be free from unreasonable search, 

I am concerned by the proposal to allow the Digital Recourse Council to conduct secret 
hearings, This goes against the open court prinCiple and basic notions of democracy. I am 
also opposed to the new proposed power that this regulator would have to block 
websites, 

Instead of addressing criminal content, this proposal will drive the content underground 
to more obscure platforms, I am concerned that the impact ofthis proposal will be to 
silence non-criminal expression by everyday Canadians using these platforms. 

Please take this plan back to the drawing board, 

Yours truly, 

Rhiannon Beaudry 
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This email, including attachments, is solely for the use of the i ~tep.ded le&ipie?t~s)fand mw. colJta·n , 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any use, distribution,'prin'tlkg or.JcoPYlng/J ttl (s eVn~jl must 
comply with Rainbow District School Board's procedure on the AP - Acceptable Use of Information 
and Communication Technologies. If you have received this email in error, please delete it 
immediately from your system and notify the originator. 
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From: DwIght Williams tht; ilcce.ss 10 ll1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Hello. 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Marie-france Lalonde 

The OnUne Harms Proposal 
August 12, 20218:19:54 PM 

Since we were all asked for our opinions on this idea? 

Frankly. I think that while there are real issues of public safety we need to keep working on, this proposal worries 
me. When I look at the authoritarian turns too many of the other nations of this planet have been taking over this 
past ten to twenty years, I am reminded that national governments always change hands eventually. Always. And 
this proposal - ifimplemented as is - can be made to backfire. There are people already positioned to pelVert the 
tools they'll be handed 

Please take this back to the drafting table. It may well be that Canada doesn't need its own version ofa "Great 
Firewall". 

Ow.ie:ht Williams 
5.19(1) 
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From: .... th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I IX] (PCH) 

Bad bad bad 

August 12, 2021 7:58: 14 PM 

·Canada's government IS poised to pass a "harmful content" regulation. It's a worst-in-class 

mutation of a dangerous idea that's swept the globe, in which governments demand that 

hamfisted tech giants remove broad categories of speech - too swiftly for meaningful 

analysis. 

Many countries have proposed or passed rules on these lines: Australia, France, UK, 

Germany, India. They are all bad, but Canada's is literally the worst - as if Trudeau's 
Liberals sought out the most dangerous elements of each rule and combined them." 

Please implement this differently. I'm sure your intentions are good but this is a hamfisted 

and horrible implementation that seems designed to win votes than to actually solve a 

problem. 

- Brad 
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From: Donna Rivet 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 

I prep ss to In;ormaltOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: Censorship Is govemment overreach and a mlalkln of constlb.Jtlonal rights. 

August 12, 2021 7:51:26 PM D.lte: 

To the Digital Citizen Initiative. 

T am responding to your request fOT written submissions on the proposed approacb to online 
banns. I would like to outline some concerns [ have about the proposed approach, which will 
be ineffective at combating online harm and instead win capture non-criminal content and 
limit free expression. 

The gravest danger of this proposal is that the government is setting up conditions that would 
favour government violations of Canadian Citizens constitutional rights, and provide a 
dangerous venue for government abuse. It is effectively a dismantling of democracy and 
creating Totalitarian policy. T don' t recognize my country any more. 

A government that seeks to control the narrative on any issue through censorship, is in 

effect. acting to create conditions that allow a government to limit citizen dissent. The 

very reason free speech exists in a democracy is so that government actions have a 

continual check. Without that, there is no democracy. Calling it a 'proposed approach 

to online harms' does not remove the Violation to constitutional rights. "Trust us" is not 

good enough. There should be no policies or laws that open the door wide to potential, 

or even pOSSible, government abuses of citizen's voices. That's why we have 

constitutional rights. 

No one should have the power to control the narrative of the people's voices; not Big 

Tech, not Government, and certainly not a private corporation in partnership with 

government. Such conditions certainly should not be "necessary for a government's 

vision". 

Mr. Trudeau is effectively acting as if the people's constitutional and charter rights no 

longer exist. 

I'm increasingly alarmed at the complete lack of respect for the people's constitutional, 

and chartered rights that PM Trudeau is displaying. 

We are increasingly seeing an overly dose relationship of government and policy in line 

with Corporate interests. This is more than concerning. I 

Mr Trudeau announced on National TV, that" Internet Censorship will be necessary for 

the government vision". This is a shocking statement in a democracy. This proposed 

approach to "online harms" is government overreach in the crudest manner. 

No politician has any legal right to dispense with fundamental rights in order to meet 

his particular 'vision' of government, and especially when that 'vision' increasingly 

involves violations of protected rights. 
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Nothing justifies the PM abdicating his oath of office whi~,h eqa.iLes ,he,prqtect'~rtJr natIon A.cJ 
people's constitutional and charter rights, but to suggest that such violations are to 

continue as an arrangement by our government in partnership with Big Tech is 

outrageous. 

Violations of those rights, as you know, are a grave matter. They are not 'given' to us by 

the current PM, nor can they be taken away by him. They can't be voted away, or 

traded. He acts as if he doesn't know this. 
Is this then, a display of current Liberal values? 

The level of censorship and propaganda practiced already by Big Tech, is concerning. It 

was already an unacceptable situation that manipulation of public interaction online 

was happening at all by the tech companies. That governments asked for and 

sanctioned more of this sort of control in partnership with a private corporation is 

shocking. That it is being actively promoted by those who are under oath to protect 

our rights, is unacceptable. That such an extreme level of government control over 

Canadians free speech is presented as protecting the public from 'online harms' is a 

poor excuse for such an erosion of our constitution. 

A partnership of our government with a private corporation involving restrictions on 

Freedom of Speech is highly questionable. 

Just no. NO. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Rivet and Richard Rivet 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Importance: 

Dear Sir, 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Stop Intemet censorship 
August 12, 2021 7:39:59 PM 
High 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 

I am totally against the Uberal party's Bill to censor internet content. 
Canadians want their freedom, not more censorship. 

Stop this now! 

Roman Rabenda 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Bert Iverson 

October 5, 2021 6:40 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
harmful content online -- proposals 

About the proposed approach 

5.19(1) 

The Government proposes a new legislative and regulatory framework that 
would create rules for how social media platforms and other online services 
must address harmful content. The framework sets out: 

• which entities would be subject to the new rules; 
• what types of harmful content would be regulated; 
• new rules and obligations for regulated entities; and 
• two new regulatory bodies and an Advisory Board to administer and 

oversee the new framework and enforce its rules and obligations. 
• ====================================The above sounds admirable 

BUT totally impossible to implement without serious loss of individual 
freedoms. The AI Bots that would be used are scary and way beyond 
current computer technology. 

• No way would I vote for any representative who advances these scary 
laws. 

• Joan -- a Canadian citizen 
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Subject: 
o.te: 

Attn: rngttalCft~ In~ttve 
August 12, 2021 7:17:48 PM 

I am writing regarding the proposed regulatory framework for "harmful online content". The 

proposed approach is most worrisome on a number of fronts in addition to which it will be 

ineffective at combating online harm. This is a limit on free expression. 

I support efforts to remove criminal content from the internet, however, this approach wil l 

not achieve that goal and it dismisses concerns for fundamental rights of Canadians: 

• the proposed 24-hour takedown requirement will lead to ill-considered (due to lack of 

time) removal of non-criminal content; 

• the mandatory police reporting will result in use of AI (artificial intelligence) to monitor 

ou r speech and these records are very likely to include non-criminal speech. This non

criminal speech proactively being sent to police is an unsuitable and wastefu l use of 

police resources; 

• the proposed t hree new regulatory bodies is an enormous bureaucratic addition. The 

unreasonable powers to conduct broad inspections, including warrantless inspections 

reminds one of soviet officia ldom. Freedom from unreasonable search must be 

respected; 

• then ~ further - the Digital Recourse Council may conduct secret hearings. What 

extraord inary circumstances justify departure from the fundamental constitutional 

principles of "open court"? 

• providing th is regulator t he power to block webs ites is simply government censorship. 

This proposed Bill harms public confidence in and respect for t he administration of justice. 

Please make a new beginning and consider these issues. 

Best regards, 

M. Elena Smith 
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From: BRIAN BASIlEN 
ICN I OCJ lPCH) 

he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Protect Free legal Speech 
August 12, 2021 7:15:18 PM 

I cannot tell you how strongly I feel that our freedom offree legal speech must be protected. Ifany speecb is legal 
then no one should be pennitted to alter, censor, or disturb it. If anyone is pennitted in any way to hinder free legal 
speech, then it creates the opportunity and incentive for those hindering speech to engage in nefarious practises thaI, 
for example advance their political and/or social objectives. If it' s good enough to be said in the general media, then 
it should not be stopped in any way. One person's misinformation is simply a disagreement about it by another. 
Stopping speech on this basis is really giving in to those who do not want others hearing what they disagree with 
and dislike. 

Sent from iPad 
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5.19(1) 

Hello I am reading about the harmful online content proposa l 
https:llwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online-content.html 
In the technical paper here htlps:llwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online
content/discussion-guide.html 

Under "Module l(B): New rules and obligations" "General ob ligations" it makes mention automatically decision making 
may be required. As someone who writes code and logic that may be used for this I absolutely hate this and do not 
support this proposal as it is written. I seen too many instances where this was applied and 100% of the time it causes 
problems. The only time it seems reasonable is when it did nothing but insert a warning 

I'd be more comfortable when the following alternatives 

- Warnings were added to suspicious content 
- Advisories on strange groups such as flat eathers and anti vax. Perhaps a learn more link which informs users about 
"Russian troll farms" and that members ofthe group may not be lieve anything they' re saying but intend to cause 
disruption in their lives 
- Having sites informing users how many hours they spend and suggest to take breaks or warnings that what they see 
may be misleading or promotional content 

But nothing that prevents anyone from doing anything or automatically report/flag anyone (I can explain why if you 
wish). Absolutely nothing should mix automation with reporting or impeding someone from doing anything 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Shan Friesen 
ICN I pa (PCH) 
Censorship 

August 12, 2021 7:11:51 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
the Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 

Canada will start becoming a communist country if we al10w our government to put 
restrictions on our rights. This inc1udes vaccine passports as well Our government needs to 
STOP taking the rights of Canadian citizens away. 
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s.19(1) 

Huawei et contenu prejudidable en ligne 

Le but premier de ce message est de vous dire que je suis fortement en accord avec Ie ban de Huawei en sol Canadien. 
La raison principale est que Ie gouvernement Chinois n'est tout simplement pas digne de confiance. le Parti 
Communiste de Chine nous prouve depuis longtemps que ses ambitions totalitaires se manifestent par la perte de droits 
humains fondamentaux. Les gens informes savent que les compagnies chinoises volent depuis longtemps les proprietes 
intellectuelles de nos compagnies et de nos universites a travers ses investissements, echanges etudiants, piratage 
informatique, etc ... Quand on sait en plus que Ie peuple Chinois est soumis a des contrales comme la reconnaissance 
faciale combinee a un systeme de credit social avec comme but final de punir les esprits libres et les detracteurs du 
Parti. Ce n'est vraiment pas une vision de I'avenir de la race humaine que j'aime envisager ... 

Huawei devrait etre adressee par Ie NATO. Pas de technologies Russe, Chinoise, (ou autres dictatures) dans aucunes de 
nos infrastructures des. 

Deuxiemement, je voulais faire part de mon fort desaccord avec I'approche proposee du gouvernement pour s'attaquer 
au contenu prejudiciable en ligne. Pas que Ie message principal soit mauvais. Qui de cense ne voudrait pas un Internet 
sans pornographie juvenile, terrorisme, discours de haine, etc ... ? Les raisons principales de mon desaccord sont la 
methode qui sera utilisee pour gerer Ie contenu et les personnes qui deciderons du contenu sensible. Twitter, Facebook, 
Google ont deja commence avec leurs IA. Les intelligences artificielles ne font aucunes distinctions, elles suivent un 
code. Mais qui decide du code? Au debut, on nous dira que c'est pour "proteger les enfants et les minorites" et ensuite 
il y aura des amendements. On inclura peut-etre des anti-vaccins, des conspirationnistes, des formes de satire, etc ... Je 
crois pour ma part qu'iI faut laisser les gens s'exprimer et former leurs propres opinions. Quitte a risquer etre temoin de 
ce contenu sensible. Vraisemblablement, la meilleure methode pour contraler l'lnternet est la methode Chinoise. 
Comme je I'ai decrit plus haut, cela veut dire une absence de liberte et d'autonomie. 

Internet est un besoin essentiel, il faut laisser les provinces nationaliser les telecoms. 

Salutations, 
O'ivlPI" Rf) l lrfll jP 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCI (PCHl 
Online version censorship 
August 12, 2021 7:04:07 PM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
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Document I elea sed pursuant 10 
rhe ilccess to II1;ormatJon Act 

[don't know anyone who thinks government censoring free speech online is a good idea. 

You wiU never be able to define hate making the legislation impossible to follow. rt will flood 
courts with fiivolous claims. You will look like the evil empire. Let people decide what they 
want to watch and not watch. [t's really that simple. Tn fact, i can't think of anything 
More unCanadian than censoring free speech. 
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From: R1dlatd Kilty 
10i I IX] (PCH) 

the I\ccess 10 Informa/lOf1 ACI 
To: 
Ibte: August 12, 20216:51:07 PM 

The proposed legislation that would seriously curtail freedom of speech under the promise of 
reducing hann. Is nothing but censorship. 

Hurt feelings isn't a crime. I've had my feelings hurt my whole life, but that doesn't make that 
a crime, or those thst did it criminals. Nor should those same people be singled out by this 
legislation. IOnly things that are criminal offences should ever be restricted, not points of 
VIew. 

This legislation is the governments way of controlling our right to express an opinion. Ifl 
don't like someone's opinion, I ignore it. 
But I don't want legislation to stop others from expressing that opinion. 

Richard Killy 
Canadian Voter and Tax Payer 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

COMMENT: 

schrootta schrnotta 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Ministry Heritage Intemetl.anguage posting Policed -Free Speech 

August 12, 20216:-43:06 PM 

~ = ~s 10 Informll/10111 

Freedom of Speech is integral to a free and 
democratic society. 

Canadian citizens DO NOT WANT 
INTERNET LANGUAGE GESTAPO. 

I am thoroughly repelled by the marxist liberal party who behave in such a condescending 
paternal manner. YOU ARE NOT "DADDY". STAY OUT OF OUR LNES! If you don't like 
what a person bas to say- don't read it. I STAND FOR FREE SPEECH AND 
ACCOUNT ABILITY AND RESPONSmLE BEHAVIOUR IN SOCIETY. A FREE 
SOCIETY! FREEDOM!!! 
Canada is a fake government because Canada is Canada Inc. and masquerading as a 
government. 

DO NOT POLICE THE INTERNET. 

The election could not come sooneT. 

Justin Trudeau & his cabinet will stand trial fOT crimes against humanity under Nuremberg 
code violations fOT his heinous role in the covid-19 "Event 201" live exercise and simulation 
FRAUD. There is no Sars-Cov-2 virus.- Hence, all health mandates based on this virus are 
fraud and vaccines could never be made without a piece of the actual virus. Canadians were 
not infonned of the experiment nOT given the inoculation leaky gene therapy contents. The 
entire plandemic is a psyops- no matter how he attempts to control the crime and to attack 
truthers & white hat physicians/nurses who are in every hospital in this country ready to give 
evidence despite being threatened and intimidated by fake government thugs. 

STAY OUT OF OUR LIVES. 
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From: 'I p ~rcp < ~ (0 In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCIlPCH) 
Comments on -The Government's proposed approach to address harmful cmtent onhne
August 12, 20216:29:38 PM 

I recently read about the proposal for an Act of Parliament to "address harmful content 
online", and was very disturbed by how poorly-conceived the plan Is. I'm very aware of the 
threat that violent extremism poses online, but the proposed ptan Is a massive overreach 
that will greatly limit Canadians' free expression in other ways, and on top of that will most 
likely be ineffective at its intended purpose. 

The massive penalties and onerous requirements on ISPs, websites, and the like will most 
likely lead to them Instituting overly broad censorship policies to avoid falling afoul of the 
law. Also, actual right-wing extremists often abuse reporting systems like this one to 
effectively censor those who speak out against them . Finally, the overly broad scope of the 
Act means that the law enforcement body reviewing reports will have to waste its time with 
huge numbers of false or spurious reports rather than dealing with actual harmful content. 

I urge the government to reject the proposed Act and reconsider their approach. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Kirk Fast < 
October 21, 2021 10;04 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

5.19(1) 

I reject the scope of the harmful content proposal 

Most of this is a form letter, but putting in my 2 cents to start. Policies like the one being proposed only serve to limit 
peoples ability to speak freely. There is room to create a policy around limiting items your are proposing, but it can't be 
at the expense of our ability to speak our minds. Tighter controls on what can be looked at, how it will be interpreted, 
how people can appeal, and consequences forfalse reports must be included in any laws put together. I know some of 
these things are in the proposal. but from what I've looked over, they are vague to the extent of "a body will deal with 
it", which is too generic. 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 
requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illega l offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportior}ate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Kirk Fast 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Dawna Weber 
ICN ( DCI (ECH) 

Censorship 

September 2,20219:27:33 AM 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I would like to take a moment to say that I do not approve of additional censorship of the 
internet. I believe that it is a form of terrorism to try and control freedom of speech. As a 
concerned Canadian Citizen, I have always been proud to live in a country that stands for the 
freedom of its people as listed in our "Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" which states: 

Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms: 

(a) freedom of conscience and religion; 
(b) freedom of thought belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other 
media of communication; 
(c) freedom of peaceful assembly; and 
(d) freedom of association. 

Thank you, 
Dawna Weber 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

paul Jenkins 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

~Onllne harms" and legislative overreach 

August 12, 20216:17:20 PM 

Oocliment communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a f'mformatiOn 
Document (""leased p(i suanl 10 
the IIccess to il1;ormatlol1 ACI 

While online hanns can indeed be egregious. proposed legislation to regulate and censor online speech is on a 
slippery slope to tyranny. Robust conversation and debate are the only effective ways to untangle disputes and avoid 
dangerous polarization. When the free exchange of ideas is suppressed., dangerous conditions arise and samizdat in 
some fonn will emerge. Truth must eventually win the day. 

Paul Jenkins 
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From: CVdoee McCIpud 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'I p 4cce ~ ~ to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

AgaInst the proposed approach to control hannfUl content onOne 
August 12, 20216:13:48 PM 

Good afternoon, I am writing to you to voice my opinion that is against the proposed approach 
to control harmful content online. The proposal is a ludicrous violation of free speech and will 
only serve to make the internet a place where Canadians can only view the most milquetoast 
opinions. People will be afiaid to say anything for fear of getting their account suspended or 
banned. Companies and websites have zero incentive to actually do any kind of work 
identifying speech that is actually harmful to minors or minorities, and will simply block a 
post or a user and never bother to check to see whether it's actually harmful. Even if an appeal 
is submitted, they're under no obligation to review the content in question. This is also 
extremely harmful for lawful, consensual sex workers. This proposal needs a major overhaul, 
if not just be scrapped entirely and started from scratch. It takes the worst parts oflaws other 
countries have tried to pass. We need to be better than that. 

Sincerely, 
Cydnee McCloud 
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From: Moa Pupas he I\ccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: ICN I pa (PCH) 

Subject: Free speech 
D.lte: August 12, 20216:00:12 PM 

I am writing to protest in the strongest possible terms your government's intention to restrict 

free speech. You couch it in terms such as 'restricting hate speech,' but that's pure BS and you 

know it. I was banned on Facebook for a month because I rightly called our current joke of a 

PM a 'dictator.' So now in Canada we can't even criticize our government leaders? I guess 

we're living in Communist China or North Korea now, and your proposals will only make it 

worse. Your government has been nothing but poison to Canada. The sooner you're out, the 

better. You're nothing but a Crime Minister, and you're the worst leader Canada has ever had . 

Sent from 5.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject 

To whom it may concern, 

Ryan Ross ~ ~~~~= 
September 26. 2021 8:16 AM 
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Intemet censorship bil l 

Ooel/men! communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur rar es a I'm formation 
Document I eleased pursuant 10 

o ~ ,.....::C'~; ..,;,..," !:It, , ~ • 

s.19(1 ) 

I am writing to you regarding the proposed Internet censorship bill 

Harmful content is a real problem online, and careful legislation could help reduce its prevalence 
without stamping on our rights. But the proposal set forth in the consultation is SO FAR from the 
nuance we require that it would make Canada the most CENSORED democratic country in the world . 

This draft proposal is anything but careful. It's an unprecedented expansion of law enforcement 
surveillance of lawful online speech, and will force online platforms to remove many forms of lawful 
and socially important activism and speech. 

I and most Canadians believe deeply in freedom of expression. We Canadians have often defended 
everyone's ability to access and express themselves freely on an open Internet in Canada and 
around the world. 

To lose that freedom would be a huge loss. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Ross 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Arlana McKone 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

August 12, 20215:47:25 PM 

Dear Sir Or Madam, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

i1~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

r am writing to you today to express my deep concern about Bill C~36. As we already have 
laws against acts of hate that apply to in person as well as online actions, This proposed law 
seems directed not towards protecting people against death threats or from calls to violence 
but instead as a way for one group of people with a certain view to silence any opposing 
views. Any time the government takes steps towards in acting laws that detennining what can 
be said in public, we are running towards a totalitarian state. No perceived good that can come 
from such a law will come even close to the hann our nation will face as a few people sit in 
judgement as arbitrators of truth. The danger all freedom faces when people can anonymously 
accuse anyone of a "crime" and bear no responsibility for making the accusation, While the 
accused will have to spend 1 O's oftbousands of dollars defending themselves, not against the 
person who accuses them, but against the government with unlimited resources knows no 
limits. 

I think Ralph Waldo Emerson sums it up well, He says 
"Let me never fal1 into the vulgar mistake of dreaming that I am persecuted whenever I am 

contradicted." 

For these reasons I am asking you to reject B C-36 in its entirety. 
Respectfully, 

Ariana McKone 

5.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 

Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi 

G· 
October 4, 2021 12:41 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Intemet regulation 

Docllment "ommUnlf/lI~ en vel1 dE 
la LOI sur I'a, ces a I'mfolmatron 
Documenf tI:I/eased pu suanll0 

; 

s.19(1) 

I am very concerned about the damaging content that is online and available to youth and children. 

Youth and children have never been exposed to pornography and hateful content and violence like 
today because of the internet. To date nothing has been done to stop this 

We are essentially destroying and ruining the innocence of our children and youth because online 
pornography and hateful and violent content is so readily available to our children and youth on the 
internet. So many youth are being hanmed by this content and their innocence is being destroyed. 
This needs to be addressed and stopped 

As the ministry responsible for protecting our youth from harmful content your government has not 
done anything to stop this. I dont believe the new bill C-10 does anything to regulate pornographic 
or hateful websites so that children cannot view it ? 

Could you please tell me what you plan to do to to protect youth from pornography sites and hateful 
websites ?? 

When a child or youth goes to a physical store they have to be 16 or over to purchase any type of 
adult content or pornography. Why is that we dont do that on the internet. Any site that has adult 
content must ensure that only adults are able to view it or have some sort of registrati,;m where they 
ensure the user is over 18 ?? 

Same with websites that have hateful or violent content? 

Could you please respond specifically to this issue and what you will do to stop this 

Thanks 
Gord 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Valerie Lafrance 
leN I OCI (PCH) 
Absolute NO tIl additional censorship 
August 12, 20215:"1:06 PM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Jlccess to il1;ormatton Act 

[ formerly and clearly request that the canadian government not add any more censorship laws 
or regulations. In fact, much too much content is already censored when it shouldn't be, and 
there should be a motion to reduce censorship in Canada and protect freedom of speech. 

Respectfully, 

Valerie Lafrance 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Read Red 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Internet censorship 
August 12, 20215:..0:06 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

th~ = ss /0 Informll/10111 

Early on in the covid 19 pandemic, it became clear that there was little tolerance for dissenting 
voices with regard to pandemic response dogma, ie; lockdowns, masking, and now the mass 
vaccination campaign. We were constantly told to trust the science, but when credible doctors 
and scientists disagreed with the aforementioned public health mandates they were met with 
censorship on popular social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube etc. We 
saw an intolerance for dissent and public discourse become nonnalized. [n my opinion, this 
kind of precedent, where we silence doctors, scientists, academics, politicians, citizens, is far 
more scary than a nasty respiratory disease, because the virus will run its course, but the 
changes we make as a society, heavily regulated internet, a vaccine passport, these are knee 
jerk decisions born out of fear, and we'll be stuck with these changes for years to come, and 
we will have lost a part of who we were, an important part. We should allow for robust public 
discourse on such measures, and perhaps even make them subject to a voting process, that's 
how important I believe these decisions are. In nonnal times we are proud of our western 
democratic freedoms . Internet censorship. heavy regulation in the wrong hands, is a move 
toward something resembHng authoritarianism. Censoring disagreable opinions doesn't make 
them go away. Kicking racists off of social media, though I understand the temptation, does 
not solve racism. I prefer a society where we challenge ideas with intelligence and 
compassion, even dangerous ones, not run from them or lock them in the basement. That's 
who I think we are. 
Thanks for your time, 
MW( 

RED 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

John Toogood 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
Onnne amtent CDnsultatlon 
August 12, 20215:38:43 PM 

Ooclimeni communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur tar es a f'mformatiOn 
Document o;ilea sed p(i suanl 10 
he Access 10 InformatIon ACI 

The Government of Canada has requested feedback on its proposals to regulate online content. 

My feedback is that the correct form of government regulation of online content is absolutely no 

regulation whatsoever, apart from enforcement of existing law. Therefore, my view on the 

proposals in your consultation paper could be concisely summari2ed as "no". 

Thank you very much for requesting feedback. 

John Toogood 

s.19(1) 
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From: """,,---"'I 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

thE Acce ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 5.19(1) 

Subject: RE CI:NSORSHIP 
D.lte: August 12, 20215:38:22 PM 

It is unconstitutional and illegal to censor information as this is an infringement on people's freedom 

of speech and freedom of information. 

It is also a conflict of interest for the Uberal government to fund (bailout) the mainstream media 

with taxpayers' money and then control the content they put out by only allowing a biased narrative. 

Canada is supposed to be a democratic country however, the tyranny and overreach of the 

government have gone too far and I honestly don't know why government officials have not been 

arrested for treason as of yet. 

I support freedom for all Canadians! 

I stand by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms I I 

Connie 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Carson Bishop ~~~~ 
October 5, 2021 5:35 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

legislation of Online Harm 

Ooel/menl communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur rar es a I'm formation 
Document I eleased pursuant 10 

s.19(1) 

Do I really need to explain why this is a terrible idea. The privacy concerns, the thought of who says what is hate speech, 
it won't always be the liberals on charge. The idea that socia l media platforms won't start removing and banning any 
controversial content to avoid fines. Horrible idea unless your ultimate goal is censorship and the inability to 
communicate with one another about real issues. 

Cheers, 

Carson 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Mooleca 5 
leN I OCJ (PCH) 
Censorship 
August 12, 20215:36:43 PM 

Oocllment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Access to in;ormatton Act 

What you are proposing is against our right to freedom of speech and a harmful and Wllawful! This is so anti 
Canadian I am shocked! Shame on you! 
Your time and resources will be better spent going after pedophiles. drug dealers. human traffickers and other real 
criminals. 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Gene Goodreau 
1011 OCI (PCHl 

Online Speech Regulalioo Proposal 
August 12, 20215:31:42 PM 

DO NOT REGULATE THE INTERNET! 

I do not agree with any form of internet content regulation. 

Thank you, 

Gene Goodreau 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
(he Access to Information Act 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Magda Zaplotny, RClC: 
September 28, 2021 7:22 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Magda 
s.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposa ls for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 
requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24~hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Magda Zaplotny, RCIC 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

ootlmus D!1me 
10i I ocr (PCH) 
Re: Online Harms Consullation 
August 12, 20215:12:17 PM 

h~ = < ~ 10 Informll/10111 

Hello, I am writing to you today to express my concerns with the governments proposed approach to address online 
harms. 

The governments proposals are a mashup of some of the worst ideas around the world that have the potential to 
cause massive collateral damage to freedom of expression online. These include: 
·broad definitions speech that is legal but may be hannful and it's mandatory reporting 
· takedown requirements that are too short to throughly review and consider context or nuance of speech 
• an effective filtering requirement that wiIJ cause many false positives as the sheer size ofthe internet will require 
robots that cannot understand context or nuance to work 
·website blocking of sites that have violated the proposed requirements too many times, which I believe should 
never happen 

These actions have proven to cause problems in other coWltries around the world that have implemented them or 
similar requirements that affect the most marginalized communities most such as automatic removal of police 
brutality and human rights violations or preventing racialized people from sharing the harmfuJ messages they 
receive. These proposals will also embolden authoritarian countries to introduce laws that further repress their 
populations. 

None of these proposals should be implemented as they will only do more hann then good and sweeping truly 
harmful speech under the rug rather than address it 
Sincerely, Brennan 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Joshua Morton 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Do Not ApprC7o'e New OnlIne Controls 
August 12, 20214:34:21 PM 

h~ = < ~ 10 lniol atl f/ 

5.19(1) 

I am a citizen of Canada living and T am against the approval and implementation 
of the new proposal to control onlme services and content. The planned approach will give far 
too great a power to the 'Digital Safety Commission of Canada' that would allow them to 
threaten and harass smaller online service providers, while giving them protection should they 
use their powers to promote their own personal agendas or work against the efforts of other 
organizations. The Commission would simply have too much power and too few safeguards. 
especially concerning their ability to conduct activities out of the public eye. 

The proposal also favours large, highly wealthy corporations such as Facebook, Twitter, 
Microsoft etc. by potentially forcing online service providers to conform to regulations that 
would drastically increase their operating costs. Smaller companies who cannot afford to 
implement features such as algorithmic moderation or data tracking on a mass scale would be 
eliminated, giving greater dominance to these larger corporations who already control the 
majority of online services and content. 

These new rules would also work against the rigbt to freedom of speech for the average 
citizen. Though the proposal promises to ensure online content that is harmful is removed, it 
does not account for situations where content is removed yet proven to be safe. Companies 
and individuals will be punished for creating and promoting hannful content, yet will these 
companies be punished for removing safe content? Where are the regulations for that 
situation? Under this plan. onHne service providers would be encouraged to remove any 
content that has any possibility of being harmful very quickly, yet face inadequate penalties 
for removing safe content. Therefore, they can remove content with impunity. This will likely 
lead to a situation where moderation is lax, providers will simply remove anything with any 
hints of being hannful. Open discussion will be shuttered and Canadian citizens will find the 
content they can create and explore to be heavily restricted. 

For this reasons and others, I am against these new proposals. This is not the way to reduce 
hannful content or to control and police online services. 

Joshua Morton 
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From: Ethan Evenson 
10i I ocr (PCH) 

th(; Acce < ~ to l/1formaltOl1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Harmful Content Comment 

August 12, 20214:14:26 PM 

This proposaJ is absolute lunacy, and it infuriates me that such an incredibly important policy 
was largely hidden from the public for so long. Obviously this wasn!t exactly hushed up, but 
much like a number of recent proposed pieces of legislation, I've had to dig for a while to find 
it. 

Any and all parts of this proposal are detrimental or wastes of time. Creating additional 
agencies that have no economic benefit then staffing them with idealogues is a fantastic way 
to waste even more money for no return, when our budget should be concentrated elsewhere, 
especially for the native community right now. Cutting Canada off from the rest ofthe 
internet by forcing overseas sites to implement our policies is going to slow our progress and 
remove us from global dialogues, and to an extent, trade, as some companies might not see the 
point in having localized Canadian versions of their services, preventing private individuals 
from making exchanges and purchases. "Stopping extremism," or any such statements is 
pushing for extremism on another front, of government control, and against the rights of the 
individuals. This is something that Canadians would massively oppose if it were more public 
and visible, instead of something they need to dig for, then give away their identity to make 
comments on. 

The government should not go through with any of this. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

W1\11am Steele 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 

DIgital 0tIzen Initiative - Harmful Content Response 

August 12, 20212:59:17 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative, 

i1~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

As I'm sure that you are currently working with a lot in this swift-moving proposal for alleged "digital 

safety", I wi ll keep this as concise as possible. 

The proposed approach as outlined in a technical paper and discussion guide, currently provided on 

the Government of Canada's website, is frankly not at an acceptable level to be written into law with 

the potential to do irreparable harm to Canad ian cit izens and thei r constitutiona l rights. 

N 11. fA) The Act should provide that an OCSP must address all content that is flagged by any person 

in Canada as harmful content, expeditiously after the content has been flagged. 
fB] The Act should provide that for part fA], "expeditiously" is to be defined as twenty.Jour (24) hours 

from the content being flagged, or such other period of time as may be prescribed by the Governor in 

Council through regulations. H 

A window of 24 hours to appea l t o flagged content is too short to have any fair and sensible j ustice 

to be enacted, and the reporting of falsely flagged content by t hose who would eagerly abuse a 

reporting system in order to censor content. 

'Module l{A}: 

The Act should would be based on the following premises: 

Recognize the many benefits that Online Communication Service$ (OCSs) bring to Canadian society, 

such as facilitating communication with friends and family and participation in public discourse, 

enabling companies to reach domestic and foreign markets, and providing space for activists, 

organizations, and civil society to organize and share their messages; 

Recognize that OCSs can be used as a tool to spread harmful content; 

Consider that the hatred spread online often has a disproportionate impact on women, Indigenous 
Peoples, members of raciafized and religious minority communities and on LGBTQ2 and gender

diverse communities and persons with disabilities; 

Consider that OCSs are used to spread propaganda, recruit, organize and incite violence, and that 

terrorist content online often leads to violence in the physical world; 

Consider that OCSs are used to share content depicting real-world acts of violence in an effort to 
incite violence, intimidate the public Dr segments of the public, and damage societal cohesion; 

Consider that OCSs are used to sexually exploit children online, and that such exploitation can have 

life~long consequences for victims; 

Consider that OCSs are used to share the sexual content of others without their consentJ resulting in 

life-fang consequences including re-victimization; and 

Respect and protect the ability of peoples in Canada to fully participate in public discourse free from 

harm, while protecting fundamental freedoms and human rights. H 
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This is especially dangerous to the rights of vulnerable groups s4t~ las Bl iu;;~peop'e,.j n.qi~ nqus3tlC I] 
people, People of Colour, lGBTQIA2S, as well as those who exercise their right to vocal 

disagreement, protest and discussion. The definition of " terrorist/terrorism" is both vague and 

exploitable in the silencing of peaceful protests and the concerns of marginalized communities 

raised towards governmental authority. 

Furthermore, any abuses of this Act towards protesting marginalized groups cause the modular act 

to fail in its own established premises, creating a heavily-monitored experience where fear of 

extreme punishment prevents freedom of speech and discuss ion in the betterment of governmental 

process and implementation. 

A system that uses "automated systems" to flag content without awareness for subtleties in human 

interaction, nor awareness for communicative context cannot be trusted to make such impactful 

allegations against Canadian citizens. 

Canadian citizens currently live in a time where abuses of police are already made more public and 

incompetency within government bodies cause citilens to lose trust in said bodies. Your current 

proposa l is hastily and clumsily rendered at best and potentially draconian in practice at worst. 

I hope that you would be able to review; revise and potentially rescind your current proposal in 

favour of consultation with more digital experts and community leaders to ensure the sa fety and 

freedom of Canadian citizens. GOing from a consulted platform, you might be able to find more 

effective ways to combat child exploitation and properly use hate-crime laws to defend the 

vulnerable people of Canada rather than (knowingly or unknowingly) attack them. 

Thank you for your time,. 
5.19(1) 

William M. Steele 
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To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Censorship breeds paranoia and martyrdom. 

August 12, 20212:56:33 PM 

I strongly oppose any sort of online censorship bil1. The items that were proposed are already 
illegal and those who break those laws ought to be persecuted over them. I historically voted 
liberal, but with this strong anning ofbil1s being pushed through in attempt again and again 
they lost my vote. 

While I agree that anti-vaxx and disinfonnation campaigns are hannful, it is a necessary evil 
to allow for development of thought and discussion. Sunlight is the best disinfectant, having 
people post these comments under their full name on Facebook is a lot easier to find and, if 
i1Iegal content is found, persecute than to have them go on anonymous underbelly forums. 
Being able to hear Jordan Peterson prattle on for 3 hours in a Joe Rogan podcast does more to 
show how dumb and illogical his theories are than seeing his posts banned on social media 
with only blurbs in articles about it. There's a saying, give enough rope and watch them hang 
themselves with it. 

Having such laws in place will easily become a hammer solution where the company 
oversteps the mandate and just stagnate all discussion. The conspiracy theorists who are 
already predisposed to bs will find and share their views on more insidious websites while 
those who would otherwise be exposed to the full debate and debunked conclusion. What 
happens then? Start having government [P bans? Sounds a lot like something what OUT big 
three media companies have been lobbying for. This legislation is so easy to hijack and use in 
a more broad sense. Let's not become like other countries that have such anti freedom of 
speech measures. Let's not join the ranks of China. 

When you censor discussion it grants legitimacy to the eyes of the paranoid mind. "this is the 
information that THEY don't want you to see". It is also easy to bypass censorship. If teens on 
TikTok can bypass china censors with character inserts and older person can on Twitter. I used 
to be a moderator on a popular social media website and when there are banned words or 
discussion it quickly becomes codified into something else. 'Ninja', and 'Roys' come to mind 
from those days. Can you guess what they are used to mask? If not this demonstrates such 
simple measures as to why censorship does not work - especially from an algorithmic sense. 
Just look at the growing pains Tumblr went through when its algorithm was used fOT nudity, 
You not only don't censor discussion but then give people a second thought of "what is it that 
they don't want us to see that is worse than what we see in a book, or documentary". 

[t is difficult to discuss this without bringing up 1984, Minority Report, hell - even Metal Gear 
Solid. It goes to show just how short sighted and immature such legislation is when old media 
from mu1tiple sources of media have already explored the topic for entertainment. We as a 
society have the responsibility to challenge lies, challenge troll fanns and disinfonnation 
campaigns, and challenge the belligerence and disregard that some people show towards the 
safety of our fenow Canadian. 

This email may be jumping around a bit but 1 hope that this expresses my strong dislike for 
any sort of government censorship legislation, especially for those who do not understand the 
internet. T was prompted to post this from seeing information that ,despite the overwhelming 
negative reaction that the recent bills received,.that this is still going on. 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Elizabeth Burrows ~ 
September 30, 2021 8:56 AM 
ICN / DO (PCHI 
ON 

" -

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposa ls for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 
requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24~hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Elizabeth Burrows 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Kuollyrekal 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

. ~ ...", < ~ to InformlltlOl1l 

The Govemment's proposed aPlJl'O"Ch to address harmliJl content online 
August ll,l0212:19:54 PM 

You have taken the worst parts of other countries' attempts at Internet censorship, and made 
something worse. 

The fact of the matter is, hate speech, revenge porn, and child porn are already illegal Utilize 
the existing laws. The proposed changes are draconian and poorly defined. Companies will 
comply by being overly cautious and in tum stifle freedom of expression. 24-hour turnarounds 
are quite frankly, insane. The end point of that is no checking of the complaint and instead 
automated takedowns. 

While the intent is good, the execution is deeply flawed. Please take notes on why the 
proposed laws in other countries have been struck down. That does not mean try again but 
even harder, it means take a new approach, one that does not hann innocents. I agree that the 
proposed 5 sections are bad, and actions should be taken, the fact of the matter is that this win 
have unintended consequences. 

As someone who produces, and is friends with people who produce, what some people would 
describe as obscene content, I fear this is simply the stepping stone to removing our content 
and livelihood. Please, listen to people who work in the sex entertainment industry and work 
with them. None of us want children hanned, nor revenge porn to exist, but laws need to be 
made that include safe harbour for those of us producing legal porn. The proposed law is 
dangerous to us, and onerous to companies. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Julien paquette 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Awful Initiative 
August 12, 2021 1:33:38 PM 

I really don't have the words that can quite describe how I feef. 

Hell is paved with good intentions fits this perfectly. 

i1~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

There are many things wrong with social media, and companies have showed time and time again 

that they cannot handle or mediate the beasts they've created, and social media are breeding 

grounds of harmful content, and there are initiatives that could help. 

But not this. 

I don't understand how the Uberal Party can look at simi lar laws in other countries', see their flaws 

and failures, and actively seek out the · worst· parts of them and say« Yes, that's what we need ». 

I do not have the energy to go through all the things that is wrong with it, but here are some key 

points : 

-The speed at which the system detects content and demands its rem ova l is ·way'" too fast for a 

proper, contextual analysis. Militants and Human Rights Activists are just as much at risk of 

censorship as those who actually share harmful and violent content. 

-leaving the initiative open to let any future governments to add and remove what content should 

be regulated is · beyond asinine· . This paves a passive way for autocrats and bigots - which the 

Canadian Government isn't free of, let's face it - to change the regulations to what fits them bests. 

There are reports of Alberta using a similar « misinformation fi lter» to remove any anti-oil/pipeline 

content from social media, and Following the very recent Climate Change Report, I think it's safe to 

say that this behaviour is worrying. 

Please reconsider. This is alarming, 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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From: 
To: 

academlcallsm 
10i I OCI (PCH) 
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Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Rethlnk--()f scra~rn:Dnst!tutlonal ~onlllle harmful oontent" proposal 
August 12, 202112:04:40 PM 

Dear members oftbe Canadian government's "Digital Citizen lnitiative," 

I am writing to express my alarm and disapproval over the proposed online harms rules the Canadian government 
now proposes-a combination, it seems, of the worst, most rights-violating regulations adopted in other 
jurisdictions, many of which (like China) aren't exactly known as bastions of democracy and expressive fteedoms. 

Your proposal's combination of 

• prolubitions of broad and poorly defined speech categories; 
• disproportionate penalties for insufficient blocking; and 
• requirement of rapid compliance without time for adequate assessment or counter-notifications 

all guarantee that the major tech finns, on which the onus of your proposed regulations falls, will block all kinds of 
legitimate speech- and will disproportionately affect marginalized and minorities to persons and communities, as 
has been shown where such rules have been implemented elsewhere. Online harms rules have proven a human rights 
disaster in other jurisdictions; France's rules were recently ruled as WlconstitutionaL 

I urge you to take this whole proposal either back to the proverbial drawing board-or entirely off the table. The 
Canadian government surely has bigger and more urgent priorities then over-regulating and preferentially censoring 
citizens' constitutional expressive rights and freedoms. 

Sincerely 

- Mark A. McCutcheon 
Professor. Literary Studies 
Chair, Centre for Humanities 
Athabasca University 
1 University Drive 
Athabasca, AS T9S 3A3 
1-833-850-8202 
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From: Steven Greenbank 
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Online Hanns 

the lIeee ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: August 12, 202112:04:32 PM 

The current government is set to destroy the internet and silence marginalized communities 
with its online harms legislation. 

They will only serve to entrench the authority of tech giants, who are the only ones who could 
meet the demands of this legislation. to overpolice users . who will then be sent to law 
enforcement agencies that will. as they have always done, mistreat marginalized users faced 
with spurious complaints. 

The government should abandon this legislation. And they should do it today! 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Vu Dong 
November 5, 2021 9:00 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Re: Online Harm Bill 

nigger nigger nigger nigger nigger nigger nigger 

fuck you 

kill yourself 

slit your wrists 

hang yourself 

drop a toaster in your bathtub 

put a gun to your head and pull the trigger 

censor this faggot 

From: Yu Dong 
Sent: Friday, November 5, 2021 8:55 PM 
To: pch.icn-dci .pch@canada.ca <pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca> 
Subject: Online Harm Bill 

Document communique ~n veltil de
/a LOl sur I'arces d I'm formation 
Document I eleased pursuant 10 

5.19(1) 

Stop trying to censor the internet you disgusting piece of shit, I hope you die. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Rebecca Hummel 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Online CDntent Moderation comment 

August 12, 202111:46:53 AM 

h~ = < ~ 10 lniol atl f/ 

Though the objectives are noble, the proposed measures to be taken against harmful online content 

veer into undemocratic territory. 

With massive fees and broad restrictions, most if not all online communications services will lean 

into the easiest and safest censorship algorithms. Though the proposed Act claims to value freedom 

of expression, debate, and information in an online space, it will create an environment where the 

platforms themselves are pressured into excessive censorship. 

For example, the 24-hour window to address reported content is much too short for nuanced 

interpretation of the content and its context. The content is more than likely to be completely 

hidden from Canadian users, regardless of what it actually is. It could be educational, or news that 

addresses harmful content in an informative matter. It could be anything and OCSs, intimidated by 

the fines, will certainly automate the removal process entirely. 

All Canadians could be withheld from the very information they need to educate themselves on the 

problems faced by the people who are the most harmed online, and Canadians who are 

marginali sed or victimised could be withheld from resources or even the terminology to get help. No 

algorithm could grasp every possibility or nuance of online communication and could very well cause 

as much harm as they solve. 

Hateful individuals and groups can be creative in how they circumvent automated moderation, or 

moderation done by real people who are put under exorbitant pressure of large quantities of reports 

that must be dealt with in such a short time frame. Even with these proposed measures, harmful 

content will persist. 

Of additional concern is the matter of the Digital Safety Commissioner and the Digital Resource 

Council. Putting the onus of judging online content on so few (with the most power going to the 

Commissioner, a single person) provides a frightening opportunity for one person's biases and 

political agendas to reshape the internet most Canadians use to educate themselves and keep up 

with current events. There is no telling what a future Digital Safety Commissioner will deem harmful 

or for what reason, and the results of their decision will affect millions. Such power should not be 

given to a single person. 

With the vastness of social media and the ever-growing presence it has in the lives of most 

Canadians, digital safety is not something that can be taken lightly. The harm it causes should be 

addressed as well as possible without trading it for undemocratic censorship. The proposed Act as it 

is now would have harmful, restrictive repercussions beyond what is plainly written in the 

documentation. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Randy Klein 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
carotin,bennett@oad,gc;.CiI 
Proposed anUne Harms legislation 
August 12, 2021 10:37:26 AM 

To Whom It May Concern, 

h~ --"><510 I for ,atlen 
s.19(1) 

as someone who's 
lJallll.,;llJ!:Ilt::U U I u)I Iltll If IIIUUtll!:lllUn , l:IlllTC:I:S 1::11 I i::IUVl..I\.,;<:iltt 0 1 1::1 \.,;UI I IlJttllUVtl I::IIIU Ilee market for on-line 
discourse, I am registering my opposition to this misguided legislation. The proposed law is: over-broad 
and vague in defining harmful speech categones; allows room for arbitrary and/or politically motivated 
changes by subsequent governments; imposes harsh penalties and rushed compliance deadlines that will 
end up favouring large incumbent monopolists while unfairly penalising small competitors and 
marginalised content creators; and uses technological "solutions" such as the creation of a Chinese-style 
national firewall and reliance on highly flawed and biased machine-learning algorithms (instead of 
properly trained and compensated humans) to police content. 

Harmful but legal speech on the Internet is a serious problem, The most effective way to address it is by 
taking anti-trust action against the major social media platforms (most prominently Facebook and Twitter) 
that have thus far shown little interest in policing truly harmful and hateful content that spreads virally in 
their "walled garden~ ecosystems. The most effective way the government of Canada can take action in 
this regard is the require that any social media platform operating in the country must allow (via open 
APls and Internet standards) for interoperability with competitors and new entrants into the market. This 
will in tum promote the concept of federated messaging/social media services, which tend to be more 
effective and flexible at reducing the spread of harmful content (see, e.g, the case of the right-wing
populist forum Gab once it moved to the Mastadon platform: 
hUps;l/www.theverge.com.2019UI12J2Q6919S7Imastodon-decentra1ized-social-network-gab-migration-, 
fediverse-app-blocking). 

Before pursuing this matter further, I would urge you to read the following critiques of it by recognised 
experts Michael Geist (https;I/www.michaelgejst.ca12021/07IonljnehannsnonconsuIU) and Cory Doctorow 
(https :llpluralistic ,net/2021/08111lthe~nada-vadantl#no-canada), whose writings alerted me to this 
issue, I am also copying this e-mail to my MP, Or. Carolyn Bennett, and would appreciate her response 
as well. Thank you for your consideration and time, 

R. Klein 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Alexander Saxton 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful content legislation 
August 12, 20219:51:41 AM 

To whom it may concern, 

h~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

I'm writing to express my vigorous opposition to the government's proposed legislation on 
hannful online content. 

r think the legislation will be disaster for Canadians engaged in legitimate speech and 
expression, and that the bill's most disastrous consequences will be shouldered by those who 
are already most marginalized: people like sex workers, indigenous activists, and those 
engaged in legitimate political speech critical of the government. 

The bill proposes a 24-hour deadline for platforms to remove 'harmful content'. This short 
timeline means that platforms ·will* offload responsibility for removing content to unreliable, 
arbitrary, and (if history is any guide) racist algorithmic models. 

When online speech can be removed arbitrarily by non-human pseudo-intelligences for 
reasons it is impossible for an average citizen to understand, the chilling effect on open 
discourse in what is now *the only forum that matters· wil1 be palpable and kafkaesque. 

The provision mandating that platforms report 'potential1y hannful ' (whatever that could 
possibly mean) to law enforcement agencies is horrifying. 

Law enforcement agencies at *alllevels· of government have repeatedly shown themselves to 
untrustworthy arbiters of the public good, and this bill would give them enormous new powers 
to compiJe information on, stalk and terrorize both marginalized communities and those who 
justifiably speak out against their corruption and brutality. 

I do not trust law enforcement to use this new power wisely or justly, and I do not think there 
is any pressing and substantial need to give them this power. 

I believe, strongly, that law enforcement has 
all the tools and powers it needs to perform it's legitimate ftmction. If they fail to do so, the 
fault lies in their incompetence and institutional rot: giving them new powers will only enable 
them to further oppress the innocent. 

The bill 's proposed data-retention policies are also absurd. They will create huge repositories 
of data that will never be secure. 

I do not trust either the government or technology platforms to keep retained data secure on 
this scale. I am convinced that leaks of this stored data will inevitably occur, and that when 
they do this data will be used to stalk, target, advertise to, hack, and blackmail Canadians. I 
think this part of the proposed policy is irresponsible in the extreme. 

Finally, I am horrified that the bill allows each new parliament to shape the contours of this 
bill, and to appoint an internet czar with broad discretion to expand its worst elements. 
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To put Canadians ' digital freedoms (which now encompass ~ll lotheJ'freedo.msl into~/the han9®f 
of a political appointee is unbelievable folly. 

It means the standards and goalposts of what is considered legitimate speech will change from 
election to eJection (and how can Canadians have a free and open public discourse if the rules 
of what is permitted speech can change with the brief lifespan of a minority government?) 

It also means that the person responsible for moving those goalposts will invariably be, not a 
career civil servant or expert, but some amoral political climber chosen for their loyalty to 
whatever regime currently holds power. 

Simply put, r do not trust any appointee 
the current government would make to discharge these responsibilities in a manner consistent 
with the public good, and I trust the other parties to wield this largely arbitrary power *much 
less·. 

If nobody can be trusted to wield a power responsibly. r think it should not be created 

In our current political climate, it is also very easy for me to imagine a totalitarian, illiberal, or 
fascist political party coming to power in Canada's near future. This legislation would be a 
ready-made tool for such a party to consolidate its gains and destroy political rivals upon its 
first day in office. I think therefore, that this legislation would have a destructive effect on the 
resiliency of our democracy. 

In conclusion, I think this legislation is too broad, too powerful, and too poorly-thought-out to 
be brought to the table. I think it should be scrapped. 

Furthennore, I think it's a pity that Canada would even consider such legislation when it has 
some of the finest academic minds in the world working out of places like U ofT's Citizen 
Lab, on ways to preserve a free, sane, and decent internet for all humanity. We have the 
expertise in this country. We should use it. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Alexander Saxton~ 

s .19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Tristan Nuyeos 
ICN I OCJ (pcHl 
Approach to addressing harmful content onnne 
August 12, 20219:04:48 AM 

Oocument communique ~n vel1U de
/a Lo; sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
rhe ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

While I agree with the overall idea of this. the approach seems a bit heavy handed and may have some unintended 
but severe consequences for innocent parties. 

Please consider reigning in the power of any ' overseer' of an approach such as this, like the appoinbnent of an 
lntemet Czar by a prime minister. 

Thanks, 
-Tristan Nuyens 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

flbll warder 
ICN I DCJ (PCH) 
Harmful Contents law 
August 12, 20218:42:02 AM 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
the 4cce.ss to il1;ormatton Act 

This proposed law is scary Orwellian stuff. This can easily be manipulated by the government 
in power to censor its critics. Very easily. Canada is descending into totalitarianism. The 
Libreal party is horrible for thinking this is a good idea. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Greetings 

Metal Dragoo 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Concerning the proposed approach ID oombattlng hateful mntent online 
August 12, 20213:43:57 AM 

[t is not only personal belief but also set in stone fact that the proposed strategy to combatting 
hateful content online will not only be a major overstepping of government control and reach 
it will also cause incredible amounts of hann to marginalized voices and communities who 
will be mostly affected by this new set of amendments to bill C-36. The creation of a 
commission to prosecute and pWlish harmful content as suggested by what would most likely 
be an Al based algorithm which have been known to make errors when deciding whether the 
content it is looking through is offensive or not and has the ability to make unchecked and 
unprompted investigations into social media platforms would be devastating to freedoms of 
speech as evidenced by such algorithms in use by youtube having been known to make many 
mistakes in judging offensive content much to the grief of users of the platfonn which will 
a1so suffer from the overreach and draconian measwes implemented by this proposed set of 
laws. 

The punishments levied by the commission would only be able to be paid by large technology 
companies who have a poor ability to moderate content and attempts to enforce it have only 
led to widespread user dissatisfaction and miscalls in what was considered "offensive" or 
judged normally leaving smaller businesses attempting to create their own social media spaces 
unable to provide a fair and free social space for internet users. 
https:lltwitter.comldoctorowlstatusLI425469727539798016 
https://www.michaelgeist.ca/2021 /07fonljnehaonsoonconsultJ 

https:/Ltwjtter.comldaphnehklstatusI 1421120217585831938 
These links also provide apt explanations as to why this new approach would only cause 
untold amounts of harm to internet users and freedom of expression which this sorely 
dismisses in favor of draconian and overbearing measures to combat broadly defined harmful 
content. 

Please consider the consequences of implementing these measures- A. M 
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From: 
To: 

L.uc.as Dmmons 
10i lOCI lPCH) 

'~ '" < ~ t I 'formlltlOl1l 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Have your say: The Government's proposed approach tIl address harmful amteot onDoe 

August 12, 20212:29:06 AM 

Hello, 

Here are my comments. 

This proposed approach is a terrible idea. There is no value to this approach whatsoever. 
None. 

Leaving aside the secretive way the government put this together, the idea itself is counter to 
democracy. 

Here are just a few issues: 

People who are already marginalised are disproportionately likely to be censored under rules 
like this. 

Online hanns rules are a human rights disaster. They've been roundly criticised by UN 
Rapporteurs and civil society groups all over the world. 

The government should not be in the business of censoring speech, on the internet or 
elsewhere. 

This is a TERRIBLE proposed law and those who thought it up should feel ashamed for doing 
so. 

Do the right thing and abandon this right away. 

Lucas Timmons 
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From: Maxwell MJlIar-Blancbaer 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

'~ '" ss 10 /1formatl0I1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hi there, 

Senous concerns about "The Government's proposed approach ttl address harmful content online

August 12, 20211:52:25 AM 

I'm writing as a concerned Canadian to express some serious concerns T have about the 
government's proposed approach to address harmful content online. rm particularly concerned 
about a few points: 

• the requirement to take down "hannfuJ content" that is legal speech otherwise 
• the 24-hour takedown requirement that will result in internet platforms erring on the 

side of caution and just taking down content without the ability to vet it thoroughly 

While I appreciate the end results that the government is after (at least on paper), the strategies 
suggested here have been tested in other places around the world and have genera1 ly resulted 
in failures in their original goals and have only resulted in the existing tech monopoUes 
gaining more power. The issues are not with specific implementations, but with the overa11 
philosophy. It is my opinion that this effort should be scrapped. 

Thank you for your time, 
Max 
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From: 
To: 10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Re: The Uberal Government"s Speech-throttling legislation ... 
August 12, 20211:29:23 AM 

s.19(1) 

Hello, 

As a Canadian citizen and I am highly alanned 
by the proposed legislation to "st1fle hanntul speech online". As 
someone who remembers all the lies and secrecy surrounding bill C- \0 I 
am deeply concerned that the Liberal government are catering not to 
the Canadian people, but to monied interests with a desire to stifle 
criticism. 

A simple, rational consideration of the proposed law leads to the 
conclusion that there is ZERO reason for tech companies to devote time 
and resources to actually examining flagged speech and detennining 
whether it is 'lawful'. lnstead, with the 24 hour takedown 
requirement, they will simply blocklbanltake down any flagged speech 
whether it actually falls under the law or not and as likely as not 
will never bother to review it once the damage is done. 

https;//twittcr.com/doctorowistatus/1425469727539798016 

This thread highlights most of my concerns (barring the personal 
distrust of the Liberals after being lied to and hanned by their 
government personally on three separate occasions since helping to get 
the current PM elected in the first place). 

I do not trust the Liberal party to decide what r mayor may oot post 
in public fora. I MOST DEFlNlTELY do not bust the ConselVative 
government that, sooner or later, will ooze back into power and 
happily use such legislation to silence all criticism and immiserate 
their LTitics. 

r fail to see how this legislation actually improves things. In fact, 
r am unerly certain that it will make the lives of marginalized 
groups (such as myself, as a disabled individual in a wheelchair) 
worse. It will disrupt and destroy the ability of groups 10 organize 
and communicate with one another because any vandal with a grudge will 
be able to flag speech spuriously and have it removed within a day. 

The lack of any penalty for flagging speech falsely is the greatest 
problem I have with this disastrous piece of cryptofascisl drek, but 
it is scarcely the only one. I ask you please to reconsider this. 

This does not protect anyone but those who specifically want to 

. ~ =<~ to lniol atl f/ 

silence all criticism. This does not preserve MY CHARTER RIGHTS. This 
is bad law. 

Stop it 

Sincerely, 

A d issatisfied. disgruntled and malcontented Canadian Voter. 
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From: 
To: 
Dilte: 

als fraenkel 
10i I IX] lPCH) 

August 12, 2021 12:55:55 AM 

i1~ cce<~ to Infor "Wen 

I am commenting on the governments plan to empower internet providers to become the next 
supercbarged police force online. 

Specifica1Jy, your request for comments here: bttps:I/www.caoada.ca/enlcanadian
heritagelcampaignslharmful-online-conten1.btml 

You are taking a weB intentioned attempt at solving a relatively small, relatively isolated 
problem, but using an approach that wiJJ cause our whole society much more harm than the 
problem you're trying to fix. 

Specifically 
- your arbitrary 24 hour deadline for taking action ensures no chance of considered, human 
review. Reacting that fast to the huge quantity of new content can only be done by automatic 
filters. Every time this has been attempted, it has failed miserably.. .. examples include being 
unable critique issues because you can't talk about them without getting banned, and 
completely off-topic content being banned because they happened to use too many triggering 
words (in a different context - but algorithms can't know that) 

- huge penalties for failure to remove deemed 'harmful' speech, but no penalties for removing 
permitted speech in error guarantees a 'shoot now, ask questions later' approach, with 'later' 
meaning 'never'. 

- the technical difficulty and cost of meeting your requirements are a gift to Facebook, Twitter, 
Apple and the like. No new competitors could ever hope to compete, cementing their 
stranglehold on online discussion. 

Do not make the problem worse (which this wi11 do). 

sincerely 

Cris Fraenkel 
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From: Alex8t1ck 'hE Acce ~ ~ to In;ormaltOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Issues regarding b1!l on "Harmful Content aonne" 

August 11, 2021 11 :39:54 PM 

-Permitting algorithmic detection will likely allow offenders to continue while innocents are 
punished, see also algorithmic detection of copyright infringement 

-Requiring robust systems of detection will require companies have sizable budgets for such, 
pushing out smaller players (contributing to monopolization) 

-Same as above, but regarding data retention. 

-24 hour response times leave too little room for review 

-Too much leeway is given to companies regarding enforcement and decisions on what 
content is harmful; they shouldn't have the power. Content from marginalized individuals is 
more commonly censored 

-No penalty for (intentionally or unintentionally) blocking acceptable content win have 
companies erring on the side of censorship 
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From: .,.. 'I p rep ~ ~ to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
The Govemment's proposed approiKfl to address harmfUl content online 

August 11, 202111:16:22 PM 

I'm a Canadian citizen writing in to protest proposed changes to Canadian legislation (detailed 
here) which will introduce a swath of horrendous, untenable legal obligations for social media 
platforms to remove vaguely-defined "Iawful-but-awful" speech. r emphatically oppose these 
legislative changes, which will chill free expression by Canadians in the worst ways, and most 
severely impact already-marginalized groups. I also protest the rushed and secretive means by 
which these legislative changes are being humed forward, without proper consultation or even 
notification for constituents. I strongly urge the government to abandon this atrocious 
legislation and undergo a proper, thorough consultation process that is honest and just for the 
millions of Canadians who use the internet 

- Malcolm Christiansen 5.19(1) 

Sent with ,ecure Email. 
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From: Cameron Bethell 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

'c ...., ss 10 In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

RE: The Ga.lemment's proposed approach to address hannful content coline 

August 11, 202111:00:47 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

There is too much grey area in interpreting harmful content and enforcing "justice" in this 
approach. [t is simply a step in the wrong direction. We should improve our education system 
on these topics and increase fimding to social systems that uplift and empower Canadians to 
create and foster the media we each want to see and take part in. 

now and I've been quite actively online since I was a teenager. Even twenty 
years ago I understood and would avoid the content that is being discussed for regulation with 
this proposal. Irs extremely important to our engagement with online content that Canadians 
feel empowered by our laws, not in fear of a system that will inevitably be abused and 
implemented unjustly. 

Thank you, 
Cameron Bethe)] 
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From: 
To: 

Alexander Hoffer 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

. ~ 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Comment on The Government's proposed approach to address ~harmful mntent" online 

August 11, 202110:48:15 PM 

Hello, 

I recently came across the Trudeau government proposal for regulatory 
for 'hannfu)' content online: 
https:l!www,cana<18,caJen/canadjan-beritajl.elcampailPls/harmfuJ -pnlinc-CQDtenthtml. 
This is all despite the lack of publicity or any kind of requests for 
comments. 

My comment regarding this is brief: This is an absolutely atrocious and 
horrendous proposal, will not actually solve the problems aimed at it, 
and will instead create more costs and burdens on average Canadians and 
decreasing our freedoms while increasing their costs to implement a lot 
oftbe proposed policies. I can not believe that this is even being 
considered, as this is an amalgation of all of the worst policies that 
have been done and tried throughout the world. France for example had 
something like this that was nowhere near as extreme as proposed here 

; I atl f/ 

and it was ruled as Wlconstitutional: 
httPs://www.effofi,lpress/releaseslyjctory-frcnch-hiah-court-rules-most-hatc-speech-bjll-would-undermine-free
expression 

This is the kind of stuff I expect out of totalitarian dictator sbJps 
like China a.nd Russia., especially with the idea ofany hannful content 
that a provider won't take down (what are you going to do about entities 
outside of Canada that you have no influence over?) that is to make a 
national Chinese like firewall. I also happen to work at an independent 
telecommunications company, and just the idea of having to implement 
this while passing on the costs to our customers is just terrible. If 
the prices are not passed on by an ISP, this will be an additional cost 
we will have to pay for in our federal taxes, which is terrible. 

My suggestion is that you scrap this entirely (along with Bill C-IO), 
and actually look at ways of improving Canadian's privacy, and fighting 
the various monopolies (including the giant Canadian telcos, not 
coddling them and thinking you can protect us from them), and other more 
valuable things like right to repair, etc. This reguJatory framework is 
entirely the wrong approach to be doing, and a far better use of our tax 
payer dollars. This regulatory proposal will not solve the problems it 
aims to and will just create more problems and decrease our freedom as a 
democratic society. Proposals like these is why I don't vote for the 
Liberal government, since this seems like something a Conservative 
government would propose as well, whom I also do not vote for usually. 

Thank you for reading, and please consider my points above to roll back 
this proposal. 

- Alexander Hoffer 5.19(1) 
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From: Hany Glynn th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful content bill 
August 11, 202110:17:)9 PM 

As a Canadian I am strongly against this bill. While well intentioned, r simply do not trust 
corporations to get moderation perfect. The bill requires far too fast an adjudication process 
and harsh punishments for non-compliance. This means that regular speech is likely to be 
censored and caught up in the dragnet of this policy's implementation. 

While I deplore hate speech and misinfonnation, curbing it can't come at the cost of our 
liberties and free speech. In Canada we are a free country first and foremost. If regulation 
intended to achieve some good sacrifices such a core tenet of our country's values it cannot be 
allowed to pass. 

Good day 

Harry 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Aaron V. Humpbrey 
ICN I OCJ lPCH) 
Censoring Dnnne Harmllli Content Considered Harmful 
August 11, 202110:17:13 PM 

This proposal is an awful, awful idea. It is implemented in a 
ridiculous fashion, worse than France's unconstitutional version, and it 
will amy continue to entrench social media monopolies that we should 
instead be trying to whittle down. Any pol icy which can omy be done by 
a large company will do more harm than good, and automated tools are 
nowhere near good enough for this. The lack of penalties for false 
positives will mean that excessive content will be removed due to 
"better safe than sorry" policies. 

Online hate groups are bad, SlUe, but this will do more hann than good. 
Who gets to decide what speech is "harmful"? All it takes is for the 
government internet czar to decide that n Antifa", nBlack Lives Matter", 
and ~Defund The Police" are hate speech (as bad-faith actors keep b'ying 
to paint them as), and this will have the opposite of its purportedly 
intended PlllJlose. 

I'm sure plenty of other organizations have better ideas as to how this 
couid be done without turning this into an Otwellian nightmare, and I 
don't mean big social media companies here. 

Don't do this. 

Document commurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOI sur tar es d I'm formation 
Oocumen I elea sed pursuant tQ 
fh~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

De"yon WIersma 
10i I OCI lPCH) 

Feedback on Proposed "HannfUl annne Content" Strateqy 
August 11, 202110:12:08 PM 

. ~ = < ~ to Informallc n 

I'm writing to have my voice heard with regards to the Government's Approach to implement a 
broad, vague and dangerous internet-censorship strategy which will ultimately cause hann to 
marginalized individuals. 

While child abuse and exploitation is a very real issue, many of the reforms proposed within 
the guideline to combat this put ownership on large tech companies to comply with these 
issues in a rushed manner, which is going to have unintended side-effects of causing them to 
air on the side of caution and implement crackdowns on aU forms of content, including but not 
exclusive to, those of marginalized individuals such as black and trans people. There are many 
documented cases of similar effect occurring in other countries who have implemented similar 
laws that, while well-intended, result in the systemic endangerment of many marginalized 
individuals due to guidelines which are both too wide-reaching and broad to be targeted 
effectively and in a measured manner. 

For more information as to why the proposed guidelines are reckless and serve to endanger 
marginalized populations due to excessive requirements, please take a look at this well-written 
article by the BFE breaking down some of the issues these requirements would cause. 

I am wary that these proposed guidelines are a step in the wrong direction that will simply 
enable the suppression and destruction of marginalized identities even further simply because 
the government fast-tracked a plan without fully considering the implications of how that plan 
could effectively be acted on by the corporations it is targetting, and the fallout from their 
responses which would effectively do more further damage. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Daniel James 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Comments on Harmful Onll ne Content proposal 
August 11, 202110:04:37 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

i1~ =<~ to Informallen 

I wish to register my objection to these proposals. I am a Canadian citizen, internet 
entrepreneur since 1994 and fonner manager at Facebook. My family and I live in California 
for economic reasons. A few key points from my perspective: 

- Implementation of a 'Chinese wall' style filtering system for the Canadian internet will help 
to encourage migration to the US and other countries. 

- Onerous requirements for complex, automated filtering systems and expensive, fast 
turnaround human support will have a chilling effect on the development of competitive social 
systems to the tech giant monopolies . 

- These measures wi1l not improve public safety. Dangerous people (along with everyone else) 
use private, encrypted messaging that is not covered by this bill (nor should be 
legislated against for numerous reasons, not least impracticability). Instead, vast numbers of 
false positives will leave an immortal store of personal information in the hands of multiple 
agencies. 

- It's very clear that everyone who understands cyber law thinks this is a ternble idea. For 
example, with more legal details: bttps:!1twitter.comldapboebkLstatusI142 I I 18036895961094 

thanks for your consideration, please please scrap this rubbish, 

- Daniel 

Tbankyou 

- Daniel 
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From: nan Qm1e th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Subject:: BIll C-36 response 

D.lte: August 11, 202110:01:39 PM 

Hello, 

Bill C-36 directly violates the canadian charter of rights and freedoms~ specificany section 
2b: "freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and 
other media of communication". in that it requires companies to remove "hannful content" 
which includes speech that is legal but potentially upsetting or hannful. This includes speech 
criticising the government and public figures for their actions. 

Bin C-36 also includes mandatory reporting of "potentially hannful content" as wen as the 
users who post such content to law enforcement and national security agencies. This also 
violates section 2b of the charter of rights and freedoms as what is deemed "potentially 
hannful content" is decided in secret by the government and again may include criticism of the 
government and public figures. 

In short, I oppose Bil1 C-36 as it would create a chilling effect within Canada when it comes 
to freedom of speech and expression. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Rlmard yares 
10i I OCJ (PCHl 
rensorshlp &. "the new" regtJlations and laW 
August 11, 20219:24:17 PM 

There is already a deadening censorship going on. 

i1~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 

And your proposed "regulations" and new law would only go toward abetting the 
increasing censorship of minority views. 

Here is a specific case of a Canadian journalist who has been gagged and removed 
by the social media companies and their brain-dead "algorithms: 

https:/Ita ibbi.substack.com/p/meet-the-censored-paul-jay 

Your proposed regulations & law would only worsen what is becoming a dangerous 
and deteriorating situation. You claim to be trying to "protec\" Canadians, but the 
bigger problem is that already you have lost control of the Internet to big US tech 
companies and their brain-dead algorithms. 

What you propose will only make a bad situation worse. 

And I find it disgusting that you are proposing these new regulations and law without 
any real attempt to "seek consultation" with the Canadian public. And it is clear that 
you are doing this without any input from well-known critics of Internet policy like 
Michael Geist, the Canada Research Chair in Internet and E-Commerce Law at the 
University of Ottawa and a member of the Centre for Law, Technology and Society. 

1\ is absolutely DISGUSTING that you would make this manoeuvre without consulting 
an expert like Michael Geist. 

Your "regulations· and new law are a sham. And worse than that. They will backfire 
and blow up and make a bad situation worse ... and you are TOO STUPID to realize 
it!!! 

lam: 

Richard Yat;;;e;;,s ____ .., 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

.Joe McKeo 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Proposed ~harmfUl eonrent'" legislation 
August 11, 20219:17:08 PM 

i1~ =, I 111!01 t 

I'm writing to express my deep concerns regarding the Liberal government's proposed 
regulatory framework for taking down hannful Internet content. As a Canadian citizen, 1 enjoy 
Jiving in a country with a free and open Internet. I fear this proposed legislation wiU cause 
serious harm to every Canadian's online experience - including and especially people who 
were never intended to be targeted by the law. 

The sad but simple truth is that it is impossible to craft legislation that will solely target the 
intended wrongdoing of a few. Every time such "anti-harmful content" legislation has been 
tried, both domestically and internationally, it has been by all reasonable measwes a failure, 
with platforms being compelled to remove perfectly lawful and legitimate speech. Multiple 
countries across the world, notably around Europe, have implemented such laws in recent 
years, and every one of them, without exception, has chilled their populace's expression, 
eroding one of a free society's most important freedoms. Some of those countries were even 
forced to scrap those laws not long after implementation, such as in France, where a similar 
law regulating Internet content was abolished by the courts. 

Worse, this Canadian initiative appears to include a1l the most troubling and dangerous 
elements of its contemporaries in one package. It targets speech that is merely upsetting or 
immoral but not actually illegal, effectively violating the country' s free speech laws in spirit if 
not in letter; it imposes a 24-hour window for companies to comply with takedown requests, 
which is far too short to allow any consideration of context or nuance, guaranteeing that a vast 
amount of legal content will be removed; its data-retention policy will force Internet 
companies to spy on their users; it adds website-blocking regime that wiU censor any space 
deemed a repeat. offender by the government with little apparent oversight; and it includes stiff 
penalties for service providers who fail to remove flagged content fast enough for the 
government's liking, which all but ensures the strictest and most heavy-handed enforcement. 
The onJy way companies can effectively comply with these onerous new rules would be by 
implementing strict automated upload filters that will necessarily prevent the publication of a 
vast amount of legitimate content and discussion. 

Any of these measures on their own would run counter to the spirit ofa free and open Internet; 
combining them into a single regulatory package guarantees disaster. Canada would 
effectively have the most restrictive and least free Internet of any modern democracy. It would 
be a national shame, at least until public outcry - which, once people realize just how limited 
their Internet wi1l have become under this law, is certain to be swift, vociferous, and lasting 
inevitably forces the law's repeal. 

These hanns aren't hypothetical; for an example of how dangerous these ''protecting victims" 
laws can be, we need onJy look south of the border. A few years ago the United States federal 
government proposed, debated and ultimately passed a package of legislation known as 
FOSTA-SESTA that promised to help combat online sex trafficking. Free-speech experts and 
civil-liberties advocates, as weB as anti-sex-trafficking activists, warned from the beginning 
that the law would Wlavoidably result in suppressing legitimate speech, endanger consensual 
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sex workers, and likely fail to meaningfully help sex-trafficIgng ,;:i'?~l!ls butjlh~y Wt.rc, 1.)tlGt1 \ 
ignored. When the law was passed, the results were swift and unambiguous: Nwnerous 
websites restricted or outright prohibited any adult content in fear of running afoul of the new 
law, with some platfonns shutting down altogether; sex workers were forced out of spaces 
where they had previously organized and shared safety infonnation, putting them at greater 
risk ofhann; and as fOT sex trafficking, multiple studies and advocacy groups concluded the 
law had little to no meaningful impact on its prevalence, and if anything made law 
enforcement's job of finding traffickers and victims more difficult by removing them from 
public view. Effectively, the law not only caused significant coUateral damage, it Hkely 
worsened the very problem it was meant to address - exactly as subject-matter experts had 
warned would happen. 

Now, it may be easy to read the above and think that surely what happened in different 
countries doesn't inform us of what may happen in this country, or to conc1ude that those 
unintended consequences can be averted by simply writing this law better, tweaking this bit 
and c1arifying that c1ause and so on. But history has shown there is a remarkable consistency 
in how the Internet operates across borders, and in bow laws enacted in different nations play 
out. It would be a grave mistake to look at the track record oftbese anti-hannful-content laws 
failing in their goals and wreaking havoc upon the rights of citizenries around the world and to 
assume that the same will not happen here. The pattern is c1ear, and we ignore it at our peril 

No civilized person will defend the kinds of content this law is intended to address. Their 
hanns are concrete and devastating. But as an ardent supporter of civil liberties, I strongly 
believe that the right solution to any problem is not one that is likely to create new and bigger 
problems for others, curtailing basic freedoms and putting innocents in legal jeopardy. We 
cannot answering violations of rights with more violations of other rights. In addition to 
raising issues of basic fairness and justice, it flies in the face of the professed ideals and 
essential liberty that are enshrined in the heart of any true democracy. 

I don't pretend to know what the answer to hannful content is. But I do know, beyond any 
doubt, that this legislation isn't it. Some of the very smartest and most experienced policy 
experts and technologists, both in Canada and around the world, are warning you about the 
dangers of this law. I beg you to beed them. 

Sincerely yours, 
- loeMcKen 

~ I Bandcamp I YouIube I SoundCloud 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Klaus Sterlen 
10i I OCJ lPCHl 
Proposed appruach to address harmful content online 
August 11, 2021 7:49:41 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

i1~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

J am writing today to provide feedback about changes the federal government is proposing in 
Bill C-36 with respect to a new regulatory framework for social media platforms. 

The proposed framework is comprehensively terrible. It invests far too much authority in the 
moderation algorithms and personnel at large social media platfonns who have already 
demonstrated themselves to be poor custodians of free speech. 

It makes it far too easy for large platforms to silence or marginalize voices from already 
marginalized communities: sex workers, anti-racists, indigenous activists, police reformers, 
etc., communities that have already been subjected to measurable harms by previous 
approaches to moderation, even well-intentioned ones that were ultimately badly flawed 

It does nothing to address the massive antitrust problems of existing social media giants and 
gives wealthy players in the space significant advantages due to their scale and financial 
resources, effectively shutting out any meaningful competition from upstarts. 

It invests too much authority in the hands of a single individual, namely, the Orwellian
sounding Digital Safety Commissioner. This office is ripe for misuse by the federal 
government, and four years of President Trump in the United States has brought into 
extremely sharp focus that concerns like this are not abstract. Canada does not have a 
monopoly on virtuous government, so baking risks like this directly into the body politic is 
simply reckless. 

Finally, the reporting and enforcement framework is deeply troubling. Requiring ISPs to act as 
gatekeepers is no less problematic than entrusting this responsibility to social media platforms. 
The enforcement window is ludicrously short, and will invariably result in a "shoot first, ask 
questions later maybe if at all" approach to content regulation that, again, is likely to be 
overwhelmingly biased against already marginalized communities. Placing the ISPs in a 
position to dictate what is and isn't acceptable to Canadians puts Canada on a dangerous path 
towards a "Great Firewall of China" model, but one that is arguably even worse, because I 
can't vote Bell or Rogers out of office if one ofthem acts counter to the public interest. It is no 
secret how easy it is to weaponize power like this, and a framework that is so reliant on the 
goodwill of both bureaucrats and industry is unworkable. 

We have seen already this year with the C-lO fracas that this federal government is more than 
willing to sell off our interests as voters to big business when it suits their purpose, and that 
the government's commitment to online free speech shifts with the political wind. That is no 
solution at an, and as Canadians. we deserve better. 

sincerely, 
KJaus Steden s.19(1) 
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From: Keltb Mann '/ e 4cce ~s 10 l/1formaltOl1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Comments re: proposed harmful online amtent regulatkm 

August 11, 2021 7:41:45 PM 

I am writing to express my deep concern about the shortcomings of the government's 
proposed legislation to address hannful content online. 

\ 
https:lIwww.michaelgejst.ca/2021107Ionlinebannsnonconsultl) and Cory Doctorow ( 
https:/Ipluralistic.neV2021/08/ 11Ithe-canada-variant/#no-canadaand 
https:Uwww.eff.o..ydeeplinksl2021108Jutilities-govemed-empires)andsupported by research 
such as this: 
https:Uwww.eff.oriUdeeplinks/2021108/o-no-canada-fast-moyjng -proposal-creates-fi Iteri ng
blockj ng -and-reporting-ruJes-l 

I urge the government to consider these shortcomings and amend the proposal so as to 
thoroughly address them. They pose a serious risk to the rights and the safety of Canadians. 

Sincerely, 

Keith 1. Mann 

5.19(1) 
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From: Thomas Alnngham 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

'h~ ccess to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: feedback 
D.lte: August 11, 2021 7:24:05 PM 

The July 29 2021 release of a proposed framework for an Act of Parliament to regulate Online 
Communication Services is a grave danger to the charter of rights and freedoms that we as 
Canadians have adopted as our rights in our supposed free and democratic country. I object 
with every ounce of my being the poorly thought out and authoritarian measures being 
proposed by this act and call for a rejection of all these proposals and a new commission be 
established to study the matter in a more rigorous way to ensure that the rights of Canadians 
will not be ignored by such legislation. 
DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT I AM SAYING HERE? I AM COMPLETELY OPPOSED 
TO WHAT YOU ARE PROPOSING, is IS EXTREMELY POORLY THOUGHT OUT AT 
BEST, AND VERGING ON TOTAL INCOMPETENCE OR DELmERA TE 
AUTHORITARIANISM AT WORST. UNLESS YOU AS A GOVERNMENT ARE 
DELmERA TEL Y TRYING TO ASSUME POWERS THAT DO NOT BELONG TO YOU I 
DEMAND THAT YOU CEASE THIS SHAMEFUL ACTlVlTY lMMEDIA TEL Y OR I 
WILL DO EVERYTHlNG IN MY POWER TO REMOVE YOU FROM OFFICE COME 
THE NEXT ELECTION. GIVE TEnS ATTEMPT AT NEEDED LEGISLATION THE 
PROPER DELmERA TION IT NEEDS BEFORE YOU SHAMELESSLY STRIP US OF 
OUR RIGHTS! 

SHAME ON YOU PIERRE TRUDEAU AND YOU SUPPOSED LmERALS! 
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From: 
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Subject: 
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Hello, 

CaltOn Lucy Heoderson 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

'~ '" < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

Proposed approach to address harmful content online Is seriously flawed. 
August 11, 2021 7:06:02 PM 

I'm writing to express my disappointment with the proposed approach to address harmful 
content online and to state my complete opposition to this regulation in its current state. While 
hannful online content is a real problem, the proposed regulation is not a real solution. It is too 
broad to be useful, while draconian enough to be dangerous. 

The 24-hour deadline for removal of undefined 'hannful content' guarantees that platforms 
will not have time to conduct a thorough analysis of speech before it is censored. It also 
creates a de-facto requirement for platforms to install algorithmic filters to (mis)identify and 
remove prohibited expression, as it would otherwise be impossible to meet the 24-hour 
deadline. Yet these algorithmic filters have a proven track record of inaccuracy and bias, 
especially against marginalized people. 

The proposal's combination of prohibiting poorly defined 'hannful content', harsh penalties for 
not blocking with no penalties for wrongfully blocking, and requiring swift compliance 
without time for adequate assessment means that this regulation will almost certainJy be struck 
down as unconstitutional, as were similar regulations in France and other countries. 

The USA's version ofthjs regulation, SESTA-FOSTA, was unable to prevent or even slow 
doWIJ the spread of Coyid-J 9 mjsioformation or the Q-Anon con,sp~racy, proying that th.is 
approach to addressing harmful content online does not work. Better strategies include 
breaking up big tech monopolies and limiting how much infonnation they are allowed to 
collect on their users 

Please scrap the proposed regulati'on and start again from the beginning, 

Caitlin Henderson 
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Hello, 

Jaigl1!i Hodson 
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feedback on the Govemment"s proposed approach to address hannful mntent online 

August 11, 20216:48:00 PM 

My name is Jaigris Hodson, and I'm an Associate Professor at Royal Roads University where 
I am also the Canada Research Chair in digital communication for the public interest. My 
research is concerned with understanding hannful online content, including online abuse, 
conspiracy theories and medical iinfonnation, and I am writing to you as an expert in the field 
to say that I do not support the proposed legislation and think it is misguided and potentially 
hannful to the best interests of the Canadian public. 

Th UN Rapporteurs and other cilvi] society groups around the world have already critiqued 
online harms rules like the ones being proposed in this legislation. Frankly. they're the wrong 
tools for the job, and they will cause smaller minority online voices to suffer, while protecting 
the large platfonns that most benefit from current online hannful speech. This proposed law 
will ensure that large tech giants like Facebook remain arbiters of speech, because imposing a 
duty to spend millions of dollars on speech :filters is something only the largest tech companies 
can afford This flies in the face of what we should be doing, which is finding ways to limit 
the power and influence of tech giants in this Counby. We should be supporting rules that 
support smaller technology companies, not ones that make it impossible for smaller tech 
competitors to thrive. 

These laws present a host of negative consequences, many ofwbich are probably uninteneded. 
I do not support it, and I believe itis not in the best interests of thriving democratic 
communication in Canada. 
Thank you, 
Jaigris 

Jlllris Hodson PtlO. Associate Professor. College of Interdisciplinary Studies I ~oya l Roads UnlWnlfy 

T 250.391.2600 I F 250.391.2587 
2005 Sooke Road, Victoria, Be canada V9B SY2 I coyalroads.ca 

Pronouns: she/her /h ers 

UFE.CHANGING 

Royal Roods is located on the traditional lands of the Xwsepsum and Lekwungen First Nations' ancestors and 
families. 

CONFIDENTlALlTV NOTICE: This e-nwl aDd attachments may coolain personal or confidential inform&tion fur !he sole iL'Ie oflhe inleniled 
recipient Ir you life nOl the intended recipient and you have received this transmission in error. pleue DOtify the sender immediately IUId delete tlMl 
ITICBBIIle aNllltachmcnts. 

Royal Roads is located on the traditionallantis of the XW$epsum and Lekwungen ancestors andfamilies. 

CONFJDEN11AlJTY NOTICE: This e-mail and lt1aCbmenlll may coowu pefflOWll or confidential infomurtioo !"or !be sole IUe ofthe inle1lded 
recipient Ir you are nOl the inlended recipient and you have m:ei~ th is 1ra1l9mission in error, please notify the aender immedialely and delete !he 
message and IIttIIchmcnts. 
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From: Cal Aylmer th~ ccess /0 InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCJ (PCHl 
no no and hell no 
August 11, 20216:23:12 PM 

Dear government 

NO NO and HELL NO 

to just about every marxist dystopian coup d'etat move you mak.e. 

LEAVE FREE SPEECH ALONE 

LEAVE FREE INTENET FREE SPEECH ALONE 

AND STAND DOWN AS YOU HAVE LOST ALL RIGHT TO GOVERN AND I HAVE LOST ALL FAITH IN 

THIS DEMONIC SATANIC UNSCIENTIFIC LYING GROUP OF BOUGHT AND PAID FOR USEFUL 

IDIOTS 

THERE IS NO ISOLATED VIRUS SPECIMEN ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 

NOCOVID 

ONLY A MASSIVE LONG PLANNED AND PATENTED FRAUD AND THE GREATEST CRIME EVER 

COMITTED AGAINST HUMANITY. 

STOP WITH THE KHALERGI PLAN 

STOP WITH THE NEW WORLD ORDER ONE WORLD GOVT COUP D'ETAT 

STOP WITH THE GENOCIDE AND THE INJECTIONS THAT HAVE KILLED AN ESTIMATED 2 

MILLION NOW AND MAIMED OH SO MANY MORE. 

VAERS DATA 

ENDURAVIGILANCE DATA 

UK YELLOW CARD SCHEME DATA 

S year all cause mortality tells the story tooll 

WE ARE NOT STUPID!!! !I!!!!! 
YOU ARE ALL CRIMINALS NOW AND WILL BE CHARGED FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY 

SOON ENOUGH. 

and WE WILL NOT BE JOINING YOUR BEAST SYSTEM EITHER. 

Cal Aylmer 
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Submission for the Government of Canada's Proposed Approach to Combat Online Harms 

September lSt~, 2021 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Government of Canada's proposed onnne harms 
legislation. 

The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) is the advocacy agent of the Jewish Federations of Canada . We are a 
non-profit, non-partisan organization dedicated to preserving and protecting Jewish life In Canada through 
advocacy. CUA represents more than 150,000 Jewish Canadians from coast to coast, via the Federation system. 

CIJA has long advocated against antisemitism, hate, and terrorism. While the government's consultation Is 
expansive - including five areas of deplorable online harms - our submission Is limited to CIJA's areas ofexpertise: 
online hate and terrorism. 

The rise of online hate is a serious concern for Jewish Canadians, as is the protection of freedom of expression - a 
cornerstone of Canadian democracy. It is, therefore, imperative that the online harms legislation strike the correct 
balance between freedom of expression and protection against online hate. 

The threat of online hate Is real. A recent report from the Center for Countering Digital Hatred (CCDH) found that, 
on average, 84 per cent of reported antisemitic social media posts on Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, Instagram, and 
YouTube did not engender responses from the platforms. Alarmingly, the 700 social media posts studied in the 
CCDH report were collectively viewed 7.3 million tlmes1; a total greater than the population ofToronto, Montreal, 
Calgary, and Ottawa comblned z. Online antisemitism takes many forms, including Holocaust denial, promotion of 
classic or historic stereotypes, antisemitic tropes, and promotion of contemporary Jew-hatred. Jewish Canadians 
know first-hand that online harm has real world consequences: bullying,. exclusion and discrimination of 
individuals, and attacks on community and religious institutions. 

CIJA welcomes many aspects of the government's proposal: 

An independent regulatory regime. We have long called for a regulatory structure that Includes an 
independent regulator, and we are pleased that the proposed consultation includes the establishment of 
the independent Digital Safety Commissioner and a regulatory framework. An Independent regulator 
provides an important function to combat online hate. Some content may be unpopular, hurtful, or 
detestable. An independent regulator ensures that the decisions made are impartial. The Independence of 
the digital safety advocate is, therefore, critical to making decisions on messages that, although 
unpopular, are nevertheless a component offreedom of expression in a liberal democracy. 

Definition of hate alignina with Supreme Court of Canada jurisprudence. This provides a reliable and 
consistent measure through which to deflne online hate. Doing so sets the standard to ensure that the 
proposed legislation will address hate, while protecting freedom of expression. 

Annual reports. We are pleased that that the Government's proposal will mandate annual progress 
reports. Transparency and accountability are important hallmarks to combat online hate. 

1 Anti-Semit ic social posts 'not ta ken down' in 80% of cases - BBC News 
2 https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/as-sa/98-2OO-x/2016001/98-200-x2016001-eng.dm 

tija.c. 
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Penalties for non-compliance. Effective legislation needs effective enforcement. Thus, we also welcome 
the Government of Canada's proposed monetary penalties for social media companies for non-
compliance. 

The complaint process. CIJA has consistently called for a process that puts the onus on social media 
companies as the 'first stop' to deal with online harms on their respective platforms. The Government of 
Canada's process mandates social media companies respond in a timely fashion to user complaints and 
provide a dear appeal process, after which a user can further appeal to the Digital Safety Commission. We 
agree that the initial process to address online harms should be administered by the respective social 
media platforms, and we applaud this aspect of the Government's proposal. 

While we welcome the Government's proposal, we respectfully submit the follOWing recommendations for your 
consideration: 

Compelling social media to be frontline first responders . Ensuring that legislation and regulations compel 
social media companies to address online harms through an obligation of reSUlt, as opposed to an 
obligation of best effort. Whether this Is compelling algorithms to pre-emptively take down online hate, 
or employing the resources to adjudicate complaints, we believe that, when it comes to combating online 
harms, efforts are not in and of themselves sufficient benchmarks. Instead, outcomes must be used to 
measure social media company compliance. We recommend that ensuring all legislation and regulations 
compel social media companies through an obligation of result will put the focus on effective program 
implementation. 

Connecting legislation to Canada's anti-racism strategy. While we are pleased to see the proposal align 
with the Supreme Court of canada's definition of hate, we believe that effective program Implementation 
must also have substantial linkages to Building a Foundation for Change, canada's anti-racism strategy, by 
Including the Important definitions of hate contained In the strategy. For Jewish Canadians, this Is 
pertinent because Canada's anti-racism strategy Includes the International Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance (lHRA) working definition of antisemitism. The IHRA definition is the world's foremost recognized 
and accepted definition of antisemitism and serves as an Important educational tool to combat online 
hate. The IHRA definition provides context-specific guidance to identify and combat instances of 
antisemitism. 

Strengthening enforcement tools. While we welcome the penalties against social media companies for 
non-compliance, we believe that more is needed to enforce the legislative requirements. Rendering sodal 
media executives and Board members personally liable would increase accountability and compliance. 

Public education campaisns. While regulatory enforcement Is important and necessary, it should be 
enhanced by general education . We recommend that the online harms legislation compel social media 
companies to run digital citizenry campaigns at regular intervals . Education is critical to combating hate, 
especially when we consider that many users of social media are young. For example, a 2020 research 
paper, Spreading Hate on TikTok, prepared by professors from the Institute for Counter Terrorism in 
Herzliya, Israel, says thatTlkTok is the fastest growing social media app in the world and has garnered a 
large youth followIng with 41% of users between the ages of 16 and 24 years old, with 90% ofTlkTok 
users saying they view the app daily3. There are also other reports that Indicate that many users are under 
16years 01d4. General education campaigns are critical, even more so given the high usage of social media 
by Canada's youth . One educational approach is for the Government to model public campaigns similar to 
the legalization of cannabis and defined in the Cannabis Ad, which includes raising awareness, preventing 
problematic use, promoting healthy choices, and protecting youth . 

J Weimann, Gabriel and Masri, Natalie. "Research Note: Spreading Hate on llkTok." Studies in Conflict 
and Terrorism. (2020): https://doi.org/1O.lOBo/105761OX.2020.L780027 
4 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1095196/tiktok-us-age-gender-reach/ 

dja.ca 
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Finally, we would like to address the obligation of social media companies to report hate to law enforcement. 
The Online Harms Discussion Guide offers two options. One requires regulated entities to notify law enforcement 
when there Is an "imminent risk of serious harm" to a person or property as from online content. The second 
requires regulated entities to report specific types of "potentially criminal content" directly to law enforcement. 

Keeping in mind the goal of balancing civil liberties and protection from online harm, we believe that neither of 
these options is sufficient to address the unique and varied manifestations of harm presented in the consultation. 
A one-slze-fits-all model Is not appropriate. While online hate may be detestable, it may not be comparable to the 
imminent risk or serious harm caused by a potentially pending terrorist attack. Put simply, with respect to 
reporting to police, the threat of bombing a building is not the same as espousing hatred . 

We offer a third option. We propose the Government adopt a two-track method that requires Imminent and 
serious threats to be reported to appropriate law enforcement (such as CSIS, RCMP and RCMP), while other 
hateful posts be reviewed to determine If they merit being referred to local police. We also suggest that the 
Government establish clear statutory Ilmlts on which particu lar law enforcement agencies are involved in 
situations of general online hate with a goal of limiting the referral only to necessary agencies. 

Thank you for your efforts to tackle online hate and terrorism through the online harms consultation. We are 
grateful forthe opportunity to submit com ments and constructively contribute to a safer canada. 

We look forward to working with you on poliL)' proposals that will benefit all Canadians. We are happy to answer 
any question you may have and are available at sfogel@cila.ca. 

Kindest regards, 

Shimon Koffler Fogel 
President & Chief Executive Officer 

The C""" .. fa, ISf~tl.mI Jewi.h Afhh is the acfvacacy 21",,1 afth~ Jl!whh Fed .. ratians afCanad~ 
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From: AbcUbaklm webelle 
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Overturn the bill 

th~ = ~ ~ to In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 11, 2021 5:51:54 PM 

He1l0. While the new Internet regulations are meant to make the Internet safe by imposing 
restrictions and filters on websites, all it will do is make communication on sites that aren't 
Facebookffwitter exceeding difficult because any other site cannot afford the filters imposed, 
further growing platforms that have too much power over the web with no oversight while 
killing any hope of alternative spaces. Not to mention that trusting filters to regulate hate 
speech and sex trafficking is irresponsible in general since there are spaces that marginalized 
people discuss things like sex work and how to keep each other safe that filters will lump in 
with sex trafficking or share content that isn't harmful, but will get hit by censors because 
doesn't fit the vision of who's responsible fOT restrictions. Please overturn this as this is an 
infringement of freedom of people and will so much more hann to people (especially 
marginalized communities) than good. 

- Abdihakim Wehelie 
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Concerns with the Government of Canada"s planslD deal with Hate Speech, Sex Traffidc:lng, Terrorist oontent, 
and other narmfullnternet content 
August 11, 20214:45:24 PM 

To whomever this may concern 

The proposed framwork working through parliment to deal with Hate Speech, Sex Trafficking, 
Terrorist Content, and other hannful internet content (further referred to as hannul content) is 
misguided. It will likely fail in stopping malicious actors from harming Canadians 
domestically and abroad while punishing Canadians for legal participation in their democracy. 

Primarily, the effects on all speech are negative. According to Statisa, in 2019 77% of 
surveyed Canadians rely on the internet as a source of news and about half of them use social 
media. lSPs under the proposed framework would be subject to opaque guidence, 24 hour 
compliance time lines, strict fines, and police raids for non compliance. On the other hand, no 
remedy exists for ISPs or Canadians who are incorrectly targeted. This sets incentives for 
aggressive and non-responsive removal of legal speech. Given that many Canadians rely on 
the internet for news and expression, this is equivalent to the Government empowering chosen 
private deputies to crush printing presses of those spreading content the government does or 
does not label hannful. A fundamental violation of our most fundamental right of speech. 

Despite the massive cost, these systems are easily circumvented. Commercial VPNs and tools 
for dissidents easily circumvent lSP filters and other proposed tools to combat harmful 
content. [n the US, similar legislation aimed at protectinfwomen from sex trafficking has not 
stopped traffickers, but has made life for legal sex workers by removing their ability to 
advocate and defend themselves. All the while sex traffickers continue to use underground 
methods to hann women. A similar fate awaits Canadian sex workers and marginalized people 
if the Federal govenunent pushes forward with such a framework. 

The proposed framework strips Canadlans of a basic freedom while providing no additiona1 
security to vulnerable Canadians. The desire to protect such Canadians is admirable. The 
proposed framework does no such thing and must be reconsiderred. As a humble civil servant. 
I implore you to drop this framework and start again based on open discourse with all people 
living in Canada. 

Thank You 
Tim Gensey 
CMHC-SCHL 
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Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful oontent onDne 

August 11, 20214:32:56 PM 

Thank you for asking for the public to comment on this. 

I am happy for a1J my comments to go on record, and am happy to come testify in person. 

The plans to regulate social media and the internet, are wron~ stupid, technically impossible 
and should be stopped as soon as possible. 

Who asked for this? 

This sort of attack on freedom should be voted on. 

Patrick Walsh 
5.19(1) 
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Subject: In opposition to the proposed approach to addres5 harmful oontEnt onOne 
August 11, 20213:32:55 PM D.lte: 

Let me begin by saying thatl do believe in the need to curtail the free distnDution of hate 
speech, however this proposition is a dangerous way to try to solve the problem. Frankly, it 
needs to be dismissed entirely. Let me explain. 

The proposed solution has several substantial faults that cannot be reconciled within its 
framing. 

I. The content moderation that's demanded is unsustainable. The harsh penalties and tight 
deadlines imposed on oess will effectively enforce a "shoot first and ask questions 
laterlt policy within these companies. In order to avoid punishment, companies will need 
to be aggressive in filtering out content. Let me tell you, anyone that pays attention to 
this space knows that the moderation of these companies is extremely poor and 
frequently results in false positives. This will undoubtedly damage the free and legal 
expression of Candians online. 

2. There is no punishment for falsely flagging free and legal speech as hate speech. This 
will permit the danger T just mentioned, as companies will have no incentive to take the 
necessary care to avoid these false flags. 

3. Marginalized groups are more likely to be adversely impacted by this change. They wi]) 
suffer the brunt of these false flags. We've seen it before. When YouTube tried simi lar 
moderation via demonetization, overwhelmingly LGBT+ focused channels found 
themselves being caught up in false flags. WhelJ similar legislation was passed in the 
United States, legal sex workers found their communication channels they used to keep 
each other safe damaged. 

4. The exacting demands of the proposal will likewise eosme that only the richest of 
companies can afford to comply with them. Tfyou believe in fair competition in 
business, then this proposal is disastrous for up and coming platforms. 

For these reasons I have to urge the Candaian government to reject thls proposal out of hand. 
The risks are too great to be worth the reward. 

Thank you, 
Evan Sutter 
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Online Conterrt legislation 
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Canada does not own the internet. The regulation of online content should not be in any 
governments hands. I do not support any of the upcoming legislation, regulation, or any type 
of government interference in online content. 
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To: 
Subject: 
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Santiago Suarez 
ICN I IX] (PCHl 
This ~Harmful onnne~ laws have gone too far 

August 11, 20212:33:57 PM 
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I'm emailing you and urged them reconsider it because it's the most dangerous approach to 
Canadians and the whole country. Whatever if it's a censorship or not; they can't abide it and i 
utterly beg you to spread the words to your citizens across Canada. 
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Robert RIce '~ '" /0 111!01 a/I f/ 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Regan::llng the proposed harmful content regulatlon for social media platfomls 
August 11, 20212:32:53 PM 

To the relevant parties: 

This proposed internet regulation is a disaster in the making for Canadians and seems to have 
been written by those with no understanding of the issues behind social media platforms. 

The proposed law will ensure that censorship win rule these platforms in Canada, as the 
proposed fines will lead companies to blanket ban any content that gets flagged for any reason, 
choosing to avoid the risk of the fine by simply eliminating any content that could cause 
trouble. This is disastrous for many marginalized communities on the social media platforms 
that regularly face harassment for simply existing on the platforms, including women, persons 
of color, the LGBTQ2S community being prominent in facing online harassment simply for 
having online presence. 

These groups could regularly see their postings flagged for "illegal and/or harmful speech" and 
suffer neverending disruption from their harassers, especially given these platforms will face 
no consequences for removing permitted speecb on a constant basis just in order to avoid fines 
for banned speech. 

Additionally, proposed algorithms 10 eliminate banned speech could easily be written by these 
platform operators to eliminate bannless speech that they privately worry wi1l cross a line and 
again, cost them money. The solution to the social media era is not to create a disastrous 
enforcement regime that will surely continue to gift those who thrive on targeting the 
vulnerable with a near-unassailable weapon to hammer them with again and again. 

Also, a1l0wing an appointed official to regularly redefine the idea ofhannful content and then 
further to privately Itadvise lt these services on bow to avoid being targeted for non compliance 
of these regulations is highly disturbing. The potential for abuse in this position must not be 
understated, as ideology could easiJy influence the decisions made in this position and even a 
limited change to these regulations based on these deci sions could have far reaching impact 
that could not be easily undone. 

While the threat of harmful speech online will always be present, a bill that guarantees 
censorship, harassment and unaccountable power is definitely not the answer. I ask the 
government to reconsider what this bill will mean to those who will suffer the most from it. 
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fhe Access to informatton Act 
To: 

BIll C-36 Subject: 
o.te: August 11, 2021 2:09:32 PM 

Here is this citizen's input on Bill C-36: 

There is no adjustment that could make this bill acceptable. Tear it 
up, and burn it. Never try this again. How dare you try to stomp all 
over our Charter right of expression like this? It makes me angry, 
and I am not one to anger easily. It is offensive and UN-CANADIAN. 
Minister Guilbeault should resign in disgrace. I am disgusted that the 
Prime Minister has not yet fired him from cabinet. 

The current governing party has no public mandate to implement 
this abomination. It has lost not only my vote with C-10 and now this, 
but they will guarantee my active campaigning against this 
government until this disgraceful legislation is withdrawn. I find the 
official opposition party distasteful, but they can count on my vote 
and my support as long as they continue to oppose this bil l. 

Yours Sincerely, 
Matthew Sullivan 

5.19(1) 
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To whom it may concern, 

h~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

Many countries have proposed or passed rules similar to what is being proposed here: 
Australia, France, UK, Germany, India. They are al1 bad, but I am ashamed to say that my 
nation's attempt at this regulation is literally the worst. 

This legislation is a worst-in-class mutation of a dangerous idea that's swept the globe, in 
which governments demand that hamfisted tech giants remove broad categories of speech -
too swiftly for meaningful analysis. 

Without detailing the horrendous elements ofthis regulation explicitly point-by-point [1], I'll 
mention that the Trudeau government is spinning these elements hard, just as they did with 
Bill C-I 0 (which included deceptive language that, on superficial examination, seemed to 
limit the scope of the law, but which was superseded by later clauses). 

The combination of: 

• prohibiting broad, poorly defined speech categories; 

• harsh penalties for underblockjng; and 

• requiring swift compliance without time for adequate assessment or counter
notifications; 

all guarantee that tech giants will block all kinds of speech. 

But not all speech is equally at risk. People who are already marginalised are 
disproportionately likely to be censored under rules like this. Online harm rules are a human 
rights disaster. They've been roundly criticised by UN Rapporteurs and civil society groups all 
over the world [2] . France's version - which was not as extreme as Canada's - was struck 
down as unconstitutional [3]. 

The problem with Facebook isn't merely that Zuck is a shitty online emperor for three billion 
people - it's that no one should have the job of "online emperor." The Canadian proposal wi)] 

ensure that these tech giants are the last generation of online platforms, by imposing a duty to 
spend hundreds of millions of dollars on speech filters - something that only the largest 
American companies can afford. 

This regu1ation is a terrible vision for our online future. We don't want wise emperors running 
our digital world - we want to abolish emperors and give people the right to technologica1 
self-determination. 

Best, 

Steve Palmateer 
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[ 1] https:llwww.eff,org/deepljoks/20211081o-Do-canada. fast-moving -proposal-creates
filtering-blocking-and-reporting-rules-l 

[2] https:lfspcommregorts.ohchr.orgfIMResultsBase/DownLoadPublicCommunicationFile? 
gJd=26385 

[3] https:Uwww.efIorgipresslreleasesivictory-frencb-high-court-rules-most-bate-speech-bill
wQuld-undelIDine-free-expression 
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Comments on proposed ~harmful mntent" regulations 
August 11, 2021 2:00:23 PM 
Openf'GP axsf93FI6937EA58BD.asc 
OpeOPGP sJanarure.dat 

Module I is entirely misguided, and should be discarded (fthere is 
a replacement proposal, it should take no significant elements from 
this one. No central strategy of Module I can be repaired or 
salvaged. 

Most of this submission addresses Modu1e I . Some brief comments on 
Module 2 are also included 

Swnmary for Module 1 

Every major aspect of Modu1e 1 's proposed strategy would be 
ineffective. actively hannfu1, illegal under the Canadian Charter of 
Human rights, and/or represent a disproportionate and unreasonable 
imposition on private actors for little or no public gain. 

The COTTect response is to completely scrap what you have and start 
over, committing yomselves to craft a new proposal that adopts none 
oftbe existing proposal's strategies. In particular, no content·based 
measures are appropriate or acceptable. 

One possibly productive replacement strategy would be to limit the use 
of"engagement promoting" designs by social media platforms. without 
reference to the content of the material they carry. The problem you 
are trying to solve is a structural one and should be addressed by 
structural changes, not content-based restrictions. 

Unacceptable elements of Module 1 

1. Creating·the proposed legal category of "harmful" content would be 
inappropriate and illegal. 

The "hannful" category is apparently not restricted to content 
which is presently illegal, or indeed to content which may be 
illegal in the future. 

The words "The Government recognizes that there are other online 
banns that could also be examined and possibly addressed through 
futlUC programming activities or legislative action" make it clear 
that this is intended to be both an open license for regulatory 
action to restrict speech in Canada, and a means for advocates to 
obtain new speech restrictions in "fiiendly" fora, while avoiding 
Parliamentary oversight and public scrutiny. 

Case law in Canada has arguably gone too far in recognizing 
categories of content which it permits to be treated as outright 
illegaL It is still less appropriate to create additional, and 
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relatively eluitc, categories of content which are "illegal on 
the Internet". 

a. The proposed approach could not be justified in any free and 
democratic society, regardless of that society's specific laws. 

c. It would be directly contrary to the letter and spirit of 
Section 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
and even more so if mere regulatory authority can be used 
to extend the list 

c. Its implications would violate Section 2(d) of the charter. 

d. In reasonably foreseeable circumstances, it would be likely 
to cause or encomage infringements of various provisions of 
Sections 7, to and II of the Charter. 

2. Regardless of (1), commanding service providers to detect hannfu1 
content content, and/or to decide whether any particular content 
was or might be harmful, would mostly fail to achieve its intended 
objectives. Even asswning, arguendo, that it did in fact achieve 
those objectives, it would nonetheless cause Wlintendcd hann 
outweighing the value of those objectives. It would also be an 
enormous economic burden. 

a. It would likely be ineffective against most or al l of the listed 
categories of content. In general, people involved with such 
content have incentives to find ways around blocking systems, 
both automated and hwnan-operated. Furthermore, they assist each 
other in doing so, sharing methods that work, developing coded 
language, and so forth. If pushed too hard, they can simply 
migrate to closed, more or less explicitly illegal, platforms 
that are out of reach of the regulations. 

On the other hand, the many people who are not significantly 
engaged with such content, but who would be damaged by the 
regime you propose to create, do not have such options or 
such resources. 

b. The proposed regime would be certain to lead to tremendous 
overblocking, and that overblocking would disproportionately 
harm people who have and would continue have little or no power 
to defend themselves. 

Avoiding overblocking, or processing an appeal, requires 
meaningful human review of the content and of the context in 
which it is posted. This involves close reading, evaluation of 
context (possibly over weeks or months and possibly including 
material not on the evaluting provider's platform), examination 
of patterns of behavior, investigation of the meaning of 
uncommon or "coded" language and allusions, following links, 
etc. This is extremely time consuming and sometimes not even 
possible. 

The 24-hour response requirement does not allow enough time for 
even cursory human review, let alone meaningful review. 
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Because service providers would be W1able to guarantee 
meaningful review, they would in practice be forced to 
block all or nearly all flagged content with no human review, 
or with human review so cursory as to be pointless. 

Malicious actors would of course notice this and abuse the 
flagging system. thus further ballooning the volume of 
improperly flagged content and making human review even 
less feasible. Malicious actors would also make it impossible 
to rely on heuristics like a piece of content's receiving 
more than some threshold number of flags; they would simply 
raise more flags until the content came down. 

None of this this is purely hypothetical. All of it, including 
widespread malicious abuse of flagging systems, has been seen 
many times in existing moderation systems on many platforms. 

Many of the actors involved in creating and perpetuating the 
targeted content are also major abusers of flagging systems, 
which they weaponize against the objects of their particular 
hatreds. The proposal stands to damage exactly the people it 
purports to protect 

As an example ofa failed system, You Tube, which has been 
relatively proactive in blocking, has caused enonnous damage 
simply by trying to address the relatively simple problem of 
enforcing copyright. YouTube's copyright overblocking is so 
famous, and so dangerous, as to have created a pervasive climate 
of fear among YouTube video creators. A final ~copyright 
strike". however unjustified., can destroy their livelihoods. 

As a result, not only has material which did ·not· violate 
copyright been repeatedly taken down or "demonetized", but there 
has been an enormous and clearly visible chilling effect 
preventing even the creation of a great deal of content which 
also would ·not· have violated copyright. 

YouTube is an extremely sophisticated, well-resourced player. 
and has apparently been trying to act in good faith. Deciding 
the copyright status of a video is trivial compared to 
identifying or evaluating any of the targeted classes of 
content. Although malicious copyright flags are fairly cornmon. 
they are not nearly so common as malicious flags would be for 
many ofthe listed forms of content. 

Even with enonnous resources and a relatively easy problem, 
YouTube's copyright takedown system has been an abject 
failure from any perspective that considers either justice 
or the net social value created. Certain entertainment 
corporations love it, but it in fact a disaster. There is every 
reason to expect that, regardless of good faith, any service 
provider's system for the much more difficult problem of dealing 
with content targeted by this proposal would be an even 
worse failure. 

c. 'The harms in (b) would not in practice be mitigated by requiring 
that an ~appeal system" exist. Only a vanishingly small proportion 
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of appeals could possibly receive the necessary attention, and 
a "successful" appeal would rarely provide meaningful relief. 

1. Properly processing an appeal would involve buman review, 
which is time consuming for the reasons described above. 
Even a few malicious "flaggers". or even well-meaning but 
overzealous ones, can easily generate far more cases than 
any service provider, of any size. could ever properly 
consider. (NB: The distinction between malicious and 
overzealous flaggers can also be a hard one to make). 

Ii. There would be little legal or regulatory incentive for a 
service provider ever to sustain an appeal or even to 
provide genuinely meaningful review of one. 

iii. Much Internet content is only relevant for a short time 
after it is posted If your content is taken down 4 hours 
after you post it., even if you win the "appeal lottery" 
and manage to get it restored weeks or months later, 
you have rarely received significant relief. Still 
less so if your entire presence on a platfonn has been 
removed for long enough that your followers have forgotten 
you. 

iv. Navigating an appeal process is usually extremely difficult 
for a person who lacks bureaucratic sophistication andlor 
legal sophistication, and who cannot afford to hire advisors 
who have them. This describes many disadvantaged persons, 
including many who would be likely targets both for 
malicious reports and for overzealous and misguided 
reports that could be argued to be made in "good faith". 

d. The 24-hour time limit would be so excessive that it would be 
likely to drive services providers to try to identify targeted 
content using automated means, even before it was flagged. In 
fact, the proposal seems to be designed to create incentives for 
this. 

All known systems for doing this are extremely inaccurate, and 
most ofthem can be intentionally "gamed" to make them even more 
so. This includes all existing fonns of machine 
learning. Decisions about the targeted types of content are 
difficult even for humans, and wil l be utterly beyond computers 
for at least several decades. 

There is a great deal ofbype around" AI" at the moment, and in 
fact machine learning can do some impressive things. This is not 
one of those things. 

Attempts at automated detection will result in an additional 
measure of overblocking. I wish that I could say it would 
be random overblocking, but in fact such systems tend to reflect 
prejudices embedded in their training data. and therefore to 
systematically disfavor minorities. especially Wlpopular ones, 
as well as people and topics that might make some people 
uncomfortable. 
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e. It would be inappropriate to force private actors into the role 
of censor, even though they do not want that role. Furthennore. 
it is inappropriate to encourage large private corporations 
to manipulate public discourse. 

The proposal does this in a particular bad way, because it 
subjects service providers to meaningful penalties only for 
underblocking, never for overblocking, and would hold them 
accountable only to authorities whose sole compulsory power, and 
likely whose sole interest in practice, would be to demand 
greater restriction on speech. 

These unelected, and indeed unappointed and effectively 
conscripted, censors would be given only incentives 
to suppress, never to pennit 

f. Even making a good faith attempt to adhere to the letter and 
spirit of the proposed requirements would have enonnous resource 
and opportunity costs. Additionally trying to limit collateral 
damage to "non-harmful content" would present such a high cost 
per Wlit of value created that no viable business could make 
more than the barest token effort effort to do so. 

g. The proposal requires building (or paying others to build) 
complicated systems to deal with difficult problems on pain of 
serious penalties. The resulting costs would grossly 
disadvantage small and nontraditional service providers, thus 
concentrating and centralizing private power over communication 
on the internet 

3. The proposed regulatory apparatus would receive an inappropriate 
and unacceptable delegation of Parliamentary authority over 
sensitive matters implicating Charter rights. This is different in 
kind from areas in which authority has traditionally been delegated 
to regulators. 

It would at the same time create confusions of authority with 
regard to disputes traditionally and far more appropriately decided 
in the courts. 

4. The proposed reporting requirements are unnecessary. There is, in 
practice, no real risk that a legitimate service provider, having 
actual knowledge of imminent and serious hann to anybody, would 
fail to make a report without compulsion. The only exception to 
this is the case of service providers who are themselves 
participating in or intentionally enabling the dangerous activity; 
these will not report regardless of the law. 

Despite their !rupertluity, the reporting requirements are 
dangerous. 

a. The most natural and convenient implementation of these 
requirements would be to create an easily abused semi-automated 
data collection apparatus with a strong tendency to 
over-report This would a "single point offailure" by placing 
excessive trust in the constant, permanent incorruptibility of 
law enforcement and intelligence agencies. 
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b. The requirements would invite the creation ofautomated 
surveillance systems intended to detect the targeted content. 
As described above, such systems are notoriously tmreliable, and 
they would damage user privacy by subjecting non-targeted 
content to review by service provider staff and/or intelligence 
and law enforcement personne1. All users would be affected, but 
experience with these systems show that such burdens typically 
fall disproportionately on members of unpopular and/or 
disadvantaged minorities. 

5. The requirements wouJd place WlBcceptable limitations on new and/or 
uncommon technical architectures, such as decentralized 
peer-to-peer systems, which likely would not have any points of 
control at which to filter, remove, block, or preserve data. 
Introducing such points of control would in many cases destroy 
the unique advantages of these systems. 

Alternatives for Module 1 

The primary source ofthe present-day lntemet's effectiveness in 
spreading misinfonnation and propaganda appears to be the "engagement 
promotion" strategies favored by social media platfonns. In 
implementation, these strategies are largely insensitive to the 
actual content carried, but they tend to select and amplify 
for the extreme, the shocking, and the divisive. 

They also often tend to help users to settle into ''bubbles" wherein 
they can fonn in-groups with people with whom they agree ... while at 
the same time providing "battlegroWlds" where they can emerge and 
harden their divisions from members of their newly created out-groups, 
or outright attack those they've chosen as victims. 

Regulatory approaches showd strike at the root of this problem by 
forcing platfonns to change the core of the way they work, mther 
than by applying "patches" to disadvantage some ofthe content that 
natWlllly results. 

Developing useful strategies for solving this would require a great 
deal of thought and research. I offer some suggested avenues for 
exploration. They are here mostly to illustrate the general direction 
of regulation I suggest Some of them might not help, and indeed some 
might be cOWltetproductive. There are surely many other possibilities, 
many ofwhicb may be be much better than these. 

The complete disregard for the concerns and incentives of the 
advertising economy is, however, intentional. 

I. Invalidate and forbid all platfonn tenns of service which prevent 
users from interacting with a platfonn's content using software 
other than that provided or approved by the platfonn itself 
(for example prohibitions on "screen scr8ping~ as practiced by 
or on behalf of individual users). 

The intent is to allow users to choose presentations which 
prioritize giving them the information they want to see in the ways 
they want to see it, over presentations which prioritize keeping 
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them nervous, in front of the screen and engaged with the platfonn. 
This would also reduce "lock-in" and therefore have salutary 
effects on competition between platforms. 

2. Forbid modifying user search results on based on past searchcs or 
on whicb material that particular user bas chosen to view in the 
past 

The intent is to reduce the fonnation of "bubbles" by exposing 
usen to alternative points of view. 

3. Prevent or restrict "home pages" or "timelines", or content 
suggestions from selecting material based on signifien of 
controversy; such as reply rates, endorsements ("likes"), 
propagation ("forwards" , "retweets"), etc. 

The intent is to reduce platfonns' promotion of controversial 
content, or content that contains propaganda "books". in 
the service of boosting engagement 

4. Require a time delay before a user can easily make a public 
endorsement of content. reply 10 content, or propagate content 
within a platfonn, cJtcept for the case where the propagating user 
personally and individually specifies every otber user who will see 
that specific endorsement, reply. or propagated content 

The required delay should at minimum be long enough to allow the 
average person to read or view all of the content itself, plus one 
to two minutes. If the content is short. the delay should be long 
enough to read any featured links. If the platform can actively 
detennine that the user has not viewed all of the content, it 
should not allow propagation at alL 

If the reaction or propagation will reach Of affect a large 
audience, the delay should be longer. The delay should also 
be lengthened if the user has already reacted to the content 
in question or to any of its "parent" content. 

The intent is to provide time for reflection and "cool-down" before 
po!entially damaging material is propagated, reduce 
misunderstandings, moderate argwnents. and 

5. Limit the number of separate items of content anyone user may 
in!rOduce in a given time. This should be done by counting the 
number of top-level "units" of material that are visible to other 
usen and that compete for attention with other content, not the 
individual size of each one. If anything, longer texts should be 
encoUJ1lged over shorter ones, and including multiple images or 
videos under one heading should be encouraged over making each one 
a separate posting. 

The intent is to prevent the "Gish Gallop" strategy of posting 
large volumes of low-quality or inaccurate content 

6. Forbid small limitations on the amount ofte"t in any individual 
"content unit". 
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The intent is to encourage clear explanations and complete 
expositions. 

7. Require that platforms offering endorsements (nlikes"), also offer 
disendorsements ("dislikes,,), which effectively offset any effect 
of the endorsements in content selection. 

The intent is to make ''hrigading'' less productive. 

8. Do not pennit users to control other users' views of the replies 
or reactions to their content, unless those other users have 
explicitly opted into that particular user's control. 

The intent is to prevent creating spaces of false consensus. 

9. Forbid targeting advertising based on anything other than the 
content the user is presently viewing. 

The intent is to reduce the use of targeted advertising as a 
propaganda vehicle. 

Module 2 

Module 2 contains some unobjectionable and even desirable parts, such 
as centralized reporti ng. 

The 12-month preservation requirement for the Mandatory Reporting Act 
seems to include preserving the actual child pornography itself (and I 
asswne that there's a provision somewhere making that legal). Although 
a large service provider might have no problem complying, I could 
imagine that a small one would have trouble properly securing 
"radioactive" content such as child pornography for 12 months. Perhaps 
the requirement should be changed to require transmitting the actual 
child pornography, without any metadata, to NCECe as part of the 
actual report, then deleting that locally, and preserving only other 
related data. 
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The main thrust seems to be providing more subscriber information to law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies. This may have undesirable 
elements. 

It seems likely that by now law enforcement has probably learned not 
to overinterpret BSl, but it seems a bit unwise to automatically give 
anyone, including law enforcement, information about recipients 
("destinations") of child pornography, unless there is evidence that 
they have knowingly solicited it (and perhaps actually received it). 
And that evidence should probably be evaluated by a court. 

I'm prepared to believe that eSls should have the same BSI access as 
law enforcement, but am a bit mystified as to how they could properly 
use it, given that they would still need another order to actually 
initiate surveillance based on it, and that using it to build a 
"social graph~ would be both unreliable and, I suspect, illegal. 
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Concemlng Language, DIscrimination against Small CommunltlE5 
August 11, 2021 1:55:30 PM 

I have two main concerns with the rules from the "proposed approach to address harmful content online". 

Concern I : 

atl f/ 

I am surprised by the language given in section 1 (B) 17 of the technical paper. This gives immense leeway to the 
Digital Safety Commissioner in regulatory decisions, and creates a situation where certain OCSs or OCSPs may be 
given special privileges. Furthermore, it causes unnecessary ambiguity to companies or services that are being 
created, causing a chilling effect on startups and new social media companies. Canada is leading in tech innovation, 
and laws like these will inhibit the growth. I believe there are healthier options than allowing arbitrary "tailoring" of 
regulations. These rules need to be codified in law, and should take a minimalist approach. 

Concern 2: 

As we see the growth of''big tech" platfonns, I agree many problems are linked to inadequate moderation. 
However, this proposal does not address the success of small online platfonns with good moderation. Personally, I 
believe that small communities, i.e. federa~ed social media platfonns. such as ~Mastodon". will rise up to fill the 
niche of small moderated platfonns. The size of these platforms is directly linked to unwanted behaviour. You can 
see the success ohmall communities on the site ~Reddit" with an amazing number of high-quality ~subreddits". Due 
to the accessibility of tech. people are now starting the equivalent of their own "subreddit" on their own servers with 
"Mastodon~. We should see a clause allowing broad exemption from these rules when Wlder a certain limit, such as 

number of active users. 

Also. this proposal could be seen as a form of discrimination against a rura1 municipality trying to start their own 
online community. The concept of ~small online commWlity" must urgently be addressed. 

Sincerely, 

Yoonsik: Park: 
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From: L:,1e ButtDn he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Proposed Harmful ConlEnt Bill 
August 11, 20211:%:25 PM 

I have read the online harmful content proposal. Please drop this initiative entirely. Democratic 

governments should not resort to dictatorial control of communications no matter how much they 
admire the governments that do so. 

I find it ironic that our federal government considers it essential to limit harmful speech, such as you 
might expect to be directed at Muslims, for example, while at the same time doing nothing to 

protect Canadian Muslims in Quebec from active discrimination by that government. 

Thanks, 

Lyle Button 5.19(1 ) 
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From: """'-I ~ - '" I I )rOI all f/ 
To: 10i I OCJ (POi) 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Tech worxer response to the proposed apprmch to addressing Ilarmful mntent online. 
August 11, 20211:03:46 PM 

Hello and good day, 

I'm a UX designer from Vancouver, one of Canada's major tech hubs. I spend time everyday weighing ethical 
issues and trying to balance the intent of my team against the effect it has on real people and I believe this proposed 
approach completely misses the made on making the internet healthier in practice for Canadians. 

One of the greatest faliures of this approach is that this legislation, aimed to be representative of the Canadian 
people's interests, entirely puts the responsibility on regulated entities to comply within legislation, but these entities 
rarely have the collective good of the Canadian people in mind The discussion goes so far as to mentions the use of 
automated systems and algorithms as a potential tool of use by these entities for flagging and reporting content. Not 
only are these algorithms already demonstrated to be prone to racism, the need for these robust systems wouJd more 
deeply entrench tech monarchies that can afford them. I am all for regulated social platfonns and ideally breaking up 
tech monopolies, but this approach would guarantee that only massively wealthy online platfonns can play. This 
approach does nothing to speak to the systemic racism and misogyny that these platfonns reinforce as they operate. 

Secondly, this approach deeply dives into content, reporting, and appealing without also grappling with the fact that 
these functions, these user actions, are powerful tools that hate groups and terrorist groups already use to hann 
indigenous, queer, and marginalized creator s. I have no fai th in these tech entities that their appeal processes would 
be fair or just. An reporting and appeal process for online content is incredibly expensive, so comers will be cut 
without doubt at the hann of Canadians. This type of legislation has been seen on other coWltries and the results are 
bleak and often unconstitutional (like in France for example). In practice this approach couJd block consensual sex 
workers from operating online which greatly impacts their safety and well-being. In practice this approach will see 
large social platfonns continue their often unethical work as nonnal while leaving the safety of vulnerable people to 
an automated system. This approach would see new, potentially better, entities indirectly prohibited from operating 
in Canada while Facebook and pomhub continue to wreak havoc. This bill would see extremist groups anned with a 
deadlier reporting tool for harassing vulnerable people. 

Most importantly, the unclear wording of this is ripe for misuse, especially as the ability to change these definitions 
while enforcing them is private. I shudder to think how this position could be abused if a Doug Ford type were to be 
appointed. 

I've worked in this field. I've seen how platfonns deal with this 1cind of legislation . I calion you to toss out this 
approach and come back with something that gives sex workers, indigenous groups, children, and marginalized 
groups more rights and protections online under the law. 

Thank you for your time, 
Stephen Therriault 

UX designer, 
Concerned Canadian 
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Document 'eleased pursuant tQ 

From: Jon Babyn '~ ...., 5S to I 'formation ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

The Govemment's proposed appro<K:h to address harmfUl conlEnt online Is not the J1ght one! 

August 11, 20211:02:57 PM 

Giving the Canadian government more powers to spy on Canadian citizens for vague tenns 
like terrorism is outright terrifying. This is not the right approach and could easi ly have 
disastrous consequences if abused. With vague tenns like terrorism an authoritarian leaning 
government could use this act to silence political dissidents online. 

Blocking swaths of the internet is also an approach that has been shown time and time again 
not to work. Detennined people find ways around or alternative methods to spread their 
message. 

The government should be focusing efforts on improving digital privacy, access to the internet 
and improving the rights of consumers of digital services not making it worse . 

Regards, 

Jonathan Babyn 
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From: Grant Longhut'lit 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

fh~ = ~ ~ 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: Harmful content legislation and regulalkln 

August 11, 202112:47:53 PM D.lte: 

This is an appalling restriction of free speech, and the entire proposed approach needs to be 

scrapped. 

• It will prohibit overly broad, poorly defined speech categories 

• Impose harsh penalties, while at the same time requiring compliance without time for 

adequate assessment 

• And all but guarantees that Charter protected kinds of speech will be blocked with no 

recourse. 

And who in the world thought having a politically appointed "internet czar" was a good idea. And 

mandatory reporting of potential harm? For goodness sake, stop this ·now. 

Grant Longhurst 

Direct: 604.506.2445 

High Performance Communications Inc. 

220 -145 Chadwick Crt 

North Vancouver BC V7M 3K1 

www.highpci.com 
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From: a@arbastr'ategJes rom a@arbasttategles.com 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

the 4cce.ss to il1;ormatton Act 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

the harmful amtent Ia ..... Is awful 
August 11, 202112:32:15 PM 

Sometimes the best intentions lead to the worst ideas. And that's what happened with this 
proposed legislation. Tt is overreach and instead of protecting vulnerable communities it will 
end up hurting the very communities it seeks to protect. C-IO was bad enough. This is worse. 
We have evidence of what these laws end up doing from all over the world. The government 
seems to have learned nothing from overseas. 

Arjun Basu 
President 

8I1)aStralegies 

34i'8rba!l.tost.e.aies COIU 
514-813-0630 
@aTbll~tl;ucgles 
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From: Josh friesen 
ICN I pa lPCH) 
CDocem 

th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 11, 202112:25:18 PM 

Hi, 

I am concerned about the proposed Bill to regulate internet content. Particularly the 24 hour 
window that companies are required to take "potentially" harmful content down, which will 
inevitably result in big companies taking a broad approach to censorship, as they wont be 
penalized if they get it wrong and censor something that wasn't hannful. I'm also concerned 
about the requirement to report any "potentially" hannful content to the police. While r dont 
think this will be abused by the liberals, it's not hard to see how this could snowhal1 if the next 
government is far-right. Hate speech and misinformation does need to be addressed on the 
internet, but this is not the way to do it. Give tech companies more time to thoughtfully 
process information and hold them accountable ifthey take something down incorrectly. Only 
illegal behavior should get reported to the police. This bil1 is irresponsible. 

Thank you, 

Josh Friesen 
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From: 00na£. the Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCI (PCH) 
This legIslation does not addres5 the undert'(1ng Issues 
August 11, 2021 11 :19:25 AM 

Ifthis legislation passes we are headed towards a Chinese-style firewaU/censorship. 
It would not have prevented the more hannful use of internet expression, the most prominent 
examples being Trump and Bolsonaro's use of social media to convince voters to back their 
campaigns through lies and misinfonnation. It wil1 not prevent Russia from doing the same 
with our politics. 
Finally an the TSPs and major social media sites win simply start overbanning, due to the 
threat of fines and other legal action, and kneecap the internet as the premier nexus for idea 
exploration and sharing views that unite us as humans. 

Thanks, 
Dana 
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From: .Jeffrey am 'I p 1ccp < < 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
The Govemment's proposed approiKfl to address "harmful content onnne" 

August 11, 2021 11 :12:59 AM 

The "Online Harms" proposal, as written, is not fit for what should be a free society and 
should be completely scrapped. And everyone involved in pushing it should immediately 
resign in disgrace. The harm you will do this country by pushing it to law will be vast, and 
will undennine the very foundations of this country. 

Any of you bureaucrats reading this email, who allow it to continue to progress - we wil1 find 
your names, and history will remember how you stood when the basic fabric of our country 
was threatened. 

JelfClilf 

End the campaign to Cancel Richard Stallman - go to stal1mansullPort.org ! 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Don Cameron 
ICN I OCJ lpcHl 
Address harmful content onnne 

August 11, 202110:42:49 AM 

This entire initiative is totally misguided and misspent effort. In 
medicine, whether you are a good doctor or not depends on whether you 
treat symptoms or patient health; they are not the samel In treating 
patient health, root causes need to be identified and addressed 

Things like a failed education system that overly burdens educators and 
does not care about teaching knowledge, empathy. and respectful 
discourse, but rather focuses on test scores and credentialism is a root 
cause. 

Stop trying to treat symptomsl Focus legislative effort on root causes. 
Police criminal acts in the real world Be better than implementing a 
system that turns authoritarian at the flick of a switch. 

Oocumenl communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Oocumel1 I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
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la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Oocument I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: 
To: 

Erank.Brown 
10i I OCI lPCH) 

~ '" < ~ t InformlltlOl1l 

Subject: 
D.lte: 

(No Subject)The Government's proposed approach to address harmful mntent online 
August 11, 20219:59:39 AM 

Greetings, 

After having read through this technical paper, I am not in favour of it being implemented as 
law for the following reasons: 

I) existing laws already cover this issue. 

2) it is technically problematic to require service providers to remove content within the 
timeframe provided. 

3) this kind of proposed legislation can be used to restrict free discussion for political 
purposes. 

4) this restricts free speech. 

5) this will provide incentive to drive the content at issue underground to a dark web, etc 
where it can exist outside the reach of existing laws and law enforcement. 

6) this is not a canadian heritage issue. 

Regards, 

Frank Brown --, 

5,19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Graeme Dlaodler 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Online Hanns Proposition 

August 11, 20219:41:30 AM 

h~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

I have several extremely serious concerns regarding many of the .Ideas put forward in this proposal. not the least of 
which is because the Criminal Code of Canada already accounts for ways to deal with issues related to online 
exploitation. 

Firstly. website blocking is an outdated concept that doesn't work. People and providers just navigate to a new 
domain, and the entire thing becomes a costly game of whack-a-mole for tax payers. 

Harmful speech that is legal but potentially offensive or upsetting has issues aroWld subjectivity, but even more so 
when it comes to online material. For example. given the current issue around Residential Scbools, putting a 
mechanism in place to catch discriminatory material aimed at Indigenous Canadians has a very high risk of also 
catching material from survivors of Residential Schools, as they both can contain similar subject matter, but are 
different in intenl When held up to scrutiny, there is no existing (or likely existing) automated sj'lltem that is able to 
distinguish between the two. as context is something that requires human review. This may sound nuanced or 
trivial, but it has resulted in YouTube effectively stopping all mention of events like the Holocaust on their website, 
as the automated review lumps it in with antisemetic material. The alternative is that they risk allowing hateful 
material onto their website, but rather than treat the s ituation fairly, they prefer to scrub it entirely so they don' t have 
to deal with it. You are in effect taking that model and applying it to the rest of the internet for Canadians. which, in 
this example, would result in every website shutting down any mention of Residential Schools to prevent a risk of 
being fmed by the government for fall ing afoul ofthis legislation. 

Demanding that any platform remove content within 24hrs is absurd, as it requires websites to input a geneml 
monitoring scheme to have even the slightest chance to comply. Such a system is, by nature, prone to false 
positives., as you are demanding that a machine understand the concept of things like sarcasm and pasticbe, which it 
simply cannot and will not be able to do regardless of how advanced it is. Hwnan review is mandatory, which is not 
something that any website outside of the largest American platforms have access to, and even then at a very 
compromised degree. Additionally. in my experience, most of these measures do not even work to begin with, as I 
still am abl e to run into explicitly pornographic material on YouTube on a regular basis. Whatever you are 
envisioning to deal with this problem is only going to create a headache for general Canadians, and showcases a 
serious lack of understanding in the capabilities of existing and future technology. 

I could go on, but the reality is that there are portions of this legislation that are worded in a way that conflicts with 
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms., and will not hold up to legal scrutiny. If you are really interested in protecting 
Canadians from online exploitation, this is the worst way to go about doing it, as it will not accomplish the original 
goal in the sligbteSl 

We are in a pandemic and a probable election year. As a registered voter, I have a right to demand that you do 
better than this. 

Thank you very much, 

-Graeme 
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From: Grl:o<:. th~ = ~s 10 InformatIon A,(;J 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Feedback - OnUne Harms 6111 
August 11, 20219:29:22 AM 

I have several concerns regarding this proposal, and do not support this being implemented. 

Most concerning is the lack of judicial input on what content is to be pennitted / blocked. 
Definitely do not trust an agency to decide what is or is not acceptable - THAT is why we 

have Courts. 

Also of concern is the act first, decide if the content is valid later ... that is guilty before 
proven. If the content is grossly illegal, then a judge panel will take no time to create a take
down order. Ifthere is ANY question as to the legality of posting - according to existing laws 
- then put the matter to a judge panel 

In no way should providers, or an agency, be compelled to respond to a complaint first and put 
it to the court later. That is just censorship at the hands of ANYONE who writes a complaint. 

Complaints must be made public, with accuser and accused and complaint shared publicly. 
Context is important, and motives must be assessed for any complaint. 

TN short .. . take nothing down without judicial controL .. beyond current exploitation laws. 

Regards, Greg Crowley 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

Daniel Ralston 
10i I OCJ lPCHl 
Handling "Harmful Content" anOne 
August 11, 20212:00:46 AM 

h~ =, / 111!01 a/I f/ 

r fully and strongly oppose the entirety of the government's proposed approach for handling 
"harmful online content". 

The current consultation is not a consultation at all. ft has been brought almost to full 
completion without any consultation of the Canadian people, in direct opposition to the 
Liberal promise to increase consultation and transparency. As the proposed legislative changes 
have been completed before consulting the Canadian people, there is now no room to craft a 
system centered around the expressed wishes of Canadians. This Itconsultationll is a statement 
of the government's intentions, not an opportunity for Canadians to take part in the ground
level construction and goals of this proposed system. This proposal, exposed only after 
finishing it in back-room talks, is an affront to Canada's system of representative government 
and I will not stand for it. 

The system is also massively biased in favour of offhand censorship. A 24-hour review of a 
complaint cannot reasonably be performed. No company on the planet has the human 
resources to ensure that unfair complaints are discarded. Therefore, one onJine complaint will 
be enough to remove any speech that anyone, anywhere disagrees with. Such heavy-handed 
censorship would be considered extreme for even a repressive country - in those countries~ 
only the government has a blank cbeck to censor whatever they please. This proposed system 
would give that same power of repressive censorship to anyone by making it effectively 
impossible to ensure fairness. 

It is already too hard to bave bonest and respectful discourse anymore. Extremists on both 
sides take violent offense to anyone who disagrees with them. Don't make the horrible 
divisions in our country worse by allowing anyone to censor anyone else. Speech must be free. 

No one is "banned" by hearing speech they don't agree with. Jfthat was so, this affront to 
freedom of expression from my own government would certainly have hurt me. 

This proposal is un-Canadian and an affront to freedom of expression. The UN human Rights 
commission has denounced less extreme proposals from other countries such as Germany. 

Let Canadians tell you their priorities, then build a system based on what Canadians want from 
the ground up. Scrap this oppressive affront to freedom of expression that you've cooked up 
behind closed doors. 

I am tired of having to fight censorship and threats to freedom on my own soil. Canada 
deserves better. 

Daniel Ralston 
Canadian Citizen 
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From: June Sapam the lIeee ~ ~ to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful content online 

August 10, 2021 11:33:19 PM 

This proposal has been ca11ed to the worst of a11 the G20 laws for online content and free 
speech. 

This sums it up we1l. 

https:Uwww,eff,org/deeplioksI202JI08/o-Do-canada-fast-moyiog -proposal -creates-filtering
blocking-and-reporting-rules-l 

Please stop, respect free speech and privacy. Our democracy depends on it. 

June 
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From: IhomasTulk 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'h~ = ~ ~ to II1;ormatlol1 A,(;J 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

dlgltal citizen Initiative feedback 

August 10, 202111:31:49 PM 

Sony if this comes off as blunt, but it looks mostly like a load of spying and censorship trash 
to me, pal. Are there not already laws on the books that can be applied to these situations? r 
get that you've got limited options for trying to address these Idnds of problems, and you're 
probably initially suggesting this kind of big blunt-instrument approach fully expecting to be 
talked down into something less embarrassing, fine. 

Let me get carried away for a moment, here. When r was a kid, they had a nice person with a 
puppet and a picture-book come to my school and warn us not to trust people because people 
are sometimes out to "hurt kids", and that you should always fight, scream, run away and talk 
to trusted adults if anyone hurts you or tries any tricks on you. There was a bit of euphemism 
involved at the time. Do people not teach children not to trust strangers anymore? That you 
definitely extra cannot trust internet strangers? If you want to help people with this kind of 
thing, enable the citizenry to live better lives, maybe. Used to be a husband's pay might feed 
and raise a big family. Now both parents have to be working long hours aU week to make ends 
meet just to raise one or two kids, if the kids are lucky enough to even have both parents, and 
there's barely anyone left to raise or supervise them. They're letting their babies use intemet
connected ipads unsupervised. A web-connected communications device isn't a baby's toy or a 
babysitter! Sometimes they find this out the hard way when the Idd wastes a load of their 
money buying game coins. Try addressing these base-level problems by HELPING PEOPLE 
and TEACHING PEOPLE and you're well on your way to cutting down on the kind oftbing 
you're trying to solve backwards with your top-down surveillance state-in-the-making junk. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Ou1s Bertlych 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

DIsappointed Canadian 

August 10, 202110:27:06 PM 

1i1~ = < ~ 10 Informll/10111 

Disappointingly, you'r short page describing how Canada is taking steps to rain in hate speech 
another negative online expression is woefully short on actual description of how the process 
occur. I had to read Electronic frontier foundation document do you understand anything about 
what is actually planned how it is planned to be executed. 

https://www.eff,org/deeplinksI202JIOS/o-nQ-canada-fast-woyi ng -proposal-creates-filtering
blocking-and-reporting-rules-l 

It suggests that there is nothing simple whatsoever about bow to go about this prescribed aim. 
I'm most concerned proposals will not satisfy the following agreement 

Article 19 ofthe International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights allows states to limit 
freedom of expression under select circumstances, provided they comply with a three-step 
test: be prescribed by law; have legitimate aim; and be necessary and proportionate. 
Limitations must also be interpreted and applied narrowly. 

Please follow article 19"s general intent. I sincerely want Canadian government to stand as a 
shining example to other countries. 

Chris Berdych 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

MIke Sollanych 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Re: hannful content online 

August 10, 202110:07:58 PM 

h~ = ~s 10 Informll/10111 

Once again, we see the rise of authoritarianism, c10aked behind "won't someone think of the 
children" and other such excuses. Now, it brings with it a new wave of censorship and 
oppression, designed to ensure that people can only speak the correct opinions about the issues 
of the day. 

r find the proposed legislation offensive at its core. I do not need protection from "bannful 
content", and r do not find it acceptable that anyone should be appointed as judge over what J 
am allowed to see, read, say, or think in a country that prides itself on having rights and 
freedoms protecting precisely these abilities. 

You know as well as anyone else that what you are doing will not actually work. People who 
feel wronged by their government will continue to find avenues to discuss this; people who 
participate in the abuse of children will continue to do so. All that will be gained is more 
authoritarian control over our lives by a government that continually overreaches its bounds in 
the name of "protecting people". 

Protect me from yourself. 

Take your proposed legislation and bum it, and find something more meaningful to do with 
your petty life than to destroy the very rights that so many people died to earn and retain for 
Canadians. 
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From: Sbaonnvo Dowsett 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

Re: proposal of online conrent regulation. 

August 10, 202110:04:18 PM 

I appreciate the effort to moderate online use as we have seen a rise in abuse and misinfonnation, however these 
proposed controls seem to infringe on free speech. Beyond that they specifically hurt smaller businesses not able to 
build complicated algorithms or employ lawyers to constantly moderate and ensure they are meeting standards. It 
takes personal responsibility off of the user and puts onus on businesses. The target is on large social media but they 
will have the resources to both work with and fight this. Small businesses will suffer. 
It will be easier to also target say someone who makes ajoke and does not seem to allow for the nuance of 
conversation to be understood. It will be easy to have this take down legitimate posts that are trying to expose 
violence or inequality. 
Overall I am not satisfied with this proposal and find the potential for misuse too high. 
I do not support it in its cUTTent draft. 
Thank you 
Shannyn Dowsett ---eanada 

s.19(1) 
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From: Paul Bedard i1~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 
To: 10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Subject: 
o.te: 

Fwd: Harmful mntEnt Ofl line 
August 10, 20219:46:24 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dale&Marlayne Miner <::-:-~':"':O:~:---
Date: August 10, 2021 at 9:27:35 PM EDT 
To: I 
Subject: Fwd: Harmful content on line 

Sent from my iPad 5.19(1) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dale&Marlayne Miner < "'=""""' ___ .... 
Date: August 10, 2021 at 9:22:45 PM EDT 
To: pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 
Cc: charlie.angus@parl.gc.ca 
Subject: Harmful content on line 

J am encouraged to see that the 
government ofCaniiaais looking into the pornography epidemjc in 
our country that is physical1y and mental1y effecting our youth. r 
would like to see legislation that is law in some other countries where 
it is a criminal offence to distribute porn on line to a minor. Also I 
would like to see a law passed where a person oflegal age who 
purchases a cell phone would have the option from the seller ifhe or 
she could or could not access pornography from their internet server.! 
would like to share with you a study from The American Academy of 
Pediactrics in 2008. " The availabi lity of extreme to hardcore 
pornography among young children has produced within them 
thought processes and emotional instability with damaging effects. 
The emotional and mental trauma experienced is that similar to or 
exactly as children who have been sexually abused from a young 
age. There is a direct correlation between sexual abuse and 
pornography among the young. Studies show that the resulting effects 
have the same outcome, that there is an overwhelming emotional 
detachment from normal sexual behaviour due to their earlier 
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abuses." This committee needs to take a hard loqk and see what a, /r rnrmatlon Act 
huge negative effect pornography is having on Canada's younger 
generation. Please do the right thing and recommend laws that will 
protect their young minds. 
Regards, Dale Miner 
Sent from my iPad 
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From: th~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Online harms leg!sIatIon 
August 10, 20219:"3:02 PM 

I do not support this. Listen to Michael Geist please. 

I understand you mean well However this seems incredibly sloppy and broad legislation. As a 
general rule, governments shouJdn1t give themselves power they wouldn1t give to someone 
with an opposing view. I would not give this broad power to someone who held opposite 
views from me on what content should be restricted. 

Additionally, clearly the online companies will find it easiest to take a "when in doubt, remove 
if I approach. I don1t see any way you will be able to avoid these removals being taken too far 
by the companies, even if you are starting with non-overly-broad intentions. 

Lisa Chamney 
5.19(1) 
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From: Peter GlIIesoJe 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

fh~ cce.ss to II1;orma/IOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: STRONGLY OPPOSED TO YOUR CENSORSHIP BILL 
D.lte: August 10, 20219:<W:57 PM 

Your proposed bill is dangerous for Canada. 

It is yet another step in the direction oftechnologlcal authoritarianism. 

It provides a switch that allows the political class to control the people who elected it. 

Today "terrorism", "child pornography", "hate speech". 

Tomorrow "misinfonnation", "objectionable content". "anything else inconvenient". 

This bill lays the infrastructure to oppress the Canadian popu1ation via a sprawling technology infrastructure serving 
no purpose but to advance the agenda of those in power. 

China looks downright honest and forthcoming compared to the disingenuous evil embedded in this bilL At least 
they state openly and clearly all communication will be censored by the state. 

A dark day for Canada. 

Shame on you all. 
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From: Nathan Schuetz 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

he Access 10 InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Harmful content online proposalls dangerous 

August 10, 20219:26:23 PM 

The proposal is dangerous and should be scrapped. Automated systems are buggy but will be required for 
compliance, which will lead to censorship, much of it accidentaL It will marginalize people. It also adds a massive 
regulatory burden to small tech companies who simply want to let users submit content and collaborate with one 
another - it will effectively ban small online businesses of this sort, but leave big tech Wltouched since they have 
massive engineering teams. 

Please abandon this. 
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From: DlIle&Mariayoe Miner til~ Acce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

ICN I OCI (PCHl 
cI1art!e.angus@oad.ac.ta 
Harmful content on nne 
August 10, 20219:22:53 PM 

I am encouraged to see that the government of Canada is looking into the pornograpby 
"'ll ' UCIlII(; II I OW \;uWIU)' .114. is physically and mentally effecting our youth. I would like to see legislation that is law 
in some other countries where it is a criminal offence to distribute porn on line to a minor. Also I would like to see a 
law passed where a person oflegal age who purchases a cell phone would have the option from the seller ifhe or 
she could or could not access pornography from their internet server.! would like to share with you a study from The 
American Academy ofPediactrics in 2008 . "The availabiUty of extreme to hardcore pornography among yOlmg 
children has produced within them thought processes and emotional instability with damaging effects. The 
emotional and mental trauma experienced is that similar to or exactly as children who have been sexually abused 
from a young age. There is a direct correlation between sexual abuse and pornography among the young. Studies 
show that the resulting effects have the same outcome, that there is an overwhelming emotional detachment from 
nonnal sexual behaviour due to their earlier abuses." This committee needs to take a hard look and see what a huge 
negative effect pornography is having on Canada's younger generation. Please do the right thing and recommend 
laws that will protect their young minds. 
Regards, Dale Miner 
Sent from my iPad 
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From: ~ ...., S to Il1ft)/ atl f/ 
To: 10i I OCJ (POi) 

Subject: 
D.lte: 

The Govemment's proposed aPlJl'O"Ch to address harmful conlEnt online 
August 10, 20219:02:10 PM 

Attachments: TechnICal DiRe!' comments.gdf 

Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department of Canadian Heritage 
25 Eddy St 
Gatineau QC K I A OS5 

Via EMAIL: pch.ien-dci.pch@canada.ca 
\0 August 2021 

I am writing to offer comment on the proposed approacb. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Comment I - Web 3.0: The document fails to recognize the existence of Web 3.0 blockchain driven services and 
how they may be used to elude Canadian law and government oversighL Earlier this year Dfinity.org launched '''The 
Internet Computer (IC)", a platfonn that alJows for the creation of social media platforms and other applications 
leveraging the blockchain. The IC has nodes around the world at Wlknown locations. It makes innovative use of 
cryptography to ensure integrity of the platfonn and provide censorship resistance. The platfonn is intended to 
become a competitor to major cloud service providers (Google, A WS, Azure, etc). 
In order to run an application on the platform, one only has to pay for the service to run. There is no contract, and 
once an application launches, it cannot easily be stopped by any entity. It is possible to write code to re-instantiate 
the application dynamically. Essentially trying to stop the program it would become a whack-a-mole game. There 
is no company to which a lawful entity could make timely representation to seek injWlctive relief. 

Comment 2: - Web 3.0 Self Sovereign Identity: The Ie has enabled Self-Sovereign Identity. A person generates 
secmely their own identification credentials and then can sign-up to differenl services which cannot be cross
referenced. Each service creates a separate access token that is not shared between services. While innovative, it 
makes it extremely difficult to attribute who is generating traffic that falls within the five categories identified in the 
paper. 

Comment 3: Moving beyond regulating Individuals and Corporations is necessary. New applications on the 
810ckchain are now emerging that leverage a governance structure called a Decentralized Administrative 
Organization (DAD). Once a person or identifiable entity develops an application, they can transfer ownership and 
control to a DAO that does not exist in law. is not a corporation, and yet is capable of exerting control over its social 
media platfonn. DAO members must use the non-attributable Self-Sovereign Identity to vote. 

Comment 4: Entering a premise to look at content. New Blockchain based apps are all done online. There is no 
one 10 visit and no records to see. Seems a little archaic. 

CommentS - Liquid Democracy. Dfinity has implemented an automated governance system called the Network 
Nervous System (NNS), whereby token holders are able to vote on issues such as adding and removing nodes, 
increasing rewards, and changing services. This is done algorithmicaliy and creates Liquid Democracy. 
Similarly. the Service Nervous System (SNS) is being implemented to provide a similar voting mechanism for 
applications whereby a proposal can be put forward for vote. I have suggested that the Dfinity NNS be capable of 
commwticating with the SNS to advise that a complaint has been received in one of the 5 categories. Ideally. the 
SNS governance should kick in and present a proposal to voters of the DAO (e.g. Take down offensive comments) 
and respond back to the NNS saying completed or opposed. 
The challenge is that the DAD may be a mix of persons from jurisdictions whose laws are different than those in 
Canada. The NNS, is operated by Dfinity out of Switzerland. 
The Technical Document is based on a premise of centrally controlled socIal media. This is miffing. Distr1kt and 
Dscvr are two examples of decentralized social media. 
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Comment 6: Unclear jurisdictions. It is unclear which law applies to a plaffonn t1jat is laun~hft!py ~~t· j T :c. fJ 
creator may not be identifiable, the location of the platform may be unidentifiable, ;Tn yet if may contam donten 
that is hannful in the eyes of Canadians. 

Comment 7. Web 3.0 enables the creation of decentralized social media. It has the potential to move platfonns 
away from big tech. lfthe intention is to have OCS providers foot the cost for this oversight infrastructure. it will 
stifle decentralized social media as it does not have a revenue stream like big tech has. This will thwart the 
innovation and entrepreneurship that can is about to emerge with Web 3.0. 

Suggestions: 
I. DADs are here to stay. If a Canadian is a member of a DAD and they are aware of content that is harmfu1 they 
should be required to doing something: vote to remove it and/or report it depending on a threshold. 
2. Identifying Canadian ownership of an app is difficult. If an application is created and operated by a Canadian 
corporation or legal entity, it should be required to display this fact at the User lnterface layer and at the API layer. 
It will make it easier to find to whom a platfonn belongs. 
3. Any Canadian building a social mediaplatforrn must be required to build in algorithmic capability to remove 
content contrary to Canadian law. 
4. Any Canadian deploying smart contracts should be required to declare the legal jurisdiction for dispute 
resolution in the api and in the user interfacc. 
5. Transnational crime and unscrupulous individuals will use the lcgislative vacuum to their advantage. I believe 
G20 nations need to establish similar mechanisms and enable collaboration. 
6. There are a number of committees and governance bodies. It is top heavy and not efficient 
7. The use of DAD self-moderation and demonstration thereof should be sufficient to meet the needs of active 
content monitoring. 
8. The Technical Docwnent should include API requirements that Social Media DCS providers must implement 
(not tied to a technology).10 facilitate timely responses. 

I am available to discuss via video should you wish. 

Ted Reinhardt 

5.19(1) 

Ref: dfinity.org 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

lO: 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Proposal to Regulate Social Media and Combat Harmful Online ContEnt 

August 10, 20219:01:27 PM 

HelloUjgital Citizen Initiative 

This message is in regards to my opposition to the Canadian Government's proposed approach 
to regulate social media and combat harmful online content. There are a large number of flaws 
in the current approach that are included in the proposal which make it unpalatable and more 
likely, harmful to many minority Canadian internet users, be they poe or LGBTQ*. Examples 
oftffis can clearly be seen in the United States, following the implementation ofFOSTA
SESTA in 2018. Furthermore, it could be used to assist in creating an environment where 
movements such as Black Lives Matter and Me Too would never have gained the traction to 
enact change. 

The broad definition of nHarmful content,!l which inc1udes legs speech, combined with the 24 
hour take down requirements would result in mass takedowns of lawful content, as the short 
window will not provide sufficient time for reasonable consideration, taking context into 
account Proposed laws in the United States which had a 72 hour take down requirement were 
rejected, as this was considered unreasonable as well. 

The mandatory reporting of potentially harmful content, and about users who post it, would 
capture broad swatches of content being reported to law enforcement, which would only 
burden them in sorting through perfectly legal content from those small amounts that are not. 
The data retention requirements are also unreasonable, requiring those required to do so, to 
devote vastly increased resources to complying with this. 

The possibility of website bloclcing is arguably the worst aspect, creating a possible vehicle for 
state censorship based on the political party wielding the post power at the moment, and is a 
policy most at horne in China or North Korea, than a nation that is seen as a global leader in 
freedom and democracy. 

Overall, this proposal is dangerous to internet speech, privacy and the security of Canadians. 

Regards 

Hayden Polski 
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II 

I. 

I. 
SUbject: 
Date: 

Response to limiting Cdn. free speech 
August 10, 2021 3:47:21 PM 

August 10, 2021 
Digital Citizen Initiative 
Department o/Canadian Heritage 
25 EddySt 
Gatineau QC KIA OS5 
Email pch. ;cn-dci.pch@canada.ca 
Te/ephone 819-997-0055 

"~ - ~ v ..;f atl !J 
,on _M', 

.~~I 
II 

II 

Under the cover of child porn legis ladon, your government is proposing to eliminate 
political expression which it could choose tIJ label "terrorist content, incitements to violence 
and hate speech". The government's real target in your background materiDJ ;s described 
as: "Online Ideologically-Motivated Violent Extremist communities (that) range in the tens 
of thousands, acting as echo chambers of hate for adherents from all over the world". 
While this might be taken to apply to Israeli settlers and their supporters or even to Trump's 
people, it is obviously meant to be understood as Muslim organizations, particularly with its 
use of capital letters indicating a specific target. This is implicitly Islamophobic racism and 
it is unacceptable. (Our family is not Muslim but we object to all racism, and this appears 
to be racisL) 

This legislation threatens -and can eliminate- Charter freedom of expression when 
legitimate information fits what the pro-Israel lobby, supported by your government, might 
designate as: 

• "terrorist content" {which might be claimed to include: information that supports the 
popular, nationalist political parties Hamas or Hezbollah or mainstream Iranian or 
Yemeni or Syrian nationalists or exposes terrorism involving Israel or its agents}; 

• "incitements to violence" [which might include descriptions 0/ Israeli criminality in 
its ethnic cleansing, terrorism and genocide 0/ Palestinians or other terrorism 
supported by the Canadian government} or 

• "hate speech" {descriptions a/Israeli racism and criminality or a/the pro-Israel 
lobby's subversions a/Canadian democratic values and/reedoms}. 

The Canadian Heritage Ministry's proposed legislation appears to fit B 'nai Brith's wish list 
for on-line content control, namely the resurrection of the hate speech legislation {that 
seems to be defined only as anti-Jewish} along with the ability not only to eliminate content 
describing Israel's racist crimes against Palestinians but also to have CSIS identify sources. 
This is not only censorship, it is intimidation. It appears to be the pro-Israel lobby's /ollow-
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describing the Palestinian situation at the expense of Canadian freedom of 
speechlexpresswn. 

We want a harmonious society without any racism or discrimination, and we believe that 
the Charter right to freedom of expression ;s not a privilege but our right We believe that 
this proposed legislation reinforces lslamophobic racism while threatening our freedom of 
speech. Many 0/ us, moreover, believe that Canadians 0/ conscience have a moral 
imperative to speak out on the situation facing Palestinians, particularly because your 
government is supporting Israel's crimes against humanity while ignoring its contractual 
legal obligation under the Fourth Geneva Convention to protect Palestinian rights. 

We are also upset that this feedback period ends before people return from summer 
vacations: many will not be aware of this proposal's threarto OU7 society and to our 
"guaranteed" Charter right to freedom of speech. 

This proposed legislation is not acceptable to us and should not be acceptable to your 
government 

Sincerely, 
s.19(1) 

Karin Brothers 

copy to The Hon. Minister of Canadian Heritage Steven.Guilbeault@parl.gc.ca 
<Steven.Guilbeaull@parLgc.ca> 
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Kate Olaaman 
10i I OCJ ( POt); MP Steven GJUbeault: lustln.trudeau@pad.Qc,GI 
Info@rebelnew5.oom 
DIgital Dtlzen Initiative - NO to Censorship 
August 10, 2021 1I :55~56 AM 

c 55 to Infol atl f/ 

Canadians are AGAINST censorship of the internet. AGAINST monitoring and censorship 
of social media, and AGAINST censorship of free speech. We will not allow C-10, C-36 or 
any similar legislation to pass. 

We say NO. You do not own the internet. You do not OWn Canadians, or tell us how to act, what to 
think, or with whom to associate. You are not our Masters, Rulers, Owners, Parents, or 
Guardians. We did not abrogate our personal responsibility and freedom to you when you were 
elected. As a Canadian Citizen, over the past 15 months, I have watched with horror our country 
become a fascist police state run by ruthless, cruel , corrupt, anti-human health overlords. So
called ~doctors- who have violated their oaths and every single item in the Canadian Medical 
Association Code of Ethics and Professionalism. Politicians and governments who are completely 
out of touch with the People and who seem to think it is their right to treat Canadians as brainless 
idiots incapable of running their own lives, and that the entrenched and sacred Rights and 
Freedoms so precious and integral to Canadian identity can be disregarded at the whim of un
elected and unaccountable autocrats. 

We say NO. May I remind you? 

• Governments exist to serve the people, It js NOT the other way around. 
• The Health System exists to serve the People. It is NOT the other way around. 
• The Police exist to serve the People. It is NOT the other way around. 
• The Senate exists to serve the People. It is NOT the other way around. 

Every single action, every single policy from this current government has been about power and 
control, not about Health, not about Safety, not about the public interest. Bills C-10, C-36 and any 
other censorship bills are a gross and unacceptable assault on Canadian free speech and the 
right to individual autonomy. This "daddy knows best- attitude of governments about their roles in 
the lives of the People is despicable and completely contrary to the precious and universal right to 
Free Speech, without government censorship. 

It is outrageous and hypocritical that current governments in Canada themselves "incite hate, 
promote violence and extremism [and] other illegal activityN (direct quote from your NHave your 
Say" website) in our country while self-righteously condemning ordinary Canadians for expressing 
their opinions or attempting to have reasonable debates about issues. Churches were not being 
bumed with impunity before the release of government records and so-called media releases 
regarding cemeteries at former residential schools (which were conceived, set up, and run by the 
Canadian government). FIFTY churches burned. The government is directly responsible for the 
harm caused to indigenous Canadians through these schools and is directly responsible for 
causing the recent burning of churches, yet seeks to silence ordinary Canadian voices who speak 
out or dissent or disagree with them or merely try to provide and discuss facts . The current 
government condemns what it loftily decides to be "hate" speech as potentially causing "harm- or 
inciting people to violence and hatred, while it itself has directly incited (encouraged) people to 
despicable violence of burning sacred buildings and appears to condone the violence, both tacitly 
and openly, while crying crocodile tears on camera. 

I am not a drone in a hive. I am not seven-of-nine in a Collective. We are not "all in this together.N I 
am an individual with individual Rights and Freedoms that are guaranteed by the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. I say "NO- to the continued madness from corrupt, anti-human 
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is frighteningly and disturbingly clear. 

Canadians are AGAINST censorship of the internet I AGAINST monitoring and censorship 
of social media, and AGAINST censorship of free speech. We will not allow C-10, C-36 or 
any similar legislation to pass. 

KChapman 
Canadian Citizen 
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From: sac:halIlrury he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hi, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Strongly oppose 
August 9, 2021 3: 16:52 PM 

I strongly oppose the government creating a new framework to regulate social media and 
online content. 

This is a very slippery slope and we're already seeing an unprecedented amount of censorship. 
We do not want more. 

The RCMP can deal with online hate speech, terrorism, and child exploitation - this is NOT 
the role of government. 

Sacha Elliott-Drury, NO 

5.19(1) 

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Elena 0. pwutto 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Bill 0615 Ultra Vires 
August B, 20219:54:26 PM 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy st 

Gatineau QC KIA OS5 

h~ =<~ to Informallen 

RE: Have your say: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing about the internet bill, C-36, a bill that will amend the Canadian Human Rights Act, the 

Canadian Human Rights Commission and the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal to adjudicate "hate 

speech" and complaints. Firstly, all of these proposed amendments are ultra vires, especially if they 

seek to put constraints on women's sex-based rights in favour of gender ideology and trans rights. 

Governments and politicians simply do not have the authority to pass such laws. 

If you do pass these laws - such as Bill C-16, which amended the Canadian Human Rights Act to add 

gender identity and gender expression to the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination - you are 

simply passing laws that are already void, and which one day wi ll be repealed as the court cases sure 

to come reach the Sec. Gender identity is NOT a Charter protected class, which you know. You are 

simply attempting to circumvent that fact. 

So, you have already crossed the line attempting to replace sex with gender identity. This violates 

women's Constitutionally-protected civil liberties and our Charter-protected sex-based rights. 

Now you want to attempt to censor our speech online and prevent us from voicing our 

disagreement with these violations of our sex-based rights and our civil liberties -- which you do, for 

example, when you house trans-identified males in female prisons, a cruel and unusual punishment 

if ever there was one, since it subjects female inmates to sexua l assault, pregnancy, and other forms 

of violence. Please bear in mind that at least 70-75% of all TiMs are heterosexual, and NOT 

homosexuals. They are a threat to women. (See Blanchard, for example.) 

Please repeal all of these laws, and please stop attempting to pass more of them. They are All ultra 

vires, as the Department of Justice has no doubt already informed you. Women won't tolerate it. 

You must understand thi s fundamental fact: We did not spend our lives fighting for aUf rights, only 

to have a new iteration of male misogyny override them. 

Sincerely, 

Elena o. Pezzutto 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

... . ~ """.s s to Ilfol mllonl 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

DIscussIon regarding PRO~ON Of PRNACY AND REPUTATION ON PLATFORMS sum AS PORNHUB 
August 8, 2021 5:09:48 PM 

Heilo, 
s.19(1) 

I am sharing myperspective as l 
am 

sensitive to the need to combat abuse online, especially with regards to sexual content, but I also 

believe that this can be done without harming sex workers in the process. 

On the other hand, regulations can put us in harms way if not written with care. For example, if 

there were a rule for any website hosting adult content to have a 24hr r~onse time, 

ReguraUon's need to account ffifsma ller businesses 

and not further monopolies, especiallY In one of the only industries predominantly lead by women, 

lGBTQ2S individuals, and disabled people. There are ways to write regulations that both prevents 

non-consensual content from remaining online and also does not destroy the businesses of 

thousands of women. 

I do caution against discouraging attempts at moderation by being overly strict. American law has 

demonstrated that legal liability for uploaded content can make platforms wash their hands of 

moderation which enables harmful content to proliferate unchecked in the shadows. It's much 

better for content to be in the open where it can be checked, and also better for moderators to 

catch much of the bad content than none at all, because nobody can ever catch all of it. It would also 

do harm to push public social media sites like Tw itter or Reddit to ban all adult content entirely 

rather than face regulations that are overly onerous and that carry heavy liability. Being able to both 

advertise and network in public prevents a lot of exploitation and allows for adult performers and 
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communication for sex workers was covered during the Bedford case of 2013, and digital sex 

workers benefit just as much as in-person sex workers do. 

Additionally, a useful standard in the us adult industry is the use of what are called "2257 forms" 

which are essentially model releases indicating a person is 18+ and consent to the distribution of the 
material filmed that day, and are kept either available by request by the authorities or uploaded to 

the video service website as well. This is a standard in line with non-adult model releases, and given 

how many performers in Canada also distribute through the US it would cause next to no disruption 

to the industry while still providing proof of consent and age for sexually explicit materials. 

"m very concerned by the indusion of language around content where "it is not possible to assess if 

consent to the distribution was given" by looking at it. It may seem upon writing this that the 

meaning is dear, and I'm reasonably certain I know the kind of images intended to be captured by 

this language, care should be taken not to stifle free expression by being overly broad. Depending on 

who is interpreting, this could be as narrow as public upskirt photos, 5.19(1) 

or as broad as any amateur video or fictional BDSM content. Some ideologues believe that 

no woman could consent to any pornographic content, which is blatantly false on the face of it given 

the numerous sex workers who affirm otherwise. 

lastly, the prominence given to a religious lobbyist from another country and the neglect shown to 

Canadian sex workers who would be directly affected by any regulation into sexual content online is 

beyond unacceptable to me. Those most effected by proposed legislation or regulation should be 

the most important voices' to listen to. Also given that all of the problems associated with PornHub 

and the adult industry are magnitudes larger on mainstream social media, this sort of specifically 

directed regulation is irresponsible and will not adequately address non-consensual sexual content 

online. Any website with user-uploaded content has the potential for harmful usage, whether sexual 

content is the primary focus or not. The facts are that Facebook contributes more to sexual 

exploitation of children than PornHub does, so any regulations aimed at preventing such on PornHub 

should not ignore the impact of Facebook and other similar social media companies. 

Thank-you for your time, and I hope that you take the potential impact these regulations could have 

on the businesses of women, LGBTQ2S, and disabled people into account. 

AzUra Rose 
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From: th~ cce.ss to II1;orma/IOn ACI 
To: leN I OCI (POi) 

Subject: _S~ 

D.lte: August 8, 20213:20:48 PM 

August 8, 2021 

TO 
the Canadian Government 
Ottawa 

FROM 
Andre Houle '------.. 

SUBJECT: Attack on FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

Trudeau and Guilbeault have created a very large speech censorship plan for the internet applicable 
to Facebook, Twitter, You Tube, Instagram, etc., which has developed into a plan that surreptitiously 
will also silence anyone that dares to insult politicians or make political commentary that does not 
please the Liberals and or the Prime Minister. They themselves, have silenced Parliament 
participation by doing their business w hen Parliament is shutdown. What they are doing is shutting 
down our freedom of speech which is a right that all Canadians have always had. But Trudeau does 
not like criticisms and he is behaving as if Canada has now cancelled democracy and introduced a 
Communist regime run by a Dictator. 
Shutting down our right to Freedom of speech could be considered a Criminal Offence by many 
Canadians that will not accept that Dictatorship ruling and will probably end up reacting by an 
uncontrollable Civil strife that cou ld end up as an uncontrollable civil war that could last for quite 
sometime. HUmans all over the world must have the right of free speech or else. Canadians are 
going to fight for their right to Freedom of Speech. 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Hearth Moon RIsing 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

, ~ < ~ to l/1formlltlOl1l 

Govemment's Proposed Approach ID Address Harmful Content Online 
August 8, 202112:30:45 PM 

Dear Sirs and Other Genders, 

I have read the Discussion Page entitled "Government's Proposed Approach to Address Harmful 

Content Online" and recognize this proposal as dangerous and potentially abusive. 

Although I live in the United States, I rely on Canadian feminist media resources such as Vancouver~ 

based Feminist Current for information about women's issues, particularly related to third world and 

indigenous women. Feminist Current, which is supported by donations, is routinely attacked, both in 

print and through cyber crime, for frank discussion about women's issues. Discussing sex~based 

issues-or even claiming that sex exists-is considered "hate speech" by many transgender activists 

such as Morgane Oger. At the very least, online "hate speech" laws will chill feminist discussion and 

divert resources into fighting accusations. In cancel culture strategy, "the process is the 

punishment," meaning that the diversion of time and energy to fighting complaints and attacks 

bleeds organizations and individuals of time and money even when complaints are unsubstantiated. 

The Canadian government is proposing changes to make the process even more onerous. 

I have followed the debacle of Jessica Simpson nee Yaniv's "human rights" complaints regarding 

female salon workers refusing to handle testicles. These complaints, ultimately dismissed, were 

traumatic for the women involved. I am aware of how the complaints process in Canada has 

thoroughly been hijacked as a form of abuse. Those most affected are poor and indigenous women. 

Sincerely, 

Hearth M. Rising 

g Virus-free. WWW.ayg.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Bonjour! 

.JocelYne M. Beau!ne 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Avis sur !"encadrement des reseaux socIaux 
August 8, 202112:11:43 PM 

th~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

J'estime que nos lois s'occupent deja suffisamment des cinq points sou lignes par ce nouveau projet 

de loi que j'estime par consequent inutile. 

Avec la creation de nouveaux organismes, dont une sorte de tribunal en ligne, j'estime que Ie 

Canada s'apprete a un retour vers la censure et eventuellement vers un totalitarisme numerique 

puisqu'on prevoit un eventuellien avec la GRC et Ie SCRS sans parler des amendes possibles pour les 

plateformes. 

II y aura toujours de I'arbitraire, surtout quand il s'agira d' interpreter ce qui se rap porte a un 

sentiment comme la haine. Je me demande bien avec quel thermometre les differentes plateformes 

concernees pourront mesurer ces nuances tres subtiles. 

Je pense que c'est absolument contraire ace qu'est une democratie liberale qui protege les libertes 

individuelles, democratie liberale dans laquelle nous somme censes vivre. 

Par contre, je conr;ois que toutes ces mesures et comites donneront prioritairement de !'emploi a 
ceux qui sont pres du PLC, encore une fois. 

Respectueusement, 

Jocelyne M. Beaulne 

g Garanti sans virus. lJ.'WIAI.avast.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Michel Monier 
ICN I OCI (PCtO 
Contenu prejudlclable en Ilgne. 
August 8, 202110:50:48 AM 

Le gouvemement n'a pas a s'immiscer dans Ie contenu en Iigne. 

MICHEL momer 

Envoye de mon iPad 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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From: Anttxmy Rader h~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I ocr (PCH) 
rertSOfShlp or the Internet 
August 7, 20214:31:J04 PM 

To Whom It May Concern, 
I am writing you to voice my lack of support and ooncern over your government's intention to censor the 
internet. There is no reason to do so that I can see. laws already exist to protect Canadians from harm. 
Frankly, along with paying the media this appears to be no more than another attempt by your 

government to eliminate criticism. Freedom depends on information, all information, whether we find it 
insulting or not. It requires people to be thick skinned as they may not like what they are hearing. That 
includes the current liberal government. If you claim to be for freedom and democracy, then you MUST 
support that claim by allowing freedom of information rather than censorship, even if that information is 
harmful to your government. Historically there were a number of people who controlled what the media 
could or could not say. Here's a few names: Hitler, Mussolini, Castro, Lenin and Chairman Mao. They all 
were members of political parties. Let me put this another way. Is your loyalty to the liberal Party and 
holding power or is it to Canada and the freedom of its people? This bill doesn't speak to the latter. I 
urge you to withdraw it. 

Anthonv Rader 5.19(1) 
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Justin Campbell 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Online Security 
August 7, 20211:58:03 PM 

h~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

Hello to whomever this may concern. I am writing this to express my opinion towards bills 
such as bill C-IO and other of similar types. I personally believe that people should be allowed 
to choose what they say think and see themselves, we are told these bill are being put into 
place for reasons such as cracking down on iJlegal content. The 'illegal' content being pursued 
is already illegal and can be followed up on according to law without the help of new bills 
being implemented. These bills only create censorship for things outside of the illegal scope 
and make things that would be legal in any other aspect illegal according to bills like these. 
How it appears is that you are creating more guidelines to make what would be legal in any 
nonnal sense suddenly illegal according to the guidelines created in bills like these. In this 
process it only further censors the every day Canadian citizens. Targeting things such as chi ld 
pornography is something important that must be done but there is a fine line you are towing, 
such as imposing on citizens personal private rights. As far as I know to keep an eye on such 
troubling behavior all we would need to do is talk to the RCMP, from there get them to create 
an internet surveillance team for this specific thing, or others. That way you are not including 
things that are not actually related with the issue, or unfairly censoring something that could 
be construed incorrectly out of context. The government may have the responsibility to look 
out for its citizens but not to take away their individual thoughts, feelings and expressions. 

Another point I would like to touch on is the fact that people not being able to express their 
personal opinion about a politician and having it possible being labeled as "hatred" (as defined 
in section 319 of the criminal code) is dangerous, there are times where politicians need to 
hear how people are unhappy with them be it criticism or not fully speaking for the rights of 
the people. Some may take it to far but those are the outliers. When becoming a politician 
someone becomes a public figure, being a public figure means that you work for the public 
and should be seen and assessed by the public. Any politician is being paid by the public by 
means of publics taxes, they work for the people and should expect feedback from the people. 
When being told tbat it will only effect how people can refer to politicians on mainstream 
media I think that in itself is an issue, is a private person posting an opinion on tbe internet and 
tagging a politician to show how they are unhappy with things because trying to reach out to a 
local official has bad no results? Does that make it harassment or bul1ying? Yes, I admit that 
threats and hann coming to a person are not ok but censoring all feedback is a dangerous 
slope. The bar for what is even considered "mainstream" is not set very hjgh and with an ever
growing population having something like one mil1ion followers becomes smaller and smaller 
due to populace proportions. 

These are merely my own personal concerns going forward on internet security law and T 
would like to thank you for taking the time to read this and hope you have a god day. 

-Justin Campbell 
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From: Robin Alexander 
ICN I OCI lPCH) 

np I\rcpss 10 ll1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Anna Sainsbury 
GeoComply Response: Government of Canada Harmful Donne Content Consultation 
August 5, 20215:01:13 PM 
Government of Canada Harmful Online Content Consultation GeoComolV Response 8 2021.OOf 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Please find attached GeoComply's response to the Government of Canada's Harmful Online 
Content Consultation . 

Thank you and please let me know if there Is any additional information I can provide which 
may be of Interest. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Alexander 

Robin Alexander 
Sen ior Regulatory Affa irs Specialist 
robln@geocomply.com I geocomply.cgm 

GEOCOMPLY 
Geolocatlon You Can Bet On 
litlkedin I twiner 

CONFIDENTIALJTY NOTICE: The Infonnatlon oontalned In this email message Is Intended only for use of the Intended 
recipient. If the reader of this message Is not the Intended redplent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this oommunlc.atlon Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication In error, 
please Immediately delete It from your system and notll'y the sender by replying to this email. 
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8/5/ 2021 

Digital Citizen Initiative 

Department of Canadian Heritage 

25 Eddy St 

Gatineau QC K1A OS5 

To Whom It May Concern, 

• Ion C{ 

RE: GeoComply Response to the Canadian Government's Proposed Approach to 

Address Harmful Content Online 

On behalf of GeoComply Solutions. thank you for the opportunity to ehgage with the 

Canadian Government, to discuss the proposed approach to address harmful 

content oniine and the important matter of the use of technology in relation to child 

sexual exploitation and abuse (CSEA) content. 

GeoComply is committed to leveraging our technology and insights to propel social 

responsibility initiatives, including the protection of vulnerable people online. 

By way of this letter, GeoComply addresses the tools and technologies that are 

exploited by illicit online actors to share, upload and distribute harmful online 

content, including CSEA content. Our feedback is based on our experience 

operating globally in the geoiocation and identity space, and focuses on technology 

necessary to better protect persons online. It is our hope that by informing you of 

the advanced tools and technologies available to mitigate against the distribution of 

illicit content and fraud, we can collectively make the internet a safer place for all 

consumers. 

GeoComply provides fraud prevention and cybersecurity solutions that detect 

location fraud and help verify a user's true digital identity. Our award-winning 

products are based on the technologies developed for the highly regulated and 

"1750-999 West Hast[ngs Street 
Vancouver, Be 
V6C 2\V2 

GeoComplycom 
solutions<{l:.GeoComply.com 

<+ i 6Q4.336.o877 

o 
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complex U.S. internet gaming ( iGd.'T1 irtg· aH'd sPd r~ oetting market. eeyondQ aming, 

GeoComply provides geolocation f raud detection solutions worldwide, for streaming 

video broadcasters and the online banking, payments and cryptocurrency 

Industries. 

Technology Contributing To Child Sexual Abuse: 

Child sexual abuse online is unfortunately enabled by ti,e ability to anonymously 

share data on the internet. Many online platforms currently do not collect the data 

within their age and identity protocols that are necessary to protect children online. 

As a result, criminals are able to distribute and circulate CSEA material under false 

or obstructed identities, evading oversight. For example, A 8SC inv~·sti'5i'ltbn found 

ineffectual age and identity systems fo r the OnlyFans platform, causing the 

circulation of child pornography. 

Moreover, the data that has traditionally been collected as part of age and identity 

protocols can often be manipulated or spoofed. For example, Facebook's 2020 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 10- K filing states the following: 

"Our data regarding the geographic location of our users is estimated based 

on a number of factors, such as the user's !P address and self-disclosed 

location. These factors may not a/ways accuratefy reflect the user's actual 

location. For example, a user may appear to be accessing Facebook from the 

location of the proxy server that the user connects to rather than from the 

user's actual location." 

Similarly, Twitter's SEC 2020 10- K filing states the following: 

"in addition, geographic location data collected for purposes of reporting the 

geographic location of our mOAU is based on the !P address or phone 

number associated with the accoLint when an acc ount is initially registered 

on Twitter. The iP address or phone number may not always accurately reflect 

a person's actual location at the time they engaged with our platform. For 

example, someone accessing Twitter from the location of the proxy server 

that the person connects to rather than from the person's actual location." 

"1750-999 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, Be 
V6C 2\"12 

GeoCompl~lcom 

solutions<{i:·GeoComply.com 

<+ i 6Q4.336.o877 
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However, IP addresses are one of the easiest and cheapest data points to spoof, 

with I in ? Internet "sers ,;.sing a VP'-i. One of the first layers of protection a bad 

actor wil l util ize to mask their true identity is a tool to spoof their location, such as a 

proxy service, virtual private network (VPN), Tor, or other type of anonymizer. 

The ability of unverified, unidentified users to upload and share illicit content online 

was highlighted by recent allegations made against PornHub (owned by MindGeek). 

Accused of hosting of CSEA and non-consensual content, MindGeek made the 

following statement before the Canadian Ethics Committee: 

'MindGeek preserves data related to all identified and reported CSAM 

incidents to permit law enforcement investigation. This includes the content 

itself, the user's details, and, where available, the IP addresses associated with 

h ' . f ' te user s access to our plat orms. 

Unfortunately, a method t o spoof an IP address is usually the first tool in a bad 

actor's arsenal before conducting some nefarious activity online, including the 

sharing of CSEA material or other ill icit content. 

Technology To Fight Against Child Sexual Abuse: 

To help protect children online, m itigate illicit activity and uncover anonymous 

actors, We suggest utilizing geoiocation data and spooting detection within identity 

verification processes on platforms where this activity may occur. Advanced 

geoiocation and location fraud detection capabilities can instil! greater trust and 

integrity in online transactions. 

GeoComply's geolocation and spoofing detection technology has successfully been 

deployed to address this use case, with the Child Rescue Coalition (CRC). 

GeoComply's partnership with the CRC began through the donation of our soiution, 

GeoGuard, to the non-profit organization. GeoGuard provides multHayered fraud 

"1750-999 West Hast[ngs Street 
Vancouver, Be 
V6C 2\"12 

GeoComplycom 
solutions<:0:.GeoComply.com 
<+ i 6Q4.336.o877 

o 
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protect1on against VPNs, pn..:~;d'2S', p08r~to ~f~)e.;;; f nehvorks, dr:d ether 6fpes of' datB 

:n.3:,:lpu!Btic:':" ::yhich tJ1e CF(C utij110S ]n ::helr and!ysis of tJ1e data relating ro CSE!\ 

rnaYJfi.=li; to provide 8ctionabkJ int8n]g8r~c:e to 18\."/ :Jnforcernent 

The value in GeoCornp!{s technology h~ providing 8(;h:8r~c:ed int,;.=.dEgenC8 to !avv 

enbrcement reiathg to the distributio,', anei shal'ing d iiliGit (:,::ntent oniinG, has 

been eX0rnpiiffed in a recent i:,:v0srigBtio:': c·onduc::ed by rhe eRe Bnd re!evdnt iB'/;j 

enk)f'(>2rn'2nt agencies. C1iJoGu::nTj provkied 8r~hanc8d insights relating to th,:;; 

anory;,mizers an offender levensged \.'vhen eng;;::ging ilvith ;::nd distributing CSE}\ 

:n.3redaL \tvi::h OeoCcrr:pl;;:s t8chnolcgy_ ::he CF~C '/1}ere able to ~dentif;; rhBt the 

of'f8:~cLJr ex:ploit:Jd n..=.:sident18l proxy s:Jrv!ces to 8tt8rnpt to rnask th,:..=.d: iilic:it onH:~e 

To prGtect persolV, online, t~e follo"!'!i"? moommendatbns can be made: 

'* Utlk::ing geok::c:atk::r; data and pro;:{'y'ispoofing det0ctkln tG cc)rnbst t:sffickjng 

2:nc~ protect chi~drer'~; 

.. Er<ancernerrt to iocation data in suspicious <.:!ctivity reporting; 
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GeoComp!y otters these CGmments to assjst the CS:;8dis:; Governrner;t in it:::: 

:nisdDn to sdk'gu::n",j perSDns onEn'2, Thank you for YOu: cornrnitrn:;.nrt to pn.=.Nenting 

c:nHne harms anci \ve vvelcorne the oppc:rtunity to discuss these matte:"s in fu:"ther 

detail :3.:: ';,lour :':8Xt ccnveni8nc8, 

Anna Sd:~sbury 

{::c:~Fc:under and ::::h;.:=iirman 
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Subject: 
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Hello, 

Anjel Grace 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 

Adult content stakeholder 
August 5, 20212:37:12 PM 

h~ = < ~ 10 Informll/10111 

I really hope the Canadian government is not thinking about making it even harder to live in 
this world by making it even harder for people to make money any way they see fit. Sex is not 
bad. Nudity is not bad. Stop the stigma. 

Many people with disabilities, chronic illnesses, mental health issues, and other things that 
prevent them from being able to hold steady jobs or gain enough income from other types of 
employment use sex work to make money to put food on the table for themselves and 
oftentimes their children. Making it harder to promote sex work onJine puts these people at 
risk of starvation or taking to the streets where the likelihood that they wi)] be murdered 
increases. 

Furthermore, the cost of living everywhere continues to rise, while pay for most jobs does not. 
Sex work is increasingly being turned to because oftbis increasing wage gap. During a 
pandemic, as we are in now, online sex work has also allowed people to stay safe at home 
while making money from sex work or from buying experiences from sex workers instead of 
going out and hooking up and potentially spreading COVID. 

There are many consensual sex workers. Increasingly, social media is a necessary means of 
reaching audiences online. Restricting swx workers from social media platforms would be 
devastating to many. 
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Hello, 

Kate Sloan 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

Free speech regulations 

August 5, 202112:39:45 PM 
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I am writing to strongly oppose "the government's proposed approach to address harmful 
content online." 

As we've already seen with laws such as SESTA/FOSTA in the U.S., attempts to control 
"harmful content online" always impact sex workers in the strongest and most negative ways 
of anyone affected. Countless sex workers have lost their livelihoods and even their lives as a 
result of these laws, since they are no longer able to advertise on trusted websites, vet their 
clients appropriately, or even build an audience on many social networking platforms. 

More broadly speaking, any attempt to censor the internet is worrisome because the internet is 
one of the few places where true free speecb is possible these days, especia1ly for margina1ized 
populations such as sex workers, Black people, and queer and trans people. 

Please oppose this terrible idea if you care about tbe free internet and tbe continued safety of 
sex workers. I certainly do. 

Kate Sloan (shelber) 
Journalist, blog~I, author 
Cohost, The Dildorks & Question Box 
Twitter I Instagram 
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From: AnIta Bed[) th~ =.ss to InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Good day, 

ICN lOCI (PCH) 

Harmful content online 
August 4, 202110:52:38 PM 

My comment is that UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, should ANY DISCUSSION, POST, MEME, VIDEO, 
AUDIO, REPORT, OR ANY OTHER EXPRESSION regarding COVIO be censored . There should be 
open and transparent exchange of information, views, perspectives, findings, judgments, debates, 
criticisms, or opinions regarding the virus itself, the injections, masking, lockdowns, sanitizing, research, 
testimonials, deaths, injuries, testing, reporting, record keeping, diagnosis, symptoms, government 
mandates, legislation, public health orders, comJption , racketeering , collusion, finances, the World 
Economic Forum, the World Health Organization , the World Bank, the Chinese Communist Party, the US 
election , ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING even remotely related to this 'pandemic'. This sets a very 
dangerous precedent for the future 'pandemics' that we know are going to materialize if we let them. 

I have never seen such rampant censorship in social media , mainstream media, within government, etc. 
It's horrifying and disturbing. There is no excuse - no 'hurtful' comments can justify the destruction of free 
speech, particularly when lives are at stake. My current main concern is the destruction of free speech on 
COVIO. The biggest danger is confining all discussion to the approved fraudulent narrative. I do not 
consent. 

Thank you, 
Anita Bedo 

5.19(1) 
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Bonjour, 

SytvaJn Ndault 
10i I ocr (PCH) 

Commenta!res proJet de 101 sur les dIscours halneux 
August 4, 2021 5:59:05 PM 

1i1~ = < ~ to lniol atl f/ 

Voici mes commentaires par rapport a votre projet de loi vouJant encadrer les discours 
haineux. 

Le projet de 10i veut encadrer : 

• Les discours haineux 
• L'incitation a la violence 
• Le terrorisme 
• L'exploitation sexuelle des enfants 
• Le partage de photos intimes sans consentement 

Ce sont toutes des actions illegales deja encadrees par la loi. Les reseaux sociaux sont deja 
extr~mement censures. Par ai1leurs, les reseaux sociaux exercent deja de la censure tres large 
sur des commentaires qui ne sont pas concernes par la 10i. 

Vous essayez de faire passer Ie contrOie des discouTS en agglomerant I'exploitation sexuelle 
des enfants et Ie partage des photos intimes sans consentement. Qui est pour I'exploitation 
sexuelle des enfants et Ie partage des photos intimes sans consentements? Personne. Cette 
pratique est tres insidieuse et mesquine. 

Vous voulez egalernent bloquer les platefonnes (Facebook, Twitter, Youtube. Gab et Tiktok) 
au complet si eUes n'agissent pas en 24 heures. Je ~ois uue odeur totalitaire du type 
commuuiste chinois dans votre projet. 

D'ailleurs, vous devriez renommer la ConunissioD de la securite numerique du Canada pour Ie 
Commission de 1a censure du Canada. 

Votre agenda est tellement extreme que Ie Canada serait le premier pays a disposer d'un tel 
mecanisme. Vous voulez avoir un contr61e total sur les debats et par consequent imposer votre 
ideologie en prenant les citoyens pour des ~tres si fragiles et immatures que Ie gouvernement 
dOlt les couvrir comme des reufs. 

Vous pensez vouloir proteger les citoyens, mais vous representez Ie pire regime qui existe 
avec votre ideologie maooste. Soyez assure que si vous deposez cette loi, la population se 
mobilisera pour vous retirer du pouvoir et detruire cette loi. 
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EIlas Everett 
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Online Regulation (Ieglslallve and regulatory framewor1l:) 
August 4, 2021 3:25:53 AM 

Oocument communlC/lIe en vertu de 
/a LOl sur I'arces d f'mformatlon 
Document t7'3Jeased pursuant 10 
he Access to In;ormatJon Act 

I've read a few articles, and as a Canadian and stakeholder T can easily say this proposal does 
not hold the interests of me, nor anybody T have ever met, at heart. T hope this proposal can be 
thrown out in favor of actually respecting the privacy and work of Canada's citizens. 

The phrasing is vapid and vague. which on its own should be enough to throw it out. 

If something needs to be done, this isn't what to do. 

Thank you for your time. 
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10i I OCJ (POi) 

'~ '" / Il1fol a/I f/ 
To: 
Subject: Comments regan:flng: Proposed approach to address harmful content online 

August 4, 20213:25:36 AM D.lte: 

Hello, 

I am writing regarding the government's proposed approach to regulating hate speech online. I 
am deeply disturbed by the move to regulate and criminalize free communication between 
individuals online. While I generally support efforts to address (1) terrorist content, (2) non
consensual sharing of intimate images and (3) child sexual exploitation content, the provisions 
around "hate speech" and "content that incites violence" are dangerously broad and frankly 
ungovernable. J am opposed to these clauses in the legislation for several reasons. 

Our current laws are perfectly capable of addressing these issues already 

As listed in the discussion guide, the Canadian Criminal Code already contains provisions 
against inciting hatred against identifiable groups. Canadian courts have adjudicated this issue 
many times. Likewise, those targeted by hate speech have lega1 remedies in the form of civil 
lawsuits for libel or slander. We do not need to create more burdensome tools along with an. 
agency that is responsible for polic:ing content online. Its mere existence will incentivize its 
employees to find and "address" the various complaints brought before them in a way that is 
bound to expand the definitions of bate speech and restrict free communication online. It will 
create institutional bloat in government and u1timately create more problems than it solves. 

It will have a chiUing effect on free speecb 

Given the possibility of steep penalties against social media platforms. these companies are 
bound to over-react in relation to any complaint, lest they be penalized by the government for 
failing to do so. This will inevitably result in an over-policing of online communication and a 
tendency to take down any sort of content that might be deemed "hateful" by an offended 
party. Whether it actually is hateful or isn't does not matter because online platforms will 
always err on the side of caution and take down content on the off-chance it is indeed bateful 
speech. Indeed, there wiU be little marginal benefit to online platforms aUowing any sort of 
controversial content to remain while there will be a massive cost to allowing it to remain. As 
such we can expect the platforms to consistently take down anything that might remotely be 
construed as hateful, nuances be damned. This sort of asymmetric response will have a 
dangerous effect on the free exchange of ideas, especially as it relates to any kind of sensitive 
topic that impacts a protected group. 

I can think of many recent examples of public discussion that has been described by the most 
vocal and extreme advocates as being hateful. 

• Is discussion around the difference in athletic perfonnance between natural-born women 
and trans women transphobic? Many advocates seem to think so. Yet there are 
undeniable facts of biology that are necessary to discuss around this issue if one wants 
to enact policies that are both fair to the athletes and respectful of everyone's human 
rights. Some seem to think that any sort of discussion that recognizes differences in 
performance is necessarily transpbobic. 

• Can one be opposed to racism while also being opposed to the pedagogical tenets of 
"anti-racism" and "critical race theory"? I certainly believe so. Yet if one were to listen 
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to the advocates of these policies, any opposition to th~istrt0ish(nevFr.\~qt~a~ f\ tl 1/ 
huge majority of minorities oppose these practices). Under these new laws such 
opposition might be construed as hate speech. 

Over the last several years, activists have shifted the boundaries and the meaning of bate 
speech. Words are now "violence" and merely discussing aspects of reaUty that stand in 
opposition to ideological doctrine has been described as hateful. In the United States, The 
American Booksel1ers Association recently apologized for "a serious, violent incident" that 
required "concrete steps to address the hann we caused." Their crime? Including a book that 
explores the exponential increase in the nwnber of trans gender youth in recent years. 
(LINK) Meanwhile, the Canadian Federation of Library Associations released a 
statement supporting the principles of intellectual freedom in Canada following the demands 
of activists for libraries across Canada to drop the same book. 

If the provisions surrounding hate speech are included in this law, it will give additional power 
to activists who seek to shut down discourse. It is crucial that we do not allow this to happen 
so that we can protect the free communication of ideas. 

It WiD Lead to the CriminalizatioD of Non-Criminal Activity 

By creating overly broad definitions of hate speech and creating new tools to combat it, 
thousands of Canadians will see their lives ruined by being criminalized for non-crimjnal 
activity. As we mentioned earlier, true hate speech is already a crime in Canada. But by 
broadening the law, any Canadian who is accused of hate speech for comments made online 
and tried by an unsympathetic court could be criminalized for what is essentially a thought 
cnme. 

The UK has had more aggressive policing of speech than Canada for a number of years. In 
that country, tlbetween 2014 and 2019, almost 120,000 ' non-crime hate incidents' were 
recorded by police forces in England and Wales." (Andrew Doyle, Free Speech and Why It 
Matters) These incidents stay on the accused's records and make it extremely difficult for them 
to be employable. The mere accusation itself is often enough to sink someone's career 
prospects, whether it is true or not. In 2018, a 19 year-old was convicted of a hate crime in 
England for sharing the lyrics of a rap song on her instagram page. She was fined and put 
under house curfew with an ankle monitor. (LINK) Is this really the kind of country we want 
to live in? Is this unsavory, even offensive behaviom? Sme. But is it criminal? Certainly not. 
Yet the proposed legislation would crimjnalize such offenses and create a class of criminals in 
Canada who are unemployable and have their lives tainted forever. 

Def"ming Hate Speech is Quasi-Impossible 

Defining hate speech is quasi impossible. What is offensive to me may not be offensive to you 
and vice versa. Yet by criminalizing this sort of behaviour online, we alJow the most sensitive 
and offended in our society to dictate the tenns of acceptable speech. J reject that. J do NOT 
want Canadian laws to be defined by subjectivity. And the idea that hate speech can be neatly 
defined so that when it occurs is obvious, clear cut and dry is impossible. 

It Infantilizes the Public and Destroys Trust in Society 

Finally, by denying the public the right to critically engage with the information it consumes, 
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lawmakers will stultify the minds of their constituents and d~s,tro¥,lhe~~t-~at is nec,es,s,8!;iJ 1/ \ 
for democracy to function. Indeed, free thinking is at the foundation of any democracy. 
Anyone who robs another of the right to establish truth for themselves, robs them of their right 
to think. In doing so, they destroy the bonds of trust that exist between citizens in a free 
society. When limits to acceptable thought, no matter the intent behind them, are imposed, it is 
akin to the government saying "we don't trust you to think for yourself on this issue." 
Offensive language exists online. That is certainly true. But that is an acceptable cost if the 
destruction of trust in society is the alternative. 

We must do everything we can to protect free speech. It is the fundamental principle that 
makes our democracy possible. 

As such, I am vehemently opposed to the hate speech and content that incites violence 
provisions of the proposed legislation not because 1 am opposed to those ideas but because the 
proposed framework is the wrong remedy. We already have social nonus and legislation that 
addresses the problems this proposal purports to solve. As such, any new legislation will 
ultimately cause more harm than good. Your own proposal even seems to recognize this by 
limiting the exceptional recourse provisions (120) to "child sexual exploitation content, or 
terrorist content." This seems to be a very clear admission by the draftees of the proposal that 
hate speech is not at all a problem at the same level of urgency or harm to society as the two 
listed in this provision. If even the draftees don't believe in the necessity of acting aggressively 
against online platforms on these issues, then why should we accept any of the proposals 
around this issue? 

The protection of liberalism and liberal values is an issue of crucial importance to millions of 
Canadians. This proposal is deeply anti-liberal and [ find it shameful that the Liberal party is 
reneging on the principles that once made it so great. 

Please consider removing the proposed clauses around hate speech from the final legislation. 

Thank you, 

Justin De Marco 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

G Gtenhott 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Online Content Regulation 

August 4, 20211:48:23 AM 

I'm going to get straight to the point with this. 

I do not support it. 

th~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 

The idea behind the legislation is honest enough, although the language is too vague. This would 

open the door for blanket censorship of all 'adult' content that Canadians would have access to. It 

could negatively affect thousands of small time and independent content creators, and do incred ible 

damage to free speech online. 

There are always comments, memes, comics, images, and videos that are made with the point of 

making real commentary on current global and socia-economic issues, simply made palatable by 

being made into a funny or NSFW (not-safe-for-work) format that helps what is often a positive or 

important message spread further, faster. 

This will wind up doing nothing but harming Canadians, especially when, not if, when a government 

entity or these international groups pushing for this type of censorship decides it' s got enough of a 

foothold to make it work. 

No Canadian wants human-trafficking, orterrorist activities to be able to simply happen, but this will 

not help to stop it. 

It will on ly help kill the freedom of the internet. 

RHynes 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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From: AI Dakota fh(; Access to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
InquIry on new onnne mntent regulations. 

August 3, 202111:20:30 PM 

Hello, ram emailing as a stakeholder to provide input on the content of the new regulations 
presented. 

I would like to point at the implications of the allowance of other fonns offi-ee speech being 
limited as a cause for alann that could arise if any of these regulations are put in place. 

While hatespeech and the causing of violence is a major concern, aspects such as 
pornographic material appears unnecessary in the long run of public safety. 

Artistic expression can fall under pornography in some regards. The nature ofinteJPretation 
under such regulations could lead to wide spread and inappropriate censorship that could be 
hannful to the free communicstions between people. Artisnc expression alone being limited 
by any such regulation stands against free speech. Blanket censorship is a very dangerous 
concept to attempt to employ and for the interest of free, hannless expression, J believe tbat 
such a blanket should not be implemented at all . It is a blatant violation of basic rights to 
express oneself and if such dangerous and wide spread censorship is allowed then it will open 
the door for even harsher censorship that could be very damaging to the usefulness, 
accessibility, longevity, and value of the internet as a whole. 
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From: Olt1s Hughes 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

'I peep 55 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

The Govemment's proposed approach to address harmfUl conlEnt online 
August 3, 202111:04:25 PM 

I have a brief few words on this matter: stop pursuing this. It is foolish, poorly targeted, and rife for abuse and over 
reach. If you'd like more details on why I recommend you consult with Michael Geist, University of Ottawa 
professor and the Canada Research Chair in internet law. However, I suspect, based on his comments and track 
record, that Heritage Minister Guilbeault is Wlinterested in any feedback or consultation especially if it is from a 
critic, especially a scholarly expert 

Chris Hughes 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 5.19(1) re Access 10 Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCI (PCHl 
Contenu preJudk:lalbe 
August 3, 2021 7:49:07 PM 

Je suis totalement contre de nouvelles lois contre les contenus 
prejudiciables. 
Le probl<!me est de determiner ce qui est vraiment 
prejudiciable de ce qui est legitime. 
Les partisans de tous les mouvements ideologiques peuvent 
utiliser ces lois de fa~ons abusive pour faire taire ceux qui les 
deranges. Ces lois seraient en elles-memes tres 
prejudiciables ... 

Gilbert Poulin 
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From: Ethan Martin 
ICN I pc (PCHI 
Thought police 

he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 3, 2021 7:29:43 PM 

A fundamental human right enshrined upon us as Canadian's is the freedom of expression. I 
for one will never condone limiting someone's ability to express themselves or someone's 
ability to disagree or agree with someone else's opinions regardless of my feelings about the 
topic. Shame on you for even thinking this is a good idea. This sounds like something out of 
Karl Marx's literature. George Orwell wrote a story called 1984 it was not ment as a manifesto 
for big government. 

Regards 
Ethan 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Rob Hennessey 
ICN I OCJ (POi) 

CensorshIp 
August 3, 20213:42:12 PM 

I support none of this nonsense. 

Document communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a I'lIlfOrmatlon 
Document released plirsliant to 
the Access to Info/maltOn Act 
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From: Manica Graoadloo 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

he lIeee ~ ~ to In;ormaltOn ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

new IiJw on a!Il~lp 
August 3, 20212:29:56 PM 

One of the most important tenets of a FREE society is the right to FREE speech/press. Your 
so called proposal for a biB to censor or ban or control free speech/press is hidden by using the 
word "harm or hannful"(Not illegal but hannlharmful) ... Who will define harmlharmful? 
there are already laws against promoting pornography, iniciting violence, terrorism etc. 
Through Trudeau's proposed bill (yes, he is the one behind this) he win in effect decide what 
"truth" we should readlhear. 

The Government's proposed approach to 
address harmful content online 

This is something expected from a banana republic, from Cuba, Venezuela NOT Canada. 
Man up and accept criticism which builds a country and a democracy. J REJECT this 
proposaJ. There are already legal. mechanisms in place to protect the public against crimes. 
This proposal wants to "silence" not to protect. 

I HA VB TIlE RIGHT TO READ AND LISTEN TO WHATEVER I WANT ... NOT TO 
WHAT TIlE GOVERNMENT WANTS ME TO LISTEN OR READ OR THINKS I 
SHOULD READ OR LISTEN. 

The real problem here is: TRUDEAU CANNOT TAKE TIlE TRUTH. .. 

Remember: you are my employee. I pay for your salary. 

Thank you. 
M.Granadino 
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From: PIerre ACtION 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 

t: p rcp s ~ 10 In;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Commernalre : Encadrement polltlque des reseaux sociaulf,lmardl, Ie 3 aoOt 2021 
August 3, 20211:27:14 PM 

Commentaire: Encadrement politique des reseaux 
sociauxlmardi, Ie 3 aout 2021 

Non II la proposition de donner aux geants du WEB des pouvoirs 
etatiques pour imposer une censure. 

La censure etatique des opinions politiques est une forme de totalitarisme 
politi que. Cela est inacceptable dans une democratie. Que Ie gouvernement 
de J. Trudeau veuille aUer dans cette direction est inquietant. Toutes les 
personnes qui defendent la Iiberte d'expression devraient s'y opposer. 

D Y a des lois qui defendent la diffamation d'autrui. La liberte d'express.ion 
signifie que meme des idees stupides peuvent etre dites et donner lieu a 
debat. Les gens sont capables de faire la difference. Avec la censure, on sait 
quand eUe commence mais on ne sait pas oil eUe s'arrete. 

La censure politique ouvre toutes grandes les portes a I' arbitraire et a la 
suppression de prises de position non populaires. C'est une fa~on 
d'imposer la pensee unique. C'est une atteinte a la democratie. 
Pierre Achon, 

5 .19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Caod!ce Hall 
ICN I DCJ (PCHl 
Harmful content on social media 
August 3, 202111:07:01 AM 

Oocllment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
fhe Access to il1;ormatton Act 

The government should have NO say in regulating hannful content on social media platfonns. This is a slippery 
slope which leads to potential loss of free speech. It is not the government's job to hinder commWlication or free 
speech of the people. 
Dr Candice Hall 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: eddy lachaoelle 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

he lIeee ~ 0 10 Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

bill c 10 
August 3, 2021 7:35: 10 AM 

"Aucun pays, a part 1es regimes oppressifs et 1es dictatures, n'est a116 aussi loin dans 

I'encadrement des plateformes numeriques. 

The quote above is from Le Devoir. You have asked what my opinion is on this 

matter. And i will keep it short. If you are imitating dictatorships, you are probably 

doing something wrong. Amibigious definitions and vaste powers can only resu1t in 
tyrnanny. Stop this. 
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From: 
To: 
Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

Penny laIrd 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Karen M.p. VecchIO 
NO thank you to more censorshIp 
August 3, 20216:54:53 AM 

To whom it may concern: 

ilt; Acce 5S 10 InformatIOn 

Thank you for posting this information here at: 
https:lIwww.canada.calen/canadian-beritage/campaignsLbannful-online-content.html 

However, from a public point of view it seems to lack integrity to put this "information" in 
place when parliament has been closed for the summer and it cannot come under critical 
review from the opposition. 

I agree with protecting the vulnerable, removing sexually exploitive material, and against 
inciting violence. It is the power hidden within this J ask you to not to implement. It takes dead 
aim at ordinary citizens who post anything on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube or 
other social media. 

Canadian laws already prohibit terrorism, inciting violence and other real crimes online. These 
new proposals invent a vague, new concept called "harm" - which Guilbeault has said in 
interviews includes insulting politicians and other political commentary. He says it's necessary 
to silence some voices to let other, preferred voices speak. His words sound like an excerpt 
from the book Animal Farm, a critique of Communist rule. It's just an excuse for censorship. 
All voices, even if disagreeable or nonsensical have the right to voice their opinion - otherwise 
no one has free speech. 

To be plain, J am very much against bill C-36. 

Concerned Canadian citizen, 
Penellope Laird 
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From: he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCI lPCHl 
Re rensorshlp bill 
August 3, 20216:33:02 AM 

Yes, censorship bill It has nothing to do with stopping "hannful content" or "hate speech", 
and everything to do with stopping criticism of government. We already have laws for hate 
speech, we don't need more because the Liberals are afraid of a little justified criticism. This 
Bill is absolutely disgusting, and would have been right up Goebbel's alley had the Internet 
existed. It's very reminiscent of China's censorship offiee speech. But what should we expect 
from an Occupant of the Prime Minister Office who admires China's "basic dictatorship"? 
Don't even think of passing this Bill. It has no place in a free constitutional democracy. 

James Dyck 

Sent from my Galaxy 
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From: 
To: 
D~te: 

SieQfi1erl VOIl 
ICN I OCI lpcHl 
August 3, 20214:32:30 AM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a 1'1I1formation 
Document released pursuBnt to 
the Access to InformatlOrI Act 

No censorship period. Our government can't be relied upon for information. Only free flow of 
information will ensure for s free society. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
No to censorship of any type 
August 2, 20219:27:28 PM 

Common sense is not common - especially to government officials. 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mformatlOn 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
he Jlccess to In;ormaliOl7 ACI 

There are laws in place regarding when an .actual crime takes place, free societies have no desire for thought police 
and censorship. 

Absolute NO and NEVBR to Bill c-36. 

Discussion leads to innovation and understanding, censorship and thought policing end up in tyranny and 
communism. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Deborah Derose 
10i I OCI (PCH) 

online harmful mntent censorshIp 
August 2, 20216:29:01 PM 

Regarding the Federal Government's intention to monitor and censor what they believe to be harmfu1 online 
conlcnL ... 
At first glance and in the most superficial manner, the intent and proposal of on1ine censorship appears benevolent, 
however, as in most matters governed by legislation and the courts, all is subject to interpretation. 
HannfuI content, terrorism, inciting violence while conversationally understood, becomes less well-defined in its 
application as it is subject to political pressure and influence. 
Yes, some use of social media can be deemed offensive to some people but not to others. There are laws on the 
books governing terrorism, pedophilia, sellual exploitation, and incitement to commit violence. What need does the 
public have of a government determining upon its own interpretations, what a nation can view online? 
Our own government and our American brother spare no words of criticism against Cuba, China, North Korea, and 
other nations where the government determines what is pennitted to be seen andlor published Their own 
governments wil l justify the censorship as being "for the overall good of the nation" . 
How are we, in the self-described free and democratic West, to have any credibility in jUdging these other 
oppressive nations for their censorship whi1e we do it at home? Are we to adopt the vel)' process those nations 
promote? 
(fthe subject matter was detennined to be offensive or threatening or hannful by way of democratic consensus, one 
might make a decent argument for some control of on1ine content but that is a slippery slope towards an Orwellian 
"1984" dystopia when the government exercises right of interpretation, legislation and prosecution 
This is not the Canada ( grew up in, and in my advanced years I clearly remember the disdain we had towards the 
Soviet Union's control and manipulation ofgovemrnent controlled media and the consequences to dissenters of the 
official naJ'T8.tive .. 
Dissent towards our own Federal government or its policies, is the right of citizenship in a democracy. We have 
laws to prosecute those who commit criminal offences. we have investigative agencies for prosecutorial PUlJ)Oses so 
what would be the purpose of monitoring and censoring onJine content that wasn't already subject to laws? 
Totalitarian governments enjoy this type of power and control. Are we becoming similarly governed? 
Allow people to express themselves and ifit breaks the law, prosecute the offender and if it does not meet any 
criminal offence criteria, but is simply offensive in someone's opinion, then they have the freedom to not read or 
engage in that content. 
Free speech thai is offensive is not a crime. Government censorship of social media is tantamount to totalitarian 
ideology. Every Canadian, who understands what our troops fought against in WW2 sbowd find government 
intervention in online content or social media specifically. unconscionable and of the greatest disrespect to the 
sacrifices of our troops. 
We as a nation, give safe harbour to refugees who flee such totalitarianism and yet. hypocritically, we would censor 
our own citizens?? 
No, no censorship[. Not as long as we wisb to asselt we are a free nation. 

Deborah Derose 
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To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Harmful Content online 
August 2, 2021 6: 14:41 PM 

At first glance and in the most superficial manner, the intent and proposal of online censorship 
appears benevolent, however, as in most matters governed by legislation and the courts, all is 
subject to interpretation. 

Harmful content, terrorism, inciting violence while conversationally understood, becomes less 
welJ-defined in its application as it is subject to political pressure and influence. 

Yes. some use of social media can be deemed offensive to some people but not to others. 
There are laws on teh books governing terrorism, pedophi lia, sexual exploitation, and 
incitement to commit violence. WHat need does the public have of a government determining 
upon its own interpretations, what a nation can view online? 

Our own government and our American brother spare no words of criticism against Cuba, 
China, North Korea, and other nations where the government detennines what is pennitted to 
be seen and/or published. Their own governments will justify the censorship as being "for the 
overall good of the nation" . 

How are we, in the self-described free and democratic West, to have any credibility in judging 
these other oppressive nations for their censorship while we do it at home? Are we to adopt 
the very process those nations promote? 

If the subject matter was detennined to be offensive or threatening or harmful by way of 
democratic consensus, one might make a decent argument for some control of online content 
but that is a slippery slope towards an Orwellian" 1984" dystopia when the government 
exercises right of interpretation, legislation and prosecution This is not the Canada I grew up 
in, and in my advanced years I clearly remember the disdain we had towards the Soviet 
Unionts control and manipulation of government control1ed media and the consequences to 
dissenters of the official narrative .. 

Dissent towards our own Federal government or its policies, is the right of citizenship in a 
democracy. We have laws to prosecute those who commit criminal offences, we have 
investigative agencies for prosecutorial purposes so what would be the purpose of monitoring 
and censoring online content that wasntt already subject to laws? 

Totalitarian governments enjoy this type of power and control. Are we becoming similarly 
governed? 

Allow people to express themselves and if it breaks the law, prosecute the offender and if it 
does not meet any criminal offence criteria, but is simploy offensive in someone's opinion. 
then they have the freedom to not read or engage in that content. 

Free speech that is offensive is not a crime. Government censorship of social media is 
tantamount to totalitarian ideology. Every Canadian, who understands what our troops fought 
against in WW2 should find government intervention in online content or social media 
specifically, unconscionable and oftbe greatest disrespect to the sacrifices of our troops . 
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Oocument communique en vertu de 
la Lo; sur I'acces a I'm formation 
Document released pursuant to 

We as a nation, give safe harbour to refugees who flee such Itotalit3):iap.is!!1~andl y,¢t,fo, ,natIon Act 
hypocritically, we would censor our own citizens?? 

No, no censorship[. NOt as long as we wish to assert we are a free nation. 
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Ooclimeni communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur tar es a f'mformatiOn 
Document o;ilea sed p(i suanl 10 

From: Manlque Boulanger 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 

he Access 10 Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Reglementatlon sur Ies medlas-sodaux 
August 2, 20214:43:36 PM 

Bonjour M. 1e Ministre Steven Guilbeault, 

J'ecris pour vous signifier mon appui quant a la 1egislation proposee au sujet des abus commis 
par Ie biais des med.ias-sociaux. 
Je crois mol aussi en la necessite de soutenir un environnement en ligne sOr, inclusif 
et ouvert. 
Les cinq categories de contenus prejudiciables : Ie contenu terroriste, incitant a la 
violence, Ie discours haineux, Ie partage non consensuel d'images intimes, Ie contenu 
d'exploitation sexuelie des enfants en ligne n'ont pas leur place dans mes va leurs et 
celles de beaucoup d'autres Canadiennes et Canadiens. Merci de construire pour 
nous tous une societe plus juste et plus securitaire. Je trouve que I'lnitiative de 
citoyennete numerique est une tres bonne idee et une etape necessaire a franchir, 
avec la collaboration de taus les intervenant~-s pour qui ces enjeux sont importants. 

Sincerement, 

Monique Boulanger, 

5.19(1 ) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

YJetot1aOHara 
ICN I DCI (PCHl 
No rensorship 
August 2, 20214:36:52 PM 

OUT freedom of speech it part of the constitution. 

Document communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
he Acce 5S to infol1natlOn Act 

Canada has always been a free COWltry and now it is looking like a dictatorship. 
Strong, proud and free 
Let us remain 
Victoria OHara 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Duncan McGregor 
October 5, 2021 3:30 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Docl/ment "ommunlque ~n vel1U de
la LOl sur I'a, ces '" I'm formation 
Documenf tI:I/eased pursuant 10 

Opposition to harmful online content legislation 

I am a resident of the nd am writing to state my opposition to the proposed legislation that 
would oblige online service provloers to actively monitor for harmful content, as described 
here : https:/Iwww.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/harmful-online-contentldiscussion-guide.html 

In my'opinion, this kind of active monitoring is not feasible, and attempts to implement it will have a chilling effect on 
online discussions. This is especially true given the large penalties proposed for offences that allow content deemed 
harmful to stay up; the service providers will be incentivized to remove questionable content instead of attempting to 
make a reasonable determination. 

While I do not want to encourage content of any of the types listed in that discussion page, I also want to make sure 
that Canadians are not silenced as collateral damage due to an excess of zeal. I believe that the proposed legislation will 
do this, and hope that it can be studied further before being introduced. 

Thanks, Duncan McGregor s.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

1l.:N roo fh:Al 
malltD:pch.kn-dd.pch@canada.ca 

August 2, 20214:05:29 PM 

mailto:pch.icn-dci.pch@canada.ca 

To whom it may concern 

5.19(1) 

Oocumenl communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
the Access 10 II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

Canada is OUR country and we believe in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, up to and 
including FREE SPEECH!! Censorship of free speech in any form is treasonous!! 

Do not continue this attack on our liberties or you will see a Canada that will fight back with a 
fury, the likes ofwhicb that has never been witnessed on our soil before!! 

Regards 
We the people 
Sent from ProtonMail mobile 
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5.19(1) 

-- ...... 
~ 

Docllment "ommurllf/U~ en VAn 
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'mfolTnah I 
Document Ie/eased pu $Us()l t!.J 
th~ =<~ /0 Infor ,atlen - ____ ........ __ '""P __ ......... ___ l_ - _~IC>I '"'OO' .... 

We aln:ady b8.ve II.., fur Iwmful ""IIII:nl Wllol we Deed ill for our government to . tay our of our m.m.,., _ad perliammt to .wear an 00Ih to JIOp directly IIIId 
iJldircctly arming ISIS ~ IJrKlI.IId I!Ibcr Icmrilt orpnizatiollll. Wl!doo~ Wlllltcan6da bcc<m,n, like America, who'l Stop AsmiJIg TCJt'OriI:III b in liIile<! in 
coograllllkr gaining only noutj)(5J$.J;CIlve~$Ill&lllUJlPOrlrn. 

H.R.608 - SlOp """ing Tcl'TOlistl Ad WIll inlrodui::cd by Rep. Oobbard, Tub; [O.Hl1 011 J .. " .... y 23, 2011. The biD <Ioc:JI\'! have ony eruy anK' Bn.:hcd ood ill 
origilllllllOOpOlUOn on:. mix nrROJIIIblicalll Bnd Dc:mOC:I1III - hi&hl ighting!blll it trmoccDCbJllll1Y 1'DeI. 

~For )'COB, our &"""","",01 by bc:~ """"dina both diJ'CCI ."d iDdi""'t ... ppon ,n III...., III'TDCd mil,wlI group., who on: worki"ll 4irec:tly wilb or omdtT the commllDd 
often'Orilll arollJ'Ol like AI_Qacda Blld ISJS, Bll io their effort and fi&ht to overthrow tIw: Syrisn govt:rnmCot, M Gabbard said in till interview earlier thi. ,/efll. 

'J"bo. only thing \his bill d_ .. prorumllhe US govemmc:ut &om gi..u.a ""'~ IIDd WcaJIDIIII to people who want to murder Amcricana and who do murdc:. inDoc:ctIt 
m .... w<lltlC1l, BIId cbildn:n fII:/'IlIIII the globe. It ill quite P"'SIDly Ibo..implm ud m~ rllIQ<IIlI bill~ ... prnp<»cdbyCongrqs. Given 11$ .. 11000.110<1 bllmllllitarun 
non=, ODe wuuld tblnlllhllt repn:sentatl""" WD~ld \Ie Iflling ~p ID ahow their I UPPOn. HowcvtT. one would \>c \IoTIl<Ig. 

After ""ally S mooths ';IIC~ il8 introductioo, ooly 13 of tile SB member. ofCoogtcu have Jipad 00 uCO-Spoll!lClfl. What th,.lack ofsuppcllt for thebil1 sbowl i. 
that the ~ goVcrtllTlC'llt iuddittcd to fiulding terror ud has lID intentiDII of ~ Itoppi~ it.. first ~ must emile Il1d pau our 0 .... "Stop Anntna TCTI'oON Act" 
loog before we pn:aclIlD othcn whal COIIBtitutcll "Iwmful COOICIIL" 

Our own govcmm .... t, media., and milillll)l UIeI online platforms to promote illegal regime change ....... terroriJm abfOlld, ud the bomb'ing of cnti~ civili>:atloru to the 
Ito .... age, JUCb as Libya, .. well .. the n:IOCllllon of Al-Qa!rl" to CUlltIa 

We (the Canadian govcmmc:nt) are the imOriltl 8Rd we nttd to Itop promoting imOrilll'lllllld n:~ change in COUJ>mcllike Uknioe and Sdlll/l.. We must SlOp 
promoting I18te IJlOIIIOI'Cd bate IptcCh and hannfitl fake news dittctcd at R_ia. Cbina. 1/'lJJI. Hamill, Ho:bollah, and tile otherleadcr. of tile civili.cd world. We need 
to Itop helping the illegal kwilh occupation ofhlertine, America, and Britain IU1I1 and nn ISIS trnoriSl1 and we need to do that long bcfon ~ l tart preachinglD 
other about whllt congtitutu "hemlful COIUtPt." 

We doD~ need aoy mon: govcmm .... t ~J1UI.noDi offR:cdom ofcxprawioo and iofunnllrion. we oa:d Ie .... ThBIdoc:i IID\ meao you bave!be: right to fioRDCC u:rmriam 
around the: globe. Slate tpOIIIOred tcrrorilll'll and ftltte tpOIIIOrcd regime-cbsnge driven hatc:-1pttclI i, our primary concern that oced& to be addrraed bert io Canada 
and ....: D(ad to put an end to our role in flnlmcing child bc-bcadcrurOUlld the world in:IIJ1CdiBtely. 

ThIInb for uodc:ma.ndi.og. like I'm lW'C you give • P iL 

Tyler Vinccp! 

Stop arming Terrorists! 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject 

Kyle Biggy 
October 22, 2021 2:44 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
Please stop 

Documenl communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOl surra, es d I'm formation 
Documenf ,."leased pursuant 10 
I- 0 ... ro,....::C'~; o;;r-I" !!It, , ~ • 

s.19(1) 

I do not agree with media censorship placed on the doctors , nurses and scientists with alternative views to big 
pharmaceutical companies. The platform for legitimate debates has been undermined. You have forced the people of 
Canada to be lead by large groups of companies that care more about profit than the well being of the people. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Jeri Daoy\eyl<o 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

'h~ = < ~ to InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Govemment proposals on harmful onRne mntent 

August 1, 20213:39:49 PM 

One area that seems to be missing is online stalking through social media which I think 
belongs in a category all by itself. Another area that seems to be missing is advertising. The 
people that produce this stuff are very creative and clever and can easily build subliminal 
advertising that slips through the cracks. 

And how do you propose to enforce fines and/or other penalties? These companies are very 
wealthy and a fine would likely not be much of a deterrent. 

And lastly, the algorithms that are presented to users need to be targeted also. Just targeting a 
post or article would not be sufficient. Inspecting it after the fact would also be insufficient 
once the damage is done. 

I suspect much of this will be watered down once the lobbyists get to work. 

Best regards, 
Jeri 
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Ooclimeni "ommurJlf/lI~ en veil dE 
la LOl sur ra, es a rmfOlmatron 
Documenf I eleased pu suanll0 

Felicia Mazzarello e _ 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Ryan Neate r:.----:=::: 
October 22, 2021 11 :45 AM 
ICN / DO (PCHI 

s .19(1) 

Subject: Response to Online Harms legislation 

A5 a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in 
your consultation paper on harmful content online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to 
the removal of many lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal 
expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by 
law enforcement requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, 
police, and remove our content, your proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms 
afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be 
found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, 
including mandatory 24-hour takedown windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, 
forcing platforms to proactively sUlVeil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of web sites in 
Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the 
Internet, not to protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a 
more thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 

Ryan Neate 
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s.19(1) 

Docllment "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: .,..,.. 'h~ =.ss to InformatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Bonjour, 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

ProJet de loi concernant Ia halne sur Ies reseaux soc\aux 
August 1, 20211: 19:00 PM 

Je sills comph:tement en accord avec ce projet de loi contre les plate-fonnes qui generent ces commentaire 
baineuxJ' espere que vous ferez en serte de faire Ie menage pour Ie bien de tous,mais particuJierement pour la 
jeunesse vulnerable de celle-ci. 
Pen!onnellementje sills sidere a chaque fois que je lis sur different sujets,et surtout,surpris de constater,qu'en si peu 
de temps une tempete de haine peux apparaitre,comme si c'etait un plaisir pour quelques-uns (unes) de s'investir 
dans ce genre de propos. 
Cette minorite qui y participe,sont tres present et facile a trouver sur ces reseaux.i ls semblent se faire une fiertl: 
d'etre entendu eUu. 

\ l'aise avec l'infonnatique etje me suis brancher sur internet des Ie moment ou on 
pouvan-y-avOlT"acces,car J y trouvais quelques chose d' utile. 
Maintenant,avec les annees, on pew: y voir les consequences d 'une societe infonnatise,sans tI:glement laisse a eUe 
meme. 
Oui,il est grand temps de s'en occuper et Ie faire correctcmcnt pour eliminer ccs commentaircs dangereux.{ C 'cst 
utopique d'y penser,mais je ne semis pas conlre la fenneture de ces reseaux). 

Merci. 
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Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Helene Gagne 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

th~ CCE5S to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Bonjour, 

proposition de Steven GJl1bauit 
August 1, 20211:07:27 PM 

Je suis totalement contre se projet, la liberte de parole doit absolument etre 

libre et sans consequence. Chaque citoyen est libre de pense et d'ecoute qui 

it veut. 

Sommes-nous au Canada ou au Chinada??? La question se pose !!!! Si vous 

voulez vous attaque a quelques choses, attaquez-vous a la "nouvelle pensee 

unique" !!!! A I'absence de tout debat relie a la pen see unique ou encore a la 

violence phycologique du gouvernement Caquiste!!! 

On se fait menace par Ie gouve rnement de la CAQ pratiquement chaque jour 

que Dieu fa it, et de fa~on des plus insidieuses, en etes-vous conscient au 
moins!!! Je vous invite a regarde du cote des medias, des "Mario Dumont" 

qui disent en pleine t elevision que si notre frere, notre beau-frere ne pensent 

pas de tel ou tel fa~on de coupe les liens, de Ie barre sur facebook, ne plus Ie 
voir!! I Mais ou sommes nous rendu???? Voulez-vous ben me Ie dire, c'est 

ca rrement de I'incitation a la haine dans la famille, c'est extremement 

grave!! ! 

Regardez les Patrick Lagace, les Richard Martineau (pour ne nomme que ceux

la), qui traitent les citoyens d'edente, de covidio, d'egoiste!! !! Qui pave leurs 
salaires avec de grosse subvention??? TOUS les citoyens, et non pas just e les 

cit oyens qui pen sent camme eux !!! D'ailleurs on devrait reviser les 

subventions II la baisse avant de faire du delestage dans les hepitaux!!! 

Qu'est qui est Ie plus important, sauve des vies dans les hepitaux ou paVe des 

medias pour insulte les gens qui paient leurs salaires!!! 

Une societe au regne la pense unique, est une societe qui n'avance plus. 

C'est une societe communiste et non pas une societe democratique!! ! Vous 

devez II TOUT PRIX laisse Ie choix, Ie libre arbitre II chaque citoyens qui 

(n'oublions pas pave vos salaires) par leurs grosses taxes et impets, la pleine 
liberte de dire, de pensez, d'ecrire se qu'il veut, c'est capital. 
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Docllment <-ommurllCjue ~n ve/tu de
fa Lnl sur I'ar .es ill I'mformfJtion 
Doc umen uf:/e ~serJ ptltSuRnt tQ 

Alars je m'objecte FERMEMENT a votre projet de 1'0i etr"jecVou$ ioliite II uneTtlon At I 

profonde reflexion sur I' importanee de la liberte de choix. Vous devriez plutot 

regarde du cote de la violence phycologique de notre gouvernement Caquiste 
et des medias Quebecois. Faire un projet de loi pour empecher une telle 

violence dans leurs propos. Dois-je vous rappele que les medias sont la pour 

rapporte LES FAITS, non pas pour emettre leurs opinions personnel avec de la 

propagande II la haine. 

Aujourd' hui, plus que jamais, on voit Ie resultat!!! Un peuple divise ou regie la 

haine, la chicane, dans des families, avec les amis. Le peule Quebecois a 
toujours ete reconnu pour I'entraide, la solidarite, mais etant victime de la 
violence phycologique journaliere du gouvernement et des medias, je suis 

force de constate a quel point, ils sont en train de detruire nos plus belles 
valeurs. ('est GRAVE ET MEME TRES GRAVE!!!! 

Alors je vous invite a regarde ou est Ie veritable probleme et de travaille sur 

un projet de loi visant II Ie regie. La pensee unique va agrandir Ie probleme, 

les gens reciament des debats qui nous sont deja interdit et maintenant vous 

voulez obliger les gens a ne plus s'exprime, un instant. 

Si ee projet de loi passent, nous ne vivront plus dans Ie Canada mais dans Ie 

Chinada!!!! Alars je vous invite a regarde les vrai problemes et a etre a la 
hauteur des gens qui vous ont fait confiance et qui vous ont elus. 

Merei 

Helene Gagne 

N.B. Je vais rendre Ie eontenue de ma lettre publique sur les medias soeiaux!!! 
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Docllment "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: JosJe Camblin 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 

'h~ CCE5S to In;ormaltOn ACI 
To: 
Subject:: OPPOSE AoomONAL CENSORSHIP TO II'fTERNET 
D.lte: August 1, 202112:34:15 PM 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

As a Canadian protected by the Charter of Rights, I oppose any additional censorship to the internet. This infringes 
on my freedom of speech and privacy and 10 voice an opinion. It is one-sided and the government has no right to our 
individual and personal affairs and definiteJy it has no right to tell us what to thin1c or say or what to believe in. All 
people should have a choice and a voice and be free to choose for tbemselves reasonable, unhannful content, what 
to listen to, what to research, what to question and believe and decide what is harmful or misinfonnation. 

This type of proposed censorship is tyrannical, allows for corruption of big tech and politicians to infiinge on our 
privacies. silences the innocent. controls and separates good people and used by communist countries to silence tbe 
people. It is dangerous for a sovereign country and goes against our sovereignty and fTeedom rights. Every voice 
needs to be heard and we are all essential. Currently mainstream media is censored and owned by the elite and big 
tech and has a political agenda that is extremely biased and corrupted. 

The people of Canada have a mind and a right to distinguish what is hateful, hannful or lies for themselves. 
Trudeau and his supporters do not represent the common people, but part of the elite few who have no idea the 
hardships of the common people. We don't appreciate the invasion of our privacy. 

J. Camblin 

Sent fi'Om my iPad 
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Ooclimeni "OmmUnlf/lI~ i"" VAn iF 
la Lei sur I'al ces a I'mfolmah 1 
Oocumen I "'leased pursuant tIJ 

Felicia Mazzarello he _ 

From: 

Sent 
To: 

Nathaniel Rand ~ 

September 26, 2021 2:4S PM 
ICN / DO (PCH) 

5.19(1) 

Subject: Response To Proposed Framework to Address Hateful Online Content 

To Who it May Concern, 

My Name is Nathaniel Rand, and I write to you as an Information Security Professional and concerned citizen of 
Canada, regarding the Proposed Online Harms framework. 

Below, I outline my concerns regarding this proposed framework. 

1. Existing Mechanisms within the Criminal Code allow for the government to enforce the takedown of 
harmful or otherwise objectionable content. This can be accomplished without creating another Bureaucracy in 
Ottawa. 
2. law Enforcement Agencies across the country (locally, Provincially and Federally) will often decline to 
become involved in matters regarding the non-consensual exchange of intimate images, referring to it as a civil 
matter. Many provinces have Civil Torts that allow for individuals to seek relief in such cases. Additionally, some 
provinces such as Nova Scotia, have existing legislation that regulates Cyber-bullying or the non-consensual 
release of intimate images. 
3. Existing Mechanisms require oversight by the Judiciary. There is no such accountability for the propsed 
Digital Safety Commissioner. Judicial Oversight of a system that imposes penalties is essential. Existing 
mechanisms within the crimina l code that require Judicial Oversight, such as Anton Piller order would fulfil this 
role. 
4. Additionally, Section 89 ofthe Technical Paper on Online Harms stipulates that an Inspector, may at any 
reasonable time, inspect any place in which they believe on reasonable grounds that there is any information 
relevant to verifying purpose of verifying compliance with the proposed act. Mechanisms (Anton Piller Orders) 
already exist for such an action and must be approved by a Judge prior to being executed. This bill provides no 
such oversight of the government actions. Any action that enters a premises for the purpose of search, seizure 
of verification, should be overseen by a member of the judiciary. 
5. Should this proposed technical paper become law, many second and third order effects may impact the 
Canadian Market. Given the onerous regulatory regime that this bill proposes, some technology companies that 
are based outside of Canada may choose to exit the Canadian market entirely. Additionally, it would have a 
chilling effect on any start up that may wish to be based in Canada but cannot afford the costs (either 
monetarily, or in personnel.) to comply with the proposed regulatory regime. 

As outlined, this Frameworks has many issues, which come into conflict with the rights and freedoms as 
outlined in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and as such I would ask that this framework be revised and 
adjusted in order for it to be more in line with the Charter, prior to a bill being introduced in Parliament. 

Thank you for your time regarding this matter. 

Nathaniel Rand, CISSP 
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Oocumenl communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl 10 

From: Je;m-Olatles Tremblay 
ICN I OCJ lPCH) 
opinion 

he Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: August 1, 202111 :58:49 AM 

Envoye a partir d'Outlook 
pourquoi se meier de I'opinioo des citoyeos .... serais-ce pour uoe orientation 
differente ... et en controler Ie contenu .. ! 
que cet opinion ou orientation venant de citoyensCes) soit inadmissible ou 
reprehensible pour un et I'autre cela demeure un "opinion" a prendre ou laisser .... .il 
serait preferable de vous orienter veTS une "orientation" objective d'une education 
plus representative d'un pays auquel on veut donner une orientation objective et axe 
sur des valeurs dont Ie pays veut se dotter .. ... ! 

jean c. tremblay 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

PIerre Graham 
10i I IX] (PCH) 

Refus de cette mesure .. .1" 
August 1, 202111:%:51 AM 

Je Refuse d'etre censurer d'aucune fayons . .. 

Document communIque en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur facces a i'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
he Access to informatIon Acl 

ils ne dois se faire que par la discussion et non pas en abrogeant les droits individue1s de la personne 

Envoye de mon iPhone 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 

Sent 
To: 
Subject 

please don't do it 

jrempel jrempel~~~~ 
September 26, AM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

sharing 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
fa Lo; sur i'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
he .1 ...... 00('(" ~,.... I·; f" , !:'Jtl/'1n 6 .... 

5.19(1) 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Paul M 
October 5, 2021 5:54 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Docl/ment "OmmUrJlf/ue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'a, ces a I'm formation 
Documenf tI:I/eased pu suanl to 

c _ 

s .19(1) 

Subject: Strong Objection to Proposed Harmful Content legislation 

Speaking as someone in a technical field and with a good understanding of the technology required to enforce the 
proposal, I must strongly object to the proposed Harmful Content legislation. 

I object both from a technical perspective and an ethical perspective. 

I STRONGLY oppose the offloading of-enforcement on private companies under the threat of severe financial penalty. 
The end result would lead to an over-representation of false accusations enforced by these private companies under the 
fear of not being able to dearly resolve the claim before the 24 hour period expires. This would seriously harm free 
speech and productive conversation online. 

Furthermore, due to the wording and lack of recourse available to those who are wrongly accused or mistakenly have 
this enforced upon themselves, this system would be absolutely rife with abuse and mis-use for nefarious purposes by 
private individuals and potential future governments alike. 

This is ethically wrong and technologically flawed. 

I URGE all those involved to listen to civil liberty advocates, legal authorities, and social media companies regarding their 
very founded concerns regarding this legislation. 

thank you - Paul Mailloux. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

HaDe Blaoro 
ICN I OCI (POi) 

Censorsh1p 
July 31, 20218:56:36 PM 

I don't approve of your additional censorship of the internet 

Sent from my iPhone 

Oocument communique en veltu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformallon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to InformaltOn Act 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Uoe Savard 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 

Document communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a i'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
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Approche proposee du gouvemement pour s'attaquer au contenu prejudk:lable en IIgne 
July 31, 20216:53:58 PM 

Moi, ainsi que toutes les peTSonnes que je connais sommes totalement contre cette mesure 
qui est inacceptable en tous points de vue! 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 

Vladimir Sedach 
October 5, 2021 4:10 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
la LOI sur ral es d I'm formation 
Document I eleased pursuant 10 

e _ 

5.19(1) 

Subject: The Government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 

Hello, 

I am writing to strongly oppose the proposed "new legislative and 
regulatory framework for social media platforms." From the extremely 
vague language, such as the phrases "terrorist content" and "content 
that incites violence:' it is obvious that this proposal is going to 
be another tool used by the Federal and provincial governments to 
target people involved in environmental and animal rights movements, 
as is currently being done with other legislation around "terrorism" 
and "incitement of violence." 

Why lump all of this in with "child sexual exploitation content," as 
if there was not existing legislation addressing that issue? This 
kind of cynical "think of the children" appeal is an insult to one's 
Intelligence, and shows that the people behind this proposal do not 
even have the guile to run the crude government censorship operation 
they are proposing. 

Vladimir Sedach 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Colette duouls 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Je suls contre ce projet 
July 31, 20215:51:57 PM 

Envoye de mon jPad 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur /'acces a I'lIlfOrmatlon 
Document released plirsliant to 
the Access to Info/maltOn Act 
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From: I preps s to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Bonjour, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Approche proposee du gouvemement pour s'attaquer au oontenu prejudk:lable en IIgne 
July 31, 20215:33:58 PM 

Je suis c~ntre. VOU5 n'avez pas a reglementer et censurer Ie contenu en ligne. NOUS NE 

SOMMES PAS LA CHINE (BIEN QUE r;A SEMBLE ETRE LE BUT DE JUSTIN TRUDEAU). Le Canada 

est un pays libre. 

l e but est politique : censurer Ie discours qui va a I'encontre du gouvernement de Trudeau et 

ses idees liberticides. 

Je suis c~ntre. laisser la liberte d'expression. Les discours haineux sont DEJA reglementes. 

LAISSER LE CANADA UN PAYS LlBRE! 

Bye, 
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From: eMs leray he 4ccess to In;ormatJon Act 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Honte a vous! 
July 31, 2021 4:19:16 PM 

II est inadmissible de censurer Ie web et les medias sociaux au motif qu'i l pourrait y avoir des 
messages haineux. C est totalement anti-democratique. Le fait que Ita se passe en plein ete en 
est la preuve ultime! 

M. Guilbeault et Trudeau sont des traitres qui livreront a nos enfants un pays dans lequella 
liberte d expression ne sera plus qu' lointain souvenir. 

Si une personne est heurtee, e1le doit porter plainte. n faut laisser la Justice faire son travail. 

Telecharger Outlook poUT Android 
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Felicia Mazzarello 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

James Perry 
October 5, 2021 5:56 PM 
leN / DO (PCH) 
The Great Firewall of Canada 

The harmful content proposal is an unconscionable violation of the basic human rights of aU Canadians. 

When China started to open itself up to the Internet, it established a series of laws and policies collectively known as the 
Great Firewall of China, to "protect" its people from all the harmful ideas out there on the internet. China is a 
totalitarian society known for its lack of respect for basic civil rights. And the imposition of the Great Firewall of China 
was widely regarded as an oppressive act of an oppressive regime. 

The Harmful Content Proposal is little different. It is the Great Firewall of Canada, and the world and history will look 
upon it as one of the shameful acts of our country's existence. Do not put Canada on the wrong side of basic decency 
and erode any sort of moral standing our country has as a defender of human rights . 

James Perry 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Egore Brem 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Proposed Approach 
July 31, 20212:00:05 PM 

The government has no place policing speech on or offline. The proposal 
is the highest form of human rights violation as it proposes to own and 
police people's minds and communication. 

Silencing political opponents is the first thing that will be done 
using it. 

Look at history and ask yourself when have the authoritarian dictators 
been on the right side? How many faced prison tenus later on for their 
involvement (staff included)? 

Resign. 

Document communique ~n vel1U de
la Lo; sur tar es d I'mformatiOn 
Document I elea sed p(i suanl 10 
he ilccess to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Cynthia Goodcblld 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Harmful content online 
July 31, 20211:28:34 PM 

h~ = < ~ to InformlltlOl1l 

This or something can't come soon enough. Don't j ust stop at Twitter, Facebook and You Tube

you need to address the young youth - it all starts there. Instagram is one of the youth's largest 

platform. Snapchat is another. Yes, hard with direct messaging and trying to govern that - but if 

these companies aren't held responsible then the youth that turn to be adults will just continue with 

their attitude that they can take people down with words hidden behind a very powerful computer 

that can spit hate words, images, terrorist comments in seconds to thousands and then those seem 

to go instantly to an un quantified number. Then the "me too" movements on whatever is posted 

goes viral on these sites! I! 

The youth have not been taught decorm or to think for themselves. 

There are youths that are being tormented no wonder the mental health for the young and the 

teenage suicide is beyond. I know of too many situations where these young children have been 

taken down for no reason but straight up bullying that goes viral. If I know of so many how many are 

there really out therelllllllll! 11111 11111 11111 11111 I! 11111 111 II! I! I 

Something has to be done. The avenue of speaking through this platform is great but what about 

reaching the youth - reaching out to all Canadians in an easy way .... what about getting all to 

participate .... There must be a way the government can reach out to them and I think you will be 
surprised to hear their voices and what they have to say and think. 

Please move forward as fast as you can on this1!! It will save lives. 

Cynthia Goodchild 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Austin Yeung 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

Oocliment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
hp 4cc".s ~ to in;ormatton Act 

Cease the Govemment's proposed approach to address harmful content onOne 
July 31, 202112:1":30 PM 

As a Canadian, r am voicing my concern and opposition to this legislative and regulatory 
framework to online content. This is not Canadian and should never be implemented. Simple 
as that. 

Sincerely, 
Austin Yeung. 
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TekSavvy's Submission to the Department of Canadian Heritage 
Regarding its Consultation on Internet Hanns 

I. Introduction 

TekSavvy Solutions Inc. ("TekSavvy") is pleased to submit the following comments in response 
to the Government of Canada's consultation on its proposed approach to address harmful 
content online (the "Consultation"). TekSavvy is an independent internet service provider ("ISpot) 
based in Chatham, Ontario, and Gatineau, Quebec. It is Canada's largest independent ISP with 
a network across Canada and has been providing Canadian consumers with wireline broadband 
internet services since 2002. In addition to residential and business internet, TekSavvy also 
offers other telecommunications services such as telephone services and Internet Protocol 
television through its affiliate, Hastings Cable Vision. 

Recognizing that there are public interest groups and researchers with expertise in these types 
of content and their regulation , TekSavvy seeks to make comments specifically from the narrow 
perspective of an ISP without commenting on all the broader considerations of the proposal. 
However, TekSawy wishes to note that as a long-time champion of net neutrality and freedom 
of expression, it shares some of the concerns that others have expressed with the proposal. 
These include that the Consultation does not provide precise definitions for the types of harm or 
the types of electronic service providers to which it would apply; that it does not reference 
existing bodies of research on regulating the categories of online harms it addresses and that it 
is not effective to address all of these varied types of harms in a single piece of legislation. 

From the perspective of an ISP, TekSavvy makes these submissions on the following topics: 

• Since content moderation as proposed in the consultation would require automated 
systems, the framework should build on lessons learned from issues with other 
applications of automated systems for regulatory compliance; 

• Since content moderation using automated systems at scale will necessarily involve 
automated decision-making, the framework should rely on or incorporate the 
Government's existing tools to evaluate automated and artificial intelligence systems 
employed for regulatory compliance; and, 

• If site-blocking court orders are included in the legislative framework, there should be a 
clear set of factors or criteria that the court would be required to consider and weigh 
before issuing an order. 

II. Use of Automated Systems for Regulatory Compliance 

Automated processes will lead to over-censorship 

The proposed 24-hour window for content moderation decisions, including decisions that would 
render the flagged content inaccessible in Canada, will a'imost certainly necessitate the use of 
automated decision-making. While this window may be appropriate for some types of illegal 

Page 1 
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content, we expect that applying this window uniformly across all types listed in the Consultation 
would result in a large degree of over-censorship. 

A 24-hour moderation window would appear more achievable and less prone to error for some 
types of content subject to the proposal, such as child sexual exploitation material or intimate 
images that are found to be non-consensually shared. First, there are existing methods for 
automatically identifying copies of images known to frt within these categories. Further, this type 
of content would appear much less subject to nuance than the other listed categories. 

For other types of prohibited content, such as hate speech and content inciting violence, 
however, there is much more room for the nuances of humour, sarcasm, fair comment, etc. -aU 
of which can be expected to be difficult for an automated system to perceive or assess. 
Litigation that turns on whether something falls into these very categories can result in long 
court proceedings that reach the Supreme Court of Canada 1

; one could imagine the difficulty 
therefore in creating an automated system for assessing this type of content with any precision. 

As a result, implementing a 24-hour window for making decisions on accessibility for all 
identified types of content would almost certainly lead to over-censorship. Platforms expected to 
meet this timeline would have every incentive to allow their automated toots to err on the side of 
making impugned content inaccessible in Canada in order to avoid incurring penalties for not 
meeting their regulatory obligations. Put another way, platforms would have every incentive to 
over-censor and little incentive to carefully consider the legality of content that may be on the 
fringes . 

TekSawy has experience with the use of automated tools for regulatory compliance through our 
development of systems for receiving and processing notices of infringement. Under the "notice
and-noticew provisions in sections 41 .25 and 41.26 of the Copyright Act, 2 ISPs such as 
TekSavvy are required to forward a notice of infringement from a copyright owner to the 
subscriber at the IP address listed in the notice "as soon as feasible" once received. Copyright 
owners are prohibited from including some content, such as demands for payment or personal 
information, in their notices. The Copyright Act currently provides for statutory damages of not 
less than $5,000 and not exceeding $10,000 in the event that an ISP fails to perform its 
obligations. There is no express provision in the Copyright Act allowing for a due diligence 
defence, with the result that it is unclear if every failure to forward a notice would result in a fine 
(even where the ISP can show its due diligence). J 

, 

2 

3 

Page 2 

See for example, R v Keegstra, [1990J 3 SCR 697 or Saskatchewan (Human Rights 
Commission) v Whatcott, 2013 SCC 11, [2013J 1 SCR 467, both of which discuss the 
appropriate meaning of "hatred" at some length. 

Copyright Act, RS.C., 1985, C-42. 

We note that this issue may be litigated in the Federal Court as a result of claims of 
almost $400 million filed by several copyright holders against Bell Canada for alleged 
failures to forward copyright notices. See Federal Court Docket T-1062-21 , Millennium 
Funding, Inc et a/ v. Bell Canada et al. 
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TekSavvy receives many thousands of these notices on a weekly or even daily basis. As a 
result, like many ISPs, TekSavvy has developed an automated system for processing these 
notices, identifying subscribers, forwarding notices to the identified subscriber, and retaining 
customer information as required. Manual review over all notices it receives would be 
impossible for TekSavvy. However, TekSavvy's automated process cannot ensure that it does 
not forward non-compliant notices. Notices containing prohibited content cannot be detected 
with precision; if TekSawy used a process by which to flag notices with certain keywords, for 
example, this would lead to some compliant notices failing to be forwarded. Because of the 
monetary risk associated with failing to forward notices and the lack of an explicit due diligence 
defence, ISPs must err on the side of over-forwarding notices to ensure their own regulatory 
compliance. This means notices that contain prohibited settlement offers or demands for 
payment, which can be intimidating to customers, continue to be forwarded to customers. This 
situation is the direct result of the notice-and-notice framework requiring perfect compliance at a 
large scale conceming imperfectly defined standards. 

This can be analogized to the case of platforms, who, in seeking to meet a required 24-hour 
moderation window, and without a robust due diligence defence, would almost certainly err on 
the side of over-censoring. While 24 hours may be appropriate for categories such as child 
sexual exploitation material and sexual images shared without consent, we encourage the use 
of a longer window of time for other forms of harmful content - such as content suspected of 
being hate speech, content inciting violence, or terrorist content - to allow platforms a more 
rigorous and thoughtful review. Further, we encourage the inclusion of an explicit due diligence 
defence with well-defined criteria. Platforms could show, for instance, that their automated 
system was developed with diligence and in good faith, continues to be monitored for needed 
updates, and that it does a reasonable job of meeting the regulatory requirements . For an 
instance of content that was missed by the system, the platform would then have the ability to 
explain the criteria of its system to provide a reasonable explanation for the error, if one existed. 
For example, it would be defensible for a platform to show that it did not use a given criterion in 
an automated decision-making process because of an internal finding that it led to high 
instances of over-censoring which outweighed the harms caused by a given category of 
content. 

If not, the risks of over-censorship of legitimate content are real. It could for example result in 
over-censorship of content from vulnerable or marginalized groups - the very groups the 
Consultation is in part designed to protect. This content may attract more complaints or "flags" 
on those platforms simply because of its dissent from opinions of larger groups or because of 
more targeted attempts to silence certain content. Open and thoughtful discussions from these 
communities could also use many of the keywords that automated systems use as criteria for 
taking down content. Examples of these moderation errors include Facebook's deletion of a 
woman's social media post detailing an experience in which her sons' were called a racist 
epithet4 or a Twitter user who took responsibility for reporting sex workers' social media 

• 

Page 3 

Dwoskin, Elizabeth and Tracy Jan, The Washington Posi, "A white man called her kids 
the n-word. Facebook stopped her from sharing it," 31 July 2017. 
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accounts until they were shut down. 5 Automated systems required to blindly rely on the number 
of times content is reported or the use of certain keywords, in order to meet a strict 24-hour 
window, therefore, can be expected to lead to over-censorship. 

Using Automated Decision-Making for Nuanced Decisions 

The large platforms that we understand the Consultation seeks to address have existing content 
moderation practices in place that generally already use automated decision-making processes. 
In seeking to move part of these existing content moderation practices into the regulated 
sphere, the Government ought to ensure that these automated decisions do not serve to 
exacerbate some of the very issues that the Consultation seeks to address. For example, 
algorithms have the potential to make decisions based on criteria that have potential unintended 
biases in a manner that is not transparent to the public. For example, several studies have 
indicated that artificial intelligence models for processing hate speech were more likely to flag 
tweets as offensive or hateful when they were written by African Americans. 6 

As a starting pOint, TekSavvy submits that engaging with the Government of Canada's own 
Directive on Automated Decision-Making 7 and Artificial Intelligence Impact Assessment tool 6 

could be a requirement for platforms in developing automated tools for making content 
moderation decisions. Platforms could also be required to provide transparency as to the criteria 
used in their automated decision-making, whether to the public or to the Government. 

III. Considerations for Site-Blocking Orders 

The Consultation proposes to provide the proposed Digital Safety Commissioner of Canada with 
the power to apply to the Federal Court for an order to require Telecommunication SelVice 
Providers to block or filter access to a selVice that has repeatedly refused to remove child 
sexual exploitation and/or terrorist content. We are pleased with the qualification in the 
Discussion Guide of this potential tool as an "exceptional recourse," the proposed judicial 
oversight over such orders, and the limited application to providers with violations regarding two 
of the five types of content (child sexual exploitation and/or terrorist content) as opposed to all 
forms of content the Consultation intends to address. 

TekSavvy is of the view that site-blocking as an enforcement tool is generally simultaneously 
overly broad (as a result of the real risk of blocking legitimate content) while also ineffective. The 
only form of site-blocking that has been used in Canada to date requires ISPs to block access to 
specific domain names by removing those domain names from the ISP's domain name system 
(DNS), This is trivial to circumvent by the use of an alternative DNS service, many of which are 

5 

, 

7 

8 
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Clark-Flory, Tracy, Jezebe', "A Troll's Attempt to Purge Porn Performers from 
Instag,am: 17 April 2019. 

Ghaffary, Shirin, Vox, "The algorithms that detect hate speech online are biased against 
black people,· 15 August 2019. 

Government of Canada, Directive on Automated Decision-Making, 1 April 2021 . 

Government of Canada, Algorithmic Impact Assessment Tool, 1 April 2021 . 
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freely available and that many internet subscribers already use without the goal of 
circumventing site-blocking. Even more sophisticated forms of site-blocking can be easily 
circumvented by those with only a moderate level of technical knowledge. Presumably the very 
persons seeking to access this type of content would be those most motivated to research and 
employ the fairly simple means of circumventing site-blocking mechanisms. 

With that said, should the Govemment determine that site-blocking repeatedly non-compliant 
platforms could in some circumstances be an effective enforcement tool in incentivizing those 
platforms to comply (rather than for the block's purported efficacy in blocking access to content) , 
we suggest that such an extraordinary remedy should only be available where it outweighs 
countervailing interests. To evaluate when that is the case, the statutory scheme ought to 
include certain criteria that courts would be required to consider in issuing such orders. We 
would suggest that these criteria indude: 

• 

• 

• 
10 

Page 5 

Instrument of last resort. As recognized above, the site-blocking injunction should truly 
be an "exceptional recourse." In seeking an injunction, the Government should be 
required to demonstrate that it has sought other avenues of enforcement in order to 
reserve site-blocking for only those limited cases where other attempts have been 
unsuccessful. Put another way, the court ought to be convinced that alternative and less 
onerous measures were not effective. This would help ensure that site-blocking orders 
do not become a default enforcement mechanism but are instead reserved for 
extraordinary cases. Given ISPs' obligations not to discriminate against any traffic as a 
result of section 36 of the Telecommunications Act, 9 it is important to take measures to 
ensure that site-blocking is only used as an instrument of last resort. 

Balance of freedom of expression considerations. The Court should weigh the public 
interest in access to the platform in question against the enforcement considerations. 
This should include consideration of the degree to which Canadians' access to and 
engagement with legitimate content would be affected. There may, for example, be 
international platforms that are outside the traditional enforcement reach of the Canadian 
Government (absent international cooperation) and that do not consider Canada an 
important jurisdiction relative to their total user base. Other enforcement efforts against 
such platforms may therefore not have worked and the platforms may not have taken 
steps to meet Canadian regulations as a result of the small size of the jurisdiction. 
However, the platforms may still have other self-moderation policies in place that simply 
do not meet the criteria of the Canadian regime. The court should consider the effect of 
Canadians' loss of access to a platform of this type against the severity of the platforms' 
non-compliance. As an analogy, news media company CNN took the decision to 
withdraw its social media presence in Australia owing to Australia's decision to impose 
liability for defamatory comments on Facebook pages. 10 This result deprives Australians 
of access to legitimate content to which they otherwise would have access, which may 

Telecommunications Act, S.C. 1993, c.38. 

B&T Magazine, "US News Giant CNN Restricts Access To Facebook Pages In Australia 
Following High Court Ruling,- 29 September 2021 . 
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seem to be an outsized effect compared to the seriousness of defamatory comments on 
Facebook pages. 

• Technical clarity. The statutory scheme should be clear with respect to the technical 
type of blocking that is required of ISPs, rather than suggesting ISPs use whatever 
means necessary to block a website. For example, as described above, to date the only 
fann of site-blocking in Canada has been DNS de-indexing. However, it is easily 
circumvented through various technical workarounds, induding the use of alternative 
freely available DNS servers or VPNs. Despite these possible circumventions, the 
statute should be clear that I SPs are not required to take additional , more invasive 
blocking steps that impose even greater burdens on ISPs. For example, IP blocking can 
affect unrelated internet resources beyond the site the blocking is intended to affect, and 
will impose higher operational costs to implement, maintain and trouble-shoot. Blocking 
based on content or speCific protocols would require deep packet inspection, an invasive 
and advanced type of monitoring network traffic that would impose highly burdensome 
monitoring requirements on ISPs, would require specific equipment, and entail violations 
of the privacy of customers. The statute should be clear which type of blocking is 
required of ISPs, to promote certainty for ISPs and avoid incurring liability for not taking 
all possible blocking steps. 

• Clarity as to which party has the obligation to update the list of blocked sites. As 
noted above, site-blocking carries a real risk of blocking legitimate content and stifling 
freedom of expression. It also is ineffective when websites are simply able to reappear 
under new domains or IP addresses. As a result, any list of domains subject to a 
blocking order will almost certainly need to be revised for currency and accuracy. The 
statutory regime should clarify that ISPs are not responsible for maintaining the list or 
liable for any inadvertent blocking of legitimate content. Instead, the Government must 
take reasonable steps to ensure that the list remains accurate (i.e., including seeking 
revised court orders) and to identify issues of inadvertent blocking. 

• Consideration of the burden imposed on the ISP. The scheme should expressly 
require the court to consider the burden that the injunction would impose on the ISP, 
including the aggregate effect of the injunction together with any other site- and 
application- blocking injunctions in effect for that ISP, as well as the technical feasibility 
and effectiveness of the proposed blocking in addressing the infringement. 

IV. Conclusion 

TekSavvy appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments 00 the Consultation. TekSavvy 
would be in favour of distinct regimes that are specific to the types of content at issue, based on 
the existing body of research on enforcement of these types of illegal content, and which 
engage in detail with the definitions of the harms at issue as well as technical details that will 
have significant bearing on the success of the regime. TekSavvy also reiterates the importance 
of issuing site-blocking orders only where prescribed statutory criteria are met. 

Given these concerns, T ekSavvy believes that the current proposal needs to be further 
developed and that more processes to consult on future developments and refinements are 
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required. We hope for more opportunities to participate in providing feedback as the discussion 
of online harms advances. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Greg .Jeffrey 
ICN I OCI ( POi) 

July 31, 202111:55:52 AM 

As someone who grew up being bullied. 

This is not the right approach. 

Not sorry. 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

DIane Arel 
ICN I IX] (PCHl 
Uberte dWexpressIon 

July 31, 202111:D:47 AM 

Je suis nee au Canada, non pas au Chi-nada !!! 

Envoye depuis rna tablette Samsung 

Document communique en vertu de 
la Loi sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
he Access to InformatIOn Act 
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From: 
To: 

ElIzabeth Robinson 
10i I IX] (PCH) 

MP Ju!le DzerowlcZ 

~ S 10 Infol all f/ 

Ce, 
Subject: 
Date: 

The Govemment's proposed approach to address hannful oontEnt online 
JulV 31, 2021 10:22:21 AM 

I am writing in response to Canadian Heritage's technical paper proposing a new legislative 
framework to address hannful content online. 

I am strongly opposed to The Act proposed in this paper. It is straightforwardly a proposal of 
censorship that will curtail the civil liberties of people residing in Canada while doing nothing 
to make them safer. 

To briefly list some key concerns: 

(1) The proposed Act indicates that the kinds of harmful content it hopes to address are 
already covered by the Criminal Code. If this content is already illegaJ it is not clear what 
further protections are being added_ by the Act. T can only assume that the Act covertly serves a 
larger agenda of government control and censorship over online content. 

(2) The proposed Act will define "terrorism content" as "content that actively encourages 
terrorism and which is likely 10 result in terrorism." "Content that incites violence" is similarly 
defined as "content that actively encourages or threatens violence and which is likely to result 
in violence." The standard of "likely to result in ... " is horrifyingly vague. "By what possible 
means can you reasonably judge in advance what content is "likely to result in" violence or 
terrorism? The Act plans to determine in advance of crimes what crimes are going to take 
place. This can only result in declaring people criminals before they have committed any 
crime. The mechanisms of the proposed act create a huge and alarming opportunity for 
violations of the civil liberties of people residing in Canada. The Act proposed should not 
more forward at all, but any version that does must amend this deeply troubling language. 

(3) The proposed Act is based on the premise that "the hatred spread online often has a 
disproportionate impact on women" Indigenous Peoples, members ofrncialized and reJigious 
minority communities and on LGBTQ2 and gender-diverse communities and persons with 
disabilities." While true, what the technical paper fails to mention is that these same groups are 
aJso the ones disproportionately impacted by online censorship. Creating additional tools to 
censor content online will disproportionately impact the abilities of persons belonging to these 
groups to engage in free expression online. As with any system of censorship. abuse of the 
system and mislabeling of content that does not meet the outlined standards for hann is 
inevitable. This legislation will disrupt the ability of those with marginalized voices to have a 
chance to be heard. This is not a theoretical concern, regular censorship of this nature is 
already happening on the platforms of large online communication services such as Facebook 
or Instagram. 

There are many other concerns one could raise about the proposed Abc, but the concerns 
raised above should be sufficient to show that the Act as proposed should not move forward. 

Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Robinson 

001101 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

sebastien Olampagne 
ICN I OCI 'pon 
Man opinion 
July 31, 202110:00:20 AM 

Document communIque en vertu de 
la LOI sur i'acces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document t7,,/eased pursuant to 
he Access to il1;ormatton Act 

Merci de nous pem1ettre de nollS exprimer. Cependant,je ne crois pas que VOllS etes smceres dans votre demarche. 
AvC(; toutes les manipulations de chiffres et la censure depuis plus d'Wl an,fai perdu Ie peu de confiance qu'il me 
restait envers mon gouvemement 

Envoye de mon iPhone 

001102 



Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Documenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: "'""" '~ ...., ss to In;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject:: 
D.lte: 

Bonjour, 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Plateformes de medias soclaux et autre5 services de communication en Ilgne 

July 31, 2021 8:25:20 AM 

Je vous ecris pour vous signifier mon desaccord avec Ie nouveau cadre Jegislatif et 
reglementaire qui creerait des regles sur la maniere dont les platefonnes de medias sociaux et 
autres setvices en ligne doivent traiter les contenus prejudiciables que vous proposez. Vous 
nous prenez pour des imbeciles en proposant encore des lois extremement liberticides sous 
couvert de proteger les utilisateurs. 

Amtez de nous infantiJiser et ne nous croyez pas dupes de votre agenda mondialiste. Nous ne 
sommes pas d'accord avec vos plans pour la nouvelle normalite. 

J'espere que notre avis sera pris en consideration meme si j'en doute fortement vu Jlabsence de 
democratie depuis 16 mois dans ce pays. 

Bien a vous, 

Josee Baldassarre 

001103 



s.19(1) 

Oocllmenl "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'm formation 
Oocumen I elea sed pUlsuant tQ 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bonjour ! 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Nouvelle 101 sur Ia censure en Ilgne. 
July 31, 20217:52:38 AM 

i1~ = < ~ 10 l/1formll/10111 

En tant que' je SUlS favorable it ce que des sanctions ou des amendes soient 
appliques a ut:s gt:l1s uu ut:s gToupes qui distribuent des images pedopornographiques, aux 
pirates informatiques. aux terroristes ou gens qui font circuler des idees islamistes ou 
integristes musulmanes. aux gens qui font la promotion du racialisme et du racisme en faisait 
reference aux differences morphologiques des humains pour etablir des politiques 
discriminatoires. Meme les sites qui encouragent l'adultere. comme les sites de rencontre pour 
gens maries, devrnient etre fortement surveilles et merne interdits, en considerant les 
dommages que ceux-ci causent dans Ie tissu social. 

II serait important de clarifier la defin.ition de «haineux» dans votre nouvelle proposition de 
loi pour ne pas faile Ie jeux des islamistes, des racialistes au des neo-nazis par exemple. 

Par aiIJeurs, donner des pouvoir supplementaires a la commmission des droits de la personne 
ne me semble pas sage, puisque celle-ci favonse la discrimination basee sur l'apparence des 
gens, ce qui va a Jlencontre de la cohesion sociale. 

Veuillez, mesdames et messieurs, agreer )texpression de mes sentiments les meilleurs. 

-Sebastien !4i>ine 

Eovoye depuis mon 8ppareil Galaxy 

001 104 



Document commurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
fa LOI sur tar es d I'm formation 
Oocumel1 I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Olt1stlan Breton 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Bonjour, 

i1~ cce.ss to II1;orma/IOn ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: July 31, 20216:36:14 AM 

Je crois que Ie fait de censurer les gens va a I'encontre de la liberte d'expression et de la Charte des 

Oroits et Ubertes ainsi que des Oroits de I' homme. Cela semble totalement inacceptable. 

C. Breton 

Provenance: Courrier pour Windows 10 

Avis de conjidenlillliti : 
Ce message et loute piece joime som la propriete du Centre de services scolaire des Samares et sont destines 
seulement aux personnes ou a l'entile a qui Ie message est adresse. Si vous avez re~ ce message par erreur, 
veuillez Ie detruire et en aviser l'expediteur par courriel. Si voW' n'ites pas Ie des/inataire du message, vous n'ites 
pas au/orise a utiliser, a copier ou a divulguer Ie contenu du message ou ses pieces jointes en lout ou en partie. 

001105 



Document communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d I'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl Ic-

From: nadia dJcalre 'he Access to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Non a cette censure 
July )1, 2021 4:54:48 AM 

Je suis tout a fait contre votTe projet 
Laissez nous nous exprimer 
A quoi jouez vous depuis quelques temps 
Vous etes qui pour decider a notre place de ce que nous pouvons penser ou dire. Tant qu'il n'y 
a pas menace de mort, menace de faire du mal a quelqu'un je crois etje soutiens la liberte 
d'expression. Et je refuse categoriquement, de vous donner ce pouvoir vous avez cause assez 
de tort au canadien depuis un certain temps. 1'aimerais que vous quittiez-vous tous!! vos 
postes parce que vous De nous representez plus! VOUS representez une force demoniaque et 
c'est vous qui etes dangereux pour nous. #noussavons ce qui se passe, nous savons que vous 
voulez gouverner en dictateur. Et nous savons que vous promettez, des plans desastreux pour 
Ie peuple. Et je souhaite que votre plans ecboue avec tout mon coeur, toute mon arne et mon 
esprit aussi. Je SUIS souveraine et j'aimerais mieux mourir que viVTe dans un monde comme 
vous Ie dessiner. Votre monde de fausse paix, OU VOllS proteger vos avoir sur Ie reste de la 
population. Un monde ou vous encore une fois assoyez votre noir pouvoir sur Ie peuple. Un 
monde plus mauvais, plus nauseabond, un monde qui vous ressemble!! Mais je ne SUIS pas de 
ce monde alors je refuse vos manigances. Vous etes des etres plutot grotesques et abjectes. Et 
attention, je ne positionne pas en victirne ici non parce que je sais qui vous etes. Des etres 
malveillants au coeurs plus que noirs. Je refuse de faire affaire avec vous. Je ne vous doit rien. 
Vous avez laisser votre conscience au diable, et ils VOllS a pourris de I'interieur! Mais un jour 
la lumiere brfilera ceux qui abuse des autres et quand ce jour viendra justice sera faite.!!! 

Ie suis contre votre projet de loi aucune censure sur les medias sociaux!! 

Telecbarger Outlook pour Android 

001 106 



Oocumenl commurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformation 
Doc umen I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Ma Motazedi '1,0 5S to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
s. 9(1) To: 

Subject: 
D.lte: 

Hello, 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Internet Censorship 
July 31, 20213:22:28 AM 

I am Aria Liam Mehrdad and I would like to let the Canadian Government know that I am 
disappointed about this bill that will censor free speech on the internet. 

He 
came to Canada to build a better life and to simply have freedom. This bill is a huge spit to his 
face, to his family and to every Canadian out there that want to be able to have freedom of 
speech. Freedom unites everybody but dictatorship type of bills will only divide Canadians. If 
the Government prefers censorship over freedom, then Canada is no different then China, Iran, 
North Korea, Cuba, and many other countries that run by dictatorship. Canada can do way 
better then this horrible bill and if you pass this bill then that means my father's escape was 
pointless and meaningless because of this bill. He wanted us to live a better life in Canada but 
that can't happen iftbis bill is passed! 

Best regards 

AriaM 

001107 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bradley Jones 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
Input 
July 31, 20212:33:22 AM 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
la Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Oocument released pursuant to 
he Acce 5S to infol1natlOn Act 

I very strongly support the proposed approach to address harmful content online. 

Sincerely, 
Brad Jones 

001108 



From: 
To: 
D~te: 

AlalnGJrard 
ICN I 0Cl (peH) 
July 31, 20211:21:36 AM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
fa Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to InformaltOn Act 

Je suis en total desaccord avec ce projet de loi, une entaiUe tn!s grave dans la democratie. 

001109 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

boomsday 
ICN I OCI (pcH) 

Censorship 
July 31, 202112:2":22 AM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
la Lo; sur /'acces a i'1I1formatlon 
Oocument released pursuant to 
he Acce 5S to infol1natlOn Act 

Censorship is an inherent moral wrong and every politician supporting it should be barred from 
office for violating the fundamental freedoms section of the constitution. 

001110 



Docllment "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Oocumel1 I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: LucIe fortin ~ -." <. t Information ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Bonjour, 

10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Demande de partlclpatlon au projet de 101 vlsant a !utter contre Ia ViolencE en IIgne 
July 30, 2021 8:13:39 PM 

Je vous ecris pour vous faire part de mon interet a partlciper au projet de 101 pour lutter c~ntre 

la violence en ligne. Etant d'abord femme, j'ai rec;u un nombre eleve de photo de sexe 

masculin nu non sollicite. Les messages a caractere sexuel, aussi non sollicites, font partie de 

ma realite. Je subis aussi I'ignorance du public lorsqueje travaille puisque mon emploi consiste 

a gerer des plateformes de medias sociaux. 

5elon mon experience, j'en suis venue a me dire que les plateformes sociales devraient avoir 

des reglements plus stricts afin de pouvoir tracer les personnes fautives. On se fait souvent 

dire que les gens se sentent en contrale, car ils sont (( caches derriere leur ecran ». Je suis 

aussi d'avis que les dirigeants des plateformes ont de grandes responsabilites a prendre et 

vous pouvez compter sur mon appui de citoyenne numerique pour faire avancer Ie projet de 

loi. 

C'est la premiere fois que je m'implique de cette fac;on. 5'il y a quoi que ce soit d'autre que je 

puisse faire afin que Ie dossier soit mis de I'avant, simplement m'en informer. 

Amities, 

Lucie Fortin 

001111 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

SooJa Mortn 
ICN I pc (PCHl 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'mfolmatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
rhp Access to InformatIOn Act 

A WU5 La parole: Approche proposee du gouvemement pour s'attaquer au amtenu pn!judlclable en Ilgne 
July 30, 20217:]7:59 PM 

Le temps des Nazis est tennine! 

Je ne veux pas encore de cette attaque liberticide! 

Sonia Morin 

001112 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Gall Burgin 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
Full support for this 
July 30, 2021 7:33:D PM 

Document communIque en vertu de 
la LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
he Access to il1;ormatton Act 

As a victim of cyber stalking our family found out first hand how little support and resources are available. Even 
police don' t seem to have the infonnation required to manage and navigate your way through the help lines and 
chats of the big tech companies to report stalking via their platfonns. 

Yes please we need legislation. 

Gail Burgin 
5.19(1) 

001113 



Document communique ~n vel1U de
fa LOI sur tar es d I'mformatiOn 
Oocumen I elea sed p(i suanl Ic-

From: SiuJ<!)' 'he Access to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 

ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Censorship 

D.lte: July 30, 20216:44:19 PM 

I oppose any censorship that curtails free speech. I oppose any political party putting artificial 
contraints on its citizen by curbing what they can or cannot say. 
We live in a free society where we can express our anger, frustration or opposition to a 
particular political philosophy. 
Without opposition, the Nazi party took control of a whole nation, resulting in milliions of 
deaths. The same can be said about the murderous socialist regimes in the Soviet Union and 
China. 
We must have a free dialog with OUT fellow man. Putting artificial laws in place to stop that is 
diabolical. Do so at YOUT political peril. 

Brian Lag~e;;r __ 

5.19(1) 

001114 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Michel Duguay 
ICN I OCJ (PCHl 
Non meier VOU5 de vos affalres 

July 30, 20215:09:56 PM 

Oocllment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document (""leased pursuant to 
'he Access to in;ormatton Act 

Votre niveau de jugement et surtout d'integrite et quasi inexistant 

Jamais je ne vous autoriserer a censurer ce qui ne vous plait pas 

Votre hypocrisie est franchement degueulasse 

Rechanger vos reglement CRTe pour que les mensonges mediaditique redevienne illegaux 

Bien a vous 

001115 



Oocllmenl "OmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOI sur I'ar.ces a I'm formation 
Oocumen I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

Bonjour. 

Maryse Brochu 
10i I OCJ (PCH) 
Commentalres sur (E projet 

July 30, 20215:07:28 PM 

Voici les raisons pour lesquellesje ne suis pas d'accord mais pas du tout 

h~ = < ~ 10 Informll/10111 

1. Ce que moije considere tresjustifie de publier, VOllS M. Trudeau vous voulez Ie censurer. 

2. Ce projet va faire en soTte qu'enormement d'informations ne seront pas distn"bues afm d'infonner Ie public 
comme ce qui se passe pour la Covid ou les vaccins. VOWl decidez ce qui est bon ou mauvais au lieu de laisser 
d'autres scientifiques donner leur opinion et ainsi laisser la personne prendre une decision en toute connaissance de 
cause. Je VOllS rappelle qu'i1 y a que 0,04% de deces dfis a la Covid dont la plupart etaient des personnes agees ou 
avec oomorbidilts et de plus, certaines de ces personnes seraientencore en vie si ce n'aurait pas ete qu'on les ait 
laisser mourrir de solitude et si ont les aurait soigne avec de I'ivennectine. 

3. Alors la prochaine catastrophe qui sera provoquee par vos propres experiences sur Ie climat, encore une fois QUB 
vos experts payes des fortunes pour mentir pourront donner des infonnations. 

4. Vous utiliser MES imp6ts pour faire toutes ces experiences, pout creer des Camps Covid, de la publicite 
mensongere et en plus VOllS voudriez qu'on ecrivent des poemes de calinours!!! 

5. De plus. cette crude est payee aussi pas mes impOts!! 

6. CBLA SUFFIT!!! 

Anitercette etude right now et laissez nollS nous exprirner!!! 

Maryse Brochu 

Envoye de mon iPhone 

001116 



Document commurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
fa LOI sur tar es d I'm formation 
Oocumen I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: Va!e!1e Demers 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Contenu en Ilgne 

i1~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bonjour, 

July 30, 20213:59:36 PM 

En tant que citoyenne, je refuse toute loi supplementaire pour encadrer Ie contenu en ligne. 

n y a assez de lois deja. existantes. 

Que ceux qui ne peuvent tolerer les discows "dissidents". contraire a leur idoologielreligion ou 
les insultes quittent les reseaux sociaux ou evitent ceux qui ne leur plaisent pas. Ca s'appel1e la 
maturite. 

Je suis tout a fait contre la loi CIO ou C36. Juste Ie fait de vouloir presenter ce genre de loi est 
inadmissible. Ce n'est pas en censurant des discours qu'i1s disparaitront. Nous ne sommes pas 
en Chine. 

Merei 

001117 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Rene Chabot 
ICN I OCI (POn 

Non ill cette dktature 
July 30, 20212:26:35 PM 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
la Lo; sur /'acces a i'mfolmatlon 
Oocument released pursuant to 
he Access to Infol/natlOn Act 

Votre projet de dictature pour Ie nouvel ordre mondial totalitaire comme la chine c'est NON 

Envoye depuis mon appareil Galaxy 

001118 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

MataJs MaltaIs 
ICN I OCJ (POi) 

July 30, 20211:55:09 PM 

Projet de loi inacceptable ! 

Envoye depuis man appareil Galaxy 

Document communIque en vertu de 
la LOI sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to InformaltOn Act 

001119 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

chrtstine then1en 
ICN I pa (PCH) 

Opinion 
July 30, 20211:42:40 PM 

Document communIque en vertu de 
la LOI sur tar es a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document o;ileased pursuant 10 
he 4cce.ss to II1;ormatJon Act 

Je suis contre la censure internet, vous etes a l'oppose de la democratie et ne mentez pas votre 
poste, PERSONNE. 

Vous etes coupable de tout ce qui arrive. 

Aucunement Ie droit de changer la charte des droits et libertes de la personne, demissionnez!! 

Christine Therrien 

001120 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Guylalne Lacerte 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 
Jedls NON 
July 30, 2021 1:26:29 PM 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
la Lo; sur facces a i'mformatlon 
Oocument released pursuant to 
he Access to informatIon Acl 

Je dis NON a votre culture d'annulation et NON a la censure. OUI a la liberte de 
parole et OUI a la democratie at NON au communiste. 
Guylaine Lacerte 

0011 21 



Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'a, ces " I'm formation 
Oocument ,eleased pursuant tQ 

From: 
To: 

VlrgJnle Daras 
10i I OCJ lPCH) 

c. ~ C' ~ t I "f.')rmt1tlOf11 

Subject: 
o.te: 

A VOO5 Ia parole: Approche proposee du gouvemement pour s'attaquer au mntenu p~udldable en Ilgoe 
July 30, 20211:08:42 PM 

A qui de droit, 

J'ai des preoccupations serieuses a propos de la censure d'inspiration communiste que vous 
essayez d'implanter. Je trouve cela completement inacceptable et contre tous les droits 
fondamentaux de notre democratie. Vous etes en train de revendiquer la censure contre les 
canadiens. L'internet "woke" qui glorifie la culture d'annulation des parris politiques des 
Liberaux. NPD, Vert et du Bloc n'est qu'un outil de division sociale mondialiste. 

Deja que vous etes completement inactifS, silencieux et complices avec ce qui se passe cornme 
scandale de cette fausse pandemie, vous voulez davantage nuire Ii la liberte d' expression des 
canadiens. Vous etes une honte pour notre pays et pour vos enfants et nos futures generations. 

Au Quebec, on dit bien, "je me souviens ..... COntinuer votre division et votre agenda 
communiste. Le peuple se souviendra aux elections de la trabison que vous avez commise 
envers notre beau pays. 

Seuls les gens qui ne se foot pas manipuler~ qui ont assez de courage pour se tenir debout 
contre vos lois liberticides~ nous sortiroos de cette ... merde ... (il n'y a pas d'autre mot) que 
VOllS voulez nous imposer. J'ai hoote de nos gOllvemements! 

D'une mere qui pensent a I'avenir de tous les enfants, 

Virginie Daras 
Citovenne. electeur 5.19(1) 

001122 



Docllment "ommurJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
la LOl sur I'arces '" I'm formation 
Oocumenf I elea sed pursuant tQ 

From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Hello, 

Joey Cayaoan 
10i I OCJ lPCH ) 

Feedback for Online Hate Measures 
July 30, 20211:06:58 PM 

i1~ = 5S /0 Informll/10111 

I hope you are doing well. I found out about this inquiry of feedback on the regulation of 
online hate speech through an artic1e on the Globe and Mail. 

My one concern for this regulation of online hate speech is the defining of what constitutes 
hate speech. A conservative may view certain speech hateful, while a liberal may not (and vice 
versa). For example, if a conservative speaks out against transgenderism, liberals may define 
that as hate speech whi le conservatives would not; and if a liberal speaks out against the state 
of Israel due to their occupation of Palestinian lands, conservatives may define that as anti
semetic hate speech whi le liberals would not. 

I hope that this reguJation of online hate speech is as apolitical and objective as possible in 
order to differentiate between well-meaning public discoW'Se of sensitive topics and genuine 
hate speech. Therefore, I urge Canadian Heritage to better define what hate speech is in order 
to maintain the fundamental canadian value of freedom of speech & expression, while a1so 
making all Canadians feel safe and welcomed in our great country. 

Joey Cayanan 

5.19(1) 

001123 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

daoletle gooffroy 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
mmmentalre pour amtellUS prejudlclables 
July 30, 20211:05:31 PM 

Oocliment communique ~n vel1U de
/a LOI sur I'ar.ces a f'mformatiOn 
Document (""leased p(i suanl 10 
the 4ccess to il1;ormatlol1 ACI 

Bien sur qu'il a des contenus prejudiciables, mais cette proposition n'est pas 
acceptable les reseaux doivent rester libre, car ce sera la porte ouverte a la censure, 
sans mesure, lorsqu'il y a des sites dangereux, alors les services de polices doivent 
gerer cela, donc pas besoin de votre loi pour c;a ! 
C'est mon opinion, 
Bonne journee 
Danielle Geoffroy 

001124 



Oc-cHmenl "ommUnlf/lI~ en VAn clF 
fa LOT sur I'ar.ces a /'mfo/mail / 
Documenf _ele~<e i pvr<;uanl tu 

From: LucGroleatJ 11.:: C"C'e('~ t- I {(ilfl "It I f] 

To: 10i I OCJ (PCH) s.19(1) 
Subject: 
o.te: 

DIgital 0tIzen Initiative 
July 30, 2021 12: 18:58 PM 

Hello, 

Our story of defamation attacks is SO important that we made the front page of The New York 
Times on January 31, 2021 (Guy Babcock is my brother-in-law): 

bttps:Uwww.oytimes.coml20211011301technology/cbange-my-google-results.blml 

The New York Times printed a follow-up article on how slander sites function: 
https://www.nytimes.comJinterac t jye/2021104/241technologyJonline-sJander
websites.html 

Additional news outlets have printed articles about us: 
Toronto Sun: bttps;ILtorontosun.comloewsllocal-new&lmandel-serial-cyber-stalker-cant
hide-behind-her-screen-anymore 
The Times (London, England): https:Uwww.thetimes.co.uklarticle/father-power1ess-to
get-onljne-smears-remoyed-wgzmsf3f2 
La Presse: https://www.lapresse.calactuaHtes/2021-03-07Idiffarnatjoo-sur-J-intemetiune
toile-de-mensonges,php 
Bay Today: https:Uwww.baytoday.caLlocal-newsltrayis-alkins-among-150-internet
harassment -yictims-jn-ground-breakj ng -CQurt-case-34668 I 7 
Hamilton Spectator: https:Uwww.thespec.comLnewslbamilton-regionl2021103109/cyber
stalker-nadire-atas-targeted-dozens-of-hamiltoniaos-in-yjcious-decades-long-smear
campaigns.btml 
New York Times Podcast: https:/Iwww.nytlmes.cow/2021104L06/podcasts/tbe-dailyla
yast-web-of-vengeance-part~ 1.htrol 
Vice Media: https:Uwww.youtube.comlwatch?v=xtEqfLL7E6M&ab channel- VICE 
The News Forum (Canadian Justice): https://www.oewsforum.tvlvideos/canadjan
justice-what-do-you-do-if-someone-js-defamjng-you-onljoe 

Some of the above stories were reprinted throughout the world: 
New Zealand (https:Uwww Dzherald.co oz/worldla-vast-web-Qf-vengeaoce-when
online-lies-destroy-liveslAYYDX5NJQElKPOGDZPWZTGA2GAI) 
Nigeria 
Ireland (bttps ;lIwww.tbejournal.jelsjtdown-sunday-Jon~ad-5 -5344209-Feb20211) 

France 
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Mexico (https:lI1aveTdadnoticias.comlmundolMujer-d~-@-~os~tennil?~,.presa.JPOrMatlon Ac! 
DIFAMAR-a-sus-enemigos-en-redes-sociales-20210210-0254.html) 
Brasil (https:lListoe.com.brlmulher-e-presa-por-difamar-dezenas-de-pessoas-na
internet!) 
Israel (bttps:Uwww.tbemarkeLcom/wallstreetipremium-MAGAZINE-l.9511742) 

I would like to have an opportunity to be heard in preparation for the proposed law C-36. I am 
_ (but speaking on my own behalf and not as an employee of 

..t- I wrote software to track posts about our large group and I'm familiar with how the 
predatory sites work as I monitor over 100 such sites daily. r can also provide my personal 
insight on how existing Canadian laws are ineffective at helping victims and the impacts of 
internet harassment and defamation. 

I'm located but would agree to travel anywhere or to appear via video to discuss 
my experiences and thoughts. 

Tbankyou, 
s.19(1) 

Luc Groleau 
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From: 
To: 
Subjed:: 
o.te: 

CraIg Stokes 
10i I OCJ lPCHl 
No to 8111 C-36 &. C-I0 
July 30, 2021 12: 13:41 PM 

h~ =<~ to Informallen 

This is a gross and disgusting misuse ofgovemment power. Bill C-l0 & C-36 goes against our 
Canadian fundamental rights mentioned in the Canadian Charter of Rights. Just because the 
intentions are good doesn't mean it's actually a good idea. Bill C-l 0& C-36 paves way to use 
the bill to control the truth. Step 4 to becomming a tyrant is censorship and controlling the 
media and truth. 

The wording in the bill is too vague and overreaching. The ability for someone that feels 
offended to sue someone else anonymously for $20,000 and be fine up to $50,000 and up to 
t 2 months in jail is disgusting. The bills are all about feelings with no logic to back it up. This 
is criminalizing all Canadians just for speaking and promtes people to not speak out about the 
governments misuse of power or irresponsible spending etc .. 

This will a1so help create Canada into a prison state and waste tax payer money monitoring 
and imprisoning good law abiding citizens just for speaking out about corruption and penalize 
wbistleblowers. 

Canada is supposed to be a democracy and is DOW under threat because ofBiU C-I 0 and C-36. 
Content reported by randome uses must be taken down in 24 hours by the platform. This is 
over censorship, how cam we trust random Internet users to be judge and jury on what content 
is deemed illegal? Most Canadians don't even know the moat simple and common laws, they 
have no right being a Internet censorship judge and neither does the government. 

Freedom of expression opens discussion while censorship closes it all off. 

Freedom of speech and expression is just that, we should not be afraid to speak in our country. 
This freedom is what made our great country. 

Passing Bill C-36 & C-l 0 sets up Canada to start becoming a dictatorship. 

Completely reject both bills. 
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From: Claude Paradis 
ICN I pc (PCH) 

th~ ...", ss 10 I ,formatIon ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bonjour, 

Le projet de 101 sur 1es plareformes nurreriques 

July 30, 202112:03:13 PM 

5.19(1) 

Dtemblee, je veux vous remercier de travailler ilIa preparation d'un tel projet de loi . 
.. . . . .. . .. . . . 

fal reuvre a la Hore ClTCUlanOn ae fa creanon et aes 
laees, mals aans un contexte ou la cnnque et Ie travail d'edition viennent assurer une 
moderation. Je trouve que c'estjustement ce qu'iJ manque sur les reseaux sociaux, eu tout et 
n'importe quai se disent! Encadrer n'est pas de la censure, c'est simplement foumir des balises 
pour assurer un discours sain, une communication respectueuse. 

Je vais consulter les documents que veus mettrez a la disposition et verrai si je peux emettre 
des comrnentaires plus precis. Mais je voulais immediaternent vous communiquer man appui a 
un tel projet de loi. 

Claude Paradis 
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From: Soeocet Weiland 
ICN I OCJ lPCH) 

me Access to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Censorship of online content 
July 30, 202110:56:15 AM 

Censorship of this kind is the top ofa very slippery slope. Who is the arbiter of what is 
acceptable? How do you ensure fairness and balance? How can you ensure that the political 
class wontt use it as a tool to silence their critics? 

What about Human Rights Commissions (which I heartily disagee with)? Do they not stand 
as an arbiter of ai, things hateful and if not then they should be disbanded? And finally I 
believe I am correct in stating that Canada already has laws governing hate speech and as such 
we do not need this layering on of additional bureaucracy. 

Sara WeIland 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bonjour, 

IhJeny Henmann 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 
CDflsultatlon pour reglementer Ies reseaux socIaux 
July 30, 20218: 14:41 AM 

Oocllment communIque en vertu de 
/a LOI sur i'acces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document t7,,/eased pursuant to 
'he Access to il1;ormatton Act 

je vou$ ecris pour vou$ apporter mon soutien total a ce projet de reglementation. II est temps de 
mettre fin au pouvoir absolu des geants de I'internet qui peuvent briser des vies par leur inaction. 

Merci. 

Thierry Herrmann 
s.19(1) 
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From: chrtstlaoe knUDP 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

r p rcp s s to II1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Approche proposee du gouvemement pour s'attaquer au oontenu prejudk:lable en IIgne 

July 30, 20217:47:21 AM 

Je suis entierement d'accord avec cene proposition du gouvernement Trudeau .... 11 est grandement 

temps que les medias sociaux soient etroitement surveilles et qu'ils acceptent la responsabilite de 
leurs contenus. 

le fait que Ie Parti Conservateur planifie de s'opposer au projet mentionne ci-haut est tout 

simplement incroyable!! 

Provenance : (ourrier pour Windows 10 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
~te: 

Barb MacKenzie 

ICN I OCI (POi) 

C36 
July 30, 20216:15:07 AM 

Canadians will never agree to this. Period. 

B. MacKenzie 
Taxpayer 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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From: """""" To: 10i I OCJ (PCH) 

Ooclimeni "Ol1i1nUnlrw "'" VAn dF 
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Subject: 
o.te: 

My Comments about the government's proposed approach to address harmful content online 
July 30, 20212:28:40 AM 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with my thoughts on the 
online hanns bill and how I believe it will affect Canadian society. 

The comments that I am providing are from the perspective of an 
everyday Canadian. I am someone who is not a stakeholder and has been 
following the government's approach to internet regulation closely_ I 
think it is important that the government has a willingness to listen 
to the perspective of not just industry players hut also everyday 
Canadian's as well who have different views on this issue and use the 
internet daily for many different reasons as the internet has become 
an essential part of everyone's life. 

I have concerns with tbe mandated website blocking conceived to 
protect Canadians from what the government's proposed regulatory 
regime deems hannfuI or inappropriate online content. I believe this 
aspect of the bill could be abused. Over time it could lead to the 
expansion of the scope of content blocking influenced by lobbyists 
demanding so from the government for reasons other than what this bill 
is designed to do. This would not be in the best interests of 
Canadians. 

An example of these lobbyists would be those from the telecom 
companies such as Bell, Rogers and Telus. They have been c1amowing to 

implement website blocking across the country to serve their own 
interests. As well. costs for consumers will increase due to the 
implementation and maintenance ofthe web-blocking system. Website 
blocking could also resu1t in the arbitrary b locking of legal content 

24-hoUT takedowns of online content cou1d lead to legal content being 
taken down, hurting freedom of speech and expression due to compelling 
social media sites or wcbsites to removc online content too quickly. 
Depending on the scenario, this may not allow the content to be 
properly assessed thoroughly and thoughtfully enough whether it is 
harmful based on the proposed regulator's criteria of what will be 
illegal contcnt. 

People's personal infonnation could be susceptible to abuse or 
mishandling, putting their privacy at risk . The government will order 
social media platfonns to provide sensitive subscriber and user 
infonnation without requesting a wanant which is troubling and lacks 
transparency. 

The Digital Safety Commissioner and Digital Tribunal is the new 
regulatory regime outlined in the onJine banns bill. It's the new 
Bureaucracy involved in content takedowns and policing the internet. 
The definition of harmful content applies to the main categories of 
contcnt, which inciting violence, hatc speech, intimate images shared 
non-consensually, and child sexual exploitation content. 

There are already laws that can deal with hannful content and discern 
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between what is and is not illegal. Having a new regulatory body 
decide this and changing criminal law and other proposed changes such 
as the CSIS Act to confonn to the new regulatory regime seems 
unnecessary. Creating this new Bureaucracy and making many other 
changes is like taking a sledgehammer to an issue of concern, social 
media and hanniul online content that could be fought more vigorously 
in a less complicated and excessive way than the bill the government 
envisions and wants to introduce. I do not think more BW'Caucracy and 
changes to the criminal code,judicial tribWlal and massive fines to 
citizens, among other ideas put forth in the bill, is necessarily the 
way to go. It also seems to be overly paternalistic. The government 
has a role in protecting its citizens, but this seems like an invasive 
micromanagement approach, with too much government involved online. 

Groups designated as terrorist groups shouJd have their posts and 
content removed online even ifit does not incite violence. 
Anti-semitic content should be removed, including material that denies 
the holocaust. Fake news such as that related to covid-19 needs to be 
removed Images or posts directed specifically at inciting violence, 
such as anti-semitic, isJamophobic, Anti-Asian, calling for such 
groups' death or material related to terrorist attacks shouJd be 
removed. Election misinformation online is a problem and should be 
taken seriously. Images of underage children, child exploitation 
should be removed. Hannfu] content comes in the form of images, but 
live-streaming violent and exploitive content is a problem. 
Live-streaming should be looked at as many social media are 
incorporating this into their platfonns. Hannful audio should be 
looked at. [fa terrorist group or a hate group posts audio calling 
for the death of a person or group of people, this should be taken 
down. These are some examples of my concerns about what I consider to 
be content that I am concerned about on social media. 

Regarding what is hannful and hurtful, I think a clear distinction 
should be made with this bill between the two if it goes 
forward- inciting violence and hurtful feelings are not the same. 
Inciting violence online can constitute audio, speech, images that are 
threatening, intending to lead to physical injwy and even death of 
someone or a group ofpeop\e and can cause harm. Hurtfu] is not 
threatening but can make someone feel sad or lower their self-esteem. 
It is challenging to make the distinction between what is hannful and 
hurtful , and it has to be made cautiously and carefully regarding the 
internet Especially since speech does not have to be text, it can be 
audio, images, and other things you may not have thought of as 
communication like memes, emojis and other emerging merna. 

I am disturbed by some of the comments that Heritage Minister Steven 
Guilbeault has said in the media about speech 
such as how the government thinks federal regulators should be given 
the authority to temporarily shut down websites or arrest people that 
say hurtful comments about politicians and civil servants. 

I do not think a regulatory regime should target hurtful comments. 
Comments that make people sad or hurt their feelings but are not 
threatening with the intention of physical hann or someone's death. 
The same with hurtful audio or visual media. Blocking orders by a 
Digital Safety Commissioner for Social Media or a website because of 
what they consider hurtful, the content on it will make someone feel 

OC'Cllment "ommUfllrw en VAn 
fa LOI sur I'a, ces Q I'mIOIT71/ih I 
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sad or lower their self-esteem is wrong. Likewise, shutting down 
social media for the same reason shouJd not occur. Guilbeault says 
blocking social media or websites is a last resort, comparing it to a 
nuclear bomb and saying it's an extreme measure, but it is a tool that 
could be used hypothetically. His comments are alanning. Based on his 
remarks, be also thinks that the orume barms regulatory regime are 
needed because the internet and social media are undennming Canada's 
social cohesion.. He told the press that worM-renowned public 
servants leave politics because of what people say about them. It's 
rhetoric like this that scares me about this bill and makes me think 
that it could lead to Canadian's hwnan rights being violated in an 
attempt to protect society, but it could also have negative 
consequences. Regulation of the internet is a slippery slope; if not 
done right, then the damage to Canadian society can be severe and 
maybe even pennanent 

The government should not disregard people's lawful speech and 
expression, and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms should be 
respected, not eroded and stripped away in the process of attempting 
to nprotect people" from social media and the internet by creating a 
new regulatory body to police the internet [f an individual is 
criticized or a civil servant and not threatened with violence. this 
is different than hurting someone's feelings. 

[t is useful for Canadians that the government is having a public 
consultation for Bill C-36 as not only industry ·"stakeholders" have 
the opportunity to voice their opinions. This is something that was 
missing from previous internet-related bills, and I think not having 
public consultation hurt<; public trust in the bill and the 
government's intentions. However, the public should have gotten a 
chance to give input before the bill was drafted [t would have added 
to the conversion of what is harmful and what is not People couJd 
have had a chance to provide other solutions to the issues sUTfOlmding 
social media and the internet besides this concept of more Bureaucracy 
and harsh penalization that the government wants to impose as a 
solution. 

Name: Laurence Price 
Address: 
Email~ 

5.19(1) 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Bill Wagstaff 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Loi sur /'acces a 1'1I1formation 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Infor,natlOfI Act 

Don't agree to having The Internet policed 11)' an appointee of Government. No matter who you appoint they 
would be corrupted. I agree there are nasty things on the Internet but that Is better than a Government HACK 
CO/'Nptlng It. Just another Tl\Ideau PI .•. 
July 29, 2021):"18:)1 PM 

Sent from my iPbone 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

Bod Re.khbeid 
ICN I OCJ (PCH) 

Hate speech 
July 29, 2021 8:06:37 PM 

Document communIque en vertu de 
la Lo; sur facces a i'mfoltnatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
he Access to informatton Act 

I don't know how Trudeau is going to define hate speech so for this reason I am against Trudeau and his regulations 
against Canadians saying what they want to especially when the truth hurts Trudeau and his scandals which HE 
hates to be known. 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: AOOre Bruoel!e 
10i I OCI (POi) 

ANDRE BRUNEli.E 

he 4cce.ss 10 ll1;ormatlOI1 ACI 
To: 
Ce, 
Subjed:: 
Date: 

Dlsponlbllltl!! nmlt~ des reseaux sodawc 
July 29, 2021):"13:56 PM 

Pour les politiciens, il devrait etre interdit d'utiliser les reseaux sociaux, qui pour certains, est 
une falton d'effectueT du lobbying gratuit et non sollicite aupres des electeurs. On a bien vu ce 
que pouvait donner J'abus politique des reseaux sociaux aux Etats-Unis avec I'usage qu'en 
faisait quotidiennement Ie presiden1 Trump. JI n' existe aucun controle sur la veracite des 
propos tenus et Ie denigrement gratuit des adversaires politiques finissent par causer des 
emeutes comme celie du Capitol. ~tre en campagne electorale de maniere perpetuelle, meme 
quand on est au pouvoir, Ita devient ahurissant it la longue pour les utilisateurs des reseaux 
SOC13UX. 

Andre Brunelle 

5.19(1) 
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To: 
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Glen Smith ~ "" /0 111!01 U/I f/ 
10i I OCJ (POi) 

The Govemment's proposed aPlJl'O"Ch to address harmful conlEnt online 
July 29, 20214:57:50 PM 

There is some content put on the internet that is unequivocally illegal and hannful and should 
have no place for acceptance; and child pornography is probably the best example there is. r 
can even see an arguement for identifYing and removing overt and active terrorism plots (with 
proper legal thresholds to what that means). 

However, I have grave concerns with the proposed categories of 'hate speech' and 'content that 
incites violence'. 

Starting with the latter, what 'incites violence' is highly subjective, and therefore has a high 
likelihood of infringing on freedom of expression if the thresholds are not set very specifically 
and very high. For example, there is a large difference between someone saying 'Let's go meet 
at noon at a park and attack a person', and 'I hate that guy so much, I wish he was hit by a car'. 
The first implies action, the second does not. It raises the question of speacb vs action; iftbe 
second scenario above inspired someone else to go and actuaUy hit that person with a car, 
would the original author be guilty of inciting violence? They shouldn't be. 

Just look at our neighbours to the south and the hugely divergent opinions on the January 6th 
Capitol Hill riots/assaults. Was ex-President Trump responsible for inciting violence via his 
tweets, even though there was no objective call to violence? The US is fully divided from 
100% 'yes' to 100% no? Who's right? Who decides? Shouldn't the responsibility fall on those 
people who actually perpetrated the violence? It's entirely political, and political leaning 
should have no bearing on guiJt or innocence; but that's what we're seeing down south. And 
that's what I do not want to see here. 

Furthennore, even how the word 'violence' is used in the common vernacular is changing, 
where many people believe that speech that they don't like or that disapproves of some aspect 
of who they are is thought of as 'violence'. It's not. So once again, everything depends on 
exact definitions and thresholds, and this is something that is far too easy to get wrong, and the 
risks from getting it wrong are far too high. The word 'hate' is similar. 

In terms of 'hate speech', this is an even more subjective category that I don't feel we should 
have laws about at all , let alone adding new ones. Is hatred based on intent or interpretation? 
Is it dependent upon the author, or the consumer? What is hateful to some is indifferent to 
others. Who decides? I have very large concerns with any person, company, or agency, with 
their own unique set of values, judging the content created by other bodies, with different sets 
of values, on what type of speech is offensive, hurtful, or hateful, or why this even matters. 
Almost everything wiJ] be offensive to someone; that doesn't mean it shouJdn't be said. 
Everytime a limit is put on freedom of expression, it's only easier to put on more restrictions in 
the future. 

And this is a very slippery slope, because people change, and those deciding what is or is not 
offensive or hateful now will not be the same as those in the future. 

Having anybody make such subjective grey decisions and deciding what should or should not 
be said in public forum is dangerous, Orwellian, authoritative, impossible, and far too 
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susceptible to the ideologies of the majority ... 

Document communtque en vertu de 
la LOI sur I'acces a /'information 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Infonnation Act 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

Stephanie E perrJD 

ICN I OCJ (POt) 

Two questions from the dlsaJssloo of the technical paper 
July 29, 2021 2:50:51 PM 

Thanks for the technical briefing on this ambitious proposal. r have 
two immediate questions: 

I. Do you anticipate any kind of judicial review? 

2. Am r correct in assuming that content I put on a website, online 
subscriber journal, or blog, will not be covered? In the event that 
traffic migrates from social media platfonns to these more old-fashioned 
methods, do you foresee enlarging the scope of the legislation? 

Just a suggestion, it would be good to have a link to the paper and call 
for comments in the slide deck, for ease of distribution to other parties. 

Oocumenl COmmUrJlfjue ~n ve/tu de
fa LOI sur tar es d f'mformation 
Oocumen I elea sed pursuant tQ 
'1~ cce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 

I would suggest that your concept of conflict of interest for the 
Commissioner is way too limited You don't want a Commissioner from a 
targeted group, a civil liberties organization. or anyone with a horse 
in this race. Tall order, if you also want experience. 

Yours truly. 

Stephanie Perrin, President 

Digital Discretion Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
o.te: 

deals da'dault 
ICN I OCI (PCH) 
Haine en ilgne, comeau Indl!:sirable 
July 29, 20213:17:42 PM 

Merci de vous attaquer a ce f1eau de notre democratie. 
J'appuie Ie projet de loi 

Envoye de mon iPhone 

Oocument communique en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a /'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
the Access to Information Act 
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From: Ioghml. All ilt; Acce.ss to II1;ormatlol1 ACI 
To: 
Subject: 
D.lte: 

10i I OCI (PCHl 

Online Harms legislation 

July 29, 20213:00:36 PM 
Importance: Low 

Unclassified 

Good Afternoon, 

I just participated in the teleconference and thank you for the information that yOti provided. I have 

two questions/suggestions. I believe it was mentioned that repeat offenders of Child Pornography 

and Terrori sm postings will possibly be banned by their service providers? why would repeat 

offenders of Hate speech/propaganda not be subjected to the same rule . As you are aware Hate 

crimes, Radicalization and Terrorism are linked. Lastly although' applaud the 24hr window for 

platforms to remove posts I think that is a long time for something to remain and be shared online. 

Thank you again. 

AT 

A/Sgt. Ali Toghrol 
Ottawa Police Service 
Hate & Bias Crime Unit 
Office: 613.236.1222, ext. 5453 Fax: 613.760.8075 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 9634, Station T, Ottawa, ON KIG 6H5 
Togbrola@ottawapolice,ca 
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From: 
To: 

rolan mJlI:hell 
ICN I OCI (PCHl 

Oocument communIque en vertu de 
/a Lo; sur /'acces a i'mformatlon 
Document released pursuant to 
rhp 4ccp 55 to Infol matlOn Acl 

Subject: 
o.te: 

The Govemment's proposed approach to address harmfUl content online 

July 29, 2021 12: 1.7:06 PM 

Canada already has laws that cover hate speech. promoting violence, and 
illegal activity. The country does not need another layer of Liberal 
bureaucracy_ 

Colan Mitchell 
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Document communIque en vertu de 
L a 

Policy Recommendations on Online Hate 

Horrific events of the last century have demonstrated that words matter. Hateful and intentionally 
deceptive words can lead directly to violent actions targeting individuals and groups. We must be 
vigilant in identifying and exposing online hate and purposeful disinformation that has the potential 
to incite violence or promote injustice against ethnocultural, racial , religious and other identifiable 
groups. The rapid proliferation of social media and online communications has made this task 
more important than ever. 

The task of combating online hate and disinformation is even more urgent in the context of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Numerous studies have painted to the role of state-sponsored disinformation 
campaigns about the pandemic by regimes adversarial to Canada and democratic values, such as 
Russia. 

The Ukrainian Canadian community has experienced increasing volumes of targeted online 
operations in the form of disinformation. This information warfare - as part of Russia's war on 
Ukraine - is intended to undermine our community by distorting historical truth, sowing division, 
and weakening support for democratic institutions. 

These campaigns reach far beyond the Ukrainian community. The 2019 Annual Report for the 
National Security and Intelligence Committee of Parliamentarians found that: "The Russian 
Federation engages in foreign interference activities across Canada's political system with the 
objective of influencing government decision-making and swaying public opinion. [ .. . J The nature 
and extent of Russia's foreign interference threat is significant as these activities form a key 
component of the broader national security threat posed by Russia." 

Multiple think-tanks in Canada, the US and the EU have established that these malign influence 

OUR RECO .... ENDATIONS 

• Counter online hate and disinformation spread by adversarial regimes 

• Remove RT, Sputnik and other Russian state broadcasters from Canadian airwaves 

• Strengthen cyber security 

• Hold social media platforms to account 
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operations are not specific to one platform, actor or targeted ~roup. Information warfare Is'a lobal 
problem; its intent is to sow division within and between western democracies and alliances, 
subvert international institutions, and erode public trust and social cohesion. The UCC will 
continue to work with both Ukrainian and Canadian institutions, along with think tanks and other 
organizations working to fight disinformation, and to identify fake news and propaganda. 

Recommendations 

Counter online hate and 
disinformation spread by 
adversarial regimes 

Policy Brief 

The Russian govemment carries out its media influence 
operations in myriad ways, including through state-eontrolled 
or state-sponsored media outlets that are freely available in 
Canada, both in traditional television and in online formats, 
Social media platforms, internet companies and the Canadian 
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission have 
proven either unable or unwilling to counter these threats. 

The UCC believes that the issues of foreign state interference and 
disinformation and the issue of online hate are inextricably linked. 
The UCC is part of a broad coalition, the Canadian Coalition to End 
Online Hate, which submitted recommendations to the Government 
of Canada in May 2020. 

Among the recommendations of the Coalition was for the 
Government to "review the role of, and develop a strategy 
for, combating online hate that is sponsored or supported by 
authoritarian governments, state broadcasters of authoritarian 
regimes and foreign organizations." 

The Government of Canada has introduced legislation, Bill C-36, the 
aim of which is "to better protect Canadians from hate speech and 
online harms." 

The UCC calls on the Government of Canada, in proposed 
legislation combatting online hate, to dedicate due focus to the 
role played in the dissemination of online hate, of regimes and 
governments adversarial to Canada and democratic values. 
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Remove RT, Sputnik 
and other Russian 
state broadcasters from 
Canadian airwaves 

Strengthen cyber security 

Hold social media 
platforms to account 

Policy Brief 
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RT Sputnik and other RussiaR[tat~tE!iev~sioH a~di8MlineatlOn At I 
propaganda are serious threats to the integrity of impartial news 
programming in Canada, In 2020, Canada's NATO ally latvia 
banned the channel RT. latvia's regulator, Electronic Mass Media 
Council (NEPLP), found that RT is under the "effective contro'" of 
Dimitry Kiselev, who is under both EU and Canadian sanctions. 
NATO ally Lithuania followed suit a few months later, and banned 
RT from broadcasting in Lithuania. The CRTC has failed to take 
similar action and RT continues to broadcast in Canada. 

The uee calls on Canada to remove RT, Sputnik and other Russian 
state broadcasters from Canadian airwaves and online space. 

A July 2021 report by the Communications Security Establishment 
of Canada found that, "From 2015 to 2020, we judge that the vast 
majority of cyber threat activity affecting democratic processes can 
be attributed to state-sponsored cyber threat actors. These actors 
target democratic processes in pursuit of their strategic objectives 
(Le. , political , economic, and geopolitical). Russia, China, and Iran 
are very likely responsible for most of the foreign state sponsored 
cyber threat activity against democratic processes worldwide.ft 

The UCC calls on the Government of Canada to dedicate 
appropriate resources to countering cyber threat activity carried out 
by state-sponsored cyber threat actors and to respond strongly to 
cyber attacks on Canadian communications infrastructure. 

The UCC supports the development of legislative measures that 
would hold social media platforms to account for failing to remove 
hate speech and purposeful disinformation from their platforms. 

The uec calls on the Government of Canada to work swiftly to 
eliminate online hate from social media networks, including Russian 
disinfonnation campaigns that knowingly promUlgate hatred against 
Ukraine and Ukrainians. 

• 
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This "harmful content" proposal Is nothing short of rldlaJlous 
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The proposals as outlined will do nothing useful against actual harmful content online, while simultaneously 
hamstringing and crippling Canadian companies and companies doing business in Canada. 

The very concept of the proposals is so far removed from reality that I laughed before realizing that someone, 
somewhere, actually thought this EXEMPLARY stupidity was a good idea. 

Signed, 
A Canadian systems administrator and citizen 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nathan Ricciuti 
September 25,2021 11 :'f8 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 

NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civi l society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addreSSing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Nathan Ricciuti 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dragica Durajlija 
September 25, 20::!2:'!"":"':'U4 PM 
ICN lOCI (PCH) 

NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Dragica Durajlija 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

David McCauley ~ 
September 25,2021 11 :14 pM 
ICN lOCI (PCH) 

NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation w ill not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civi l society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addreSSing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
David McCauley 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dave Haywood 
September 25,2021 11:12 PM 
ICN I DCI (PCH) 
NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

$.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I st rongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to po lice and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Dave Haywood 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Sandra Jeanneret 
September 25, 2021 1 1 ~08 PM 
leN lOCI (PCH) 
NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to add ressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Sandra Jeanneret 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Trish Denise 
September 25,2021 10:56 PM 
leN lOCI (PCH) 
NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

5.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Trish Denise 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Howard Bittner 
September 25,2021 10:52 PM 
ICN lOCI (PCH) 

NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

$.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation w ill not carefully 

weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 

mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civi l society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addreSSing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Howard Bittner 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Rita Coughlin 
September 25,2021 10:50 PM 
ICN lOCI (PCH ) 
NO to Canada 's harmful content proposal 

s.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 

weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 

mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

j urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addreSSing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Rita Coughlin 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Beverley Baltimore ~ 
September 25,2021 10:46 PM 

leN lOCI (PCH) 5.19(1) 

NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 

weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 

mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Beverley Baltimore 
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Rebecca De Lachevrotiere Lalonde 

From: 
Se nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

Andy Akey 

September 25,2021 10:44 PM 

leN lOCI (PCH) 
NO to Canada's harmful content proposal 

s.19(1) 

As a concerned person in Canada, I urge you to abandon the draft proposals for our Internet outlined in your 
consultation paper on harmful (ontent online. If implemented, these measures will lead directly to the removal of many 
lawful posts in Canada, including important forms of protest and personal expression. 

In the offline world, restrictions on our freedom of expression are tightly limited, and surveillance by law enforcement 

requires approval of a court. By deputizing online platforms to proactively surveil, police, and remove our content, your 
proposal reverses this healthy offline balance. Online platforms afraid of your punitive legislation will not carefully 
weigh our posts, and many posts that would not be found illegal offline will certainly be removed by platforms and 
reported to law enforcement. 

I strongly oppose the disproportionate and poorly conceived measures proposed in your consultation, including 
mandatory 24-hour take down windows, reporting of removed posts to law enforcement, forcing platforms to 
proactively surveil their users' posts, and any plans for blocking of websites in Canada. 

These proposals are very likely to be used to police and harass already marginalized people on the Internet, not to 
protect and empower them. 

I urge you to work with academic experts, civil society, and online platforms themselves on developing a more 
thoughtful, measured approach to addressing illegal and harmful content online. 

Kind regards, 
Andy Akey 
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Submission from News Media Canada 
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Attached is News Media Canada's submission to the online hanns consultation. 

Best regards, 

Paul 

Paul Deegan 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
News Media Canada I Mlldias d'info Canada 

37 Front Street East, Suite 200 
Toronto, Ontario M5E 163 
pdeegan@newsmediacanada ,ca 

647-992-5522 
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September 16, 2Q21 

Digital Cit.izen Initiative 

Department of Canadian !-f.cciU'91.? 
25 Eddy St 
Gat)nea" QC KIA OS5 

-r 0 \'vholn }t rnay concern: 

News Media Canada, which re.presEnts Canada's new~ publi,hers who employ 300C jOl,lrt1al1sts 
from coast to coast to coast, be!ii.~Y0s· that fre-e spe€ch~ journalistic. fr~edo!T! : and z stror.9; 
healthy, corntnNciaily viable, and fi erceiy independent media ecosystem.iI,·e all vital to OUI' 

dernocracy. 

Canadians reiy on their newspapers arid n.ews media to be the,r trvsted sovrces of information, 
help,ng them make informed chO.ices aNi ho!ding people and institutions, hduding 
governments and corporations, occountab'e. 

We welcome tfle opporh;nity to p2rt'cipate in this Consultation, and we appreciate the 
Government's commitment to tak ing tneaningful action to combat. hilte speech and othet kinds 
of harmful content onh1e, whiie eMClri r:g thet frf'edO'll oiexpression and free debate are 
Yil'cogni:c;ed, p:'es(?rved, and protected. 

We are amonSJ the co;)ntry's leading def!~ncjers cf freedo,-"oJ speech. At the same time, as 
,,,mployer$, '.'.Ie strive to provide a safe, healthy, and incl"sive work environmentior our 
journaiists. As businesses who suppiy news anci analysis, we also strive to protectourc"stomers: 
the public WilO read our news and engage W!ttl us and their feilow readers. VVe listen to our 
customers. 't-/e t"l(<:: O',!( r~,spc,ns ibi!i ties to them "nd the broader public seriously. We try to build 
a better (ornrnon future for ~ill. ~\nd we are o(countaiJ;p for both our actions and inaction. 

,\~ 3 business.: 'the news. pubnshing industry fernairs und€r threat front the unregLllated and 
unchecked socia! media and other oniil\e comn'lunicatjoo sePI'ce providers. At the same. our 
journalists-including female. ;>nd B1POe jourr,aHsts-and O»f customers face online harm. 

Across Ule 9'obe. jOllrnaiists face physical. judicial, and rmline harm. In addition to harassr,.,ent 
from individuals, Jo"rnalists face so;:;i1ist,(ated defi!ll1ation campaigns to discredit and silenCl~ 
thern. These ti1r",at5. and th",ir pc,tential impact on journalistic freedom of expression, flilve 
detrimental implications fer society at large. 
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Tile findings of d ~W~i~)! conducted by the United Nations Edu(ational, Scielt.iiic and Cvltuu.1 
Organization ;3nd the International Center for Journalists, ,1bout online videnc,,-' a\lain~t wornen 
jt)urnafist5 ure a!apl1!f;g: 

• 73% of wornen respondents said they had experienced online violence, 

• lO"y,. said they had been <!tt<Jck'.)d or i)1"lst'o offline in incidents seeded online. 

• 4"1'>',; said they had been tMe targets of online attacks that appeared to be linked to 

orchestrated dlsiofmmafon c,"np,~igns , 

The impact on this violence on mental health is soberl119: 

• .388,& rnissed \'vork. 
• 'I ~ % quit their j obs, 

• 2% abiJndoneo jou rn<Jl isrn "Itogether. 

• 30% sid-censor 01 social media. 

'. 20% oniy 'bro~dCQsl' Qnd avoid i::1B interi3 ~tion. 
• More troubling, '1 0% avo fd pUfs(Jinq particular stQrle~, 

Like news publishers, online platforms curate wntent. Tr,ey reap ail tI-,e qenetits of being a 

publisher, albeit on much more commercially f3vourable tEnns, yet they do not hove the same 
"espon$;bi l iti e~, and are not held accollnwbJe in the many ways that news publishers arE' i'l 
Canada , Indeed, they have allowed fake news and disinfonniltior; t<;. prc>liferi.lt;;- i)fQ! .. !nd the 
globe, 

Big Tech has a societal obligation to moderilte these activities, just as allY news publisher does. 

However, S,,!ction 230 of the Comnltmiwtions Decency A( t exempts then; from ii;lbHity O\i~' F 
I'ost!ng US!;,1 -gener ,Jled content and from liabilitY when they choose to remove that cont;;-nt. 
Globa! companies operating in Canada are .subjec t to (anilc!i,iq I"w ;)nd shoclki conduct 
themselves accordingly., 

As advertisers: knOll.,;', th€s€ firrns have enOfrnOU$ and i?xtf~n~ety 50ph:sticoted tet:hni<:a! prOW€ S5. 

Why then have they failed in. their duty as content moderators and allowed harmful (oNent 
tilrgeted at j ournalists to be arnplified on their p,atforms' 

As a rnatter of prinCiple. our journaiist, should be ,;fforded the sarne protections in the online 

world as th€'y are in th€' offline world. Accordingly, we recommend that thE Government o f 
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C<ln,)da expficitl" recoonize online threat, tOj'ollma!ists d;rEctlv into the A.ct.. Journaii~ls shouid , ) ~ ~ 

be afforded '\,xceptiol'al reWel(Se" to coline threats. 

News Media Canada submits onlin!" p!atfonns should: 
• Act upon reports of harassment from news publishers and jo;)(nali$t~ within 24 hours. 

.. lnve-st;n tE'_chnOfogy to del€c.t fJnl;ne hate against journalists. 

• Detail online harm 39ainst.journalisrs in their tranSpilren(y reports. 
• Be held aCOWIY(?b!e thrO\.igh Canada's libel. deia ',lation, and hate laws. just as Canada's 

news publishers are. 

• Face economic penalties when they rail to comply with Canadian laws. 

• Mak" it hard for internl~t tro)ls to 'profit' {mIn the monetization of content tlla! harms 

Journalists. 

ThiS i, not aCoe.lt li!niti09 democratic ,~:(pre$sjon:ll is "bout protecting itand it.s rno.st precious 
g,I,H'(Jians: Journalists. And it is about ensuring ail pUbliShErS, including !11twiet intertTlediaries. 

are held accountabl€ for harm!,;! content by being transparent in their policies, expeditio"$ and 

f()bust in apply:n9 those polkies and in meeting obii£ptions to customers, and compliant in 
!Y;eeti:1g Canadi~n i~gal obligations . 

. ::. ; '.: .~.'" 

Paul Deegan 
President ami Chief E>:enltiv(' Offker 
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